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ORIGINAIi COMMUNICATIONS. I
improvement of run-out potatoes, »M for a mo- stated that tc'.o:.i would grow if they were plan'

= --—.-r= morst frustrated; however, the next trial was ed with tha end sealed with the compos nor

to the editor of the new England farmer. u p n those in the new field ; here the hills nf-l -

— forded a good yield of round, fair and clear po-

CULTIVATION OF POTATOES. tfttoes ;
when boiled, they were about as good

Worcester County, 4th Mo. 10, 1826. as the 2d year's growth, but nothing improved.

There have been -rievoa. complaints hy the • continued experiments (always careful in the

pellet Bo, ton for! number of years (and no, election of the seed) and the 4th year plough-

Hut iuft cause) of bad potatoes I have no- |« ™<*
**<f?

•"* P os,s
«jf

huK
.
I'ece of

teedZ number of scientific disquisitions upon green sward m my pasture-harrowed ,n coarse BIIU lwl

he subieTbut none that exac.lv accords with dung, and had an excellent crop o the best o
j

r ter part* them leave.

my views However incorrect 1 may be in ^ potatoes (some of these sold .n Boston tor 50
;

J11S , ,„ lha « Ration most o.
my views. ,

, ' i,.., : cents, when ihpy were plenty jo the market tor
| advancing, The next seaso

rnnrlnsions nDOn the suniect, l may run out i } j r </

1 '
. ,.J ., '. i i__: .:.r_. j'i and 33 cents.) I also planted around a corn-

field two rows ; this field had been ploughed 1

years in succession—winter dung ploughed in

little risk in stating what 1 think I have satisfac-

torily ascertained to be the best method for me,

on my land, for insuring good potatoes. About

fifteen years since, 1 purchased some of the

common blue potatoes for seed. The seller

said the potatoes had heretofore been very

good, but he thought they had lost their good

quality, and that by changing them (as the

phrase is) they would do better. I was young

and inexperienced, but 1 had no faith in this hy-

pothesis. However, the potatoes were ill shap-

ed things, and, when cooked, as free from any

farinaceous appearance as a pickled cucumber.

I planted them on a piece of land that 1 was sub-

duing, dnnged them lightly with winter dung

which was spread and harrowed in. The crop

was middling, and the potatoes for autumn and

winter eating, tolerably good. The next season

I manured the same land with winter dung, and

ploughed it in ; round, fair and middling sized

pota'oes only were selected from the previon-

year's growth, for seed; they were planted in

the usual way, two in a hill; ploughed and hothe usual way, two in a hill; plougneo ami no- r -- - a •

ed twice. The succeeding autumn they yield being generally tree of worms, and its decompo

ed a good crop of mos.lv round, fair and hand- ^'.on will be about the tune the root of .hi

some
g
po.a.oes, and for eating 1 never saw bet- potatoes need its nourishment. And fourthly,

er Their superior quality was noticed by all I

"ever to plant them on a wet or clayey soil.-
ici. * "«=" t»i.i.« i . ..,..,__ R« nKcurvmir fhoco nar ii-nars I have a wavs

composition

used on tit?; after priming. 1 was quit"

pleased with the new idea of obtaining a choice

collection oi 'mi: trees so easily. Acer.

1 went io w. . and selected the fines!

scim;3 1 coui..
j
rocure, from various storks, and

planted in the «pringof 1811, two rows of about

'10 feet in !-. lh, lium four to six inches apart,

and took the greatest pains with them. The
d out, and remained

the season, withou-

advancing, The next season very few produc-

ed any signs ef vegetation, and by autumn they

were all dead with the exception ot now and

then one having a slight appearance of life near

and fine mixed manure put to the hills; these I (he lower part, just above the surface of the

potatoes yielded as well and perhaps some moreU;ro „ncj tvithofil a leaf or hud. and those 1 exam-

than those in the pasture, hot they were more ,ned had not the least semblance of a root.

deformed and less farinaceous, and in the fol-
\ ain fu |jy satisfied that fruit trees to any ex-

lowing spring there was a great difference in tent, cannot be cultivated in this way. There

..does. I now believed that to raise good

potatoes and to preserve, undiminished, the

quality of the kind, that something more was

necessary to he observed, than the selection ol

'he seed. Therefore, fol myself, I adopted the

toilowing method, from conclusions drawn flow

ire foregoing experiments, and from general

observation and inquiry upon the subject. Firs!.

to select such potatoes, shape and size, as I wish

i-.i raise. Secondly, to plant them on new or

green sward land, two, and not to exceed thre'e

.ears in succession. Thirdly, to n«e no other

"fiier dime (except the addition of plaster

to the hills or vines) for inanuie dressing, te

preud this and mingle it with the soil; this

e potatoes. I now believed that to raisp good m „y have heeu instances, (but 1 think it a rare

occurrence) of raising fruit trees by this pro-

cess, and I should recommend to those who wish

to make the experiment to do it in a limited

manner, as it will be labor in vain.

With much respect,

vour very humble serv't.

L. JENKINS.

who ate of them. I now considered that these

potatoes had regained their original good qual-

ity ; and that it was affected by selecting the

seed only ; hut it was an erroneous conclusion.

The third year the seed was selected as be-

fore ; a part "of the same field, ploughed and

manured in the same way as the year before,

was planted ; some of the selected seed was

also planted in a field that had for a number of

years been cultivated— here, several rows were

dnnged in the hill with fine mixed manure, and

a- a* many with only a handful of plaster.—

In the fall I commenced digging successively of

th< ihiee difivrenl plantings for table use : those

dunged in the hill, appearing nearest maturity.

I began upon them first; I found their appear-

ance different from those raised the year before,

more long ones—some part eaten by worms,

and others with small ones attached to them b\

narrow necks. They were cooked, but instead

of being sound mealy potatoes, they were of but

an ordinary quality—some had hard balls in the

middle, and others hollow. I next dug some ol

those that were plastered, their appearance was

better, less small ones, no effects of worms, but

le*s in a hill—when cooked they were some-

what hetter than the others, but »ery inferior

to the 2d year's crop. Here my scheme for the

For .. SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CIDER BARRELS.
'escx County, April 18, 1826.

,
;.

.• .v lo keep cider barrels s*c-.t i:

as follows. Take the barrels soon after the

cider is out, and drain off the lees (if the cask

has been kepi full while the cider was working

there will be but a trifle ;) bung them tight, and

put them in some suitable place. Previous to

using them for cider the ensuing season, rinse

them. I have practised the above meibod lor

more thaD twenty years, and never had any cask

which did not keep perfectly sweet. Rinsing

casks with cold water, and not keeping them

bunged tight, 1 believe is the principal cause of

so many cider casks' becoming foul and musty.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

THE BORER.
Weston, April 19, 1826.

Sir— I have read several communications

made Uteiy in your useful paper on the sutj^ct

of the borer. Having been a sufferer by its des-

tructive work, 1 think it a duty to offer you the

result of my observations on the ways ot Ibat

ravager. who, in my opinion, threatens the very

existence of our orchards.

By referring to Bnffon I find that there are

nine species of the borer (caprictrne Carambir).

The insect after bis last transformation is a bee-

tle of a dark slate or brown colour, some of the

smaller species have figured stripes on their

wings; they fly about in the heat of July, quick

on the wing, and shy. They are little noticed,

and deposit, then, their seed in the bark nt al-

By observing these particulars I have always

had good potatoes ; my Hues I still keep, and I

don't know that I can find better, notwithstand

ing some thoughl them run out more than fit-

teen years ago. Whoever is disposed to adopt

the above method and peiform it, will no more

be troubled with the disagreeable tang of rank

and watery potatoes—and for what they have to

spare, the citizens of Boston, 1 presume, will

willingly pay them a good price. 1 am of the

opinion that good potatoes for table use, are

seldom produced from fields that have been long

and highly cultivated. Perhaps some of the

agriculturalists near Boston may be induced to

try the experiment, if it has not been parucu

larly tried. 1 continue to plough small pieces

in my pasture, when I have no green sward ot

a number of years' standing that 1 wish to turn

up, and find my pasture benefitted by it. 1 will

add no more to the subject this time, but submit

the foregoing to the better judgement of expe-

rienced and practical farmers. D. S.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

PLANTING SCIONS.

Canandaigua, N.Y. Apr%l 16, 1826. men, ineir seeu iu mc »».» — •»-

Sir—Some three or four years since 1 read a Lost every kind of trees; the oak bark is filled

I. :_ «... ........a. .... .«-,.-. i-rinn ft'l.i.-Kl £*L !l . k .. . « ** * k .-. ipnllnui nine CAmPllRIPS t HP
Sir—some inree or lour years since i reaii a most every Kina ot trees ; iue ran u<n» i» um--u

paragraph in some paper or magazine, whichj wi(h it, that of the yellow pine, sometimes the
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maple. The forest and the orchard are fully

stocked; and the borers are the meat upon
which depend the whole tribe of the woodpeck-
ers. Go into the forest and you hear these birds

pecking the trees in quest of their food
;
go

and look at the logs of timber, which may have
laid in your yard for one year, and you will,find

the decayed bark well stocked with borers. If

you lay by your fire wood, to burn it dry, go into

your wood house in August and September, and

hear the borers at work. Please to notice the

timbers of your buildings, and wherever a slip

of bark has been suffered to remain, there again

you will trace the destroyer. In fact, nature

seems to be so full of them that it is a matler of

astonishment that our apple trees are not in a

situation still more deplorable. The locust

they have so nearly exlerminated that hardly a

trace of them remains; and as the wood lands

are fast clearing away, and the pasturing

ground of the borer is thereby reduced, we
may expect that their famishing tribes will

wreak their vengeance more and more upon our

orchards; in such a threatening case, what are

we to do? the beetle flies about so wild, (hat

the destroying of them appears to be impossi

ble. But by painting the trees with some com-
position, and keeping them so painted through
the season, I have no doubt that much good can
be done ; the female beetle is provided at the

lower part of her body with something like a

small hollow lancet ; where the bark is tender
she pricks it with that little instrument and at

the same instant lets a small seed slip through
it, and be lodged in the bark. Where the
trees are old, and the bark scaly and hard she
deposits the seed under the scales ; these seeds
come to life the spring after, and the small bor-

er gnaws its way immediately into the bark.

—

I conceive that the large borers which attack
the butts are the offspring of (he large beetle,

and that the smaller species are those which we
find to infest the branches, and the existence of
which is indicated by black spots on the bark,
which being removed with the knife, bring (o

light, in general, a number of Hide worms. A
coat of composition laid over the bark becomes
an effectual shield against (he destructive little

lancet, whose power is blunted by the harsh-
ness of the paini. It is needful to remove care-

filly (lie grass from round the bulls that there
should be no space whatever left unpainted and
that the soil should to that effect, lap over (he
paints; the main branches should be painted as

well as the butts. The first painling should be
performed as soon as the weather gets warm,
and the sap flow? freely. As the rains wash it

away it ought to be renewed, so as never to

leave the bark uncovered and exposed. Three
or four times will carry the trees safe through
the season. Various are the compositions used;

ihey not only protect the trees against the bor-

ers, but have a tendency to feed the trees by
.•absorption, and to get the bark into that bright

and lively order which insures prosperity. Va-
rious are the compositions used and to none of
them would 1 feel any objection but to the lime,

'jsed alone and quick. Its power as a stimulant

is so great that 1 am convinced of the unfitness

to use i(, unless a gentleman wishes to bring his

young (tees to a premature slate of bearing, of
:>ld age. and of decay. The composition of For-
syth, from long experience can be recommend-
ed as productive of the most beneficial effects

;

although well known, by transcribing it here, it

may save the (rouble to refer to hispublication.

" Take one bushel of fresh cow dung, half a

" bushel of lime rubbish of old buildings, that

" from ceilings of rooms is preferable, or lime

" which has been slacked at least six months,

" half of a bushel of wood ashes, and two quarts

" of fine pit or river sand. The three last arti-

" cles are to be sifted fine before they are mix-

" ed ; then work them well together with urine

" and soap suds with a spade and afterwards

" with a wooden beater until the stuff is very

"smooth like fine plaster, used for the ceilings

" of rooms. Then mix again soap suds and

" urine, to bring it to the consistence of thick

" paint, and lay it on the trees with a painter's

" or white washing brush. It will not only

keep (he trees free from borers, but it will heal

sore wounds and cankers, and transform into

healthy and fruitful trees, some which at first

sight seemed to defy the hope of recovery.—

You will please however to recollect that hap-

py results in any pursuit, but more especially

in agriculture, are not to be obtained but by

care and perseverance. Whilst on the subject

of borers I beg leaye to mention further, that

in families who use sioves, which require dry

wood, the only method to prevent their oak and

yellow pine being injured by the borers, is to

stow it in a close wood hou-e, from whicb the

light is excluded. I had some last season, in an

open shed, which was so much injured that

the bark fell off from most of it. I had some in

a place shul up, where no light is admitted, and

it was perfectly sound. From this we may con-

clude that the seed deposited in the bark by the

jbeetle, requires the light and free air to devel-

ope itself into life ; and that wherever the light

and air are excluded, it must perish.— If _y)ou

think that these notes can be useful, please to

give them insertion, and to accept of the good

wishes of One of your Subscribers.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

POTATOES.
Ryfgate, Vt. April 21, 1826.

On the third of May 1825 I selected twenty

good handsome potatoes, as hear of a size as

possible, ten of which I planted whole in ten

hills,— the other ten I cut into four pieces each,

and planted in ten hills, in a parallel row with

the other, four pieces in each hill. Oo the 28th

day of September I dug the potatoes and weigh-

ed the produce of each row by itself. The row
in which the 10 whole potatoes were planted

weighed 46 pounds 12 ounces—and the row that

was cut into quarters, produced 77 pounds 4 oz.

The rows were contiguous to each other, and

the soil exactly the same. No manure was used.

J. W.

est in the prosperity of his country should give

the preference to domestic fabrics, the price

and quality being equal.

—

Boston Gaz.

From the American Farmer.

PLANTATION OF THE WHITE MUL.
BERRY.

The best method of multiplying the mulberry
tree, is from the seed ; for as it grows it be-

comes accustomed to the climate, as if it were
indigenous. It ought to be taken from the nurse-

ry at the end of two years, and placed in a
dry and elevated place, about fifteen feet distant

from any other tree. Two years afterwards it

ought to be transplanted, and placed at the same
distance; again, at the end of two years it ought
to be transplanted, and always at (he same dis-

tance. It may also be multiplied by slips or

suckers, but it degenerates, and in the end per-
ishes in the flower of its age.

The eggs of 4he silk-worm must be hatched
I in the month of May, at the time when the

! leaves have all their sap, and are still extreme-
ly lender ; (he leaves must be always gather-
ed in the evening for the next day morning, lest

(hey should not be moist. The quantity of

leaves that one has should always be calculated

in order that the requisite quantify of eggs may
be hatched. One ounce of eggs will produce
40,000 worms, 50 pounds of leaves are suffi-

cient for 1000 worms. A tree six years old

will not produce more (ban from 60 lo 80 pounds.

The house should be very dry and well air-

ed ; the shelves on which the silk-worms are

placed should be of wood, dry and without any
peculiar smell—no bad odour should be suffered

to enter the apartment; that is lo say, care
must be taken to prevent (he morning air from
penetrating the room. The worms arc subject

to many diseases. When they are discovered

to be diseased, they must be thrown away, lest

the disorder should be communicated to (he rest.

When the time of making cocoons has come,
small branches must be placed in the shelves

and the worms must in no wise be disturbed.

—

When the cocoons are made, the handsomest
are to be left for seed ; the others are to be
detached from the branches, and thrown into

boiling water; (he thread loosens itself, and is

to be divided upon a spindle. The price, five

dollars per pound.

It is necessary that the work should be di-

rected by persons ofjudgment, either for watch-

ing the silk worms, or for choosing the leaves.

. DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
We have recently examined a beauliful piece

of broadcloth manufactured at the Saxon facto-

ry in Framingham, which is for sale by Messrs.

Kilham & Mears, pronounced by good judges to

be equal to the best English cloths imported in-

to this country. We understand that some of

the same description of goods have been order-

ed by merchant tailors in New York, who give

them the preference to English cloths of the

9ame cost. Every American who feels an inter-

Eitractcfa Letter from Genera] La Fayette to J. S.

Skimi'i , Editor of the American Farmer.

"La Grange, Jan. 20, 1826.— It is not an easy

task for me to submit to the wide material sepa-

ration which now exists between me and my
American friends, while my mind is constantly

with them ; and the regret for the loss of their

society mingles with an ardent sympathy in their
1 public and personal concerns. So prompt I have
'been in recovering pleasing habits, and so much
! attached I feel to my new as well as my old

connexions in the United States, that it seems

I

to me quite strange to think this winter will

pass without meeting any of you, either at Bal-

timore or Washington. I am eagerly waiting

for the papers and letters from my friends, and

beg when you write to remember that at a dis-

tance minute particulars are very welcome.
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The affectionate reception I have met from

the people on my journey, and on my arrival to

this part of the country, and the family and

friendly enjoyments that awaited me, have been

sadly troubled by the illness ofone of my grand-

daughters, who, contrary to all expectations, is

happily recovered. I have passed hitherto,

most of my time at La Grange ; but am now go-

ing for two or three months to town, saving some
excursions to my farm. I must give you an ac-

count of the stock you so very kindly assisted in

forwarding and increasing. One of Mr. Patter-

son's Coke Devons, the elder bull, died on the

passage; the three others have recovered from

the fatigue, and are now in fine order.* The
giant wild Turkey we have admired together,

died also at sea,— bis brother, and another from

General Cocke, of Virginia, arrived safe; two

small Virginia hens'never could retrieve the

injuries of the sea, but the males are very hearty.

Your two hogs have well supported the voyage,

and are better shaped than any I have seen, al-

though I have chanced to obtain the best of an

importation from England. The Virginia plough

you have been pleased to forward, has been

presented for examination to the Central Socie-

ty at Paris. I expect their report. I was anx-

iously looking for the ariival of two models

kindly promised; the one a steam machine, af-

ter that of Mr Robert Smith— the other a thresh-

ing machine ; this is senj by Gov. Sprigg, the

bleam one by Mr. Morris.

T

Should they be ready to reach New York by

the first of April, Capt. Macey, who sails on the

fiih, and comes himself to Paris, will take charge

of tbetn. Permit me to entreat your kindness

for two other articles: I much wish to intro-

duce at La Grange, the pretty American par-

;ndge, so called in the south, and quail, in the

north, and the terrapin, about whose manage-

ment 1 .would need an instruction. Captain

Macey would take care of them, and if the kind

friend, Joseph Townsend, who had found the

mammoth Turkey, persist in his good intention

to send some more, or you could gel some of

the tame breed, second or third generation, at

the good Postmaster's at York, Pa. Capt. Macey
might be entrusted with them.

1 have on my farm a fine shepherd's dog, and

can find a proper slut for him, but the more 1

inquire and see about those dogs, so very saga-

cious and useful here, the more I find that their

principal merit is lost when they have not to

execute the orders of a shepherd in the marshal-

ling of a flock.

No letter from you, my dear sir, no number
of the American Farmer has been received, al-

though I hoped it might come by the last packet;

Charles Lasteyrie went to Italy immediately af-

ter my arrival; he is daily expected at Paris.

The Garden Flea —This is a small fly that

cats cabbages, and other plants while they are

in seed leaf. They are nearly bbick. Some call

them suow fleas. A correspondent informs us

that if after the seedsare sown, the ground be

covered with straw, and then the straw set on
fire, the flea will not injure the plant* as they

come up.

—

Penobscot Gazette.

American Manufactures.—A Montreal paper men-
tions, that great quantities of goods, of the manufac-
tures of the United States, have lately bten transport-

ed across the line into Upper Canada ; and that a large i

part of that province is likely to be supplied with some
j

of the coarser articles, cheaper than Ihey can be im-
ported from England, as the duty is only 16 per ;.•. t.

ad valorem.

Jfilcs'' Register.—A resolution passed the House of!

Representatives on Friday, authorizing the clerk to,

purchase ten copies of Niles' Weekly licgister for the
use of the members of Congress. Mr Niles will receive

$ 1000 from the contingent fund for his books.

The Legislature of New Brunswick has been pro-

rogued. Among the acts passed is one making an ap-
propriation towards establishing a University in New
Brunswick.

Wool.—It is stated in an English paper, thst 60,000/.

worth of wool was offered without efTcct, as a security

for a loan of 8,000/.

The house of Representatives has ordered 3,000
copies to be printed, of the interesting Report of the

Board of Engineers relative to the proposed National

Road from the City of Washington to New Orleans.

A New Article of Export.—Five hundred bibles have
been lately sold in the Mexican market at wholesale for

$2,000 ! 500 bibles sold readily at a profit of more
than 400 per cent, and apparently an unlimited demand
for more !

An Elephant, which gave symptoms of madness, was
lately shot in England. 14 men fired upon him several

rounds, 132 bullets were discharged, and he was thrust

through the neck with a sword, before he was killed.

Yet a few years since, in York, Me. an Elephant was
kdled by a single bullet, fired at him by a fanatic,from
behind a tree or wall. The English Elephant was 11

feet high, and weighed 5 tons. He had been physick-
ed when sick—and 100 lbs. of salts were used for a
dose.

•
I

pruning the vine.

jie sorts of via
'

One Dollar, except No. 4, Golden Ci
nine, which ii Two Dollars. Commooicalioiii for Hie

ubove and subscriptions to hi>
'

References, to Dr. David H :

Dt of the

Horticultural Society. Dr Pascalis President'.
1 n-.ean Society, Dr McNerc o.br Mitchell and Dr Met
jenson. Apr -

* lhese were of the pure blood, all generously pre-

sented by William Patterson, Esq to the old Amer-
ican veteran.

t Instead of a model, Mr. J. B. Morris sent him a

complete and very elegant steam apparatus, for steam-

ing food for fifty head uf stock, with every thing pre-

pared for immediate use. It must have cost several

hundred dollars.

Green House Plants, Shrubs, and Fruit Trees.

A considerable variety ol valuable PLANTS, and-

in high order, are for sale at the Green-house of the

subscriber, on Jamaica Plains, in Roxburv, by aj ply-

ing to the Cn'bu'T. aUo. ltoois and .'

SHRUBS and TREES, and a few thousand of the New-
castle Cockspur Thorn, which air tie only sort with

me, that have not as yet teen attacked by 'h I •r- -r,

and are three years old. The proprietor is also bring-

ing forward a Nursery c* Fre.it frees, eitry Tire of
which is from setd und not suckers, and will be to

warranted ; some I unrireds, of superior sort; of A[ pie

Trees, are now large enough for removal, other sorts

will not be fit for a year or two. A few large while

Dutch Currants, and Enjlish Gooseberries.

Roibury, April 14, 1836. JOHN PRINCE.

Jack for Sale.

THE Subscriber efftrs for sale (he high bred Jack
Columella. His dam is of the Andalusian href d are.

the largest Spanish Jennet i>i the country. His sire the

noted Jack Jiurbnrcssa, now owned by Gen. V\ illiams

of Stonington Con. who will realize $G0O, for his ser-

vices the last season.

Columella is three quarter of Spanish blood and ore
quarter Maltese, a proper cross to unite vigor and
spirit with sufficient bone, is two years old, and give;

promise Jej be equal if not superior in size and oth( r val

uable properties to any Jack ever bred in the i. nited

States. S. W. POMEROT.
Brighton. April 21.

Subscription for Fine Slock of the Finest Table

Grapes.

ANDREW PARMENTIER, at the Horti-

cultural Garden, Brooklyn, corner of the

Jamaica and Flatbush road, two miles from

New York, having been urged by several

oT~the vine to propose setts of the best kind for

sale by subscription, off rs to the Public setts of a doz-

en vines with good roots of the most select and choic-

est Tapes for the table ; many of which are quite new
in this country, and all of which will ripen perfectly in

any situation eit'er in town or country.

jYames of the Twelve Sorts.

1. White Chasselas, with large fruit

2. Chasselas ofFontaiuebIe.au, near Paris

3. Yellow Chasselas of Thomrry, near Paris

4. Golden Chasselas, the real genuine

5. Musk Chasselas

6. Chasselas, with very large black fruit

, 7. Red Chasselas

8. White Muscat, or black Constantia

9. Red Muscat
10. Black Muscat, or black Constantia

11. Black Orleans, bears very well the frost

12. Black Garnet, yb-lds a second crop of blossoms

and fruit, when the first are frozen

Nos 11 and 12 are as fine for vineyards as for the ta-

ble, the fruit is not so excellent as that of the preced-

ing kinds, but is equally valuable on account of the

certainty of a large crop annually.

The Subscribers will receive their vines in the course

of the present month.
Mr John T. Boyd & Co No. 137 Broadway, New

York, are empowered to receive the subscriptions:

—

Price Eight Dollars; gentlemen becoming subscribers,

are solicited to give their addresses with care to avoid

mistakes.

The subscription receipt will be accompanied by di-

Gardeu and Field Seeds, Shrubs, 4"c -

JOSEPH BrllL^E, No. 25 Court street, has
jus! received per London Packet, a great variety of

Garden and Field seeds, which added to his former as-

sortment, convprises the most extensive collection in

New England, consisting in piart of

50 Bushels Early and late

Peas.

Early and late Beans
100 lbs Rula P.riga

100 lbs Mangel Wurtzel
Blood aud Orange Beet

200 lbs Carrot of various

kinds
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"ON LANDSCAPE AND PICTURESQUE , in fine condition through the winter months,

GARDENS. when sliced and mixed with straw—does away

.... r _. the npressitv of hav—and works up the straw

It was reserved to the dehcate taste of on « »» "^K^J £th
y
erwise would Ue to be

age to make the most happy changes ir the art I™*™™ *
""J re d and „ hich , when

of embellishing Gardens and truly to enjoy the I
Jrownmw^^^ Jots/binQ the i r bowels, woo , do no , make cloth of so fine a texture as

beauties of nature 1 he hnglish haye taicen
,
g

unthrifty state, which (he French and Spanish. The French, Saxony
such advantages of the s.tuation and soil of^th

»"^ 1

f"^^^^.^"^^r^^c^a ^ th « m i«t«r« or r««ls, ^^c American sheep are all originally from
country, that it forms as it is, merely one vast w j ^^ them with the addition of a Spa j n . vet the French and Spanish wool will
Garden.

From the JV. Y. Slatesman.

TO WOOL GROWERS AND MANUFACTU-
RERS.

It is well known that American and Saxony

e
^t

817mt«hod of

me
c

a

ul,iva«ing these roots is as

the value ot the property on wnicn mey die
,

" ° •
° „„ ,„;,h t»n hnrses olomrh a

s.tuated. When .Led with these there is a \M -r,g jnann '.J^Tou «n t„I°nT, 2

^^!2!^i^ ™™ .he firs, plough
sented for embellishing a harden. The country i

;----- ••-
, :

seats which surround The city of New-York are m . . furrow, w.l
.
wh at we

,

c I a subso, plough

most beautifully situated, but we canno, avoid which loosens and P«'venzes the .subsoil in the

a feeling of regret at not seeing them accom-

panied with some plantations and groups of

trees happily disposed, which would not only

add to their beauty and afford cool and shaded

walks, so agreeable during the heats of summer,

but would have the advantage of increasing the

real value of the property, in proportion to the

number and value of the plantations made. A
few paths winding without restraint through the

grounds, and leading to those parts the most

beautiful, not only on account of the view of

the water, but also of that of the neighboring

country seats, would lend a new charm to the

habitation. A few fabrics, rustic bridges, her-

mitages, a Temple, or a Chinese Kiosk or Pa-

goda, not expensive in their execution, would

advantageously complete the embellishment of

a country seat.

These kinds of gardens are not very expen-

sive, the unevenness of the soil being rather a

beauty than otherwise, and of which advantage

would be taken. If there are already cultivat-

ed grounds, they need not be rejected ; for eve-

ry thing that produces is interesting—only they

should not form the principal object.

Mr. Andrew Parmentier, lately from Europe,

where these gardens are generally adopted, has

made at his place, at the division of the Jamai-

ca and Flatbush turnpikes, at Brooklyn, L. I. a

garden of this kind, which will be the more in-

teresting on account of the great variety of for-

eign trees and plants he has there introduced.

It is but half an hour's walk from New York.

Mr P. by the advice of several of his friends,

will furnish plans of landscape and picturesque

gardens; he will communicate to gentlemen

who wish to see him, a collection of his draw

ings of Cottages, Rustic Bridges, Dutch, Chi-

nese, Turkish, French Pavilions, Temples,

Hermitages, Rotundas, &c. For further partic-

ulars, inquiries personally, or by letter, address-

ed to him, post paid, will be attended to.

From Ike American Farmer.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF MANGEL-
WURTZEL, BEETS, PARSNIPS AND
CARROTS.

The three first thrive best on a deep moist

sandy loam, and as these crops are becoming

every year more important in field as well as

garden culture, and they having long since been

satisfactorily proven, not only to be very use

bottom of each furrow to the depth of six or

eight inches more, and leaves the pulverized

subsoil to be covered by the next furrow ofthe

make cloth of finer texture, whilst that which

is fabricated from the Saxony and American is

uniformly loose and spongy.

It is important to the wool grower, as well as

the manufacturer, that this delect should be re-

moved, preparatory to which it will be neces-

sary to discover the cause. Having turned my
attention to the subject, I submit the following

as at least a proralde theory, which may be

easily tested by experiment.

As the animal from which we obtain fine wool

has the same origin in all countries, it is a

legitimate conclusion, th.it the cause is not in

the wool, but in some difference in the prepara-

two horse plough, and so on, leaving the good (ion subsequent to shearing. The Spanish and

soil on top, and mellow to the depth "of 12 or French wool is sorted as soon as the flocks are

14 inches, which is absolutely necessary to the
; shorn— it is then scoured in hot water and pack-

prodnctinn of these tap-rooted vegetables ; in et| . j n this state.il remains for six or twelve

the spring, as early as the ground is dry, cross- m0 nths . "fore it is worked into cloth. The

plough in'the same"manner as above, then spread Saxons and Americans wash their sheep before

on a good coat of well rotted manure, andj sh

plough it in 4 inchesdeep, and harrow or scari- ana-

log, and pack the wool with all its yolk

rease. It is said to be an established fact,

that wool parked in its yolk and grease will

continue to organize after it is so packed, and

that for a considerable time— that is, a given

weight of wool packed in its yolk and grease,

without scouring, will be found to contain moio

wool after being so packed for six months than

if scoured when taken off the sheep's back. I

apprehend that the wool formed after the fleece

is taken from the living animal, is but imper-

by the assistance of a horse, all the drills may|fec ,]y organized, that it is more greasy than

be made of regular width, and of proper depth
I grRn uine wool, and that in the process of fulling

fy until the ground is fine. 1 then proceed to

lay out the drills two feet apart by means of an

instrument made as follows : take a piece of

oak scantling 4 by 4 inches, 7 feet long, into

which bore 4 holes 2 feet apart, commencing

6 inches from the end, with a two inch auger,

into which drive strong pointed pins 7 inches

long, (beside the part in the head) to which oak

pieces attach a pair #f shafts and handles, and

to receive the manure and seed, and then drill

in the seed, which may be performed by mixing

them with sifted wood, ashes or fine manure,

and drill both in together; if dropped by hand

they mu«t be covered with a mixture of well

rotted manure, or rich earth from the woods,

both which will prevent a crust from forming

over the seed and will promote the growth ot

the young plant=, as soon as they are cleverly

up: weeds will also appear, and must be re-

moved whilst in a red slate by hoing and hand

picking; the parsnips and beets ought to be

thinned to six inches, carrots to three inches,

mangel wurtzel to twelve inches apart in the

rows. The next dressing may be performed by a

small cultivator, and the last one may and ought

to be done to the depth of'O or 8 inches, by the

subsoil plough, running it as near the rows of

plants as possible without disturbing their root

by which means the congealing effects of

droughts are prevented, by keeping the ground

in fine mellow tilth all the dry season ;
by giv-

ing Ihem the finishing hoeing and cleansing after

the subsoil plough, the crop is made ; in this

way root crops may be raised in great quanti-

ties, and at a very small expense, compared

with the usual garden methods.

ROBERT SINCLAIR.

instead of creeping into shorter lengths by the

friction of the hammers, it has a tendency to

slide over each other, making the ground ot

the cloth thick but not firm.

I do not consider this as an indubitable theory,

yet I consider it so far reasonable as to deserve

an experiment, which can easily be made by

any of our wool growers. 1 would recommend
them, at their next shearing season, to hare a

part ot their fine wool sorted and scoured as

soon as shorn. Let this be packed as soon as

it is dry, and in four or six months afterwards

put it in the hands of some skilful manufacturer

to test the result. HOPSON.

ful but almost indispensable, in keeping stock
l we || tf'or g.,y

Prolific.—A Mr Chase of Sutton, Mass. has a

sheep which brought him the present season,

four ewe lamhs all of which are living and doing

AGRICULTURE.
As circumstances alter, there should be a cor-

responding change in the policy and measures

of every vocation. The truth of this assertion

will be evident to all, on a little reflection.

The design of the present remarks is to show
the necessity of some change in the articles of

produce among our farmers. Until within a

few years, we have been almost exclusively an

agricultural and commercial people ; and the

attention of the former class has been directed

to those products most in demand by the latter.

The6e have been principally beef, pork, butter,

cheese, and some other articles of provisions

and raw materials, suitable for exportation and

foreign manufactories. But the case is now ve-
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ry different,—Capitalists have already invested

lar^e sums in manufacturing establishments,

which, are to be found in almost every village

in New England. It is not necessary to go in-

to an inquiry why (his change has been wrought,

whether it is in consequence ot a change ol Eu-

ropean policy or (hat of our own government ;

or whether it will he advantageous or detrimen-

tal to the United States. It is sufficient for the

present object to know the fact. That some

change is necessary, appears trom (he general

complaint of our farmers of the unprofitableness

of their business.

In view of these circumstances, would it nol

he well for our farmers to grow those articles

more which are extensively consumed in the

various manufacturing establishments.' 1 would

suggest among these, wool, barley and hops.

There are various reasons for increasing our

flocks of sheep. In the 6rst place, the large

quantity of land in New England, susceptible ol

almost no other use than that of pasturage,

micrbt be made very profitable. It is also stat-

ed by some, that the land fed upon by Sheep is

gradually fertilized, and its value enhanced.

Another reason is, (he small expence of keep-

ing these animals during (he winter which, it is

believed, bears no proportion with (hat of most

others of equal value and profit. There is no

other tRat gets its food from the fields so late

in Aut&ron, or so early in Spring, as the Sheep

Another is, (he great certainly of the annual

profit they vield. Wool and lambs almost al-

ways find a quick sale, and at a fair price. The

increase of the flock, under careful and judicious

,

management, cannot fall much, it any, short of,

defraying the expence of keeping and tending,

it and the Sheep, when unfit to be longer kept,

,

ro'av be sold to the butcher for the first cost
;
s».

that the wool, in common cases may be consid-

,

ered as the interest of (he capital invested.

The inducements for growing Barley are
|

principally these— the increasing demand lor

this grain by the breweries, the high price it

bears in proportion to other products, and the

(rifling labor and expense, together with the

greater certainty of a good crop, in its cnltiva-

tion.
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length of canal line would be extended to at

leasl 3000 miles. When we consider (hat at

the cpmmencement of (he Erie and Hudson ca-

nal, in the summer of 1817, there were scarce

ly 100 miles of canal in the United States, and

that our system of internal improvement has

-rowh from that small beginning to its present

stale and prospects in (he short space of nine

years, some idea may be formed of the enter-

prising character of our citizens.

In England there are more than one hundred

canals, extending 2682 miles, constructed at an

expense of $132,000,000, and yielding an aver-

age income often per cent, on the capital in-

vested. England has been more than filly years

in completing (his extensive line of inland nav-

igation. The people ot the U. State? will prob-

ably have completed a line equally extensive in

less than 20 years from 'be tiiie they commenc-

ed. The state of New York has finished her

proportion already.— Con. Cour

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 1826.

Canals.—A tale N. Y. Observer contains a
j

table, prepared by the Editor of that paper,

principally from official documents, which lur-

ni=hes a brief view of the routes,dimensions,and

costs of all the important canals completed, in

progress, or contemplated in the United Males,

and°the adjacent British N. American Provin-

ces It is accompanied with a concise descrip-

tion of different works, and concludes Willi the

following summary statements.

Upon a review of the whole ground, we fand

that (here are now, actually completed, within

the limits of the United States, exclusive ot im-

proved river navigation, 690 miles ol canal,

with 2645 feet of lockage, constructed at an ex-

pense of $14,500,000; and (here are now- id

progress, and to a considerable extent, under

contract, 828 miles of canal, with 3,611 teet ol

lockage, to be contemplated in a few years, at

an estimated expense of $10,250,000 ;
maWng

in alt, completed and in progress, 1518 miles ol

canal, with 6256 feet of lockage, at an expense

of $24,750,000. If to these we should add the

canals seriously contemplated, and which will

probably be completed in ten years, the whole

CULTURE OF HOPS.
(Concluded Irom page 31 1.)

The English growers of hops think ihey have

a very indifferent crop, if the produce of an

acre does opl sell for one hundred and thirty

three dollars^ and frequently they sell for (wo

hundred dollars; and have been known to rise

as high as four hundred dollars. In the Eng-

lish estimate, the expense put down, is, what

they can hire the labor done for by those who

make it their business to perform the different

parts of its cultivation. A great saving may be

made by our farmers in the article of labour;

for much of it may be performed by women,

children and the aged. Add to this, we have

another advantage of no small moment. In this

country the hop harvesls will come between our

two great harvests,the English and the Indian, in-

terfering with neither ; but in England the grain
j

and hop harvests interfere, and create a great I

scarcity of hands, it then being the most busy

I

season of the year. It is found by experience.

that the soil and climate of (he Eastern States

j
are more favourable to the growth of hops than

j

Great Britain; they not being so subject to]

J

moist foggy weather of long continuance, which

1 is most injurious to the growth of hops. And

the Southern Stales are still more favourable to

(he hop than the Eastern States, in point of fla-

vour and strength. The state of New York,

unites some advantages from either extreme ol

the union.

An excellent article on the culture of hops,

written by William Blanchard, Jun. Esq. of Wil-

mington, Mass., was published in the New Eng-

land Farmer, vol. ii. p. 52. Mr Blanchard re-

commends ploughing Ihe land nine or ten inches

deep in October— harrow thoroughly in the

spring in the same direction the land was

ploughed— manure about 16 cords to the acre,

cross plough the same depth—furrow at least

four feet apart— plant corn or potatoes (pota-

toes preferable) the first year with the hops-

plant every other hill in every other row with

hops, thus placing the hills of hops at least eight

feet apart—put four cuttings from the runnms

roots, about eight inches in length, into each

hill and cover (hem Ihe common depth of pota-

toes— keep ihe hops clean from weeds by hoe-

ing the crop among them— in October cover

each hill with a shovelfull of compost manure.

that from the hogstye preferred— in each fol-

lowing spring, before the hops are opened,

spread evenly over the yard about eighl cords

of manure lo the acre (that which is SOMM and

slrawy preferred) plough the land both ways at

Ihe first hoeing— but three boeings in a season,

unless necessary lo subdue weed-— (he last time

of hoeing about ihe beginning of August, or

when Ihe hops are in full blossom.

'• Alter (he first crop it is necessary (o open

the hops every spring by the middle of May
;

«h;ch is performed by making four furrows be-

tween the rows, turning the furrows from ihe

hills, and running the plough as near the same

as possible without injuring ihe main roots.

—

Then the earlh is removed from the roots wilh

n hoe— all the running rootscut in wilh a sh rp

knife, within two inches of ihe miin roots—the

tops of the main roots must alsO^be cut in, and

then the hills covered with earth about two

inches deep."

The poles should be set as soon as (he hop

vine? appear, which will save labour in lyi'.g

up ihe vines. Mr B. allows but two vine= " a

pole, and two poles to a hill, [instead ot three

poles to a hi. I. as recommended in me I raaeae-

tions of the Agricultural Society of New York,]

poles not to exceed sixteen feet in height.

—

The most thrifty vines must be selected, and

trained to (he poles by fastening them by a

piece of yarn, slightly twisted by the thumb and

finger. Frequent aKention is necessary to tie

up the vines," as (hey are subject to be blown

off by high winds. The hops are ripe about

(he beginning of September, and shea!:! be \m

mediately gathered, and picked clean from

leaves and stems. Care should be taken, when

gathering (he hops, to cut the vines two feet

[Ihe New York article says three feet] from the

ground that the vines may not be injured by

bleeding."

Wilh regard to curing and drying hops, we

must refer our readers to Mr Blancbard*s com-

munication, [N. E. Farmer, vol. ii. pages 52,

53.] We would republish the whole article for

the benefit of recent subscribers, who are not

in possession of that volume, did our limits and

other claims on our attention permit.

D Deane observed that " the time to plant

hops is when they begin to shoot in the spring.

,
The sets ate cuttings from the roots or branches

I which grow from the main root They should

be Irom five to seven inches long, with three

or more joints or buds on each, all the old and

hollow parts being cnt off. Make holes twelve

or sixteen inches wide, and of a depth propor-

tioned to the nature of the giound. ll shallow,

with hard clay or gravel under, dig not into it,

lest you make a basin to retain water ;
but raise

a small hill of good mould. If there is a good

depth of rich mTellow mould dig the hole a toot

and an half or two feet deep ; the hops will

I thrive the better.

j

'• When all things are ready for planting, hi!

up the holes with the mould before thrown out,

it'it be good; but if the earth be not rich

enou-h, make use of fine fresh mould, or ol a

complt previously prepared, but no dung on

any account."
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We have seen no notice of any attempt toi/,orsej; and raise oxen or rather steers merely great power, and they have much quietness and

raise hops from the seed. Perhaps some advan-
j
for beef." docility."

tages might accrue from raising young plants in " My real object is to improve, by the best This is strong testimony in favour of the

that manner. Like other small seeds it is prob-
1 meana our native breed of cattle. If on fair short horns, and as respects certain properties,

able that those of hops would lose their Power iand full experiments crossin 0- with the impiov- perhaps as conclusive as the nature of the case

of vegetation, if exposed too long to air above
| e(| ?n ort horns r with any other foreign breed, |

will admit. It does not answer the questions

ground. We should therefore advise those,
j sna || ne provec] ( i,e most efficient and advan- !

proposed by Col. Pickering in his tenth letter

who might feel inclined to make experiments) tacreons for (ne combined objects of New Eng-|"on Impmving"lhe Native Breed of New Eng-
on this branch of husbandry to commit the seeds

| j anj farmers labour beef— butter—cheese; and ! land Cattle." Some of those questions could

to the earth as soon as they are thoroughly ripe '

r( j cu |.lr |y j'f a ]| these may be obtained, as is! not be answered except by accurate experi-

in autumn. In other words to sow them by art confidently said at less expense of keep, than ments, of several months,' if not years' duration,

as soon as nature would have sown them, if the ' w jjjj | ne present breed, then let every one ex- the results carefully noted, and all the circum-

hop vines were left without gathering their pro-
\ ert hj rnfie jf to partake of the boon.— I have been stances, which could affect those results taken

duce. A few hills might be left for the purpose ; w j||j t,s to he one, to make the experiment; and
of ripening some seed for experiment. It is

j accordingly sent a large cow, of 'the Bakewel!
not impossible that hops as well as potatoes may

D lood, | °ihe Admiral ; and it was the anticipa-
be benefitted by renewing the kind, or introduc- >

, jon of a ()U || on my tarmi wh i c h prevented my
ing new varieties from seed. But this is mere-

\ senn j n „. a PeCond, one of the two just above
ly conjecture, we speak without hooks, or other

\ ment io'n ed. I also recommended to the farmers to imported breeds of catlle, as We
authorities on this point, and our hints may pass

j

|-
E<;Sex (by handbills distributed through the proving our native stock, as recommended by

for what they are worth.
|
county) to make a similar experiment." Col. Pickering. "-We say nothing of the pro-

The Memoirs of the Pennsylvania Agricultu- Ke8sei1 «*j»ibitions of r;ire anil™ |a
'
h °» »his *«•

ral Society contain a communication, made by Mo say that when w. .ravel through England,

His Excellency Levi Linxolk, Governor of Mas- \W ^ ourselves among a race ol horned catte,

sachnsetts, President of the Worcester County *««rly every one of winch we covet. Let Mr

Agricultural Society, from which the following Marshal or Mr Young (old writers) say what
. .. . j

" - . thev will, nothing can destroy the effect ol ocu-
is extracted. . •' ' ,. ° rn , .;. r i? i j

1 lar demonstration. 1 he cattle ot bngland are
Upon the subject rf,Denton s progeny [a

| fcr gnperjor , our own? as a b(](]y ^ ^ g js no ,

into consideration. But more of this hereafter.

The Massachusetts Agricultural Repositorj',

for June 1825, vol. viii. No. iv. contains the fol-

lowing observations, which are sele'cted from
other remarks on the same subject, favourable

as to im-

Wh'»n bop plants tir'st shoot in the spring, and

are pot more than 3 inches long, they may be

cooked and eaten like asparagus, and are said to

be nut only palatable but wholesome. They
are recommended as useful in scurvy, jaundice,

C'stlve haiiiis. &r. WilllchV Domestic Encyclo-
- mi lie deeflctinoS and syrups

tended with much
in pwtilflntia' - a pillow filled

rfi<! head, has been
i'i i slefp to patients afflicted with

delirious fevers'. Dr Cooper adds, u the tinc-

ture of hops is also a very useful and not in-

flammatory nircotic; in many cases preferable

to opium. Fill a bottle with hops, pour in

fourth proof brandy; keep it warm for three

days; strain it; from tw.o to three tea-spoonfuls

is a dose."

bull of the short horned breed, imported from

BREEDS OF CATTLE.
(Continued from page 2C7.)

In our preceding observations on this subject,

we gave a number ot British testimonies relative

to the distinctive properties of the short horned
breed of cattle. We will now direct our atten-

tion to the character given of their race by some
of those American cultivators, whose opinions \Denlon, as the richest acquisition to the rountry
have come within our notice. And we would which agriculture has received. For the dairy
observe that Col. Pickering does not appear to

j
and the stall I speak with the utmost confidence

entertain sentiments so hostile to this breed as

have been attributed to him. In his last E-sav
" On Improving the Native Breed ol' New Eng-
land Cattle," (New England Farmer, vol. iv.

|

precisely correct to compare individual excep-
tions in our country with general and average
statements of whole counties in England. We
are sorry to say farther, that the cattle of the

low countries, and of Normandy, appeared to

us much finer than our own, in a visit made to

these countries eight years since. They were
in better condition, and much fewer miserable

individuals among them. They had learned

, the important lesson that a poor animal is not
dance in quantity, they are not excelled by the

! w -^
J

of i|g , We h ave always thought
very best cows ot any age of the native stock.

|
wi(h CoL p ickerj ,-

England, and owned by Stephen Williams, Esq

of Nnrthborough, Mass.] I shouldWar to write

to anyone less observing and sanguine -than

yourself. With nineteen of them, of different

grades and ages, in my possession, I can safely

say, that my most confident anticipations have

been entirely answered. I have now seven

heifers in milk,four of them 3 years,and three 2

years old; and for richness in quality, and abun-

, 5 that our country possesses
A heifer ol 3 years w, h her second calf has ,

a( ^. momen , „ n , ce of c and ^ f
not been dry since she dropped her first, hav- 1

ing given four quarts on the morning of her

second calring.

" Next to the Merino sheep, I consider the

introduction of the short horns, in the blood of

39) Col. Pickering observes "that the half
br>ed offspring of Hie improved short horns is

larger than our native, breed, I suppose is not
to be controverted. English writers declare
the short horns to be the largest breed in Eng-
land

;
and this with the quality of fattening at

nn early age may recommend it to farmers in

those parts of our country, where oxen are rais-
ed for 6m/ not for labour ; and where they have
richer pastures than are generally to be found
in New England, at least in Massachusetts."-—
Again, in the same essay (N. E. Farmer, vo'

of their pre-eminence
old heifers I have calves of the most promising
appearance, and greatly excelling any I have
before seen. One of the heifers gives from 16

to 20 quarts of the richest milk, by the day
since calving

; the other a little less, from the

circumstance of having been in milk continual-

ly for more than a year; but her milk is in no
degree inferior in quality. The last season she
gave eleven quarts at a milking, with grass only,

and this not unfrequently. They keep as easily

as the native slock, and are as hardy. I have
this year a three fourths heifer calf from a half

blood of Denton by Admiral, the famous bull

sent out by Sir Isaac Coffin last year, to the
Massachusetts Agricultural Society, and two

iv. pages, 90, 91.) Col. Pickering says'- 1 have
j
others by the celebrated bull Coelebs, or Den

no disposition to question the character of Ih
several testimonies Mr 1'oucl has diiiaehiky col-
lected and published to prove tbje^upei ferity of
the short horns.''' « Jf r did 1 write for
the wealthy farmers of Pennsylvania who culti-
vate Hie rich soils of the finest pans of that state;
farmers who perform their team labour with

ton's halt blood. They are fine promising ani-

mal*, 'although in no respects superior to the
three fourths of Denton. I have no knowledge
of the properties of this stock for labour, never
having altered but one of the males. I cannot,
however, perceive any reason to doubt their
value in this particular. Their form indicates

bulls, which selected with care, their progeny
raised and kept from contamination with inferi-

or animals, for five or six generations would
produce a race of cattle which we migbt show
with pride in Smilhfield. But who are our
capitalists that will select and lake due care of
them. Where is the man who has so cautious-

ly guarded the progeny of a fine cow-? .and if
From my three years

j
he did, unless he should raise her bull calves as

husbands, how can he hope to keep the race
pure ?

" Would there be any question in the mind of
any sensible cultivator about to raise his own
stock, that if a neighbour bad improved his own
race so that they were eminently fitted for the
various uses of this most important agricultural
animal for milk, for beef, and for draught, that
it would be for his interest to procure that stock
and to sell off his own miserable breed? We
trust not. Well, then, another nation has done
this for us. She offers you the effect of 50 years'
experiment. Will yoarefuse it? We hope not.

" The Massachusetts Agricultural Society of-

fered a premium for the importation of the best
races of Great Britain. They came. The pre-
miums were awarded. The public admired the
animals. The public may have been deceived;
they may have been carried away by the nov-
elty. Still they lingered and looked and crowd-
eed round these imported animals. They thought
that they were superior to any of their own.

—

Esperienced farmers, herdsmen, butchers so
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pronounced (hem ; they awarded the premiums.
Still this may be all infatuation. The mere love

of novelty. They produced calves ; the calves

were better formed, grew faster, had flesh on

more valuable parts, had better hair and 9finer

fed,'''' indicating a dispositioti to fatten ; they

weighed more on the same keeping-. Was all

this illusion ? We think not. We say we think

not ; we add, we know it is not ull illusion.—
We know it to be founded on good and substan-

tial grounds. We had some excellent cows of

native race which we had carefully kept thro'

three successive generations, and we have been

amply rewarded for it. We have recently cros-

sed them with the foreign breeds ; the calves

were manifestly superior. Not having a large

farm, we parted with the calves to our friends

and recently upon inquiry of a friend who had

two of our calves, and had a stock of eleven

cows, we found the two highest, as to milkers,

vvere of this mixed race.

" We have now two cows of the mixed race,

one out of Fill Pail, and one out of Mr Parsons'

Holderness, and they are much superior to any

cows we have been able to purchase for 20

years. We are now raising calves of the half

blood to supply the cows which are now getting

aged. One advantage they certainly have;

they keep their flesh better without diminish

ing their milk. Still there are native cows, a

very few, as good, and some better.

"We now proceed to' the most important eon-

sideration in relation to these imported animals.

" Their calves sell better; they are more care-

fully watched ; they have introduced a habit of

attention to stock; they excite a spirit of rival-

ry, and one of the most valuable and important

effects of the late interesting letters of Col. Pick-

ering will probably be to induce our farmers to

endeavour to compete with and surpass the im-

ported breeds.
" While Col. Jaques, the most successful and

the most intelligent of our breeders, who under

great disadvantages of location, seems to rival

the celebrated Bakewell in his skill and atten-

tion, can sell his pure breed, as he has done this

spring, at 300 dollars for an eight months' bull

calf, there can be no doubt that the experiment

will be fairly tried. As Col. Pickering does

not seem to believe that any serious evil has re-

sulted from the importation of a worse stock, we
think we may safely encourage the crosses of

this race with our own, keeping in mind as we
ought to do, as he wisely suggests, that far the

most ready and rapid way to improve our stock,

is to select and ,iaise only ths best of our own
treed. "

The above extracts from the Mass. Ag. Rep.

were, we believe, written by the Hon. Johh
Lowell, President of the Mass. Agric. Society;

whose character as a scientific, judicious, and

discriminating agriculturist could not be enhanc-

ed by our eulogy. The comparative merits, of

different breeds of cattle can be correctly esti-'

mated by those alone, who have kept both or

all the kinds, with, regard to whose superiority

a question exists. Mr Lowell, having made long

and continued trials of native cattle, and crosses

with imported cattle, gives the preference to

the latter. Mr Lowell, perhaps, as intimated hj,

Col Pickering,* gave his cattle better food and

attendance than most farmers bestow on their

stock. His experiments, therefore, have not

tested the hardihood of the cattle of either breed.

Whether the short horns, or any other of the

improved breeds will endure hard fare, care-

less attendance and exposure to the vicissitudes

of the climate of New England a9 well as our

common breeds, is a question ; and we know o

no facts, which may aid in its decision

y.ii.r: of saxoxy sheep.
Imported by George i 'II. r; E arle. On '1

1.

day, 4th May ruxl, ..t Brighton, neai Br.ston,

Will be gold at Public Auction.
The tnlire Flock of .-.AVON V SHEEP, imported in

the ship .Marcus, and expected per ship Ainu.
Bremen.
These sheep were selected by the same Agents who

purchased the flock sold at Brighton last year, which

|; u( ban given so general satisfaction to purchasers.
They have been selected alter a thorough examioa-

their acknow edged superiorly in certain par- .. „r .,„.. f „ , • cJ
.
r

. I tion of every line liock in Saxony, without regard to

expense ; aud gentlemen ii.terested in the growth of
fine wool i:i this country, may be assured that the
present flock consists entirely of shetp equal to the

ticulars does not imply, much less prove, inf

riority in other points. If the short horns, or

mixed breeds of which that breed composes a

part, will thrive most on good keeping it tloes ljest »fa"y previous importations

not follow of course that they would suffer most V»*%*
" u "' !

',' '" ! '
'" :;™ ™5202Bl

J*
s..„.-' . and 12a Ewes, ol which aboi:l ou<- half have arrived.

—

on poor keeping. The same strength of con
j A <IisUnt day is fixed for th , ra,e to allow lime for the

stitution (if that be a proper expression)— the
\
arrival of the residue, iu order that purchasers from all

same powers of digestion which enable them to parts of the country may be assured that a sufficient

thrive faster than other breeds on good fare, quantity will be offered to supply their wants,

with good attendance, might cause them to »^« of the wool fern each sheep wiH he lodged

, 5 . r.u .i- .i a will) Messrs Peter Remsen & (. o. Hanover square,
make the most of the coarsest aliment and suffer Ntw Vol-,<-U.,„. Knowes Esq. Albany-Mean Wood-
the least from the severest hardships. Tins bridge & V ,:f.rd—and with the Auction-
however, is a question of fact, which can only , eers, No. 69, K.ii.y it. Boston

be decided by experiments. The sheep may be examined at Brighton at any
I time before the sale—which will take place as adver-

Sea Kale Seed.—William Austin Esq. of Charles- '

tised, at 9 c'clocK.A. M. The importers pledge them-

,, , r , ... ... r ., , selves that every sheep shall be sold wihout aDy re-
town Mass. has lavoured us with a quantity of the seed ,

' •; .... •,, e pj „.^
. .

i servation, at public sale, and that none will be sold at
of the Sea Kale for gratuitous distribution. This is a i

pr;,ate sale, previously on any terms,

valuable vegetable, superior in sdfce respects to aspar-

1

COOLIDGE, POOR fc HEAD, JhuPt

agus ; coming forward earlier in the spring and is used
j

~
jVet» Imported G,t-den .Seeds. <$-c.

for the same purposes. It may be cultivated exactly JOSEPH CALLENDER .No. 166 Washington street

like asparagus according to Mr Cobbett. It is well, near the Old South, has just received per London Pack-

however, to bleach it by covering it with either pots, or
j

et, a general asortment of GARDEN SEEDS, of last

some substitute to seclude it from light, when it begins
j

year's growth, nz :—

. , ,
i Early Hotspur Peas,

to grow in the Spring. Mr Austin says the seeds when
jjwarr Marrowfat do

planted should be cracked, or the outside cover broken
i Green Prolific. do

to hasten and insure their vegetal ion. For more par- \
Dwarf Bordering do

ticular directions relative to the culture of this plant, i

'c

see New England Farmer, vol. 1. page 42. vol. III.

57 and 69.

The Anniversary of the Hampshire, Franklin and

Hampden Agricultural Society will be held at North-

ampton on Wednesday, October 11, 1826. A great

Red nnrl ,vi,;t» Turnip,

Early Head Lettuce,

Grand Imperial do
Globe Savoy Cabbage,
Early Dutch do
True Swedish Turnip,

Also, a few bushels super

| White Dutch Turnip,

| Field Turnip,

|
Blood Beet,

j
Mangel Wurtzel,

|
Double curl'd Parsley,

( L-o? Foatfcgate ffiyiihrr
j
Sweet Marjoram,

| Summer Savory,

|
Thyme and Sage,

j
White Cellery,

|
Lemon Balm.

English Split Peas. Ou
of last

* Col. Pickering's Essay No- xi. see New England
Farmer, vol. iv. page 91.

number of Premiums are offered by the Executive Com- hand, a large assortment of American Seeds of las

,.,,„., , . . ,.,, . year's growth ; Canary. Hemp, Millet, bape and Mai
m.tteeofthe Society, embracing a great variety of the '^ fm g.^ . a^ co ,j ec(ion of r/reen Hous
most important pursuits of rural economy. Rewards are pi auts , Shrubs, &c. ; Flower Pots and Flower Boxes.

offered for Stock, Household Manufactures, Agricul-j • April 21.

tural Implements, Agricultural Experiments, Manage-

[

Farming Utensils.

ment of a Farm, Daily, Turning in Green Crops as a JUST received and for sale at the Agricultural Ware-

Manure, and Cider ; besides " S 100 may be awarded house,JOS State street—

in gratuitous premiums.— All premiums awarded of

three dollars and over, will be paid in articles of silver

plate, unless it should be convenient to procure a few

copies of the JVew England Farmer, bound, for a simi-

lar purpose."

Public Improvement.—A meeting of gentlemen as-

sembled on the 21st inst. at Johnson's Tavern in Med-

field, and passed a number of resolutions relative to a

canal communication between the City of Boston and

the Blackstone Canal, and to co-operating with the

Quinebaug Canal Association in extending said canal

to Norwich Con. Luther Metcalf, Chairman, George

C. Wilder, Secretary. A committee was appointed,

who drafted a Memorial to the Legislature, praying

that Commissioners and an Engineer may be appointed

to survey the route, with a view to ascertain the prac.

ticabi'ity of the proposed canal.

fj^7=We invite the attention of our readers to the no-

tice in our advertising columns of this day's paper, of

the Saxony Sheep, lately imported by Mess. George and

Thomas Searle.

TICE'S No. 2 Ploughshares.

On hand, a few of Tice's No. 2 Ploughs—a constant

supply of Shares furnished for the same.

HOWARD'S Cut and Wrought Iron do.

TREE-BRUSHES.
PRUNING BOW SAW, recommended by Lewis

Hunt, Esq.

Common do.

PRUNING CIIISELSaDd AXE.
PRUNING SHEARS.

Likewise, a further supply of Improved PRUNING
KNIVES.

Brass and Tin HORN TIPS for Oxen's Horns—some
handsomely. finished and gilt.

2000 very thrifty and well proportioned CHESTNUT
TREES, for sale as aboj^. april 21

BELLFOUXDER. This celebrated horse, of a

bright Baj. with black legs, standing 15 hands high, a

celebrated trotter, and a true descendant of the Fire-

aways, will stand at Col. Jaques' stable, in Charles-

town, during the season. Charge $20, and 41.00 the

groom—see New England Farm er. April 14. 1S26.

PATENT HOES.— .1. & A. 1 ale's Patent Hoes con-

stantly for sale by French & Weld. 31 & 32 South

Market St.. and French & Davenport 713 Washington

Street, who are appointed sole agents for vending the

same. eptf. Boston, April 28, 1826-
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ZaXSeEX.X.A2TCES.

[From the London Literary Gazette.]

THE FAREWELL.
Days of my cherished youth, farewell

!

Ye fleeting joys, adieu !

Hence, Memory ! hence thy potent spell !

Cease on the happy past to dwell.

Nor vain regrets renew !

Hope, jor, and Love, ye spectres bright, ye vanished

shades, adieu !

Thoughtless and young, a wreath offlowers

Around my brows I bound,

And fondly sought those blooming bowers,

Where, circled by the laughing Hours,

1 dreamt. that Love was found

;

fancy and Hope before me flew, aad scattered fragrance

round.

Days ofmy cherished youth, farewell

!

Ye pleasant scenes, adieu !

No more of tranquil hours ye tell,

When all unheard Time's footsteps fell,

And all unheeded, flew
;

Dreams of the roseate morn of life, a long and last adieu!

Reflections vpon Marriage.—Rome was surpris-

ed when great Scipio repudiated his wife, and
more particularly as she appeared to possess

those qualifications which could render her hus-

band happy. In justification of his conduct, the
nobte Roman assembled his friends, to whom he
showed his foot. " Behold, how well this sandal

is made, how proper it is— hut none of you
know where it pinches.'1 '' Without disparagement
to the Roman general, there is rarely a shoe af-

ter marriage that fits well to the fool. It is with
marriage as wiih masonry, it is only die broth-

erhood who know tlie secret.

Reflections vpon the Growth of Luxury.—" 1

have often reflected how much Luxury has in-

creased in London of late years. Down beds,

soft pillows, and easy seats are species of luxu-

ry in which I have never indulged, because
they tend to enervate the body, and render it

unfit for fatigue. I always make use of hard
mattresses, and accustom myself to the open air

in all weather. 1 literally know two young la-

dies of high quality, (sisters) who employed a

servant with soft hands to raise them gently out
of tied in the morning! Nothing less than all

powerful vanity could make such persons submit
to ihe fatigues of a toilet."

Legal Dexterity.— Serjeant Davy having abus-

ed a witness, as Serjeants will abuse witnesses,

was on the following morning, whilst in bed, in-

formed that a gentleman wished to speak to him
;

the Serjeant concluding that it was a client, de-
sired that he might be shown up; ihe visitor,

stating his name, reminded the Serjeant of the

abuse he had heaped on him on the preceding
day, protesting that he could not put up with
the imputations, and must have immediate satis-

faction, or he should resort to persona! chastise-

ment. On this the Serjeant, raising himself up
said, " But you won"t attack me surely while
I'm in bed, will you?" » Certainly not," said

the aggrieved party; " 1 should newr think of
a in "bed." "Then I'll bed- ','

•r n-t, as be laid himself down,'wrap-
•: round himv " if I get out "of bed
•'

•
• lis town."

—

London Mas;.

Art of Living Happily.—The following max-

ims, or rules of action, might, if strictly observ-

ed, go far to increase the happiness, or a least

to diminish the inquietudes and miseries of

life :—
Observe inviolably, truth in your words, and

integrity in your actions.

Accustom yourself to temperance, and be

master of your passions.

Be not too much out of humor with the

world ; but remember it is a world of God's

creating ; and however sadly it is marred by

wickedness and folly
;
yet you have found in it

more comforts than calamities, more civilities

than affronts; more instances of kindness to-

wards you than of cruelty.

Try to spend your time usefully, both to

yourself and others.

IVever make an enemy, or lose a friend, un-

necessarily.

Cultivate such an' habitual cheerfulness of

mind, and evenness of temper, as not to be ruf-

fled by trivial inconveniences and crosses.

Be ready to heal breaches in friendship, and

to make up differences, and shun litigation

yourself as much as possible; for he is an ill

calculator who does not perceive that one ami-

cable settlement^ better than two lawsuits.

Be it rather your ambition to acquit yourself

well in your proper station than to rise above
it.

Despise not small honest gains, and do not

risk what you have on the delusive prospect of

sudden riches. If you are in a comfortable

thriving way, keep in it, and abide your own
calling rather than run the chance of another.

In a word, mind to " use the world as not abus-

ing it," and probably you will find as much com-
fort in it as is most fit for a frail being who is

merely journeying through it toward an immor-
tal abode.

The Rich and the Poor.—The rich have the

most meat; the poor have the best appetite.

—

The rich lay the softest; the poor sleep the

soundest.—The poor have health.—The rich

have delicacies.—The rich hang themselves

through tear of poverty ; the poor (such as have

always been poor) laugh and sing, and love

their wives too well to put their necks into the

noose.

The following anecdote, which illustrates

very forcibly the condition of the soldiers of a

despotic government is from the Paris Etoile

of Ihe 23d January.

It is said that during the revolt at St. Peters-

burgh, the promoters of it wished to make Ihe

soldiers cry ; "Long live Constantine ; long live

Ihe Constitution !" The soldiers not knowing
who or what the constitution was, shewed much
reluctance to cry out in its favour— when the

instigators, put to their trumps, exclaimed that

it was Constantine's wife, whereupon the sol

dieis began to shout out, "Live Constantine !

live the Constitution !"

F
Fruit and Ornamental Trees, o/c.

OR SALE, at the Kenrick
Place, near the Brighton Post

Office. The Nurseries have been
much extended, & besides a vari-

ety of English Cherries,Pears, Ap-
ricots, &lc. contain many thous-
ands of grafted Apple trees of su-

-srffsgj^fflpinlgi^ perior kinds, thrifty, handsome
and of good size. Also, some thousands of budded Peach
Trees, remarkably thrifty, and comprising a choice col-

lection of about 40 of the most approved sorts discover-

ed in our best gardens, or brought to the markets ; the
Peach trees are from 5 to 8 feet high and sold at the

moderate price of 30 cents each. Of good sized orna-

mental trees,the flowering Horse Chesnut; flowering Ca-
talpas ; European Mountain Ash ; Weeping Willow

;

Evergreen Silver Fir ; and the Larch ; Butternuts, and
English Walnuts. Currant bushes of the prolific red
kind, of all sizes, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand,
on moderate terms. Also, the black, white, and Cham-
pagne do. ; red, and white Roses ; Lilacs, Senna, Gum
Acacia, Enslish Grapes, &c.

Orders addressed to JOHN or WM. KENRICK, and
sent to the Brighton Post Office, or to the office of DA-
NA & FEN NO, Brokers, in State-street, will be duly
attended to.

N. B. Trees will be packed in 'lay and mats for ship-

ping, and conveyed to Boston, when ordered ; and on
Saturdays without charge for conveyance ; but Gen-
tlemen remote should employ some person to receive

and pay for them.
In removing trees, one year's growth is frequently

lost, if the trees happen to survive, by unreasonably di-

minishing their roots; therefore special care will be
taken for their preservation. March 10.

Lead Pipe for Aqueducts, fyc.

LINCOLN FEARING & Co. at No 1 10 State-street,

have for sale, all sizes of Lead Pipe from
1
J to 2 in< hes,

warranted equal to any imported or manufacture d in

this country—Contracts for any quantity biade and
furnished at short notice. April 14, 8t.

fJ^P-CRUDE ROCK SALT.—The Subscriber has
for sale at No. 69 Broad Street,

50 Tons Crude Rock Salt,—in large lumps for cat-
lie, or for sheep.

This article deserves the attention of Fanners, both
for its economy and utility ; being less than half the
expense of the common salt, and less liable to waste.

Feb. 24. 3m. F. WILBY.

A Soldier's Life.— In the course of a late legal

investigation respecting the military, hospitals in

Aracan, Dr Ty tier staled that monstrous reptiles,

engendered in the masses of filth which the

goldiers had been obliged to take for food, were

often observed crawling from the mouths of the

sick.

t^pwww

The FARMER is published , very Iriday. bj , am li.

Russell, at $2.50 per annum, in advance-
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMgl .

Sir—Id No. 36, vol. iv. New England Fanner,
" Breeds of Cattle," you have quoted from

"Memoirs of the Pennsylvania Agricultural So-

Norman° from the Continent, as generally better pursued as the graziers do (hat of the lading
shaped than the HruiJt r.O' tribe."

As there has beed much discussion, and some I Survey of the Etut Riding of York-

misapprehension, on this point, it may not he t/iti 222, speaking of the Holderness
improper to notice, that as Lawrence call- llie ' 0) indeed may be found which give
JUdcrney Cattle, " a variety of and smaller than tl gallons per cay, and there are instances

.Airman," and says, "I should prefer the reai " of a c '.i!l greater quantity. 1 he n .''& is also
Ctety,' page 74, certain " selections,' witch

, NonnaoSj as gPr, t. ra i|y better shaped than the I
« rich in quality, as there are instances -

you have erroneously ascribed to Galley.? Inlanders, it is very evident that Ac did not con "teen ppunds of butter ,'16 ounces to the pom.d)
The chapter from which these extracts ire '

cjder jyorman and Aldm ,
,

*
;
, sainc _

u b*i % reduced weekly from one cow for sev-
taken, is headed "Notices on Cattle, Irom La-v-j Ad ex(rac( „ ppeare( | in a late number of your!" eral t.eeks after calving."
rences, Parkinson s and Culley si realise; on

| jnuraa |; giving f^e torotlact of Butter, f«ilk, aad IltnuH aware, that it has been questioned
Live Stock-Baileys Survey of

^
Durh.ir,.- chee5e (rom Holderness, Long Homed, Devon- 1 either la England or America, that many fami-

Slnckland s Survey of the East Riding of j » k-
; snire? A |derne „ Dev0D an( | Holderness crossed. ! lies of lie fatting tribe, are not good milker* —

shire— and the General Report on the Stale ol
j Devon am , Long. Horn cros?(#li Devon and Al- Mr Wbfcaker, who is perhaps more successful

Agriculture, &c. in Scotland."
, I

than pnf geitleman in Great Britain, irto gives

oi page 74, and the

" east riding of Yorkshire"

in the same page, yon ascribed to Culley, the

extract taken from " Strickland 1

* Survey," 1812.

made by order of the British Agricultural Board.

Thp only extract from Culley, is the paragraph
immediately preceding, viz.— " The Alderney
ERF.ED IS ONLY TO BE 5IET WITH. ABOUT TH
OF OUR NOBILITY AND GENTRY, Upon account of

their giving exceeding rich mill:, to support the

luxury of the tea table, &c. Indeed, if it . •

not lor the sake of method, and my belie •. i

quoted on Devons, saying, page 37, I
24 to :2 quarts per day, which readily become

" As milkers, they are so far infebior to fat, *iiRp dry ; and that there are certain indi-

both the long and short horns, viz. both is D«H«k, alihoogh not many, which carry much
quantity and quality of :.;ii*. that they arc ccr- flesh >. i 1st \ielding milk—and of this kind. Ml
tainly no objects for the rcgitlar dairy, however

J

Coates retries among others, Western Lady, in

pleasing and convenient they may be in the pri- Mr Whhaker's herd. As the keeper of the

vate family way. Yet they have" been formerly i
Herd Cock, and a hreeder so successful, as to

used with success at Epping in Essex, in cr.c or\ have obtained 500 guineas for a bull, as early

tteo instances ; as a balance to which. as i prior to Colling's sale, he trust be con-

'.iniversaUy rejected by the dairies of ;'
. a»n amdl sioVfed a competent judge. (See Strickland's

the neighbouring counties" , Survey, page -23.J
It appears that Mr Lawrence thinks with you I

The ~.c.\ Mr Berry, of Acton Rectory, Eng-

lhem a distinct breed, 1 might have saved lb ' that " one swallow does not make a snmmer," ; 'and sman ol great sagacity and much
trouble of n:;rnin<» them ill all : "as 1 it;v.

ibis breed too delicate and tender ever to he

much attended to by our British farmers.

"

In a former .'number of the New England
Farmer, in quoting Lawrence, page 615, an

error of the press is evident. Lawrence says,

" Doubtless the fault I found with the ,'orm of

the Holderness oxen, ought in great measure to

be ascribed to the milkiness of the breed or the

Alderney cross." Not to the " Holtierness"

cr<-ss as it is given in the New England Sarmer.t

Laurence, page 74.—The Alderney ind Nor-
man Cattle. " The cattle of the isla-.ds on the

French coast, are, I believe, collectively known
by be name of Alderney. These are a variety

OF, AND SMALLER THAN THE NoRMAN : light red,

yeliow, dun, and '"awn coloured ; short, wild-

hornr ri,</ee?-i>ecked, witha generai resemblance
TO THAT ANIMAL ; THIN, HARD, AND SMALL BONED

;

IRREGULARLY, OFTEN VERY AWKWARDLY SHAPED.

—

Thi- description refers chiefly to the cows.

—

Th. y are amongst the best milkers in the world
as to quality, and in that respect, are either be-

fore, or immediately next to the Long Horns
;

but in weight of butter for inches,! they are far

superior to all."* * * * * " This species is, in

course, a proper cross for the large and coarse

boned, but in that view I should preler the real

i

'

ture, vol. v. page 471. Dr r.irry, a scientific Short H
and practical farmer, tracing the evils of -breed

mg in. mentions the North Devon Cowr, " long

and their Pretensitons, 18S4"1 Ibat

he ascertained upon the spot, that Yellow Rose
enve at 4 years old, 4 gallons 3 quarts—Red

* I he page was beaded "'Culley on Live Stock;"
and no other author's name Iteiug mentioned on thai

page,nor the following one. we supposed they were both
quoted from Culley, but observed that we had not seen

the original work.

—

Editor.
t It should have been * Alderney Cross."

—

Editor.

J Qutre—How are Alderney? " in we ight of butter" <jcn t allud.

amed for a form and deposition to fatten,which, Daisy 4 gallons—Magdalena 4 gallon-— Western
makes them much sought for by the butcher and

|

Lady 3 gallons, 2 quarts—Venus 16 years old, 3
ojrazier. These cows however are notoriously

bad MiLKERS,and go barren to the western fairs, in

greater numbers than those of any other breed."

Much misunderstanding has arisen from con-

founding various families of cattle called Short

Horns. You have quoted from Lawrence, page
614, " the Teeswater and Durham are doubtless

settled and permanent breeds, equally marked
and distinguished as the Holderness, and calcu-

lated for the production of flesh, as the latter

are for that of milk.'' And you have quoted
from the supplement to the Encyclopedia Brit-

anica. " The Short Horned called the Dutch
breed, is known by a variety of names

" Different families of this race are thus dis-

tinguished, by the names of the Holderness,

Teeswater, Durham, \ orkshire, Northumber-
land and other breeds. And you have given
from Bailey's Survey. " It has been already

stated, that the short horned cattle were great
milkers. This cannot be said of the variety

uhich has such an aptitude to fatten, tor though
they give a great quantity for some time after

calving, they decline considerably alterwards.

But the variety of great milkers, is yet to be
found, wherever the dairy is the chief object,

;md this variety i* as carefully pre-er\ed and

end weight of flesb, in proportion to food ?

\

to which we presume our ^ornrspon
as follows, ' L By this you will see the

I Devons are mot bad milkers."—Editor.

gallons 1 quart— Alfrede 3 gallons— Adela first

'calf 3 gallons, wine measure, twice a day

—

that they are steady milkers possessing great

inclination to fatten, and Mr Whitaker cannot

be too highly complimented upon his successful

exertion to combine the two qualities.

But neither Mr Berry, nor any other man,
who has written upon the subject, his contend-

ed, that all the Breeders of Improved Short

Horns in England, have endeavoured to unite

the two properties; or that all the cows bro't

to America, with short horns, and long lales.

have pretensions to the excellence, of either the
" grazing, or milking tribe."

Memoirs of the Pennsylvania Agricultural So-

ciety, p. 50. " 1 have had within a year or two
twelve imported animals, and I can exhibit I

"think, in the best blood of Mr Wetherell's, Mr
" Curwen's, and Mr Champion's folds some es-

" sential points marked by the peculiar views

"of the respective breeders."

Whilst Mr C.Collings more anxiously sought

properties 6tted for the Grazier, other Breeders

Mr Charge, Mr Whitaker, and Mr Donkin. iic.

obtained the properties fitted for the dairy, in

combination, as nearly as practicable, with those

adapted to the stall. Mr Curwen, a gentleman

ol great landed estate, devoted to the agricultu-

ral interest, in all his efforts in parliament, and
i sedulously employed in personally superintend-
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ing (he most minute details of his farms; and

although engaged in purchasing, and sometimes
iu selling the animals, bred upon his estate, was
certainly no " dealer in live stock," in his re-

port 1819, to the Workington Agricultural So-

ciety, declares his intention " to keep distinct

" the blood of Mr Donkin's cows," (Improved
" Durham Short Morns) " which, in uniting the

" two ESSENTIAL QUALITIES, OF MILKING AND FAT-

"tening, are highly valuable." page 86.

. In selecting animals of this variety, it is es-

sential not merely to look at the horns, but to

regard the pedigree, for it is established, that

certain streams produce good milkers, and good

provers, in the language of breeders, whilst

other streams afford bad milkers with perhaps,

more tendency to bpcome fat.

The term Iht-rovee Durham Short Horns,

happens to be the name of a race which aeci-

dent or folly may have so named ; for it Is an

established fact, that this race has not always

very short horns, and that all animals having

short horns, are not necessarily connected with

it. It would be scarcely less absurd to contend

that all short men, must be clever fellows, be-

cause a family named Short are highly gifted,

than to say, all neat cattle having short horns,

are to be received as good, because a race nam-
ed Improved Durham Short Horns, are known
to be so. CURWEN.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

MANGEL WURTZEL AND SUGAR BEET.
Worcester, April 29, 1826.

Sir.— I was gratified on perceiving in your

39th No. an extract from the Mass. Ag'ic. Re-

pository, on the subject of Mangel Wurtzel, or

Root of Scarcity. From my own as^.fienco I

am satisfied of the correctness of the Abbe Ro-

sier's statement respecting its easy cultivation

and superior value. The product I have found

not only greater, but of better quality, for the

purposes for which I have used it, than that of

any other vegetable which I have ever cultivat-

ed. It should be the object of farmers to fur-

nish winter food for their milch cows, both suc-

culent and nourishing. In these respects the

mangel wurtzel ami sugar beet excel. I men-
tion both, as I give the preference to the latter,

as of richer qualily, and as it retains its virtues

to a later period in the spring, when food of

this kind is the most important. It is less pro-

ductive, but the difference is fully compensated.

The last season I appropriated nearly half an

acre of my nursery ground to these vegetables

The rows of trees are five feet asunder. One
half of the spaces between them was planted in

a single row with the mangel wurtzel, and the

other with the sugar beet. The leaves afforded

an abundance of most valuable food for my cows
and swine, and seemed not to be lessened by the

Jiought. I culled only the full grown and pen-

dant kaves, which afforded four bushels per day

through the season. As my cows had been some
time in milk, a part of the nutriment in winter

was necessarily converted into flesh. They
were allowed three pecks each at two feedings,

night and morning. Most of my swine were
kept entirely on this root, previously boiled,

mashed, and sailed. Tw.o breeding sows wore
restored In high flesh entirely on Ibis loud. On
this spot of around I raised 325 bushels of roots

SO well packed as to weigh Co pounds each

—

amounting to 21 125 lbs. No other vegetable

would have produced halfthis amount with the

same expense and labour. If the land had been

wholly cultivated with these roots, the produce

would probably have been doubled.

Respectfully yours, O. FISKE.

tO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

LAYING DOWN LANDS TO GRASS ,—
FRUIT TREES, &c.

Durham, If. H. May 2, 1826.

Sir I have been a subscriber and an atten-

live reader of yojir valuable paper for the last

two or three years, and, I trust, not without im-

bibing some important hints, and useful lessons

in the important art of husbandry.

The subject of laying down land to grass I have

not seen treated exactly in the manner that I

have found beneicial for several years ; and as

I deem the subject of some consequence to the

agricultural community, I will state the mode

that I have advantageously pursued.

Method in every ^Rrsuit of life is essentially

necessary, and to no class is a strict adherence

to it more important than to Farmers.

In laying down land I have found the follow-

ing mode attended with advantages over all oth-

ers that I have seett practised, as -attended with

a saving of labour, productive of greater crops,

and leaving the land in a better state. After the

usual mode of putting grain into the ground, I

sow my grass seed, and by the use of common
iron garden rakes, 1 remove all small stones and

rubbish, and cart them off immediately, then

smooth the ground so that no ridges or points

shall impede the scythe. One man can rake

over an acre or more in a day, according to the

state of the land.

FRUIT TREES.

Since I have commenced writing, I will bog

leave to mention the mode of setting trees that

I have practised successfully for nearly foity

years.

I dig a space large enough to admit the roots

in their natural position,— three or four inches

deeper than they formerly grew. After placing

the tree, the same part to the south as it grew,

1 cover the roots with fine, rich earth, and pour

on sufficient water to make the dirt very soft,

and then apply another layer of rich earth nearly

to a level with the ground, and tread it firmly in,

'to incorporate (he wet earth with every fibre of

the roots. I I hen draw up about the tree aeon-

cave hill to ndmit and preserve all the rain that

falls for the benefit of the tree ; and should the

season be dry, I from time to time water the hill

thoroughly, after using the hoe,—suffering no

grass or weeds to grow about it.

Your ob't serv't, JOHN FROST.

PRESERVATION OF BEES.

Chester, N. H. May 1, 1826.

Mr Fesshndex—I was hist fall interrogated by

an old acquaintance, if I ever buried my bees to

the depth of three or four feet, to combine the

preservation of their honey with the preserva-

tion of their lives.

Whether it was suggested to him by men of

experimental knowledge, or by books, I do not

.know. I wish to submit the suggestion to you,

mr, and through the medium of your paper, to

that portion of the community who may read it,

hoping it will elicit something from some one,

which may be beneficial to the public, and to a

YOUNG INQUIRER.

Bs the Editor.—We have no knowledge of any

practice like that mentioned above ; and should fear

that the bees, if buried alive, would be suffocated for

want of air. If however they were previously reduc-

ed by cold to a torpid state, and kept under ground, or

in any other place where the air was below the tem-

perature at which water freezes, probably the anima-

tion of bees might be suspended during winter, their

stores preserved, and the insects revive in spring.

Dr J. Anderson in one of his papers on husbandry

observes, in substance, that bees are frequently induc-

ed by mild weather in the winter, and early in the

spring to leave their hives and by sudden changes to

cold or wet, become chilled, unable to return,and per-

ish. And when they do not venture abroad, warm

weather, out of season, often rouses them from their

torpid state and obliges them to consume their stores,

and they are then starved with hunger.

To prevent such accidents, Ur Anderson is of opin-

ion, thai " no method would be so effectual as that of

placing the hives in an ice house at the approach of

winter. Here they may be kept till the spring is so far

advanced that no danger is to be apprehended from

bad weather. During the whole winter they will re-

main iu a state of torpor and require no food. As soon

as the mild weather invites them to appear, they will

commence their labors with vigor. The intense de-

gree of cold which bees sustain without the least inju-

ry in Poland and Russia, where even quicksilver is

sometimes frozen, removes every doubt or anxiety, con-

cerning the safety of bees in an ice house."

: We do not know that any thing has ever been at-

tempted to ascertain the correctness of Dr Anderson's

theory, but wish that some person would try the expe-

riment, ind give the result to the public.

FOR. THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

PEACH TREES.
Mr F.ditor—How is it that we are to have

no peach fruit this year ? on examining my
trees yesterday, and I have a great number, I

am sorry to find a total failure. Is it owing to

the intense cold on the last day of January, and
first day of February, when the glass was from
9 to 13 below zero,—or from the cold spell we
had on the 11th, 12th, and 13th of April— when
the thermometer was from 20 to 23 at sunrise,

and when It froze in the shade throughout the

day ?— I am much inclined to believe it is from

one or the other of these causes. We have
rarely had a season when more or better h nod

was made than in the last year. Three weeks
ago the fruit buds of the peach looked perfect-

ly well, and gave promise of a fine blow—and
there is no appearance of disease about the

trees. The fruit buds of other trees, such as

cherries, plums, apples, pears, look very well;

and will probably be abundant. They are much
more hardy. The peach, you know, gives fruit

only on the wood of the preceding year. No
blossoms have yet appeared.

A. FARMER.

From the United Slates Literary Gazette.

M'ADAMIZED ROADS.
The science of road-making (and in practical

importance it more justly claims the rank of a
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6cier.ce, than many pursuits \r it >oli hate br.cn

dignified with lh.it tide) is just beginning to he

understood in Great Britain. For about ten

years the new method of constructing' roads, first

adopted and practised by Mr EH'Adam, lias been

pursued there ; and such has been the success

which has attended it, so complete has been

the conviction of its superiority over all former

methods, wherever it has been introduced, that

conflicting interest and prejudice, which, in com-

mon with every important improvement, it has

had to encounter, have in this short time been]

so completely removed, that its excellence can

no longer be questioned; arid there can be no

doubt That it will henceforth be adopted in pre-

ference to all other modes of making and re-

pairing roads in that kingdom. Travellers of

all descriptions, mail contractors, and civil en-

gineers, parliament and people, unite in the

most ample testimonials in its favour, and libe-

ral grants have been made to Mr M'Adam in

remuneration for his services in this department

as a public benefactor.

A concise description of the plan on which

these roads are constructed is all that our limits

will admit. For a more particular and satisfac-

tory account we must refer to the Essay of Mr.

M'Adam himself,the eighth edition of which was

published in London the last year, and which

we hope soon to see republished in this country.

His method mainly consists, after preparing the

bed of the road for the purpose (in doing which

all the stones near the surface must be removed.)

in covering it with a flooring of broken stone

of eight or ten inches in thickness, the largesi

stone not to exceed six ounces in weight. These
fragments of stone are soon worn smooth by the

travelling, and unite by their angles into a solid.

impenetrable mass, over which the wheels ol

the heaviest carriage will pa-s without making

any sensible impression. Another important

part of the system is to have the side-gutters or

water-courses so as effectually to chain the

water from the earthy bed of lite road, that it

may not be injuriously affected by the winter,

frost ; and for this purpose it is desirable, that

the bed of the road should not be below the

level of the adjacent fields, but when practica-

ble raised a little above that level. The im-

pervious covering or roofing of stone will pre-

vent any inconvenience from the rain, which
fall* upon it ; and, thus protected, the road is

subject to no other injury than the necessary

but gradual wear of the stone materials of which

it is constructed. Under such circumstances an

earthy bed is even preferred to a rocky one, as

it yields more beneath the weight of the load

carried over it, and the wear of the road is less

on that account. It is particu'arly insisted on

by Mr M'Adam, that no stones exceeding six

ounces in weight be admitted in any part of

the road. If larger stones be placed at bottom,

according to the method which has been long

pursued by many road-makers, while those of a

smaller size are placed on the surface, the larger

stones will in a short time rise to the top, thus

making the surface rough and uneven, and at the

same time penetrable by the rain-water, which

will gradually undermine and destroy the foun-

dation or bed of the road.

Such is a brief outline of the manner of mak-
ing roads, which we hope ere long to see ex-

tensively introduced into our country.

Tlia experiment has been tried, and with the' was about to abandon the coal mid i

best success, in this country. Two of the streets Messr- .Me!:<.u and I, ish< >[.,.<,! J1..1. ware comity
in the town of New Bedford were constructed madejjn expeiinnnl mil, tome «i ih<

last year upon this plan, and we believe a few (heir felling mill, and I
,-.,,...,! I--

other attempts have been made on a small scale. >0nd exp.i i.iln.n, mid lobe a highly v»h\i A

sufficient to satisfy all, who have had an op- "useful i,,,.|. The result of their <-v .
: im-n s

portunity of witnessing them, ofthe excellence ww p„MMied at ihe lime in the Philadelphia
of the system. In the cities of London ai paper >me experiment! u';iti ihe seat were
Bristol, the pavements of several entire streets m!,de in Ihe w irks al Ihe falls 1 I Si hiiylkJH, I ill

have been taken up, and the broken-stone roads without sacce#*. Mr Wei n wag, the manager al

of Mr M'Adam substituted in their place. This the gbBSfiix vroiks al Fsench ui< amo Bide
has been done from a conviction of ihe superi- | r j H | f our coal, and found then I ininenll) n-e-
ority of the stoned road for smoothness and ease |„|. From that lime forward, Ihe use of the
of draught; while in cases where pavement- co9j spread rapidly, and now? hide fair lo beceaa
are not already laid, it will be found to afford a m0st important and valuable branch of trade*
not only a much better road, but a much more

, ., n ,| ( produce, result* highly beneficial lo the
economical one, than the old method of paving. interests of Pennsylvania generally.~

I ; T
j

The foregoing statement may appear minute.
Discovery and introduction of Schuylkill Coal— bu j it is due

~

lo
'

lhe individuals H | 10 |B |, r. ri H 10
Anthracite- Stone Coal of Schuylkill Cant;,.

|

,-(irre „,,„„ „s , [ie gre;lt benefili which coal is

We are led lo believe that the following his-
! and will be in our state. We are aware lhat

tory of the use and introduction of anthracite in i lhe credit of pointing out lhe use, and perhaps
Pennsylvania, will not be uninteresting lo our I of discovering lhe Anthracite, has been claimed
readers. This coal was known In exist in this ! by,and.awarded lo.individual- in another pari of
neighborhood more than forty years ago ; and 1 our .-tale : but it is within the knowledge «.tire-
some search was made, but lhe coal found being ny, thai Shoe individuals joined in pronouncing
so very different from any which was previous- ;he r.oal good for nothing. We have abundant
ly known, it was not thought 40 he of any value,

j

testimony also tor the facts and dales we have
and the search was abandoned. It is supposed igiven; from which it uppears, that to Mr David
lo be forty years, since a blacksmith by the Berlin, George- Shoemaker, and Messrs, Mellon
name of Whetstone, found coals and used them & Bishop, aie w e. indebted for lhe discovery

in his smithshop. At a very early period, of the'use au. I introduction of our Anthracite or

Judge Cooper declared his belief in the exist- stone coal.

—

Miner's Jour,

ence of coal in this district, and Ihe Messrs.

Potts explored various places along the old Sun-

bury road, but success did not attend their ope-

rations. A Mr William Morris, afterwards be-

came the proprietor of most of Ihe coal land sal

. . LUSH ROPE.

A vi'-e called the bush rope by lhe wood-cut-

lers, on account of its use in hauling out the
heaviest ;.-has a singular appearance in*

the head of our canals ; he found coal, and look
| the forests of Demarara. Sometimes yon s*-e v

some quantity to Philadelphia, about the year 'nearly as thick as a man's bodv. twisted like a

1800; but all his efforts to bring them into use. 1
cork-screw, round lhe tallest tree-, and rearing

failed, and he abandoned the project, and sold I its head high above their tops. At other limes

his lands to their present proprietor, Mr Pott,
j
three or four of them, like slrands in a cable,

ll does not appear that much notice was taken join tree and tree, and branch and branch to-

ol' the coal from the lime ofWhetstone, and thejgelher. Oihers descending from on high, take

search made by the Messrs Potts, until about root as soon as their extremity touches the

twenty years ago ; when n person by the name
|

ground, and appear like shrouds and slays sop-

of Peter Basleus, a blue dyer, in building the parting the mainmast of a line of battlle ship •

valley forge, found coal in the tail race. About ; while others, sending out parallel, oblique, bor-

the same lime a MrDavid Beilin.a blacksmith, 1

izontal, and perpendicular shoots in all direc-

in Ihis neighborhood, permanently commenced lions, put you in mind of what travellers call

and introduced the use of Stone Coal in ihe a matted forest. Oftentimes a tree, about a

smith's forge, and continued to use and instruct hundred feet high, uprooted by the whirlwind,

others in their use for many years afterwards.
|
is stopped in its fall by these amazing cables of

But few persons, however could be induced to
\

nature ; and hence it is that you account for

use them
;
prejudice and old habits again be-, ihe phenomenon of seeing trees, not only vege-

came victorious, and appear lo have held un- Mating, but sending forlh vigorous shoots, though
disputed sway until about the year 1812, when' far from their perpendicular, and their trunks

Mr George Shoemaker a resident of this town, inclined to every degree from the meridian to

and Nicho Allen, discovered coal, on a piece 01 ihe horizon. The heads remain firmly support-

land they had purchased, now called Centreville. ; ed by the bush rope ; manv of their roots soon

Allen soon became disheartened and gave up
|

refix themselves in the earth, and frequently a

the concern to Shoemaker, « ho, receiving en- ; strong shoot will sprout out perpendicularly

cooragement from some gentlemen in Phiiadel- : from near the root of the reclined trunk, and in

phia, got out a quantity of coal and look nine
j
lime become a fine tree,

wagon loads to Philadelphia. Here again, our
C)al met with a

"

wagon loads, Mr b. goi uie carriage pi

others he gave away to persons who would at- i

den streets, calledT.xchange Buildings.werejle-

tempt to use them. The result was against the
I

stroyed by fire on Friday morning last.

'hiladelphia. Here again, our
host of opposition.

" On twoj Fire in New York—The new and beautMul

S. got the carriage paid, the! range of buildings situated in William and Gar-

The
coal, those who iried them, pronounced them
stone and not coal, good for nothing, and Shoe-
maker an impostor. At length, alter a multi-

tude of disappointments, and when Shoemaker

loss is estimated at not less thin £200,000; and

there was insurance to the amount of «$132,uOO.

The range consisted of seven four story brick,

buildings.
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SCIENTIFIC MEMORANDA, APPLICABLE
j

The fertility of a soil depends materially (the

TO RURAL ECONOMY. food of vegetables being alike present) on us

t- ... .v, ~..a ,„i™ ,i;„p S » P rf' absorbent qualities; or the power which it pos-

Lime is an a kaline earth, and when divesteo
, \-- '„„„.; ,, ~f mn iotnre neces-UlC !lc v,ta

growth
i J spssps of retainin°r a auantitv of moisture neces

of the acid with which it is naturally combined, I

se

r* « ;** ™rL-= in sary for the nourishment and Vigo
is cans ic like potash. It exists an ™ckv£

of J ant9 . wllen this ower is gre at, Davy ob-
earths, in water, id vegetables, and is the basis P

supplied with moisture in

of animal bones. It is combined with carbonic serves, me piani is sun
th... ,. . ,. u n „„.! dry seasons : and the effect of coapoiaiion in uie

acid in common lime stone, chalk, marble, ana
,
J

.
> .,,",• „l„„„„#i„„ „/• nmiemit

.. . „ f • '
i. .,-,1, eil i„h,.rir ! dau *s counteracted by the absorption oj aqueous

the shells of marine animals; with sulphuric "2 ° J
,

i i„tprior nnrts
.

,

.,, a , i • r,„L' i,;„ ' vapour from the atmosphere, by the.iutenor pans
and in gypsum ; wi h tluoric acid in Uernyshire "™r" J .

'' ' J
, , l„,l .^ :_._

.

-

J r
, . . c j j of the soi durinar the day, and oy ooin me mie-

spar, trom which is manufactured vases and °] ule 50 > "«""»
.' ,•>'. ,

J
• ., Thi

.u •.. u u„ :„ „„:j ;„ th- nor and the exterior during the nigni. i ms
other ornaments ; with phosphoric acid in the '"

. . ° - lh n -i innce
, ,- .

i . i h i » rr „ „n j or shows the importance of keeping the sou loose,
bones of animals and shells ot eggs, lo render

,

.

' r
. _„„jOP it nprmpnl

. .,. , ,. °°. . „\ _„i„.-_ even in droughts, in order to render it permea-
carhonate of lime (common lime stone) subser- r= c

' » ' . , Vari'nnn soilsbe to the atmosphere and dews.
*ient to agriculture and the arts, the carbonic

acid is expelled by heat, in the common process

of burning. It thus becomes caustic or quick

lime. But its value as such is impaired in pro- 1

--

it recombines with carbonic acid, 000' in proportion to the vegetable and finely

dried at 112, were found by Davy, to acquire

!in an hour, by exposure to a moist air of 62°

an increased weight of from 3 to l<->

portion as

which it does rapidly if exposed to the atmos-

phere. It also possesses a strong affinity for

water, and will absorb one fourth of its weight

of that fluid ; and yet remain perfectly dry.

—

The water becomes solidified, and • identified

with the earth. The heat, therefore, that is

evolved in the process of slacking lime, is the

caloric of the water, as it passes to its solid

state, and does not proceed from the lime as is

sometimes supposed.

—

Parkes. Upon an aver-

age every (on of lime stone has been found on

experiment, to produce 11 cwt. 1 qr. 4 lbs. of

quicklime, weighed before it was cold ; and

that when exposed to the air it increased in

weight daily, at the rate of a hundred weight

per ton, for the first five or six days after it was
drawn from the kiln.

—

Bishop Watson. These
facts suggest the importance of transporting

lime, where it is, to be used at a uhtance from
the kiln, as soon as possible after it is burnt

;

and also of using it speedily when its caustic

qualities are to be relied od. Slacked lime,

therefore, is a combination of 55 parts of lime,

and 17 parts of water solidified; and in this

state it is called hydrate of lime, to denote its

union with hydrogen, the principal constituent

of water.

—

See Davy's Ag. Chem. p. 283.

Caustic or quick-lime is extensively used in

the arts, but I shall confine my present observa-

tions to some of its benefits in husbandry.

When lime, freshly burnt or slacked, is mix-
ed with any moist fibrous vegetable matter,

there is a strong action between the two, and
they form a kind of compost together, of which
a part is usually soluble in water. Lime thus

renders matter which was before inert, nutri-

tive to vegetables ; and as charcoal and oxygen
abound in all vegetable matters, quick lime is

converted into mild lime by absorbing carbonic

acid, which is their joint product.

—

Duvy. Lime
possesses the property of hastening the dis-

solution and putrefaction of all animal and veg-

etable matters, and of imparting to the soil the

power of retaining a quantity of moisture ne-

cessary for the nourishment and vigorous growth
of plants.

—

Park
Mild lime, powdered lime stone, marles or

chalks have no action of this kind upon vegeta-

ble matter. By their action they prevent the

too rapid decomposition of substances already

dissolved; hut they have no tendency to form
soluble matters.

—

Davy. They are mechanic-

ally beneficial upon sands, in rendering them
more firm and adhesive; and upon clays, in ren-

dering them less so.

useless in a state'of solution if it so abounded as

wholly to exclude air, for then the fibres or

mouths, unable to perform their functions, would

soon decay and rot off.

Earths are bad conductors of heat ; and it

would be a considerable time before the gradu-

ally increasing temperature of spring could com-

municate its genial warmth to the roots of veg-

etables, if their lower strata were not heated by

some other means. To remove this defect,

which always belongs to a close compact soil,

it is necessary to have the land open, that there

may be a free ingress of the warm air and tepid

rains of spring. Animal and vegetable substan-

ces, exposed to the alternate action of heat,

moisture, light and air, undergo spontaneous de-

compositions, which would not take place inde-

pendent of it. Thus pulverization increases the

nwnber of the fibrous roots or mouths of plants;

facilitates the more speedy and perfect prepar-
ation of their food ; and conducts it, so prepar-

See Grisenth-

divided matter contained in the different speci

mens— the absorption being greatest where

these most prevailed. Vegetable substances I ed, more readily to their roots

possess the power of absorbing and retaining ttaife and Louden.

moisture in the greatest degree. Mild lime, orj These principles are illustrated by the fertili-

carbonate of lime imparts this property to sands
; ty of a clp\ er lay. The roots of this plant pene-

in a remi uable degree; and marles are there- tratt; thp soil in every direction; and as they
decay, they aff rd not only the elements of food,

tiut free admission to heat, air and moisture, the

agents for preparing this food. A complete pul-

verization is induced. Hence most crops are
benefitted by a clover laj ; and probably none

fore useful on such soils in proportion as they

abound in this carbonate.

Pulverization.—Even a free silicious soil will

if left untouched become too compact for (he

proper admission of air, rain and heat, and for
j

more so lhan Indian corn, which is enabled to

the free growth of the fibres ; and strong upland multiply its months to an incredible extent. It

clays, not submitted to the plough or spade, is Ihe property which they possess of pulveriz-

will, in a few years, be found in the possession ing the soil, that renders almost all root crops

of fibrous rooted perennial grasses, which form i meliorating, and proper to precede barley and

a clothing on their surface, or strong tap root-
j
wheal. The effects of pulverization in mulli-

ed trees, as the oak, which force their way I plying fibres is particularly apparent in trees

through the interior of the mass. Annuals and and shrubs. Trees taken from a forest are

ramentaceous rooted herbaceous plants cannot
j
found to possess far less fibrous roots than those

penetrate into such a soil. I taken from a cultivated nursery. This is the

The first object then of pulverization is to, reastft ihat forest trees, raised in a nur-ery, are

five scope to the roots of vegetables ; for without much more liable to grow than those taken from

abundance of these no plant will become vigor- uncultivated grounds. Curwen has furnished a

ous, whatever may be ihe richness of the soil in 'remarkable evidence of the benefit of pnlveriza-

which it is placed. The fibres of the roots take (jon , i„ his ' Hints on agricultural subjects."—

up the exiract of the soil, or food of ihe vegeta- He grew thirty-five and an half tons of cabba-

ble, in proportion ;o their number. The more <reSi some of them weighing fifty-five pounds,

the soil is pulverised, the more use fibres are on an acre of stiff clay, in a very dry season
;

increased, the more food is absorbed, and the an ,| he imputes the success of the experiment

more vigorous does the plant become. Duhamel principally to very frequent ploughings which

and Tall ascertained by various experiments.that he gave to'the crop.

he increase of these fibres was in proportion to

the pulveiizntion of the soil ; though it is now

known, that the vigor of growth, depends not

as'Tull supposed, entirely upon pulverization,

but essentially upon the quantity of food within

the reach of the fibres.

A second use of pulverization is to increase

the capillary attraction, or sponge-like property

of soils, by which their humidity is rendered

more uniform. To illustrate this,let the reader

examine his garden during a drought. He will

find those parts the most moist where the spade

or hoe are the most frequently used. They are

the most permeable to heat and air, and draw

most moisture from the subsoil during the day,

and from the atmosphere during ihe night.

—

Pulverization promotes the access of water,

which holds io solution the food, to the roots of

the plant

Cranberries.—As this fruit is largely employed
in roost families, some persons may be glad to

he informed, that these berries may be preserv-

ed several years, merely by drying them a lit-

tle in the sun, and then stopping them closely

in dry bottles.

—

Parkes-

Black Cherry—(prumts ccrasus.)—The gum
which exudes from this tree is extremely nutri-

tious; indeed it is equal in every respect to

g;im arabic. Hasselquist relates that a hundred
men, during a siege, were kept alive nearly

two months, without any other subsistence than

a little of this gum taken occasionally into the

mouth, and suffered gradually to dissolve.

—

lb.

Oxalicacid—[the acid of sorrel.*)— Readily de-

composes sulphate of lime (gypsum.) Parkes.—
Another benefit results from the admission o/j This explains why plaster always benefits clov-

air. Manure is useless in vegetation till it be-
J er, &c. on the light grounds which abound in

comes soluble in water, and it would remain sorrel.
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Corn.—The utility of corn stalks for manure.
! startle some of these calculating proprietors;—

has been demonstrated upon scientific princi-jbutl hazard little in saying I will convince

pies, to an extent I believe not generally ap- ' them of the fact.

pr^hetided. 1000 parts of dry wheal straw. All who are acquainted with the marshes al-

gave 43 parts of ashes; and 1000 parts of these ', luded to, know, that they are mostly situated

ashes afforded 22.5 of soluble matter, 1000 parts
! several miles from their owners,' residence, and

of the stalks of Indian corn (Zca mays) gave 8 1 to get the crop of salt grass they must devote
parts of ashes; and 1000 parts of those ashes

, more time in cutting it and making the hay, in

afforded ?2.5G of soluble matter. See Davy, p.
J

carting it to scows for transportation to a land-

105. . Hence 100 pounds of stalks will afford tag where it may be reloaded and taken to the

more food to vegetables than 600 lbs. of wheat
; bain, than at a fair price lor labour, would a-

slraw. This is a matter of moment to the far- mount to the value of all the produce. And tne

mer who duly appreciates the importance of
|

| an d, which is estimated at 50,75 and 100 dollars

manure, and affords a strong inducement to ex- per acre, because our farmers think "they must

tend the cultivation of this useful plant. Corn have a little salt hay," is absolutely a damage
takes less from the soil, and more from the at- :

to the owner. For instead of bestowing tiie

tnosphere, in consequence of its large system of time occupied in the labour just mentioned, upon
leaves, than wheat, and consequently is less

;
ti, e swamps which are now claiming attention

exhausting. Its average product is three times
, | rom their superior productiveness, a depen-

as g^ieat. It serves as food for all animals.- Its
|
dance is. placed on a precarious supply of salt

ordinary price in market is about one half the! grass, ,vrllCrj sometime* the raging of the sea

price of wheat. Both now are about the same di-stroy, and sometimes the scorching sun con-

price. Fed with unfermented manure, and
j
somes'; and when uninjured by any unexpect

supplies of beef from distant sections of the

country, we might not only provide abundance

lor ourselves, but furnish large quantities for

export and the supply of those employed in our
fisheries ; and besides this, greatly increase the

importance and wealth of the towns in which
these lands are situated.

In a fulure paper, I will make some remarks
on the practicability of reconciling the interest!

of the numerous proprietors of those mantlet
which are undivided; a circumstance which at

present effectually destroys all attempts to ren-

der them more valuable. I

planted on a clover lay, it is the most certain

and profitable grain crop that is grown. On
poor wet ground, badly taken care of, no crop

is less profitable. We have corn soils and corn

districts, and soils and districts that will not

ed casualty, the whole will not quit cost

But at this time there are several experiments

on dyked marshes in progress, which promise

the most unqualified success. One tract of 5

acres, 1 ^ miles from this village, has been
produce it to advantage. When we become reclaimed four years. The first year the crop
wiser, every district will confine its culture to

the products for which it is best adapted. We
shall hereafter have our wheat districts, our

barley districts, our corn districts, and our graz-

ing districts ; and an interchange of commodi-

ties will take place between them mutually ad-

vantageous. Our great error co * ;.jts in blend-

ing all branches of husbandry, when our soi

of salt hay was as valuable and abundant as when
flowed periodically—the second, the native

grass began to disappear—the third a mix'ure

of salt and English hay, perhaps averaging a

ton to the acre, was cut—and the fourth, a moi
luxuriant growth ot herdsgrass, yielding two and

a half tons per acre. And that it has not reach-

ed its highest product, is apparent from there
and location are probab*ly only well adapted toj|,ein„ m

™
ny Sp0ts where the cultivated grasse

a single branch

Strawberry.—(fragaria vesca.)— It* has been

said that this fruit has the property ot^dissolving

the tartare'ous encrustations upon the teeth; and

that hence, those who have been affected with

the gout and nephritic diseases (stone, &c.) have

found great relief by eating them freely.

From the J\'tw Bedford Mercury.

RECLAIMED MARSHES.
Messrs. Editors— It is a matter of regret that

the community are so slow in following exam-
ples of improvement, when they deviate from

the track which all the generations which have

gone before them have walked in. And as an

apology for want of energy and enterprise,

scepticism as to the reality of the improvement
is often pretended ; when in fact the doubt is

only another name for the/ear of a little extra

expense, or a little extra labour.

1 am induced to make this remark, by the

slow progress of conviction, on the minds of the

land proprietors in the southern part of this

county, on the advantages to be derived from
dyking their salt marshes.

There are in the towns of Dartmouth and

and Westport, hundreds of acres of marsh mea-

dow, bordering on small rivers and inlets, which
at a small expense might be reclaimed from the

sea, and converted into the finest meadows in

the world ; and the land, which at this moment
is not worth a single dollar per acre to the own

have not taken root. And at this moment it is

as verdant as the meadows around it, which

have been constantly dres-ed, though the form

er has not been manured at all.

Another experiment may be seen at the west

of Little River, in Dartmouth, which has been

dyked only one summer ; it is now rapidly ad-

vancing to the perfection of the first, with gen-

eral admiration.

Still the owners of vast tracts, which might be

reclaimed at less expense per acre by 1 to 4.

and in some instances even by 1 to 20, are wait-

ing for further evidence of their loss by procras-

tination.

By reclaiming these marshes, a more valua-

ble object would be gained, than merely con-

verting them to meadow—for the distance which

it would be necessary to transport the hay,

would present the same difficulties which at

present render the land worthless, though not

to so great an extent, as the product would be

fourfold, and the labour by no means increased

in the same proportion. This would be ef-

fected by appropriating them to grazing, and

large droves of cattle might annually be brought

to market, fattened upon the finest pastures.

—

That there is a peculiar excellence in the grass

thus produced, is evident from the tact, that cat-

tle which have had the range of several fine

meadows after mowing, still preferred to feed

on the reclaimed lands, to the neglect of the

former, on which, from this cause, the grass

was more abundant.

It must be seen, that attention to this object

-s, would fatten a thousand head of neat cattle. 1 would open to our farmers a new fieid ot euter
:dea that their marshes are worthless, may prise and profit; and instead ef drawing our

THE SEASON
Last year a person in this town commenced

' the sowing of twenty acre9 of Spring Wheat, on

Monday, 14th March, and finished it that week
i
— the crop averaged more than fifteen bushels

to an acre. He is now engaged in sowing with

|
Spring Wheat an adjoining field of twenty acres,

, being about forty days later. It mn>l vegeiate,

'grow and ripen, in 90 days this year, instead of

130 that it had las! year. Such is the difference

in the two seasons.

—

Hamp <icz. .).iril 24.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CONSTRDC-
TION OF CHiMNJES.

Perhaps in tne consiruction of a house, there

is no pan more difficult or liable to so many ob-

jections as the formation ol ihe chimoies, nor is

liiere any part in which impediments to com-
fort so frequently arise. There are a few who
have not experienced the inconvenience oxtmoky
chiinnies, and « ho have not been pat to serious

expense— often ineffectually— to remedy the

evil. We are giad, however, to find that a sci-

entific man has turned his attention to the sub-

ject, a=d Iba) • ler various experiments, he has

at length succeded in suggesting a plan by
which all the imperfections hitherto fcnov.

exist may be completely obviated. Tui
has been submitted to the judgement of some
of the best practical architects of the day, and
has received their unqualified approbation ; and
it is now applied not only to all the chimoies
erecting iu ide new palace in St. James* Park,

but to the Post Office, and all other public build-

ings in progress. The public are indebted to

Mr Hiort, the Chief Examiner in his Majesty's

Office of Works, for this useful invention ; and
this gentleman has devoted much of his time,

by evening lectures, to explain to builders the

advantage and simplicity of his plan, which con-

sists in the substitution of flues or tunnels of any

diameter, capable of being incorporated within

the usual thickness ot walls, instead of the old

plan of square flues. Each flue is surrounded

in every direction, from top to bottom, by cavi-

ties commencing at the back of even fire place,

and connected with each other. The air con-

fined within these cavities is, by the heat of any

one fire, rendered sufficiently warm to prevent

condensation within all the flues contained in

the same stock of chimnies ; and what renders

the new invention more important is the fact

that the tines may he carried in any direction

with as much facility as a leathern pipe, with-

out in the slightest degree, deviating from the

original circular form. It would be difficult,

by mere verbal description, to convey an ade-

quate idea ol the whole of the plan ; but it is

capable of being made clear to the commonest

capacity by a few minutes' instruction. The
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work is Accomplished by the aid of bricks of a (suffered in either of these respects 1 will state

peculiar shape, for which a patent has been ob-jmy method of preparing the seed. 1 collect in

tamed ; and by the mode of placing those bricks
|
the first place a quantity of the roots of the black

which are numbered according to a model witb
|

hellebore, or itch weed, which abounds in

which the workman is provided, a perpendicu- 1 swamps, grows with and resembles in its habits

lar, horizontal or curved shape is attained with I skunk's cabbage, except that the leaves are nar-

the greatest facility, the circular form of the rower, longer, and grow upon the seed stock;

these 1 boil till 1 obtain a strong decoction

then take out (he roots, and add to the liquor

saltpetre in the proportion of four ounces to

three gallons, and put in , my seed corn while

the liquor is yet warm. Thirty six hours is the

flue being still preserved with mathematical

nicety, without the necessity of cutting a single

brick, and the expense will not exceed four

shillings a foot more than is expended in the

common mode, for every flue erected

The s

plan art

—

interrupted draft; secondly, the Prevention jonhegrain.^ a^^^^:
^^'or vessel , ike a bladder, contains the matter

before the corn is up. But it is commonly de-

signed to answer chiefly as a top dressing; and

for this purpose it would answer better near the

third hoeing; for then the plants want the

greatest degree of noarishment, as they begin

to grow very rapidly. Two dressings with

ashes to answer the two purposes would not be

amiss."

Ringbone in Horses.— A gentleman fissures us

that the cause of Ringbone in horses is a small

collection of fvater in the foot just above the
ion mode, tor every nuc erecten. »«= »H«v. » r= » * - • v -•- ----•

h f He , b fl i( , sllbstance mny be fe!t

,e advantages which are secured by (his onges period is I ou Id _be suffe

"f
«° ^e

''j
"*

b „. pressing ,L part alfected with the' fingers,
are-first, the certainty o a quick and the nitre may des roy .1,e v.ege mg p nnpfe P

situation thus ascertained. Ali.lle°bag

of an accumulation of soot; thirdly, the im- is again warmed, an of tar stirred in, and
which causes the disorder, and may easily be

cnt out, the horse being first cast to ensure thepossibility of accident by fire ; and fourthly and the seed again immersed in it anew. Thus pre-

above all, a facility of cleansing by machines
!

pared, 1 have no. lost '^n'y <i ills infour year;,

which will altogether supersede the. painful The germinating proces co£™n«" b
££*Uj,, bany valuable horses, and is%cnerallV

necessity of employing climbing boys. Another
|
the corn is planted, and unless the ground i<

advantage is also gained with respect to the

appearance of the chimnies on tops of houses.

—

The present unseemly shafts, which are fre-

quently raised to a dangerous height,may be dis-

pensed with and the tops or terminations of (he

chimnies completely hidden from view. We
liaveseen a model and drawing ofthe plans,which

at once exhibit the simplicity ofthe invention;

and the only surprise is, that so valuable an im-

provement in the. art of building should so long

have escaped the research of those who have

experienced its necessity. At present, the de-

mand for the patent bricks exceeds the power

of the patentee to supply ;
but arrangements are

making which it is hoped will enable builders

to bring the plan into universal adoption. It

may be proper to add, that the principle is ca-

llable of being applied to the tops and bottoms

of old flues with great advantage.—^.London pa.

.i i ~a ;* „«..or ,, »vc the I

thought to be olten incurable, this di-covery
et to grow this crop, (and it never pays trie =>

. ? . .
J

,• ,, -, ,l , ,K„, irwHn cnririB* must be very important, it there is no mistake
ipense o culture on soils that abound in springs J v >

exp
or that are naturally cold,) it will continue^ to

progress.

connected with it. The intelligence and res-

„,, , ,,
J

.
V „ „„. „j ikn' 1 pec ahi ity of our uilormant induce us to place

The hellebore is poisonous, and tno
i

t '
. , C

confidence in his communication ; though we
he ground may partially extract 'he poison,

.,.* ,-, J ' »» „.i| _„.- Jiiinrfc -think it remarkable that the cause of so com-
neilher birds nor squirrels will ever it. "turn a

, ... ,, . , , _
i on tl . ; .i = ii,„ OOQ ,t jrwl ' mon a disorder should not long since have been
dozen hills. The tar impregnates (tie seed, and

;

s
-. r .u rri,„ r,, tr„ .jn j

i
pointed out by professors ol Ihe art ot tarnery.

protects it from he worms. 1 he nitre Htid I J r J

plaster, with which latter the seed is mixed be-

bre planting, combine their fertilizing proper-
Transplanting Peach Trees.—A horticulturist

informs us that he has lost several peach trees
ties to- give vigour and strength to the young \- conseq „ence o(the decay of the tap rool . In
plants.

Dr Mease observes that " a gentleman of Phil
transplanting, the tap root is usually, and prop-

erly rut off, but is liable to decay, and the tree
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adelphia county, had his seed corn soaked in the,
exentu .

l||j
,

, become hollow from the wound
black water of a dung heap, and in which some

j, inrlic(ed jn (aking cff , his rool . He savs lhat
saltpetre was dissolved; when planting he added •,

wf)( , n |hp , roo , op a„y other root of any con-
a small handful of gypsum to each hill, when up

j

siderab te size lss horten.ed, a composition should
he put on a little more, and when (he ears were^^

. heA lo the wol)n(] . aml (hal hfi has , 01]nd
were about to se<, a small quantity was again ad

deiT. His crop was very abundant, as we wit-
equal parts of tar and yellow ochre an effectual

application lor this purpose. Any other com-
nessed ; and was the more remarkable, as the

j

.
.

,
.

h
.

f pruning orgraftin

I

field had been worn out by bad management
FKilMV, MAY 5, 1M26. i n r jcb gr0und, however, the application of all

''Steeping Seed Com, ^.-Seed-c^nlsTom" lhese strong stimulants may prove injurious by

monly soaked previous to planting, for two pur- causing too great a growth of the s.alk. The

poses, to preserve it from bird, and insects, and second application ot the gypsum may in such experienced its effects, that potash dissolved

lo accelerate its growth. In many case», the
j

ca * es be om,Ueti
; .

,

water makes an excellent wash for fruit trf

trees will»aiiswer tor this purpose.

>Vra and valuable application to Fruit Ttiis.—
causing too great a growth of the slalk. The

. We have been assured by a gentleman who has

soaking of seed coin is undoubtedly useful, but Some scientific writers condemn the use of The proportions, which our informant recorn-

sometimes it is said lobe rest lo plant it dry If
stceus for seed corn, and assert that they are mends, are one pound of potash to three pints of

I . * - nAnn«.iln ..^n | AP c nn A .-..mAi;^.,. iniiipiniia RuT ....- *__ a*i.^ «u *„ v.™ l : „ .1 U.. .. ^...-1.

the corn is soaked and cold wet weather follows,

it is more liable to
-
rot in the ground without

vegetating, than when planted dry. Dr Deane
observed that steeping seed corn, in general,

had better be omilted. But " if planting a second

destruction of the first .seed; or if planting be,

delayed on any account till the beginnin£r ,
^«ps by the vessels of seed corn is but trifling

generally useless and sometimes injurious. But ra\n water. The wash to be applied by a swab,
as preservatives against birds and worms steeps' ( i be trunk and limbs of the tree the latter part

of acrid and poisonous substances, may no doubt f May, or beginning of June, and soon after

be of use; and in planting a diy and poor soil it pruning. We are told that this application was

1(
may be of advantage to soak seed in some liquid; first introduced in Medford, Mass. by the late

time should become necessary, by means ofthe * h,«* w,i1 hasten ihfir germination It is true
i Gov. Brooks, the summer-before his decease

;

that the nutriment which can be imbibed trom who believed that it not only greatly accelerat-

ed the growth of the trees, but was an effectual

preservative against the Borer. One application

is sutficient for a season. The wash is 90 cor-

rosive that it will soon destroy a brush, made of

hog's bristles, whence a swab is preferred for

applying it. This mode of treating fruit trees

also destroys the bark louse, and is said to give

the trees apparent health and vigor, in a much
greater degree than lime, solt soap, Forsyth's

composition, or any other of (he paints or wash-

es commonly used for similar purposes. Wheth-
er it will prove favourable to the longevity of

the trees, can only be ascertained by time and

further experiments. If any injury to the trees

is apprehended from the corrosivequality of

the liquid recommended, itmay be well to in-

crease, the proportion of the water ; say two
quarts or more to a pound of potash.

June, then it will bp proper that (he seed should

have boiling water poured upon it. Let it not

soak more than half a minute, and be cooled

speedily, and planti d before it dries. The corn

will be forwarded in growth several days."

A solution of copperas i« recommended as a

proper liquid lor the preparation of seed corn,

nv a correspondent, whose communication we
published page 284 ofthe current volume ofthe

New England Farmer. Judge Buf.l of Albany,

in treating of the culture ot" t his grain, observes

th-tl ' Failures and great inconvenience and loss

!

n quantity, but it may supply the young plant

at a critical moment, before the absorbent ves-

sels of the radicles can operate, by giving the

germ and seedling an early impulse, may cause

it to be more forward, and thus get the sooner out

of the way of those insects which prey upon the

plants above ground, while vegetation is feeble

and the shoots, &c. tender. Sleeping seed corn

can have but little effect against the cut worm,
which does not injure the seed, but attacks and

eats off the plant soon alter it comes up. juM 1>h-

ow the surface of the ground. Dr Deane sa)

often re-ul, iron, the seed no! vegetating,-lrom ;" A h
,

, " dl " 1 ol

, f
hes on e

f
n hl11 «"" B«M

j.s destruction by the wire worm and grub,-and j

'he P l,,n,s
'
3n ' 1

1

nave a '^dency to prevent their

from the HeuredMmnscominitted nponftfl voting
,

beinS all" <,
J'.
ed h wormi!

;
,

bome »»J " °" J u9«

plants by birds and squirrels. As I have never I

ue ' or
,

e >"e hrst, or second hoeing. It w. II have
' '

la better eaect in preventing worms, if laid oo
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Improvement in the construction of Railways.—
We have seen a motif I of an improvement in

Rail Ways invented by Mess. John Brown and

Gcor.Gi; W. Robinson of Providence, which, it

appears to us, will prove of very great Utility.

It consists in raising1 and lowering loaded teams

by a balance and lever power, similar to a scale

beam. The carriages running on these railways

will proceed on perfect levels, except at certain

places or platforms, in which by the operation

of levers and weights, the carriages, &c. are

raised or lowered, as the case may require

from one level to another

houxt).—Ti:oma3 G. Fesseudk.--, Editor.

Swine,

THE subscriber has fur sab- n number of pjg . i . •,,

five weeks to five months old, of the Bedford I

dulttrattd by any mixture. To those who know Ihe
circumstance of his having so far trusted to a recom-
mendation of" an improved cross," as to send for one,
and who have MM the animal, it may be necessary to

;

state, that he was not suffered to be even in sight ol the I

ma/ nyt

breeding sows, until he was incapacitated from doin;

mischief. O". FISKE.
Worcester, May 3, 1826.

827, No. 1.

n such

a spot the Mountain Pceony, Scarlet Nipal Rho
'

!
dodendron, »nd similar plants, survived the las'.

winter ; while in most places, differently situated.

: ti:oy hav! b"c:i wholly destroyed.Garden and Field Seeds, Shrubs, tfC.

JOSEPH BRIDGE, No. 25 Court street, has for lale,

This is effected in just received per London Packet, a great variety of

one or two minutes, by a simple process requir- Garden and Field seeds, which added to his former as-

ino- less strength than one man can conveniently i

'ortment, comprises the most extensive collection in

„. ° ...
, . , ., .< i .ii'W England, consisting in part ol

exert. The horses will travel beneath the car-

riage, and thus be protecled from rain or snow.
jn

The same gentlemen have likewise inventeu i
.

j
richness of the soil, and upon other circumstances,

an impr iveraent, by which carriages travelling r
j f which the horticulturist must judge. The over-

in opposite directions, can pass each other on i oear i ng of the peach tree and grape vine is equal-

Railways, with facility and with hut little delay U
fa t a l to them, as to apple trees.

or .muble. Models of these inventions may he lj
i Upon sta , in„ mv con

j ec ture to Mr M'Guire, the I

neighbor

seen at the Agricultural Repository ol Mr J. R . w ,]ea(J ?aruener of Elias H. Derby, Esq.of Salem,
Newell, 108 State Street.

i(
.

c j

j was happy to find it corroborated by his own ob-

af. servations in a great number of instances, and he

declared to rnc his perfect conviction that this was
the cause of the disease. Thr.t Nature, when

ee'K !
• 'Jl " regulate herself." 'v

'

To Readers and Correspondents.—We have or?

hand several original articles, from able pen',-

among which are an elaborate Essay and vint*il

cation of Mr Knight's Theory,— likewise an able

dissertation on the Natural History of the Hot Fly,

with tt variety of Observations and Fsxperiments,

interesting to the Farmer. The next number of

the New England Farmer will appear on new
type.

THK SEASON.
Wc do not remember to have ever seen so man;

favourable notices of the products and the pros-

!i

n
p
2
pp"a'

collsis
f'
n
g;

i

"J
,Y t.° l

- ,..,,.: pects of the season, as at the present time. The

this will depend upon thewSbr oTthc tree, the P»pera from Maine to Georgia are teeming with

the fruitful 'J. erne, and grass and grain, pumpkins

and potatoe-, corn, cotton and cabbages, are de-

clared from all quarters, as with one voice, to have

been " nev. r more prosperous." In our own
eclares tha

season, thus far, has been most propitious. llay-

intf-timc £ ccfcrly over, with farmers in this neigh-

borhood ; L.id the abundance which has crowned

their labors, is such as demands our liveliest grati-

tude to th'j Author of ell Elessings. So grea'.
it;

Congressional ftrocrctritvgs.

SE If ATE.— APRIL21. A bill was reported,

authorizing the payment of interest due to t'->e city of

Ba'timoiv ea money advanced during the late war.—

A

bill passed for the erection of a Custom House at New-
po-t, R. I.

APRIL 22 —The bill making appropriation for car-

rying into effect the appointment ol" Commissioners to

Panama, was received from the House, and read twice.
Artvll, 24.— The consideration of the resolve respect

ing the rijw of the President to appoint Ministers with-
out the consent of the Senate, was resumed, but no de-
cision was obtained.

APRIL 26.—The bill more effectually to provide for

national defence, by establishing a uniform Militia, ic.
was taken up and postponed to Friday next week.

HOUSE.— VPRIL21. The Appropriation Bill

for ihe Panama Mission was,after debate, ordered to be
engrossed, 133 to 61. Next day passed, Yeas 134,
Nays 60.

APRIL 24.—The House in Committee, Mr Webster
in the Chair, took up the bill for the reliefof the sur-

viving Officers of the rerolutionary army, but without
coming to a decision.

APRIL 25.—Mr Mercer of Va. offered some resolu-
tions to provide a fund for internal improvements, which
were ordered to be printed.— A message was received
from the President, transmitting Reports from the
Secretaries of State, of the Treasury, and of War, and
from the Postmaster General, with documents contain-
ing the list of appointments of Members of Congress,
ic

Celery MS Bird Seeds viz.

Endive do Canary
Early and late Caulilflower Hemp
Purple and Cape Brocoli Rape and
Summer and Winter Spin- Maw
age Garden Tools

1400 Flower Pots.

With about 200 varieties of Ornamental Seeds,
Green House plants. Dahlia roots and Shrubs, viz.

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, Grape Vines, Honey-
suckles, Quicks or Thorns for live fences, and a few
superior standard pear trees.

Also, Woad or pastel seed, recommended to Dyers,
Manufacturers and Agriculturists. Price $1. per btrsh-

el. 3t. April 12.

i
crops of hay have not been known for many years

' Some of the farmers have cut from two to three

Farming Utensils.

JUST received and for sale at the Agricultural Ware-
house, 108 State street—
TICK'S No. 2 Ploughshares.

On hand, a few of Tice's No. 2 Ploughs—a constant
supply of Shares furnished for the same.
HOWARD'S Cut and Wrought Iron do.

TREE-BRUSHES.
PRUNING BOW SAW, recommended by Lewis

Hunt, Esq.

Common do.

PRUNING CHISELS and AXE.
PRUNING SHEARS.

Likewise, a further supply of Improved PRUNING
KNIVES.

Brass and Tin HORN TIPS for Oxen's Horns—some |

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

handsomely finished and gilt.

2000 very thrifty and well proportioned CHESTNUT
TREES, for sale as above. april 21

|
tons per acre. We have been visited with copi

I ous shower? .i"d sunshine, and the early and lat

APPLES, best, '

ASHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

pearl do. - - - -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER,' inspect. No. 1. new,
CHEESE, new n.iik. - - - -'

skimmed tank, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, - - -

Rye, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Corn - - ...
Barley - ...
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new,
HOPS, No- 1, Inspection

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do.

O^SUGAR BEET SEED, for sale at this Office,

raised last season, by J.ohn Prince, Esq. of Rox'oury.

FOR SALE at this office, seven glasses of While
Mulberry Seeds, raised by a gentleman in Connecticut.
Price 50 cents a glass. Each glass contains about 3000
Eeeds. May 5.

JUST published by
change street, Au Es
John Foster.

Lead Pipe for Aqueducts, &rc.

LINCOLN FEARING & Co. at No 110 State-street,

have for sale, all sizes of Lead Pipe from A to 2 inches,

warranted equal to any imported or manufactured in

ihis country—Contracts for any quantity made and
furnished at short notice. April 14, 8t.

03=CRUDE ROCK SALT.—The Subscriber has
for sale at No. 69 Broad Street,

50 Tons Crude Rock Salt,—in large lumps for cat-
tle, or for sheep.

This article deserves the attention of Farmers, both
for its economy and utility ; being less than half the
expense of the common salt, and less liable to waste.

Feb. 24. 3m. F. WILBY.

Clover
WOOL, Merino, fnll blood,wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

ton & VVentwo.th. No. 4 Ex
Decision of Chara^Ur. By '

j v j-or sa
May 5. I

Milk-street

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, ----.-
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

FGGS,
Dr. HULL'S Patent Trusses, (of which an account

j

MEAL, Rye. retail, - - - -

may be found in the N. E. Farmer of Feb. 4,) constant- Indian, do.- . - -

by E. WIGHT, Druggist and Apothecary— I
POTATOES, - - -

CIDER, liquor, ....
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work is accomplished by the aid of bricks of a is moved round to the passage
;
the maid opened

peculiar shape, for which a patent has been ob- 1 r, the door for hioa, and he told her he should re-

tained ; and by the mode of placing those bricks '

' turn immediately to tea. Alter the first compli-

ivhich are numbered according to a model with i
ments had passed among the ladies, the tea was

which the workman is provided, a perpendicu- 1 called for; the visitors, who thought themselves

lar, horizontal or curved shape is attained with
j

in the secret, tittered ; the mistress oi the house

the greatest facility, the circular form of the | '! was at a loss to know the reason; she rang the

flue being still preserved with mathematical f bell : the maid missed the kettle ;
an alarm a-

nicety, without the necessity of cutting a single |t rose; and the visitors were obliged to contess

brick, and the expense will not exceed four is? that the nephew had hidden himsell m the next

shillings a foot more than is expended in the tj room, with the teakettle, to excite surprise.—

common mode, for every flue erected. tj The lady stared at the word nephew, having no

The advantages which are secured by this 1 1. relative of that denomination. The maid bore

plan are— first' the certainty of a quick and f testimony to the man's abrupt exit ; and not the

uninterrupted draft; secondly, the prevention i c. least doubt could remain of his artful villany.

of an accumulation of soot; thirdly, the im- is aga... .... —n a gill or ,ai- stirred in, and
,

-i 825 may beobtained of Joseph Bridge, No. 25 Court

possibility of accident by fire ; and fourthly and the seed again immersed in it anew. Thus pre-
j

"' .street, Boston, and orders thro him will »eet promr.

above all, a facility of cleansing by machines,
j

pared, 1 have not lost twenty hills in four years. C

\VM. PRINCE, Proprietor c.f

the Lirmsean Garden, near

New York, offers to the public

his very extensive collection of

the choicest Fruits, which have
been selectfd with the greatest

care from the most celebrated

establishments throughout the

world, and to which very large

additions have recently been

I

-—>, .T/.Z. made. The assortment of Or-

_.. .sJ^-.V-tSfeCr.ainental Trees, Shrubs, and

Plants, is very "extensive. Above 1900 species of Green

House Plants, comprising the most rare and splendid

i'he maid bore 1
kmds. In the collection are above 500 varieties of

' Po=es, including 54 varieties of China Ros-s, and 9 of

Moss Roses. Also, about 10,000 thrifty Grape Vines,

'of the finest European kinds. The new catalogues tor

March 17.

which will altogether supersede the painful [The germinalin

necessity of employing climbing boys. Another

advantage is also gained with respect to the

appearance of the chimnies on tops of houses.

—

The present unseemly shafts, which are fre-

quently raised to a dangerous height, may be dis-

pensed with and the tops or terminations of (he

chimnies completely hidden from view. We
liaveseen a model and drawing ofthe plans;which

at once exhibit the simplicity ofthe invention;

and the only surprise is, that so valuable an im-

provement in the art of building should so long

process commences betore. Green House Plants, Shrubs, and Fruit Trees.

the corn is planted, and unless the ground is too] r

A considcrable variety of valuable PLANTS, and

wet to grow this crop, (and it never pays the! '''

;n hign order, are for sale at the Green-house of the

expense of culture on soils that abound in springs] n
' subscriber, on Jamaica Plains, in Roxbury, by apply-

orthat are naturally cold,) it will continue to !

ccmsr to the Gardener. Also, Roots and F

dozen hills. The tar impregnates the seed and| m ':'-
- forward a Nuiseryof Fruit Trees, ercry Tree of

„ roll
" ~ .k, .«„rmi TV "

,. ""riohuh is from seed and not suckers, and will be so

' A good one.—At a recent parliamentary din-
\ warranied ; some hundreds, of superior sorts of Appie

ner, Mr Plunkett was asked if Mr Hume did not Trees, are 'now large enough for removal, other sorts

annoy him by his broad speeches. ' No,' repli- will not be ft fn-a year or two. A few large

""cISVIVLEce^The^oor women of
j

ed he, 'it is the length of the speeches, Apt ^^^^f^t ^SIWncE.
[be village of Sutton Wick, Berks, have, here- their breadth that we complain ot in the House."

'

1)—

J

!the village of Sutton Wick, Berks, have, here

tofore, earned their livelihood by spinning, pro-

cured from the latter place ; but having finished

all the work of that description in Abington,

and having nothing to do, they applied to the

overseer for relief, wh^ not being willing that

the ladies should be without employment having

no doubt the word* of the poet in his mind,

—

that " Satan finds some evil work Jot idle hands

to do," he, after some contemplation and consid-

erable racKing ot brains, hit upon the following
,

. . u- u u u , i ducted by Professor Ea on, Principal ot the
emp oyments, which perhaps may be ol use to I ",

c
,

JL,
.

i
• . , j <™ J

r '
, u t i .i-il Schoo . The primary object is the 6ludy ot

some of vour readers who are at a loss to find , , .
e

. [.
J

,f ,. c
J

, . r r i aici.-_ i natura his ory, and the collections ot specimens
employment for females.—A leafed Ian was pla- * '1 J

\ , , , ,.j r
.

ced in sight of his window, and part ot them

their breadth that we

Rensselcar School, near Troy .—The annual

commencement in this valuable institution,

(which we have more than once noticed, and

which is said to have succeeded beyond the ex-

pectations of its founders) was appointed for

yesterday. After which, it is stated in the Tro>

Sentinel, the Students will proceed in a body on

a scientific tour to the west, to Lake Erie and

Niagara Falls. The expedition is to be con

Jack for Sale.

THE Subscriber offers for sale the high bred Jack

Columella.' His dam is of the Andalusi„n breed and

the largest Spanish Jennet in the country. His sire the

noted Ja k Barbarossa, now owned by Gen. Williams

cf Stoning on Con. who will realize $600, for his ser-

vices thtAast season.

Columella is three quarter of Spanish blood and one

quarter Maltese, a proper cross to unite vigor and

spirit with sufficient bone, is two years old, and gives

promise to be equal if not superior in size and other val-

uable properties to any Jack ever bred in the Un;'"'

States. S. W. TOMEROY.
Brighton, April 21.

were "tnployed the whole day in endea\ ounng
to blow the snow from off'the roof cf his house, but

without effect, and the residue were employed

(to much the same purpose) in emptying a large

fond with pint cups.—Many persons came to see

these novel employments, and there was some
debate before it was finally decided which look-

ed the most silly, the employer or employed.

—

London Farmers'1 Journal.

in the different departments of botany, geology

and mineralogy.—At Y. paper.

ORIGIN OF PHRASES

Te Rule the Roast— is to govern, manage, or

preside. over. Johnson observes, that it was o

riginally writtt t Hoist, which signified a tumult,

and then implied to direct the rabble.

—

Brady's

Varieties of Literature

To come in Pudding time—that is, by dinner

A Dextrous Theft.—As two ladies were 'time, or time to begin dinner, pudding being

knocking at a door on Sunday afternoon, a per- \ formerly the first dish that was served up.

—

Ibid.

son who had the appearance of a gentleman —
stepped up to the house, and bowed to them.— To bear the Bell— is to surpass others, or to

The door was opened, and they all walked in j be the first in merit; aliuding to the wether,

together. After some conversaiion in the par-' who bears the bell, and is followed by the 8ock;

lour the gentleman began to wonder at his aunt's or the first packhorse of a drove, who has bells

not reluming from church, and observed thatica his collar.

—

lb.

the length of the sermon must be the cause of

New Imported Garden Seeds, c/c.

TOSEPH CALLENDER No. lC6 Washington street

near the Old South, has just received per London Pack-

et, a general asortment of GARDEN SEEDS, of last

year's growth, viz :

it. The wished-for lady, however, was soon

heard at the door; and he instantly proposed a

schen.' to frighten his relative for the diversion

ofthe ladies. The scheme was, that he should

slip into the next room with the silver teakettle

and lamp, and then his aunt, as 50011 as she should

call for it, might conclude that it '.vas stolen.

—

As the lady came into the room, the gentleman

Piping Hot.—This expression is taken from

the custom of a baker's blowing his horn in vil-

lages, to let the people know his bread was just

drawn, and consequently ' hot ? and light.

—

lb.

A Welsh Rabbit.—Bread and cheese toasted

;

that is, a Welsh rare bit.-—Ibid.

Early Hotspur Peas,

Dwarf Marrowfat do

Green Prolific do

Dwarf Boidering do

Scarlet Radish,

Red and white Turnip,

Early Head Lettuce,

Grand Imperial do

Globe Savoy Cabbage,

Early Dutch do

True Swedish Turnip,

White Dutch Turnip,

Field Turnip,

Blood Beet,

Mangel Wurtzel,

Double curl'd Parslsy,

Long Southgate Cucumbi.
Sweet Marjoram,
Summer Savory,

Thyme and Sage,

White Cellery,

|
Lemon Balm.

Also a few bushtls superior English Split Peas. On

hand, a large assortment cf American Seeds of last

year's growth ; Canary, Hemp, Millet, Rape and Maw
seeds for Birds ; a large collection of Green House

Plants, Shrubs, &c. ; Flower Pots and Flower Poxes.
April 21.

THE subscriber has for sab at his nursery in Sa-

iem _the English Mountain Ash and the Common Ash,

both of them of good size and very fine trees—also a

great many seedling English Oaks. „„„.„_
" Salem, April 7. E. HERSY DERBY.

ft5= Published every Friday, at Three Dollars,

per annum, payable at the eaA of the year- but those

who pay within sixty days fj|ILthe time of subscribing

will be entitled to a deduction of Fieti Cemts.
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HORTICULTURE.
BLIGHT IN PEAR TREES.-

fX/^Wc publish the following with pleasure
j

and entertain a hope, accompanied with scarcely

a shadow of doubt, that our respected correspond-

ent has ascertained the cause and pointed out a

remedy for one of the most serious evils which the

orchardist hns to encounter.

tunty ; but by this time it is exhausted, and at

this stage of the process, the whole dies. The
overbearing of a pear tree seems to exhaust the

vegetative principle in ripening its great burthen,
yet it may throw out its k ives in the succeeding
spring, and continue to Boorish till the time the

sap ceases to flow in summer, and then die. If

overbearing bo the cause of the fire blight, the ob-

vious preventive is, to thin off the fruit wherever it

shall appear to be loo much for the tree to ]

Mr Fesse.nden,—The cause of the blight on and this/wiH depend upon the vigor of the tree, the

near trees has frequently been a subject of inquiry ; !

richness of the soil, and upon other circumstances,

but as yet I believe nothing has been satisfactoii- of which the horticulturist must judge. The over

ly -determined. This disease is quite common in

the neighbourhood of Boston, as I learn from gen-

tlemen residing in the vicinity, as well as from the

bearing of the peach tree and grape vine is equal-

ly fatal to them, as to apple trees.

Upon stating my conjecture to Mr M'Guire, the

speculations which have appeared in the New
,

head gardener of Elias H. Derby, Esq. of Salem,

England Farmer, by some of our most scientific 1 1 was happy to find it corroborated by his own ob-

horticulturists. This disease is well known to af- servations in a great number of instances, and he

feet the pear orchards in the vicinity ofNew York,
j

declared to mc his perfect conviction that this was
Philadelphia, and also in the neighborhood of tfi'e !

'he cause of the disease. Thr.t Nature, when •' let

great cities in England.
;

alone," will " regulate herself." is true ; but she

It most commonly attacks trees standing in we!i .
will not regulate herself according to the purposes

cultivated and rich soils. In this, I apprehend, lies I

of man. It is necessary in horticultural as in po-

the first cause of the disease. I have found from I litical economy, to apply the restrictive system, in

the observations I have made during the last four i

order to produce the best results. B. C.

years, that every tree which bore large quantities! Salem, July 24, 1827.

of fruit was more or less blighted ; while other!

trees of the same kind of fruit, of the same age,
i

and standing in the same ground, but moderate
bearers, were not affected by this disease. Last|

STRAWBERRIES.
It is stated in the Gardener's Magazine, that

hn Williams of Pitmaston, near Worcester, cul-

year I observed that a tree of the pound pear kind
|

tivates strawberries on small ridges of earth run-

had one of its largest branches so completely filbd ,

nin " nort '' and south, about nine inches above the

with fruit, that three props were placed undent to

prevent its breaking down. A few days since I

examined this tree, and found that identical branch

blighted. The leaves appeared to have been burnt,

and the bark was decayed and dried up, presenting

the usual appearance of blighted trees. I exam-
ined another tree in the same orchard, having a

single branch blighted, which last year was over-

loaded with fruit. The other branches were in n

vigorous state.

I was led to conjecture the cause of this disease,

from observing the effects of overbearing on a sin-

gle branch of a Baldwin apple tree. This branch

was so completely filled with fruit, that the apples

touched each other from the insertion of the branch

to its extremity. I tied it up to the other branches

of the tree, and jt ripened all its fruit. The next

spring it put forth its leaves, and flourished till the

middle of July, when it was suddenly blighted,

—

the branch presenting the appearance of having

been burnt. This year it is dead.

The reason. I conceive, why pear trees are more
subject to blight in a well cultivated and rich soil

is, that they are forced to a higher state of vig-or

than trees standing on a poor soil or in -rass land.

After a year or two of rich culture, they become
exceedingly vigorous, make a great proportion of

wood, and form numerous fruit spurs ; and then,

a favourable year occurring, they are overloaded

with fruit. The maturity of this great quantity of
fruit checks the growth of the tree, exhausts it,

and destroys the vegetative principle. It is well

known that mAlp tree decorticated in the win
ter will put fo^^Hts' leaves and blossoms in the

succeeding spri^fand even bring its fruit to ma

io'.el of the ground, planting- the strawbern
the top, and laving plain tiles on each side or the

ridge. He finds the produce eaidier. more abund-

ant, and better flavored, than on plants grown on
the flat ground. The flat tiles retain the moisture,

promote the ripening of the fruit, and keep it free

from dirt after heavy showers of rain.

WHITE MULBERRY.
It is suggested in the American Farmer that it

would be well if Editors of papers throughout the

country weuld suggest the expediency of gather-

ing white mulberries, wherever they are to be had,

and drying them for the sake of their seed. He
who thus lays a foundation for a nursery of young
mulberry trees will not fail to find an adequate

demand for them.

SHELTERING TREES.
Nothing is more common than to select for the

reception of a delicate tree in the open air. a warm
south border, fully exposed to the daily influence

of the sun ; it being believed that the chief diffi-

culty in preserving what are called half hardy

trees, arises from a deficiency of solar heat. This

is a mistake. Solar heat is more frequently inju-

rious than advantageous to such plants ; it dries

the circumambient atmosphere to a degree which

cannot fail to prove highly prejudicial to most ar-

horescent plants. The best station which can be

pointed out for a tree which is to be acclimatize. .

is in a sheltered garden, where it is well protect-

ed from the north and easterly winds. It should

face the north- vest, and be so much haded from

the sun, that during the warm days of spring, it

may not be excited into early vegetation. In such
a spot the Mountain Pa;ony, Scarlet Nipal Rho
dodendron, and similar plants, survived the last

'..inter ; while in most places, differently sit

they have been wholly d< stroyed.

THE SEASON.
Wc do not remember to have ever seen so man;

favourable notices of the products and the pros-

pects of the season, as at the present time. Th<

papers from Maine to Georgia are teeming with

ihe fruitful 'J. erne, and grass and grain, pumpkins

and potatoes, corn, cotton and cabbages, are de-

clared from all quarters, as with one voice, to have

been " nev. .- more prosperous." In our own
neighborhood, the Lynn paper declares that the

season, thus far, has been most propitious. Hay-

ing-time is nearly over, with farmers in this neigh-

borhood ; u.id the abundance which has crowned

their labors is such as demands our liveliest grati

tudp to the Author of ell Blessings. So great

crops of hay have not been known for many years

Rome of the farmers have cut from two to three-

tons per acre. We have been visited with copi

ous showers and sunshine, and the early and lat

ter rain have come in their season. Fruit is not

expected to be very plenty : but the luxuriant

fields of corn look beautiful, and promise a ric!<

harvest. [Salem Gaz.]

AMERICAN INGENUITY.
Mr Jacob Perkins has been engaged by the

French Government to build steam artillery. A
piece of ^rdnance is to throw sixty balls of four

pounds effen minute, with the correctness o'.

a rifle musket. A musket is to bo attached t'-

the steam generator, for discharging a stream o 1

lead from the bason of a fort. It is to throw

from one hundred to a thousand bullets in a min-

ute, as occasion may require. A series of satis

factory experiments has taken place at Green

wich, attended by the French Engineers appoint

ed for the purpose by the Duke d'Angouieme

with one of his aids, and Prince Polignac. Lord

Wellington rem irked, that a country defended by

this kind of artillery, would never be invaded.

Lord Exmouth, after witnessing a few showers of;

lead, said he believed the time would come when

a steam gun boat, with two large guns in her bow,

would conquer any line of battle ship ; and Sir G
Cockburn said, the mischief of it was, it would be

to nations what the sword and pistol was to duel-

lists— it would bring strong and weak on a lev-

el.—[London paper."

SOWLV. uR...

An English farmer, impressed with the idea

that a better rule might be obtained for sowing

the various species of grain, than what could be

regulated by the calendar, determined to make

minutes of his own periods of sowing as they

were in coincidence with the blossoms of well

known trees ; or on the return of various birds of

passage, with the earliest roice.or song of these,

or such as were stationa ry in the country. The
following is the result of his observations for t

series of years :

—

Pens and spring vetches.—As early as the lark

arises to sing, and partridges are paired.
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Oats.—When rooks begin to build, and the

male blossoms (catkins) of the hazel expand and

shed their farina.

Barley.—At the earliest discovery of the cuckoo,

and the white-swoln buds of the blackthorn.

Cabbage and Turnip-tooted Cabbage.—At the

appearance of the hyacinth (blue-bell) and when

the ring-dove (wood pigeon) begins to coo.

Potatoes.—When the wilding or crab apple is in

bloom ; and perhaps the true period of taking them

up is at the dropping of its fruit.

Turnips.—When the elder flowers, and cherries

dpen.

Jflieat.—At the fall of the aspen leaf, or when

•.he grey or Royston crows return ; but these be-

;ng only local visitants, most of the inhabitants in

several counties not being acquainted with them,

their return is in correspondence with the latest

fall of the acorn and the variegated appearance of

the woods.

This theory ofsowing has been suggested by two

distinguished naturalists, viz. Dr. Stillingfleet, in

his " Calendar of Flora," and Dr. Goldsmith, in

bis " History of Animated Nature."

From the American Farmer.

At the close of a collation in the Hall of the

State-house, at Boston, on the 4th inst. a number

>f toasts were drunk by the Governor and other

distinguished men of the state : and, amongst oth-

ers, the following

—

By the Sheriff of Suffolk. Our Territory—Co-

existing with our agriculture and civilization :

Far be from us the undelightful pride

Of nerveless empire, cultureless and wide.

Young men, forbear o'er distant wilds to roam

la search of comfort, better found near home.

Rouse to fertility, by skilful toil,

Each dormant acre of your native soil

;

And, more than riches, covet the applause

Of faithful subjects to benignant laws.

•5o shall your sires, withdrawing from life's race,

.Toy to behold you well supply their place ;

So shall your country, happier for your birth,

With strength unshaken, hold her rank on earth.

For centuries stand ; and brightening honor gain,

More from her children than her vast domain.

On the above, a friend who sent it to us remarks,

that,—" this toast by the sheriff of Suffolk,

Charles Pinckney Sumner Esq. deserves a place in

the American Farmer, and ought to be conspicu-

ously suspended it) every mansion and leg cabin

id the United States and territories attached to

ihem"—and we heartily unite in the sentiment.

Instead, however of bringing up their sons to

pursue this judicious course, on which the salva-

tion of the state depends, it has been the universal

practice of parents to encourage them to flock to

the towns—there to get into the stores, and law-

yers' and doctors' shops ; or to send them to West
Point, or in the n&vy : in short, any thing rather

than teach them to take the plough by the handles,

and submit with a good grace to the will of their

Creator—that man shall live by the sweat of Ids

brow.

When regarded with just discrimination, can

there be any station in life more truly honourable

than that of him who practices the utmost econo-

my and cleanliness in clothing and diet ; and who
is not deterred by laziness or false pride, from
wielding the axe or guiding the plough,—his mind
having been first enlightened by a good solid ed-

wqation, and in that manner qualified to understand

the moral duties that belong to his social condition,

and to appreciate the political blessings of his

country ?

In that portion of the United States which is

most highly cultivated, where few hold large land-

ed possessions, but where all are independent
;

[

where every comfort abounds, and gaming and

drunkenness are alike unknown—every man takes

his share of labour. Judges and governors, and]

members of Congress are not ashamed to be seen

in their working frock and trowsers ; and better

would it be for us, were the example ef the Roman
general revered more in the field, and less in our

cups.

Be assured, young men, to this honorable desti-

ny you must come at last, willing or not willing.

It is the irresistible tendency of our institutions to

crumble np all large estates into small ones, and

to bring the whole population to that condition in

which fortunes must all be very moderate, and

nearly equal, and in which each member of socie-

ty will have to perform his portion of the manual

labour necessary for the support of all. The polit-

ical creed in which we have been reared inculcates

equality, and inspires all with the will to divide

equally ; and where the few casual holders of

large landed estates that yet remain in the country

die intestate, the law steps in to enforce that di-

vision. \ large estate may be even yet, it is true,

sometimes, but rarely, accumulated by a series of

commercial good luck, or by speculations acutely

conducted ; but of those who push their fortunes

by trade, a great majority are taken by misfor-

tune, or overwhelmed by their own extravagance
;

and after years of anxious adventures, find them-

selves at last reduced to the greatest distress

—

deserted by their sunshine friends, and without

energy or means to undertake new enterprises

In comparison with this, the lot of so many who)

embark upon the uncertain sea of commerce, or

seek a precarious livelihood in the barbarous arena

of modern politics—how enviable is the situation

of the laboring agriculturist.

" His habit pure, with plain and temperate meals,

Robust with labour, and by custom steel'd

To every casualty of varied life."

In regard to the medical profession, there are

already almost as many students as there are vari-

ous drugs to be compounded ; and doctors so nu-

merous, that were every man in the nation on his

baek, he might be " helped to his grave" as

speedily as in the days of Sangrado himself—as

lancets are equally sharp and calomel is quite as

potent as hot water. Lawyers are swarming like

locusts o'er the land, and " dream of fees" more
than they ever get ; measurers of tape and calico

are as thick as bees in a pot of honey. The mid-
shipinen are all over every ship, and for applic.a-

tions fur the military academy, the only avenue to

the army, there are ten thousand !!

But, say our young friends, can we not escape

the odious drudgery of manual labour, by migrat-

ing with a few slaves to some new country, whose
virgin soil, teeming with fertility, asks only to have
the seed sprinkled on its bosom, to make returns

beyond measure ? No ; we say again

—

fcl Rouse to fertility, by skillful toil,

Each dormant acre of your natire soil."

The products of those states in which you are

allowed to carry slaves, will scarcely pay all ex-

penses of cultivation and transportation to market;
except, perhaps, sugar and rice, which are the

growth of regions and modes of culture, mortal in

their effects upon the health of adult white set

tiers.

To arrest at least, in a great degree, the course

of deterioration under which the middle and south-

ern states are sinking in respect to population ana

social comforts, a few things appear to be neces-

sary, and these are happily within the reach of

the rising generation of young men. The first is,

to shake off, as inglorious and disreputable, the

habits of idle consumers, drones in the hive ; and

Fall to work as industrious producers—active bees :

each gathering more honey, be it ever so little

more, than he eats. Let every one firmly resolve

to lop off every superfluous expense in diet, drink,

clothing, equipage, servants, and furniture, and
make it a point of honour to set an example, in his

own person, of regular industry. Your idle com-
panions, who murder time in whiskey stores, and

village card and billiard tables, may sneer for a

time at your early rising, your homespun coat,

your frugal meal, your rough hand, your sun-burnt

cheek, your contempt of the bottle, and your ab-

horrence of the dice; but you will soon realize

the unspeakable delight of getting, and of keeping

out of debt
;
you will sec, that by the skilful cul-

ture of your native soil, with your own hands, it

makes you ample returns ; that all essential com-
forts are accumulating about you ; that, in every

reasonable sense of the word, you have enough
and to spare ; and that there is no longer any oc-

casion to fly in cowardly fear of honest labour,

cither to the more enervating or less manly pur

suits of the town, or to half savage, half civilized

frontiers. So far from regarding as discreditable

your change of habit from that of loungers, too

proud to lead and too lazy to drive; nati consumerc

fruges ; the man of sense who sees you rise with

the lark, and call out, come boys !—will look upon
the metamorphosis, as more beautiful and worthy
of admiration, than that which ensues the chrysa-

lis state of the insect, that enters as a loathsome

worm, and emerges on wings of independence

tjiat bear it to the skies, reflecting as it rises, hues
more various and splendid than all the colours of

the rainbow.

From Flint's Western Quarterly Review.

NEW-YORK CANALS.
When the New-York Canal was undertaken,

there were not wanting persons to scoff at the idea

of its being a practical project. Nothing would
convince these gainsayers, but the palpable de-

monstration of seeing and feeling. Boats of all

burthens, we believe, as high as an hundred tons,

move up the country to lake Champlain, and bring

messages from the Nereids of the blue wave to

the Naiads of the pellucid fountains, that dash a-

midst the dark forests of the Green Mountains

Boats move over the rapid Mohawk, as he foams

along in his deep and slaty channel below the

calm and sleeping waters of an artificial river in

the air. Along the whole course of this canal,

large and respectable towns, with their bustle,

and their massive buildings, and their city show,

and numerous villages, that, twenty years ago
would have been called towns, spring up, like the

prophet's gourd, and seem to have been trans-

ported there by the power of enchantment. A
single and isolated fact, and one far from the or-

dinary samples of demonstray^^ is sufficient to

show the operation of this ca^^P As we looked
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nn the bustle on a wharf, in the harbor of New-
York, wo saw large, knotty, and unsightly logs,

apparently of a weight to sink ill the water, load-

ing on board a large ship, bound for London.

—

We were told these logs were cut near the

shores of Ontario. They were of the class cal!ed

bird's eye maple, and were intended to make
cabinet furniture for the citizens of that luxurious

metropolis, who wanted a wood less common and
vulgar than mahogany. Before the canal exis-

ted, oire of them could not have been transported

from Ontario to New-York for twenty times its

value. It is only since the New-York canal, that

i he name 'Genesee (lour ' was known east of New-
York, It is now the principal kind used.

CANALS IN CHINA.

From the Hampshire Gazette.

VOLCANO.

underneath, until the cock, overcome with fatigue.
alighted on a neighboring apple-tree. The snake
i ...mediately coiled his tail round a branch of the

in the mouth of May last, three gentlemen re-
|

tree—the cock afrain attempted flight but he

liberty.

—

fthoharie Republican.

To abridge the labor, expense and difficulty of
j

J-'lle difficulties of the ascent increased as they

transport was a project, naturally conuected with ;

advanced— there was no bush or shrub by which
observing the vast improvements of labor-saving I

""-'y might support themselves, and the stones up-

machincry. That sagacious and tranquil people, |

°n vvhich they stepped frequently rolled from un

in Mex.co ascended lo the summit of the could .cafecly clear the limb, from which he bang
celebrated volcano of Popocatepetl, near the city

,

with his ntiad downwards, making every effort to
of Mexico. Of the many attempts that have been )

escape, bnt all in vain, until the farmer came tomade to reach the top of this stupendous moun- his assistance— killed the snake, and eet bin at
tain, this is the only one that has succeeded

'"

The party left the city May 15th, and on the 1'Jlh

reached the height of 12,5-11 feet above the level
of the sea, where they passed the night. On the
20th they mounted their mules, and soon passed
the bounds of all vegetation, and entered upon a
region so stony and precipitous that they were o-
bliged to abandon their mules and proceed on font

DEATH J!V POISON,
Died, in Sudbury, on Sunday last, Henry Moore,

son of Mr. Lewis Moore, aged G years. His death
was caused by eating the seed of a poisonous
weed known by the name of wild htmlork, which
he mistook for caraway seed. He ate this seed
on his way to school on Thursday and was seized
in a few hours with a severe pain in his bowel*.
and died on the third day afterward.

Jf'tld Hemlock.—This noxious weed grow3 in

the Chinese, on both the subjects have been accu- der 'hem, and- went thundering down the sides of!
a!1 Parts

.

of New England, and is remarkably

mulating the fruits of an hundred generations.—
|

tlie mountain, endangering the lives of those who
Canals with them are almost as ancient as their

|

m'gnt happen to be below. Their Indian servants

history. It is believed, that the length of all the
j

bccame s0 terrified that nothing could induce

navigable canals in that vast empire, cast into one t,lcm to con tinue farther
; they returned to the

sum, would make a total of some thousands of Place where they had passed the preceding night

bundant iu our vicinity. It is found chiefly in
runs and wet grounds, but is sometimes seen bv
the road side, or by ditches and fences in dri
places. The stalk is purple, except when it grow?
in a shade, then it is green ; the plant is from two

les. More than a million of people constantly
j

Tho rest c
;

ft: 'e Party clambered from rock to rock, I

to five feet hi ° h
:
Tne "'ossoms are straw-color-

reside upon them. Transports aud passage are
cnc°uritering many difficulties and dangers, until

performed with astonishing ease and cheapness
From these and other causes, " every rood main-

tains its man. " A very striking representation

of Chinese management, in these respects, was
presented in a Chinese engraving. It showed a

woman, guiding rapidly along a canal, a boat of
ten tons burthen. She carried a babe, appended
to her back, after the fashion of our Indians. She
rowed the boat with her feet, having an oar after

the fashion of the country, fastened to each foot.

She managed the sail with a cord attached to its

triangular point with one hand. With the other

she held the rudder ; and thus occupied, trans-

ported a load, which, to have been carried on the

land, would have required ten teams, and as many
drivers to do it.

HESSIANS.
An American gentleman travelling in Eu-

rope lately visited the duchy of Hesse Cassel,
that country from which thousands of soldiers

were hired by the British government in 1776, to

right the liberties of America. He found the popu-
lation so burdened and oppressed that it seemed
" as if the last ounce only was wanting to make
thera sink. " Hesse is an open country, destitute
of enclosures, and negligently cultivated.

Mr. Russell, in his " Tour in Germany, " says
the Hessian peasantry are chiefly hereditary ten-
ants, who have one way to do a thing, and never
think of looking about for another. They wear
low crowned hats with an immense brim, and al-

low their shaggy locks to grow unshorn, and to
seek their tangled way down the back. Their
dwellings are dark, smoky, dirty hovels. Crowds
of begging children surround the traveller at ev-
ery stage. The late elector left behind him 40
illegitimate children, and 40 millions of rix dol-
lars. The foundation of his wealth was laid by his
father, in hiring out his troops to England, for the
American war — Hump. Gazette.

The Potteville (Pa.) Journal notices the discov-
ery lately of tkirtyjour new beds of coal, of from
three to six feet u*a|ickness.

they suddenly discovered the object of their la-
bors and sufferings. They had passed the day in
profound solitude without seeing a plant, bird or
insect, iu the midst of broken rocks, and horrible
precipices

;
experiencing severe pains in the head

and knees, a difficulty of breathing, and a disposi-
tion to vomit. They found the crater to be near-
ly circular and about a mile in circumference

;

the shape like that of a tunnel, and the depth im-
mense. The spectacle was awful and appalling.
The eruptions were almost uninterrupted, casting
up showers of stones, which fell back within the
crater, excepting a small number which fell out-
side of the opening, and send forth clouds of ash-
es snd smoke. The noise of the eruptions was
like thunder, and rose and subsided like the roar-
ing of the sea. Having completed their observa-
tions, they retraced their steps, and about night
came to the limits of vegetation. The highest
point to which they attained was 17,885 feet", (al-
most 3 1-2 miles) above the level of the sea. On
account of clouds, they could see nothing from the
top but the summits of Orizaba and Sierra. At

ed or nearly white, are set in tufts or clusters
the end of the branches, like the blossoms of cara
way, carrot, and parsnip. The seeds arc a viru-
lent poison

; they very much resemble caraway
seeds, and it requires close inspection to distin
guish one from the other. It is a very common
and beautiful weed

; it may be seen in all our
meadows and other wet mowing lands growing in
luxuriant abundance, over-topping the uncut grass
by nearly two feet, branching forth in quite ;t

tree. Its blossoms begin to appear in June and
are found through July and August.

—

Concord
Gazelle.

It is stated by Col. Murray, in a speech before
the convention at Albany, that the iron ore of this
state may challenge a competition with the worlfl.
that the counties of Clinton and Essex manufac-'
ture about 2000 tons of bar iron annuallv, and fur
nish about 5 orGOOO tons of pig iron, that the fur
naces for making the latter have almost suspend
ed their operations.

Mind and Matter.—The ten thousand houses ol
ancient Athens contained a population of 180,000

the height of 10,893 feet they beheld the city of inhabitants, of whom 20,000 only were citizens
Mexico, which appeared to them only as a speck The population of the rest of Attica amounted U

about 300,000: the slaves were in proportion of 4
to 1. But twenty millions of souls were subject

Singular Battle.—A few days since, a farmer in
the town of Jefferson, observed his dung-hill cock

i
to or depended on this little state iU|"wSengaged in mortal combat with a striped snake of a colossal external power, begotten by-emu*about lb or 20 inches in length, the cock to all valor, and patriotism.

°

appearance, having the decided advantage over
his more wily though less nervous adversary,
dealing his blows in quick succession, employing
alternately his bill and spurs. But the cunning
serpent, well aware that victory must declare a°
gainst him by fair combat, brought into requisi-
tion a portion of the innate cunning for which that
reptile has been celebrated from the be^innino- f

At the last York Assize, England, sentence of
death was recorded against seventy-one prisoners.

We copy with pleasure, the following testimony
to the character of the Ink referred to.

Post office, New York March, 10. 1827.
Messrs. Maynard & Noyes.—In answer to your

request respecting the Ink that has br?en used in

tagonist by the thigh, in the rear," he'Tomplete'l'v « ^^
I
*** ™f P*'?!*

""" 7°Ui "T'"'"-

secured himself from anv fr.rthe. danger from lr n fV* T P?™** '

r

u
ecomm?nd « a * *

Thus situated the cock very natur^ou^ u^odE^grM "" " d9Sir0U3 *
only- safety was in flight " he accordingly°cleav-

"^ 1 am Gentlemened the air majestically with his wing, tfie snake
bentiemen

keenino- fW hi= h«u „„a a .- ,-, "J"""* lour most obt servaut.Seeping fasthishold, and danghng like a tag-lock,! , THEODORl S BAILEY.
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FELLENBERG SCHOOL AT HOFWYL.
Extract of a letter from John Murray, Esq—

Sir,—You have in a late number of the Gardener's

Magazine, (p. 77.) among your notices of foreign

publications, adverted to the ' Annales Agricoles

de Roville,' as containing an account of the very

interesting establishment of M. Fellenberg at

Hofwyl. As I visited these magnificent arrange-

ments on the 26th August, 1825, perhaps a suc-

cinct notice may not be uninteresting. I am un-

willing, however, to trespass on your valuable

pages, further than to give a very summary ac-

count of what I personally witnessed; especially

as there are numerous publications filled with de-

tails of these peaceful and interesting scenes.

"The agricultural implements, which are en-

tirely made on the spot, are numerous, varied, and

complete, including all the ingenuity of the most

recent invention. There is a fine dairy, though

none but ordinary cheese is made. The milk is

preserved in shallow trays of wood, in subterra-

nean cellars,*and the floors frequently sprinkled

with water, to keep them cool. There are fifty
j

GUINEA GRASS,
milch cows, which are regularly curried down and |

This grass, which grows in great abundance in

of ground allowed to each pupil for a garden, in is generally made perfectly bare by hoein<r, and
which he may exercise his own taste. There were holes are then dug, from three to five feet distant,
new edifices being erected for various purposes' varying in this respect according to the quality of
and M. Fellenberg superintended them in person, the soil ; that is, if it be rich, the holes arc to be
A French Count was very polite to us ; even to ' made at a greater, and if pour, at a less distance.

excess
-

_

(These holes should be large, and deep enough to
" This is a truly peaceful scene. How different

!
admit, and bury a good depth, a few roots of the

that which follows the footsteps of the warrior grass. The roots to be planted are dug up from
compared to this ? ' Ubi, soliludinem faciunt, hie a neighbouring field, or nursery; and The oras^
pacem appellant.'

I
arising from them being topped, 'within three or

" Every thing at Hofwyl is calculated to infuse four inches, they are put into each hole, and well
into the toils of the student the sweets of recrea-

; covered with earth, pressed down by the foot.
tive enjoyment

;
' labor ipse voluptas: I found ' Care is taken to keep the plants free from weeds

M. Fellenberg mild and courteous, intelligent and
|

by repeated hoeings. The months most approv-
polite. To say more of such an estimable charac- ed of for planting, are April and May, as the grass
ter would be waste of praise. We left this bean- 1 will then seed in September and October, at which
tiful domain with regret, to visit Count d'Erlach

j

periods it is found to seed by far the most abun-
at Hindlebank, to whom I had an introduction, !

dantly. It is necessary to be careful that the
often contemplating the magnificent appearance • ground is quite clean when the seed is ready to
of the establishment of Hofwyl in the distant pros '

'

pect

—

Gardener's Magazine.

dressed like horses, fourteen horses, and fourteen

oxen for labour, which are particularly large, of

the Fribourg breed. Liquid manure is duly ap-

preciated, and holds its proper place in the econo-

my of agriculture, which is not merely theoretic,

uut practical, and that, too, on a magnificent scale.

" On our visit we found that the greater part of

the pupils had set out on their annual pedestrian

excursion, via Neufchatel, under the care of one
of the classic tutors. We were informed that

there were then ninety-nine scholars. Of these
fifteen were English, ten Scotch, including two
sons of the eccentric Mr Owen, who had twice
visited Hofwyl, two Russians, one Greek, seve-

ral Danes, Swedes, and Germans ; the rest French
and Swiss. There were, of course, no Spa/iiards.

Twenty-one masters teach the languages, belles

lettres, arithmetic, natural philosophy, chemistry,
botany, agriculture, &c. There are five profes-

sors for the various accomplishments, as music,
drawing, &c. In the saloon for music we noticed

two kettle-drums, a grand piano-forte, &c. ; and
on a large black board were chalked lines and
notes, for Uig use of beginners. They have a
concert every month. The various compartments
for instruction are arranged with judgment and
method ; in fact, nothing can be well conceived
more complete than the toute ensemble of this very
:xtraordinary establishment. There is a chapel
that serves at once for Protestant and Catholic
worship : for the former the altar and imagery of
Jatholicism are most judiciously concealed from
,:ew, being shut up in a convenient case.
" The beds where the pupils repose are ele-

gantly neat, and all subordinated to health and
jomfort

: each insulated compartment has its eor-
•esponding closet. In the salle a manger, or din-
ing room, is a closet which descends, by means of
machinery, into the kitchen beneath, and is wound
•^p again loaded with its covers. Even in the
kitchen for the working people we noticed a Pap-
n's digester. Proper houses and rooms are ap-
propriated for tailors, shoemakers, &c. ; and we
fou id the carpenters and mechanics at their re-
spective labours. The children of the poor have
gratuitous instruction. A large building is ap-
propriated to horsemanship and various gyrnnas

the West Indies, is there of such great utility,

drop
; and if the spaces between the roots are

then stirred up with the hoe, it will be found very
beneficial.

When the seed is all fallen, stock is turned in
to tread it into the ground, and feed upon the
grass. In very rich and new land, the grass at

that the preservation of the stock in many of the fi rst will grow so rank as to produce very thick-
islands, frequently depends on it. A few years =

stimlks, which, by running up the noses of the
ago, a considerable quantity of the seed was

;

Btock) will prevent them from eating it so close ac
brought to New- York ; but owmg to the want of

( tIley othcrwise would . w , howeve , it
correct information as to Us cultivation, several; eaten us ne„ thc (! as ib , ft r

'

attemps made to raise it were unsuccessful,
;ng grass, with the roots which were ,

which led to its being abandoned Among the dng up with the hoe nnd burnt off. The grass
Bath and West of England Agricultural Society after this, if favourable rains attend, will frow
papers, we observe an article on this subject, from from tiic seodj and b coveri t]]e

'

d
the pen of a gentleman m Jamenca, who speaks) mon th of May following, will be perfectly estabfrom his own knowledge as to the manner in jlished for several years, according to the qualitywh.ch tins valuable plant is reared ,n that colony. of the laad so as to be cut for

„*
Qr faJ }

He says that it is capable of thriving in any situa- pasture.
tion, in respect to climate and soil, and can bear Whenever the grass grows thin, holes may he., a. „,. - , . ... !»uouovc» liic gmss giows mm, noics mav bethe effects of dry or wet weather in a most re-

!

opened in such places as may occasionally an
maskable manner It wet weather in grows so pear s0 , an(] roots a „ain lante

"

d to ,
'

a

ap

fast, hat it may be cut once in a fortnight, and by this attention bestowed upon it, afield willsometimes oftener, when the land which yields it scarcely ever be so totally worn out as to require
is new or fert.le.-In dry it is a long t.me before the labour of being at any one time replanted I
it withers and, when reduced thereby to such a The blades of this grass, when flourishing appear

^TttLTS^JZZS* ™L™?,"like *"«* wheat, only ratheAr
with a slight shower in a very few hours ; and
when rain falls, though in so sparine a decree

and longer; and the stalks, during the first

growth, also much like those of it, but they get. i. e i-..i •
" * jjiuwui, cuau ujucu iiKe mose 01 it, out they se\as to be of little or

_

no service to common pas- weaker and less, the oftener the grass is fed un-tures it will occasion this to vegetate, and to
;
„ or cut, till at last it becomes a fine, rich, andbe fit for use in a few weeks : nay, in some situa-

; en tire swarth.
tions, not too much exposed to the heat of the sun,

!

—1
it is known to flourish, and derive ample support, During the first 10 years of the present century
from occasional dews only. It has, farther, so the average quantity of wool imported into Great
peculiar a quality of stocking, that, with very lit- Britain was 7,200,600 lbs.

tie care in its infancy, it will overcome all other
i

;

grasses and weeds ; and in ground full of stones
^e season ' n England is remarkably fine—and

and rocks, though planted at very great distances,
i

tlie wheat promises an abundant harvest.

at random, as the appearance of soil admits, will w v,™l- ;„ ;„< , j ^7 71
spread itself about them, in a few months, and at i

*' £J " ^T, ^ dof ' !
everal Per"

last cover them entirely. This grass, when ready ™ *£? "Z2lZZ Y °\P ¥" "•^
fn SMJ i= fmm .iv t„ „;,* al. w!w« . u... :. L Clty- " ls supposed the hot weather has an influ-

ence in causing canine madness.
to seed, is from six to eight feet high ; but it is

generally fed upon, or cut, when only three or four.

It agrees with all kinds of stock; and horses, mules, The fourth of July was marked in Ohio by let-
and cattle, when turned out to feed upon it, will

j
ting in the water, and navigating the first boats I

fatten so fast, that the two former will be in good
condition in two months, or less ; and the latter

will become fit for the butcher in the course of
three months.

The cultivation of this grass is very easy, and
attended with little care, expense, or trouble. It

tic exercises, and for the latter there are also is net immediately produced from the seed, but
erections of wood, &c. without. There is a plot I

is previously planted. The land intended for it

the Portage Summit of the Ohio Canal.

The following toast was drank at a late cele-
bration in Upton, Mass

The present Militia System of the United States.—Of mammoth size, and puny weight—the poor
man's tax—the rich man's scorn—a source of
safety to none, and of complaiufeM all.
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TO BCSTROY COCKROACHES.
Mr Skinner— I have seon one or two articles

ill the Parmer, describing ways to destroy cock-

roaches—they may till be good ; but as there will

he no harm in multiplying facts, and shewing va-

rious ways for obtaining the saino results, I will

trouble you with my method, which I know by ex-

perience to be effectual.

Several years ago, 1 entered upon the posses-

sion of a large old house that had been for some
months unoccupied, and I found it swarming with

cockroaches. They devoured such clothing as

fell in their way, and were in other respects very

troublesome and disagreeable. A neighbor kindly

suggested a plan for destroying them, which I

adopted as follows :

I set two trocks, or earthen pots, each ten or

twelve inches high, and about tiie same in diame-
ter, in the tivo most infested parts of the house,

into which I put a few gills of molasses—against

these I leaned shingles, making a bridge from
the floor to t lie rim, that the vermin might easily

reach the luscious bait below, whose fragrance

rilled the chambers ; and the better to allure them,

I trailed some molasses along the road I intended

Hiey should travel to their prisons, and which they

did travel in such numbers the first night, that I

found the crocks half filled : the second night

oompleted their capture and destruction.

Am. Farmer.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CROPS IN NOVA SCOTIA.
The Editor of this paper having returned from a

journey through a large part of the Province of

New Brunswick, Prince Edward's Island and the

eastern part of this Province has had an opportu-

nity of collecting information as to the state of

the crops. It was represented to him, wherever
ho went, that the season has been in the highest

degree favorable to the hopes of the farmer.

—

Genial showers have been succeeded by dry sul-

try weather ; and the soil has thus been kept in

that state of moisture which is best adapted for

the full development of its vegetative powers. Tt

is generally thought that there has been no pros-

pect, equal to the present, for these ten years

back. The crops of hay are unusually heavy

—

the grain is strong and verdant—Indian corn vig-

orous—and the potatoe every where setting up a

thick and bushy stem. The general appearance
of the country is rich and beautiful.

Halifax Novascotian.

Washing Machine.—The New Brunswick Times
•alls the attention of the publick to a AVashing
Machine exhibiting in that city, by Philip P.Crain.

If it deserves the recommendation there given,

it is a valuable invention. The editor says it is

simple in its construction, is worked with little

labour, and does the washing in the best manner,
and with less injury to the finest garments than
the ordinary mode. It is calculated that a woman
will do more washing in two hours than can be
performed in a day by the common process.

Connecticut—A State Convention was held at

Middletown, Conn, on the 19th inst. at which it

was voted, that this meeting highly approve of
the contemplated Convention at Harrisburgh, on
the 30th day of July inst. and of the objects in-

tended to be promoted thereby, and that Timothy
Pitkin, Henry Watson, Henry L. Ellsworth, Gile-
on Wells, Jonathan Rose, Sheldon Clark, James
M. L. Scovill, Calvin Goddard, Thomas S.Perkins.

Samuel W. Johnson, John Q. Wilson, James Mc-
1

proportion of 7 to 3 ; and they are brought nearer
Clellan, John A. Tnintor, Lemuel Hurlbnt, Shel-

j
to a state analogou: to that of sands ; the parti-

don C. Leavitt, John R. Watkinson, Wedworth |
cles are less adhesive, and the mass less retentive

Wadsworth, Francis McLean, John Hall, be, and ) of moisture. Thus the process of burning, proper-
they are hereby appointed Delegates to said Con- 1 ly applied, may convert a matter that was stiff,

vention, and requested to co-operate with the damp, and in consequence cold, into one powdery,
other members thereof, in all law ul and proper j

dry and wum ; altogether more fitly constituted
means for the protection and encouragement of I

as a bed for vegetable life. The great objection

Domestic Industry and National Independence.
,
made by speculative chemists to paring and burn-

. ing, is, that the animal and vegetable matter in
Horse Chcmuts.—A permanent buff", or nan-

j t |10 goi i j„ diminished :—But where the texture
keen die, for muslin, linen, cotton, silk, or woollen f tne earthy ingredients is permanently improv-
cloths, may bo obtained from the horse chesnuts. c(j ) thero is more than a compensation. To meet.
For the buff colour, take the whole fruit, husk and i tnc objection still more directly, where an excest
all, when quite young ; cut it small, and put it in- Lf ;nert vegetable matter is present, the destruc-
to cold soft water, with as much soap as will just

t i0I1 f a part of it must be beneficial ; and the
cloud or discolour the water. When deep enough, (carbonaceous matter in the ashes may be more
pour off the clear part, and dip whatever is to be '

U3C ru i to t ]ie erop] tnan the unreduced vegetable
died, till it is the colour required. For the nan-

' firjre, of which it is the remains, could have been.
keen colour, take the husks of the fruit only ; cut « The most speedy way of bringing under til-

or break them small ; steep them in soft water,
iage a meadow overrun with rushes, is ; first tc

with soap as above, and die in the same manner.
[

drain it, and then to pare off a thick turf and burn
The husks may be used for the buff dye, after the

j
it_

kernels are formed ; but it is only when they are
j

n The cases in which burning must incontesta-
inost imperceptible that the whole fruit is used,

; u
iy be prejudicial, are those of sandy, dry, flinty,

and the brightness of the buff colour diminishes as soils, containing little animal or vegetable mat-
the husk ripens, till when quite ripe, the die is '

te r ; here it can only be destructive; for it de-
most like nankeen.

| composes that constituent which is already below

Indian Ink—Hold a plate over The flame of a I

the minimum proportion, and in the presence of

lamp or candle, to obtain the fine soot, which mix |

which, in a limited degree, the productiveness of

with clean size. The Indian ink of the shops is
j

a ^„ ^^J M; „.„.

usually scented with musk.

To kill flies.—To a table-spoonful of milk, add describes the operation of paring and burning.

—

The late Mr Nicholson of New York, in a prize

\

essay, appended to The Farmer's Assistant, thus

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

one tea-spoonful of black pepper,and one tea-spoon-
j
When the ground is in a good sward of grass let

ful of brown sugar. Put them in a small plate or
\

it be carefully turned over with the plough; the

saucer, and place it where the flies are most nu-
',
irons of which should be well sharpened. Let the

inerous.
' plough run about three inches deep. Then cross

! i n u-i^-i- Uj————

.

j plough with a sharp coulter, and the sward will

all be cut into squares of ten or twelve inches

—

Set these square chunks up edgeways, by leaning

two together, and they will soon dry. When well

dried, build a part of them up in the form of little

ovens, at the distance of about eighteen feet each

way. These are to have a little opening or door,

at a common windward side, for the air to enter

and another opening above, for the smoke to pass

BOSTON, FRIDAY, JULY 27, 1827.

PARING AiND BURKING THE SOIL.

Paring and burning is the process of paring off

the -surface of lands, and preparing the soil, by

means of fire for arable crops. It is more partic-

ularly adapted to the improvement of soils which I off. On some dry day, when the wind is fair for

are overrun by the roots of vegetables that can- J blowing into the holes below, place some straw
not be destroyed by the modes of cultivation, gen- [or other dry rubbish into the holes, and set fire to

erally naa<le use of; and to stiff clays, which by
, it. As soon as the files have got fully going in

beint. burnt are converted into a kind of manure each of the heaps, let the holes in the tops be
very useful in many soils. There has been a di-

; stopped up, for the purpose of retaining the smoke
versity oi opinion among agriculturists respecting

; and keep gradually building up the heaps as the
th . : -iriety of making use of this process to sub- fire penetrates them, until aU the chunks of earth

toe ;i refractory soil. Burning soils no doubt are piled round them; and when the neaps have
may destroy much vegetable matter, which under fu]]y burned and sufficiently cooled they are to be
favorable circumstances might have been convert- evenly spread over the ground, and ploughed."

ed into food for plants. But it often happens that The following is Mr Cobbett's method of burn-

there exists in a field an excess of vegetable mat- ing earth : " Make a circle or an oblong square,

ter, which is scarcely possible to decompose with- cut sods and build a wall all round three feet

out great expense and delay, in such a manner thick and four feet high, then light a fire in the

that it can furnish nutriment to plants, except by middle with straw, dry sticks, &c. extending it all

the agency of fire. Burning, likewise, renders
I over the bottom of the pit ; keep adding light fuel

clays less coherent, and in this way greatly im- at first, then rubbish wood, till there is a good bed
proves their texture, and causes them to be more

\ of coals. Then put on the driest of the clods, tak-

permeable to water, and of course they are less
\ ing care to keep the smoke in. Continue thus for

apt to retain it in a state of stagnation-. A cause
j
a day or two, when you may dig out the earth any

of the unproductiveness of cold clayey adhesive where about the kiln and fling on. Put your fin-

soils, is, that the seed is coatee with matter im- ge r into the top of the heap here and there ; if

penetrable to air. When clayey oi tenacious soils vou find the fire very near, throw on more earth l

are burnt, their power and tendency to absorb!- h at a time for it deadens the fire-
water from the atmosphere is diminished in " or torrefied earth) will be :?oi enough
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to remove in a week, peat or bog earth maybe

burnt in the same way or dry, as in the paring

and burning method. Some only kindle a fire and

and lay on dry soils as at first, and when the

whole is under good way, throw on the earth,

(subsoil, &c.) torrefied, till the heap is sufficiently

large. This manure applied to cabbages, ruta

baga, Indian corn and buck wheat produces great

effect."

It will be observed that Mr Cobbett's directions

are intended not only for burning the surface of

You must be careful that they have always water

at hand, and plenty of litter to absorb the liquid

manure, unless you have reservoirs, &c. to ans-

wer the purpose of preventing its waste. Mr

Young said that "Lucerne is the best plant for

soiling, and an acre of it will go much further

than any thing else. But clover or any other

grass, green or dry, oats or Indian corn, cut up

near the roots, cabbages, &c. &c. may often be

economically disposed of in feeding cattle and

horses, whose services are requisite for the prose-

the soil, but for burning earth, including subsoil, ! cution of the daily and hourly labours of the hus

to any convenient depth for manure. If the sub-
j

bandman.

soil is wholly, or in part, clay, or, perhaps, any

other species of earth, in which there is but little

silicious sand, it may, in many cases, be expedient

to dry it and burn it for manure.

It is observed by the Rev. Mr Cartwright, an

English writer on agriculture, that in performing

RHEUMATISM.

We are assured by a person who hasexperienc

ed its effects, that' the following is excellent for

rheumatic complaints : spirits of hartshorn £ oz.

sweet oil i oz. laudanum * of an oz. honey I of a
,

nd baRgage. 1 h

, the nnrt, tlle Ioman Islands,

It is not easy to perceive (says the Palladium'

why a " Lace School," to employ profitably" 500

young ladies" might not flourish in Boston as

well as Newport. The former has about 00,000

inhabitants, and Newport about 10,000. Hand
Looms might also be employed in Boston as well

Philadelphia. It is said there are 4000 at work

in the latter city in muslin weaving.

A London paper of June 8, states that the Brit

ish Ambassador at Constantinople had sent a des-

patch, announcing the entire defeat of the Turks
before Athens, on the 29th of April ; loss said to

be 10,000 men. Ratisbon letters of the 26th of

May, confirm the above, and state that the Turks

were successively driven from all their entrench-

ments, and forced to abandon all their artillery

e Lords High Commissioners of

us, on the 5lh of May, despatched

a courier from Corfu to London with another con-
the operations of burning " care shonld be taken ' affected. Bind on flannel to keep the part warm,

to do it with a smothering heat ; for if the fires and make use of the ointment morning and even- ""nation of the above.

are too intense, the ashes will be of an inferior i mg. The above ointment, says our informant, is . , ,. ~T 7 " 7~. ^T~, , -.r
... „, . „ ... ,. ,.*»

. „, . • , ., " • A letter has been received in Richmond Va
quality. The advantages ol this practice are nu- I likewise useful in sprains, and other cases in I . . ,, , . , ... ... ,

;I
.. ,.

r . -u-i . -j i • L j u • -, , |
giving the unwelcome intelligence that Mr Madi

merous ; tor it in a great measure annihilates seed
| which opodeldoc is recommended.

weeds : it is destructive to many kinds of insects
... . ,. -i. "j.

I
CURE FOR THE RING WORM.

and other vermin, noxious to agriculture ; it de-

composes whatever comes within the sphere of its
A friend "> Charlestown has given us the fol-

activity ; and the ashes it produces neutralize the
j

lowing recipe, which he says he has known to

soil, and assist in the further decomposition of the I
effect a c,lre of the ring v-'orm in velT obstinate

vegetable and animal matters contained in it ; and ;

cases :— Take a half pint tumbler, and fill it nearly

these substances it converts into suitable food for
|

fuI1 of strong vinegar—then put in a new laid

future crops. Its operation on the soil is some- eg£> (
the newer the better)—let the egg remain a

few days till the vinegar eats the shell entirely

off— then throw away the egg, and apply the vin

thing like the operation of malting on grain caus

ing it to part freely with its most nutritious prin-

ciple, the saccharine matter ; so will par>ng and
burning dispose the soil profusely to part with its

nutrition to the plants which are committed to it

;

and this it will do, not for a single year only, but
for several years, according to the original degree
of fertility, in succession; and if the crops are ex-

hausting ones, till it is soon worn out. Hence on
pared and burnt land, more so perhaps than on
any other, no two exhausting crops should follow

each other. By exhausting crops are understood,

wheat, rye, barley, oats, and buckwheat ; by fer-

tilizing ones, crops of every kind which are con-
sumed upon the land or mown, or carried off be-

son was taken extremely ill with the cholera mor-

bus in the night of the 11th, but that on the morn-

ing of the 12th he was better.

Eggs.—Mr Loudon says that if eggs are left

unmoved for some time the yolks subside, and
come at length to touch the shells on the lower

side, when rottenness immediately commences.

—

In some parts of England, they hang up eggs in

nets and turn them every day, to prevent the yolk's

egar, thus prepared, to the part affected, onc9 a !

coming to the shell
;
in others, they anoint them

day, for a week or ten davs, which will effect aj
w,th n,clted mutton suet

'

and set them cn cnd ln

cure. During the application, it is necessary to
j

bran
'
tho containing box being closely covered.

keep the bowels open, by salts or some gentle
,

Hamp. Gazette.

medicine.
Wool, in England.—On the 7th of Juno, in the

1

house of lords, the earl of Winchelsea presented
First voyage cf Columbus.—The public will be a petition signed by upwards of 400 flock-masters.

pleased to learn that a translation of the valuable complaining of the importation
1

of foreign wool
and interesting documents relative to the first The petition was supported by the earl of Malms-
voyage of Columbus, is in progress, in Boston, and bury, who stated that during the last, three years,
the printing of the work commenced. The origin- the quantity of foreign wool imported was 82,308,-
als of these documents were discovered in 1789, 000 pounds, of whicli 51,412,000 pounds were from
among the archives of the Duke del Infantado.

—

Germany. The consequence was that Britisli
fore they perfect their seed, and which are bro't

j

They were not published until a year or two wool had fallen from 22d (40 cents) to 9d (17
back again in the state of manure."

j since, when they were given to the public by or- cents.) Lord Godench said in reply that to <;;i-

HAT !
der of the present king of Spain. The manuscript courage the British wool-growers by a heavy dulv

It is stated in Young's Farmer's Calendar lhat
:

|

3
^
aid to be in thelrand writing of Las Casa^ and °n foreign wool, would not produce the desired

Mr Ducket, a celebrated farmer in England made
'
*° be an

,

ab
f

ra

(

c ' of tbe onS lnal J°«™d of <*lum- effect, but quite the reverse « If we impose a

use of the following method of trying the heat of
b"S

' T , 7 ?" ,
wblle

„
com Pllin e-

hls lns - dtlty on forelSn W00
''
we sha11 lose a glcat sl 'aro

his hay stacks. " He thrust a scaffold bolt, cr
tory of the Indies. It is the form of a diary at of the trade in woollens with foreign countries.uia liny sLacus. • no mrusi a scanoiu uoit, cr , • , , , » - , , •.: ,

, ., „
°

other stout and long iron bolt into a stack, to give
63

'
3nd " Probablv

T

mor\ interesting from not
|

and thereby reduce the price of our own wool."-

easy admission to a gun rod, with a strong worm
ei"" elabo »'ateJ

- Its authenticity is said to be
j

He said the best remedy was to establish markets

at the end of it, with which he screws out a sam
pie, and discovers not only the heat, but the col-

our of the hay ; if the stack wants air, he make:

unquestionable.

The following gentlemen have been chosen del-

egates to represent Maine in the General Conven-

for woollen goods on an extensive scale.

—

Ibid.

Currant Jelly.—There is a demand for this ar-

ticle in tiiis place, and those who have an abun-many of these holes, which give vent to the heat, tion of Farmers and Manufacturers to he held at ^ ~f ur 2', w 1 I "pS t 5and answers the purpose of a chimnev." Harnsbnrgh. Penn. on the 30th inst The Hon .. .• •. r. j £ ."' v *
i T , tT , , "

, „ " """" J " e non-|some attention to it. It is made by mixing cur-
SOILI.NG LABOURING OXEN A „ ..

t,L,'j „fl„„i„ „ ,, ,., oerland, Gen. Joshua Wingate of Kennebec, BriceInstead of turning your oxen and horses, which M. Lellan, Esq of Somerset, and Gen Jedediahyou have occasion to use frequently, into a large
! Kenrick , of Penobscot.

pasture where it is almost as difficult to find them
!

as it is to find out the longitude, and to take and

ue by mixing cur-
John Holmes, of \ork. Wm Ladd Esn of Cum I . • j j u -,- .. , z-ui. ajuuu, L,oij. ui i^uin- rant , UIce an(j sugar, ant] boiling them gently for

two hours or more, and taking off the scum that

arises. Some use one pound of brown sugar, to

a quart of juice ; otiiers two pounds ; and some
two pounds of loaf sugar. The price dependsAmerican Paper.—The Editor of the N. York,,,

harness them as it would, be for am- body but a Enouirer complains that American Printing Pa ,

thenchness and » lc eness of the jelly. It will

poet to tackle the steeds of Apollo, you had bet- per has depreciated in quality at the same nrices '

!
irobabl

-
v bn"S from 5<) t0 73 cents Per c

i
uart

'
,f

ter ml thtm. By soiling is meant keeping them i —He invites t, od specimens to be "sent to hr ''

VVeU lnade
-
amUhe quantity offered does not ex-

in stables, stalls, yards, &c. and mowing and giv-
j

office, with the prices, and promises to nrocure cus
Ceed the deraalld

'
There ma >" be other ,God^ o!

mg them grass and other green and drv food.— tomers for as much of the best samnlc ns the ,

""nufactunng it, which are better than the one

'siills can turn out.
'

' .we have mentioned. [Ibid.]
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Bricks—In the vicinity of London upwards oil Fever and Ague—Take 2 ounces of Peruvian ! Sazont Sheen

2000 acres have been dug to the depth of from 4 I
bark, 2 of powdered cloves, and 1 of cream of tar-

)
On Friday the 24lh Aiiguit next at 3 o'clock P M

to 10 feet for brick earth. The bricks fiom an a-
j

tar
; mix them together ; divide the composition at Brighton near Boston, will be sold by public auc-

.•re of brick -earth produce about 18,000 dollar?;
j

into 12 equal doses ; and take one dose every !

Uo°- a cnoicfc 8<°ck of about 100 Saxony Rams, just

and the sum paid to the owners of the soil is
j

morning;, noon, and night till the complaint is !

J)

mP°rted in lb« briS Comet, Cspt. Meet, from Ham-

$220G per acre. An acre at 4 feet deep yields 4 'checked
; then one every morning till the whole' "-if.

-

... .h.»„ „ i .a,
millions of bricks. In the manufacture of bricks, is taken Each dose may be taken in a glass of ' th<!ftS^oT\lL^X^^t^
the earth is mixed with coal-ashes and sand.

—

lb. any kind ol spirituous liquor mixed with water.—
j
of fineness of fierce and symmetry of form to any here-

The election of a representative in Congress in

this city on the 23d inst. terminated in favor of

Hon. Benjamin Goriiam. The votes were, Gor

ham 1G59, Blake 696, Ilenshaw 459, Scatle

122.

Onions.—Mr. William Simonds has raised in

his garden in this city, an. astonishing crop of on-

Emporium tofore imported. The tale will be perfectly free and
unlimited.

Slirups and Bedsteads. A Mr Powlos of Phila '
SamPles of ,hf> wo°' from different parts of each an-

Sor- delphia has invented a safety stirup to avoid the
\ Xl T^Zr,^ 2? f ^r™'

8 ' reet
'
°f at ^C

rinr* irl ,„,.„.. „r i, .t. r , .

"'""* '"'
I office of the auctioneers, at anytime prenous to thering danger ot having the foot caught when a person I sa |e. COOLIDGE, POOR i HEAD

is thrown from his horse. He has also brought to
j

ROMAN. Thi s elegant, full blooded horse, a bright
perfection a bedstead, so arranged, that the sack- 1 bay. with black legs, mane and tail, of high spirit and
ing maybe kept continually stretched and the IS001' temper, will stand at the farm of Mr Stephen
joints so close as to afford no accommodation for !

VVilliams in Northborough (Ms.) at $20 <he season, to.

ons, considering the number planted and the
, tho „ fed cQ „ ^ bac ,iMt gentry that

' ^ ^^e ^,'»"e» are taken away.-=ee New
rround occupied. In two beds, each of 10 1-2 „ , , „ ° &*""* uml

, England Farmer, May 25.
? ,

K, „ „ . ., .._... ,
I

murder sleep." —~— - J

I
Subscribers to the JVetv England Farmer are in-

hwimr.—AtaTrnowing match on the 4th of Ju- \formed ihal the» ran ha™ **r volumes neatly half

feet long, and 3 feet wide, he planted, in the

swing, 5:J2 of the Egyptian onions, which propa

gate from the root, and bear no seed at tho top.— I

]y

"

at Can»^aigua" n! Y? 14
From these, he pu" -- ., candidates entered '

b°und an* lc!'ered "V.
5 ce

.

n"' "*** » " cheaP «

?_"_"!! £51 .""
.
"l X4

_?
D"

I

fov the C premiums to be awarded to the man who ! *P Ca
-
U d

~
ne ™ thu cll,J~blJ sendinZ lh *m '<-

. . . (t,, - c • n \

\— «««/ *w «-.*».. «^»t, wiiu out u±i square
.Ingle plant. The onions are ot superior flavor, feet . swath 9 ft . g inches wide . T))e^ '

io almost any other of that class of esculents.- to Jo|in Woby> a coloure( , man wfao cu[^ '

j
lrenlon Tru^Amenca^ feet . swath 9 feet wide _ T,)e f fth

»

%q

Remedies for the Tooth Ache.—Make a solution

of Camphor and pulverised Cayenne pepper : dip

therein a small quantity of raw cotton and apply

it to the affected tooth, and it will give instant re-

lief. To prevent the composition's getting to the

throat, lay a bit of rag over the tooth for a few
moments. [Wilmington Herald.]

2 drachms of alum reduced to an inpalpaule

powder, and 7 drachms of nitrous spirits of either,

mixed and applied to the tooth, will prove effectu-

al in 95 out of 100 cases. [Ibid.]

(a spade) ..

Elias Russell, who cut 557 square feet ; swath 9
feet wide. The sixth (a shovel) to K. Murray, who BEANS, white,

cut 496 square feet ; swath 8 feet wide. All the
work was extremely well done. The premium ar-
ticles were all of elegant workmanship.

Corrected every Thursday evening.

APPLES, best,

A.SHES, pot, 1st sort,

pearl do

Ra.,1 Roads—The Mass. Journal of the 19th inst.
contaius copies of a correspondence between Governor
Lincoln and the Hon. James Barbour, Secretary of War
relative to the contemplated rail road from Boston to
the Hudson. The object of Governor Lincoln was, to

^

ascertain how far it was in the power or disposition of

Extraordinary Cow.—A Cow belonging to a
j

lllat Department, to aid in the necessary examination

gentleman in this town, yielded yesterday at a °f
"le cou " tr

£
of
u
the proposed route, during the present

B
. , .,, -i, , e ii m, I season. Mr Barbour replied that all the officers under

single milking, eighteen quarts of milk. This the control of his dej£rtment for sitnilar
milking was at two o clock P. M. after an ab- were already engaged for the whole season, and that
sence in the pasture of about 18 hours. She was no co-operation could be expected from him. He con-

milked again between 6 and 7 in the evening, and
|

siders the object of the contemplated undertaking of

gave seven quarts more, making in all, upwards I

very ° reat .'™P°rtance. and declares his readiness to

/._• „ e -ii j i- it. |

co-operat«m its execution whenever means will justi.
of six gallons of milk drawn from the same cow <•_ .-.

within the short space offive hours. [Hal. Adv.]

Remedy for Intemperance.—Messrs Reed &
Howard, druggists, 44 Hanover-street, have pre-

pared a medicine for the cure of Drunkenness,
which has been fully tested by several respecta-

ble physicians of this city, and is found to possess

all the qualities of Dr Chambers' composition.

Apricots, some of which measured seven inches

round, have been taken from a tree in the rear of

a gentleman's dwelling in Philadelphia.

Upwards of 30,000 hhds. of sugar, and 10,000
hhds. of molasses, were made in Louisana last sea-

son.

It is reported that the Spanish minister has rep-

resented to our government, the irregular conduct
of Com. Porter, in taking a station in a port in

the United States, to annoy the commerce of his

country.

Palm-leaf hats are now made, on an extensive
scale, by Mr. Jabez Boyden, of Dedhain, near
.Boston, Mass.

fy it. [Portland Advertiser.]

Marchioness of IVellesley.—We learn by the ship
New-York, that this lady, (late Miss Caton of Balti-
more,) left Dublin the latter end of April for London,
where she still remains ; and report says, for six months
previous to her departure, she and the Marquis had
not exchanged a word with each other, nor eat at the
same table ; this is an excellent episode to the loving
letter he wrote to our Aldermen, a few months ago, ac-
knowledging the receipt of the canal Medal, and the
volume of its history. [Morning Chronicle.]

Indians.— It is almost as great a curiosity to see an
Indian now a days in this quarter of our country, as it

would be at Philadelphia. Not long since, four of
these sons of the forest made their appearance, about
twenty miles- north-west of this place, and were ob-
served to loiter about one particular farm for the most
of a day, when they borrowedasp.de; went into a
corner of one of the farmer's fields, and dug up three
or four small sized brass kettles, which must have been
buried there long before the improvements were made.
This done, they talked together for some time, pointed
with their fingers in different directions, then hung the
kettles on their backs, and walked quietly off towards
the setting sun in Indian file.— Erie (fa.) paper,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. I. new,
CHEESE, new milk, ....

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, ...
Rye, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Corn - ...
Barley - - - -

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, 'Inspection - -

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, full bIood,wash

do do unwashed
dp 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ... -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, ......
BUTTER, keg & tnb, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye. retail, - . - -

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIDER, Caccording to quality)
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From the Worcester JEgis

" ,. u„,,,,, v f Divine i A poor ragged urchin was tried (at the las!

immensity of creation a,^^^^
for stealing an old jack

-

Province, in furn sh« I^>» ^ , L t from _ lime . kiln; proof"was str0 n g as holy
» a region so remote from the hatiuatio^

Chairman summed up with clearness
BiU if the number of »nia«ls « tl space of ,

^ ^.^ ^^ c ^^ ^ ^
miles square be so great, what must be^^^ j „ondensed After a lon _. deliberation on this

Gentlemen,
THE WONDERS OF THE DEEP. i miles square oe so great, wu« """ "; "-^ h I

(;0ndensed. After a

The boLTof nature has spread flowers and requlSite for-the .scolora o of^^L knotty point, they turned round

JgX& and valley ^^r^J^b^l^^^ 5SS V.JS2 P ISO.] have'you agreed upon your ver

5£" The^ec^o^'^V^'lunsh^rUquare miles^ _J:

^V^, P .
H

hum among the trees. Field and ores are
RULES for good manners

swarming with life in to ~g ."bain J _. If you are at WOrk near the road, be sure to

varieties of animated
*^*™^iii.uta as to stop, and look at every one who passes by, from

existence extend ngt o objects so m P .^^^ appearauC0) until he „
elude the sight, and^S^\ m dUi- Lot of sight. No one, who has not had the ex-

the power of humanM
descriptions periei.ce of it, can tell how much pleasure there

gently examined
«J

cata'o ue B a

n

I, » , _____ men abandon their e ___

tell us the names and .ntorraius « ., I * , • . ..
t , h .hey had

have you agreed upon your verdict ?" when the

Foreman peeped cunningly from beneath a shag-

gy front, with about as much intelligence in it as

that contained in the face of an ourang-outang,

and said, " not guilty ; but he ought to be severely

reprimanded for stealing it."

I lay it down as a sacred maxim, that every man

is wretched in proportion to his vices ; and at-

fP7,7s Thrnames''anr7nformus of the man- 1 i9 i„ seeing half a dozen men abandon their em-
nobIest ornament of a young, generous

nes and hahUs of many of the tribes of earth ployment and gaze at him, as though they htf
' ^mt so(jrce rf ]ea8ur(j ^ an<]

«d air The waters equally populous, have of never before seen a mortal, or were desirous to
tation in life . to be an unreserved acceptance

course been less successfully explored. Of the see every button on his garments.
[Letters concerning Mythology.]

course oeen
gambol 2 . When you are passing by neighbors at work

nX Twe^kn'wbuUUtle. Occasionally
|
never fail to stop and talk with them, especially

|

„M fiLv, presents himself to the observation i jf they are engaged in doing something of con-

^X sir a^thfaccount given of its appear- ; siderable importance. Every one must perccwe

Je is so strange that we rank it with " fish how agreeable it is to a man to oe obliged by the

Tories " Although the Sea Serpent has figured
, r „les of good manners to suspend his labor an

so much in the waters along our shores, and in hour, especially if he has several hired men in

the depositions of those gentlemen who saw the company with him, to a trifling story, or to hear

terrible "litter of his eyes through telescopes, we
j
the history of his neighbor s affairs,

are still left in doubt whether it be a creature of
\ 3. When a person passes by your house, never

real existence or of imagination. The diving ! fali to deck the windows with as many faces as

bell has occasionally been employed in the ex-
j

the house can supply ;
and if the windows will

amination of shallow places to direct the labors
J

not accommodate all, let one or two stand in the

of industry, but the boldness of adventure never
j
d oov .

has descended to those depths where we should
|

4. If you are passing by a house be careful to

Expect to find the haunts of monsters, and one of
, look into the windows ; by this you may general

'he most remarkable inventions of modern ira- i

y know whether its occupants are industrious.—

movement has been ineffectual in reclaiming the You will likewise occasionally get a glance at a

treasures of human wealth gathered daring sue- I young lady as she sits in the parlor, reading nov-

cessive centuries to the deep, or in discovering
;
els, braiding straw, or working lace

;
which to

th» gems and metals, the spars and corals that
' say the least is worth a shilling.

adorn its cells. Scientific enquiry has been busy 5. On the sabbath take your stand before the

n examining those animated beings so infinitely meeting house at least fifteen or twenty minutes

"varied in form and structure and so multiplied as before the season of worship commences, and let

to exceed the power of figures to number, floating no one escape your notice, who may come to the

on the surface. The following extract from house of worship. The pleasure which the young

Scoresby, copied into the last American Quarter- ] ady experiences, passing twenty or thirty young

ly Review, shows the known myriads of the popu- gentlemen gazing intently at her, may be easily

lation of the sea, and may give some idea of the imagined; and if perehance she drop her glove

probable extent. or handkerchief, let the blush on her face tell how

" The number of medusa," says Scoresby, " in delightful the task to pick it up.—JV. B. Sentinel.

the olive green sea, was found to be immense.— j

——
They are about one fourth of an inch asunder.— ',

A gentlemen made a very good reply to one

In this Proportion, a cubic inch of water must con- who asserted that he did not believe there was a

tain 64- a cubic foot 110,592; a cubic fathom, truly honest man in the whole world. "Sir, said
tain 04 ; a cudic loot iiu,oa~; 1 tu»u. ionium, i.u.j .. u ..-.~ - - .

23 887.872; and a cubic mile, about 23,888,000,- ! he, « it is quite impossible that any one man should

-_ ' .,~„ . -r-. ,. .1- :_ *u~ _:t— i, nn ... oil H10 T,.r,rl/1 • tint it ic nnitp nossible that
000,000,000 ! From soundings made in the situa-

tion where these animals were found, it is proba-

ble the sea is upwards of a mile in depth ; but

whether these substances occupy the whole depth,

is uncertain. Provided however the depth to

which they entered be but 250 fathoms, the above

immense number of one species may occur in a

space of two miles square. It may give a bet-

ter conception of the amount of medusse in this

extent, if we calculate the length of time that

would be requsite with a certain number of per-

sons for counting this number. Allowing that

one person could count a million in seven days

know all the world ; but it is quite possible that

some one man may know himself."

Praise.—Praise is like ambergrise. A little

whiff of it, and by snatches, is very agreeable ;

but when a man holds a whole lump of it to your

nose, it is a nuisance, and strikes you down.

Friends bought with money, fail when money flies

;

Those won by merit, not till merit dies !

Great Tunnel through the Silver Mine of Kings

burg, in Norway.—A wonderful gallery has been

pierced through the side of the mountain, at the

depth of six hundred feet, through which the ore

is now transported, instead of being hoisted to the

top. Its length is six thousand feet, and it occu-

pied twenty-three years in its completion. It had

been commenced in 1792, but during seven years

of one time it was discontinued : it 'iad just been

opened. The process was most tedious, being en-

tirely by calcination and hammering, which bro't

the rock off in flakes. Only two men could work

at a time ; they both commenced e aernally ;
and

to their credit be it recorded, that upon meeting

they were only two or three feet difference in

the level, and none in the direction ; it is from

six to seven feet wide, and from ten to fifteen

high.

—

Jones , Travels.

A Green Old Age.—Mr. Moore, of Ellsworth,

Me. now in his 78th year, is stated in the Ell >

worth Courier to have made with his own hands,

during the last nine months, 56,000 good shingles

which hiive been sold for $168, besides attending

to the work of a farm. He can hoe, mow or rake

as much in a day as any common man wishes to

do.

By a letter from a gentleman now in Dresden.

Saxony, it appears that the government of that

country is giving particular attention to the exten-

sion of its trade and commerce—that it is desirous

of increasing its commercial intercourse with the

United States, and for this purpose has lately ap-

pointed Consuls to reside in our principal Sea

Ports.

Original Anecdote.—A schoolmaster in one of

the neighbouring towns, while upon his morning's

walk, passed by the door of a neighbor who was

which is barely possible, it would have required excavating a log for a pigs-trough.

that 30,000 persons should have started at the the schoolmaster, « M.
,
have you not fur-

creation of the world, to complete the enumeration ' niture enough yet ?" ' \ es,' said the man, 'enough

at the present time." |
for my own family, but I expect to board t

,t the present time." •" —j •- •" --- >
-. - —

.
— »t»"'"

i

l ""
. ty " ~y

What a stupendous idea this fact gives of the faster this winter, and am making preparations.' are entitled to a sixth Tolume-rat.s.

Yellow Locust Seed, {j*c.

For sale at the New England Farmer office, a few

lbs. Yellow Locust Seed, superior scarlet short top Rad •

ish. White Mulkerry. 13 varieties of Turnip, Girkin

or pickling- Curumher, Sic. with a new assortment ol

omam-ntal flower seeds
.

A young gentle man who has had ac'.vi ntages of the

best academical, university and professional education,

and of acquiring the French and Ita'bn languages a-

broad, wishes to obtain a situation whirh would be

permanent, as professor or tutor in a collegi , or instruc-

tor in an academy or school. Any propositions, present

or prospectiv. addressed to A. B. care of Rev. Dr.

Jenks, Boston Mass. will rrreive immediate attention.

"The 1-ARMF.R is publish, d .-very Friday, at $3-0°

per Annum, or $2,50 if paid in advance.

Gentlemen who procure./ire responsible suVseriberf,
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convex above, not
_

embracing the sides of the They do not confine themselves to grass but eatbody, and reaving the posterior extremity exposed: also the roots of wheat and other JJZ
ay upon the_ natural history of the legs of moderate length

; the middle part or libi* In their perfect state these with B™1 nth,

,

of the anterior ones armed with two or three lat- species, act as conspicuous a part in1n£° ,beral teeth
;
and each foot, or tarsus, consisting of trees as their gratis do in destroying thB herbalefive smell joints, and term.nated by two strong Besides the leaves of fruit trees they devour th^se

The folio

Rose Bn;r was pn pared by Dr T. W. Harris of Mii-

ton, with a view to the premium offered by the Mas-

s.ichusct's Society for promoting Agriculture, for the

beet essay 0:1 this subject ; but the professional aro-

rations of the amiable and learned writer having pre-

vented the completion of it within the period fixed by

claws or nails

The general habits and metamorphoses of these
insects are invariable ; a description of those of

lie Trustees, he had resolved to suppress it. The
j

t!l ° common cock-chaffer of Europe, (Mei.OX.OB-

,-rogress which he had made having come to the TI1A vulgarisF.) will serve to elucidate those of

knowledge of the President of that Society, he urged
|

tlie w!)ole genus. These are detailed by Latreille

l)r Harris to lay it before the Trustees in its present |(
ln tlie tenth volume of his Historie Nathalie,

state, and they were pleased to award the Society's
embodied in Sonnim's Buffon.j and by Olivier, in

premium to the author. We think thereaders of this
the fi"t TOlume of his Entomology.

journal will feel obliged to us for inserting it.]—Ed.
j

rhls insect devours the leaves of trees and

Jkfero. jig. Rrpos. —
j

shrubs. Its duration in the perfect state is very

.
-." I short, each individual Jiving only about a week,

.l/w«f« towards a history 0/ some American species
j and thespecie3 erjtirely djswnwwiBB in the course

of Mvloloxthm particularly injurious to Fege-
{0

r a month . After the sexual union has taken
ialion.

j

piace t jje males perish, and the females enter the
Nempe Meloloulha dicitur, quia pomorum est pernicies.

1

earth, to the depth of six inches, or more, making

The Linnaaan genus Scarabjeus is very abund- their way bv me ~ ns ° f the strong teeth which arm

ant in species, and exceedingly numerous in indi-
i

tllelr anterlor tibia?
:
here they deposit their eggs,

viduals of some species. These insects are easily
amounting to nearly one hundred in number, from

recognized by their moveable horns, or antenniE.
ever? fe

f^
e

<
which are soon after abandoned,

projecting above the meuth, and terminated by sev- i

and the fema 'es ascend to the surface, and, after

eral lamellated, or leaf-like joints, whence they ;

an
f
ulshmg a f™ days, perish also.

have received the name of Lamellicorn beetles.— I

From the eggs are hatched, by the warmth of

This genus contains insects differing much in ex- :
tne earth, little whitish grubs, called, in France,

ternal appearance, and in their modes of life, and vers blancs, each provided with six legs, situated

has therefore been subdivided into several SIH3II3] 'ear the head, and the mouth fnrnished with two

genera by the Entomologists who have succeeded -' ru"£ jaws. They Jive on the roUs of plants and

Linne. De Geer distinguished three families, ac-

cording to their habits, which he called Scarabts

de terre (Earth-beetles,) Scarabes des arbres (Tree

beetles.) Scarabee des fteurs, (Flower- beetbs).

—

Those of the second family are most intersstiug

to the agriculturalis
-

, because of their extensive

ravages. They are included by Fabriciusin his

genus$l£LOLONTHA, a word used by the Greeks

to distinguish these same insects, and whicn sig-

nified, according to Eustathius, that they were

produced from or with the flowers of apple trees.*

The Melolosthj: are called in England dsrrs or

chafftrs.

The genus Meiolontiia may be characterised

as having the body oblong, oval, and convex; the

mouth covered above by a thin plate, called type-

us, beneath which are situated the antenna:, con

sisting generally of ten joints, the terminalones

united by one end to a common centre, am ex-

panding like the leaves of a book : the tiorax

(situated behind the head) convex, more o: less

quadrate or trapezodical ; immediately bihind

this, and between the wing-cases, a small triaigu-

lar piece called scutellum ; wing-cases or iyira

* The French name is havnetvn, probably acor-

ruption of altton from ali and toro ; to ma;e a

loud noise wi'.h the win^s. By several critics the

Jelek of the Hebrews, translated canker-worm, was

considered a> some insect of this genus. The
words of Nahum, III 17, appear particularly ciar-

acteristic of the manners of the nocturnu] spedes;

"which can.; in Iges in the cold d«y bu-

when the sue dee Sway, and heir

place is not
j

other vegetable substances found in the ground
gradually iucrease in size, and change their skins
once a year, about the commencement of spring,
after which they approach nearer the surface in

search of food
; for during the winter they do not

eat, but, having penetrated below the reach of
frost, remain torpid until the succeeding spring.
At the close of their third summer they cease eat-
ing, and penetrate about two feet deep into the
earth : there by its motions from side to side the
grub forms an oval cavity, which is lined by its

excrements, and some glutinous fibres, in which it

is changed to a pupa by casting its iast larva sk
In this state the legs, antennas, and wing-cases
are visible through the transparent skin" which
envelopes them, but appear of a yellowish white
colour ; and thus it remains until the approach of
the ensuing spring, when the thin film which en-
closes its body and limbs is rent, and the perfect
insect digs its way to the surface of the ground,
where the superabundant moisture with which it

is imbued, is exhaled, and it expands its win^s
and takes flight.

According to Kirby and Spence the grub of the
cock -chaffer sometimes destroys whole acres of
grass, by feeding on its roots. It undermines the
richest meadows, and so loosens the earth that it

will roll up as if cut by a turfing spade. About
seventy years ago, a farmer near Norwich in Eng
land, suffered much by them, and, with his men,
gathered eighty bushels of the beetle. I

year 1785 many province, in Frai e were so

they devour those
of the sycamore, the lime, the beech, and the elm.
Mouffet relates that, in the year 1574, such a num-
ber of them fell into the river Severn, as to stop
the wheels of the water-mills ; and, in the Philo-
sophical Transactions it is stated that, in the year
JC3S, they filled the hedges and trees of Galway
in such infinite numbers, as to cling to each other
like bees when they swarm ; and"when on the
wing darkened the air, annoyed travellers, and
produced a sound like distant drums. In a short
time the leaves of all the trees for some miles
round were so totally consumed by them, that at
midsummer, the country wore the aspect of the
depth of winter.

Another chaffer (Mi lolo.ttiia ritis F.) is
sometimes exceedingly injurious to the vine. It
prevails in certain provinces of France, where it

strips the vines of their leaves, and also devours-
those of the willow, poplar, and fruit trees.
The animals and birds, appointed to check the

ravages of these insects, are, according to Latre-
ille, the common dung hill fowls, tfiflerent species
of owl, the European goat-sucker or night hawk.
(Caprimclgls Europaus,) bats, rats, the weasel,
(Mcstei.a vulgaris,) the martin.fMusTEi a foinaj
and the bad er, (Uasus meles.) To this list may

h devours no'
only the perfect insect but their larva?, for which
purpose it is often observed to follow the plough.
Our own country abounds in insectivorous beasts
and birds, and, without doubt, the more than
abundant Melolo.\th£ form a portion of their
nourishment.

We have several allied species of Melolovtha
whose injuries in the perfect and grub state ap.
proach to those of the European cock-chaffer.
The most common one is the M. quercina oi
Enoch

;
(in Melsheimer's catalogue ;) it is not

described by any author to which I have had ac-
cess. It is of a dark chestnut-brown colour, glab
rous, punctate

; the breast pubescent ; and each
elytron with three elevated lines ; length eight
tenths, breadth nine twentieths of an inch. This
insect agrees very well with the figure and des-
criptions of M. Fervidc. of Olivier ; but, on the
authority of Mr Say, it is considered as the spe-
cies described by Knock (in his Neuv. Beitrage
zur Insectenkunde) by the name of quercina. In
its perfect state it feeds on the leaves of trees,
particularly of the cherry-tree. It flies with a
humming noise in the night, from the middle of
May till the end of June, and frequently enters
houses, attracted by the light. The grubs de-
vour the roots of grass and other vegetables ; in

many places the turf may be turned up like e
carpet, in consequence of the destruction of the
roots. The grub is a white worm, with a brown-

ish beac'. and when fully grown nearly as thick

finger.* It is eaten with avidity br

aged by them, that n pre
ls a grubi somewhat resembling thia,

I which is frequently found bem -' ^aps,

I
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;^TZ^t insect is~de7oured
j
A small species also attacks the vine; it is at my residence at Linna.an Hill. As it is a sub

1 he periet-i u»«*
France ; but, for- lect that has of late excited mucn attention, somCows and fowls The pe«ec«-- - —— ^^ft,, th„ „. 8̂ of France ; but for

by some msect.vorousan ma , wh en
J m ^ ^ sq exteDsivc as th

tunately its ravages are not so extensive as those

of the latter. It is the M. varians of Fabricus

:

is of a broad-oval shape, and the elytra testace-

ous ; the central part of the thorax, the head

around the eyes, the body beneath, und the legs

hlackUh orppn and bronzed, in the male ; in the

Ft PrTa^Tfo"^rBr^^ht K 2£rtE>5 are of a pale brown colour.-
deciduous leaves oforesU^ dor u, ^^ twentiethS) brea(llb

mdhons of wings that tan the an pi fe

Length of female two filths,

humming sound, not unlike that emitted by tne

iv some lnseouvuiuuo" -•, - .

gardens for that purpose, and whose beneficial

foraging is detected by its abundant excrement,

filled with the wing-cases of the Mf.lolo.tha.

M balia, (Say,) a smaller spec.es than the quer-

cina, may, according to Mr Melsheimer, " be found

•

vast numbers under the

enrasred occupants ofa humble-bees' nest. This

species, with another, M. Mrvyta, (Enoch,) are

found in Massachusetts, but not in such quantities

as the quercina. The balia is of a light chestnut

brown ; head and thorax blackish brown ;
the for-

mer and the breast beneath hairy. It is rather

more than thirteen twentieths of an inch long.—

M. hirsute is dark chestnut, and hairy ;
the thorax

with dilated punctures

fifthof an inch. Length of female two fifths,

breadth five twentieths of an inch. It feeds on

the cultivated and wild grape vine, and also on

the sumach.

—

(To he concluded next week.)

BLIGHTED OATS.
Through the whole season till within a few

days, the fields have promised a rich harvest of

oats. But the last week has changed the face of

nd the "wVnV-casea "with things in this particular. Nearly, all the Oats in

with dilated punctures,^ lUe

^"f;^;^ "_
this

6
town and vicinity are said to be so blighted

five or six longitudinal series of hairs on each.
harvesting. How

Length seven tenths of an inch.

Several other species are common here, but

their specific names are at present 'unknown to

me. Of the smaller ones, are some which attack

the wild rose and wortle-berry bushes. These

are M. vespertina and M. sericea of Enoch, and

M. vicolor of Say. About the last of June and

first of July the two first of these species may be

found in the evening on the Rosa rubiginosa, in

areat abundance, and generally paired. Mr Mel-

sheimer savs that M. iricolor " abounds in hilly

and mountainous situations, where, in the month

of May, the time of the sexual union of the spe-

cies, it may be seen flying amongst the whortle-

berry bushes in profusion."

These species are nocturnal insects, never ap-

nearing, except by accident in the day, during

which they remain under the shelter of forests, or

roncealed beneath the leaves of shrubs and grass.

Others are truly day-fliers, committing their rava-

ges by the light of the sun, and always present

To our observation.

One of them appears about the middle of May.

It eats the leaves of the pear-tree, and feeds al-

so on those of the poplar and oak. It is a large

insect, and was described by Linue as the Scara-

b;eus lanigerus. The body is ofa broad oval

shape, and compressed or flattened ; the head and

thorax yellow, bronzed ; the wing-cases pale yel-

low, punctate ; the legs brownish yellow with

shades of green ; the body beneath green bron-

zed, and clothed with long yellow down. Length

nearly one inch ; breadth rather over half an

inch. It is not constant in its appearance ;
in

some seasons being found in great profusion,

when, by shaking the young pear-trees, any uum-

ber of them may be obtained.

Another large species attacks the grape-vine.

It is the Scarab.eus punctalus of Linne. The

wing-cases are testaceous or brownish-yellow,

with" three distant black spots on each : the tho-

rax darker, slightly bronzed, with a black spot

each side ; the head green-bronzed round the

eyes ; the body beneath and the legs deep green,

bronzed. Length one inch, breadth over half an

inch.

and is commonly called muck-worm ; it differs,

however, in some respects, from that of the Me-

LoiouTHA, and produces an insect generically dis-

tinct, which is described as the Scarabteus relictus,

by Mr Say.

that they are scarcely worth harvesting,

extensive this failure of the crops may be

ject that has of late excited much attention, some
account of the silk worm, its history, management
&c. and the cultivation of the mulberry tree, will

no doubt be read with much interest by many 0;

your subscribers. I send you McMahon's garden

ing, which contains quite an interesting article 011

the subject, and beg leave to suggest to you tht

propriety of inserting it in your paper.

Yours, with much respect,

JOSHUA PEIRCE.
We have pleasure in availing ourselves of Mi

Peirce's suggestion, by copying the following from

McMahon's Gardener's Calendar :

About the year of Christ 551, two Persian

monks, employed as missionaries in some of thi

christian churches established in India, penetrat

ed into the country of Seres or China. There

they observed the labours of the silk worm, and

become acquainted with the art of working up its

productions into a variety of elegant fabrics.—

They explained to the Greek Emperor at Con

certain, but persons from several different towns

have all concurred in the same tale, that their

own fields of oats would be mowed and the stalks

given unthreshed to the cattle. Our own observa-

tion has discovered acres of this grain, where ten

days ago the stalk had attained nearly four feet in

height and indicated a great burden, but in which

now the stalks have lost their erect position, have^

crinkled down as it is called, in all directions as if

unable to sustain their own weight. This shrivel-

ling is a sure indication of blight. What can

have been the state of the atmosphere to destroy

the crop of oats, while all other grains are good,

we know not, but the fact is beyond dispute. Had

un- stantinople these mysteries, hitherto unknown, 0:

very imperfectly understood in Europe ; and uu

dertook to bring to the capital a sufficient number

of those wonderful insects. This they accomplish-

ed, by conveying the eggs of the silk worm in a

hollow cane. They were hatched, and afterwards

fed with the leaves of a wild mulberry tree, and

multiplied and worked in the same manner as in

those climates where they first became the object?

of human attention and care. Vast numbers ol

these insects were soon reared in different parts

of Greece, particularly in the Peloponnesus. Sici-

ly afterwards undertook to breed silk worms, with

equal success, and was imitated, from time to time,

a several towns of Italy. In all these places, exV/C liUU.V UUL, UUl IUC law « «vj , .« . - -..._.-
_,

.
t

this blight been perceived while the stalk was yet tensive manufactures were established, with silk

<rrecn, it might have been mowed and converted 6f domestic production.

into the best of fodder ; so that the loss would "From the reign of Justinian, it was mostly in

have been much fess. But as it was, the grain had
)
Greece, and some of the adjacent islands, that silk

begun to ripen, and the stalk turned yellow, be-
\
worms were reared. Soon after the conquest ol

fo-e the appearances of blight were much noticed.
|
Constantinople by the Venetians, in 1204, thev

rl
,-, j /-.__.«. „/• f„7,. OB _.. .-J »u ._Ll:_l » -rConcord Gazette of July 28.

From the National Intelligencer.

CULTIVATION OF SILK.

The culture of silk seems likely to bo seriously

entered into in this country : practical men in dif-

ferent parts of the Union having taken the experi-

ment in hand. Amongst these is Mr Joshua

Peirce, whose nursery and farm on the banks of

the Rock creek are at the distance of a short but

lomantic ride from this city and Georgetown.—

attempted the establishment of the silk manufac
ture in their dominions ; and in a short time the.

silk fabrics of Venice vied with those of Greece

and Sicily.

"About the beginning of the fourteenth centu-

ry, tie Florentine manufactures of silk became
veryconsiderable. It was introduced much latei

into France ; the manufacture of silk though con-

siderably encouraged by Henry IV. not having

beet fully established there, till under Louis XIV.
by (jolbert.

"It is an established and well known fact, that

From him we have received the following letter, I

bot
J
the w])ite and the b]ack mu iberry trees

'

grow
which shows that he is liberally disposed, not only

ag , eU in a ,most e of tf)e U[)ited gtates<
to impart it for the __ . „„„ . „ .. . , ,„ ... ... ,„

to acquire information, but to impart

benefit of others.

Linn&an Hill, near Washington, /

June 7th, 1827.
$

Messrs Gales &f Section—Having engaged in the

raising of Silk Worms with a view of making an

experiment as to the practicability of making it a

lucrative business, and of introducing them into

this section of our country, I have now on hand

about eight or ten thousand which have just com-

menced spinning, and, as a number of my acquain-

tances have expressed a wish to sec them, you

will much oblige me by giving notice in your pa-

per, that they will be exhibited gratis for the

present and next week, Sunday excepted. All

persons desirous of seeing them are invited to call

as ii any country on earth ; and also that silk has

beep raised and manufactured into a most excel-

len fabric, under the direction of that great and

verprable patriot, and friend of mankind, Dr Ben-

jan.n Franklin. That so useful a pursuit should

be suffered to die away, in a country as weU
adipted for it as any in the universe, is as extra-

ordinary as it is unfortunate and injurious to the

reu interest of the nation."

Old Soaker." Professor Francis, in giving his

teaimony before the Court in' New York dur-

inl a recent trial there for murder, stated, that ou

opining the skull of the deceased, an effluvia came

out resembling that which proceeds from old

solked rum casks.
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Abridged notices,from the Bulletin des Sciences,

for the Hampshire Gazette.

and are attempting to acclimate them in Franco. I struck in the street, reached nearly double the
This long wool is in demand for the manufacture distance it did when raised in the steeple,
of smooth stuffs, as bombazets, &c. ft is admitted I

,.....'„.. ,
'hat tlie English sheep cat twice as much as the

I'hc state of agriculture in Russia is very low. I

Inerin08 _

'

(Jinin is raised in sufficient quantities to supply

the country with bread and whiskey, and to leave

.1 large excess for exportation ;
yet by a compari

Ink—Nutgalb, in powder 4 ounces, Logwood
3 ounces. These are to be boiled for an hour in
six pounds, (three quarts) of water, or until one
half is evaporated. It is then percolated througl.

[

M. L. de Chateauvieux says the merino sheep
arc so multiplied in Europe that there must ne-
cessarily be a reduction in the price of their wool.

\

a hair sieve, and to the liquid .-.re added, copper
gum Arabic half an ounce, Blue Vit

Candy half an ounce
armed to dissolve these
to be well stirred, and

i T l

"e

al

lu
•'"' * "'

TT"" I

which thcsc sma11 and delicate sheen require.— suffered to stand 24 hours. It is then poured from
The peasants have no lands of their

;

own
;
they

, He ex s an opinion U)at t ,)0 g^ sheep ! the sediment, and should be preserved in well
cultivate those of the ciown or of their lords, and

have no

culture.

tremely ignorant and indolent. In Denmark rye

produces 8, barley 10 to 14, and oats 10 for 1.

inose o. u. cow., r o. u.e„ .orus, uo CQme from ^ race Qf g ^ -^ •

gtopped g]ass or^^inducement to adopt any new modes of most of lhe other ^.^ |n Eu
*

'

f
: It is fit for imine(Hate use

I hey have but few wants, and »« ex-
the rMe of L , lJch j , ^J WM the forrBation of Mr Rj

rrnnrnnf nnn inrlnlpnr. In Ipnmnrk rvp . . . _ ° . o ...........
ous, but less fine.

BEES.

In Livonia, the inhabitants make hollow places

.n the trees of the forest, to receive and cultivate

bees. Some of them had hundreds, and even

thousands of these bee-hives. Mr Butner, a L
vonian clergyman says the air, at some distance

from the ground, is better for the bees than that

of the bee-houses which receive the exhalations

of the earth. Where forests are not conveniently

situated, he says it is advantageous to place the

hives upon trees standing alone, at 12 or 15 feet

above the ground.

HAIL.

Storms of hail are frequent and destructive in

'.he southern parts of Europe, and the subject of

protecting the crops from their ravages by para

ijreles, or hail-rods, has excited much attention

and discussion in Prance, Italy, Switzerland, &c.
The Bulletin for March, 1827, notices 23 publica-

tions, (some of more than 300 pages) upon the

efficacy of these rods. Blany fields furnished with

paragreles have been preserved from the hail,

while those in the vicinity, which were not so

armed, have been ravaged. In some places, how-
ever, the hail-poles have not afforded effectual

protection, and these failures have furnished ar-

guments for those who oppose the system.

Paragreles are poles set in the fields, around

which are wound ropes of straw, iron-wire, or

other conductors of electrieity. It is believed in

France that electricity is an important agent in

the formation of hail, and that this formation may
be prevented by drawing the electric fluid from
the clouds, by the aid of elevated metalic points.

SHEEP.

The English have had more regard to the form
than to the fleeces of their sheep, and most of the

44 millions in that country are of the long-wooled
large breeds. Fine wool for the manufacturers is

imported from Saxony and Spain. The Saxons
have given their attention to the fleeces, which
they have brought to so great perfection that

Spain possesses no flock that can be compared
with some of those in Saxony. Sheep of the Sax-
on race are pretty numerous in the neighbouring
countries of Silesia, Moravia, &c. In France there
are but few flocks of pure merino blood. The
French import great quantities of fine wool from
Spain and Saxony, and they are now making ef-

forts to introduce the Saxon race of sheep into

France. Some of the French farmers have pur-
chased sheep of the English long-wooled races,

29omcstfc Econcmu.

BY THE EDITOR.

This composition

ibancourt. It is un-

|

questionably the best writing ink in use. Dr. Cox of
' Philadelphia says he has tried a great variety of

recipes for the formation of ink, and ha3 fount
I
none equal to this.

Sore Throat.—Let the throat be steamed miL
Remedy fir a Sore Throat.—We are informed I

hot water, in which hops are infused, and apply
by a person, who has experienced its good effects,

;

the hops after having been scalded for some time
that the essence of tar is a remedy for that affec- I externally to the diseased part of the throat.
tion of the throat, which often times terminates in I

•

ulcers, and sometimes proves fatal. The essence
I

Wtn.—Anointing the afflicted part with rat-
of tar may be had of apothecaries, and the mode !

''esnake's oil is said to be of great service.
of administering is to drop a little on a lump of

( n . ,,
~ "

sugar, which is permitted to dissolve in the mouth
' nj Seeret—Have ready two P»ns in boiling

and the solution swallowed. It should be taken
Water

'
and on the new milk '

s C0Dling to 'he dairy

he says, as soon as any symptoms of the complaint
take the hot paDS out of the water

' ?" 1 the miJ1;

are felt, in small portions at a time, and repeated
! ™

t0 °ne °f them
'
and cover U with lhe °ther—

till the pain is mitigated, and the patient convales-
S W1" occaslon Sr "at augmentation in the

cent. The essence of tar we should suppose
|

thlckness and quality of the cream ,

would produce effects on the human system simil-
ar to those produced by spirits of turpentine ; and
should recommend caution in its use, without ad-
vice from a regular physician.

Cod-fish.—Dun, or dried cod-fish ought not to
be boiled to have it tender ; it operates as on an
egg, an oyster, or a clam,—the more you boil it,

the harder it grows. Let it simmer on or near the
fire, in a kettle, two or three hours, according as
the fish is hard, and then change the water ; and,
before dishing, put this up to near boiling heat,

Wen in Cattle.—Rub the part affected with an
Indigo bag, which has been some time in use in a
dye-pot.

magnolia.
Near Fish creek, in Virginia, ten or twelve

miles from Ohio, there is a gnVe of the lofty mag
nolia, and in the season of flowering, they fill tht
wilderness with delicious fragrance for several
miles round. The leaves are more than three fee:
in length and of a proportionate width. There

but not higher. This management does not draw
j

are no other trees of the kind within 500 mi|e „.

out, but revives the glutinous, and enlivens the I
It has been stated, that the magnolias in Florida,

nutritious substance in them, and leaves the fish ' have been smelt the distance of 60 miles.
tender and nutritious. — A new three story brick building fell down in
Ants.—When you find ants in quantities near Robinson-street, New York, on the 27th inst

home, pour hot water on them. The farmer when '. while the workmen were slating the roof. One
he manures his land, if he uses ashes, lime or salt person was killed, and five others hurt, three very
sand, will not be troubled with those insects. Dr badly, one of whom has since died. The wall next
Rees' Cyclopedia recommends boiling rain water to a wooden building was eight inches thick ; and
with black soap and sulphur, and saturating the that adjoining another brick building, was four in-
ground with it, which is infested with those insects, ches thick. The bricks appeared perfectly clean.

„ „
~

r~r; ; and the mortar crumbled between the fingers like
Bells—The nearer bells are hung to the ground, ashes.

other things being equal, the further they can be |

'

*

heard. Dr Franklin has stated that some years Foote being at table next to a gentleman who
ago the inhabitants of Philadelphia had a new bell helped himself to a very large slice of bread, after

imported from England, and in order to judge of he had eaten a mouthful or two, Foote took up his

the sound the bell was raised on a triangle in the
j

bread, and cut a piece off.—" Sir," said the gen-
great street of that city, and struck, as it happen- itleman, " that is my bread."—I beg a thousand
ed on a market day ; when the people coming to

|

pardons, sir," said Foote, " I protest I took it to

market were surprised on hearing lhe sound of a j

be the loaf."

bell at a greater distance from the city than they
had ever heard any bell before. This circum- The Quebec Gazette states that much sickness

stance excited the attention of the curious ; and I

Prevails amongst the emigrants from Great Britain,

it was discovered that the sound of the bell when I

wnicn proves fatal to many.
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From the N. Y- Evening Post.

GRAPE VINES!
Horticultural Garden, )

Brooklyn, July 21, 1827. $

Sir—I take this opportunity to inform my friends

and the public, to whom I announced with what

perfect safety the vines producing table grapes,

imported by me from the nortli of Prance, had sus-

tained, without any covering, the intense cold of

the last winter, that they are the kinds which I

now offer for sale by subscription. The different

kinds of vines for vineyards from the north of

France bore the winter equally well.

I deem it necessary also to inform the public that

the experiment I tried at the same time upon vines

from the south of France, has resulted in a total

disappointment. They have all perished, and I

cannot show a eingle plant of those that were left

without covering. I attribute this ill success to

CROPS.
In this neighborhood, the crops were never

more bountiful than the present season. The rye

harvest is begun, and so stout is the grain, that a

clip or two will fill the hand of the reaper. The

shocks stand thicker than we have sometimes

seen sheaves in other years, and it is, the farmers

say, narrow dodging to drive between them with

the cart. The grass is so heavy, that it requires a

strong arm to carry the scythe through the swaith,

which, when turned out, looks like a. whole win-

row of itself. In many fields, unable to support

its own weight, it has long since lain down ; and

when cut there is hardly room on the ground to

dry it. The corn, which was rather puny the

foro part of the season, has of late become stout

and strong; and if you had the patience to watch

it, you might see it grow. Every thing looks smil-

ing—except that you now and then sec a cloud

on the brow of the farmer, caused by dull hay

their vegetatiug later in the autumn, and to their
j
weather, or the .scarcity of help to secure his

coming from a country favored by nature with an crops—and there is reason for every body to smile,

extraordinary mildness of climate. The vessels
J

the manufacturer, the mechanic, the mercha»t,

containing the sap in those vines are move dilated, \ and the professional man, as well as the cultivator

whereas the sap vessels in the plants from the

north are more compressed. It is the opinion of

Dr Pascalis, who is a nrtive of the south of France,

that this observation applies more particularly to

exotic grape vines, aad that the plants should be

chosen from a climate and temperature as simi

lar as possible to those of the country to which

they are to be transplanted. Besides, the vines

from the south being more early in vegetation, are

more liable to be affected by sudden changes from

cold to heat, and from heat to cold, so prevalent

in this climate in spring.

I warrant my vines to grow, not only by as-

sertion but by proof, and that they nre of the genu-

ine kinds, having an establishment of which I

must maintain the reputation. I undertake also to

designate the different kin^s most congenial to

each soil and situation- The established price

for vineyard vines v> 25 cents by the quantity.

Those persons who have followed my instruc-

tions are per/bctly satisfied with the success of

the planting and growth of their vineyards.

Mr B. has formed a vineyard at his country seat

on Long Island. The plants were not furnished

by me. He has told me himself that he had lost

4000 of the 8000 plants that he had set in the

ground this spring, which is an enormous loss

considering the price of labour, the delay, the dis-

couragement and the expense to which it subjects

the proprietor m replacing them. This disappoint-

ment has happened to him although the spring

has been uncommonly favourable by a succession

of warm rains and genial heats, which are the

most powerful promoters of vegetation. It is

therefore astonishing he has lost so many ; for

3uch favourable springs cannot be often expected

in this climate.

Respectfully yours,

ANDREW PARMENTIER.

of the soil ; for the former, although they are

growers neither of corn nor beef, are neverthe-

less people of taste, and love good eating as well

ar, the agriculturalist. fBerkshire American.]

A Bobinet factory has been discontinued at Ips-

wich. The British having improved so much in

the machinery, as to be able to manufacture with

greater rapidity, and to undersell the Americans

in our market, though the domestic article is the

best. The factory discontinued, employed 300
young ladies in Lace Work. A new net factory is

however, to be established at Ipswish. The New-
port School purchases its bobinet.

FISH.
Dr. Franklin having observed in New England,

that the herrings ascended from the sea into one

river of that country, while a single individual

was never seen in another river, separated from

the former by a narrow tongue of land, and which

communicated also with the sea, this philosopher

took the leaves of some plants on which the her-

rings had deposited their eggs,already fecundated,

and conveyed them to the river which was de-

prived of the annual visit of these fish. The suc-

cess of this experiment surpassed his expectation;

the eggs were completely productive, and the fol-

lowing year the river was filled with a numerous

shoal of herrings, which, since that time, have

continued to frequent it. Dr. Mitchill of New
York, informs us that he transported two dozen

and ten yellow perch from Rochonkoma pond, in

Suffolk county, Long-Island, to Success pond in

the town of North-Hampstead, a distance of 40

miles. In two years these few fishes multiplied

so fast, that they might be caught with a hook in

any part of the water, which is about a mile in

circumference ! " Planting" oysters, as it is term-

ed, is a common practice.

When fish are kept in large pools or ponds

boiled malt, or fresh grains, are proper food ; thus,

carp may be reared and fed like capons, and tench

will also prosper. If reared in a stew, any sort

of corn, or leguminous fruit boiled, especially peas

and malt coarsely ground, are equally fettening.

[Domestic Encyclopedia.]

Bridgetown, jV. /. " Steam Boat." \ cow, so

called, (whose power we should call a 100 horse,)

in the possession of Dr. Wm. Elmer, of that place,

produced last week, a male and a female Calf, at

one birth, averaging 80 pounds each—this is the

second time in succession she has brought forth

twins, and each pair averaging 160 pounds at a

birth. She is now the mother of five living calves,

the oldest but twenty-five months old, and if kill-

ed and dressed now, they would weigh 500 lbs.

Mass. Journal.

FOUNDERED,
A disease in the feet, to which horses are sub

ject. It is occasioned by hard riding, severe la-

bour, great heats, sudden colds, &c. that inflamf

the blood, and, as the farriers express, it, melt the

grease, which descends into the feet ; where it,

settles and causes such a numbness and pricking

in the hoof, as in some instances to render the:

animal affected unable to stand.

The general methods of removing this disor-

der are, first, bleeding, which operation, if op-

portunely performed, is calculated to afford im

mediate relief. The rapid and irregular circula-

tion of the blood is then to be diminished, by giv-

ing the horse cooling salts internally, clysters, an

opening diet, and plenty of diluting liquor four or

five times every day, together with emollient poul

tices ; which ought to be applied warm round the

hoofs, in order to soften them, and to promote a

free and equal perspiration.

But the sole or frog of the foot affected, should

on no pretence be pared to that excess, which is

tQO frequently done by ignorant farriers. It will

be sufficient to clear away the hardened surface

of the sole, that the poultice may properly open

the pores. All greasy and oily applications should

likewise be avoided, being ill calculated to ac-

celerate the cure.

[This disease is a kind of gout, produced by

permitting the animal to eat or drink heartily

while hot ; or by violent exercise on a full stom-

ach. The cure is bleeding, purging and rest

Take off the shoes.—T. C]
[Domestic Encyclopedia.]

IMPROVEMENT IN THE ARTS.
We observe, in the Auction Hall of the Ex

change, a large street lamp, or lantern, manufac-
tured at the Jersey Glass Works, in a mannei
different from that of any article of the kind here-

tofore produced in this country. "Its peculiar

merit consists in being made of stained and mar-
bled glass, by an artist from England ; who we
should imagine could not fail to find encourage-

ment in his line in the United States. The col-

ouring and ornamenting of the material (common
window-glass) is beautifully done, and may be a-

dapted to the greatest variety of fashionable and'

useful purposes. The dyeing or staining has been
witnessed before, in some specimens from the

same hand, but nothing iu its present state of fin-

ish, though frequent in Europe, has been seen be-

fore in America. From what we perceive of this

improvement in the art, we may rationally expect

the attention of builders and directors of churches,

and other public edifices, to be attracted towards

it—so peculiarly adapted to the solemn and mag-
nificent in architectural beauty and grandeur, as

well as calculated for the more humble but gen-

eral and practical aecommodation of the fanciful

and curious in the minor branches of commerce
and trade.

MACHINE FOR RAISING WATER.
G. Bradley of Newton, Con. has sent us a par-

tial account of a self acting machine, invented by

them for raising water. There is a brook a little

distance from their dwelling house, the bed of

which is 18 feet lower than the sill of their house.

The water of their well would not answer to wash

with, and they were compelled to resort to the

brook, until their necessities became the mother

of invention to them. They have invented a sim-
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pie but durable machine, at a cost not exceeding (cave

ten dollars, which raises water to the amount of

1440 gallons per day. There is no whocl or pump

attached to the machine. They arc fully satisfied

from this experiment, that water may be raised on

the same principle to the height of 50 feet or

more, in large quantities, for the purpose of carry-

ing water wheels of every power—supplying dis-

tilleries, tan-yards, and farms on which there is

no living stream, &c. They have not given a very

.satisfactory description of the machinery, but say

" a fall of 3 feet is necessary in raising the water

10 feet, and in that proportion for a greater or less

distance. Suppose a person has a spring near his

house, he lias only to set up a penstock, throw the

water into the top of it. and then put in.a lead

pipe at the bottom of the penstock, and take it to

your house." They will give further information

'o those who will write them, (post paid.)

JV. H. Register.

.o glasses, so placed that all their foci join in to the fore end of the plough beam, ii

9 physical point. This instrument vitrifies brick of a foot, or even a foot itself, will grea
tile in one second, and molts gold in half a min- (cleat the way for the coulter. But th

in the place

greatly help to

e most ef-

fectual mode for preventing a plough from clog-

—Mr. Disbrow has been employed for
g™S '"

k
t0
»f ,

what ' a

J
allcd a Plou«h dtantr

>
,Q -

n boring a well Cor the Corporation in
'

Ve
,

nte
L
d by Mr J°Seph ^"^ of Pennsylvania, of

; ; and has lately stopped on striking an^ P? » drawi°6 a"d description in the

New IVell.-

some time in

Jacob-street ; ~..,

abundant, spring, at the depth of 125 feet. The
W England Parmer, vol. i. page 107. It con-

water is thought to have peculiar properties, and Zlt ;.*, ^SL^^j^f^ !°_.*? ?}*?*}
has been submitted to a hasty analysis,which gives
a large quantity of muriate of Soda, and a little of
the sulphates of magnesia and soda, muriate of
magnesia, and carbonates of magnesia, lime and
iron. It shows little evidence of uncombined gas •

and the only decided taste it has is something like

beam jii9t before the coulter, with a staff or han-
dle attached to its upper end, so placed as to come
within reach of the ploughman, who by pulling

the handle, turns the piece of timber on the pin,

and causes the lower end to scrape the ground
just before the coulter, and thus remove stubble,

that of tar, the caus-j of which we believe has not
i

we e<V n<1

f'T
ob

,

sla
A

cle
,

6 l\8mooth plowing.

been ascertained. Many thousands persons have
'

already been to the spot to taste the water N.Y.
paper.

cutting wheat and rye stubbles, and raking into

heaps for carting home to the farm yard for litter;

and says " This is a business strangely neglected

CANADIAN, OR. TREE ONION.
This is remarkable for producing a bulb or on-

.on at the top of the stalk.

The stern of this plant is naked and round ;
ami

the leaves are flat and narrow.

These onions are well deserting of attention,

both as objects of curiosity, from producing an on-

ion upou the stalk, and also for their use. When
pickled they are generally thought superior in

flavour to the common onion.

They were originally imported from Canada ;

are perennial, and are propagated by planting the

bulbs in the spring or autumn. Either the bulb?

of the root or those on the stalk will grow.

TO FATTEN FOWL.
At this season of the year, the most economical

method of fattening chickens is to give them curd-

led milk. The practice, as far as we have obser-

ved, is to shut them up in some cool place, and

confine them to sour coagulated milk, with a lit-

tle meal or corn two or three times a week. On
this food they soon become fat. [N. York pap.]

GINGER WINE.
The following recipe for making a pleasant

dinger wine, is recommended from experience.

To 20 gallons of water, add 80 lbs. honey, or

70 lbs. sugar, the former in preference ; boil and

skim as the feculent matter rises ; put the mix-

ture into an open head, and add half an ounce of

finger coarsely ground or bruised, to every gal-

lon of the mixture ; and when cooled, ferment and

proceed as in elder wine, adding to every 10 gal-

lons, when bunging close, one fourth of brandy
;

and if the flavour of the orange is required, pro-

ceed as in currant wine.

BURNING-GLASSES.
These instruments are undoubtedly of very an-

cient origin ; the most celebrated were those of

Archimedes andProclus ; by the former of which

the fleet of Marcellus was destroyed at the distance

of a bow-shot. In modern times, there have been

several inventions of this kind, remarkable for their

large diameter and powerful effects ; the principal

of which are those of Magine, of Sepatala, Setta-

la, and Buffon ; the latter of whom made one that

consisted of 400 mirrors, which reflected all their

rays to one point, and with this he could melt lead

and tin at the distance of 140 feet.

Sir Isaac Newton presented a burning-glass to

the Royal Society, which consisted of seven con-

Cure of Intemperance.—A few doses of Dr.
|

in m03t parts of the kingdom ; but is nevertheless
Chambers' Medicine for intemperance have been i of great importance : the stubble left on the land
administered in this village to individuals who are i

>s not of much advantage as a manure ; it pre-
in the almost constant practice of indulging in the vents the plough from turning in the land with
vile habit of drunkenness. The effect is that a neatness, and a crop does not succeed soon enough
complete reformation has taken place in their to feed on it; but carted into the farm yard it be-
tastes, so that instead of hankering after the hour- comes an excellent manure. Any sort of litter

ly dram, the very smell of spirituous liquor has there is valuable, and serves for the cattle tread-

become offensive. Wo hope it will prove lastino-.
j

ing into the dung. In those parts of the king-

Hcrkimer .American.
|
dom where this use of stubble is common, the

price for cutting and raking into heaps is from 2s.

6d. to 3s. 6d. per acre (1798); a very small ex-

pense compared with the great advantages that

undoubtedly result from it."

3. The mode of burning stubble on the ground
has been heretofore detailed in the New England
Farmer, vol. i. page 413, and vol. iv. page 6. It is

highly recommended, and in many cases is, doubt-

There is a very large manufactory of mill saws
in Philadelphia, at which it is said they are made
one third cheaper than they can be imported, and
so much better that persons, who know the value
of an American saw would give one third more
for it.

The price of poultry in London at present i

enormously high

$2,00 each, and ducks were equally dear. Con
trast this with the price of poultry in this country

i less the most eligible piactice.Young fowls were selling at . T „• , f,

,

, ,

| 4. Letting stubhle remain to waste and decom-
jpose on the field can only be advisable when there

|

is a good bite of grass growing among the stubble

I which you intend shall serve as fall feed for your

I cattle. See further on this subject, N. E. Farmer.
vol. iv. pages 5, 6.

HARVESTING PEASE.
Garden pease are harvested by picking them off

as they ripen ; but field pease must of course be

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, AUGUST 3, 1827.

STUBBLE.
There are four modes of managing stubble land

viz. 1. To plough in the stubble as soon as possi
,

ble after harvest. 2. To cut it up close with a |

harvested all at once. They should be mown be-

scytbe and cart it into the bam yard for manure. i

fore thev beS ,n t0 shdI out
- Tbose among them

3. Burn it on the land without cutting. 4. Let wllich are unrlPe >
will ripen, or at least become

it remain till it wastes away, and is decomposed drv
>
after thev are cut or Pulled U P '

and such

by the course which nature adopts in restoring
j

Pease >
wheD wel1 drled are not unfit for the table,

vegetable and animal substances to their primitive <

thouSh thelr colour ronders them less valuable in

elements. We will speak of each in its turn. j

market. Mr Young says « The stalks and leaves

1. When your land is light and sandy, the stub- of pease being very succulent, they should be

ble of wheat and rye may be ploughed into the
taken S°oi care of ln wet weather

S
the tufts, call-

soil to enrich it. This, together with the weeds ed wads
>
or heaPs '

should be turned or the?^
will be equal to a moderate portion of manure.— recelve damaSe - Tne straw, if well harvested, is

With ploughs of the common kind, however, the:
very?ood fodder for M sorts of catde and for

ploughing in of stubble is difficult and disa°reea-
j

sheeP '
but if it receives much wet, or it the heaps

ble. The plough is apt to choke up, so that it is \

are not turned, rt can be used only to litter the

more than a man can well do to keep it clear.— j

farm yard with.

Ploughs for this work should be much deeper bnilt I

LoudoD observes that « in the early crops, the

than the common ones. And this work might be

greatly facilitated, if a heavy roller were passed

over the stubble, to lay it flat to the ground before

ploughing. When this is doing great care shoold

be taken to pass the roller the same way that the

plough is to go. By means of this, the coulter

will but seldom be clogged with the stubble. If

haulm is hooked up into loose open heaps, which,

as soon as they are perfectly dry, are removed
from the ground and put into stacks for the pur-

pose of being converted to the food of animals, on

which they are said to thrive nearly as well as on
hay. When intended for food for horses, the best

method would seem to be that of having them cut

this rolling be neglected, a small roller annexed

'

int° chaff and mixed with other food."
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CATTLE AND SHEEP IN PASTURES. I be rash to deny ; but generally it is not advisable

.either on account of the sheep, or any alleged ad-

Careful graziers make it a rule, however exten

sive their farms may be, to ride round and see

every beast in every enclosure at least once a

day. Plagued with flies, suffering from thirst or

want of food they are very apt to break through

fences, and commit trespasses, which at this seas-

on are more than commonly injurious on account

of the state of the crops.

FOLDING SHEEP.

Mr Arthur Young says, " in respect to folding

sheep, a very great change has taken place on in

vantage from the manure they make."

We believe that folding, or crowding them to-

gether in close pens may be very injurious to their

health ; and doubt whether, in general, any bene-

fit derived from their manure can compensate for

forcing them in large flocks into comparatively

small yards, pens, or enclosures, especially in warm
j

weather. Still, in our climate, they sometimes re-

1

quire, or at least are the better, for occasional
j

shelter. Sheep are so well clothed by nature that

they rarely if ever suffer from cold, provided they

closed farms in the practice of the best farmers, are kept dry. But foul air and moisture are very

especially in Norfolk. They are now fully con

vinced, that it is an unprofitable practice, except

where the openness of downs and common fields

renders it necessary for the purpose of confine-

ment. The number of sheep that may be kept on

a farm, without folding, is much greater than can

be supported with it. This is a very essential

point. There is a deduction from the farmer's

profit, in the injury done by folding, to both ewe

and limb, which has been estimated, by experi-

enced jadges, at from 2s. Cd. to 4s. per ewe ; so

that a farmer should consider well before he

adopts a practice which, from a multitude of ob-

servations is pronounced unprofitable. Mr Bake-

well used to call it robbing Peter to pay Paul.

" I am perfectly persuaded, that it would have

been impossible for me to have kept on the same

land, nearly such a stock as I have done, if in one

parcel with folding. I do not conceive that the

fields would have carried three-fourths, so manag-

ed. When sheep are kept in numerous parcels it

is not only driving to and from fold that affects

them, but they are, in fact, driving about in a sort

of march all day long, when the strongest have

too great an advantage, and the flock divides into

the head and tail of it, by which means one part

of them must trample the food to be eaten by an-

other. All these points are the very reverse of

their remaining perfectly quiet in small parcels.

" I attended, through the course of a summer,

many gentlemen over my fields, with a view to

examine whether the sheep had seemed to have

rested only on spots, to the too great manuring of

such ; or on the contrary, to have distributed

themselves more equally ; and it was a pleasure

to find, that they seemed generally to have spread

in every part, if not equally, at least nearly so.

—

The improved countenance of several old lays fed

in the same manner convinced me as well as my
bailiff, that the ground had unquestionably been

improved considerably,

Folding in littered yards is described by Dick-

son (Complete Farmer, art. Sheep,) as combining

all the advantages of folding on arable lands with

out any of its disadvantages. By this practice the

sheep are confined in a yard well and regularly

littered with straw, stubble or fern ; by which

means the flock is said to be kept warm and

healthy in a bad season, and at the time a surpris-

ing quantity of manure accumulated. A great

improvement on this method, it is said, would be,

injurious to this animal. The opinion of Mr Law-

rence appears to us to be correct, who says, " To

every farm yard ought to be attached a sheep-

yard or home fold, completely fenced in, and either

totally or in sufficient part surrounded with sheds

composed of any cheap material. The sheds to

be closed up, having windows for the admission of

air, to as great an extent as may be judged neces-

sary, the remaining space to be left open. The

whole to be divided into pens for the needful sep-

aration of the flock. The bottom to be littered,

and I think it is better for the health of the sheep,

that their, manure should be frequently cleared

away, rather than suffered to remain a whole sea-

son as is usually practised. On extensive sheep

farms, there should be as many of these covered

folds, in the most convenient situations, as are ne-

cessary in order to completely secure the whole

flock. The most convenient part of these folds or

enclosures, must ever be reserved for the first

wes expected to lamb ; and thither they must,

after selection, be driven and confined in good

time ; and so on in succession, by which a numer-

ous train of risks and mischiefs may be avoided.

In feeding, the sheep should be divided into lots,

sufficiently small, and properly assorted, as to

strength and condition. In grazing abroad, upon

enclosures, the practice of division into small

flocks of strong and weak, is excellent, and pro-

ductive of numerous advantages unattainable in

the old system.

A very strong argument in favour of usually

permitting sheep to feed at large in pastures, as

well as increasing the numbers of this very useful

animal, may be found in the benefit, which the

soil receives from their being pastured upon it.

—

Mr Young observes (Annals of Agriculture, vol.

xxvii.) that it is the opinion of many eminent far-

mers that nothing recruits poor soils so much as

heartily feeding them with sheep for some years,

provided the sheep are not folded away from the

land, and he himself has practiced upon this prin-

ciple with success. The effects of keeping a very

full stock of sheep upon the land is that they pre-

vent any seed stems from rising to exhaust the

soil, and thereby give to the grass plants, which

they constantly keep pared down and bare by their

close bites, a habit of matting, and spreading their

roots, so as to form a firm turf, and a close growth

of delicate grasses. This, like every other valua-

ble practice may, no doubt, be over-done, particu

A.s there are very few plants which they do no

eat when young, they have a tendency to clear

pasture land of almost all noxious weeds, and en-

courage the exclusive production of grass."

Folding sheep on land for the purpose of pre

paring a particular spot for turnips is a practice

not without its advantages ; and formerly a turnip

yard, in which sheep or neat cattle had been on

closed for a certain number of nights, was an ap

pendage to almost every farm. But it may well

be doubted whether sheep are not more injured by

being crowded together in yards, in a season of

the year, when, if left to themselves, they would

feed principally in the night, than the land or its

owner is benefited by the practice of folding.—

Turnips may, we think, be raised with more econ-

omy, as a second crop, by ploughing and preparing

stubble or grass land, than by the old method.

—

But though sheep should rarely if ever be folded,

we think they should as rarely be destitute of sheds,

as other buildings, in which they may obtain shel-

ter or remain in the open air at their option.

—

Sheep, as.well as animals in general, are the besi

judges of their own wants, and seldom make a

wrong choice when allowed the liberty of choos-

ing.

FOOD FOR CATTLE.
We know of no person in New England, who

has been so successful in that branch of rural

economy which consists in the breeding and rear-

ing of neat cattle as Col. Samuel Jaques, jr. of

Charlestown, Ms. and we think that he has merit-

ed the thanks of the agricultural community for his

liberality and public spirit, in communicating the-

mode by which he has fed his fine stock, with

probably less than half the expense which would

have been incurred in the common methods of

treating the animals. The gentleman who fur

nished us with the receipt has also laid us unde*-

great obligations, and will please to accept our

acknowledgements for the favor.

The following has been used by Col. Jaqu&s
with the best success for feeding cattle,

Take Ruta baga, cut fine, 2 bushels

Wheat bran - . .1 bushel

Powdered oil cake . ^ bushel

English hay, barley straw, ) ~ . , ,

and salt hay, cut, of each, /
s '

Water ... 10 gallons.

Let them be perfectly mixed. Give a bushel oi

the mixture to a cow of the common size every

night and morning, and proportionably to greater

or smaller animals.

Whorlhhtrry Pudding.—We are assured by a

friend to improvement in domestic economy, that

the whortleberry will make a very excellent pud-

ding, when properly mixed with flour and water,
v

and a little salt for seasoning, without the addi

tion of milk, butter, eggs, &c. according to usual

mode of making puddings. The whortleberry

adds a richness to the other ingredients which su-

persedes the necessity of other and more expen

sise materials.

giving the sheep all their food (except their pas-
j larly during a long, hot, and dry summer ; be-

ture) in such yard. cause, such a season, if the land is much over

But even this method of folding sheep, though ! stocked with sheep, they are under the necessity

warmly recommended by some celebrated English
j
of biting so close, that they are apt to destroy the

agriculturists, is condemned by others. The wri- roots of the grass. In other respects, however,

ter of the art. Agriculture in the Supplement to the there is no doubt, that both by the mode of eating,

British Encyclopedia says " that such a method and by their dung, grass lands are greatly meiio-

may be advantageous in particular cases, it would
j
rated by being fully stocked with these animals.

How to subdue the Flag, or Cat's Tail Weed

There arc few weeds which infest our mowing
grounds which are more pestiferous, or are gen-

erally considered more difficult to subdue than the

flagi by some called cat's tail, so common in

swamps and low meadows. A gentleman assures

us however, that by cutting the plants as close to

the ground as possible in June, in warm and dry
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weather they may be subdued. The grass among
which they grow, and which may be cut with

'hem will soon start again, but the flags will be

quite destroyed root as well as top.

Pine Apple Cheeses— The Litchfield Post says

Mr Timothy Collins of Goshen, (Con.) makes 12

pine apple cheeses daily, weighing 7 pounds each,

which will sell for from 12 to 20 cents per pound.

These cheeses are called pine apple cheeses, from

:he great resemblance they bear to that fruit.

—

The processes of pressing and drying arc novel

and interesting. Cheeses of the same kind arc

made at olher dairies in Goshen. ^They possess

no advantage over the common kind, except that

of keeping longer in warm climates.

—

Hamp. Gaz.

For 11 years past, the average proportion of

deaths in Boston has been one in 41 ; New-York
one in 38 ; Baltimore one in 35 ; Philadelphia one

in 32. In New-York one in 5 of the deaths are

by consumption ; in Boston one in 5^.

—

Ibid.

At Ballston the celebration of the 4th was pe
culiarly interesting and appropriate. The revolu

Wool.

tionary veterans of the vicinity were assembled,, ionofUiehaU Jrerthenew JtStei Hou'.t '"JudVl' u>\and proceeded to the battle ground of Gates and I

direction of the Mtc-Englafii Society, will be sold a
Burgoyne. The different spots and positions dis-

!

Iarg,! as5ortn"-rit of American fleece WOOL. Woo:pots and posit

tingtiished by the most remarkable events and
scenes of that memorable campaign, were visited

growers and others, who vmh to benefit by IhU favour
able opportunity for disposing of their Wool, are inform~«.*o „, u.« «mni campaign, were Visited ed, that we are prepared to receire it anVtime nrerfand brought to the recollection of the spectators I ous to the 17th of A gu5t, at which timMhecau^u'

by the recitals of these living witnesses and actors
J

wi" be closed. COOUUGE, POOR k uy KD Auc'r,
of the day. Bmltm. July 27, 18S7.

_ For sale at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 rUortL
A new Catholic Church was opened at Opelou- Mark tt street, two of Pope's improved hand or horse

sas, Louisiana, on the 10th ult. About 1000 per- :

Pow" Threshing Machines. Satisfactory proof of the

sons were present. The church is calculated to $%&£* Tab'ove"
MaChi"e ""y '* bid °r

contain between 1 and 2000. This is a further vTi i nr _, m : —
proof of the growth of the country-which will be f^SXTSfSSM:^^ <
great and happy, ,f people will restrain ^M&^Qtttt+S&JS.
passions, and not suffer themselves to be excited ish, White Mulberry, 13 varieties of Turnip, Girkii
to violence for imaginary or small evils.

,

or P'ckling Cucumber, Sec. with a new assortment
ornamental flower seeds.

The late Mr. Windham was at a country ses- —ca.-.-i..,.. /—75—»7 7~,—

;

r-^: —
I

Subscribers to the JVeic England Farmer are in

Defeat and Butchery of the Greeks.

Paris papers contain melancholy tidings concern

;ng the poor Greeks—two thousand five hundred

of whom had been put to the sword ! The Com-
mercial Advertiser says

—

" The Greeks, it seems, had assembled 10,000

men for the relief of Athens. Four thousand had

marched in the direction of Asomato, at the north

of the Pyreus, for the purpose of attacking the

Turks in the rear, who occupied a fortified posi-

ion among the olive groves, while the other troops

were to attack them in front. On the 4th, Karias-

kaki commenced the attack on the Turks and was
killed, with 300 of his men. On the 6th an en-

gagement took place between the Turks and those

Greeks who had effected a landing from the fleet.

Two thousand men, sent by Redschid Pacha, at-

tacked them, and the defeat and slaughter of the

Greeks was horrid. Out of 22 Philhellenists, 18

were killed. The total loss of the Greeks in kill-

ed was 2,500 men. Lord Cochrane with difficulty

succeeded in taking on board the fleet the rem-

nant of the Army, and General Church in rallying

Lis troops, narrowly escaped being made prisoner.

The expedition is said to have been well planned,

and the defeat is attributed to the superiority of

the Turkish cavalry. The Greeks, however, tho'

defeated with great loss, still continued their ef-

forts for the preservation of Athens. At the re-

ceipt of the last intelligence, General Church still

kept possession of the heights of Phalermo with

3000 men, and on the 16th of May, that is ten

days after the defeat, the Acropolis held out. On
the 13th, Lord Cochrane was scouring the Archi-

pelago in search of reinforcements.

The garrison of St. Spiridion, manned by a few

hundred Turks, had been taken by the Greeks,

who massacred their infidel foes. This movement
so incensed Redschid Pacha, that he caused all

the Greeks in his power to be beheaded. On the

25th of April, it is stated, upwards of 2000 Greek
women and children were massacred !

A fine corvette, of 18 guns, built at Marseilles

for the Pacha of Egypt, was said to have been

captured by a Greek brig.

Nearly all the national vessels at Toulon, France
were preparing for sea with the greatest expedi-

tion. Various rumours were afloat on the sub-

ject-

sions at which applications were made by six per-
\
forn, cd lhat th can ,, ave^sons for licenses to preach. Out of the s.x, four . bound and leUL, - -

differed in their mode of spelling " Jj

the Gospel," and not one of them was correct -l this^ Subscribers u-ho began after" the )Of the her wo, one could read, but not write
;

\ volume C0!nmenced can be supplied ,oith The debut the other « preacher of the word » could nei-
\fieienl BUm4e„.

PP

bound and lettered at 75 cents, tohieh is as cheatThe last
J

differed in their mode of spelling "Minister of , they can be done in this cilyLby sending thZTc
as correct— /;„•„ „/)?,.„ <j„i„,,„-fc„„ ...i.. .._ ~

6 „ .

ther road nor write. On admitting this fact, one
of the magistrates asked, in amazement how he
could " preach the word," without the facility of
some little reading ? " Very well," was tho reply

;

" Mother can read, and I can 'spound."—Dublin
Morning Register.

The Haverhill Gazette states that two enterpris-
ing individuals of that town have purchased a

new steam engine, and are now preparing a boat
to run as a regular packet on the Alernmack, be-
tween Haverhill and Newburyport. The boat will

probably be in readiness for passengers in all

next month.

The Newburyport Herald states that the boats
which have returned to that port from mackerel

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

fishing have not landed fish enough to pay their, GRAIN, Ry
outfits. The fish are said to be very scarce in the

Bay this season.

Patterson, a manufacturing town in New Jer-

sey, contains 6236 inhabitants. 1453 persons are

emP
oo
y
,°in ,^f

faCt°nes
'
Wh0Se annUal vvages OIL,

J

Weed", Phil, and Northern
are 221,000 dollars.

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - .

pearl do. - - - .

DEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new.
CHEESE, new milk, - - . .

'

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX.
FLAX SEED
FLOUP,, Baltimore. Howard St

Genesee, ...
Rye, best, ...
Corn - - -

Barley - - -

Oats - - . -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new,
HOPS. No 1, Inspection
LIME,

IfROlM I TO

I
none

80 00' 82 SO

j

92 00- 95 00
bush 1 50 1 75

9 25' 9 50
8 12 8 37

6 75 7 25
12 15

8 10
3 6

bbl.

lb.

PLAISTER PARIS

A jury in England has returned a verdict of
fORK, Bone Middlings

manslaughter against the Engineer of a steamboat

:

navy, rne^s, o.

for the bursting of the boiler, by which a person I SEEDS Herd'* G
*'

got scalded to death.

A Leap.—We hear that some rude, unfeeling boys,
a few days since, took a Dog and threw him into the
rapids of the Niagara river, just abore the Falls, and
that the poor animal, in despite ofhis exertions, was
precipitated over the stupendous precipice : when
strange to record, the Dog was discovered in the tumb-
ling flood, by the ferryman, pulling for the shore ; up-
on reaching which he was found to have sustained only
a slight injury on one ofhis legs. [Black Rock Gaz.|

A letter from an American gentleman in Paris, says
that Mr Warden, former consul of the U. S. has met
with a book, 100 years old, which contains a theory of
the earth similar to that of captain Symmes.

retails at

new.

It is reported that the venerable Charles Carroll, the
only surviver of the Signers of the Declaration of In-
dependence, has given $70,000 towards the Maryland
and Ohio Rail Road. The Rail Road Scrip is at 100
per cent advance.

.<? communication from Smithfield, R. I. tcill ap-
pear next week.

Clover
WOOL, Merino, full blood,wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & ^ do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROriSIOJY MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, ......
BUTTER, keg £ tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - -

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIDER, (according to quality)

boat

bid.

bush

lb.

cask

al.

ten.

bbl.

bush
lb.

90
5 50
4 50

70
62

35

Sj

1 oo|

2 75
13 0O| 14 60
10 75 11 50
10 50 11 00
1 50 1 75

1 0C
5 6i

4 IS

none
75
65

1 00
37
10

15

1 10

78

3 00

bbl. I 2 oe

IC

45
25
34

30

25
37

30
32

10

9

20
16

20
15

80
75
50

-1 0?
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SPANISH PROVERBS.

Every body must live by his own labor.

It is better to be alone than in bad company.

Hawksworth, was written ny ner nusuou.. ~... A widow's child is generally spoiled by the love

Hawksworth, and is, we think, a model of this spe-
of h

.

g mother
cics of composition.

j Guardians & administrators generally live well,

BgTelu^TEpitaph oil the death of Mrs

written by her husband ur.

„ TT^o, „.«-ForonRTH but are frequently deficient in their accounts

THE DEATH OP MRS HAW KSWORTH. but a J J
.

f^ tQ ,ON
BY HER HUSBAND.

Whoe'er, like me, with boding anguish brings

His heart's whole treasure to fair Bristol's springs

;

Whoe'er, like me, to sooth disease and pain,

Shall pour these salutary streams in vain ;

Condemn'd like me to hear the faint reply,

To mark the flushing cheek, the sinking eye,

From the chill brow to wipe the damps of death,

And watch with dumb despair each shortening breath.

If chance direct him to this artless line,

Let the sad mourner know, his pangs were mine.

Ordained to lose the partner of my breast,

Whose beauty warm'd me, and whose virtue blest

;

Form'd every tie that bids the soul to prove

Her duty friendship, and that friendship, love ;

But yet, remembering that the parting sigh

Ordained the just to slumber—not to die j

The falling tear I check'd and kiss'd the rod,

And not to earth resign'd her—but to God.

We must take pains

thing

expect to get any

a place now importing the chief part even of the,

kitchen vegetables, quantities of pork were ship-

ped for Boston. In 1690 the first whale was taken

from the beach and a new direction given to the

pursuits of the inhabitants. The right whale was

a visitant of the coast in the spring. He could not

but attract the attention of adventurers and daring

men. On the Cape they had already commenced

pursuing this game, and the people here became

, must car- 1 eager to share in the toil, the danger, and the

j ,„^o. v,i= nlnnb profits of the pursuit. At the time above stated,
rv a dog under ms clodK. r r

. .

The devil lies in a covetous man's chest. one Paddach came to this place, and the business

It is sound policy to suffer all extremities, rath- commenced from the south side of the island, on

•i i o Wo s,.tmn the broad Atlantic. On the beach, where the
er than do a base action. '

.

Many drops make a shower ; light grains make waves have rolled unnoticed by the whaleman for

1 'almost a century, was all the activity and bustlo
a heavy purse. , , • , *

Do not sign any writing which you have not! consequent upon landing, in a single day, some-

read, nor drink any water which you have not , times no less than eight fish It is curious to see

i how these fish departed farther and farther from

hall find the lie left in
j

the coast, and how the fishing, in consequence,

has expanded from the shores of this little spot to

MONEY DIGGERS.
Digging for money hid in the earth is a very

common thing, and in this state it is even consid-

ered an honourable and profitable employment.

—

We could name, if we pleased, at least five hun-

dred respectable men, who do, in tbe simplicity

and sincerity of their hearts, verily believe that

immense treasures lie concealed in the Green

Mountains, many of whom have been industriously

and perseveringly engaged in digging it up.—

Some of them have succeeded even beyond their

expectations. One gentleman in Parkstown, on

the summit of the mountain, after digging with

unyielding confidence and unabating diligence for

ten or twelve years, found a sufficient quantity of

money to build him a commodious house for his

own convenience, and to fill it with comforts for

the weary traveller. On stopping lately to re-

fresh, we were delighted by the view of an an-

chor, on the sign, emblematical of his hope of suc-

cess, while we left him industriously digging for

more. Another gentleman on lake Champlain, we
were credibly informed, has actually dug up the

enormous sum of fifty thousand dollars! The in-

seen.

He that sells and lies,

his purse.

Old reckonings make new quarrels.

Short reckonings make long friends.

What we learn in our infancy remains forever.

A regular diet cures more people than physic.

Patience, application, and courage, overcome

all difficulties.

Water drinkers are never drunk or never run

in debt.

The first wife sweeps, the second is a lady.
'!

. .. ,' , , A„„ ,_ „i j
:
work more, advance his own comfort and reputa-

There is no better looking-glass than an old
\

™
J ... . ., ,

v
. ,men. i= «" ">=^ = ss

j
tion, and the happiness of his family. A bar-book

friend.

Manure the earth well and work it, and you

will obtain a good harvest.

The happiness of a wife, and the cultivation

a vine depend on the care of a man.
-X ii * i „j j„ ™t r,„t in ennn who takes his frequent drams, his slings, his gall
People who take out, and do not put in, soon P- '

. j? ' »
,

v
, . bursters, his phlegm-cutters, his anti-fogmatics

find the bottom.

The best catch at dice is not to play.

Giving alms never empties the purse.

Children tell in the streets what they hoar at

home.
Not to see a workman is the loss of one's money.

He that has no bread to spare must not keep a

dog.

the North Atlantic ocean, in spite of obstructions

which it seems strange were ever overcome.

—

Nantucket Journal.

" .Vo Trust,"—This should be the motto in

every bar-room. If well observed, it would be for

the advantage both of the landlord and the cus-

tomer. The landlord, would sell less, but get

more money ; the customer would drink less,

is the ruin of thousands. It affords so great fa-

cility for a man to get rum when his peckets are

f empty, that he will take but little pains to fill

them by industrious habits. Besides, the man

his eleven-o'clocks and his four-o'clocks, is not

aware what an enormous bill he is running up :

and if he were required to launch the ready four

pence for every glass, would often look twice at

the money, before he allowed it to escape his

fingers. [Berkshire American.]

Immortality—Bautru, in presenting a poet to
Plouo-h deep, and you will reap abundance ot „, ,,„ " ,, , , . * _. T

- ? r
i iuu b u uccH , j»» v M. d'Hemery, addressed him, Sir, I present to you

a person who will give you immortality ; but you
must give him something to live upon in the mean
time.

A secret between two is God's secret ; a secret

between three is every body's.

Love is shown by kind actions, and not by fair

speeches At the Jersey Glass works near N. York, stair,-

Tt is better to go round the stream than drown ed and marble glass is manufactured. Coloring

credulous and unbelieving may stare at this as- 1 in crossing. and ornamenting the common window wlass,' is

sertion, but it is nevertheless true : and we do not The best work a mother can do, is to take care
,
beautifully done.

hesitate to declare our belief that digging for of her children.
j

— '-*'"'"
?

money is the most certain way for obtaining it.— Nothing great can be effected wihout trouble Saxony Sheep.

Much, however, depends on the skilful use of the
j

and labour,

genuine mineral rod. Don't dig too deep, is an

appropriate maxim with all those who are versed

in the art. Wood's Iron Plough, skilfully guided,

is sure to break the enchantment, and turn up the

glittering dust in every furrow. Countless treas-

ures yet remain in the earth. Speed the plough

—

ply the hoe— 'twill all come to light.

—

Montpelitr,

Vt. Watchman

.

'< o'ciock P. M.
I at Brighton near Boston, will be sold by public au<--

jYantuckct.—Perhaps there is not a community }
ion - a choice stock of about 100 Saxony Rams, just

A little world A lew twigs, full of sap, were
placed in a small quantity of water for several

days, until a part of the sap became incorporated

with the water. A drop of this water was put on

the head of a large pin, and by the solar micro

scope it was found to contain more than 30,000 j
first settlers were not only able to produce food

living creatures !

—

Matthews on Sound. enough for their own consumption,* but that from

in the world which has grown up to the magni

tude of the town of Nantucket under such singu

lar and untoward circumstances. This island was

settled in 1639. The first civiliv.ed inhabitant was

Thomas Macy, who fled from the spirit of persecu-

tion, which would have inflicted its barbarous pun-

ishment upon him for protecting against' the man-

dates of .the puritans, a defenceless Quaker. It

was then inhabited by Indians The whites clear-

ed the land and devoted themselves to agricul-

ture, and it can hardly now be received with full

credit, that such was the fertility of the soil, the

imported in tbe brig Comet, Capt. Meef, from Ham-
burg.

These sheep were selected from the purest Wood in

the kingdom, and will be found at least, tquai in poiu*

of fineness of fleece and symmetry of form to any b.< re

tofore imported. The sale will be perfectly free and
unlimited.

Samples of the wco 1 from different parts of each an-
imal may be seen at Mo. 46 Central street, or M the

office of the auctioneers, at any time previous to (he

sale. COOI.IDGE, POOR ic HEAD.

The Farmf.r is published every Friday, at $3.00
per .lanum, or $2,50 if paid inadrance.
Gentlemen who procure Jive responsible subscriber.",

are entitled to a.si.rth volume gratis.
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AGRICULTURE.
[by the editor.]

worms i.n the head of sheep.

A sort of fly which naturalists call Oestrus Ovis,

hbout this time in the year, attacks sheep, and de-

posits its eggs in the nostrils of those animals

urodiicing worms, which frequently destroy them.

A friend has assured us that the following is an

infallible preventive of any bad effects from

that insect. Smear the nostrils of the sheep with

tar ; npp'y it before the fly makes its appearance,

and continue the application till its departure.

The tar should be applied two or three times a

week, or often enough to keep the nose continu-

ally blackened with that substance. Perhaps if

the tar were placed under cover, so that the sheep

could have access to it, and mixed with a little fine

salt, the sheep would make the requisite applica-

tion. The tar will prove useful not only as an an-

tidote against the troublesome and dangerous in-

sect above referred to, but is an excellent remedy

against cough, rot, and consumption of the lungs.

It promotes and confirms the health of the animal,

and would be useful to sheep, in a high degree if

the Oestrus Ovis were not in existence.

EARLY ONIONS.

Mr. James Smith, an English Gardener, in the

Transactions of the London Horticultural Society,

gives the following " directions for forcing on-

ions to produce bulbs in clusters at an early sea-

son." He sows the seed in April, thickly in a

bed, and docs not afterwards thin the plants which

come up ; this causes them to remain small ; a

part of them are used for pickling, and the re-

mainder being about the size of walnuts are plant-

t3d in January or February [as soon as the frost

will permit in this country] pressing each onion

into the earth so deep as to just cover it. As soon

as the seed stalks appear he breaks them off, and

ind instead of making any effort to form new
ones, the onions begin to form young bulbs round

the old ones. By this process onions may be ob-

tained two or three inches in circumference, fit

for the kitchen early in Spring, at a time when
spring sown onions are not larger than quills.

—

Onions thus thrown into clusters will be full

grown by the end of June, and fit to take up then,

but they do not keep well."

A process similar to the above is familiar to A-
merican gardeners ; and is thus alluded to in

Deane's New England Farmer. "If onions fail to

have good bottoms the first year, and chance to

escape rotting till spring ; they may perhaps get

them by being transplanted. Even an onion that

is partly rotten will produce two, three, or four

good ones, if the seed steins be taken off as soon

as they appear. They ripen earlier than young
ones, have the name of rare-ripef, and will sell at

a higher price.

GOURDS AND POMPIONS.

A writer for Loudon's Magazine says "that a Mr
Grey plants Gourds and Pompions in the paths

hetween asparagus beds, and lets the vines run

over them ; and he considers that the large leaves

do good to the asparagus roots by protecting them
from the sun, while the tall stems of the aspar-

gus afford a shelter to the leaves of the gourds.

Last summer's (1824) drought, had burned up, on
his gravelly soil, the cabbages, peas, turnips &c.
by the begining of August, and had he not been
provided with gourds as a substitute, the family

(Dust have had recourse to market. The servants

disliked them at first, but soon came to like them
better than summer cabbage. He therefore re-

commends, especially where the soil is liable to

be burnt up in summer, planting the vegetable

marrow and other Cucurbitacea? [plants of the

melon and gourd species] as a reserve crop.

Mr Loudon adds in a note that " the tender tops

of ail the edible species of cucurbitacea;, boiled

as greens or spinage, are a more delicate vegeta-

ble than the fruit. It must be worth something to

gardeners and cooks to know that either or both

may be used for this purpose, when scarcely any-
thing else can be got."

The following Receipt was communicated to

John Prince, Esq. by Francis Winkley, a

member of the Religious Society denominated
Shakers, of Canterbury, N.Hampshire. It was
published in the 2d vol. of the N. E. Farmer, but
is now repeated for the benefit of recent subscri-

bers.

AN EASY METHOD TO MAKE GOOD SOAP.

The vats or vessels containing it are to be si-

t"- > I .a the rays of the sun ; and at the 6amc
time sheitered from the rain.

To one barrel of good lye sufliciently strong to

bear up an egg- about six gallons of clean melted
grease, and thus in proportion for any other quan-
tity.* Stir the mixture well together, and re-
peat the operation twice daily, till it becomes so
thick and stiff as to render stirring impracticable.
Let it stand in this situation through the summer;
or till needed for use, adding a little weak lye oc-
casionally as the soap dries away.

With due respect, your friend,

FRANCIS WINKLEY.

* Or add as much grease as the lye will absorb,
or eat up.

FOOT ROT IN SHEEP.

A friend informs us that this disease is very
prevalent among flocks of sheep in many parts of
the country. In the New England Farmer vol.
v. page 233 we gave some remarks on this disease,
translated from a letter received by Mr Thomas
Searle, of Boston from a correspondent at Leip-
zig. The following is an extract : " Cut away
with a sharp Surgeon's knife not only superfluous
hoof, but also all the diseased flesh under it

This may be distinguished from the healthy flesh
by its greyish colour. Being well satisfied that
nothing unsound remains in the foot, I then ap-
ply with a brush to tbe fresh wound some caustic
liquor and immediately place the patient in a sep
arate clean stable.

" It is surprising to see animals thus treated
who were yesterday hobbling about on their

knees, spring up to day and run about with the

flock.

" It is necessary, however, to examine the con-
valescent daily, and repeat the liquid application,
and if any excessive heat is discovered in a foot
it proves that the fin t operation has not succeeded
and a second cutting must take place without de-
lay.

" The caustic remedies which I hnve found most
effectual, are diluted oil of vitrol and aqua cceru-
lea. The latter in the state in which it is found
at the apothecaries without any addition. The
oil of vitriol I mix with three times its quantity of
water or for cases cf McR long standing with some
thing more.

Mr R. H. Parkinson's receipt for the cure of Foo'.

Rot.
A speedy and easy remedy for both prevention

and cure. To prevent it, take lime from the kiln
spread it on the floor of a barn two or three in-
ches thick, or in some convenient house, large
enough to hold the flock likely to oe affected,
first cleansing the feet by paring the superfluous,
hoof,and with a sponge or old rag dipped in cham-
ber lye, wash the foot clean, then let the sheep
stand on the lime six or seven hours, if twelve the
better. The cure, the same as above, but the
parts affected, after paring and being washed with
chamber lye, should have lime applied to the
quick or wounded parts, rubbing it on, and leavina
as much on the hollow or fore part as it will con-
tain then let the sheep stand on the lime as direc-
ted above.

FATTEN. ITS SwrNE, &C.
We are informed by Jadge Peters of Pennsylva

nia, formerly President of the Philadelphia Agri
cultural Society, in a communication which ap-
peared in the Philadelphia American Daily Adver
tiser, that " sour food is the most grateful and ali-

mentary to swine. One gallon of sour wash goes
farther than two of sweet. I mean tbe wash acid-
ulated to the degree required for distillation, not
acetous.

"Dry rotten wood" [kept constantly iu styes for
fatting hogs to eat at pleasure] is a good thing

;

but I will take the liberty to mention what I think
a better, we have three blacksmiths in this town

;

and my hogs eat up all the ashes or cinders they
make ; we haul it into the pens by cart loads, and
the hogs will devour this at times with more avid-
ity than their ordinary food.

Charcoal it has been said will answer a similar
if not more valuable purpose than either cinders
or rotten wood." If swine are supplied with a
small quantity of coals, (according to a statement
by an Ohio farmer,) say two pieces a day to each,
about the size of an hen's egg, they will discon-
tinue rooting, remain more quiet and fatten faster
than they will otherwise. Charcoal will operate
on the human frame as a cathartic, and, probably
may have the same effect on the animal we are
treating of. If so it may supersede the necessity
of using brimstone, antimony and other drugs with.

which hogs are often dosed. At any rate" it will
cost but little to give them a constant access to
coals, which may be sifted T>r raked from youT fire

place, and they will be induced by instinct to con-
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3ume such quantities as will promote their health

and expedite their fattening.

When you first commence fattening your swine

care should be used not to give them more than

they will cat with an appetite. If they become

gorged or cloyed their thriving is retarded, and

there is danger from staggers, and other diseases

consequeut upon repletion or the h'igh living, to

which these four footed epicures are addicted.

The practice in Scotland is to rear swine chiefly

on raw potatoes, and to fatten them on these roots

boiled or. prepared by steam, with a mixture of

oats, barley or bean and pease meal. Their

troughs should be often replenished with a small

quantity of food at a time and kept always clean

and seasoned occasionally with salt. Mr Mar
shali,an eminent English agriculturist s?ys " young
pigs require ivarm meat [food] to make them grow.

Corn (grain) and cold water will make them
healthy ; but warm beverage is considered as re-

quisite to a quick growth." The same writer men-

tions another mode of managing swine, which may

The acorns here recommended are probably

those of the English oak. In the United States,

the acorns of the white oak, and of the shrub oak

would, perhaps, prove most valuable as food for

swine. It might be well to try them, not only raw

but steamed or boiled, and likewise ground into

meal, and given with as well as without other mix-

tures.

Soaking corn for swine is no doubt a useful

practice
;

grinding it still better. If a wash or

mixture for swine be permitted to ferment till it

becomes sweet with a little acid it will be the bet-

ter ; but it should not be suffered to become quite

sour. Malting corn or suffering it to sprout in-

creases its sweetness, and of course its nutritive

power.

ON THE TRANSPORTATION OP FISH
FROM SALT TO FRESH WATER.

An interesting article on this subject, by J.

M'Culloch, M. D. F. R. S. &c. was published in

the Journal of the Royal Institution, London, and

be worth attention. Some English farmers, he
j

republished in " The Boston Journal of Philosophy

saya, " keep two or three little store pigs in the! and the Arts, vol. iii. page 31. The following

fatting stye. While the fatting hogs are taking

their repast, the little ones wait behind them ; and

as soon as their betters are served, lick out the

troughs.

" Besides the advantage of having by this ex-

pedient no waste, nor foul troughs, there is anoth-

er. The large pigs rise alertly to their food, lest

the small ones should forestall them ; and fill

themselves the fuller, knowing that they have it

not again to go to.

" The disadvantage of this practice is, I under-

stand, the large ones are apt to lord it too much

over the little ones ; especially in a confined stye.

If however they had a separate apartment assign-

ed them with an entrance too small or the fatting

swine to follow them, this disadvantage would be

in a great measure remedied.

An English farmer fattened 8 pigs in the follow-

ing manner, which may be recommended in cases

where a constant and regular attention cannot be

given to feeding the animals. He placed two

troughs in the stye : one he filled with raw pota-

toes, the other with peas, and gave no water.

—

When the pigs were thirsty they ate the potatoes.

In this way, it is probable, that the animals could

not only do without water, but likewise needed no

brimstone, antimony, nor other medical substances,

abridged view of the contents of this important

paper, will, we believe give most of the material

facts relating to its objects.

The writer alludes to a former communication

on the transportation of fish from salt to fresh

water, and says a " Mr. Arnold, who has carried

on these experiments, at my wish, with great zeal,

has suceeeded in adding many more to the list
;

and, both in respect to the physical fact, and to

the question of economy, the success has been

far greater than any one was willing to believe.

" It is certain that the flavour of every fish

which has yet been tried has been improved, and

I can vouch for the superiority of the basse, the

mullet, the loache, the alewive and the sole, from

the pond, to those from the sea. This might be

expected, for it is what happens notedly with re-

spect to oysters.

" The sole becomes twice as thick as a fish of

the same size from the sea, and its skin also be-

comes extremely dark or nearly black.

"The plaise also increases materially in thick-

ness, and loses its spots. In some cases, it ap-

peared three times as thick as in the sea. The
basse also turns much thicker and improves in

delicacy.

The mullet almost ceases to grow in length,

for raw potatoes are cooling and drastic; and
j

but enlarges in breadth, and presents a much

might serve at once for food and physic. Instead deeper layer of tat.

of peas probably dry Indian corn, or what would

be still better dry Indian meal might be substitut-

ed

Crabs and prawns have found their own way
into the pond, as have leaches, and some other

small fish ; and while formerly, there were none

Rubbing and currying the hides of fatting bogs o'tl'e former two, the water is now absolutely

is not only grateful to them, but conducive to their ,

swarming with them. Thus also, apparently, the

health and thriftiness. In every stye a strong

post should be placed for them to rub against.

—

They should have plenty of litter, which will be

the means not only of contributing to their com-

fort, but increasing the most valuable manure.

The Complete Farmer says " when hogs are

fattened entirely on acorns, chesnuts, and other

productions of the forest, the flesh will eat much
better and sweeter than if fatted in a stye. Some
indeed say their fat will not be so solid nor so

profitable, and therefore they commonly shut them

up a week or ten days and feed them with dry

peas ; but this is a mistake ; experience having

shown that hogs, fatted with acorns only, haiie thtir

fat as solid as those fatted with pens."

s have multiplied ; as it is now easy to take a

cart load at once, where formerly a dozen or two

was a large capture.

" Oxygen is much more easily disengaged from

fresh than from salt water. Consequently, the

act of respiration ought to be easier in the former

than in the latter ; and therefore it is not to be

presumed, as it has been, that sea-fish cannot re-

spire in fresh water.

The writer adds the " Prospectus of a plan for

preserving and rearing fish for the London mark-

et," from which the following are extracts :

« From various observations and experiments,

of which evidence is subjoined, it has been found

that sea-fish will live and thrive, atjd also breed

in ponds and enclosures ; and with regard to

many, it also appears that it is indifferent whethei

the water is salt or fresh, or brackish, or alter

nately fresh and salt.

" It is also found that they may be fed in such

inclosures, if necessary, as our domestic animals

are ; but that if sufficient numbers and kinds arc-

placed together, they feed each other without re

quiring further care.

" It is further observed that every, or almost

every species, improve in flavour and quality, as

oysters are known to do, under transportation.

" It is well known that, of all the fish brought

to market, a very small proportion is in good con

dition, the rest being apparently ill fed ; and

hence the number of bad fish so well known to

fish-mongers.
" It is much better known that, from bad weather,

or other causes, the supply of the market is very

irregular. Thus the public surfer when the supply

is short, and the merchant when there is a glut.

" The proposed plan, if executed, would bring

the fish within our own power to be taken alive

when wanted, and from being better fed, in great

er perfection, and more uniformly good. It would

be like taking stalled oxen instead of wild Scotch

cattle.

'i The plan is, to enclose, in any convenient

part of the Thames (since the quality of the water

is proved to bo indifferentj a space sufficient for

the purpose. A dock, or an excavation in the

nature of one would be unnecessary, as the water

itself, in many places not navigable might be en-

closed by a palisade. In this the fish would be

received from the fishermen, by means of well-

boats alive. Those which chanced to die would

become the food of others. Many would breed,

as they have been' found to do, and thus also pro-

duce food. But they might also be fed by mean?

of butcher's offal, or other matters easily procured

in a great city, as was the practice with the an-

cient Romans. F.om the enclosure, the fish would

be taken by nets, the kinds in demand and the

quantity selected, and the bad returned for inv

provement.
" With respect to fresh waters, we have evi-

dence of the power of keeping and improving fish

in them from the practice of the ancient Romans.

From the testimony of Columella, and the othor

writers, " de Re Rustics," [on Rural Economy] it

was the practice of the Roman farmers, in the

earliest days of the Republic, to go down to the

sea and bring up the spawn of sea fish to the

fresh waters of Rome, where they multiplied and

improved. It was a branch of farming. It be-

came the amusement and luxury of the rich and

great in the times of Imperial Rome.
" Lastly, this plan has been recently put to the

test under the direction of the writer of this note

in Guernsey, by Mr. Arnold. In a pond of about

four acres only, many sea fish are now thriving,

and all those which have had sufficient time have

propagated ; all have improved in quality and

many very remarkably. This pond was at first

worthless, containing only a few eels ; at present

it produces a large rent, and can supply the mark-

et, when the weather prevents the boats from

going out. It is remarkable also, that since the

introduction of the sea fish, the eels have multi-

plied a thousand fold, so as themselves to form a

considerable revenue. This proves that fish may
be fed merely by bringing different kinds together,

as is the case in nature..
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A scientific friend of ours, who has recently re-

turned from a journey from Boston to the interior

parts of New-Hampshire, informs us that the

disk, h sea water fish, has been introduced into

Winnipissiogee Lake; and is now quite frequently

aught by angling-.— Editor N. E. Farmer.

water

has been

RIPENING GRAPES.

sential food without which they could not exist I thrive better in salt-marshes than ir freah...any constable number for any length ofLeadow., o, uplan^l's an i

'

time much less be brought to furmsh us with the conjectured, that the herbs produced by th.nost.mport.nt articles of cothing, and some of .' „oar the sea, are more heathy for Lrbace"
,'

he most important parts of food
;
meat, milk, but- animals, than such as grow on higher lands Buttor, and cheese. Woo. and leather, with all the i, is said, that the saline partTcle °wkh which !he

,

concomitant advantages, such as labour, manure
; earth, as well as its produce near the sea i'

It is stated" "in the" Transacts of the London I tl'use^ cattle *„„!«" £ S^llf^ if ''T
' T"^ imP r<*nate()

-
°™™°™ thi. beneficial

Horticultural Society, that Mr. Thomas Fleet- ,tion of th" nor^n^ ff r fl .
" *e CuItl-

1

cha»f« ^ tne conditton of cattle : ae these salt,
I

vat on of th.-perennial grasses.
I purge away the foul humours which the beast*

I he nutritive powers of the different species of have contracted, either by idleness, or by beino-
grasses are found to be m direct proportion to over-heated in labour. As cattle are naturally

brings each branch into a perpendicular position I Z'SS extrSS'
m

.

Ucil^ i " 0,,3
>
a, "m '-

!

^ of salt and if left at their liberty, will take

iq^Te^wmAM^itiBixtLdtj.^L^lSMl^^^ aahne matters wh.ch no more of ,t than what is conducive to their

in the wall, carefully confining the young
i Thoro ,' ,„„ -,„ „ ... health, it is recommended to lay common sea-salt

with the bunch thereon as close to th!
|

,
? "Vn odnee lZZ , ?

"" *" \"!
thc Mds - ^ '"^ to lick as often as they

... »,. ,. ... ., .
neight ot produce at the same period of the season, n case

lossible. I'i.\ed m this way, they ripen a ,.„„„„-„„„, i„ „„„,„„]„ „ _ ., ,. ,
. '

F"-" c -

consequently scarcely a month occurs which is —

—

not the season of some particular species attain-

1

BIGNONIA CATALPA.
ing its perfection of growth ; and here it may be ' This is a native deciduous tree of the United
observed, that a grass-garden, where a number of States, covered with a smooth brown bark ; the
grasses are arranged side by side, illustrate this nowers are produced in large branching pinna-

dron, and appears to belong to the family of Sa-
\

'important part in the economy of grasses in a ;

cles
>
towards the ends of the branches

; they are

potese, grows on rocky declivities on the northern j

c ' ear ancl interesting manner. It is from this
;

of-dark white, with a few purple spots, and faint

Andes. Its leaves are large, oblong, thin, dry, I

property of the natural grasses, connected with a stri pes of yellow on their inside. The flowers

and coriaceous. •' Its thick ligneous roots scarce- 1
combination of a considerable number of different 21? succeeded by long taper pods, containing seeds

ly enter the rock ; for several months in

rain scarcely waters its fan-shaped leave

branches appear dry and dead. But when an in- °f these over artificial pastures of such as are

wood, of Dunnington near Alcester, hastens the (

maturity of grapes on open walls by the following

method. Before the vines are out of flower, he
;

to a nail in the wall, carefully confining the young
branch

wall as possible. Fixed in this way, they ripen

month earlier than when left to hang in the usual

iva y-

THE COW TREE.
This tree, which has been named Galactoden-

viceable in the asthma. Poultry are very fond ot
the seeds, and thrive on them. The timber of
the catalpa tree, makes very durable fence posts

in the year ,

species, which are always found in the most rich
j

The branches dye wool a kind of cinnamon color

aves. The
t

aml fattening pastures, that the great superiority Thu.vberg mentions that the Japanese lay the

fhen an in- 1

of these over artificial pastures of such as are leaves on parts of the body affected with pains;

cision is made in the trunk, a sweet and nutritious '

formed of one or two species only, chiefly arises ;

anc* ™.** a decoction of the pods is esteemed ser

milk runs from it. It is at sun-rise that the vege-
j

an(1 hence it is that the former, whether formed

table liquid runs most abundantly. Then the na- "v nature in the course of many years, or by art

lives and negroes are seen to come from all parts '
'" one (by sowing the seed of all the essential

provided with vessels to receive the milk, which I
species, or by stocking the soil at once with a

becomes yellow, and thickens at the surface, sufficiency of these plants, precluding thereby the

This vegetable milk possesses all the physical pro- introduction of species of grasses or weeds) are

perties of the milk of animals, only it is a little productive of a perpetual verdure and supply of

thicker, and mixes easily with water. When fresh herbage unknown in artificial pastures,

boiled it does not coagulate, but a thick yellow ,'consisting of one or two species of plants only.

pellicle is formed on the surface. Acids do not
j

:

—

—
form with this milk any coagnlum as with that of REMARKS ON NEAT CATTLE.
the cow."

—

Humboldt, Voyage aux Regions Equi-\ by mr Marshall.
noxiales du JVouvcau Continent, lib. v. chap. 16.

j

1. The head small and clean, to lessen the
i). 263 and 26L

j

quantity of offal. 2. The neck thin and clean, to

THE GRASSES.
lighten the fore-end, as well as to lessen the col-

Bii Mr George Sinclair. 'i„. „„j i.„ ;. «, i i ... .J " Jar; and make it fit close and easy to tiie animal
It has been justly observed by James Edward '

in WOrk. 3. The carcass large, the chest deep,
Smith, in his English Flora, that the grasses af-

j

and the bosom broad, with the ribs standing out
ford more sustenance to man and to the larger

;

full from the spine ; to give strength of frame
animals than all the rest of the vegetable kingdom and constitution, and to allow sufficient room for
puttogether.their herbage so perpetually springing,; the intestines within the ribs. 4. The shoulders
and so tenacious of life, accommodated in one in-

j should be light of bone, and round off at the lower
stance or other to almost every climate, soil and

j

po int, that the collar may be easy, but broad, to

SALES OF MANUFACTURES.
The third semi-annual Sales of Manufactures of

the United States, under the patronage of the
New-England Society, commenced Tuesday last
in the spacious Halls over the City Market. The
Exhibitions were very numerous and splendid, and
purchasers apparently filled up all the places not
occupied by lots of Goods. Of the company were
many Gentlemen from New-York and other pla-
ces. The sales of yesterday were principally of
Cabinet Furniture, looking glasses, elegant time
pieces, hats and other articles. The sales of cot-
ton, woollen and other dry goods took place on
Wednesday last. The samples, although not so
heavy as on former occasions, are, we are told, of
finer fabrick, and greater variety.

—

Centind.

RAIL ROAD.
The Commissioners of the proposed Westen.

found among them. They constitute one of the

most perfect natural orders of plants,and although

humble, and until lately, overlooked by the gen-

eral observer, consist of upwards of a thousand

perfectly distinct species, distinguished from each

other by their specific botanical characters, by

the difference which exists in the proportions of

the constituents of the nutritive matter afforded

by each, by the different periods at which their

produce attain to perfection, and by the peculiar

soils and situations to which the different species

are adapted.

The farinaceous seeds of the annual grasses

supply man with the staff of life, and the herbage
of the perennial species afford to the more valua-

ble domestic animals that constant supply of es-

ought to be wide and level throughout ; the quar-
ters long ; the thighs thin, and standing narrow
at the round bone ; the udder large when full,

but thin and loose when empty, to hold the great-
er quantity of milk ; with large dug-veins to fill

it, and long elastic teats for drawing it off with
greater ease. 6. The legs (below the knee and
hock) straight, and of a middle length; their bones,
in general, light and clean from fleshiness, but
with joints and sinews of a moderate size, for the
purposes of strength and activity. 7. The flesh

ought to be mellow in the state of fleshiness, and
firm in the state of fatness. 8. The hide mellow,
and of a middle thickness, though, in our author's

opinion, this is a point not yet well determined.

Cattle, as well as horses, have been observed to

ay—besides which
the descent is regular from W. to Boston, and the
downward transportation may be two to one of the
upward. The citizens on the route assist the Com-
missioners all in their power, and have the most
liberal views, and the Commissioners devote eve
ry moment to the discharge of their duties.

One of the Committees on the proposed Hoo
sack Canal has reported that four towns on the
river transport 3098 tons annually.

—

Palladium.

History of Louisiana.—The New Orleans Mer-
cantile Advertiser contains a favourable notice of
Martin's History of Louisiana, the first volume of

which is lately published. This volume brings
the history of that territory down to the period

when it was taken possession of by Spain, ir 1769
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LUCERNE.
(Continued from page 32.)

Of the preparation of the landfor Lucerne.

At whatever season you sow, the land ought to

be rendered very fine by ploughing and harrow-

in", because all seeds buried under clods will

never sprout. If you harrow after each plough-

ing, the labour will be less. It is not possible to

prescribe the number of ploughings, because

much depends on the nature of the soil. The na-

ture of the Lucerne root points out the necessity

of deep ploughing. The duration and the good-

ness of a field of Lucerne depend in a great mea-

sure, upon the success of the first year ; if the

seeds do not come up well, if they are sown too

thin, weeds will obtain the lead over the grass.

Ifyou sow Lucerne in the Spring, two fall plough-

ings will much facilitate your deep ploughing in

the Spring ; besides, the earth is admirably divid-

ed by the winter frosts. Winter is an excellent

labourer. After the last ploughing, if the fur-

rows are deep, you must harrow before sowing.

Then sow, and harrow ; first with the teeth of the

harrow down, then with the flat side of the har-

row, and so alternately till the seeds are well

covered, and it would be well to attach a bush

harrow to the harrow with teeth. [In general,

these directions do not differ from our usual course

in sowing clover and other grass seeds, and the

same treatment which is adapted to clover will be

proper for Lucerne, except that the ploughing

should be as deep as possible.]

—

Editors.

Of the care requiredfor Lucerne fields.

When the soil is adapted to the plant, and it has

come up well, it requires no care. This remark

does not agree wth the assertions of authors, who

prescribe weeding as necessary to success ; a pre-

caution useless, an expense superfluous, if the

Lucerne has not been sown too thin. I had

scarcely, says the Abbe Rozier, chosen Languedoc

as the place of my retreat, than I began to sow

Lucerne, and full of the ideas I had before ac-

quired, I caused my fields of Lucerne to be re-

gularly weeded. The peasants smiled at my
care and solicitude. I asked them the reason of

their ridicule,—the Lucerne, said they, will do

more for itself, than you can do for it ; let it alone,

it will kill the weeds without your help. For this

rime they were right ; the part of the field which

was not weeded, was the next year as good as

that which had been. After that, I was not so

ready to throw away my money for nothing. The
Abbe occupies some pages with the destructive

affects of an insect, a Scarabseus, something like

our rose bug, upon fields of Lucerne, but as we
may never be visited with that scourge, we shall

omit his remarks on this subject for the present.

Of the different crops of Lucerne [in the same
season.]

If you give credit to the assertion of an Eng-

lish writer, Mr. Hall, in other respects a writer of

great merit, the southern parts of France have the

advantage of making even seven crops a year.

Unhappily for them it is not true, be the seasons

ever so favorable, even when you have water at

command and can water your fields at pleasure.

If you cut the plant before it is in full flower, you

obtain only a watery plant of little substance, and

which loses three fourths of its weight in drying.

ft would, besides, afford but little nourishment.

Supposing that the crop should be cut from the

beginning to the middle of April, is it possible

that the Lucerne should have time to flower seven

times in the same season ? It is rare, that we can

have more than five crops. The ordinary number

in the provinces!, of which Mr. Hall speaks, is four

crops. If the season shall have been favourable it

is a fine and rich product. No field yields numeri-

cally so much as a good Lucerne field. It is a

clear and net revenue for ten years, which demands

no culture, no advance except that of preparing

the land for the crop at first; the cost of seed,

and the wages of the mowers. One thiid of an

acre, or 400 square toises of Lucerne field, are

usually let for one hundred and fifty livres, or

thirty dollars a year ! Happy the proprietor, who
has much land fitted for Lucerne.

Many persons affirm that Lucerne will succeed

in any soil ; if this assertion was as true, as it

certainly is false, a great part of Provence and

Languedoc would be covered with Lucerne, be-

cause natural meadows are very scarce in these

provinces for want of water, but experience has

proved, most decisively, that Lucerne requires a

deep soil,not clayey.neither too stiffnor too sandy.

In the central provinces of France, Lucerne is

cut three times in ordinary years, and four times

in favorable ones ; and from two or three times in

the northern provinces. It is a general rule that

Lucerne should not be cut except when in flower
;

before that state, it is generally too watery, and

its juices crude ; after that period, it becomes

too dry and too woody. Cattle should not be suf-

fered to feed on Lucerne fields after the last cut-

ting, nor during winter, when the ground is soft.

The heads of the plants yield to the hoofs of the

cattle, and injure the grass essentially. It is use-

ful to pass a harrow over a field of Lucerne in

the spring, and the crop will amply repay the ex-

pense of it. Lucerne should be cut in a cool dry

time, and tended as rapidly as possible. Rains,

—

frequent rains while making are very injurious to

this grass. Let it be cut under circumstances

ever so favorable, and be perfectly dry, it- must

not be carried in with the dew upon it, nor moved

in the very heat of the day, because, in that case

it is very apt to lose its leaves, which are the best

part. For this reason it should be stirred as little

as possible in the middle of the day. Great care

should be taken that the hay should be well cured,

otherwise it is apt to heat, and even take fire.

The first cutting of Lucerne in any season is the

least valuable, because it is apt to be mixed with

other grasses or plants. The second is the best;

the third is usually very good also, but in the

fourth and later crops, the juices of the plant are

not so rich, and of course are less nutritive.

Of the means of renewing the vigor and groivth of
Lucerne Fields.

Lucerne fields will wear out in time, but you
may retard its period of decline by different

treatment and manures. The first, which is the

most prompt, convenient and cheap, is to feed

your sheep upon it after the last cutting, and even

during winter.

Mr. Meyer proposed in 1768, to employ Gypsum
or plaster of Paris to revive and recruit old Lu-
cerne fields, and communicated to the osconomical

society of Berne, the several experiments he had

made. These experiments were repeated by Mr.

Kirchburger with care, and the following were
the results :

1. That a quantity of calcined plaster, equal in

measure, to the quantity of oats which would bt

required to sow any piece of land, is sufficient to

.Manure it.

2. That gypsum succeeds better on Lucerne
fields which arc rich, than on those which ant

poor and sandy.

3. That it produces a greater effect the first

than the second year.

4. That it is less active in a moist soil than in

a dry one.

5. If you sow the plaster as soon as it is possi-

ble in Spring, the first crop will feel the effect.-,

of it.

Mr. the Abbe Rozier adds " I acknowledge ac

cording to my own experience, that plaster is very-

beneficial for Lucerne fields which begin to de
cline ; that it facilitates in a great degree the

growth of the large clover ; that it is very useful

in meadows covered with moss."

The Abbe proceeds to recommend air-slacked

lime, which he prefers to plaster. He notices
;

and approves a suggestion of the celebrated Du-
hamel, that when a Lucerne field becomes par-

tially disfurnished by the death of some plants, to

supply their place by laying the branches of the

adjoining ones, which will take root ; but it seems
to us that a simpler course, which we have long
since adopted with clover is preferable, which is.

every spring to run over the field with a hnrrow,
and throw in fresh seeds in the bare spots.

Of the value of Lucerne as Food.

Lucerne loses some of its value in proportion

to its distance from its native soil ; that is to say.

it is not so nourishing, because its juices are more
watery when grown in northern countries. Not-
withstanding this no fodder can be compared to

it in point of quality ; none keeps animals in so
high a state of flesh ; none augments or increases
the quantity of milk so much as Lucerne. These
praises in all respects merited, require however
some qualifications. Lucerne is heating to ani-

mals, and if you do not moderate the quantity

in the hot season of the year, and especially ir.

Southern provinces, horned cattle will become
diseased. If you trust your labourers, they are
so proud of seeing their cattle fat, that they stuff

them with this food, and are unwilling to believe

that it can be the cause of disease. I know but
one mode of preventing the waste of Lucerne by
your servants, and labourers, snd that is to mix it

in equal parts with straw, not in layers, but con-
fusedly and generally mixed. The straw contracts

the smell and flavour of the Lucerne ; the animals
eat it with pleasure, and are never injured by it.

Lucerne given green to horned cattle or horses,

is apt to purge them ; for which reason it is a
rule never to give it till it has been cut 24 hours.

Care also is taken to give it in small quantities at

a time, lest they should be hoven. This is not pe-

culiar to Lucerne. The same effects are produced
by green wheat, oats, &c. All pasturage which
is too succulent is dangerous. In case this acci-

dent of being hoven should occur, an expedient

which I have tried has never failed, (says the Abbe
Rosier) which is to make them swallow an ounce
of nitre (salt petre) in a glass of brandy, to empty
the bowels of the animal, and to make him run.

(To be concluded next week.)

Every thing respecting the Thames Tunnel is

proceeding favourably.
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WOOL. times—The Chinese ploughs are simple, and I 'hem for the purchase, remarked in his character-
The following is from a person long resident in

,

some of them are drawn by women. >
stic manner : " Gentlemen, it is not merely these

Sussex, (Kng.) :—So great an effect has the most! The ancient Greek plough, described by Hesi-
1 boilers and these vats that I am selling you, but

'rifling change of soil or herbage on the growth od, consisted of three parts—along block sharpen-
j the polenlialUi/ of acquiring wealth beyond the

of wool, that, on two farms adjoining each other ed at the point
;
a draught pole attached oblique- dreams of avarice." English paper. 1

>iii the South Downs of Sussex, there is annually ly to the upper part of the block, and extending —
a difference in the value of their respective to the yoke ; and a plough tail to direct the im- CULTURE OF SILK,

growths of from 3s. to is. per tod, even though plement, fastened in like manner, and extended In a part of New England where the silk worrr,

the ewes from which it was shorn should have I

back. A plough of a similar construction is now •
•l|as been an object of attention for a longer timt

been originally equally good as to breed and staple, i
used in Sicily. The plough of the modern Greeks

|

tnan in m06t Parts o{ the country, the little Ger-

The experiment has, he intimates, been tried for , has a crooked share, shaped like the claw of an I

man settlement on Ebenezer creek, in Georgia, ex-

several succeeding years, by the occupants of the 'anchor; it is only a continuation of the sloping
j

cepted, some new modes of cultivating the mul-

farras alluded to having exchanged, each year, i handle, which is large and strong. The most |

berry are introduced. I am informed that several

fifty ewes of the same age and quality, and the

effect ascertained by the wool of one of the par-

cels of ewes invariably degenerating. Nor is'this.

lie signifies, the only instance of the kind he has

witnessed. Thin chalky land, covered with a fine-

textured turf, interspersed with wild thyme, small

wild clover and eyebright, is that, he subjoins,

which produces the finest wool. It is, indeed, a !
P°le. The Romans did not plough their lands in

well known fact, that wool always becomes coarse, i

beds or ridges, as we do ; but the cattle always

Uiough increased in weight, from sheep being fed return in the same furrow. The plough common-
on strong land. Hence it is that a Southdown

:

ly used had no mould-board, and this may be re-

ewe produces a fleece full a third heavier, though ;

marked of the ploughs of most ancient, and some
much coarser, the year she is fattened, than any modern nations Hamp. Gaz.

one that preceded it.

A LONDON BREWERY.
[

An idea of the immense extent to which the

ancient plough used by the Romans, was of the |

of tne " sce(1 farmers" sow their seeds broad-cast

simplest form. In the days of Virgil this imple-

1

like turnips, in the spring, and in the following

ment had become more complicated and efficient. season CIJ t the plants with a scythe as soon as the

They had ploughs with and without mould-boards; worms begin to eat out of the cocoons. This mow-
with and without coulters; with and without in3 is

.

regularly prosecuted,overy morning in the

wheels ; with broad aud narrow pointed shares, |

quantities wanted, and unless the season is one of

The beam was fastened to the yoke, like our cart- severe drought, the fields will be cut twice o>

thrice before the worms be^in to wind up.

The advantages stated of this mode are these:

1. The leaves are gathered with less labour and
expense, being cut and taken together like hay or

grain.

2. The leaves are larger and more tender than
on the grown tree, and the worms eat with more
appetite and produce more silk.

3. The time of gathering the supply is so shor.
that the leaves are got with the morning dew up-
on them, which is deemed by practical men, to be

THE PLOUGH
This instrument has held the first place among

J

brewing of porter is carried on in London, may
he implements of agriculture in all ages. Noah

j

be formed from the following description of Bar-

'•ultivated the vine and made wine immediately clay's brewery. If any private concern in Eng-
|

an essential advantage,

after the flood, but it is supposed that grain was land, or in the world, is entitled to the epithet of 4. More worms can be supported from a given

first cultivated on the banks of the Nile, in Egypt, fastness, this is one. It covers about eight acres space of ground, and the mulberries are ready af-

The invention of the plough must have been near- 'of ground, and manufactured last year 351,474 Her one season, instead of waiting several years

ly coeval with the rising of grain. "The first barrels, of 36 gallons each. The buildings which
j

f° r the formation of an orchard,

plough," says Jahn, in his Biblical Archaeology, ! contain the vats themselves, are enormous. The) My informant who took pains to make minute
•' was nothing more than the stout limb of a tree,

j

largest of the latter contains each 4,000 barrels,

from which projected another shortened and poin- The average number ofvaJsis nearly 100. A
ted limb. The further end of the long branch I steam-engine of 22 hcr?e power is employed in

was fastened to the yoke, and a handle was ad- driving the machinery, and about two hundred
ded by which the plough might be guided." Mr men are engaged in the various works of the es-

Loudon says the plough originally used was of tablishment : it is supposed that the number of
* he pick kind, and he gives a figure of one on an

|

persons dependent upon it without doors, in the
uncicnt medal dug up at Syracuse, which resem-

j

sale and transportation of the beer, is three or four

inquiries on the spot, stated in one instance where
the worms tended by one young woman, supplied
with leaves in the mode described,"produced silk

to the value of §400 in one season.—.V Y. Times

When an animal has eat too much green herb-
age, it ferments in the stomach and produces car-

i bonic acid gas, which occasions bloating. To de-

les a pick-«xe. The letter A (alpha) is suppos- j thousand. The three coppers in winch the beer \%?L
tMs '^ ^a^ the animal swallow a spoon-

d to have its shape from the plough ; in the most is boiled, hold each 150 barrels. p
'
°f™n,ac ™*^ ™th S^ of water.-

rp ' r ., ,. , •
Perhaps a dose of l\-e would do is well.

J v.-euty-five gentlemen once dined in one of
these coppers, after which, fifty of the workmen

[

undent form of the Greek A, one branch (the

beam) is twice as long as the other (the share.)

—

Another ancient plough figured by Mr Loudon is

in the form of a sharp toed-boot the holder (a fe-

male) has one hand on the top of the boot and a
beam is inserted a little above the instep. The
instrument, now used for ploughing by the na-

Simon Leroy, of Mexico, Oswego county has in
ot in and regaled themselves. One hundred and ( vented a machine for mortising carriage hubs.

ninety pounds of beef-stakes, were thus consumed bedstead posts, table legs, chair pillars, &c. &c
in one day, in this novel kind of dining room
The tuns in which the beer ferments, hold 1,400

barrels each. The carbonic acid in one of them
:ions of the east, is similar to those of the ancients, i

stood about three and a half feet above the liquor,

Mr Loudon remarks, that the state of agriculture land poured over the side in a continued stream,
and other arts, and of machinery, in the eastern

j

A candle is instantly extinguished on being placed
countries was sot materially different in the time
of Moses, 3400 years ago, from what it is in the
same countries at the present day. In Persia the
lower part of the plough is a long wedge-shaped
thing, and the beam and handle are inserted in

the top of this block ; in some districts the driver
stands on the wedge or share. In Hindostan the
ploughs are of the thick shape and are but little

better than pointed sticks. The figures of some
of them resemble the brush scythe of the Ameri-
can farmer, the blade being used for a share, and
the handle for a beam—they are guided by a
piece of wood attached to the beam near the share.
The Hindoo ploughs merely scratch the earth,
and to accomplish the work of pulverization, the
plough repeats the operation from five to fifteen

near the outer edge of this receptacle, and on
holding one's face near it, a sharp pungent sen-
sation is felt in the mouth and face, not unlike
that produced by ardent spirits. An immersion
of a few moments would be fatal.

One hundred and sixty horses are kept on the

It is small, costs §20 and with it a boy of 14 years
can do as much work in a dav as six men without

THE CROPS.
The crops to the distance of twenty miles around

us, wear a most flattering appearance, and promise
an overflowing harvest. Providence in its benefi-

cence gives every assurance of an ample compen-
sation being made for the dearth of the last year.

Halifax A'ova Scoiicn,

Pear Trees.—During the two last vears the
premises, for the purpose chiefly of transporting pear trees were affected with a disease, which
the materials to and from different parts of the withered their foliage, suspended the circulation
city. A finer collection of animals employed in through the branches, and left the marks of death
one concern, perhaps is no where to be seen.

| and decay to attest its destructive power. Many
Phis is, upon the whole, I believe, the largest

j

attemots at explanation were made. One distin-
brewery in London. It formerly belonged to guished agriculturist attributed the blight to the
lhrale, the friend of Dr. Johnson, who, as execu- operation of an insect preyina on the heart. Oth-
torto the estate, sold the establishment to its ers considered it as the result of a suspension of
present owners. One of the latter informed a circulation occasioned by the extraordinary drv-
tr.end of mine, that the Doctor, in treating with I ness of the season. It has recently b-~n at'ribu'*
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fed to the exhausted condition of the tree, follow-

1

OATS. I Origin of Diseases.—« I tell you honestly what

W rapid growth or abundant production of fruit. Great complaint, we learn, has been made in the I think is the cause of the complicated maladie?

That the latter cannot be the correct account of eastern part of the state of the failure of the crop of the human race
;

it is their gormandizing ant!
*'-

stuffing and stimulating those organs (the diges-

tive) to an excess, thereby producing nervous dis

orders and irritation. The state of their minds i?

another grand cause ; the fidgetting and discon

tenting yourself about that which can"t be helped:

passions of all hinds—malignant passions, and

worldly cares, pressing upon the mind, disturb

the brain, and do a great deal of harm."

le source of that evil, so destructive to the or- of oats by blight. We are happy to say, that the

chard, is evident from the fact, that trees which farmers in this neighbourhood appear to be more

have never produced fruit are sorely afflicted, and highly favoured. We are informed by some of

those whose grovith has been slow, are miserably them, that their oats arc as high as their shoulders

withered, while others, whose branches have been and as thick as they can well stand together

—

ient with the weight of the delicious harvests, in- Nor is this goodly prospect likely to end in mere

uccessive seasons, flourish in health and vigorous Istraw. On the contrary, as far as our inquiries

eshness. To whatever cause the origin of the
|
and observations have extended, we have reason

ivil is to be attributed, there seems no doubt ex-

isting of the measures to be adopted to check its

progress, if net work its cure. All writers agree,

that the pruning knife must he used on the affect-

ed parts, with unsparing hand, and, the dis-

eased branches cut off as soon as possible. The

operation, where the blight has fastened itself

irmly, is one of melancholy effect on the beauty

nd symmetry of the tree, and rendered more dan-

erous from the season when the wounds it oc-

lsions are exposed to the burning sun of sum-

.er : but the preservation of the life of the tree

nay well be procured by the sacrifice of fair pro-

portions and goodly shape.— Worcester JEgis.

Novel .Application of Electricity, or New way to

pay Old Debts.—A certain physician who possess-

ed a powerful Electrical Machine, discovered a

sheriff making rapid strides towards his house ;

and suspecting from circumstances that he had

some designs on his personal liberties, the worthy

M. D. made prej-arations accordingly to wnrd off

the anticipated attack. Attaching a conductor

(from his electrical apparatus) to the knocker on

the front of the door, he then charged the machine

to a very high degree, and waited the result.

—

to believe that this species of grain, hereabouts,

will turn out remarkably plump and heavy.

A failure in the crop of oats in a given section

of the country is, perhaps, more severely felt than

that of any other grain, because each section is

accustomed to depend on itself for supplies, and

not on importations, as of other kinds of grain.

—

Vast quantities of oats are consumed annually at

the livery stables, at taverns, and by stage proprf*

etors ; and it is thought that no other grain could

be substituted for them, which would be equally

convenient in its use, and equally healthy and

pleasant for horses. It is estimated that the seve-

ral lines of stages, which run from Boston to Al-

bany alone, consume 100,000 bushels of oats in a

year. The farmer never wants a market for this

kind of grain, and there is no other crop which he

is so certain of turning into cash.

—

Berk. Amer.

" Lord Erskine," says Dr. E. Clarke, " told me
that Burke's manner was sometimes bad ;

' it was
like that of an Irish chairman.'' ' Once,' said he.

' I was so tired of hearing him in debate upon the

India bill, that, not liking he should see me leave

the House of Commons while be was speaking,

I crept along under the benches, and got out, and

went to the Isle of Wight. Afterwards that very

speech of his was published, and I found it to be

so extremely beautiful, that I actually wore it in-

to pieces by reading it.'
"

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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Terrapin.—There is now in the possession of

Mr Seth Swift a large terrapin, taken from an

island in the Pacific Ocean, and brought to this

place by the ship Alexander. It is so powerful,

that, bearing a man weighing 250 pounds, it mov-

es without the least apparent difficulty. The
terrapin is a curious animal. None are more fa-

The steps which ascended to the front door had
j

miliar with its habits and history, or have derived.

an elevation of fourteen feet. Clothed in all the
j

greater advantages from it as food, than the

whalemen. It has often been known to live a

year without aliment, and even then to be luxu-
importance of the law, the sheriff ascended, and

with a firm grasp siezed the fatal knocker. In-

stantly he found himself at the bottom of the

steps. After having recovered in some measure

from a blow given by an invisible power, and hav-

ing collected his scattering writs and executions,

together with his senses, ho made a second at-

tempt, wondering at this strange manner of pay-

debts. Meanwhile the doctor had charged

rious food Several islands of the Pacific abound

with it, and the fishermen, after having been con-

fined to their homely and monotonous food, have

enjoyed in a high degree the meat of the terrapin

GARDENING.

The love of gardening is so natural to man, as

to be common to children, and the enjoyments of
a garden so congenial to our ideas of happiness

as to be desired by men of all ranks and profes-

sions, who toil hard in cities, hoping, with Cowley,
one day to retire to a " small house and large gar-

den." The cares of a garden are a source of

agreeable domestic recreation, and especially to

the female sex ; to the valetudinarian they are a

source of health, and to age a source of interest :

for it has been remarked of a taste for g-ardeninn-.

that, unlike other tastes, it remains with us to the
latest period, and increases rather than diminish

the faithful conductor. No sooner had the sheriff
j

which epicures would " delight to honor." Lux

again dared to touch the fatal knocker, than he uries pall upon the taste, but the terrapin is an

found himself twelve feet nearer the centre of the
j
exception. Never can the terrapin, although ser-

earth a second time. Remembering the old adage,
|
ved up day after day for months, be rejected.

A statement appears in the last National Intel

ligencer of the health of Washington, the Capi
Hundreds have often been taken on board a sin-

'; to) of the United States, compared with Balti-
gle ship, (in some instances weighing aton each,)

| morei Philadelphia, New-York, and Boston ; by
and daily been served up to the erew—a luxury

) which it appears t |]at Washington is a very healthy
city. The deaths there are said to he one in fifty.

" beware of the third time," ho immediately quit-

ted the premises, leaving the doctor in full pos-

session of the " castle" he had so well defended.

Fall River Monitor.

[Nantucket paper.]

The Harvest.—Our farmers this season have

been blest with plentiful crops of every kind of

grain and grass, and all we believe have been suc-

cessful in housing and stacking it without injury

in the least. So bonntiful a display of the good-

ness of Him who ruleth over all, calls for united

thanksgivings; and whilst other nations are pining

Bunker-Hill Monument.—As much progress is

now making with this great National work as a

due regard to its firm and proper construction will

admit." The base is completed, and the laying of

the first course now occupies the attention of the i in misery and want, plenty sheds her stores abroad

architect, Mr. James S. Savage. The base we over our land, and abundnnce is every where the

believe is forty feet square, and is from fifteen to i reward of industry.

—

Penn. Gaz.

twenty feet within the earth. At the surface it TTTTT
~

about 24 feet square. In the centre a circular Effect, of Ardent Spint Two persons near

aperture ,s left from the first course of the base |

Red River, in Louisiana lately made a bet wh.ch

which is to extend to the top. Between the wall should drink the greatest quantity of ardent

around the aperture and the outer wall, the stairs -P«nt. A gallon of whiskey was procured, and

are to. ascend in a circular form.

[Bunker-Hill Aurora.]
I was gone

1 they both commenced, drinking by turns the con

I tents of a tumbler. The gallon in a few minutes

and the person who proposed the bet

A new light House 13 about to be built at Buffa-
j

went for more ; but on his return found the other

lo—a lighthouse on Lake Erie !
' lifeless.

while in Boston they are one in forty-one-

NewrYork, one in thirty-seven— in Philadelphia,

one in thirty-two ; and and in Baltimore, one in

thirty-eight.

From the 1st of Jan. to the 1st of Aug. 1827
10194 passengers arrived at New-York by water
15,000 arrived at Quebec—and probably 5000
at other northern ports—making over 30,000 emi-

grants to America in six months.

Thames Tunnel. A meeting of the share-hold-

ers of this institution was held, at the Londoi
Tavern, on the 1'Jth of June, when a report was
read from Mr Brunei lo the Directors, on the sub-

ject of the late accident. This contained a state-

ment in detail of the difficulties, which had at-

tended the undertaking, but expressed strong con

fidence in eventual success.

A company of merchants at Natches, Miss, has

offered premiums of $50 for the best sample piece

of Cotton Bagging ; $25 for the best pair of blan-

kets, and $25 for the best of Denim for negro
clothing.
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St. Andrew's, on the use and abuse of Chnrcli and they can be done in this city—by sending them to
College Endowments, is appearing in Mr C. I this office. Subscribers who began after the last
Chalmers' Journal of Useful Knowledge, and that volume commenced can be svpplnd with the de-
the first article was published in the number ftcirnt numbers.
for June. i

•

Sutton Chasm—In the town of Sutton, in Wor-
'

Church arid College endowments.—It gives us
j

Subscribers to the Mew England Farmer are in-
tester county, is an immense chasm in the rocks, I great pleasure to learn, that a series of articles forced thai they can have their volumes neatly hall
•illed " Purgatory." It is half a mile in length, Irani the pen of Dr Chalmers of the University of, bound and lettered at 75 cents w ich is as cheap as

from 75 to 100 feet in width, and the distance '

w

i'roui top to bottom is 114 feet. A great number
of apertures open in the bottom, by which one

may descend to a still greater depth.

The vast walls on either side of the chasm are

composed of solid granite, and on one of the high-

est points is a single rock which is estimated to

weigh 500 tons. This rock corresponds with one

on the opposite side, the two faces sliowing that

they were once united, as do the faces of the per-

pendicular walls generally. There is granite

enough hero to build a city as large as Boston
;

and the- distance to the Blackstonc canal is only

lour miles. Ice is usually found in the chasm in
J

all seasons of the year. The Worcester _<Egis

gives a particular description of this natural curi-

osity.—Hampshire Gaz.

Horse Ralte.

!
Tor sale at (lie Agricultural Warehouse,

One nf fire's patent revolving Ilorte Rake;
One of Willis's patent Side Hill Ploughs, an excellent
implement.

Sunderland Cave.—A remarkable cave in Mount
Toby, about three miles northeast of Sunderland

village, has been described by President Dwight,

and Professor Hitchcock. It extends quite through

:he mountain, and is G5 feet in depth, 13 rods in

length, and from two to twenty feet in breadth.

—

It is formed by two vast rocks of pudding stone,

which seem to have been originally uuited. At
the top is an aperture called the window. Near
the cave is a fissure 10 feet wide, 45 deep, and

130 long—Ibid.

Good Beginning.—By an act passed the last

session of the Assembly it is provided that the

militia of Connecticut shall not be required to

perform regimental or battalion duty oftener than

once in two years.

—

Hartford paper.

In the list of letters remaining in the post office

at Cincinnati, (Ohio) we find the following ;
" Ber-

nard M'Nelly, care of Robert Davis, 25 miles from

Cincinnati, Jersey settlement

—

or elsewhere.

Authorship of Junius.—A correspondent of the!
Morning Chronicle writes, " A noble duke,
whose archives at Stowe this difficult problem has
been at length solved, will greatly gratify the
public by an early and authentic communication

'

Yellow Locust Seed,—Turnip Seed, (fc.

of the documents which now place it beyond doubt; For s*'e at the New England Farmer office, a few
and the communication will further instruct manv

'

b
,
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or pickling Cucumber, tc. with a new assortment o!and the weakness ol slight circumstantial evi- 1 ornamental flower seeds.
deuce.

For sale at the New England Farmer Office
No. 52 North Market Street.

A trading expedition, comprising 105 men nnd '

i\o. aa i\ortti war
53 wagons left Missouri in April last for New

j

Lucerne or French Clover seed—Red or Dutc
1 ho line of their march extended for at; Clover—White Honysuckle Clover, and other

This is stated to be the largest ex-
; Grasses White Onion Seed.

Mexico.

least 1 mile

pedition that ever traversed this route. With every variety of GARDEN SEEDS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Sir—I would thank you to publish in your paper the follow,
nig notice. In June 1845 Joel Farnham took out a patent for a
( yhndcr Grater Cider Mill. I am now credibly informed that a
man by the name of Constance H.Wicks,who lived in the neigh-
borhood, had frequently seen the above mill in operation,
and has lately taken out a patent for one on the same princi-
ple, and has now employed agents to dispose of rights in the
different New England States. The undersigned thinks it prop-'
cr to give this public notice, as he is interested with the paten-
tee, so as to prevent innocent people from purchasing the right
nt said \\ icks, or Ins agents, thereby subjecting themselves to
a '«w

.

su "'
.„ JOEL FARNHAM, Jr.

bditors will please give this an insertion and serve tire cause
ot the public.

Neio York, August 14, 1827.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

ADVERTISEMENT.
Joel Farnham's Improved Cider Mill.— \ mill on this plan of

I lull size is 4 feet by 2 1-2. The cylinder is lb inches diameter
and 9 inches long, the periphery fixed uiili points of iron or
steel, placed in a spiral form, projecting 3-lGlhs of an inch,

,, wr , j • t*t -it. placed 2-3ds ofone eighth of an i.:cii 'Vom enrh oihpr ilip^o
« Knowledge IS wealth.— In a neighboring coun- being 17 rows around faifl block or cylinder, and 43 teet'h In a

ty, i few days since, a man sold his horse to a ro "'
:

tlie lc(;th may be 4d brads. The cylinder is put in mo-
stranger and received $45 in Jersey city bills

Had he been a subscriber for. either of the news-
papers printed under his nose he would have
learnt from it, in season, that this bank had broke
He has since subscribed, and paid in advance like

a man."

A black man, who attempted to get into Mr
Alexander Muirhead's Store at Cheraw, So. Ca
down the chimney, stuck so fast in the flue that

they were obliged to pull the chimney down to

extricate him.

We understand that Mr James Colburn of Dra-
cut, has invented a composition which renders
Shingles incombustible and much more durable.

Many buildings in his neighborhood have already
been covered with them. The price of the com-
position and putting on is only nine cents a yard,
and the shingles have a fine slate colour.

Caution to Farmers.—Mr David Merwin of Or-
ange, last week lost seven fine sheep, by their

getting into a field from which a crop of rye had
been removed. These sheep died in consequence,
as it is supposed, of feeding upon the grain which
had shelled upon the field in harvesting.

St. Giles's Church in London, has now an illu-

minated dial ; the clock, by its own revolution,

fights itself as soon as the sun sets, and extin-
guishes the- same when the sun rises.

; and by

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, 1st sort. - - -

pearl do. ....
BEANS, white,
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. I. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, ...
Rve, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Corn - ...
Barley - ...
Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new,
HOI'S, No 1, Inspection

lion by a whirl and band
This mill without the power cost from 10 to 12 dolls

giving it 500 revolutions per minute it will grind or gone horse power sixty bushels of apples per hour ; with two ,

horses double the quantity. The apples ore grated very fine !

''ME,
without breakiug the seed's.

J
OIL, L

There was rising of two thousand barrels of cider made in I PLAISTER PARIS retails at
one of these mills last year, without expending one cent for re- 1 PORK, Bone Middlings, new,

navy, mess, do.

OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

pairs. Agents will shortly be out in the slate'of Massachusetts
to sell out the rights of towns, counties, &c.

Applications, post paid, directed to JOSEPH F WHITE
No. 213 Water St. New York, or to JOSEPH R. NEWELL,

the

Cargo, No 1, Mo. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, fullblood.wash

do da unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROFlSIOJf MARKET.

Boston, will be attended to

The following are some of the Certificates respeclin
Grater Cider Mill.

Berkslare, May 29, 1827.
I hereby certify that I have one of Joel Farnham's Grater

Cider Mills in operation, and when grinding with water power
I have ground two bushels of apples in a minute, but when
grinding with horse power, about half that quantity. The
quantity of apples is about seven bushels for a barrel of cider.
As to the quality of the cider I have not discovered anv materi-
al difference from that made in the nut mill, but there' is much
less sediment, 1 think not more than a quart or at most three
pints to a barrel. A. LEONARD.

Outgo. Tiooa Comity. June 12, 1827
IWe the subscribers hereby certify that we have made cider '

EEf
'
best Pieces

at Joel Farnham's eider mill, at his dwelling place, in Tio°-a I

PORK, fresh, best

'

town, and with his Grater Cider Mill, and it will do the wo'rk
complete as the above given by Mr Leonard.

G. L TALCOTT,
J. M. QUIGG,
R BROWN.
E TALCOTT, Jr.

Tins certifies that I have one of Joel Farnham's patent cider
mills, and it will grind from one and a half to two bushels of
apples in a minute

;
it will grind a bushel and a half without

any urging, but if urged it will grind two bushels, and the cider
is perfectly clear and pleasant when well worked, and I think
it will make more eider than any of fhe old fashioned mills.

Spencer, Stay S3, 1827, 1. WOODFORD.

bush
bbl. !

lb.

cask

Bl.

ton.

bbl.

FR03I

82 50
92 00

1 50
9 50
8 50
7 50

12

90
5 25l

4 50j

65
60

TO
none

85 00
95 00
1 67

10 00
8 75
8 oe

15

9

5

1 00
50

4 87
none
67
62

1 00
35
10

15-
1 10

78
3 00

boat

lb.

pieces

whole hogs,

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, keg & tub,

p, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, -

Indian, do. - .

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIEER> (atCordtn£ to quafity) bU.

1300 14 00

i

12 00 12 25
II 50 12 00
2 00 2 25

8 10
45
25
34
30
25
37
30
32

S3
20
88
25
20
S3
25
»

45
2 00

12

II

6*
ie

9

20
16

20
15
80
75
£0

4 fja
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JHiscrllam'cs.

SACitED LYRIC.

BV JAMES EDMESTON, LONDON.

Where can I go from Thee !

All present Deity !

Nature, and Time, and Thought, thine impress bear
Through earth, or sea, or sky,

Though far afar!— 1 fly,

I turn, and find Thee present with me there.

9Mie perfume of the rose,

And every flower that blows,

All mark thy love, in clusters of the vale
.

The corn that crowns the fields,

The fruits that garden yields,

Proclaim the bounties that can never fail.

The vapour and the cloud,

The thunder bursting loud.

Speak of Thy majesty in words of flame
;

The ocean as it roars,

Lashing the rocks and shores,

Declares from what a mighty hand it came.

The vasty globes that roll,

Each on its own firm pole,

Through all the boundless fields of space alone.

Prove that indeed Thou art,

The life-wheel and the heart,

Of systems to our little world unknown.

From Thee I cannot fly

;

Thine all observing eye,

Marks the miuuii-t atom of thy reign
;

How far so'er I go,

Thou all my path wouldst know,
And bring the wanderer to this earth again

But why should I depart ?

'Tis safety where Thou art

.

And could one spot thy being hold,

I, poor, and vain, and weak,
That sacred spot would seek,

And dwell within tne shelter of thy fold !

TO THE FARMERS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Gentlemen—You have raised abundance, and a

ing singular method of furnishing a fish pond with

a variety of fish. About the latter end of April,

or the beginning of May, take the root of a wil-
i .i_ . x i .i * < ,- rnJj variety ol forage for catt e, but there is one qnerir-;low that stands near the water side, and is lull of e . , „ -

B ,. , ., ,'
uu u,Lre lft onc ^pecicb

fibres; wash off the earth which adheres to it, ^"JZl 1 f 1

1'°rse
'.
the cow an '' ^ee,,

then fasten it to a spike, and drive it into a rivl "X.U p fh >
?" '. "It T*"* * wonderful1 -^

or pond well stored with fish ; they will speedily I Z'lZl ' u ^ referenCC is Cal '

I
led laros - 't grows early in the spring, and1 be induced to deposit their spawn or roe in the

fibres of the root. After a few days, (in cool

weather, perhaps toeeks) remove the spike, with

the willow root, from the pond, and convey it to

; that which you design to store, driving it to the

depth of four or six inches under the surface of

the water ; and, in about a fortnight, a great

number of young fish will appear. The root, how-
ever should not be left too long in the first pond

or river, lest the heat ofthe sun animate the spawn,

J

and disengage it from the root.

—

Domestic Ency-

{
clopedia.

Forgetfulness. A gentleman who had a short

memory, wrote in his pocket book : " Mem—to

marry next Thursday." As a proof that this pre-

1 caution was not altogether useless, Mr B.

who had married in the morning, went to bed at

night in his usual lodgings. And it is related of
\

afterwards

Mr Harvest whose character is drawn by Bicker-

stafte in the comedy of the Absent Man, that hav-

ing appointed a day to be married, he entirely

forgot it, and went a fishing.

should the grass crops fail, it is found to be an i

celleut substitute ; cattle will soon grow fat bv
feeding on it. I presume the seed could be ini

ported from England, it will grow on almost any
soil—in the county of Sussex, I have seen hun-
dreds of acres on the South Downs, where the
mould has not been more than six inches deep.
The farmers sow it and sell it to those that own
horses and cows, oy the acre, half acre, or quarter ;

the purchaser mows it down and carries it home
at his own expense.

A short time past, I was conversing with at.

English farmer, that had known well the value of
Tares, and he told me that he should import the
seed ; a few bushels will sow a large quantity of
land, and the seed should be preserved from the
crop. The farmer that I alluded to died shortly

JV. F. Daily Adv. \V. C.'

PISH PONDS.
These are considered to be no smal

A Wife.—In the new piece of Love and Rea-
son, old General Dorian is persuading Adjutant

Vincent to marry, " She is an angel !" says the

General : " I don't want an angel—I shouldn't

enow what to do with an angel," was the reply, - , . . „ Aiiow wnai io uo wiin uu uumcj, was me reply
provementof watery and boggy lands, many of oftho8ingle hearted Adjutant. " She is all sweet-
which can be appropriated to no other purpose.-

j

noss „ rejoines the General . ., So is „ beehive)H

answers Vincent, " but it does not follow that I

should like to thrust my head into it."

In making a pond, its head should be at the low-

est part of the ground, that the trench of the flood-

gate, or sluice, having a good fali, may, when ne-

cessary, speedily discharge the water. The best Swallowing a Sword.—The Colonel of a regi-

roethod of securing the work, is to drive in two men t was informed lately that one of his men had

or three rows of stakes, at least six feet long, at run his sword through his body. On enquiry he
a distance of about four feet, extending to the found that he had sold his sword to buy spirituous

whole length of the pond-head, the first row of ]jq U ors.
which should be rammed not less than four feet

deep. If the bottom be false, the foundation may Bul1 - A Hibernian schoolmaster advertised that

How to preserve ready made Coffee goodfor a con
siderable time in bottles.

be laid with quick-lime ; which, slacking, will he intended to keep a Sunday school rttn'ce a week,

make it as hard as a stone. Some persons piace

a layer of lime, and another of earth dug out of

the pond, among the piles and stakes ; and, when
these are well covered, drive in others as occasion

to wit Tuesdays and Thursdays.

(Abridged from Count Rumford's Essays.)

The bottles having been made very clean, must
be put into clean cold water in a large boiler, and
the water must be heated gradually, and made to
boil, in order that the bottles mtiy be heated boil-

ing hot.

The coffee, fresh prepared, and still boiling hot.
must be put into these heated bottles, which "must
be immediately well closed with good sound corks.
The bottles must then be moved into a cool cel-

lar, where they must be kept well covered up in
dry sand, in order to preserve them from the light.
By this means ready-made coffee may be pre-

served good for a long time, but great care must
be taken not to let it be exposed to the licrht.

otherwise it will soon be spoiled.

An Infallible Barometer. Put two drachms of
pure nitre, and half a drachm of chloride of am-
monia, reduced to powder, into two ounces of
spirit of wine, or pure acohol, and place this mix-

Trifles, says Voltaire, produce often great ef-
J ture in a g]ass tube, ten inches long, and eight

fects ; a glove, dropped by Queen Anne, and
j

ijnes jn diameter, the upper extremity of which

may require, and ram 'in the earth as before till
picked up by Mrs Masham

<
drov

f
the Whigs, must be covered with a piece of skin or bladde

he pond-head be of the height designed.
headed by the Duke of MarlborouSh >

out of office
-

\

pierced with small holes. If the weather is to b

The dam should be made sloping on each side,

and a waste left to
Gen. Lafayette has been elected a Member

water in case

>ft to carry off the superabundant of the Fr . chamber of Deputies. The General is I , \\of floods or rains
; the depth of the

j said t0 have had 281 votes—his antagonist, Mr
I _\.J\

fine, the solid matter remains at the bottom of
the tube, and the alcohol is as transparent as ustt-

rain is to fall in a short time, some of the
solid particles rise and fall in the alcohol, which
becomes somewhat thick and troubled. When a
storm, a tempest, or even a squall is about to come

pond need not exceed six feet, rising gradually iTrouchon, 109.
in shoals towards the sides, in order to allow the

|

' '_

fish to sun themselves and deposit their spawn. A paper entitled the "Fool's Gazette," is said to I"
Gravelly and sandy bottoms, especially the latter, (have been commenced in Prussia-in which prob- |

°n
'
*" the S°''d mattGre "3e

-

from the bottom of

are well calculated to promote the breeding of
j
ably are published all accounts of duels-ruins

j

the 'ube '
a"d form a crust on the surface of the

these animals : and a fat soil, with a white rich bv gamin* and speculation-deaths for love-ac- i™ohol
»

vvhlcn aPPear
f
ina s'^ of fermentation,

water, such as the washings of hills, commons, cklcnts from intemperance, &c. &c. |

TheSe aPPearances take place 24 hours before the

streets, sinks, etc. is said to be the most proper tempest ensues
;
and the point of the horizon

for fattening all sorts offish. Fever and Ague.—Take 2 ounces of Peruvian from which it is to blow is indicated by the parti

For storing a pond, carp is to be preferred, on

Fever and Ague.—Take 2 ounces of Peruvian

bark, 2 of powdered cloves, and 1 of cream of
account of its delicacy, quick growth, and prolific ' tartar ; mix them together; divide the composi
nature, as it breeds five or six times a year. This I

tion into 12 equal doses, and take one dose every

fish delights in ponds that have marl or clay hot- ' morning noon and night till the complaint i3 check-
toms, with plenty of weeds and grass, on which led; then one every morning till the whole is

it chiefly subsists during the hot months. I taken. Each dose may be taken in a glass of
In a late publication, we meet with the follow- 1 any kind of spirituous liquor mixed with water.

cles gathering most on the side of the tube oppo
site to that part whence the wind is to come. •

The Farmer is published every Friday, at $3.(10

per annum, or $2,50 if paid inadvance.

Gentlemen who piocure^e responsible subscribers,

are entitled to a sixth volume gratis.
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AGRICULTURE. -tr<>vcd 10 of the number, some of winch lie bad
j

and shrubs, not excepting the shrub-oak,
considerably eaten. The next day he disposed of from their ravages. They ore fond of fl<

eoflei

- „ey are fond of flower?.

MILLET. I
" IC remainder in the same manner. He was then

j
especially the flowers of the rose and grapo, bot!.

Mr. FfcssEHBEH—In Agriculture, as in all prac-
'

kept fasting, and after tbirtysix hours had elapsed, ! of which they soon destroy ; and by them the ver

tical sciences, facts arc much more important than
j

'> very large larva of the earth-beetle (called,
{
dure and beauty of a garden are laid in ruins.

theories; and it is the duty of every farmer to dorr-bog) was put with him. At first, he made
j

As to the time of their annual appearance, then

communicate the result of his experiments. A
j

some faint attempts to fasten on the worm, but is sonic variation, depending on the warmth of the

in and exact history of his cultivation will be
|

did not, until forced by famine— he slew the vie-

useful to himself and to others; and it would beM«n, and feasted on the carcass.

well for him to remember that it may be as usefu

to record his failures as his successes.— I give you

the history of a small Millet field.

The land is a moist good soil ; and measures

scvcnty-two square rods. It was planted last

year with potatoes, very slightly manured with

rock weed in the drills, and yielded a poor crop.

It was manured this year with slaughter yard and

barn manure mixed, at the rate of 8| cords and

three fburths to an acre; that is 33(3 cubic feet of

manure wore put on the piece and ploughed in

Mansfield, August 3, 1827. R. GREEN.

Mr Fessende.n,—Had not your correspondent
suffered severely by the ravages of the insects,

called rose-bugs, he never should have attci

ason. In 1825, they appeared on the 8th day
of June, and by the 12th, they were very numet
oiis and so continued for several days. By thr

98th, the number was comparatively few and de-

preciated daily, until the 8th of July, after which
none was observed. In 1826; a few appeared oi.

Lttompted
tilc r!j of June, (weather warm, and dry.) and ou

an investigation of then- habits and mode of econo- Uic n,., lhey vvere numerous . n the 8th, thev
my. And now he regrets, that after much research, wero more n , mer0I13 lhan ever kn0wn before'
he ., not able to present you with something, that T l.e weather was very warm, the thermometer almight prove an effectual antidote. 4PM stood -i* 93°

Mansfield, May 28, 1827. R. GREEN.
in the shade. In the garden

of the writer, the atmosphere was literally alive

with the insects, which from their great Dumbestmanure wuiis jju^ vu u.^ r— r---„— - ™
! R I? vr a tjk-s? n«I TITS' an \ v> \t> jpttq ons-^ " .-.», »".vU .. u„, luc .. g.cm uuuiiwc

It was sowed with seed obtained at the New Eng- ^jaaj&ii.B u^i l Jii. htAltAli.'LUts KO^-
» n-iado a general hum, similar to that of the swarm

land Farmer office, and rolled on the 14th June,

at the rate of 5 pecks of seed to the acre. The

US, OR ROSE-BUG.
I ing of bees. The wind was from the west,

The writer will not trouble himself, nor the
| the insects came from the east, against the wind

field was mowed on the 19th inst. and carried in
reader with vague opinions, as to the origin andj and nnne is recollected to come "from any other

yesterday weighing 301*0 lbs. at the rate of 6900

ibs. to the acre. It was cut as soon as some of

the seeds would shake out when rolled in the

hand ; and from experience heretofore, I deem

it quite equal to my best English Hay for any-

kind of stock. Yours respectfully,

Salem, August 25, 1827. II. C

INSECTS.

Mr. Fessenden.—With a view to confirm the

facts, respecling the iusect, which p.reys on the

cut-warm, (partially described in the N. E. Far-

mer, page 313, vol. 5th.) the following remarks

arc made.

This season my plants were visited as usual,

by the cut-worm ; but not in such crowds, as in

the last year. They however, succeeded in de-

stroying many plants, until about the 10th of June,

at which time, their great enemy, the cut-worm

destroyer appeared, andin sufficient numbers to

put a stop to further depredations. I had frequent

opportunities of witnessing the prowess of this

insect in the destruction of the larvae, which

prove so troublesome to the gardener.

These new insects are of different sizes, from

half, to more than an inch in length. They are

provided with 6 small legs, placed near the head.

They are quick in motion, and their whole com-

plexion is black. They lie just beneath the sur-

face of the earth. When this insect seizes a cut-

worm, that lies near the top of the earth, the ex-

ertions of the latter to disengage the assailant are

such, as to bring both into view on the surface.

On the 12th of June, P. M. one of these insects

of more than ordinary size was put into a glass

vessel, and three cut-worms vvere placed with

him. He not only killed, but nearly devoured

them in the course of tiie afternoon. The next

morning the glass vessel was half filled with

earth, and 14 cut-worms (none very small, some

large) were put into it. They soon crawled into

the earth. Iu the evening the earth was examin-

ed' and it was found, that the avenger had de-

final exit of the insects in question; but brin^

to view such facts as have come under his obser-
vation: neither has he a wish to trespass upon the
province of the entomologist; but from several
considerations, having seen no specific name by
which they are called, he is disposed to depart
from the path generally pursued, and call the in-

sect, Scarabreus Roseus, a name sufficiently sig

direction. The fragrance of the garden, (there
being at that time, many plants in flower) was
carried by the wind to some distance, and ur.

doubtedly invited them there. They were very
numerous for several days, but by the 24th. they
v.eit less so, and decreased from day to day. By
the 9th of Ju'y very few were seen, and after that

time only an individual was now and then observScadt for his purpose If others prefer a differ- c
..i. ,./ \ tl

,",

lit name, thp.v :n-e r.t lihnrfv tn ton^ „.,,! »„-_.., .
»jjpt-<ireuname, they are at liberty to select, and to

make use of what they please. The insect, how-
ever, belongs to the Scarabssus family, in the or-

der, Coleoptera, according to Linnaeus. More mo-
dern entomologists have subdivided this family
or genus, and given different names to the subdi-
visions,, but facts are the same.
An individual rose-bug is unimportant, other-

wise than it regards science, but collectively they
are a potent enemy, and unavoidably arrest our
attention, especially, .when they assail us on all

points, our interest, our comforts, our pleasures,

and intrude on our persons.

These insects appeared in this vicinity some
time during the revolutionary war with G. Britain

They were first observed on rose bushes, and
from this circumstance they were, almost univer-

weather and rains in the latter part of June, and
the beginning of July, undoubtedly, protracted
their continuance. It is probable, that in othet
places, at some distance, there may be some dif-
ference of time as to their appearance and con-
tinuance, depending on local circumstances.
They are greatly influenced by the state of the

weather. Theh progress is accelerated by heat,
and retarded by cold. In a warm day they are
active, but in a cool one, especially if it be wet.
they are languid and move but little. About 9
o'clock, A. M. in fair w«rm weather, tbeytegin to
move from place to place in quest of food and
company, of which they seem excessively fond,
and by 10 A. M. or before, they are found in pairs,
and frequently collected in great numbers, fron"

2 to perhaps 20 or more on a single leaf. Eighty
sally, called rose-bugs. At first, their increase six f these spoilers were known to infest a single
was slow, and the injury done was small; but
they have of late years greatly increased, and
their depredations have been great, extensive and
alarming. In many places their ravages were
such the two last seasons, as to warrant the con
elusion, that, if they should increase for two or

three years to come, in the same ratio, as they
have increased for the two years past, scarcely a
green thing, on which they prey, « ould be left

unmutilated. They are voracious, especially when
they first appear" and not very delicate as to their

food. They prey upon many kinds of plants,

shrubs and trees, but especially on rose bushes,
the nice varieties of the cherry tree, grape vines,
plum trees, apple .trees and almost all kinds of
young fruit as apples, peaches, apricots, nectarins,

&c. Indian corn, beans, clover, many forest trees

rose bud, and were crushed with one grasp of the
hand. As the evening approaches, if it be cool,

they become still, but if the night be very warm,
they feed and occasionally travel a small distance,
but do not make use of their wings. If after a
rain the sun break out warm, they are very active.

When shaken from a tree in the cool of the even-
ing, or at any time when they are wet with dew,
they fall on the ground and crawl to the tree, or
anything else standing near, and ascend, as they
cannot under these circumstances make use of
their wings. In a scorching sun they seek &
shady place, and frequently collect where there is

a cluster of leaves. When they settle on a plmt,
shrub, or tree, tbey seem generally, di.-po od to

stay on the same, until they have destroyed the
foliage, and then resort to others. They may not
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all have an equal relish for the same kind of food.

Some may prefer one kind of vegetable produc-

tion, and others a different kind. However, be

this as it may, they are, when they first appear,

omnivorous, having taken no food during the chry-

salis state.* They do not prefer the foliage of the

peach tree, nor that of the pear tree, but will oc-

casionally feed on both. In 1825 they destroyed

the foliage of a thrifty mountain ash, and essen-

tially injured it ; but in 1826, they scarcely notic-

ed it. In a few days after their first general ap-

pearance, especially if the weather be cool, they

;;eem to be less numerous, but this is, perhaps, not

the fact any farther than they may be destroyed.

At this time they become more stationary, proba-

bly devour less, leave some plants or trees and

a reddish yellow, or light chesnut colour, blackish

joints. Each tibia is armed with dark thorns, and

each taisus has 5 joints, furnished with thorns,

and at the extremity, two curved claws. The two

anterior legs are articulated to the under part of

the thorax, the two middle ones, to the anterior pans or pieces of boards, but if the quantity of fruit

and under part of the abdomen; and the two pos

terior which are longer and larger than the others,

to the under and central part of the same; and

with the two last named, they have, when disturb-

ed, a contemptuous motion of throwing them over

their backs.

They, like most other insects, are oviparous,

and deposit their eggs below the surface in moist,

light earth, and in grass land. The depth of de-

oosit is from near the surface to 3 or4 inches, ac- ; the roof of a shed, and should be housed at night

,=Li1 „,u,= vpf thf. work of destruction o-oes on. cording to the state of the soil. The eggs are before the dew falls.

"SSS^iSSWTTtS about one thirtieth of an inch in diameter, white, If the weather comes on wet the ft* will be

contained in a transparent membrane, of sufficient liable to moulder ; in that case, it must be finished

oot, and have got wilted, the work of dessicatioti

maybe considerably advanced by pressing the out

side of the pieces with the finger, so as to push

out the inside, and thus exposing it bettor to the

effect of the sun. They may be laid out on milk

to be dried be considerable, I have used with mucl

convenience dryers constructed as follows. I have

taken pine slats about one inch square, and nailed

on them shingles, so that my dryers are the width

of the shingles, and about four feet long; refuse

shingles answer the purpose very well, and they

may be nailed on with cut tacks : these dryers

have the advantage of lightness and cheapness,

and they arc quickly made. They may be laid on

The leaf is an important organ

is stripped of its foliage in the month of June, un

less it be otherwise healthy i.nd vigorous, it dies,

or at least declines. In my garden stood a num-

ber of young, promising cherry trees, which had

been inoculated. They were assailed by the rav-

arrers and robbed of their foliage—debility and de-

say ensued—a few, however, survived this shock,

!Lnu put forth leaves the ensuing spring—but a

new crop of intruders came, and it was fatal.

These insects, like many others, pass three dif-

ferent stages, the egg, the larva and the chrysa

strength. When they have performed their last

work, which is the preparation for a new crop, still

more numerous, they, both male and female, in a

short time, perish by exhaustion, some in the earth

and some above it.* With respect to the time

when an individual deposits her eggs, there is

some variation. Some perform this office sooner

than others; but from a variety of experiments

made by placing the insects, male and female, in

pots of earth, kept moist, covered with millinet,

fed and exposed to light and proper heat, and the

frequent inspections of the bodies of the females,

carefully made, it is thought, they generally per-

form that office in about 20 days from the time

they emerge from the earth, but in different places

and at different times, occupying the space of 2

or 3 days, more or less. It is an unhappy circum-

stance, that they occupy so much time before they

can complete their object. Time, however, is ne-

cessary for the eggs to become matured. If the

body of a female be inspected soon after her em-

erging from the earth, the eggs will be found, by

the aid of a magnifier, to be in a confused mass.

After a few days they will be more distinctly seen,

some more perfected than others, and as the period

of oviparition approaches, the eggs approach to

maturity. In about 20days the eggs are matured,

distinct, and a little oblong, but after they are de-

posited, become round, or nearly so. The number

of eggs found in an individual have never exceed-

lis, before they arrive to the mature or perfect

state. A general description may be necessary,

and will be now attempted.

These insects in their perfect form are nearly

all of a size, about4 lines in length and IJthrough

;he middle of the body, which is covered with a

jrustaceous substance, overspread with minute

pointed bristles of a light brownish yellow, only

conspicuous under a magnifier. There is but Ut-

ile difference in the general appearance between

the male and the female, excepting the latter is a

little larger than the former. The posterior seg-

ment of the body, or apex of the males is longer

and larger than that of the female, and the dark-

line dividing the apex from the other part of the

body is most conspicuous in the former.

The head is flattish and the eyes are black,

prominent and immovable. The antennas are

beautiful organs, (-viewed through a microscope,)

jointed, moveable, small at the articulation, near

the eyes, and at the extremity, an oblong club,

which is divided longitudinally into three portions.

These portions the insect opens and shuts hori-

zontally, at pleasure, when moving from place to

place.—The thorax is broad, hexagonal and con-

vex. The elytra (wing-cases) are divided by a

straight longitudinal suture, covering the back,

leaving the posterior part naked. These are ar-

ticulated to the anterior part of the back, and are

raised up, as on a hinge, to admit the expansion of

the wings. The scutellum lies between the su-

perior parts of the elytra, and is in form triangu-

lar.—The wings are two, and lie directly under
re

the elytra, folded up by the nicest articulations,
thfi nt seaso[lj which may be done by Arying

membranous, transparent, and show some light
i

jn the gun a] , the fruit which lhey wiU not be able

ed 30, generally below twenty.
To be concluded next <

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

ON PEACHES, Sfc.

Mr Fessenden—Among the luxuries whichare

the produce of our climate, the peach is one of the

most valuable, but, in years of great abundance,

as the present is likely to be, large quantities of

this delicious fruit are suffered to go to waste on

the ground, or even prostituted as food for swine.

I wish to invite my brother farmers to lay by

nhades of red and green in the sun. When un

folded, they extend beyond the length of the body
to dispose of to advantage.

In plentiful yems, none but the finest will pay
The abdomen is formed of annular segments, and

for marketting. . and raany fall and get bruised,
contains the viscera. The legs are six, long and

, Thia refuge flllitI invite thera to drVi which may
well jointed, formed of a crustaceous substance of

j

be done by splittingi takin? out the stoneS) and

* It is admitted, that they, on taking the "veil," theehrysal exposure to the sun. The day after they arc put
lis state, carry with them all that is necessary for (hat state of
seclusion ; but eventually, their stores are exhausted by the as-

tonishing process of metamorphosis, which is carried on, and .
found

tjiey emerge from the earth with strong appetites,

le time, when " taking leave of absence," they were
ale and female, 2 or 3 inches below the surface of the

earth, and in one instance, xub copula..

in an oven heated moderately. Peaches well dried

in this manner, will keep in paper bags in a dry

room, and be good the third year.

They are a luxury as a dried fruit, and will alsc

make excellent pies. For this purpose it is a great

improvement to soak them in a little water, or yet

better in currant wine, C hours before they arc

wanted for biking.

PEACH WINE.

The refuse fruit may also be used to good ad-

vantage for the making of wine, which I have done

in the following manner. After taking the stones

out, the fruit should be well mashed with the

hands, thrown into a boiler with a sufficient quan

tity of water, well boiled and kept mashed so as to

get it to yield its juice. When boiled enough, i;

should be worked through a sieve to get the liquor

as clear as possible ; and for that purpose the sievi

should be often washed in cold water. Add tliet

good Havana sugar enough to have it pleasant,

and let it rest twelve hours for the sediment to

settle at the bottom ; and to the clear liquor add

of good brandy 2 or 3 quarts for a barrel—then

barrel it, and bung it down. This is of the nature

of the French boiled wines, Vins cuits, Vins de

liqueur, and if well managed is a most excellent

wine, both for its great substance and its superior

flavour.

LIQUOR FROM THE STONES.

The stones may be used for the making of a

liquor which will be found equal to the best im-

ported Noyeau. They should be broken immedi-

ately after being taken out, and whatever of the

fruit adheres to them should be left on. The al

monds which they contain should also be bruined.

and both shells and almonds then put into a demi-

john, or other vessel, until it is two thirds filled

then filled up with good brandy. After six months
the liquor may be decanted clear and sweetened
with white or loaf sugar. It will improve by age.

There can be no doubt but the dried fruit, the

wine, and the liquor would be made welcome to a
ready and profitable market in the City, and that

the dried fruit would be particularly well adapted
for cabin use in long voyages.

With much esteem,

Your friend and serv,t, J. M.G,
Weston, August 27, 1827.

Remarks.—To the above judicious article we add the fol-

lowing from the New England Farmer's Almanack, (advertised

in this day's paper). The article is written by a gentleman in

New Jersey, and describes his peach .house :

He has a small house with a stove in it, and drawers in the-
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*ides of the house, lathed at tlie hottoins. Each drawer will hold

nearly half a bushel of peaches, which should be ripe, and not

oeeled, but cut in two and laid on the laths with their skins

downwards so as to save the juice. On shoving the drawer in,

i hey are soon drieil by the hot air of the stove and laid up.

—

I'eaeiics dried thus cat like raisins. With a paring machine,

which may be hail for a dollar or two, apples or pears may be

pared, and sufficient quantity dried to keep a family in pics, and

ipple bread and milk, till apples come again. With a paring

machine, one person can pare for five or six cutters.

ARTIFICIAL PONDS.
Pastures that are destitute of water, should

have artificial ponds made in them, for watering

places.

" Observe where rushes, reeds, flags, and other

aquatic plants grow spontaneously ; or where

frogs are observed to lie squatted down close to

ihe ground in order to receive its moisture. Or

observe where a vapour is frequently seen to rise

from the same spot. Some say, whenever little

swarms of flies are seen constantly flying in the

same place, and near the ground, in the morning

after sun-rise, there is water underneath."

—

" If a well is made in a sloping ground, and the

declivity is sufficient to give it a horizontal vent,

it will be worth the husbandman's while to dig

such a passage, aud by means of pipes, or any

other conveyance, to carry the water across the

light soil, through which it might otherwise sink.

The greatest quantity of water will be obtained

in this manner, because there will be a continual

stream." There is no difficulty in making a

durable pond in a clayey soil. Let a large hol-

low basin be made in such earth, and it will pre-

serve the water that falls in rain. But it is apt

to be thick and dirty, if some pains be not taken to

prevent it. The declivity, by which the cattle en-

ter, should be paved, and gravel should be spread

on the bottom. Or it might be better if the

whole were paved.

There are many large natural ponds, which

have outlets in one part, and are supplied by

brooks or rivers in other parts ; but a greater

number of smaller ponds which are perfectly stag-

nant, unless when they are agitated by winds

—

Such ponds as the latter, in hot seasons, are apt

to become putrid, and contaminate the air about

them. For this reason they should, if possible, be

drained. And when the water is not deep, and an

outlet can be made without too much cost, they

should be drained for the sake of reclaiming the

soil. This will be of great value, as it commonly

is found to be extremely rich, being made up of

the finest particles of soil, wafted into them by

winds, and of decayed vegetable substances, be-

sides the fine mould washed into them by rains.

Many farms contain little sunken spots, which

are most of the year covered with water, and pro-

duce some aquatic bushes and weeds. These

are notorious harbours for frogs ; and are also

called frog ponds. They should be drained if it

be practicable. It is commonly the case, howev-

er, that draining them in the common way, by

making an outlet, would cost more than they

would be worth when drained, because of the

height of the land on every side. But in this case

if the banks be not clay, they may be drained in

the following manner.

Take notice on which side land that is lower

than the pond is nearest. On that side, in the

bank near the pond, dig a kind of cellar, two or

three feet deeper than the surface of the pond
;

do it in a dry season. If a hard stratum appear,

dig through it; and leave digging where the bot-

tom is loose gravel or sand. Then make an open
or a covered drain from the pond to the cellar

The water will be discharged from the pond, and

soak into the earth througli the bottom of the el-

lar, till a scurf is formed on the bottom that ill

stop the water from soaking into the earth. This

scurf should be broken from time to lime, and tak-

en away with a long handled hoe. Or, the cellar

may be filled up with refuse stones, which I think

is preferable to the other method.

If the pond should not then become sufficiently

dry, a small ditch should be drawn round it, and

discharge itself into the cellar. The land that is

thus gained will be rich muck, much of which may
be carted away for manure ; and common earth,

Boston and Providence Rail Mood.—We under-
stand that the Commissioners of the Board of In-

ternal Improvement finished viewing the different

proposed routes of the Boston and Providence
Kail Road on Saturday last, and intend soon tc

commence the survey. For a greater part of thr.

distance three and in some instances four, differ-

ent routes have been proposed by the inhabitant
of the different towns, and examined by the Com
rnissionera,—the most westerly passing near thr

Wrentham meeting-house, and the most easter-

ly, near the Mansfield meeting-house. It seem?
the route is not yet fixed upon, and will not be, at

we understand, until some sjrveys are made for

the purpose of making a more accurate compari-

son. It is however pretty satisfactorily ascerlaic-

or sand, may replace it, without detriment to the ed, that a Rail Way may be constructed betweer.

soil.

—

Deane's Neio England Farmer.

BREAD.
The disease called dyspepsia has become so

general and obistinate in this city, as to consti-

tute one of the most terible plagues with which

we are afflicted. There is scarcely one in five

among persons of sedentary habits, who are not

more or less affected by it. We have no doubt

the principal cause of its prevalence is the un-

wholesome nature of the bread in common use.

—

This, like many other articles of food, has been

refined till its nutritious qualities arc almost de-

stroyed. For the sake of fineness and whiteness,

the coarser, but more nourishing particles, are

excluded from its composition,;, and it is wrought

into a tough, dry, and indigestible substance, high

ly pernicious to the stomach. Fortunately for

the health of our citizens, an opposition line of {spirited manner, that the best route should be se

the two capitals, without a variation of more thai:

25 or 27 feet in the mile from a level, excepting

a distance of three or four miles about the middle

of the route, where in the transportation froir

Boston to Providence, two horses will be required

for the load that may be transported over the res"

of it by one. From the summit of the route t<.

Providence, the descent is gradual and pretty uni

form, and it seems probable that no extra powe:
will be required in this part of the route, in either

direction. The route oo the whole, is much mor'

favourable than was anticipated.

The inhabitants on the different routes havt'

given the Commissioners every possible facility

and assistance in explo:ing the grounds, anc
though those of each town and neighbourhood are

inclined to think favourably of their own route
yet they all agree, in the most liberal and public

some extent in the baking business, has of late

years been set on foot, for the making of what is

called family bread. This, as it is not refined to

death, may be eaten with safety. Another kind,

of which largo quantities are now baked, called

bran bread, and made of unbolted flour, is the

only one proper for confirmed cases of the dys-

pepsia, many of which have been cured by the

use of it. Though brown and coarse in its ap-

pearance, it is quite palitable.

—

AT. Y. Mirror.

lected, whether it prove to be their own or some,

other. The people of Providence and Pawtucket
express their readiness to co-operate cordially

and liberally in the undertaking, and no local jeaT

ousies or rivalships seem likely to throw any ob

stacles in the way of the enterprise, the only com
petition as jet exhibited, being a generous emula
in its favour

—

Centinel.

NEW INVENTION.
Mr Kcsb. Safford of Springfield, Vt. has lateh

Steam Boats—In the summer of the year 1807,
| jnvente(i a Hvdraulic Machine which bids fair to

Fulton for the first time ascended the Hudson
, equali ifnot

"

excee j arjy thing of the kind. Its

river from New York to Albany, in a boat pro

pelled by steam. This was the first successful

experiment of the kind ever made. In a letter

that I e addressed to his friend, Joel Barlow, un-

der date of August 22, 1807, Mr Fulton observes:

operation as a common pump is very easy and ef

fectual, and leaves no doubt bat it will be a pow-

erful instrument for throwing water. Their sim-

plicity and ease of construction is such, that they

can be afforded very low. One of the largest di-

" My steam boat voyage to Albany and back
|
mens joris an d up to all necessarv power probably

has turned out rather more favourable than I had i

will not cost much over $ ] 00j
"

the smaner a ; f.

calculated. I ran it up in 32 hours, and down in

30. The latter is just five miles an hour. I had

a light breeze against me the whole way, going

and coming, so that no use was made of my sails."

His boat was comp iratively a rude structure, and

his engine of small power.

much lower price.

SURGICAL.
A distressing case occurred last week, in the

family of Mr Michael Metcalf, Jr. of this town.

—

After a lapse of I One of the children, two years old, was playing

twenty years, we now witness numerous steam with some kidney beans, one of which, half ac
boats, capacious to an extreme, elegant in form inch in length, slipped into the treachea, or wind-
and finish, and which, without much exaggeration, pipe. This took place about 9 o'clock. The dis-

might be called floating palaces But in swiftness, tress of the child increasing, it became apparent
as well as in elegance, the progress of improve-

ment has been great. Instead of five miles an

hour, they now run at the rate of ten or eleven,

and, in some instances, twelve.

—

Alb. Arg.

The Hop Duty (by which the product of the

year is estimated) was stated to produce 95,000/.

in the afternoon, that suffocation would soon enfl

the sufferings of the little innocent. The parents

then consented that the operation of broBchotomy,
cutting into the windpipe, should be performed.

This operation, by Dr. Twichell, seven hours af-

ter the accident, was completely successful aa<!

the child is now in perfect health.

—

Kerr.e paper,
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LUCERNE.
(Continued from page 36.)

. After having completed the extracts from the

Abbe Rozier on Lucerne, we met with an Eng-

lish work, which is still more full on the same
subject; and as it would be well to put our read-

ers in possession of so many facts, and of such a

variety of authority, as wholly to satisfy their

minds of the great value of this gras9, we shall

insert copious extracts from this English work,
" the Complete Farmer," printed 1793.

Columella, an ancient writer, calls Lucerne the

"hoicest of all fodder, because it will last ten

years, and will bear being cut down four, ad
sometimes six times a year ; it enriches the land
in which it grows, fattens the cattle fed with it,

ajid is a remedy for sick cattle. Yet notwith-
standing it was so much esteemed by the ancients,

and hath been cultivated to great advantage in

Prance and Switzerland, for many years, it has

not yet found so good a reception in England as

>t justly deserves ;
[this was written 34 years ago]

nor is it cultivated here in any considerable quan-

tity, though it will succeed »; wv \\ in ia\s country,

as in either of the last mentioned, being extremely
hardy, and resisting the severest cold of our cli-

mate. [This is as true in Massachusetts : it is

hardier than Clover.] Mr Roque lays it down as

a maxim from his own practice, that Lucerne will

grow on any soil, provided it be not too wet, to

rot the roots. The strongest land is however to

be preferred, and the deeper the soil, the better

will be the crop. The land should be prepared

in the same manner as for barley, and brought to

a. fine tilth. The Luce.rne should be sown broad-

oast, in fine weather, at the rate of fourteen

pounds to the acre. If grain is sown with it, it

should only be for half a crop, otherwise it will

be apt to destroy tho Lucerne, especially if the

grain should prove rank ; but if no grain is sown
with it, the Lucerne will be better. Lucerne may
be sown from the beginning of March,to the end of

of May. If you sow grain with it ever so thin,

and it should prove luxuriant, it had better be c«£
green, lest it should hurt the Lucerne. T^a orain
thus cut may be given to cattle gr^en, or if pro-
perly dried will make excellent' hay. Lucerne
will not grow on newly Voken-up land ; it must
be tilled a year or t<;,o

;
potatoes make the best

preparation for lucerne. In Languedoc they sow
no grain with

it . but they cut over the Lucerne
when it is sjx inches high, so^ as to keep down
weeds

ari(] ther plants. In Normandy, whose
c!lr jate resembles that of England, they sow grain
' -vith it. When the plants are a year old it will

be proper to go over the ground with a large

harrow, to root up annual weeds and grass. The
harrow will not hurt the roots of Lucerne, they
being very tough ; this should be done in dry

weather, before the Lucerne begins to sprout, and
if there are any patches, where the seed miscar-

ried, you can throw in a little seed upon them.

TLie second year, you may run over your Lucerne
with a smooth plough, without a coulter, to pre

which are most nutritive, will fall off. If Buffered little salt, and that will recover all the damage
to stand too long before mowing, the stalks be- 1 the rain may have done."
come too hard for cattle, and it loses much of its

j
Another writer says, "Lucerne should be cut

goodness. The hay is good for all sorts of cattle,
\ when the stalks are about fifteen or sixteen inch

and when horses are fed with it, they should not' es high, on .an average ; ho cut it in three years,

have their full allowance of corn ;
the Lucerne

j
sixteen times, or more than five times a year ; by

answers, in a great measure, the purpose of both the 9th of April, one year, some of the st-lks were
hay and grain. It is also the most profitable fodder seventeen inches high, when no field in the neigh-
to feed horses with in summer by mowing, and I borhood had grass more than four inches high,
giving it to them green. If the land is good, the

! The same Lucerne was cut twice before any hay-
produce is incredible. Mr. Roque says he has

j
making began in its neighborhood."

seen it mowed five times in a season, yielding-, at
j

M. Miller, who appears to have cultivated Lu-
the five mowings, eight loads of hay per acre. cerne with great success, says, that you may cui

As the duration of Lucerne has been a question it in the month of August, tiie first year, or year
of dispute, this author quotes the authority of an f sowing, and feed it afterwards with sheep. It

able cultivator. "As to its duration, it will last will bear three cuttings and two feedings in a

as long as the ground is kept clean. I saw some I season. Of its capability of resisting cold he
at Mr. Middleman's at Grantham, in his garden,

j

gives the following proof :—.In the venj cold win
which was forty years old, and it was very fine." , ter of 1738-9, -he had some roots "of Lucerne dug
The Practical Cultivator says "It ought not to be

| up and laid upon the surface from October to

cut except when it is in blossom, and that is but
| March, when he planted them, and they shot out

three times a year, but after mowing the third < vigorously soon after; wet however will destroy
crop, instead of cutting a fourth, you may feed it, i the roots. Mr. Miller says, that tho most profit-

but when the frosts come you must take your cat-
1 able mode of consuming Lucerne, is to cut and

tie off, because they would bruise the young stalks.
, give it as green fodder. This is the celebrated

If it is rank in September, it is dangerous for Philip Miller, author of the Gardener's Diet. : the

cows, it being too feeding [hearty] ; but turn hor-
! most respectable authority that could be quoted,

ses and sheep upon it. As there i3 no grass,
i Mr. Chateauvieux of Switzerland, by planting

which has come to our knowledge, which gives
;
Lucerne in rows obtained at the rate of seven

the cows so much milk, you may iet them graze • tons and two-thirds of hay from an acre, in five

in the afternoon when the dew is off, about one
|
crops in one season. Switzerland is a cold coun-

hour ; when made hay it is likewise the best for

milk ; wherever it is much cultivated they prefer

it to all other kinds of hay. When I was in Mo-
norsque, a city in Provence, the carriers fed their

try. Mr. Chateauvieux found, that when the

thermometer fell to zero the Lucerne did not suf-

fer. Mr. John Wynn Baker, of Ireland, appears

to have been verv successful in tho culture of Lu-

horses upon it, preferably to any o'her, without i cerne. He says, that in order to ascertain how
corn; and they were fat and ir. fine order. It is

| far Lucerne may be worth the farmer's attention,

acknowledged to be the most feeding [hearty?]
i he made an experiment with a horse, to see how

pasture, either green or in hay. I trust not barely
J

much Lucerne he would cat, so as to learn how
to report, but have found it so myself. Many are ' many horses an acre of Lucerne would support,

apt to condemn it, but it is for want of knowledge.
! The horse he chose was a large one, and had

It has bee'n introduced for a long number of years, been ploughing all day without food, and he eat

but so little noticed that 21 years ago, [that is in forty-nine pounds of Lucerne in the course of the

1772
; j there were not 200 weight of Lucerne night. Lucerne he says at four cuttings will yield

.seeds to be sold among all the Seedsmen in Lon- 358-10 pounds to an acre, [weighed green, no

don, and I had much ado to re-introduce it ; but doubt.] This is a low calculation ; an acre there-

now, [in 1793,] there is a prodigious consumption fore will maintain at the rate of 49 pounds per

of it." I day to each, 5 horses for 20 weeks. No natural

Note. The fate of this grass has been the
j

pasture can do anything like this; add to this, the

same in the United States. More than twenty profit of making dung all summer,
years ago, some seeds were imported and sue-

1 Mr. Duhamol, the famous naturalist, gives his

ceeded admirably, yet it is only within a few sea- ' testimony also in favor of Lucerne ; he had forty

sons that we have had any for sale
;
probably the tons of Lucerne (green) upon an English acre,

want of regular Seedsmen,* and the trouble of im-
j which he computes at ten tons of hay. By this

porting from France, were among the causes of remark it would seem that he cut it while in bios

its slow progress in the United States.]

Mr. Beadle, a farmer in Kent, has fourteen

acres of it, for which he had a premium. When
I called upon him in May last, he had mowed his

Lucerne, and sold it on the spot for three guineas

a load. Those that bought this hay must be well

acquainted with its goodness to fetch it from the

spot, though they lived ten or twelve miles dis-

tant. Horses will work with it green, as well as

with hay and corn ; they do not sweat with it as

vent the roots being too much hurt, and leave it !
th ey do with other green fodder. It is objected

:

rough a few days, then harrow it smooth. One :
that il is difficult to make

; it is no more so than

not used to Lucerne wsuld be apt to think that
j

Clover. All hay is difficult to make in wet

ploughing would ruin it, but experience shows the
|

weather, but if the weather is bad, put it up in

contrary. In making into hay, it should be cut as
j

ricks when dry, and between every layer strow a

soon as the bloom appears ; it must not be spread , -This difficulty will in future be obviated. Fresh

{ike other grass, but lie in the swarth, like Clover, Lucerne seed can always be purchased at the of-

and turned in the same manner, or the leaves, lice of the New England Farmer.

som, for Lucerne if cut before it flowers, loses 80

per cent, and therefore his 40 tons would only-

have produced eight of cured hay. We could

much extend these extracts, but we have said

enough to induce those, who are convinced as we
are by experiment, that it is suited to our climate,

to try it extensively.

Hemp.—The superiority of Russian over

American hemp, is attributed to the process of

rotting; the former being rotted by water, and the

latter by dew. A lot of bemp, rotted in running

water, in Ohio, has been considered by the rope

makers in New York, equal in all respects to the

Russian. Flax is uniformly, we believe, rotted in

this country by water, and we see no reason why
hemp could not be with the same facility.

[Prov. Am.]
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AMERICAN BAY TREE. jsnd proud of Hie singular novelty of their physical

Among t'ic plants which deck the summer of an J moral opportunities of situation.

New-England, the tall bells o\ the Lily are most

conspicuous above the countless Mossoms of the

vallies : The laure! spreads along Che hill sides,

at one season prcscn'ing a wide landscape ol gor-

geous flowers, and at another exhibiting a rich

bed of evergreen foliage. The RhododendrOi.1 or

American Bay Tree, more magnificent than either,

RAILWAY FROM BOSTON

.

Wood, considered „s a materi, «archie, IJttt!!Z?££tt:£i?t:>- not onl7 perishable, but it is fearfully accesai- ton and the Hudson Ri t r wTth a view of deUr"b e to all the -(angers of wind and fire, and is not
\ m.mng upon the practicab ii" and expelncTo.

"hey have thus far made a ver.cekstJ.e shelter of the forest and nourishes in fimcal, puerile taste, in wbid. there is'as great a
\
t£L&ex*mZZ 5S coaS "tvw^the beauty of maturity ...some tangled thicket distance from the simplicity of the Grecian, a: a-romnanied for a fc° ril™ „,'», w k

where its buds seemed destined to expand unseen, variance from the whimeicalTW dWpfeasantly KSJSSrcTJI
the West, by

'i I shrub clothes the summits of moun- tancil'ul asscml.la<'o of t'm OnrMe cfvlr. th c <• !' ~
oresoflakesorthen.ar.hyanddamp Bachelor onl/o,^' t^lu^'^od : r,,n Jd'ed^^ t r l^ofr^^xrUare the sources of rivers. The banks who have but a life estate in thft worlu, and who '

and we understand tlJr XI r
*New - York

Ps River, and the borders of Sabago care little tor those who come fife them. Those I £5 ftSXS^SffiffiJl^

or and the magnificence of its foliage, recommend
it fur cultivation as an ornamental shrub, instead

of those pampered exotics whose nurture and edu-

cation consume so much time and care better de-

voted to dcvelopo the beauties and properties of

our own native productions. It is said to be diffi-

cult to tame, and disposed to dwindle under the

hand of cultivation ;' but probably the experiment

of transplanting has not been made under favor-

able circumstances. Natives of the burning sand/5

of the line and of extreme north, are made to

twine their branches sociably together in the par-

lors of the wealthy. The addition of a splendid

ornament to the garden would recompeuse the

care necessary to bring the Rhododendron from

his forest bower.

—

National .2?gi.9.

from the pet cent, of rent, fewer of the eating re-
( for

BUILDING.

EV DR. MEASE OF PHILADELPHIA.

cies on annuities, where one subject lingers un-
der a precarious existence, and the other is blest
sed with youth and a sound constitution. In point
of ease, taste, and duration, there can be no hesi-
tation between them. The whole doubt in the
mind of a builder rests in the competition between
immediate convenience and the remote advantage
of an unknown duration

; for a cood brick house
will be habitable for centuries!

1 Considered politically, and in this government
every citizen is on the watch of public happiness
and political warfare, there is this good attending
brick buildings

; from durable habitations, in
which more money has been spent, and more of

A very capital error in building in the United
[

tne refined tastes gratified, nn affection for the

States is, the thinness of the walls. A house with s0 '' is increased. A habit of thought arises, fa-

thin walls, is both cold in winter, and hot in sum- vourable to population : a greater proportion of
mer ; a house with thick walls just the reverse, money is thus realised. The great national fund

ommencement to
its consummation, will be viewed by him with
great interest and high gratification— Wor. Yeom

Nearly two thirds of the distilleries and brewers
in and about Glasgow have given up business for
the present, in consequence of the scarcity and
dearth of malt, heps, &c. Malt has now become
so scarce, that it is with the greatest trouble and
inconvenience running about for it that it can be
got, and it is as high as 52s. a bolt. Hops that at
Martinmas cculd have been bought for £5 a pock.
et, now cost £11.

To the N. W. and N. E, in particular, the walls

ought to be three times the common thickness.

The opportunity here offered, cannot be omitted

of bearing a testimonv against the common but

uneconomical, unhealthy and dangerous practice

of erecting wooden buildings, particularly in cities-

The evil, however, will correct itself. The fre-

quent fires in Boston ; the almost entire destruc-

tion of Savannah a few years since, and the dread-

cent conflagration of Portsmouth, N. H. speak
more forcibly than words, as to the propriety of

abolishing the custom of buiiding with wood. It

is to be regretted, that in the United States advo-

cates for wooden structures are found. To such

the following observations are offered.

By building of wood, much immediate as well

as remote inconvenience, is to be expected ; and
certainly, however suddenly felt may be the com-
fort arising from an increase of despatch, the

numerous considerations of perishableness, want
of safety, and call for repairs, added to the re-

flection, that the public taste is, for the time, de-

prived of one great field of exertion, will very

much weigh with an enlightened people, when
once they become awakened to their advantages,

of course is augmented, fixed to the soil and
pledged to society.

The last and highest consideration is, that
migration would be less easy, and not so common,
were a finer spirit of building to prevail. Were

Jfnat a contrast ?— In the spring of the yeat
1815 the editor of the Black Rock Gazette paid a;
the rate of $5 a cwt. for transporting a printing
press, and types from Seneca Falls to Buffalo in
wagons, a distance of 116 miles Goods, by any
considerable quantities, can now be transported
from the city of New York to that of Pittsburg, a
distance of about 575 miles, for a few ceuts over
$2 a cwt. including all expenses !

the Tartars to build houses instead of wagons and
\ ^Z^Vf'^T'tT^ °f the ^a"' e"

t„— d m ., .„ , as been called in Natches for the purpose of form-tents, as Baron Tot says they still do. and as they
did when the Huns impelled the Goths against the i

f„„ki„ t> . L .,
•' " c mestic manufactures

leeble Roman empire, they would not rove, and
their country might become a land of tillage
The facility with which we may mo. e, is a strong
incentive to that love of change which it particu
larly interests us to repress in our citizens.

Prolific,

an association for the encouragement of do-

An Irish lady now resident in Penn-
sylvania, was a short time since delivered of Jive
children at a birth, but who unfortunately did not
long survive—The same lady before she left

Ireland had five children at another birth, and
twins while she resided in New-York ; making
twelve children in eighteen months. Had she re"
sided in France UDder Napoleon, he would have
pronounced her the ' first woman of the age.

1

and
if we have many such emigrants the next Census
of the United States must be wonderfully in-
creased

It may be useful to our fair readers to know
that muffs, tippets and other articles of fur, which
when put into any kind of wood or paper box or
drawer, arc so generally liable to injury from
moths, if put into tin boxes, will remain for years
uninjured.

A meeting of the orhcers of the Revolutionary
Army has lately been held in Baltimore, for the
purpose of again memorializing Congress ou the
subject of the half pay which was promised to
them in 1780. The Hon. Philip Reed, of Mary-
land, presided.

A company has been formed in N. York for the
purpose of settling sugar plantations in Florida.
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SOW WINTER RYE.
You cannot sow your winter rye too early in

September. If it be sowed early, its roots will get

such firm hold of the soil before winter, that it will

be the less apt to be laid bare by the heaving of

the ground by frost. In the Memoirs of the New
York Board of Agriculture, vol. i. page 82, it is

observed, that rye should be sowed the last week
" hi August or the first week in September, at the

Tate of about 36 quarts per acre, some ssy 48 qts.

But if not sowed at that time, it ought to be de-

layed until late in November, so that it may not

come up till Spring. Mr A. Worthinglon had a

good crop, which he sowed in a January snow-
storm. Rye raised on upland makes much better

flour than that which is raised on low or damp
land."

Rye may be sown to great advantage for green

fodder for cattle and sheep, particularly the latter,

in the spring. When it is meant for this purpose,

it should not only be sowed early in autumn, but

should be sowed thicker than when it is intended

to stand for a crop of seed. Some say that it may
well be mowed for hay two or three times in the

course of the summer, and this piece of husbandry

is recommended for farmers, whose lands are most-

ly dry and unsuitable for grass.

The quantity of seed to be sown on an acre

should vary according to the soil, and the time of

sowing, and the purpose for which it is intended.

If it be sowed in the latter part of August, or be-

ginning of September, and is intended to stand for

a seed-crop, the quantity should vary from 32 to

48 quarts, according to the goodness of the soil.

Later sowing requires more seed, and in some
cases two bushels to the acre will not be too great

a quantity. Bannister's Husbandry says " when
this grain is sown for sheep-feed, it is proper to

allow 3 bushels to the acre, for where the blade,

haulm, or stalks form the primary object, a much
larger proportion of seed is requisite than when
ihe crop is meant for harvesting."

ON THE CULTURE OF WHEAT AND
OTHER CULMIFEROUS PLANTS.

Culmiferous plants have two sorts of roots.

—

The first originate with the germination of the

grain, and are always under the soil, and are call-

ed the seminal roots: the second spring from the

first joint which is formed above the surface of the

soil, and from that joint strike down into the soil;

these are called the coronal roots. The coronal

roots appear chiefly intended for drawing nourish-

ment from the soil, the richest part of soils being

on or near the surface. From these facts some
important hints may be derived as to the culture

of wheat, rye, &.c. The use of stirring the sur-

face in spring to facilitate the entrance of the

coronal roots is obvious ; the immediate effect of

a top dressing is also apparent, and also that ma-
nures may be ploughed in too deep to give the

full amount of their beneficial effects to grain

crops or grasses.

To procure new varieties of wheats, (says Mr
Loudon,) the ordinary mode is to select from a

field a spike or spikes from the same stalk, which
lias the qualities sought for; such as larger grains.

thinner chaff, stiffer straw, a tendency to earli-

ness or lateness, &c; and picking out the best

grains from such ear or ears, to sow them in suit-

able soil in au open airy part of a garden. When
the produce is ripe, select the best ears, and from
these the best grains, and sow these, and so on
till a bushel or more is obtained, which may then
be sown in a field apart from any either wheat. In
this way, many of the varieties of the common
winter wheat have been obUuned. Other varieties

have assumed their distinctive marks from having
been long cultivated on the same soil and climate,
and take local names, as the Hertfordshire red,
Essex white, &c.
Marshall (Yorkshire) mentions a case in which

a man of accurate observation, having, in a piece
of wheat perceived a plant of uncommon strength
and luxuriance, diffusing its branches on every
side, and setting its closely surrounding neighbors
at defiance, marked it ; and at harvest removed it

separately. The produce was 15 ears, yielding
004 grains of a strong bodied, liver coloured
wheat, differing in general appearance from every
other variety he had seen. The chaff was smooth
without awns, [beards or bristles] and of the col-
our of the grain ; the straws stout and reedy
These 604 grains were planted singly, nine inches
asunder, filling about 40 square yards of ground,
on a clover stubble, the remainder of the ground
being sown with wheat in the ordinary way ; by
which means extraordinary trouble and destruc-
tion by birds were avoided. The produce was
two gallons and a half, weighing 20£ lbs. of prime
grain for seed, besides some pounds for seconds.
One grain produced 35 ears, yielding 1235 grains;
so that the second year's produce was sufficient to

plant an acre of ground. What deters farmers
from improvements of this nature is probably the
mischievousness of birds ; from which at harvest
it is scarcely possible to preserve a small patch of
grain, especially in a garden or other ground sit-

uated near a habitation ; but by carrying on the
improvement in a field of grain of the same na-
ture, that inconvenience is got rid of. In this sit-

uation, however, the botanist will be apprehensive
of danger from the floral farina of the surrounding
crop. But from what observations Marshall has
made he is of opinion his fears will be groundless.
No evil of this kind occurred, though the cultiva-
tion of the new variety was carried on among
white wheat.

But the most systematic mode of procuring new
varieties is by crossing two sorts, as in breeding :

that is by impregnating the female organs of the
blossoms of one ear with the fecundating matter
or pollen of the male organs of the blossom of an-
other- variety of a different quality. Thus, suppos-
ing a farmer wished to render a very good variety
which he was in the habit of cultivating somewhat
earlier. Let him procure in the blossoming seas-
on, from a very early soil, some spikes of an early
sort just coming into blossom, and let him put the
ends of these in water and set them in the shade
so as to retard their fully blossoming till the plants
he has destined to become the females have come
into flower. Then let him cut out all the male
organs of the latter before th,ey have advanr-ed so
far as to impregnate the stio-mas ; and having
done this, let him dust the stigma with the blos*-

soming ears of the earl or male parent. The
im regnated stalks must then be kept apart from
other wheats so as the progeny may be true
When the grains ripen, sow the best, and from
the produce when ripe, select the earliest and
finest spikes for seed. Sow them and repeat the

choice till a bushel or two of seed is procured.—
This operation has beer, successfully performed
by T. A. Knight, and though it may be reckoneu
too delicate for farmers in general, it will be look-
ed on by the philosophical agriculturist as not im-
probably leading to important results, as has at
tended the practice in the case of garden fruits
and flowers.

The manures best calculated for wheat are al-
lowed by all agricultural chemists, to be animai
matters and lime. The former has a direct influ-
ence in supplying that essential constituent to
wheaten flower, gluten ; and the latter azote and
lime, both actually found in the straw of wheat
At all events.it is certain wheat will not thrive on
any soil that does not contain lime. In this Sir H.
Davy, Chaptal, Professor Thaer, and Grisenth-
waite fully agree.

R. H. Gardiner, Esq. in some observations on
the culture of wheat (originally published in the
Hallowell Gazette, and republished in the N. E-
Farmer, vol. ii. page 35,) says " all that I have
sown on light soil, has looked well in the spring :

but what was sown late, that is, after the middle
of September, has been invariably struck with
rust before it was ripe ; while what was sown
early has as invariably given a good crop. Most
of my experiments have been made on green
sward. After haying I have selected a piece of
ground which required ploughing, and generally
of a light loam. I have ploughed it once and har-
rowed it twice or thrice, putting on between the

I harrowing, from 15 to 20 loads of manure to the
acre, and sowing the seed before the last harrow-
ing. I have always fed it in the autumn, believ-

;

ing it would be less likely during the winter to

J

mould or die, if eaten close, than if left long on
i

the ground. I have found that the lighter the soil
the less liable was the wheat to be destroyed by
thc winter.'

"The cultivation of winter wheat is preferable
to that of summer wheat on a great variety of ac-
counts. It is sown and the ground prepared at a
season of much greater leisure. One of the great
disadvantages of our northern climate is the ex
treme shortness of our spring, so that it is diffi-

cult for our farmers to complete the work, which
is abeolutely necessary to be done, after the frosf
is out of the ground, and before the season of
planting is over. If therefore any work, as the
sowing of wheat can be postponed till the autumn,
it is of great importance. The winter wheat is

less liable to injury from insects than the summer :

mine has never suffered from them. It affords
good fall food, and the larger quantity of roots and
stubble to be ploughed in make the land in a bet-
ter state for the next crop. The grain is heavier,
and the same number of pounds will yield a larger
quantity of flour, and of a much superior quality.
For these reasons, it cannot be too strongly uro-ed
upon the attention of our farmers. From my ex-
perience I should recommend that winter wheat
should not be sowed later than the middle of Sep-
tember, and the soil on which it is sowed should
be a light loam, and that about five pecks of seed
be sown to the acre. I have also found the use of
plaster on wheat advantageous, as also rolling the
wheat after it is well up. Winter wheat might
probably do better after peas and beans than on
green sward."

An able article " on the cultivation of wheat in
New England," written by Judge Buel, of Albany,
was published in the New England Farmer,, vol-
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v. page 217. Mr Bucl is of opinion " that the soils

of New England, being of primitive formation, arc

not naturally adapted to the culture of wheat, be-

cause they do not contain all the elements of that

valuable grain. And that this natural defect can

be remedied only by ihe application of animal ma-

nures, or manures containing the elements of ani-

mal matter. Animal matter must furnish the

gluteu which is the principal and most nourishing

constituent of wheat. The elements of gluten

rence, and J. M. Ives, Salem—Ebenezer Stedman, Ncwbury-
port—Milliard &. Brown, Cambridge—E. & (1. Mcrriam, Wot
Brookfield—Clarendon Harris, Worcester—George Dana,
Providence—G. Tliorburn He Son, No 67 Liberty Street, New
York—and by booksellers and traders generally.

JTJPCountry Dealers and others supplied on the rnosi favorable

terms.

THE THAMES TUNNEL.
Yesterday (July 17) Mr Brunei made another

exist in bones, urine, horn, hair, night soil, in the
|

™Port
.

to tlle Directors on the steps taken for the

refuse of the tanner, morocco dresser, 'ftdlow
c»»nsing of the Tunnel. It appears by it, that
the entire upper row of apartments in the shield
have been cleared of the mud, and the leakage
through them is at present so inconsiderable, that

chandler, soap.boiler, the offal of the butcher, the

dung of fowls, soot, woollen rags, fish, &c. And
the proper application of these substances, in suf-

ficient quantities will ensure a crop of wheat."

—

,Seo New England Fanner, vol. i. pages 103, 132,

178, 37<), vol. ii. pages 28, 33, 41, 53, vol. iii. 353,

vol. iv. 309, vol. v. 07, 217.

a few men at the hand pump are able to keep it

ciear. The water in the extremity of the shaft
next the shield has been reduced to four feet, and
persons could walk into the Tunnel this day, to

the length of 70 feet without wetting their shoes.
It is expected that the work will be resumed by
the end of next week. The instalments on the
stock are paid with an alacrity that demonstrates
the utmost confidence of the Stockholders of the

Lond. pap.

Cambridge Wit—A gentleman of Cambridge
College having a clubbed foot, which occasioned
him to wear a shoe upon it of a particular make,
and with a high heel, one of the college wits cal-

led him Bildad the shuhite.

For sale at lUs New England Farmer Office
:

No. 52 North Market Street.

Lucerne or French Clover seed—Red or Dutch
Clover—White Honysuckle Clover, and other

Grasses.—White Onion Seed.

With every variety of GARDEN SEEDS.

Horse Rake.
For sale at the Agricultural Warehouse,

One of Hire's patent revolving Horse Rakes
One of Willis's patent Side Hill Ploughs, an excellen'
implement.

Aug. 31, 1827.

•/Yew England Farmer's Almanac!;
, for 132S.

In press, at the New England Farmer Oilicc. and will I"

published to-morrow, the New England Farmer's Almanack, fo

1828. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New England ultimate success of the undertaker!

Farmer.

TO THE PUBLIC. |

•4>wican Canvass.—The Phenix Mill Compa-

Although, in general, we dislike prefaces, especially to short "? have reduced their prices so as to furnish their

and ephemeral productions, yet, in the present case, some apol- !

canvass at the cost of Russian duck. The excel- 1 APPLE
ogy may be deemed necessary for adding another almanack to lencc of this canvass, which has been extensively aSHES pot l«t «ort
die great number which annually issue from New England

!
used by the government, the Packet Lines of New '

pearl do '

presses. We were induced tothis proceeding by circumstances York, and the New Bedford whale ships, is well BEANS, white,

Medical Lectures—Boston, time changed.
Medical Lectures of Harvard College will begin the Thiri

Wednesday in October, at the Medical College, Masor
street, Boston. The time having been changed from the Thiri
Wednesday in November, when they formerly began.

WALTER C'HaNNI.VG,
Dean of the Medical Faculty.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

meats in agriculture and the useful arts, as well as meansof dis-

tributing it, which die public good, as well as a regard to our

own interest would seem to require that wc should avail our-

selves.

Knowledge of that kind, which ministers to ^he necessities,

comforts, acd conveniences of life, may, in the form of a small,

rheap, annual publication, visit the fire sides and domiciles of

many individuals, who cannot afford the mbneynor the time ne-

cessary to purchase and peruse the papers and volumes, com-

posing the channels by which opulent intellect derives its men-

tal treasures.

Should this year's New England Farmer's Almanack
meet with the encouragement which our hopes lead us to antic-

ipate, and present appearances promise, we shall issue it annu-

posed to mildew, the former wore one quarter
longer than the latter, and he has no doubt of its

superiority in every respect. This article is for

sale in any quantity, by Mr Joseph Howard, of
this town.

—

Essex Register.

Bile of a Snake.—A Mr Schuyler of this city

had a number of men employed at mowing in his

meadow, who met with a large black snake and
killed it. When the workmen came home from
the meadow they told Mr Schuyler that they had

CHEESE, new milk,
kirnrued milk,

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore. Howard St

Genesee, - - -

Rvc, bes!. ...
GRAIN, Rye - - ...

Corn - ...
Barley - ...
Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

killed a snake of a very unusual size. Mr Schuy- ?££?' No '• InsPpction

per enquired where they had left it, and proposed I I^ Linseed", Phil, and North,
going to find it and bring it home. When he I PLAISTER "PARiS "retaiisat

By, as long as life, health, and circumstances favourable to its l<v.,„,i »k«. „i .„„ ™j., i i- • c u , • . ,„„„»-. I "" 1 '- n-iaiisai

„i,L,, ;„„„..„ „„,u i,„ ;„j..i™,. d :.i I

found tue Place which his informers had pointed PORK, Rone Middlings, new,
nublication are granted bv indulgent Providence.

"

THOMAS G. FESSENDEN. i

°Ut
'

h * *™ * S"ahe ^ P ,C
,'<
m
? ."P * hatldful ° f

JOHN B. RUSSELL.
I

nay stooped down to take hold ot it near its head.

This Almanack, in addition to the usual miscellaneous matter The snake instantly seized the finger of Mr
contained in similar works, will contain a Calendar of the Courts ;

Schuyler, coiled itself around his arm, throwing
lor each state in New England ; the Suiv's declination; and 10 , its extremity into his face and around his neck
pages of agricultural matter on the following subjects:

J

biting very severely. Mr S. made several un-
On Soaking Seed Corn in copperas water-on Small Farms successful attempts to shake the serpent from his—on Charcoal—on r isli um-,1 as a Manure—on (ianes or Pip in L rtu . „. l .u i .. . , , j .,

_ H "
' hold

i
at length he put his hand upon the ground

Poultry—Agricultural Axioms—on Fallen Fruit—on Staggers „„j u.„: „j ri r. j <• .. i •., , ,u . „,, .77'., , , ,

5? and bruised the head of the snake with the heelin swnie—How- to raise Cabbages, winch shall not be club-loot- e . , T ,. „ ..
.loiiuu new

ed by Dr. Green of Mansfield, Ms.-How to Fatten Fowls- .

0t hlS b00t In thlS effort he made the ^i™ 1 re-

A cheap method of preventing die disagreeable smell of Privies
lln(l» ls h his fangs, and succeeded in killing it

—Root Steamer, with a drawing—on Grafted Trees—on Paint- ^r S. was much affected by the wound, and for
ing walls to Mature Fruit—on Catde. stalls—Signs of a good !

several days its effect was doubtful, if not dan-
Farmer—on Drying Peaches—on dievalueof Time—Machines gerous. Nearly a fortnight has elapsed since the
fbr gathering Clover Heads, with two illustrative engravings—

;
accident, and Mr S. has not yet wholly recovered

i the cultivation of

of a machine /of

Sir Astley Cooper's Chilblain Ointment

Turnips on a large scale, until a drawing

purpose, &e.—Miscellanies.

This Almanack may be purchased, wholesale and retail at

the following places. Of Bowles &. Dearborn Booksellers and
Stationers, No. 72 Washington Street Boston—O. D. Cooke &
Son, Hartford, Con.—Holbrook & Fessenden, Brattleborough,

Vt.—Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.—John Prentiss, Keene, N. H
-J. W. Foster and Childs & Sparhawk, Portsmouth, N. H

from it. It appeared that the snake which attack-
ed Mr S. with such ferocity was not the one which
the workmen had seen, but was probably its mate-
It was of the common species of black-snake, and
nearly five feet in length.

—

Troy Budget.

100 Saxony Rams were sold at Brighton on

_ Friday last, and brought nearly $3000—average

.Pearson, Eittle & Robinson, Portland, Me.—Whipple & Law- Jprice $37. One sold for $64.

navy, mess, do.

Ca.go, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 -washed
do 1-2 k. i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY. --.-..
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye. retail, - - - -

Indian, do. - -

POTATOES, (ne-w) - -

CIDER-, (aecfTding to quality)

75
50

4 06
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A WISH.
Mine be a cot beside the hill,

A bee hive's hum shall soothe my ear;

A willowy brook that turns a mill,

With many a fall shall linger near.

The swallow oft beneath my thatch

Shall twitter from her clay-built nest .'

Oft shall the pilgrim lift the latch,

And share my meal, a welcome guest.

Around my ivied porch shall spring,

Each fragrant flower that drinks the clew :

And Mary at her wheel shall sing,

In russet gown and apron blue.

The village church among the trees,

Where first our marriage vows were <riven ;

With merry peals shall swell the breeze,
And point with taper spire to heaven.

EPITAPH IN A COUNTRY CHURCH YARD.
Reader, pass on, nor waste your time
On bad biography and bitter rhyme •

For what I am this cumbrous clay insures
And what I was is no affair of yours.

Forgive my raving, gentlemen, for " I fear I am
not in my perfect mind." Whilst I am penning

t

this incoherent epistle to you, I doubt not but I am
;
still playing the losing game : Having lost my

}
money, I am now staking my time, which must in-

fallibly be lost, if you refuse a place in your very

i

excellent miscellany for these eccentric reveries. i» x<_w, a.lu c«o,uuu in

,

But though time is so tremendously and highly enabled to receive and consume this o-re a°t cnian
spoken of by divines, poets, &c. it is treated with tity because of her manufactures—more tha-i
less reverence by the generality of mankind: the

|
281,000 barrels were received at the single nor'

|

sporting gentleman lets upon it, and enjoys it : the
j

of Boston, of which 72,000 were exported leiv
musician keeps it and beats it. : the saimtnror z-,77,. inn- Olid finn f„- „ *_•.. _ • n „ '..

August 31, iS27.

Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia, a much
greater quantity of flour than we export to all the
West India islands. Those states import, from
their sister states, more than 625.000 barrels a
year, besides large quantities of corn—the whol
foreign export of flour was only 813,000 barrel-
in 1825, and 858,000 in 1826. New England js

and beats it ; the saunterer kills

!
it ; and the bookseller makes money by disposing
of an annual map of a small portion of it. Many

j

ladies lose time ; and they would be extremely

,

happy if thoy could also lose the effects of it, for

[

it behaves unmercifully rude to youth and beauty.

Sporting Magazine.

ng 209,000 for consumption, chiefly from 'Mary-
land and Virginia, in the last year"; and the lat
ter, of itself, is almost equal to the whole export
of the United States to the British West Indies
and Cuba—which, in 1825 was no more than °->3 -

000 barrels.

How small, then, is the foreign demand, compa-
red with the homo market, for the growers of grain.
If we allow to the people of the United Stales

Pomp is so much the seducing notion of a Nea- „
politan that if he cannot h.re a boy to walk after quantity of bread stuffs equal only to peck of cornhis wife to church, he w.ll put on his sword and

J

per week, for each individual, the whole consnmnfollow her himself, to give her an air of grandeur, tion will be about 150,000.000 bushels a yea equV

1'IIE GAME OF LOSING TIME.

In skimming over Mrs Piozzi's anecdotes of Dr
Johnson, the following article struck me forcibly

;

She informs us, that before she had exchano-ed
her well known British name of Thralo for that
imported from Italy, which she now enjoys, she,
with two other ladies, and Dr Johnson, formed a
party at whist, and amused themselves in play for
a considerable portion of the evening. At the con-
clusion, Mrs Piozzi asked the Doctor if he had
lost any thing?—"Only my time, madam," replied
the uncouth moralist.

Rude and indecent as this answer may be thouo-ht
especially when addressed to fashionable women,
who had shewn great' condescension in admitting
Caliban among them, it conveys a most excellent
lesson, if properly attended to. 'On this principle,
every man who games must be a loser, and, what
is more to be lamented, his loss must be irrepara-
ble.

I fear I should be an unwelcome correspondent
if, on the subject of gaming, I should speak too
much in the style of a philosopher. It would be a
difficult task to persuade your readers that time is

infinitely more valuable than gold : I have fre-
quently heard players complain of the loss of the
latter, but hardly ever the former. Thev have
not r'lways in their recollection, what Dr Young
has said upon this important subject.

Time destroyed
Is suicide, where more than Mood is spilt.

Dr Young's observations are very pretty, and
in my. present state of mind, very proper to" be at-
tended to. Be it known to ye, gentlemen, that I

lost a thousand guineas in the course of yesterday
evening; which' has almost turned my brain, in-
duced me to commence moralizer, and to congrat-
ulate Piyself on having done it in a few hours

;

since time is so highly estimated by the learned of
all ages.

But, with all proper deference to their superior
judgment, I had rather say, with Dr Johnson, that
I have " only lost my time," than acknowledge to
you, (as the fact is ) that / have only lost a thous-
and guineas.

An Englishman would rob on the high way, or
sell himself for a slave, with as much good will as
follow his wife to church in that manner.—.Inge-
loufs Letters.

Do young gentlemen study Geography?—A day
or two since, while a canal boat was passing by
this village, on the deck of which several gentle-
men were speaking about the beautiful situation
of Waterloo, on the Canada shore, opposite this
place, a spruce young gentleman, who wore a
cane, and sported a white beaver, begged to be
informed " where the battle of Waterloo was
fought." All stared at such consummate igno-
rance. " Gentlemen, where's the spot," he again
inquired—none (mswered. Confused, he cast his
eye abaft, and discovered the ebony hue of the
cook's bright countenance ; the cook naturally
thought that the question should be solved, so as
soon as he caughtthe eyeof ihe spar&.he exclaim-
ed emphatically " Urop, massa," covering his
ivory with a skimmer, as he ran below. The"deck
roared with laughter. The " mortified mm"
rushed into the cabin, and betook hnno T I eveHhXh'S Te ^^T' T w
books.—Black Rock Gazette. \Z7\ ,

S° n,e teW that notice »

___
trifling improvement. In this state of things little

A good chance for authors.—In the New-York |g
d
°".l°' 2" Saturday there was an advance of

papers, a young man advertises that, having his j f *'
. ,

Maldstone report says, the rains
evenings to himself, he ' would write up a aentle- i l*™?

wa
f

hed off Part °n^ vermin and filth, the
man's book for a small compensation.'

° hop vines have rather a fresher appearance
; but

j

as thc hce have been increasing generally, the
My Mngdom/or a horse—A gentleman in Ohio •

bK8** ls morc confirmed. If the present wet
•-es notice that he will exchange a terrestrial

I

w
,
ea

,

ther continues, little doubt can be entertained
of the ultimate fall of the crops. The Canterbury
report also says, that the vermin are on the in-

to 30,000,000 barrels of flour, while the export is
less than 1,000,000 barrels. The horses and hogs
in the United States annually consume more than
five times as much grain as would be equivalent to
the quantity of flour exported! The foreign de-
mand, however, even for so small a proportion of
our bread stuffs produced, is exceedingly impor-
tant, because o*.ts effect to establish a s»lliu>val
ue for all the rest.

It is very probable that thc starch used in our
manufacturing establishments consumes a greater
value of the productsof agriculture than theatnottnt
of all such articles expo-ted, (cotton and tobacco
excepted,) to Great Britain and Ireland, Russia.
Prussia, Holland, Sic. We are not joking. We'
sec it stated that five factories near Springfield"
Mass. annually use 40,000 pounds of starch It
is ascertained that at one factory in Massachu-
setts, employing 260 hands, 300 barrels of flour
were consumed last year.

HOP MARKET\
The reports from the plantations are as had as

crop.

—

London paper, July 2

and celestial globe for a horse,— —t
j

icjiui-i uiso says, mat the vermin are on the in-
Sln expensive Person. It was said of a person I

crease
> and

: u »'c.-s favourable weather shouldwho never dined at home, and who was always ta;te place, there cannot be any thing like half a

'

speaking ill of the people, that he never opened
""

his mouth but at the expense of his neighbour.

The Maryland papers 'mention that the venera-
ble Charles Carroll was suffering under a disease
of the eye, which it is feared would pro\c fatal to
the sight.

Extract from Wiles' Weekly Register.
Much fear is expressed of a loss of the British

West India trade —and a shutting of the ports of
Cuba would throw us into great alarm ; because
of a restricted deinnnd for our flour—and vet the
New England states received from New" York

ConstantIy «" sale by B. F. U HUE, No. J

:

street, Boston.
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PALL TARRING.
Mr Fesse.ndkm—I noticed in your paper of the

|

23d ult. a feu observations on the subject of the I

Canker Worm, and the application of tar as a

remedy. After stating that many persons hud !

tried the experiment of the tar, and failing alto

nether in the oliject of its application, have be-

1

come skeptical as to its efficacy in preserving our

orchards from the ravages of that destructive

worm, the writer undertakes to point out the

causes of Ibisfailure, and asserts from the author-

i ity of an intelligent cultivator, that the grub when

it funis its ascent into the tree intercepted by

means of the tar, deposits its eggs below ; and

by the time these become animated, and possess

the power of locomotion, the ordinary season of

tarring has Ion? passed by, ami they ascend the

tree over the dried tar without annoyance. A-

greeably to this hypothesis, the writer recom-

mends tarring very late, or at the season proper

to meet the necessity of the case. Admitting the

spring to be the only season in which they ascend

the tree, the opinion of the writer is the only one

naturally suggested to the mind, that accords with

the fact of their escape—but it is merely hypo-

thetical.

It is a well known fact that the canker worms
ascend in the autumn as well as in the spring ; and

as far as my own experience extends, in nv.ich

greater multitudes. In the summer of 1896 I had

some canker worms in my orchard, but not so

many as materially to injure the fruit, an 1 last

spring I applied the tar. I commenced as soon as

the frost was out of the ground, and continued to

apply it every day when the ground was not froz-

en, until none of them appeared in the tree. -I

was pleased with the idea that few or none had

escaped me. I was much deceived, however, for

I had ten times as many worms upon my trees as

the year before. There was hardly a leaf in the

whole orchard that was not devoured. To me
this was inexplicable until a gentleman of my ac-

quaintance of much intelligence, assured me that

they ascend in the fall ; that he had applied the

tar to his own trees»at that season, and caught as

many as in t^e spring. Fully relying' on the cor-

rectness of the account, I applied the tar to my
own trees, on the first of last month. For the first

two or three applications, I caught but few—but

every night from the 4th to the 10th, when the

ground was not. closed by the frost, the tar was
mostly covered with them. There were but few-

nights, however, from the 1st to the 10th of the

month, in which the ground was not fror.cn too

hard for them to escape—and none, I believe from

the 10th to the 2s:th I tarre:l my trees, notwith-

standing. on the 16th but the following night being

colder than 1 anticipated, none could escape from
the ground. But the 29>h day of the month was
warm, and towards the evening a little rainy, and
1 observed the tar that 1 had applied on the 16th

was getting quite liquid and running down the

bodies of the trees. This condition of the tar

seemed to preclude the necessity of applying it

on that day, and I omitted it. Tin following night

it rained and the wind blew heavy from the S L.

and n ost of the night, the ground must have been

o,ien to the escape of the canker wo ms. The
next morning I vent into my orchard, and was
indeed ama/.ed at the view presented by my trees.

Not only every particle of the tar was covered

with them, but the trunks and principal branches

were nearly as much crowded as the tar. No sys-

tem of tarring now in use, I am thoroughly con-

vinced, would have saved my trees on a rising so

multitudinous as on that night. They had been

enclosed in the ground for three weeks, almost

the whole time of their ordinary ascent at that

spason of the year, and .when in common years

the ground is open almost every night to their es-

enpe. I have always, however, caught most in

stormy nights when the wind is at the S E. From
all I can learn, I am inclined to believe that they

continue under grouud, atter they enter it in the

summer, not more than four months before they

commence thajr return; and. if we undertake to

preserve our orchards by means of the tar, we
must commence as early as the middle of October,

and continue to apply it every day when the

ground is not frozen, until some time in the fol

lowing- April But when the canker worms arh

so numerous as to destroy the whole foliage of m
orchard, and the around closed for ten or twi Dtt

days in succession during the season of their as

cut. an
I suddenly opens, as on the 29th of la»i

month, the common mode of tarring villi nor an.,-

T W.
Bristol, (R. I.) Dec 18, 1827.

AI'PLE POMACE.
Mr. Fessendew,-- I am confi<:en my

farmer's plan, of Norfolk county, is by no

the most economical way of disposing of his ap

pie pomace, though I may not be able to comiuce

him of it. I admire his separate apartments for

hogs, and his conductors to convey the water to

them from his spacious cider-mill establishment ;

and, as food for his hogs, if dealt out in such quan-

tities as they will actually consume. I have no

objection to giving them their share of the pom-

ace. But as it is evident that six or eight hogs

will eat hut a small part of the pomace from two

or three hundred barrels of cider, I think there is

great waste in g'ving them such a quantity. For

indeed, what is not consumed by the hogs is al-

most wasted outright ; because it contributes but

v«ry little to the value of manure, until it has

passed through the hogs, or other stock, and be-

cause 1 am perfectly satisfied, from the observa

lion of thirty years or more, that it is a valuable

food for all ki ds of farm stock. There is noth-

ing that domestic animals more greedily devour ;

and in a i-carce season for hay or grain, such a

quantity of pomace might be turned to much bet-

ter account than to throw it all to the hogs.

My farming establishment, I presume, is small,

very small—compared with that of the Norfolk

farmer ; but I make, annually, a much larger pro-

portion of manure, (I think) with a less number of

hogs, without pomace ; chiefly from weeds, and

such kind of rubbish. I will, therefore, venture

to recommend an experiment to my brother farm-

ers, which, on trial, I believe they will prefer

As the pomace is pressed out, let it be thrown

into a heap, under covpr. if po«- '.|p. Perhap3 a

corner of a eighty foot by twenty t
v ree e°t b'i.-:h

ment might be spared, and let tins i.ixur to farm

stock be dealt out in r]ne proportion to them all :

in such quantity, and at such intervals as not to

cloy, and cause them to loathe it. E.-pecially let

poiltry of all kinds be well supplieu with it. !

prefer thpm fatted on apple seeds to any thing

else. And they fat very quick on them. Thu:-

the grain may be all saved, that they would other

wise consume. For if it can be secured froi;

waste, it will servo for their winters food. And

it will be at all times grateful to rattip, sheep am.

hogs, and save a proportion of their food, of roue!,

more value, I doubt not, than the raw pomace ii

a mass to he worked into manure by the hog=

alone. Respectfully.

A' BROTHER FARMER
December V2th. 1827.

o nRIllE

From the Xrirbwypott Herald.

Take a fresh Musk rat's skin, cut a strip one

in 1 a half inches wide, put it round the child'?

neck flesh side to the neck, on goinj to bed a'

night,—and four or five niehts will effect a cure

in the most obs'iuate c.i-e

Having heard of the s ; ,me remedy for the Asthma

or difficulty of breat 'inn. and at times suffering

•/really myself in that way. I was induced to try

the musk-rat : kin in the same manner. I found it

•ii I apply. -if. as well to my case, as the child's

on huh I have tried, and know it has ueaiU

cured the cough on applying the skin five night'

-vhich raged to an alarming decree.

Yours respectfully,

, CHARLES B. PATTEN
Amesbury, Dec. 7, 1827.

To kill Ear-wigs, or other Insects, which ma;,

have accidentally crept into the ear.—Let the per

son under this distressing circumstarce, lay his

head upon a table, the side upwards that is affecl

ed ; at the same time let some friend, carefully

drop into the ear a little sweet oil, or oil of al-

monds. A drop or two will be sufficient, which

will instantly destroy the insect and remove the

pain, however violent.

Grass Banks.—When the Belgians,who have lit

tie access to turf, wish steep banks to be covered

with grass, they first form them of earth, made in

to a sort of stiff mortar, and cut to the requisite

slope, and then cover the surface with rich- soil

mixed up into a plaister with water and grass

seeds, which soon spring up and cover the whole

with verdure.

Lord Kingston is said to have upwards.of thirty

thousand mulberry trees growing upon one estate

in Ireland, and has already sent a quantity of raw-

silk into the market.

Domestic Bmadcloths. for gentlemen's surtoot?.

are now selling iu Boston for hco dollars seventy-

five cents per yard. Nothing is more absurd than

the Southern fears, of paying dear for Americar

cloth.
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From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine. Restoring Vegetable Life.—This object may in man's Land paper states, that the female convicts

of so-
/• .i d~„,„ '!„„„„( In Farli many cases be effected by a powerful stimulant, lately landed » are quite of a superior class of

;

u%£rZSoZ?rCi™^a^ I
and, for all practical purposes, nothing is better

I ciety," and many compliments on their personal
ness, the Curl, the

than hot water, as any person may prove to him-
1 appearance and accomplishments.

—

British Far

It has been a very old custom to obtain potatoes

for sets from cold situations and poor soils, it be-

ing conceived that a change from such a soil and

climate would make them grow better and more

luxuriant in rich soils and warm situations, like

removing an animal from a cold country and short

pasture to the rich pastures in the warm valleys.

I have endeavoured to trace the effects, long and

well known, to their true causes, and to combine

the whole in one connected system, which, if

correctly attended to, will produce every variety

of the potato six weeks earlier than they are at

present obtained, without any additional trouble

or expense whatever.

Obtaining a crop six weeks cailier than usual is

an object deserving the highest consideration; its

coming into use at the season of the year when

the poor man's garden affords him no new vegeta-

bles, when the stock of the old potatoes is become

short and dear, and, withal, so bitter, unpalatable,

and unwholesome; to have then a crop of new

potatoes is a delicacy indeed, especially to the poor,

depending so much for their support upon the

potato; still more so to the Irish poor, to whom

the potato may be said to be the staff of life.

' I have planted several rows of early pin't-eyes

from ripe tubers, which are now coming up, almost

nil curled. Not a curl appears upon any of the

same variety from unripe tubers, although planted

within a few yards of each other. The lastautumn

being warm and long, enabled the worm to grow

stronger and more vigorous to attack the potato,

in which it made holes, and therein, perhaps,

deposited its eggs, which, nourished by the heat,

acquired life and strength ; and, after the potato

was planted and began to grow soft, it grew vig-

orous, and preyed upon its sap, rendering the

plant weak and curled. I am inclined to think

that the worm is the cause of the curl ; and that,

if potatos intended for- sets iver» taken up before

feeing ripe (before they are full grown), the worm

will not have attacked them ; and that, if it has,

exposing the potatoes to the sun, as I have des-

cribed (vol. ii. page 171.), will kill the worm be-

fore it has deposited any of its eggs. This hint I

submit to your intelligent readers I must own,

however, that it requires more experiments than I

toave yet made, to come to a final conclusion on

the subject.

The worms prevailed last autumn in the potato,

to that destructive degree, that they consumed

much of the wheat sown upon the potato ground,

"--fcefore they were destroyed by the frost. In this

ind the adjoining counties, in almost all the

cround where potatoes were grown, large patches

appear naked, without a plant of wheat, although

4iU plants now remaining are strong and healthy.

Allow me to impress on the minds of your read-

ers the facts, that taking up the potatoes intended

for seed next year before they are ripe (before

tfiey are full grown), and exposing them to the

pun for a month or six weeks, and, at planting

time, observing the eye cut and placing it up

Ward, will secure, without any other trouble or ex

pease, a crop of every variety of the potato, six

weeks earlier than the same variety of the potato,

if allowed to grow ripe, will produce.

I am, Sir, &c.

A Denbighshire Gardener.

self with a withered nosegay. Camphor, howev-

er, is a still more powerful stimulant ;
and, by

combining this substance with water by the me

dium of alcohol, as much can be effected in the

Chronicle.

Porter plaster for bruisri.—This simple, singu-

lar, and safe remedy for bruises, is nothing more

way of restoration to life, as is practicable in the """> » B» Io" ° f porter simmered m an earthen

vegetable kingdom. In the Transactions of fce vessel till, when cool it will be of the consist-

n • n i [!.«.(., j;«nfinno nro rriiron ence of a plaster. I his preparation was spread
Prussian Gardening Society directions are given •"

,. , , ., , *
.. , . ., .„. _i„„i,,,i *„ „„>„.„ i

on an old glove, and applied round the ancle oi a
dissolving the camphor in alcohol to satura-

;

u I,
«• w h a

tion, by adding it till it remains solid at the bot-
coachman, who was thrown off his box, and mis-

/.. , rni , i i „.„„„ rQ^ ;„ tr. erab v bruised. In three days it so effectually
torn of the vessel. 1 he alcohol so prepared is to J

-J

-

, , , , . • ,, ,..;„„ „f fm,p ili-nno
: performed a cure, that toachee was enabled to

be added to water in the proportion ot tour diops i
.

j .l a -a„ K„„t tr,n-oti,oi- till re-mount his box, perfectly relieved from all swel-
to an ounce, and the two fluids beat togethei, till »

.

'f *,
, a v c l i: „- Pionta nr nortc ling and pain.

—

L.ng. lieceipt book
the floccuh of camphor disappear, l'lants or parts

; = r s r

of plants are then to be immersed in this liqnid.but

not longer than four hours ; for, if the vital prin
Mechanical or Artificial Leeches.—This instru-

ment has been invented by Mr. Salandier, and
ciple cannot be restored in that time, they may be

j
acts as an equ jva]ent to leeches. Its advantage

considered irrecoverable

Watching the Swarming of Bees.—The hive is]

placed upon a weighing beam, aboUL three feet

,

eight inches long, with a board on the other end,

en which stones of the weight of the hive are
j

put. When the bees began to cast, (an ordinary

top swarm is between 41b. and 51b. weight,) and

when the first pound's weight of bees have left

the hive, the beam will turn back a little, the

same way as a merchant's 6ca!o does on the coun-

ter : but before the scale rests, it forces out a

er, like the pin of a mole-trap, which lets off

consist in extracting the precise quantity of blood

that is wanted to be taken from the patient ;—in

withdrawing the fluid with every desirable des-

patch and gentleness ;— in not causing that re-

pugnance, which naturally attends the application

of disgusting insects or worms ;—in not causing

any injury—and finally, in being practicable in

every station, climate, situation, and country.

—

This instrument is manufactured at Tans, by the

Engineer Dumoutiez.

CHILDREN.
The following from the Middlesex Gazette, upon

a small iron wire to a bell in the house, that gives
j
tile management of children is correctly conceiv-

sufficient warning to the bee-mother to go and

take care of the swarm. The above method has

been practised for several years by Mr. Duncan,

gardener, near Ayr.

—

(Glasgow Chronicle.)

Sheep.
Numerous droves of sheep, containing (alto-

ge^M^ as many as five or six thousand head

h

cd:

Very few boys will be insulting, or mischiev-

ous, or backward at school, who are properly man-
:iired at home. And a majority of parents, being

tired of the noise, roguery and ill behaviour of

their children at home, send them to school with

no rules or lessons for their conduct, expecting

the master in the plentitude of his wisdom and
'en driven through this town, westwardly, ^^ tQ make them fine scholarSi and fine gen _

thisTall. The who.e number sold in this State ^^ Qnd amiable men and women a„ at oncSj
may be computed at 20,000. The prices which

an(] al , ^ jg expected many times without a
they have brought have been only from thirty-

frQwn of H(Wj ag though H wefe perfect)
-

y easy
seven and a half to seventy-five cents, average

f(jr a sc ,]0()1 teacher to make of forty boys at
about fifty cents a head !—though a considerable ^^ what a parent cannot make of twQ at |]0me
portion were much improved by the Merino cross „ The mUk of human kinJnegs» in chi idren is oftell
What would these animals have been worth, if

Ued at home ^ and parents wonder they do not
the farmer's Bill had passed the last Congress ? ^^ up at 0Qcei jugl as they QUgh(.

tQ in
Not less, we would judge, than two dollars a head.

e particular, under the tuition of their teach-
Frankfoft, (Ken.) Reporter.

er>

New South Wales.—The cultivation of sugar I

appears to make rapid progress in this colony.

—

Two vessels laden with sugars of the new crop

sailed for England in June last. Mr John Macar-

thur has been indefatigable in bringing forward

improvements in agriculture, and particularly the

wools of the colony. 175,000 acres of land on this

side of the mountains are to be measured forth-

with, and appropiated as a glebe^o the Australian

Church. This quantity is independent of the grant,

for the like use, over the mountains. 200,000 a-

cres also, at Van Dieman's Land, are destined to

become the property of the Church. An order

was made by Sir Thomas Brisbane, previous to

his departure, for the appropriation of 20,000 acres

of land to the Wesleyan Missionaries, who are

employed in the conversion of the aboriginal na-

tives of this country. In mentioning the improve-

of these distant colonies, we should undoubtedly

notice the advance ia politeness. The Van Die-

Remedy for Chilblains.— Soak them in warm
bran and water, then rub them well with mustard

seed flour ; but it will be better if this is done
before they break.

MANAGEMENT OF PIGS.

The following experiment was made by a gen-

tleman of Norfolk. Six pigs of the Norfolk breed,

and of nearly equal weight, were put to keeping

at the same time, and treated the same as to food

and litter for about seven weeks. Three of thera

were left to shift for themselves as to cleanliness
;

the other three were kept as clean as possible by

a man employed for the purpose, with a curry-

comb and brush. The last consumed in seven

weeks fewer peas by five bushcU, than the other

three ;
yet they weighed more when killed by

two stone and four pounds [thirty-six pounds],

upon an average, or six stone twelve pounds [108
pounds] upon the whole.

—

London paper.
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Observations respecting t e Utility of SuHitloivs,

hj the Rev. David Ure, Minister of Uphall, in

Scotland.

One advantage, which this country enjoys with

most others, ia derived from the Swallow. These

migratory birds are of an incalculable advantage

to the interests of society at large, but more imme-

diately to the husbandman. Nature lias, by in-

stinct,, directed them to build their nests, and

bring forth their young, at the season of the year

when those insects, on which they live, are begin-

ning to injure the rising crops, by depositing their

eggs for the production of caterpillars. Were

those myriads of insects, with which the air then

swarms, allowed to fly about, without an enemy

to destroy them, the caterpillars, their offspring,

would, in a short timo, become so numerous, that

every vegetable would bo totally destroyed. One

of their greatest enemies is the Swallow. The
most of common birds also feed their young with

caterpillars—which circumstance astonishingly

lessens their number. But the Swallow feeds her

young with the insect or parent of these caterpil-

lars, and is of superior advantage ; for, by des-

troying a single fly or insect, in the beginning of

summer, many thousands of vermin are prevented

from coming into existence. Thus applying a

remedy to the evil in the most effectual way

—

Every encouragement, therefore, should, by the

lovers of Agriculture, be given to those friendly

visitants. Some thoughtless people discourage

them from frequenting the neighbourhood of bee

hives, from a suspicion that in their flight they

pick up the bees. This perhaps is no more than

a suspicion : for it is probable that Swallows will

not injure bees or any other insects that are arm-

ed with stings. But although a few bees should

be destroyed by them, their loss is of very little

consequence, compared with the advantages aris-

ing from the destruction of the caterpillars and

other devouring vermin. It is believed, by accu-

rate observers that one nest of Swallows will de-

vour in a season, about 100,000 insects, which,

with their caterpillars, would destroy an immense

quantity of growing vegetables. Another advan-

tage arising from the Swallow is, that it never

lives on grain, which is not the case with most

other birds.

Patent Water-wheel.—The Dover (New Hamp-
shire) Republican, states, that "Mr. Elijah Skin-

ner, of Sandwich, has patented an improvement in

the open single screw or spiral water-wheel, cal-

led the 'open screw water-wheel,' which promises

to be of great utility. This wheel is used by plac-

ing it horizontally in a river parallel with the cur-

rent; and, where the depth of water will admit,

wholly immersed, giving the water free passage

into the screw or float boards. In small streams,

where there is but little head and fall of water,

this wheel may be used in a similar manner to the

tub wheel, by means of the water passing through

a long hollow cylinder in a perpendicular or

oblique direction. The advantages claimed for

this improvement are, that these wheels may be

used to advantage in slow and deep currents

where dams cannot be conveniently built, without

obstructing navigation, and may also be used in

tide waters with the ebb and flow of the tides, or

in floating mills, or at the bow or stern of vessels

for working the pumps, &c. ; and lastly, its cheap-

ness of construction."

Cultivation of silk.—Considerable attention is

now paid to the cultivation of this article. A
number, within our knowledge, have engaged

successfully in the business. Their success will

be productive of much benefit. It will excite the

attention of others to this employment. The fol-

lowing facts are worthy of attention. Four acres

of land planted with the mulberry, near Boston,

have supplied food for as many worms as made
420 pounds of silk—worth $3,30 per pound, or

$1,470; all of which were attended to by four

girls, and only for a short period in the year.

—

This employment is well calculated for those, who
arc advanced, and also for those families in which

there are many young children, neither of which

would be very profitable in any other way. It is

said, that the best method of cultivating the mul-

berry is to sow it broad cast, then the loaves may
be mowed off and raked together for use, without

much trouble. The leaves are also more tender

than those, which grow on trees, a sufficient num-

ber of these however, must be reared to furnish

annual supplies of seed.

—

Dunstable, (J\f. II.) Gaz.

To preserve seeds in a state Jit for vegetation.—
Fill an old cask about half full of moist earth

;

then put the seeds, those especia'ly which are not

of an oily nature, and consequently liable to spoil

soonest, as near the centre of the cask as possi-

ble ; then fill up the remaining portion of the cask

with moist earth, ramming it tight, and heading

the cask so as to make it completely air and wa-

ter tight as possible, and stow it away in a place

to which no salt water is likely to reach. In this

way, seeds may be brought, with perfect safety,

from the East Indies or New Holland.

Meat.—Tho consumption of Meat in London
may be nearly ascertained by the annual sales of

cattle at Smithfield market, which amount to

about 150,000 herd of large cattle, 30,000 calves,

a million and a half of sheep, and 25,000 hogs.

Bread Stuffs.—The annual consumption of corn

in London is about eight millions of bushels ; four

fifths of which are made into bread, and amount

to 64 millions of qr. loaves. The Butter consum-

ed is 11,000 tons. Cheese 13,000. Milk valued

at nearly five millions of dollars ;— Poultry, from

3 to 400,000 dollars. Game of various quantities.

Agriculture in Russia.—An economical Society

and a school for the education of future agricultu-

rists, have recently been estahlished at Moscow,

through the exertions of Prince Galitzin. " The
branches of instruction are the following: the Rus-

sian language, hook-keeping, agricultural chemis-

try, botany, the physiology of plants, the manage-

ment of woods and forests, technology, farming,

and the veterinary art. The course lasts 5 years.

The Society publishes a journal in the Russian

language, which has already accomplished much
good."

It is proposed to light the city of Pittsburg with

Seneca Oil. It is found in abundance floating1 on

the surface of some of the creeks, and it is said

that it might be furnished for twenty -five cents

per gallon, if a market was opened for its use.

Fruit and Vegetables.—The neighborhood of

London furnishes it with fruit and vegetables, and

occupy about 6000 acres, which are laid out in

gardens, and give employment to 30,000 persons

in winter, and nearly 100,000 in summer.

SILK MANUFACTURE.
Aboutsix wcekasince, Mr Douglas,a Scotchman,

came to Windham, Conn, for the purpose of estab-

lishing himself in the weaving of silk ribbands.

—

To this he was led from the low rate of board.

and the great facility of obtaining good and cheap
silk. He has wrought so long in his native coun-

try, and latterly at New York, that his opinion

ought, perhaps, to be entitled to sorr.e weight.

—

He stated to mo, that it was his sincere conviction

that he had never worked, or seen, from Italy or

France, superior silk to that u.aiiufactured id

Windham county, and those immediately adjoin-

ing ; nor did he expect to see it better dyed that

it was here.

It has been estimated, I believe, that Bilk to the

amount of thirty or forty thousand dollars, rt

annually produced in this county ; but this is prob •

ably much under the present proceeds. In Toll-

and, also, and some of the adjacent counties, it is

largely cultivated. Tho quantity produced by sin-

gle families, varies from 10 to 150 lbs. weight.

—

It is presumed that Capt. Storris, of Mansfield, has

raised the present year upwards of 100 lbs. of silk.

Here, then, is $1000 gained without interferiQgir.

the least with the other products of his farm, bo-

sides affording an abundant supply of luxurious

food for his pigs and poultry !

—

Mass. Journal.

To preserve flowers.—Gather them in various

stages, from the young bud to the full-bloom blos-

som, and press them carefully between severe'.

folds of blotting paper, changing them into drf

parts of the paper, every second or third day, un-

till all their moisture is absorbed, then press then.

between the leavas of some book. The same cau

tions apply to leaves, which should always bs the

most perfect.

Russian Tallow.—The amount of Tallow in t_' I

market of St. Petersburg, the last season, was
100,000 casks ; of which 135,000 were sold at o
reduced price from the previous years' sales ; ef

conrse 25,000 casks remained on hand, to be dis-

posed of at a still lower price.

It would seem from an article in the Portsmoutl.

Times, that some person lately had a sound toott

pulled, and sold, to raise 50 cents to buy rum.

A Profitable Farm.—Mr Comfort Elliot, of Cra,

den, N. H. has a farm of 80 acres, on which he

has this year raised 175 bushels of grain and 1930
bushels of potatoes. He has this fall turned off,

in stock, grain, butter, shoats, &.c. enough to

amount to over 500 dollars, and has a handsome
stock left. He has hired but three months' labor

during the season.— Concord Gazette.

A Kentucky paper says 20,000 sheep have becu

recently sold in that state, at prices averaging a-

bout 50 cents a head.

The Egyptians instructed the Greeks ; ths

Greeks performed the same office to the Romans,

and the latter have transmitted much of that

knowledge to the world, of which we are in pos-

session at this day.

Cadmus, in 1519, B. C. introduced alphabetic^

writing into Greece, from Phoenicia. The alpha-

bet then had only sixteen letters ; and the mode

of writing was alternately from right to left an*

left to right.

Dr. Arnot says lying with the head lower thai

the body, is abetter way of emptying the stomaofc,

than the new invented pump. [This is easier eaii

than done.]
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From the National Intelligencer.

INTRODUCTION OF FOREIGN PLANTS
AND SEEDS.

The following circular, addressed by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury to a portion of the American

consuls abroad, in relation to the introduction of

valuable foreign plants into the United States, is

made public, in the hope that the object which it

has in view may be the better promoted, by caus-

ing it to be more generally known.
Copies of the circular have been placed in tho

nands of the principal collectors, of whom they

may be had by such masters of vessels, or others

going abroad, as may be willing to aid in carrying

into effect a design believed to give promise of

public utility.

CIRCULAR.
Treasury Department, )

September G, 1827. J

Sir—The President is desirous of causing to

ue introduced into the United States all such trees

and plants from other countries, not heretofore

Known in the United States, as may give promise,

under proper cultivation, of flourishing and be-

coming useful, as well as superior varieties of
such as are already cultivated here. To this end
f have his directions to address myself to you, in-

voking your aid to give effect to the plan that he
has in view. Forest trees useful for timber

;
grain

if any description : fruit trees ; vegetables for the

able; esculent roots; and, in short, plants of
whatever nature, whether useful as food for man
or the domestic animcls, or for purposes connect-
ed with manufactures or any of the useful arts,

i'all within the scope of the plan proposed. A spe-
cification of some of them, to be had in the coun-
try where you reside, and believed to fall under
one or olher of the above heads, is given at the
foot of this letter, as samples merely, it not being
intended to exclude others, of which you may
yourself have knowledge, or be able on inquiry to

obtain knowledge. With any that you may have
it in your power to send, it will he desirable to

send such notices of their cultivation and natural
history as may be attainable in the country to

which they are indigenous ; and the following

questions arc amongst those that will indicate the

particulars concerning which information may be

sought

:

1. The latitude and soil in which the plant most
•Jourishes.

2. What are the seasons of its bloom and matu-
rity, and what the term of its duration?

3. In what manner is it propagated ? by roots,

seeds, buds, grafts, layers, or how ? and how cul-

'ivated? and are there any unusual circumstan-

ces attending its cultivation?

4. Is it affected by frost, in countries where
frost prevails ?

5. The native or popular name of the plant, and
(where known) its botanical name and character.

6 The elevation of the place of its growth a-

'joj-e the level of the sea.

7 Is there in the agricultural literature of the
country any special treatise or dissertation upon
its culture ? If so, let it be stated.

8 Is there any insect particularly habituated to

it?

' Lastly—i4s use, whether for food, medicine,
or ;he arts,

la removing seeds oilplants, from remote places

across the ocean, or otherwise, great care is often

necessary to be observed in the manner of putting

them up and covering them. To aid your efforts

in this respect, upon the present occasion, a pa-

per of directions has been prepared, and is here-

with transmitted.

The President will hope for your attention to

the objects of this communication as far us cir-

cumstances will allow ; and it is not doubted but

that your own public feelings will impart to your

endeavors under it, a zeal proportioned to the

beneficial results to which the communication

looks. It is proper to add, that no expense can at

present be authorized in relation to it It is pos-

sible, however, that Congress may not be indis-

posed to provide a small fund for it. The seeds,

plants, cuttings, or whatever other germinating

substance you may transmit, must be addressed

to the Treasury Department, and sent to the col-

lector of the port to which the vessel conveying

them is destined, or where she may arrive, accom-

panied by a letter of advice to the Department.

—

The Secretary of the Navy has instructed the

commanders of such of the public vessels of the

United States as may ever touch at your port, to

lend you their assistance towards giving effect to

the objects of this communication ; as you will

perceive by the copy of his letter of instructions,

which is herewith enclosed for your information.

It is believed also that the masters of the mer-

chant vessels of the United States will generally

be willing—such is their well known public spirit

—to lend their gratuitous co-operation towards ef-

fecting the objects proposed. I remain, respect-

fully, your most obedient servant.

RICHARD RUSH.

Directions for putting up and transmitting seeds

and plants, accompanying the letter of the Secre-

tary of the Treasury, of September 6, 1827.

With a view to the transmission of seeds from

distant countries, the first object of care is to ob-

tain sends that are fully ripe, and in a sound and

healthy state. To this the strictest attention

should be paid ; otherwise, all the care and trouble

that may be bestowed on them, will have been

wasted on objects utterly useless.

Those seeds that are not dry when gathered,

should be rendered so by exposure to the air in

the shade.

When dry, the seeds should be put into paper

bags. Common brown paper has been found to

answer well for making such bags. But, as the

mode of manufacturing that paper varies in differ-

ent countries, the precaution should be used of

putting a portion of the seeds in other kinds of

paper. Those that most effectually exclude air

and moisture, are believed to be the best for that

purpose. It would be proper, also, to enclose some
of the seeds in paper or cloth that has been steep-

ed in melted bees' wax. It has been recommend-
ed that seeds collected in a moist country, or seas-

on be packed in charcoal.

After being put up according to any of these

modes, the seeds should be enclosed in a box
;

which should be covered with pitch to protect

them from damp, insects and mice. During the

voyage they should be kept in a cool, airy and dry

situation ; not in the hold of the ship.

The oily seeds soonest lose their germinating

faculty. They should be put in a box with sandy

earth in the following manner : first, about two
ioch-es of earth at the bottom ; into this tire seeds

should be placed at distances proportionate to

their size ; on these another layer of seeds ; and
so on with alternate layers of earth and seeds,
until the box is filled within about a foot of the

top, which space should be filled with sand, taking
care that the earth and sand be well put in, that

the seeds may not get out of place. The box
should then be covered with a close net work of
cord, well pitched, or with split hoops or laths,

also pitched, so as to admit the air without expos-
ing the contents of the box to be disturbed by
mice or accident. The seeds thus put up will

germinate during their passage, and will be in a

state to be planted immediately on their arrival.

Although some seeds, with a hard shell, such as

nuts, peaches, plums, &c. do not come up until a

long time after they are sown, it would be proper,

when the kernel is oily, to follow the method just

pointed out, that they may not turn rancid on the

passage. This precaution is also useful for the

family of laurels, (laurinaz,) and that of myrtles,

(myrti,) especially when they have to cross the

equatorial seas.

To guard against the casualties to which seeds

in a germinating state may be exposed duriug a

long voyage, and, as another means of insuring

the success of seeds of the kinds here recommend-
ed to be put in boxes with earth, it would be well

also to enclose some of them (each seed separate-

ly,) in a coat of bees' wax, and afterwards pack
them in a box covered with pitch.

In many cases it will be necessary to transmit

roots. Where roots are to be transmitted, fibrous

roots should be dealt with in the muuncr herein

recommended for young plants. Bulbous and tu-

berous-roots should be put into boxes in the same
manner as has already been recommended for

oleagenous seeds ; except, that, instead of earth,

dry sand, as free as possible from earthy parti-

cles, should be used. Some of the bulbous and
tuberous roots, instead of being packed in sand,

may be wrapped in paper, end put in boxes cover-

ed with net work or laths. Roots should not be
put in the same box with seeds.

Where the seeds of plants cannot he successful-

ly transmitted, they maybe sown in boxes, and
sent in a vegetating state. Where more than one

kind is sown in the same box, they should be kept

distinct by laths, fastened in it crosswise on a

level with the surface of the ground in which they

were sown : and when different soils are required,

it will be necessary to make separate compart-

ments, in the box. In either case they should be

properly marked, and referred to in the descrip-

tive notes which accompany them.

When plants cannot be propagated from seeds

with a certainty of their possessing the same
qualities which long . Iture or other causes may
have given them, the) may be sent in a growing
state. For this purpose, they should be taken up
when young. Those, however, who are acquaint-

ed with their cultivation in the countries where
they grow, will know at what age they may be

safely and advantageously remored. They may
be transplanted direct into boxes in which they

are to be conveyed ; or, where that cannot be

conveniently done, they may be taken up with a
ball of earth about the roots, and the roots of each

surrounded with wet moss, carefully tied about

it to keep the earth moist. They may afterwards

be put into a box, and each plant secured by laths

fastened crosswise above the reotsv and the inter-

stices betwacn the roots filled with wet mops*

—
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The same methods may be observed with young

grafted or budded fruit trees.

Where the time will permit it is desirable that

the roots of the plants be well established in the

boxes in which they are transplanted. Herbaceous

plants require only a short time for this ; but, for

plants of a woody texture, two or three months is

sometimes necessary.

iloxes for the conveyance of plants, or of seeds

that arc sown, may be made about two feet broad,

two feet deep, four feet long, with small holes in

the bottom, covered with a shell, or piece of tile,

or other similar substance, for letting' oft" any

superfluous water. Thpre should bo a layer of

wet moss of two or three inches deep at the bot-

tom, or, if that cannot be had, some very rotten

wood or decayed leaves, and upon that about

twelve inches depth of fre9h loam earth, into which

the plants that are to be transplanted should be

set. The surface of the earth should be covered

with a thin layer of moss, cut small, which should

be occasionally washed in fresh water during the

voyage, both to keep the surface moist, and to

wash off mouldiness, or any saline particles that

may be on it.

When the boxes are about to be put on board

the ship, hoops of wood should be fastened to the

sides in such a manner that arching over the box,

they may cover the highest of the plants ; and
over these should be stretched a net work of

pitched cord, so as to protect the plants from ex-

ternal injury, and prevent the earth from being
disturbed by mice or other vermin.

To each box should be fastened a canvass cov-

er, made to go entirely over it, but so constructed

as to be easily put on or off, as may be necessary

to protect the plants from the salt water or winds,

and sometimes from the sunshine. Strong han-

dles should be fixed to the boxes that they may be

conveniently moved.

During the voyage, the plants should be kept

ill a light airy situation ; without which they will

perish. They should not be exposed to severe

winds, nor to cold, nor for a long time to too hot

a sunshine, nor to the spray of the salt water.

—

To prevent injury from the saline particles with

which the air is sometimes charged at sea, (es-

pecially when the waves have white frothy curls

upon them) and which, on evaporation, close up

the pores of the plants, and destroy them, it will

he proper, when they have been exposed to them,
to wash oft" the salt particles, by sprinkling the

leaves with fresh water. The plants and seeds

that are sown, will occasionally require watering
on the voyage ; for which purpose rain water is

best. If, in any special case, instructions upon
this point, or upon any other connected with the

management of the plants during the voyage, be
necessary, they should be made known to those

having charge of the planes. But after all, much
will depend upon the judicious care of those to

whom the plants may be confided during the

voyage.

Plants of the succulent kind, and particularly of

the bulbous family, should not be planted in earth,

but in a mixture of dry sand, old lime, rubbish

and vegetable mould, in about equal parts, and
should not be watered.

It may not be necessary, in every case, to ob-

serve all the precautions here recommended in re

gard to the putting up and transmission of seeds

;

but it is believed that there will be the risk in de-

noting from them, in proportion to the djstaisce

of the country from which the seeds ore to be

brought, and to the difference of its latitude, or of
J

the latitudes through which they wi 1 pass on the

voyage. It is not intended, however, by these in-

slructioiis, to exclude the adoption of any other

modes of putting up and tranmoitUDg seeds and

plants, which are in use in any particular place,,

and which have been found successful, especially

if more simple. And it is recommended, not only

that the aid of competent persons be accepted in

procuring and putting up the seeds and plants,

but that they be invited to offer any suggestion

in regard to the treatment of the plants during!

the voyage, and their cultivation and use after- ,

wards.
(CIRCULAR.)

Navy Department. I

Sir—I have to call your attention to the enclos-

,

ed copy of a communication from the Treasury
j

Department to the consuls of the United States at i

various ports; and to desire that the objects of

that communication may be promoted by you, on .

all occasions, as far as may be in your power.

The Executive takes a deep interest in this mat-

1

ter, and by particular attention to it, you will prob-

!

ably confer a lasting benefit to the country.

The letter of the Secretary to the Treasury is

so full and satisfactory, that no further explana-

tion seems necesary on my part.

You will be pleased to report to the Department

what you do in execution of this object, and return

the papers to the Department when you are do- I

tached from the vessel which you now command.

I am, respectfully, &c.

SAM. L. SOUTHARD, i

From Si. Mm—fN. B.J Gazette.

SEED WHEAT.
In the Gazette of the 12th ult. we laid before

our readers, such information as we had previous-

ly obtained, concerning a species of wheat, new
in this country ; and in consequence of the man-
ner in which it was introduced, called " Tea
Wheat;"* and on the 26th, we took notice of a

communication in the Fredericton Royal Gazette,

of the 18th, on the same subject, and extended

our remarks. The very great importance of the

subject, and its intimate connection with one

branch of our agricultural interests, will, (we

trust) be a sufficient apology for bringing it again,

and thus early, under consideration. Our friend,

(the editor of the Royal Gazette) who has taken

a lively interest in this matter, on the 3d instant,

states, that "he had received such additional in-

formation on the subject, as to produce in him a

firm conviction, that the matter imperatively de-

mands the most careful research, 7
' Sic. The same

Gazette contains a communication, relating to

some wheat lately imported from Malaga, which
also has the quality of resisting the effect of rust,

&c. &c. We do Ily md heartily concur with

the editor of the R I 'Rtte >. n-J /i-h to give

all possible publi '
•
>• imi>«: I facts.

—

The new crops . r
'.

\

sent season of th - m , , .>r

this purpose an or i 'a (Hir I

provident fai ne •! m .•. • ex

change of wheat r •• pu cine, a- effectually to

secure themselves -is m ic i is they may think pro-

per, to the use of the ne -v seed ; and we think it

will be a gross and palpable neglect, in such per-

sons., as omit to avail themselves without loss of

• Sfee N. ?. JSarmer, Vol. Vl
t
page 82.

time, of the valuable information thus circulated

The Royal Gazette, of the 2d inst. says as follows

'-We have already received such additional infor-

mation upon the s.ibject, as to produce in us a firrr

conviction that the matter imperatively demand'
our most careful researches, and the sincere oo

operation of "every practical farmer, and evcr>

man who has the interest of the country at heart.'

We have conversed with a gentleman who hat

made diligent and extensive inquiry into this sub-

ject, and who states, " that in no one instance,

wherever the tea wheat has been so.vn this year

have the crops failed, or been tinged in the slight-

est manner with rust or smut." This is a striking

fact—and the same individual has already bought

up seven bushels of the tea wheat, every grain oi

which he will carefully preserve for seed, (giving

other wheat in exchange) and we earnestly trust

the example will bo generally followed, and tin'

those farmers who may not be disposed to par'

with it, will at least carefully preserve as much
as possible from being ground.

Malaga Wheat.—We have this moment rcceiv

ed the following communication:

—

To the Editor,

Sir,—Having seen in your paper some notice*

respecting what is termed "Tea Wheat," and be-

ing acquainted with similar qualities in anothe;

parcel, casually brought into this Province, I beg

to follow A. B's. example, in calling the attention

of the public to it through the medium of yoc

columns. The original sample was brought from

Malaga, in the Mediterranean, and first sown in

the upper districts on this river—how long ago J

cannot say, but it may now be procured in cou

siderable quantities. Mr. Thomas Pickard sowed
an extensive tract of land with it, and had it quite

free of rust. Mr. William Wilmot sowed half a

bushel of it last year, and although every other

part of his wheat grounds were affected by rust.

not the least symptom of it appeared a;;;ong the

"Malaga Wheat." Mr. Benj. Sloot, sowed a peck

of it in the midst of a Held of the usual wheat ol

the county, and not a single stalk of it bore x,

rusted head, while ail around the common wheat
was much affected. There must be many other

instances no doubt, if the facts were known, but

these are surely sufficient : and the sources of in-

formation being at our doors, the matter should

certainly be investigated.

I am sir, yours, Ssc. C. D.

"In addition to C. D"s. favor, wo understand
Maj. Harding, of Maugerville, planted this year
one bushel of the Malaga Wheat, which he ex-
pects will yield him at least fifteen bushels ;—the

grain of which is unusually hrge and full. Major
Harding has also a large quantity of Tea Wheat
in equally finp order."

A new variity fOats —Our agricultural friends

will be gratifi mini; that a new species of
oats, possessin n.l estimable qualities, has
r-eeo introduce I

s n into the Provi- - \

few bushels of :. ;n lerstand, uer p r>-

ed by his Excelled : s lieutenant governor 1^
sown, during |he :

s. ring, m « field imp he
Peninsula—and found to inat->;r= .qu\

ripen nearly a moi,t is j
- th;.-i .-.:. • ,n*b

has yet been n.it .. , i -.

'

-.^v

are productive, rise » i.' .- • .
'»,

and are large and plump in i.u i-

duce of the field, to which we huv e,

' will be preserved as seed for tbe e.r. .; ; ; a ;
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it will be sown during the next in the different
]

convert any substance into manure, which is wood
quarters of the Province

; and should it preserve i and wholesome food for man or beast,
its present qualities, and continue to ripen as

early in future years as in this, it must be regard-
WOOD PECKERS USEFUL.

ed as a benefaction of the most important char-

acter. Such an oat, in fact, has long been a de

sideratum in our agriculture. The species, which

A senseless warfare is often waged by boys, and
" children of a larger growth," against the wood
pecker, a bird which is not only harmless, but use

is now common in the country, lingers so longK '" So!ne have supposed that these birds injure

before it reaches maturity, that it delays the har°:
a PPle " trees

'
and otner trees, the bark of which

vest beyond the most convenient periods, and '

tlle
y.

perforate: but this is not the fact. They
crowds the fanner's labor upon his hands. An oat

are ln Pursuit ° f l" e borer, and other insects inju-

which will ripen, as this does, before, or along
rlous to ^ trees

- Mr Corneeius Cowing, of

with the early-sown wheat, will cause a more re°- '

Roxbul7! informs nathat he lately found in the

gular distribution of the toils of the harvest, bring
stomac » of (,ne of these birds, no less than 23 bor-

the sheaf to the stack or barn in finer condition,
ers

-
whlch t,ad beo " recently extracted, probably

and multiply at once the amount of food both for
froln orchards in the vicinity. The tongue of this

the family and for the stock. Notwishstanding bn'd
.

Js saiJ t0 he sharp pointed, and bearded

—

.Dr. Johnson's cynical definition of the oat we HaviriS rnao
'

e a hole with his bill into the habita-

are satisfied that the emancipation of Nova Scotia
tIon of the insect

>
ne impales it on the point of his

depends up'in it—and that the universal introduc
Hon of a finer variety of that grain would tend to

hasten the happy and prosperous event.

—

Halifax
Novascoliau.
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To Correspondents.—An article from Plymouth, on BekS,
;ind another on Fish Ponds, Animal Maxut.es, &c. will ap-
pear next week.

INTRODUCTION OF FOREIGN PLANTS AND SEEDS.

The article on this subject, which we have giv-
en in this day's paper as emanating from a high
official source, must be very gratifying to all who
have the agricultural interests of the country at
heart. The •'directions for putting up and trans-
mitting seeds," &c. appear to ns to be (in general)
correct and judicious. Bui the following asser-
tion, copied from these "directions," is contrary
to generally received opinions. They state, that,
"the oily seeds soonest lose their germinating
faculty." The Dictionary of Arts, a work quoted
by Dr. Deane, in his N. E. Farmer, says, "many
sorts of seeds will continue good for several
years, and retain their vegetative faculty ; where-
as others will not grow after they are one year
old. This difference is in a great measure owing

tongue, arid is thus able to extract and convert it

to food.

BREMEN GEESE.

We have just seen gome young geese of this

breed, raised by Colonel Jaques of L'harlestown,
Mass. much surpassing any of their species,
which have ever before met our view. There
were eight of them, hatched in the fore part of
May, and fed on grass only, till ten days before
they were killed ; being then about seven months
old. They weighed, after being dressed, on an
average, sixteen pounds each! and were as fat,

fair, and fine as any thing that tin epicure ever
flourished a fork over.

BREEDS OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
The choice of the best breed of horses, cattle,

and hogs, which is too little regarded, is of the
greatest importance to a farmer, and deserves his
nicest attention. The expense is as great nay
many times greater, in keeping a creature of bad
breed, as of a good, and the value is very differ-

ent. Mr. Bakewell, (of the Dishley farm, in Eng-
land) rendered himself famous by his breed of cat-
tle. His principal aim 'was to gain the best, whe-
ther sheep or cow, which will weigh the most in

the most valuable joints ; and at the same time
that he gains the shape which is of the greatest
value in the smallest compass, he finds by expei

to their abounding more or less with oil ; as also
j

ience that he gains a breed much hardier and
to the nature of the oil,"&c. '.Seeds of cucum- easier fed than others. In his breed of cattle, his
hers, melons, and gourds, which have thick horny

J

maxim is, the smaller the bones the truer will be
coverings, and the oil of the seed if a cold nature,

j

the make of the beast ; the quicker it will fatten,
will continue good for ten, fifteen, or twenty and the weight will have a larger proportion of
years, '

B
&.c.

—

(Gleanivgs in Has!,an dry.) ! valuable meat.

!
The practice of Bakewell and his followers,

|

furnishes an instance of the benefits of a division

APPLE rOMACE.

We are glad that the attention cf agriculturists
is tinned to this substance, which in former times
i'js considered rather as a nuisance

of labor, in a department of* business, where it

was little to be expected. Their male stock was
inan as an

; et oat every year to breeders, from all parts ofarticle of any value on a farm. A writer for the 7 V V 7 , "-""f?'
" om a " Pans °

N E Fanner f see Vol I J „,,„,. Yn .

•
EnS land ' a '""thus, by judiciously crossing thi

Jv,,' .„ ., '

,
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'
U1 old races, all the valuable properties of the Dishsii.im Aiu:.j, tlKit lie had uscu iH)iii:ice tor mnnnvp t

• . i , , ,. .
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'

u"'aLt
,'
ur mai.urc, ley variety descended, a tor three or four o-eupwith good effect, after having mixed it with "a ...,,;„„., ,.,„,„;. __.'..:... „ ,

&t
'ng mixed it with

quantity of leached ashes, in the amount of one
quartet of the bulk : this was heaped up and lay
all summer to give the alkali a chance to work on
the acid." The pomace, thus prepared, made ;>n

excellent manure for grass land. If n were mix-
ed with Uiiieathed ashes, or a small quantity of
quick lime, just sufficient to neutralize Vae acid
it would, no doubt, be found valuable as uianc-t

ations to their posterity. By no other means,
could this new breed have spread sn rapidly, nor
have been made to accommodate itself so easily

[to a. change of climate and pasture. Another rc"-

ndation of this plan was, that the ram-hirer
had a choice among the number of males, of some-
what different properties, and in a more or less
advanced stage of improvement; from which it

was his business to select such as suited his par-But we think its best application is that ,

. ,„ t T)iC<e ,
,

-
out by "A Brother Farmer," in this day's DaDer — ' < \ .i

•

rtareo
- "y expencnc-

it • .
i

} piper.— i oti men wno „ ave their principal attention to thi«
It is not good economy, (genera y spealtino to > - -,, \ r.-^* „„j k ,

•
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,

t0 t01s
•" VB ' =i>«.»iu B ,

, ..one; and having the best females as

well as males, they were able to furnish the ne-
cessary supplies of young males to farmers whose
time was occupied in other pursuits. The prices
at which Bakewell's rams were hired, appear en-
ormous. In 1789, he received twelve hundred
guineas for the hire of three brought at one birth :

two thousand for seven ; and for his whole letting
at least three thousand guineas.

—

(Encyc. Brit,
art. Agri.)

By proper management, Mr. Bakewell caused
his cattle to be very gentle. His bulls would
stand still in the field to be handled; and were
driven from field to field with a small switch.
His cattle were always fat, which he said was
owing to the breed.

"Cross breeding, under judicious management,
might probably be often employed to correct the
faults of particular breeds, or to impart to them
new qualities."—"Were I," says Sir J. S. Se-
bright, "to define what is called the art of breed-
ing, I should say it consisted in the selection of
males and females, intended to breed together;
in reference to each other's merits and defects.
It is not always by putting the best male to the
best female, that the best produce will be obtain-
ed ;

for should they both have a tendency to the
same defect, although in ever so slight a deo-rec,
it will in general proponderate so much in the
produce, as to render it of little value. A breed
of animals may be said to be improved when any
desired quality has been increased by art, beyond
what that quality was in the same breed in a state
of nature ; the swiftness of the race-horse, the
propensity to fatten in cattle, and the fine wool in

sheep, are improvements which have been made
in particular varieties of the species to which
those animals belong. What has been produced
by art must be continued by the same means, for
the most improved breeds will soon return to a
state of nature, or perhaps defects will arise
which did not exist when the breed was in its

natural state, unless the greatest attention is paid
to the selection of the individuals which are to
breed together.

"We must observe the smallest tendency to im-
perfection in our stock the moment it appears, so
as to be able to counteract it, before it becomes a
defect; as a rope dancer, to preserve his equili-
brium, must correct the balance before it is gone
too far, and then not by such a motion as will
incline it too much to the opposite side. The
breeder's success will depend entirely upon the
degree in which he may happen to possess this
particular talent.

"Regard should not only be paid to the quali-
ties apparent in animals selected for breeding, but
to those which have prevailed in the race from
which they are desceuded, as they will always
show themselves sooner or later, in the progeny :

it is for this reason that we should not breed front
an animal, however excellent, unless we can as-
certain it to he what is called well bred ; that is,

descended from a race of ancestors, who have
through several generations, possessed in a high
degree the properties which it is our object to ob-
tain. The offspring of some animals is very un-
like themselves

; it is, therefore, a good precau-
tion, to try the young males with a few females,
the quality of whose produce has been ascertain-
ed

;
by this means we shall know what sort of

stock they beget, and the description of females
to which they are the best adapted. If a breed
cannot be improved, or even continued in the de-
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gree of perfection at which it has already arrived,

hut by breeding from individuals so selected as to

correct each other'* defects, and by a judicious

combination of their different properties (a posi-

j

lion that will not be denied), it follows that ani-

mals must degenerate by being long bred from the

,ome family, without the intermixturo of any other

blood, or from being what is technically called
|

bred in and in. I

Bakewell and Culley say " like begets like,"

therefore breed from the best. Of this says Sir

.1. S. Sebright, there can be no doubt, « but it is

to be proved how long the same family, bred in
j

and in will continue to be the best." Cross breed-

in" appears no doubt more consonant to what I

takes place in nature than breeding from very
j

near relationship; and arguing from analogy, the

result Tjf certain experiments made by T. A.

Knight, on the vegetable kingdom, seems to justi-

fy us in concluding that occasional crossing may-

become not on !

y advantageous, but even necessa-

ry for the purpose of correcting defects. Never-

theless, as the last mentioned writer and Cline

observe, it can only be safely resorted to by skill-

ful and experienced breeders."

Sir John Sinclair says that cattle will deterio-

rate by breeding from near relations; and "the

same rule holds good regarding the human spe-

cies. By a train of unfortunate circumstances, a

brother and sister, German, ignorant of their close

connexion together, were married. They had ten

children, all of whom died before their parents."

roUNDED OYSTER SHELLS MAKE GOOD MANURE.

At Holkham, in England, oyster shells are

broken to pieces, either by passing them through

oil-cake crushers, or repeatedly drawing a heavy

iron roller over them when spread upon a stone,

or hard burned brick-on-edge floor. A mill for

crushing bark would answer the same purpose.

—

Forty bushels of this manure were drilled in the

usual way, upon 27 inch ridges, slightly covered

with earth, and the turnip seed sown upon it.

—

In tho same field turnips were sown, on ridges of

the same size, manured with farm yard dung, at

the rate of 8 tons per acre. The turnips were a

good crop on both pieces, no difference percepti-

ble ; the succeeding crop of barley, and the crop

of clover afterwards, to all appearance, were
equally good on both.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER. 17.3

A nursery garden has been established in the Trtte, Ornamental Shrubs, l,-c.

city ofCaraccas by Dr. Fanning, (un American) MR WINCIM- -. . ry
, ;,, Brighton

„
J

, » « _*- .l . . „r. i „„.i llie large* ranery of Fruit and Ornamental I r>- SImb*,**.
for the purpose of collecting the most uselul and His eoQeeUao ofTVuit 1 andwi ed; and ha

ornamental plants of Colombia. He is also form- variety ofOrnamental SI verjaOtmn I

u . • j_ •_ »v,„ „;«;r.;ti. ,in<I#>r th^ Rose Aeacia,Three ihi cia, doablellow-mg a botanic garden in the vicinity, under inc ^ A ,mo|

patronage of Bolivar. nia Radiean, Burning Baab, dwarf flowering Hone Ctesumt
__ ,

. endid flowering

t. i u i i .„ i iu> ti,_ BUniir./.tnra of ("* flowering shrub) variety Honeynidt-
It has been calculated that the manufacture 01

je> E,^ w§.ouUj keeping wilicv ,.g<S.,La-

wool, (including the various mechanics and labor- burnum. Sow

crs employed,) in the N«w England states, sub- iree», Mountain Ash, Lilacs^arks) n
' pea pear.

im|jiujri.u,j in wic i. «. ,J?„„_rt , Japonnica eborcborrus, &c.—Orders (or any .> u.*. article*

sists about 20.000 families, or 1-20,000 persons, and ,,.„ wj|h i^Romell, at the New England I

that these w
40,000 families

360,000 individuals.

11 consume the surplus products of be executed on the eami ins as at (be nursery, and d... ,_„„,i,„. ^Kr.nt in Boston. fee ofespense.—Catalogues (aniisbederaiis
^s of agriculturists ;

together, about
;

'_ _t »_ _

<l<-hvered

Bremen Geese.

FOR sale, 10 pair superior BREMEN GEESE. Apply u.

„ _ , _,. ,„ Thomas Williams, Noddle's Island, or lo MrRossaLi., ai
Sea Coal—The annual consumption of Sea

the Wew E, .^
Coal, in London, is about one million and a half

chaldrons.
For Sale,

TWO large, well formed and nov.erful mare-, with foal by

. ,
I iho celebrated imported bane Bdljoundar. These anjmak are

Rare Production.—In the market yesterday, at perfectly broke to ihe saddle and all kinds ofharness—will wort
die stall of Mr Tower, was exhibited a lot of very large and before oxen, and are perfectly kind and good travel;'.-. . 'i •

beautiful lemons, from the green house of the Rev. A. Bigelow, persons wanting mares to breed from, ibis eftv-r- an opportuuity

of Medford. They were chiefly attached to small boughs, the not often met with.—Al o - pair ufWILD GEESE.
fresh and verdant leaves of which set off the fruit to fine effect. Apply to Be.nj. Aostiv, near Mr Greenough's meetinghouse
f)u one of these houghs no lese than six lemons were hanging in Newton, or to J. B. Rl;*lll, at the New England Fanner
when plucked. The largest specimen of the latter measured office. Boston. Dec 7.

seventeen inches round the longest girth, by thirteen in the —

—

.i.._. m. — - n .

smaller. Eighteen of these lemons with their stems, were as- PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE.
ccrtained to weigh precisely eighteen pounds and two ounces.

t
__

The display altogether was'truly superb, and the more gratify- Corrected even/ Thursday tvenimr.
ing from being the production of our northern climate, offered

al this inclement season. The fruit, we understand, was gath-

ered for the purpose of relieving the tree which bore it, of a ' .ppi irq he«t
part of its redundant stock, and to aid the growth of another „...',%'"> ."

] .

vigorous crop. It is refreshing to turn from the noise and dis- .1.111:.=, p°W 1st
crop,

tractions of these party ti

pursuing her operations

ecrt,ng—
, to witness the silent course of na- pearl do. -

a in unfailing regularity, offering, BEANS, white, - - -

lesson's of order for 'human imitation, and leaching that as a
; g££F mess, 200 lbs. nev

good tree is hnown and prized by its fruits, so every public ser-

.

car^o No 1 new
*' No 2, pew,

ery public ser-

ant whose political worih stands" approved, should be duly esti-

mated by the community whose interests he promotes, and be

rewarded with those tokens of continued confidence and favor, ' bU 1 I hit, inspect. Ao. 1. new
which may incite him to bring forth more abundantly his fruit CHEESE, new m '.. -

unto perfection.

—

Centinel.

bbl |
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!,bl.
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FLOUR. Baltimore, Hi
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Silk.—In Norton's & Russell's State Register,

it is slated, thai " in the town of Mansfield, in Tolland county,

is annually raised upwards of 3000 pounds of silk, which, (in its

raw slate) is estimated to be worth at a fair valuation, from 12

in 13.H00 dollars, and when manufactured into skeins and pre-

pared for market, is worth from 18 to 20,000 dollars. The GRAIN, Rv
labor is chiefly performed by females and young persons. Corn
The growing and manufacturing of silk is becoming more

[

extensive in this country, and the attention of many public
| n «

spirited individuals has receully been turned to it. That it

,

Oats - - . -

may be made profitable, and a source of great income, cannot HOG=' LARD, 1st = r
- I,

be "doubted when we look at the single instance of the town of HOPS, No 1, Inspi ctic

Mansfield. That town has less than three thousand inhabitants -

i^'ME

II .

90
6 1)0

6 00

-

9 75
8 50
7 50

17

3

5

1 12

C 12

6 25
3 S>5

80

OIL, Linseed. Phi!, and Northcrnisjal.

IMPORTANT news.

On the 20th of October, a battle was fought

between the allied fleets, and the Turko-Egypt-

ian fleet, in the Morea, which terminated in the

entire destruction of the latter. The Turkish

iieet was attacked in the Bay of Navarin, at two
o'clock. At 5 o'clock the first line of the Turks
was destroyed, and their ships of the line and

razee frigates were sunk or burnt ; and the re-

mainder went on shore, and were burnt by their

crewe. Of this formidable armament, there re-

main only about twenty corvettes and brigs, and

they were abandoned. A spectator of the combat
calculated that there were 150 vessels of all

classes engaged in the fight.

and comprises an area of only about forty-six square miles—its

soil is less productive than that of many other towns, yet the

industrious inhabitants in addition to their other employments '
^AiaJJ-Jl ,,."',.

rcIa "- al

from which the culture of silk does not detract, contrive to bring
;
FORK, Bone Middlings, new

in a yearly revenue of about '20,000 dollars. What an induce-
[

navy, Dies?, do.

mentis here held up to the industrious and enterprizing, and if Car»o Ao 1 do. - -

imitated, how long should we be dependent on the old world

for silk ?

' r.s',<

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ... -

Lilerary Generosity.—The Providence Ameri- WOOL, Merino, full blood,wash
can relates an account of a gentleman, known only by the de-

\
do do unwashed

signation of A. B. who bad volunteered and actually rendered

his services, in three different towns in Rhode Island, as a

teacher of a school for several months in each, free of any ex-

pense; and when his board was offered to be paid, he declined

the offer. After finishing his services in one town, he left 40

dollars with a qualified female who had attended his school, that

she might continue the school in the summer months. He still

remains " the unknown Teacher." Under date of Oct. 18, in

the Newport Mercury, he again offers to teach a school in Cov-

entry, R.I. and has probably commenced. PROr ISIO.l-, MAR
At Taunton, Mass. 1,200 tons of nails are made pop^' ftesh^best'piect

annually, and three hundred tons of plates, hoops and machine- \ tl '
_."j,ole ho°-s

ry. At Pittsburg, there are seven rolling and slitting miils, 1 _ ° '

eight air foundenes. six steam engine factories, one wire facto-
{

VL.AL,

ry, &c. Some of these are very large establishments—one of |
MUTTON

them has two engines of 100 and 120 horse power.

i-bl.

hush

lb.

do o-4 washed
do 1-2 ft i do i

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

pinning, 1st sort'do

67
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MISCELLANIES.

[From the Bijou, for 182S.]

ON A LITTLE GIRL.
EY WJI. FItASKK.

That beautiful and starry brow,

With youth and joy all splendent now—
Can it be marred by years ?

That passionless and stainless breast,

Where iunocence hath raised her nest

—

Must it be ranked by fears ?

That glowing ehcek and sun bright eye

Whence laughter wings its archer}'

—

Will it be stained with tears 1

Such is, alas ! the bitter doom

That wails each tenant to the tomb;

—

Vnrl how canst thou, young bud of beaulv, be

Excluded from the pale of destiny !

Rut years will pass nor leave behind

One stain upon thy seraph mind

—

Then, come, thou fearful age !

And fears that rack thy breast may prow
The token sure of passionate love

—

Such is love's hermitage !

And tears from pity's fount will flow,

And on the check tuli sunny glow,

Of joy the fond presage !

Thy days shall onv. aid wing their way,
Like the month of fragrance-breathing May

Or should Grief come thy beauties to enshroud,

It snail pass o'er thee like*iy, April cloud.

CHRISTMAS
Right well our Christian Sires of old,

Lov'd, when the year its course had roll'd,

And brought blithe Christmas back again

With all its hospitable train.

On Christmas eve, the b:>lls were rung

—

On Christmas eve, were anthems sung;

And Christmas blessings oft would ch,.- :

The poor man's heart, thro' hall the year.

i I! hailed with uneontrol'd delight,

.
And general vo.ee, the happy night,

That to the cottJge, as the crown,

TlroKght tidings of salvation down.

CHURCH GOERS.
Two lovely ladies dwelt at

the witty Joseph Miller has recorded it in his laugh-

ter stirring; volume. A painter was desired to make
a hatchment, on which was the motto " Sic transit

gloria mundi." It so happened that he was desired

to deliver in his performance on a Monday ; it was
not however, finished before the succeeding day,

and as a proof of 'his attention and accuracy, ho
altered the motto, and delivered the melancholy

emblem of death to his customer, with the follow-

ing alteration, " Sic transit gloria Tuesday".

taste previous to that age, will applaud his advice,
but such as may meet with husbands to their mind,
will judge of their own fitness, and laugh at the
Doctor.

A fine woman ought to add annually to her ac-
complishments, as much as her beauty loses in

the time.

And each a churching gaes j

F.irnna goes there

—

to close her eyes
:

And Jane

—

to eve her clothes.

. tine of Billy Black's Conundrums.—Why is a

short negro ]i!<e a white man? Because he is

not ( Mi black..

Why is a man about to take a gltiss of-bpandy,
like a man going to beat his wife ? Because he
is going to lick-her.

Why is Mr. Fiddler's brewery like a public

toiise which Jews resort to ? Because He breiss

ri"rink in it.

Why is the month of a hard drinkef like an In-

dia rubber over-shoe ? Because i' never lets in

.voter.

Finally—Why are these conundrums like the

new novel of "The Bnccauiers ? Because they
;tre hardly worth readitfg.

The day of small things.—A dealer in cat and

dog meat, in London, has lately placed over his

door, in golden capitals, the following words,

—

"cat and dog meat bazaar."

Pedlars.—About the year 1821, the good State

of Massachusetts swarmed with a race of long-

sided, cunning, guessing, question-asking, hypo-

critical, bargain-making rogues, who prosecuted
their trade with indefatigable diligence.

The pedlar, taking his cargo of tin trumpets, or

adulterated essences on board a vehicle, inching

more like a miniat"re of Noah's ark when it rest-

ed on the mountains of Millbury, than any christian'

convey i nee— or packing his needles and thread,

his combs nnd calicoes, in a huge box strapped

over his shoulders, roaming to and fro on the

earth, seeking whom to cheat. His home was
every where, and his dwelling place in all habita-

tions of T-an or beast. You might find him in the

public room of the tavern, round the fire-siue of
the farmer, or snugly restetl in a corner of the

barn. The rising sun shone upon his path among
the hills of the north, and his declining beams
li hted the eternal pedlar on his way to the sea
shore. He intruded himself on the domestic priv-

acy of every home, and his inexhaustible elo-

quence yielded him many a penny of profit on his

miserable wares. Sometimes with the hardy en
terprize of New England character he crossed
the mountains, -nnd vended his wooden nutmegs
and pumpkin seeds among the astonished natives

of the west. »hose exhausted purses and length-
ened faces bore testimony to the superiority of

Yankee skill in cheatage ovpt their ovn ingenu-
ity. True it was. the farmers' children had thpir

teeth set on edge by eating sand instead of sugar,

and our village belle often mourned over the

transitory splendor of her go-to-meeting gown—
and the sick man died after taking the poisonous

drug ; but still the pedlar was a favorite visitant,

and his gains grew great when resting on such a

prolific source as public credulity. Thesp golden
days, however, could not always last. Our politi-

cal fathers issued an edict to prohibit the trade of

the itinerant merchant, nnd wandering vagrants
were compelled to betake themselves to other

States. The terror of the law, for a space, freed
the good ppnp'e from the visitations of these vaga- I

bonds—but in process of time, finding the statute!

showed its teeth without biting thev began to r"- I

turn and infest our borders. Within a few venrs.
j

their depredations have been bold and frequent.!

Worcester .Sfft>.

Winter Evenings.—The intelligence and ofteu
the success of farmers, depend on the manner
their Winter evenings are spent. The privilege

of devoting them to the acquisition ofuseful infor-

mation, is not enjoyed so uninterruptedly by any
class.—The farmer's pursuits of the day invite

him to draw near the fire; and if he has a taste

for useful reading, particularly for that connected
with rural pursuits, we scarcely can imagine one
to spend his time more rationally and hafjpily.

—

Knowing that all his live stock are well fed and
taken care of, and harassed with none of the anx-
ieties of those whose business is connected with
thousands, and liable to ton thousand reverses, he
can give his mind wholly to the sentiments and
reasonings of his author.

But niany who cannot command more than one,

two, or three hours at a time, excuse themselves
from reading altogether. The father act9 on this

principle, and the sons follow his example; and
thus it is that there are not more extensively read
and enterprising farmers. Let us now make some
calculation of the time that could be employed in

the acquisition ofuseful information, from the age
of fourteen to fifty— Suppose that three hours of

the twenty-four, for four days of each week dur-

ing the six Winter months, were spent in useful

reading. This would amount, when he would ar-

rive at 50 years of age, to 11.232 hoi rs. If he
read 20 pages per hour, it would be 224.640 pag-
es. Allowing each volume to contain 224 pages,
it would amount to one thousand volumes. Now,
what would be the result of thus devoting this

small portion of his time ? It would give a right

bent to his mind—tend to prevent him from spend-
ing his time and money at improper places—he
would become acquainted with the state of agri-

culture in his own country, and in others— be-

come more enterprising, and be enabled to use to

better advantage the means within his reach, and
thus become a more successful cultivator of the
soil. In fine his taste fur knowledge would in-

crease; he would become a more valuable citizen,

a blessing to his friends and neighbours, and
more likely to descend with grey hairs in repose
to his grave.

—

jV. Y. Farmer.

A shoemaker for the purpose of eclipsing an
'ipponent who lived opposite to him, put over his

door the well known motto of -Mensconscia recti
"

His adversary, to offer a more general bait to the

public, placed a hill in his windows, with these

words, " Mens and Womens conscia recti." Tins
anecdote brings to our recollection a joke which
may have escaped some of our readers, although

Early Mitrriiscs.— A medical correspondent of
the Portland Patriot thinks it would be advanfa

geons for females to piss their twentv-fonrth or

twenty-fifth year, before they subject themselves
to the cares and fatigues of a married life ; as the

constitution of but fpw women can be regarded as

firmly established until after their twentieth vear.

Every female who does not have an offer to her

Superior Tulips.

Ear sale at ihe office of the New England Farmer, a further
sup; !v of Dutch Tuli] s at a mo lerate price.

Also, a few PO TAT ONIONS—with every variety of Gen-
den Seeds. Floiver Seeds, Sfc.

Bremen Geese.

For sab 3 prir of this superior breed of Geese ; they are cle-

c'dedlv superior to the common breed, in the great size they at-

tain, in ihc facil t\ with which thev may be raised, and in the
comparatively - all quantity of grain required to fatten them.

—

Inquire at tics office.

A/Vw Entrl'tnd Farmer's Almanaek.for^UHtS.
Just MiHished. at the New England Farmer Office, alia

fcr sal- bv "nwtss & Dr4KBOf v. 72 Washington Street, and
at Ihe bookstores generally, the New Engkutd Farmer's Alma-
„„ri- r,,r 1828. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New-
England Farmer

l%e Farivifr is published every Friday, at $3.00
per antrum, or $2,50 if paid in advance.
Gentlemen who pracv-ro.fve responsible subscribers;
are entitled to a sixth volume gratis.
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AGRICULTURE
FOR THE SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

BEES.
Mr Fessenden— I offer no apology for recur-

ring again to tlie subject of the honey bee since

you have encouraged rne to that effect in the New
England Farmer, 7th December. I have, h'owev-

er, no pretension to experimental or practical skill

in their management, and possess but a small

share of information derived from books, (having

always been an advocate for book knowledge) ant1

from verbal communication.

The fact stated in your last paper of a snail e»-

trapped in a hive,* brings to my recollection a few

circumstances equally calculated to excite the ad-

miration of your readers.

On taking up a hive in autumn a few years

since, the body of a mouse was found entirely en-

cased in the substance of the comb, and so effect-

ually embalmed by their own materials as to ex-

clude tiie access of atmospherical air, and to obvi-

ate the possibility of annoyance from the process

of putrefaction.

During a warm day the last summer, I witness-

ed the surprising alacrity with which bees can re-

pel the attacks of an enemy. A large humble

bee, and a very large ox fly, after being deprived

of one wing, were thrown on the projecting

board of my bee hive ; they were instantly attack-

ed by as many bees as could have access, piercing

their bodies with their stings till they expire'!

and then forcing them from the hive to ihe ^rour.^,.

From this it may be supposed that were the bee-

moth to make its pillaging visit at midday in-

stead of skulking in the dark, it would be entirely

foiled in its base attempt.!

In Rees' Cyclopedia or the Edinburgh Encyclo

pedia, I have read the following curious state-

ment.. In autumn J804 the copious collections of

honey which had been made during summer had

entirely disappeared, and the moths were uncom-

monly abundant. The owners of a number of

hives resolving- to protect thera from) further pil-

lage, closed tbeir entrances with tin gratings,

where the apertures were proportioned to the size

of the bees on the 17th September: but not hav-

ing enough for the whole, two were left unsecur-

ed. It was seen next morning on examination

that during the night the bees had themselves

taken the necessary precautions by contracting

the entrances of their hives 60 as to make them
quite safe against invasion. Each was completely

blockaded by a wall composed of old wax and fa-

* See page 162 of the current vol. of llie N. E. Farmer.

t In speaking, we believe, of this insect, M. Reaumur says,

•

' the Bees would readily destroy these creatures, were il not for

the armour they are covered with. They form themselves a

coat of armour of a double matter. The 6rsl, ne.\t to the body,

is a kind of silk of their own spinning; and the outer covering is

of bees was, laid on considerably thick. The creature, just

ihrusting its head out to feed, goes ou devouring the cells ; while

the bees are buzzing about him, attempting in vain to pierce

him with their stings. He never forsakes his covering, hut

lengthens and enlarges it as he goes; and gnawing down the

sides of the cells in his march, without staying to eat them one
by one, the destruction he occasions is scarcely Is be conceived

Editor of the N. E. Farmer.

rinn, in which the bees had taken care to leave

apertures corresponding to their own size : two
that would prevent above two bees passing at a

time were fashioned like inverted arches ; a third

was broad enougli in front to admit of the passage
of several bees at once, but so low that they were
obliged to lean over on one side to get through.
All the other hives proved on inspection to be
constructed in the same way, even whore provid-

ed with the tin gratings. In other instances the

bees hnd constructed a double wall at the entrance

of the hive, with covered galleries so narrow that

no more than a single bee could pass ; fifty -three

swarms began these operations in the course of

the same night. In countries where their great

enemy the sphinx atropos abounds, the apertures

when the chief collection of honey takes place,

must be made very low that this insect may be

excluded.

The following instance might, in the view of

some, justify an impeachment of the integrity of
the instinctive faculties of these insects. It was
copied from the New York Medical Repository a

few years ago, into the American New Dispensa.
tory, by the present writer, as tonding to prove

the virulent nature of the Rhus Virnix, or swamp
sumach. A swarm of bees attached themselves to

a branch of the Rhuri Virnix, after which the

branch was cut partly through, and for some reas-

on the bees were suffered to remain ; the next

morning the whole swarm were found dead and
their bodies turned black and swelled to nearly

..vice their natural size. Now it is well known
that instinct in animals enables them to distin-

guish and to avoid those poisons which prove des-

tructive to their own nature ; by what means
therefore, was their instinct confounded in this in-

stance ? Not perhaps from any error in the choice

made by the bees ; had the treo remained in its

natural state, they might probably have continued

to adhere to the branch with impunity ; but in

consequence of the wound by the knife, the pois-

onous effluvia was suffered to exude and exert its

fatal effects upon the innocent visitors.

In my former communication it was mentioned
that the garret of a friend was occupied by a fam-

ily of bees ; they'took possession of the tenement
in June 1825, and first formed in a body on the

side of the chimney. They first made their en-

trance through a crevice tinder the edge of the

shingles, but an aperture was bored for their use

a little below the roof which has proved accepta-

ble to them. They now occupy the space be-

tween the chimney and the upright gable end of

the house, open at both sides of the chimney for

the space of nbout 7 inches in width. They have
suspended their comb In lengthened sheets ex-

tending about two feet below tho aperture, care-

fully leaving o space round it to pass and repass.

The quantity of comb, would, it is supposed, near-

ly fill a barrel, and the landlord receives his rent

from the produce of his tenants at his own dis-

cretion, selecting the young comb containing

transparent virgin honey. They have never
swarmed, as they have ample accommodations for

their stock of honey and their young brood.

There appears no circumstance in the arrange-

ment of an apiary so difficult and at the same time

so important as that of guarding against the dep-
redations of the bee moth ; every cultivator of beet
complains that more or less swarms become vie.
tims to this enemy every season, in despite of ali

their efforts to frustrate its invasion.

Tho fact above iletailed of the successful loci
tion of a swarm in a u.-irret, might suggest an in..

portant improvement in the arrangement of ar
apiary Let the hives be placed in the upper a-

partment of a Jwelling house, or some out build-

ing provided with proper apertures through the
walls. In this situation the bees would be secure
from the vicissitudes of the weather, the hives
would he less liable to decay, and the expense ol

a common bee house would be 6aved. But the
most important advantage would be that of a toUl
security against the attacks of the niischievoE?

bee motb, as that insect seldom or never peram
bulates to any considerable height in the atmos-
phere, and there could be no sweet odour froa.

the hives to allure the insect to the place to seei
for its favorite food. It is moreover not impose:
ble but that young swarms from the hives so situ

ated may attach themselves to the walls of thu
apartment for their permanent residence, as ii,

the garret above mentioned, and thus in process

of time the whole apartment be converted into c,

convenient and profitable apiary. Should thes f
.

suggestions elicit the observations of some judi-

cious and experienced cultivators, the object of

this communication will be in a measure attained.

Old Colony. Dec. 17, 1827. MEDICUS.

OATS.
Mr Fessenden—There is a difference of opic

ion among farmers as to the proper time for sow
ing oats While some contend that it is best tc
sow as soon as the frost is out sufficiently for the
land to be worked, others insist on a differer.t

course, and choose not to sow until the ground
has become quite dry and warm. It mav be c
fact that late sowed oats in some and perhaps ii

most instances, produce a greater quantity c:

straw than those early sown, and it may be ace
probably is true in B3 many instances, that tht

gruin is proportionably lighter, so that if weigh^
of grain is the prime object, that course of pro-

cedure as it respects sowing, is best, which is

most likely to produce the desired result.

There seems to have been a general failure ifl

the crop of oats through this part of the country
the past season, there being but few instances,

where they are so heavy by one third, as they
have been in other years, when no calamity has
befallen them.

Notwithstanding the general failure, I bad as

good a crop of oats the past season, as in anv
former year, having over one hundred bushels,

from little more than two acres of ground, weigh-
ing thirty-three lbs. per bushel. Such being the

fact, it is a question with myself and others, wfcaf

should be the cause of my obtaining a better croc

than any other farmers in the neighborhood

That which to me appears as the probable antf

only cause, is early sowing. Although my grouraf

was in no better condition than land in general, I'

sowed my oats several days earlier than othe.

farmers in the vicinity.
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There were several fields contiguous to mine,

where the soil and cultivation were not essential-

ly different, but which were sowed a few days

later, which in every instance failed to produce a

middling crop. I have always been in the habit

of sowing my oats as soon as possible after the

ground had become settled, believing it to bo the

ijetter way, and observation and experience the

past season, have only strengthened my belief,

that such a course is the correct one.

A. FARMER.

Remarks by the Editor.—Deane's N. E. Farmer

states that "Oats cannot be sowed too early in

the spring after the ground is thawed and become

dry enough for sowing. The English farmers sow

them sometime in February." Loudon says "The
season of sowing oats is from the last week in

February to the end of April. About the middle

of March is preferred by the best farmers." We
believe, as a general rule, neither oats nor any

other sort of spring grain can be sowed too early

after the ground can be put in order to receive

the seed in the spring. Early sown spring wheat

as well as oats is much less liable to blast than

such as is put into the ground late in the season.

FOB THE NEW ENGLAND FAHHIER.

FRUIT TREES.
Linncean Botanic Garden, )

Dl-c. 11, 1827. \

Dear. Sir—I send you herewith some parts of

uiv' Treatise, now in press, which you con publish

is " Extracts from Prince on Horticulture."

Yours most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

NOMENCLATURE OF FRfJITS.

During a number of years, the author had been

(Mio-aged in a most extensive and general investi

gation of all the fruits that have been introduced

lo this country from abroad, in order to test their

accuracy, and the correctness of their names.

—

This critical inquiry has convinced him, that not

less than one hundred varieties of the different

fruits at present cultivated in this country are in-

correct, as to the identity of their names, and con-

sequently quite different from those they are in-

tended to represent. This has arisen either from

errors being made when they wero sent from Eu-

rope, or by established names being adopted here

for doubtful fruits. The author himself ha?, in

common with others, been grossly deceived in the

varieties of fruits from Europe, even when receiv-

ed from the best nurseries of England and France.

This has long since led him to scrutinize every

variety he receives, and the original tree is inva-

tiably planted out for bearing, that its accuracy

may be tested. The author has gone into these

fcmarks, to account for any present differences

which exist between fruits from his establishment,

and others bearing similar names, as above one
hundred kinds will be found to essentially differ

both in appearance and quality. Those persons
who are conversant with Duhamel, the Luxem-
bourg Catalogue formed under the auspices of

the French Government, the Bon Jardinier. and
other Frenah publications; or with Miller, For-
eyth, Speechley, and the publications of the Lon
don Horticultural Society, can have the identical

fruits sent them that are described in those
works, and, ia every case, the identity is guaran-
teed.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER. Dec. 28, 1827.

SYNONYMS IN FRUITS.

The author is taking extreme pains to regulate

these properly and conclusively, as so much of

the success of horticulture depends on critical ac-

curacy. The Catalogues of his establishment

bear witness to his anxiety, that the same fruit

should never be disseminated under a plurality of

names, and it contains more synonyms attached

to the respective fruits than any other publication

existing ; but the author intends, in his " Ameri-

can Horticulture," to extend this necessary part

of horticultural information, so as to set at rest a

great many of the errors which have hitherto ex-

isted, in consequence of a want of information on

this head.

I was highly amused, on calling to see s peach

which an acquaintance of mine called by the

charming name of "Maria Antoinette," to discov-

er, that it was the identical fruit which has been

long sold as the "Yellow Rareripe," and which

originated in a field about two miles from my re-

sidence, whence I obtained it, and called it by the

latter title. I have also noticed, that a peach,

which is now selling as a new variety, by the

high sounding name of "Emperor of Russia" is

the same fruit known for 30 years past under the

unpretending title of "Serrated Leaved Peach."

Various other instances of this kind have come

within my notice, which it is unnecessary to enu-

merate. There is nothing more calculated to

lessen the satisfaction of the horticulturalist than

this rechristening of old and well known fruits,

either by the name of the person who happens to

find a tree growing in his garden, or with some

fanciful productions of his imaginations, as it will

create the same endless confusion that has for a

long period existed in England, and which their

Horticultural Society is now attempting to remedy
for it is a fact which can be proved, that many of

the fruits of Europe may at present be obtained

with more accuracy from some of the American

nurseries than they can, in most cases, either in

England or France.

ACCLIMATION OF FRUITS.

Deciduous trees, natives of the same latitude,

are far more hardy than evergreens ; which proves

that the foliage of the latter possesses, even in

winter, a great degree of sensibility. Efforts,

therefore, to naturalize the fruits of the warmer
climes, should be in preference commenced with

those which are deciduous. The deciduous trees

of Portugal, Italy, and Spain, and of South Caro-

lina, Georgia, and Louisiana, will endure the win-

ters of New York, when the evergreens, from the

same places, perish if unprotected. Though in

England, where the winters are more moderate,

these survive and flourish, while, from the want
of heat in their summers, many of the deciduous

trees do not ripen their wood sufficiently to sup-

port their climate in winter ; whereas, beneath

the powerful sun of our country, the wood be-

comes so well matured, that, it in many instances,

resists the rigours of our winters uninjured. A
consideration of these circumstances, and effects

of climate, may greatly aid those concerned in

the acclimation of trees calculated for fruit or for

ornament.

NURSERY 90ILS.

As a prejudice has prevailed from time imme-
morial, that trees, like cattle, when removed from

a rich to a poorer soil, cannot thrive ; and as nur-

sery grounds are generally supposed to be kept in

the richest possible state, it is a duty which the

author owes to himself to remark, that, for many

years, he has not made use of as much manure on

his grounds as is commonly put on the same quan-

tity of ground by farmers in their usual course ot

agriculture—not from any belief in the above

mentioned doctrine, but from motives of economy,

resulting from actual experiment, he has substi-

tuted culture for manure, by having his grounds,

previously to planting, ploughed more than t.vice

the usual depth, and by having the ground each

year dug alongside of the rows of trees. By this

management they are continued in the most thrif-

ty state until the period for transplantation. The
doctrine of trees not thriving when removed from

rich to poorer soil, hus long since been exploded

in Europe. Marshall, a celebrated English writ

er, is very particular on this subject, and gives in-

stances that have come under his observation to

prove its fallacy, in his "Rural Economy of the

Midland Counties of England," vol. i. p. 85. It is

absolutely necessary that the young trees, at the

time of transplanting, should be vigorous and thrif-

ty, and it is of no consequence whether this is pro-

duced by strength of soil or by culture, as the

young trees will then have a constitution prepared

to feed itself on coarser food.

To those who insist on the point that nurseries

of trees should be reared on poor ground, the re-

ply may he made, that it might, with equal apti-

tude, be asserted, that a decrepid man is the best

calculated to sustain the toils of a journey.

ORCHARDS NEAR THE SEA-SHORE.

It is recommended, in localities wholly exposed

to the ocean—such as Nantucket, and other isl-

ands—that those who desire to succeed in culti-

vating fruits, should first plant a row of red ce-

dars, willows, or other hardy trees, to break off

the gales; next to these, they might plant their

pears, as the fruit best calculated to support the

situation, and after them peaches, and other fruits;

perhaps it would be better that the cordon of ce-

dars, willows, &c. should be extended on three

sides of the plantation. As the red cedar flourish-

es uninjured on the sea-shore, and from its being

an evergreen, is capahlo of affording protection

against storirm in all seasons, I consider it as deci-

dedly the most proper to be selected for the be-

fore mentioned purpose.

ON RAISING WATER FROM WELLS.
Mr Fessenden—If you think the following ac-

count of my manner of bringing water into the

yard, will contribute anything to the convenience

of farmers, you are at liberty to insert it in the

New England Farmer. Yours, &c. N. L.

Lyme, (JY. H.) Dec. 26.

Last autumn, wishing to have water constantly

running to my barn yard, and pasture contiguous,

I went back about 18 rods to ground 44 feet high-

er than my yard, there dug and stoned a well 20

feet deep, and dug a trench 2J feet deep—placed

in it a small leaden pipe—stopped the lower end

of it, and let it extend up beyond the well's mouth,

so far that when bent, and inserted, it would reach

to the bottom—then filled the pipe with water for

the purpose of exhausting the air (having no other

convenient way of doing it)—stopped the upper

end till the pipe was carefully bent, and the end

put under the surface of the water, then took out

the Btoppe* and fixed on a leaden strainer, and
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fastened a cord near the end of the pipe, and lot

jtdown nearly to the bottom of the well—confin-

ing the other end of the cord to a stick fixed across

the well, near the top. The use of this cord is to

raise the end of the pipe, in case we find at any

time by measuring, that the sand is washing in

—

and liable to cover the strainer, and thus stop the

waterj Then by removing the stopper from the

lower end, the water began to run, and has con-

tinued running a small stream ever since, without

danger of exhnusting the well, which, in the pre-

sent wet season, contains fifteen feet of watery

N. L.

7'Vo.'« the Neic York Statesman.

AGRICULTURE.
We are happy to perceive by the subjoined cor-

respondence, that the spirit of improvement in ag-

riculture, cherished by the munificence of the Gov-
crmect, and widely diffused through the medium
of societies under its patronage, is not yet extinct

though it seems to have slumbered for a year or

two, while public attention has been engrossed by

canals, rail-roads and other plans for promoting

the interest of the state. The former ought to have

been done, and the latter not left undone. Agri-

culture must for centuries be the great source of

wealth and prosperity in the United States. Com-
merce and manufactures cannot flourish, if this

paramount interest, whence they draw their life

and activity, be permitted to languish. We have

always had full faith in the salutary influence of

agricultural societies ; and it is with us a subject

of deep regret, that the enthusiasm by which they

were actuated a few years since, has in any de-

gree subsided Brief as was ; ' the foil tide of suc-

cessful experiment," and sadden as has been Us
reflux, it was like one of those inundations of the

Nile, which bring down fertility and plenty. The
traces of the vivifying and invigorating principle

are visible over the whole surface of the state ;
—

and in many instances, waste places have been

converted into productive farms. Look, for exam-

ple, at the rural retreats of the late Chief Justice

and his neighbour Judge Buel, whose fertile acres

were reclaimed by the hand of persevering industiy.

If such an impulse was communicated to agricul-

ture by a few seasons of active exertions, what ef-

fects might not be produced by systematic and

continued efforts, such are made in Great Britain

and is some parts of our own country ? We have

all the elements of one of the richest agricultural

countries in the world, with every possible facility

of transporting produce to a ready market. With
such peculiar advantages, and with a population

rapidly increasing, the stale of New-York pre-

sents the strongest inducements for improving

every acre of its soil.

In giving publicity to the following letters, we
will merely add, that it, will afford us pleasure at

all times to make the Stutesnian the medium of

similar communications, believing that if we may
be the means of " making two blades of grass

grow, where but one grew before," a service more
beneficial to the community will be performed,than

by filling our columns with angry discussions on

the subject of the Presidency. Without censuring

any of our editorial brethren, who have a taste

for the tHrmoils of party 6trife, we can only say

for ourselves, that we would rather be found
* Roasting turnips an a Sabine farm"

than engaged as heated partisans for this or that

eandidate, playing at cut and thrust in the politic-

al arena, for the amusement of the public :

JYew York, Nov. 20, 1827.
Dear Sir—When I was ot your farm la6t sum-

mer, I observed a field of Lucerne* in luxuriant
growth, and of great promise. Your absence from
home prevented my learning the particulars of its

culture, users and value.

This grass, I think, is not grown to any consid-
erable extent in Great Britain or Ireland. In
passing through those countries a few years ago,
I do not recollect to have seen it all. Perhaps
the humidity of the climate, the nature of the soil,

and the strong growth of the other finer grasses,
may account for its absence. In France, howev-
er, I found it held in great esteem ; it produced
abundantly, allowing of four or five cuttings in a

season, and was used in its green state for soiling
cattle.

Your experiments have, no doubt, been made
with care. A detailed statement of them will be
of service to our agricultural interests. If you

j

will oblige me by furnishing the statement, it will

gratify me to be the medium of communicating it

to the public. Yours, very respectfully,

I. M. ELY.
Hon. Jesse Buet,, Albany.

Albany, Dec. 7th, 1827.

Dear Sir— I most cheerfully comply with your
request, in communicating my experiments in the

culture of Lucerne.

My first essay to cultivate this grass was made
in 1620. I sowed it with summer grain, but too

thin ; the summer was dry, and not more than a

fourth of the plants survived till autumn. I

ploughed it up at the end of the second year.

In 18'}4 I sov ed lti lbs. set-ri on an acre, well

prepared by manure and potatoes the prene Jin<r

yeEr, with half a bushel of winter rye, the whole

broadcast. The ground was well harrowed and
rolled after it was sown. The rye soon spread

its leaves upon tke surface, and protected the Lu-
cerne until its roots had good hold of the soil. It

grew well, notwithstanding the drought. The
latter end of August, perceiving that some of the

rye was pushing up seed stalks, and that some
weeds were overtopping the grass, I mowed it,

and fed it green to my cattle. In 1825, I cut

three tolerable crops, and soiled it to my cows i

In 1826, I cut it tour times for green fodder, and

in the autumn gave the field a slight top dressing

of rotten dung. This year my stock has consisted

of six cows and four oxen. My summer pasture

would not more than suffice for two of them.—

I

fed them on rutabaga and hay until aboutthe 20th

May, when I commenced cutting and feeding my
Lucerne, morning and evening, in such quantities

as I found my cattle would consume. By the time

I had cut over the acre, the part first mown was
again fit for the scythe. Two cuttings with the

small pasture in which the cattle run, sufficed until

my meadows and grain fields were fit to turn into.

A third crop was cut for hay, and fourth might
have been cut also, hut for the difficulty of curing '

it. This is the field which you saw when at my
J

house.

irom my own experience, as well a* from th<
observations of others who have cultivated this
grass, I* m satisfied, that an acre of good Loeerpe
will feed six cone five months, from the 20th oi
2",th May to the 25th Oct. This, to a person Iocs'.

.
ed as I rm, upon a small farm, where land is higli
would be worth $45, or SI 50 per month for eatl,
beast.

Lucerne is less affected by drought than any
grass I am acquainted with ; and but fan/ grasses
abide longer than it does in the soil. It does no'
attain its full strength until the third year, and it r

medium duration is ten or twelve years.
I will farther remark, for the guidance of those

who may undertake to cultivate Lucerne,and arc
unacquainted with its character and l.abits, that,

it requires a rich, deep, clean, light, an. I dry soiV
It will neither do well upon clays nor wet grounds

It should be sown only in the spring, when th'.-

ground has acquired warmth sufficient to promote
a quick and vigorous growth.

It should be mown for soiling; as soon as th:
blossoms Hppear; and be permitted to wilt a few
hours in the swath before it is fed to neat cattle

And lastly, like all other crops.

It is benefitted by an occasional dressing of ma-
nure. I think the best way is to apply compost o:
short dung in autumn, and harrow with a ligh'

harrow in the spring.

When cut for hay, there is a difficulty in curing
Lucerne without great loss, as the leaves dry and
crumble before the stem is cured. It should be
managed like clover— lay a few hours in swath,
and then put into small slen'er cocks with a fori:.

It will cure in two good days. I mixed my au
tumn crop, in the barn, with alternate layers c?

straw. Your obd't servant. J. BUEL.
Is*»c M. Ely. Esq.

CONSTANTINOPLE.
The climate of Constantinople, for the latitude

is one of the coldest places in Europe, as the pre-
vailing winds are north and south, blowing direct-
ly through the Bosphorus. A modern traveller
ha3 aptly compared a resident at Constantinople
to a man in a thorough draft, or standing at the
muzzle of a pair of bellows. Vegetation is scarce-
ly a fortnight forwarder than in England, and fires

are agreeable in the middle of April. Although
the neighborhood of this city exhibits as rich h
verdure as could be seen in the first dairy coun-
tries in the world, yet butter can scarcely be pre
cured, and the milk is not drinkable. The meat,
from bad management, is likewise very inferior ;

lamb is not allowed to be killed till the end of
May

;
pork, when in season, is excellent ; and

though the butcher pays an enormous sum for the
privilege of selling it, the price does not exceed
3d. per pound ; of fish, there is a great abund-
ance, and of the most extraordinary colours and
shapes, but in general very inferior to what is

caught on our coasts—the shell-fish in particu-
lar, is almost without flavor.

* The botanical name of this plant is medicago saliva. It is a

native of Spain and the south of Europe. It grows to the height

of from one to two feet, and the flower is of a pale blueish pur-

ple. The term " soiling," made use of in this correspondence,

may not be familiar to all our readers. It is applied to trie

feeding of catUe confined in narrow enclosures, not affording suf-

hcienl pasturage.

—

Editor.

Bologna Sausages.—All the world are aware
that these sausages aie esteemed the nicest, if

not the most delicate food that can be eaten
; yet

they are made with ass's flesh. Xenophon, in his

Anabasia, remarks that the flesh of the wild ass

was esteemed a delicacy by the army ; and in th?

history of Belisarius's wars, we find mention of
sausages made from the flesh of mules that fcafi

died of the plague.

—

London Weekly Review.
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From Loudon's (London) Gardener's Magazine.

On the mode of procuring a crop of cucumbers

during tointer, by forming the hoi bed within a

rinery. The gardener that is most successful in

growing early cucumbers, is generally consider-

ed clever in every other part of his business—

This is not altogether without reason, for the

roan who bestows the necessary attention to keep-

ing up the proper degree of heat, giving and tak-

ing away air, covering and uncovering, &c, to a

cucumber frame, during the winter months, is

likely to be of regular habits and careful atten-

tion, and these qualities go far towards the ensur-

ing success in whatever is taken in hand.

The duties of gardeners in small places near

huge towns, are generally very different from

cholc of their brethren, in the country. In the

former case, their attention is confined to a few

objects, and of course greater excellence is attain-

ed ; in the latter, the gardener has often the

charge of extensive shrubberies, park scenery,

and distant plantations ;—and these necessarily

alee him away a great part of his time from the

kitchen garden, and leave him dependent upon

his assistants. It was the experience of the un-

certain results connected with this dependence,

which led me to the plan of placing my winter

cucumber bed in a vinery, and to manage the

vinery and bed in the manner I am now about to

describe.

This vinery was forty feet long, sixteen feet

broad, twelve feet high at the back, and five feet

and a half high in the front, with one tire place,

and a flue which passed round the house. The
air could be admitted both by the top and front

! ights.

On or about the 20th of September, cucumber

seeds were sown on a moderate hot-bod in the

open air, and treated in the usual manner until

they were ready to ridge out. This generally

happened about the beginning of November, at

which time the shoots of the vines were with-

drawn from the house, and a dung bed formed in

the floor in the usual way. After placing the

frame and mould on the bed, it may be left with-

out the lights till the rank steam has passed off.

—

After this the plants being placed in the hills, and

the sashes put on, the following are the leading

features of management during the winter :—
Make fires in the evening, so as to warm tbe air

of the house to from 56° to G0°, and in very se-

vere frosts it may be raised to 70
=

. In the morn-

ings of the coldest weather, and shortest days,

make a strong fire, so as to raise the heat to near-

ly 70°, when the house is shut up. About eight

o'clock and from that time to half- past nine, give

plenty of fresh air, by opening the front sashes

and top lights, after winch, and during the re-

mainder of the day, give plenty of air to the cu-

cumbprs, by tilling the sashes in the usual way.

In mild weather and during sunshine the lights

may be tnken entirely off the cucumbers for some

hours each day ; a-nd immediately after forming

new linings, the top lights m:ry be left down a lit-

tle all night, to permit the escape of any rank

steam.

The advantage of this mode of growing cucum-

bers during winter is the comparative certainty of

an early and good crop, at one third of tbe trouble

and expense of the common method oat of doors.

The expense is lessened by no covering up being

required, and by all the labour attending renewal

of linings, &c. &c. admitting of being done in wet

weather.

By this practice fruit may be cut in January.

—

The vines may be introduced in the beginning of

March, and will break beautifully and regularly in

consequence of the genial steam of the dung. In

April the shade of the vine leaves will Lave ren-

dered the house too dark for the culture of the

cucumber, and, as by this time cucumbers are

plentiful in the common hot beds out of doors, the

bed in the housa may be cleared out, and the vines

treated in the usual way till the following Novem-

ber. Yours, &c. J. REED.

was lately related, in which the bulbs having

been eaten by .a family, boiled along with pota-

toes, proved poisonous ; and a Frencli veterinary

journal relates the case of twelve cows, which

had been fed with the leaves and seed-vessels, and

soon after showed the most alarming symptoms.

By the use of strong decoctions of linseed, they

were recovered after two or three days Bul.Un-

On the Varieties of Cardoon, and the Methods of

cultivating them. By Mr Andrew Matthews.

The cardoon is not very generally cultivated in

English gardens, probably, as Mr Matthews con

jectures, because " it requires more skill in the

cooking than is commonly applied to it." It is a

good deal in use in the South of France, as about

Tours, where it is used in soups and stews, and

sometimes in salads. The sorts described are the

common, Spanish, Cardoon of Tours, and Red

Cardoon. The Spanish, Mr Mathews considers

the best, and the culture of any of the sorts he

states to be particularly easy. Sow about the

middle of April, in deep, light, not over rich soil,

in trenches about six inches deep, by twelve inch-

es wide, and four feet distant centre from centre.

Drop three or four seeds together at intervals of

eighteen inches, and, when they come up, thin

them out to single plants. Water frequently dur-

ing summer ; and, in a dry day about the end of

October, commence the operation of blanching, by

tying up the leaves with twisted hay bands, after

which earth may or may not be heaped round

them in the manner of landing celery, according

as they are to be used early or during winter.—

The common practice is to tie slightly with mat

ting in the beginning of October, and earth up

once a fortnight, till the plants are sufficiently

covered, in the manner of celery. The French

mould up the bottom of the plant a little, then tie

up the leaves with packthread, and thatch tdern

with long clean straw, made fast with strong mat-

ting, or small ropes. The hay band method is

the best.-

Cardoons may be transplanted in the manner of

Mouldiness in the limber of a house, it is found,

may be prevented by washing it over with a weak
solution of muriate of mercury. The repair of a

church at Potsdam, the timber of which, though

quite new, was covered with mould, gave rise to

the discoverv.

—

Bui. Un.

Emigration to the Canadas.— Unquestionably,

no man who 13 willing to make the slightest ex-

ertion can starve in America. If he will under-

take to clear a farm, the means of subsistence are

at once secured ; should his habits unfit him for

such an undertaking, the price of labour is so

high, he is sure of lucrative employment in what,

ever capacity he chooses to enter the service of a

master. So far the prospects of the emigrants are

encouraging and agreeable.

But let us turn for a moment to the other side

of the picture. Let us contemplate the exile seek-

ing the portion allotted to him in the wilds of the

forest, with the compass for his guide, doomed to

endure, in his wretched log hut the rigours of a

Canadian winter, without a human being for many
miles round to break his solitude, or assist his la-

bours. No village, no shop of any description,

no medical advice within his reach, and worse

than all, the lonely tenant of the woods is gener-

ally remote from any market, wheTe he may dis-

pose of the hard-earned fruits of his labours.

Personal Narrative ofM. de licos.

Australian Agricultural and Horticultural Soci-

ety, August, 1826.—Premiums were offered for

various agricultural productions, and for the best

treatise on Australian agriculture ; the best treat-

ise on Australian gardening ; a treatise on the

best and most economical mode of preparing ex-

tract of bark from the mimosa, and other trees of

the colony; on the best and most economical mode
of preparing the potash of commerce from the

woods of the colony; and on the best mode of pre-

celery, but they are found to do much better when I paring the castor oil from the seed of the Ricinus

sown where they are to remain. In France the

flowers are gathered and dried in the shade, and

used instead of rennet to coagulate milk.

communis.

The Honorable Alexander M'Leay, F.R.S. &c.

formerly Secretary to the Linnoean Society of Lon-

, don, is the Vice-Patron of this Society, and, among
Insalubrity of the neighborhood of dunghills—A ;tg Committee, we observe the nameof Robert

writer in a French agricultural journal points out,

with gre3t force, the injury done to the atmos-

phere, as far as respects the breathing of animals,

by the decay of animal and vegetable matter in

"unghills, ditches, ponds, wells, and especially in

sewers, and the cess-poola of water-closets.

—

Wherever health is an object, he recommends

neutralizing the mephitic exhalations which arise

from these places, by daily strewing over them;

from a dredgebox, powder of lime, of which a very

small quantity is said to have the desired effect.

Though there is nothing new in this, yet it af-

fords important hints for those who are employed

to arrange the detail of dwelling-houses, and out-

of-door-offices ; and also to those who live in con-

fined situations

—

Gard. Mag.

Colchiewm.—In the British newspapers a case

Townson, L. L. D. the celebrated author of Trav-

els in Hungary.

—

Colonial Times.

Australian Agricultural and Horticultural Soci-

ety, February, 1827 A report was read, by which

it appears that the crop of wheat was above an

average, and the crop of maize promised to be

abundant, where it was sown in rich alluvial soil,

but a failure on fresh land. Tobacco is said to

be less extensively grown, since the reduction of

the duty. The condition of the vineyards is men-

tioned as extremely luxuriant. The influence of

the turf-club, in encouraging the breed of horses,

forms a subject of congratulation, as also the in-

creasing numbers, and the improvement in quali-

ty, of the breeds of horned cattle. An improve-

ment of the quality of wool produced from sheep

of the Saxon breed is also noticed.

—

Col. Tina,
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vessel; then take your oranges, and seta laying! Chinese mode of fattening fish.—The Chines*

of them in the same, the stalk end downwards, so I are celebrated for their commercial acumen, in-

that they do not touch each other, and strew in !
defatigable induttry—and natural adroitness ir

some of the sand, as much as will cover them two i making the most of every gift of nature bestowed

inches deep ; then set your vessel in a cold place,
\
on their fertile country. Useful as well as oraamen-

and you will find your fruit in high preservation tal vegetables engross their care
;
and animals

at the cm! of several months. which are the most profitably reared, and which

. Ivield the greatest quantity of rich and savour;

Tricks of Fruiterers.—In many of the London
j *fQ0(

-
'

)
are preferred by them for supplying thei:

fruit shops, yellow grapes have their bloom restor-
[ar ,lers and stews. When a pond is constructed

ed by bein^ fumigated with sulphur ; and some an d filled with water, the owner goes to marke'

fruiterers of little repute arc in the habit of sup-
\ and buys as many young store fish as his pond

plying a bloom to plums, by dusting them with the can conveniently hold ; this he can eaeily do, af

I powder of the common blue used by laundresses, almost all their fish are brought to market alive.

The last operation is, in general, so clumsily per- Placed in the stews, they are regularly fed morn-

formed, that it may be easily detected. I

j ng and evening, or as often as the feeder finds i'.

Storch, in his Description of St Petersburg, men-
j

necessary ; their feed is chiefly boiled rice—to

tions some of the tricks that are performed on cu-
1 which is added the blood of any animals they may

linary vegetables and fruits in that city, but they bill, wash from their stewing pots and dishes, &c
are in general too gross, and involve too much I indeed,—any animal offal or vegetable matter

manipulation, for being practised in Britain. Fori which the fish will eat. It is said, they also use

Carbon is the name given to the Uoai mines, example, after asparagus has been used at the ta-
j
SOme oleaceous medicament in the food, to make-

formerly belonging to Maurice and Wm. Wurtz, I blea of the great, the returned ends of the shoots the fish more voracious, in order to accelerate

Esqs. now owned by the Delaware Hudson Canal
j are sold by the cook to itinerating green-grocers, their fattening. Fisli so fed and treated, advance

TRAPS FOR HAY-STEALERS.
Have the grower's name printed or written on

a great number of little slips of paper, distribute

these in the hayrick as it is building, so as there

may be at least one slip to each truss, which will

not require above one hundred slips to an acre,

but to make quite sure, say two hundred. Then

when you suspect your man has given away a truss,

or any particular truss or quantity to be stolen

from your cart or rick, have the truss polled to

pieces, &c. This practice has been adopted in

Shropshire, and a thief detected an.l convicted in

consequence. The ingenious inventor is Mrs

Richards, of the parish of Clun.

LACKAWANA COAL MINES.

These Mines, with a body of land attached

thereto, we are told, sold for one hundred and for-

ty thousand dollars ! One hundred thousand of

which were paid by Stock of the Hudson and Del

aware Canal—and forty thousand in cash.

i the name given to the Coal Mines,

Company. It is situated on the Lackawana river,

Blakely township, Luzerne county, 32 miles from

Wilkeabarre, 8 miles from Dundaff, the late seat

of the Northern Bank of Pennsylvania, and 16

miles from the Dysburry Fork of the Lackawaxen,

to which place a turnpike road is now completed,

and a rail road in contemplation. At this place,

the canal up the Lackawaxen will terminate for

the present. The Mines are handsomely opened,

the coal appears to be of an excellent quality, and

rtbout five and twenty operatives are employed in

uncovering and raising this valuable article ; and

in erecting Saw Mills, and other improvements,

about the same number of workmen are employed.

The Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. have iseued

bills in the nature of bank bills—which have a

currency superior to that of the Northern Bank in

its best days and we are pleased to say that the

operations of the Coal Mines, and on the canal

now constructing on the Lackawaxen, afford a

market for the surplus produce of the agricultu-

rists in the counties of Luzerne and Susqtiehan-

nah ; and assure the landlord 3nd the cultivator,

that the land and its products will rise its value.

—

Village Record,

Everyfamily to make their own sweet oil—This

may easily be done by grinding or beating the

seeds of the white poppy into a paste, then boil it

in water, and skim off the oil as it rises ; one

bushel of seed weighs fifty pounds, and produces

two gallons of oil. Of the oil sold as sweet olive

oil, one half is oil of poppies. The poppies will

»row in any garden—it is the large headed white

poppy, sold°by apothecaries. Large fields are

who carve a new terminating bud, colour it, and
j

;n B ize rapidly, though not to any great weight

;

add a bloom, in imitation of nature, make up the

ends so prepared in bundles, with a few fresh

stalks outside, and sell the whole as genuine as-

paragus.

CURE FOR A COLD.

The following receipt to cure a cold is said to

be so efficacious, that we republish it at the re-

quest of a correspondent who has tested its vir-

tues Am. Farmer.

Take a large tea spoon full of flax-seed, with

two penny worth of atic liquorice, and a quarter

of a pound of sun raisins. Put it into two quarts

cf soft water, and let it simmer over a slow fire,

till it is reduced to one ; then add to it a quarter

of a pound of brown sugar candy, pounded, a ta-

ble spoon full of white wine vinegar, or lemon

juice. Note—The vinegar is best to be added

only to that quantity you are going immediately

to take ; for if it be put into the whole, it is lia-

ble in a little time to grow flat. Drink a half

pint at going to bed, and ta^e a little when the

cough is troublesome. This receipt generally

as the perch never arrive at much more than a

pound avoidupois ; but from the length of three

or four inches, when first put in, they grow to

eight or nine in a few months, and are then mar-

ketable. Drafts from the pond are then occasion-

ally made ; the largest are first taken off, and

conveyed in large shallow tubs of water to mar

ket ; if sold, well : if not, they are brought back

and replaced in the stew, until they can be dis

posed of.

PROFITABLE DAIRYING.
The following proceeds from twenty. five Cows,

the last season, wo have from the owner, Mr Jon-

athan Dyer, of Clarendon. Such enterprise i-s

worthy of imitation.

0017 lbs. Cheese worth 6* cents 375 10

450 lbs. '« « 4 IS 60

1000 lbs. Butter, " 12* 127 50

Proceeds from the sale of Calves, 50 00

$580 60

Mr Dyer further assures us that the whey and

cures the worst of colds in two or three days, and I butter-milk amply paid for making and all contin-

if taken in time, may be said to be almost an in- gent expenses. The cows had no extra keeping,

fallible remedy, It is a a sovereign balsamic cor-
1 but were doubtless well attended to.

dial for the lungs, without the opening qualities,
j

which engender fresh colds on going out. It has Antidote against poison.—A correspondent of

been known to cure colds, that have almost been
j
the London Literary Gazette, alludes to the nu-

settled into consumptions, in less than three
j

meroiis cases of death from accidental poisonings,

veeks.

Salubrity of the London air.— It was a saying of

Mr. Cline, many years ago, that, "London was

sown with poppies in France and Flanders, for I t|, e healthiest place in the world." In no place

the purpose of expressing oil from their seed.

—

(Vide 10th and 11th vols, of Bath Society Papers,

where a premium of twelve guineas is offered for

tbe greatest number of acres sown in 1808 and

1809.) When the seeds are taken out, the poppy

head, when dried is boiled to an extract, which is

sold at two shillings sterling per ounce, and is to

be preferred to opium. Large fortunes may be

acquired by the cultivation of poppies.

—

English

Receipt Book.

To preserve oranges, lemons, and other fruit—
Take small sand and make it perfectly dry ; after

it is cold put a quantity of it into a close clean

are there so many human beings congregated to-

gether enjoying so high a degree of general good

health. It h- - i>een stated, and we believe, cor-

rectly, that the happy exemption, which the in-

habitants of London, for the most part, enjoy,

from the diseases common to other capitals, is
|

owing to the sulphurous naptha emitted from the

coal, serving the salutary purpose of checking the

progress of febrile iffection. To prove that the

air is saturated with the naptha, we shall not be

able to recognize the presence of a wasp, an in-

sect to which sulphur is obnoxious, within the

sphere of its action.

and particularly to the melancholy fate of the

Royal Academican, Mr. Owen, adds, "I may ven-

ture to affirm, there is scarce even a cottage in

this country that does not contain an invaluable,

certain and immediate remedy for such events,

which is nothing more than a desert spoonfnll of

mustard, mixed in a tumbler or glass of warm

water, and drank immediately ;— it acts as an in-

stantaneous emetic; is always ready, and, is used

in safety in any case where one is required. By

a mistake, where a gentleman took a full ounee.

of poison instead of salts, the castors were fortun-

ately at hand, and no doubt an invaluable life was

preserved to his family by giving the mustard di-

rectly. By making this simple antiJote known,

you may be the means of saving many a fellow

being from, an untimely end.''
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farmers' accounts.
Every farmer who desires to know correctly to

what profit he does business, should provide him-
self with a book, which he may call his General
Slock Book—and in this book, some time in De-
cember, he should register the result of a general
survey of the condition and worth of his whole
stock and property—of his debts and credits
Having such a book to refer to nt all times, and
on all occasions, will afford much satisfaction to
his mind. In the first place, he should order in
all tradesmen's bills, and in the mean time be
may take an examination and account of all his
•household goods, horsps, cattle, poultry, corn
grain, in straw or threshed, hay or other fodder
wood, manure, wagons, carts, ploughs, and imple!
ments of all kinds— the state ofohis fences, cat.es
drains, &c; and make an estimate of the neces-
sary repairs. Minutes being made on waste pa-
per, the particulars may be afterwards entered
into the Stock Book with such a degree of mi-
nuteness as may be judged necessary. After this
general register, a Dr. and Cr. account may be
drawn out, the balance of which will exactly show
the present worth of his estate. The form of the
account may be as fo'lov.-s :

—

Stock Dr. Contra Cr.
Oil the Dr. side should be entered all the farm-

cr owes, and on the Cr. side all he possesses, and
all that is owing to him. He must rate every
thing at what he judges to be the fair present
worth, (was it then sold); manure and tillage per-
formed must be valued at the common rate of the
country.

If a farmer wishes to be very correct in his cal-
culations of the profit and loss, upon a lot of stall-

ed oven, for instance, on the crop of any particu-
lar field, his readiest method is to make an ac-
count for either one or the other in his leger of
Dr. and Cr. On the Dr. side let him place the
cost, including every minute particular, and on
the Cr. side the returns. On the sale of the arti-
cles, the account is closed, and the balance de-
monstrates the profit and cost.

parsley. (Jpium petroselintim.) «

Tins well known garden-plant, is, in England, a
subject of ficl J cultivation. It is a native of Sici-
ly, but will endure the winter of our climate. Mr.
Loudon says, "Parsley is sown along' with clover
and grass seeds in some places, and" especially in
Lincolnshire, us a preventive of the rot in sheep."
A writer for the Farmer's Magazine, (Scotland,)
says, "a friend of mine having occasion to ob-
serve the partiality of black cattle for the common
garden parsley, and their preference of" it, when!
growing, to almost ary other green food, took it'
in his head to try how it would succeed in a field
that he was going to sow down for posture. He
accordingly uowed two or three ridges with pars-
ley seed, and the rest of the field with clover
and rye grass. 4s soon as the field was ready
for pasture he led his cattle into it, and it was
perfectly evident that they preferred the part
which was sown with the parsley, to any other
part of the field, insomuch that they never touch-
ed the rest, while there was a single blade of pars-
ley to be had. Horses were equally fond of it.

He had not an opportunity to try sheep upon it

;

but the probability is, that they would (if possible)
have been fonder of it, and thriven better than
the other two. We know that black cattle, sheep,
horses, and indeed every other animal, always
prefer that food, when they have it in their pow-
er to make a choice, that is most agreeable to
them, and most conducive to their health. We
know, also, that parsley is a most wholesome ve-
irctnble for the human species. It is o powerful
antiseptic If we were to reason from analogy,
we should suppose that its beneficial properties
should extend to the animal creation in general."
Willich's Domestic Encyclopedia, says "Parsley
is propagated by seed, which according to Miller,
should be drilled (early in the spring as it remains
several weeks under ground) in the proportion of
two bushels per acre ; in rows about one foot
asunder, and hand hoed; though Mr. Mills [in his
Practical Husbandry, vol. iii.] is of opinion, that
fhe plants will flourish better, grow to a larger
size, and be in all respects, more perfect ; if the
distance between the rows be sufficient to admit
a hoe-plough. He adds, that a smaller quantity
of seed will he required, the culture will thus be
less expensive

; and, he is confident, the plants
will afford a better food for cattle.

"This vegetable is eaten with great avidity by
sheep, and it not only renders their flesh more
delicious, but is also believed to preserve them
against the rot. Instances hnve occurred, where
sheep fed in parsley remained sound, while those
in the vicinity of the farm were uniformly subject
to that disease. Mr. Mills, therefore!! recom-
mends these animals to be fed with it, twice in
the week for two or three hours at each times.

—

It may likewise be beneficially given to sheep af-
fected with the scab or red-2caier, and is said to
be very efficacious in recovering surfeited horses,
or such as are subject to the grease."
Another English writer says that parslev should

be sown amonsr oats and fed the following year
with sheep. Two bushels of seed to the acre is

the quantity recommended when no other grass
seed is sown ; but, probably, the management
would be to sow it with clover or some other suc-
culent grass,

Loudon says that parsley " is sown along with
clover and grass seeds in some places, and espe-
cially in Lincolnshire, as a preventive of the rot in
sheep, &c. In laying down lands to grass, Hoyte
in the fourth volume of Communications to the
Board of Agriculture, advises the sowing with
twelve pounds of white clover, two pounds of red
clover, two pecks of rye grass, and two pounds of
parsley to the acre ; as the parsley stands two
years, and by its diuretic qualities, prevents the
sheep from dying of the red-water, which too lux-
uriant clovers are apt to produce. The seed re-
qnires a longer time to -Terminate than any other
agricultural plant, and might probably be advan-
tageously prepared by steeping."

ELEGANT PRINT OF CATTLF..

In the New England Farmer, 'vol i.l we repub-
lished a pamphlet, entitled, "tf-marks on the Im-
provement of Cattle, &rc. In a Letter to Sir John
Saunders Sebright, Bart. M. P. by Mr. John Wil-
kinson, of Lenlon, near Nottingham." In the
work, the following passage occurs, (See pafe
252). "Should any difficulty still remain in form-
ing a clear conception of the points described. 1

think in such a case, I may very safely recom-
mend a print, which I published a short time ago,

ami that too, without vanity; as it reflects far
more credit on the artist than on myself. In such
a recommendation, moieovor, I feel the greater
confidence, both because I was requested to pub-
ish it by many of the first agriculturists in the
kingdom

; and sinco published, it has met with
their highest approbation. This print consists of
a grcupe of five animals, so arranged as to show
thff just proportion and proper symmetry of every
essential part. The portraits were taken from the
most perfect animals in my possession ; and the
engraving, which is in a style far superior to that
in which cattle are generally executed, was finish-
ed with the greatest care. And, if I am correct
in my description for the proper formation of cat-
^le, and the portraits in the above mentioned print
be also good, I think he who carefully compares

(

the portraits with the description itself, cannot
long fail of being at least a very tolerable judge.
Tor any one reading the description of a particu-
lar part, for example, of the breast

; be will there
find, that it ought to be wide, and to project well
before the legs; and on turning to the print he
>wil! immediately sen this projection shewn in the'
side-view of the bull, and the width in the heifer,
which faces him

; and so on with respect to every
;

other part. For as each animal is placed in a dif-
ferent position from the rest, there is no important
point which is not fully presented to the view."

i A gentleman, who is friendly to our Establish-
ment, and a well wisher to the great interests to
which our paper is devoted, has presented us a
copy of the Print above described, which we have

; placed in the New England Parmer office, for the

j

inspection of any person who will take the trouble
i
to call and look at it.

To preserve egg? soundfor the space, of two years.
Fcr the following process for keeping eggs per-
fectly sound, a patent was granted to Mr. Jayne, of
Sheffield, in England. Put into a tub or vessel,
one bushel, Winchester measure of quick-lime—
thirty-two ounces of salt, eight ounces of cream
of tartar, and mix the same together, with as
much water as will reduce the composition or
mixture, to that consistence, that it will cause an
egg put into it to swim with its top just above the
liquid

;
then put and keep the eggs therein, which

will preserve them perfectly sound for the space
of two years at the least. This method is not the
worse for being simple, and the still simpler one
of merely keeping eggs in salt, is known by many
good housewives to preserve eggs quite sound for
a considerable time.

It has been calculated -that the manufacture of
wool, (including the various mechanics and labor-
ors employed,) in the New England States sub-
sists about 20.000 families, or 120,000 persons—
and that these will consume the surplus products
of 40,000 families of agriculturalists ;—together
about 300,000 individuals.

Bite of the Battle.snake.—An article has been
published in several journal?, giving the account
of a remarkable cure of the bite of a rattle-snake,
by cupping with a common porter or black bottle.
The plan resorted to was, to fill the bottle half
full -of spirit of turpentine, made quite warm, and
after scarifying the wound made by the snake, to
apply the mouth of the bottle to it, and then pour
cold water on the bottle till perfectly cooled. It
is said, in the case above alluded to, that the pa-
tient was in the most excruciating agony, previous
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to the bottle being applied, but soon became easy,

and fell into a sound sleep. The next day he was

able to walk about and work as usual. Spirituous

liquors of any kind, or even warm water, will do

very well, as a substitute for spirits of turpentine.

The writer of this article thinks any kind of

spirit would do as well as spirit of turpentine.

—

This we apprehend may be a great mistake. The

latter spirit is exceedingly active and penetrating,

and it may be, if the above statement is true, that

the turpentine, which seems to have been applied

to the wound, prevented the too frequent .effect of

tho bite of the rattlc-snako. It might have de-

stroyed this animal poison by chemically decom-

posing it. We throw out this idea in the hope

that those who may have an opportunity of ob-

serving the effect of the turpentine in accidents

of this kind, may decide whether it has any pre-

ventive or counteracting effect in these cases, or

not. We have seen many punctured wounds of

the feet, to which tho spirit of turpentine was ap-

plied. The orifice of the puncture was enlarged.

No accident followed in a single instance. Whe-
ther the turpentine acted as a pieventive in any,

or all of these instances, it is impossible to say
;

that it did so, in some of these cases, considering

that several of the punctures were deep and pain-

ful at first, and made by rusty nails, is only pre-

sumptive evidence, more or less probable. The
turpentine is coming into frequent and good use,

as a remedial substance, both externally and in-

ternally, and is well worth a trial in punctured

wounds, and in the bite of insects and poisonous

reptiles, when something better known and more

to be relied on, is not at hand.

—

Medical Intelli.

Feeding Geese.— It is said that geese may be

advantageously fed on turnips, cut in small pieces

similar to dice, but not so largo, and put into a

trough of water.

To make good Cider Cake Two poundsof flour,

one of sugar, half of butter, otio of fruit, one
pint of cider, two teaspoons of pearlash, cloves and

spice to your taste.

The Bristol Tunnel.—We understand that this

undertaking is proceeding rapidly, and that tho

Tunnel is completely finished for the space of a

quarter of a mile. The excavators aro employed
day and night, and every effort appears to be

making to complete the work with all possible

celerity.

In the New York Court of Sessions a few days

since. William Brackett was tried for beating a

drum; but it was a Mrs. Drum, who had previous-

ly beat the prisoner, and whose head "discoursed

music," that did not please the court.

I is probably one of the licit Treaties on Gardening Want, (ex-

I
eepling, perhaps, the more elaborate work of M'Mahon.) The

i direction* in the Amc-::r:iri Gardener for the management ot

Grape Vine* and Peach Tree* an- ptonoaored by experieneed

and competent judge*, to be ibe best of any extent, and well

1 worth, alone, the price of the book.— It has, likewise, very full

(or tbe management of Garden Vegetabb-
mcnlal Flower.

(JotlaffeEi oing information relative |

ingol Bread, brewing ol Beer, keeping ofCbwt.P
.-. Poultry, and Babbitt, ice. witn instructions rel«

j
live to the cutting, and the bleaching of the Plants of Englisi.

Grass and Grain, for the purpote of making Hall and JSonneU^

I'r.,.,,- I".-: elf!.

jYcio England Farmer^ Almanack, for 1828.
Just published, at the New England Fanner Offici . am:

, for sale by BowLBS &. DkarBOBB, 72 Washington Street, am!
at tbe Bookstores generally, the Aeu? England Farmer's Almo~

\
jinc/c. for 1828. By Thomas G. Fesscnden, Editor of il- Hen
England Farmer

Bremen Geese.

FOR sale, 10 pair superior BREMEN GEESE
Thomas William, Noddle's Island

lire New England Farmer office.

Apply to

to Mr Bomeix, at

Dec 7.

The Coffee Bean, "it is generally said, loses its

vitality in a few weeks. Some years ago, when I

resided in Italy, my children used to sow the

beans which wc had in daily use, and they grew
freely. I suppose they were imported to Leghorn
from Africa, but how old they might be I am not

able to say. When I mentioned this to a gentle-

men curious in botanical matters, he told me he

had raised date and cocoa palms from nuts bought

in the London shops, but had never tried the Cof-

fee. I should like to know the experience of oth-

ers on the subject."

—

C. H. D. March. Since the

above was in type, we have seen a young Coffee

plant raised from one of a handful of 6eed, taken

indiscriminately from a parcel of Mocha Coffee

purchased in the shops.— Cond.

Luterne Seed.

A few hundred pounds of fresh Lucerne seed, by the pound

or hundred weight, for sale at the N. E Farmer . ;'l>e.

White Mustard Sted.

For sale at the office of the New England Farmer, the best

English White Mustard seed, by the pound or bushel.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening-.

To prevent shoes from taking in water.—It is

stated in the Family Receipt Book, that one pint

of drying oil, two ounces of yellow wax, two oun-

ces of turpentine, and half an ounce of Burgundy

pitch—melted carefully over a slow fire. If new Sheep Stealers The Perry (Pa.) Forrester

boots or shoes are rubbed with this mixture, eith- Says that several hundred sheep has been killed by dogs in the

^, , • • . c .l„ vicinity of that place within two or three weeks. The shep-
er in the sun-shine or at some distance from the

; nerds
>m Salisb,u

'

1T plain- and on ,he Uorset and Sussex downs
fire with a sponge or soft brush, and the operation ' in England, where vast flocks of sheep are kept, resort to a

is repeated as often as they become dry, till the
|

^erhorl for the discovery.of dogs who have acquired habits of
r j j, worrying their flocks, (a habit by the bve which like most oiher

leather is fully saturated, they will be impervious bad habits is seldom forsaken) a's easy and as simple as it is ccr-

to wet, and wear much longer, as well as acquire tain. When thev find that a sheep has been worried or killed

iv i i- u-i-» ?u i ;ti ..„.,„.,» n,„ in the night, Ihcyro round to nil the farms and cottages in the
a softness and pliability, that will prevent tI^ BeighborTiood,anl examine well the mouth of everv

&
dog they

lea'her from ever shrivelling. can find; and the guilty cur is detected by the wool of the

Note. Shoes or boots prepared as above, ought
f
he
fP}

particles of which will lodge between, and adhere to the
v r

, . r •• teeth for several days. It is almost neeuless to add that in such
not to be worn till perfectly dry and elastic, otherl cases the shepherd assumes at once the office of Judge, jury.

wise their durability would rather be prevented and executioner. " Out of thine own mouth will I condemn.
thee, thou rascally hound." forms the sum and substance of in-

dictment, pleadings, and sentence—and execution inevitably

follows.

bush;

bbl. I

lb.

JU.-ii

bbl.

u?l

lb.

'ca=k,

'bbl.

than increased.

Rail-roads.—After all our boasting, if we do

not take care, the people of the south, will have

the first rail-road—at least the following, from

the Southern Patriot, seems to indicate as much :

A bill to incorporate a company to construct a

rail-road, between the city of Charleston and the

towns of Hamburg, Columbia, and Camden, has

been introduced into the House of Representa-

tives, by Alex. Black, of Charleston, which has

had the first reading to-day, and ordered for a

second reading to-morrow.

Varnish for Wood—The Italian cabinetwork
in this respect, excels that of any other country.

To produce this effect, the workmen first saturate

the surface with olive oil, and then apply a solu-

tion of gum arabic in boiling alcohol. This mode)

of varnishing is equally brilliant, if not superior

to that employed by tho French in their mC]p"i

elaborate works.

—

Blackwood's Mag.

Rats.—A correspondent sends us an article

from the Albany Argus, recommending " ground cork, fried in

grease, as an efficacious plan for des'i-oying rats.'' Several
years ago, we tried a similar experiment, but upon the return

of dog dhys we began to have serious thoughts of establishing a

board of health in one corner of our office.

—

Bellotrs Falls Int.

Mr Benjamin Fowler, in Pembroke, this year
raised an English turnip, which when divested of its top weigh-
ed 21 pounds, and measured in girth three feet seven inches.

CobMVs Agricultural Works.
Just received for sale at the office of the New England Farm-

er, " A Ride of eight hundred miles in France ; containing a
Sketch of the face of the Country, its Rural Economy, of the

Towns, and Villages, of Manufacture and Trade, and Manners
and Customs—Also, an Account of the Prices of land. House,
Fuel, Food. Raiment, and other tbines. in different parts of the

Country. By James Paul CohkeU, (son of William Cobbcll.)

London edition, price 75 cents.

Also, a further supply of the American Gardener ; or a trea-

tise on the Situation, Soil, Fencing? and Laying out of Gardens ;

on tbe making and managing «f Hot beds and Green Houses ;

and on the Propagation and Cultivation of the several sens of

YeeetaNa, Herb*, *Vu*» and Fbmert. By William Cobbett.—
London edition, with ssrcral engravings,P™9 SLOT). EpTttJ

APPLES, lest,

aSIIES, pot, 1st sort,

pearl do
BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, new, -

No 2, new, -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new
CHEESE, new milk,

kimmed milk,

FLA"
: FLAX SBEC - -

j
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, - - -

Rve, best, - - -

, GRAIN, Rye
Corn - ...
Bailey - - - -

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, lit sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern gal

PLAiSTER PARIS retails at |ton.

PORK, Bone Middlings, new,
nivy, mess, do.

Cajgo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, fallblood,wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed 1

do 1-2 &: £ do
Satire - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st so

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL. - ..>•-.----
MI'TTON.
POULTRY. .---..
BUTTER, keg* :ub, -

. OCjt. • . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, r,

In
: 'ian. i

--

POTATOES,
CIDER, tacc."-

rnoii to
I 75 2 00

'-. ;. 100 5('

\

12

f.

f-3

8

12

IS
:•;•

90
75
75

:0

-C
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MISCELLANIES.
prom the Trenton Emporium.

WINTER.

Time swiftly flies—in bold career,

Still circling on from year to year,

So pause he makes—o'er town or tower,

Uy night's still couch—at mid day's hour—

,Siill on he sweeps ; each matin chime

Gives warning of the flight of Time.

But yesterday—each eye hatli seen

Nature in youth and beauty green ;

The cowslip raised its dewy head—

The wild rose graced its wilder bed—

The laurel bloom and scented thyme,

Combined to form a wreath for Time.

But He hath dashed them from his brow,

And Winter's treasures deck him now—

His locks display the snowy gem,

Diamonds of hail his diadem,

And Winter, from his frozen clime,

Follows the wasting flight of Time.

out"' to be sure!"-" What do you mean? —
"What do 1 mane ? why, I mane, that as I was a

resting myself down forenent the P.ckled Her-

i ring, and having a drop to comfort me a jontte-

\man axed me, what I'd got in the sack ? Oyrtew,

sava I ;—'Let's look at them,' says he
;
and he

i opens the bag. <Och! thunder and praties, who

I,Lid yon these?' It was Mick Carney says I,

aboard the Powl Doodle smack. 'Mick Carney,

He who does nothing charitable while living,

and leaves his property to the poor when dead, is

merciful to himself too late.

Death has generally been called the debt oS

nature. A modern writer styles it a debt on de-

mand. Sometimes it is a debt at sight.—Nature

may be supposed to draw upon every individual

son and daughter of Adam, in nearly the follow

ICK . .»«»«-.-»„ ing terms:—Three-scoreyeara and ten, after birth,

the thief o' the world! what a blackguard he must pay thls my first bill of exchange, to that grin,

be to give them to you without guttmg.' And £nu inexorable tyrant, Death, with or without

ar'nt thev o-utted ? says I. ' Devil o' one o' them.'
j
further advice.

w. have now for sale, althe officeof the New England Farm-

vou abused.' And so he takes them in doors and
|

J . ill _«„ " flnomnnpvou abused.' And so he taKes mem m """>< «>•
;

,.„, Norlh Market Streel Boslon , lhe largest variety ot

. >„m „ni, and clone as VOu'll see." Opening s^eri s , be found m New England,—mostly of the crops ofl82(.

guts 'em nate and clone, at you i e see s ^^ ,

raised
.

i,

i-m « n (» anil r/niif as VOU 1 see. \_Fuemug geei slo be louno m iiew t,iig..niu,—...uo..v «' v-r--
guts 'em nate and clone, ab youi re see s ^ hecn

»
aken to havc lh ra,sed bv ou

at the same time, his bag of oyster shells, wn Cli ibegre ^ see(1.growers . and t have the sorts pertectt

were as empty as the head that bore them to the gemme[ The following comprises our most prominent kinds

i house. If we had not this from an Irish paper, Artichok

I we should venture to doubt its authenticity.

WISE SAYINGS OF POPE

1 Pine sense and exalted sense are not half so

useful as common sense. There are forty men of

vit to one man of sense ; and he that will carry

nothing about him but gold, will be every day at

a loss for want of readier change.

2. A man should never be ashamed to own he

has been :

n the wrong ; which is but saying, in

other words, that he is wiser to-day than he was

yesterday. „ , ,

3. To be angry is to rovenge the fault of others

upon ourselves.

4 To relieve the oppressed is the most glorious

,ct a man is capable of; it is in some measure do-

ing the business or God and Providence.

5 When we are young, we are slavishly em-

ployed in procuring something whereby we may

live comfortably when we grow old ;
and when

we are old we perceive it is too late to live as we

proposed.

6. The world is a thing we must of necessity,

,
Green Globe

Asparagus, Devonshire
Gravesend
Baltersea

Lord Kellv had a remarkable red face. One Large White .Reading

day Foote solicited him to look over his l^W^ffiStfffl
wall to ripen his melons. dwarfs and pole.

Beets, true Long Blood

How to pose a Professor.-- 1 say Mr Cripps, un- Early ^Turmp.
^

derstand you're a great botlonust. " aol„„^\ Yellow turnip rootedderstana you re a g^ai w~. • x

Sir! I don't understand what you mean Wot \Borecck

know what I mean ! why, they tell me you knows J***., ™jr£h£

all about things that grow at the bottom of the
|

Large Cape

Cucumber, (8 varieties, includ-

ing White and Green Tui

key, &o.)
Erg Plant, Purple and White
Endive, Green & White curled

Batavian, for winter

Garden Burnet
Garlic Setts

Indian Corn, (several varieties

Kale, Sea
Purple curled

Green curly Scotch

Leek, London
Large Scotch

\LeUnce, 14 varieties

Melon, 11 varieties

til about things that grow at ine ^-—
\ Cabh^£e

v^es , mclud-*S, White and Brow,.

>ea, and such like, you know," " Oh ! a botanist, t^mge, . ,^ \ Nasturtium
.... f ._ *._ U« « Kit nr n tint- » .. , __»_; i i„i„ nt~„ana eucn uac, j^ «.««»,

you mean; well I do profess to be a bit of a bot-

anist," "Well then, can you tell what thw is ?

"Why sir, that is what is called 1 don t

want to know what it's callcd-\ want to know

what it ...» "Well, sir, then it is a portion of the

marine plai.t con/er„a."-«Tben give me leave to

tell you, Mr Cripps, it is nc.such thing ; . is nei-

,„- 'the Russian, and com-\Nasturtium

mon kinds, early and late. Okra
/-wL> Onion, 8 varieties, including the

CrrroT'AHringham I
imported Madeira, Potatoe

Long Orange and Tree Onion

Early Horn Parsley, 4.varieties

Blood Red (for West In-

dia market)
Lemon
Purple, (fine sort)

u, Mr Cripps, H is no eucn m** ,
,
" >i -»

,^^ j^, and Late

Iher more nor less than a piece of sea-weed, for I
;

cgW
wh , leJld

plucked it up myself, on the sands yonder, not ma-

,

tecoloored solid

ny minutes ago!" What more could be said? Mr
| ^^L, or turnip rooted

Cripps turned upon his heel with a »?*»• »™ ^w
. -x ... t,..™<. tn hreakfast. and boasted Chives.
the querist went home toDreaKiasi, ».

Com Safari, or Vettikost

how cleverly he had posed a professor.^ l Knew C,.MS) gurled or Peppergrass
' Broad leaved or Garden Tomatos

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling

Peas, 16 varieties

Peppers, 4 varieties

Pumpkins. Finest Family
Connecticut Field

Mammoth
Radish, 9 varieties

Rhubarb, for tarts, &c.

Salsqfy, or vegetable oyster

Skirtet.

Scorzonera
Spinach, 5 varieties

Squash, 7 varieties

1 The world is a thing we must of necessity ow c r, ^ ^ . „^ , d;d
. on pur . or __,

either laugh at or be ang ry with if a« P ^ ^ take ^ ghin(? t f th e e„ Wa^^^ Roois and P f FlELD and Gras ,

witli it, they say we are proud ; it we aro angry P°-
h „ the mselves!" He should SeedS; Pot and sweet Here g^ Mnmu-Jbu

,t it, they say we are ill-natured.^ |flf3U -S3 nature_mig ht havo^ademe ^^^^S'^*^^^it.theysaywoa^^nreo^^ r ^ ^^ nature mi ht have made me -.-XrS""— "" "

H .

fc"
ZT^i- i„.M , „ „„ „„„ nfthPie therefore I Will not disdain. »* the rorie/7/ and quantity of Seeds kept at this Establishment

A quaker gentleman covered w,th his beaver,
, even as one of these,

j

As the.^m^ ^ an -J E ,andi

•„ „„m r-.nv with a ladv rather too Lj Scene at Margate.
; j....)?..^ R,;,;d, Provinces, the West India market, or the

was once in company wim a '" >

much uncovererf, who drank to his "broad bottom

>d beaver:' Tr*' quaker having thanked her lor

the honor she did him, observed, filling up a

bumper, "in return for thy civility, Matia, I drink

thy absent handkerchief:'

u........ ». p— derslor tne nruisn rraviuna, •>= "-~ "•"." ' —
. Southern States, can always be executed w.th promptness, at

Ancient and Modern Maxims.—H there is any satisfaclory prices. Dealers in Seeds and Country Traders sup-
Ancient ana juoa

himself, it plied, at wholesale or retail, on the best terms,

time when a man has a right to value nimsen, p
^^^ ^ ^^ of lhis>,ear

.

s ?rowlh>

is when he has done a good action in a proper ^ to. MangelWurtzel & Sugar BeetJwisedbyJ.Prmce.Esq.

100 lbs Onion Seed, Red, White and Yellow.

-' The'firmest friendships, are those formed in mu- i

™ lbs. g-BJ-g-u r™- - B-b-nr

An Irish "p^eTgives the following anecdote of
tual adversity ; astiron becomes m^re compact tn .^.^^t^Koxbury

al « nnlicitv of a raw Fat, who had just beenU, forge, when the flame is most vivid.

ia„:;Zted iron, the inteno'r to Dublin :_ | Governors need no arms where there a>
.
laws,

r

Pat
P

aa b en s by h" master to purchase and they heed no laws where there are arms
Pat had been sent uy r '

fc,u,t_ „f nriJe covers itself with
10 iney new «« •"- .

The subtletv of pride covers itself with t.ie

mantle of humility ; so high is this y,rtue, that

even tbe most haughty wish to rise in her name.

The liber'y of a people consi-ts in being gov-

erned by laws .made by themselves, under what-

ever form of government they may be.

The liberty of an individual consists in being

ner of 'lus own time and actions, so long as

100 lbs. English Turnip, raisea in ™",u.y

73 bushels Peas, early and late.—[We have about 50 bushels ol

'

the Early Washington Pea, which was pronounced by the few

who could obtain it last year—as our supply was small—

t

wfio could orasiii ii ia»i j™-....-^:,— -—

-

earliest and most productive of any brought into the Boston

Amono- the new vegetables we have introduced, and which are

not common in the Boston market, are the Early Russian Cu-
half a bushel of oysters, to the quay—hut was ab

sent so long, that apprehensions were entertained

for his safety. He returned at last, however,

miffing under his load in the most musical style.

•Where the dei.ee have you been?" exclaimed

his master. "Where have I been ? v.-hy where

mould I be but to fetch the oysters !—" And

what in the name of St. Patrick _ke pt .you
i

jo

long
'-"—

"

S whtrthin^ '"-« Why,.' consul ',the f.
.Ab action by which we ga ^num^r"^ if paid in advance

Tutting of theK o be sure
y
"-"tJut>|ng^vbaf ^ friend, is a losing game ;

because vengeance is^r—^ -

P
resp Me^^y

S "
" What fish ? why, bluid-an-owns, the a nmch stronger principle than gratitude.

"urater'rtvery' ea'ilyTcVimperdown Lettuce Grass Pea [for

winter us.l I'uri.le Carrot, Giant Asparagus, Lima and Valpa

raise Squash. Siberian Parsley, [hardy] Russian Cabbage, Yel-

low Mh ha Turnip, Celcriac, Finest Family Pumpkin, Lady s

Finger Pea [a new and fine marrowfat] and New Zealand Spi-

na
[U=Calaloo-ues of the whole Establishment, with directions for

1M - . .l*1 ..« n .*A ,-lr],,~,\a cnrtc rnmnrisinp" a nam.1 1 De out. id n?n u .."<- —}».~.--j •....- ,--

-

-.<
, _,;„„- on Inner as 1 n-fi:ataiogucs oi un- wnuic r,!..<i....o.,......., "—.«;-

in the name of St. Patrick kept you soi ovrne r of his own time and actions, so ion a ^

^

^ ra|
.

e d de ,icale sorls ,
comprising a pam-

v»l"LongTby my sowl't thu'ik ..I've been.|>ey are not, in opposition to the laws of God, or

|

pnle| of ,l8 pagf s
,
flirn, shed^rau,

y quick, considering all things'^J? ™** • »f&* Ponntry, ^ Farmer is published every Friday, >t $3.00

r what thino-s '"—" Why, consid9jtlpg-.the . Aa ac tion by which we gain an enemy am.
I $2 50 =

f paid in adTanCe.
r what innifcs y... .,;A

t_rJ>„-, i :;,_ _j .;„ „ i„ ;n^ .rame : because vengeance is .

?e.r annum, or » , „-.„„„„„.:«.„.„.-;»,„>.

,'i;..'. Bttl.it'lrf to -Asfxllt volumegralis.
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^G RICUL ffURE.
From Cobbett's Ride in France.

VINES IN FRANCE.

The neighbourhood of Tours is a great place

for vines, and for the making of fine wine. I went

alone with my landlord to-day to see his vineyard,

which is at about half a league from the city.—

The vintage of the black grapes is not quite fin-

ished, here, and that of the white grapes is not be-

*un. In this part of France they let the white

"rapes hang as long as possible, before they gath-

er them, because, they say, it makes the wine

Stronger and of better flavour Th-"ow is they

juice is of a fine dark colour, a mixture of purple

and red. It is made use of in giving a colour to

all red wine, which could not have the fine colour

that we see in it, but for the use of this sort of

grape. The vintage of the white grapes begins,

this year, at aboU this time, the 7th of November.

From the American Farmer.

JVew and economical preparation of tar as a

covering for houses.

Mr. Skinner, Sir,—The recent scarcity,

—

and consequent high price of tar, induces me to

appeal to an experiment, the result of which I

ibmit to ycr judgment either to communicate to
stronger and ot better navour. ± uc =nU .. .-, — j qnDmit to yo'r judgment euner lu buiuiuuuiv.~ *«

tell me, sometimes upon the ground before the U various readers of your useful paper, or other-

.rrapes are gathered. I saw a great many acres L,
iee dispose of it as you may think proper.—

of vineyard today. The vines look beautiful at
| Filu1inff it a difficult matter to mix tar and red

this time, with all their leaves off, and loads
i

of
. or |irei 8U;table. for the roofs of my houses. &c. I

~ine grapes hanging upon them. The vines, which
c0llld not ma]{e a m j xture of those two articles,

are planted in cuttings, or slips (just ns goostber

ties and currants are) of the last year's wood, be-

„in to bear when about four or five years old.—

An acre of vineyard, of the best sort of vines, in

full bearing is worth, at Tours, about 3000 francs ;

or 125Z. of our money. This year, they say, the

vines will yield from 10 to 12 barrels of wine to

the acre ; barrels of 250 bottles each ;
or, as was

that would not, when cool, become separate. I

was induced to make the application of a third

ingredient, viz: very strong brine, which has not

only removed the difficulty complained of above,

but has enabled me to effect, the object with six

barrels of tar. which nine, in the ordinary way of

applying it to the roofs of houses, would not effect,

n the following manner. In the kettle in which
the acre ; barrels ot aou ooiues ^u, , «., .... ..—

jn (np fo]]ow)nsr manner, in tne Keuie w «»„.....

before observed, of about 60 English wine gallons]
j warme(1 (not boilpd) the tar , T p„t half a barrel

each Good wine may bo bought in Tours, by !_„._.. . A . __,..: ,i„ «,„ „,„ „ r

the single bottle, for 10 sous, or 5rf. English, the

,ttle "The barrel, or piece, of this year's wine.

will bring from 50 to 60 francs, at this place.-

But the wine of this year will not be of the best

quality,on account of the grapes not having ripened

quickly, which they should do to make very good

wine. Some of the vines are very old
;
some of

them forty, some fifty years old. The land round

Tours is hilly ; uncommonly good strong land, and

stoney, which is just the character of land to suit

the vine. There is much rock in the hills here,

as at Loches ; and the wine-makers have caves,

hewed out of the rocks, under the brows of the

hills, in which to deposit the wine, and to carry

on the process of making it. Some of the vines

in this part of the country are cultivated in the

espalier fashion. This is not, however, generally

the ca.e, where there is any considerable quanti-

ty of vineyard together. The common way is, to

stick one stake, about four feet high, up to each

vine. The stakes are pulled up, at this time of

the year, when no longer wanted, and placed

away in a stack, just as hop poles are in England.

The stakes are, as I said before, made of coppice

-

wood, hazel, ash, and other kinds. They do not

last above a couple of years ; for, if used longer,

they become rotten, and are easily broken by the

wind. 1 was, when at Chateauroux, informed,

that, further to the South, .the cultivators of the

vine make use of stakes of Locust, which, they

say, grow in coppices, and last a great number of

years. The Ltcusl is, in France, generally call-

ed Robinia ; but in the vineyards the stakes of it

are called, bois de for ; or, iron-wood ; a name

which the Locust very well deserves.

There is a kind of grape, which I saw on some

vines here, made use of to give a colour to the

red wine. When this grape is squeezed, the

of tar. After placing a gentle fire aro nd it, only

uffioient to warm it entirely. I applied one gallon

"brine, made as strong as salt would make it, to

-very two gallons of the tar ; taking as much of

the above described quantity of brine as was ne-

cessary to mix the red ochre to the consistency of

gruel ; then mixing the whole together, and stir-

ring it till entirely united. This, I find, produces

a better bodv than anv other produce heretofore

by the tar and ochre alone.—and when the advan-

tages (of lessening the quantity of tar, the supe-

rior cement thus formed, together with the gene-

rally very desirable effect the salt will have to re-

sist the ravages of fire, shall be placed in the

scale of the additional expense of salt, which does

not, I think, exceed a peck to each barrel of tar,

(and that used bv me was dirty fish salt) shall be

tested by the experimentalist. I am induced to

think, he will also recommend the plan to his fel-

low citizens. A VIRGINIAN.

N. B. The above should be applied boiling hot.

On the use of chilled Cast-iron, for Punches, and

other tools.—It is well known, that in making

holes in red-hot iron articles, such for instance as

wheel tire, horse-shoes, &c. ; the hardened and

tempered steel punches become softened, from the

effect of the heat—and, changing their shape,

must be repaired from time to time.

Mr. Peter Keir, engineer, of St. Pancras, seve

ral years since, having occasion to make many

nail-holes, in the wheel-tire of artillery carriages,

and horse-shoes ; and having experienced the

above inconvenience in a great degree, luckily

thought of substituting punches made of chilled

cast iron, for those of steel, and which he found

fully to answer the purpose, as they constantly re-

tained their original hardness, notwithstanding

they very frequently became red-hot in using.

As, however, chilled cast-iron is not sufficiently

tough to bear bending, without breaking, he founC

it necessary to strengthen his punches, by sur-

rounding and inclosing their stems in cast-iroi:

holes, made of shapes corresponding with the

stems, in properly shaped supports, and having

their points only standing out a sufficient length

for use.

KIDNEY POTATOES.
MrEDiTor.—An opinion has long prevailed with

our Farmers, that kidney potatoes do not yield a'

much as other kinds. In order to prove its fallacy

I last year planted a piece of fallow ground sixt;

feet by ninety. I spread thereon eight wagon-

loads of cohrse yard manuro and ploughed the

ground (which was of a heavy loam) very deep.

—

On the first of July I planted my potatoes, the hills

being about two feet apart ; and at the season for

securing them, they were dug and carefully meas

ured, and yielded me fifty-one bushels. The re-

sult of this undertaking has convinced me that it

is more to my profit to make my ground good ir.

the off-set than in the usual way of skimming over

the surface ; and, I am fully of opinion, the steady

demand for this article, and the advanced price ic

market (should the yield be not equal to some oth

ers) makes it much more to the interest of ou;

farmers to turn their attention more folly to the::

cultivation. Yours, &c. A Farmer.

.V. Y. Farmer.

Fom ths. If. Y Evening Post.

BONE-SET.
Among the many proofs in favour of America,,

plants for the cure of diseases, the Honey Oj

Bone-set, prepared at the .Yew York Infirmary fo.

Bowel Complaints, No. 139 Grand street has beer

found most important. Its efficacy in the coughs

and colds of this season, has excelled all other

known remedies ; it gives immediate relief to aii

those who have the asthma, and is used without

danger of injury to persons of all ages and consti-

tutions. Many children have been cured of the

croup, (or hives,) whooping cough, and difficulty o:

breathing, for the sum of 50 cents; and several

adults have used it to advantage in cases of cou

sumption, where, if it ha snot caused a perfect cure

it in all cases adds much to the ease and comfon

of the patient. It quickly checks a severe fit c;

coughing, heals the soreness of the breast, pro-

motes expectoration and allays the irritation thai

attends lung complaints, and in large doses it op

erates as an emetic. Those who do not wish to

pay for the preparation and can take the nausea-

ting draught of Bone-set tea, will derive good

from the adoption of it, which can be had for little

or no expense. One or two phials of the Honey ot

Bone-set, proves its valuable effects to all whe

use it. G. G. V. No. 1S9 Grand-street.

FLORIDA.
Judge Robinson, of Gadsden county, has succeed-

ed after several years experiments in raisiug bean-

tifal bright yellow Sugar, of a fine flavor. He

expects a heavy crop next year. Several othe

planters intend embarking in the business.
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FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SUGGESTIONS ON FISH PONDS, ANIMAL
MANURES, &c.

Mr Fessesden—There is one branch of farm-

ing or rural economy, which hos been considera-

ment, founded upon inquiries into the causes

which have led to the deterioration of the soil—

a

more perfect developement of the process of veg-

etation, and details of the various improvements

adopted by our neighbors in their mode of culti-

vation. In the hope that some member more

bly practised in England, which I think could be
j
competcn t to the task, and enjoying more leisure

profitably attended to in Massachusetts. I refer
j tn(m j now do, will turn their attention to the

to fish ponds.* You some time since published an
j
gll0

j
ect) I have sketched out some rough out-

abstract of some particulars detailed in the Trans-

actions of the Royal Society ;* and also mentioned
lines and crude remarks connected with it.

The Sciences most important to man are those

'hat the Cusk, a sea-water fish had been natural-
( connected with his nourishment.—Agriculture,

r.ed in the waters of Winipiseogee Lake. I think > therefore, is to him a subject of primary interest.

the project of rearing salt water fish, in fresh wa

ter ponds, ha? been proved to be practicable in

Europe, and 'that it deserves more attention in

this country. There are very many fine ponds

that would answer this purpose in Essex and

Air and water being almost beyond the control

of man, it is on the earth chiefly that his influence

may be exerted. The modification of the soil, by

an alteration of its constituents or texture—by
the application of manure—and by a suitable suc-

cession of crops, are placed within his reach ;

—

and to these his attention must be given.

1st. Of the Constituent parts of Soils.—The sub-

stances which constitute soils are, viz: clay, sand,

lime, and magnesia : oxides of iron and magnesia,

animal and vegetable matters—saline acids and
alkaline combination; no definite mixture of which
can be pointed out as a standard of fertility, which
must vary with the climate, and be influenced by

the quantity of rain, and the different plants in-

tended to be raised,—their productiveness is also

influenced by the sub-soil on which they rest.

—

When soils rest immediately upon a bed of rock,

they become dry by evaporation, sooner than

where the sub-soil is of clay. A clayey sub-soil

The successful application of it depends on a

knowledge, the fundamental principles of which

are derived from Chemistry, and form a branch of

that Science and is called Agricultural Chemis-

try ; this has for its object all the changes con-

Middlesex counties, and particularly Long Pond in
| necteij w ith the growth and nourishment of Plants

Worcester. I even think the subject worthy the
, tne constitution of soils—and the manner in

notice of our Legislature ; they annually pay some which ]andg are rendered fertile by different I
will sometimes be of an advantage to a sandy soil

attention to the regulation of "Shad and Ale- m0(ies f cultivation, by the application of manure,] by retaining moisture, and a sandy or gravelly sub-

wives." lor a change in the constituents or texture of the soil often correct too great a degree of absorbent.

This subject appears to me worthy the consid-
1 soil Enquiries of such a nature cannot but be in-

j

power in the true soil,

oration of farmers even as a means of producing tetes«ing ;
to the farmer they supply the princi- The most simple mode of ascertaining what par-

animal manures. There is a fine article on page
]eg on

=

whi h the theory of his art depends, and ticular item is the cause of unproductiveness in a

310, vol iii. of the New England Farmer, on this
are use fu ] ; n directing his labors to a sure plan of! sterile soil, is to compare it with fertile soil in a

subject, by Mr Briggs, of Bristol, R. I. to which I improvement. To the man of Science they afford !
similar situation. The difference of the composi-

would refer your readers. Mr Briggs details the an .ira ple anQ interesting field for labor, and to tions will in most cases, indicate the most proper

manner of using them, and the great advantages
an, they present innumerable and pleasing proofs] method of improvement.

that accrue to grass lands by the application of
of tl]c w ;s(]om and goodness of the Creator. i

If, for instance, it is found to contain the salts

this manure. And the subject is one of impor-
j p]ants hold a middle place between inorganic] of iron, or any sour matter, it may be improved by

ance certainly, as furnishing an article of food,
i matter anu animated beings. They receive their the application of lime. If there be an excess of

Unfailing and wholesome—as another means of i nourishment from external elements, and assimi-

stipplying our interior markets—of feeding cattle,
j
jate jj by means of peculiar organs. It is there-

hogs, &c.—and improving and increasing the re-
j forG ijy an examination of their component parts

sources of the state. I have recently looked over
j an(j t jJe modifications they undergo, that the sci-

the five volumes of the New England Farmer,

some of the County Agricultural Surveys of Eng-

land, Hunter's Georgical Essays, and several oth-

er Agricultural works, all of which seem to con-

tirm the importance of the subject. Those of your

readers who wish to examine the st'bject further,

ire referred to the New England Farmer, vol. ii.

entific principles of agricultural chemistry are ob-

tained.

If plants be submitted to chemical analysis.it is

found, notwithstanding their infinite diversity,

that they are chiefly formed of three elements,

Oxygen, Hydrogen and Carbon. These, with all

other substances found in plants, are derived from

sage 205—vol. iii. pages 221, 310, 339, 365, 403 i ^ sap w hich is extracted from fluids in the soil,

— vol. iv. page 371—vol. v. page 17(3. I think it i

an(j a]tered by, or combined with, principles de-

would be well for our Massachusetts Agricultural

Societies to imitate that of Rhode Island, and of-

fer premiums for Fresh Water Ponds well stock

ed with particular kinds of Fish for the purposes

of the table, the arts, manufactures, &c.

Yours, &c. F. H. P.

From the Delaware Weekly Advertiser.

rived from the atmosphere. It follows, therefore,

that the superstratum of the earth, the atmosphere

and water deposited from it, afford all the princi-

ples concerned in vegetation.

That a particular mixture of the various earths

in the soil is connected with fertility, cannot be

limestone in the soil, it may be improved by the

application of sand or clay. Soils too abundant

in sand, may be improved by the application of

clay—a deficiency of vegetable or animal matter

must be supplied by manure—an excess of vege
table matter requires the application of earthy

materials ; and marsh lands must be drained, as

stagnant water is injurious to all the nutritive

classes of plants. The labor of improving the

texture and constitution of the soil is repaid by

great advantages. The land is rendered perman-

ently productive, and requires less manure.

2d. Of Manures.—The chief operation of ma-

nures is to supply food for the nourishment ot

plants, thus accelerating vegetation, and increas-

ing the products of crops. Some, however, have a

two-fold operation, and others are supposed to

act as stimulants.

Gypsum, Plaister, or Sulphate of Lime.—Great

difference of opinion has prevailed with regard tcdoubted : yet as the earths which generally a
,

j

bound in soils, viz : Clay, Sand, Lime, and Mag- 1
this article. The comparative small quantity used

CHEMISTRY 4PPLIED TO AGRICULTURE. ! nesia, are only found in plants in exceeding small
j

indicates a mode of operation different from oth-

,,,. 1T>, a i < ivt , i «• nnvtinns wp must hplipve their chief use is to sud- ther manures—recently, however, the matter has
\ paper read before Ihe Delaware Academy of Natural feci- poi tions, we must oeneve ineir i-rnei use is iu &uu

_ .

ji

ence. December I, 1827. po i-t the plant, and to enable it to fix its roots, that been explained—It appears that Uypsura is a con-

The impoverished condition of a large portion
'

through its tubes it may derive nourishment from stituent part of most artificial grasses, of clover.

and of the soil producing these crops ; when there-

fore, lands cease to produce good crops of artifi-

cial grass, indicating an exhaustion of gypsumj

they may be restored by the use of this manure.

Lime, in its natural state, acts merely by form-

ing an useful earthy incredipnt in the soil ; and it

seems an essential ingredient in most fertile soils.

When burnt, and recently slacked, it acts by de-

composing inert vegetable matter, thus rendering

it proper food for plants absorbing at the same

time carbonic acid, which restores it to its former

mild state:—hence its extensive use in the prep-

aration of wheat crops.

It may be advantageously used in bringing into

a state of cultivation all soils abounding iu uard

of land in this State, and the consequent decline substances mixed with the earths

of wealth and population in some parts of it, calls That water is essential to vegetation, is fully es-

for the attention of the citizens at large, as the tablished, as its elements exisl in all the products

interests of every individual are in a degree con- of vegetation, and it is known that no manure can

nected with the welfare of the whole community, be taken up by the roots of plants unless water is

That this state of things is in a measure owing to present. The elements of atmospheric air also

ignorance of the scientific principles upon which enter into the composition of plants, it being in

agriculture depends, may safely be inferred. part decomposed by them.

It is therefore quite consistent with the spirit of
j

Some persons have maintained that water alone

this institution, which proposes inquiry into Sci- was sufficient for the nourishment of plants, but

^nce for mutual edification, and the public good, their experiments & deductions have been shown
that the labors of its members should be directed

j

to bo erroneous, and it is more generally helieved

f.o the devising of a remedy for this evil, which ;that neither water, nor air, nor earth, supplies the

.seems to call for a series of plans for improve- whole food of plants, but that all, operate in the

> See page 3i of tlie current volume of the N. E. Farmer.
(process of vegetation.
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roots, dry fibres or inert vegetable matter, and

all soils which do not effervesce with acids will be

denefited by it. It should not, however, be ap-

plied with vegetable or animal manures.

INDIAN CORN.
The Indian corn, now a staple production of

New England was very early known to the pil-

grim planters. We learn from Morton, that on

the 16th of November. 1620, a company sent out

from the first ship to look for a place of habitation

landed on the Plymouth coast, and " having

marched about six miles by the sea side, espied

five Indians, who ran away from them, and they

followed them all that day sundry miles, but could

not come to speak with them : so night coming

on, they betook themselves to their rendezvous,

and set out their sentinels, and rested in quiet

that night :" (as is stated in Davis's Morton, near

Stout's creek,) " and the next morning they fol-

lowed the Indian's tracks, but could not find them

nor their dwellings, but at length lighted on a

good quantity of clear ground near to a pond of

fresh water" (in Truro) " where formerly the In-

dians had planted Indian corn, at which place

they saw sundry of their graves : and proceeding

farther they found new stubble where Indian

corn had been planted the same year, also they
;

found where lately an house had been, where i

some planks and a great kettle was remaining,

and heaps of sand newly paddled with their hands,

which they digged up and found in them divers

fair Indian corn in baskets, some whereof was in

ears, fair and good, of divers colors, which seem-

ed to them a very goodly sight having seen none

before ; of which varieties they took some to car

xy to their friends on shipboard, like as the Isra-

elites spies brought from Eshcol some of the good

fruits of the land ; but finding little that might

make 'or their encouragement as to situation,

they returned, being gladly received by the rest

of their company." On a second expedition soon

after, corn and beans of different colours were

found.— '• And here is to be noted a great and

special mercy to this people, that here they got

them corn the ne\t year, or otherwise they might

Lave starved, for thev had none, or any likelihood

to get any until the season had been passed, nei-

ther is it likely that they had had this, if the first

discovery had not been made, for the ground was

now all covered with snow, and hard frozen : but

the Lord is never wanting unto those that are his,

in the greatest need. Let his holy name have all

the praise.

—

Dai'is's Morion 40.

This beautiful native of New England, peculiar-

ly adapted to the climate of the North, has be

come one of the staples of our country. Its bright

green leaves are the best riches of the garner.

—

The ripples that chase each other over the grain

fields of England, have been celebrated in song
;

but few natural objects can surpass the deep ver-

dure—the rich luxuriance, and the graceful pro-

portions of the corn in those wide plantations,

which stretch over plain and hill side. The In-.

dians. at the present time, have a mode of con-

verting the products of their fields into rich orna-

ments, by braiding the corn ears together by their

husks in long strings, and hanging them from the

roof to the ground floor of their wigwams. The
compact series of columns thus formed, is inter-

spersed, at regular intervals, with strings of red

ears and a wainscot is formed more ben itiful

the chissel of the sculptor ever tr?.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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-

of palace or temple These walls, however, are i with agreeableness, and greatlvTugmcntThe vHu".gradually reduced to supply the consumption of of the eround
k«:- : *„„ i *l_ . , » , __ 5-

'

Mr. P. has very complaisantly shown us (seve-
ral other plans of gardens, which appear to t-
highly interesting.--.Etf. wcw York Farmer.

their inmates, and the unornamented bark soon
peeps out beneath

—

Worcester .'Egis.

Indian corn, or Grain of any kind, which is musty,

™™dyfor. A , 0C ksmith in Lexingtor^TnTTmanufactur
Immerse it in boiling water, and let it remain

J

cd a curious lock, which he intends as a present
till the water becomes cold. The quantity of wa-

j

to Mr - clay- " 't is a splendid piece of workman
ter should be at least double the quantity of corn ship." A premium of one hundred dollars and the
to be purified.

|

lock itself, is offered lo any one, who will in twelve
hours time prove that he is able to open the es-
cutcheon and unlock it, when fixed upon the door,
having possession of the key and the means by

RURAL SCENERY.
Landscape and Picturesque Gardens Amen

the embellishments which Lend the increase of'XT Z°Z7" V ™ "?
wealth, the cultivation of the sciences, and thfre I nlock t wi

P
thT„r T V* 7"? °' **

c » r i j-
>«uu me it unlock it with entire ease. No other lnstrumen'finement of taste, none diversify and heighten ! i s to be used except the key "

the beauty of rural scenery, more than pictur- . .'

esque and landscape gardens. And perhaps, no On Friday evening, a fine young man, aged »section of the United States has so many eligible while occupied in carrying apples from the or
ocalions, or is capable of receiving so great em-

;

chard of his employer, Mr Vines of Whelford
belhshment as the country adjacent to the flour-

j

near Fairford, in this county, hastily ate a ripe
ishing city of New York. For a number of miles

|

plum, containing a wasp, the immediate and die
around, in every direction, nature has given every dressing consequence of which admitted of no
variety of surface, and every assemblage of re- remedy. Surgical aid not being on the spot, pairquota* which constitute a delightful prospect, at the upper part of the trachea, accompanie.We have our declivities gently sloping to the with rapid symptoms of suffocation followed, ter
water s edge— our islands girt by the flowing minating the life of the sufferer in le<=s than fit
streams—our bold and rocky shores, overshadow- teen minutes.— Gloucester Journal
ed by the trees of the forest—our lofty heights,

'< —
from which are seen the towering steeples, the Method of extracting Starch from Horse Chesnuts
curling smoke, the ripening fields, and the wide First take off the outward areen prickly husk*
spread canvass—from which are heard the busy; and then, either bv hand, with a knife, or other
city, and the sweet music over the water.

j

tool, or else with a mill adapted for that purpose
For the introduction into this country of the de- ;

very carefully pare off the brown rind, being par
sign and execution of landscape and picturesque ticula* not to leave the smallest speck and to en-
gardening, the public is much indebted to Mr. A. ! tirely eradicate the sprout or germ. Next take
Parmentier, proprietor of the Horticultural Bota- !

the nuts, and rasp, grate or grind them fine intc
mc Garden, near Brooklyn, two miles from this

|

water, either by hand or by a mill adapted to thai
city. His own .garden, for which he made so ad- purpose. The pulp which is thereby formed u
vantageous a choice, may give us some idea of this watet, must be washed as clean as possibl,
his taste. The borders are composed of every through a coarse hair seive, then again through .

variety of trees and shrubs that are found in his finer seive, and again through a still finer, con
nurseries. The walks are sinuous, adapted to the stantly adding clean water to prevent any starci
irregularity of the ground, and affording to visit- adhering to the pulp. The last process is to pu^
ers a continual change of scenery, which is not it with a large quantity of water (about four gal
enjoyed in g rdens laid out in even surfaces, and Ions to a pound of starch) through a fine gauze
in right lines. His dwelling and French saloon muslin or lawn, so as to entirelyVree it from a!.
are in accordance with the surrounding rural as- bran or other impurities ; as soon as it settles-
pect. lu his gardens are 25,000 vines planted pour off the water ; then mix it up with clean wa
and arranged in the manner of the vineyards of ter, repeating this operation till it no longer im
France. ™..»- „„.. — _.n __ _._-_ , .parts any green, yellow or other colour to the
" pnn= uiij giccu, yciimv or oiner colour to tn

But that in the execution of which he has been water ; then drain it off till nearly dry, and set i

most happy, is the landscape garden of Elisha W. to bake, either in the usual mode of bakin
King, Esq. of Pelham Manor, the plan of which he c,!"•'' ,, " °'=°—J « *>-<"— - u.:-i. c„ i.-:_

has shown us. The picturesque situation of the

starch, oi else spread out before a brisk fire.beint
very attentive to stir it frequently to prevent its"™ "'»"" uo

- *"" Miuuiiesque sirnanon ot tne very aueniive to sur it irequentiy to prevent its

ground imparts a peculiar charm to the arrange- horning, that is to sy, turning to a paste orjellr.
mentofthe garden. From his mansion, which is which, on being dried, turns hard like horn. Trie
built in the Grecian style, on the plan of that ex- whole process should be conducted as quickly a=
cellent artist, Mr Martin E. Thompson, is a fine possible English pa.
view of the bav of Cow Neck, and the liirht-house I

;

in front On the left, we enjoy the vie* of an Blacking Balls for Shoes.

island belonginff to Mr. King, of the Sound with :

^utton suet
>
four ounces ; bees' wax, one ounce.:

its light-house, of the beautiful islands of Mr Hun- I

su» ar candy and gum-arabic, one drachm each, it.

ter, whose plantations add much to the prospect, !

^ ne Powt'er
5 n^lt these well together over r.

and frequently of twenty or thirty vesnels seen i

gentle fire, and add thereto about a spoonful of

spreading their canvass to the winds, for the dis-
tance of eight miles. This fine country dwelling
is likely to become one of the most ornamental on
the East River, and will give an idea of the man-
ner in which the Europeans embellish their coun-
try places. Plantations advantageously interspers-

•' ornamental and fruit trees, unite utility

turpentine, and ivory and lamp black sufficient to

give it a good black ; while hot enough to ruu.

you may make it into a ball, by pouring the liquor

into a tin mould ; or let it stand till almost cole
and you may mould it into what form you please

by the hand Ibid.
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Observations on the Medicinal Efficacy of

WHITE MUSTARD SEED.

Written by a gentleman in Lincolnshire—from his

course to calomel, rhubarb, castor oil, and sev

eral other active aperients, without obtaining re-

lief. He then took an emetic, was bled largely

in the arm, used a hot bath, was blistered in the
personal expenence-and originally circulated ^ afflictedt and lay for seventy hours in a most
by him for the general benefit.

» In the month of June, 1822, I first made trial

of the White Mustard Seed, merely as an aperi-

ent ; when the generally improved state of my
feelings, which immediately followed, inclining

me to give it credit for other medicinal proper-

ties of at least equal value, I gave it to some of

the sick poor in the neighborhood, with a success

;hat excited my astonishment.—From that time to

the present I have been in the habit of recom

mending it very generally, and the opinion which

[ have always entertained is now fully confirmed,

that the public are not aware of its very extraor-

dinary powers, nor of the very great variety of

i;ases to which it is applicable ; and that in order

to its general adoption as a remedy for disease, its

virtues require only to be known, to be adequate-

ly appreciated.

The White Mustard Seed is an almost certain

remedy for all complaints connected with disor-

dered functions of the stomach, liver and bowels,

and has been eminently successful in the follow-

ing cases :—In tendency of blood to the head,

headache, weakness of the eyes and voice, and

hoarseness ; in Asthma, shortness of breath,

iyheezing, cough, and other distressing affections

of the chest ; In Indigestion, oppression after eat-

•ng, heartburn, sickness, wind and spasms, cramp,

and other uneasy affections of the stomach ; in

lebilily, uneasiness, pain and sense of tenderness

and soreness in the interior, and particularly at

he pit of the stomach, and in pain in the sides,

and the lower part of the body ; in all complaints

irising from bile, scirvhous liver, and oilier mor-

bid affections of that organ ; in deficient perspi-

ration, gravel, scanty and unhealthy state of the

<;rine, and other disorders of the skin and kid-

neys ; in relaxed and irritable bowels, flatulence,

md occasional, or habitual costivensss ; in severe

-:olds, rheumatism, lumbago, spasms and cramp in

the body or limbs, partial and general dropsy,

palsy, coldnoss of the limbs and feet ; and in loss

of appetite, failure of sleep, weakness of nerves,

lepression of spirits* and general debility of the

system. In Ague, Gout, Rheumatic Fever, Epi-

lepsy, Scrofula, Scurvy, Piles, Erysipelas or St.

Anthony's Fire, in the dreadfully painful affection

'•ailed the Small Pox, Typhus and Scarlet Fevers,

and other severe disorders, it has likewise been

taken with very considerable advantage. For the

long round worms, as well as the small white

ones, it is also incomparably the best remedy, in-

asmuch as both in children and grown up persons,

it not only destroys those reptiles, but if perse-

vered in long enough to restore the tone of the

stomach and bowels, will entirely prevent the re-

currence in future.

The following case furnishes a striking proof

of the extraordinary remedial power of the Mus-
tard Seed. A very respectable Surgeon and A-
pothecary, whom I have long known, a person of

regular and rather abstemious habits, who, during

a period of thirty years, had sustained the fatigue

of a most extensive country praetice, with scarce-
ly a day's illness, at the age of fifty-two was sud-
denly attacked with a severe pain in the left side

and lower part of the body. Supposing the dis-

ease to arise from constipated bowel*, he had re-

profuse perspiration. By this treatment the pain

gradually abated ; leaving him, however, at the

end of four days extremely weak and emaciated.

For the space of two years afterwards he had

frequent and severe returns of the pain ; and his

constitution being undermined, the stomach, liver,

and kidneys became sensibly affected ; and indi-

gestion, constipation and flatulence, were succeed-

ed by every appearance of general decay. Hav-

ing consulted several professional men, and taken

a great variety of medicines during the period,

but to no good purpose, in November, 1822, he

made trial of the Mustard Seed ; and it is remark-

able that in a very few days after taking this rem-

edy tho pain entirely ceased, and has never since

returned. The action of the affected organs was

gradually improved, digestion was restored, the

bowels resumed their functions, and at different

times he was relieved by the discharge of several

small portions of gravel. Encouraged by these

advantages, he continued the use of the Seed

with increased confidence. In November, 1823,

he discharged with ease a large rugged oblong

portion of gravel : and, to use his own expression,

his health had then, and some time before, attain-

ed a state of wonderful improvement.

The White Mustard Seed is also fully as valua-

ble for the prevention as for the cure of disease
;

and of its power as a preventive, the following

case is a remarkable illustration. A friend of

happily experienced a similar advantage from it :

and if persons of consumptive and delicate habits
or otherwise constitutionally susceptible of cold,
would avail themselves of this hint, and if all per-
sons indiscriminately on the first attack of dis-
ease, would have recourse to the Mustard Seed
for a few weeks, the extent to which human suf-
fering might be thus prevented, would, it may
reasonably be presumed, exceed all calculation.

In the White Mustard Seed are combined a val-
uable aperient and an equally valuable tonic ; and
thus, while it affords the most salutary and com-
fortoblo relief to the bowels, it never weakens,
but on the contrary always strengthens, in a very
remarkable degree, both those organs and the
stomach, and ultimately the whole system. Its
efficacy probably consists in a communication of
energy and activity to those movements of the
canal by which the aliment is propelled, and in
this way perhaps it operates in animating and im-
proving those secretions of the stomach, pancreas,
and liver, by which digestion and chylification,

those most important functions in the animal econ-
omy, are effected. It has very frequently succeed-
ed when all other medicines have failed ; it never
loses its effect by use ; it requires neither confine-
ment to the house, nor any particular attention tc

diet ; and, in the absence of decidedly inflammato-
ry symptoms, is always safe. In order to lake it

with advantage, the patient need only attend to

its effects on the bowels, which, generally speak-
ing, it is not designed to purge, but merely to

maintain in an uniformly open and comfortable
state ; and in securing this effect, of which any
one may easily judge for himself, the whole art

mine had for five or six years previous to 1823, in the use of the medicine consists,

been regularly attacked with the hay or summer
j

After what has been already stated, it is almost
Asthma, in the months of June or July, in each of [superfluous to observe that the Mustard Seed is

these years. The attacks were always violent, peculiarly adapted to the case of those, whose
and for the most part accompanied with some dan- habits, situations, and conditions in life, render

ger ; and such was the impressions made on his them more particularly liable to disordered func-

constitution by the disease, and the remedies re- tionsofthe stomach, liver and bowels; with the

sorted to,— of which bleeding and blistering were

the chief,—that each illness led to a long confine-

ment to the house, extending to a period of near-

ly three months. In the early part of 1823, he re-

solved to make trial of the Mustard Seed, in or-

der to prevent, if possible, a recurrence of the

complaint, and has since regularly taken a des-

sert spoonful about an hour after dinner, daily, to

the present time ; during which long period he

has not only wholly escaped the disease, but his

health has never been interrupted by illness of

any kind, and has been progressively improving,

until he is now enjoying a greater degree of

strength and activity, and much better spirits,

than he recollects ever lo have had before. The
most formidable bodily evils to which we are ex-

posed, are well known to originate in colds, to

which, from the extreme variableness of our cli-

mate, we are peculiarly liable. As a means of

preventing this fruitful source of disease, by ob-

viating the beneficial effects of sudden exposure,

the Mustard Sped has in most instances been re

markably successful. Ev»r since 1822, I have

myself regularly taken it once every day ; and

during all this time I have never been troubled

with the slightest cold, and have enjoyed an in-

terrupted flow of health. A near relation of mine,

whose life for many years bad been frequently

exposed to imminent danger from inflammatory

affections of the chest, brought on by cold, of

which he was remarkably susceptible, has also

endless variety of distressing maladies flowing
from those causes. Of this class are principally

the studious and sedentary; persons whose consti-

tutions have suffered from long residence in hot
climates; Mariners and Sailors while at sea;
Manufacturers and Mechanics of every description;

Miners and such as work under ground ; the indo-
lent and intemperate : the poor who suffer from
hard labor and scanty means of support, and per-
sons advanced in years. To children also in the
early period of infancy, the White Mustard Seed
is highly beneficial not only as a remedy for worms
but as a means of obviating the extreme debility

of the stomach and bowels so frequently attached

to their tender years.

The Mustard Seed is always to be swallowed
whole, not broken nor masticated ; and either a-

lone, or in a little water, or other liquid, warm or
cold ; and the best general rules for taking it are
the following:—Generally speaking, three doses
should be taken every day without intermission;

the first about an hour before breakfast, the sec-

ond about an hour after dinner, and the third ei-

ther at bed time or an hour before ; those who dine

so late as six or seven o'clock, taking the second
dose at two or three o'c'ock in the afternoon, and
the third about an hour after dinner. Each dose
should contain that quantity, which in the whole,

shall be found sufficient to produce a healthy evac-

uation of—the bowels every day. Two or three

larg» tea-spoonsful in each dose will generally
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produce this effect, though with some constitu-

tions much smaller doses will answer the purpose;

but should that quantity fail, each dose may be in-

creased to a table-spoonful ; and in some instan-

ces a fourth table-spoonful may safely be added

between breakfast and dinner. When this quan-

tity fails to produce the desired effect on the bow-

els,—-a circumstance which very rarely occurs,

—

it will be proper to assist the operation of the seed

with a little Epsom salts, or other mild aperient,

taken every morning, or second or third morning,

mineralogists who were present bad no doubt that

the specimens presented were accompanied and
united with anthracite coal. The coal was dissem-

their respective merits. If Mazeppa be worth

$2,500, Manfred is surely worth $8,000. It would
be a curious task to calculate how much his lord-

inated through quartz, and attached to the surface
j

ship received for each word in Mazeppa. The
or portion of shale, clay slate, in small granular time occupied in its composition was perhaps 24
masses. One of the accompanying specimens was hours, (not all at one sitting;.' An industriou:

a piece of argillaceous schistus containing py-

rites-

poet, paid at this rate, would soon have six Pega-

suses to his barouche.

—

AT. Y. Mora. Courier.

It fares with religion as with a shuttlecock,which
|

is stricken from one to another, and rests with
Mrs. Sarah J. Hale the author of " Northwood,'

s about publishing a monthly periodical, in Bos-

as occasion may require,., .nstead of the first dose nonc - The rich apprehend it to have been
t0I1] to be entit ied Ladies' Magazine. Such a work

of the seed, for the space of ten days or a fort-
j

designed for the poor
;
and the poor, in their turn, must receive a|1 extenSive patronage from the in-

night, or such longer period as may be found no-'
thlnk ]t calculated chiefly for the rich—An old

tclligent fadies of the U. States. We may antici-

cessary. And if the patient be troubled with piles, \

acquaintance of mine, who omitted no opportunity pate in it much th;lt will have a icndency to elevate

it will be advisable to relieve the bowels occasion- i

of doinS 2ood '
discoursed with the barber who the female character, and give to our ladies an

ally with a small tea-spoonful of milk of sulphur, !

shaved hlm
'
on hls maDner of spending the sab-

intel i ectutt i ratbcr than a merely fashionable taste,

and an equal quantity of magnesia mixed together i

bath
- (
whlch was not 1ulte as ll shouId bc

>)
and R. I. American.

in a little milk or water, taken at bed time, either
the necessity of his having more religion than he

;

with or after the dose of the seed. j

seemed at present possessed of.—The barber
j

It appears by a statement in the last Stoning

In Palsy, Asthma, Ague, diseases of the liver, I

Proceeding in his work of lathering, replied, "that ton (Con.) paper that the return cargoes of Seal-

Rheumatism, and Worms, the seed should be
|

he had tolerabJy well for a barber
;

as in his skins of vessels belonging to that port and which
apprehension, one-third of the religion necessary have been sold by auction in that place since
to save a gentleman would do to save a barber." 1819, amounts to $310,747.
Bishop Home.

I To preserve frozen Potatoes.—When potatoes
The editor of the Stonington

(
Conn.) Telegraph !

are frozen, soak them for 3 hours in cold water,
has undertaken to persuade his readers to use before cool( ing them. If they are frozen very
Lehigh and Schuylkill coal, m their shops, par-

j

hard dissoive a quarter of an ounce of saltpetre to
lours, &c. not only as being cheaper than wood, every peck) and add lt lo the water . Frozen p0 .

but that the demand which necessarily exists for
j
tatoes will yield more flour for starch :han fresh

wood, may be hereafter supplied. It is a fact, that ones . That flour with as much wheat- flour, some
the prodigal axes of our fathers, and their capa-

! butter) sugar) yeasti and currarjts , will make ex-
cious and all devouring fire-places, have left us I cellent , tea breadj , „hicb will keep a lnoath .

little to boast of in the forest way, and our friends I Hartford Times.
at the eastward will find their future prospects

I .

brightened, and their present situation rendered I From tale English Papers.

comfortable, by a free use of anthracite, which, —
by a very simple and exceedingly cheap contriv- We understand that the Chinese Tallow Tree,

ance, may be burned in a common tin plate stove, or Sedum Fecoidesof Linnuus, has been introduc-

with as much convenience for culinary purposes,
|

ed into the Mauritius, anil cultivated with the

as hickory or white oak.— U. S. Gazette.
|

greatest success. Two hundred barrels are daily

—
i
expected as a sample, and the quality is said to be

Value of Poetry—Poetry is a most unprofitable equal to any melted from the fat of animals. The
drug, at least in the American market. Lord By- quantity may be produced to any extent ; and we
ron did not find it so, however, as will be seen by believe, is likely to supersede the trade with St.

taken somewhat more freely than in other cases,

and in instances of long standing and great obsti-

nacy, to the extent of four or five large table-

spoonsful in the course of each day, if the bowels

will bear that quantity without much inconven-

ience ; and in these as in other cases the patient

must have recourse to Epsom salts, or any other

mild aperient, or to the mixture of sulphur and

magnesia, if necessary. When the seed is taken

as a preventive by persons of consumptive and
delicate habits, or otherwise constitutionally sus-

ceptible of cold, or by others for the purpose of

preventing the recurrence of disease of any kind,

or as a remedy for costiveness or any slight attack

of disease, a single dose taken every day about an
hour before breakfast, or, which is generally to

be preferred, about an hour after dinner, will very

frequently accomplish the proposed object, provid-

ed it be sufficient in quantity to keep the bowels
in an uniformly open and comfortable state.

I will close these observations by remarking,
That a steady daily perseverance in the use of the

Mustard Seed, according to the rules above re-

commended, for the space of two, three, or four

months, and in many instances for a much short-

er period, will seldom fail to convince the patient

of the extraordinary efficacy and singular value of

this very safe, cheap, and simple medicine.

I. T."

Early Vegetation.—Mons. A. Parmentier has at

his Horticultural Garden, Brooklyn, beautiful as-

paragus, which he intends to serve up at the din-

ner to be given to-morrow at the Masonic Hall, in

honor of St. John's Day. This is a vegetable ex-

tremely rare at this season of the year,and perhaps
the first time it was ever seen so early at New
York.

—

JV. Y. Enquirer, Dec. 27.

The Pennsylvania Legislature have instructed
their Delegation in Congress to use their influence
in favour of an increase of duties on woollen and
fine cotton goods, hemp, iron, glass, paper, and
spirits. But eight voted against the instructions.

the following statement:

Sums paid to Lord Byron, by the bookseller,

Petersburg, for that article altogether.

It appears by an authentic estimate made recent.
urray, as the price of the manuscripts of his i„ • f «„,)„„ .(,„» „„ r .k cc .u j

,

r ¥ ly in .London, that no fewer than fifteen thousand

Childe Harold, Cantos 1 and 2, $3,000
3d.

4th,

Anthracite Coal from Poughtieepsic.—We have
been informed (says the New York Journal of
Commerce), that at the ladt meeting of the Lyceum
of Natural History, Professor Barnes presented
some specimens of anthracite coal, said to have
been obtained in the slate rock near Poughkeepsie.
Professor Torrey

;
Major Delafield, and other

The Giaour,

Bride of Abydos,
Corsair,

Lara, ...
Siege of Corinth,

Parisina,

The Lament of Tasso,

Manfred,

Beppo,

Don Juan, Cantos I and 2,

" " " 3 and 4,

Doge of Venice,

Sarandapalus, Cain& the Fosctri. 5,300
Mazeppa, - - - 2,500

Prisoner of Chillon, - - 2,500

Miscellaneous Pieces, - 2,160

7,560

10,000

2,500

2,500

2,500

3,300

2,500

2,500

1,500

1,500

2,500

7,360
j

7,300

5,300 j

$20,560

boys, between the ages of eight and fifteen, live

by theft, in that capital.

The Countess of Morton has presented to the
Royal Society a variety of models, formerly the
property of Smeaton the engineer, together with
several drawings and plans of the Eddystone
Among the other curiosities accompanying this

donation, is the mass of lead which was taken
from the stomach of the poor man who swallowed
it in a fluid state, during the conflagration of the
wooden structure which preceded Smeaton's far

famed light-house. This man lived for some time
but died in consequence of the accident in Exeter

14.600 Infirmary, when the production of the lead con-
vinced his medical attendants that his story was
correct, of which they were till then sceptical.

Caledonian Mercury.
- - Gigantic Hydrangea.—We lately men-

tio .. --.- that a gigantic hydrangea was growing in
$74,020 the Karl of Roslin's garden at Dvsar: House,

This is a pretty little fortune to make by poe- which measured 40 feet in circumference, and on
try, and a very great incitement to scribbling— which there were 605 dowers. A gentleman be-
The estimated value of the poems appears to longing to this city was in SouthVales on the
havo been determined without any reference to 8th instant, ami in the garden- at Amroth Castlet
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lie was equally astonished and delighted with the

beautiful and majestic appearance of one of these

plants. On examination it was found to measure

33J feet in circumference, and on it were found

the astonishing number of 832 handsome flowers.

There is every probability that this is by far the
greatest number of flowers ever seen in this coun-
try, on any of these splendid plants grown in the

open air.

—

Scotsman.

"Why are you so melancholy." said the Duke
of Marlborough, to a soldier after the battle of

Blenheim. "I am thinking," replied the man,
"how much human blood I have this day shed for

sixpence !"

We are informed there were, a few days since,

32 vessels taking in and unloading Rough Rice
for the London and Liverpool Markets, in Ashley
River, near the Charleston Bridge.

Remarkable Hybrid.—There is at present, at

Berlin, an animal produced between a stag and a

mare. The appearance of the creature is very

singular— the fore part is that of a horse, and the

hinder part, that of a stag ; but all the feet are

like those of the latter animal. The king has
purchased the Hybrid, and sent it to the Pfanen-
insel, at Potsdam, where there is a menagerie.

An action was brought in the Court of Common
Pleas, (London) by a person « ho had been injur-

ed by a mischievous bull, ngairfst the owner of it.

A verdict was found for the plaintiff;— Damages
£105.
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[O^Thc subjects suggested by F. H. P. not noticed in his

communication in this week's paper, will he attended to as oc-

casion may offer.

WASTE LANDS SUBDUED.
It appears by certain statements, and calcula-

tions, in the last number of the London Quarterly

Review.that in Great Britain, "since fehc commence-
ment of the last century, upwards of 6ix millions

of acres of land have been brought into a state of

tillage ; and, that no less than eleven parts in

twelve were inclosed in one reign, that of George
III., the steady and constant patron of agricul-

ture.

"Notwithstanding these praiseworthy exertions,

it is estimated that England alone, still contains

about six millions of acres of waste land, yielding

but little produce ; and that, including Scotland

and Ireland, the quantity of waste land in this

kingdom cannot fall short of thirty millions of

acres. How much of this may be incurably bar-

ren, it is impossible to ascertain exactly ;— but

there is every ground to believe that a very large

pioportion of it is capable of being rendered high-

ly productive, under a skilful and energetic sys-

tem of tillage. Upwards of two hundred years

have now elapsed since the British government
has almost exclusively directed its attention to

the cultivation of its foreign possessions, leaving

the improvement of its territory at home to the

exertions of individuals. It is not too much to

say, that this country has expended upon the cul-

tivation of its foreign colonies, a sum which does

not fall short of fifty millions ; and upon wars aris-

ing from its connexion with those colonies, no less

than 'two hundred millions. If a moiety of this

sum had been expended upon our own territory,

no rational m?n '.' that extensive tracts of

land which are now waste, would have been re-
claimed, anu that an incalculable addition would
have been made to the produce and population of
the country. "Industry," says Harte, in his ad-
mirable essay, "is the vis matrix of husbandry,and
an ancient English writer well observes, that a
single uncultivated acre is a real physical evil in
any state."

It would be not only curious, but useful, to cal-

culate, as near as possible, the quantity of waste
land in the older and more populous parts of the
United States ; and also to form some estimate of
the quality of such land, and what it is capable of
producing when reclaimed and well cultivated. A
great part, and perhaps the greater part of the
waste lands in New England, consists of swamps,
and land naturally too wet to produce any kind of
vegetation which is useful to mm or domesticated'
animals. This land, however, in general, when
drained, subdued, and judiciously tilled, is much
more valuable than the uplands, which being
cleared and cultivated with less labor, attracted
the first attention and monopoli.ed the first efforts

of our first settlers. It is hardly too much to say,

that the best lands in Alassachusetts, (on an aver-
age) are still in a state of nature ; and although
it would require much labor and expense to sub-

due them, their superior value when subdued
would amply compensate for their subjugation.

Another kind of waste lands, of which there are

great quantities in all parts of the United States,

are called pine-plain and shrub-oak lands. These
are reclaimed with less difficulty, and are very
easily tilled, when once brought under the plough.
These lands, with aid of gypsum, clover, turnips,

&c. may be made perhaps as profitable as the
stronger and stifFer soils,which are generally held
in much higher estimation.

LIQUID MANURE.
As a farmer, like a chemist, should lose none

of his materials, but even make his washings, run- I

nings, and residnums turn out to his advantage. I

have sent you some account of an experiment I

have made in manuring land which I beg you will

lay before the committee of agriculture, that they
may communicate to others.

I am possessed of a farm of near three hundred
pounds a year, and have in my yard what you
usually see in farmers' yards, two recesses or

pools, as reservoirs of dung and water. These
reservoirs are continually running over, and of,

course a part of the matter contained in them is

carried off by the necessary drains, into the high
j

ways, ditches, and rivers.

As much of the essential quality of the dung is

lost in this manner, (for parts of the salts, whether
j

fixed or volatile, will be washed into the pools,,1

and when they run over, will be conveyed into'

the ditches, &c.) I thought it good husbandry to,

carry this superabundant water or manure, (for so i

we may justly call it) on my land, which I did by
means of a watering cart, not unlike those with
which the roads near London are watered in the

summer time to allay the dust.

That the experiment may be the more obvious

and certain, I first tried it in the beginning of

March on a few acres, in the middle of a large

field of wheat, where, in a little time, I found a

considerable increase of growth, both of grass
and grain ; and at hay time and harvest both the

one and the other were much better crops than

what the same lands produced 'bat were not so.

As a man, or even a boy, with one of these
carts, and one horse, may manure a great deal ol
land 'n a day, provided it be near the yard, I

would recommend the practice to all farmers ; for

the expense is nothing but the value of the time
of the boy and horse, and the increase, by what I

have seen, will be very great.

This manure may be also laid to great advan-
tage on land, tint is fresh sown with barley, oats,

or any other grain ; but on grass it should be laid

in the spring, when the lands are laid up for hay,
as the cattle will not feed on grass, while the
dung or its essence or salts adheres to the herb-
age.

This dun
r? water should likewise be carried on

the land, not at a time when it rains, but in dry
weather, and at a time when the dung water in

the ool is of a deep brown color, and strongly
impregnated with salts By this means, the land
may be manured from time to time, ami the pools

kept almost empty for the the reception of fresh
milter whenever it rains, and thus nothing will

be lost.

—

English Publication.

In order to form a proper repository for that

part of the farmer's liquid manure which consists

of the washings of the farm yard, the yard itself

should be situated and formed according to the

following; directions by Judge Bue , of Albany :

"I will now suggest a cheap and practicable

mo le of providing food for vegetables, commensu-
rate to the means of every fanner of ordinary en-

terprise ; and that my suggestions may not be

deemed theoretical, I will add, that 'I practise

what I preach.' "

"The cattle yard should be located on the south

side of, and adjoining the barn. Sheds, substan-

tial stone walls, or close board fencps, should be

erected, at least on the east and west sides, to

shelter the cattle from cold winds and storms, the

size proportioned to the stock to be kept in it.

—

Excavate the centre in a concave form, placing

the earth removed upon the edges or lowest sides
:

leaving the borders ten or twelve feet broad, of a

horizontal level, to feed the stock upon, and from
two to five feet higher than the centre. This may
be done with a plough and scraper, or shovel ant!

hand-barrow, after the ground is broken up with

the plough. I used the former, an I was employed
a day and a half, with two hands and a team, in

fitting two to my mind. When the soil is not

sufficiently compact to hold water, the bottom
should be bedded with six or eight inches of clay,

well beat down, and covered with gravel or sand.

This last labor is seldom required, except where
the ground is very porous. My yards are con:

structed on a sand loam, resting on a clay subsoil.

Here should be annually deposited, ns they can be
conveniently collected, the weeds, coarse grass.

and brakes of the farm ; and ulso the pumpkin
vines and potato tops. The quantity of these up-

on a farm is very great, and pre collected and
brought to the yard with little tronh'e. by teams
returning from the fipld. Aivl here also should

be fed out, or strewed as litter, the hay, stalks,

and husks of Indian corn, pea and bean haulm,

the straw of grain not wanted in the stables. To
still farther augment the mass, leached ashes and
swamp earth may be added to advantage. These
materials will absorb the liquid of the yard, and
becoming incorporated with the excrementitious

matter, double or treble the ordinnr; - mntity of

manure. During the contiv :t the ex-

cavation gives no incc- ."hen the
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weather is soft, the borders afford ample room for

tbe cattle. In this way, the urine is saved, and

the waste incident to rains, &c. is prevented.—

The cattle should he kept constantly yarded in

winter, except when let out to water, and the

vard frequently replenished with dry litter. Upon

this plan, from ten to twelve loads of unfermented

manure may be obtained every spring for each

animal, and if the stable manure is spread over

the yard, the quality of the dung will be improv-

ed, and the quantity proportionably increased.—

Any excess of liquid that may remain after the

dung is removed in the spring, can be profitably

npplied to grass, grain, or garden crops. It is

used extensively in Flanders, and in other parts

of Europe."

It would be an important addition, to the above

plan, if a pool, cistern, basin, well, or reservoir

were formed in the centre of a yard constructed

as above, and so located as to receive not only the

wash of the yard, but the liquid manure from the

stable. This should be sufficiently large to drain

off and contain most of the superabundant mois-

ture from the manure in the yard ;
which, if too

wet, will give out unhealthy exhalations, besides

being of less value as food for plants. The re-

servoir should have a movable top or cover with

grating or small holes, which will admit the liquid

out exclude the solid part of the manure ; and the

former should be pumped out or otherwise taken

and applied as above directed. [See N. E. Far-

mer, Vol. V. page 161, 162.]

REMARKABLE VINE.

In Speechly's Treatise nn the Vine there is given

a drawing of a remarkable vine growing in North-

allerton in Yorkshire, that once covered a space

containing 137 square yards ; and it is judged, that

if it had been permitted, when in its greatest vig-

our, to extend itself, it might have covered three

or four times that area. The circumference of the

trunk, or stem, a little above the surface of the

ground, is three feet eleven inches. It is suppos-

ed to have been planted 150 years ago ; but from

its Teat age, and from an injudicious management,

it is now, and has long been, in a very declining

state. There are many other vines growing at

Northallerton, which are remarkable for their size

and vigor. The soil is light and rich, of a dark

color, and inclining to sand. An English gentle-

man informs us, it has been known to produce a

ton of grapes in a year.

brushes the part which gives the most pleasure. I

The ox shows his gratitude by wagging his tail

;

the feeder in return calls him by name and ingra-

tiates himself with him. Thus not only an intima-

cy, but a mutual affection is formed, which at

once gives attention to the keeper and docility to

the ox, and renders the labour of both pleasant.

" Their labour and their fodder ought to be pro

portioned that their health and their spirits may
be kept in full tone. Their coats ought to be

sleek ; their hides loose and silky; the flank should

fill the hand ; and the shoulder handle mellow.

—

If they be over-worked, or under fed, sluggish-

ness and disease will inevitably follow. A work-

ing ox ought always to be beef, that in case of ac-

cident, he may grace, at least, the poor man's ta-

ble."

To cure beef.—The Tartars put lean Leef under

a heavy press, until no liquor runs from it, then

chop and pound it, add sugar, unground pepper,

clarified butter, and crumbs of bread, and work all

together ; roll it into cakes, and when throughly

dried it is excellent. The Russians add bits of

bacon, and tie it up in bladders or pots. It needs

no cooking, and is thought to be superior to com-

mon potted beef or Bologna sausages.

Congress have made grants of land to certain

emigrants from France, for the culture of the vine

and olive.

CobhttCa Agricultural Works.

Just received for sale at the offire of the New England Tann-

er, " A Ride of eight hundred miles in France ; containing .-

Sketch of the face of the Country, its Rnral Economy, oflbe

Towns and Villages of Manufacture and Trade, and Manner:
and Customs—Abo, an Account of the Prices of land, House,

Fuel, Food, Raiment, and other things, in different parts of the

Country. By Jam> Pat ' William Cobbett.)

London edition, price 75 cents.

Also, a further supply of the American Gardener ; or a trea-

tise on the Situation, Soil, Fencing and Laying ml afGardens ,

on the making and managing of Hot ; da and tireen Houses ,

and on the Propagation and! Cultivation of die several sorts oi

Vecetabtet, Herbs, Fruits and Ftmtcrs. By William Cobbett;

—

London edition, with several engraving*. pri-e y!.«j. IC/This
is probably one of the besl Treatises on Gardening extant, (ex-

[
cepting, perhaps, the more elaborate work of M'Maboa.) The
directions in the American Gardener for the management of

Grape Vines, and Peach Trees are pronounced by experienced

and competent judges, to be the liest of any extant, and well

J

wonh, alone, the price of the book.— It has, likewise, vetrj fid!

ilirections for the management of Garden Vegetables and Orna-

]
mental Flowers.

Cottage Economy , containing information relative to the mak-

ing of Mread, brewing of Beer, keeping ofCows, Pigs, Bees,

I Ewes. Goats, Poultrv. and Rabbits, sec. with instructions rcla

live to the cutting, and die bleaching of die Plants of Englisk.

' Grass and Grain, for the purpose of making Hals and Bonn<ts

! Priee 62 cts.

Bremen Geese.

|
FOR sale, 10 pair superior BREMEN GEF.SC. Apply to

Thomas Williams. Noddle's Island, or to Writ'
I the New England Farmer office. Wee 7.

^r!c1^"of~country"produce.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

Useful Hints relative to Carters and Teams of

Oxen.

Do not retard the growth of your beasts of

draft, endanger their health, and render them in-

significant in the eyes of many by working them

hard while too young. There is no danger of

their becoming unmanageable ; nose rings reclaim

them, be they ever so vicious ; nevertheless the

younger they are inured to light work, the more

docile they will generally become.

Do not expect that they can work constantly on

straw, nor expect to find them alert and spirited

while their thighs are clodded with manure, and

their coats- throughout are filled with dirt and ver-j

min.

An) -h 'vrtter recommends carding oxen,
J

and sav- • '' u r the sensation becomes fa-

j

miliar,!- 'ire from the operation, and
|

will .mc ego 'lis meal to receive the;

fall enjoyment. His feeder perceives this and.

A third establishment for the manufacture of

White Flint Glass, will commence at Pittsburg

on the first of January.

Boston Market—Our market is now plentifully

supplied with wild game ; venison sells at 6 to 12

cents per pound.—Poultry 8 to 12—The prices of

country produce, generally, are advancing; Pork

of the first quality sells readily at $18 per barrel,

at wholesale—Prime Mess Beef at $10 per barrel

—Dry Beans, best quality, $1.50 per bushel.

The North American Review, for January, 1828,

is just published by Frederick T. Gray, Boston,

and G. & C. Carvill, New York—and contains ar-

ticles on the following subjects :—Chief Justice

Marshall's Public Life and Services— Noyes's

Translation of Job—American Missionaries at the

Sandwich Islands—Hindu Drama—Republic of

Central America—Bowring's Poetry and Litera-

ture of Poland—Debates in Congress—De Stael's

Letters on England—American Annual Register

—Fine Arts—Riedesel's Letters and Memoirs

—

Dana's Poems—Cadnlso's Moorish Letters—The
Talisman— Critical Notice—Quarterly listof New
Publications.

Speechly on the Fine, Pine Apple, e/c.

Just received, and for sale at the N. E. Farmer office, one

copy of a Treatise on the culture of the vine ; with new hints

on the Formation of Vineyards in England ; with a Treatise on

the Culture of the Pine Apple, and the Management of the Hot
House. Third London Edition, by William Speechly, with

eleven engravings.

Siberian Parsley.

Just received at the office of the New England Farmer, afew
lbs. Siberian Parsley Seed. This plant is perfectly hardy, stand-

ing our severest winters : and would probably be the best sort to

sow with grass, as recommended in the last New England
Farmer, as well as for cultivation in gardens. The Seed was
originallv procured from R ussia, a few years since, by a gende-

man in this vicinity. Jan. 4.

Dutch Bulbous Roots.

Just received at the office of the New England Farmer, a fur-

ther supply of fine double and single Hyacinths. Tulips. Narcis-

sus, Tuberoses, Jacobean Lilies. Tisrer Lilies. Ranunculus, .fcc.

Also, a few POTATO ONIONS—with every variety of Gar-

den Seeds, Flcwcr Seeds, fyc.

APPLES, best,

\SHES, pot, 1st sort, -

pearl do. - -

BEANS, white, - - - •

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, new, - - )

" No 2, new, - -
I

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new. 1

CHEESE, new milk, - - - - j

skimped luilk:, - -
|

FLAX
j

! FLAX SEED
j

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, - - -

Rve, best. ...
GRAIN, Rye

Corn - ...
Barley - - - -

Oats - - . - -

! HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

I LIME,
I

OIL,~Lin?ecd, Phil, and Northern

iPLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, full blood,wash

do do u:iwashed

do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & j do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning;, 1st sort

PROFISIOJV MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole bogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON.
POULTRY, ----.-
BUTTER, ke» & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS, - - -

MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - -

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIDER, (according to qualily)

bush
jbbl.

bushi

lb.

cask

gal.

ton.

bbl.

1 75
95 00
108 00

1 25
9 75
8 50

7 00
12

7

3

90
6 00
6 00
3 00

70
67
60
38

14 001

13 50

2 00
97 50
112 00

1 50
10 00
9 00
7 50-

16

10
4

1 12

6 12

6 25
3 25

40
10
10

1 00
78

3 00
18 00
15 00
14 00
2 75

10
55
25
34
33
27
45
32
37

H
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New Year's Address.

Time, the most persevering body
'Twixt New Orleans and Pass'maquoddy,
Who waits on beggars, treads on kings,
And makes and mars all earthly things ;

—

Who forms a palace, or a shed

—

A Newton's noil, a cabha e head
With equal ease—by whose assistance
All Being had and has existence

—

The perpetrator of all crime,
(For every thing 's the work of Time,)
As well as source from whence proceeds
All noble and praise-worthy deeds

;

lu truth the causa sine qua nan
Of all we have, hope for, complain on ;

Another Year has brought to pass,
And turn'd the old Year out to grass.

And now, said all efficient wight,
Bids us attempt our annual flight,

O'er Heaven's high canopy to steer,

And hail the Advent of the Year

—

Our bard-ship promising to crown,
And cap our climax of renown
With amaranthine wreaths, more bright
Than splendid filaments of ^ght,
Which Day's Ascending Regent pours
Profusely from his golden stores,

Tinting the clouds, by zephyr riven.
With the most gorgeous hues of heaven.

But, stop— I apprehend that we
Have set out on too grand a key.
And must come down from heights immense.
To tread the ground of common sense

;

On earth a Farmer's business lies,

Not sowing wild cats in the skies.
Thus some Psalm-singers I have known
To set the tune, but miss the tone.
And then proceed, in Jehu-style,
Above the key-note, half a mile :

And driving onwards, thorough stitch
To A in alt, at concert pitch ;

—

Now minims, crotchets, quavers, dash
Together with discordant crash ;

And even the Fair, now rend the Air,
The music rare, to tatters tear ;

(Ladies, though fair asflowers'in June,
Will now and then get out of tune,

)

Stave thro' the staves, like folks possess'd,
And murder one of Handel's best.
Finding the Choir against a stump,
The. Leader, with commanding thump,
Now puts a period to the strain,
Gives a new pitch, and starts again.
So, having slightly scath'd our pinions
In Fancy's perilous dominions,
We, ploujhman-likc, will plod along
Through the dull remnant of our song.

Last year exhibited abundance,
Amounting almost to redundance,
Of prime productions of the soil.

To crown the Cultivator's toil.

Elessings have fall'n, like drops in showers,
Health, Peace, and plenty have been ours,
And every earthly boon indeed,
Which Heaven bestows, or mortals need-
All that should lead us, on our parts,
T thankful lips, and grateful hearts
Kind Providence, with lavish hand,
Has scatter" rl o'er a smiling land.
F.arth's products are of such a size,
We scarcely can believe our eyes,
And almost doubt the evidences
Of all our congregated senses.
For instance, Beets, the beat of all
The beets produc'd since Adam's fall—
Strjwberries, which a man would guess
Were large as Peaches, more or less,

And P^ars, approximating towards
The ordinary size of Gourds;

—

So big, that botanists will say to us
Their genus is cucurbilaceous—
Meaning, thereby, to tell us bumpkins
Said Pears have cross'd their breed with Pumpk;
Are, therefore, being thus allied,
Sheer monsters on the mother's side.

And wry-neck'd Squashes-, which were found
To overload the solid ground.
And threaten, by mere dint of gravity,
To break the shell of Symme9's cavity.

Improvement's meliorating hand
Shines like a sun-beam thro1 the land.
Here, docks and wharves, new streets and stores
Emboss old Ocean's smiling shores.
Teeming with products of all nations

—

There factories rise like exhalations.
Here, Toil his task Herculean plies,

There Art bids new Creations rise,

And Home-spunWorlds obey the will
Of human industry and skill !

These means subserve the Farmer's ends
;

Here dwell those ready-monied friends,
Who raise the value of his lands
And take that surplus off his hands,
Which otherwise were useless trash,
And metamorphose it to cash

;

Just as one Midas, we are told,
Turn'd every thing he touch'd to gold.

Did it not look iike ostentation,
And trumpeting self-approbation,
W'e verily might say, with verity,
We add our mite to this prosperity
By fabricating head-work, which is

Harder by half than digging ditches.
And while we toil with luslihood
For every individual's good.
Hebdomadally lectures giving,
To teach all men to get a living,
We're wide awake to every movement;
Which tends to national improvement.
We therefore, may. we apprehend,
Be christen'd Every-hody's Friend

;

A wight who has the World at large
Committed to his special charge,
To oversee whate'er relates
To incomes, outgoes, goods, estates,
And tell their owners how they may
Increase them in an honc-st way.

Our worship merits a position
Along side some renown'd physician,
Before whom all disorders vanish
And baffled death himself " walks Spanish ;"
But few disorder- can be worse
Than quick consumption o' the purse
Where squalid poverty prevails,
The patient needs no other ails,

Whate'er some moralists may deem.
To make him wretched in th' extreme

;

For awful agonies await
A mortally diseas'd estate.
But we assail this sore disease
With economic recipes.

Or like the Coan -age verbose
Preserihe full many a goodly dose
Of " aphorisms." which rarely fail

To cure the empty-pocket-ail.

There's likewise nothing truer than
That we are Freedom's Right Hand Man

;

By Poverty, if paralys'd,
A Commonwealth is soon capsiz'd ;

—

Suppose we Yankees were a set
Of paltry paupers, deep in debt,
Dreading, for lack of wherewithal
The wrong side of a prison-wall,
Pray te 1 us what we might regard
Our Liberty as worth per yard?

The wijhl in straighten'd circumstances.
Plagued and err.harrass'd in finances
Can hardly be mneh better than
A pitifirl time serving man.
And when the storms of Faction lower
Succumbs to every blast of Power.

1 bat spruce old gentleman, so smart.
With " Eagle-eye," and "Lion-heart."'
Whom bards have demi-riefied.
Call'd Independence, wont abide
With ignorant, idle, shiftless chaps,
Poor living prools of Adam's lapse.
He quaffs his cider, cracks his jokes
With good, stout, hardv, thriving folks.

Jan. 4, 1828.

But his sojourning will be brief
With those who can't get bread and beef.

To benefit our fellow men
We ply the press and push the pen.
For aye continually contriving
The ways and means to make them thriving
Lest they become, as life advances,
i he slaves of narrow circumstances
A slavery little in arrears,
Of what men suffer in Algiers.

And sure 'twould seem no more than fair
1 hat they who give should also share,
Of course your Honor will bestow
A trifle of the quid pro quo,
(Anglice) some remuneration
For all the useful information
Drawn from the » Farmer's" 'ample stores,We have presented at your doors.
And now, kind Sir, before we partWe wish you may, with all our heart.
Enjoy through this, and many a year
Good health good friends, good luck, gooi>Be blest in basket and in store, frw™
Till this life's transient scenes'are o'er,

[ *** '

And ib the next forevermore.

Boston,, January 1, 1828.

Simple contrivance fo, ala,,p.-The inhabitants
of Landes, w the south of France, being com-
pletely cut off from the rest of the world, have it
not in their power, (except when once or twice a
year they travel to the nearest towns with their
wool,) to purchase candles

; and as they have no
notion how these can be made, they substitute in
the.r rooms a lamp fed with the turpentine ex-
tracted from the fir trees. The whole process is
simple and primitive. To obtain this turpentine.
they eut a hole in the tree, and fasten a dish in it
to catch the sap as it oozes through, and as soon
as the dish is filled, they put a wick of cotton
into the midst of the liquor, and burn it ns we do
a lamp.

Such a contrivance might answer very well if
placed m a chimney-way, or in some other tho-
rough fare for smoke.

Large Hog.—Mr. Enoch James, (of Deerfield
]

s aughtered a hog this season, eighteen months
old, which weighed when dressed 716 pounds
Portsmouth Journal.

.

I look upon every man as a suicide from the

j

moment he takes the dicebox desperately in his
;

hand, and all that follows in his career from that
:

fatal time is only sharpening the dagger before he
!
strikes it to his heart

—

Cumberland.

The Jews have a proverb, that he "who breed*
;

not up his son to some occupation, makes him a thief—and
i the Arabians say, that an idle

; erson is the devils piny fellow.

|

On examinn g the tongue of patients, physicians

j
T\ ,°

U
! I,''

d ' Se" ieS °f lhe b°dy
'
aiKl Philos°Pbers the disease

White Mustard SetdT
'< fJ2E*wi.?»m

°ffice
,

°f !KN<7 EnSland Farmer
>
">e best

t I'.nghsh White iUusiard seed, by lhe pound or bushel.

Lucerne Seed.
I A few hundred pounds of fresh Lucerne seed, bv the pound
or hundred weight, lor sale ai_th> N. E. Farmer office.

;
New England Farmer's Almanack,for 182&T

;_ Just published, at the New England Farmer Office, and
|

lor sale by Bowles & Dearborn, 72 Washington Street, and
i
at the Bookstores generally, lhe Neie England Farmer's Alma-

,
,w/r for 1828. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New
England 1' armer

J'ht- H'armer is published every Friday, .at $300
per annum, or $i,50 if paid in advance.
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AGRICULTURE
FOR Tniv NEW ENGLANU FARllEn.

HORSES.
Sir—There is no branch of rural economy moro

neglected in Massachusetts than horses. Why
this should be the case I am ignorant ; a colt can

be bred nearly us cheaply as a Bteer ; and is

worth much mere money when he is grown.

—

What a farmer can find to read upon this subject,

if he desires it, must mislead him ; most of it be-

ing taken from long exploded English treatises,

and few men are to be found here, whose ac-

quaintance with the subject is not exceedingly

superficial, who art not of the less educated class

es of the community. I have read an American
Treatise, in which not only are the plates taken

from an English one : but the anther gives his

leaders a chapter upon chest-lounder ; ascribing

it to taking cold, &c. ; a disease very well known
at the present day to proceed from continual pain

in the feet.

I wish to give you a few very short observa-

tions upon the most valuable breeds of horses ;

upon breeding them ; the treatment of horses kept

for their work ; and the management of foot lame-

ness.

Nature originally formed to herself, there is

reason to suppose, two separate models of horse

flesh ; though the different breeds of horses de-

rived from accidental varieties and mixtures may
be infinite. One she meant for daily drudgery 'n

a northern climate ; the other for speed, for vio-

lent occasional exertion, to gratity the pride and

form one of the relaxations of luxury, and to live

in the tropiclts. The two horses are still to be

found distinct ; but most horseflesh is made up of

their mixture.

The first is indigenous in the North of Europe.

The basis of his colour is almost invariably black;

though in some few of his varieties, he is either

roan, or gray with most of his dark hairs red.

—

He is seen in Massachusetts perfectly pure in the

Canadian : who has his fringe of hair starting di-

rectly from the knee ; his shortness of breath
;

his willingness to draw ; his sensibility to heat

;

and all the other attributes of the unadulterated

cart horse. The gray horse, sent here by Gener-
al Coffin, is a specimen of his English variety

;

but not of ihe very largest si;.e. The true Cana-
dian is a valuable horse, has a foot endowed with

very little sensibility, is very much inclined to

carry flesh, and exceedingly well suited to a

changeable climate : but he is unfit for fast work;
and I question the fact from what I have seen, of

his outworking the common Massachusetts horse

at slow.

A remarkable degree of misinformation exists

here as to the second ; and, it may be well to give

a very short description of him. In the countries

where he has always been found, at least since the

first dawn of history, he is about fourteen hands
and an inch high, but pretty compact; the basis

of his colour scarcely ever black ; but generally,

even if he is gray, some kind of red. He has a

remarkably expressive eye, and very transparent

;

^ bis nose nearly straight, and the nostril disengag-

ed from the head ; a most capacious chest ; a

wide and elevated loin ; carries the dock of his!

tail pointed straight to the end when he is in ac- ;

lion ; and has a round, hi^h, and hard hoof. His
purity has always been most sedulously preserved i

by the Asiatick Arabs. His bones are of a much
I

denser texture than that of the cart horse ; his

!

skeleton is heavier in proportion to his apparent]

size ; and he can stand under a heavier weight.
'

His most distinguishing characteristick, however,'

is the natural clearness of his wind ; and breeds
I

of horses vary in this particular, according to the'

proportion they possess of his blood ; or, as it is

technically called, of "blood." This, with his

muscular power, arises from the perfection of his

organization ; and he is often abuired from the

idea that he possesses a peculiar insensibility to I

fatigue, which none can thoroughly explain. His(

essence is speed*. He is more inclined to save !

himself by flight from any thing he does not thor-

1

oughly understand ; and is more irritable and va- !

liable in constitution. As he is probably indt^en-

ous in the sands of Arabia only, there appears no

reason why his foot should have been made able

to endure the concussion of a hard surface ; anil

in some of his varieties, though the horn of it is

generally excessively hard, the internal foot pos-

sesses extreme sensibility. He does not appear,

!

under favorable circumstances, upon being trans- I

ported to the climate of the cart-horse, to experi-

'

ence any diminution of his superiority to him,

through any number of generations ; though he is

useless as he approaches that of the Arabian.
His most valuable variety, and that with which

we are best acquainted, is the English thorough-

1

bred horse ; by which term is intended a horse,

all of whose blood is to be traced to acknowledg-
ed racers, or to a very few celebrated individual

horses, supposed to have beeD chiefly of Arabian
blood, whose stock has in general proved so in

England. Some of the pedigrees of this Anglo-
Arabian have been regularly kept from the reign

of James the first ; but a very large part of him is

derived from two individuals ; one carried there

about ninety years since, whose previous history

is utterly unknown ; the other, about one hundred
and thirty years since, who was brought from the

Desert of Palmyra. The blood of these two hors

es runs in the veins of the multitude of thorough-
bred horses annually foaled in England, on the

Continent, am! in the United States ; and except-

ing the genuine cart horse, there is scarcely a

horse in England or the States entirely free from
it.

The peculiar advantages and disadvantages of
the thorough-bred horse, who is most corruptly

called in Virginia the blooded horse, for blood,

horse, are exceedingly necessary to be known to

every breeder ; as, though he is not so well adapt
ed himself to any purpose but horse-racing, as a

horse bred between him and one not thorough
bred, he is proved by the experience of a century
in England, to be the only foundation of any reas

onable expectation of breeding superior horse-
flesh ; allowed to be, and sought after from that

cause by the Russians, the Germans and the

French, who are all becoming great horse-breed-
ers, and in most parts of the States, excepting in

New England. As a proof of this last fact, I can

lenry e.:

No. 25.

mention that, Henry earned between two &nd
three thousand.dollurs to his owners, in the wcin
ity of the city of New York, the last summer, as

a breeder; and that he will probably this summer
earn much more.

He (the thorough bred horse) is subject io ink

nite variety ; but he is generally accompanied by

the following peculiarities. In wind, in muscular

power, and particularly in being able to perforn.

feats, he far surpasses any other horse ; even th'

Arabian in his unimproved state. A case in poin :

has occurred in which two Cossack horses, pick

ed from their iinmense studs, were beaten in a 30
mile race, over a hard road near St. Petersburg

by a broken down English race-horse, and he alst

beats the best horses that can be bought in Ara-
bia, in their own climate at Calcutta. All hi=

work is performed in much iess time, when tht

pace appears to the eye to be the same ; he cai.

be used at an e:*rly age—he possesses greate;

longevity—he stiffens less from the heat, than a

low-bred horse, but there his advantages close.

—

His ancestor was formed merely for galloping

—

leaving all meaner business to the donkey and the

mule ; which, in his ancestor's climate, are noble

animals—and from this cause, as well as from the

peculiar manner in which he has himself beer.

bred and treated, he is attended by two great dis-

advantages. He has, in the first place, been Diet

from a succession of horses selected for then

superior galloping from a race of gallopers.

Excellence in this pace, which is, however,
nearly

i
— accurate criterion of wind and muscu

lar strength, is generally accompanied by a form
ation of the animal, inimical to excellence in am
other ; and a remarkable disinclination for exert-

ing himself on any other than extraordinary occa
sions. To assist him in economising his powers,
and to render them entirely subservient to the ra-

pidity of his progression, he is formed, frequently,

to move his feet so short a distance above tht

earth, that, particularly in a slow walk, he is con
tinually liable to have it meet with some obstruc
tion, when it is bent backwards from the fetlock

joint, and he is about to throw his weight upon it.

the muscles of the bended limb not being unde:
his command, he must 'Occasionally lose his ba!

ance ; and if it is his fore foot fall forwards ; and,
if it is his hind foot, catch backwards ; and, in

confirmation of the last observation, many superi-

or gallopers appear actually unable to use their

muscles properly, when not in a state of violent

exertion
; have a slipping, thoughtless manner o:

going at all other times ; and will not brace the::

muscles. In the second place, he has been in gen-
eral confined n the stable, and shod previously tc

his being two years old ; which gives to his hoo:
a totally different shape, in growing, by prevent-
ing its lateral extension ; takes away mnch of the
means of resisting concussion which nature in

tended it to have, by preventing the expansioi.

of the back part of it, when his weight is thrown
upon it ; and crowds the circulation of the sensi-

ble foot, by preventing the increase of size of the

vascular parts after the excessive concussion U
which the horse is daily subjected from that earlv
age. Being also fed with the largest allowance
of corn from before he is weaned, and the hoo;
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deprived, through most of his life, of the dampness ADDRESS,
of the earth, his foot is exposed to all the evils, Delivered to the Proprietors of the first Agricultu-

increased by happening together, arising from a ^ and tUrd Soc{al Library in Easton, Mass.
plethoric habit, from contraction of the liorn, and

from mechanical violence ;£§d, an Arabian foot
; an

not being originally intenden"to meet with very

severe concussion, a degree of pre-disposition

December 18. By Roland Howard.

Gentlemen—I take it for granted that the

most of you are already apprised of the object of

to disease in the foot is propagated to each gen- ,

this meeting—and if so, I beg that you will in

eration, particularly to caries of the bones ;— dulge me with a few moments of your attention,

which, (as the human teeth) are remarkably r,eady and a reasonable share of your candour, while I

-o discover an hereditary mis-organization. The offer for yojr consideration some of the advanta-

thorough-bred horse has been long naturalized in ges, which, in my apprehension, may be derived

the States ; forms, at least, half of the Massachu- from the establishment of a Social Library, select-

setts monarel, and is found as common, and in as ed with judgment, and managed with discretion

high perfection, as in England, in the low country and care ; to be confined principally to subjects

if Virginia. which relate to rural pursuits and domestic econ-

But the best horse, of any fixed breed, not tho- °"iy.

rouo-h-bred, is the English Cleveland Bay ;—of Whatever might have been the original condi-

which the horse and mare sent hero by Sir Isaac tion in which man was placed, of one thing at

Coffin, were intended as a sample. The true least we are now certain ; and that is, that the

Cleveland Bay, who is probably a lineal descendant sustenance of man is only to be obtained by la-

ofthe horse used for tournaments in the MiddleAges, bor, and the sweat of the face ;
and that we are

is extremely scarce in England, and confined to born into the world totally ignorant of the means

*he county of York. Though a much finer horse, most proper to he employed to obtain wherewith

and not over large, he bears a general resem- to satisfy our daily necessities ;
and thus we have

bianco to the German horse of the Middle States; not only our bread to procure, but we have to ac-

oarticularly, in his full crest, his Roman nose, and
,

quire the necessary knowledge how it can be pro-

his deep bay color. He is in the very highest re-
j

duced—nor is this condition, perhaps, much to be

nuest, both in England and on the Continent ; and
j

regretted, since so much of our happiness depends,

-lands at the head of all breeds between the blood ,

°n the constant exertion of our physical and men-

horse and the cart-horse. He has formed no part
j

tal energies.

of the Massachusetts horse ; but there is still re- 1
It appears from history that the employment,

maining in England, some remnant of a very eel- !

given by the Supreme Being to some of the first

ebrated draught horse, who unquestionably has ;
'
men we have an account of, was as follows :—

many of our- ancestors having come from his The first man was a dresser of vines and a culti-

eountry, and his peculiarities are often to be trac-
j

vator of fruit trees ; or in modern language he

ad in our horse. He was lupposed to have been !

was a Horticulturist. The employment of the

carried from Norway, and was called the Suffolk second was a tiller of the ground, or an Agricul-

Scrrel. He forms part of the modern trotting- twist. That of the third, a keeper of flocks, and
j

horse of the bordering counties of Norfolk and \

"erds of domesticated animals, or a Shepherd. .

Lincoln, of whom that most excellent horse Bell- 1

Then it appears that as soon as men were ere-
j

founder is a genuine specimen.
' ated, an employment was assigned them, suited in

|

The most valuable horse in himself, however, all respects to their physical powers, and well as
|

but who forms no breed, bred by the English, is adapted to supply their daily wants. In process
;

their gentlemen's hunter. He is often supposed of l'me men became multiplied, and it was found

here to be the offspring of a direct cross between necessary that their employment should be still i

the blood-horse and the cart-horse. This has, in farther varied, and adapted to all the necessities,

some instances, been the case ; but he is usually, °f a wide and extended population. Hence the

now, either the thorough-bred horse himself, or origin of the Mechanic Arts—wide spread Com-

got by him out of a well bred mare; and it would merce—and the complicated Machinery of the

he difficult to find one, of whom less than 3 parts Manufacturer, which at this day give employment

in 4 could not be claimed by the Arabian. Some t0 millions of the human family, and incalculably

horses, not thorough-bred or as they are called serve to ameliorate our condition, and increase

in England, cock tails, are kept expressly as hunt- the means of subsistence.

ing stallions, but this is not common ; the thor-
j

II is not my present design to go into detail

ough-bred horse having the advantage of afford- 1 "Pon all the different employments of men, but

ing the greatest room for selection, and of havin

the peculiarities of his family so well known, as

to jive so. grounds for a calculation concerning

the fate of lis stock However, as he is some-

times k6pt • . i: !, and as tried good hunter must

the remarks which I have made were designed to

show that however varied the employments of

men may be, they are each necessary to the pros-

perity of the other ; and that it is as necessary to

the prosperity of the body Politic, that all its

members are in a sound vigorous state, as it is

that '-ach member of the human body should be

healthy, and capable of performing the various

functions to which they are respectively adapted

n5 j
Hence it is, that Agriculture and Manufactures

_ive strength and support to ComnUree; and Com-
merce in return, gives spring and support to Ag-

of | ruulture and Manufactures. »

London funtishea it with fruit and vegetables and T'iesp remarks are believed to be correct, and

occupy about 6000 acres which are iaid oat in
j

incontrovertible ; and are made at this time, in

gardens, and give employment to 39,000 persons , the hope that they may tend to do away certain

ni winter, and nearly 100,000 in. summer."
|
jealousies that have prevailed, and are still believ-

It •!':
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o consider some of the objections which have

been ur^ed by tliose alluded to against the utility

of books, as being promotive of their interest or

happiness ; and will endeavor to produce proof

positive, that sucli reasoning (if indeed it can be

sailed reasoning) is both fallacious and ruinous to

all improvement.

If a farmer presumes to search the pages of any

publication, which treats upon the subject of Ag-

riculture, or domestic economy, lie is sure to be

stigmatized with the uncouth epithets " book farm-

er," "gentleman farmer" " theoreticalfartwr".afli

the like ;—and by some, it is rounuly asserted

that theory is altogether useless in agriculture ;

and that the knowledge acquired by individual

experience and observation is the only k now ledge

to be relied on, or regarded. It is to be stated,

lio.vevor, that ev t n such have been sometimes

known to admit, thut they have caught some new

and useful idea from the Calendar- page of the

» New England Farmer's Almanack," which has

accidentally met their eye when looking for the

diyof the week, or month; and, having been

found in an Almanack, surely must be entitled to
j
is indeed strange and won lerf

some consideration— for the man who can make

an Almanack, and foretell eclipses, and the full

and change of the moon, must, to say the least,

be endowed with an uncommon ^pgree of wisdom

and foresight; ami consequently the hints, or

facts recorded in the Almanack are entitled to a

much greater degree of confidence and respect,

t.ian ine s-ime or similar facts morit if fo nd re-

corded in an) other book.

It is not my object to undervalue, or to set a

side in the least degree, the knowledge which

every individual may, and ought to acquire, by ex-

perience ;ind observation. No—my object is

rather to show that if we act wisely, we shall

will have a good moral tendency; which indeed! An excellent trail in the French character.—In

is a most important consideration. l
Cobbott's " Ride in France," is the following pas

The morals of the rising generation most irnpe- sage :
—"I remark, as I go along, that the com

riously demand that something should be devioed ' mon people are very civil and obliging, whenever

that will at once display to their view, an object 1 ask them any questions about what I do not m\ -

worthy their attention and pursuit, and thus by
!

self understand. There is nothing uncouth, no-

mixing amusement with instruction, raise in them ;' thing boorish, in their manners. They explain tc

a sufficient interest to divert their attention from
|

you as well as they can, what you want to be

places and practices calculated to fix upon them made acquainted v. ith; and, when they do not

habits that will infallibly lead to their nun It instantly comprehend your meaning, they seem

h.is been said that » it is not frow ns, nor n it nr
|

as anxious to anticipate it. as if you were not a

guments that will correct or pervert vicious prac- \ stranger, but rather one to whom they have been

tices : it is presenting a substitute, which is not
j

used to talk. This is a great merit, and a marl;

less interesting, but more useful, that alone will
;

of intelligence in the French people. It enables

prove an effectual bulwark against vicious habits you to get along with th.-m, which they cannot

well do with us in England. A Frenchman is

most completely out of his plement in England
\

whilst an Englishman in France—(though the

logic, ethicks, physic nnd metaphysics, ' counfy may appear very strange at first) finds ;:

claim the dignity of liberal arts or sci- the courtesy of the people a great deal to reco:

the young, and set them in a way that leads to

usefulness, respectability, and happiness, in this

and a future world."

Thai

should

ences, excites no surprise;— but that the art of cile him to the strangeness of their customs,

managing, a farm, a house, and a tamilv. should
j

—
TTZkn

bv so many be thought of little or no consequence,
\

A comparison between 17*7 and 1897-=-In tiu

year 1727, hackney coaches were plain, awkward,

ne that reading, clumsy things, with no springs, and their nur.-

study thought or reflection, are of lit le or no use "er did not exceed thirty five in the whole of Lon-

in the management of domestic concerns, and that «'on ; at preset they are increased to twelve nun

it would be ridiculous to refer a housewife, or a dreH. Fashions at that period did not reach an;,

husbandman to boons to acquire a knowledge of place fifty miles from London, until they were

nearly out ; now they travel down in coaches, dil-

igences, &c. in a few hours. Coaches were thei:
tiieir respective avocation.

But it is hoped, and believed, that the time is at

hand, when those who are required to manage a two days and two nights going to Dover ; they

farm and superintend the domestic, concerns of a »»* perform the same journey in about a quarter

nily, will clearly see the imporlam-e of acquir-

r the necessary knowledge to ennble them to

the time. In 1727. meat was only three pence

cr pound ; now it is ten pence or a shilling.

unite our own experience and obseivation with

the experience, observation, and wisdom of past

a^es, so tar as past experience has been tested,

and found to have had a beneficial result—and to

my apprehension there are but two methods by

which this can be accomplished—the one is by

tradition, and the other by record—and can it be

possible that there are any among us so stupid as

to not at once discover which of thetuo modes

ought to have the preference ? and which would

be the least liable to abuse ? I venture to say

there are none Nor do I believe there are any,

who if they will dispassionately reflect,but that will

admit the importance and advantage that may be

derived in practical life, by consulting the oracles

of past experience.

The object of this association is the improve-

ment of its members in useful and practical knowl-

edge, and to aid in diffusing it generally through

the community.

To more readily effect this object, it is conceiv-

ed that books treating upon Natural Philosophy,

Chemistry, Agriculture, and Domestic Economy,

to be owned in common by those who nvy see fit

to associate for that purpose, must necessarily be

of vast importance.

The knowledge obtained by a member of an a;

soeiation, established upon such principles, will

be likely to be of a practical nature, and such as

mite amusement with economy, and labor with Servants' wsjes then varied from two pounds tc

profit and by well directed industry, and judicious four ; now, ten pounds to thirty.—London Sun.

onomy, insure that respectability of character
j

which preeminently belongs to that class of so-
]

Mineralogy.—We are hi ppy to learn that Pro-

ciety who are the efficient supporters of all the
j

fessor Cleaveland of Brunswick College, is abou".

others. Surely thai science which directs our publishing a third edition of his excellent treatise

conduct, or enables us to reform our mistakes, is on mineralogy. It is the most copious work which

entitled to our peculiar regard ; and though it be
i

»e have upon this subject, and has been adoptee!

true that the wisdom obtained by experience, is |

as a text book by the professors of mineralogy it-
•

the least fallible, yet it often costs so dearly that :

Yale, Cambri Ige, and we believe Amherst Col

the intrinsic value scarcely compensates the price,
|

leges. He solicits from scientific gentlemen, gen

nd hence arises the advantage of uniting the ex- erally, the communication of such facts concern-

perience of past ao-es with our own. i ™S localities and peculiarities both mineralogica

Perhaps it may be objected, that to become a and geological, as may be within their reach, am.

member of an institution of this kind will cost too of value in the new edition of his work .

much money. To this it may be answered that in ~ .. p.,m „i,;„ „f ,,.„,„•>
. .... J

. ,
. „ Mammoth Pumpkin.—A Pumpkin, of unusua

many cases it wo::ld be an actual saving ot ex- . .
r
. , T , R„„ n(,i,i. p cfl .

* „ , , : ., .. n .u size, grew on the farm or Jonn Keyncci:,, fcsq. .-

Dense ; for, as it would turn the attention ot the .. , r,, , , , ,T ,, „ 00„_ . -, rf
,

' ' ,. „ , 4 .... ., ,, few miles from Clarksburgh, Va. this season;
members to subjects of general utility, it would

consequently divert it from others which are more

expensive, and less useful, if not pernicious—and

we should consider that a few dollars appropriat-

ed to such a purpose, is by no means thrown away

weighed 320 lbs. and measured round the middle

G feet. All that grew on the same vine v.eighcC

840 lbs.

The child that is permitted to act habitually,

I venture to assert that it will be a good deposit frorrl temper, is in the prospect of ungovernable

of money, not merely yielding 6 or 8 per cent, but passions, and the swing of the gallows, and ilf

50, 75, and 100 per cent, profit on your money blood will be required at the frauds of its impru-

thus judiciously appropriated.

Grape Vines —The quickest method of procur-

ing grapes, is to graft into the body (near the

ground,) or which is preferable, into the roofs of

large vines. In the following year, if the graft

may be' directly applied to the every day avoca- 1 has taken, fruit will be produced. Thus every

tions and pursuits of those concerned j and will
;

farmer who has wild vines growing on his grounds
|

also furnish a strong inducement to read, and ap-
\

may, by procuring cuttings of hardy foreign or
|

A shrewd observer once said, •• that in walking

ply what they read to their present and future ! native kinds, and paying a little attention to the the streets of a slippery morning, one might see

benefit. grafting and training, be soon and amply supplied where the good natured people lived, by the asl^

It is believed that an association of this kind I with grapes for market or wine making.—Eng. pa. (thrown on the ice before their doors."

dent parents, whose folly and wickedness arp

equalled, in magnitude, only by the momentous

consequences, 'h:.t ensue, and the awful respons:

bility which the parents incur. The greatest cah

mity that ever befel a child, is an indiscreet pa

rent who knows nothing of family discipline.

—

H.

More.
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EXTRACTS nis footsteps still be traced in the garden—im-

From an Address, to the JVew York JHbrfiMttturaZ Passed on the dewy leaf and the opening flower?

And is not his voice yet heard in the cborus of

the woods, in the fall of the fountain, and the

whispers of the breeze ? *

The United States possess in abundance all the

requisite elements for reaching the highest de-

, gree of excellence in this interesting department r .

regions of he North, and the p Bins of the South,
|

*
comprising, as our territory does, an measure ceased ; and higher motives than Those

fanned by the breezes of the trop.cs-from the
|^^ v £ ^^ ^ BOy icturMqno , of taste should induce ug tQ .ve the

fir-clad hiHs of New England, to the orange-
1 hiUs_irri Js vales_bright waters-luxuriant ed remains both of the human and vegetable

groves of Florida and Louisiana, , e have almost
_ «j unnuinbered ieg of native plants . tribes . Justice and m lead in favour

S
of the

Society. By N. H. Carter

You need not be told, gentlemen, that no coun-

try opens so wide a field, and affords so many na-

tural advantages, for improvements in horticul-

ture, as the United States. Between the Alpine

aborigines, who once made them their green anu
happy abodes. A war of extermination has been
waged against both. To a certain extent, this
was necessary, in the settlement of the new world.
The advances of cultivation required, that the
monarchs of the wilderness, moral as well as phys-
ical, should be hewn down by the axes of our hardy
pioneers. But the necessity has now in a great

every variety of climate, soil, and production. So
boundless are the resources of our territory in

these respects, that few indeed are the plants in-

digenous to other parts of the earth, which may

with a climate favorable to the cultivation of exo

tics. Indeed, nothing is wanting but the hand of

taste, in seconding the profuse liberality of na

j, ,-f ture, to produce the happiest combination of rural
not here find congenial localities, and be readily ' v

, , *T . , „ „. „.

.

,. , ,

5
,. , „ ' • ..-_,' i scenery, and to render our landscapes and gar-

>iaturalized, by a very slight resort to artificial
i"-°"D t> " .

r_ , °.
„, ' . ,, 4. j -,, . dens among the first in the world, lo the skies

means. If I may be allowed to draw an ll ustra- z," ,

6
. .. ., A „j /v>*;i««>'», -it c i •• of Italy our country unites the verdure and lertil-

Uon from the mixed character of our population, . *L , . ' , ..... .,„„.;„„ ; fa .„
., , ,. . ;/. . ,, . lty of England; and by a little attention, its ex-

our soil and climate are as inviting to the exotics Y °
L ' .

J
, .„.-,„. D :,i, or ; n _.

c .. , .if] r v.- i ;« tcrnal aspect may be made to rival either, in va-
of other lands, as the freedom of our political in- i . ,.

*" * ._ au-ii n„ »(,„,»
. x . . ' . , r c .- nety, richness, and beauty. Shall, then, these

stitutions is to emigrants lrom foreign nations. . , , [ , i„„i,„/i „,. r,„,rWt,.J. s2 , , e u n a 7 u .i singular advantages be overlooked, or neglected 1

We have room enough for both ; and to both may « A„, ( ..n,im»n. nrnv„il s in the
the great Republic cheerfully open an asylum in

its bosom, thereby augmenting its physical as

veil as its moral resources.

Horticulture considered as a practical and use-

ful art, supplying the wants, conveniences, and

comforts of life, forms a very prominent object of

his association, to which its efforts have hitherto

been chiefly directed, and which should never be

lost sight of in our future transactions. Viewed

in this light, it ceases to be an abstract and spe-

culative pursuit, but comes home at once to the

interests—to the business and bosoms of all clas-

I trust, a very different sentiment prevails in the

breast of every member of this association. Mere

objects of taste, it is true, are of little importance,

in comparison with the more useful and momen-

tous concerns of life ; but it should be remember-

ed, that they form no inconsiderable item in the

former; while policy and patriotism urge us to
spare the latter. It is time to be frugal of the oak
upon our hills, whence are to spring the fleets of
a great nation ; and to respect the pine, the still

loftier lord of the forest, destined perhaps to bear
the American Eagle upon its top across the seas,

as it once bore the original of the emblem in its

native vale, and to waft our future navies to new
victories.

OPIUM.
The opium for commerce is the product of the

common poppy, seen in gardens. Turkey opium
was formerly deemed the best, but it has been
cultivated for several years in England, of a purer

and better quality, owing to the great care used

in its preparation. The East India opium is infe-

estimate of national character, as well as the sumirior to the Turkey, from the leaves and stems of

of individual happiness. the plant being packed with the cakes, and often

Let it not be supposed, that I would limit the
|
worked into the opium while in a soft state, pro-

bably to increase its weight.

English opium is generally in smaller cakes

—

outs clear and smooth like liquorice, and is in a

great measure destitute of stalks, leaves, and
other impurities.

The consumption of this drug is almost incred-

, .ble. It is an immense article of commerce, and
i»d enlightened it may be, find time amidst the, ^ cemeteries In some of lhese particu- an interesting paradox, from its extensive useful-

Ot!*, . ,. ., T7i ,_ -^ .i c -li : j:r..: j . n ...:..:.._ .i_ t _ • <•

province of ornamental gardening to the walls of

narrow enclosures—to flower-beds and parterres.

On the contrary, its principles should be extend-

ed to the embellishment of the avenues, streets,

and public squares of our cities ; to the country
x-es of our fellow citizens. Comparatively few in-

I

<? n
, , «»h_ *.f „„» f,,.mDrc',..,,. ... ,

y
-4.il- .: seats of the wealthy ; to the fields ot our taimers; i

uvidiials in any community, however intelligent
|

*' .„„,„ „ r „. „ii „u„,.„i, :

,. , , * ., ,

J
j. , .. -a... »! i

and lastly, to the ultimate homo ot us all, cduicii- i

,,wl ovilirr , Innorl if mnn hi*. +111(1 ttmf .imirfst t.hfi
1 * ' _ „ .

more imperious cares, avocations, and duties

life, to make themselves familiar with the exten-

sive and complex systems of botany. To the la

boring classes especially, the volume of an intri-

:ate science is effectually closed :

" For knowledge to their eyes lier ample page.

Rich with ihe spoils of time, did ne'er unroll

:

Chill peiiury repress'd their noble rage,

And froze the genial current of the soal."

But while only a small proportion of the commun-

ty may feel disposed to encourage horticulture as

lars, the example of the French is worthy of all ness in modifying and alleviating the most painful

imitation. To them, I believe, belongs not only diseases, while at the same time it is one of the

the first idea of botanic gardens, but the more re-
1
most fatal poisons. In the year 1800, 46,808 lbs.

cent improvement of uniting such institutions with
i
were consumed in Europe ; and the quantity has

public promenades ; or in other words, of combin-
1
increased annually ever since.

inf science, taste, exercise, and amusement in The Bengal government derived a revenue of

one and the same establishment. Nearly every
I £594,978, from the sale of it in 1809, and the

considerable town in France, has ornamented
;

exports from Calcutta to China alone, in 1811,

o-rounds of this description; and the plan has
J

amounted to £507,871. The supply of Calcutta

been extensively adopted in Great Britain. To opium in 1827, is rated as follows :

the same nation is due the credit of having im-
j

Bengal, 6570 chests—Mabia, 5000 do.—smug-
, science, all are equally interested in its success ™ c same i.auou is u« «a » BUU « u-.«.B ™ "r^nT' -rZhL YtmtiAvWT?' h f , proved public cemeteries, by converting them into gled, 1500 do—Turkey, 1000 do—140/0 chests
as an art. The high and low, rich and poor, '

ingtead of lgiv0 objects . A ro er
I Although this article is prohibited by the Chi-

: earned and illiterate, are concerned m ha ng ,

, and a becoming tribute of
(

nese government, yet 2000 chests are annually
«e markets and their own tables supplied with ^P oslt,°

b geei th

=
at church

I

ent to Canton, and about 40,000 pounds are im-
getables and fruits of a good quality, in sum- ^^^^ enc , 0S

'

ed
,

y
shaded

D
with ornamen . ported every year to Canton.

tal trees and shrubs, with the addition of appro-
\

The following method of cultivating it, is stated

priate sepulchral monuments, should certainly not from recollection, but is believed to be substan-

be subjects of indifference to the living. Wilson, tially correct : The ground is dressed in the

the distinguished ornithologist, made a particular same manner as for a flower plat, and the seeds

request, but a few hours before his death, that he sown in rows, with room between for one person

might be buried in some rural spot, on the banks to walk through. When the flowers fall from the

of the Schuylkill, where the birds might sing over head, it is time to gather the juice. This is done

his grave. The sentiment was true to nature ;— by a person who goes in with a sharp instrument

for, let philosophy preach as it may, our cares and guaged to a proper depth, with which he scarifies

anxieties, our feelings and affections, will extend i
the heads standing on the top of the stalks after

to the unconscious dust. * * *
! the flowers have fallen. He proceeds through

Unless some efficient measures be taken for the the field am! returns by the next alley, scoring

ient quantities, and at moderate prices. Such

:estilts are alone to be produced by systematic

and continued efforts. However genial may be

->ur climate, or fertile our soil, the valuable pro-

lucts of the earth will not spring up spontaneous-

ly, nor flourish without culture. Well stocked as

iur markets new are, and much as they have been

improved within a few years there is yet amply

-oom for further advances in the variety, meliora-

tion, and abundance of the articles of daily con-

sumption. * * * *

It is worthy of remark, that we first find man,

pure from the hands of his Creator, placed in a

warden ; as if such a retreat was most conducive preservation and reproduction of timber, trees, and

,„ I shrubbery, our country will erelong be as remark-
io health, innocence, and happiness. Even the

.

s"," *"'*• ,,,.,, , ., , • , ,

«f ,i , n«.i,„ k;m.«if i,.n.«,.<l , ab e for its naked hills and arid plains, as it has
,>ecuhar presence of the Deity himself naflowed "u,<7 „.,,,. , , . if c c i-

he parJise he had made. His image there ap- °*en for Us depth of woods and richness of foliage.

£a«d "in the cool of the day." And may not I

^ ^a,uUful forests have wasted away, like the

every head with one or more gashes. On arriv-

ing at the place from which be started, he retra-

ces his steps, and collects the juice which has ex-

uded, in a phial fitted with a sharp edged funnel-

shaped tin tube, with the wide top of which he
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takes it off me head. He thus obtains

two rows in two successive circuits, when ho pur-

sues the same course with all the rows in the

field. The next morning he goes over again, col-

lecting what has flowed during the night, and

making new gashes, until the heads cease to

yield. The fresh juice is then exposed to the sun

in shallow pans, and after the watery particles are

evaporated, it is moistened with oil of poppy

seeds, so as to be made up into cakes, when it is

packed in chests, with alternate layers of poppy

flower leaves. It is sometimes adulterated with

an extract from the stalks and the gum of the mi-

mosa. There can be no doubt that it might be

profitably cultivated in the United States.

CHAMBERS' MEDICINE.
We have read with great satisfaction the "Re-

ports of the Medical Society of the city of New
York, on nostrums or secret remedies." The first

article noticed is Chambers' Remedy for intemper-

ance. Drs. Hammersly, Drake, Manly, Watts.

Ives, and Johnson, the highly respectable commit-

tee to whom this subject was referred, inform us,

that they employed Dr. G. Chilton, an able and

experienced chemist, to analyse the medicine, and

that the results of his experiments show it to be

composed of Tartar Emetic, Capsicum, Sulphur,

Carbon, Cochineal and Gum. "If any doubts,"say

the committee, " could rest upon this result to

which the analysis leads, it could not fail to be

removed by the collateral evidences which may
be brought in confirmation, from its exhibition both

internally and externally— its effects upon the

stomach and bowels are precisely those which

ought to be expected from tartar emetic—and ex-

ternally applied it will produce the pustular erup-

tion, which is peculiar to this metallic salt." This

medicine then owes any efficacy it may possess to

the tartar emetic which it contains—of its value,

therefore, as a remedy for intemperance—or the

danger resulting in some cases from its exhibition

we need not here speak. Every professional man
will know how to estimate it.

—

Am. Journ.

If the above report be correct, it follows (says

a correspondent) that any of our Medical men can

furnish a remedy equally effacious as this celebrat-

ed remedy, for five cents, instead of five dollars

the price which is paid for this.

—

N. H. Regisler
i

all from in his aide long after he has swalloiotd the mustard.
[ 77,* town of Man.iftId, in Connecticut has recent

Why should any man, who has a garden, buy this
i )y been several times noticed on account of its

poisonous stuff? The mustard-seed ground in a [manufactures of silk. The Connecticut Register

little mustard mill is what he ought to use. lie
, recently issued tit Hartford, estimates the quanti-

will have bran and all; and his mustard will not Uy produced at more than :{000 lbs. annually, and

look yellow like the English composition ; but, we
t|ie value at $20,000, which probably is not be-

do not object to Rye-bread on account of its colour

Ten pounds of seed will grow upon a perch of

ground ; and ten pounds of mustard is more than

any man can want in a year. The plants do not

occupy the ground more than fourteen weeks, and

may be followed by another crop of any plant, and

even of mustard if you like. This therefore, is a

very useful plai.t, and ought to be cultivated by

every farmer, and every man who has a garden.

Cobbelt's American Gardener.

Effects of riding in consumption—The cure I

am going to mention, was of a gentleman who is

related to the doctor, and is now living at Dorset-

shire, who was brought so low by consumption

that there seemed to be no possibility of a recov-

ery either by medicine or exercise ; but, it being I been captured by some of our privateers, and whicl

yond the fact : but which is certainly a very con-

siderable sum of money to be annually distributed

as one item of income, among a population of 3000

inhabiting a comparatively unproductive soil;

and that too without any expenditure for machin-

ery or outfit of any kind. The process is entirely

domestic, until the raw silk is adjusted into large

skeins resembling the condition in which it is im-

ported into England and other countries from the

East. The further process into " sewing silk" is

now to considerable extent performed by watei

power, at a small factory in the town of Lisbon,

owned by an ingenious mechanic who invented

the machinery during our late war with "England,

for the purpose of bringing into use the great

quantities of raw sill; of Commerce, which had

too late for the first to do any good, all that was ! from the singular manner in which it is put up.

to be done was to be expected from the latter, I laid no small tax upon New England ingenuity.

—

though the doctor did not think that even tiding I We have seen lately a paragraph stating that a

MUSTARD.
There is a white seeded sort and a brown seeded.

The ivhite mustard is used in salads along with

the Cress or Pepper-Grass, and is sown and culti-

vated in the same way. The black is that which

'able-mustard is made of.—It is sown in rows, two

feet apart, early in the spring. The plants ought

to be thinned to four or five inches apart. Good
tillage between the rows. The seed will be ripe

in July, and the stalks shonld be cut off, and, when
quite dry, the seed threshed out, and put by for

use.—Why should any man that has a garden buy

mustard ? Why should he want the English to

send him out, in a botile, and sell him for a quar-

ter of a dollar, less and worse mustard than he

can raiso in rTis garden for a penny ? The Eng-
lish raustanl is, in general,- a thing fabricated, and

is as false a< the gln.zed and pasted goods, sent out

by the fraulnlfiit fabricators of Manchester. It

is a composition of baked bones reduced to powder,
some wheatfour, some coloring, and a drug of

some kind that gives the pungent taste. Who-
ever U6es that mustard freely will find a burning

would then do. However, the poor gentleman

seeing there was no other hopes left, was resolv-

ed to attempt to ride into the country ; but was so

extremely far gone, that, at his setting out of

town he was forced to be held up on his horse by

two porters ; and when he got to Brentford or

Houaslow, the people of the Inn into which he

put were unwilling to receive him, as thinking he

would die there, and they should have the trouble

of a funeral. Notwithstanding, he persisted in

bis riding by small journeys to Exeter ; and got

so much strength by the way, that though one

day his horse as he was drinking, laid down with

him in the water, and he was forced to ride part

of the day's journey in that wet condition, yet he

sustained no harm by it, but came to the above

mentioned place considerably recovered ; when,

thinking he had then gained his point, he neglect-

ed to ride any more for some time But after-

wards finding himself relapsing, he remembered

the caution which Dr. Sydenham had given him,

at his setting out, that if he should be so happy as

to begin to recover, he should not leave off riding

too soon ; for he would infallibly relapse and die,

if he did not carry nn that measure long enough ;

so he betook himself to his horse again, and rode

till he obtained a perfect recovery.

On hardening articles made of steel ivire, with-

out bending them—This valuable process was em-

ployed by the late Mr. Rehe, of Shoe-lane, a most

ingenious mechanic, in the following manner :

"The articles having previously been carefully

heated to the proper degree, instead of cooling

them in water, Mr. Rehe threw them upon the flat

surface of a fixed block of cast iron, and instantly

rolled them round, by sliding another flat plate of

iron over them : and thus, by this revolving mo
tion, he kept them perfectly straight, in the act of

being cooled and hardened, between the metal

plate and the block.

Frenchman had established a Ribbon manufactory

in Windham, an adjoining town. The profitable

noss of the culture of silk, may be estimated frorr

the fact which we happen to know, that mulberry

orchards often years' growth, and upon land oth-

erwise of very little worth, arc vali:3d at $200 an

acre.

This town has been also somewhat known for

its manufacture of Combs of various sorts, com-

menced at a very early period, and carried on to

be sure at first by the slow process of sawing bu f

one tooth after another, but now by the use of ma
chinery, invented in this country, and with one-

half the material; the teeth of two combs being

cut out at heads and points from each other, pur

sued with such expedition that a man is able togt

through this process very neatly, at the rate o!

fifteen dozen in an hour.

Here it would also be wrong to omit to mention

that Mansfield is entitled to the credit of having

produced the invention of the Screw Auger, anc

this not so many years ago, but that some of our

carpenters can well remember when the " Pod-

Auger" (an instrument now or soon to be alniosr

forgotten,) was their only dependence. The man-

ufacture of this very useful instrument has alsc

been a source of considerable profit. To all these

might be added*buttons, and several other articles

composing in the whole an extent of proi-table

business, which is fast transforming this town

from one ofthe least productive (and perhaps from

this very cause) to one of the most wealthy in

that enterprising State.

Sugar.—Under the domination of Buonaparte

Prance consumed only about fourteen millions of

pounds of snjrar annually. The present annua)

consumption exceeds 80 millions of povinds.

—

hit.

Ga-cttc.

Good humour is the clear blue sky of the soul

in which every star of talent will shine more

clearly, and the sun of genius encounter no va-

pors in his passage. It is the most exquisite beau-

ty of a fine face—a redeeming grace in a homely

one. It is like the green in the landscape, har-

monizing with every color, mellowing the glories

of the bright, and softening the hue of the dark
;

or like a flute, in a full concert of instruments, a

sound, not at first discovered by the ear. ye: fill-

ing up the breaks in the concord with its deep

melody.
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AGRICULTURE IN GEORGIA.
j

The Report concludes with Swift's aphorism,

The o-reat importance of Agriculture, (in our that the man who causes two blades of grass or

syes) and in those of every one we presume, who two stalks of corn, to grow from the soil, where

regards the vast extent and various productive ca- only one grew before, is worth the whole race of

pacity of our soil, has led us to notice every re- politicians put together;—Than which same max-

marl: or hint which appears concerning it. The im it is difficult to imagine one less liberal or true

Milledweville (Georgia) Journal, among a variety or one that the worthy Dean himself was less like-

of other Reports, contains one on Agriculture and ly to believe in his heart.

—

Baltimore American.

internal Improvement, from Mr. Bevan, on the

pari of the joint Committee on those subjects, to

which was referred a certain resolution of the .

Georgia House of Representatives. We select

some particulars from it.

The continued depression of the cotton market
(

Jan. 11, 182S-
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food at evening, after sun-set, when the entrance
of the hive need not be closed ; but the vesee!

containing the honey roust be removed before the

next morning, to prevent robbery as before. Care
should be taken, not to delay feeding your bees
until their old store is all exhausted, for they will

then become feeble, and if you preserve your bees

you will lose much of their labor the next sea-

son. Sugar is sometimes administered as food for

bees, as well as clear honey. Mr. Huish consid-

ers the first as improper food, and the latter as

dangerous, and often exposing the bees to the

dysentery ; and adds, "whenever honey is given,

it should be mixed with some good old white

wine ; it should then be placed on a slow fire, and

stirred until the honey is all dissolved, then pour-

Practical hintsfor the management of bees. Take

renders it necessary, says the Repott, that Geor- some opportunity in good weather to examine and

.Tin should give her attention to the rearing of supply as far as possible the necessities of your

other article--, and to the improvement of that ex- bees. If practicable, the hive should be turned led out into ajar or other vessel for use."

ter.-iivc alluvial re'gion, known as "The Pine bar- up, and the stool well cleansed and ventilated.—
j

"Dissolve one pound of sugar in a quart of good

re:i Land ''on which the present inhabitants glean Writers on this subject, tell us that the dysente-
1 old ale, boil and skim it until it is clear, when

a miseraBle existence. On the first settlement of ry among bees, is caused more by the respiration
j

cooled, it will have the consistence of honey, and

the state in 1733, it was a condition annexed to of the foul air genernted during the winter, than mny be given your bees. A little salt added to

every grunt of land, that a certain number of the from any other cause ; although it is certain, that i their food, is both safe and useful, especially when

White Mulberry Tree should be reared on it.— it can be brought on by unwholesome and infect- they are threatened with the dysentery. Molas-

The consequence was the production of a gradu- ed food. ses and water boiled, with a little salt, may be a

ally increasing quantity of silk, which in 1759 a- The state of health of the bees, can in some de- good substitute."

mounted to 10,000 lbs! weight of cocoons, receiv- gree be ascertained, by the symptoms of anger In treating of the feeding of Bees, Loudon oh

ed at the-<M capital of. the state. This branch of which they display on lifting up the hive. If a

industry was destroyed by the occurrence of the rustling noise be heard amongst them, and a sud-

Rcvolution, and the introduction of the more prof- den jerking of the wings, as if attempting to fly,

itubl", but unhealthy articles of rice and indigo, it may be concluded that the community are in

When it is recollected that the mulberry will good health. The odour which issues from the

grow in the most light sandy soil, and that the hive immediately on raising it, is also a criterion

whole process'of making silk may be carried on by which to judge of the health of the hees. That

by adult females, and by children, its culture of a diseased hive, partakes strongly of the smell

would seem to deserve attention. The olive has of putrified objects, but not of an animal nature.

elready succeeded in part. On the plantation of That of a sound hive resembles the smell of heat-

Thomas Spatilditog, I^q. of M'Intosh eounty, there ed wax„ partaking, at the same time of the fra-

are five bearing tree's, and forty or fitly more grance of honey. Mr. Huish states that the dys
: sugar remain in this state in their cells. The

which promise to be soon at maturity. The state entery is one of the most common as well as fatal boiling of sugar into syrup forms a closer combi-

is indebted to Thomas M'Call, Esq. for his sue- diseases of the bee; and that the mark of this
]

nation with the water, by which it is prevented

eessful experiment of making wine from native disease is the excrement voided by the bee at the, from flying off", and a consistence resembling that

"rapes. As far back as 1740, good wine was entrance of the hives, in spots, like linseed nearly of honey retained. Howison has had frequent ex-

male in Georsria. Imliao, tobacco, "and sugar cane black, and of an insupportable smell, and that this
;
perience of hives not containing a pound of honey.

are, as every one knows/well adapted to her soil, malady is contagious. I preserved in perfect health through the the win

There are several vegetable dyes besides indisro. Mr. Huish considers this disease as incurable ; ter with sugar so prepared, when given in proper

which mi«ht he successfully cultivated. The although its prevention may be effected. "As time, and in sufficient quantity."

most to bq recommended is madder, long culti- soon, therefore, as I perceive any of my hives af- — ~— "

T

in Georgia, and known for its property of %cted with it, I give them a little of the following Mr. A. S. Bugbee, of Northampton, has contnv-

composition, which has invariably checked the ed a method of turning to account the natural ae

-

malady,- when given' in the early stages: tivity ol the common grey squirrel. "He has,"

Rule. To a quart of white wine, add a pint of says the Northampton Post, "a common cylindri

honey, and two pounds of loaf sugar: put the cal cage with wire bars, about three feet diame-

whole into a tin sauce-pan, and let it boil, gently ter, to the axis of which, (four feet long) are con-

serves that " Sugar simply dissolved in water

(which is a common practice), and sugar boiled

with water into a syrup, form compounds very

differently suited for the winter store of bees.

—

When the former is wanted foi their immediate

nourishment, as in spring, it "ill answer equally

well as a syrup ; but if to be laid up us store, the

heat of the hive quickly evaporating the water,

leaves the sugar in dry chryslals, not to be acted

upon by the trunks of the hees. Hives may be

killed with hunger, while some pounds weight of

dyeing the Turkey red. It is suited to sandy

Iparn. not retentive of moisture, requires light la

bor, and after three yenrs, will b ing a clear prof-

it ul one hundred and fifty dollars to the acre —
The white poppy, from which opium is made, is al

nected some small brass wheels which move the
so well adapted to the climate. The rearing of over a slow fire. Skimming it at different tin

hatutal and artificial grasses is dwelt on at some until it is redured to the consistency of syrup It machinery of a coffee and pepper mill Three

length Is they are extremely neccssarj in Geor- may then be bottled, and put into the cellar, and squirrels are usually emp.oyed in the labor of tins

*iaf especially in the dreary and monotonous re kept cool for use. Whenever it is used, it must
,

novel tread-mill though we have seen a single

M,n of the Pine barrens, which preponderate in be gently heated, until it partakes of the consis- one turn the wheel with apparent ease. The

Georgia.—, it is believed that the cultivation of teney of honey." power of each squirrel in the wheel is estimatea

the Bermuda grass would convert these iSo.sheep-; The same author in speaking of feeding bees,
,

by Mr. B. at sixty five pounds, and m an hou.

walks of great value. Lucerne- and Sanfoin. and says, there are two seasons in which the feeding they grmd a pound of coffee, pepper al sp.ee, &c.

Reta Baga and Mangel Welti cl, arc likeW re- of bees becomes nece-,sary, and these are in win-
,

The expense of the machine was about $30,
,

«m

bolnmen ,1ed »« and spring ; at these seasons, the hives should the cost of the subsistence of each of the little

It is proposed, therefore, to award Premiums V carefully watched, and when found light, an
,

laborers is about two cents a week.

for "tfie best uiodoof counteracting Rot to-Cotton: immediate snpply be given thein. It is best not
|

— -

-

for the greatest antitv of Raw Silk, from worms to feed profusely, by giving a great quantity at a
,

Vulgar error respecting the putting ¥QP**>
bred itfthe state; lor the greatest quantity of ! time, but gently, say about two pounds a month, |»*Jo

the^Boots or Shoes to P"VentJhe^ W**£
ntable Olives, the. produce of Georgia : of .and the feeding should be in the morning early-men hantnble Olives, this produce ct <.ieor<jia : or > am' im- .m„„; mjouiu u B ,„ »JB u„o..,„y ,:*,.,—

,

~-~- ---- r = „„".„,-. ,viH,

Wine, Sugar; Spanish Tobacco. Opioirjfld vain- before the hees leave the hive, and always in
j

boots or shoes, when the feet have got wet, with

able ve-cAbl - dies ; the in<»t •aeceMflfclliva pleasant weather ; and, that the entrance of the ja view to prevent the effects of cold, is a practice

tor of Masses, a ml fattcner of cattle; and for the
i

hue should he closed immediately after feeding,
j

which (though very common) is founded in preju-

most satisfactory method of improving the Pine j

to prevent robbery from other hives. Or, it may
j

dice and rrus-concept.on and often proves
i

fatal,

be considered most prudent and safe to administer by bringing on inflammation, and consequent ob-
Barrens.
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•Account Books, Sfc.

Just manufactured a < umpleU assortment of /I"
made of Ihc best materials and in Ihc mprt approved j,n,der;
style adapted to every capacity ofba '•'

I B
]

W.j, ($•<. ; Paper of aii kinds; the (rreatest variety o(

I

ry, Sfc. to be found in the city, may be had at' Dun
price*, al.Ma.96cV i .o doors east cl :

Row.by JOHN HAS
J M. isajent fcr P. Byrw q

Xcw York. Also for Win. Gordal
ill supply all on

3truction in the bowels. The practice is adopted,! Dreadful accident.—At the execution ef Levi

on the supposition, that, because spirits, when Kelly, at Cooperstown, N. Y. for murder, a great

swallowed, excite an universal warmth, and cause ,
concourse of people were assembled, about 2000

;i temporary increase of circulation in the extre-
j

of whom were on a wooden platform, erected by

mities, they must do the same when applied to the
J

Hie keeper of the hotel for the accommodation of

extremities themselves. But the reverse happens, spectators, and about an equal number were under

Fluids when evaporating, produce cold ; and the the platform. As the prisoner was brought out,

lighter and more spirituous the fluid, the more the crowd leaned forward to see him, ;ind at this

quickly it evaporates, and the greater the degree moment the platform gave way, and fell with all Jan. 4,3m

of cold generated. This may be proved by a very who were upon it, to the ground. In consequence Early Pets, Tree Onion, Poppy Seed, ifc.

simple experiment. If one hand be wetted with of being forced forward horizontally, it fell upon
! ,

For ialej» the New Engiacd Faro

spirit, and the other with water, and both be held a much smaller number of persons, than would

up to dry in the air, the hand wetted with spirit have been buried under it, had it fallen directly,

will feel much colder than the other ; or if the out from five to ten persons were killed, and sev-

bulbs of two thermometers be so treated, the mer- eral so severely wounded that it was thought that

cury will be observed to fall much more rapidly they could not survive. In the midst of the con-

and extensively in one case than in the other,
j

fusion caused by this accident the prisoner wm C^Sfcll
Whatever danger, therefore, arises from cold or executed

damp feet, it is generally enhanced by the prnc

tice alluded to.

For sale attli<> New Kni '
i

•! Fan
P( . Tree Onion, Wh'iu Clever, Una

Squash, Kc. with the greatest variety of Seeds to Le found in
New England.

Seeds for < o.tntry Dealers.
Traders in tl ho may wish to keep an assortmen'

re informed they can be I

mug a complete assortment of tbe
:ds mostly used in a kite !,cu garden, n a iavorai

they run be purcha ed in this country, neatly done uo
On the benefit derived from frequently stirring l

,a Pers .
al '• r!l; ' ! '

-

'

! ' ' h—warranted to be of the growth o;

I
the earth about growing vegetables.-V^ts are I g-,^1 & , ^ern^SeVed/

Usefulness of the wren in destroying insects.—As '
very much benefited by having oxygen applied to |

as Peas, Beaks, Early White Sweet Cobs, &'

a devourer of pernicious insects, one of the most their roots, being found to consume more than ! f
erel" sons

-
.

useful birds is the house-wren. This little bird
j

their own volume of that gas in twenty-four
j

Lucerne Seed.

seems peculiarly fond of the society of man, and
j

hours
;
and when applied by Mr. Hill, to the roots

j rl .tS'*Ml°b-%l'Ji tt^\T Ear**
'

SL?" P°Und

it must be confessed that it is often protected by
j

of melons, hyacinths, &c. the first were found to i LlJlT—HI_ "Cl"'
,

,

his interested care. It has long been a custom in he improved in flavor, the second, in beauty and
j

many parts of the country, to fix a small box at i" vigor. Every thing that promotes the prcsen-
j

the end of a long pole, in gardens about houses, tation of oxygen to the roots of plants, mus t be
J

=
beneficial.&c. as a place for it to build in. In these boxes

they build nests and hatch their young. When
the young are hatched, the parent birds feed them

with a variety of insects, particularly such as are

injurious in gardens. An intelligent gentleman

ivas at the trouble to observe the number of times

a pair of these birds came from their box, and re-

lumed, with insects for their young. He found

that they did this from forty to sixty times in an

hour ; and in one particular hour, the birds car

yied food to their young seventy-one times. In

this business they were engaged the greatest part

of the day, say twelve hours. Taking the med-
ium, therefore, of fifty times in an hour, it appear-

ed that a single pair of these birds took from the

cabbage, salad, beans, peas, and other vegetables

in the garden, at least six hundred insects in the

course of one day. This calculation proceeds on

the supposition, that the two birds took only a

single insect each time. But it is highly proba-

ble they often took several at a time.

To prevent burrowing of rats in houses.—Rats

may be effectually prevented from burrowing un-

der the foundation of houses, by making an offset

of stone or brick, about two feet in breadth, and

eighteen inches below the surface ; and by carry-

ing up a perpendicular wall from the edge of this

offset, to within a few inches of the surface of the

ground. The adoption of the same plan inside,

will prevent the burrowing of these animals in

cellars ; for rats always burrow close to a wall
;

and finding their perpendicular course impeded,
they take a horizontal direction as far as the off-

set continues, when they are again stopped bv
the outside wall. Thus baffled, they ascend and
s-o off.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

.APPLES, best,

The Niagara Sentinel gives tl*e dimensions, &c.
aSHES

> P°

;:;i

lst

d^
or,

'_

of a lad of 18, named Darius Whitman, now on a BEANS, white, -----
visit at Lockport—viz. 6 feet 3 inches high, 4 feet : BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

8 inches round the waist, and 398 pounds weight

!

cargo, No 1, new, - -

He is said to be comparatively lank, havino- lately
j

" Ko 2
,

new, - -

had an attack of the ague, which pulled him down cHEEst,'^
considerably.

new milk, -

skimmed mill:,

jbbl 1 7

|ton.
I
95 1

1 7 51

10B 00 112 0C-.

i u i m
* 76

7 00

i

libl. 10 00
9 00
7 50

10

Great Income.—The beautiful domain of Moor S^J ~,'n ,

"

Park in Hertfordshire, has just been purchased by flour". Baltimore, Howard H
the Earl of Grosvenor. What with his enormous I Genesee, - - -

estates in London and Westminster, in Chester, i Ry«i best, - - -

Cheshire, Flintshire and Denbighshire at Shafts- GRAIN, Rye
bury, Hindon, Stockbridge, and numerous other I r°'i*

~

places, the noble Earl may, perhaps, be consider- Oat^
7
- -

ed the richest land owner in Great Britain. His HOGS' LARD ~Ist sort-, nefr, -

income is estimated at from 270,000/. to 300.000/. HOPS, No 1, Inspection -' -

per annum, which sum, immense as it is, is exceed- LIME, -----
ed by that of the Marquis of Stafford, in a great

0IL
'
Lin?etjd - H»i- and rforthp

measure derived from canal property. OneToitfy pnn'J? *£?£ relaiUat

cv , n , • •
J J PORK, bone Middlings, new,

of Earl Grosvenor s mining concerns in Wales is navy, mess, do.'
let by him to a company for 20,000/. per annum; Car°-o No 1 do. - -

and within the last "25 years he has laid out more ! SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

than 700,000/. at his family estate at Easton, near !

Clover

Chester.

—

Eng. Chronicle.

Ibueli

-

bus!.?

To preserve Pumps from freezing —Bore a small
hole through the body of the pump beneath the

surface of the ground, and above the upper bucket;
the column of water above the upper bucket will

then slowly leak out, and may also be raised again
by a few strokes of the handle. In mild weather
>%c. hole may be plugged.

Transfusion of blood.—An English newspaper
mentions a successfnl case of transfusion of blood
from a healthy to a diseased pitient. The latter
was in a decline, and was one time in such a state
of extreme exhaustion (from the loss of vital fluid,)

that her friends felt confident that she was dead.
A surgeon was sent for, who performed the very
interesting oper .tion of transfusion of blood from
a healthy subject into the veins of the exhausted
patient, so successfully, that she had so far recov-
ed as to walk out of doors.— Hartford Mercury.

Asparagus, at $4 a bunch of 100 heads, is adver-
tised for sale by G. Thorburn & Son, New-York.

Died in Easlon, on the 3d inst. Lieutenant Jesse Howard,
aged eighty-eight years. Mr Howard was distinguished for his
active and patriotic exertions in those times which' " tried men's
swilk "

cask!

al.l

90

6 00
3 00

7

GO
3d

7

2 75!

VI 00

busi

ib

WOOL, Merino, fullblood,r.-asli

do do uuwasher.

!

do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning-, 1st sor!

PROI I K)JV MARKE T.

BEEE, best pieces - - - - j

PORK, fn -'., best pieces, -

" * hole he°;s, - .-

vF.t; ,
- ------

MPTTPN.
POULTRY, - - - - .

BUTTER, kegl tub, -

lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - - I

Indian, do. - .

POTATOES, (new) - -

CUDER, (actowtng to qoatity) 'febl

1 12
6 ie

6 25
3 25
75
86
67
40
JO

10

1 00
73

3 00
18 00

13 50 14 00
2 25 S 7."

: U
48 55
i0 25

St
33
27

40 45
30 32
35 31

2 fit

I?

S
7

8

12

18
20
25
so
SO
50.

3 Oft
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MISCELLANIES.

FANCY IN NUBIBUS.

A SONNET COMPOSED ON THE SEA COAST.

O ! it is pleasant with a heart at ease,

Just after sunset, or by moonlight skies,

To make the shilling clouds be what you please,

Or bid the easily persuaded eyes

Own each strange likeuess issuing from the mould

Of a friend's fancy ; or with head bowed low,

And cheek aslant see rivers flow of gold

Twixt crimson banks, and then a traveller go

From mount to mount o'er Cloudland, gorgeous land !

Or listen to the tide with closed sight,

Be that blind bard, who on the.Chian strand,

By those deep sounds possess'd with inward light,

Behold the Iliad and the Odyssee

Kise to the swelling of the voiceless sea !

S. T. COLERIDGE.

ANTIQUE POETRY.
The following eccentric, but tender and touching lines are

horn the " Exequv," a poem on the death of Ins wife, by Dr

Henry King, bishop of Chichester,Eng. in the reign of Charles I.

Sleep on, my love, in thy cold bed

Never to be disquieted !

My last good night ! thou wilt not wake

Till I thy fate shall overtake ;

Till age, or grief, or sickness must

Marry my body to that dust

It so much loves ; and fill the room

My heart keeps empty in the tomb.

Stay lor me there ; I will not fade

To meet thee in that hollow vale,

And think not much of my delay
;

1 am already on the way,

And follow thee with all the speed

Desire can make or sorrow breed.

Each minute is a short degree,

And ev'ry houre a, step towards thee,

At night when I betake to rest,

Next morn I rise nearer my west

Of life, almost by eight houres' saile

Than when sleep breath'd his drowsie gale.

Thus from the Sun my bottom stears

And my dayes compass downward bea'S

;

Nor labor I to stem the tide

'Through which to thee I swiftly glide.

:Tis true, with shame and grief I yield,

Thou like the vara first took'st the field,

And gotten hast the victory

In thus adventuring to dy

Before me, whose more years might crave

A just precedence in the grave.

But heark ! my pulse like a soft drum

Beats my approach, tells thee I come

;

And slow howe'ere my marches be,

I shall at last sit down by thee.

The thought of this bids me go on,

And wait my dissolution

With hope and comfort, Dear, (forgive

The crime) I am content to live

Divided, but with half a heart,

Till we shall meet and never part.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

1 made me leave this city. Taking refuge in the

walls of Tariffe, your father Suncho assailed me

there. Finally, I sought, a grave in the extremi-

ties of Spain, on the shore of Gibraltar, and your

I fury has fouud me out even here. Point out to

! me the spot on earth where I may die undisturb-

ed by a Spaniard.

LITERATURE OF THE MOORS.

A species of literature which was common a-

mong the Moors, and which the Spaniards have

imitated from them is that uf Romances and Nov-

els. The Arabs were always and are still great

story-tellers. In the "depths of the deserts of Asia

and Africa, under he tents of the Bedouins, they

collect together in groups to hear some love sto-

ry. They will listen hi silence and follow the re-

citer with interest, and show by their tears how

deeply they are affected by the relation.

At Granada they joined to this natural taste for

stories, a love for music and singing.

CHARACTER OF THE MOORS.

The defects in their charncter which were the

.cause of their ruin, were relieved by qualities

j which the Christians themselves could not but ac-

j
knowledge. As brave and as cautious as the

|

Spaniards, but less disciplined and less skillful,

1

they were yet superior to them in the attack

—

! Adversity did not bend them down until they saw

in it the will of heaven, and they then submitted

; without a mtirmw. The flop ma of fatality con-

Uributed, no doubt, to trive them thU virtue. Re-

lligious observers of the laws of .Mahomet, they

j

practised with exactness the delightful law of

j
charity ; they gave to the poor, not casual bounty

J
only, but a portion of their grain, fruit, flocks, and

'all their effects.

i In the city and in the country the sick were
' sought out and attended with a most scrupulous

;

piety.

!
Hospitality, always sacred among the Arabs,

was not less so at Granada. Its exercise was to

i
them no less a duty than a pleasure, and we can-

|
not read without emotion the anecdote of an old

j
man of Granada, to whom a stranger soiled with

! blood and pursued by justice applied for shelter.

I The old man concealed him in his house. At the

same time the guards arrived, bearing the dead

ibody of his son, just murdered by the stranger,

and demanded the murderer. The unfortunate

father refused to give up his host ; but when the

guards had gone, he said to the assassin, " Flee

from my house, for it will be permitted to me to

pursue ygu.

SHORT HAND METHOD OF CONVERTING THE
MOORS.

When Granada capitulated, Ferdinand formally

assured all the Moors who chose to remain, the

free use of their worship. This treaty, however,

was grossly violated. They were forced to ab-

Transtaled from Precis JlisLoriqiie-sur ks Haures D'Ezpagiie,'.j ure their faith upon their knees by the most .'is-

for the New England Farmer.
j

graceful means. Ferdinand himself administered

baptism, sword in hand, to more than fifty thous-
ANECDOTB OF AN OI.I) MOOR. . o .1 u J|and of the vanquished.

"When Gibraltar was taken by Ferdinanu 4th,
j

!
.

lie expelled the Moors. Among the fugitives was I ffie right of property respected in France.—The

an old man, who, observing Ferdinand, approach- land just round Paris, consists in vineyards, or in

ed, and leaning on his cane, thus addressed rrm. gardens full of various sorts of vegetables for the

" Kin" of Castile, what have I done to thee or market of Paris, and walled gardens, for the cul-

ihine ? Your great grandfather Ferdinand drove tivation of peach, apricot, nectarine, and plum-

rne from Seville, my native country. I sought an trees. There are very few fences made use of,

asylum at Xeres : your grandfather Alphonso besides the walls, which are built for the trees to

Jan. 11, 1828.

grow against; and many of these walls, though

close to so large a place as Paris, are built quite in

the open ground, at a distance from any house, not

enclosing a piece of ground, but merely one line qj

wall; so that, if the people passing were inclined

to steal the fine fruit that grows in this way they

might, without hindrance ; nevertheless, the gar

deners (who garden for profit) do not find any rea

son to apprehend such depredation.

From original Papers in the British Museum,

first published in the Monthly Review :

"Rates of Laborers' and Hierers' wages, ap-

pointed at the Generall Sessions for the peace,

within the City of Chester. Anno. 38, R. Eliza-

bethan.

"

Smith,

Wheelwright,

Plaisterer,

Bricklayer,

Slater,

Cowper, [Cooper,]

Tanner,

Pewterers,

Master Carpenter,

Bayliffof Husbandry, 2

Miller,

Buker,

Fletchers,

Harleian Mss. 2091.

1*1

2 =f
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HORN PITHS.

S, R) One of your correspondents asks if horn

piths are a manure ? 1 answer, they are, and an

excellent one, too, for wheat. Within two years I

have used nearly twenty loads, which I procured

from the comb-makers. Attached to them are the

roots of the horn, and some skin and hair, all of

which induce fertility. My practice is to scatter

them over the ground, and plough thein under.

Applied this way, they are some time decompos-

ing. They would be better for the 6rst crop if

pulverized or broken, but they fertilize much lon-

ger when left whole. I think they are worth four

times their bulk of manure from the yard. In

addition to these, I use the comb-makers' horn

shavings, which I think are superior to any other

application ; and I prefer thein at eight cents the

bushel, to stable manure at twenty-five cents the

two-horse load, the transportation of both being

two miles and a half. J- BUEL.

Albany, Feb. 19, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

WINTER EVENINGS.
The human mind cannot continue inactive. If

we do not employ it in the acquirement of useful

knowledge, it will be brooding upon mischief, or

indulging in visionary schemes of happiness.

—

Neither can it remain stationary. If it does not

advance in knowledge and virtue, it will rctl#

gade into sioth and depravity— if our fields are

not sown with seeds of useful plants, thistles and

other vicious weeds will spring up. To the farm

er who is bringing up i family of children, these

considerations are of momentous concern. It he

makes his fireside the scene of innocent recrea-

tion and instruction—of kind feelings and affec-

tionate intercourse— his children will prize home

before the tavern, or the haunts of dissipation.

But he must teach by example.

The winter evenings, from September to March,

estimating three hours to each, amount to thirty-

eight days of twelve hours each, or to more than

a fifth of the time usually devoted to business and

pleasure. The future welfare of children depends

much' upon the manner in which this fifth part ot

the winter is employed. Youth is the period in

which habits generally become fixed— it is the

seed-time of life—and whatever is sown, be it

good or be it evil, is sure to produce its kind. If

the mind is cultivated, and the seeds of useful

knowledge sown in youth, the harvest of manhood

will be respectahility, wealth, and virtue.

Impressed with the influence of early habits, I

have spent some time in devising a plan to render

instruction amusing and to attach my children to

7iomf, by diversifying their winter evening em-

ployments, ana by familiar illustrations, adapted

to their capacities, of what they read. They have

received partial instruction in music and draw-

ing, and 1 have furnished them with the necessary

books and instruments to enable them to pursue

these studies. Their readings are such books as

tend to improve the heart and expand the intel-

lect—such as interest, while they instruct, the

young mind. Arte' eight, they are indulged with

a rubber of drafts or backgammon. I derive plea

sure, and profit from these exercises New ideas

are elicited, and valuable information acquired,

from the research and explanations which iny tusk

as monitor obliges me to make

I subjoin the arrangement for the evenings of

the present winter. They may stimulate some of

your readers to adopt a better system.

Monday—drawing,

Tuesday—nwthematicks,

Wednesday— reading,

Thursday— chemistry,

Friday— music,

Saturday— drawing, or either of the

preceding.

Albany, Feb. 19, 1828. A FARMER.

COFFEE TREE.
Linnsean Rotanic Garden, )

Feb, 19, 1828. S

Mr Ff.ssenden.— Noticing in your last number,

a description of the Coffee Tree, I am also tempt

ed to subjoin some remarks, more especially as I

have the trees now, both in bud and in fruit. The

leaves of this tree are about the size of the com

mnn Laurel or Kalmia latifoliu ot our Woods, and

ii'.iicbr.eseinble those of the Lemon. They are of

l riiie!-shining green, stand opposite, and being

very numerous, impart great beauty to the plant.

At each joint the blossom buds are now present

inff themselves ; they are usually in pairs, of a

^.inwy whiteness and most delicious fragrance,

and as your correspondent remarks resemble those

of the white flowering Jasmine.

A promenade through a grove or plantation of

these trees is said to be delightful in the extreme,

where the enlivening verdure of their foliage is

only surpassed by the delicate blossoms, and the

delicious fragrance which is inhaled from them.

—

In my Hot-house the flowers in general do not

fully expand until March, and sometimes not until

April ; the fruit from these ripens in autumn, at

which period, a second crop of flowers is general-

ly produced, but less numerous than the first.

The size of the berries may be adjudged by sup-

posing the union of two grains of the coffee in

one, with a thin pulp to cover them. They con-

tinue green during the period of growth, and then

change to a bright cherry red, and interspersed

among the fine foliage, contribute greatly to beau-

tify the tree. The largest I have, is about six

feet in height, of regular form and branching on

all sides, and seems to flourish equally as well in

the tub in which it is planted as in its natiye soil

The seeds vegetate freely, and it may also be in

f
reased by cuttings, by which modes T have rear-

ed a large number of them, about forty of which I

have at present.

On the plantations in Cuba the trees are gener

ally kept down'to about 6 or 7 feet in height, s<.

as to render it easy for a person standing on the

ground to collect the fruit, and it is said the av-

erage produce is but little over a pound of cured

coffee from each tree. I have taken much pains

to obtain the various trees and plants useful in the

economy of life, particularly the spices, and have

now the Cinnamon, Cassia, Pimenta, Black Pep-I

per, &c. Also, the Sugar Cane. Mahogany

Banana, Plantain, Mango, Mamrnee, Alligato:

pear, Granadilla, Soursop, Chenmoycr, Rinyon,.

India papaw, various species of Goava, Annatto.

several species of Pine apple, Fustick, Bra/iletto

wood, Caper, Cocoa nut, Calabash tree

pie, Cotton tri'e, Chinese Gimseng, Bamboo, Rat-

tan, about 5» varieties of the Orange. Lemon. Cit-

ron and Lime. &c. The introduction of hese anil

various other rare species, together with the erec-

tion of the necesst.ry buildings for the accommo-

dation of abo'tl 2l),t)(r() pots of Green house Plants,

which form my present collection, ha3 caused the

disbursements for this department alone to be

very great. But this does not prevent me from

going on in the same progressive manner in the

introduction of every thing which I cons.der use-

ful or interesting, and at this moment I am mak-

ing the arrangements for erectinj an additional

wing to my Hot-houses, which alone will be near

100 feet in length ; and for each new house I pay

some tribute to your city, for I receive from it ail

the glass necessary for the purpose, as experience

has taught me it is much to be prefened.

Yours, most respectfnllv.

WM. PRIN'CE

HEMP AND FLAX.
We are indebted to the Hon. Mr. Everett, for

several public documents ; among the most im-

portant of which, is a report of the Navy Depart

ment, in relation to experiments on Americnn wa-

ter rotted henvv when made into canvass, cables,

and co-'"- j. the commissioners of the navy

have, for some iwne, been actively engaged in

testing the quality of cordage manufactured of

American hemp, compared with that made of the

Russian material ; and to aid their decisions, they

have appealed to the experience of manufacturers

and merchants, and the result of their enquiries

has been, a conclusion that American hemp, pro-

perly cultivated, and suitably prepared, would be

at least as strong and durable as that of Russian

growth. The disadvantage under which Ameri-

can hemp has hitherto labored, is owing to the

pertinacious adherence of our farmers to the old

plan of dew rotting— a process so exceedingly

slow, as to impair, in a very essential degree, the

strength of the fabric. Where water rotting has

been resorted to, better success has attended the

cultivator, the hemp has worn a much handsomer

colour, and has proved as strong in cordage as

Russian.

We have, ourselves, in recent conversation with

gentlemen conversant w ith the cultivation of hemp

and flax, had reason to know that American hemp

may be raised with great profit to the cultivator,

& with every advantage to the manufacturer. In-

deed, one great advantage attends the use of the

American article. That from Russia, as is state!

in the report, is liable to be exceedingly heated,

coming in large bulk in the ship, and to lose by

that process, some of its strength—an evil to

which American hemp is not liable. American,

hemp used in the manufactory of sail-cloth, hae

not proved so well adapted to the purposes de-

signed, and stout flax has generally been used. It

^"established, tbit water rotted American flas, i?
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I am of opinion that leaves when dry, will ana- To thi< ken a forest, or to prevent its becoming
wer the purpose of burning equally with straw,

| too thin, cattle should be kept out of it at all seas-

and their ashes prove a good manure
j
ons. The seeds, or cuttings of trees, of rapid

I shall now give a few observati ns concerning
' growth, should also be set, oi planted, in every

the selecting of proper plants for planting. A part that, becomes destitute of growing wood. If

great deal lies in choosing proper plauts ; for if woodland be suffered to become so thin, that the

they are taken promiscuously, the greater part sun can get in and cause the ground to be cover-

will prove barren, producing plenty of dowers but ed with a sward of grass, this will prevent the

no fruit. Those when examined will be found to further growth of young timber ; and in this way
want the female organs of generation ; that is, the ground eventually becomes stripped of all its

they will have abundance of stamina, but few or growth. This, however, is not the case with the

On the cultivation of the Strawberry, by Mr Wil-
i

no sty les
i
s0 tllat jt often happens among those locust, as it encourages the grow.h of grass

p f ju-ew York rend Feb 26 1822.
I

barren plants, that some of them have a part ot an amongst it, and in this situation grows very rap-

Tothe Prtsident'and members of the HorticuUu.\ im P e^eRt fruit formed, which sometimes ripens..idly. Perhaps the farmer will find, when he ie

equal in strong cloth, to that of any other country.

Hemp might be brought into this use, if gathered

younger than is usual. A machine has been in-

vented for dressing hemp and flax, without the

process of rotting or steeping it—but as the gum-

my and mucilaginous matter is not, by that pro-

cess, drawn out of the material, it may be doubted

whether the strength is not liable to be lessened.

Vhila. Gazette.

From the New York Fanner.

ral Society of New York.
Plants ought, therefore, never to be taken out of reduced to the necessity of planting wood for

hich have been allowed to fupl, that this tree will answer his purpose best.

i multitude of suckers, nor The Lombardy poplar also grows very rapidly,.

from any plants which do not produce plenty of is easily raided from cuttings, and, when cut and

. . . , c old neglected bed
Gentlemen— I take the liberty to lay bciore ,<

s
.

,,„.„, „„, „,,
... ., , .-

i u spread and run into a multitude ot suckers, nor l he Lombardy poplar also grows very rapidly,
vou a short sketch of the method practised by me f

in cultivating the Fragaria or strawberry plant.l CUlUVailU" LUC ria^diia U[ SliartULiM H'"" l
! p •. mi . - . . I „„ » *U«„IJ J i "I! . 1 LI II P C I.= „ r

6
, . , . , fruit. Those suckers which stand nearest the old dried, will answer tolerably well lor tuel.

together with a few observations u Inch 1 consid- . „„(_„_„_ ,„ t,. • . ,, , , . . ., , . .

° .,,,„,„ , ., ,,- c plant, should always be selected in preference to 1 he easiest method ot raising the locust is a3
er will be found of advantage to the culuvator of :

'
J

,. .. „ .. _. . • . „ -.
s

, >(t,
,, r . those produced from the trailing staiks, at a dia- follows : Plant, in the first instance, about fifteen

that excellent fruit. K. „ . . , ... •. . .

The patch on which I have my strawberries,

had been under the same plant for several years.

For the month of September, 1819,1 laid on about

five inches thick of well rotted manure, which I

dug down with the old vines. I then set out

plants of the Hudson kind of strawberry at the

distance of sixteen inches each way, taking care

to have them in line the long way of ihe ground.

In the month of November I covered the plants

with a thin coat of long litter, which I took off in

ihe beginning of April, and pointed the ground

with the spade, and raked it smooth. The ground

was kept clean by hoeing till the fruit began to

form. I then took short grass cut from the walks

and spread between and under the vines, which

had the effect to keep the fruit clean, the weeds

down, and kept the scorching drought from pene-

trating into the roots of the plants.^

As soon as the fruit season '.vas past, 1 pointed

in the grass between the beds. In September,

1820, I cut out all the superfluous runners and

tance from the fruit bearing plants. or twenty trees on an acre ; when they have got

There has some kind of strawberries been to be twelve or fifteen feet high, and their roots

greatly improved by seed selected from the lar- well extended, run straggling furrows through the

gest and fairest fruit. In this case the seed ground.' and, wherever the roots are cut with the

should be sown as sonn as possible after the fruit plough, new trees will start up, and soon stock

s eaten. The best way is to sow the seed in pots

or boxes, placed in the shade.

Should some of the members of this Society put

this in practice, the result might be of general ad-

vantage, bv improving the different sorts of this

delicious fruit WILLIAM CUKR.
New York, Feb. 26, 1822.

FOREST.
Every farm ought to have a piece of wood-land,

or forest, sufficient for fuel and other purposes.

—

Raising timber, for the purpose of fencing, will

not often be found advisable. Farmers must

eventually depend on making stone walls, or

hedges, for the purpose of enclosing their lands.

But wood ami timber sufficient for fuel, for build-

ing, for carriages, and implements of farming,

dressed the bed, and in the month of November
j

cannot be dispensed with. Of these, the farmer

covered as before. will always find it most advantageous to keep the

On the first of March of last year, 1821, I took
j

requisite stock himself, and not only rely on oth-

vhe covering from a part of the patch and'replac- ! ers for purchasing it. Nor is it advisable to have

ed it with one inch thick of straw, which I burn-
j his woodlands separate, and at a considerable dis-

ed off, as directed by Dr Miller. I then gave a tance from his farm ; unless it be in parts of the

slight hoeing and raking. At this time there was [country where part of the lands are too valuable

hardly the least trace of vines loft on the ground ; to be kept in wood, and other adjacent parts are

but in 8 or 10 days the leaves began to make only fit for that purpose,

their appearance. On the 22d of March. I uncov

ered another part of the patch, a part of which I

burned with straw as before, and the other part

with a parcel of dry leaves, which I laid on two
inches thick. The remainder of the patch I un-

covered in the beginning of April, and dressed in

the usual way.
The first burned part continued to keep more

forward than the others, and showed flowers eight

days sooner than the jnburned part of the patch.

The unburned grow less rapid, and was consider-

ably less productive of fruit. That part burned

with leaves was the most luxuriant in growth, the

quantity of fruit nearly the same as those burned
j

good land in wood, than in any other cultivation

with straw. Of the natural growth of wood, it will require as

The burning has this good effect, that it keeps much as twenty acres, or more, to keep two fires,

the ground more clean of weeds, and will doubt- 1 according to the common method of using wood
less kill a great many insects and their eggs ; be-

j

for fuel ; but it is a very easy matter to have sit-

ttides, it clears the vines from all decayed leaves ting-rooms warmed, and all the eooking and other
and hardened bark, gathered around the body of apparatus of the kitchen so contrived, as not to

vhe plant : and by that means allows the free ex- require more than one. third of the wood that is

pansion of the leaves and flowers.. 'commonly used.

the whole ground with a plentiful growth. This

tree has been but lately introduced into general

use in France ; and it is said to be there valued

more than any other which is cultivated in that

Country.

—

Farmer's Assistant.

SCRATCHES, OR SELENDERS.
Phis is a disorder between the hinder pastern

joints and hoofs of horses, consisting of cracks

and soreness, with suppuration. It is troublesome

commonly in the winter season only. "Nothing
tends ^o much to prevent grease and swelling of

the legs, as frequent hand-rubbing, and washing

the heels carefully with soap suds, as soon as a

hotse omes in from exercise. In inveterate cases

where the disease appears to have become habi-

tual in some degree, a run at grass is the only

remedy ; if a dry pasture be procured where a

horse can be sheltered in bad weather, and fed

with hay and oa s, it will be found extremely con-

venient, as in such circumstances he may perform

his usual labor, and at the same time be kept free

from the complaint."

—

The Complete Farrier.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.
There are few individuals who hold a more dis-

When the farmer is clearing up his farm, be tmgu isne(i

p i ace among agricultural improvers
ought to reserve, for woodland, that part which is tnan the Earl of Egremont ; forty years a-o, the
least adapted for tillage or for grass. Land which gtag. parki at pe tworth, consisting of between
is swampy with a thin soil over a sandy bottom ;

'

seven anj eight hundred acres of land, presented
that is rocky and hilly; or that is dry, poor, or L wi |,j forest scene, overspread with furze, stunt-
very gravelly, may do well for woodland ; while ed timber—and rubbish, and would have been
it would answer but indifferently for tillage. dear if let at five shillings per acre. Somewhere
The quantity of ground to be set apart for this about tl]e year 1790i the noble owncr of tllis un .

purpose must depend on the size of the farm; the productive tract, undertook to improve it; the
quality of the soil, of the woodland ; the nature of

the climate ; and, frequently, according to the de-

mand or market for wood ; for, in some cases, it

may be found more profitable to keep tolerably

timber was felled—the underwood grubbed— eve-

ry part of the ground has been since effectually

drained—and the whole enclosed and divided ints

proper fields, by neat and regular white-thorn

hedges. Under a well arranged system of tillage,

it yields barley, tares, and turnips—clover, rye,

chicory, rape, and othe artificial grasses, in great

profusion ; the crops are so luxuriant, that few

tracts which let even for thirty shillings per acre,

can be considered more productive. Ten quarters

[eighty bushels] of oats, and five quarters of wheat

are now raised upon an acre of land, on which
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i sheep would have starved before this improve

me nt.

Little more than fifty years ago, Clumber Park,

which belongs to bis grace the Duke of Newcas-

tle, and contains no less than 4000 acres of land,

was a black, dreary, unproductive heath, within

the limits of the ancieut and extensive forest of

Sherwood. About 17H0. the genius of agriculture

lighted upon tins desolate waste— a magnificent'

mansion was bcilt by the noble owner— the heath
j

disappeared—'2000 acres were planted—which

now exhibit the agreeable appearance of thriving

timber of very large dimensions, ami the remain-
i

ing 2<MiO acres, under a spirited and intelligent

system of husbandry, yield excellent crops of dif-

ferent grains ami grasses ;— besides other live

stock, the sheep fed on a district which half a

century ago was perfectly barren, amount at least

to 4U00 annually.

—

Lon. Q«or. Review.

Extracted from Deane :

s New England Farmer.

SEEDS OF VEGETABLES,
The last product, by which their species are

propagated, being frequently all .he fruit of a

plant, but sometimes only a part included in the

plant. Every seed contains a plant in embryo.

The embryo, which is fie whole future plant in

miniature, is called the germ or bud ; and is root

ed in the cotyledon, or placenta, which makes its

involucrum, or cover. The cotyledon is always

double ; and the middle, or common centre of the

two, is a point or speck, namely, the embryo plan-

tule, which being acted on by the warmth of the

sun and of the earth, begins to protude its radicle

or root, downwards, and soon after, its plumula,

or bud, upwards ; ind as the requisite heat con-

tinues, it draws nourishment by the root, and so

continues to unfold itself and grow The two co-

tyledons of a seed, are a case to the little embryo

plant; covering it up, and sheltering it from in-

juries, and feeding it from its own proper sub

stance; which the plantule receives and draws

to itself by an infinite number ot little filaments,

which it semis into the body of the placenta. Tiie

!

cotyledons for the most part abound with a bal-

sam disposed in proper cells ; and this seems to

be oil brought to its greatest perfection, while it

remains tumid, and lodged in these repositories.

One part of the composition of this balsam is oily

and tenacious, and serves to defend the embryo

from any extraneous moisture ; and, by its viscid-

ity, to entangle and retain the fine, pure, volatile

spirit, which is the ultimate production of the

plant. This oil is never observed to enter into

the vessels of the embryo, wnich are too fine to

admit so thick a fluid. The spirit, however, be-

ing quickened by an active power, may possibly

breathe a vital principle into the juices that nour

ish the embryo, and stamp upon it the characlrr

that distinguishes the family ; after which, every

thing is changed into the prbper nature of that

particular plant. Now when the seed is commit-

ted to the earth, the placenta still adheres to the

embryo for some time, and guards it from the ac-

cess of noxious colds, &c. and even prepares and

purifies the cruder juice which the young plant is

to receive from the earth, by straining it through

its own body. This it continues to do, till the

embryo plant being a little enured to its new ele

inent, and its root tolerably fixed in the ground,

and fit to absorb the juice thereof, it then perish-

es, and the plant may be said to be delivered ; so
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that nature observes the same method in plants,

as in animals', in the mother's womb. Many sorts

of seeds will continue good for several years, Hiid

retain their vegetative faculty ; whereas others

will not grow after they are one year old. This

difference, is in a great measure, owing to their

abounding more or .ess with oil ; as also to the

nature of the oil, and the texture of th.-ir outward

covering. All seeds require some share of fresh

air, to keep the germen in a healthy state ; anil

where the a. r is absolutely excluded, the vegela

tive quality of the seeds will soon be lost. But

seeds will be longest of all preserved in the eartb,

provided they are buried so deep as to he beyond

the influence of the sun and showers: since they

have been found to lie thus buried twenty or thir-

ty vears, and yet vewetate as well as new seeds

How the vegetative life is so long preserved, by

burying them so deep, is very difficult to explain;

but as the fact is very well known, it accounts for

the production of plants out of earth taken from

the bottom of vaults, houses, &c. In the common
method of sowing seeds, there are many kinds

which require-to be sown soon after they are ripe;

and there many others which lie in the ground a

year, sometimes two or three years, before the

plant comes up. Hence, when seeds brought from

distant countries are sown, the ground should not

be disturbed, at least for two years, tor fear of de-

stroying the young plants.

As to the method of preserving seeds, the dry

kinds are best kept in their pods or outer cover

insrs ; but the seeds of all soft fruits, as cucum-

bers, melons, &c. must be cleansed from the pulp

and mucilage which surround them ; otherwise

the rotting of these parts will corrupt the seeds.

When seeus are gathered, it should always be

done in dry weather ; and then they should be

hung up in bags in a dry room, so as not to deprive

them of air.

The seeds of plants exalted by cultivation al-

ways furnish large and improved varieties ; but

the flavor, and even the colour of *he fruit seems

to be a matter of accident. Thus a hundred seeds

of the golden pippin will all produce fine large

leaved apple trees, bearirg fruit of considerable

size ; but the tastes and colours of the apples

from each will be different, and none will be the

same in kind as those of the pippin itself. Some

will be sweet, some sour, some bitter, some mawk-

ish, some aromatic, some yellow, some green,

some red. some streaked. All the apples will,

however, be more perfect than those from the

seeds of the crab, which produce trees all of the

same kind, and all bearing sour and diminutive

fruit.

It has been recommended when seeds are in-

tended to be sent a great distance, or it is > ished

to preserve them a long time, to wrap them in ab-

sorbent paper, and surround them by moist brown

sugar.

Mr Humboldt has found, that seeds, which do

not commonly germinate, become capable of ger-

minating when immersed in oxygenated muriatic

acid gas mixed with rater. If the liquid be a lit-

tle warmed, it will quicken the vegetation of see Is

surprisingly. Cresses thus treated exhibited

germs in three hours. Seeds which were more

than an hundred years old, were also made to

vegetate by those means.

Old seeds may likewise be made to germinate

by immersing them in water nearly boiling hot,

for about half a minute, and cooling them sudden-

ly by exposure to air. But if such seeds arc

sown when the earth is cold, they will rot in the

ground.

HORN DISTEMPER.
This is a disease of neat cattle, the seat of which

is in their horns. Cows are more subject to it

than o en. It does not attack bulls; and steers

and heifers, under three years old, have not been

known to have it. The distemper gradually con-

sumes the pith of the horn. Sometimes it is in

both horns nt once, but more usually in one only.

I he disease i= discoverable by the col iness, or

loss of the natural warmth of the horn ;
by dul-

ness of the eyes, sluggishness, loss of appetite,

and a .'ispo.-iuori to lie down. When the biain

is affected, the cattle will tuss their beads, and

«roan much, as if in great pain. To effect the

cure, the horn should be perforated with a nail

gimldet, through which the corrupted thin matter

will he discharged, if care be taken to keep it

open. By this boring, which should be nearly

horizontal, or in the depending part of the horn,

and two or three inches from the head of the ani-

mal, the cure sometimes is completed. When it

proves otherwise, a mixture of mm and honey

with myrrh and aloes, should be thrown into the

horn with a syringe ; and be several times repeat-

ed, if the disease continue. For a more particu-

lar account, see a letter from the Hon. C. Tufts,

Esq. in the first vol. of the Memoirs of the Acade-

my of Arts and Sciences.

—

Ibid.

WEIGHT OF CATTLE.
In the Picture of London, for the present year,

it is stated, that about the year 1700, the average

weight of oxen killed for the London market, was

370 pounds ; of calves, 50 pounds ; of sheep, 26

pounds ; and of lambs, 18 pounds. The average

weight at present is— of oxen. 800 pounds ; calves

140 pounds ; sheep, 80 pounds ; and lambs, 50

pounds. The- whole value of butcher's meat, as

sold in Suuthfield, is about eight millions sterling.

White Weed has a five cornered stalk. The

leaves are jagged and embrace the stalk. The

flowers are diecous, large, rabiated. The ray is

white, and the disk yellow ; the seeds have no

down. It flowers in June, and is perennial in the

roots.

When this weed has gotpossession of the ground,

no good grasses grow with it : because, per-

haps, the roots bind the soil in snch a manner as

to cramp other roots. Or being a stronger feeder

it deprives other roots of their food.

I When it is in its green state, neither neat cattle

'nor horses will eat it. But if it be cut while in

blossom, and well dried for hay, the cattle will eat

it freely in winter, and live well on it. The crop

however is always thin and light If it is mowed

i late, or not well cured and preserved, the hay will

be of very little value.

Dunging the srround is -an enemy to this weed ;

and it is siid that pasturing with sheep kills it.

—

But to conquer it effectually, there can be no

better way than to use the land in tillage, for he-

ed crops, several years in succession.

Curiosity The Middletown, (Conn.', GasetU

mentions, that in cutting an elephant's tusk at u

comb factory in that city, a few days since, two

iron bullets were found imbedded in it—the sur-

face of the tusk being perfectly smooth.
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GRAPES.
Linnaean Botanic Garden, }

Feb. 20, 1&!S. $

Mr Fessende.n—I send you herewith some
further extracts from my Treatise, (now in press)

which you can publish as " Extracts from Prince

on Horticulture."

Yours most respectfully,

VVM. PRINCE.

Of all the fruit cultivated in the United States

there is none more generally esteemed than the

grape ; yet, in the middle and northern states, this

fruit is seldom met with in perfection except hi

cities. The Proprietor having attended particu-

larly to the cultivation of the grape for twenty
years past, can confidently assure those who wish
to have this fruit in perfection, that they may de-

pend on their vines producing well if they will at-

tend to the following directions ; for although a
season may sometimes occur when the cold and
wet will retard the ripening of the fruit, yet even
in the worst seasons a tolerable crop may be cal-

culated on.

cessary : the jirsl is tne prope

kinds which are suitable to the respective cli-

mates, and which in this latitude should come to

perfection by the middle or end of September
;

the second is the want of attention to the culture
requisite for ripening the wood, which in cities is

effected by the dry warm air with little or no
care, but in the country requires art and attention
to produce the desired effect. I have, therefore,

given the following list of grapes, with brief des-

criptions of their qualities, &c. followed by a gen-
eral comment on the culture and properties of the

vine, which I hope may be considered as useful to

those not fully conversant with the subject.

Many of the grapes will be found to differ es-

sentially from fruits cultivated under similar
names in some parts of the United States, as in

many instances the" possessors of grapes of doubt-
ful origin have attached to them the names of old

established fruits. This practice, so common in

our country, and so calculated to disseminate er
ror, cannot be too greatly deprecated.
So confident has the Proprietor ever been of

the success which would attend the culture of the
vine in this country, and of the utter inconsisten
cy of the fallacious ideas which have been advanc-
ed to the contrary, that he has invariably continu-
ed to extend his collection of vines, by importa-
tions, of the choicest kinds from every clime ; and
as he has, during the seasons of 1820 and 1827,
had near 100 kinds to produce fruit equal to that
of France, nearly all of which ripened in August
and early in September, he considers these doubts
as entirely set at rest. Specimen vines of every
kind have been planted out for bearing, and per-
sons desirous of seeing the fruit can view them at
the season of ripening. Such persons as desire a
selection of varieties most suitable to their par-
ticular localities, can have the selection made by
tne author. It is intended, in the copious work
now preparing on "American Horticulture," to
insert engravings of a number of varieties of the
grape.

1. July Grape, or MoriUon Harlif.—This is also
Called the Madeleine

; it is the earliest grape
known in France. The bunches are smalt, the
fruit is aLjc small,, of a deep violet colour, aiu

pleasant flavor, but it is not much esteemed, ex-
j

cellent flavor, and produces the most delicate
cept for its early maturity ; ripens here early in ! wines of Burgundy. The finest vineyards of that
August.

^ ^ par ( f France are most composed of the varieties
2. White Muscadine, or Early Sweet Water.— of the Pineatv, and of the MoriUon. They all

This is a round grape, with a tnin skin, and of ripen about the same period, and in this vicinity-
delicate flavor

;
it is a great bearer, and resem- are at maturity the beginning of September.

bles the White Sweet Water in almost every res- 70. Pineau Gris, or Grey Burgundy. This
pect, except that it ripens much earlier, being grape, also called Auvernat Gris, is used in con-
usually in perfection from the '20th to the end of nexion with the Auvernat Blanc, and Auvernat
August. It is recommended as particularly suita- Rouge Claire, to form the far-famed Champaigne
ble for the country, and for more northern lati- wine. The bunch of this is short, unequal in its
tudes, where, with attention, it will be sure to form, and moderately large ; the berries are round,
yield plentifully and regularly. pretty close, sweet, fine flavored, and of a greyish

8. White Sweet Water.—This has very large colour. Formerly many vineyards in France were
round white berries close on the bunch, which is entirely composed of this grape, and at present it

of a good size
; the skin and flesh are very deli- forms a large proportion of several. It is some-

cate, and replete with very agreeable juice ; the limes called Grisset Biaiic ; ripe in September.
berries on the sides of the branches next the sun 68. Pineau Blanc, or White Burgundy This
are often clouded with spots of a russet colour.— grape is also called Bourguignon Blanc ; the ber-
This grape flourishes admirably in our cities, ries are somewhat oblong, and so ciosely set on
where large quantities are annually sold in the the bunch, that in very rich soils it is not uacom-
shops, and some bunches have weighed near two mon for a portion to fall off in order to give space
pounds. It is somewhat singular, that although it for the remainder. The fruit when ripe, is of a

nother varie-

llied to the
unprotected in winter, it is when young killed to Pineau ; the berries are, however, less closely set
the ground. It is therefore not recommended for

the country in this latitude.

9. Black Sweet Water.—This is a roundish fruit,

growing in small compact bunches, is very sweet,
and ripens in September.

6. Meunier, or Miller's Burgundy This is one
of the earliest grapes ; the berries are black, of
moderate size, rather oval, and pretty closely set
on the bunches, which are short. Its leaves par
ticularly when young, are covered with a white
dawn, which easily distinguishes it from others,
and whence it derives its title. The juice is

pleasant and vinous ; it is an excellent wine
grape, and produces well; is very hardy, a sure
grape for a crop, and is one of those that will suc-
ceed farthest north. It enters largely into cul
ture in the vineyards of France, and is well cal-
culated to succeed for the same purpose in this
country.

89. White MoriUon—The berries are nearly
round, and form a bunch of good size ; the fruit

in flavor resembles the Black MoriUon, but is

rather more sweet ; it is a pleasant early table
fruit, and ripens at the end of August or begin-
ning of September.

80. Striped Aleppo—This is a variety of the
MoriUon

; the berries are on some bunches black,

on the bunch, and the fruii. less oval than the lat-

ter ; they are black and sweet and the bunch is

often winged or shouldered, tt is cultivated in

connexion with the others referred to in the fine

vineyards of Burgundy, and ripens at the same
time.

26. While Chasselas, Royal Muscadine, VAr-
boyce, or Chasselas Blanc.—This has round am-
ber-coloured berries, of moderate size, thin skin,

and soft juicy flesh ; the bunches are very brge :

it is a great bearer, and ripens in September.
This grape, which is the most cultivated for

the table in the middle of France, but which does
not <_oine to perfection in the north of that coun-
try, unless in very favorable localities, does not
fail to regularly ripen its fruit in the vicinity of
New York ; and when excellent wines are made
far north of where this grape is found to succeed,
it proves at once the fallacy of the assertions
made by some, that vineyards cannot succeed in
this vicinity. One circumstance is fully proved in
the experiments with the above grape, which is,

that if our season is in reality shorter than in

some parts of France, where it flourishes, still,

that its greater intensity compensates for the
shortness of its duration. Col. Clapp, of Oxford
county, New York, has found this grape to ripen

on others white, but very frequently black, white, i
perfectly well in that locality, but he covers the

and striped on the same bunch ; the fruit is simi- vines in winter ; they ripen with him the begin-
lar to the MoriUon Noir in quality, being pleasant, ning of September.
and ripening early. It is somptimes called Raisin
de Suisse, and by others MoriUon Panache. I

consider this grape would mature its fruit at Bos-
ton, and for some distance to the north of it

;

ripens end of August or beginning of September.
7. Auvernat, or Pineau jYoir This is a wine

grape mnch cultivated in Burgundy ; the berry is

not lartre, but closely set on the bunch, and of
agreeable flavor ; the bunches are but of moder-
ate size. It is often called Pineau Noir, but is

quite distinct from the following
; ripens be<nn-

ning of September.
Pineau Franc.—A fruit of minor size and ob-

long, with small bunches of a form somewhat con
ieal, and the berries closely set on the bunch ; it

is not the most productive, but its fruit is of es-

The vatieties of the Chasselas are considered
in France among the finest of their table grapes,
and are very extensively cultivated for that pur-
pose.

27. Red Chasselas.—This is similar to the white
in size and shape, but it is of a red colour next
the sun ; it is considered a good grape, and ripens
rather later than the white.

35. Golden Chasselas.— A round fruit of amber
colour, melting, sweet, and of excellent flavor

j

the skin rather thick, and the bunches are of good
size ; leaves pretty deeply indented, and on a lone
petiole ; ripens in September.

Musk Chasselas—Rather smaller than the
above, and ripens later ; a while, round berry,

sweet, and of a musky flavor.
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40. Cioutat,or Parsley Leaved.—This is a va-

riety of the Chasselas, with finely cut or divided

leaves ; fruit of fine quality, delicate and juicy ;

the berries and bunches size of the White Musca-

dine ; ripens early in September. There are two

varieties, the red and the white.

13. White Frontignac, or Muscat Blanc.—The

berries are of good size, somewhat oval, and of

an am

REMOVING ROCKS. nials, and perennials. Tne first ./low and die the

In perusing a new work, entitled "Thompson's year they are sown ; the second blow the second
Travels and Adventures in Southern Africa," I year and then die ; the third sometimes blow the

*as struck with what I conceived to be a novel first year and sometimes not, and die down to the

mode of removing rocks which may obstruct the ground annually, but spring up again every spring,

course of canals ; and as this subject has become I have not made separate lints ; but have included

one of immense importance, in our State particu- the whole in one Alphabetical List. There are

larly, I thought it might be of importance to tran- sixty trees, shrubs and plants altogether ; an;, if

colour next the sun ; the bunches are scribe it for insertion in your widely circulating properly cultivated, these will give a grand bloom

king, and terminating to a point, and the berries paper. Speaking of a canal near the town of from May to November,

oretty closely set ; the juice luscious and musky, !
Graaff-reinet, he says, -'this canal has been great- LIST.

and of exquisite flavor ;
perhaps no grape is su-

j

ly improved, or rather constructed anew, on a Althka Frctkx.— It is raised from seed, or

perior to this as a table fruit. It has been remark-
(

much higher level, by the present Landrost, who from suckers. There are several sorts, as to col-

od, that this grape does not come to maturity in by indefatigable exertions, and entirely at his own ours. They should lie mixed to make a variety,

the north of France, except in situations paiticu- risk, has carried it along the front of a rocky pre- Save the seed in November or December. The
larly favoraole ; at Long-Island it ripens in Sep- cipice, and by these means gained a large addi-

teuiber.
''on °f arable ground, and a more certain and

16. Red Frontignac. or Muscat Rouge.-—This ' abundant supply of water. I was not a little snr-

grape ripens earlier than the preceding, its ber-
1

prised to find that this arduous task had been ac-

pods are full. Sow in the spring. Seed produces

any where.

Anemone. -This is a very beautiful flower, and

ries bein** less closely set on the bunch ; it is also
|

complished without even the the aid of blowing worthy of great pains. It ij raised from seed, or

less highly flavored The fruit is of a lively red

colour, and round ; the bunch is oblong, and the

peduncle which supports it is remarkable for its

size ; ripe in September.

15. Black Frontignac, or Muscat JYoir.—This

has very large round fruit, covered with a meally

bloom, and of a very fine flavor. It is called, at

the Cape of Good Hope, the Black Constantia ;

lipens in September.

17. Violet Frontignac, *r Muscat Violet.—The

leaves are similar to the white variety; the ber-

fies are large, oblong, of a violet colour, and high

musk flavor ; they are powdered with a fine

bloom, and are very delicious. I consider it one

of the best table grapes ; ripens in September.

14. drizzly Frontignac, or Muscat Gris.—The

berries a. e round, tolerably large, colour brown,

red and yellow intermixed, and they have a high

musky perfumed flavor ;
ripens in September.

18. White Muscat of Alexandria, Malaga, or Al-

exandrian Frontignac.—Tnis is of high musk fla-

vor when it is at maturity, for which purpose it

requires a very warm situation ; the berries are

very large, oval, and of regular form, without

being too closely set; bunches of beautiful ap

pearance ; when perfectly npe they are of a fine

amber colour. I consider this the same as the

White Muscadel. To be continued.

In Congress— House of Representatives.

SILK AND SILK WORMS.
The Speaker laid before the House the follow-

ing letter :

—

Washington, Feb. 1, 1828.

Sir,— I have the honor to present to Congress,

through you, a treatise on the rearing of Silk-

worms, by Count Von Haggi, of Munich, who sent

it to rne for this purpose. The Count has seen

the Resolution of the House of Representatives,

directing the compilation of a manual on the cul-

ture of silk, and was desirous to promote the pat-

riotic views of the House, by sending the result

of his labors on the same subject, and the evidence

of the good will be bears the United Stetes.

I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully,

JAMES MEASE.
The Hon. Mr. Stevenson,

Sjnaker of the House of Representatives.

The Letter, and the Treatise accompanying it,

were referred to the Committee on Agriculture.

It was also ordered to be translated into the Eng-

lish language and printed, with the plates there-

in contained.

irons or gun-powder, merely by kindling large from pieces of the roots. Sow the seed in spring

fires upon the rocks, and when they^were well The plant does not blow the first year. The root,

heated, dashing buckets of water upon them. By which is tuberous, is takeu up in the fall, dried in

this simple process, immense blocks had been the sun, and put by in dry sand till spring, when
split, and rolled fiom the path of the water- it is put into the ground again. And, during the

course.— U. S. Gazette. summer, it sends out young roots, which must be

taken off and planted out. to become bloicrs.—
There is a great variety of colours and of sizes of

this flower.

Arbdtus.—A pretty ever-green, as well known

From the Hampshire Gazette.

Mr Jddd—An article in your last from Niles'

Register says : " Already the farmers stand with

whetted knives to kill off these useful animals," as the oak tree
;
and is to be got every where,

(sheep.; A friend from Genessee River informs ,

As™ E (China) -.^rc ,s French for star, and

me that many of the farmers in that part of the thls flo
f
er

>
ln lt3 sha Pe '

"«"« •.<*« to our

country are now killing off their sheep. One man view
-

ft « annu< bears great quantities of seed,

in Livingston Co. who went from Northampton, and
'f
sown early ln SP""S;

.

An infinite variety

was butchering his flock at the rate of 50 per of colours, and great quantities of blossoms It

day. He gave the meat to his hogs. Pork is £lves no *"fll ;
but a clump ot it furn.shes a

worth onlv from 24 to 3 cents m Rochester ; of g reat mass of bea,lty t0 the •»!**"

Auricula.—This is one of the flowers,the sorts

of which are distinguished by having awarded to
course mutton must be dog-cheap. This destruc-

tion of sheep will gratify those who are so anx-

ious to have us purchase British wool, meat, and

grain, in the shape of British woollen cloths.

them the names of famous men and women, famous

cities and famous battles, and so forth. It may be

raised from seed ; but the flowers proceeding

Preparations of Spruce.— Early in the spring from plants so raised, do not resemble the flowers

cut off the young branches of the pine or fir of the mother plant, except by mere accident. It

tree, three or four inches in length, and break is a chance if you get zfine ftou-er from a whole

them into small pieces ; boil them in water, and sown bed. Now-and-thea one of this description

after filtering the extract through a sieve, add to comes, however, and this adds to the list of name*,

sixteen gallons of it, about six pounds of sugar, if it happen to be one of the like of which has not

It may then, by boiling, be reduced to a syrup— made its appearance before. Auriculas are, there-

which will keep in bottles for a length of time, fore, propagated by parting the roots, and every

For beer mix three pints of this extract with root sends out several young plants annually.

—

thirty of water, boil it for about two hours, and When sown, they do not blow till the 2nd year ;

when cold, put it into a cask, [a fresh emptied but the old roots last tor many years. Some of

wine cask is the best] and ferment it in the usual these should be potted, and kept to blow in the

manner. ' green-house. If planted in the natural ground,

they ought to be covered a little in the winter

There are many hundreds of sorts with names.—

I

FLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL GARD-! So many indeed, that the soothers in England

ENING IN GENERAL. i

have been so put to it for great personages to

I shall now proceed to give an Alphabetical List |

baptize the flowers after, that they have been

of such flowering Trees, Shrubs and Plants as 1
'. compelled to resort to the heroes and heroines ot

think worthy of cultivation ; or, rather, that I my- I

Romance ; accordingly they have Don Quixote

self would wish to have about my house, or in my alul Sancho. However, vanity supplies the flor-

garden. As I go on I shall state some particulars ists
'
as weI1 as l! 'e shiP

°'vner s, with a great store

here and there relating to propagation and. man-
J

of names, and auriculas, like ships, are very fre-

agement; but, to be very particular would be su-jquentl y honored with the names of the original

perfluous, seeing that such full directions have proprietor's wife or daughter,

been given in the former parts of the work, as to

the sowing of all seeds, great as well as small ; as

to the raising of trees and plants from cutting

From Cobbetl's American Gardener.

Azalia.—That little American Honeysuckle

that impedes our steps when shooting on the skirts

of woods. It, however, blows prof .sely. though.

slins, layers and suckers, and as to cultivation and
j

il has no srae!1 like the English honeysuckle,

tillage. Flowers are divided into annuals, hien- !.
Balsa* is an annual and a roost beautifirt
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plant, with great abundance of flowers. Sow
when you sow Melons, at a distance of four feet ;

leave only one plant in a place ; let the ground

be rich and kept clean ; it will blow early in July,

and will keep growing and blowing till the frost

conies, and then, like the cucumber, it is instantly

cut down. 1 have seen Balsams in Pennsylvania

3 feel high, with side-branches 2 f'et long, and

with a stem much bigger than my iv rist, loaded

with beautiful blossoms. Plant, branch, leaf, flow-

er ; all are most elegantly formed, and the colours

of the flower extraordinaiily vivid and various

There are, however, some more double than oth-

ers, aud some variegated. The seed of these

should be sowed, and it comes in great abun-

dance. The flower of the Balsam has no smell.

Briar (Sweet).—A well known shrub of the

rose. Rows of it carefully planted and pruned
make very good hedges, and it will grow in al-

most any ground, though fastest in good ground.

Camellia.— This shrub, which is of the laurel-

tribe, has lately been introduced in Kngland from
Japan. It bears a flower, which, when open, re-

sembles a good deal a large full-blown rose; and
these flowers, on mft'erent plants, are of different

colours. It is raised, doubtless, from seed ; but it

may be grafted on the Hawthorn ; and, I dare
say, on the Crab. Some of the plants have been
sold at 2" or 30 pounds each. By this lime they
are probably sold at a dollar. The plant as well
as the flower are handsome ; and certainly cut-

tings for grafting may easily he brought from
England. They will stand the winter as well as

any of the American laurels.

Car.nation—Here is beauty and fragrance)
and both in the highest degree. There are vari-

ous sorts, distinguished, like those of the Auricula,
by names ; and what is said of the seed of the
Auricula applies here. If sown, the carnation
does'not blow till the second year. It is usually
propagated by layers. While it is blowing, it

sends out several side shoots near the ground.—
These are pinned down in August, to the earth,
with a little stick with a hook at the end of it.

—

A little cut, or tongue, is made on the under side
of the shoot : and thus the head of the shoot is

brought upright. The part that touches the
ground is well covered with earth ; and roots
come out here before the fall. Then the stalk
which connects the young plant with the old one
is cut off; the young plant is transplanted, and
the next year it blows. The old root does not
stand another year well ; and, therefore, its

branches are thus ma'de use of to keep up the
race and the sort. Carnations are rather tender
as to frost, and must be well covered in this coun-
try to live through the winter. It is best to put
them in large pots to give room for laying ; and
to keep them in a green house in winter, or in
some house, where they can have sun and air.

—

Hswever, they merit all the pains that caD be be-
stowed upon them.

Clove— Is only a more hardy and less esteem- I

ea sort of Carnation, which see. It may be pro-
pagated like the Carnation ; or, by cuttings, which
is the easier way. Instead of laying d°own the
side shoots, you cut them off. Then you cut away
the hard part of the shoot, strip off three or four
of the bottom leaves. Tip the rest of the leaves

;

make a little split in the butt of the shoot, and
then, with a little smooth pointed slick, plant
the cutting in the ground. This is to be done

early in August. The young Cloves will have
roots in the fall ; and you may transplant them
into the open ground or into pots to blow the next

year. The old Clove plant, will, however, blow

for many years. I should think, that, with good
covering, such as directed for spinach, Cloves
would live out the winter in this country.

Coli MBi.NE.

—

A perennial. Very common ; but

very pretty.

Cowslip.—This is one of the four flowers,

without which English pastoral poetry would be
destitui. of that which awakens the most delight-

ful ideas. The Cowslip, the Primrose, the Violet,

the State. He is confident that the soil and cli-

mate are both well adapted for raising the high
priced yellow tobacco, but not so good for dark
low priced tobacco, [used for chewing,] as the
Southern States.

Hops.— E. A. Le Breton, inspector of hops in
Albany, on the 24th ult. made a report to the Le-
gislature, from which it appears he has inspected
within the yeai, (ending the first of Jan. 1828)

2 927 bales of hops, weighing 719,296 lbs. raised

and presented from the following counties. Mad-
ison, 390,937— Oneida. 222,<>25—Otsego, 47,115

. Saratoga, 12,857—Uenne>see, 10,903— Monroe,
and the Daisy, are of endless recurrence in that 5,844— Herkimer, 5,152— Albany, 4.830—Tomp-
species of writing. They all come early in the (kin-, 2,408—Onondaga, Jf7(i2—Chenango, 1,420
spring; and are all beautiful. Neither of them R^nsselear, 1.239—Schenectady, 1940—town of
is seen here, and they all might; for they will I Newport, N. H. 1,220— Total, 7 19,296 lbs.
bear any seventy of weather. The Cowslip is nf

the Polyanthus tribe. It is of a delicate yellow
colour, and sends forth many blossoms from the
same stem, which rises about six inches from the
ground It may easily be propagated from seed,

i

which it bears in great abundance, but, when you
once have a plant, the easiest way is to propagate
from offsets. The plants raised from seed do not
blow till the second year. The plant is perennial.
The flower has a delicate sweet smell, and also

sweet taste, as a proof of which, cart-loads of the
flowers, plueKed from the f talks, are sold in Lon-
don to make "nine" with ; that is to say to fur
nish drinkers with an apology for swallowing spir-

its under the specious name of Cowslip-wine
The leaf of the flower very much reserni les in

shape the under lip of a cow, whence, I suppose,
our forefathers gave the plant the name of cow's-
lip.

Crocus—A bulbous rooted plant, very well
known. It is recommended by its earliness. It is

perfectly hardy. The only thing to do, when it is

once planted, is to take care that it does not fill

all the ground near it. There :re yellow, blue
and white Crocuses. And they are pleasant
when nothing else is in bloom, except, at least,

the Shoivdrup, which departs soon after the Cro-
cus begins to appear.

Daist.— I cannot say, with Dryden's damsels,
in one of
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EARL,* CUCUMBJ&iMS.
To obtain cucumbers a month or six weeks ear-

lier than what the soil and climate would natural-
ly produce them, is sometimes a very desirable
object, especially with market gardeners. This
may be done by means of artificial heat, either in
hot-beds, or hothouses, according to rules given
in treatises on gardening ; but will require much
labor, skill, care, and expense. Mr. Cobbett, in
his American Gardener, paragraph 217, describes
a cheap mode of raising cucumbers ; by which he
says, you may "have them a month, earlier than
the natural ground will bring them." His direc-
tions are as follows : "Make a hole and put into
it a little hot dung ; let the hole be under a warm
fence. Put six inches deep of fine rich earth on
the dung, sow a parcel of seeds in this earth ; and
cover at night with a bit of carpet or sail-cloth,

having first fixed some hoops over this little bed.
Before the plants show the rough leaf, plant two
into a little flower pot. and fill as many pots this
way as you please. Have a larger bed ready to
put the pots into, and covered with earth so that
the pots may be plunged in the earth up to their

Cover this bed like the last- _, .
-tops. Cover this bed like the last When thehis fine poems, that « the Daisy smells l

plant8 have got the h lei)Ves
™ the

_for t has ver, little smell : but it is a in t0 mak

a

sW itf the mif|dIo/ pfn c h "thatmos beautiful little flower, and blows without fhort off. Let them stanH in th „ ™J
tha

Jceasing at all times when the grass grows, howev- u ,l .

"

er little that may be. The opening of e D, 1 'TTT .",'
, 7 ' ^T^ """' UP '

is the sure sign that there is growUi loin" on in T ""^
*°T

'" '"^ I™ ,8Dd
'
Md

the grass
;
and these Utile flowers be£ngle the 'tZUT Th ,' T T, "" ^ ** "

lawns and the meadows, the green banks and he 1 °l
** P'T """ h? r a moatb so<^

»"•--'« over England. -*- l^ er than those sown in the naturalglades all over England Their colours present
j^£ y^dVill" entailan endless variety

; and those grown in gardens } cours
'

e furnish , ants
are double.

round ; and a
in thirty-six pots, and will

for thirty-six hills of eu-
,

cumbers, which, if well managed, 'will keen nnthe size of a Wis Sixpence. Those in the «r»r. !i,„...;„„ ,;ii «',„.„..„_ t, "
, ,

! e P
.

ol1

The field daisy is single and about
"oris Sixpence. Those in the gar-

! te^"'tiii"fiteptember." Th^whoTave A*£dens are sometimes as broad as a quarter of a ,-,.„„,.. „, uJjm~u. ..;,, Jf."
dollar. And there is one sort, called the Hen-and
chicken Daisy, that has a ring of little flowers sur
rounding the main flower. This plant may be
raised from offsets or seeds, in which last case it

blows the second year. It is perennial.
(To be continued.)

Tobacco.—Gov. Clinton, in his last message to
the Legislature, recommended the cultivation of
tobacco in New York, as a profitable crop. A
writer in the Rochester Daily Telegraph, men-
tions as the result of an experiment, made by him
last summer^ that it is a more productive crop
than any now raised in the western counties of

frames, or hand-lights, *ill manage this matter
very easily. The cucumber plant is very tender
and jtiic ; and therefore, when thp seedlings are
put into the pots, they should be watered and
shaded a day or two

; when the balls are turn-
ed into the ground they should be watered and
shaded with a bough for one day, that will be
enough."

In a Treatise on Gardening, by J. Armstrong
of Dutchess, New York, published in Memoirs of
the New York Hoard of Agriculture, we have the
following passage, which suggests an important
improvement on Mr. Cobbett's mode of proceeding
above detailed : "To obtain early cucumbers we
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must have recourse to artificial heat, and with the

Jess reluctance, as, of all plants the cucumber is

that, with which it best agrees. To this end.there-

r'ore, scoop as many large turnips as you propose

to have hills— fill these with good garden mould,

sow in each three or four seeds, and plunge them

into a hot bed. When the runners shew them

selves, spare them, or pinch them, or bury Hum,

as you may think best;* and on the 10th of May,

transfer them to the beds where they are to stand.

The advantage of the scooped turnip, as a 9eed

bed, over .pots or vases will now appear—for in-

stead of the ordinary difficulty of separating the

mass of earth and the plant from the pot which

contained them, and without injury to either, we

re-inter both pot and plant, an i even find in the

one an additional nutriment for the other. The

subsequent treatment does not differ at all from

that of plants sown and cultivated in the open

air." Other plants, such as summer squashes,

melons, early corn, &c &c. might no doubt be for-

warded to great advantage in hollowed turnips

—

by means similar to those above stated. You may

form and temper your hot bed for raising cucum-

bers and other purposes, as follows : "Take fresh

horse dunjf, with plenty of long lifer in it ; shake

the manure well and place it on a piece of grbund

the si/.e of the bed you want to make ; the first

layer or two should have more litter than the

others ; beat the dung well down with your fork,

as you proceed with the layers till your bed is the

height you want it. Different vegetables require

beds of different heights, (for cucumbers about 4

feet) but the mode of making them is the same.

The bed beinn- thus made, place a frame light over

it, and in six or eirrht days, it will be in a strong

fermentation. To temper this bed, when the fram.

has been on six or eiirht days, take it off; it th
,;l

i unequally, make the surface n?veT

by laying on a little old dung. Run a stick or

fork-handle into the bed, let the stick sta- there

five minutes ; on pulling it out, if it is more than

a temperate hpat, lay on the frame, tilt up the

back lights, that the steam may escape, and close

the holes you bored in the dung. When the bed

comes to a temperate heat, it is ready for use."

In attempting to raise early cucumbers, the gar-

dener will of course choose seeds of the earliest

sorts. Abercromhie recommends "the short prick-

ly for very early fruit; and the long prickly kinds

for the chief early and main summer crops."
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LandretU'n JVurstritt—.War Philadelphia.
From the patronage already extended tins Establishment, by

the citizen* of Boston and iu vicinity, the Proprietors nre 3»am
induced to advertise to them their Nuncries, as offering j>ecu-

,n facilities for the acquirements of useful &; ornamental vege-

table productions. The collection now cumva*
si.su of an immense mil and Hardy Ornamental
Trees ami Snrul—Green boose Plants— Bulbous Hi

real value b\ air, in this country. It embraces most of the cel-

ebrated kinds of Euro|ie. with all the ey« emed variet

have originated on tins continent. The utmost care has been
1 ol.^-rved in making the selection, and the win/,- janowoftred
ii, containing none but those most worthy ol collrval on, 1'er-

sons not acquainted with the different varietu • bj name, and
desirous 10 procure choice kinds, by merely staling the time

they wish them to ripen, may ronfidently refer the rest to the

proprietors, without a tear of disappointment.

The Ornamental department is rich in nalive and exotic

Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Green-h'

most of which me calculated for adorning in the winU I

parlours, sitting-rooms. &c with an aasortmeni ol Hardy flow-

ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Ganden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegi -ug. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certain!;,

must obtain lor them a preference witus all who will consider tin-

subject in the slightest degree. The eparalion of lb

liable to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in g wring, Ace. all being under their own personal sup-

erintend- ,e undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-

, ence on foreign importations, or on carc!--^s or uteaOH

betaken to place in the stable I growers at home. Orders received hv Parker & t'odmau. No

small tubs or troughs of water lor the sheep to 31 Congress-St. Boston, of whom priced catalogue, ,f the whole
-

.,, ,
,. .

'
, may be had gratis. Persons ordering. ma\ be a-tired ol nav-

drink in. They will tlo very well in summer with-
1

j n g- cver). ar /,c ie we|| an(j safely packed and forwarded.

out water, as they feed when the dew is on, but Feb. 15. t) f>. Ac C. I.A.NDRETil

they need water in winter, especially if fed most-

ly on dry food. " When sheep have colds, and I

s dangerous consequences might tlend their

being in very high condition at that period. Tur

nips are said to be injurious to ewes with lamb,

but mity be well given them after they have yean

ed. If your sheep, whether store sheep or ewer,

with lamb, have good hay, about a. quart of pota-

toes a day to each will, it is stud, be very benefi

ciftl, and an ample allowance. But when the oh

ject is to fat them, according to a writer in Ree^'

Cyclopedia, about a gallon of potatoes it day wit,;

a little hay, will be the proper quantity ; but tin

is dependent in part on the size of the animals

and in part on the quality and quantity of the haj

which is allowed them. Potatoes, besides their

use as food for sheep, are said to be very eervice

able as an article of diet, Anich usually super

sedes the necessity of medicine. They have,

when given- raw, tin opening or purgative quality,

which is thought to be of use, antl answer a simi-

lar purpose with sheep, wnich is effected with

swine by brimstone and antitn my. Potatoes. , ik-

ed, steamed, or boiled, will furnish more nutri-

ment than those which are raw.

Care should

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

discharge mucus from the nose, aood feeding, to-,
A pp LE:

gether with pine boughs, given occasionally, will
j
aSHES)

'

pot J it sort ^
.

cure them; or tar, spread over a board, over
ptar ] ,j 0- . .

which a little fine salt is strewed, will induce
j

BEANri, whit ,
- - -

sheep to lick up the tar, and this will cure a |

BEEF, mess,

cold." Half a gill of Indian corn a day, given to

each sheep during; the winter, is recommended as

keeping them in good heart, preventing tbo wool

from falling off. and enabling the ewes to rear

their youn^r better than they would if fed alto-

gether on food of a less substantial nature.

" When several kinds of food can be procured,

it is right to eive them alternately to the sheep at

different meals, in the course of the same day
;

|
GRAIN, Rye

the qualities of one kind aid or compensate those

of another. At certain hours of the day, dry fod-

der should be given, and at others, roots or grain.

If there be any danger that the roots may decay, I ['^E
the winter should be begun with them, mixing,

however, some dry fond with them, for alone they

would not be sufficiently nutritious."

cargo, No 1, new, - -

u No 2, new, - -

PUTTER, insm pt. No. 1. new
CHEESE, - ..-.:, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED ----,-
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, - - -

Rye, best, - - -

l.bl 2 00 •-' 50
Ion. II 5 00 107 50

11 J 00 115 MJ

bush 1 25 1 50
9MI.

bush

Bbl.

Cora -

Barley
Oats - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort,

EWES, LAMBS, &c.

It is recommended to give ewes with lamb a

somewhat more tl an ordinary quantity of food for

a month or six weeks before they are expected to

yean. Not enough, however, to make them fat

Erratum.— In the extracts from Prince on Horticulture, (pub-

lished in the N. E. Farmer) page 223, 3d column, 7th line from

the bottom, for " mild," read " wild."

* To enable the reader the better to comprehend this passage,

it may be well to quote the observations of the writer, in ano-

ther part of the same article. " You have to choose between
three methods of treating the plants, each of which has many
and warm advocates. First, The permitting it to regulate itself

with regard to the production, ami the length of the stem. Se-
cond. The pinching system, which hv shortening the stem, com-
pels it to push lateral branches 'Third, The plan of Rozier,

which by burying the ruuner at short distances, avoids ;he haz-

ard of pinching or cutting, and at the same time, obtains new
roots from the buried joints Of the three methods, the last has,

in our opinion, the preference; but as others may come to a
different conclusion, we will point out the time, the modi-, and
the effect of shortening the stem. Soon after the plant acquires

a second rough leaf, you will discover about the foot of it, a
tiud, which leu to itself would become a runner. This must be

pinched off. taking care, however, not to wound the joint from
which it proceeds. The effect of this pinching will be the pro-

duction of side shoots, which in their turn must also be pinched

off, leaving only two eyes on each, destined to become future

runne-s, and so to be conducted that they will not shade or
crowd each other."

0=A communication from Stockbridge, describing a remedy

for diseased hags in cows, will appear next week.

Seeds for Hot Bids.

For sale at the Seed Establishment connected with the New
Eogland Farmer office, No. 5'1 North Market Street, Boston,

A large variety of fresh Garden Seeds, suitable for spring

sowing of Hot Beds, among which are Bush Sweet Mariorum.

Early Camperdown Lettuce, Silesia do. Heail do. Royal Cape
do. Tennisball do Ice Toss do. Green and White Coss do.

—

Early York Cabbage, Early Penton do. Early Batlersea do.

Early Sugarloaf do. Early Dutch do. Green Globe Savoy do.

Cape Savoy do.—Early White, Purple, and Cape Broc'oli

—

Early and Late Cauliflower—White and Rose coloured Celery

—Curled Cress—Earlv Frame Cucumber, Green Cluster do.

Long Green and VVh'ite Turkey do. Long Prickly do. White
Spined do. Short Prickly do.—Green Citron Melon. Pine Apple

do. Minorca do.—Purple Egg Plant—Superior Short Top Scar

let Radish. Earlv Frame do. Cherry do.—Early White Dutch

Turnip, Yellow Malta do.—Spinach, &c.
Also, Lucerne, Fowl Meadow', Orchard Grass. Millet. Early

Peas, EaVly Frame Potatoes, Early Beans, Tree and Potato

,
Onions, &c.

j
Seeds of the Yellow Locust, White Mulberry, Three Thorned

Acacia. American Holly. Louisiana Black Walnut, &c.

I
Likewise, two casks superior Loudon Split Peas, lor soups

—

' Pulverized Celcrv, Sage, Thyme, and Savory, for soups.

lb.

cask

OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern gal.

PLAISTER PARIS retails at ton.

PORK, new, clear

navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do.

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover - -

s, Lucerne
WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wash

do do unwashed,
do 3-4 washedi

do r-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, LamVs. 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

bbl.

;bush

lib

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, -

IS whole hogs, - - -

VEAL, - -------
MUTTON, -

\

POULTRY, ----.- t
j

BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . - i

EGGS, -

MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - - bush

Indian, do. - . - - [

POTATOES, (new) - - -

CIDER, (according to quality^ bbl

8 50

Id

-

5 i,7

5 73
3 00

68
CO
6o'

40J

70
77

2 75

17 00
12 50
12 50

% 25
12

48
20
28
28
23
40
30
no

40
2 60

10 00
9 00
7 50

IC

10
-•

i re

6 oo
6 12

3 25
72
63
67
4;
10

1 00
78

3 00

18 «>

13 00

13 0C

2 75

IS

50
55
25
34
SO
27
45

. 35
35

IS

6J

12

14

13
17

80
so-

so
2 50
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MISCELLANIES.

FLOWERS.
Now let us range both far ami wide,

Through all the garden's boosted pride.

Here Jasmines spread Ihe silver flow'r.

To deck the wall or wave the bow'r';

The Woodbines mix in am'ious play.

And breathe their fragrant lives away.
'i he rising Myrtles form a shade

;

There Roses blush and sent the glade

;

The Orange with a vernal face,

Wears every rich autumnal grace j

While the young blossoms here unfold,

There shines the fruit like pendant gold J

Citrons their balmy sweets exhale,

Atfd triumph in the distant gale.

A PUN.
ON MISS ANN BREAD.

While toasts their lovely graces spread,

And fops around them flutter;

I
7
1I be content with Anne Breadj

And won't have any But-her.

An Irishman ol the name of M'Manus, who came over in one

of the Bellas! hoats, and who has been for some time suspected

of trafficing in dead bod es by the loungers about the Bromielaw
quay, received some very uncourteous usage at their hands. It

having been distinctly ascertained that his only merchandise

Kindness in Sickness —Nothing cun produce: Numerous accounts have been given of canine

more sincere admiration and heartfelt gratitude, sagacity, among which may be reckoned the one

than the kind anxiety and assiduous attentions of |

felaled in this paper last week in the story of

an affectionate friend in sickness. Every tender I

"Captain Greg." Some of our readers, we are

effort to mitigate distress, accompanied by the (informed, doubt the truth 04 that story. We can-

gentle and soft accents of sympathy and love, fills '

not, of course, from our own knowledge, attest to

the soul with emotions not to be described, even jits authenticity, though from the character of the

while its fragile tenement is writhing with excru- '
writer alone, we can hardly doubt it ; for he was

dating pain! The pleasure of alleviating distress
! not in the habit of stating things as facts with-

is so unalloyed, both to those who receive, the out satisfactory proof of their being stibstan-

kind offices of endearing humanity and esteem, tially correct. We have within a snort time had

and to those who cheerfully and tenderly bestow several remarkable instances related to us, which

them, that every person of a reflective and ingen- seem nearly as wonderful as that displayed by the

uous mind, will cultivate this peerless virtue, by dog in the story above mentioned. Rev. Mr.

practising tbose acts of goodness wl ich are at- W informs us that his father, living in Wor-
tended with a reward so sweet. He who would thington, owned a do?, that was particularly at-

witnessa performance of the holiest rites of "pure tached to him. He [Mr. W ,] was engaged

and undented religion," may behold them in the to teacn a school at a distance of about five miles

patient and gentle offices of affection—bending fr° in his father's house
; and usually returned

over the bed nf anguish—wetting the parched home on Saturday evening. On ihe second Sat-

lips—cooling the feverish brow, and soothing the ur(1ay evening, the dog met him at about a mile
from his father's house. This he continued thro'

the winter, always meeting him at the same spot
on Saturday, between .seven and eight o'clock

;

but never, as was ascertained by several members

soul with the voice of tenderness.

From the American Advocate.

INSTINCT.
How wonderful is instinct, as we find it display- of the family, going -that way at any other time,

ed in the numerous dumb animals—and how near. Another instance is related by a gentleman living

as usual was --a subject," he was most unceremoniously laid notwithstanding the boasted powers of man, does in this village, who informs us that he has no

belng^neln^ it approach to human reason! There are many doubt from several experiments lately made by

about his middle, and he was swung round over the river, where instances recorded, in which brute animals have him, that his rioo fully understands considerable of
hehungfor a minute like die golden fleece, or Bailhe Ni< ol Jar- exh ibited s„ch wonderful powers as to make it the conversation which takes place in the family.m, at Abei I01I a, i. i, 1st the shouts ol laughter ol his tormentors,

. ... . , .. . , „ ,. .... ,
J •

at the indescribable queerness of the poor fellow's appearance, very difficult to find the dividing line between in- and that he knows, as well as his children, when
reason. We once wit- the Sabbath arrives, for on that day he neveryhat

queerness ot the poor lellow's appe;

He was then rapidly lowered into the water and soused over gtinct and^^;K^;^:?^™^ZZ?^ nessed such a display of ,hi, power in a duck, as attempts to follow htm, which he invariably does

tionist. and the attempts ot some humane by-standers to release convinced us that dumb animals are capable of Other (lavs,

him ; which ^ as i^iiifTected until the Police amved who con-
j
ur|jjin? as to the effect to he produced b V parti- =

veved him to the Ornce. Mm anus is the same individual who, J *" " J r
aboutt«o weeks ago, was apprehended in Gallowgatewilh the cular action, with as much, and even more cor
dead body ol a child under his coat.

—

Glaigoa Bbur.
I rectness than could be expected from a child of

All men wish to be treated with respect; there-

fore treat all with respect, and you yourself will

be respected.

EARLY CORN, &c. *

For sale at the Seed Establishment ai the New England Farm-
er Office, a few bundled Ears ot the Early Golden Sioux Com.

the same age. The circumstHn.e was as follows ; This Corn was originally received from die Sioux tribe of In-

Being on a visit to the house of a friend, a num- dian?. a '" 1 is considered by Mr Prince. Mr Derby, and other

, „ . . ., , ~ , gentlemen who have tried it. to be me most profitable sort that
ber of ducks came near the door, a piece of dry can De raised by farmers, from its great productiveness, and
hard bread was thrown to them. One of them, from its ripening so early, a-, always to ensure a crcp before the

after trying for a considerable time, in vain, top^^^^^^^^T^Virtue is certainly the most noble and secure

possession a human beiae can have. Beauty is I

masnc
j
ate and swa low it, took it in her beat and Corn is,1

1

bright yellow, the Ears being closely filled with from

worn out by time, or impaired by sickness-rich- \

carrlen/ to
\

s

™f P°o1 ° f *""• at a little dis- '^IV.e Early Jefiferson Corn; a very early White sort,

eslead youth rather to destruction than to wel-|
tan

,

Ce fr0In the door, mto which she dropped it, for the table-with the common kinds of early and late Sweet

e _ „. ,,, , „„j „.„ ,„ . . . and it soon became *o soft, by the effect of the lorn.
fare, and without prudence are soon lavished! - ' / Also, every variety of Garden Seeds for hot beds, &c—Win-
away. While virtue alone, the only good that isi

WatRr ' aS t0 enab,e her t0 eat " wltn0,,t difficulty.
terCrook jv/eck j,quash , Ea ,|y Yellow Bush Squash, Early

ever durable, always remains with the person that
i

An °the
,

r rRniarkablp instance of sagacity in birds, Scollop or Pauipanw^iue Bush Squash. Waited Squash, Acorn

o „„f„.„i,i n k„.k t„ was related to us a few years since, by Rev. Dr. ssquasn, Valparaiso ^qu.sii e.<. &c.
has once cherished her. She is preferable both to

wealth and a noble extraction.

y j.**;.. i»i.
'A |so a few pounds geuuine Rum Baga Seed.—This Seed

Harris, of Dorchester. The bird referred to, is was raised by T. Melville, jr. Esq. late President of the Berk-

of the Loxia species, and is a native of India. It shire Agricultural S»ciety, and is from superior roots, received
11 . • bv him from Russia a few years since.

by dr. a. hunter.
|

constructs a pendulous nest in a very curious
likewise. Esculent Roots and Plants, Field and Grass

Accustom yourself to reflect.—Seek wisdom, and manner, of the grass which abounds in that coun- Seeds Pot and Sweet Herb Seeds. Medicinal Herb
.,,.'' • - \ , .„

'

rrv It is siisnpndprl from a limh of a tree in thp Seeds, Bird Seeds, and more than 200 different kinds ot Or-
you will be sure to find her—but if you do not "" u ,s suspended lrom a nmo 01 a tree, in nie

NAME
'

KT4L FL0WEKSeeds .

look for her, she will not look for you form of a long narrow bag, and the entrance is As ^e variety and quantity of Seed, kept at this Establishment

n„„, vou would bt done hi —Use vonrself to from the bottom. The place for the deposite of are by far greater than at any other place in New England, or-
UO as you wouia oe aone by.— use yourseil to

. . . S . ... , .,
r

, ders for the British Provinces, the West India market, or ihe

kindness and compassion, olid you may expect .

e?ss ls ln a projection omit in
:

the sine, aoout
Soatilern sj la ies , can always be executed with promptness, at

kindness and compassion in return midway up. The reason of the bird's building; in
j

satisfactory prices. Dealers" in Seeds and Country Traders sup-

/-.).'
1 r>i . c . this wav is to nreserve its eo-rrs and vouno- from I

Plied '
a ' w|i 'esale or retail, on die best terms.

OUstmacy is weakness.—Obstinacy of temper "lla w <»v, is 10 preserve 11s eo ffs dim youui lroln r
We nave llow on i,and] f,n isyea,'s growth,

the depredations of a small snake, in that conn- 2oo lbs. Mangel Wurtzel & Sugar Beet, raisedby J. Prince,Esq

try, which would destroy them. To take th^ eggs ' 200 lbs. Onion Seed. Red, White and Yellow.
r

1 275 lbs. true Blood Beet, raised in Roxbury
I 250 lbs. Carrot, Various kinds

proceeds from pride—and, in general, from igno

rant pride, that refuses to be taught.

True generosity is delicately rewarded.—Blame out of a nest constructed in this manner, the

no man for what he cannot help. We must not
snake must first descend from the branch to which

1
250 lbs Radish, superior quality

expect of the dial to tell us the hour after the sun
|

il is suspended, and when at the bottom, turn and
. "^g^ft^ta^^^,

Cure for Intemperance.— It has recently been
discovered, that sulphuric acid, taken in spirits,

completely eradicates the inclination to use them
intemperately. It is said to be preferable to Cham-
bers' remedy, being more simple, cheap, and whol-
ly innocent.

e have about 50 bushels of
,„....igtou Pea, which was pronounced by the few

go up. But the outside especially near the bot- who could obtain it last year—as our supply was small—the

torn, is so loosely put together, that when the j

earliest and most productive of any brought into the Boston

snake attempts to do this, the outer filaments slip
; ^Catalogues of the whole Establishment, with directions for

oft' and he falls to the ground, whicb.is the case cultivating the morerare and delicate seeds, comprising a pam-

as often as he makes the attempt. What is more phlet of 40 pages, furnished gratis.

wonderful, is, that when these birds migrate dur-
1 [p= Published every Friday, at Three Dollars per aunum,

ing the rainy seasons, to places not infested with payable at the end of 'the year; but those who pay within sixty

., ... ., , ... , I days from the time of subscribing, arc entitled to a deduction 0!
these reptiles, they built a common cup nest.

|
pfay g^ f
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AGRICULTURE.
FOB THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HORSES.
Sir—In my first communication,for "relaxations

of luxury," read •'emulations, &c." a very differ-

ent thing ; in the ni-nh paragraph, as it is printed,

for "last observation," read "last observation in

the last sentence ;"for "different," read "unnatur-

al ;" for "caries of the bones;—which are," read

"caries of the bones of the foot: which appear to

be ;" there should have been no dashes ; in my

second communication, for "a superior bone," read

"a superior horse;" for "more than any other

horse, read "more than at any other age." I will

now make a few remarks upon the treatment of a

horse kept for his work.

1. As to whether he should ever be turned out.

It was once the received opinion of English sports-

men, that he should be periodically brought back

to what some people considered his natural state,

turned out to grass, deprived of his corn and his

shelter from the weather. Hunters, consequent

ly, excepting those of a few sagacious individuals,

were regularly turned to grass to shift for them-

selves in the summer. This system has been, of

Istn years, attacked by a very powerful and clas

sical writer, who asserts, that as to perioral the

work of an English hunter, the horse's strength

must be vastly increased upon nature by a lon~

uninterrupted course of high keep in the stable,

to turn him out, is not only to expose him to ruin

from taking cold, but to throw away all his ac-

quired strength. The continued summer rest of

a hunter, which a horse not exposed to the same

exertions does noc require, he says, can be tak-

en in a small inclosure at home, the dampness of

the earth can be supplied by standing in wet

clay, some hours every day, and the grass, if he

must have it, can be put into his crib. The ultra

stabulist has completely triumphed, and convinced

the English nation, that where a horse is kept ten

months of the year in a heated atmosphere, to

sleep upon the dam- ground, in a variable climate,

the remaining two, can do him no good whatever.

In our cities, when a horse gets weak or lame,

who is used to a hot, dry stable, perhaps to being

clothed, with a plethorick system begging for di-

seases of the lungs and throat, incalculably less

accustomed to the nig: t air than the generality of

men, he is sent into the country to be turned out

;

particularly in the autumn, when the weather first

changes to cold, and he is changing his coat! If

yany person will go into a iarge livery stable in

Boston in May, before the windows are taken out

for the suiruier, when the doors are opened at

daybreak, he will find, that though he cannot re-

main an instant in it himself, the horses have been

quietly sleeping, sometimes two in a stall, their own
breath and effluvia chiefly confined to their con-

tracted stalls, their nostrils the farthest possible

from the air, that they are most of them in good

health, and some in high condition. After the

efforts nature must ha* e made to bear this, will

she instantly retrace her steps? That she will, is

defended and acted upon by persons who think

they understand horse-flesh. To such persons,

1 would quote, if I had the book, the words of

Vegetius, vh > wrote in the reign of Valpntinian,

when the wh"le world was interested in horne

flesh, and who mils turning horses out at all sea

sons a HunnUh practice. He wrote for the clim-

ates of Syria and Spain. The benefit to a horse

of regular work and nourishing food increases his

powers for years in succession. He appears to

grow thicker. A particular kind of horse, who.

to use such an expression, carries his work in

his legs and his carcass, and not in any original

goodness of hia own, a stage-coach proprietor

must frequently notice this fact in ; and he is the

most valuable horse he can get. I mean a horse,

nnturnllv of moderate powers of performance for

a single dav, but who has a depp carcass, with an

insensible foot and consequently has open to him

a chance of receiving the highest degree of im

provement to be derived from a succession of

years of strong food and strong exercise.

2. As to how he should be confined in the sta-

ble. The universal practice in Massachusetts, as

in most other places, is to tie him in a narrow stall

with his fore feet higher than his hind ones. In

some stables the declivity is very considerable.

It is mv opinion, that if there must be a declivity,

it should he forwards A horse worked every

day on n fast trot over a hard road, as a coach

horse, suffers enough in his forp feet when he is

sound. One of the first signs of incipient disease

is them, or rather of the crowded state which pre-

cedes disease, is his throwing his weight as much
as he can on his hind lpgs. I am inclined to doubt

the fact of his preferring to stand up hill under

such circumstances. One reason for such an opin

ion is the manner in which his weight is thrown

on his toes when he stands up hill, even if his

heels are raised. Another great disadvantage of

his standing so is that he throws the whole weight

of his forehand upon the same muscles and ten-

dons he uses most in draught. It is certainly of

importance, that if he must have an unnatural

strain any where when he is not at work, it should

not be where the strain must be where he is. It

is a vast comfort to a horse to be kept in a box.

He should be able to choose his own position, at

least to sleep in, and relieve what muscles he

wishes to. In a stall, he must sleep, through life,

with his head held in the air, and his legs under

his body. His getting cast in a box is not a com-

mon occurrence. Ten feet square will do well ;

if he cannot have a larger one. In a box he i«

freed from the torment of hearing walking and

talking behind him.

M. As to how he should be fed. I have never

yet met with a person having the charge of hors

es, who in my opinion attached sufficient impor

tance to the impropriety of allowing a horse his

usual allowance of corn when suffering from cold.

Not only is the corn thrown away, but it must al-

ways do him some harm, and may do him a great

deal. Many horses that suffer from a thickening

of the windpipe, a disease for which we have here

no name, many that are brokenwinded, many that

are ruined in their feet, may have it ascribed to

being fed on severe colds. The corn increases

the disorder of the system by the difficulty with

which it is digested, and when digested, it exag-

gerates what tendency may exist to local niHaiiia-

tion. Oats are the least dangerous corn, they be-

ing here so very light. There is another remark,

which I would make, which is, that no horse

should be fed higher than usual, when forced to

any accidental violent exertion. He never ought

to be forced to any, which he has not be<;n, in

some decree, prepared for ; and his anility to

make it, dhould be looked for, from the previous

preparation, not from any unusual means of sup-

porting his st-ength. Oats appear to be ;he corn

best suited to a horse's stomach ; but he wants

something better than ours for full work. There

is to an experienced eye, a particular lightness

and hollowness between the hip joint and the

stiflp joint, in worked horses that get nothing bet-

ter than oats, which is not to be seen in those that -

get Indian corn. As I observed in my last com-

munication, there is a great difference, generally,

in the constitution of the round-chested, and the

depp and narrow horse. The fitst has a much

more comfortable one to deal with : the other is of-

ten stronger, faster and better winded ; but varies

infinitely from day to day; feels the seasons more;

is not so good a feeder ; nor ought he to be ; for

his stomach is weaker and more readily oppress-

ed.

4. Asto how he should be worked. It is a com-

mon practice in Massachusetts to water horses

just before they leave their stable. This is ridi-

coloi It :• worsj practice is To water them

during their stage ; which last is universal. They
unquestionably may become accustomed to it, as

to any thing else ; but it injures many of them.

If driven on again immediately, and thrown into

new perspiration, it may possibly prevent the wa-

ter from injuring them ; but I entirely question

the fact of its lessening the fatiguing effects of

their work. I know that it is hard to tire a pe-

destrian that will drink but little ;
and that if he

is to walk all day, every tumbler of water, drunk

when hot. takes two or three miles from a pedes-

trian's day's work. It is also a common practice

to drive horses through a stream of water when

they are hot, to rpfresh them The immediate ef-

fect, unquestionably, is to refresh them ; but they

soon feel an increased stiffness from it. It is the

practice of some people to tie them up after they

come in, in the strongest draught of air which can

he found, (a damp brick yard where the sun never

shines is still better), and wash their legs with

cold water. This is going for the whole. The
universal manner in which coach horses are driv-

en in Massachusetts is reprehensible. They are

started off at a pace much faster than they arc

pxpected to hold, and continually galloped for

short distances, when the pace at which they are

expected to perform their stage does not exceed

six or se:en miles in the hour. I do not believe

that occasional galloping relieves the horses in

slow coaches, where the hills do not render it

necessary. I believe they should always be driven

as nearly as possible at thp same pace ; and it

certainly has a much more coachmanlike appear-

ance.

No horse is worth breeding now, that will not

he able to trot over a fair road his ten miles in the

hour, with ease to himself ; and to do this he
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must have much and good blood. At some future

opportunity I will make a few remarks upon the

question of foot lameness. I should be very hap-

py if any one else would give the result of his

experience upon it, as there is a vast deal ot such

information afloat, which the pjblic never gets the

good of. I would ask any coach proprietor, most

of whom have much experience of this kind forced

upon them, if he has observed more horses to be

lame in the near foot than the off one. It is my
firm belief that there are, and there is a plausible

reason for such an opinion I have subjoined the

pedigree of the two most distinguished stallions of

the Northern States. I would here remark upon

the corrupt use of the word stud. A stud means

in English a collection of horses. Studhorse

may do well enough ; but when the language con-

tains an old established term such as stallion,

which perfectly expresses the idea of a horse kept

for the purpose of continuing his species, there is

no necessity for our manufacturing a new one.

Eclipse, a light chesnut horse, foaled in 1814 ;

bred in Long Island ;
got by Duroc ; dam by

Messenger out of the English Pot8o's mare.

—

Duroc, was a Virginian horse, by English Diorned;

dam a celebrated Virginian mare, but I do not

know the pedigrees of the horses whose names

are contained in her pedigree. Messenger was

an English horse of the first blood ; and proved

in the States a most successful stallion. The
Pot8o's mare's dam was by Gimcrack ; but I do

not know the rest of her pedigree. PotSo's and

Gimcrack arc amongst the most celebrated names

of English horses.

Henry, a dark chesnut horse, foaled in 1819 ;

bred on the borders of Virginia and North Caro-

lina
; got by Sir Archie ; dam by English Diorn-

ed ; his grandam's pedigree is Virginian for sev-

eral generations, but I know nothing of the horses

contained in it but their names. Sir Archie is

supposed to have been got by Diomed himself;

his dam an English mare, bred by Lord Egre-

mont, got by Rockingham out of a Trentham
mare. It is impossible tor any English pedigree

to be higher than Sir Archie's ; and he has con-

sequently proved the most successful stallion ever

bred in the States.

with this disease, and which I treated in the above

manner. They were so much affected, that I was

obliged to bead down two of them during the sum-

mer of 1826. These trees have since made very

luxuriant wood, and free from any of those bunch-

es they have heretofore been subject to. In the

summer and autumn of 1827, I had the pleasure

of picking as good a crop of fruit (in quantity) from

these trees as I have ever seen; and they promise

as well for fruit this spring as last.

R. TOOHEY, Gardener.

Waltham, March 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

DESTROYING BUGS IN PLUM TREES
Take of tobacco juice one gallon, this may be

Iiad of the tobacconists, or you may make it by

putting some tobacco in warm water, (not boiling,

as that will take off a great part of the oil.) Oil

of tar, one quart

—

train oil one quart—soft soap

one and a half pounds, and a quarter of a pound

of soot. Beat the oils together first, and then the

soap and soot, till well united, then poar them all

into the tobacco juice, stiring them gently togeth-

er. When the liquid is cold, it is fit for use. It

should be applied with a common paint brush, in

the latter end of March or the first of April.

Previous to applying the mixture, I should re-

commend pruning ; and when the trees are very

much affected with the abovementioned disease
;

heading down at a, b, c, d, e, or f, according to the

size of the trees : if any of the ulcers should re-

main after pruning or heading down, they must be

ontirely removed from the tree and then apply the

composition.

In the month of March, 1825, the plum trees of

ihe late Hon. C. Gore, of Waltham. were affected.

[From the Domestic Encyclopedia.]

MYRICA— Candleberry Myrtle.

This is a genus of plants comprehending the

following native species :

1. M Cerifrra. This g ows upon boggy lands

in the southern States, rising with many strong

shrubby stalks to the height of six or eight feet

—

the leaves are stiff and spear-shaped, of a yellow-

ish lucid green on their upper surface, but paler

underneath ; of a grateful odour when bruised.

—

The catkins come out on different plants from the

berries, and are about an inch long, and erect

—

The female flowers come out on the sides of the

branches in l%ng hunches, pnd are succeeded by

small roundish berries covered with a mealy sub-

stance, and afford a yreen wax by boiling.

2. M. Cerifrra hw His, dwarf candle berry myr-

1

tie ; a variety of the former ; bark gray, leaves

shorter and broader, and more serrated.

3. M. Gale, bog sale ; also grows in swamps,

to the height of two or three feet; leaves lace

shaped, smooth, and a little sawed towards the

points. The berries are dry, compressed at the

apex, and three lobed. This species grows in N.
|

Jersey, but abounds in the eastern States, and in
|

Nova Scotia, according to Mr. Bartram.

The wax is obtained in S Carolina and Geor-

gia, by boiling the berries of the M. ceriferu in

water, and skimming it. Mixed with tallow, it

forms excellent candles : a soap may be also made
from it. The following receipt for the purpose,

by Judge Bee, is inserted in a little pamphlet, pub

lished in the year 1788, bv the Agricultural Soci-

ety of Charleston, S. C. To three bushels and a

half of common wood ashes, was added half a bush- I

el of unslacked lime ; these, being well mixed,

were put into a sixty gallon cask, which was fill-

ed with water. In forty-eight hours, the ley was
strong enough to bear an egg ; it was then drawn
off, and from six to eijht gallons of it put into a '

copper kettle, capable of containing about twenty-

five gallons ; four pounds of myrtle wax were ad-

ded, and the kettle kept boiling over a constant

steady fire, from nine o'clock in the morning, till

three in the afternoon. For the first three or four

hours, a supply of strong ley was added, from time

to time, until the liquor appeared like soft soap ;'

then weaker ley was poured in occasionally, and
the whole frequently well stirred. After six hours

j

boiling, two quarts of common coarse salt were I

thrown into the kettle, which was left one hour
more to simmer over a slow fire. The liquor was
then put into two large tubs to cool, where it con-

tinued twenty-four hours ; and then the soap was
taken out, wiped clean, and put to dry. The next

day it was weighed, and the produce was forty

pounds, and two ounces, of solid soap. The loss

of weight by drying is not mentioned ; but Mr.

Bee was informed by one who made the trial, that

at the end of six wee'vs it was very trifling.

From Dr. Bostock's experiments on myrtle wax,
it appears, that when boiled with liquid caustic

potash, the fluid becomes tubid ; but, after some
time, the greatest part of the wax rises to the sur-

face, nearly without color, in a floculent form. A
small quantity of it only remains dissolved in the
potash, and this may be precipitated from it by an
acid. That p&rt of the wax which rises to the
surface, is converted into a saponaceous matter;
it has lost its inflammability and fusibility, and
forms an opaque solution with water. From this

solution, it is precipitated by an acid in the form
of white flakes, which, when collected resemble
very nearly the wax before its union with the pot-

ash. In the Medical Repository, of New York, it

is stated, that Dr. Joseph Browne, of that city, had
discovered a cheap and easy process for bleaching
myrtle wax, but it has not yet been published.

—

No doubt, howe- er, the coloring matter may be
destroyed by the process for bleaching common
bees-wax ; or by the vapor of alkalis, which, ac-

cording to Chaptal, destroys the green color of al'

vegetable matter.

MACHINE TO BREAK FLAX.
JVuvember 25th, 1827.

John H. Powf.l,

Corresponding Secretary of the Pennsylva-

nia Agricultural Society.

Well aware, from experience, of the difficulty

attendant on the process of preparing flax in the

usual way, I was much gratified to find, that, at

length, a machine has been invented that appears

to obviate all the difficulty. On a recent visit to

New York, I stopped at Elizabethtown, New Jer-

sey, where I saw a machine propelled by a small

steam engine, at work preparing the raw flax

without ; ny rotting or previous process. A French
gctleman of the name of Frederick Roumage,
engaged the farmers last spring, in that neighbor-

hood to raise flax, for which he promised to pay

$15 per ton, as gathered from the field, after hav-

ing the seed beat out of it. In consequence of

this encouragement, he has now the produce of

about 400 acres. So well satisfied is he with the

machine, that he does not intend either to show
or to patent it. All you see \a the rough flax put

on an endless canvass cloth—enter one side, and

in a short time emerge on the other, with the

woody fibre as completely separated from it, as is

usually done by the best process of breaking, after

the flax has been rotted. The fibre in this state

has a yellow coloring matter in it, that in a few-

days may be so completely washed away, that it

becomes as white as paper, and almost as soft as

silk, a sample of which I enclose with his printed

directions to the farmers for the cultivation of the

plant. Should these machines be multiplied to a

sufficient extent, there is every reason to hope

that flax may come into as general use as cotton

is now, as $15 per ton would make it a productive

crop. REUBEN HAINES.

Mr. Powel, Chairman of the Committee on Agri-

culture and Manufactures. Read Feb. 13, 1828.

An Act for the promotion of Agriculture and en

couragement of Manufactures.

Whereas, the Agricultural interests of this Com-
monwealth have never been protected by Legisla-

tive aid—and whereas, the farmers as well as all

our citizens, are made dependant upon foreign

supplies for the rough materials, necessary for the

manufacture of various articles, now made objects
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of indirect bounty by the tottering ere ol hc.cerui the truth ot this, i inaue the iollowiug ex-

General Government. And whereas hemp and flax pertinent. dm nun^,^.
General Government

r.nn«„,nDtion. In three small pots I put equal quantities of a I
Allow me through the med.um of your paper

From the United Slates CiazeUe.

BAG WORMS, &c.

topr^emenl augmenting the wealth and enlrfrg-
\

quantity of powdered charcoal [blacksmith's coal] swing, and to which they are so firmly attached,

r!li,JmP u. of all Therefore I obtained from the common oak ; and the third as to materially impede the flow of the sap
;
they

Vec iTTenSn^ Senate and House
!

was left without any addition. The s,me num- are now in a torpid state, but will with the re-

: h- turn of vegetation, issue for;h and destroy the

,„ " to leaver and neutralize the growth of the trees so

aaZL hi aZ. r oft,,,' same, That the sum each ; and" they were exposed ,„ similar situations desirably situated on our /**«*,. for affording

Ten thou and dollar's is hereby appropriated, to to the actions of light. The rapidity of the shade.- The Lindens I believe are those most be-

be Irawn by the warrant of the governor, in favor growth of the corn in the pot with sea-coal, ex- set with this kind of worm I would as. sug-
ue uiawii ujr ino «" f. _._-.. • . j . . _j „ aJ . o ...refill pvuminalion ot tie bodv ot the tree

of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Peon- ber of sound grains of corn were planted in each ;
tun ot vegetation issue ror.n ana uesirny in,.

ZSabi General Auembly, met. an,! is hereby the same quantity of water was daily added to Wvea, .nd neutrally f.e growtn of the trees .o

aaZL hi aZ. rttftlJsame, That the sum each ; and* they were exposed in similar situations desirably situated on our foot.nys for affording

Ten thou and dollar's is hereby appropriated, to to the actions of light. The rapidity of the shade.- The Lindens I believe are those most be-

be drawn b the warrant of the governor, in favor growth of the corn in the pot with sea-coal, ex- set with this km., of worn, I would eke sug-

of the person who, on or before the first day of ceeded any thing of the kind I ever witnessed.- gest a careful examination of the body of the tree

March AD. 1835 sha.l. before commissioners to Many days did not elapse before this corn was by opening the boxes and cutting off a 1 the emaU

be aPDointed for the purpose by him, exhibit and four inches high, while at this time, that with the limbs and suckers to the height of at least 7 feet

and that the expense of constructing, erecting,

keeping in repair, and working said machines,

shall not be too great for the purposes contem-

plated bv this act, and w! o shall secure to the

citizens of this Commonwealth the right of em-

ploying said machine or machines free of any

charge whatever.

Sec. 2. And be it further tnaeled by the author-

Ug aforesaid, That immediately after the passage

n^"
r. fitTdZ7ftct tie objects afraid, coal-to'the second, a drachm of horse manure- knowledge. Further, the-, who have not tried the

to the third, the same quantity of plaster of Paris ;
experiment, are not perhaps aware of the impetus

and to the fourth, the same quantity of common afforded to the growth of young trees, by irnga-

ashes The fifth was left without any addition, tion, a bucket full of water poured on the roots

To each of these the same number of sound grains once in 24 hours, or say 3 or 4 times a week, has

of wheat and corn were added. The precautions a most wonderful effect, care should be taken to

taken in the first experiment were strictly adher apply it after sun down and during the warm dry

ed to in this instance. In a few days my great weather. In putting boxes round trees be careful

expectations from the coal pit were somewhat Ips- that the last section be attached with screws (in-

sened, by perceiving that the wheat in the horse stead of nails) and those to be we
41
grease, that

of this act, the governor shall appoint three corn- 1 manure was an inch high before that of the other they may be withdrawn with facility when it may

missioners whose duty it shall be to publish the '

pots appeared; however, it was but a short time ;
be necessary to open the boxes to cut off suckers

same, and to give notice of the place where such
j

for the wheat in the pot with the sea-coal came and limbs which so materially exhaust and im-

machine or machines are to be exhibited, and a up, grew to an equal height in a few days, and in povensh the growth ot trees

majority of them, shall examine and try the same, a fortnight, although the weather was cold, ex- Cement for Boihrs It is stated by a correspon-

and if, in tbeir opinion, any machine or machines ceeded it by two inches. The corn in the pot
de[U jn the jj0ndon Mechanics' Magazine, that a

so exhibited, after ample trials in the preparation with coal, maintained a still greater superiority— cen)en . f hme, (made from oyster shells,) and

of at least five tons of flax, neither dew nor water it appeared more healthy, and was more than
worke(] ,nto a pasXe w ;th the white of an egg, and

rotted, shall appear to them fitted to effect the twice as large as the largest in the other pots.—
used upon „ crac b e d Wler ten years ago, which

objects of this act, they shall certify the facts, to- Several of my acquaintances were astonished to
hag heen in constant use over since, is now as

gether with the name of the inventor or proprie- see this great difference in vegetation, produced
firm as when first put on . (t effectually stops

tor thereof, accompanied by a conveyance in due in so short a time.
tne esca pe ef gas through any aperture, when no

form from the said inventor or proprietor, author- Pit coal must be cheaper than any article used
other cement could be made to rest. The lime

izing the citizens of this Commonwealth to erect, as a manure, since it is found in so many parts of mus{ be fregn ana unslacked, and the cetoent ap-

use, and employ all such machine or machines and this country. The above experiments unquestion ,

ie(j ag soon as m jxe |t
otherwise it becomes sol-

process or processes, necessary for the accom- ably show, that when powdered, its power, in
; d j t w ji) res ;st the united action of fire and wa-

plishment of the intentions of this act, free of all quickening the vegetation of corn and wheat, :s
te(

, and even the concentrated acids are stated

charge whatever ; and on the receipt of such cer- much greater than any manure with which we are
tQ nave jjttle or no effect on it.

—

Pen. Gaz.

tificate and conveyance, the governor shall draw acquainted. Our knowledge of the effects of che-

his warrant on the State Treasurer, in favor of mical bodies of growing vegetables, is but in its Silk.—One farmer in Connecticut, estimates,

such inventor or proprietor for the aforesaid sum infancy. Probably the discoveries which have that when his mulberry trees, oOO in number

often thousand dollars. been made are not as generally known as they shall have come to maturity that the females ot

— should be. It may be owing to this cause—for his family will annually make JOU lbs. ot »i1k.—-

EXPERIMENTS ON SEA COAL, AS A example, that an ounce of sulphuric acid is not They made 50 lbs. last year, by about 100,000

MANURE. a(ided t0 every cart load of manure; which has
,

worms, without feeling any loss of labour. Silk

by thomas ewell. iong since been found, in England, to render it will be extensively produced in the United States,

In the proposals I have issued, for the pnblica- doubly valuable. [especially in the South.—Amer. Farme r.

tion of a new work on chemistry, to be adapted i [congratulate my fellow citizens on their pros-

oq lanas. l ne. resini oi several oi mese n»i •» tneir iarms win soou ue icsiuicu; auu, mat uiC|0--
wood for fatten-

far exceeded my sanguine expectations, that I
, laboring poor, among my hospitable countrymen, e(l from them, and tha e> a e

_. _„ pv
hasten to publish them ; hoping to turn the atten- 1 in futU re, may not suffer so much as to be depen- ;m poultry. The leaves ot the plant torra an ex-

tion of farmers to a subject by which their inte- den t for bread. I

cellent forage especially For «*- »* sheep^-

rests may be incalculably promoted. The stems will do for props for twining or d imb

From a train of reasonings, I was led to believe, Asparagus, from the garden of Benjamin Austin, ,

ing plants ;
afterwards they wiU make goon iuei,

that the common sea, pit, or mineral coal, which Esq. of Newton, was sold by Mr. Towner, in Fan- 1 and their ashes afford potash. In some parts or

is so abundant in the United Stales, when finely euil Market, Boston, on Saturday the 8th inst. at .
America they roast the seeds, and use mem a»

pulverized, might prove a useful manure. To as- $1.25 per bunch. !
coffee."— Gardener's Magazine.
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SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE.
An Address delivered before the Hampshire, Franklin, and

Hampden Agricultural Society ; at Northampton, Oct. 24,

1827. By Edward Hitchcock, Professor of Chemistry and

Natural History in Amherst College.

[Continued from page 267.]

Concerning the state of agriculture in Great

Britain, previous to the fifteenth century,we know
;

but little. We may conclude, however, that when
j

men begin to write books on any subject, an in-

terest in it is excited in the community ; and as

early as 1534, Anthony Fitzherbert produced a

philosophical and ingenious treatise upon agricul-

ture. But in the succeeding hundred years, noth-

ing appeared on the subject, worthy of notice.

—

Indeed, though rural economy, sometimes waxing

and sometimes waning, was upon the whole slow-

ly progressing, yet no Temarkable epoch in its

history occurred till near the close of the seven-

teentn century. In the early ages of Modern Eu-

rope, the Feudal system exerted a most unpro-

pitious influence upon agriculture. So military

was the spirit of that system, such a 3ervile de-

pendence did it produce on the one hand,and such

a haughty aristocracy on the other, that both sci-

ence and art were withered by its touch : and tho'

the system itself has long since been nominally

extinct, yet its influence remained for cen-

turies.

But a still more powerful obstruction to the

progress of agriculture, was an almost entire ig-

norance of tne scientific principles on which it is

founded. Till near the close of the last century,

the very sciences from which those principles are

derived, can hardly be said to have had an exist-

ence. Pievions to that period,therefore, treatises

upon agriculture were merely a collection of com-

mon place maxims, partly true, and partly false,

mixed with most extravagant hypotheses nnd wild

and hurtful superstitions. And it is only justice

to say, that the Agricultural Chemistry ( f Sir

Humphrey Davy, contaips more new and valuable

principles to guide "ie agriculturist in making

improvements in husbandry, than all which the ex-

perience and science of preceding centuries had

developed- And it is to be imputed mainly to the

application of these principles, by intelligent men,

that agriculture, within the last half century, in

Europe, and particularly in Great Britain, has

made such rapid progress.

I know, indeed, that there is a prejudice exist-

ing in some minds, against the application of sci

ontific principles as guides in agricultural experi-

ments. It is thought that they serve rather to

bewilder, than direct. But if the agriculturist be

not guided by scientific principles, what shall he
follo>v? True, his own experience alone may do
much to assist bim ; and it has accomplished won-
ders in times past. But will not a correct knowl-

edge of the composition of soils, of the food of

plants, and of the mode in which that food is con-

verted into nourishment, will not this knowledge
prove an important auxiliary to experience? The
experience of one man teaches him it is impor-

tant he should observe the position of the moon,
or whether the day of the week be lucky, or un-

lucky, when he sows and when he reaps. But sci-

ence tells him, that these, and a hundred other
similar observances, are not only useless, but of-

ten defeat his experiments.
, Iri every other art we

regard the most scientific artisan, as most likely,

other things being equal, to make improvements.
Why should it be different—it is not different

—

in agriculture ? In short, physical science is noth-

ing but the result of the most accurate and en-

lightened experience.

If I mistake not, it is one important object of

agricultural societies to give a right direction to

the efforts of the experimenter, by furnishing him
with correct scientific principles. Permit me,

therefore, gentlemen, to spend a few moments in

the exhibition of those principles that lie at the

foundation of agriculture ; and in their application

to practical husbandry. In doing this, I shall a-

void as much as possible the use of technical

phraseology.

There are three sciences, Chemistry, Botany,

and Geology, with which the theory of agricul-

ture is most intimately connected. Chemistry

teaches us what is the composition of plants, of

i the soil in which they grow, and of the atmos-

phere that surrounds them ; and of consequence,

i
shows us what is their proper food, and the best

: manner of applying it. Botany dissects the veg-

etable kingdom, and discloses those curious ves-

sels by which the food of plants is taken up and

converted into the numerous distinct principles

and parts which they contain. Geology instructs

us in the general nature of the soils in which veg-

etables flourish, and enables us to piedict what

varieties of soil will be most favourable to particu-

[

lar plants.

The first point that should engage the atten-

tion of the enlightened agriculturist, is to ascer-

tain the nature and situation of those minute ves-

sels by which plants absorb water from the soil

and the atmosphere, and by which these princi-

ples are modified and circulated to every part of

the vegetable, and are converted into the plant it-

self. So minute are these vessels, that even mi-

croscopic observation has not been able to detect

all their intricacies. But their general structure

and arrangement have been ascertained. And it

is found that they bear a most striking analogy

to those vessels of animals by which nutriment is

conveyed, in ceaseless circulation, to every part of

the system. In every plant we find one set of

small vessels, running from the roots to the ex-

tremities, through which the sap ascends, while

in its progress it is undergoing those changes that

will fit it for becoming a part of the vegetable.

—

These vessels resemble the arteries in the ani-

mal system. When the sap is thus conveyed to

the leaves and other extremities of the plant, it

there comes in contact with the atmosphere, gives

off its redundancies, and absorbs water, and per-

haps other principles, essential to the health of

the plant. The leaves of plants, therefore, per-

form nearly the same functions as the lungs of

animals. A second set of vessels, exterior to the

first and mostly confined to the bark, now conveys

the food of the plant, thus prepared, to every part

that needs nourishment ; even to the very roots

from which it proceeded. These vessels corres-

pond to the veins. Other vessels are found in

plants, corresponding, probably, to those similarly

situated in the animal system
; yet too complica-

ted for explanation on this occasion. Suffice it

to mention, that in the vegetable, as well as ani-

mal economy, we find the principle of life—itself

inscrutable—modifying and controlling every op-

eration and keeping the wonderful machinery in

ceaseless play.

So much for the botany, or rather anatomy, of

the vegetable kingdom. We n»xt enquire what

are the simple substances that enter into the com-

position of plants ; for until the agriculturist
knows this, how shall he ascertain what materials
are best adapted to their nourishment ? And
Chemistry stands ready to answer the enquiry
Out of the fifty simple substances or elements,
known to exist, we find vegetables almost entire-

ly composed of three, viz. charcoal and two gases.
A few others are occasionally present, and in

some cases seem essential to the constitution of
the plant ; such as silex, lime, iron, manganese,
&c. It is by variously combining these few ele-

ments that the numerous proximate principles of
vegetables, such as sugar, gum, starch, and the

like, are produced
; and also the unnumbered

forms and properties of the stalk, the bark, the
wood, the leaves, the roots, the flowers, and the

fruit. A beautiful example of the simplicity of
nature !

The next point on which chemistry affords light

to the agriculturist, is the composition of the soil

and atmosphere in which plants are placed. That -

they derive their nourishment from the first, if

not the second of these sources, is certain. It is

necessary, therefore,that in these, should be found

all those simple substances that are essential to

the constitution of vegetables ; and the whole
subject of manures consists of little else than an

account of the modes in which these principles

are supplied. The analysis of the soil will show
which, if any, is deficient ; and thus point to the

best mode of supplying those that are wanting.

In regard to those changes that the sap of

plants undergoes before it is converted into the

vegetable itself, and its various peculiar princi-

ples, upon these changes, although entirely chem-

ical, chemistry sheds but a feeble light. We know
that every plant must be a perfect laboratory ; for

we see the sap, which is nothing more than water,

holding a few things in solution, entering the ves-

sels of the vegetable, and having passed through

them, we find a most wonderful conversion of this

sap into pi'h, wood, bark, leaves, flowers, fruit,

and numerous peculiar and compound products
;

such as gum, sugar, acid, and the like. Here is

proof that the most complicated and delicate

chemical processes are continually going on in all

living plants ;
processes that infinitely exceed

the skill of the most accomplished chemist ; and

vet, they are hid, from even microscopic observa-

tion, by the minuteness of the vessels nnd agents

concerned. We know only that a certain degree

of heat and moisture are requisite, and sometimes

light also, to carry forward the operation. In

these wonderful transformations, however, there

is surelv one thing the chemist can learn ; and

that is, a lesson of humility. While he is able,

by putting in requisition all the resources of his

art, to produce scarcely one of the simplest vege-

table principles, twenty or thirty of these are an-

nually formed in every plant.

By the science of geology we are ma.'e ac-

quainted with the nature of the rocks that consti-

tute the great mass of our globe. Now it is a well

established fact, that soils are nothing more than

rocks worn down or decomposed, and mixed with

animal and vegetable matter. Hence, in most ca-

ses, the nature of a soil is determined by the na-

ture of the rock beneath it. For instance, the soil

along the Connecticut is in many places, of a red-

dish hue ; because that is the colour of the roek

beneath it. Not unfrequently, however, the ma-

terials that are worn away from one rock, are

transported a considerable distance, and mingled
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with those from other rocks ; and thus a soil is

formed extremely compound in its characters.

From this view of the subject it appears that

we may expect to find as many different soils as

thero are different rocks ; and even more. All

rocks, however, may be arranged into a few clas-

ses, and the soils resulting from the rocks of a

class, will beat a general resemblance. The old-

est and most enduring rocks, such as granite,con-

stitute what is called the primary class ; and the

soils proceeding from their decomposition, may

receive a similar designation. Nearly the whole

of New England, except the valley of the Con-

necticut, is made up of primary rocks ;
and this

same class of rocks extends in a southwesterly di-

rection, gradually decreasing in width, through N.

York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North and South

Carolina, and Georgia. AH the towns in the old

county of Hampshire, not situated in the valley of

the Connecticut, are based on rocks of this class;

accordingly we find in them all, a general resem-

blance of soil. The second class of rocks is call-

ed secondary ; being newer, and generally less

hard and enduring. The valley in which we are

situated, extending from New Haven to the south

line of Vermont, is of this description Two of:

the most important members of this class are here:

abundant : vi/.. the old red sandstone— whose very;

jiaine describes it,— and the peculiar rock, gener-

ally called trap rock, that constitutes the precipit-

.

ous ridges of Holyoke and Tom. Secondary rocks

are of immense extent west of the Hudson and

North West of the Alleghanies, extending even

to the Rocky Mountains.

The third class of rocks, or rather of soils, is

called the tertiary ; because they lie above the

secondary, and were therefore subsequently form-

ed. This class consists of regular layers, or beds,

of sand, cliy, and gravel. The extensive sandy

plains, on both sides of the Connecticut, principal-!

ly south of this village, are a good example of i

this class. Wherever the sand is worn away to

a considerable depth, the clay lying underneath is

made visible. All that extensive level country

south of New York, along the sea coast, widening

as you advance, and embracing a large part of the

southern States, consists chiefly of the tertiary

class of soils.

The fourth and last class of rocks, or soils, is

{he alluvial. This consists of all varieties of soil,

mingled and spread over low grounds by the

!

agency of water. This is the richest and most

productive of all soils ; and our own Connecticut

and its tributaries, particularly the Deerfield, the;

Westfield, and the Farmington, exhibit many in

teresting tracts of this description along their

margins. They are scattered, too, all over our

country ; and the world does not furnish a nobler

example than is seen along the Mississippi.

(To be continued )

From Gleanings in Husbandry.

HOT BEDS.
These are in general use in the northern parts

of Europe, without which they could not enjoy so

many of the products of warmer climates as they

now do, nor could they have tables furnished with

the several products of the garden, during the

winter and spring months.

Made with tanner's bark. This is preferable to

that made with duag for all tender exotic plants

or fruits which require an even degree of warmth
to be continued for seteral months. The manner

of making them is uh follows : Dig a trench three

feet deep if the ground be dry ; if wet, not above

six inches, and raised in proportion, so as to admit

of the tan being laid three feet thick. The length

must be proportioned to the frames intended to

cover it. The trench should be bricked up round

the sides to the height of three feet, and filled

with tan, such as the tanners have lately drawn
out of their vats. Ft should first be laid in a heap

for a week or ten days, that the moisture may
drain out of it, which if detained in, will prevent

its fermentation ; then put it in the trench and

beat it down gently with the spade without tread-

ing it, then put on the frame with the glasses, and

in a fortnight it will begin to heat, at which time

the pots of plants raav be put into it.

Ifhen made with horse manure it must be fresh

from the stable, and both the Ions and short fork-

ed up in a heap for a week or fortnight, turning it

over once or twice in that time, when it will be

fit to use. Make the bed the sixe of the frame,-

and cover it with rich earth, from six to ten inches

deep. When the bed is too hot, it may be cooled

by making holes in the sides with a stake, which

must be closed when the beds are of a proper

temperature; if too cold, line the sides with fresh

manure. Cucumbers thrive when the heat of the

mould is at 56 of the thermometer.

Besides tanner's hark and horse manure, hot

beds are made with oak leaves, straw steeped in

pond-water two or three days, coal ashes, grass ;

and nlso grains of malt after brewing thrown to-

gether in a heap and well watered, to make a fer-

ment and heat.

Mushroom beds are made like the ridges of a

house, composed of alternate layers of horse ma-

nure and earth, covered with litter ; in the sur-

face of these beds, when they have acquired a

sufficient degree of heat, the seeds are planted.

[From Hints for American Husbandmen.]

On Rape—its cultivation and produce hi Seed—
Its value as Green Food for Neat Cattle and

Sheep.

Bv John Hare Powel, Esq.

Powellon, Philadelphia country, 1327.

Dear Sir,— In accordance with your request.

I have prepared a notice on the cultivation, uses,

and value of cole or rape.

I am not aware that rape had been cultivated

extensively in any part of the United States, until

1824, when Mr. Miller and Mr. Phillips of this

county, obtained crops so extraordinary in pro-

duct and value, as to induce them to recommend
it to the notice of their neighbours, by the only

sort of evidence, which operative farmers will

receive.

I have no knowledge of its cultivation, except

from my observations abroad. It is highly valued

in many parts of Europe, as well for its product

in seeds, as for the large quantity of green food

which it affords throughout the greater part of

the year.

It may he sown either broadcast, or as turnips,

in drills— or, in beds, and be transplanted as oth-

er varieties of the Brassica or cabbage genus.

—

The usual and most successful mode, is to sow
from two to three quarts of seeds broadcast in

June or July, when intended for green food, but

in August or September, when destined to pro-

duce seeds in the next year.

The process of transplanting is too expensive

in this country—the necessary hand hoeing, un-
less the land has been well prepared oy previous
cleansing crops, would make rape, in the broadcast
system, much more troublesome, than if culti-

vated in rows, admitting the introduction of a
horse-hoe. Io favourable seasons I should not
hesitate, where land is" cheap and la*.our is dear,
to allow it, when intended for green rood, to take
its chance,without the aid of either hand or horse
hoeing.

It produces in ordinary seasons on rich allu-

vial, or other deep friible soils, from l'> to seven-
ty bushels of seeds, determined io quantity,

very much, by the accuracy of tillage trnd the

condition and nature of the land. Cire.it care

and precision are n»cessary in hanesting the

seeds in Jnne or July, of the ear - u seeding

that in which they are sovn. When the pods as-

sume a brownish ca-t, and some of ilf seeds be-

come black, the crop id reaped with sickles— laid

regularly in handsful or grips in rows, where it

continues until the straw becomes Foroewhat

white—the seeds of the colour of which we find

them in the shops. If they be allowed to become
too dry, they fa'l out on the slightest motion—
when carried too green, they are liable to be heat-

ed. At the proper time they must he thrashed

in the field upon ol I sails or cloths, to which the

crop should be carried upon sledges prepared with

cloths, or by similar means. The seeds most be

carefully spread in small quanlities in granaries

or on barn floors, and be occasionally moved.

Sheep and neat cattle are extravagantly fond of

it—but of all plants, perhaps it is the most likely

to cause them to be blown.

There is much difference of opinion as to its

nutritive properties in the- green state. I believe,

that it quite equals the common cabbage, and very-

far exceeds turnips of all kinds in the quantity of

nutrition it contains— in the value of the oil for

various manufacturing purposes, and the excel-

lence of the cake, after it has been expressed, for

cattle food and the manure of drill crops, no ques-

tion can be entertained.

It is not a cert' in crop—as it is exposed to ali

the enemies which attack turnips and cabbages

—

and is liable to be injured at the season of blos-

soming by mildew and sometimes by frost.

The Season.—The extraordinary mildness of

the present season, is the common topic of con-

versation. Our gardens and shrubberies have as-

sumed the appearance of spring. The prevalent

range of the thermometer has been from 58 to 66
;

occasionally it reached 70 : Green peas, aspara-

gus, tomatoes, with other spring vegetables, have

|

been in our market the whole of the past month.

i A friend informs us thathesa\ growing in a gen-

tleman's garden in the city, many Tobacco plants,

j
thrifty and in full bloom, which had sprung up

i since November, from roots of old plants; also
! Green Corn, fully fit for the table, grown from

[last year's seed

—

Southern Agriculturist, for Feb-

ruary, 1823.

Among the peculiarities of the season, says the

Macon Telegraph, of the 31st Dec. may be men-

tioned the appearance of a load of itater-:nehns

in oar market on Christinas dav ! They were

brought, we understand, from Twiggs county,and

sold at a good price. In the garden of Dr. Bird,

of this town, Strawberry pines have been for some

time in blossom.

—

ibid.
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Every Family to make their own Sioeet Oil-—It

is reported a person is going to take out a patent

for niaKing a small hand mill, for every person to

make their own sweet oil. This may easily be

done, by grinding or beating the seeds of white

poppies into a paste, then boil it in water,and skim

off the oil as it rises ; one bushel of seed weighs

50 pounds, and will produce two gallons of oil.

—

Of the sweet olive oil sold, half of it is oil of pop-

pies. The poppies will grow in any garden ; it

is the large head white poppy, sold by apotheca

ries. Large fields are sown with poppies in

France and Flanders, for the purpose of express-

ing oil from their seed, for food. When the seed

is taken out, the poppy head is boiled to an ex

tract (see New Dispensatory J, which is sold at half

a dollar per ounce, and is, in some respects, to be

preferred to opium, which now sells very high.

—

Large profits may be acquired by the cultivation

of poppies. Some acres of it are now sown near

Cambridge.

[I have used during the summer of 1819 noth-

ing but the oil of the bene seed, procured from

South Carolina and Georgia. This oil may he

obtained in quantities so large, as to be employed

profitably in making soap. For salads, I aver

from my own experience, that the bene oil furnish-

ed to me by Dr. Mease of Philadelphia, is fully

equal to olive oil ; and may certainly be afforded

at less than a dollar for a gallon. I say the same

also of the poppy oil made at the former Moravi

an settlement at Harmony near Pittsburgh. I

have tried a bottle of it, and find it no way infe

ri r to olive oil for any purpose. Half the salad

oil used in Paris at this moment, is poppy oil.

—

T C]

—

Domestic Encyclopedia-

runners of melon vines, namely: "If the hv-nch.es

be vigorous and long, stretch them carefully over

a level surfdee, and bury every fourth or fifth

joint. This is best done by means of a wooden
crotchet. The object of pinching or shortening

the stem, are thus completely fulfilled, without any

of the risk attending that operation, and with ad-

vantages peculiar to this method, as whenever the

plant is buried, new roots are formed for the bet-

ter nutrition of the stem and the fruit."

Virginia Pumpkin.— A mimnkin of unusual

size, grew on the farm of John Reynolds. Esq. a

few miles from Clarkshnrgh. Va. last season. It

weighed 390 pounds, and measured round the

middle 9 feet. All that grew on the same vine

weighed 840 lbs.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1828.

HOW TO RAISE MELONS.
The following method of raising early melons is

given in a "Treatise on Gardening," by J. Arm-
strong, of Dutchess county, N. Y. Select a spot

well defended against the north wind, and open to

the sun throughout the day. If such is not to be

found in your garden, create a temporary and art

ifici.il shel'er producing the same effect. At the

end of March, form holes two feet in diameter,

and distant from e.icli other seven feet and a half.

Fill these with horse dung and litter, or a mixture

of mould, dung, and sand. At the end of twenty

days, cover the holes, which have been thus filled,

with hand glasses. When the heat rises to 36 of

Reaumer, [1 13 Fahrenheit] sow the seeds four in-

ches apart ; and when the plants have acquired

two or three leaves, pinch off the end of the branch

or runner. This will produce lateral branches

which must again be pinched off, so soon as they

respectively attain the length of ten inches.

—

When the plant has out-grown the glass, the lat-

ter becomes useless, and may be removed—but

should the weather he wet or chilly, substitute

coverings of clean straw for that of glasses, until

the young plant becomes strong enough to bear

the open air. Two or throe melons only, are left

to each vine, and under each of these is placed a

slate, without which the upper and under sides

will not ripen together."

In another passage of the same work, the writer

gives the following method of superseding the ne-

cessity of pinching off the ends of the branches or

Welland Canal.—The last Report of the Board

of Directors announce the rapid progre=s of this

great public work. It appears that the whole line

from the Niagara and Welland rivers will be fin-

ished by O'-tober next, when the communication
between Lakes Rrie and Ontario, around the Falls

of Niagara, will be completed. The importance

of this undertaking win he seen, when it is stated

that the canal i« of suUi'-ient magnitude to he navi-

gated by vessels of 125 tons burth»n, and that

produce will soon he sent hv the o-dinarv lakp

craft, from all the upper lakes to Pre«cot. ]30
miles from Montreal, and to Oswe-ro, 18f> miles

from Albany The lockage, or fall from Prpscot

to tide water, on the St. I awrence. is only 196 ft.

and a canal of only 30 or 4't miles in length is re-

quired - to connect the Lakes with the Ocean ;

which, if on the same scale as the Welland. would

render the Lake Navigation, to a'l intents and

purnoses, a Sea Coast of greater extent than the

whole Atlantic Coast of North America. It ap-

pears that 50.0007. is required to complete the ca-

nal, and that Mr. Mcrritt. the Agent of the Com-
pany, is on his way to Fngland with an applica-

tion to the British Government for a loan to this

amount ; which, there can be no doubt will be ob-

tained.—JV Y. Mbinn.

Tooth Powder It may be gratifying to our

fair friends as well as those who wish to " stand

high in their good graces" on the scoe of cleanli-

ness, to publish the following receipt for making
a cheap and incomparably excellent dentifrice,

which not only makes the teeth white, hut also

gives strength to the gums and an agreeahle swret-

n ss to the breath—It is as follows:—Take half

an ounce ofGum Myrrh, one ounce of Chalk, and

one ounce of Charcoal. The ingredients must be
finely pulverized and sifted through a fine seive,

when it is fit for immediate use.

—

Jim. Advocate.

next day forwarded to New York, which it would
probably reach in about thirty days, thus afford-

ing president Adams an opportunity of perusing
his own speech in the Sun paper, after having
sailed across the Atlantic and back again, a dis-

tance of 7000 miles, in about forty-eight days !

—

Liverpool Courier.

RAIL ROADS.
We find in the last New-York Journal of Com-

merce, the following remarks on a subject in

which, we hope our fellow-citizens are deeply in-

terested :

RAIL ROAD TO THE WEST.
" The plan of a rail road from the city of New-

York to the waters of Lake Erie, which has been

suggested to the public, appears to me worthy of

attentive consideration, It is true that the Clin-

ton Canal (I know that I shall be understood, and

I wish the name might always be given) has real-

ized the most sanguine expectations of those who
planned it. But it is equally true, that it is closed

at least four months in the year ; and the legisla-

ture might as well pass a law that it should not

rain, as the one which was lately proposed, declar-

ing that the canal should be closed only from De-
cember to March. When it rains, we must even

do as they !o in Spam— let it rain ; and when it

freezes, we must let it freeze. Without attempt-

ing to resist the ordinances of nature, we must
prudently accommodate ourselves to them, and

making the Lest use we can of the canal in the

warm season, we must contrive some other mode
of transportation for the cold. I say we must ;

for with all the wonderful advantages of our local

situation and acquired facilities, the neighboring

states and cities are on the alert to take them
away from us. Massachusetts has lost none of her

wealth or enterprize. She will soon construct a

rail road from Boston to Albany, which will make
the transportation of goods much cheaper between
those two places, than by the present circuitous

route, through New- York city. If it be made on-

ly as cheap, it will at once prevent this city from

being any longer the entrepot of the trade be-

tween Boston and the west, of which 100,000 bbls.

of flour annually form one item. Still more, it

will unquestionably enable the capitalists of Bos-

ton to compete with our merchants for the whole

trade of the west. For they will then meet us on

equal terms at Albany with for' ign goods import-

ed into Boston, and transported on the rail road,

and for further transportation the canal is as free

to them as to us."

Singular Expetition *cios.i the Atlantic.—As a

proof of the great celerity with which news is cir-

culated at the present day, we may instant the

following:— The American President's Speech*
delivered at Washington, left New York in the

packet ship Silas Richards, on the 11th Decem-
ber, arrived in Liverpool on Monday the 31st, was
despatched, by express, to London at three o'cl'k.

where it reached at three o'clock on Tuesday
;

was printed and published by five o'clock the

same evening, in a second edition of the "Sunv
Evening Paper, occupying nearly five columns,
closely printed, and left London that night by all

the mails at eight o'clock, arrived again in Liver-

pool on Wednesday at seven,copies of which were

Nothing is more delightful than an eveningpar-

ty in a private German circle. You assemble for

this occasion immediately after tea, which is reg-

ularly taken at six o'cloi k. Some refreshments,

such as pine-apples,grapes, &c. are handed round.

The whist, quadrille, or ombre tables are arranged,

and the company sit down to play. During the

play, a band perforins tunes of Mozart's, Weber's,

and Ro/ini's operas ; and if there are daughters

in the family, whom their friends are coming to

see, a dance is arranged before you are aware.-

—

There is in every house not only the music mas-

ter, but at least two or three servants who are ex-

cellent performers. Their rooms not being car-

peted, but parquetted and polished with wax, are

at any time ready for this occasion. It is in these

evening parties that the amiable and fascinating

character of the high classes of the Austrian em-

pire shines out in all its charms.

—

Austria as it is.
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a> i,. <..,« minces Russian Flax Seed.

Cure for sprains or bruises.-T<.ke two oun ^^^ rt d with thenih

of cast-steel soap, half pint alcohol or s pintt
.
I iof ihe New England Farmer, No. ^NorA«tori^aj^.B

• iv n,M together, then add half pint beef
, „_a ,ew buSl.els genuine RUSSIAN FLAX SEED

wine, mix them togeuier, mi« r ^ b rhar|es Thorndike, Esq. of i

.all ;
put it into a bottle and stop it tight. 1

he

older it is the better Bathe the parts affected

with it and you will find immediate relief.

THAMES TUNNEL
This prodigious undertaking, notwithstanding

the serious casualties which have interrupted its

progress, is still to be prosecuted with vigour.—

Since the irruption of Jan. 12, which was less con-

siderable than the former breach, the cavity has

been filled, and the water principally re-drawn

from the tunnel. About 700 feet remain to be

excavated—rather more than half the whole dis-

tance across the river. The company's funds are

reduced to £-21,000 ; and contributions are so

licitPd from the public in further aid ot this grand

sub-marine turnpike. The younger Mr. Brunei,

one of the superintendants, narrowly escaped the

fate of the six workmen drowned by the last sud-

den incursion.— Eve. Bulletin.
^

INDIAN CURE FOR THE EAR ACHE.

Take a piece of the lean of mutton, about the

size of a large walnut; put it into the fire and

burn it for some time, till it becomes almost re-

'ported direct foil Ifiga. by Charles Thorndike .Esq. of lhi«

City This is the son of Flax dial was introduced a lew yean

'nee, by CoL Perkins, from Russia, and which » BOW ex.en-

vely cultivated in Bristol county in this Stale-and is lound far

iperior to the common Flax.

The following is an extract from f ol. Perkins letter, to the

corresponding Secretary of the Massachusetts Agricultural boci-

accompanvmg a cask of the seed.

When in Ireland last summer, I conversed with some ol the

venders of Flax .Seed, from whom I harnt that the growers of

flax preferred the se»d from Riga, to that of any other country,

after that the seed from Holland, and last of all the seed from

the United States: of this, the seed Irom the Stale ol New York

had the preference. Upon inquiry. I found the Dutch seed was

preferred, from being more clear ol tares than ours, and lite in-

spection was more attended to in the State ol New York, thai,

n Massachusetts. The whole importation into Ireland was

54,filin casks, of which 51.354 came from the United State.

from Holland, ami 2000 from Riga

Hose Bushes and Crape Fines.

For sale at the Hook ol SAMUEL DOWNER, in Dorche,

ter 30 hundred leal Row bmtxst 90 do. Province, or Cabbage

10 do. four season—JOO do. Damask—30 do. Burguudy—5 do

Austrian—25 do. Marble—10 do. Tuneauy— 100 -lo. Irenrb—

6 vitv large pots monthly Rose*, sixteen years old, and in pnmc-

healib—7 varieties Double Dahlias—Single, do.—8 Lager-to-

ceroia Indica or Crape Myrtle, two ot wmch are 20 yean, old—

200 Grape Vines, (White Sweet water)—Snow bail Bosbes—

White Lilies—Red and White I.Macs.

!0 Demijohns Double and Single distilled Rose Water, made

entirely own Damask Rosea. "TV above B«W*t is con-

stantly kept for sale at Mr. C. Wades Porter Cellar, No. 1-

.UercLanl's Row, by Demijohn or less qaanuly.

Isabella Grape.

Vines of the ISABELLA GRAPE may I* had, on application

to the Subscriber, in Dorc! ester, or at h.s office, < 1 1 Congress

Street ZEB. COOK, Jr.

Wanted as above, a fir,, rate Gardener, wbo can produc,

The Riga seed satisfactory recommendations.

........andTin ordinary seasons. 20 to 30s. sterling more than the
|

- ~
li'irlcij.

Dutch seed, and the latter 10 to 15s. more than ours. A"""!
,

(h Seed Establishment connected with the New
penmen, had been made of sowing in *•"»* in place of, Fo -sate a.^he L I ^^ ^^ a

%^SS£*SZ&£g22ti^E££ f^ulls of fee BarUy, raised ,u Roxbury, Ms.
__

in length. This, I understood, was from Riga seed.
j

. FARM WANTED.
Early Potatos.

havinea large and good farm, that is capable,

A few barrels of superior Early ManlyI^^£»£
I

*"/
d
P
oeTmake not'leLThan .^hundred tons of good hay,

ceived. This is the same sort as hose sold at this placelast
,

ana a
r„ „ of tillage and pasture land, and a

year, which gave universal satisfaction, as to uncommon ^,-
,

w.^^suitaD, JFg^nhJSs, wfthgpod bu.idu.gs. and

ness, and good quality. ri,™Tp«Pl a nleasaiil and healihv situation, as to good neighborhood, (and

Also, see- o? the Cuba Tobacco, YeHow Tobacco, Teazel,
( '^^ 6„ or .:„ mlles ,rom |,05l0„, woufa be preferred,)

Lentils Sp"„g Wheat, Spring Rye, Barley. Rape. Broom
|

no
genius, ay

f A,„,^ ,f,l Ri™ Corn, various sorts -
ota large wuimis

, H"" " - — —
Lpuli

,' s p„g wheat, Spring Rye, Barley, nape, cruou. ,

-jJ.-SrSlnicta letter, giving a very particular descriptior.

it for some time, till it becomes almost re- xf «
elches Cas£r oi],

Bean ,
Coro

;. ^»™us »rts|_ w.l^pte^»«t ^elLe* Zgnd Unas of jay-

duced into a cinder; then put it into a piece of Weld, &l.o^Locus|.J^J^oS g*'^'andRed" menfteA. Z.
g
(Leo! Mr Russell, publisher of the N

clean rag, and squeeze it until some moisture is g^^gjffi
expresse'd, which must be dropped into the ear as

hot as the patient cm bear it.

An apricot tree in the rear of Pine-street, New

York, has already shed part of its blossoms, and

the fruit has begun to form.

Post Office.—We understand there were up-

wards of 8,000 letters assorted and mailed at our

Clover. Mangel Wurtzel, &,

.

IT just received from Europe, 1000 pounds of fresh Lucerne

Seed.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees-

The KENRICK NURSERIES in Newton, near

Brighton, are the most extensive in New England.

( ic.iileinen in want of Trees, are invited to call—

examine for themselves—and, make their own se-

lections. The Apple and Peach Trees are extra-

,ary lor size, variety, and thriftiness
srus o! o,uuu «,«.=.= .=ow..~- p~:"'."'

written orders addressed to JOHN or WM. KENRICK,
Post Office yesterday—an instance of despatch

ajYe
'

n ,

e
lo the

seldom equalled. During the two last days, up-

wards of 11,000 were mailed.—JV. Y. Statesman.

Large CW.—A cow four years old, of extraor-

dinary size, was slaughtered in Hallowell, Me. a

few weeks since. She weighed 900^ pounds, and

had 71 pounds of tallow. She was raised by

Charles Vaughaii, Esq. and was one of a breed

imported by him in 1792.

Uj* An article from an esteemed friend in Cambridge, on the

Cultivation and Forcing of Sea Kail, came too late for tliis

paper. An article on the Propagation of Salt Water Fish in

fresh water, and the progress of the experiments made in Scot-

land, will soon appear.

and sent lo the Newton Post office, or left with Joseph Bridge,

agent, in Court-street; where Catalogues may be had gratis-

wall he carefully attended to. Trees will be suitably packed

for shipping or land conveyance, and delivered in Boston when

desired Gentlemen living at a distance. however, should have

agents in the city lo receive and pay for them. Mar. 14

Wanted

A M \N to take charge of a valuable Dairy and Farm within

12 mi'es of Boston. To one who can produce undoubted recom-

meHdations, liberal terms will be offered. Apply at the ofhee

ofthcll. E. Farmer. March
'

land Fanner.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODITE.

40,000.
For sale. Forty Thousand engrafted APPLE TREES, from

two lo four years Irom the graft—consisting of forty-three kinds

of the most approved aud superior Fruits; including early au-

tumn and winter Apples. Also, other Fiuit and Irnamental

Trees. Orders mav be sent to this place via Post office, d

reeled lo FRANCIS WINSHIP.
Briehten, March 21j(, 1828.

Turkey Rhubarb.

For sal- at the Seed Establishment, No. 52 North Market St.

a few Loots of Rheum Palmalum, or True 1 tirkey Rhubarb—

being the medicinal sort. Raised by John Prince, Esq ot Kox-

bury? Price, #1 per root. March 1-1

Garden Seeds.

The subscriber has lor sale a very large assortment of fresh

and genuine Garden Seeds, from the New England Farmer

Seed Establishment. Boston.

Likewise, a few pounds Lucerne Seed.

Newhuryport. March 21. E. STEDMAN.

Milk Carriage.

For sale, a pew Milk Carriage—inquire of Walter Frost, No 18

Common street. Boston. March 21

Gunpowder, o/c.

Du Pout's Gun Powder, a. 25 lo 50 cts per pound—Shot— Balls

—Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum— Refined Salt Petre—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Ditpont Pnwder Store, No. 65 Broad street—

By E. COPELAND, Jr

O5 No Du Pont Powder is warranted genuine, unless mark-

ed "E. Coprland. ;'.'. Boston." Sold as above.
'

'
J

tf March 14

Greenwich Garden.

Carmine and Varick-strects, not five minutes walk from St.

Thomas Church, Broadway, along Houston street.

D KENNEY, Proprietor of this Establishment, grateful (or

past favors mv' the liberal encouragement he has experienced

for a number of years, begs leave to inform his friends and the

public, that he has received his subaunual importation ol Bul-

bous Flower roots-Garden Seeds— Fruit Trees. &c. ol every

description ; all of which are in excellent preservation, and will

be sold on the most reasonable terms. The importations are

from the first firms in England. France, and Hol.and, and are

warranted to be good and genuine, and no doubt will give gen-

eral satisfaction, lo the Agriculturist, Horticulturist, ami Florist.

A choice collection of Green house Plants-also hardy Herba-

ceous Plains, many of which are very rare and scarce. Also,

a choice collection of Rose Bushes, many ol which, originally

raised Iron, seed by him ; are new, and not in any other collec-

tion, for winch a premium has been awarded by the :\e'

APPLES, best.

ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, new, -

Cargo, No. 1, new,

Cargo, No. 2, new.

BUTTER, inspected. No. 1, new,

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street

Geuesee, -

Rye, best, -

GRAIN, Corn,
Rye, - - -

Barley, - - - -

Oats, -

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new.

LIME, - ---.,- "

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, - - - -

Navy, mess, new.
Cargo, No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, - - -

Rye Grass, -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass. -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne, -

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover,

French Sugar Beet. -

Mangel W artzel,

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed.

Merino, three lourtl^ wished.

Merino, half& quarter wash* 1

Native, washed,
Pulled, Lamb's, firs: s a. -

Pulled, Lamb's, second son.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

i ku:i ro

Band - 0i. ! 2 50
tou. 107 50'110 i»

IIS 00 115 00

pound.

barrel.

bushel.

barrel.

bushel.

pound.

PRbVfSlON MARKET.
Other Shrubs and Tree-, in 2'reat al.un- ' P.EEF. best pieces, -

: - PORK, lifsh, best pieces, - •

Hoi-ticultuial Society. ^

dance. The Hvac nlhs. Narcissus. Crocus, o. c. are now i

bloom will continue in succession the greate-t part of the year
;

and will be well worthy a visit lo the Garoen and Greenhouse,

by anv lady or gentleman in or near die city.

ET Bouquets furnishe I. Grape \ lues, Trees, and Shrubs

pruned or trained, at the shonest notice. Asparagus Plants of

the firs' quality. Catalogues may be had at the Garden gratis.

Orders Irom anv part of the Union will be strictly attended to.

Gentlemen supplied wi'h experienced Gardeners. Likewise,

situations got lor Gardeners of industrious, sober habits, and

thai perfectly understand their business, none other need apply.

New York. March 1-1.

hole hogs.

VF.A!..
MUTTON. - - - - -

POil.TRY. - - - -

BUTTER, kegand tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS.
MEAL. Rye, retail. -

Indian, retail.

POTATOS, - - - -

CIDER, [according to quality.]
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MISCELLANIES.

ON PLANTING A TULIP ROOT.

Here t.e< a hulb, the child of earth,

Buried alive beneath the clod,

Ere long to spring1

, by second birth,

A sew and nobler work of God.

'"Tis said that microscopic power

Might thro' its swaddling folds descry

The infant image of the flower,

Too exquisite to meet the eye.

This, vernal suns and rains will swell.

Till from its dark abode it peep,

Like Venus rising from her shell,

Amidst the spring-tide of the deep.

Two shapely leaves will first unfold,

Then, on a smooth elastic stem,

The verdant bud shall turn to gold.

And open in a diadem.

Not one of Flora's brilliant race

A form more perfect can display

;

Art could not leign mote simple grace.

Nor nature take a hue away.

Yet, rich as morn of many a hue,

When flushing clouds thro' darkness strike,

The tulip's petals shine in dew,

All beautiful—but none alike.

Kings, on their bridal, might unrobe,

To lay their glories at its foot

;

And queens, their sceptre, crown, and globe,

Exchange lor blossom, stalk, and root.

Here could I stand and moralize

;

Lady, I leave that part to thee,

Be thy next birth in Paradise,

Thy life to come, eternity.

Acquaintance table.—The following clever sta-

tistics we find in an old Magazine of many years'

antiquity, but the numerical statements apply as

well now as then :

J"
Glances ~)

f Bow.

%, J
Bow s

, J
How d'ye do.

Iwo < ,, ,, , , > make one < „ '
.

j
ilow d'ye do s

j j
Conversation.

) Conversations J \_
Acquaintance.

A landlord threatened a poor Irishman, the oth-

er day, to put a distress in his house, if he did not

pay his rent. "Put a distress in, is it you mane?"

said Pat ;—"Och, by St. Anthony's soa, but you'd

better take distress out— there's too much in al-

ready, by the mither that bore me!"

Compliment to Boston.—The Southern Review,

in an elegant article on classical learning, thus al-

ludes to the literature of the North. "These im-

provements, with so many more, are beginning to

spring up and blossom, with great freshness and

luxuriance, about the favored city of Boston, our

western Florence, in which industry has been the

willing tributary of letters and the arts, and which

is, throughout all its institutions, its character,

and its pursuits, one great monument of what

commerce has done to civilize and adorn life."

The celebrated engineer, J. M. Brumel, super-

intendent of the Tunnel undei the Thames, at

London, is a native of the United States, and was
the inventor of the block machinery at the dock-

yards, Portsmouth.

Large Fruit.—The editor of the Detroit Gaz
ette in speaking of the fertility of that territory

says, that during the last month, he has seen sev-

eral water-melons, each of which weighed tip

wards offorty pounds—and that it is not extraer

dinary to see a beet which will weigh more than

eighteen pounds. The following are given as the

weight and dimensions of a pear picked in a gar

den at Detroit. Weight 30 ounces ; longitudinal

circumference 17£ inches ; longitudinal diameter

7£ inches ; circumference 14£ inches.

TO MAKE A MARROW PUDDING.
Take a quart of cream and milk, and a quarter

of a pound of Naples biscuit, put them on the fire

in a stew-pan, and boil them up : take the yolks

of eight eggs, the whites of four beat very fiue, a

little soft sugar, some marrow chopped, a small

glass of brandy and sack, a little orange-flower

water ; mix all well together, and put them on

the fire ; keep stirring till it is thick, and put

hot rice water, or a solution of isinglass in water.
It is observed that not more than one root in

twelve will clarify. This plant grows abundant-
ly near Philadelphia.

Fruit Trees.
WILLIAM PP.INCE, the Proprietor of the Lin-
nsean Botanic Garden and Nurseries at Flushing,
Long Island

.
has the pleasure of informing the pub-

lic, that Ins Nursery now contains 172 varieties of
the Apple—202 do. of the Pears—76 do. of Cher-
of Plums—25 do. of Apricots—84 do. of Peaches

—20 do. of Nectarines—10 do. of Almonds—14 do. of Mulber-
ries—6 do. of Quinces—16 do. of Figs—16 do. of Currants

—

lb
do. of Raspberries—47 do of Gooseberries—20 do. of Straw-
berries—257 do. of Grapes—600 do. of Ornamental Trees, &c.
Above 500 of the above kinds of Fruit are not to be found in

any other collection in America. The different varieties cannot
be otherwise than genuine, as the greatest attention is paid, and
nearly all the kinds are inoculated from bearing trees. The
Cherry, Peach, and other Trees, are generally of a large size.

Catalogues may be obtained of J. R Newell, at the Agricul-
tural Warehouse, 52 North Market-street, gratis ; and orders
left there, or sent by mail, will meet prompt attention.

March 14

JAMES BLOODGOOD &. Co's.

Nursery, at Flushing, on Long Island, near New
York.

IN behalf of the Proprietors of the above Nursery,
the subscriber solicits the orders of Horticulturists

who may be desirious of slocking their gardens
and fields with Fruit Trees of the finest sorts, and

most healthy and vigorous stocks the present reason.

Bloodgood &. Co. attend personally to the bioculating and

Engrafting of all their Fruit Trees—and purchasers may rely

with confidence, that the Trees they order will prove genuine.

The subscriber, Agent of the above Nursery, will receive orders

for anv quantity of

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS.

AND
PLANTS

The Trees will be delivered in this City, at the risk and ex-

pense ol the purchaser—the bills may be paid to him.

The reputation of this Nursery is so extensively known, and
has been so well sustained, that I take leave to refer those in

want of Trees, to any of the Horticulturists in this City and its

vicinity, and if ocular demonsiraiion is desired, I invite those

who wish to be thus satisfied, to examine the Trees in my gar-

den at Dorchester, procured from this Nursery for three or four

years past, some of which are now in bearing, all in a healthy

and vigorous state.

(Up Catalogues will be delivered gratis, on application to

ZEB. COOK, Jr. Rogers' Buildings—Congress St.

Landreth's Nurseries—Near Philadelphia.

From the patronage already extended this Establishment, by

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again
•i.

I

induced to advertise to them their Nurseries, as offering pecu-
Receipt for a rout.— Take all the ladies and I

t t cold have a dish rimmed with puff- liar facilities tor the acquirements of useful & ornamental vege-

gcntlemen vou can collect—put them into a room .
°,. . . ,, . ., .. f table productions. The collection now cultivated by them, con-

wit h a slow fire stew them well—havinir readv Paste 'PUt the aboVe ln
>
sP"nk 'e currants that have sisl9 f an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornamental

with a slow hre—stew them well—having ready
been weH washt,d jn cold wa( .

an(J rubbed clean Trees and Shrubs-Greenhouse Plants-Bulbous Roots, and
twelve packs or cards— a piano lorte—a handtul . , . „„„.,:„ i: i

>• , Garden Seeds. The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in

c • . j a . .u • e .- in a cloth, marrow cut in slices, and some candied ""} „_,.„ h . _nv in ,.:„ „„„._, i, ,,,„i,races most of thecel-
ol prints or drawings, and put them in, from time , .

, ,

, real vaue. o\ an> m inis eounirv n i mi .races most oi me cei-

, . , . , lemon, orange and citron, cut in shreds, and send ebrated kinds of Europe with all the esteemed varieties which
to time. As the mixture thickens, sweeten with •. . .. .u r ,_ „ L , I

h.v.
...

'

., ., ... ,
... it to the oven ; three quarters of an hour will bake ! have

politesse, and season with wit, it you have any, it .. ... , . obser

L, „„„' .„;ii ,i„ „„d i„ L.J.uJH ™i„„ it '> senAxtu P iioL asco
flattery will do, and is very cheap. When

all have stewed well for an hour, add some ices,

jellies, cakes, lemonade, and wines ;—the more of

these ingredients you put in, the more substantial

will your rout be. Fill your room quite full and

let the scum run off!

A grammatical pupil.—A country school master

in the neighborhood of Cucdney, the other day,

after oivino one of his pupils a sound drubbing for

speaking bad grammar, sent him to the other end

of the room to inform another boy that he wished

to speak to him, and at the same time promised to

repeat the dose if he spoke to him ungrammati-

cally. The boy being quite satisfied with what he

had got, determined to be exact, and thus address-

ed his fellow pupil: "There is a common substan-

tive of the masculine gender, singular number,

no-'iinaiive case, and in an angry mood, that sits

perched upon the eminence at the other end of

the room wishes to articulate a few sentences to

you in the present tense."

The Ginseng, or panax quinquefolium, L. is an
exotic plant growing wild in North America.
The dried root of ginseng has a mucilaginous,

sweetish taste, similar to that of liquorice, but ac-

companied with some degree of bitterness, and a

slight aromatic warmth, with very little odour.

—

The Chinese ascribe extraordinary virtues to this

plant, and consider it as a sovereign remedy in al-

most every disease to which they are subject. No
proofs, however, of its wonderful efficacy have oc-

curred in Europe.

This well known plant, according to Dr. Mease,

iginated on this continent. The utmost care has been
bserved in making the selection, and the whole is now offered

as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-

sons not acquainted with the different varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely stating the time

Iheywish them to ripen, may confidently refer the rest to the

proprietors, without a fear of disappointment.

The Ornamental department is rich in native and exotic

Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Green-house Plants,

most of which are calculated for adorning in the w inter seasons,

parlours, sitting-rooms, &c. with an assortment of Hardy Flow-

ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors In this branch, certainly

must obtain for them a preference withs all who will consider the

subject in the slightest degree. The peparation of those kinds

liaole to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering, &c. all being under their own personal sup-

erintendence undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-tmposit

is the only native production of tbeUniied States, ' «>« on for
f
i?n

'
mP°r,a,ions '

or °" car
D
ele
f

or
.
'"experienced

,. .
r

.

.«-=,
(,r(nvers at li„m ,.. Orders received hv Parker & Codman, No.

which answers to export in order to procure the gi Congress-St. Boston, of whom priced catalogues of the whole

luxuries of China. It is not much esteemed in ' may be had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of hav-

r,,. , , .r. , „ ;,,«• every article well and safelv packed and forwarded.
China, unless clarified, except in tunes of a great » ^ ,5 tf D. & C. LANDRETH.
scarcity of the plant. The process of clarifying,

i
«»»—^—

—

......
.

-

though hitherto kept a profound secret, consists 1 ITT Published every Friday, at Three. Dollars per annum,

,, c i i- »• c v j . navablc at the end of the year ; but those who pay within sixty
in the careful application of heat and moisture to [^ ffam the time ot

-

subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of

the fresh roots, and afterwards dipping them in Fifhj Gmts.
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INSECTS ON PEACH TREES.
allowing abloand useful article was written for ihe last

Dumber of the Massachusetts Agricultural Journal, in answer
to a letter from John Lowell, Esq

, President of the Mas-
sachusetts Agricultural Society,and one of the Editors of that

Journal.]

Milton. June 6. 1828.
Dear Sir—The inserts which you sent, are

plant-lice, or Aphides peculiar to the leaves of
the Peach-tree. Scarcely a plant exists to which
species is not appropriated, and hence most of
hem are called by the name of the plant on
.vhich they live ; as Aphis Rosce ; Aphis Cerasi

;

A.pruni; a. Brassica : fyc. fyc. ; and this species
may be called Aphis persicm.

Aphides are furnished with a proboscis with
which they puncture the leaves, their pedicels,
the buds, or the young twigs of plants, and
through it draw the sap for the.ir nourishment
Those which derive it from leaves proceed from
minute eggs, deposited the preceding year, near
the leaf-buds : the eggs endure the winter, and
are hatched as soon as the buds begin to expand.
The aphides, by pumping the sap from the under
surface of the leaf, cause it to project, above, in
irregular convexities of a reddish colour, and, a
length, to become tortuous and changed in struc
ttue. Independently, then, of the exhaustion orr

by iliose small insects, the tree suffers i:i

consequence of the interruption or imperfect per-
formance of the functions belonging to the leaves.

De Geer * when describing the aphis of the
Elm, informs us that the aphis hatched from the
egg in spring, the mother of the succeeding race,
by repeatedly wounding the leaf, causes it to curl,

and become unequal, thus forming a secure shel-
ter for her young. Reaumurf asserts that it is

only when the leaves are young and tender that
this deformity is produced, and that, when the
leaves are fully grown and tough, they are not al-
tered in form by the punctures of aphides.
The aphis of the peach-tree is very briefly no-

ticed by Kirby and Spence, (Introduct. vol. i. p.
202, edit. 2d.) but does-not appear to have been
described by entomological writers.
The economy and habits of all aphides are sim-

ilar, or vary only as it respects the part of the
plants on which they subsist. The first which
appear in spring are hatched from eggs, and are
females only. They change their skins repeated-
ly, and perish soon after bringing forth their
young. These young aphides proceed in the
same way, being also viviparous ; and the race is
continued by a succession of viviparous females
till autumn, when males and females both appear,
and terminate the series for the season. The
product of their union is however changed

; for
these females deposit the eggs beforementio'ned,
which are destined to continue the species anoth-
er year, through several successive generations,
without the intervention of males.

This is not the only wonderful fact| in the his

tory of aphides
; there is another which is equal-

ly true of all species.

Wherever Aphides prevail there will ants en-
deavor to gain access. They are attracted by
lh sweetish fluid which exudes from the two lit-

tle horns terminating the body of the aphis. The
ants not only collect this from the surface of the
leaves, but catch it as it is ejected by the aphides,
and even compel them to yield it at their pleas-
ure. This they effect by patting briskly and al-
ternately each side of the body of the aphis with
their antennas : the flow of the fluid being thus
stimulated and accelerated, and distilling drop by
drop, is greedily swallowed by the successful op-
erator.

Ants are, of course, on the most friendly terms,
with aphides

; but the latter have redoubtable en-
eniies of the insect kind. These are the lame of
the lady-bug, (Coccinella) that of the fcetid lace-
winged fly (Hemerobius) and that of a two-wing-
ed fly, (SyRPHUS.)

The first is an elongated, flattened, blueish lar-
va, spotted with yellow or red, and having six
legs near the head. It may often be s. en on
lousy plants, where it regales itself by feasting on
the numerous carcases which its superior size and
strength enable it to slaughter. As the genus
Coccinella not only abounds in species, but also
in individuals, it is very generally diffused amongst
plants, and its services are very considerable.

The second Aphidivorous insect is the young
a fly, Laving 4 wings resembling the most del-

icate lace, with brilliant eyes ; but which, not-
wnhstanding its beauty is extremely disgusting
from the powerful excrementitious odour it ex-
hales. This fly (Hemerobius perla,) suspends its
eggs be threads in clusters where aphides prevail.
The laiva is provided with a pair of large, curv-
ed, and pointed teeth, moving laterally, and per-
forated with holes, through which it sucks the
juices of its victims. The havoc it makes is as-
tonishing, for one minute suffices to destroy and
extract all the fluid of the largest aphis.

^
The list are the grubs of two-winged flies

Strphi) cf various kinds. Some of these flies
are black ivith yellow spots on the body. I have
often seen them about trees and plants deposit-
ing their eggs, which they do on the wing, like
the Bot-fly, curving the tail beneath a leaf and
leaving an egg where aphides are discovered.
Others lay their eggs near the buds of trees,
where the young may find their appropriate nour-
ishment as soon as hatched. These grubs are
pointed near the head and larger towards the
tan

;
their mouth is furnished with a triple point-

*Vol. iii.p.88. t Vol. iii.p. 296.
t See Kirbv and Spence. Introduct vol ii n RQ do

• p. 17(.i. Also Reaumur, and He Geer.' IiVtoT'be£ i
?"?,'.

by
,

lhe production of the above-mentioned 1ue "useT,ea
j
fertilized eggs. (See also Encyclopedias. Aphis.)

lhatthe hrst generations of Aphides arc the most numerous andmat they progressively decrease in numbers. This arises from
several causes

; one is the slaughter of the race by its enemies;
the Second is that some become winged and fly away to other
ireei; the third cause is that they become gradually less prolif-

'. till the appearance of a few oviparous females aud still fewer
lales terminates the series. This circumsiance is a curious

lectin physiology A single impregnation in' the autumn is
^rrxient for the fecundation of all the generations the next
1
ear. Prolific females only are produced, aud these, at first,

in great numbers ; though their successors still continue to brin"
orlt their kind, the energy of the impregnation would appear
to bt gradually lessened from the gradual decrease of their
nunbers, till, at last, it is exhausted at the birdi of a few males
aim lemales, whose care it is to provide for another era in the
ract by the production of the above-mentioned wondcrfullv
ifirtllXPli f> trcrc IKnn al™ ITnKfnlAtwulI^, a

ed dan, with which thej pierce their prey, eleratt
it into the air, and devour it at leisure.

'

VVnat a
more singular still, that this grub is entirely blind:
but the provident rare of the parent fly, in plac-
ing it in the rsrj midst of the sluggish aphides,
enables it, without much groping about, to
and destroy then, by hundreds.
Mr Kirby says that on examining his currant

bushe
, which but a week before were infested

by myriads of aphides, not one wa.- to be found
;

but beneath each leaf were 3 or 4 full fed grubs
of the Aphidivorous fly, surrounded by heaps of
the slain, the trophies of their successful warfare.
He also says that he has found it verv easj to
clear a plant or small tree office, by placing upon
it several larvae 01' Cocci.vei.la or Svrphi.

Aphides are not the only insects which cause
the deformity in the leaves of trees. I am per-
suaded that a minute elongated Thrips contri-
butes greatly to the same disease. (One of the
larva: was concealed in a leaf you sent me, and I
have frequently seen them on the Peach-tree.) I
am led to this conclusion from having frequently
examined small trees where the leaves were curl-
ed, without being able to discover either aphides,
their skins, or the aphidivorous larvae; but have
found one or two larvae of the Thrips, or the per-
fect insect beneath nearly every leaf. Linnaeus
conjectured that the monstrosity observed on the
flowers of a kiwi of Lotus was caused by these
minute insects I have repeatedly detected
them in sirrtilaf excrescences of leaves and flow-
ers. Since they, like the aphides, are furnished
with a proboscis, it is highly probable that, like
them also, they use it in inflicting the same del-
eterious punctures. The largest Thrips does not
exceed one line in length, and hence they are not
readily detected.

I have tried various methods to destroy plant-
lice, and give the preference to a decoction of to-
bacco. This may be thrown upon the trees bv
means of a garden engine ; and if the stream be
directed beneath the limbs with considerable force
it will not only dislodge but kill the lice. A so-
lution of potash or soap-suds, would, perhaps,
answer the same purpose. Fumigation with to-
bacco is also successful where it is practicable.

Please excuse haste.

I am, dear sir,

very respectfully,

your humble serv't,

T. W. HARRIS.
FOR THB NEW ENGLAND FAMEE.

STATE COLLECTION OF MINERALS.
Mr. Fessexde>-,—The rapid improvements in

agriculture, nianafactures, and the facilities for in-

ternal commerce, bringing into requisition all our
resources from the mineral kingdom—ledges of
granite, marble, slate, and soap-stone—beds of
marl, clay, peat, and sand—ores of iron and oth-
er metals, are all needed to prosecute the great
works of improvement, and to advance individual
as well as public prosperity. About two hundred
and fifty different species, or varieties of minerals
have already been discovered in the State of Mas-
sachusetts, and many of them applied for the ben-
efit of the art?. Numerous deposits and some va-
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rieties'Toubtless remain yet to be discovered— I we intend to have the most durable, and yet have
j

But by comparing the four last with white oak.,

ought' certainlv to be more generally known, and it exposed to the weather* At the time of writ- provided they were all felled in September, they

„„;™l„ xnnlipd tr> their legitimate uses. I ing those statements, I had one experiment going will stand nearly thus :

Oak, 10.0 Maple, 5.5

Walnut, 6.2

Elm, 4.5

more extensively applied to "their legitimate uses.
J

ing those statements, I had one experiment going will stand nearly tnus :

In connection with this subject, every one will see on, which had not come to a result. In Septem-

that a State deposite of minerals, must be of ex- ber 10, 1822 I bought a maple log, and felled it

tensive utility and of very easy accomplishment.
|

for timber to work into a null. After working

ft would furnish not only to members of the legis-
|

what I wanted at that time, the remainder was

lature, but to citizens generally, on their visit to
j

left exposed to the weather. In June 1823, 1 had

the metropolis, a convenient opportunity of an another fallen, and left part of it exposed to the

acquaintance with their mineral productions and
|

weather by the side of the other. In October,

resources. And numerous individuals in various
j

1825, I examined both pieces, and found the one

sections of the State, already possess interest and that was felled in June was affected with white

knowledge enough upon the subject to lend their rot, all through the timber; but on examining

aid to forward it. Through the medium of legis-
j

that which was cut in September, I found the out-

lators, a collection from their several towns might
\

side colored in about one fourth of an mch
;
the

very soon be made, and with great ease. And it remainder white, and as good for timber as it

is hoped and believed that the legislature would
,

ever had been.

cheerfully appropriate a room in the State-house '. In 1827, in August, I was making an engine to

for the collection, and funds sufficient to defray a paper mill, and had timber to work, which was

the expense of transporting, <Lcc.

Several States in the Union have already pro-

cured collections of the kind proposed ; and if a

deposite should be made in the capital of each

State, an exchange might be instituted, which

would be mutually and extensively beneficial to

the whole community. FRANKLIN.

We entirely concur with the writer of the above

article respecting the importance of a deposite of

minerals of the kind above described. Mineralo-

gy is a science of great practical utility, and inti-

mately connected with agriculture ; and of course

with the prosperity of the country. Man would

be a savage, without minerals ; deprive him of

iron and you destroy more than three fourths of

his physical powers. Mineral substances which

are valuable for manures, for buildings, for paints,

pottery, medicine, and other purposes, embracing

almost the whole circle of tho useful arts may lurk

undiscovered for ages, in access hie situations, but

of no service to mankind, merely for the want of

a little skill in mineralogy, a knowledge of those

appearances, soils, strata cr layers of earth, which
are infallible indices of the presence of minerals.

We have no doubt but that there are thousands of

Ash, 5.6

PHINEAS STEVENS.
Andover, June 29, 1828.

FOR THE BE

felled in June, about the 10th. The bark was left

on until we worked it, when to our surprise, the

white sap-wood, in some places had been rotten.

This was the Quercus alba, white oak. From a

consideration of the approaching scarcity of tim-

ber, in this part of the country, I have been led

to communicate these remarks, not with a view of

contradicting any person, for I think that a few

degrees of latitude may make some considerable

difference in the time when trees cease to extend

their branches, and form their leaf and fruit buds

for the next year, which is an indication that the

GRAFTING.
Mr. Fessenden,—Through the mediuqiMjf the

New England Farmer, I wish some of your cor-

respondents would describe the best mode of man-
agement on grafted trees— say apple trees, that

have this spring been headed and grafted—whose
trunks are from ten to twenty-five inches in dia-

meter, and have from twenty-five to one hundred
stocks on a tree. Whether it is best to keep the

young sprouts or suckers clear from the trees, or

suffer them to remain to receive part oi the sap ?

And if taken off, at what time it is be.-i ? And
whether to take all at once, or part ? This infor-

mation would be gratefully received by one inter-

ested in the advancement of good fruit.

Yours, with respect,

A SUBSCRIBER.
Weston, June 28, 1828.

N. B. I have had upwards of 4000 scions set

sap is undergoing a change, and ceases to de-.,nis sP'">ng, of which I think not fifty have failed

scend ; a doctrine, which I shall attempt to dem-W'f taking. Among which are pears growing in

onstrate by some experiments I have made, which ! me locust stocks and the forest hazle ; apricots,

are conclusive to mv mind. But this I must omit peaches, and mulberry scions growing in plum

till another opportunity. nee stocks. Most of my scions are apple—the

In this latitude, and to one degree north—and largest tree has one hundred and fifteen stocks,

nearly one to the south— the leaf and fruit hudsj
From ihe New York Statesman.

CULTURE OF SILK.
The following important article on this subject

are mostly formed in August, with here and there

an exception ; we find some formed in July, and

some not until September. These last are .lot

timber trees ; and I think that in the latitude of

Philadelphia, timber trees standing on a sou.hern is from a southern paper : "By a letter published

declivity may he as mature in the last of Juie, as in a recent number of the American Farmer, it

here in September ; and what Mr. Cooper has appears that the silk worm and its proper aliments

acres of barren land, ir. the United States, which Isaid.f may be as correct there for June m what are of spontaneous growth, in the State of Missis-

contain ten times as much value, at present we have said for September here. But he fact sippi. The writer (a Mr. Benton of Vicksburgh),

undiscovered, and beneath the earth's surface, ' that timber trees do cease to extend their Branch-
'

states that the cocoons are about as large as a

as the same number of acres of fertile land would |
es in June, and form their buds on the banks of hen's egg, and that they differ from all others, in

produce on their surface with the best cultivation, i

the Delaware would be gratifying for me io learn, having a bulb on the outside, in all respects sim-

A knowledge of mineralogy gives a key to unlock One other fact would be useful to ascertan— that ilar to that which encloses the worm. They are

these subterranean hordes, and enables us to open I
is, whether there is the same acid in tinuer trees found sometimes upon the lime, and sometimes

the strong box, in which Nature has deposited her
|

in June that there is in September. In this lati-

rreasures. tude, timber that is felled in September will not

An acquaintance with mineralogy is useful, not
j

suffer from red rot ; nor will the ponder-post

only by,giving us information of what mdy befound I

worm ever touch it. Take a young walnut, say

but of what may not be found in any particular
I

one large enough for barrel hoops, and give it

soil or location. No saline, fossil or metalliferous any exposure you please (not placing it in the

bodies ought to he sought after, by any expensive

and laborious excavations, unless the laborer is

guided by the lights of science. Great expenses
are incurred by unskilful efforts to dig coal, salt,

lead, and perhaps silver or gold, in situations

where nothing of the kind ever existed. This
might be avoided by a knowledge of mineralogy

;

and that knowledge can hardly be acquired with-

out specimens Editor.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FELLING TIMBER.
Mr. Fessenden,—In vol. 2d of the New Eng-

land Farmer, were published a few facts respect-

ing the most proper time for felling timber, that

fire) and it will not lose its force in two years;

nor will the powder-post be found upon it, where-

as take it in June, and it will perish the first

season.

I have subjoined a table, showing the compai-
tive value of timber felled at the two seasons of

the year above mentioned, in which I am correct,

or nearly so.

Oak, Sept. 10.0

Maple, Sept. 10.0

Walnut, Sept. 10.0

Elm, Sept. 10.0

Ash, Sept. 10.0

June 4.5

June 2.4

June 2.5

June 1.6

June 3.2

* See likewise, page 366 of the current volume of the New
England Farmer, t Ibid.

(

upon the cane ; when on the latter they are small

—when on the former, larger than upon the mul-

berry. The country abounds with mulberry trees

—mostly black and red, though there are many
of the white."

The success attending the culture of silk in se-

veral parts of the United States, and particularly

in the State of Connecticut, has awakened public

attention to the subject. From the foregoing ex-

tract, it would seem that the United States is more
favored than any other part of the world ; inas-

much as the silk worm with all the varieties of

the mulberry (the leaves of which have been sup-

posed to be its only appropriate food) are native

productions of our soil and climate. By the ex-

tract referred to, it seems the lime tree also affords

sustenance calculated to nourish and sustain these

animals in great perfection. Should the United

States, with the advantages she possesses, in a

very few years produce her own supplies of silk
;

and moreover, should it hereafter form an impor-
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taut article in the catalogue of our exports; it

ought not to excite our wonder.

If in 1816, any friend of the American system

had predicted) that within twelve years from that

time. $30,000,000 of coarse cottons, would be

of any other American plant. In the nurseries merous trees are left to grow around the hedge?,
herein referred to, they generally measure eijilit and scattered over the fields. Tin--.- are so Dicefa
inches in length, and when fully expanded, sixteen trimmed, as to add greatly to the beautv of the
inches in diameter, giving a circumference of near- country. Not a weed is suffered to grow. The
ly four feet. It is composed of but six petals, crops all look well, and are much more produe-

spun, by yankec machinery, in a single year, and
j

white, or slightly inclined to a cream color. The tive than ours. The cattle and sheep feed on
that our exports of domestic goods to other coun- three inner ones, marked near the ball, with a grass up to their knee-, and look, as we should
tries would annually exceed 6,000,000 dollars, he purple spot of about an inch square— forming a say, fit to kill.— the slight enclosures that keep
would have been pronounced little better than in- remarkable contrast with (this excepted) its un- them in their pastures, would l>e but a poor pro-

sane— but facts now show that he would have sullied purity. tection against our lean, half-fed, unrulj animals.
predicted nothing beyond reality. Women, chil- Let the reader figure to himself, a tree of the Here the cattle have no need to break fences.

dren, and infirm persons may do nearly all that is size here named, with clusters of immense leaves, They have food sufficient within their own do-
required for growing this article. Let John Bull hanging pendant, or horizontally, and waving in mains. I came here under the impression thai

gainsay ever so often, and strong, we have prov- the air like vast two-colored wings—the extremi- the country was bare of trees. On the contrary,

ed that we can spin, and weave, and bleach, and ty of each branch, crowned with a flower of the I find it better stocked in this respect than tin

dye. Messrs. Burnt & Clayton's commercial list size to be individually conspicuous at a distance thick settlements of our own country. We wan-
informs us, that 470 packages of cotton goods of two or three hundred yards, and he has but a toniy destroy trees as if they were of no \ aim-

were shipped from this city to foreign ports last faint idea of the tree attempted to be described, here they are planted and nursed with as much
month. This information is obtained from our The contracted localities in which this tree is care, as though they bore choice fruit. EMract
custom-house books. Every yard made by yan- found growing indigenously has been remarked of a Letterfrom England.

kee industry, and to take the place of British and by all the botanists who have traversed our con-

East India goods. tinent. Mr. Nuttall says he first observed it near

But not to wander from the subject with which the banks of Cumberland river, in Tennessee, but

WATER CULTIVATION.
In the fair New England country, many a little

DUl "° l l° ""aimer ,ru... »'c »U "JC" ""•" """*? "'c "»«* »' ^u.uuBr.w.u „™, ... xennessee, out
strearn flowg d<wn ^ yj^ ^ MgUOU among

we commenced- we cannot but rejo.ee at the of small size. Mjchaux observes in his North ,he venture of the fields like a thread of silver on
'Bowing interest which is awakened in rela- American Sylva, 3d. half vol. p. 26, "in the month
tion to the culture of silk. The quantitiy pur- of June, 1789, in the first journey made by my
chased of foreign countries, is enormous. In 1825 father from Charleston to the mountains of North

it amounted to $10,271,527. What a quantity Carolina, I accompanied him and discovered this

of flour at five dollars per barrel it will take to

pay for the proportion which we consume of this

immense import ? We are pleased that this sub-

ject bus attracted the attention of the American

Institute of this city. At the last meeting of this

association Dr. Pascalis read an interesting me-

moir, prepared by himself, on the mulberry. Tt>

avoid the tedious delay of many years which Is

required for the mulberry to grow to perfectioji,

the eastern people plant the seeds in rows, anti

thereby are i nabled in a short time, to obtain an

abundani-e of leaves which serves as food for

the silk worms. This time-saving expedient has

greatlv increased the production of silk in some of

our sister States—and gives another illustration,

that American ingenuity can effect in a few days

what in Europe is thought the labor of an age.

a robe of green, inviting the hand of skill to direct

its course so as to spread the rich deposits, wash-
ed into its channel by the rain over the field- of
the farmer. The effects produced by irrigation,

tree, which he immediately judged to be a new even in geaaons „.,len t])e o|ol|<lg m libera , of

From foulson's American Daily Advertiser.

MAGNOLIA MACROPHYLLA.
The magnolia macrophylla, one of the most I to be generally introduced.

species of magnolia. The spot on which we
found this magnificent vegetable, is in North Car-
olina, ten miles south of Lincolnton, and two hun-
dred and fifty miles from Charleston. Our exten-

sive researches in quest of it in the upper part of

the southern States, and those subsequently made &
by several English botanists, east of the Allegha-

to t ,]e
nies, winch were alike unsuccessful, sufficiently

C01Jsi,,erable than is estimated by those, who neg-
prove that it is extremely rare between the moun-

,ect to emp1 a„ents g0 valuable and iaborel>
West ot the range in Tennes- so profitabteX-JVorisnoJ JEgis.

moisture, can be distinctly traced by the eye*
whence the rivulets are poured on the grasses-
effects not so much derived from the moisture as

from the fertilizing particles borne on by it- i ur-

rent. The rills which trickle down so copiously

their little fountains, may be made tributary

ARABIAN METHOD OF PREPARING COF-
FEE.

It is found that the onlv certain mode of re-

tains and the sea.

gee, it is more common ; but even here, only a

few trees are found together at intervals of forty

or fifty miles, as I had an opportunity of observ-

ing \during my journey in the western States in

1803." It is now many years since it was added taming the pure flavor of the coffee, is to roast,

to the collection of the Messrs. Landreth, and is Pound and boil it, all In quick succession, the

found perfectly hardy, the youngest plants endur- roasted berries soon losing their flavor if laid by

ing the severest frost uninjured—easily cultivat- lor a day> and the P°u»d«d coffee becoming insip-

ed, and thriving readilv in most situations. It is,
,d

>
even in a few hours

-
The A*30* of the des-

therefore, much to be regretted that it yet remains ert
>
who are froni necessity economical in the use

be generally introduced. of tms artlcle
.
f°llow the same process, even if

magnificent ofour native trees, is now in full bloom I The changes wrought on many vegetables by they require only two cups of the liquid, roasting

at the nurseries of D. & C. Landreth, near Phila- 1 careful cultivation and attention is too generally a handful of berries on an iron plate, pounding

delphia, and is so truly worthy of notice that I known to be necessary to repeat, and the present them in the pestle and mortar while warm, and

cannot refrain from attempting a description of it case is an instance of it worthy of remark. Mi- l instant the water boils, which it generally

for insertion in your columns. The specimen to chaux states, that in its native soil, "it does not "oes "J t"e tmle tne ot 'ie r preparations are coni-

which I more particularly refer (for their nurse- I exceed thirty-five feet in height, and four or five
pleted, so that no time is lost, putting the pounded

ries contain several of considerable size,) is esti- l inches in diameter." The estimate of the height

mated at upwards of thirty feet in height, and I of the specimen here spoken of is believed to be
measures, three feet above the ground, about eight (pretty accurate, and should no accident interfere,

inches in diameter. The leaves when fully grown,
at which state they do not arrive before July, are

generally, foot stalk included, from twenty-four to

thirty inches in length and eight or ten in breadth.

The upper surface is smooth, of a fight green col-

our—the under glaucous, form a coating of pu-

bescent, and marked with prominent veins, alter-

nately proceeding from the mid-rib—and are va-

riably arranged in clusters of four, or more, near

the extremity of the branches.

As respects the flower, it is difficult to give a
description calculated to convey an adequate idea

of its majesty. Mr. Nuttall, in his " Genera of N.
American Plants" states it to be the largest flower

it will certainly attain a much larger size, the

shoots of each year being strong and vigorous.

—

The diarneter of the tree is from actual measure-

ment. The flowers he also states "when fully

blown, are sometimes eight or nine inches in dia-

meter ;" and a size but about one half which they

arrive at in the nurseries herein referred to.

ENGLISH AGRICULTURE.
The English carry agriculture to great perfection.

Every spot of ground capable of cultivation is im-

proved. Wherever 1 have been, the fields are

coffee into it, and suffering it to boil, stirring it at

the same time for a minute or tsvo, when it is

poured out to drink. As the beverage is taken

without sugar or milk, the slightest difference in

flavor is perceptible ; and long experience having

shown this to be the best way of preserving it in

perfection, it is perhaps worth mentioning in de-

tail, particularly as the use of this article has be-

come so general even in England

—

Buckingham'*

Travels.

Six convicts lately escaped from the Kentucky
Penitentiary, supplied themselves with arms and

ammnnition belonging to their vigilaut guard, con-

tinued in platoon, as banditti, for five days within

twenty miles of the prison, then struck off for

generally small, enclosed by hedges and made per- the riverj stoi a flat boat, and embarked as river

fectly smooth, by means of cast iron rollers. Nu- 1 pirates.
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CULTURE OP HEMP.

The hemp is a plaut of equal antiquity with the

flax. It is supposed to be a native of India, or of

some other Asiatic country, bemg too tender to be

even naturalized in Europe. It is one of the tew

plants employed in British agriculture, in wnicn

the male and female flowers are in different plants,

a circumstance which ha;

culture and management. *»---^ *~-
.
-~ ^^ ^^ t]

The operation ofpulling the females commences i
be stronger m proportion, as there is more hemp

when the seed is ripe, which is known by the and less tar in it, provided there be a sufficient

brownish or greyish hue of the capsules and fad-
|

quantity of the latter to unite the fibres

ins of the leaves

An oil

The stalks are then pulled and j
is extracted from the seeds of hemp, which is us-

bound up in bundles, being set up in the same ! ed in cookery in Russia, and in this country by

height on good soils, sometimes

feet in

rs tee in different plants, and firm as to shed freely ;
great care snouid oe gouu.uuu«» f^.,,— _„ ™*

som leon it taken at pulling not to shake the stalks rashly sum hens to lay a greater quant,tyot eg

ft erowsZ a great otherwise much of the seed may be lost. It is ad- birds in general are very fond of hem,
• g

:..„„ * „ L;«,d th„t. after imllinsthe seed, hemp may be should be given to caged birds with ca,

manner as grain, until the~seed becomes so in
|

painters. The seeds themselves are reckoned a

and firm as to shed freely ;
great care should be good food for poultry, and are supposed to occa-

;s. Small

but they

aution, and
A very singular effect

orded, on very good authority, to have been

seed-pods may be cut off with "a chopping sometimes produced by feeding buffinches, and
ei"ht inches high in the Bolognese temtoiy, and

(

mg, tue secu
j ,,„„_,___ __ i j „i „„ ;„ „„

a friend of his, eighteen feet six inc

cases the fibre being of remarkable beauty.

luxuriance of the hem)) in warm countries may be

one reason why it has never been cultivated m

t^s^trylut^i'ltaly generally higher;
|

set to stand in shocks of five sheaves to dry the mixed with other seeds.

„d Crud states 7hat he has L'en it fifteen feet
j
seed ; but in order to prevent any delay m water- is ,

both 'knife, and dried on canvass exposed to the air, goldfinches, on hemp seed alone, or in too great

This under some shed or cover. This last method of quantity ;
viz. that of changing the red and yellow

drviu°- the seed will prove of great advantage to
,

on those birds to a total blackness,

the hemp, as the seed and pods, when green, are The hemp has few or no diseases—Jtocjfc. of

of such a gummy nature, that the steins might Agnculture.

suffer much by sun-burning or rain
;
which will

pofejrf trM _An iraportaut trial has lately tak-

be sufficiently dried upon the stalks. Besides, the

threshing-out the seed would damage the hemp in

Hemp is watered (provin. water-retted), bleach-

the case of flax, it is found that steeping two

hours in this mixture, is as effectual in separating

the fibre from the woody matter, as watering and

grassing for weeks.

Although hemp in the process of manufacturing,

passes through the hands of the breaker, heckler,

spinner, whitester, weaver, and bleacher ;
yet ma-

England. In Axhohne, in Lincolnshire, it has been

cultivated from time immemorial, and also for

centuries in Suffolk, but chiefly for local manufac-

ture. The culture, management, and uses of

hemp, are nearly the same as of flux. When

grown for seed it is a very exhausting crop ; lmt] a considerable degree,

when pulled green, it is considered a cleaner of;

the ground, and is said to have the property of U«* VF.«.^ «--

preserving from insects any crop which it may
|

manner as flax,

surround. The objections to this crop are, that

its coming in the midst of harvest is embarrassing ;

and that the attention it demands in every state

of its progress is too great, where it is only a sec-

ondary consideration.

The soils most suitable for hemp are those of

the deep black putrid vegetable laud, which have

a situation low, and somewhat inclined to moist-

ure, as well as the deep mellow loamy sandy sorts.

But the quantity of produce is in general much

greater on the former than on the latter ;
though,

according to some, of an inferior quality. Mellow

rich clayey loams do well ; and nothing better than

old meadow land.

The preparation of the soil, and place in the ro-

tation, are the same as for flax.

The season of sowing is towards the end of A-

pril, when there is no longer any danger of frost

injuring the rising plants. The quantity of seed is
-

from two to three bushels according to the quali-

ty of the land. In quality the seed must be fresh,

heavy, and bright in color. Broad-cast is the uni-

versal mode of sowing, and the only after-culture

consists in keeping off birds when it is coming up;

in weeding, and sometimes in supporting the crop

by cross rods or lines, as in the case of flax.

In taking the hemp crop, two methods are in use

according to the object in view. When the crop

is grown entirely for the fibre, it is pulled when
in flower, and no distinction made between the

male and female plants. But as it is most com-

monly grown, both with a view to fibre and seed,

the usual practice is to pull the male plants as

soon as the setting of the seed in the females

shews that they have effected their purpose. As

the female plants require four or five weeks to ri-

pen their seed, the males are thus pulled so long

before them.

In the operation of pulling the males, the pullers

walk in the furrows, between the ridges, and reach

across to the crown of the ridge, pulling one or

two stalks at a time, and carefully avoiding to

tread down the female plants. The male stalks

are easily known by their yellowish hue, and fad-

ed flowers. They are tied in small bundles, and
immediately carried to the watering pool, in the

manner of flax.

discolor, and injure the hemp before the seed can ^ y fc for &n infril lellt of Dr.

\. _ _-i^se.-:_-*i„ j..:—l ,,,.«,-» il.Qd.JL-j Rpsirlps. the ^'1 ' _?•__-
Hull's patent improved tross. The defendant

sold trusses made by Hovey and by Fair, who
also have subsequent patents. There were two

grounds of defence ;— one, that the trusses sold

were different in principle from Dr. Hull's,—and

the other, that Dr. Hull's were only an imitation
places, and drying substituted ; and in other dis-

Qf ^^^ ' & Cq rf London . DrV
tricts watering is omitted with the female crop,

which is dried and stacked, and dewed or bkach-
Mott, Perkins, Rees, Osborne, and Stearns, testi-

which is dried and stacked, and dewed or nicacn- ^ ^ ^ q ^ n and disti)lguishing

ed the following spring. On the continent hot ^.^ rf Dr Hu| ,,s trusS)^ ^ thoge made
water and green soap has been tried, and here as

g vm imhations of them .

• -l-„ ~C t\~*~ ;* :^ Crtn.i.1 tint fitppnmir twn J ' .

The court directed the jury that

The usefulness and novelty of this invention

hail been established by physicians and surgeons

of :he highest respectabiltty. It appears very ful-

ly in evidence, that this instrument was of the

greatest value in surgery—had been the means of

effecting cures hi cases where the art had failed

ny of these operations are frequently carried cm
herpt( , tol

.e_had enabled persons afflicted with
by the same person. Some weavers bleach their ^ ^^ of t t0 sue thelr business
own yarn and cloth, others their cloth only ; some

heckle their tow, and put it out to spinning, others

buy the tow, and put it out ; and some carry on

the whole of the trade themselves.

The produce of hemp in fibre, varies from 3 to 6

cwt. per acre ; in seed from 11 to 12 bushels.

The uses of hemp are well known, as well as its

and labors without inconvenience, and in fact its

invention had formed a new era in the treatment

of that disease ; that the instruments sold by the

defendant, the one known as Mr. Fair's, and the

other as Mr. Hovey's trusses, and by them patent-

ed, are clearly infringements of Dr. Hull's patent.

The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, for

great importance to the navy for sails and coidage.
itheya)ueofthe articles gold . aud the COurt, on

Exceedingly good huckaback is made from it, for m ^^ the d e(J> accor<Jing to the stat-

towels and common table-cloths. The low-priced
; wkh cogtg ^ .

{ w&g intimated that any
hempen cloths are a general wear for husband-

;^^ violatbn of the plamtiff '
s patent) WOuld be

men, servants, and laboring manufacturers ;
the

; injunction—Mass. Spy.
better sorts for working farmers and tradesmen in

the country ; and the finer ones, seven-eights wide,

restrained by injunction.

—

Mass. Spy.

Canker worms.—Many of the orchards in the

are preferred by some gentlemen, for strength and eastern part of this country, says the Springfield

warmth. They possess this advantage ever Irish Republican, appear to be nearly blighted or des-

and other linens, that then- color improves in wear- troyed by these insects. The trees look as if a

ing ; whilst theirs declines English hemp, proper-
f)re nad passed over them. These bisects have

ly manufactured, stands unrivalled in its strength als0 made their appearance in the vicinity of Bos-

and is superior in this respect to the Russian. Con- ton> Previous to their approach, and where their

siderable quantities of cloth are imported from destructive effects are now seen, the fruit trees

that country for sheeting merely on aecouat of its promised an abundant harvest. We have heard,

strength, for it is coarser at the price than other ;uat a tnm mixture of tar, applied to the trunk of

linen. Our hempen cloth, however, is preferable, I a tre6j wj]] prevent the ascent of the worm to

being stronger from the superior quality of the

thread, and at the same time lighter in washing.

The hemp raised in England is not of so dry and

spongy a nature as what we have from Russia and

India, and therefore it requires a smaller propor-

tion of tar to manufacture it into cordage. Tar
being cheaper than hemp, the rope-makers prefer

foreign hemp to ours, because they can make a

greater profit in working it ; but cordage must

deposit its eggs.

Fine Wool.—Jacob Heyser, Esq. of this vicinity,

last season, clipped 40\ lbs. of wool off of three

Merino sheep. On Saturday last we were shown

a pattern of a fleece of twenty-three and a half

pounds, shorn from one of his flock this season.

—

The sample was the finest wool we ever saw, and.

measured twelve inches long.

—

Pennsylvania paper.
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xv. ™™i»U wwmb-wvijimi», <*c. „ otters a choice of the finest sorts, in the finest ;
lil R \L fASTEBy top dressing, much of the best property ot order. We saw there a few days since, vine, of We are far behind the Engl,-!, in .he comforthe putrescent manures are exhaled or wasted in only two years old, hearing ten, twelve and four- and appearance of our rWhou^ O Zthe way that has been described

;
d to tins be teen clusters, apparently very healthy and thriv- -her side the water they are content to hudd aadded he too general loss sustained by decompo- ,„g . M r. Parmentier, (the proprietor,) is from I m no larger than ca/be furnished or oeeup,

ffldon before the manure « applied, it will be Flanders, one of the garden spots of Europe, and ed, but our practice is too often the reveiwofZifound that hut h.tle good can he done by a great combines with much practical knowledge of bis for our zeal or money fails, and whe" ,."
t aru f.lea

I

ot it, when used ,n ,1ns way. art, great general intelligence. He will, we can- the dwelling i- covered no. a room i

', „" edI dung he used lor top dressing,,, should be not doubt, find that the labor and expense, (both within, the^indows are stuffed with obi ha,', orapphedW after the first crop of grass has-been great) which he has laid out upon his p *, re- rags, and,.,.- house stands a monumen. of the
1

'
'"' £*f"

,he

t T" T
,i,S BUffere

l "ft
"""" t0 him with l"B° increase.-*-. Y. A„J. owner's taste and judgment. The bouses of ourmate™ loss by formentation. 1 he grasses should

f

.

;in„ f . rs ^ of
. ^ ^ »[

I suforcd to grow until they form a close shade; American Aylum far the deaf and dumb.-We formities nrigh, be somewhat concealed hv .reel

c -

r
,,""' f7"7 ££T *U7

,d
f
1f

B 8*d '^e seen and read with much interest, the 12th the proprietor v. ,11 give up his shade rather thancovernjg ofthem be preserved This w,ll prevent report of the directors of this noble Institution. /, his Jroyed.

Ino^'o^e!, to'^ceiveT' ° 7,1
"^ ""^'"^ » maSS ° f "'""ion, a* «"*« as it is An Englishman once told us that this wan, of

AsI, Z ,

J a0
t > "r""

6,- U"erestinS t0 the »*««" "f flu. unfortunate class shade abori our ises, was the first thing that

dofe Ze of trZlir ?L y "°US
!

a
°' °Ur Citizens

-
We learn from "> that *e "*">\e struck him unfavorably in the country : and .hi,

ofmVwn fern,7 H
the coarser part.cles number who have been educated at this institu- too in a land even where abounding in ,rees._

m ei or
fe --'the manure wdl be arrested tmn, is two hundred and sixty-two

; of whom one Regarding then, we would repeaTthe advice ofLtE ^f?! ra°r2t hundred and thirty-two are now members. It is the Scotch Laird, to his son. "Be aye sticking

dose (Jve i I""
18 S,

r T T ThC
I'

Si " :'Ula," f3Ct
'
that "^withstanding the asylum in « tree, they'll he growing while yeTe sleeping."

iion 7h ', ° g,
;

e

, f
VOl"'S

'
he

''r
0mp°-

'
,as been in °Pera,io" nearly twelve years, only There is also a flowerfog plan,, the houey-

T ,o L ;,

a
'

• /
k

';
eVUV T, ' ^T f

hree haVe died While members of iU We also suckle, which in some -ounties in England coverses it to sink further into the soil, and he much learn, that, besides the asylum at Hartford, there almost every e< I

Closer to it
;
therefore but httle ,f any of it will be are four institutions for the instruction of the deaf As to fruits, our farmers ehew a wilful neglectfound m the way of mowing the ensuing crop of and dumb in the U. States; 1 in Pennsylvania, 1 in of the blessings of Providence : not one in ten has

nSThT™
" iakn

^
,tl,UO

]

hay'I ,

l

ro"ded thema- Kentucky, 1 in Ohio, and 1 in New York, all of pears, grapes, plums, or mulberries, which once

aTtLw '• 7 y "i>rC

;

I

r
the «round

1

-
But which are under the care of men, who have been planted, are hardy, and occasion little otheras the want of the second crop for hay and other taught the system of the Abbe Sicard, at the Ame- trouble.

fTThTtn^'XT , f,

PreVem the CU
!

tiVat°1' riCan aSy
'UM -

h is Probable '
that other institu- The above thoughts occurred to us in a ride of

,a„V-,„ r l

'
, f

g
.

the proper time, he may lions will be established in the different States, 18 mile, in the country, which to our eye* never

u i,

"
wti ill n 7 ^°S

,

t

,

Se
.

tSm; and ™ry soon the whole of this unhappy, and wore a better appearance than i, wears at pre*•utig with the same advantage. Stdl, ,f care otherwise nearly useless class of citizens, will ent.-Evening Gazette.£ of7 !"
rf

UP
u

y °f the enSUiBg C,'°P'

haVe a" °PP°rtunity of being rescued fro,,, an al- — -
Tc drJ .

W aPI 'ea
,

a'"°"g "• most pe,'

fect mental d^kness. Massachusetts, Grand hotel at Boston—The project of erecting

nure^isfu^r/'rji ZnTf,
PUtreSCe,lt ma" New Hampshire,- and Vermont have for a long aspacio.fi hotel a, Boston, for The better accom

c^v^S^nrn^3^ ^T*^ ST SUPP
,°
r,ed

" nUn,ber °f their Mi?ent deaf m°dati° 1! cf ^,: : ****, has been for some time ia

profitable mode of management. The follT7^ ' '

,

aTUM^ beeU subscribed h? the

When ashes g,™,™^.*. r i. c , .

,0
,

llowin= ls an interesting and important Wizens at large, for the period of ten years, at the
1

the grass Sound Tmusfte L Z ^ , ^ ^T *? d° n0t Fem^ber to have mst^ ''ate °f 3 Per cent
-

Tlie hotel is to b e" erected on

ButdtheVoTSlrle U
t0P dre

f
ln-— befole

-
It should recommend strongly the appli- Common-street, and will cover the whole extent

WuUocu vate^ croT whrn^
" "" C

f

atl0D °C^^ ** the relief of paralytic af- of the beautiful lot extending from Beacon-street,

orly ' ™^rat w^h t ,c :J ' ^^ f^nST^ ^^-- t0 the Gra"al >- buiial-ground. The bunding will

It isTffic lUVo ca'cuJate the losse^ ,,-isin fl V ^"^ fJCC' 0/ ^^V~The ship New be four stories in heigh,, one hundred and fifteen

thepS KSetrf^ttX Zi } '
°" a 'ate ^^f^ New York to Lon- fee, in front, with wings of more than one bun-

and Si^eml^LfJl^rt^^^' !IT
e
.
nCountered a ^vere storm of thunder and «^d feet in length., ifwill contain a large num-

the ge^efa resom-c s of a ftn ^cmTnl
°m

ff'T"
Ther6 WaS 3 paSSe"^r °" board

'^ ^ °f Sh °"S '"

"

fr°nt adaPted t0 tbe convenience

better, and others worse Neither weiHt^ t 7^1 C0
,''PUlent

'
whose le' S W"c so Para "

°f U'e <«™\>^- The workmen broke ground:

measure to ascSn these' loie can e Sen [ 3l *"^^ years he had ^t walked half «» the 24th inst. and the Courier states that it is

to. We may Wver^ormTtole^hfc I ,
, h

tm
\fnd who

'
SI«ce his embarkation, had not the intention of the proprietors to lay the corner

of their amount by summit . ,f I ^S?™ eyen to stand. After the discharge of, "tone of the edifice on the 4,1, of July. The en-

lossesariZTom LcTnXone?^Jr!^ t ^^ WMch paSSed close to ,he P^ce 'erprising inhabitants of Boston deserve great

as well asilmaybe done
P
;efa,i^ t P

,'

S"d
V
" heie

,

thl
? P°01

'

criPP'e was lyirig, eve,y bod.y was
|

credit for the spirit with which thev earn into

This must cenrJ between the lie
"%

n , t I
\

aSt°"lshed t0
,

see lu™ rise, pace up and down the effect every project calculated to promote the pros-

pracices n^ralusT I£J^\BTt A 1' T'
W" ,k ab°Ut f°' a lonS time, as if noth- Perity, and gro«,h of their city; and for the lib-

££=™^^^^
1

the passage; and on the arrival of the ship in •<* valuable Donation.—The collection of the late

Parmentier's garden—This garden and nurserv E wall:ed w,th ease to the place of his resi- Governor Clinton in science and natural history
situated about two miles from Brooklyn, at the in- i * ~_ ^^ amounting to upwards of 1 100 specimens having
tersection of the Jamaica and Flatbusli roads is The cultivation of mtnt„ , Z • , J "I

the recent sale of his effects been purchased by
worth a visit, if only for the pleasure, of^n^ ^^^ Delevan
man's earliest occu, ation, skilfully, and we hone ^ev7ns_and mon ise to Jo \ ^"i^Tf ,°

f^ "^^ gentlemen have very munificent-
profitably, pursued. To those,^noreover, wlm food ^1,^^^^^ them to foe M-
may wish to purchase plants, fruit trees, or'vine" latitude to niT

'^ h8S dedared hlS
I %? 'T^u ^^ ^° *" U?e " ealtJl -" [always have it to use

—

Albany Chronicle.
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From the National Intelligence!-.

DRUNKENNESS.
rrs causes .and preventives.

Gentlemen : Formerly, it was a trite proverb,

that " Money is the root of evil ;" but it has now
become obsolete, since we never hear it mention-

ed any more.

What then can be the cause of the present de-

praved state of our morals ? I think that we may
Trace it in the general use of strong drink, which

now pervades every class : what I call strong

drink is, any thing that causes unusual or more

I have seen, -repeatedly suckling infants, of a

few weeks old, treated to a share of the raw rum
gin, or brandy, to which the mothers had been

treated, at various country stores and taverns

—

Indeed, it is a common thing, in this Western
world, for the common people to give their infants

a dram of whiskey as soon as born ! while I would
as soon think of putting rat's bane in the mouth
of a child of mine, as any kind of spirituous liquor

whatever.

When I was a youth, about forty years ago, it

was rare to hear of a murder committed in these

United States, in six or seven years ; whereas, now
than ordinary ilow of spirits. This is effected, we can scarcely take up a weekly paper, without

in some, by a gill of brandy ; and in others by a

glass of wine.

There are several causes which lead to the

present degraded state of society, in drinking, and

which bid fair to make us a nation of drunkards

surpassing all other nations in that vice.

In the first place, the cheapness of liquors with

us, and particularly our domestic spirits, cannot

but have a fatal tendency that way. If the States
J

happy country,

would recommend to Congress to lay a tax of 25

cents a gallon on all domestic spirits, (with a cor-

responding advance on all foreign,) for a fund for

internal improvements, and pay over to the Treas-

ury of every Sta.e all the moneys so collected in

each State, then will that vice be made to contri-

bute much towards the general good of society

;

for such a tax as that, would produce a revenue

sufficient to make a new stone turnpike through

State every eight or ten years.

Another cause of Drunkenness is, our mistaken

notions of hospitality, in always offering our de-

canters of slow poison to all our friends, whenev-

er they enter our houses, and when wc call at ho-

tels, or other public places of resort, and calling

finding an account of some murder, or murderous
attempt ! It is true, our population has increased

rapidly during that time, and an increase of crimes

must be expected with it ; but still, not in that gi-

antic proportion in which we now find them.

—

be conceived of the tendency which they have to

perpetuate notions which are far more adverse to

the diffusion of enlightened ideas than ignorance
itself. An ignorant mind will imbibe knowledge
when it is presented ; a mind prejudiced or bigot-

ed repels every idea not in accordance with those

already there. The one case is like sowing on a

fallow field, the other like sowing on a field of
weeds. TUe new British Almanackis a combination
of all that is good or founded on truth in the oth-

er almanacks, and contains besides a variety of
original matter."

The price of the British Almanack is 2s. 3d.

sterling, equal to 50 cts. The proprietors of the

work could of course afford to make that worth
something which was considered of some value

in market. In the United States there is such a
competition among manufacturers of almanacks,

that those commodities will fetch next to nothing,

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

It is therefore, chiefly, to the general use and cheap- and it must be confessed arc often worth no more
ness of our liquors, that we might attribute that than what they sell for.

increase of crimes which now pervade this once

REARING SILK WORMS.
By the kindness of Dr Mease, of Philadelphia,

(a gentleman whose enlightened philanthropic ex-

ertions to promote the useful arts have rendered

him as well known as he is highly respected,) we
have received two copies of a pamphlet entitled

BRITISH ALMANACK FOR 1828. » Directions for the rearing of Silk Worms, and the
A work with this title has been published in cuiture j the yyyfa Mulberry Tree. Published by

England under the superintendence of the Society
the Pennsylvania Society associatedfor the Promotion

for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. We have f those Objects:' Likewise some seeds of the White

BOSTON, FRIDAY, JULY 4, 1828.

not seen this Almanack, but find in a late number
of the Gardener's Magazine a recommendatory
notice, from which we extract the following re-

marks, which suggest ideas, useful to an Ameri-
can as well as an English reader. « The compi- closely primed ; and we concluded nol to com
lations, bearing the names of Moore and Par-

; mence reprinting it so near the termination of our
for some strong drink ; every child, no matter how tridge, originally appeared above a century ago, present volume. We intend to give extracts, or

young, must have a share of that poison, to them !
and they continue to be published with much ot\

pernaps the whole pamphlet in the next, or sev-

Mulberry Tree, with direction- to " give them to

one man, who will make a business of rearing the

trees ;—and let hint have the profit."

The pamphlet contains 25 pages large octavo,

Can it be wondered at, if we turn out to be a na

tion of drunkards, when we commence tippling

while yet in the arms of a nurse ?

Another cause is, that instead of having all our

victuals cooked with the slightest seasoning of salt

and without any pepper, or other pungent article

-all of which ought to be kept in separate bottles

the astrological predictions and prophetic impos-
1 enth volume of our paper. The white mulberry

ture peculiar to that time. These works profess
| seed we should be happy to present to any gen-

in the plainest terms to foretell the weather, even
j
tleman , wuo would engage to complv with the

to a day, stating that on one day there will be
|
above meutioned condition of the donation,

rain, on another snow, and on a third thunder.-

A day or two since, a gentleman arrived in this

city, from Detroit, via the Erie canal, with 100

They also prophesy as to political events with

nearly equal confidence, though not quite so dig-

on the table, so that each person could add to suit
j

tinctly. Thus one says that at a particular time S^heads of Tobacco ! It was raised and cured
his palate—instead of which all our dishes are \' there will arrive good neios from Cadiz, Scotland m the Michigan territory; is of a fine quality;

seasoned to suit the vitiated palates of the old, and and Naples ;' and another tells you that, about and wag disposed „f m paxt) at a iow rate) but at

not the purer ones, of the children, who, if left to such a date, ' a great minister will be impeached:
a feir pro fit) jn tn \s c}ty .

themselves, will refuse all pepper, &c. unless their
,

or, ' a dignitary of the church driven from his pre- Much att

'

ention is now paid in that and other of
taste has been already corrupted, by using those \

ferment: Nor are they free from party politics.
the Western States and Territories, to the culture

articles, or by strong drink, &c. j
One gives intimations and even prints of a nature

of thig pIant . aud the day jBj perhaps, not distant,

But, of all things, tobacco, whether in chewing
[

calculated to set different religious sects in con- when trough the great source of local wealth,

or smoking, is the greatest provocative to the use
:

flict ; and another dates the year as the '150th ,

the western canal,) it will find a market at the

of, and a preference for, strong drink : For no from the ' horrid Popish Jacobite plot' thus keeping North Albany Argus.
sooner does a person addict himself to the use of, alive, for the purpose of exciting religious animos-

this strong and most nauseous of all weeds, than
I
ity, the memory of transactions which are a dis- jjow to write a j^uer.—Let the writing be so

the mouth and palate lose all relish for milk or grace to the character of this country, and the pj^ tnat every body can read it, and the mean-
water, or any mild beverage, and long continually

for something even stronger than this drug, to

drink, and excite similar sensations on those or-

gans which soon become much impaired in the

facility of tasting. If those who use tobacco,

would ke'ip an account of the additional expenses

they incur, in quenching the continued artificial

thirst which is excited by the acidity of that pois-

onous weed, they will find, that it not only impov-

erishes their purse, but likewise their health. For

I have heard a respectable physician say, that he

could distil a poison from the tobacco, sufficiently

strpng to kill atry man.

worst blot upon the history of its law
; affirming ing be so pla in

'

that every body can understand it.

as real, crimes in a great degree imaginary, and Admiral Collingwood, in a letter to his daughter,
grossly mistaking even the notions respecting that

SByS that „ if pens are bad, they should be mend-
plot which prevailed at the time. Some parts of ed » and more time is \ost in m

'

ak;ng the apology
these almanacks are not marked by much regard

for great llaste , tnau would have been necessary
to decency ; but there are others also greatly cir-

t0 nuish the letter in good style. These remarks
dilated, which are utterly obscene, and could

, apply w itn equa i force to almost every species, of
never be admitted into any decent house, had not writing
habit unfortunately reconciled the community to

—
such things, as well as the absurdities of their as- Thirty thousand silk worms are now in opera-

trology." tion at a farm near Baltimore. The worms, with

" When it is mentioned that the sale of these specimens of silk, are shewn gratuitously to the

works exceeds annually, 500,000, some idea may
|

public.
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TO FARMERS. Pain in the eyes.—A correspondent .it Scituate

It may not be generally known that the beetle, requests us to publish the following receipt for the

which frequently commits serious ravages on cure of severe pains in the eyes : Make a strong

fruit trees, may be effectually extirpated by shak- decoction of bitter herbs, such as wormwood, tail-

ing them from the trees every evening. By pur- zey, hoarhound, penny-royal, &c. and hold it, boil-

suing this course for a few days they will entirely ing hot, so near the eves, that the steam will as-

disappear. Being a heavy insect they never wan- cend into them. It has been known to give un-

der far, so that there is but little danger of being mediate relief, in many cases And further, he
troubled from the neighboring stocks. We have requests us to ask if any remedy is known for

the above facts from a scientific ami practical ag- weak eyes often years' standing ?

riculturist, who says that two pailsful of beetles —
were collected on the first experiment ; and that The Emperor of China, by a late edict, scvere-

afterwards the number regularly decreased until ly censures his sheriffs for their frequent mistakes

the tilth day, when only two beetles were to be in executing one prisoner instead of 'another, as

found. The experiment was made two weeks described in the death warrant, and cautions them

ago, and since that tune they have entirely disap- against such mistakes in future,

peared.—JY. Y. Eve. Post.

Barefoot and 8erdb.
These two valuable annuals, winch have l*-cn sent io this

country by Admiral .-sir l-aac Coffin, will, (or the present sea-

lon, stand ai Briirhiojt.
—

'I bey are young, and have l*-eii hgh-
ly celebrated in EngJan-l. The pedigree of Barefoot, a ches-

iiut horse, is as follow .

t'Miiu uho;
Barefoot, by Trump, dam Rosamond by Buzzard, out of
obi rry, sister lo Htiley and Tartar, by I'lienoiiM-non, out of

TO ESCAPE THE EFFECTS OF
LIGHTNING.

It is particularly dangerous

|

The last number of the North American Re
1
view contains articles on the following subjects : Lower Oana
da—Compagi -Medical .•Societies— Unher

i of Europe— Ep
-Quarterly List of Nc

"• —the Chippewa Indians— the Art ol I'eiug Happy—the Red
to stand near leaden Rover—Nathaniel Appletou Haven—Necessity of the Ci

spouts, iron (fates or palisadoes, at such times; ^aw—Farrar's Mathematics—Poht
1 ,.,,,.,, . . t'i'coian Antiquities—Wests Journa
metals of all kmds having so strong an attraction Publications.

for lightning as frequently to draw it out of the

course which it would otherwise have taken. m t, , e
,,., • , • , lurnip seed, 4,-c.

When in a house, avoid sitting or standing near Jusl received at Ule y evl Ellg |aud Farmer Secd Store, No.
the window, door, or walls, during a thunder 52 North Market Street, Loston, ao extensive assortment ol

storm. The nearer a person is to the middle of a
Tur"'P S

!;

ed
,
s ' some of wh 'ch "p «he.Jfrowdi of tt.c presem

.
l season— the nnest sorts either for lamily use or stock. Phe

room, the better. most improved sorts for the former are the White Stone, While
The greatest evil to be apprehended from light- D"tch, Y'ellow Stone. Vellow Malta. The Yellow Stone is

„ t i , • , /, -

, . cue ot uncommon excellence and keens well. Ol the sorts u rmug, is the explosion ol powder-magazines.— field colture, the White Norfolk. White Globe, and yWto.c ,1/,'

These may, in a great degree, be secured from erdeen or Bullock are preferable. The Yellow Aberdeen is

danger by insulation, or by lining the bulk-heads
m" sl aPProv,?J ain°"S »'.e farmers of England and Scotland, as

, a r ., ."', c -
.

a grows to a la ge size, is very sweet and nutritious, and keeps
and floorings, with materials of a non-conducting till June. Also, Yellow Rum Baga, or Russian Turnip, ofthe
nature, the expense of which would not be great. Desl description. The above seeds were saved in Europe cx-

pressly for us, and the utmost dependence may be placed upon

T -

, r. . . ,. .
' ," .

"
thei. genuine quality ' A variety of Long and Turnip Radish-

Lake Superior.—According to the late surveys es suitable lor growing the three ensuing months. Prickly or
of the boundary between the United States and *'-'" Spinach, Long Pnckly and Earlv Cluster Cucumher; also

Canada, about one thousand rivers empty them- ,'|," %™Jt

aej^" Curumhw. or West India pickling one ol

selves into tliis enormous inland sea. It is esti- Likewise 200 lbs. fresh common white flat English Turnip

mated that an elevation of nine feet of waters of See
r

1
'
a,Pan ofit lhe &rowth of 1«28 :—to dealers and purcnas-

.. , . ,, ., . a .
,

ers by the quantity, it will be put at a low rale,
the lake would cause them to flow over into the Also, genuine Fowl Meadow Grass, from Vermont-Orchard
source of the Mississippi instead of running in its Grass, Lucerne, &c.—Hemp, White Mustard, Flax Seed, &c.

present direction. An earthquake, such as was ,

A
'

;

l»-
h
PIa

«;
is

««P'
jhehest supply of seeds, native and im-

r
. r,t ... . ,nn« ,

ported
,
that art and industry can procure. July I

experienced at Chili in 18^2, might be attended -

with tremendous consequences to this region of Fresh Oatmeal.

tlm rnimri-v For sa,c at lllft New England Farmi
North Market Street, 20 barrels of w-

W.st by Malcham- Itegulu— ( ral — i I, Idei— I a»td

In l.;2-i. when at I', nieli. let

two yean olds— II subs.. Ban*fbot healing tlaipooi.cr.

In I8£3. York Springs St Ledger, ol L, gs. e;i«h. 6 subs.—
Barefoot Seating lour oihers.— A , Ponlrirat t ^seepsiakes of 30
guineas each leu feel, 10 subscribers. Barefoot beaung Pala-
tine.

In 1823, the Don, aster great St. Ledgers, of 23 gv each, 80
subscribers, t.aietiot healing 11 other.

In 1823, at New Market. Barefbol woo n handirup plate val-

ue £50,beauog Tressihan am! live others.

In 18S84, at Ascot Heath. liarefool • alked over for the Swin-
las stakes, of25 sovereigns each -i subs.

In 182.5, at Lancaster, the goiii cup, value 10 gs. added to a
sweepstakes *'A 10 sovereigns. 17 =ubs. ol all ages. Lareloot
beatug Lottery ane two oilier*.

In IK26, at Manchester, Handirup slakes of 30 soverr gns
each, 10 ft. witti 20 sovereigns aii-le.i—6 nibscribern—
beating two others. At Lancaster, the gold < up. value 1Mb gs.

added lo a sweepstakes ol 10 sovereigns each. If sut*.—Itare-

benltng two o'hei,,.

Skkvd. (a beauntul bay Horse.) Foil r.n is 1B.II.

Got bv Phantom out ofJi ;& . bv Totteridge— i.er dam Crac-
ker by Highflyer, om of Nmcr ek".-r. by Matt-sum.

In 1824, won ihe V« Market stake's, 30 gs. each 21 subs.

—

Serai, beating four others.

In 1825, at the New Market Crane meeting, the stakes. 100

sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serab beating two others. The same year,

Sprii g meeting, Serab won Handicup sweepstakes, 110 sov ns

he
j
(i sub-. Iseaing l!nee .

26 Sajab won Kings Plate. 100 gs. beaiing.30 otters.

11. Stoc'.on. Serab won ll e gwld curi. J.I3

PRICES OF COU.YTRY PHOJJl'Cr

APPLES, best. -

ASHES. poLSrst sort, -

Pearl, first -on, -

EF.ANS. whte, -

iJELF nn ss,ne-.v. -

1 'mgoVNo. 1 , new,
I'ei-iO, No 'J. new,

RUTTESt,
. !

CHEESE, new mflk,
Skimmed milk,

FLOUR Baltimore, HowardSstreet, -

. nshel.

barrel. 10 501

Rye
GRAIN. Con

Genesee,
best,

Barley,
Oai-

"
' HOGS LARD, first sort, new,

r Seed Store, Nt. 52 I

LIME. -

...anted fresh oatmeal, PLA'STF.R PARIS retails at
direct from Stevens' mills, Hat net, Vt. It will be sold by lhe PORK, new, cleat, ,

Involving rake.—A patent revolving hay and barrel only, at a low price. Navy, mess, new,
grain rake has lately been introduced into this ' ——~ —

' Caig». Mo,"l, new,
Seeds for the West Indies. SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
F. wl Meadow -

Rye Grass,

Tall Meadow Oats Grass,

3
4 87
3 I

State, saya the Portsmouth Journal) and consid- ' ,,
»,»„.i „ i ; .1.1., ;.., . . i c i • .. Merchants, masters ot vessels and others trading to the Westered a highly important and useful invention.— Indies, can be lur„i,„ed with boxes of Seed,, assorted, suiiable
YV ith a horse, one man and a boy, it rakes clean, for 'hat market, at from $1 to $a per box—Each box contains

and bv its revolving, discharges the hay into win-
uPwar.

dsof sixl>' different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orua-
" ., .

B J
,.

meuial, in quantities sufficient lor a common kitchen "arden.

—

rows without stopping the horse or lifting the Likewise the greatest variety of seeds to be lound in New Eng-
rake. It will do as much work as ten or twelve lan''' ^ me Pnuu,J or bushel, all warranted pure, and ol the

men with baud rakes ; and no fanner will dis-
grow

' °

peuse with it in gathering his hay and grain afte

once seeing it in operation.

Red Top -

While Honeysuckle Clover,
Red l lover, (northern)
French Sugar Beet, -

.Mangel Wurtzel.
WOOL. Merino, full Woo,!, washed, -

Merino, lull blood, unwashed,
Merino, three lourtn, washed.
Merino half& quar'er washed
Native, washed,
Pulled. Lamb's, first sort.

Pul'ed Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, tor spinning, first sort,

Fresh Imported Saxoiiy Sheep.
i Thursday. July 10, at U o'clock, A. M. at Brighton, near Ros-
!
ton. will be sold at Public Auclion. the entire dock of Sdxony

Farmington canal.—On Friday the 27th instant n£p
'

imPnrle
,

d b* <f
°- & Tll0S

:

Searle
/ '" Ule shi P America,

,
b iua

-J l"c illu oisidiu
, Uehts, master . tioin Rremen. con>istu.g of

the hrst canal boat, called the Jas. Hillhouse, was 72 RAMS. 158 EWES and U LAMBS.
launched at Farminston, Conn, on the canal it '

SamPles <" die Wool from each of these Sheep, may be seen
., . , , i <• .„ at any lime previous to the sale, at Samuel Grai s. Es.t Wal-
that place, under a salute ol artillery, with a band pole'N. H. or at the office of the auctioneers. The whole will

of music, etc. A party of two hundred ladies and he so1 '' on 'h* day above named, without reserve, and none will PROV1SIOY MARKET
gentlemen embarked on board, and were drawn

be ^ sPosec,
„
of previously, on any terms, r^rctesers are al- BEEr, best pieces, - - -

Ji „ , a ,- ^Q..„,.„.„j _;_._' ZZ ,

aiaw» ready so well acquainted with ihe quality of the Sheep h, relo PORK, fresh, best preces,

hogs,
y io say any to ng more in ineir tavor, man mat tney will be VEAL,

«ion. They crossed the Farmington river, on an
aqueduct thirty-six feet in height, partook of re-
freshments on the excursion, and returned at sun-
set, amidst the acclamations of a large concourse
of spectators assembled on the rationally joyful
occasion

—

JY. Y. Statesman.

1 50
II 00
8 50
7 50

12

10
i

.5 37
5 1^

3 -13

65
55
70

s: 38
[pound. 9
cask. 7.0 I 00
ton. 2 .

barrel. 13 00 ly 00
13 .

13 50 It ifl

1 87 : 00
5 00
4 00
4 CO
5 00
1 00
50
50
18

bushel.

« , >*,avi^ ,u men (i. i|uco.tor.i ,. ou oic uucllil, Ol lie.'

by a team ot decorated grays a few miles on the I

fore imported by the importers of this dock, that i

new channel opened to commerce in tha* direc
! "7 to say an.v m "g more in their favor, than that they will be VEAL,

-:_„ mi ., *-. .
:

found equal to any previous importation. Catalogues will be MUTTON,

pound.

ready lor delivery ten days previous, and the Sheep may be POL'LTHV. -

examined at Brighton, anv time before lhe sale. BITTER ke^ and tub -

COOLIDGE. POOR & HEAD, Auct'rs. ' ' Lump, best
'

-

Boston, June 26, 1828. EGGS - ...— MEAL. Rye. retail. - . -

Bremen Geese. Indian, retail, -

For sale, 10 pair fine Bremen Geese. Applv at the New POTATOS.
England Fanner Seed Store. July 4. ,

CIDER, [according to quality.

J

dozen.'
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MISCELLANIES.
AGRICULTURE.

Thou first of arts, source of domestic case

,

Pride of the land, and patron of the seas,

Thrift Agriculture ! lend thy potent aid

;

Spread thy gieen fields where dreary forests shade ;

"Where savage men pursue their savage prey,

Let the white flocks in vcrdaut pastures play

;

From the bloom'd orchard and the showery vale

Give the rich fragrance to the gentle gale

;

Reward with ample boon the laborer's hand.

And pour thy gladdening bounties o'er the land.

Columbia's sons, spurn not the rugged toil
J

Your nation's glory is a cultur'd soil.

Rome's Cincinnatus, of illustrious birth,

Increased his laurels whilst he till'd the earth :

E'ven China's Monarch lays his scepfSdown,

JNor deems the task unworthy of the crown.

By this time the fire in my bones began to burn. India rubber has been successfully used in

I Rising from my seat, I said, ' Good woman, have England for hose for engines. A certificate, in

you a family ?' 'No,' was her reply, and, as if con-

science was beginning to do its office, she added,

' I hav'nt got it for myself.'

The sequel I will not relate, only that I went

on my way thinking on the power of appetite. This

woman had been picking up a rag here and a rag

there—and had been anxiously watching her hen

for nine successive days. And for what ? For the

means of gratifying a raging and an unconquera-
j

by the Saco Manufacturing Company, will con-

ble appetite. These are thy triumphs, O rum ! (tain 12,000 spindles and 360 looms. 1200 spin-

Should this little incident, Mr. Editor, make the dies have been started within a few weeks, and a

its favor, is published by a man who had 126 feet

in constant use two years. It answered the pur-

pose completely, and was decidedly preferable to

leather hose. It required no care, no oiling, and
being always perfectly air tight, it is vastly supe-

rior for suction hose.

The Saco Palladium states that the mill erected

Reasons for emigrating.—A Scottish gentleman

in the warmth of national veneration, was prais-

ing Scotland for the cheapness of provisions ; a

salmon might be bought for saxpence, and a doz-

en mackerel for twapence. "And pray, sir," said

one of the listeners, "how came you to leave so

cheap a country?"—"In gude troth, mon," re-

plied the Scotchman, "although fish is plentiful

enough, the saxpence and twapence are unco

same impression on your mind as it did on mine,

you will throw it into some corner of your useful

paper.

proportionate number of looms.

Illuminated church dials are becoming numer-
ous in London, and are found very convenient to

A writer in the Atheneum, under the the public."fori!/."

head "Biblical Criticism," has some curious ob

servations on the word "forty," as used in the
For Sale.

100 Doz. of Derby'sScriptures. He observes that this numeral, which Al the Agricultural W;
occurs so frequently, and in places where its in- Scythe Rifles—Porsemore. Dudley, Foster. Faiw ell "and

r
other

traduction is msnifpatlv at vnriince with trip
besl warrauled Scythes—Megiegry and Hall's best warrantedtroduction is mamte»tl.v at nuance witn tne
nav rakes_wilhs's Improved HVrse Power Machine-Pope's

passages that precede and follow it, is in the Maud Threshing Machine Ac
East, constantly used as a general term, implying

"many" or indefinite numbers, as we use the

In old times it is said a parishioner thought

himself cheated if a sermon were less than an

hour long. Now, short sermons are called for.

A farmer hired a man to break flax by the day,

and he said he could hear all day long the slow

sound By—the—d-a-y—By—the—d-a-y—By

—

the—d-a-y. He afterwards hired him by the job
;

the music was then changed to double quick time

—By the job, By the Job, By the job, job, job.

The clerk of a church in England lately gave

notice of a parish rate in the following manner :

" I am desired to give notice that the third levy

is assessed live pence in the pound," and without

pausing, added, "let us sing to the praise and

glory oi God,
" Lord what a wretched land this is,

That yields us no supplies."

words "score," and "dozen or two." A ruined

palace at Persepolis is called "Cseliniminar," or

the "forty pillars," though it has but 19 standing,

and when perfect had 260. The Arabs also use

one thousand and one in a similar manner. Thus
Moses was in the Mount "forty" days, means
many, not "forty" years in the wilderness. This

meaning explains numerous difficulties in Scrip-

ture history. And Persians, Arabs, and Turks,

still use the term "forty" in this.case.

Cucumber Seed, £fc.

Just received at the New England Fnrmer Seed Store, a fath-
er supply of Green and White Turkey, White Spined, Lo^g
Prickly, "and small West India Girkm Cucumber Seed—the

latter is a fine sort for pickling, and should be planted soon.

The Militia.—A correspondent in the Lowell

Journal, signed " 8000," thus notices the militia

system : Of all the laws of the present day, there

is none that operates so unequally on all, and so

large portion of society as does the present odious

militia system. It is also very injurious to the

welfare of society—induces idleness, drinking and

many other vices. It is a tax on the rich man's

purse, and a tax on the poor man's time. If the

sum of money is to be got rid of, we say apply it

to some nobler object. In vain may we build

churches, have prayer meetings, form societies

We
Longevity.—There are 17 men now living

New iiaveii, whose united ages amount to 1413
Jfor suppression of intemperance, &c. &c

years

three ye

ty-seven men, wliose uuiteu ages amount to i»/ i
|

ever yet shown that the country

For Sale,

At the New England Farmer Seed Store, " A Memoir of the

Cultivation of the Vine in America—and the best Mode of mak-
Wine. Second e3ition. By John Adlum. June 27

Field Beans.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store two barrels

of small while prolific Field Beans, raised in Milton. Mass.

—

They are of fine quality, free from any mixture, the seed being

selected, and are all of the growth of 1827.

Gunpowder, fyc.

Du Ponl's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts. per pound—Shot—BaHs
—Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum—Refined Salt Petre—Blue Vitriol, {cc. constant-

ly for sale at the Dupont Powder Store, No. G5 Broad street

—

ByE. COPELAND, Jr.

[LT° The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality

—

and is marked "E. Copeland, jr. Boston," on the head of the

cask tf March 14-

years, and whose average age is 73 years. The
average age of the two together is about seventy

seven years.

Eggs, Rags, and Rum.—A few days since, as I

was journeying back from the sea-board, I called

at a store in to bait my horse. While I was
waiting for the wearied animal to take his allow-

ance, there came in a squalid looking woman, and

passing to the counter, in a low voice inquired of

the clerk—'Have you any rum?' She was an-

swered agreeably to her wish. ' Give me a quart,'

said she, handing him a jug, and at the same time

beauniing to lay out upon the counter-frorn a cov-
i

. f . »i -j ^rru • f Honorable Artillery, on the Election day, 1828
cred basket, tlie quid pro quo.—'There are nine oi > ; , , .,..,_____-___ ... .__ ,:_!_,.

your eggs,' said the clerk. ' Here are some paper

MILLET.
Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

50 bushels of Millet of superior quality : gentlemen in want of

this article are requested to call and examine it.

Also, a further supply ol Orchard Grass, Lucerne, Fowl
Meadow, Mangel Wurtzel. Sugar Beet, Ruta Baga, Russian

Flax, LimaBeans, &c. with several new varieties of Turnip
~ eilow Stone,
hite Mustard
Pomegranate
Melons.

i For sale at' the New England" Farmer Seed Store, o few
ted, by iliese trainings. ine system nas none

, dsofLong. Wn .ir Summer Naples Radish, a variety high-

other for its advocates, except those who are, like fy esieemed in the Southern States,

children, " pleased with a rattle, tickled with a

The average of each individual is eighty- Lav m va jn may we do these things unless we Seed from Europe, including the Yell.w MahaY<

ars. In addition to these, tnere are twen-
|
abolish entirely the militia system. No man has

j |e
e"

d.lA\
b
o" Greeif Citron.^Piiie'Tpple^ard P,

men, whose united ages amount to 1971 ever vet sh wn that the country has been benefit-
J

Musk Melons ; Carolina and Long Island Waver M<

straw ;" who admire to strut about dressed in re-

gimentals, and to exhibit themselves to the gaze

of the public, to show to the world how much

Bull Bolivar.

The high bred imported Improved Short-horned Bull Bolivar,

will siand at the subscriber's stable in Charlestown, Mass. Price

g5 for each cow lor the season. This bull was selected by Mr
Coales, the keeper of the Herd Book, without limitation of cost,

braver they appear in times of peace, than they
fnrrtie

'„
se of me p„we!ton stock, and is so highly valued by

would in time of war. We are far behind our
] q |. Powel, that he has always refused to sell him, and has

southern friends in this business. In Maryland, !
consented to part from him but for a season, considering him in

form, points, and pedigree, equal to any animal to be had in

of so little consequence is it, that, by paying two

dollars you are exempt, any body old or young

for the year. Everyone ought to read the Rev.

Mr. Pierpont's sermon before the Ancient and

rags also,' said she of the brown jug. They were

thrown into the scales, and raised a twelve ounce

weight. 'You have 3 of a pound,' said the clerk.

'The eggs and the ra.gs come to nine cents—the

rum is ten.'

It shows the militia system in its proper light.

The supporters of the system are decreasing eve-

ry day and it must ere long go down—down

—

never to rise again.

—

Salem Observer.

It is said Ice has been ordered to be admitted

free of duty at Cuba for two years*

Great Britain.

Bolivar is red and white, is not three years old, and has never

been forced ; yet he girls immediately behind his fore legs T
feet 8 inches." The singular neatness of his shoulder, the

straightness of his back, the width of his loin, the smallness of

his head, neck, andofial, the quickness ol his gait, together with

the well known character of his family as dairy stock, render

him one. of the most desirable males for improving our neat cat-

tle, that can in any country be found.

SAMUEL JAQUES, Jr.

Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the end

of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from tltr Sme

efstihscrtitivg, <rre entitled to a deduction offifty cents-.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
From the Boston Daily Advertiser.

Although the means of preventing and destroy

ing putrid or infectious miasmata, by the use of

chemical agents, have been long known, they have
been resorted to for the most part only on occa-

sions of alarm. They may be made to conduce
so much to our comfort and health at this season,

that I venture to send you a brief notice of a pre-

ventive and remedial agent, which may be em-
ployed in any situation, and under all circum-
stances.

Within a few months great use has been made
in France of a chemical compound of chlorine gas

and lime or soda, for the purpose of destroying the

offensive odours arising from putrifying animal and
vegetable mati rs. The first use of this com-
pound was in a case of judicial inquiry, where it

became necessary to disinter a body for examina-
tion, and by it the effluvia was destroyed in an
hour or two.

For ai' i imffloo purposes, the effects of the com-
pel) and chlorine, known in commerce
as • powder," and "bleaching salts," are

similar to those of the substance used in France
under th<3 name' of " Labarraque's Disinfecting

Soda Liq

The bleaching powder may be sprinkled about
an apartment, or a small quantity thrown into a
vessel which it is desirable to purify ; or it may be
dissolved in water, anil cloths be dipped in the

solution, and afterwards be brought into the vitiat-

ed atmosphere. Vehicles for the removal of of-

fensive substances, as well as the substances them-

selves, may be freed from all offensive odour by

the use of the powder, while at the same time the

fertilizing powers of those substances are remark-

ably increased—a fact which has been establish-

ed by actual experiment.

In some situations and apartments, a few spoon-

foils of the powder may be mixed with the sand

with which the floors are usually sprinkled. The
many occasions, both in public and private, where
this purifying agent may be advantageously em-
ployed, must be obvious.* It is sometimes desira-

ble to prevent the rapid change of a dead body
previous to interment ; this would be accomplish-

ed by a small quantity of the dry powder within

the coffin, or by the application of the moistened

clothes.

In descending into vaults, pits, sewers, &c. if the

air breathed be passed through a sponge which
has been wet with the solution, the person can re-

main some time without injury in situations where
others not so provided would infallibly be des-

troyed.

The use of this substance in the sick chamber
will be found a source of no slight comfort, and
even safety in some diseases ; and it has been ap-
plied to ulcers and putrescent sores with manifest
advantage.

The effect of this chemical agent is not like

that of vinega , and the various substances resort-

ed to on occasions like the above, it does not mere-
ly disguise the odour, it chemically decomposes
ami destroys it. It is perfectly innocent, and not

pensive, unless purchased in small quantities
usually sold in small tin boxes ; it should be ob-
tained from the manufacturer, by the pound.

Cambridge, July 1. J. W. WEBSTER.

* We recommend this excellent article to the attention of those
engaged in removing night soil ; and particularly to such farm-
ers in Brookline. Brighton. &c, as havo ii deposited on tbeir
farms. The " Bleaching Salts" alluded to, cau he purchased
at the New England Fanner seed store in any quantitv.

From " Retvntyjfce Receipts for Paslr,,, Cakes. Puddings,''
Spc. an excellent treatise published by Munroe 8? Francis, andfor
sale ai this office, price 50 rents.

GOOSEBERRY PUDDING.
A pint ofslewed "ooseherr'es, with nil their juice.
A quarter of a pound of powdered sugar.
Two ounces of fresh butter.

Two ounces of grated bread.
Three eggs.

Stew the gooseberries till quite soft. When
they are cold, mash them fine with the back of a
spoon, and stir into them two ounces of sugar.

Take two ounces more of sugar, and stir it to a
cream with two ounces of butter.

Grate very fine, as much stale bread as will

weigh two ounces.

Beat three eggs, and stir them into the butter

ami sugar, in turn with the gooseberries, and
bread.

Lay puff-paste in a soup-plate. Put in the mix-
ture, and bake it halfan hour.

Do not grate sugar over it.

BLACK CURRANT JELLY.
TVk the currants from the stalks, wash and

drain them. Mash them soft with a spoon, put
them in a basr, and squeeze out the juice. To
each pint ofjuice, allow three quarters of a pound
of loaf-sugar. Put the juice and sugar into a pre-
serving kettle, and boil them about ten minutes,
skimming them well. Take it immediately out of
the kettle. Put it warm into your glasses. Tie
it tin with brandy papers.

The juice of black currants is so very thick,

that it requires less sugar and less boiling than
any other jellv.

FRUIT PIES
Fruit pies for family use, are generally made

with common paste, allowing three quarters of a
pound of butter to a pound and a half of flour.

Peaches and plums, for pies, should be cut in

half, and the stones taken out. Cherries also
should be stoned, and red cherries only should be
used for pies.

Apples should be cut into very thin slices, and
are very much improved by a little lemon-peel.

—

Sweet apples are not good for pies, as they are
very insipid when baked, and seldom get thor-
oughly done. If green apples are used, they
should first be stewed in as little water as possi-
ble, and made very sweet.

Apples, stewed previous to baking, should not
be done till they break, but only till they are ten-
der. They should then be drained in a cullender
and chopped fine with a knife or the edge of a
spoon.

In making pies of juicy fruit, it is a good way
to set a small tea-cup on the bottom crust, and lay
the fruit all around it. The juice will collect un-
der the cup, and not run out at the edges or top
of the pie. The fruit shotdd be mixed with a suf-

ficient quantity of sugar, and piled „„ j„ the mid-
dle, so as to make the pie highest in the eeattfei
'The upper crust should be pricked with : , t'.,rk. m
have a slit cut in the middle. The edges should
be niceli crimped with a knife.

Dried peaches, dried apples, and cranberries
should be stewed with a very little water, and al-

lowed to get quite cold before they are put into
the pie. If stewed fruit is put in warm, it will

make the paste liea- y.

If your pies are made in the form of shells, or
without lids, the fruit should always be stewed
first, or it will not be sufficiently done, as the shells

(which should be of puff-paate) must not bake so
long as covered pic -.

Shells intended for sweetmeats, must be baked
empty, and the fruit put into them before they go
to the table.

Fruit pies with lids, should have loaf-sugar grat-
ed over them. If they have been baked the day
before, they should be wanned in the stove, or
near the fire, before they are sent to table, to sof-
ten the crust and make them fresh.

Raspberry and apple pies are much improved
by taking oft' the lid, and pouring in a little cream
just before they go to table. Replace the lid very
carefully.

RED CURRANT JELLY.
Wash your currants, drain them, and pick them

from the stalks. Mash them with the back t a
spoon. Put then u a jelly-bag, and squeeze it till

all the jnice. is pre... -d out.

To every pint of juice, allow a pound ot th c
best loaf-sugar. Put the juice and the sugar into
your kettle, and boil it fifteen minutes, skimming
it all the while. Pour it warm into your glasses,
set it for several hours in the sun, and when cold,
tie it up with brandy paper. Jellies should never
be allowed to get cold in the kettle. If boiled too
long, they ivill lose their flavour, and become of a
dark colour.

Strawberry, raspberry, blackberry-, and grape
jelly may be made in the same manner, and"with
die same proportion of loaf-sugar.

Red currant jelly may also be made in a very
simple manner, by putting the currants whole into
the kettle, with the sugar ; allowing a pound of
sugar to a poimd of currants. Boil them together
fifteen minutes, skimming carefully. The p
them into a sieve, with a pan under it. Let them
drain through the seive into the pan, pressing them
down with the back of a spoon.

Take the jelly, while warm, out of the pan and
put it into your glasses. Tie it up with brandy
paper when cold.

Lusus Natura.—A Royal George peach tree,

cultivated in the garden of the Rev. Mr. Howman
of Beetles, produced, last season, rather a large

fruit, three parts of which were peach, and one
part nectarine, quite distinct in appearance as well
as in flavour.— Gardener's .Magazine.

Mr. Andrew Hook, No. 165 Market street, Bal-

timore, has prepared handkerchiefs troni India
silk, with views of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail

Road elegantly printed on them.
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MOWING. |
corn, makes it into a gavel, and lays it gently on

j

gne them but little water, as much moisture will

They who have not been in their youth accus- the ground. This must be done with spirit, as a-
j

retard the ripening, and prevent their acquiring

tomed to do this work, are seldom found to be nother mower immediately follows."—Com. Farm.
;

that rich flavor peculiar to this fruit. If they are

able to do it witii^ase or expedition. But when As reaping is slow and laborious work, it would
j

ripe gather them in the morning. Mature ripe-

the art is once learnt, it will not be lost. be right for our countrymen to learn this method
,

ness is sometimes shewn by the fruit cracking at

As this is one of the most laborious parts of the I
of mowing their wheat ; which will undoubtedly I

the base round the stalk, or by changing yellow-

husbandman's calling and the more fatiguing as it
j

answer also for other sorts of grain.—Deane. ish, and imparting a fragrant odour.

must be performed
B
in the hottest season of the r~I fP fcmiiv. ' ,

RadisheS mW}™ S0Wed for an autumn Cr°P t0

year, every precaution ought to be used which Soap savmgof-For the use of private families
, draw next month.

To this it will con- ' where hnen is dirty by perspiration or grease it
| LONDON PORTER.tends to lighten the labour * "—"^ ™"

will be of eat service towards rendering it white, I

duce not a little, tor the mower to n»e >eiy eany, e
.

=

~7j
k b f • the rishi"- of the sun. to steeP u for some tllne ln a clear '1(

l
uor

>
made

'

lnls P°Pular beverage would seem, from the
and e at us v>oi e oie .8 •

, mixing one quart of quick lime in ten gallons statements made of its ingredients, very ill to de-
ne mav easily perform hall the usual aaj s vtorK j b -i -i m, J ., ,
' V ' • , • a- „„»t will ™t of water, letting the mixture stand 24 hours, and serve its renown. The proportion of the malt-
before nine in the morning. His woik win not » o -»

.

•

. . ., ...

only be made easier by the coolness of the morn- then using the clear water drawn from the lime consumed to the porter made shows that ,f malt

to/air but also by the dew on the grass, which is After the hnen is steeped m this liquor it should and hops alone were used, the liquor produced

cut the' more easily for being wet. By this means be washed as usual, but it will require much less would not be so intoxicating as the most watery

he may he still and rest himself during all the hot-
j

soap to be used. -
small beer. Its inebriating property must arise,

~ , , . i ... i. u„„„„ i of„ n~ I
— therefore, from some other ingredients. What is

test of the day, wide others who begun late a e .

RITCHEN GARDEN_JULY. ! called garter essence" is the most in use for this
sweating themselves excessively; and hinting

|

«.*.«. v*»»j r
.

their health, probably, by taking down large ' Several succession^ crops are required to be purpose. The following is said to be the recipe

draughts of cold drink to slake their raging thirst, sown this month for the supply of autumn, and for this agreeable and highly salutary compound:

The other half of his work may be performed after some main crops for winter consumption. Many " Take £ cwt. of Spanish liquorice, and 4 lbs. of

three or four o'clock ; and at night he will find principal crops will be now arrived to full perfec- copperas, boil them together m a copper pan, in 3

i'' -elf free from fatigue tion, alm some mature crops all gathered. When gallons of water, Then take £ cwt. of molasses

If the mower would 'husband his strength to the latter is the case, the ground should be clear- or treacle and J cwt. of raw sugar and boil them

advantage, he should take care to have his scythe, ed and dug for succeeding ones, or for some gen- till they thicken a good deal, add the mixture

and all the apparatus for mowing, in the best or- eral autumn and winter crops, as turnips, cabba- above mentioned and bod altogether two hours,

der His scythe ought to be adapted to the sur- I
ges, savoys, brocoli, cauliflowers, celery, endive, When cold, add the following ingredients, m pow-

face on which he mows. If the surface be level &c. &o. der, 4 lbs
-
of

f
entian root (ground) 4 lbs. of

and free from obstacles, the scythe may be long { The business of sowing and planting this month orange pease, 2 lbs. of ground calamus root, and

and almost straight ; and he will perform his work will be more successful if done in moist or showe- stir and mix till the substance becomes like a soft

with less labour, and greater expedition. But if ry weather, or on the approach of ram, or irame- extract."

the surface be uneven, cradley, or chequered with diately after ; especially for small seeds, and young Other ingredients are used, such as quassia, the

stones, or stumps of trees, his scythe must be short seedling plants. multum powder, as it is called, to save hops, the co-

and crooked Otherwise he will be obliged to olfl crops of artichokes now advancing in full cuius indicus, and nux vomica, which are in the

"eave much of the grass uncut, or use more labor fruit should be divested of some of the small side highest degree destructive to animal life, though

in cutting it. A long and straight scythe will heads, to encourage the principal top heads in at- their immediate effect is only a kind of stupid

only cut off the tops of the grass in hollows. tainingalargermagnm.de. » j™*
.

.......

A mower should not have a suead that is too Now is the time to gather aromatic herbs tor

slender ; for this will Xeep the scythe in a contin- drying and distilling, &c. as spear-mmt, pepper-

ual tremor, and do much to hinder its cutting.— mint, balm, penny-royal, camomile flowers, laven-

He must see that it keeps perfectly fast on the der-flowers, sage, hyssop, marjoram, fennel, dill,

snead ; for the least degree of looseness will oblige basil, tarragon, angelica, marigold flowers, sweet-

him to use the more violence at every stroke.— marjoram, &c, most of which, when just coming

Many worry themselves needlessly by not attend- »"o flower, arc in the best perfection for gather-

ing to this circumstance. .

iaS- The fennel, dill, and angelica, should remain

Mowing with a company ought to be avoided till they are in seed,

by those who are not very strong, or who are lit- Plant the last crops of beans, for late produc-

tie used to the business, or who have not their tion in autumn. Let them be principally of the
j

fire at every moment. It is a problem for the cu-

tools ill the best order. Young lads, who are am- smaller kind, as they are most successful in late
,

nous, which is the more effectual and honorable

bilious to be thought good mowers, often find planting, putting in a few at two or three different
.

means of extinguishing life— English porter or

themselves much hurt by mowing in company. times in the month ; and also some larger kinds, td
,

American whiskey—Baltimore American.

Mowers should not follow too closely after each have the greater chance of success and variety;-- —
other: Fortius has been the occasion of fatal and in all ofwhich, if dry weather, soak the beans Soda, m washing.—A few ounces of soda will

in soft water, six or eight hours, then plant them, soften a hogshead of the hardest water. It is

and water the ground along the rows. said to be greatly superior in washing to either

intoxication. More than 30,000 lbs. of nux vomi-

ca, and more than 12,000 lbs. of coculus indicus.

are annually imported into Great Britain. As the

only other use for these drugs, besides their infu-

sion into porter, is to poison vermin, it is naturally

concluded that nearly the whole goes into the

porter, for the purpose of poisoning men. It is

this delectable beverage which gives London por-

ters that inflammatory habit and red complexion
which are mistaken for health, but which rather

betokens so much solidified hydrogen, ready to take.

wounds. And when the dangerous tool is carried

from plaee to place, it should be bound up with a

:ope of grass, or otherwise carefully secured.

" Mr. de Lisle introduced in England, the mow-
ing of wheat. The method is this : The scythe

he uses is at least six inches shorter in the blade

than the common scythe ; and instead of a cradle,
'

. o twigs of osier put semi-circular wise into

lioles made in the handle of the scythe, near the

blade, in such a manner that one semi-circle inter-

sects the other.

" By this method of mowing wheat, the stand-

ing corn is always at the left hand. The mower
mows it inward, bearing the corn Ire cuts on his

scythe, till it come to that which is standing, a-

gainst which it gently leans. After every mower
follows, a gatherer, who being provided with a

hook or stick, about two feet long, gathers up the

Earth up oelery plants, to blanch ; also the potash or pearlash. It gives a delicate whiteness

stems of young cabbages, savoys, brocoli, borecole, to the linen without the slightest injury, and never

beans, peas, kidney-beans, &.C. to strengthen their unless excess is used in the least affects the hands.

Towth. To glasses, decanters, table spoons, &c. it gives a

Sow the principal late crops of kidney-beans, of lustre equal to the highest polish, without labour,

the dwarf kinds, for auiumn supply ; and some if washed in water, in which a small quantity has

more for late successional production in Septem- '.been dissolved.

ber, &c. sow them all in drills, two feet or two

feet and a'half distant ; and if the weather is very

hot and dry, either soak the beans, or water the

drills well before you sow them.

Continue to plant out different sorts of lettuce at

a foot or fifteen inches from each other. Plant

them in small shallow drills, to preserve the moist-

ure longer ; and water them well at planting.

If your melons are advanced to full growth,

The Georgia (Augusta) Courier of the 23d ult.

says that on the previous Saturday there were 14

cart and wagon loads of Watermelons in market

which is considered unusually early.

Several instances have occurred recently, in

Connecticut, of dairy women having the Kine

Pock, caught from the cows.
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GRAPE VINES.
Communicalion from William Wilson, Esq. of Clcrmnnl. New

York, on the culture of the Grape. Addressed to the New

York Horticultural Society, March 1821.—Communicated for

the New York Farmer.

- You noticed a few grapes which I sent last

summer to my friend, Mr. Peter Hattack — they

were not intended for exhibition, or perhaps bet-

ter bunches might have been sent. But as they

met your approbation, the mode of raising them

may not be unacceptable. I have cultivated

grapes for more than twenty years, and for the

last ten years with success. The soil in which

they grow, is a light gravelly loam, the ground

perfectly level, the vines were raised from cut-

tings and planted in the place they were intended

to be continued, and where they now are. I have

two rows of about twenty-five vines each, one on

the north side of the garden, exposed to the south

and protected by a high hoard fence, the other

row in the middle and most exposed situation,

with no shelter whatever. For the first six or

seven years, they were cultivated in the usual

"way, cut down to three or four feet, and support-

ed by stakes and laths. Their growth was rapid,

and required a good deal of trimming. They
bore fruit ; but in two years out of three, they

were blasted and mildewed, good for nothing ; all

we got was trouble and vexation. I had resolved

to abandon them. About this time, I observed in

the woods some very fine looking wild grapes, the

vines running up high trees, and most of the fruit

at or near the top. On examining, many were
found in the same situation ; from this I took the

hint of raising the cultivated srape higher from
the ground. At the time of trimming I left the

vines their whole length, ten or twelve feet or

more ; cutting away every side shoot and leaving

the vines as clear of shoots, or spurs, or beads, as

possible. The spring following, by every vine

was fixed a strong stake at least ten feet high,

with most of the limbs untouched, so that they

had the appearance of large bushes, or well grown
saplings. The vines were twisted around them
to the top, and when necessary, tied with bass.

—

By the middle of June, the stakes were entirely

covered by the new shoots of the vine, and with

plenty of fruit, which was fully ripe in September,

and not one bunch blasted or mildewed ; there

was not one cluster within three or four feet of

the ground. Since that time I have continued

the same practice, and have now vines 20 or 30
feet long ; some of which run up the fruit trees

adjoining, the others being earned up 8 or 10
feet, and then stretched horizontally. It is no
unpleasant thing to see a cherry tree on one hand,
a pear tree on the other, and a peach tree not far

ofF, all ornamented with clusters of grapes. Yet
such is the case, and has been for years past
Several strangers, both citizens and Europeans,
curious in such things, have called to examine for

themselves, and have generally allowed it to be
the most successful cultivation they had seen.
To the members of the horticultural society,

who, it is probable are mostly practical men, I

cannot write in their technical language ; it is

therefore hoped they will excuse the inaccuracies
that occur. In as few words as possible, the
whole management of the year is as follows, and
it matters not at what period we be<rin. The
fruit begins to ripen early in September and con-
tinues till the frosts in October. As soon as the
grapes are all gathered, that is about the 15th of

October, the stakes are taken up and thrown aside

for fire wood. The vine is then stretched out its

whole length and trimmed as clean as possible, in

which state it is left lying on the ground for two
or three weeks : about the last of November, they
are laid on the surface at full length, and fastened
down with pins, and covered lightly with earth

;

which is dolic by digging a shallow ditch on each
side, and throwing up the ground to the middle,
which forms a ridge over the vines, and covers
them about ten or twelve inches ; no straw, ma-
nure, or any other covering but the earth ; in this

state they lie all winter. In April, as soon as the
weather will permit, they arc uncovered and left

on the ground for ten or twelve days or more :

the stakes are now, about the first of May, fixed

in their places, and the vines replaced as before.

They require no farther trouble, unless some that

may be blown down are to be put up again. The
borders are now well dressed by digging and rak-

ing, but no manure, nor has any been put on for

ten years or more. They are also kept perfectly

clean through the summer, by frequent hoeing and
raking : no vegetables are allowed to grow on the

borders at any time.

This mode of raising grapes differs from the or-

dinary in these particulars :

1st. Trimming or pruning : this is usually done
in February or March. Here we never cut a vine

later than November ; were this done in the spring

they would either bleed to death or be so much
weakened as to bear no fruit. In general, we
are too sparing of the knife, leaving too many eyes
or buds, by which you get too much wood and
too little fruit ; and there is a mistake, which all

writers that I have seen have fallen into, that

" vines bear their fruit on the wood that was pro-
duced the preceding year." This is not the case,

for the fruit is invariably on the wood of the pres-

ent year. *•*-

2d. The next difference is laying down and
covering the vines all winter. In our northern
climate, this is absolutely necessary : it may not
be so farther south, yet it is worth a trial with a

few vines. Prune in October, lay them down and
cover in November or December, and take them
up in March. One season will test the utility or

futility of the practice.

3d. Another difference is leaving the vine its

full length and* trainin^tit as high as possible.

—

Tiiis I have never seen except in my own garden
;

but it is the practice in some parts of Italy, where
the vines run over the poplar and elm trees.

4th. Most people plant their vines in sheltered

and warm places : this is following the English
mode, where the climate requires it. Here my
vines that are most exposed, bear equally if not

better than others.

5th. No manure has been used for many years.

Its use gives wood, not fruit.

The greater part of the grapes are the sweet
water ; these are the best bearers, and pleasantest

for table. The miller grape answers well for a

variety, and is a good bearer. I have tried the

red and black Hamburg, but they do not succeed
so well. I am now trying to raise the Madeira
grape, having received a few cuttings, which came
from that island, last spring, all of which are

growing and shall have a fair trial.

The borders on which the grapes are cultivated

are six feet wide, and the vines in the centre.

Your humble servant,

Cltrmont, .V. Y. WILLIAM WILSON.

From Memoirs of the Caledonian Horticultural Society.

TREATMENT OF GOOSEBERRY BUSHES
As soon as the leaves are all fallen, I begin

pruning, and dunging, if need require. I then dig

the ground between the bushes, having the

ground as rough as possible ; and as the diggers
are proceeding, that is, as soon as they are clear

of the first plant in the row, I give the bush, from
the rose of a watering-pot, at least an Engtiafa

gallon of the following mixture, of equal purl-. \i/

lime-water, chamber-ley, and soap-suds, in which
I introduce as much soot as to give the compost
tion the color and consistence of rich dunghill

druinings ;
proceeding over the whole in this

manner, without treading or poaching the ground:

in which state they remain until the winter fro-t-

are fairly past, when I level and dress up the

ground between with a rake.

This practice I have invariably performed, and
have always had healthy fruitful hushes, and nev-

er in the least annoyed with any insects on the

bushes so dressed. JOHN NAISMITH.

HOW TO PICKLE WALNUTS.
Scald slightly, and rub off" the first skin of a

hundred large walnuts, before they have a hard
shell : this may easily be ascertained by trying
them with a pin. Put them in a strong cold brine,

put new brine the thud and sixth days, and take
them out and dry them on the ninth. Take an
ounce each of long pepper, black pepper, ginger,

and allspice ; a quarter of an ounce of cloves, some
blades of mace, and a table-spoonful of mustard-
seeds : bruise the whole together, put into a jar
a layer of walnuts, strew them well over with the
mixture, and proceed in the same manner till all

are covered. Then boil three quarts of white
wine vinegar, with sbced horse-radish and ginger,
pour it hot over the walnuts, and cover close

Repeat the boiling of the vinegar and pour it hot
over, three or four days, always keeping the pick-
le closely covered ; add at the last boilmg a few
cloves of garlic, or shallots. In five months they
will be fit for use.

A Tropical Climate—Insects are the curse of
tropical climates. The vete rouge lays the foun-
dation of a tremendous ulcer. In a moment you
[are covered with ticks. Chigoes bury themselves
in your flesh, and hatch a large colony of young
chigoes in a few hours. They will not live to-

gether, but every chigoe sets up a separate ulcer,

and has his own private pus. Flies get entry into

your mouth, into your eyes, into your nose. Ycu
eat flies, drink flies, and breathe flies. Lizards,
cockatrices, and snakes, get into the bed— ants
eat the books— scorpions sting you on the foot

every thing stings, bites, or bruises—every second
of your existence you are w ounded by some piece
of animal life, that nobody has ever seen before,
except Swainnicrdam and Mariam. An insect
with eleven legs is swimming in your tea cup a

non descript with nine wings is struggling in the
small beer, or a caterpillar with several dozen
eyes in his belly is hastening over the bread and
butter ! All nature is alive, and seems to be gath-
ering her entomological hosts to eat you up as
you are standing, out of your coat, waist-coat and
breeches. Such are the tropics. All this recon-
ciles us to our dews, fogs, vapor and drizzle—to

our apotheccries rushing about with gargles and
tinctures—to our British constitutional coughs,
sore throats, and swelled faces.

—

Edinb. Mecieir.
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Extracts from Knight's Treatise on the Culture of

the Apple and Pear.

The inexperienced planter will suppose that

much time will be lost in propagating new kinds,

as these will not produce fruit so soon as grafts of

those which have been long in cultivation ;
but

he will soon find that the fruit of very small young

trees by no means repays him for the injury they

sustain in growth. If the seeds, from which new
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tion should be paid to select such as are sufficient- would make it an object to engraft most of the

ly early to ripen well in it ; for if the fruit be not
|
walnut trees. Some have a very thin shell, an<5

ripe its produce must ever be crude, harsh or un-
j

a thick, large meat—while others have a thick

palatable. A cider apple may be safely pronounc- shell and but little meat. It is probable that the

ed to be too late for the situation it occupies, when ' hickory, or sbag-bark, would do well, engrafted

it does not become yellow before the end of Oeto- on the pig-nut. If it should, the quantity raised

ber and I do not know any disadvantages at- might be greatly increased, and the quality much

tendin" a more early maturity ;
provided the kinds improved. The Maderia nut, which is usually sold

of fruit be capable of being kept a few weeks. An at the shops under the name of the English wal-

P i opinion, I have observed, prevails that the liquors nut, at 12£ to 16 cents per pound, may be culti-

rieties were expected, and those in enutu mt.c-
, ^^.^ from &u earl fruits are without 8tI!ftngt [i vated here without difficulty, and is very produc-

to produce stocks, were sowed m the same
i
sea-

[ ^ ^ ^ gtrongest cider) yet known> js tiye In (he vidnity of New York, there is a tree

son, the merits of those varieties « ouw ^enerauy
uced ong of these) the gtire . and , have which has produced) in a sing le year, as many as

be known, as early as the stocks would have gain

lgth in the mil

have become after being moved, firmly

tm,-«prv
b
a ml met with two other varieties, evidently capable of sold in the market for two hundred dollars. We

ed proper size and strength in Uic <"sery, ™
ki extremely strong ciders, which ripens in have no doubt that it might be engrafted on the

have become after beu.g moved, firmly looted in ^ Jg df Wtfl butter-nut, or the walnut, with perfect success,

the ground, where they are to remain
;
iMJ«

^^ and unt
-

avorable situations those fruits It is a tree of the same genus, and in its character
stocks were then to be graited in the orancnes, ^ ^^ ^ planter, which in their general bears a nearer resemblance to the butter-nut than
with those new varieties, I know no means ny

J' m .

re ,ated tQ the natiye kh)d , Qther trees do to tbose on wllich ,hey are
which an orchard could be better, or more expe

ditiously raised.

It has been recommended to remove the young

trees once or twice during the time they remain

in the nursery, under the idea of increasing the

iivlmber of their roots ; but I think this practice

only eligible with trees which do not readily grow

when transplanted. I have always found the

"rowth of young apple trees to be much retard-

ed, and a premature disposition to blossom to be

brought on by it, and I could not afterwards ob-

serve that those trees, which had been twice re-

moved, grew better than others. It has also been

supposed that many small roots, proceeding im-

mediately from the trunk, are in the future growth

of the tree to be preferred to a few which are

large ; but as the large roots of necessity branch

into small, which consequently extend into a great-

er distance, the advantages of more transplanta-

tions than from the seed-bed to the nursery, and

thence to the orchard, may reasonably be ques-

tioned.

The apple tree succeeds best in situations which

are neither high, nor remarkably low. In the

former its blossoms are frequently injured by cold

winds, and in the latter by spring frosts, particu

character appear nearly

or crab ; for though the flavor of these be austere successfully engrafted. The experiment is worth

and ungrateful to the palate, the ciders produced trying, and, if successful, it would soon furnish us,

from some of them, when they have been tho- at a cheap rate, with a good supply of that excel-

rughly ripened, are often found smooth and gen- lent nut, without waiting the more tardy process

erous. I would recommend the grafts to be taken of rearing the tree.

—

Mass. Spy.

from an improved crab, in preference to the de-

generated apple ; for the former will possess much

of the hardiness and vigor, whilst the latter will

often inherit the debility and diseases of the pa-

rent tree. Proper fruits of this kind might pro-

bably be obtained from a crab of a deep yellow

color, and in taste rather astringent than acid,

trained to a south wall, and impregnated with the

farina of a rich early apple, in the manner already

recommended. But both the red, and the yellow

Siberian crabs possess qualities, which appear to

give them great advantages over every English

variety. Their blossoms are in an extraordinary

degree, capable of bearing cold ; the fruit atrains

a very perfect and early maturity ; it is in color

and beauty unrivalled, and contains but a moder-

ate portion of acid, compared with its astringency.

I am well satisfied that the fruits, I have ob-

tained from these, will flourish and make fine ci-

ders in many situations where kinds which have

the lowest part been more improved by cultivation will not sue

winds ; but orchards succeed well in all aspects
;

and where the violence of the west wind is brok-

en by an intervening piece of ground, a southwest

aspect will be found equal to any. The trees at-

tain their largest stature in a deep strong loam
;

but will grow well in all rich soils, which are nei-

ther excessively sandy nor wet. An orchard, gen-

erally, is most productive of fruit, when it is situ-

uted near the fold-yard, and is in consequence

much trodden and manured by the cattle in the

winter ; and hence it will not unfrequently be

found advantageous to plant on the site of an old

orchard. The ground, however, in which old ap-

ple trees have grown, is esteemed very unfavora-

ble to young ones. When from contiguity to the

house, an orchard is planted in this kind of ground,

(he pear and apple should be made to succeed

each other, as has been judiciously recommended

by Mr. Marshall. The roots of the pear descend

to a greater depth in the ground than those of the

apple tree ; and as the stocks of neither of these

fruits will afford proper nutriment to the other, it

may be questioned whether their action on the

i-oil be perfectly similar.

In the choice of fruits of every situation, atten-

the bearing age, may be used with very great ad-

vantage. The leaf and habit of an improved crab

will generally indicate a worse fruit, and of a de-

generate apple a better, than the trees will after-

wards produce ; but this remark does not appear

to me to be applicable to those fruits, whose de-

generacy, or variation, has been produced by the

introduction of the farina of another kind.

GRAFTING AND INNOCULATION.
It is not unreasonable to suppose that the bene-

fits to be derived from the engrafting and innocu-

latibn of fruit trees, are far from being fully real-

ized. Aside from the neglect of improving orch-

ards, where there is nothing to prevent but the

disposition to procrastinate and delay— so preva-

lent with all—we believe that the process is of

much more extensive application than is generally

known, and that it may be the means of introduc-

ing the cultivation of fruits, now imported from

abroad at a great expense. It has been ascer-

tained that the shag-bark walnut may be success-

fully engrafted, and that the engrafted trees are

much the surest bearers. Where this not the

case, the difference in the quality of these nuts

GREEN FRUIT.
It may not be amis to remind parents, and all

those who have the immediate oversight of chil-

dren, that unripe fruit already begins to appear in

our markets. It is possible that more children's

lives are destroyed, in the summer, by this cause

of disease, than almost all others put together

—

Apples which are shaken from the trees by violent

winds, or fall prematurely by decay, are immedi-

ately gathered and brought to market ; the display

of them is too tempting to children to be with-

stood ; and of course, they are purchased, and eat-

en. Nothing is more pernicious, and yet nothing

is more common, than to see children and young

persons eating this kind of fruit. We should think

that parents would lay a more strict injunction a^

gainst this indulgence upon their children. They
must, unless they can make up their minds to

risk their health and their fives.

—

N. Y. Adv.

SILK WORMS.
The white silk worms hatch twice a year—the

yellow but once. The latter spins much the largest

ball, and is accounted the most valuable and least

troublesome.

Tbe price of eggs is sixpence a thousand.

Each miller desposits about 400 eggs.

It is calculated that the worms produced from

the eggs of 200 millers, or winged worms, wall

make ten pounds of silk.

One hundred and fifty pounds of leaves, it is es-

timated, are eaten by 1000 worms, to spin 1 lb. of

silk.

It takes about 1 bushel of yellow cocoons or

balls, to make 1J lbs. of silk.

One ball of silk, of the yellow kind, when spun

will measure 1750 feet.

The eggs of the silk worm are oftwo colors ; a

lightish slate, and a yellow. The latter are held

in poor esteem : they seldom contain the vital

principle.

THE SHAKER'S CIDER.
A tourist whose observations appear in the New

York Commercial Advertiser, gives the following

respecting the mode of making and preserving ci-

der as practised by the Shakers of Canterbury, in

New-Hampshire.
" Their fine cider sells in Boston for $10 the
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barrel, a fact which has several times gone tlx-

rounds of the newspapers. We made particular

inquiries respecting their mode of manufacturing

this article, but could not learn that they had any

peculiar process. Their fruit is of the ordinary

kind, and the apples arc gathered as they fall, and

housed. Late in November they are ground in a

mill, after the defective ones have been carefully

separated, and the pumice is suffered to remain in

the vat over night, and until it assumes a red col-

or throughout. It is then pressed in the usual

manner, and the cider is put into casks perfectly

clean and sweet. They prefer rum hogsheads,

when it is possible to obtain them. In December,

after the fermentation has subsided, they rack off

the cider, and add to each hogshead a gallon of

brandy distilled from the lees. In March they a-

gain rack into clean hogsheads, and the liquor re-

quires no farther attention. They never drink it

until it is at least two years old, and it continues

to improve by age. That which we tasted was

five years old."

—

Hartford Times.

AN ENGLISH COTTAGE.
There is a family at Winson Green, just in the

vicinity of B m, which I have occasionly seen;

and as I consider them, in manners and style of

living, a very good specimen of those middle

walks of life, 1 will give you an account of a late

visit there, and will mingle character and descrip-

tion with incident. At the close of a fine day, a

young Bostouiaii and myself, conducted by a son

of the family, called at the door of their cottage.

By cottage you will not understand me to mean a

one-story, straw-thatched building, half hid in

woodbine, but a neat two-story brick mansion,

covered with slate. We paused a few moments
in the front garden, to look at its arrangement. I

have often had occasion to admire the taste, which

Englishmen of this class exhibit in laying out and

decorating their gardens and pleasure grounds.

—

Whenever they fix upon a spot and call it ' home,'

they collect about it every little comfort and el-

egance that their means will admit. A garden

seems to be the primary object in then- rural econ-

omy ; and even when their means are scanty, and

they are necessarily confined to a narrow spot of

ground, they contrive to throw over that spot a

thousand beauties. This taste, I conceive, can-

not be too highly commended. It is not less el-

egant in itself, than it is favorable to purity of

manners. The same fondness for a garden and

flowers may be traced in the lowest artizans and

cottagers ; and when they are denied the luxury

of a garden, they will make a garden of their,

houses, and fill every window with flowers, and
j

plants. The garden which we were now survey-

ing, was enclosed with a hawthorn hedge, and
j

two gravelled walks led up each side of a closely

shaven oval grass plat, to the front door. Trees

of various kinds mingled with shrubbery skirted

the edges, and gave to the centre a charming as-

pect of pensive retirement, and rural quietness

The lawn, by the use of a cast iron roller, and
frequent shaving, had become extremely smooth,

and was not only cheering to the eye, from its

vivid green, but pleasant and soft as down to the

foot.

From the front garden we were conducted
through a gate at one corner of the house, into

the fruit and flower garden. This was somewhat
larger than the other. Like that it was enclosed

in a. hawthorn hedge, which, by constant trim-
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miug and good management had become so close-

ly interwoven and matted together, as to form as

effectual a barrier against the intrusion of cattle

or the prying curiosity of man, as a brick wall it-

self. The hedge under the hand ol a skillful ^ ;,r-

dener, can be made to assume the most fantastic

shapes. This was so close, that neither the hand
nor the eye could penetrate it ; and clothed as it

then was, in the brightest green, it far surpassed
in beauty, any fence or railing, and was more in

harmony with the scenes around.

As might be expected, wo found ourselves very
pleasantly entertained, in strolling over this enclo-

sure. Flowers of all hues, and every fragrance,

spread their charms before us, and together with
the fine fruits which abounded in it, our senses

were variously regaled. At the termination of
the walks was some object to call and divert the

attention—a summer-house, an arbour, or a rustic

seat. In the centre a sun-dial marked the wane
of time ; and at the foot of the garden, flowed a
small stream, which formed several cascades, and
finally passed oft' with a rippling sound, and was
lost to the eye under an arbonr. There was here

nothing extravagant, and nothing more than what
most of our farmers and tradesmen might com-
mand, with a very little attention and trifling cost.

The fruit-trees and plants would afford them a-

musement in their leisure hours, as well as re-

ward them with their products ; and the cultiva-

tion of flowers would give their daughters a refin-

ed and healthy employment.

—

Christian Spectator.]

ON LIVERWORT AS A CURE FOR CON-
SUMPTION.

The plant called liverwort, has recently acquir-

ed, through the medium of the newspapers, con-
siderable celebrity as a remedy for consumption.
Its reputation is altogether unmerited ; its admin-
istration must be pernicious in ninety-nine hun-
dredths of the cases in which the lungs are affect-

ed. Its operation is decidedly stimulant ; and the

faculty well known how few pulmonic patients

will bear remedies of that description. A patient

of mine insisted upon using the liverwort in spite

of my remonstrances. It gradually accelerated

his pulse until a spitting of blood was the conse-

quence. This satisfied him, the plant was aban-

doned, and his health immediately began to im-

prove. Like other excitants, the liverwort when
first taken, improves the feelings of the patient

;

and hence perhaps, in part, its popularity. Its

ultimate effect must in general, however, be such
as I have stated.—.V. Y. Farmer.

MELON.-.
These are cultivated in all the warm countries

of Europe, and also in Asia, Africa, and America,
where its salubrious and cooling fruit is greatly
esteemed.

The cultivation of the water-melon is so well
understood in tin: United States, that no directions

on the subject are requisite. They afford a wry
refreshing article of diet in our warm summers,
and yield considerable profit. The juice of the
sweeter kind yield, on inspissation, a bright light

colored syrup, whirl, would answer every purpose
required of any syrup. .Mr. 11. Drinker, ol Phila-
delphia, pro'-ur.;ii half a pint of this syrup, Irom
fourteen pounds of melon juice, a part of winch 1

tasted, and found very pleasant. Air. Dordleyr
who is practically acquainted with the cultivation

of the fruit, makes tin- following calculation ujKin

Mr. Drinker's experiment: -.Melons growing at

•5£ by 5£ feet apart, are 1,433 plants on an acre
;

these bearing two melons of 14 pounds each, yield

4000 pounds of melons, 1,433 pints of syrup

—

which, at ten cents, would come to one hundred
andforty-three dollars, for an aire's produce."

Taking the amount at one half the above sum,

it would be more than is produced from many
acres of land, in other cultivation, in sandy im-

poverished soils. Having millions of acres cover-

ed with the sugar maple, and thousands of acres

fit only for the cultivation of the water-melon, the

United States need be under no apprehension of
the vafc1 of suu'ar. Dr.

Iii • journey I" tic south'T

1793 and 1794, speaking of a colony of .Mora-

vians at Sarepts, or Sarpa, on the river Volga,

says, "the ingenious inhabitants of this town hiew
a kind of beer from their very abundant and cheap
water-melons, with the addition of hops ; tbey also

prepare p. conserve or marmalade from this fruit,

w iich is~a good substitute for syrup or treacle.'"

—

iX s. Encyclopedia.

Tn Lotnbardy Poplar.— It is observed that the
Lombardy poplar is decaying in every part of our
State, i have seen hundreds, nay thousands, this

spring, in c ir north and northwest sections, many
of which hu . out forth their vernal foliage with
vigor and luxuriance, and have since withered
and died.—.A-.:,?', .irgus.

? want of suirar. Dr. Pallas, in the account of
journey to the southern province of Russia, in

93 and'

Cure for stammering.—Those who suffer under
the distressing affliction of an impediment in their

speech may be effectually cured—where there is

no malformation of the organs of articulation, by
a perseverance for three or four months, in the
simple remedy of reading aloud with the teeth

closed, for at least 2 or 3 hours in the course of
each day London paper.

Temperance The people of Hard wick, Ver-

mont, have universally agreed to discontinue the

use of ardent spirits except as a medicine, and the

merchants have ceased to keep it except in the

way they keep other medicines. It occupies (we
suppose) its proper place among other medicines

and poisons, such as arsenic, oil of vitriol, aqua-
fortis, laudanum-, spirits of turpentine, nux vom-
ica, &c.

Coal m Pennsylvania.— It has been estimated,
and we think with great propriety, that one third
of the whole StaK of Pennsylvania, is pervaded
with coal, and we may safely put this down as
averaging at least 3 fee! in thickness. The whole
area of the commonwealth is 43,950 square miles;
one third of this is 14,6^0— the area of the coal
fields. A square mile at three feet thick will yield

nearly four millions of tons of coal. It is thus de-
monstrated that the coal fit Ids ct' Pennsylvania
will supply one million of tons, or twenty-eight

millions of bushels of coal annually, for nearly
sixty thousand years. Enormous as this compu-
tation may seem, we venture to say it is much be-
low the reality. Any one acquainted with the
coal localities, we think, will not object to the

assumption, that on* third of the whole common-
wealth is pervaded with coal beds, and that these

are over three feet thick. It wouid indeed be
nearer the fact to say they average above sis feet

thick

—

Piiila. Aurora.

Early corn was advertised in the Virginia papers
a-s fit for the table, on the 25th of June.
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At the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Society

for Promoting Agriculture, held at the hall of the

Massachusetts Bank, June 11, 1828.

Mr Lowell having declined a re-election to

tion to be attended to in turning lambs into a rich
j
sucli case, light dressings, such as soot, coal-ashes,

pasture, which is to let them be in some degree peat, or wood-ashes, lime, malt-dust, &.c. &c. are

satisfied with food, previously, that they may not
| often highly beneficial. Sir John Sinclair says,

be surfeited or hoven or swollen. £».iould this] "as there are strong objections to the application

disorder occur the distempered animals should be I of pure dung to grass lands, (much of its strength

treated as directed, page 334 of our current vol- being evaporated, from its being exposed to at-

ume. On weaning the lambs, it may be necessa-
i mospherie influence) composts are greatly to be

ry to milk their dams several times, in order to preferred. They may be applied at the rate of
the office of President, it was "voted that the rejjeve their udders, which otherwise sometimes

j

from thirty to forty cubic yards per acre. To keep
" thanks of the Society be presented to the Hon. become swollen and painful. ' grass land in good condition, a dressing to this
" John Lowell, the late President for his end-

, -j^g worst wooled lambs, bad colored ones, and amount is required every four years. The appli-
" nent services in that office ; and that the Society those that are very small, should be made over cation of unmixed putrescent manure, will thus
"is deeply sensible both of the reputation it has to tne butcher, and need not be weaned. It is

j

be rendered unnecessary, which ought at least to
" acquired, and the substantial benefits secured to recommended, however, not to kill or sell for ! be avoided in meadows, (or pastures) appropriated
"the agricultural interests of New England, by the killing any lambs till they are about six mouths : for the feeding of dairy cows, from its affecting
" unwearied exertion of his great and various

i(j
)
at which time their fleece becomes valuable. ' the quality of the milk."

"powers, and by the promptitude and kindness,! "Those ewe lambs, which are intended for It was remarked in Deane's N. E. Farmer, that
" with which he has availed himself of every op- stock," according to Deane, "should not come at "it is ridiculous to think of taking many crops of
" portunity to communicate the benefit of his ex- tne rains. For if they have lambs at a year old, it hay from any piece of upland, in uninterrupted

stints them in their growth ; and they have so fit- succession, without affording it any manure. For
tic milk that their lambs commonly die for want ' it does not imbibe the richness of the atmosphere
of nourishment. Or if they chance to five, they so plentifully as land in tillage. Grass land should,

will be apt to be always small. This practice is I therefore, once in two or three years at least, have

" tensive acquirements to his fellow citizens."

A true copy from the record.

BENJ. GUILD, Assist. Rec. Sec'y.

Brookline, June 11, 1828.

The following officers were chosen for the en-

suing year.

Hon. Th. L. Winthrop, President.

Hon. Israel Thorndike, 1st Vice President.

Hon. Tho. H. Perkins, 2d do. do.

John Heard, Esq. Treasurer.

Hon. John Lowell, Corresponding Secretary.

Richard Sullivan, Recording Secretary.

Benj. Guild, Assistant do. do,

Trustees.

Hon. Peter C. Brooks,

Hon. John Welles,
G. Parsons, Esq.

E. H. Derby, Esq.

John C. Gray, Esq.

SWINE.
An Ohio Farmer recommends coals as useful

in fattening hogs. After giving his hogs a small

quantity daily, say two pieces to each, about the

size of a hen's egg, they discontinued rooting,

were more quiet, and appeared to fatten faster.

—

He omitted the coal a few days and they com-

menced rooting ; he gave it again, and they ceas-

one reason why our breed of sheep in this couu
try is so poor.

"The largest lambs should be sheared at the

time of the new moon in July. Their fleeces will

yield as much the next year, and the wool will be

better ; and as cold storms rarely happen at that

time of the year, the lambs will do better without

then- fleeces than with them.

GRASS LAND,
By lying, is apt to become uneven and knobby.

To prevent this, good farmers pass a roller over

their land every spring and fall. Tliis gives the

roots of grass a more equal advantage for nourish-

ment and growth, facilitates the mowing of the

grass, and the raking of the hay.

When land becomes bound, or its surface mat-

ted together by interwoven roots of grass in such

a manner as to lessen the crop, if it be not con-

venient to plough it up, it should be cut or scari-

fied by a spiked roller ; or if the farmer do not

possess this, by a heavy loaded harrow, when the

ground is softened by rains or the coming out of

frost. It may then be dressed with some sort of yet much ought to be allowed" on tl

compost, composed of materials which will not
j

for the protection afforded by the top dressings

a dressing of good rotted dung or of a compost,

suitable for the soil. But the best way is to do it

every year. Autumn is the time for applying ma-
nure, according to long approved practice. But a

writer in the Georgical Essays recommends doing

it immediately after the first mowing when a sec-

ond crop is expected, which will undoubtedly be

the larger."

The last edition of the same work, under the

head "Top Dressing," contains the following ob-

servations : "There is scarcely any question, on

which farmers are more divided than as to the

policy of applying manure as a top dressing to grass

lands in spring or fall. The reasoning seems to

be in iavor of spring dressing, and it is supported
by Alany excellent names. But it ought to be
known that intelligent farmers, near the metropo-
lis, most generally dress their lands in autumn
Besides the reason stated above that grass lands

are less injured by carting over them in the fall
;

it may be added, that it is a season of greater

leisure, and although it is confidently asserted

that the manure is wasted by rains and snows,

other side,

t Ta
He supposes that the coal corrects lose their virtue by exposure to the sun nor be to the tender roots of plants during winter ; and

the morb.d fluid in the stomach which incites
j
easilv washed away by rain . and harrowed againj ^ nQt tQ^ >

ometK fo
«

,he low tem
them to root deep in search of fresh earth. Hogs

! so as to mix the nlanure with the surface of the Lecture of the atmosphere in winter, which pre-
in summer should at all times have Water HI „n:i There i« Tin dnno-er of ilestrnvinir the 1-r.nla . i tin . • • i eei sou. ineie is no aanger oi uesiroymg tne loots vents evaporation? Whatever principles of fer-
which thev can wallow, and they will encrust

t the urn ss hv harmwin o- Thnno-h thev he h™k .-v. C- . • • • . • j j
, ,

J
. , . „ ,

J
,

oi me glass oj nan owing, inougn tney ne DroK-
, tihtv exist m manure, are in winter carried down

themselves with a coating ot mud, so as to pre

vent their being troubled with vermin.
en they will be speedily renewed ; new offsets will

be more plentifully formed, and the crops will rise

with renewed vigor.

As a general rule, dung, or the recrements of
WEANING LAMBS, &c.

The weaning of lambs should be effected about

this time, or when the lambs are from six weeks
I

animal and vegetable substances cannot be pro-

to two months old. At this age they should be !

fitabl> applied to land which is covered with a

taken from the ewes, and have the best of pasture
|

thick sward. The sun, the atmosphere, and the

during the first fortnight ; by the end of which j

neighboring streams of water in such case become

time they will be so much accustomed to living the recipients of nearly all the fertilizing particles

on grass that they may be turned into a poorer

pasture. It is important that the lambs when
weaning should have a good bite of fresh grass,

otherwise their growth will receive a check

which no subsequent management can overcome.

Where they have grazed with their dams so long

a,s five or six weeks little hindrance to their growth

will be sustained by the separation. The ewes
should be removed to such distant pastures or

other places as that their bleating may not be

heard by the lambs. -There is, however, one cau-

of manure thus applied. When grass land be
comes impoverished by repeated crops of hay be-

ing taken from it, the soil should, as a general

rule, be ploughed, and manure applied to the ara-

ble crops, such as potatos, Indian corn, mangel
wurtzel, &c. and when thoroughly subdued, and
made abundantly rich, it should again be laid

down to grass, with great plenty of grass seed.

But it is often the case that good grass land is

too moist or too stony for arable crops, and yet

may need recruiting by some kind of manure. In

into the soil. We are fully convinced that a

scorching sun, and drying air, are more pernicious

to manures, spread thinly over the surface than

any drenching rams can be, unless on declivities,

where top dressings are unquestionably of less

value than on level grounds. The fact, that farm-

ers, who grow rich by supplying great towns with

hay, generally adopt the practice of fall dressing

grass lands, deserves weight."

LARGE TIMOTHY.
Among other specimens of the uncommon fruit-

fulness of the present season, we have seen spires

of Timothy, or (as it is most usually denominated

in the northern states) Herd's grass, which grew

on the farm of Mr Jeremiah Crosby, of Billerica.

with heads 14 inches long ! Good soil, good cul-

ture, and a good season must be united to pro-

duce such samples of fertility.
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AGRICULTURAL TOAST. Royal Relic—The mace belonging to the Roy-
At the State celebration of the late anniversary al Society was the gift of King Charles the Sec-

of American Freedom, held in Boston, in which ond, and is the identical one pointed at by Oliv

were present his Excellency the Governor, the Se

cretary of State, and most of the dignitaries of the

Commonwealth, C. P. Sumner, Esq. Sheriff of Suf-

folk gave the following toast

:

"Agriculture,

In China's realm, from earliest days till now

The well Iov'd Emperor annual holds the plough.

Here loo, our worthiest candidates for lame,

With unsoil'd honor, sometimes do the same

;

Upholding such, our generous yeomen's hearts

Show a just reverence for the frut of arts."

It is pleasing to observe that the culture of the

ground, the heaven-prescribed employment of the

first man, is still held in the highest estimation by

our first men.

The Marblehead Social Society have passed a

vote of thanks, and forwarded the same, to Rev.

John Pierpont, for delivering his discourse before

the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company on

their 190th anniversary.

—

Salem Reg.

{£?" This discourse has had a most extensive

circulation through the newspapers, in all parts of

New England, and is worthy the perusal of every

Cromwell when he said, "Take away that bauble!"

on the memorable occasion of his dissolving tl

Long Parliament.

"Oh I.ove ! what may thino emblem be?"
A skein of yarn across a tree.

Two young ladies recently divided a skein of
yarn and hung themselves on a tree near Palmyra,
Ohio, and "all for love." Before life became ex-

tinct they were discovered and restored.

I'Yom Foreign Jotmiah.

ENORMOUS SPIDERS.

In the Brazils, the spider reaches an enormous
size, with different habits from those of Europe.
It stretches its web from tree to tree, and no lon-

ger appears a solitary insect ; many hundreds live

together, and form nets of such strength, that you
may often see a bird of the size of a swallow, quite \ZXe^Z^L.
exhausted with struggling, and ready to fall a| Skrab, (a beautiful bay Horse.) Foaled is 1821.

prey to its indefatigable enemy. ,

Go1 ^ Hbamom ""' ?[Jesse, |>y Totieridge—i.er dam Crac.
ker by Highflyer, out of Nutcracker, by Matcsum.

In 1824, won the New Market stakes, 60 gs. each 21 sobs.—

Barefoot and Serab.
These Iwo valuable animals, which have been seni to this

country by Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin, will, for ibe present sea-
wn, stand al Brighton.—They are yoong, and have been high-
ly celebrated in England. The pedigree of Barefoot, a cbes-
nul horse, is as follow-.

FOALED 1820.
Barefoot, by Trump, dam Rosamond by Buzzard, out o t

Roseberry, sister to Hulcy and Tartar, by Phenomenon, out of
M^s West by Matehain- Regulus—Crab—Clrildcn— I astd.

In 1822, when at Pnntefract, iwcepstakei ol J» et. each, fdr
two years olds—llsubi.. Barefoot beating HarpooMt

In 1823, York Springs St l.edg. r, of . r, subs.—
Barefoot beating four others.—A, Ponlelrart sweepaiakci of30
guineas each ten feel, 10 subscribers. Barefoot beauug Pala-
tine.

In 1823, the Doncasicr great SI. Ledgers, of 25 gs. each, 80
subscribers. Barefoot beating 1 1 others.

In 1823, at New Market, Barefoot won a handicup plate val-
ue £50, beating Tressilian and live others.

In 1824, at Ascot Heath, Barefoot alked over for Uie Swin,
las stakes, of 26 sovereigns each 3 subs.

In 1325, at Lancaster, the gold cup, value 10 gs. added to a
sweepstakes of 10 sovereigns, 17 sobs, of all ages. Barefoot
beatingLottery and two others.

In 1826, al Manchester, Handicup stakes of 30 sovereigns
each, 10 ft. with 20 sovereigns added—f> subscriber-— l.areioul

beating two others. Al Lancaster, the gold cup. value 100 gs.
added to a sweepstakes of 10 sovereigns each, 9 subs.—Bare-

COLOUR OF SOILS.

An experiment which I have often repeated

upon light as well as tenacious soils with like sue

intelligent and reflecting man. We understand it
cess

>
demonstrates how greatly the color of a soil

has already passed through two editions, in the influences the accumulation of heat. Coal ashes

pamphlet form, of upwards of 5000 copies. were sprinkled over half the surfaces of beds sown
with peas, beans, &c. and on these the plants in-

JVIAKING THE MOST OF LAND. variably appeared above ground two or three days

Capt. James Perkins, of Essex, Mass. raised,
eallier, obviously on account of the increased

last season on an acre and a half of land, 72 hush- warmth
; it being a well known fact, that dark

els of Indian com, 70 bushels of potatos, 70 bush- :
c°l°K>d bodies absorb caloric more readily, and in

els of winter apples, 80 bushels of turnips, 2 loads
lal =er proportions, than those of a lighter hue.

of squashes, and 2 bushels of beans. One third French soups and sauces.

of the land alluded to consisted of gravelly knelt. A French cook is indebted for his delicious

In 1826 the whole was planted with Indian corn, sauces, entirely to the produce of the kitchen gar-
Communicated. I den. Ginger, Cayenne pepper, and the host of

The Hon. Stephen Van Renssellaer has estab-

lished a School in Troy, designed to teach experi-

mental philosophy, and its application to agricul-

ture and the mechanic arts.

hot exotics, which hi England render the palate a
fiery furnace, are wholly excluded from French
cookery. Wine, oil, butter and bouillon, (stock)

form the basis of all soups and gravies : which are

flavored with herbs from the garden. French
cookery may therefore be pronounced extremely

Nantucket sheep shearing.—The number of sheep
j

healthy, instead of the reverse, as is supposed in
assembled at the late shearing in Nantucket, was
about 12000. The wool is worth from twenty to

twenty-five cents per pound.

The corn field of Mr. Asahel Ives of this town»
as we are informed, was attacked not a great

while since by an army of Crows which in the

space of a few minutes destroyed 2,400 hills of
corn.

—

Berkshire American.

ELDER BERRY WINE.
Recipe.—One bushel, when picked from the

stalks, produces three gallons, or upwards, of ber-

ries—put these to seven gallons soft water ; after

-tanding forty-eight hours, put them into the cop-
per, let them boil one hour, then press the juice
through a coarse cloth, then put the liquor into

your copper again, with twenty pounds of raw
sugar, half a pound of Jamaica ginger, bruised,
one ounce of cloves, and one ounce of allspice

Boil the whole together one hour—then put it

into a tub, and when cold enough, add some good
barm or yeast, spread on a toast, and in two days,
put it all into a cask, and lay the bung lightly on
for two months ; then add one quart of brandy

;

this wine will keep, if required, several years.

England.

%* Ail article on Vie manufacture of Soda icitl soon appear.
Also, an articlefrom Lynn,onihe canker worm.

Oat Meal, Oat Flour, Grafts, o/c.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a
further supply of the above articles, viz. 30 barrels of fresh Oat
Meal, fine bolted Oat Flour, Hulled Oats or Vermont Rice,
Scotch Barley, &.c. for sale in any quantities, wholesale or re-

tail. Also a few cannisiers of fine Oat Fhrnr, neatly packed,
at 50 cts. per cannister.

" Bleaching Powder."
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, the

Bleaching Powder described on lha first page ol this week's
paper, by Professor Webster of Harvard University—by the
pound or cwt.

Serab beating four others.

In 1825, at the New Market Crane meeting, the stakes, 100
sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serab beating two others. The same year.
Spring meeting, Serab won Handicup sweepstakes, 100 sov'n?
C subs. bealiDg three others.

In 1826, Serab won Kings Plate, 100 gs. beating 30 others.

In 1827, Stocton. Serab won the gold cup. j.13

ICE.PRICES OF COUNT.

APPLES, best. ....
ASHES, pot, fir>t sort,

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white, ... -

BEEF, mess, new, -

Cargo, No. 1, new,
Cargo, No. 2, new,

BUTTER, inspected No. 1, new. -

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street.
Genesee, -

Rve, best, -

GRAIN, Com, ....
Rye, ....
Barley, ....
Oats. ....

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME,
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, -

Navy, mess, new,
Cargo, No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's- Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, - - -

Rye Grass, -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top - -

Lucerne, - - - -

White Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurlzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed.
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed, - - -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

PRO VISION MARKET.
BEEF, besi pieces,

PRODI < E.

7T~
barrelT 00

95 00i <fl 50
105 00)107 00-

bushel. 1 00| 1 50
barrel., 10 50 11 00

50 8 75

urn
25

pound,
cask.

7 50
12
10
4

5 37
5 12
3 25
50
55
79
40
9

1 00

pound

Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.
Just published by We.les & Lilly, Courl Street, Boston, price

50 cLs. the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository and Journal.
Number 2, vol. x. Conteuts—The Proceedings and Reports of] PORK, I're'sf.'best pieces
the Brighton Cattle Show in October 1 823—The culture of Silk whole ho»s— History of Silk—History of Silk in tmV United Slates Raw "
Potatoes bad for Milch Cows—One of the Diseases ef the Peach
Tree—Lorain's Husbandry—New Presents of Fruits.

18 00 19 00
13 50 14 00
13 00 13 50
1 S7| 2 00

5 00
4 CO
4 00
5 00
1 00
50
50-

12
1 50-

1 50
45
30
40
35.

SO
50
30
4tT

pound.

Roman.
This elegant, full blooded horse, a bright bay with black le°-s

mane and tail, of high spirit and good temper, will stand al tie'
farm of Mr Stephen Williams in Norlhborough, Ms. at §20 the
season, to be paid before the mares are taken away.—See New-
England Farmer, May 16.

VEAL
MUTTON, I

POULTRY "

BUTTER, keg and tub, - - - I
"

|

Lump, best, - - - "

EGGS, ------ do?en.
MEAL, Rye, retail, .... buslie!.

Indian, retail, - - - •

POTATOS, - - - . " !

CIDER, [aecarcTais to qgaliiy.] - •[barrcU 2. OOj

12
20
13
70
of

SI
£5&
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MISCELLANIES.

From the Legendary.

THE EXILE AT REST.

BY THE REV. JOHN PIERPONT.

His falchion flashed along ihe Nile

;

His hosts he led through Alpine snows

;

O'er Moscow's tower, that blazed the while,.

His eagle flag unrolled—and froze.

Here sleeps he now, alone !—not one

Of all the Kings whose crowns he gave,

Beods o'er his dust ;—nor wife nor son

Has ever seen or sought his grave.

Behind this sea g'rt rock, the star

That led him on from crown to crown

Has sunk j—and nations from alar

Gazed as it faded and went down.

High is his couch ; the ocean flood

Far, far below, by storms is curled

;

As round him heaved, while high he stood,

A stormy and unstable world.

Alone he sleeps ! the mountain cloud,

That Night hangs round him, and the breath

Of morning scatters, ts the shroud

That wraps the conqueror's clay in death.

Pause here t—The far off world at last

breathes free ; the hand that shook its thrones

And to the earth its mitres cast,

Lies powerless now beneath these stones;

Hark ! comes there, from the Pyramids,

And from Siberian wastes of snow,

And Europe's hills, a voice that bids

Tin' world he av\ed to mourn linn ? No .

Ghost Story.—The Springfield Republican states

that the people in the neighborhood of Mount

Tom, in West Springfield, hare been troubled on

account of a babbling ghost, which some work-

men pretended to have seen in the night. One
man said that he had not only seen the ghost, but

conversed with it, (although it had no head,) and

that the headless form informed him that he was
the ghost of Timothy Felt, who was murdered a-

bout three years ago. The people turned out to

find the bones of Timothy Felt, but did not dis-

cover them.

It is strange that any portion of the community
should be so stupidly ignorant as to credit for a

moment any stories about ghosts, witches, and
hobgoblins. When will such delusions cease ?

—

Hampshire Ga-zette.

Difference of Constitution.—Substances that art

poisonous to one tribe of animals are medicinal to

a second, and even highly nutritive to a third.

—

Thus, swine are poisoned by pepper seeds, which
to man are a serviceable and grateful spice ; while
henbane roots, which destroy mankind, prove ;t

wholesome diet to swine. In like manner, aloes,

which to our kind is a useful medicine, is a rank
venom to dogs and foxes ; and the horse, which
is poisoned by the water hemlock, and corrosive

sublimate, will take a dram of arsenic daily, and
improve thereby both in his coat and condition.

M Y. Farmer.

inly, the pThe only, the perpetual dirge

That's heard here, is the sea bird's cry—

The mournful murmur of the surge

—

The cloud's deep voice—the wind's loud sigh.

Loading Hay in Chili.—A writer in the Chris-

tian Spectator, who has spent several years in Chi-

li, (or Chile) remarks that almost all substances

from the earth and sea, are transported on the

back of mules in that country. Hay is wholly

brought to market in that way. A man mounts
his mule and stands erect, while a second throws

him up bundles of long green hay, which he pla-

ces round him as our hay-makers load a cart.

—

When the mule is so laden that nothing but his

long ears and the owner's head ane visible, he is

brought to the city, where the rider sells to one
and another until his load is gone.

Long sticks of timber are brought to market on
mule-back, one on each side of the animal. They
are crossed and lashed two together on the saddle;

the lower ends drag on the ground behind, and
sweep the whole street.

Marine fans.— In the bed of the Red Sea, and
on some parts of the coast ofAmerica, there grows
a very curious marine plant, which is flat, and
spreads very much like a peacock's feather. Its

color, in general is tawny, but some are found of

a very fine olive. It is formed of innumerable ligne-

ous fibres, interwoven together, and is as supple

and as tough as whalebone. They are sometimes
found eighteen inches long in the Red Sea ; and
are eagerly sought by the women of America for

fans. In some instances these plants are found

»f a very beautiful red, or variegated, when of

course their value is greatly increased.

Fog.—A London fog is a sad thing, as every in-

habitantrof London knows full well; dingy, dusky,

dirty, damp—an atmosphere black as smoke, and

The editor of the Reading Journal says that he
has tried the experiment of pouring boiling water
upon the roots of a Peach tree, the leaves ofwhich
had become sear and dry, and the limbs in a rap-

id state of decay—" in one week it begun to re-

vive, and in three weeks it was covered with a

new foliage, and new vigorous shoots are putting

out, in all directions."

If this is the case, the joke cracked upon Mr.

Indelible ink, for marking on linen cloth, &c.
is made by dissolving one drachm of lunar caustic

and half an ounce of gum arabic in half a pint of

pure rain water. Previous to using it the cloth

to be marked should be wet with a preparatory

liquor made by dissolving one drachm of salt of

tartar in half a gill of rain water, and thoroughly

dried and ironed.

—

American Adv.

It is estimated that there are 60,000,000 gal-

i.ihs of lamp oil used every year in the United
States.

, . ,.. , , XI UllO 13 1.11*5 l(W«i 1111, UAC IHILI\CU UllUU 1111.

wet as steam, that wraps around you like a blan- -,..,„ ,r „ , , ""
, , .

r„ it
,' , .

r. .

J
, Tnptolemus Yellowlvs young orchard, in Scott s

ket ; a cloud reaching from earth to heaven
novel of the Pirates, loses all its point : and in a

palpable obscure, which not only turns day into c . .... . t ' , , , n ,
p

., ' A*\\~. ,. i j future edition, it would be well for the author to
night, but threatens to extinguish the lamps and

lanterns, with which the poor street-wanderers

strive to illumine their darkness dimming and pal-

jrive that matter a new turn.

Turnip Seed, o/c.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street, Boston, an extensive assortment of
Turnip Seeds, some of which are the growth of trie present
season— the finest sorts either lor family use or stock. The
most improved sorts tor the former are the White Srone, White
Dutch, Yellow Stone, Yellow Malia. The Yellow Stone is

one of uncommon excellence and keeps well. Ot the sorts for
held culture, the White Norfolk, White Globe, and Yellow Ab-
erdeen or Bullock are preferable. The Yellow Aberdeen is

most approved among the farmers of England and Scotland, as
it grows to a lai ge size, is very sweet and nutritious, and keeps
till June. Also, Yellow Ruta Baga, or Russian Turuip, of the

1 best description. The above seeds were saved in Europe ex-
TV) make molasses beer.—Take five pounds of pressly fo-- us, and the utmost dependence may be placed upon

ing the ineffectual fires, until the volume of gas molasses half a pint of yeast and a spoonful of i

,ne" getx"116 quality. A variety of Long and Turnip Radish-

at a shop door cuts no better figure than a hedge powdered ginger_put these
'

int0 a vessel , and ^J^^^^^^^L^X
glow-worm—and a dutchess s flambeau would pour on two gau ns of scalding hot soft water— the genuine G.rkin Cucumber, or West India pickling one of

veil its glories to a will-o'-the-wisp. The very shake the who)e m a fermentation is produced— lhe^4e
p
!*b's fresh common white flat English Turnip

noises of the street come stifled and smothered
, then add of the same kind of water sufficient to Seed, a parfofit the growth 'of 1828 :-to dealers and purchaJ-

through that suffocating medium,—din is at a
fill Up your half barrel. If the cask be greater or >rsbythe quantity, it will be put at a low rate.

,,
J

. , . , , . t Alio, genuine Fowl Meadow Grass, from Vermont—Orchard
smaller than this, the component parts must be m GrasS; £Uceme. &c—Hemp, White Mustard. Flax Seed, &c.
proportion. Let the liquor ferment about twelve At this place is- kept ihe best supply ot seeds, native and im-

hours—then bottle it, with a raisin or two-in each !
Ported '

lhal arl and lndus 'ry ca" Pnmn - Jul >' *

bottle.

—

Farmer's Assistant. Seeds for the West Indies.

Merchants, masters of vessels, and others trading to the West

pause—the town is silenced, and the whole popu-

lation biped and quadruped, sympathise with the

dead and chilling weight of the out-of-door world.

Dogs and cats just look up from their slumbers

—

turn round, and go to sleep again ; the little birds

open their pretty eyes—stare about them—won-
der that the night is so long, and settle themselves

afresh on their perches. Silks lose their gloss

—

cravats their stiffness—hackney coachmen their

way
;
young ladies fall out of curl, and mammas

out of temper—masters scold—servants grumble,

aud the whole city, from Hyde Park corner to

Wappiug, looks sleepy and cross, like a fine gen-

tleman roused before his time, and forced to get up

by candle-light. Of all detestable things, a Lon-

don fog is the most detestable.

—

Ltin. t\Ien. Mag.

Large tree. The largest tree in the world is
' Indies, can be furnished with boxes ot Seeds, assorted, suitable

, . , ., „, . .. .. . .• i_ • i- j for that market, at from gi to gb per box.—Each box contains
said to be the Adansoma digitata, which is found

: upwardsof sixlv difl'erent kintSs of seeds, vegetable and orna-

in Senegal, Egypt, and Abyssinia. The trunk is mental, in quantities suflicieiit for a common kitchen garden.

—

from 20 to 30 feet in diameter, and divides into LikeSpee the greatest variety of seeds lo be (oundio NewEn£
, , . . ,. ,

>""" "° « land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, aud of the
branches of great size, which spread out drooping erowih of 1827.

Bremen Geese.

For sale, 10 pair fine Bremen Geese.

at the extremities, and form a ma s^ of verdure 1.30

feet in diameter, and 70 feet in height. The wood
is light and soft, and the negroes sometimes hoi- England Farmer Seed Store

low out chambers in the trunk, and deposit their

dead within them, where they become mummies,
perfectly dry and well preserved.

—

ILtm. Gaz.

A»ply at the New
July 4.

Published every Friday , at $3 per mnmtm, payable at the end

of the year—hut tho-c who -pay within sidy d.iys frtm flfe limn

of silbiXrifitig, tin entitled to a dcdueit.-i *ffifty cstft.

•
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
for. THE SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

A METHOD OF PROCURING FRESH WA-
TER PURE AND WHOLESOME.

( Translatedfrom the French.)

Mr. Fessende.n,—The process which is here

proposed is not wholly unknown to scientific men;

bat it may be useful to publish it for the benefit of

those, who reside in places, where the water is

not of the best quality. The method is tu make

use of pulverized charcoal, which has the proper-

ty of attracting all the products of vegetable and

animal decomposition, held in solution in the wa-

ter. The water of sewers, the most foul, and of

marshes the most muddy, may be rendered as

clear, and agreeable to the taste, as that of the

best fountains, by filtering it through a few inches

of charcoal dust. Many persons perish, annually,

during the warm season, in consequence of using

foul ana putrefied water.

Any person can afford to purchase a half cask,

and adopt to it a wooden cock, with a false, mov-
able bottom, and five or six cents worth of char-

coal. Sailors, also, may provide themselves with

casks, prepared by this method, by which means
they will be able to supply themselves with good

•water, during a long voyage.

I believe that an industrious man, might, (in

many situations) find his account in purifying wa-

ter in this manner, as the process is simple, and
i;e apparatus costs bur a trifle.

With esteem, yours,

A. PARMENTIER.
Botanic Garden, Brooklyn,

Neio York, July 7, 182i)

FOE THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CANKER WORMS.
Mr. Fessende.n,—The desolating ravages of

the canker-worm in various parts of the State, call

for the energetic exertions of agriculturalists and

orchardits, to destroy them. Various experiments

have been attempted to stop the progress of the

grub while attempting to ascend the fruit trees.

Encircling the bodies of the trees with a rim of

tar, has, the last season, been found to be com-

pletely successful in this town, where properly ami

faithfully applied. Several fine orchards, (which

the preceding seasons exhibited the appearance

which marks the progress of these destructive bi-

sects) are now clothed with luxuriant verdure and

fruit : while orchards immediately adjacent which

have not been tarred are completely divested of

fruit and foliage.

The method pursued by those who have been

successful, was to encircle the trees with a band-

age of coarse cloth and apply the tar on the cloth

every evening about sunset. In the morning the

tar was found to be full of grubs and millers. The
tarring was attended to in the preceding fall as

well as in spring, many of the grubs were caught

in November, and in February ; and it is found

that they ascend at all times after the first freez-

ing, when the ground is sufficiently thawed to al-

low them to extricate themselves. The past sea-

son has been particularly unfavorable ;—for the

mildness of the weather has made it necessary to

tar many months to effect their entire destruction.

In some instances, they have also dug up the

soil about the trees, exposing the grubs or eggs

to the frost, or to be devoured by dunghill fowls.

This, no doubt, had some effect ; but these insects

are so amazingly prolific, that, if only a few as-

cend, the tree is injured.

I had formerly supposed, that some other meth-
od would be found to be more expedient and ef-

fectual than tarring ; such as, perhaps, putting

lime about the roots, or tan, clay, or sea-weed, or

removing all the soil from around the trees to a

distance and supplying its place with such as was
not infected with the deposits of the worm. I

had also supposed that tarring, taking into con-

sideration the trouble, expense, uncertainty and

the injury of the tar to the trees, would be nearly

equivalent to a total loss. .But I am now convinc-

ed that the canker-worm may be exterminated by

this method, and that the cause of failure hitherto

has been, that the grub has stolen a march upon
in the autumn and winter.

Certain it is, if the canker-worn should continue

its ravages many years, some of our finest orch-

ards will be entirely ruined. Thes considerations

have induced the foregoing remaps from

Lynn, July, 8, 1828. A FARMER.

From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.

RAW POTATOS BAD FOR MILCH COWS.
The following article taken from a foreign mag-

ESine, lias been copied lately into the American
Fanner and the New England Farmer :

" Many farmers are in the habit of giving raw
potatos to all kinds of stock ; but they are of a

watery and griping nature, and accidents have
frequently happened from their use, before the

cattle have been accustomed to them. For milch

cows, tiiey are very bad, purging them, and ren-

dering their milk too thin and poor, even for suck-

ling. If given raw to fatten oxen, good hay and
bean meal should be allowed, to counteract the

watery quality of the roots. There is, however,

much difference in the nature of potatos, and the

mealy approach nearest to the nature of corn, the

yellow afford the strongest nutriment."

—

Scotch

Magazine.

REMARKS.
Nothing can be of greater importance to every

farmer, than a correct knowledge of the compara-
tive merits of the different varieties of food for his

cattle. Of course nothing can be more perni

cious, than throwing out loose and general cen
sures of any particular species of food, particular-

ly of those most easily raised, and therefore the

cheapest. I certainly am not disposed to set up
my authority against opinions advanced in estab-

lished works. But there is no treason in stating

facts, in relating careful and long continued exper-

iments. For nearly twenty years, I have been in

the practice of allowing my milch cows from No
vember till they go to grass about three pecks of

roots a day with good English, or upland hay to

their full content. I first commence with the beet,

because it is most perishable ; carrots then follow,

and from February till May, they have raw pota

tos. In commencing with the potatos, they will

be for a few days relaxed : so they will, (often) to

as grea{ B degree, With Indian meal ; after a littlf

use, they return to their natural state of body, and

are always in high condition when they are turn-

ed out to grass— perhaps they arc too fat.

Potatos, then, cannot be a watery, griping food :

my milk is as neb as the milk of cows not thus

managed. My cows have been almost always

raised by myself, from my own stock, and I usual-

ly keep them till they are aged. If the proposi-

tion stated in the extract at the head of these re-

marks had been true, or nearly true, or had any

degree of soundness in it, it seems to me impos-i-

ble, that I should never have remarked the ill ef

fects stated.

Some farmers may consider these remarks as

of less weight, as coming from a man not bred a

farmer. Some may suppose that I trust the eyes

of others, and am deceived. To these possible

objections, I reply, that my cows are objects of

special regard, as furnishing me with one of the

most valuable luxuries ; that I attend to them j»er-

sonally and carefully, and 1 can see no good rea-

son why an attention of twenty years should no-

enable me to form as correct an opinion as a

thorough bred farmer. I am not, however, with-

out support from persons of that description. An
intelligent practical farmer, whose dairy is in such

repute that he obtains from thirty-one to thirty-

seven cents a pound for his butter, assured me,

that he always gave his cows in winter the long

red potato in a raw state, and that be estimated

two bushels of that potato for his cows as equal to

one bushel of rjrn. JOHN LOWELL.

CURRANT WINE.
Extracts from the Report of Messrs. Bartlett &.

Harvey to tho Rockingham Agricultural Society,

at a Cattle Show, held in Exeter, N. H.

The samples of wine exhibited, were of white

and red by Mr. Samuel B. Stephens of Exeter
;

and of red, by Joseph TUton, Esq. of Exeter

The wine from the white currant, for body and
flavour, was preferred ; and the committee award
to Mr. Stevens the premium. This wine had no

distilled spirit mixed with it, and was made by the

following receipt :

"To each gallon of clear juice was added two
gallons of water, and to each gallon of the mix-

ture was added three and a half pounds of white

Havana sugar, and put immediately into a clean

wine barrel ; after it had done fermenting it was
bunged tight."

The red wine of Mr. Stevens was made by the
following receipt.

" To each gallon of clear juice was added two
gallons of water, and to each gallon of mixture
was added three and a half pounds of good brown
sugar and put into good barrels : after it had done
fermenting, it was stopped tight. In February- af-

ter it was made, one gallon of the best 4th proof
Cogniac brandy was added to each barrel, and
stirred up thoroughly."

A late London paper states, that the duke of
Buckingham has, at Ins seat at Avington, a team
of Spanish asses, resembling the zebra in appear-
ance, wliich are extremely tractable, and take more
freely to the collar than any of the native species.
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Extract from a Treatise on Agriculture, originally published in

the Albany Argus.

RYE.
This grain, though of the same family with

wheat, is less valuable. A bushel of rye weighs

less, and gives less flour, and of worse quality,

than a bushel of wheat. In comparison, there-

fore, with wheat, it fails ; still there are circum-

stances, which, as an object of culture, may give

it the preference : 1st. It grows well in soils

where wheat cannot be raised : 2d. It bears a

much greater degree of cold than wheat : 3d. It

goes through all the phases of vegetation in a

shorter period, and of course exhausts the soil

less: 4th. If sown early in the fall, it gives a great

deal of pasture, without much eventual injury to

the crop : 5th. Its produce, from an equal sur-

face, is one sixth greater than that of wheat.

—

These circumstances render it peculiarly precious

to poor soils and poor people—to mountains of

great elevation and too high northern latitudes.

Its use, as a food for horses, is known as well

in this country as in Europe. This grain chop-

ped and the straw cut and mixed, forms the prin-

cipal horse food in Pennsylvania ; and in Germa-
ny, the postillions are often found slicing a black

and bard rye bread, called "bonpournikle," for the

post and other horses ; and the same practice pre-

vails in Belgium and Holland.

Its conversion into whiskey, is a uie, less ap-

proved by reason and patriotism ; but if a spiritu-

ous liquor must be drank, we have no scruple of

preferring the form of whiskey, (of our own mak-
ing) as that, which, on the whole, is least injuri-

ous to the human body and most beneficial for

the body politic.

The species of this grain, cultivated here, are

two—the black and the white ; for spring rye,

(often mistaken for a species) is but a variety, pro-

duced by time and culture, and restored again
to its former character and habits, by a similar

process.

According to the course of crops, potatos, in a

sandy soil, precede rye. The ploughing, harrow-

ing, and manuring given to that crop, will there-

fore make part of the preparation necessary for

this. After harvesting the potatos, plough the

ground and sow and harrow in the rye, taking

care, as in all other eases, that the seed be care-

fully selected and thoroughly washed in lime wa-
ter, as the means best calculated to prevent the

ergot ; a disease, to which it is most liable, and
which is supposed to be an effect of too great

huaiidity.

Rye is not exempt from the attacks of insects ;

but suffers less from them than either wheat or

harley. Whenever the straw of winter rye be-

comes yellow, shining, and flinty, and circulates

Ho more juices, nature makes the signal for bar-

vest, and no time should be lost in obeying it.

"Cut two days too soon, rather than one day r^o

late," was among the precepts of Cato ; which, if

adopted here, would save much grain—terminate

the harvest about the tenth of July, and give a-

bundant time to turn down the stubble, and sow
the crop next in succession.

SILK.
Since we have commenced epitomizing the

"Manual" on the cultivation of silk, it has given

us great pleasure to find some of our enterprising

citizens already engaged in the nurture of silk

worms, and making preparations for an extensive

attention to the production of silk. Capt. Anthony
Wright, of this town, showed us, a few days ago,

four or five beautiful cocoons, made by silk worms
on his farm the present season. Capt. Wright
has set out a considerable number of mulberry

trees, which are doing well ; and he will soon

have abundance of means for trying the experi-

ment of silk making on an extensive scale.

One or two others, we understand, have em-
barked in the same enterprise, but how extensive-

ly, or with what success in the outset, has not been

told us. Our husbandmen would do well to fol-

low this example generally. If an acre of land

will support mulberry trees enough for the pro-

duction of forty pounds of silk, annually, and this

is said to be the case, our farmers will find this

one of the most profitable uses to which their dry,

sandy lands can be appropriated

—

Mass. Yeo.

Slave Mongers.—E. Malibran, ofNew York, has

lately been fined in the sum of $2,000 as having
fitted out a vessel called the Science, for the Afri-

can slave trade, which vessel was some time since

sent into New York and condemned

CREAM.
Pans or trays for holding milk, to raise the most

cream, ought to be broad and shallow, and the

milk put in them should not be more than three

or four inches in depth. Tin and wood are the

best materials for making these.

Some line wooden trays with lead ; but this is

a bad practice, as lead may sometimes be dissolv-

ed by the acid of the milk, and then it is poison-

ous. Wooden trays ought to be well scalded,

and dried in a cool place, as often as new milk is

put into them, to prevent tiie wood from absorb-

ing too much of the acidity of the milk, and thus

coagulating the new milk, before the cream ; for

cream will not rise, after the milk has become co-

agulated.

If new milk be kept as warm as when it comes
from the cow, no cream will rise on it ; but, when
sufficiently cooled, the cream separates from the

rest and rises to the top. In order then to effect

this, to the best advantage, the new milk should

be made as cool as possible, and the cooler it is

thus made, the more suddenly and effectually the

cream will rise. The cooler the cellars in which
milk is kept, the better. To set milk-pans, made
of tin, in beds of salt, would, no doubt, be useful,

where the cellar is too warm ; and to set all milk

vessels on a floor which is constantly covered with

cold spring-water, is also an excellent plan ; and,

where it can be done, ought never to be omitted.

Most of the cream comes last from the cow in

milking. The last half-pint of milk that can be

got, by milking the cow dry, contains as much
cream as the first quart, or perhaps three pints ;

and, for this reason, cows ought always to be

milked as clean as possible. The quantity of

cream will also be greater, if the milk of each

cow be strained into a pan by itself, as soon as

possible. The practice of pouring the milk of

the cows together, while milking, and letting the

whole stand till nearly cooled, is a very bad one,

as in this way, much of the cream will not after-

wards rise.

It is is said, that any given quantity of milk,

having the cream separated by the scalding pro-

cess we shall describe, yields a fourth more of but-

ter ; and it is well known that this cream may be
churned into butter in two or three minutes.

The milk is kept twenty-four hours— it is then
put into a vessel over a small fire, which should
only be sufficient to raise the heat of the milk,
nearly to boiling, in two hours, not less. When
it has been this length of time heating, and begins
to exhibit indications of being near boiling, bv
bubbles rising to the surface, it is to be taken off.

and let stand twenty-four hours more. The smal-
lest degree of boiling mars the process.

At the end of this time, the cream will be all on
the surface. It is then to be divided into squares,
with a knife, and taken off from the milk beneath.
This cream will keep much longer, without sour-
ing, than cream raised in the common way ; and
may be, at any time, quickly converted into but-
ter. It may also be salted, and used on bread, or
otherwise, without churning.

It is good for coffee, but not for tea ; as when
put into this liquid, a part of it turns immediately
into butter. In London, this cream is considered
a great dainty, and, in winter, is sent into that
city from a distance of two hundred miles. Far-
mer's Assistant.

PENNSYLVANIA.
William Penn the founder of this State, in one

of his letters to his friend Richard Turner, gives
the following account of the origin of the name
given to the State.

" 5th 1st mo. 1681. This day my country was
confirmed to me, under the great seal of England,
with large powers and privileges, by the name of
Pennsylvania, a name the king would give it, in

honor to my father. I chose New Wales, being
as this, a pretty healthy country ; but Penn, being
Welsh for a head, as Penmanmoire in Wales, Pen-
rith in Cumberland, and Penn in Buckingham-
shire, the highest land in England, called this

Pennsylvania,which is the high or head wood land
for I proposed, when the secretary, a Welshman,
refused to have it called New Wales, Sylvania,
and they added Penn to it ; and though I much
opposed it, and went to the king to have it struck
out, and altered ; he said, it was passed, and he
would take it upon him—nor could twenty guin-
eas move the under secretary to vary the name ;

for I feared, lest it should be looked upon, as a
vanity in me, and not as a respect in the King, as
it truly was to my father, whom he often mentions
with praise."

A bet of a suit of clothes was recently made
that a pair of P. G. Nagle's patent water proof
boots, would resist water for 24 hours. A tub was
filled with water to the proper height and the
boots placed in it, under the inspection of a gen-
tleman in whom both parties had confidence. At
the close of the last hour a large concourse of cit-

izens assembled to witness the result. The boots
were taken out of the water at the appointed time
a piece of paper which had been placed on the in-

ner sole was foiind perfectly dry, and upon thrust-

ing the hand into the boots not the least feeling of
dampness could be discerned. The bet was paid.

JV. Y. Dai. Jldv.

Boston and Hudson River Rail Road The En-
gineer for the Western Railway, and one of the
Directors, are now engaged in extending the sur-

vey which ascends the Westfield River, and along
that river to the boundary line of New-York. The
portion which lies within New York will be sur-

veyed under the direction of the Commissioners of
that State.
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REMEDIES FOR INDIGESTION.
In indigestion, two of the most prominent feat-

ures are flatulency and acidity ; and tlie remedies

for these states are clearly indicated. They are

(lie alkalies and magnesia ; and the advantages

which the latter in the general way possesses over

the former, is this : that as containing an alkaline

principle, the stomach acidity is neutralized by its

administration ; and a purgative suit being formed,

in some measure, by the combination, the double

purpose is thus effected of a corrective and an ap-

erient. A tea spoonful or two of magnesia, thrown

into a glass of water, and taken before going to

rest, w ill often anticipate as it were the acid form-

ation in the stomach, which would be otherwise

consequent upon a little irregularity of eating or

drinking ; and will destine the individual to a good,

who would pass a restless uncomfortable night.

—

When a more positive purgative is required, it will

be right to combine the sulphate of magnesia (ep-

som salts) with the carbonate (common magnesia.)

Two large tea spoonfuls of the former, with one of

the latter, will constitute a good aperient ; and for

a gouty invalid, one tea spoonful of the fluid car-

bonate of ammonia (sal volatile) will be found use-

ful ; or, if the habit be cold, two or three spoon-

fuls of tincture of rhubarb may be advantageously

mixed with the salts and magnesia.

Unwins on Indigestion.

THE SEASON.
Extract of a Letter, dated Kentville, June 29th,

1828.—The country is looking beautiful ; the crops

generally promise well—the roots of the t: s

were somewhat injured by the frost last wimer,

owing to the scarcity of snow, but as the season

has been so wet, but little inconvenience will tc

experienced from this circumstance. Potatos art

full as forward as is necessary ; wheat and oats

bid amply to reward the efforts of the farmer ; and

many fields of Indian corn are highly promising

;

green peas will be gathered here in a few days ;

and strawberries are already ripe on the high

iands Halifax Recorder.

Fromlbe papers ol Mr Tttus Smith, published in the Novascotian.

THE RED RASPBERRY.
The manner in which nature cultivates the

common red raspberry, so abundant in this Prov-

ince, must convince any thinking person that tins

plant could never have been produced by any co-

alition of Dr Darwin's Atoms. This plant, it is

wrell known, thrives only in a very light soil ; such

a soil it finds in perfection whenever our forests

are killed by fire ; the iaspberry immediately

springs up, and bears abundantly for two or three

years ; the effect of the burning and of the decay-

ing of the fibrous parts of roots being by that time

at an end, the soil becom s hard and cold, the

raspberry perishes, a young growth of firs, or

other trees spring up, and the ground is again

covered with, a forest, which stands perhaps for

more than a century before it is destroyed by an-

other (ire, and a proper soil again formed for the

raspberry, which would be seen there no more
were it not provided with a seed capable of re-

maining unhurt in the earth, without vegetating,

for the length of time that usually occurs between
two of these periods. In a grove of spruce, of

which many of the trees were two hundred years

old, and where, as the soil was very poor, the turf

was about a foot thick, I have found near the bot-

tom of the turf, the seeds of raspberries, about

one to every square inch ; they were apparently

sound on the outside, but not more than one to a

hundred had the kernel sound.

SUMACH.
" I have observed in clearing ten or twelve

acres of land upon a beech hill, that plants of Su-

mach appeared in a circle about every fire-place

where wood or bushes had been burnt, about one
to the square foot ; none appeared elsewhere.
The largest trees on this hill were about two hun-
dred years old. The Sumach is never found in

an old grove of wood.

THE CHERRY.
" I have observed that a considerable part of

the cherry kernels which grow after a fire, had
been deposited Jjy mice in small heaps, in situa-

tions where they were partially secured from rain.

The mice appear also to be the principal agents

in supplying our best hardwood hills with rasp-

berry seeds, as these hills are rarely exposed to

fires, except after a hurricane, they probably have
often stood secure for a longer time than this seed
can keep sound ; but I have almost always found,

upon cutting the hollow branches off a large rot-

ten hearted birch, a considerable quantity either

of seeds or shells of the seeds of the rasperry, if

there were any growing within a quarter of a

mile ; they are deposited there by a mouse with
a white belly, and very large ears, fringed with
white.

"About many of the lakes near Halifax, where
the land is but little above the level of the water,

there is a remarkable Dyke or Mound along the

edge of the lake ; it is usually from four to ten

feet thick at the base, and rises from two to four

feet higher than the land back of it ; it is princi-

pally composed of stones, and covered with moss
and trees ; somewhat similar banks on the sea
shore would lead to the conjecture that it was the

effect of a hurricane, but upon observing the

siuallness of the lakes, and the size of the stones,

it would seem to require a force of wind almost
beyond conception. A sample of this may be
seen at the south end of Lake Loon, on the Pres-

ton Road, about three miles from the Ferry, where
such a Dyke extends, according to the best of my
recollection, for about half a mile."

Water may also be purified thus Have ready

a strong solution of alum : into a gallon of water.

j
>i i r fire grains of pearl or potash, and stir it, then

put in about three tea spoonfuls of the solution of

alum ; it will be beautifully transparent in about

four hours, and perfectly wholesome.

For present use filter your water through clean

blotting paper in a common glass or tin funnel.

Domes. Ency.

THORN HEDGES.
I observed in the American Fanner, vol. x. No.

15, the Ibllowing inquiries which I will endeavor

to reply to :

" What is the best kind of thorn for hedges, then

cost per rod, where can the) be purchased, and

what is the best season to plant them r"

I am most in favor of the kind called Washing-
ton or Virginia thorn. Ten years ago, having

heard a favorable account of this kind of thorn, I

planted a hedge about forty rods long, which is

now a complete fence against cattle and hogs,

without any wooden fence, and is a great orna-

ment to the estate, and with a little attention, will

be everlasting.

From the effect of this experiment, Sinclair &.

Mocre, Pratt-street wharf, Baltimore, are raising

largely of the quicks of this kind of thorn—and
have them two years old, very thrifty, and well

grown. Price five dollars' per thousand— lower,

if many thousand are taken. The quantity neces-

sary per rod may be calculated, allowing them six

inches apart in the hedge. The best season for

planting is late in the fall, or early in the winter,

especially on mellow soils ; but early in the spring

is also a good tune, and best on stiff wet land.

The quicks can be also purchased of J. Peirce,

near Georgetown, District of Columbia.

—

.Imtri-

can Farmer.

F.LTERLNG MACHINES.
These machines are now so common that they

can be had in every town. But it may be worth
while to state, that a common five gallon keg may
be converted into a good one, thus : Char it in-

side ; make a false bottom three inches from the

true one ; bore it fid] of holes ; fix your cock be-

tween the two bottoms ; on the false bottom lay a

piece of flannel ; on that, a layer of well washed
sand, which should be fine and quite clean; let

this fill half the tub ; on this a layer ft* pow-
dered charcoal, with a piece of flannel to separate
it from the sand ; on the charcoal, about a third

of the space from the top, a leaden cover with en
aperture

; in the aperture put a piece of sponge
;

close the lead cover all round the edge with ce-

ment, sn that no water can pass but through the
sponge ; it will, then percolate, first, through the
sponge

—

second, through charcoal

—

third, through,

sand, and is drawn out clear bv the cock between
the false and true bottoms. The cement may be
mortar, or melted wax and sifted brick-dust.

Water kept in well charred casks, will seldom
putrify. On hoard the English men-of-war, it is

kept in sheet iron vessels.

DrinMng cold water.—Several deaths have been
occasioned, at and near Baltimore, by drinking
cold water during the hottest pert of the day : the

I consulting physician of the Health Department of
!
that city has communicated to the Board an inter-

esting paper on the subject. The writer, (Doctor
Jameson) adopts the suggestions of Dr. Rush, and

|

recommends his mode of treatment in cases of
danger. It is mentioned that sudden death sel-

|

dom ensues from this cause when the thermome-
ter is below 85; and that other liquids, such as
beer, punch, or toddy are sometimes equally fatal,

when taken while the body is extremely warm.
The symptoms are thus described: "In a few
minutes after the person has swallowed the water,
he is affected by dimness of sight— he staggers in

attempting to walk, and unless supported, falls to

the ground— he breathes with difficulty, and a
rattling is heard in his throat—his extremities be-

come cold, and he dies in four or five minutes."
The only certain remedy, says Dr. Rush, is laud-
anum ;— from a tea spoonful to nearly a table

spoonful, administered immediately ; and where
this is not accessible, a glass of whiskey or brandv
may be given.

With <\ue precaution, however, the alarming
effects resulting from an immediate draught of
cold water may be avoided. Let the drinker first

rinse his mouth, and cool his throat by degrees,

suffering only a small quantity to pass down at

once ; or immerse his hands and face. It is the

sudden opposition of the internal temperature to

that on the surface, in these instances, that occa-
sions sn:.-? 'death

—

Bos. Bull.
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From the Lancaster Gazette.

COFFEE.
Amongst the many subjects of investigation, in

this age of improvement, we are glad to perceive

that those tilings which contribute their share in

strewing the path of life with flowers, and in steal-

ing from care many a moment of our lives, viz.

:

" those things which are good for the nourishment

of the body" receive a due share of attention ; but

notwithstanding this it is wonderful to perceive

how many in these days, despising the light of

science, are still content to follow the customs

which have been handed down from generation to

generation until their origin has become lost in

the mist of ages ; who never take thought how
those things which they are daily preparing for

their comfort or luxury could be made better: who
go on from day to day in the same path which

their grandfathers and grandmothers trod before

them and regard any deviation from it as a sacri-

lege ; who denounce every thing that is new only

because it is so, and without testing it by experi-

ment.

There is perhaps nothing amongst the luxuries

of the table which is so generally spoilt by this

negligence or willful ignorance, as coffee, than

which, when it is well prepared, nothing is more

delicious and refreshing, and when ill managed,

more flat and insipid ; it is, in fact, as Ben Johnson

describes matrimony,

Like Jeremiah's figs,

When good 'tis very good indeed,

When bad not fit for pigs

To the lovers of it then, (and who that has ever

tasted its invigorating flavor, is not) every investi-

gation which will lead to any improvement in its

preparation, will be interesting ; for this reason we
hope we shall be pardoned for the length of the

following extracts upon this subject.

" If you have ever seen a pot of coffee boiling

over a strong fire, you may recollect what a fine

odour was spread over the house,—most delight-

ful to the smell, and giving " note of grateful pre-

paration" to every eye and palate which may pre-

fer its rich, warm, brown color, to the thin watery

appearance of green tea. How woeful, then, must

the disappointment be, after all this anticipated en-

joyment of a delicious treat, when you find the cof-

fee in your cup—brown enough indeed, and thick

enough,—but tasteless, mawkish, and weak ; the

flavor and spirit all gone, and nothing remaining

of the real stuff, save the shadow, which mocks

the lip and palate with " unreal seeming,"— a flat,

flavorless, " baseless fabric of a vision ;" the very

corpse of a cup of good coffee—more likely to

plunge you deeper in drowsiness than to stir you

up into renewed life.

It would be very hard, however, to- blame the

coffee, if you spoil it in the making—and the best

coffee that ever grew in Arabia and Berbice, will

be totally spoiled if you are barbarous enough to

boil it. Think for a moment, and common sense

(rill tell you that the fine odour floating in the air,

all over the house, must have come from the cof-

fee, and you conid not have the conscience to ex-

pect an odour in the air and flavor in your cup at

the same time. In one word, the best parts of

the coffee, namely its fine strong flavoB, and sleep-

banishing aroma, are so spiritual and airy that

boiling drives them off instantly, and what remains

in the pot is the mere dregs and refuse—heavy,

heartless and thick—fit only to be thrown to the

pigs or the dunghill.

We dislike all dogmatism, and ask you not to
|

ue to form the principal ofthem on sugar aim wat-
take this on trust : we have no wish to set up our er.

authority in opposition to facts. Try it and learn I Count Rmnford says, "coffee may be too bitter,

wisdom by experiment and experience. It would but it is impossible that it should ever be too fra-

be better, indeed, to give your hard earned pence grant. The very smell of it is reviving, and has
to the poor, than thus to waste them on the thank- often been found to be useful to sick persons, and
less air, by filling it with all the strongest and best to those who are afflicted with the head-ache. In
parts of your coffee, and leaving only "the ghost

| short, every thing proves that the volatile, aromat-
of vanished sweets," for your own particular use. ic matter, whatever it may be, that gives flavor to

But if we are not to boil our coffee, because it I coffee, is what is most valuable in it, and should
wastes all the best of it, "what," you will ask, "are ! be preserved with the greatest care, and that in

we then to do ?" You recollect that the doctor, estimating the strength or richness of that bever-

who was asked a similar question, replied, " Take age, its fragrance should he much more attended

advice." So say we. Be advised by us, and you to, than either its bitterness or astringency. This
will have excellent coffee, at least for one half the aromatic substance which is supposed to be oil, is

expense of those who foolishly boil it.
j

extremely volatile, and escapes into the air with

In the first place, then, you must buy a Rum-
j
great facility, and is observed by its filling the room

ford coffee pot, or biggin, with strainers in it ; and with its fragrance, if suffered to remain uncovered,

if you cannot afford five, six, or seven shillings for and at the same time losing much of its flavor."

this you must give up the idea of coffee till you

can ; for it cannot be made either good or cheap

without. You will lose more money in a few

eeks, by boiling jour coffee, and wasting it hi

the air, than would buy you such a pot, which

would last you for years. Your coffee is to be

put into the upper strainer, boiling water poured

Phillips'
1

History of Vegetables.

MIN-NEW EDITION OF CLEAVELAND'S
ERALOGY.

Prof. Cleaveland, of Bowdoin College, is pre-

paring a third edition of his valuable work on
Mineralogy and Geology. This indicates a steady

over it, and as soon as it has rim through, it is progress in the interesting science of which the

ready. If you do this rightly, it ought to be asl book treats. The mineral riches of a country are

clear and high-coloured as brandy, and of a fine of vast importance to its prosperity. To be of

strong flavour ; that is supposing you use a mix- the greatest use, however, they must be thorough-

ture of one half Mocha or Turkey coffee, and one h' known ; this can be effected but by a strict at-

half Berbice or Bourbon, which is better than tention to the science which describes them, and

either singly. You must not forget, also, to boil
J

a proper consideration of the particular items

the milk (cream if vou have it) which you put with i

which serve to make up the whole. Prof. C. is

your coffee, for cold milk or cream will spoil the
I

desirous of obtaining all the localities not desenb-

best coffee ever prepared. ' et' m his 'ast edition. A letter from him says

—

"The roasting of the berry to a proper degree,
|

" I wish to connect with the account of the Lo-

requires great nicety. If it be underdone, its vir- cality some brief Geological notice, viz : whether

tues will not be imparted, and in use it will load I

the mineral occurs in veins, or in beds, or is dis-

and oppress the stomach ; if it be overdone, it will
j

seminated—the associated minerals—and the rock

yield a flat, burnt, and bitter taste ; its virtues will
|

which contains them. In most cases, the form,

be destroyed, and in use it will heat the body, and structure, and prevailing colour of the mineral

act as an astringent. The closer it is confined at raay be mentioned.

the time.of roasting, and till used, the better will " l also wish to obtain as accurate information,

its volatile pungency, flavor, and virtues, be pre- : as possible, in regard to all minerals explored for

served. useful or ornamental purposes, such as Nitre, Com-

"The influence which coffee, judiciously pre- mon Salt, Marble, Marl, Gypsum, Precious Stones,

pared, imparts to the stomach, from its mvigorat- Steatite, Roof Slate, Clays, Pigments, Anthracite.

Lag qualities, is strongly exemplified by the imme- Graphite, Coal, Ores of the metals, Porphyry, &c.

diate effect produced on takiug it when the stom- and also certain articles manufactured from min-

ach is overloaded with food, or nauseated with erals, such as Alum, Copperas, Chromate of Lead,

surfeit, or debilitated by intemperance, or languid &*• The quantity of the aforementioned sub-

froni inanition.
! stances annually obtained or manufactured, the

" Du Four relates an extraordinary instance of quality including the per cent, of metal yielded by

the effect of coffee in the gout ; he says, Mons. De
vereau was attacked with the gout at twenty five

years of age and had it severely until he was up-

wards of fifty, with chalk stones in the joints of

liia hands and feet ; he was recommended the use

of coffee, which he adopted, and had no return of

the gout.

" A small cup or two of coffee immediately af-

ter dinner promotes digestion.

" With a draught of water previously drunk, ac-

cording to the eastern custom, coffee is serviceable

to those who are of a costive habit."

The generality of the English families make
their coffee too weak, and use too much sugar,

which often causes it to turn acid on the stomach.

Almost every housekeeper has a peculiar method
of making coffee ;but it never can be excellent, un-

less it be strong of the berry, any more than our

English wines can be good, so long as we contin-

ores, and the price are particularly requested. I

am desirous, that the localities should be so des-

cribed, that they may be found without difficulty.

In addition to the name of the town, a few wards,

referring the locality to some point or object, well

known in that vicinity, will be sufficient."

—

New
England Farmers'1 and Mechanics'

1

Journal.

Boston Athen&um Gallery.—This interesting and

popular Exhibition closed on Tuesday l»st. The
season tickets sold amounted to 5133. The entire

receipts of the season to over $3800. The expen-

ses have been short of $1000.

—

Cenlinel.

The Corporation of Baltimore have laid a duty

on Dogs—two dollars on every male, and ten on

every female. They have also forbidden all per-

sons to bring dogs into the market place, during

market hours. The latter strikes us as an excel-

lent provision.
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NEW SPECIES OF PINE
Mr Douglas writes : " I rejoice to tell you of a

new species of Pmus, the most princely of the

<renus, and probably the finest specimen of Amer-

ican vegetation. It attains tiie enormous size of

from 170 to 220 feet in height, and from 20 to 50

in circumference. The cones are from 12 to 18

inches long ! I have one which is 16A inches in

length, and which measures 10 inches round the

thickest part. The trunk is remarkably straight,

and destitute of branches till within a short space

of the top, which forms a perfect umbel. The

wood is of fine quality, and yields a large portion

of resin. Growing trees of this species, that have

been partly burned by the natives, to save the

trouble of cutting other fuel, (a custom to which

they are greatly addicted,) produce a substance,

which, I am almost afraid to say, is sugar ;
but as

some of it, with the cones, will soon reach Eng-

land, its real nature can be easily and correctly as-

certained. The tree grows abundantly 2° south

of Colombia, in the country inhabited by the

Umptqun tribe of Indians. The seeds are gather-

ed by the natives in autumn, pounded and baked

into a sort of cake, which is considered a luxury.

The saccharine substance is used in seasoning

dishes, in the same manner as sugar is in civilized

countries. I shall bring home such an assemblage

of specimens of this Pinus, as will admit of a very

correct figure being made, and also a bag of its

seeds."

—

Brexvsler's Jouriia!.
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LARGE GEESE.
We yesterday saw in a wagon a pair cf youna

geese, raised by James Sisson, Esq. of Warren, of

very large size, being now only three months old.

The breed was imported from East-Friesland Inst

fall, in the ship North America, Capt. Child, who
asserts that these geese frequently grow to up-

wards of twenty pounds, dressed. They are very

full of soft fine feathers, which is an article of ex-

portation from that country, and very much sought

for in Germany, Holland, and England. These

geese are the first of this breed which has ever

been imported into the United States, were brought

especially for Mr. Sisson, and are well worthy the

attention of the lovers of good eating. Mr. Sisson

has a few pairs on hand, which he will dispose of

at $12 the pair—and will send them to any part

of the country he may be directed.

—

Prov. Pat.

valuable purpose, as it has infinitely more tenaci-

ty than common glue, and becomes impervious to

water."

Note.—The author might further have advene.

I

to the advantage arising to Hatters from the dis-

covery, but this is obvious.

On Tuesday the 8th inst. a stroke of lightning

descended upon the eastern wing of the Tontine

Coffee-house, in New Haven, breaking through

the roof, and making its way through the upper

tier of rooms, leaping from nails to wires, and

marking the intervals by rents in the plastered

walls, until it made its exit through the opposite

side of the building. Several persons were slight-

ly benumbed, and others stunned by the shock.

—

There are three lightning rods rising several feet

above three of the chinmies on this building, and

it is matter of speculation and wonder among

many that the electric fluid should break through

the roof within seven or eight feet of one of the

lightning rods. Some gentlemen of much study

and observation, contend that in this instanre the

electricity was conducted to the roof by the steam

and smoke which was beating down upon the

oof after it had risen several feet above the top

of the chimney. It is a fact that the lightning

struck the roof near the kitchen chimney— and

hat there was a powerful fire in the kitchen be-

low at the time.

—

New Haven Reg.

Vegetable Inoculation.—It is mentioned in the

London Mechanics' Magazine, that there is a

blotched-leaved variety of the English laburnum,

a bud of which being inserted in the bark of the

ommon laburnum, it has invariably the effect

whether the bud lives or not) of making the leaves

of the latter blotched, like the parent stock of the

bud. "If" says Mr. Falla, " the blotched or strip-

ed leaves of the plants arise, as I think is general-

ly admitted, from a disease, this may justly be

considered as vindent a disorder in the vegetable

world, as the small-pox is in the human race, and

this operation may very fairly be said to be inoc-

ulation."

The following is extracted from the London
New Monthly Magazine for March, under the

head of Useful Arts.

•' Glue made water proof.—A correspondent in-

forms us that he has succeeded in making a Glue

perfectly water proof, and having the property, al-

so of drying almost immediately after its application.

His method, we learn, is first to immerse common
glue in cold water until it becomes perfectly soft,

yet retaining its original form ; after which it is to

be dissolved in common raw linseed oil, assisted

by a gentle heat until it becomes entirely taken up
by the latter. After which it may be applied to

substances for adhesion to each other, in the way
common glue is ordinarily applied. It dries al-

most immediately, ajid water will exert no action

on it. It is imnecessary to say in how many valua-

ble purposes in tlie arts this application may be

used. For cabinet makers it is important, as ma-
hogany veneers, when glued with this substance,

will never fall off by exposure to a moist atmos-

phere. In ship building it will probably answer a

A Marriage Tree, generally of the pine kind, is

planted in the church yard by every new married

couple in the parish of Varallo Pornbio, in the Ty-

rol ; a fine grove of pines is said to shade this

church yard, and it must be recollected that the

pine of the Tyrol claims to be ranked as a fruit

tree, as well as valuable timber, being the Pinus

pinea, the kernels of the cones of which arc fre-

quently served up in the dessert in Italy, and the

Southern Alps, as almonds and nuts are in Eng-

land.— Gar. Mag.

From Mtnwirs a/tlu Ntw York Board of Agriaulurr.

ON LIMING SEED WHEAT.
Sir,—In answer to your inquiry on the

of smut in wheat, 1 will state to von what has fal-

len under my observation.

When I resided in Seneca county, several years

ago, my attention was particularly drawn to this

subject, by observing, that while myselfand neigh-

bors were much injured b) smut in our wheat, th'-

crops of Mr. C. uniformly escaped. 1 enquired in-

to the cause of tliis singular exemption, and learnt

that it was owing to the seed having been limed.

In 1816, therefore, I washed my seed, put a-

hout three pint of iimc to each bushel, mixed ii

well, and let it lie in a heap twelve hours before

sowing. My crop was perfectly clean, while I can

say all my neighbors had more or less smut.

In 1817, part of my seed was washed and limed

as in the preceding year : another part was washed

and limed, and a pint of salt to each bushel mixed

with the lime; a 3d parcel was washed in strong

pickle and limed; a 4th sown without any prepara-

tion. The result was as follows : The first had a

little smut, the second none, the third none—and

the fourth was a quarter smut—all on the same

kind of land, and all sown in good weather, be-

tween the 5th and loth September.

In 1S19, Mr. L. bought his seed of my neigh-

bors Mr. 15. and Mr. G. and of myself, and sowed

all without preparation. Mr. G's ciop was from

seed had of me the year before, and sowed with-

out liming. JJ. had never prepared his seed by

any process. It was found on harvesting the crop

that the part sown with my seed was free from

smut,—that sown with G's seed had a little,—and

'that sown with TV.- seed was one fourth smut.

—

(This statement I had from Mr. L. I mention this

I
circumstance to show that seed wheat well clean-

ed as mentioned, will have an effect for two or

three crops ; but I would never recommend tQ

sow wheat without salt and lii.ic.

As the Hessian fly h?,s never yet troublsd us u*

Albany, I am unable to speik of the efficacy of

preventing the ravages of that insect.

I beg leave to suggest to fanners, the proprie-

ty of spreading their straw upon their pasture

grounds, either in spring or fall. It will shield

the ground from the extreme cold which oner,

breaks tiie fibrous roots of the grasses. In sum-

mer it shields the ground from the scorching rays

of the sun, prevents the evaporation of moisture,

fertilizes the soil, and causes a strong rich sward

;

and when ploughed, will be equal to a good coat

of manure. JAMES McCALL.

State of Education iii Lower Canada.—The pe-

titions presented to parliament from the Canadas

complaining of the Administration of the Earl of

Dalhousie, contained the names of 78,000 per-

sons, of which only nine thousand are signatures,

the other 78,000 having his X mark attached to

them. The population of Lower Canada is 450.-

000 French to 80,000 British. Only one ir: eight

of the former are taught to write.

We are ruined, not by what we (really want,

but by what we think we do ; therefore, never go
abroad in search of your wants— if they be real

wants they will come in search of you— for he
that buys what he does not want, will soon want
what he cannot buv.

DISEASES OF VINES.
When you see a vine unhealthy, bj the leaves

becoming yellow, or other sickly appearances, re-

move immediately the earth from about the roots,

and fill up the space with a compost made of lime,

ashes, or cowduug, and virgin earth from the

woods, well incorporated, and water the ground

well. Sometimes tiie leaves turn yellow, and thc-

vine seems otherwise diseased by there being too

many grapes on it. If you wish, to preserve your

vine, remove the grapes or cut down the branches

to near the ground, leaving one or two young ones,

and manage and manure it as above directed.

—

There ought to be a compost heap at every vine-

yard to manure any vines that may dwindle or no-

grow vigorously.

—

Adlum's Treatise
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CLOSE OF THE SIXTH VOLUME.
The present number completes the sixth volume

of our paper, and brings us to the termination of
six years since the commencement of our labors

as Editor of the New England Fanner. We hope
that cur exertions have been of some service to

the community, and are induced to believe that
they have been estimated as p

fifty pounds, suspended at one foot distance from
the trunk will distress the branch, which supports
it, no more than ten pounds at fifteen feet distance
would do. Every tree will, therefore, support a
larger weight of fruit without danger of being
broken, in proportion as the parts of such weight
arc made to approach nearer to its centre.

" Each variety of the apple tree has its own pe-
culiar form of growth ; and this it will ultimately
assume, in a considerable degree, in defiance of
the art of the pruner. Something may neverthe-
less be done to correct whatever is defective.

—

When the growth of any variety is weak and re-
j
Beet

dining, the principal stem should be trained to a |

B™e plant

considerable heio-ht hpfnvo it lio ollrm^.l »^. .«.„ t
Borecole

July 18, 1828.

—jessing some val-

ue from the constant, though not rapid accession
to our subscription list, which continues to attend „.

the progress of our publication. We would take i considerable height, before it be allowed to pro-
j b°™this opportunity to make our geueral, but grateful duce branches ; and if any of these take a hori

acknowledgements to those contributors to our col-

umns, to whom we are indebted for the most val-

uable parts cf our paper, (being generally details

and results of the experience of intelligent culti-

vators) and would solicit the continuance of their
favors.

~«~~ .....,..,..-
, n.,u ji ut*v vji Liitret; liiivc ix M<»||- nroecon

zontal or pendent direction, they should be regu- <

Brussels sprouts

larly taken oft'. One principal leading stem should
j
Cabbage"

be encouraged almost to the summit of the tree, Canker worm
to prevent a sudden division into two large boughs £?T

vay

of nearly equal strength ; for the fork which these Carrol

form is apt to divide and break, when the branch- c
,

a,<
r
r
j?

i" !'" . lorm is apt to divide and break, when the branch- Jr'^IT
It is not necessary to observe that the close of

|
es are loaded with fruit. All efforts to give young

'

Celery

""

volume presents a favorable time for the settle-
|
trees a round and regularly spreading form, whilst Chamomile

tent of accounts, at the Farmer office—Davinsr in the nnrserv. vvill he i'mmd ;,.;.„.;„„= ;„ .i,„ «, Cherry treement of accounts, at the Farmer office payino
what is due, and saving somewhat by an anticH
pated payment of the next volume. It is true,
however, that money, though neither the main-
spring, nor the main object of our pursuits, is what
rhetoricians call a sine qua non, or thing indis-
pensable to the existence of our establishment.

PRUNING TREES.
In Loudon's Encyclopedia of Agriculture, Kal-

e.idarial Index lor July, it is remarked that " this
season [viz. July] answers perfectly well for prun-
ing all sorts of trees, and if their leaves and spray-
were an object for fodder, as in Sweden and Italy,
no doubt it would be preferred. Wounds in trees
do not now bleed as they sometimes 'do hi spring
and autumn, and they heal and are in part cover-
ed with bark before the approach of winter." A
scientific friend of the Editor, who is likewise a
practical horticulturist, assures us that he has
found by experience that the month of July is

iflucb the most favorable time for pruning grape
Vines for at this season large branches may be cut
off, and the a inea will not bleed in the least. It
may, therefore, not be ill timed to offer a few re-
marks on this important branch of arboriculture.
Mr Knight in his excellent " Treatise on the Cul-

ture cf the Apple and Pear," has given the follow-
ing directions. " In pruning the apple tree and
all other standard trees, the points of the external
branches should be every where rendered thin
and pervious to the hgbt ; so that the interna!
parts of the tree may net be wholly shaded by the
external parts. The light should penetrate deep-
ly into the tree on every side, but not any where
through it. When the primer has judiciously ex-
ecuted his work, every part of the tree, inti nal as
well as external, will be productive el' fruit ; and
the interna] part, in unfavorable seasons, v, ill rath-
er receive protection than injury from the exter-
nal. A tree, thus pruned, will not onlj produce
much more fruit, but will also be able to support
a heavier load of it, without danger of be
en

; fi r any given weight will depress the branch,
not simply in proportion to its quantity, hut in the

quainted with the subjects on which they have
written.

The following is the General Index of the book,
which is superadded to a Calendarial Index, giv-
ing directions for performing the work of all thy
months in the year as they follow in succession.

Elecampane
Endive
Espaliers

Fennel
Flowers, orna-

,

mental <

Fruits
Frcit Trees
Garlick
Gooseberry
Gourd
Grafting
Green house
Hawthorn
Heading down
Hedges
Hoeing
Horse Radish
Hot bed
Hot house
Hyssop
Inarching
Indian corn
Inoculation, or bud-

Applo
Apple tree

Apricot

Artichoke

Asparagus
Balm
Barley
Mean

Insects

Jet

Landscape
Picturesque
Gardens

Lavender
Layers
Leaves
Leek
Lettuce
Locust tree

Love apple
Madder
Mangel VVurftel

Mulberry
Mushroom
Mustard
Nectarine
Nursery
Oak
Okra
Onion
Orchard
Paisley
Parsnip
Pea
Peach tree-

Pear Iree

Pepper
Plum tree

Potato
Pruning
Pumpkin
Quince
Radish
Rhubarb
Roller

Rose
Rosemarv
Rue

Artichoke Sa

n J "I •"& ."...., .. Ui..»

the nursery, will be found injurious in the fu-
chervil

ture stages of their growth. Large branches Chive

should rarelv or never be amputated." Qolewort
in '

. .
r

,
Coriander

If, however, pruning is commenced at a proper
: Cress, water

stage of the growth of the tree, and properly and i

Cress, garden

seasonably attended to, it will rarely be necessary Cumd'o^
to take off a large limb, and small ones, if cut Currant

close and smooth, may be taken off at any season. £utli
"r

3

See N. E. Farmer, vol. iii. page 273. B'hWe
.

|
Dill

EXCELLENT ARTICLES. g^ins

We have received a quantity of oat flour, ' ew p iant

very white, fine, and sweet, and very palatable as EMer
well as wholesome for puddings, gruel, &c. Like- 1 The work is handsomely printed, making a vol-
wise groats and oatmeal of superior quality, all

j

ume of 312 pages,—price $1,25.
raised and manufactured by Mr Stevens, of Bar- j
net, Vermont. These articles have been highly I

Vegetables—Hartlib, (the friend of Milton) pen,
approved of by several druggists in this city, by I

sl"ne^ Dv Cromwell for his agricultural writings,
Dr Kidder of Charlestown, and other qualified '

s:'-vs '
"'hat old men in his days remembered the

ii'M'i,.,: Mrln-i »-.»•«-. I-.™..!.... tl...... *n l.~ c i_i_ . fll'.->t y'ariienr-r*; thnt pnnio nvov t-n tt....^^.. T.1 ..™! i

M
Meli
Mint

njoram

judges, who pronounce them to be preferable to \

fil6t gal"deners that came over to Sursey, England,
any thing of a similar nature imported. They ap sold turnips, carrots, parsnips, early peas, and
pear to contain more mucilaginous, and less bitter |

raPe '
vvuicn were then great rarities, being im-

i ported from Holland. Cherries and hops were
,

... „.„ ,..„^,.„-.„„ uo, „1IU lcoo uinci
extractive matter than the common preparations ' -

from oats, found in the shops of druggists and nm Planted in the r

grocers.

„tj of Henry Sth ; artichokes
and currants made their appearance in the time

i of Elizabeth ; but even at the end of this latterTHE NEW AMERICAN GARDENER.
j
period cherries were brought from Flanders-on"Awork with this title, compiled by the Editor ions, saffron, and liquorice, from Spain, and hops

of the New England Farmer, with the assistance from the low countries. Potatos, which were first
of a number of scientific and practical Horticultu- known in England about the year 1586, con-
sists m the vw.n.ty ofBo^ ^ tinned for nearly a century to be cultivated inbe published by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of the gardens as a curious exotic, and furnished a luxti-

.
,

sl*Z
Fa™er,iu the course of the ensu- ry only for tables of the richest persons in the

ing week The articles are arranged alphabet!- k ngdom." It appears in a manuscript account
cally and comprise tne most useful Vegetables of the household expenses of Queen Anne, wifeand Fruits which can be conveniently and econ- of James 1st, that the price of potatos was then
oimcally cultivated in the climate ofNew England, l s the pound
and the Middle States; as well as a Treatise on _!
Flowers, and on Landscape or Picturesque 1 Good income.—The receipts of the New Hamp-
Gardens, on the general management of the Silk shire State Prison during the year exceeded the
Worm, and the manufacture of Silk, and a trea- expenditures $145,60 cents. The amount of cam-
use on the culture of Grape Vixes and the Straw- lings over the ordinary expences is estimated ai
6ERRT—The article on Fruit Trees contains an' $2,179.'/
numeration and description of all the Apples, j

" —
Pears, Peache#Cherries, Plums, Nectarines, Apri- I

Sale of Saxony Sheep—The sale of Saxony sheep
L

at Brighton, was not so profitable as

ears, reacnesj onerries, minis, Nectarine*, Apri- ' °' lf "J ,JU "

compound SwS^ta^S^r^lB °t,f*
th8

f

CUn
^ ""I l

° the nl°St 3dVantage
' J" "

le

/t
zontal di,:.-', ,c« fi™» A..JL „FjLJ!!1".IS and their relam'e forwardness in bearing, which I

^n.e of the pre
zontal distance from the point of suspension, by ..

mode of action similar to that of the weight of the
fceam ofthe steel yard ; and hence a hundre 1 and

vill be found to be of incalculable benefit to gen- I

s8

rlemen in laying out orchards. Each of the above
articles is furnished by gentlemen practically ac-

, on account of the

The whole flock, consisting of 240
was sold. Tiie lowest price at which any animal
went oil*, was $15—the highest, 135. Mr. S. P;
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Dexter, formerly of this city, now residing at

Wliitesborough, N. Y. near Utica, wc understand

was tlie largest purchaser

—

Boston Courier.

MAIMING.
Wc arc no frieiids to the system of docking and

nicking of horses, dogs or cats. To clip off at one

" fell swoop," five or six inches of the vertebra is,

in our opinion, an act of cruelty, and deserves the

severest reprehension. Nature created a horse, a

dog, and a cat with a long tail, and in doing which

evidenced her taste and judgment, and to mend

her perfect work is nothing but a ridiculous and

barbarous custom. The Berkshire American has

.•m article upon this subject. The editor is speak-

ing of the curtailing of dogs, and says -.-{Bellows

Fulls paper.)

"No sooner does a man bring home a puppy,

than he falls foul of the poor creature at both ends

— paring his ears nearly to his head, and leaving

him too little tail to express his gratitude (for thus

mending him !) by wagging it. And this he does,

as he says, to make the dog look /arse and savage.

And in fact, he not only succeeds in giving him a

ferocious appearance, but in souring Ids temper for

life ; for the animal being, without any provoca-

tion, thus murderously treated, and divested of his

(air proportions, become a misanthrope, instead of

the good uatured, friendly and affectionate crea-

ture he is always found to be when properly treat-

ed."

We are happy to state, (says the New Bruns-|

wick Gazette) that, notwithstanding the backward-

ness of the season, the crops in general wear

Barefoot and Serub.
These two valuable animals, which have been MM lo ihi'

country by Admiral Sir I- lai < <,!lin. will, for the present nea-
landat Brighton — j i,, ... )rr ..,.u ,,g. on(j tay,. i„,.u j„gll .

encouraging aspect ; and it IS highly deserving oi ly celebrated to England. The pedigree <,< Barefoot, a ches-

noticc, that the farmers throughout this part of "« bone, ii at toltow

F0 ]m
the country have given evidence of their lively at- Barefoot, lay Tramp, dam I . i!uzzar<), out of
trillion to the recommendation of last year, of the R " ,r> >**£ to Hul

, . • , r. ., . /• Nik WeM bv IllsUcnam Itcgulu*— (rat.—('folders l-^ud
tea wheat, by having sown as much of that fine ,„ laM.Wnen a- P , ;ich ^
grain as circumstances would admit of.

j

two yean olda— 1 1 «ul »..

In 182:5, York Snrii

, „. . „ „ , . P.arelool heating four others.—A Pol lakes of30In Charleston, S. C. there is a permanent and rraineas each

splendid Ice House, which has cost 15,000 dollars, line.

s capable of containing the cargoes of four large J^

Sugar.—The manufacture of sugar from the

beet, continues to flourish in France. It is stated

that there are more than sixty manufactories for the

purpose in that country. Three establishments of

the kind were recently formed on a large scale

-V. I". Journ. cf Com.

Toads.—We are wont to regard the toad as

noxious and useless, but it is because we do not

observe the important uses which it serves in the

animal economy. We lately noticed one of these

creatures bloated to an enormous size, which had

been feasting upon ants. Toads likewise devour

flics.—Salem Observer.

ten feet. 10 subscribers. P.;

sunsenners. nareioo' neating it Ptacrs.
hips ; and notwithstanding the failure of the late In 1823, at New Market, Hare I won a handicup plate va!

winter in the north, it has been supplied with four uc £50 beating Tress hanaud
.. . , . . " , » In 1824. at Ascol Heath, Bnrelool talked over for ihe Swir

cargoes of losser size but quite enough lor any
las atakes, oTIS sovereigns each ?«ul

possible demand. In 1825, at Lancaster, the gold cup. value 10 gv added to a
sweepstakes f 10 sovereigns, 17 suhs. ol all *gci. Barefoot

: — '

beating Lottery and two other*.

fr?* Subscribers to the New England Farmer, are ' ,n 1|J
'- ri - »'. Mancbester. Haitritrnp stakes of 30 sovereigns

"* ... - ,11 -ii each. 10 It. with 20 sovereigns idde — , subscriber— Haretoot
earnestly desired to settle all arrearages, either by hea , mg lwo others. At Lancaster, the gold cup, value 100 gs.

remitting by mail, to the publisher in Boston, or added°to a sweepsial.es ol 10 sovereigns each. 9 •abair-tlare

by paying to either of the following Agents. Any f°"'
^^.taotifol hay Bone.) Foa, rt, „ 1321.

who may wish to discontinue the paper, are de- ; Got bv Phantom out ol Jis^e, hv I otiondge— i.e- dam Crac,

sired to give immediate notice to the publisher.— \

k
*l

h> Highflyer. <mi of Nutcracker, bj JIaicsum.

_,
&

. .?.
, In 182-t. v.-on the New Market slakes, SO trs. each II subs.-

Gentlemen who contemplate subscribing to the gemt, i„,at i ng fOU r others.

paper are reminded that the present is a favorable J • 1825, afthe New Markrt Crane meeting, the stakes, 100
1

. . , .,, , . , - , ! sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serai, healing two others. The same var,
opportunity, as the next number will begin the 7th

gprii| meeling _ Berah won H^ndtcup sweepstakes, lCOsoVns
volume, which will be printed on new type, and r, subs, heating three others.

no efforts will be spared by the Editor or Publish-
J"

{826. £*»* *'°« KiP P
'T'

1(*}^ braiir'S "° " !!

'-"i":1 J 11 In 1827, fetoeloti, S'trab wilt the gold cup. j.l->

er, to make it at least equal to any volume that 1

has preceded it.

Bangor, G. W Brown.
Castine, 11. Chamberlain.
Portsmouth, J. W. Foster.

Salem. J. M. Ives.

Newburyport, E. Stedman.
New Bedford, K. Williams.
Worcester, Win. Lincoln, Esq
Hrauleboro' J. Fessenden.

Providence. Hugh Brown.
Hartford. Goodwin & Sons.

New York. G. Thorburn &
I

Son, 67 Liberty street. $

Philadelphia, D. & C. Land- )

reth, 85 Cbesnut street. $

Halifax, (N. S.) P.J.Holland.
St John, (N. B.) A. M'Leod.

PRICES OF COLWTRY PRODUCE.

There is now in our office, (says the Trenton

True American) a branch of rye, raised on the

farm of Mr. Hunt, in this vicinity, containing forty

stocks, of five feet six inches high, with each a

large ear, all proceeding from one root, and the

production of a single grain, exhibiting a most as-

tonishing' increase.

Long Wool.—A man in New Jersey has a sheep

of the Dishley breed, which weighs 252 pounds :

—

some of the wool is 20 inches in length. A man
in Pennsylvania, lately sheared 23 pounds of wool

from one sheep ; it is very fine, and some of it 12

inches long, (probably the growth of two or three

years.)

Valuable Discovery.—An ingenious tradesman at

Falkirk, has discovered a method by which he can

mould skins and leather to any shape, and make
very elegant light summer hats of sheep-skin,

weighing 2 or 3 oz. varnished and rendered im-

pervious to wet. He likewise makes them of seal

skin with the hair on. Entire dresses, consisting

of a jacket and trowsers, have been furnished to

various ships' companies, at so low a rate as 15s

each. They are of leather, dressed after a meth-

od Which renders them impervious to rain, and yet

as pliant as a glove.

To Corrkspondents.—An article from Dancers on lh<

Canker Worm—one from New York onsome new English stock

—from Salem on Haying—on the Staggers in Sicine—on Apple

Orchards and Cider—on the Canker Worm—and one from

Plymouth on the manufacture of Soda from Sea Weed, trill

luxve an early insertion ; mod of them hoping been received too

late for this week's paper.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first sort.

Pearl, first -oil. -

BEANS, while.

BEEF, mess, new. .

( 'nrgo. No. 1 , new.
Cargo, No. 2, new-;

r.uTTEK. •-,«-• a So 1

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street. -

- i bushel.

barrel.

- pound:

ri, 11 To
1 500

92 00 97 50

1 00 1 60
10 50 II 00
:: *• 8 ;:j

Go sea,

10

4 75

Farm Stock.

A good biaci: cow, four years old, with a calf; a superior

milker, bo'li as to quantity] and quality. Reference may be

had to Col. Jaques. Price $40.—Inquire at the New Eng-
land Tanner Seed Store. Also, 10 pair of Bremen Geese.

Bull Calffor Sale.

For Sale, a beautiful Bull Calf by Admiral, a very desir-

able animal for those who feel interested in the improvement
of our breed of Stock.—Apply to Maj. Jaques of Charles-

town, where he tr.av be seen. St. Julv, 18.

Rve. be^l, -

GRAIN, Corn.
Rve.
Bariev, -

Cms.'
HOG'S LARD, first sort, new.
LIME,
PLAISTER PARIS retailsat

PORK, new, clear. -

Navy, mess. new.
Cargo. No. I. new, -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass.
Fowl Meadow. -

iGr:

7 50
;:

10

4
.-> a:

5 cc
: m
50

j

40
9-

1 00

Tall Meaddw Oats Grass,

Red T^ -

Lucerne* -

White Honeysuckle Clover
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurlzel,

poand.
cask.

Ion.

- barrel, in 0C 19 OO
13 .'

-
\

" 13

1

bushel. 1
'

'

5 00
4 00
4 00
5 00
1 CO

.50

50
pound.

German Gecsc.

For sale two pairs of this superior breed of Geese, from East
Friezland, Germany—produced from a pair impcrted last year
direct from Bremen, in ship North Amer'
which were selected by said Capt. hiinselt with the greatest

care. These geese possess many important qualities peculiar
j

to their breed—among which is, their size, their usual weight
I

when fat being from 25 to 30 pounds each—also the largequan-
j

tity of feathers which they yield, the Germans pluck ihem three
1

times a year, and the feathers are considered the best in the

German! English and Dutch markets—and their remarkably 1

docile, gentle and domestic dispositions. Apply I o Capt. S.P.I nuoT-^rnv irierrr
Child, Warren. R. 1. where the geese, are to he secn-or to ' rrff '.^ ?ARKBT'

Wm. B. Bradford, Jr. No 24 India street, head of Central ££{&' b
;£ S*L«'

wharf, Kos,on-or 10 the New England Farmer Seed Store. I

J ORK
' *?".' l e

„
s
'

P'ec&''

t 1 10 q, witole hojre,
Jury '8 3> VEAL. - - -

1

~
'• W ~ M'CTTON -

Massachusetts .igncullura! Repository. POULTRY
Just published by Welles & Lilly, Court Street, Boston, price

I BUTTER, keg and tub. -

50 ets. die Massachusetts Agricultur.U Iteposiioiy and Journal. Lump, best;
Number 2, vol. x. Contents—The Proceedings "and Reports of

| EGGS. -

the Brighton Cattle Show in October K-7—The culture ot Silk MEAL, Rye. retail. -

— History of Silk—History of Silk in the United Slates—Raw Indian, retail,

Potatoes bad for Milch Cows—One of the Diseases of the Peach POTATOS. new ...
Tree—Lorain's Husbandry—New Presents of Fruits.

| CIDER, (according ta qualitv.j

CHot Child -and !
WOOL, Merino, full Mood, ivash d, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half & quarter washed
Native, washed.
Pu I led , Lamb's, first son .

-

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

dozen,
bus lie!.

ba-rel - Of).

i:

1 50
1 SO
45
30
40
35
SO
50-

30
40

U
20
18
G5
60
75
S50
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MISCELLANIES.
THE MARRIAGE SCENE.

[BY MONTGOMERY.]
••' Young, chaste, and lovely—pleased, yet half afraid,

Before yon alter drools a -.i.JV.ed maid,

Clad in her bridal robe of taintless while,

Dumb with the scene and trepid with delight;

Around her hymeneal guardians stand,

Each with a lender look aud leeluig bland;

And oil she turns her beauty-beaming eye,

Djnim'd with a lear of happiness gone by !

Then coyly views, in youth's commanding pride,

Her own adored one panting by her side;

Like lilies bending from the noon tide blaze.

Her bashful eye-lids droop beneath his gaze ;

While love and homage blend their lilisslul power,

And shed a halo round his marriage hour

;

What though his chance-abounding hfc ordain

A path of anguish and precarious pain;

by wane or woe, where'er compell'd he rove,

A cot's a palace by the light of lo\c-

!

There .beats one heart which, until death, will be

eirm thought, when these defendant ruffians came

rushing like a mighty torrent from the hills down

upon the abodes of peace—broke open the plan-

tiff's door—separated the weeping mother from

her screeching infant—and took away my client's

rifle, gentlemen of the jury, for which we charge

fifteen dollars.

The wise man has his follies no less than the

fool ; but it has been said, that herein lies the dif-

ference, the follies of the fool are known to the

world, but are hidden from himself; the follies of

the wise man are known to himself, but hidden

from the world. A harmless hilarity, and a buoy-

ant cheerfulness are not unfrequent concomitants

of genius ; and we are never more deceived, than

when we mistake gravity for greatness, solemnity

for science, and pomposity for erudition.

Agtishii glowing fount of sympathy
;

Che frownless eye to kindle with his own,

/One changeless friend when other friends are flown;

O ! sanction Thou the love-united pair,

Fountain of love ! for Thou art present there."

David Garrick was once on a visit to a Mr.

Rigby's seat, Ministry Hall, Essex, when Doctor

Gouge formed one of the party. Observing the

potent appetite of the learned Doctor, Garrick in-

dulged in some coarse jests on the occasion, to

the great amusement of the company—the Doc-
tor excepted ; who, when the laugh had subsided,

thus addressed the party : " Gentlemen, you must
doubtless suppose, from the extreme familiarity

with which Mr. Garrick has thought fit to treat

me, that I am an acquaintance of his ; but I can
assure you, that til! I met him here 1 never saw
him but once before, and then I paid live shillings

for the eight." Roscius was silent.

which furnishes them with something to adore.
Society indeed has its great men and its little

men, as the earth has its mountains and its val-

leys. But the inequalities of intellect, like the in-

equalities of the surface of our globe, bear so
small a proportion to the mass, that, in calculating

its great revolutions, they may safely* be neglect-

ed. The sun illuminates the hills, while it is still

below the horizon ; and truth is discovered by the

highest minds a little before it becomes manifest

to the multitude. This is the extent of their su-

periority. They are the first to catch and reflect

a light, which, without their assistance, must in a
short time be visible to those who he far beneath
them.

Turnip Seed, fyc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street, Boston, an extensive assortment of

Ancient Coins—Mr. Stodder offers for sale ^ j
Turnip Sc.-.ds, some of vvhirh are the growth of u,e present

*^«w u
_ I

season— the finest sorts either for family use or stock. The
very valuable collection of antique Coins, which

j
most improved sorts for the former are the White Stone, While

we "understand belong to Mr. Purdie, a gentleman I
D""-

". Yellow Stone Yellow Malia. The Yellow Stone is

... ,. , ., i r~i a • u' oue O' uncommon excellence and keeps well. Of the sorts for
who has travelled through Greece, Asia Minor,

! Eeld cu ilure> uie white Norfolk, White Globe, and Yellow Ab-
end many of the principal cities of the eastern

I
erdeen or Bullock are preferable. The Yellow Aberdeen is

world, and who makes a short stay in this town,
i

mosl ^proved among the farmers of England and Scotland, as
' J 'it grows to a laige size, is very sweet and nutritious, and keeps

previous to his embarkation lor Turkey. till June. Also, Yellow Ruta'Baga, or Russian Turuip, of the

Mr. P. has visited all the principal places where !

best description. The above seeds were saved in Europe ex-

, « . ,, . -i^ji- v* oftii ! pressly KV us. and the utmost dependence may be placed upon
the Coins iormerlv circulated—bemg about 800 ^ • -

th,

different varieties, some of them nearly 3000 years es.

old, and undoubtedly the most valuable collection
j

in the United States. Among them are many E-
j

gyptian and Roman coins, scarce and rare.—Pro".

!

paper.

i quality. A variety of Long and Turnip Radisb-
iiiable for growing the three_ensuing months. Prickly t

Fail Spinach, Long Prickly and Early Cluster Cucumber ; also

the genuine Girkin Cucumber, or West India pickling one of

the finest pickles.

Likewise 200 lbs. fresh common while flat English Turnip
Seed, a part of it the grovwh of 1823 :—to dealers and purchas-
ers by the quantity, it will be put at a low rate.

Also, genuine Fowl Meadow Grass, from Vermont—Orchard

The cultivation of flow- |
Grass, Lucerne, &e.—Hemp, White Mustard, Flax Seed, &c.

rs as it is one of the most pleasing employments,\^d%^Z^dtr^pr^^'°" 'T

Cultivation offlowers.-

A downright Appeal— not a Hint.—AVe have

seen a paragraph, taken from a Southern paper,

and which is now travelling itself to death as fast

as it can, stating that a gentleman lately deceased

in Carolina, had never permitted Lis subscription

to the newspaper to be behind, and that as the

same could be said of so few men, is worth record-

ing on his tomb stone. Verily, we say amen to

this. This man stands next to him who returned

a borrowed umbrella ! What higher praise can

there be, than have your printer say, "You always

paid me." How clear, too, must he the man's con-

science who reads a paper he knows he has paid

for. With what enviable satisfaction does he un-

fold the damp sheet ! He leels himself under no
obligation, that the printer is absolutely behelden

to him. This is- the very feeling we would have

ali our subscibers experience—that we are in debt

to them for v. year's paper— net that they are hi

debt to us. Now think not, gentle leaders—-you

that have patiently followed us thus far— that there

is any hint in tin?—not any. It i-> too plain for a

hint— it is a downright appeal— but whether to

your pity or your pockets, we shall wait an answer
by the return of mail Truth-Teller.

so it is one of the most profitable. We do not
|

mean profitable in dollars and cents, but profita-

ble in its operation upon the habits of the world.

,

Roman.
This elegant, full blooded horse, a bright bay with black legs,

, ...ane and tail, of high spirit and good temper, will stand at flic

The great purveyor of vice and the mightiest ene-
:

farm of Mr Stephen Williams in Nonhborough, Ms. at #20 the

my of virtue is idleness. Want of employment season, to be paid before the mares are taken away.—See New
/. , • , i iL England Farmer, May 16.

takes men from their homes and causes them to —2 : —

—

loiter about taverns and grog shops. The same .
Oat Meal, Oat Flour, Grotts, &/c.

cause sends women from" their families to spin', Jusl received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a

,
.. ,, , , .

*
. ' further supply ol the above articles, via. 30 barrels of fresh Oat

street-yarn, and retail small scandal against their Meal, fine bolted Oat Flour, Hulled Oats or Vermont Rice,

neighbors, who it is probable are better than them- !
Scotch Barley, &c. for sale in any quantities, wholesale or re-

selves. What was at first done for want of occu-
j
^^/ZS?™ °f *" °* '*""'• ""^ paCked)

pation, at length becomes an inveterate habit, and
j

—
the man cannot refrain from haunting the tavern, I

Seeds for the West Indies.

or the woman from flaunting through the streets. I ^"'^"'h'
masters of vessels and others trading to the West

63 ° Indies, can be furnished w'lth boxes ol ^eods, assorted, suitable
Learn your children to love the garden and to for that markel, at from j}4 io $b per box.—Each box contains

rear flowers. It will prove an useful exercise, !

upwards of sixty different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-
. . . „-, ... mental, in qu,unities sufficient lor a common kitchen garden.

—

and an agreeable amusement. When they once likewise the greatest variety of seeds to be found inNewEug
acquire a fondness for such simple pleasures, it land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, aud of the

will never be lost. Through life a part of their growlh °n827
'

ieisure hours will be devoted to these innocent •
Bremen Geese.

Bremen Geese. Apply at the New
July 4.

An instance of Pathos, not found i:i Marilnus
Scriblervs.—The following peroration to an elo-

quent harangue addressed by a lawyer in Ohio, to

•a jury, is a rare specimen of climacteric sublimity.

"And now the shades of night had shrouded tin

earth in darkness. All nature lay - .!.'..-

pursuits. The man who seizes every opportunity E^KerSeY^StorJ!
to look to his garden, his shrubs, his flowers, and

his trees, will rarely be found to be dissipated. Cucumber Seed, &/c.

The best society for the suppression of vice, would Jast received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a farth-

,
'

. . ier supply of Green and V\ lute I urkey. White Spmed, Long
be one whose object was to encourage constant prick);, and small West India Girkin Cucumber Seed—the

employment aud innocent and agreeable amuse- !
latter is a fine sort for pickling, and should be planted soon,

ments. There are various other sources of plea-
t'vr Sale

sure, where labor and amusements go hand in , At the New England Farmer Seed Store, " A Memoir of the

hand, that should be made fashionable.

—

National '
Cultivation of ihe Vine in America—and the best Mode of mak-

Stardard • |

ingWine. Second edition. ISy John Adlum. June 27

. Field Beans.
Dispa^ty of Intellect and March of Mind.—The ' For sa |e 3l n,e New England r armer Seed Store two barrels

difference between one man and another is bv no ' of small white prolific Field Leans, raised in Milton, Mass.—

means so °-eit as the snnersfitioii« crowd stinnos- i

Tlie>' are ol 6ne ^''ly, fn'* l,om al,.v mixture, the seed beingmeans so g. eat as tnt supers,uious ci ovi a suppos-
selecte(j

)
a ,lcj a , e a n of- ,i,e grow j, o( 1307.

es. But the same feelings which, in ancient
j
»m.m^:. . ,-,A „ „ , . ""^rr^-rz^____

Rome, produced the apotheosis of a popular em- ]
Published every Friday , at g3 per annum, payable at the end

ieror, and in modern Rome the canonization of a
j
of ihe year—but those who pay within sixitj days from the time

devout prelate, lead men to cherish an illusion I
oftahscrlbing, are entitled to a. dedwtim-.ifjijts am.
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HAYING.
Mr Fessenden— I read in the last Farmer

some directions for mowing, from some of which,

though sanctioned by general practice, I beg leave

to enter my dissent. " The mower's work, you

say, will not only be made easier by the coolness

of the morning air ; but also by the dew on the

grass, which is cut the more easily for being wet."

I admit that the grass is cut with more ease

when it is wet than in a dry state ; but when the

grass is wet, the ground is of course wet ; and if

the grass is thick and suffered to he in the swarth

it makes very imperfectly and slowly, and from

its wetness is liable to lose its sweetness ; as

tea and all other herbs lose their sweetness or

strength, by being steeped in water. Or if a

person follows the mowers to spread the grass

soon after it is cut, the ground upon which it lays

is not soon dried ; much care is requisite to sepa-

rate all the wet locks ; and to spread it complete-

ly ; and much time and labor are employed with-

out necessity ; a matter of no small consideration

in the busy season of haying. My own wish

therefore is never to cut my hay but when it is

perfectly dry, and the ground not only dry but

warm ; it has then the advantage not only of the

direct rays of the sun but of the reflected heat from

the ground. Like weeds cut down in a corn field

when the sun is clear and warm, it wilts at once
;

it requires very little tossing about or as the Eng-

lish call it, tedding, and it retains its sweetness.

So far then it is a very great saving of labor and

a gain of time and of quality in the hay.

I ani always anxious likewise to have my hay

put in cock at night though it may have been

mowed very late in the day, and be quite green ;

provided only, it is not wet. Wetness upon hay,

from dew or rain, is always in a degree injurious

,

it hurts its sweetness ; but the moisture arising

from the natural heat of the hay, is not prejudi-

cial ; but serves on the contrary, to forward the

making of the hay, unless it is permitted to con-

tinue too long, or the heaps when in a green state

are made too large. It must not be suffered, if 1

may use the expression, to go on to the acetous

fermeutation. The best farmers, I believe, agree

that clover-hay should be stirred no more than is

indispensable, in order to save it—because of the

loss of its most nutritious parts, the leaves and

flowers. By putting my hay in cock at night, 1

have the farther advantage of finding the ground

round it dry and warm early in the morning, which

is of great importance to the expeditious making

of the hay. Clover is always much better for be-

ing cured in part by salting. An old experiencec

farmer in my neighborhood, maintains, that it is

so with all hay ; and he told me a few days since,

that he considered the cost of a bushel of salt ti.

every load of hay be put in his barn saved in his

being able to house it so much sooner and of

course with much less labor.

You will not understand me, Mr. Editor, as

wishing to set up my own in opposition to your

intelligence and experience. My remarks are

founded upon my own practice ; I hope you will

think that there is some reason in them ; and If

you please, you may submit them to the agricul-

tural fraternity. C .

Essex county, July 17, 1828.

1'. S. Sometime since I passed a farm near
Boston, which I was told belt nged to a gentle-

man, who had been a s-bip-master ; and found hi^

hay cocks at Bight covered witli pieces of can-

vass, probably parts of an old sail, of a suitable

size, painted with a coarse red paint and having

weights in the corners to keep them down. They
could have cost hut little ; if taken care of would
last for years ; could he thrown upon the hay with

very little trouble ; and fifty or a hundred of them
on a small farm in such a capricious, or as the

farmers say, catching season as this, would have

proved of a utility much outweighing the expense

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

STAGGERS IN SWINE.
Mr. Fessenden.— Within the last two years I

have had six pigs of different ages attacked with

a disorder, called the Staggers. Other persons in

my neighborhood have likewise suffered, and that

very severely in the loss of some large and valua-

ble swine. The hog in this disorder is first ob-

served to be continually turning himself round or

running from one part of the stye to the other ; he
soon becomes totally blind ; refuses to eat, falls

down and rolls upon his back in fits, which seem.
... jmioiul and before long commonly dies.

I inquired of a celebrated Cattle Doctor in my
neighborhood, a very useful and well meaning
man, if he knew the disorder and what was the

cause and remedy. He replied that he was often

called to cases of this kind, and commonly lost half

his patients ; that in fact he was seldom success-

ful. The cause of it, he said, to use his own ex-

pression, was pizun (poisoned) teeth, which might
he known by being discolored. The only remedy
he knew was first to insert his knife into the ani-

mal's neck just back of his ears up to the hilt and
"drive in" a piece of garget root ; then to cut a

gash beginning between his ears down his fore-

head and clean into the bone and then with a

punch to beat out the poisoned teeth as many as

there might be. After such horrible cruelty as

this, it was no longer matter of surprise to me that

half his patients died ; but that any of them sur-

vived ; and I wondered much at what medical
school such a gentleman could have received his

diploma.

I myself at first lost two swine from entire igno

ranee as to what to do ; but in one of the volumes
of the Philadelphia Memoirs of Agriculture, (the

1st, I think) I found a direction to cut off tl)p tail

and ears of the animal as the easiest way ofbleed-
ing him, and then to give him a strong dose of

Castor Oil. I have followed these directions and
have then immediately turned the sick hog out of

the Stye into the pasture, and in this way have sue

ceeded in saving them. Sometimes they have re-

lapsed but have been restored by being again turn-

ed out. They do not soon come to their appetite

and the disease materially and for a length of time

injures their growth. The disorder likewise i- iau|

to In- contagious and likel) to go through the whole

stye ; but this has not been the case with nn swine.

The cause of tl.e disorder, is as yet, J believe,

unknown. BtaBK attribute it to their eating the

liquor of meat which has been cured by saltpetre
j

others to a wet lodging ; others to excessiv< feed-

ing. Neither of these causes apply to my hogs .

nor can it be the weather, as it has happened with

me tit various Reasons. I have no doubt that a

release from the confinement of the stye was of

great service to the sick Bwine. Whatever may

be the cause, it may he useful to give tin- resull of

my own experience, in a case where, certainly, in-

terest and luunanity are greatly concerned ; and

I should be happy to hear from your more exper-

ienced correspondents, what they know of the sub-

ject. Respectively, yours,

July 17, 1828. C—
FOR THE.NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTIYEROIS BIRDS.
Mr Fessenden*— I ha\e noticed in your Xi v

England Farmer several accounts of the ravages

of the canker worm this season. And I am in-

clined t" believe this insect, as well as some otlir

ers, has been more numerous in the county of Es

sex this season than for many years. Now, Mi

Editor, we are told by many people, we must tar

our trees and do many other things to preserve

our orchards from the ravages of the canker

worm, which, efter all, it avails but little. The
insect increases in number yearly. But for my
own part, I (bin... were we to leave off wantonh
destroying our small singing birds, we should be

less troubled with insects of all kinds. It is a fact

well known to every naturalist, that small birds

destroy an almost incredible number of noxious

insects. The amiable and indefatigable ornitholo-

gist, Alexander Wilson, who perhaps was bet-

ter acquainted with the habits of our birds than

any other person, when speaking of the Sturnus

Predatorius, or red winged black bird, which, by

the wav, is by our farmers considered the most

mischievous of birds, says " their food in spring

and the early part of summer consists of grub-

worms, caterpillars, and various other larva?, the

silent but deadly enemies of all vegetation, and

whose secret and insidious attacks are more to

be dreaded by the husbandman than the combin-

ed forces of the whole feathered tribes together,

for these vermin the black-birds search with great

diligence ; in the ground at the roots of plants, in

orchards and meadows, as well as among buds,

leaves and blossoms ; and from their known vo-

racity, the multitudes of these insects which they

destroy must be immense.

Let me illustrate this by a short computation.

If we suppose each bird, on an average to devour

fifty of these larvse in a day, (a very moderate al-

lowance) a single pair in four months, the usual

time such food is sought after, will consume up-

wards of twelve thousand. It is believed that not

less than a million pairs of these birds are distrib-

uted over the whole extent of the United States in

summer ; whose food being nearly the same,

would swell the amount of vermin destroyed to

twelve thousand millions But the number of youns
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birds may be fairly estimated at double tbat of

their parents, and as these are constantly fed on

larva? for at least three weeks, making only the

same allowance for them as the old ones, their

share would amount to four thousand two hundred

millions ; making a graud total of sixteen thousand

two hundred millions of noxious insects destroyed

in the space of lour months by this single species.

The combined ravages of such a hideous host of

vermin would be sufficient to spread famine and

desolation over a wide extent of the richest and

best cultivated country- on earth.

All this, it may be said, is mere supposition. It

is, however, supposition founded on known and

acknowledged facts.

Mr. Bradley, in his General Treatise on Husban-

dry and Gardening, shows, "that a pair of spar-

rows, during the time they have their young ones

to feed, destroy on an average, (every week) about

three thousand three hundred and sixty caterpillars."

This calculation he founded on actual observation.

And it is well known that several kinds of our

birds, such as the hirundo, muscicapa genera, and

some others, feed entirely on insects.

I am fully persuaded, as long as farmers and

others permit boys to roam over their fields and

shoot down every small bird they meet—as long

as young men arc in the habit, on our anniversa-

ries, of forming themselves into shooting parties,

for the purpose of destroying small birds, which

they do in immense numbers— I say as long as

this wanton destruction of birds is carried on, we
must expect innumerable hosts of noxious insects

will continue to eommit depredations on our orch-

ards, our fields, and our gardens.

Yours, respectfully,

Danvers, July 18, 1828. F .

rOC THE NEW ENGLAND FAI.rJJiR.

THE VINE.
Mr. Fessenden,— I last autumn addressed a

request to some gentlemen who have extensive

vineyards on the border of the Rhine in the most

northern department (Haul Rhin) of France and
requested them to send me 6000 grape vines,

comprising only those which were cultivated with
the most ease and most success in their vineyards,

and which were, there, fully to be relied on for a-

bundant yield and regular crops. I applied to these

gentlemen from a full conviction of their knowl-
edge on the subject, they having been most suc-

cessful cultivators of the vine in that northern lo-

cality : and also because in a long intercourse I

have never been deceived by them, but on the

contrary most honorably dealt with. Inconse-
quence of this application, I received in April last

6400 vines, which arrived in perfect order and
were planted at my establishment here, where
those who are desirous can view them. Eut the

object of most importance is the selection of kinds
made by them and which consists of the following.

Auvernas blanc

to succeed so far north. From the particular
j

in the middle of the day. This was effected by
circumstances under which this importation was suspending on a long pole an old sieve filled with

made, I think the vines selected extremely well
|
lime, and shaking it over the whole tree. The

calculated to succeed as far north as we may rea- 1 slugs were entirely destroyed,

sonably expect vineyards to nourish in our coun- The sieve should be suspended by twine at

try. I will merely further remark, that the great ! least eighteen inches long, so as to admit of con-

distance up the Rhine, where these were obtained, siderable motion to the sieve. If these suggestions

caused their laud transportation through France

to amount to more than the original cost of the

vines. Yours, most respectfully,

„ . „ , . WM. PRINCE.
Luinsean Botanic Garden, /

July 18, 1S2S. 5

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CANKER WORMS AND SLUG WORMS.
Mr Fessenden,—These two destructive insects

have again appeared in great numbers—to the

great annoyance of farmers and gardeners ; but

with their return, there does not seem to have

been a correspondent return of good sense, and

hall be of any use, it will afford me the highest

pleasure. It should be recollected, that the slugs

will re-appear the last of August.

JOHN LOWELL.
Roxbury, July 22, 1828.

N. B. I am much pleased with the Potato
Onion, procured at the New England Farmer
Seed Store— I had them of full size ten days since,

and their quality as an esculent is equal to any.

[Extract from a letter to the Editor ol the N. E. Farmer.]

PEAR TREES.
Have you any information of the existence of

practical skill on the part of many of the sufferers,
j

thc disorder which prevailed for the two last years.
I think that you could not render a more acee^ta- and excited' so much anxiety for the fate of the

gns
Facun or Bourger
Gros Rauschling

Petit Rauschling
Hincsch
Rothliehtner

tt will be perceived that several of the above
are German varieties, and it is a subject of gratu-
fation that the two first enumerated, from which
the celebrated Champaigne wine is made, are found

ble service to the public, than by republishing in

your journal (without ;he plates) the two treatises

of the lu'.c Professor Peck, on the canker worm
and slug worm. Before I proceed to make any

remarks or remedies, I would observe, that though

the times of the appearance of these most destruc-

tive insects, are not as well fixed, as those of the

locust, which appears statedly once in sixteen or

seventeen years ; and although I am aware, that

no such law prevails, or governs the movements
of the canker worm, and the slug worm, (having

seen both in very small numbers during the whole

interval since their last extensive ravages,) yet it

is true, that the canker worm and the slug worm
have appeared but twice within my memory in

great force, and we have no reason to doubt, that

we shall again enjoy a long interval of peace frem

their depredations.

Now as to remedies. I agree, cordially, with

your Lynn correspondent, that in tarring we have

the most effectual, and the most certain remedy.

Yet it is a very expensive remedy as it respects

labor—and if other means can be devised less

troublesome and as effectual, it would be worth a

premium of five hundred dollars from the State

Legislature— I might say a thousand.

During the last visitation of the canker worm,
about 17 or 18 years since, Mr. Josiah Kuapp, of

Boston, applied effete or slacked lime to the roots

of his apple trees, which had been overrun the

year before, and the insects disappeared. I pub-

lished his letter iu our journal, and tried the lime

on the greater part of my trees, leaving some
without the application. Every tree treated with

lime was free from the insect—every tree not

treated with lime, was infested with them.
Professor Peck observes, that the insects which

rise in the fall and spring, rarely come from a
greater distance than three or four feet from the

stock—so that an application of lime to tbat dis-

tance would suffice.

I am not, however, confident on this subject

—

but I think it worthy of extensive experiment. A ;

gentleman in Rhode Island has tried a circle of
tin with success. An account of it was published
in your paper. Will you invite him to give a spe-

cific description of the mode of application, and
of the success ? I have no doubt that a premium
would be given to him if it should prove effectual.

As to the slug worm, I had no difficulty what-

Pear trees? I have the satisfaction to observe
that the cause, whatever it may have been, has
ceased to operate in this vicinity. Our Pear trees

look well, and although not remarkably fruitful,

are thrifty, and throw out new wood in abund-
ance." Yours, W. J.

Plymouth, Mass. July 22, 1828.

From the American Farmer.

PRESERVATION OF PEACH TREES.
In your paper of the 6th of June, I observed one

or two paragraphs upon the subject of the preser-

vation of peach trees. If you esteem this luscious,

and during its season incomparable fruit, as I do,

you will not hesitate in rendering every aid to-

wards its successful cultivation.

In addition to my orchard, I have about one
hundred peach trees of different kinds, (and some
one or two which are natives of our village, and of
but few years, are equal to any,) not one of which
is at all injured by the worm, while many of my
neighbors' are entirely destroyed. I can assure
every one, that from my experience, no difficulty

exists, and the produce amply remunerates for

every trouble. One of your correspondents re-

commends lamp or fish oil, and then boiling wa-
ter. Both are right, although I should say that
boiling water was a very doubtful remedy, and
would require to be often repeated. Not long
since I saw a very fine peach tree in a perfect

state of preservation. Although it had been sev-

eral years bearing, (it was in a small garden, the
reason of there being no more) yet the worm had
not injured it. Always anxious to learn every
thing connected with agriculture, I inquired par-

ticularly with regard to its treatment, and was in-

formed that the lady of the family had directed

the suds of soap after washing, without regard to

their being cold or boiling, to be thrown about thc

tree—and it had the desired effect.

The season is approaching when the insect

commences its depredations. The season of its

depredations may be fixed as commencing early
in July, and ending iu September. Its greatest

ravages are duriug the month of August. It pen-
etrates the surface, and commences its depreda-
tion by boring the tree and depositing its egg
about one to three inches below the surface. I

have read in works upon the subject, that the

ever in subduiue- it by shaking lime over the leaves ' bark is there more tender, which I presume is au
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error, and that all bark of the root is equally soft,

and that it is only the natural instinct which cau-

ses the insect to commence at that place. T!:o

*>"<!, thus lodged in the wood of the tree, is there

hatched and becomes a worm, which feeds upon

the tender wood and hark, and effectually destroys

the tree. My method of prevention is this:

Early in the month of July, with a hoe I clean

away the earth from about my trees, in size and

in shape like a common wash bowl. The exca-

vation being about three inches deep next the

tree, and six or eight in diameter. I then rill up

the hollow with common wood ashes, anil raise

u:i embankment about the tree, also about the size

of a common wash basin inverted ; and have nev-

er yet known the insect to penetrate this embank-
ment of ashes to the injury of my trees. I have

never discovered any injury to result from the

caustic nature of the ashes, and always take the

precaution in the fall, say October, to remove the

ashes and mix them with the surrounding earth,

drawing up fresh earth to the tree to supply the

place of the ashes. If any of your correspondents

to whom this process is unknown, should be in-

duced to try this experiment and should succeed,

if they are as fond of a basket of fine Old Mixtons

as I am, they will be obliged to me ; if unsuccess-

ful, I shall net have given them much trouble.

I have heard and read of various remedies for

preventing the injury spoken of, but do jiot believe

that any of them will prove efficacious, except the

application of some substance to the tree just be-

low the surface, which will prevent the approach
of the fly or insect. I have often thought that

lime in its powdered state, would be more effica-

cious than ashes ; but as the ashes have never
failed me, i have never tried the experiment. I

have known it recommended to remove the earth

from the tree, so that the frosts might have full

effect. This, however, will do no good, as the

injury, or rather the seeds of it, are lodged in it

before the frosts commence, and are not injured

or destroyed by it. I have known the earth re-

moved, and tobacco steins and other offal from

the tobacconists, applied with success. Ashes,

however, are less trouble and more certain. In

the summer I give my trees a thick coat of wash

;

a mixture of cow-dung, urine, soap-suds, ashes and
lime. I do not know that it is of service in pre-

venting the injury I speak of, but have often

thought it did ; preventing by its disagreeable na-

ture, the approach of the fly to any part of the

tree. It is of essential service to the general

health of the tree by destroying worms and in-

sects, which are prevented from depositing their

eggs in the bark. If you think the above worthy
a place in your columns, it is at your service.

Dayton, Ohio, June 24, 1828. H. B.

From Ihe Hampshire Gazette.

BUTTER.
Butter was not used for food by the ancient

Jews, Greeks and Romans. The invention of this

article is ascribed to those barbarous nations, the

ancient Scythians, Germans and Britons, and from
them the Greeks and Romans derived their first

acquaintance with it, about the time of the Christ-

ian era. After learning its nature, they made use
of it only as an ointment, and in medicine, and
their agricultural writers take no notice of it.

—

The ancient butter appears to have been liquid,

and was poured out like oil, and the Christians

sometimes burned it in their lamps at their altars.

In our English translation of the Bible, the word
• •.liter is used ill Genesis xviii. 8 ; Dent. xxii. 14

;

fudges v. 25 ; 2 Sam. xxii. 29 ; Job. xx. 17, and
x\i.\. G ; Isaiah vii. 15 ; and Prov. xx.x. 'S'.i.— Bibli-

cal critics agree that in all these passages, the He-
brew word translated butter signifies soar thick mill;

or cream—The passage in Proverbs might have
been translated "The pressing of the milker biing-

eth forth milk." Jahn says " anciently butter was
not much used, but instead of it oil of olives. In
the Bible there is no mention made of butter."

—

He remarks that what in some translations is ren-

dered butter, was used as a drink, and must have
been mills in some shape or other. At the pres-

ent day, there is but little butter u: e in countries

where the olive grows. Olive oil supplies its pur-

poses. A late traveller in Italy, Rev. J. J. Blunt,

says butter is not to be met with in those parts of
Italy not much frequented by travellers, and in

Sicily, he did not find it in a single place, except-

ing the cities of Palermo and Messina.

The cream of the milk of the goat, ewe, ass, buf-

faloe, rein-deer, and cow yield butter; but "no
length of churning," says the N. E. Encyclopedia,
" will produce it from the cream of woman's milk,

or of mare's milk."

The vessels used by the ancient barbarians in

making butter, were not very different from mod-
ern churns. Li the northern parts of Africa, in

Egypt, and Arabia, they churn by putting the

cream into a goat's skin, and pressing it to and fro.

Sometimes they place it on an inclined plane, and
keep it rolling from the top to the bottom. This
method soon produces butter. An English trav-

eller in Greece, observed them treading the goat
skins filled with cream, with their feet. In Ben-
gal, they churn by turning a stick in the milk, and
in this way, families have fresh butter every morn-
ing.

Butter, it is said, may be got by agitating milk
as drawn from the cow, in greater quantity than
from the cream of the same milk. Even whey by
churning yields butter. In Scotland, 14 gallons

of whey are said to afford • ne pound of butter.

HAY MAKING.
As the season for making hay has arrived, I

wish to say something upon what I have found,

from experience, the best manner of saving it, be-

cause I consider one ton of good hay of as much
value for feeding a stock of cattle, as two tons of
poor.

It should be an invariable rule to cock up in the

afternoon, all the grass which has been cut in the

forenoon, and not open it again until the heat of a
meridian sun has exhausted the dew and made
the earth hot the next day, and then it need not

be spread very thin. The best way is to turn the

cocks directly over and loosen them a little, so that

the sun and wind can penetrate through them, and
then before the dew falls put them back in their

original position. The next day the weather be-

ing good, serve it in the same manner, as soon as

the dew is off, and you will find, after it has been
open to the sun a short time, it will be sufficiently

made to be taken into the barn, and that it has re-

tained its original green color, looks nearly as

bright as it was before mowing, has a rich per-

fume and will weigh more, as well as support
more stock, and bring a better price in market.

—

It may be that a longer time will be necessary for

curing clover, when mowed green and the crop

large If that is true, the same mode must be

pursued to have it good, at least it must he prov

tected from the dew. B«t clover osee he soaked
with a heavy dew, alter it ha- been wilted by lie

sun, and it is of but little value ; the leave- drop,

change color, and are lost, the stock hi COO I I

brown and lapteless; indeed, it will hardly com
pensate the (aimer lor his labor of taking it to I it

barn ; but secured from tbe dews and made bj u.'

wind and sun, it will be good hay, even a richness

will be retained in the; storks, so that cattle or

horses will consume tbe whole. In seasons of

showers, you have the only seeurit) whii h i- pos-

sible, bj having your hay in cork, which, done as

it ought to be, prevents it from receiving much
damage ; whereas showers upon hay, half made,

and spread on the ground, nearly ruin it.

A small quantity of salt put on our hay. which

is early cut, is of great utility ; it preserves the haj

and is healthful for the cattle.

Our soil is good for grazing ; cattle and beef

are one of our staple exports; that our stock should

be well wintered is of great importance, because

it is always easy to make good beef from cattle of

any description, which have been well wintered,

and are in good order in the spring. Every farm-

er, therefore, who wishes to make money by his

business, cannot pay too much attention to have

his hay good, and his stock well tended, for there-

by wealth will come to him.

Should it be objected, that to make hay in this

manner, the hay makers would be out of employ
towards the close of the day, the answer is, that

having secured what has been cut in the morning,

the mowers may proceed to cut the grass, because

it ceases to wilt after the dew-fall, and conse-

quently is not injured by lying open on the ground
having never been wilted by tbe sun.

Could we but learn to make our hay as it should

be, and abuse our working oxen less ; not make
them work excessively hard all day, and, at the

same time, be continually branding them with a

sharp iron, because they can do no more than
their strength permits, we should find many more
dollars in the pockets of our farmers, and the

value of our stock nearly doubled.

—

Maine Patriot.

How to clear a House of Cockroaches.—Messrs.
Editors,—Having been greatly annoyed by the
noctural visits of these insects which appear to bt

equally in want of food and clothing—some ofmy
family applied a remedy which succeeded so

well, that I am inclined to mention it for the ben-
efit of those to whom it is not already known.

—

Into a common bowl was put a gill or two ot

water, and made sweet with molasses. As the

family were about to retire, this was set upon the

kitchen hearth under and about which seemed to

be their favorite resort. Several splinters were
placed, one end on the hearth, in order to provide
a passage to the water. The first night about 20
were taken ; the second, more than one hundred,;

the third, about fifty ; the fourth, about twenty ;

—

the fifth, seven ; which, I believe has very nearly

cleared my house of the nuisance. This remedy
is so simple, and at the same time so effectual, tha*,.

hereafter no family need be troubled with cock-

roaches, unless they choose.— Col. Reg.
[It might be well to add here, that this should

serve as a caution against drinking water, or any
liquid ui the dark, as the same kind of weatheri
which makes people most thirsty, also makes in

sects the most plentiful and troublesome.}
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HOG STY.
The ways of constructing these houses are va-

rious : But the best are those which are framed

and boarded. The boards, that the swine may
not gnaw them to pieces, should be of some har-

der wood than white pine, and they should be fas-

tened with ribbings and spikes. Whatever be the

constructure of sties, they should always have one

part close and warm, with a tight roof over it
;

and the other part open, in which the trough is

placed. Swine will not well bear to be wholly se-

cluded from the weather and sunshine ; and it is

hurtful to them to have a cold and wet lodging
;

more hurtful than many people are ready to imag-

ine

Although there should be a part of the sty,

planked and boarded and warm, covered from rain

and sun, and amply supplied with litter, yet the

greater part of it should have no wooden floor.

—

The trough in which pigs are fed should be firmly

fixed to the floor, so that they may not overset it,

and it is very important that the divisions of a pig-

sty be so numerous, that pigs of nearly equal size

and strength only should be permitted to feed to-

gether, otherwise the more powerful will exclude

the others, and materially stmt their growth.

The more comfortable hogs are kept, the less

nourishment they require. The trough should be

on the upper side covered with one or more lids,

and upright pieces set before it at such distances

that one hog only can put his head between any
two of them. If sixteen hogs are to be kept in the

same sty, it should be thirty-two feet long and
twelve wide, and the apartments should be so di-

vided, that too many of the animals may not be
forced to lie together. And it would, probably,

be well to divide likewise the feeding apartment.

Posts should be set up in the sty for the hogs to

rub themselves. If thirty-two hogs are to be kept
or fatted, perhaps the better way is to have two
hog-sties of the dimensions last described, placed

together with a roof over the whole, and a passage
between them for the purpose of carrying food to

the troughs.

The upper part of the sty, or some part of it

may be appropriated to storing the different arti-

cles of food, which are wanted for feeding the ani-

mals, and it would be well to have a steam boiler

beneath the same roof. If a part of the roof be
made to extend considerably beyond the sty, it will

afford a cover for forming a heap of composts with
the dung of the swine.

—

Deane.

dinner in this country, the too great freedom and

frequency with which it is used, already affect the

constitutions of the opulent, by those peculiar dis-

orders which have been entailed on the descend-

ants of the high bred families of Great Britain

The gout was once a stranger in New England
;

but the luxury of modern days is preparing the

way for a train of constitutional irregularities,

which future generations can only regret, while

they suffer its inflictions. To five long, live sim-

ply-

It is true, that animal food contains a greater

portion of nutriment, in a given quantity, than

vegetables, and in a proper state of preparation it

is best adapted for the immediate action of the

absorbents of the chyle-poetic viscera ; but the di-

gestive functions of the human system become pre-

maturely exhausted, by constant action, and the

whole system eventually sinks under great or un-

interupted excitement. If plain animal iood were
taken once a day, and men would substitute lor

the various ragouts with which modern tables are

so abundantly furnished, wholesome vegetables

and pure water,—or a weak, fermented beverage

for the more deleterious potations of distilled li-

quors, we should see health walking hi the paths

that are now crowded with the bloated victims of

voluptuous appetite. Millions of Gentoos have
lived to an advanced age without having tasted of

any thing that ever possessed life, and been whol-

ly free from a chain of maladies which have
scourged every civilized nation on the globe ; the

wandering Arabs, who have traversed the barren
desert of Sahara, subsisting on the scanty pittance

of milk from the half-famished catnel that carried

them, have seen two hundred years roll round,

without a day of sickness.

The temperature of our food is an exceedingly

important consideration. We are accustomed to

take it too warm, forgetful of the fact, that artifi-

cial heat destroys the muscular tone of the stom-

ach, vitiates its secretions and its physical powers,
and induces painful and dangerous diseases of the

liver. Let us take then another hint from the chil-

dren of nature, who subsist on aliment of a tem-
perature, no higher than that of their own bodies,

and who are generally hardy and long lived, un-

til the simplicity of their habits is interrupted by
the adoption of the vices brought among them by
the civilized invaders of their native forests Bost.

Mtdical Intelligencer.

FOOD.
Among those objects which immediately relate

to health, there is no one more important, and less

regarded by individuals, than their aliment. It is

a mistaken notion, that one person requires an an-
imal diet, and another, whose avocation and hab-
its are different, a vegetable regimen

; many of the
diseases originating in dyspepsia, the great endem-
ic of the Northern States, are induced by a habit
ofliving too exclusively upon a few articles of food,
most of which are animal. Nature intended that
maa should subsist upon the variety of bounties
with which she has so liberally replenished the
earth, and constituted his system in a manner suit-
able to partake, almost indiscriminately, of what-
ever is agreeable to his palate

; and the injurious
effects of many articles of diet are to be attributed
not so much their peculiar nature, as to the refine-
ments in cookery. Although the roast beefof Eng-
land has become the magnum boiium of a good

AMERICAN DESERT.
There is an extensive desert in the territory of

the United States, west of the Mississippi, which
is described in Long's " Expedition to the Rocky
Mountains." It extends from the base of the
Rocky Mountains 400 miles to the east, and is

500 from north to south. There are deep ravines
in which the brooks and rivers meander, skirted
by a few stunted trees, but all the elevated sur-

face is a barren desert, covered with sand, gravel,
pebbles, &c. There are a few plants, but nothing
like a tree to be seen on these desolate plains, and
seldom is a living creature to be met with. The
Platte, the Arkansas, and other rivers flow through
this dreary waste.

HOW TO AVOID DYSENTARY.
Rules which the celebra.ed Dr. Rush recom-

mended for the prevention of this disease ;—He
advises that spices, and particularly Cayenne
pepper, and the red peppers of our own country
should be taken with our daily food. Mr. Dewer,
a British surgeon, informs us that the French]
while in Egypt, frequently escaped the diseases of
the country, by carrying pepper with them to eat
with the fruits of the land. Purging physic should
also.occasionally be taken, as any medicine of lax-
ative nature by preventing costiveness, will act as
a preservative from this disease. A military cap-
tain in the year 1778, while stationed at Amboy,

!
preserved his whole company from the dysejitary
which prevailed in the army, by giving each of
them a purge of sea salt ; and some, j^ars after-
wards saved his family and many of his neigh-
bors from the same disease, by distributing among
them a few pounds of purging salts. This disease
was also prevented in an Academy at Bordentown,
N. J. by giving molasses very plentifully to all

the scholars, which had the effect of keeping
the bowels in a laxative state.

Another rule to be observed is to avoid expos-
ure to the dampness of the night air ; and when
necessarily exposed, the bowels should be more
carefully protected than any other parts of the
body. The Egyptians, Mr. Dewer tells us, for

this purpose, tie a belt about their bowels, and with
the happiest effect. These directions emanate
'ram a high source, and deserve serious considera-
tion. The facts adduced are striking, and should
..iduce others to adopt similar measures for the
prevention of this destructive disease JV. Y. Obs.

CIDER.
Good cider can be made an}' where, of good

fruit, by the following method : When your ap-
ples are well ground, wet your straw with the
juice instead of water

;
put some straw in a cask

next your receiving tub, with a blanket on it, to
filtrate or strain it ; then put it into a good clear
strong cask immediately ; suffer it to have as little

air as possible, to prevent fermentation. When
your cask is full bung it up tight, and remove it to

your cellar, not to be disturbed for one month at

least. This cider will retain its sweetness for

years, and be as clear as needful ; it will be fit for

bottling in four weeks. It should not be removed
in the cask it was put up in, but racked into anoth-
er. If there be any who doubt this mode, lei

them try one cask after the above method. The
foregoing is certified from experience.

BENJ. WALDRON.

Catnip poultice, good for obstinate ulcers.—The
way to make a poultice of it, is to put it on in vin-
egar, and boil it until it becomes soft, then thicken
it with bran, spread a little butter, that has no salt

in it, over it, to prevent its sticking.

TO OWNERS OF APPLE ORCHARDS.

Save your tar for your carriage wheels ; and
apply round your trees a hair cord, in the follow-

ing manner, which will prevent the depredation of
the Canker- Worm.
"Take cow or horse hair— let it be spun into

cords of about two inches circumference, then take

a pair of sharp shears or scissors, and clip off the

ends of the hair upwards, and tie the cords round
the tree." Horticulture.

Rot in Sheep.—Dried Juniper Berries are a
good antidote against this destructive epidemic.

—

As soon as the slightest symptoms of it appear hi

a flock, a handful of these berries shoidd be given

for every two sheep per day, and to be continued

until all apprehension is removed.
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NETTLES.
Every body knows that the leaves of stinging

nettles are thick set with sharp prickles that pen-

etrate the skin when touched, and occasion pain,

heat, and swelling, which symptoms were imagin-

ed formerly to ensue from the prickles liciug left

in the wounds they made. But the microscope

discovers something much more wonderful in this

common vegetable, and shows that its prickles arc

formed and act in the same manner as the stings

of living animals. Every one of them is found to

bo a rigid hollow body, terminating in the most

acute point possible, with an opening near its end.

\t the bottom of this cavity lies a minute vessel

or bag, containing a limpid liquor, which, upon

I lie least touching of the prickle, is srpiirted thro'

the little outlet, and, if it enters the skin, produces

the mischief before mentioned by the pungency of

its salts. Hence it comes to pass, that when the

leaves of nettles are considerably dried by the

heat of the sun, they sting but very little ; where-

as such as are green and juicy produce violent

pain and inflammation.

AMERICAN vim:. I \ « ::r.

The expedition to the Rocky Mountains found : Mr, Thomas Tyrell, ol Missouri advertif

on the borders of the Arkansas, near the eastern a cancer upon hi* nose, wbii b baa been treated

side of the great desert, hundreds of acres of the without succei I j Dr. Smith, ofNew Haven, and

same kind of vine [vitis vinifera) which produces the ablest surgeons in the western country, has-

the wines of Europe. These vines were growing been cured in the following manner, (t was re-

in a wild state and were unrounded with hillocks
j
commended "to u •• a strong potash, made of the

of sand, rising to within 12 or 18 inches of the lye of the ashes ol lied Oak hark, boiled down to

end of the branches. They were loaded with tin- the consistent of molasses, to cover the cancel

most delicious grapes, and the clusters were so with it, and in about an hour al Dverthis

closely arranged as to conceal every part of the
(

with a plastc- ol tar, which must be remaned after

a few days, and it' any pr< tuberancea remain in

the wound, apply more potash to them, and the

plaster again, until they all disappear; after which

heal the wound with any common salve." Cau-

tery and the knife had previously been used in

vain. This treatment effected a speedy and per-

fect cure.

OLIVE GATHERING IN PORTUGAL.
Towards the month of November, the olive ar-

rives to that degree of ripeness which renders

them fit for the annual operations. Like our wal-

nuts, they are beaten from the boughs by means of

long rods, while large cloths spread around the

trunk, receive as many as fall within the space

they occupy. The rest are gathered from the

ground by women and children ; and so great is

the produce, that the entire population of an olive

district find ample employment, in this work alone,

for several weeks, although assisted by large groups

Who flock from a distance of nearly two hundred

miles, to share the labor, and return with a little

store of money thus earned, for their winter sub-

sistence. Nothing can exceed the sprightliness of

these olive gleaning parties ; from sunrise to the

hour of vespers no sound is heard than that of

singing and merry converse, while every counte-

nance reflects the gladness of the season, and the

general happiness of the simple hearted peasantry.

When the mills are set in motion, the farmer can

securely reckon on a supply of ready money
wherewith to cultivate his lands ; the pork-feeder

and jioulierer find the bruised kernel of the olive a

plentiful and nutritious article for fattening their

numerous pigs and turkeys ; while the poor labor-

er, in addition to his present wages, anticipates to

pay, and stores of preserved olives which, with a

little bread, will long furnish the daily meal for

himself and his household, almost free of cost.

—

An imperfect idea may be formed, even from this

slight sketch, of the cheering effect produced when
the national tree yields its accustomed tribute to

the children of the soil, and imagination will not

fail to picture, in a like degree, the deep gloom,

despondency, and the disappointment that pervade

all these classes when that supply is withheld,wheth-
er by the immediate visitation of Providence, in

smiting the earth with a blight, or the remorseless

cruelty of man, in wantonly afflietinj his fellows.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDW, .U'LY 2a, 1828.

PRESERVE SHEEP FROM THE BAB-FLY.
There exi>ts. in some parts of the country, a

stem. Those hillocks of sand are produced by

the agency of the vines, arresting the sand as it is

borne along by the wind.

ENGLISH COTTAGES.
Travellers speak of the neatness, convenience

and beauty of the cottages of the English farmers

peeping out from among the green trees, and fes-

tooned with the woodbine and honeysuckle. The
pride of the husbandman beyond the waters, ex-

hibits itself in gathering around his habitation

those ornaments, which are at once useful and el-

egant, attended with but slight expense and af-

fording large revenues. Fruit trees and flowers,

hedges and walks are described as blended to- species of fly. which naturalists cail "astrus ovis, of

gether in scenes on which the eye rests with the same germs with that which deposits I

pleasure. The ostentation of the farmer of New the hair of horses, and causes botta This fly at-

England usually contents itself with rearing a
j

tacks sheep, from about the middle of August to

huge exterior, whose construction exhausts his re- ' the middle of September, deposits its eggs in the

sources, and leaves neither disposition or resources
;

nostrils of the animals, and causes those worms,

to complete the interior, so that the husbandman ! which so frequently destroys them. The Mecha-

often lives in a great shell, of which one portion I nic's Gazette recommends as a preventive, "cov-

only is rendered habitable. The ornaments which !
ering the nostrils of sheep with a list of gauzy sub-

with a little attention and care might form pillars
I

stance, through which the animal can breathe,

and wreaths of verdure, richer than those which
|

and keeping it in its place by some adhesive sub-

the chissel of the sculptor has ever worked on
j

stance." We doubt, however, the practicability-

temple or palace, are neglected, and the slovenly of "keeping it in its place." Another preventive

garden seems to call out shame on the listlessuess which sheep owners tell us is effectual, is to keep

which neglects its beauties.

—

National Egis. j
the noses of the sheep constantly smirched with

I tar, from about the middle of August to the latter

WALNUTS—an excellent Family Medicine. end of September. If the sheep swallow some W
Every body eats walnuts ; every body knows how i

tne tar s0 mucii .
ile better, as it prevents oi cures

to make a pickle of waluuts ; few, however, know I tne rot, and confirms their health.
the medicinal virtue of walnuts. Now the fact is,

j
If the fly has performed its mischievous fund

walnuts when prepared, secunclem artem, are an Uj n and theseeds ofthe disorder are already sown,
excellent opening medicine and laxative, and tiiis

| you rnay make „. c cf the following : Take half
is the way to prepare them ; get the green wal- a pounj f S00l\ Scotch snuff, pour two quarts of
nuts fit for pickling, put them in a stone jar, filled boiling water on it, stir it and let it stand till cold,

up with moist sugar, in the proportion of about <

jn
j
ec8 aDOut a table spoonful of this liquid and se-

balfa pound of sugar to the score df walnuts Jjdiment up each nostril of the sheep with a syringe.

place the jar in a saucepan of boiling water for a- This must be repeated three or four times at pro-

bout three hours, taking care the water does not per intervals, from the middle of October to the

get in, and keep it simmering during the operation.
! nrst f January ; the grubs arc then small and are.

The sugar when dissolved, should cover the wal- easier destroyed than afterwards, and have aot
nuts, if it does not, add more. Cover it .-lose, and injured the sheep as they .will, if deferred until

in six months it will be fit for u^;
; the older it latter. Half an ounce of assafcetida, pounded in

gets the better it is. One walnut is a dose for a a little water, and added to the snuff, will make it

The crop of wheat and rye in Pennsylvania this '

season, is calculated to be double that of ordinary

years. A great portion of the poorer sort of laud

is said to have produced nearly thrice the usual

quantity. The rye straw, an article of considera-

tion in the eyes of the farmer, lias surpassed ex-

pectation as much as the grain

—

Bos. Statesman.

child six years of age, as a purgative ; and it has
this great advantage over drugs, that whilst it is

an excellent medicine, it is at the same time very

pleasant to the palate, and will be esteemed by the

young folks a great treat.

To take spots out of silk, linen, or woollen.—Take
spirits of turpentine twelve drops, and the same
quentity of spirits of wine—grind these with an i

ounce of pipe-maker's clay, and rub the spots

therewith. You are to wet the composition when
\

you do either silk, liuen, or woollen with it ; let it

!

remain till dry, then rub it off, and the spots will !

disappear. True spirits of salts diluted with wa-

'

ter, will remove iron moulds from linen—and sal I

ammoniac, with lime, will take out the stains of
j

wiue.

—

American Farmer.

more effectual.. The owner of the sheep need not

be alarmed when the operation is performed, to

see the sheep very drunk ai'd apparently in the

agonies of death, as they will in a tew minutes re-

cover. I never knew any bad effects to follow.

Dry snuff may be blown up the uese with a quill,

and have a good effect : but it is a tedious dirty-

job. I have tried vinegar and blue die vrith but

little or no success.

Instead of Scotch snuff, a decoction of tobacco

will answer the purpose. A gentleman who owns

a large flock of sheep, informs us that he had used

it with perfect success. Spirits of turpentine are

injected into the nostrils of sheep, as a remedy for

worms ; but that substance appears to possess one
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use for that purpose, nsraely, when thrown into

the nostrils it kills the sheep as well as the worms.

From an inadvertance in our paper of the 11th

instant, the notice of the animal meeting of the

Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture

was incomplete. After the vote of thanks to the

Hon. Mr. Lowell, the following vote was passed,

Mr. Prince having also declined a re-election :

Voted, That the Society learn with great regret

the determination of John Prince, Esq. to decline

a re-election as a member of the Board of Trus-

tees ; and that the thanks of the Society be pre-

sented to him for th'e well known assiduity, zeal,

and interest manifested by him in the cause of

agriculture, while a member of the Board.

A true copy from the record.

BENJ. GUILD, Assist. Rcc. Sec'y.

Corrected list of the officers.

Hon. Thomas L. Winthrdp. President,

Hon. Israel Thorndike, First flee President,

Hon. Thomas H. Perkins, -2d do. do.

Hon. John Lowell, Corresponding Secretary,

John Heard, Jr. Esq. Treasurer,

Gorham Parsons, Esq. Recording Secretary,

Benjamin Guild, Esq. Assistant Recording Secretary.

Hon. Richard Sullivan, ^

The Mowing Match at Canandaigua, on the 4th

excited much interest. The first premium, a

Plough, was awarded to Samuel Remington, of

that town, who mowed, in one minute, 100 feet

in length, and a total of 892 square feet.

The tax on foreign butter and cheese, imported

into England during the last year, amounted to

300,000 pounds sterling.

ST. SWITHIN'S DAY.

TO HORTICULTURISTS.
-There is a negligence amongst some who arc

profiting by the sale of fruit trees which should be
corrected. It is extremely vexatious for a man to

purchase a fruit tree, have it taken a thousand
miles, nurse it a dozen years, and instead of real-

izing his expectations, to find fruit of a most in-

ferior quality. This has happened with a gentle-

man in Frankfort, Ken. in relation to the seckle

pear ; and he has circulated around him the grafts.

so that the injury is extensive. I hope you will
Most of our readers, perhaps are acquainted

in
. „ short . . .

that
_

upon request of any gentleman who may hereafter

be. imposed on, give publicity of the kind of decep-
tion, and by whom practised, provided the decep-

witli the prognostications connected with St.

Swithin's Day, which has just passed, being the

loth of July. The old Scotch proverb respect

ing it is:

—

" St. SivitUin's Day, gif ye do rain,

For forty Hays it will remain,
St. Swithin's Day, an ye be fair,

For forty days 'twill rain na mair."

tion was made by a vender of trees.* This will

correct a carelessness which must be its cause ;

—

for I cannot believe there is any man so lost to

what is due to himself and to his fellow man as to

Hon. John Welles
Hon. P. C. Brooks,

Wm. Prescott, Esq.

E. H. Derby, Esq.

John C. Gray, Esq.

The unusual quantity of rain since Tuesday last, thus deceive him for the paltry sum of the price
St. Swithin's Day, has gone far towards convert- of a small tree . the mjury to the one) an(J to g(? _

ing us to the belief in this popular superstition,
cietVi is inca]culably greater than the benefit te

and had it not been for the late delightful change the other.
in the weather, we should have advised our farm-

! * r\Ve shall have no hesitation in doing it if the
ing friends to prepare for a forty days' rain, and in person ma fcing tne complaint will leave his name
the meantime have cudgelled our brains for the ^^ tI]c editor], American Farmer.
invention of some method of making hay within

doors, on the economical and labor saving prirtci-

Trustees.

J

Q^r* We beg leave to call the attention of our
readers to the advertisement of Mr Champion, in

our paper of this day. The American improver
has now a rare opportunity to become possessed,

at reasonable prices, of very tine stock.

In addition to the great variety of fruits with
which the Philadelphia market is supplied, Peach-
es have been exposed for sale of tolerable quality

«nd in considerable quantities. Young corn is a-

•bundant. By arrivals at New York from Charles-

From the Southern Agriculturist.

THE PROCESS FOR MAKING CASTOR
OIL.

Dear Sir. In compliance with your request, I

pie of the Paddy, who said, "if you want your po-

tatoes dug, fetch 'em along." While on the sub-

ject we will refer to the circumstances from which
the tradition abovementioned is said to have taken

its rise, which cannot fail to interest and amuse send
J' " the process for making Castor Oil ; and

the reader. In doing this we shall again draw hoPe that a mav Prove useftd t0 the gentleman

upon the excellent article on Popular Superstitions, who requested the information,

in the last American Quarterly Review. Swithin, : Af,er collecting the bunches of seeds, expose

or Swithum, Bishop ofWinchester, who died 868, them t0 the sun until perfectly dry— then lay them

desired that he might be buried in the open church " a scaffold
.
and beat them with a very small

yard contrary to the usual custom with Bishops, flal1
'
wh,ch wil1 separate the hull from the seed ;

and his request was complied with ; but the :
then P°"nd them in a wooden mortar till the shell

monks, on being canonized, considering it dis- 1

of everv see(1 is broken. Have a vessel of water

graceful for the Saint to he in a publiek cemetery, '

at boiunS heat, which you will then put the seed

resolved to remove his body into the choir, which !

mt0 from ten to twenty minutes. A dirty scum

j

was to be done with solemn procession on the '

wil1 rise which milst be ,ake >i off
;
the clear oil

ton and Norfolk, we remark several caries of 15th of July : it rained, however, so violently fori" 1" *en rise, which must be put into a second

Watermelons
I

forty d*J s together, that the design was abandon- 1

vessel without water, to be acted on by a slow

_J \ ed. The vulgar tradition adds that the monks, I

fire
'
not t0 arrive at boiling heat ; as soon as it ap-

Thames Tunnel—We are glad to find, that the
' finding it vain to contend with a Saint who had !

"ears clear and transparent, taking off the scum
Company for prosecuting this great and arduous the elements so completely under his controul, I

that may appear, (which will make an inferior

enterprise, have passed resolutions for its prompt !
gave him his own way. So soon as their, inten- °.ua% of 0)1

>) " is ready for bottling
; as soon as

completion. The water has again been entirely
;

tion was abandoned, he became appeased, though
'' cold

>
exclude it from the air. The kind of Pal-

excluded from the shaft, and nearly 300 feet of i
not altogether so, and hence still reminds the de- nia Chnsti said to be the best for making oil,js

the south Tunnel is dry. The public are again ! scendants of those obstinate people of the suprem- of the species where the stalk is pink,

admitted to inspect the great work—The sunTex- ! acy of his power. In the north of Scotland this
P

-
S> Tlle quantity of water in the first vessel

day is termed St. Martin of Bullion's Day, and the
m"st be as three t0 one to the quantity of the best

same superstition is there prevalent. One thing seed
>
and stlr frequently to prevent its adhering to

is certain, our summers are every year more and tlle bottom of the vessel, which would give it a

more assimilated to the British summers, in a ma- bu™ed taste. Be careful that it does not boil

jority of which there is a showery period at this
over

>
as ll wlU take fire -

season.—Lancaster Gazette. I

1 remain yours, &c. S.

perided on it is 130,000/. and it is calculated that
-only 170,000i, more will be necessary to com-
plete it.

Wool.—The Boston Courier states that more
than $200,000 have been paid in this city, since
the passage of the Tariff, for wool raised in Mas-
sachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont,
«nd New York.

The Clove is now cultivated in the vicinity of

Worth knowing.—The toad is said to be a vora- ' Saii Road.— Messrs. Makepeace and Baldwin
cious destroyer of that worst of all domestic ver- have completed their examination and survey of
min, cockroaches. It is stated that two or three the rail road, to the borders of the State of New

_ toads, being placed in the kitchen one night, upon York, through part of Pittsfield, Lanesborough
Port an Prince, in the island of St Domingo. A examination in the morning, were found complete- Cheshire, Adams, Williamstown, and Pownal, Vt.
single tree has produced sixty pounds, of excel- ly gorged with those troublesome invaders of the

i

The inclination of the land is found to be very
lent quality. Might not this plant be cultivated fire-place. We have had cockroach traps invent- I

gradual
;

generally not more than from ten to
in the south western part of the United States ?

|
ed and sold to rid our houses of these cr3atures, twenty-five feet in a mile. The New York corn-

hut these traps have not answered in all cases ;— | missiotiers set out on Monday to examine the
BUckston? Cajuri.—This canal is now uavMabte housekeepers will now be able to oppose a natural route surveyed by Mr. Baldwin last summer—

trom frevidence to the Albion Factory. With
j

antidote to one of their discomforts, and a profita- j

The best feelings are entertained towards this
ksofdry weather, the navigation jble commerce in toads may be the result of the dis-

|

project, by the commissioners and the people of
! coveiy.— Boston Pntriot.

i
that State.

—

Bos. Daily Adv.
will probably be opened to Worce;
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.Apothecaries.—This business increases rapidly,

;ind we i'ear that it is too often left to inexperienc-

ed hoys. An elderly lady, finding herfelf trifling-

ly indisposed, sent for some peppermint, and took

.i few drops ; it produced a stupor, and on examin-

ation of the phial, it contained hemlock. A few

drops more would have put her to sleep " to wake

no more." The greatest caution is necessary in

\emlcrs and purchasers of drugs.

—

Enquirer.

When lo praise.— Praise the fineness of the day

when it is ended— praise a women wheii you have

known her—a sword, when you have proved it —
8 maiden, after she is married— the ice, when you

have crossed it, and liquor after it is drank.

THE NEW AMERICAN GARDENER.
A work wiili this title, compiled by the Editor of the New

England Parmer, with the assistance of a number of scientific

and Practical H.rtieulluralists in the vicinity of Boston and New
Vork, will be published by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of the

New England Farmer on Monday. The articles are arranged

alphabetically, and comprise the most uselul Vegltables and

Fruits which can be conveniently and economically cultivate'!

in the climate of New England and the Middle Slates; as well as

a Treatise on Flowers, andon Landscape or Picturesqul
Gardens, on the general management of the Silk Won si.

v\k\ the manufacture of Silk, .and a Treatise on the culture of

Grape Vines and ihe Strawberry. The article on Fruii

'frees contains an enumeration and description of all the Apples.

Pears, Peaches, Cherries Plums, Nectarines, Apricots, &C. &e.

that can be raised to the most advantage, and their relative lor

wardness in bearing, which will be fund to be of incalculable

benefit to gentlemen in laying out orchards. Each of the above

articles is furnished by gentlemen practically acquainted with

the subjects on which they have written,

The following is the General Index of the book, which is su-

peradded lo a Calendarial Index, giving directions for perforin

ing the work of all the months in the year as they follow in

Genesnc—Indian Reservation Lands.
^
On the 3d of September uext, at Batavia. and un ih

September, at Hulavia, will L

'wo vain
September, at. Bawvia, will be told ai auction about forty thou- roiiolry by-Adm..; I ',..,„.,„
sand acres ol land in the loiincwantn, Canneadea, Buffalo and son, Hand at Brighton.—'J hey ar. \<,nge
C.;iia.M»gus reservations. .

I he title is indisputable, and information respecting it may be nut horse, i; as follow .

Barefoot 071.' Serai.

which have been seal lo IBM

ugh-

had and maps showing the lots to be sold may be seen, on
plication to Thomas &, Ogdcn, in New York—J. Fellow.. _.
Geneva—G.VV. Long, at Batavia , and H, I;, I •.it.-,-, ;u |-,

L ,n |, I' Huh
Tr I LI r. ,. , .„ ,

Mi,s U'.-t by M 1

raluable English Slock.
1 , ,,. j, , ;,. ,, at I' efra

MrCl.nmpioiiof Blythiii Nottingham h. re,who has sent sev.

,

— 1 1 *u . 1. .,1 t),.»,,„_
j

sp-cimrns of his Improved Short Horn:, and high bred Le'n . 5- In' 1823. York : ,.:

ler Sheep, into the United States, and v. ho has for the last iwen- Barefoot lieaiing foi

ly v ears had the honor to obtain a great Dumber of premiums guineas each leu feet, Ivlsu *r lala- - •-- :
I

,

In 1823, the I)'

1 i.i .

Perfect l.v I 1 (
... Bu*sarj»,,«trt of

! by rbeiioiiM-noii. out of
-

.... I sweepstakes for both his cattle and sheep, a:

cultural associations, now intends lo give up his (arm, and
sell by auction without reserve, the whole ol his breeding sock, sub
consisting of nearly one hundred head. Including Bulb, Cows,
and Heifers, and th» celebrated Miss Poyiils, with a very su-
perior bull calf bred from her, by lilylh Favorite. Also about
150 Rams, and 700 breeding Ewes. The sale will lake place

4th and fllh ofSeptember next. Mr C. lias spared ueith-

liaslr great Si. I." . each, 80
loot eatinc II odien

I
v

•
Marl I won a faandiaiD Dlale rat

ling Tr,

lu 1824, ai Ascot Heath, B Ibegwin
las stakes, of 25 sovereigns each 3 sulis.

In 1825, Ml,'

Apple
Apple tree

Apricot
Artichoke
Asparagus
iialm
Barley
Bean
Beet
Bene plant

Borecole
Borer
Broccoli

Brussels sprouts

Buckthorn
Cabbage
Canker worm
Caraway
Cardoon
Carrot
Caterpillar

Cauliflower
Celery
Chamomile
Cherry tiee

Chervil

Chive
Colewort
Coriander
Cress, water
Cress, garden
Cucumber

Elecampane
Endive
Espaliers

Fennel
Flowers, orx
MENTAL

Fruits
Fruit Trees
Garlick
Gooseberry

Grafting
Green house
Hawthorn
Heading dowi
Hedges
Hoeing
Horse Radish
Hot bed
Hot house
Hyssop
Inarching
Indian corn
Inoculation, or bud-

I
Rose

ding i Rosen:
Insects Rue
.lerusalem Artichoke Sage
Landscape and } SaVsify

Picturesque
Gardens

Multjerry
Mushroom
Mustard
Nectarine

} Nursery

S
Oak
Okra
Onion
Orchard
Parsley
Parsnip
Pea
Peach tree

Pear tree

Pepper
Blum tree

Potato
Pruning
Pumpkin
Quince
Radish
Rhubarb
Roller

er trouble in selecting, nor expense in obtaining the best ani- sweepstake- • I 10 >ov< . gns li subs, of all
mals; and his sheep combine with constitution, the most valua |

bealiug!Lottery and IwooUiera.
ble qualities of size, great inclination to fatten, with a superior In 189 nebcter, Maodirnp stalsrs of 30 soicrcigr-
staple ol wool, bolh for length and fineness. Mr Champion will each, 10 It. with 20 —Parefcof
he glad lo afford eveiy accommodation to purchasers, in send- Dealing two others. V'. , .- 100 e>
ing the stock to Liverpool, from which place he is distant only added lo a sweepstakes ol I

Da miles. Blylh, near Bawie\, (Eng ) May 12, 1I12R.
'

I
foot 1 eating Iwo otlu rs.

j) . . D ._ , u 7, ', 7Z Z
'

1 Skrab (a beautiful bay Horse.) Toa! in iv 1021Patent Balance and Hay Scale Manufactory. I

Got h. namom „u , „f j,,.;,, ,,, riuridge—i« dTmCrac-
The subscriber, agent for Thomas' Improved 1'atcni li..\ ker by Highflyer, out of Nulcract'er, bv Man

Scales, and patent Balances, nforras the public that be has on In ib'24, wn'u the New Jlarki .1 subs.—
hand a frood assortment of correct and well finished patent Cnl- Serih heating four oilier;.

In 1MB, attfte New Harbrl Crane meeting, the
Serab beating Iwo others. The rami

inces of all sizes—and will furnish at the shortest notii

unproved Hay Scales of any size or weight—apparatus of eve
description furnished separate for old or new works.

J. R. NEWEI.I
i wen li.indieuj. sv>ccpsl«:kes, lOOsov'i

' others.

Budding or Inoculating
May be performed from 15th July, to the 15th September,

(there are many kinds of fruit that cannot be raised otherwise)
jsuch as peaches, apricots, nectarines; and it is the readiest way
j

of obtaining the choicest kinds of roses on sweet briar or com-
mon rose stocks. Budding of roses is the most beneficial, and !

the best way lo increase that valuable flower. Y'ou can obtain
12 from one cutting. A man bred to Ihe nurson business and
who has the best method known for budding, will make public
me art for a small compensation ; and 9 out of 10 grows. This
man will attend any who has 2 or 3 days' work, al moderate'
wages, and may be heard of at the New England Farmer Seed I

Store. july 25

Patent Green House.
The subscriber proposes lo solicil a patent for a green house '

which will be built without stone, brick, lime or sano*j also with-
out burning any kind of fuel, or using steam or dung, and oulv
half the usual quantity of glass. The simplicity of its construc-
tion, ihe cheapness of building, and the saving ..I expense, make

mention worthy of notice. Any man of taste can have
'

sum. The subscriber would prefer a subscrip-

Spri g meeting,
6 -ui -. healing ih

In 1826; Sen gs Plate 100 rs. beating 30 o.hr.-i.

In 1827. Slocion. Serab «on Ihe
f

PRICES OF COUjYTRY PRODUCE.

one for ;

Hon from ihoselnterested, before takinz a patent.
Roxbury, July 23. GEORGE IIEWSON.

A Partner Wanted,
Who can command a capital which he would be willing to

invest in establishing a Horticultural and Botanical Garden at
Baltimore. He may now have an opportunity .offorming a con
nection with a person capable of conducting such an establish-
ment, and who possesses n:amj advantages. For further infor-
mation, inquire personally, or by letter, post paid, to G. F. Mil-
ler, Baltimore. Baltimore, June 18, 1828.

Lavender
Layers

Curculio Leaves
Currant Leek
Cuttings Lettuce
Dandelion Locust tree
Dibble Love apple
Dill Madder
Drains Mangel VVurtzel
Duck Marjoram
Egg plant Melon Turnip
Elder Mint VtNi:.

In addition l» the above, the work contains a variety ol arti-

cles on Domestic Wines from the Red and Black "Currant,
Gooseberries, Elder Berries, &c. jellies from fruits, preserva-
tion oflruits, &.C. and many other articles on domestic economy,
which will make the work desirable in families. It is hand-
somely printed, and makes a volume of 312 pages.
\&° Any person

'

w ho will obtain subscribers for, or engage
live copies, and forward gb'.OO as payment in full, shall have a
sixth copy gratis, for his trouble,

For sale

Calf, Hire

n Improved Short Horned Durham Cnw, and Bull
weeks old, from the Coelehs sioek, of remarkable

good size and form; color red and while, handsomeh mixed.
Ihe last year's Calf (a heifer) from ihe same v,.w oblainerTa
premium at the Brighton Cattle Show in October last. Inquire
at the office of the New England Farmer.

Bull Coffer Suit:
For sale, a beautiful Bull Calf by Admiral, a very desirable

animal for those who feel interested in tne impioverriem o» our
breed of Slock.—Apply lo Maj. Jaques of Clmrlestown. «l,n c
be may be seen. 3t ,|„| v [{j

German Geese.
For sale, two pairs of this superior breed of Geese, f.om Easl

Inezland, Germany—produced from a pair imported last year
direct from Bremen, in ship North America, Capt. Chil ';"aud
winch were selected by said Capt. himself, wilh ihe greatest

:se possess many important qualities peculiar
|
yj,- ^i

APPLES, best, -

ASHES, noi, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, while, -

BEEF. mess. rew. .

CaiL'o. No. 1 . new.
Cargo. No. 2 new,

Bl'TTEIv, lli«;.uctaJ.. No. 1, n. w, -

CHEESE, new ufift,
1

'

,

FLOUR, I'Sallunoiv. Ilowvrd-s'rrel. -

Cienesee. -

Rye, bc.-i, - - . -

GRAIN. Cm, ....
Rye, - - - -

Barley, ....
(His. -

HOGS LARD, first sort. uevr.

LIME, ------
PLAISTEU PARIS rcials at

PORK, new, clear, ....
Navy, mess, new,
Cargo. No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Rye Grass,
Tall Meadow Oat. Griss. -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne, -

White Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)
French Sugar Beet. -

Mangel wTirlzel, ' -

WOOL. Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwarned,
Merino, diree loortlis washed.
Merino, half* quarter washed
Native, washed,' •

Pulled, Lamb's, firs! sort. -

Pi iled. Lamb's, second sort.
-

Pulled, for spinning, pi

barrel.

9S 51 97 SO

I 51 | 75
10 M

-

J 62

cask.

II CO
8 75
7 50

14.

3
S 37
5 0U
i m
63
59
70

-

p.

1 501 00
2 50

barrel. If: 00' 10 00
' SO )4 to
13 00, 13 50

bushel. 2 rjoj

-

-

4 0i>

4 00
4 00
500
1 00
50
M
\2

1 50
1 50

25
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MISCELLANIES.

TO A CHILD.

Thy memory as a spell

Of love, comes «; er my rond

—

As dew upon the purple bell

—

As perfume on the wind

—

As music on the sea

—

As sunshine on the river

—

So hath it always been to ine,

So shall it be forever.

I hear thy voice in dreams

Upon me softly call,

Like echo on the mountain streams.

In sportive water-fall.

I see thy >orm as when

Thou wert a Irving thing.

And blossomed in the eyes of men,

Like any flower of spring.

Thy soul to heaven hath fled,

From earthly th-aldom free;

Yet 'tis'not as the dead

That thou appear' St to me.

In slumber, I behold

Thy form as when on earth—

Thy locks of waving gold

—

Thy sapphire eye of mirth.

I hear in solitude,

The prattle; kind and free,

Thou utteredst in joyful mood,

While seated on my knee.

So strong each vision seems,

My spirit that doth fill,

1 think no; they are dreams,

But that thou livest still.

and a better cordial than an sether. Dr. Reid

gives a similar opinion in the following expressive

passage : "The habitual horror which thus over-

shadows the mind, darkens the little daylight of

life. An indulgence in this morbid excess of ap-

prehension not only embitters a man's existence,

but may often tend to shorten its duration. He
hastens the advance of death, by th« fear with

which his frame is seized at its real or hna£'nary

approach. His trembling hand involuntary shakes

the glass in which his hours are numbered."
j

Contradictory as it may appear, there are well
j

attested instances of persons who have been driv-

en even to suicide by the dread of dissolution. It

would seem as if they had run into the arms of

death in order to shelter themselves from the ter-

ror of his countenance.

—

Quar. Rev.

set an example of this kind, was more than the
most sanguine friend of temperance could have
expected.— Salem Gazette.

The toad—An English farmer on the 20th May.
1826, inclosed a small toad in a garden pot, ren-
dered air tight, and buried it in the ground ; and
on the 14th May, 1828, in presence of a witness,

he dug up the pot, and found the toad not only

alive, but hearty, and apparently in a thriving con-

ditio:'. as it had grown considerably ; the lustre of
its brilliant eyes appearing to be not a whit di-

minished by its icng incarceration.

Method, as Mrs. More says, is the very hinge of

business ; and there is no method without punctu-

ality. Punctuality is important, because it sub-

serves the peace and good temper of a family ; the

want of it not only infringes on necessary duty,

but sometimes excludes this duty. Punctuality is

important as it gains time ; it is like packing things

in a box, a good packer will get in half as much
more as a bad one. The calmness of mind which
it produces, is another advantage of punctuality :

a disorderly man is always in a hurry : he has no
time to speak with you, because he is going else-

where : and when he gets there, he is too late for

his business, or he must hurry away to another

before he can finish it.— It was a wise maxim of

the Duke of Newcastle— " I do one thing at a

time." Punctuality gives weight to character.

—

'Such a man has made an appointment: then I

Cardinal Wolsey, one of the greatest ministers know he will keep it." And this generates punc-
of state that ever was, poured forth his soul in tuality in you : for like other virtues it propagates
these sad words : "Had I been as diligent to serve itself : servants and children must be punctual

my God, as I have been to please my king, he where their leaders are so. Appointments indeed,

Would not have forsaken me in my gray hairs." become debts ; I owe you punctuality, if I have
I made an appointment with you, and have no right

Dread of death— It is a common symptom in I to throw away your time if'l do my own.
nervous disease, and is here considered with its

regard to its influence on health. In these cases Agriculture.— I one year raised a large supply
it seems rather to spoil life than destroy it. Not ; of carrot seed, so that I had much left after sow-

Dr. Macartney, the anatomical professor in Dub-
lin, with about fifty other surgeons, have begun
the patriotic work of surrendering up their own
bodies for dissection, by signing, with all due sol-

emnity, an order to their respective executors to

that effect.

—

Albion.

In a Charleston paper now on our table, is an

advertisment of a raffle—and the article to be

gambled for is a folio Family Bible !—The adver-

tisement is headed, "faint heart never won a fair

lady."

—

Providence Patriot.

Large coal.—Five dollars was refused last week
for a single piece of coal, while passing through

Pottsville, from one of the mines of the North
American Company. It weighed upwards of a

ton and a half.

"ffhat constitutes a state" of drunkenness ? A court

in Pennsylvania have decided that a man was not

a habitual drunkard unless he was intoxicated half

the time ; and in New York, unless drunk all the

time.

only the child, but the young man till thirty never
feels that he is mortal ; but after forty a man's
thoughts are much occupied by the inevitable pros-

pect, and most of us have our little corps of con-
sokttion to protect us from the fear of it. Those
of authors come out in their works. One of the

most remarkable, is a little Essay on Death, by
Lord Bacon ; not that in his Essays, but towards
the end of his works, near his will. The curate

ing the next year, and continued to sow from the

same parcel for seven years at least ; but was sur-

prised to find, as I thought, my ground much im-

poverished, though yearly manured ; for, at the

last, though my seeds vegetated, which I thought

a sufficient proof of their goodness, yet at last

they did not grow well for two or three years, till

they were little larger than pipe-stems, and were
not worth pulling. But as my seeds vegetated, I

of a London parish, who has great experience of| was wholly unconscious of the cause ; however, I

death-bed scenes, was asked how people general- 1 finally threw away my seeds yid got new ones;
ly met their end ? And the answer was, "either

they wish for it as a relief from : uftering, or they
are not conscious of it." Even Dr. Johnson, who
dreaded death so much at a distance, seems to

have feared it as little on his arrival as other peo-
ple ; and we believe that to many persons with
right views, who have had a liberal allowance of
sickness and sorrow, death becomes an object not

so much of apprehension as of curiosity and inter-

est. This state of mind is not only necessary for

our comfort during health, but for our safety dur-
ing sickness. One of the ablest physicians alive,

once said that in a dangerous illness, cateris pari-

bus, a christian would have a better chance of re-

covery than an unbeliever—that religious resigna-

tion was a better soothing medicine than a poppy,

and the next planting in the same ground succeed-

ed well ; my seeds vegetated quicker, grew thrif-

ty, and produced abundance ; and I am within

bounds in saying of ten times the size of those

produced from the old seed. Now, what is the

value of a carrot seed to a carrot ? a beet seed to

a beet ? a cabbage to a cabbage ?

Temperance.—It is worthy of record, that no
ardent spirits were used by the seamen, at their

dinner on the Neck, on Friday the 4th hist. This
is really one of the most encouraging sighs of the

times—that a class of people, whose profession

has always been held to give them a peculiar

license in all the points ofminor morals, and whose
hardships have often no other alleviation than is

furnished by a recourse to the can ofgrog, should

Turnip Seed, 8,-c.

Just received at the ,\ew England Farmer Seed .store, No.
52 North Market Street, fioslon, an exlensite assortment of
Turnip Seeds, some of which are the giowth ol the present
season— the finest sorts either Ibr family use or stock. The
most improved sorts tor the toruier are the While Stone, White
Dutch, Y'ellow Stone. Yellow Malta. The lw.oio Stone is

one ol' uncommon excellence and keeps well. 01 the sorts lor

field culture, the While Norfolk, While Globe, and Yellow Ab-
erdeen or Bullock are prclerable. The Yellow Aberdeen is

most approved among the farmers of Kngland and Scotland, as
it grows to a latge size, is very sweet and nutritious, and keeps
till June. Also, Yellow Rula Baga, or Russian Turuip, ol the
best description. The above seeds were saved in Europe ex-
pressly lb*- us, and the utmost dependence may be placed upon
then genuine quality. A variety of Long and Turnip Radish-
es, suitable for growing the three ensuing months. Prickly or
Fall Spinach, Long Prickly and Early Cluster Cucumber ; also

the genuine Girkin Cucumber, or West India pickling one of
i he finest pickles.

Likewise 200 lbs. fresh common white flat English Turnip
Seed, a part of it the growth of li;28 :—to dealers and purchas-
ers by the quantily. it will he put at a -low rate.

Oat Meal, Oat Flour, Grotts, SfC.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a
further supply ol the above articles, via. 3U barrels of fresh Oat
Meal, fine bolted Oat Flour, Hulled Oats or Vermont Rice,

Scotch Barley, 6lc. for sale in any quantities, wholesale or re-

tail. Also a few cannisters of fine Oat Flour, neatly packed,

at 50 els. per canni ster. ^___

Seeds for the West Indies.

Merchants, masters ol vessels, and others trading to the Wept
Indies, can be furnished wilh boxes ol Seeds, as.sorled, suitable

lor that market, al from $4 to #5 per box.— Each box contains

upwards of sixty different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-

mental, in quantities sufficient ibr a common kitchen garden.—

-

Likewise the greatest variety of seeds to be lound in New Eng-
land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, and of Uit

growth of 1 S27.

Bremen Geese.

For sale, 10 pair fine Bremen Geese. Apply at the New
England Farmer Seed Store. July 4.

j
Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the arm'

ef ill* year—but those who pay ivilhin sixty days 'frtm the tivil

|
of subscribing, tra articled to a tle&iciwn #ffifty calls.
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FOR THK

THE ARTS. called catgut. It affords considerable quantities
[
in Spain, is barilla. So highly is this pkl

_ _ i of kelp, teemed in Spain, that, according to Mr P^rkes,
kngi.anii faujikh. Fuci palmatus, is the kind known by the Darnel the exportation of ihe seed is prohibited, under

I
of dulse. It is divided deeply and spreading so as penalty of death. There are several varieti'-s of
to resemble the hand with the fingers spread. This the saUola cultivated on the shores of the Medi
also yields good kelp. terranooPj especially in the island of Sicily, and
The public are indebted to Dr. John Revere, also in the Canary Isles, which yield an

KELP, OR CRUDE SODA.
Mr Fes&ende.n,—Considering the vast increase

of-the manufacturing establishments in our country

it may be ihought extraordinary that the manu-

facture of kelp or crude soda has not received the

attention of our industrious and enterprizing citi-

zens ; those especially, who are particularly inter-

flow of New York, for the following valuable com
municatipp, relative to the crude sodas of com-
merce. It has been published in Professor Silli-

man's excellent journal, for December last, and
listed in the bleaching, soap, and glass establish- merits a republication in the New England Farm
ments. The plants from which kelp may be ob- er, for the benefit of our citizens who res:!- on
tained are to be found in inexhaustible abundance

j
our sea coast. J. T.

on our shores without the trouble of culture ; es-
j Plymouth, July 17, 1823.

pecially at Cape Ann and Marblehead, and are
|

frequently employed as a manure. The matiufac-
|
.Some Remarks on the Crude Sodas of Commerce ; by

ture is so simple as to require no scientific know-
I Joh.n Revere, M. D. Lecturer on Chemistry, ap-

ledge ; a few days' experience on a small scale plied to the .Urts, at the Maryland Institute for the

Promotion of the drts and Manufactures.

New York. Oclober 15, 1S27

would enable any person to prosecute the business

extensively, and no doubt to great pecuniary ad-

vantage. In conversing with a gentleman inter-

ested and experienced in the great bleaching es-

tablishment at Dover, N. H. he manifested a dis-

position to introduce and encourage the use of
American kelp if he could be furnished with a

sample for experimental trial, and it should be c»
' j . .i. j i rr., . - °uer these remarks to your Journal, rather trom

lound to answer the desired purpose. The Ame-

'

dance of soda. For convenience, all the crude
sodas obtained by the combustion of laud plants,

may be called barilla. The barilla moat firm ilin
in our market is brought from Spain, Sicily, T<n
eriffe. Although many parts of the United State

are favorably ituated, I have known but ODe at-

tempt to cultivate them. It was made on the

eastern shore of Maryland, from seed procured
for the purpose to Sicily. The attentat failed

owing evidently to the imperfection of the seed.

T|ie increased demand for soda for the arte,

throughout tho civilized world, has led men to

seek other sources from which this useful sub-

stance may be procured. Modern science end in

Sin—In a course of lectures on chemistry, ap- l

dustry have succeeded in extracting a large sup

plied to the arts, I had occasion to collect the* facts I
P,v fl

"om marine plants, which were accounted so

contained in the following paper. To those who
j

entirely worthless among the ancient.-, that air

are familiar with the science of chemistry, there \projecta vilior was a common proverb at Rome

—

will be little that is new. I have been induced to ' The substance procured by the combustion of
these plants is cailed by the French rarech, and

rican article may, it is presumed, be afforded at a

lower price than the imported.

Fuci is the botanical or generic term for the

various species of marine plants commonly known
by the names of sea-weed, sea-wreck, and • . .-

ware. They are found on flats at low water, or

attached to rocks near the shore and in coves. It

lias been ascertained that Fuci grows with aston-

ishing rapidity from floating seeds lodged on rocks

and stones.

Fuci vesiculosus. In this species, the frond is a

leaf-like substance resembling leather or parch-

ment, midribbed, the stem forked or parting in

pair^ one after another. The vesicles or air blad-

ders are globular and innate in the membrane of

the frond. It is readily distinguished from Fuci

nodosus by the air bladders very generally occur-

ring in parallel pairs, while in nodosus they are

single ; and irom F. serratus by the edges of the

frond being entire or wanting the serratures which
mark that species. It is generally from one to

three feet in length. One pound of the ash

gives three ounces of kelp. This species is most
highly prized for the manufacture of kelp.

Fuci nodosus. The frond is leathery, compress-
ed, veinless, branched, and feathery, the recepta-

cles are divided and have a small stem, roundish,

mostly solitary. Fronds from two to six feet in

length and at short distances swell into large air

blubbers.

Fuci sen-atus. Frond, leathery, flat, midribbed,
divided ; serrated at the margins. Receptacles
solitary, flat at the ends of the stem, serrated,

sharpish. It grows in deep water, and is only
uncovered at the ebb of the tide. This is inferior

for kelp.

Fuci lorcus. This is the small kind, "rowing
abundantly on rocks, and is called rock-weed.
This yields well in excellent kelp. It consists of
a simple frond without branches, and is sometimes

its title, than the general scope of its contents,

which I observe are almost purely scientific

The importance of this substance in the useful

arts, the ignorance observed among manufactur-
es and dealers respecting its nature, and the

shameful impositions sometimes practised', consti-

tute its chief claim to your attention. The facts

stated may be relied upon, as they have been es-

tablished by repeated experiments.

JOHN REVERE, M. D.

Crude soda, in whatever maimer procured, is

generally known in this country, among manufac-
turers and merchants, by the name of barilla

But as the value of the article depends very much
upon the former circumstance, it will be proper to

observe, that it is obtained as an article of mer-
chandize, chiefly in four different modes, viz. 1.

in a saline form, on the surface of the earth, and
from the water of certain lakes ; 2, from the in-

cineration of certain land plants ; 3, from tke com-
bustion of marine plants ; and 4, from the decom-
position of sea salt by chemical processes.

The crude soda, formerly known by the name
of natron, is found in considerable quantities in

Egypt, the interior of Africa, and in South Amer-
ica. It exists in lakes, and in particular districts,

and forms an efflorescence upon the surface of
the earth during the dry season. I am not aware
that in this form, it is known as an article of com-
merce, in the United States.

The most valuable of the crude sodas known
in this country, are obtained by the incineration of
several kinds of plants which grow in the vicinity

of the sea. The best is brought from* Alicant,

Malaga, and Carthagena, in Spain ; it is obtained
from an annual plant, the salsola sativa, which is

cultivated and secured like hay, and afterwards
burnt in holes dug in the earth. From the great
quantity of soda it contains, it melts into thick

paste, which on cooling, becomes condensed into

a stonelike mass ; the popular name ofc" this plant

hy the English kelp. The inhabitants of the coast

of Europe have been in the habit, from time im-
memorial, of collecting the sea wed, wraek or sea

ware, as it is indiscriminately called in Crea"
Britain, and manufacturing it into a coarse alkali,

for domestic purposes. It is only, however, with-
in a century that any attempt has been made in

Great Britain to prepare the kelp in a large war.
It was in the year 1723 that this substance was
first brought into the market as an article of mer-
chandize. But the gi'eat consumption of the ;.!

kalies in the modern arts, especially by the bleach
er, soap and glass manufacturer, and other manu-
facturing chemists, has attracted more and mora
attention to the subject, until the manufacture of
kelp in Great Britain has become a very impof
tant department of industry. I am under the im-
pression that kelp has never been brought into

our market, or attempted to be manufactured in

the United States, but as it appears to me that this

manufacture may be introduced advantageously
among us, 1 propose to give some account of the
most approved method at present practised, in the
hope that it may direct the attention of those per-

sons to the subject, who are conveniently situated

Tor making the attempt. From the increase of
our mamii.ictures, and as all the crude sodas a*

present co-.sumed are imported, it is Lighly pro!)

able that there would be a full demand for the ar

ticle. The material may, for the trouble of col-

lecting^, be had in immense quantities, along our
extensive sea coast, nor can anything be cheaper
or more simple than its manufacture. Some idea

may b? formed of the ad^antages that may be de-

rived from this manufacture, from the great and
obviously increasing importance that is attached

to the subject in Great Britain. There are fre-

quent communications on the subject in their best

journals, and prizes offered to encourage its eulti-

vation, by their societies for the promotion of the

arts au/l manutactures. As long ago as 1798, it
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was stated by Professor Jameson in his mineralo-

gy of the Shetland Isles, that "farms which before

the introduction of kelp, rented for forty pounds,

now rent for three hundred pounds." It is also

asserted by Mr. Parkes that Lord McDonald of the

Isles, now realizes ten thousand pounds per an-

num from his kelp shores, which his ancestors

considered valueless.

is then broken up into masses of about two hun-

dred weight, covered with dry ware, and is ready

for the market. If the ware has been taken from

a muddy situation, it sometimes happens that the

ashes remain dry, and do not assume the form of

a paste. By allowing the combustion to continue

a little longer, or by adding sorao salt or saltpetre,

the difficulty is easily overcome. The kelp is

Nearly all marine plants, especially the fuci, are 1 found to yield from three to six or eight per cent

found to yield soda from combustion. Those

which are preferred are the fucus vcsiculosus, no-

dosus, and seiratus ; they aro found spontaneous-

ly growing on the rocks near the shore, generally

between high and low water marks. Generally

speaking, bays and coves that are sheltered from

the winds and tides are found best, though some

of the fuci flourish best in the most exposed situa

of pure soda. (To be concluded next week)

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Copy of a letter from Dr Mitchill to Win Prince, Esq. Proprie-

tor ofthe Linneean Botanic Garden.

New York, 19 June 1 328.

Wm Prince, Esq.— I offer you thanks, my
dear sir, for the copy I very lately received of your

tions, and the strongest tide-ways. Formerly, the
j ghort Treatise on Horticulture, &c. It came in

kelp was made entirely from the floating sea-ware yery seBsonabiy after the perusal of Mr Wilson's

as it washed up on the shore ; but, since the man- puu']icatiorij and f Major Adlum's tract on the

•lfacture has become profitable, greater care is ta-
; yinej tQ wmcn j may add Dr Mease's book on Silk,

ken in its preparation. It is now common to cul-
! conlpijed at t},e request of the Secretary of the

tivate these plants by depositing on sandy beaches Treasury.
large boulder stones, to which the fuci may rcadi- T haye gone through it once witl, pleasure and
ly attach themselves, and to cut and collect the insm,ct jmii arid \ intend to do it again. You have
ware ; calcareous stones are found best. In the

united so niucn sc;ence w ;th practice, or in other
Repertory of Arts, there is a particular description

wordSj assoc iated so much Botany with Garden-
of the process employed in the manufacture of one

ing> tha(
.

j g]]all keep k n(?ar me ag a work for

hundred and fifty tons, on the farm of Stroud, in
steady reference

Horns, which received the prize of the Highland , consider your descriptions of Fruit trees and
society. fruits, of Ornamental trees and Shrubs, Grape and

This sold for five pounds ten shillings per ton.
Strawberries, Bulbous roots, Green house plants,

As this is considered the most approved method, I and otherS] highly interesting. I am interrupted
will give an abstract of it. In the Orkneys, they by visitorSi anri have only time t0 offer one of my
account the spring the best season for cutting the

]atc feeb]e efforts in retl/rr))
ware, because they are less exposed to the rains.

The weeds that are left" bare by the tide are cut

with sickles, and those under water with bill hooks.

It is considered important to land the ware, as fast

as it is cut, and to carry it to a suitable situation

to dry ; it is thought that as soon as the weed be-

gins to wilt, the pores of the plant become relaxed,

and allow the soda to exude, which is dissolved

and lost, if the ware be left in the water or expos-

rains.

milch cows, I am not so well informed, although
I have occasionally given them to cows about the
time of calving, both before and after, to stretch

their bags. But it is generally said among farm-
ers, that although potatos increase the quantity of
milk, they render it more thin and less nourishing.

Even of this I am not certain, for I have always
found them a very nourishing food for neat stock.

For many years past I have fatted my beef solely

on raw potatos, and have witnessed none of the
accidents alluded to, nor observed any of the grip-

ing effects mentioned. Cattla will almost invaria-

bly devour them greedily, even at first, and if they
are then given too plentifully, a relaxation is pro-

duced, which feeding with hay will soon correct.

Several years ago I fed one cow separately on ru-

ta baga or Swedish turnip. She did well, but did

not thrive so fast as those fed on potatos. And I

would here remark, that the ruta baga gave no
bad taste to the beef, as some have feared it would.
I have found that while I resided in a town not so

near Boston market, and where potatos were rais

ed in greater abundance, that they were on the

whole, the cheapest and best food for fattening

cattle I could raise. A FARMER.
Lynn, July 28, 1828.

Remarks by the Editor—The observations ofour

correspondent, as given above, are in perfect ac-

cordance with those of Mr Lowell in his remarks

on the article alluded to by our correspondent ;

—

and republished in the Massachusetts Agricultur-

al Repository for the express purpose of proving

its statements to be incorrect.

So farewell,

S. L. MITCHILL.
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AMERICAN LYCEUM.
We have been requested to give an insertion te

the following prospectus, and are well wishers to

the plans for improvement which it contemplates.

The undersigned agree to associute under the

name of the branch of the American Ly-

SILK WORMS.
Mr. Ff.ssenden,—The attention of the public

has been so much engaged lately in the history

and rearing of the silk worm, that every thing
|
c]| ; ,

;
h , ,, „,.,....

t

ed to the rains. There is no doubt that kelp made \

connected with the subject must be interesting,
j constitution .

from such ware is weaker. It is spread on clean
j

Under this impression, I would state the followmg
, ^.^ , The objectg of tfae Lyceum are the

ground to dry, and when pretty well dried, it is !

facts, to show that these entirely inoffensive and
|
improvement of its nie!1)bers in useful knowledge,

collected into'large cocks, protected from the rain
j

defenceless insects are exposed to suffering from
i and^ advancement of popu] al. education, by in-

if possible, and allowed to heat for six or eight the attacks of an insidious enemy from which they
troducing uniformity and improvements in corn-

lays, or even from fifteen to twenty if the ware should be protected.
]
mon schools, by becoming auxiliary to the Board

has been collected from coves with muddy hot- On visiting my little family of worms, I several
| ofeducation .

roms. A diry day, when there is a brisk breeze, I

times remarked that a spider had let himselr down
, AH{de 2 To efifcct thege objects> they will pro.

is selected for burning the ware, which is conduct- "P°n tlie Place where they were feeding, and had

ed in the following manner. The kilns are rudely !
evidently been an annoyance

;
and have since had

constructed of stones and turf upon the firmest I

^as " t0 betieve that some perished from wounds

sward that can be found. The most convenient which they had received. Yesterday, on visiting

are about two feet six inches in height, two feet the matted moths, I perceived a large male moth

four inches in breadth, and from eight to eighteen .suspended about afoot above the shell, by the scarce-

feet in length, according to the quantity of ware : h visible filament of a spider's web, attached to

to be consumed. A little dry straw is first spread
j

the ceiling, two foot and a half above
;
and found

over the bottom of the kiln, and kindled, to which that this had been effected by a little bottle spider

the ware is slowly added, as fast as it is con- (
s° called) whose bulk was not equal to a twelfth

nuw»L the combustion heimr .weWatfiii hv the !

pa" of the moth's, and whoso weight must be stillsumed, the combustion being accelerated by the,Part

breeze. Should the weather become caUn, or if ,

more disproportionate.

the ware is not sufficiently dry, the, ashes cool and
j

Dorchester, July 29, 1828.

sake into white crusts, when it becomes necessary
|

*o rake the ashes until the combustion is perfect,
|

before adding fresh ware. When the ware is ail
I

burnt, the last process consists in working or rak

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

POTATOS FOR CATTLE.
VIr Fessenden— I observed in a late New Eng-

ing the ashes with iron rakes, so that the combus- I land Farmer an article from the Massachusetts
:ion of every part shall be perfect. It is trans- Agricultural Repository, headed " raw potatos bad
formed into a thick paste, which, on cooling, be- f0), much Cows," stating that they were or a grip-

nomes solid, somewhat resembling good indigo; it j^g nature. .As to the effects they may have on.

cure a cabinet, consisting of books, apparatus for

illustrating the sciences, and a collection of mine-

rals, will hold meetings for discussions, disserta-

tions, illustrating the sciences, or other exercises

which shall be thought expedient,.

Article 3. Any person may be a member of the

Lyceum, by paying into the treasury annually, two

dollars ; and twenty dollars paid at any one lime,

will entitle a person, his or her heirs or assigns, to

one membership forever. Persons under eighteen

years of age will be entitled to all the privileges of

the Society, except of voting, for one half the an-

nual sum above named.

Article 4. The officers of this branch of the

Lyceum shall be a president, vice-president, trea-

surer, recording and corresponding secretaries,

three or five curators, and three delegates, to be

appointed by ballot on the first Wednesday of

September annually.

Article 5. The president, vice-president, trea-

surer, and secretaries, will perform the duties usu-
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ally implied in those offices. The curators will

have charge of the cabinet and all other property

of the Lyceum not appertaining to the treasury,

and will be the general agents to do any business

for the Society under their direction. The dele-

gates from other branches of the Lyceum in this

county semi-annually, to adopt regulations for

their general and mutual benefit, or to take mea-

sures to introduce uniformity and improvements

into common schools, and to diffuse useful and

practical knowledge generally through the com-

munity, particularly to form and aid a board of

•education.

./Illicit 6. To raise the standard of common
education, and to benefit the juvenile members of

the Lyceum, a portion of the books procured shall

be fitted to young minds ; and teachers of schools

may be permitted to use for the benefit of their

pupils who are members of the Lyceum, the ap-

paratus and minerals under such restrictions us

the association shall prescribe.

Article 7. The president or any five members

will have power at any time to call a special meet-

ing, which meeting shall be legal if notice shall be

given according to the direction in the by-laws.

.Article 8. The Lyceum will have power to

adopt such regulations and by-laws as shall be

necessary for the management and uee of the cab-

inet, for holding meetings, or otherwise for their

interest.

.Irlic'e 9. The foregoing articles may be alter-

ed or amended by vote of two thirds present, at

tiny legal meeting ; said alteration or amendment
having been proposed at a meeting, not less than

four weeks previous to the one at which it is act-

•-'d upon.

APPARATUS FOR SCHOOLS, ACADEMIES, AND
LYCEUMS.

A set of apparatus, of a simple and practical

character, particularly designed for illustrating the

most important branches of a popular education

in schools and lyeeums, is already devised and col-

lected, and consists of the following list, and nu-

merous other articles, as they shall be called for,

namely,

For the mathematics, are a diagram, to illus-

trate the nature and uses of addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division ; several diagrams to

show the properties and uses of the different sup-

erficial figures, such as circles, ellipses, squares,

triangles, &c. with the method of finding their con-

tents ; models of various solids, namely, of cylin-

ders, prisms, cones, pyramids, parallelopipeds, and

spheres, fitted to illustrate the method of measur-

ing wood, timber, cisterns, bins, cellars, wells, ca-

nals, &c. &c. ; also the different quantity of sur-

face necessary to enclose a given bulk in different

shaped solids.

For natural philosophy, are a set of mechanical

powers, namely, levers, simple and compound

—

jnilleys, single and multiplied—wheel and axis

—

wedge—screw and inclined plane—a hydrostatic

bellows and syphon, intended to illustrate the laws

and power of water, particularly the hydrostatic

press.

For chemistry, are a pneumatic cistern, an iron

cylinder for making gasses by heat, a flexible tube,

and such other articles as shall be called for.

For astronomy, are a representation of the solar

system, a globe for showing the change of seasons,

the five zones, the equator, ecliptic, and merid-

ians ; several articles for illustrating eclipses, a

machine for tides, another to show why there is a

tide on the side of the earth opposite the moon,
and one to show why the earth and other planets

are flattened at the poles.

The articles in the above list can be procured

for fifty dollars.

COLLECTIONS OP MINERALS.

Specimens in geology and mineralogy, intended !

to represent one hundred of the most useful pro-

ductions in the mineral kingdom, are collected in

quantities sufficient to supply such schools, ly- ;

ceums, and individuals, as shall wish to procure
]

them, and consist of the following minerals, \\/..

Quartz, three varieties— mica, two— felspar,

two—granite, six—gneiss, two—mica slate, three
,

— lime, four— marble, twelve— hornblende, two—
j

hornblende rocks, five argillite, two—talcose
|

rocks (soapstone), three— sandstones, three—gray

wacke, three—chlorite, one— chlorite slate, two—
j

gypsum, four—porphyry, three—amygdaloid, one i

— asbestus, two— serpentine, two—jasper, one

—

clay, three—soils, five— coal, ten—iron, ten—lead,
|

one—copper, one—graphite, one—rock salt, one. I

Each specimen will be labelled and numbered
;

]

with a description of its ingredients, proprieties,
j

uses, and localities, in a small volume to accoin-
j

pany each set.

The collection above named, with the volume,
|

can be procured for twenty dollars.

Letters upon the subject of apparatus or miner-

als directed to Josiah Holbrook, Boston, will be

duly attended to.

vious nausea and disgust. But in opposition to

all these circumstances, within sixty years past it

has spread from its native Tartarian mountains or

tin: hills of Thibet, to every part of tin: glebe

where horticulture is understood ; and now hid

fair to be as extensively used as any other prodnc
lion of the garden. In England it is in high esti-

mation. Air. Cobbett says that not leas than thirty

wagon loads of this article is sold every day in the

London markets.

These remarks are made to awaken the atten-

tion of the Montgomery farmers to the cultivation

of this valuable esculent. It is the best propai/at

ed from the seed, winch is now just ripe, and
should be planted immediately ; for if nod

until spring, it very- often fails to germinate, and ^

season is lost—whereas, let it be directly commit-

ted to the earth, and in a few days it will be up.

If the weather should then be hot and dry, let the

young plants he shaded from the violence of the

sun. They will require no further attention until

the next spring, when they should be taken care-

fully up with as much dirt about the roots as pos-

sible, and transplanted where they can always re-

main. If the soil be deep and good, they will

improve for twenty years, annually producing an
abundant crop. A dozen plants are sufficient for

a family. Those who would wish more particular

directions, may consult Fessenden's "New Amer-
ican Gardener," just published at Boston.

AGR1COLA.

From the Montgomery Freeman.

RHEUM PALMATUM, OR PIE-PLANT.
Improvement in rural economy is of a tardy

growth, compared to the progress of the mechanic
arts. In the latter, some fortunate genius invents

a labor-saving instrument—he hastens to Wash-
ington—obtains a patent, and if he has in fact dis-

covered any thing materially useful, it is soon ex-

tensively known, and every where applied. Not
so in rural affairs. No farmer or horticulturist,

whatever improvements he may make, ever thinks

of asking a patent. His discoveries are noticed

by a few of his neighbors only, and it is a long

time before his country duly appreciates the value

of whatever he may introduce. The history of

potatos, confirms these remarks ; for notwithstand-

ing their intrinsic merit—notwithstanding they

yield their treasure so soon after planting, and re-

quire so easy and simple a dressing ; it was near-

ly two hundred years after they were carried to

England, before they found their way into many
of the best cultivated gardens, and to the opulent

tables of that country.

The pie-plant is another instance of the slow-

ness and difficulty with which every new vegeta-

ble finds its way to notice. There is every where
a partiality to articles of customary culture, and it

is with hesitation and reluctance that our cooks

attempt to dress new ones, or to bring them upon
the table. Besides, the pie-plant is three or four

years coming to any degree of maturity ; which
discourages many persons from attempting its cul-

tivation, and for a long period deprives the cook
of an opportunity of gaining, or exerting her skill.

In addition to all this, the true name of the plant,

(rhubarb) has, in some instances prevented its cul-

inary use, and compelled the cultivators to give it

a new one (pie-plant) in order to prevent a pre-

Tea plant.—This plant has within the last fen

years been cultivated in Brazil, on a very iai

scale, and with great success. It was originally

brought from China, about the year 1816, by or-

ders from king John 6th. and during the adminis-

tration of Count la Barea ; when a number of
Chinese, accustomed to its cultivation and prepar-

ation, were, at the same time, conveyed to Rio d<-

Janeiro, for the purpose of naturalizing it. It was
fust planted at the royal estate of Santa Cruz, for-

merly belonging to the Jesuils and now convert

ed into a perfect paradise ; and eventually it was
spread to several of the Provinces. In that of St-

Paul, where the soil and climate have been found
peculiarly congenial ; the plantations are on an
extensive scale, raid the Brazilians are said already

to grow sufficient for their own consumption. In
five years, it is expected, they will be able to ex-

port a considerable quantity, which certainly will

be considered a phenomenon. A Brazilian young
gentleman, who has for some years been pursuing

his literary and useful researches amongst us, has
furnished several scientific persons in London
with samples of Brazilian tea ; and, on infusion, it

is found stronger than that of China, usually drank,

which may, perhaps, be owing to its being of last

year's growth, whilst the tea consumed in Eng-
land is generally three or four years old. Should
this new article be imported here, it is a quere un-

der what denomination it can be placed, unless

the custom-house allows it to rank with medicinal

herbs.

—

London paper.

To remove an attack of the sick headache, a

correspondent in one of the monthly journals re-

commends the patient to take a table spoonful

of ginger, mixed with a lump of sugar, in a tum-

bler three parts full of water, with the chill off";

to sit, for a quarter of an hour, with his feet in

water agreeably warm ; and to apply a napkin,

wrung out of cold water, to his temples or fore-

head, wliichcver part appears most affected.
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BEET SUGAR. I
hemp winch lias prevented its use ; but this pre

It may be within the recollection of some of our judice arose from the improper manner of prepar

readers, that when attempts were first 'made to ing it

extract sugar from the beet, the project was treat-

ed with great ridicule. The first experiments on a

large scale were made under the patronage of Na-

poleon, when at the height of his power he at-

tempted to enforce his famous continental system,

against England, and she, in return, seized upon

the colonies, and destroyed the commerce of

France. The English, of course, amused them-

selves very much at the Emperor's expense, and

we recollect a caricature that had a great run at

the time representing the imperial family employed

in making this sugar ; Napoleon himself standing

at a tub, with his arms dyed to the elbow

It has been found that the fibre of Amer-
ican hemp is better and stronger than the Rus-

sian, when prepared like it. This has been prov-

ed by the experiments of the navy commissioners,

who were directed by Congress to institute a

course of experiments on the subject.

—

Farmers'

Journal.

PREMIUM ON MULBERRY TREES
These trees grow readily in our soil, and re-

quire scarcely more attention than is given to the

common forest tree. But gardeners and agricul-

turists have not yet taken the precaution to pie-

pare nurseries of them for an extensive supply.

—

,.,. u. .„«, .., .. ...-. """"""•'"
>,__. „ /imihlp ( if our enterprising husbandmen therefore wish to

liquid whose crimson color might nave a ODUDie r s_
,

basing, and the little king of Rome sitting on set *esc trees out in great numbers, we fear they

the floor, and sucking a beet root for his supper.—
|

must S° be&M the confines of tins State to obtain

But in spite of smuggling and ridicule, and, worst
|

the best klIlds a»fl ™ sufficient abundance. Un-

of all, of peace, which brought back the West In- |

<*«* these circumstances we respectfully suggest to

dia article, the manufacture of beet-sugar contin-
j

the Middlesex Society of Husbandmen and Manufac-

ued to flourish, and seems to have thriven all the
\

ture™> the propriety of offering a premium for the

better for being deprived of imperial patronage.— besl mulberry orchard, to contain not less than

In fact, it has gradually extended itself until, at \MU &*<»» which are not less than three years old.

the present time, it seems there are more than A premium of ten or twenty dollars would turn

sixty manufactories of this article in the various

parts of France. Ona of our latest Havre papers

we see mentions that two new establishments for

making this sugar were about to be set on foot

near Valenciennes, and another on a large scale

near Paris. And in proportion as the manufac-

ture has increased, it has been improved by the

science and art of the practical chymist, particu-

larly in the boiling and chrystailization, till it is

thought that the manufacturers will soon be able

to afford their sugar made in tliis way, as cheap

as that which is imported from the East or West
Indies.

—

JV. Y. Jour, of Commerce.

HEMP.
The high duty on hemp, canvass and duck, will,

for a time, be a matter of some inconvenience

—

and the only way to obviate it, is to set about the

business of cultivating hemp, and manufacturing

i he articles from it that are needed. This may
be made a profitable business. We are not aware

that any considerable quantity was ever raised in

this State ; but there could not be a better region

for it. It is a hardy plant; and will grow in al-

most all climates. It is grown in India, in Italy,

and Russia. It may be cultivated throughout the

whole extant of the United States. Our thrifty

housewives will tell you, that it will flourish luxu-

riant here, for it is their custom to scatter a hand-

ful of seeds by the side of their bee-house, where

it springs up and grows without care or attention,

4md continues to blossom and yield food for bees

-cntil they retire into winter quarters. One sow-

ing, for this purpose, is sufficient. It will spring

up year after year like the common weeds, from

the seed which sows itself. There could not be

a better or more suitable and profitable crop for

!"W lands. It yields from six hundred to a thou-

sand pounds of clear hem]) per acre, and when
properly prepared, brings, in the market, if of mid-

dling quality, two hundred dollars per ton. The
principal labor is in the dressing and preparing.

It should be water-rotted. Every town furnishes

conveniences for doing this, and a little experience

•ivill soon enable one to regulate this part of the

business understandingly.

There has been a prejudice against American

the thoughts of farmers to the subject, and, in a

few years, they would have as many mulberry

trees in progress as would be wanted for the culti-

vation of silk. A premium might also be propos-

ed for the best mulberry nursery, which should

contain not less than five hundred or even a thous-

and trees, not less than one year old. When the

directors of the .Middlesex Society of Husbandmen
meet to propose premiums, we trust this subject

will not he overlooked or forgotten.

—

Concord. Ms.
Gazette.

INOCULATION.
The time for budding fruit trees has arrived,

and we hope that it may be more generally im-

proved than it has been heretofore. The princi-

pal reason why more good fruit is not cultivated,

is that it takes so long to get the trees in a bear-

ing state. There are few farmers, however, who
have not good apple stocks for inoculation, the

fruit of which now is of little worth. If these

were budded the present season, in three or four

years they would begin to yield fruit. The differ-

ence between indifferent fruit and that of the best

kind is so great, that few we should hope would
forego a luxury so cheaply to be obtained.

In tiie Spy of the 2d instant we made some re-

marks on the practicability of a more extended ap-

plication of grafting and inoculation, and alluded

more particularly to the inserting of the Madeira
nut, or English walnut, on the butter-nut stock. A
friend of ours who has cultivated that nut, and
who has inoculated almost all kinds of trees, says

that the Madeira nut tree so nearly resembles the

butter-nut and black walnut, that he has no doubt

of its growing well in either of thein. We hope

the experiment may be made, particularly in those

parts of New England, where the winters are

most mild, and best adapted to the rearing of this

nut. We hope, also, that some of our neighbors

may try the experiment of budding the improved

varieties of the shagbark walnut, upon those of a

poorer quality, and also upon the pignut tree.

In confirmation of our former remarks, we find

in the New England Farmer, a letter from a cor-

respondent, who says he has four thousand scions

growing, which were set this spring ; among
which are pears in locust and forest hazel stocks,

and apricot, peach, and mulberry scions in plum
tree stocks. The pear often does well in apple
stocks, and generally does so in the quince and
wild plum or shad bush.

But we would direct the attention of our farm-
ers particularly to the cultivation of the grape
The wild grape vine grows spontaneously almost
every where. Many of the vines are barren, and
a considerable portion of those that are not, yield

fruit of but little value. These might be inocu-

lated with kinds that arc valuable, and thus ren-

dered productive and profitable. The Isabella

grape, a species recently introduced into New Eng-
land from North Carolina, is found to combine in

a remarkable degree, the excellence of the import-

ed varieties with the hardihood of our native

grape, and is altogether superior to the best of the

latter kind. Those who cannot procure buds of
the Isabella, may still make their barren vines

productive, and improve those which bear the sour
and inferior kinds of the common wild grape, by
budding thein with the white and pale red varie-

ties, which may be procured in almost every town.
Worcester Spy.

From the Worcester --Egis.

CULTIVATION OF THE GRAPE.
The cultivation of the Grape has become an in-

teresting object of attention. The experiments
which have been made, go far to show that the

varieties suited to our climate may be made to

flourish and be productive of delicious fruits for

the table, uniting the luscious coolness of the mel-
on with the rich flavor of the peach and pear, at

an expense not exceeding that of rearing the In-

dian corn. On a small scale, the vine may be

trained over fences or buildings, to cover their

sides with the deep verdure of its leaves, and
wreath their summits with its graceful festoons.

Judging from personal knowledge and the state-

ment of writers of approved judgement, we are in-

duced to believe that inoculating grape vines is

liable g> some objections : among others to the

following.

1. The operation would be difficult for those

not very skillful in the use of the budding knife.

2. The vine from which the bud was cut would
be destroyed by bleeding.

3. The stock into which the bud was inserted,

would be killed from a similar cause.

4. The operation, if practicable with safety,

would be comparatively useless : for the shoot

sent out from the bud, if it should live, could not

ripen so far as to bear the frost when the vine

was left uncovered, or to resist decay, if sheltered

during the winter.

5. It is decidedly the most difficult, dangerous,

and ineffectual method of all devised for the pro-

pagation of the vine.

The vine is commonly propagated from seeds,

layers, cuttings, or grafts ; by seeds for the pur-

pose of obtaining new varieties of delicious fruit
;

by layers to furnish strong and large plants the

lirst year ; by cuttings for vigorous and healthy

vines and for the facility of the operation ; and by

grafting, in the early spring, into the root, below

the surface, for the purpose of changing the char-

acter of the fruit.

The danger of making incisions in the vine at

any other period, than when the frost has check-

ed the circulation, is familiarly known to those

who have had occasion to practise the mystery of

pruning. The horizontal branches may be re-
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moved when the main shoots arc in vigorous that to have flowers, fruits, and vegetables in per- 1 nerves, are distributed, and therefor* the lmgB fa
growth; hut cutting the part from which buds

,

fiction, they must be well attended; the ground ! not perform their functions ; in which cases' tho*
should be selected would sever the arteries of kept clean from weeds by the hoe and rake, for ' Weeding is absolutel) requited; the quantity of
vegetable life, and soon relieve the gardener from

j
nature is always the same, she will reward the in- I blood may be taken away without affording com-

further care of his plant. A reason as strong
|

dustrious, but gives sparingly and almost refuses plete relief, and if there are no symptoms of pant-
;

lysis, and it is probable that the stomach contains
indigested food, it is advisable to give an emetic.

[
Edinburgh Journal.

It has been estimated that the Mean boats be-
longing to and trading from New York, consume
during a running season of eight months, about
180,000 cords of pine wood, to which may be ad-
ded 20,000 cords for other modes of con- uniption.

making in all 200,000 cords. At Philadelphia, we
have 12 boats besides ferries in constant use,

which probably, with works and manufactories in

Paler ipse col<»ndi

Haud facilem esse viam voluit.—VirtGii..

From the Massachusetts Spy.

CANADA THISTLES.
liming seen several articles in your paper relat-

to the Canada thistle, and having had the sat-

against the practice may be found in the fact, that
I every thing to the negligent

if the buds are allowed to remain on the parent

-;talk until the wood is ripened, they may, at the

season of pruning, be safely separated, and by

covering with earth, converted into new vines with

vigorous tops and sound roots.

The method of propagation, which is called that

by cuttings is that recommended by the most ex-

perienced cultivators and judicious writers. Its isfaction of destroying t.-veral bunches of them in
advantages are, great economy of labor, increase

! a mal]ner different from what I have seen describ-
of the number of plants, certainty of obtaining the e ,l, I feel disposed to communicate it to the pub-
same fruit with the original stock, convenience of

j bc> In 1822, I discovered the Canada thistle in
cultivation, and the sure growth of healthy vines.

\ a pasture where I kept about twenty sheet) • I !

neighborhood and in New Jersey, use 150,000

In the autumn when pruning takes place, the
,nnwed them twice or three times in wet weather I

'°rds per season
'
"'akJ"2 a " aggregate of the con-

shoots taken from the mature wood are cut off blIt t hev appeared to grow the faster for it and
sllm

I
)tlon of the ,wo P'»ts, 350,000 cords per an-

and separated in pieces. Some cultivators leave llad) bv
'

tbe next gprlng) spread over tbi.ee t

'

i|neg
,
'-urn- This vast destruction must, we apprehend,

them eighteen inches long ; others form them as nuu;h grouud as they occupie(1 before) and werc j

exhaust the lands within reach of navigable wat-

With only one eye on wood of one year old and a in a nourishing state. I caused them to be cut '

C ''S '" the C0Urse °f a feW
J

'cars
' " hen a subirtitute

few inches of that of .the preceding year : by a oncp more . j then took about two ang ofc.

a]t
!

must be resorted to, or the cost will be heavily Bl-

and spread over the thistles, and the sheep bein-
c
,

leasefl
- * " '""" ,]ierefoie to calculate, that the

hungry for it, they very soon eat what they could
day ™ "SLiT ""'' whe " a demand for 175

-000

and continued upon the spot till they had stamp-

!

t0 200:°00 t0ns
„
ot coal annuall

>' for tl,e use ol

ed much of the grass and thistles into the dirt. I J™""
k°ats

>
WlU be a<lded ,0 thC °°al ,narket—

buds above the ground, and freely send out shoots continued to throw on salt once or twice a week I

Gazette.

and fibres. This we believe is the easiest and for severai montbs and frequently put in other i Th„ a***, „<r „ , 7
he«t nipthod known for TiroiiaTatirnr the vinp ..i u -i_ j j , i .

lne state 0l Pennsylvania IS going on withmetlloak» "» tor I»°Pa atmB thc ' I1,e - cattle when they needed salt, so that the ground ',

?reat and idiK with ,he
°
ana\ Ab

THE VINE.
I',

13
,,

n t,m
,

e
7
aS St

'

""J
What feW

i

8 n,iles °f her canal, that is from Pittsburgh to

A number of gentlemen held a meeting in Bal- '™ ^erc to be see,, were covered with rust.
|
the northern turnpikej will be in succeggfilj op.

ti.nore, in June last, to form a society to promote V xeT TV PlouShed the
f°™°'>

a
»f

have
! eration, it is believed, in about three months ; the

.he culture of the vine. Such is our opinion of
S1"°e P,a"ted a"d

T*, ' "
,

beh°™ there is
, residuei about 30 miles fo the westem ba?e rf thenow not n «m<rlp thicl-tp «»> the mooo I '{.cm.. ! . ,. .

Allegany mountains, will be put under contract

third method the cuttiags have only a single bud

The cuttings thus prepared are preserved through

the winter, by covering them with earth. In

spring they are inserted so as to leave one or two

. now, not a single thistle on the piece. I discov-he nature of their object, that we think there is ! j ., , , .*• j_ «- • ,

i -i i i - j - <.,./' crecl another bunch of them m another piece the
scarcely any thing calculated to prove so useful (o

the country, as this undertaking, if successful.

—

They propose to hold fairs for the exhibition of

wines, about the time of vintage. Dr Monkur de-

livered an address at the meeting, which contain-

ed some interesting facts about the culture of

\ ines in the different climates of Europe, with

a statement of the comparative degrees of latitude

in the United States.—A*. Y. Statesman.

next year, which I treated in the same manner,
and have now on the ground a piece of corn, but
have the satisfaction to say, theie are no thistles

in the field. A FARMER.

on the 1st of September ; and the rail road over
the mountain, about 35 miles, will be under con-
tract this fall, to be completed the next season
The average number ofhands employed this seas-
on has been above 4000, and the monthly dis-

. GHTNING bursemenis of money, eighty or a hundred thous-

Professor Fansher, of Yale College, say,,- j""1 d°Uf% ,

The Pmns
>
hanians have reason to

« In a dry atmosphere its influence extends to
' ^^ °f ,luS

*T
eat work

'

wblch thev ca"7 on

from 30 to 40 feet.

In a damp do. from 20 to 25 feet.

When it rains profusely, from 15 to 20 feet.

From this statement it will be obvious that con-

HORTICULTURE.
A proper attention to the science of horticulture

has ever been considered among the blessings of' j„....,..„ ,. . _ ,
°

, ,
b

, ductors should always be erected with reference
civilized life; and it may be observed, that the ,„ t

. „ „,., , . ; . „ ., .

. j • »i , ,i i
to the most watery state of the atmosphere,

more any country has advanced in the knowledge "
r

of agriculture and gardening, the further that
[ THE BIG WALNUT TRFF

country has progressed in civilization. It is very
j TWs mammoth product of tbe Ampric

'

an forest
evident, that in this country, where liberty seems which was exbibited hl New York and Philadel

.'

to have made her abode, and the rights of man '

phia> has been transported t0 London and so ,d
are protected, that great progress has been made fg two hundred pounds steriillK . It was found
within a few years m the science of agriculture. near Lake Erie> and measures 36 feet in circuin _

Societies have been formed under the auspices of ference .
its Jntei.

iol
. presents a splendid drawin „.

some of our most enlightened citizens through- room
B

out the country—considerable progress has been _
made, and by universal opinion, an excitement to I

APOPLEXY.
much greater improvement is anticipated. This In giving the history of four classes of apoplexy,

spirit has also extended to horticulture ;—and ln which emetics appeared to have been exhibit-

almost every man possessed of a small piece of e^ ""'t'1 advantage, contrary to the general opin-

ground, may display his elegant garden enriched''011 °f this practice being dangerous, Mr Swan
with flowers and fruit, judiciously selected, so as ,

takes occasion to remark, that apoplexy depends
to have a constant succession of nature's bountiful more frequently on the difficult transmission of

in the only way in which important public in
proveinents ever can he effected .Yat. Inttl.

gifts ; for a small garden well cultivated will pro-

duce much, and while it promotes health in the

cultivation, must also afford pleasure from the

time the blossoms first appear until the fruit ar-

rives at maturity. But it must also be remarked

blood through the lungs, or from its

properly organized, than is imagined.

not being

A stomach

Troiii the number of milk-men I observed pas-
sing the Brooklyn Ferry, I was led to enquire the
quantity of milk carried to the city each day from
Brooklyn. I find it is 975 gallons, or 3900 quarts,
which at 6d. is $234 00 per day ; $1638 00 per
week, and $83,170 00 per year ; and at a season
w hen perhaps the least is used. I could not guess
the extent of pasture it would require to supply
such a vialactra, though A Yaskee.

E. Britton, Esq. of Little FaUs, N. Y. has now,
says the People's Friend, more than 300 swarms
of bees. 200 of them young swarms, and doing
well. This is making a business of honey-making.

A paper printed in the State of Alabama speaks
of a most deplorable and alarming scarcity of
young ladies. Every respectable female, native or

stranger, found there, is, as soon as possible, hur-

ried to the hymeneal altar. The young men are

as 100 to one of the young ladies ! !

!

The steam boat, that runs between Aberdeen
overloaded by wholesome food, or containing a and London, is of 1000 tons, and 160 horse pow-
small quantity of indigestible food, deranges all I

er. Steam boat excursions from London to sea,

the parts to which the par Tagum, or eight pair of take place weekly.
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William Prince, Esq. Proprietor of the Linnsean No specific time can, in this country, where, on

Botanic Garden, near New York, and his sons Mr account of the variety of its soil and climate, veg-

Williain Robert Prince and Alfred Stratton Prince,

have each been elected members of the Paris Hor-
1A1UJNU nuiNJiX.

ticultural Society, which is now progressing in its

A writer for the American Farmer, «>»•

^ ^ "'
operatioll8 with the greatest success, and has al-

gives the following description of a mode o taking
blieLed 1]ine numbers of its Transactions.

honey adopted by a gentlemen of his acquaintance. f.^ ies rf thege workg have been tl
.ans.

" He 1

,

las
1

UO ™ed 0f
,f

P'Tk
: .

0r
,

Sl0VeS
~Thnve fitted to the gentlemen above named by the Che-

from shielding himself, he rolls his sleeves up above
] goul Bodin who has been appointed

his elbows, and goes at it when the sun is at its me-

ridian, knowing that the bees are all at that time

from home. The brighter the sun the better, and

the month of August is his honey harvest. When
he goes, at mid-day, he takes off the top of the

hive, and takes out as much honey as he thinks

proper—nails on the top, and goes on to another,

and another, until he is done. The honey is as

nice and white as it can be—the bees immediate-

ly fill up the vacant place, and the next year you

have nice new honey again."

Secretary of the Society ; and one copy has been

presented by the Mess. Princes to the Hon. John

Lowell of Roxburv.

TO PRESERVE HAM, &c.

A writer in a Southern paper states that he has

for more than twenty years past kept meat hang-

ing up in his smoke house, through the summer

season, and no fly, worm or bug has injured it.

" To prevent suoh injury about this time of year

1 take a strong ley made of wood ashes. I com-

monly boil it to make it stronger than it generally

runs off ; then I take my bacon and smoked beef,

having two or three gallons of the ley in a large

iron bottle, and take each piece of meat and dip it

into the ley, so that it is completely wetted with it,

then 1 let it dry—then I hang the meat in its for-

mer place. By this process I have invariably

found that it kept the meat free from bugs and

worms, and no taste of ley is ever perceived, even

on the outside."

DR. COOPER'S AXIOMS IN FARMING.
1. Two crops of grain should not sueceed each

other ; they should be separated by potatoes, clo-

ver, grass, turnips, beets, or carrots for fall feed-

ing.

2. Good agriculture requires no naked fallows :

fallow crops [any hoed crops] that compel you to

keep the ground clean while they are growing,

answer the purpose.

3. Manure once in four years.

FINE FRUIT.
Scotch Gooseberries measuring four and a half

inches in circumference, picked a few weeks since

from the bushes, can be seen at the New England

Farmer Seed store, preserved. They are of the

same kind of those advertised and sold at this

place last spring. Likewise white and red Dutch

Currants one inch in circumference, bushes of

which will be for sale at this place the ensuing
|
erulg f hair cloth,

autumn and spring.

CLOVER— Query.

It has been suggested by a German farmer that in

Holland, in an unfavorable season for making hay,

it is customary to put down clover, green salted,

in vats. It is eaten with avidity by cattle, during

the winter. A correspondent in Salem wishes to

know if any thing similar has ever been adopted

in this country ?

THE BEE MILLER.
The following method of destroying a very per-

nicious insect has been recommended, and is at

least worth the trial. To a pint of sweetened wa-

ter (sweetened with sugar or honey) add half a gill

of vinegar ; set this in an open vessel on the top

of the hive, and at night, when the miller comes

to his work of destruction, he will prefer this com-

position, and, diving into it, immediately drown.

Extract from a letter to the Editor of the New Eueland Farmer
dated Brownsville, N. Y. July 20, 1828.

BRAKES.
A friend in Andover informs us that common

brakes can be destroyed effectually, by pulling

them up by the roots, in the month of June, when
their roots are short, and they start very easily.

—

It may be necessary, in some cases, to go through

the process the second year, though they seldom

require this trouble.

LUXURIANT GROWTH.
Mr. J. W. Warren, of Weston, has left several

spires of Timothy or Herds-grass, at the office of

the New England Farmer, measuring./Eve/eet
1

three

inches in length ; the heads of which measure be- 1

tween nine and ten inches.

GARLICK.
A writer in a Philadelphia paper states that

when the fall fever raged violently in tire neighbor-

hood of a canal, then in a state of progress, num-
bers of the workmen engaged on it eat plentifully

of garlick, arid wholly escaped, while those who.

abstained from the use of this article were severe-

ly afflicted by the disorder.

THE SEASON.
This has been the wettest season remembered

in this part of the country. Our wheat for many
miles around is badly rusted, so that we shall not

get half a crop. The price of wheat for several

years, has been with us from fifty to seventy-five

cents per bushel ; it is already a dollar, and in-

stead of sending a large supply to the New York
market, we shall not raise enough for our own
consumption. Our hay crop is very good, but we
have difficulty in harvesting it without damage
from rain.

etation is more or less rapid, in different parts, and

also in different seasons, be fixed upon for the

gathering, or picking of hops :—good judgement,

and experience, therefore, are the surest guides to

be followed. Their ripeness is to be ascertained,

by their strong scent, their hardness, and the

brownish colour of their need. When they arrive

at this state of maturity, no time should be lost in

having them expeditiously picked, as in the event

of a heavy rain falling, they would be bruised and

discolored, and thus rendered less valuable in the

market, than such as are picked, bright and clear.

Special care ought to be observed, also, to pick

the hops when they are dry, and the weather fair.

The drying of the hop^ is the next part of the

process to be attended to. After having been

picked, they ought to be immediately carried to

the oast or kiln. This building is similar in ite

construction to a brick-lay'd kiln, for the drying

of oats ; only, that the floor is overlaid with a cov-

The oast, previous to the

hops being laid upon it, ought to be moderately

heated by a fire of charcoal* and the heat not suf-

fered to be diminished, during the course of dry-

ing, but rather increased. The hops are to be

laid on, a foot, or a little more, thick, and allowed

to remain, without being turned, for the space of

nine hours, and in two or three hours afterwards.

they will be fit for bagging. This may be ascer-

tained by the brittleness of the stalks, and the

easv falling off of the hop leaves. The turning of

the hops at all, is considered to be injurious rath-

er than otherwise ; to prevent this, therefore, oasts

ought, where hop-curing is carried on upon an

extensive scale, to be furnished with a moveable

tin cover, let down to within a foot of the surface

of the hops,—this will render the oast close, and

the heat will be reflected upon the hops, in nearly

an equal degree, on the top as at the bottom.

The mode of bagging is simple, and can be

managed to suit convenience, and particular cir-

cumstances. It ought to be attended to, immedi-

ately on the hops being removed from the oast,

and put into strong coarse linen bags ; the bags-

must be placed in such a situation, as to admit of

persons stepping into them, in order to tread the

hops down, as they are gradually put in. Thus
put up, they will keep for several years, provided

they be lodged in a dry place, and defended from
the ravages of vermin.

CULTURE OF HOPS.
The New Brunswick Courier, in recommending

the culture of Hops in that province, as an article

of export, gives the following information respect-

ing the best mode of gathering, drying and bag-

ging, which we copy for the benefit of our agri-

cultural readers.

As the culture of the hop plant concerns the

individual who follows it, as a means of living,

more than those who could, from convenience,

and other local circumstances, render it an item of

profitable domestic produce, our observations at

this time, are confined to preparing it for a mar-

ket, under the different heads of gathering, dry-

ing, and bagging.

IMPROVEMENT IN VEGETABLES.
There is scarely a vegetable which we at pres-

ent employ that can he found growing naturally.

Buffon states that our wheat is a factitious produc-

tion, raised to its present condition by the art of
Agriculture. Rice, rye, barley, or even oats, are

not to be found wild, that is to say, growing natu-

rally in any part of the earth, but have been alter-

ed by the industry of mankind, from plants not

now resembling them even in such a degree as to

enable us to recognise the relations. The acid

and disagreeable apium graveolens has been thus

transformed into delicious celery ; and the colewort

a plant of scanty leaves, not weighing altogether

half an ounce, has been improved into cabbage,

whose leaves alone weigh many pounds, or into a

cauliflower of considerable dimensions, being only

the embryo of a few buds, which, in the natural

state, would not have weighed many grains. The
potato, again, whose introduction has added ma-
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German Geese.
For sale, two pairs of this superior breed of Gcesc, from East

ny millions to our population, derives its origin

from a small bitter root, which grows wild at Chi

li and at Montevid

he sceptical upon

ses, let them visit

and they will there perceive that her magic wand Il'w n^^t™ "?-
" h^h is

> '>;
cir s^. *'•"• "?"«' weight

* r
. . ? .

wncn lal being Irom L-i to 30 pounds each—also the large quan-
has not only converted the tough, canacacious

|

tily of feathers which they yield, the Germans pluck ihcm
covering of the almond into the soft and melting I [!'

re
!I,

t'me' a vcar
>
and lhe feathers are considered the best in

flesh of the peach, but that, by her spells, the sour
1

1^^^^^^^^[^^
sloe has ripened into the delicious plum, and the i

P
•
Child, Warren R. I. where the geese are to be seen—ur lo

austere crab of our woods into the golden pippin ;

X
Y
m
>'\.

Bradford
'
Jr

-
N"- ** 1

»f» *g»«> bc
f<*

of Central

;C~TTi_. i u . .
wharf, Hoslon—or to the New England Farmer Seed Store,

that this, again, has been made to sport in almost July 18 3t

endless variety, emulating in beauty of form and
color, in exuberance of fertility, and in richness of
flavor, the rarer production of warmer regions and
more propitious climates.

—

Dr. Paris on diet.

Barefoot and Serab.
fhesc two valuable animal*, which have been sent to this

COOKING POTATOS.
Of all the good things which nature produces,

through the patient industry of the farmers, there

is nothing which is so agreeable to the palate as

the potato, nor any one vegetable so universally es-
j

and the manufactu

teemed, yet this is so frequently rendered unpala- S RA

table by "the manner of cooking it, that but com- Pears, Peaches, Cherries. Plu

paratively few are acquainted with the real flavor lnal can be raised to the most advantage, and their relative for

r .u- i -.. * t r* i
wardness in bearing, which will be frund lo he of inca'cul.-iMeof this esculent root. Lovers of mealy potatps

j benefit , ^„,|eme5 mlajingoot cwharifa. Each of tL above
articles is liirnished by gentlemen practically acquainted with
the subjects on which they have written,

The following is the General Index of the book, which is su-
peradded to a Calcndarial Index, giving directions for perform,
mg the work of all the months in the year as they follow iii

succession.

THE NEW AMERICAN GARDENER.
A work with this title, compiled by the Editor of the New

England Farmer, with the assistance of a number of scientific
and Practical Horticulturists in the vicinity of Boston and New
Y'rk, is just published by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of the
New England Fanner. The articles are arranged alpha-
betically, and comprise the most useful Vegetables and
Frcits which can be conveniently and economically cultivated
in the climate of New England and the Middle Slates; as well as
a Treatise on Flowers, and on Lxsdscaph or Picturesque
Gardens, on the general management of the Silk Worm,
and the manufacture of Silk, and a Treatise on the culture of
Grape Vises and the Strawberry. The article on Fruit

contains an enumeration and description of all the Apples-
, Nectarines, Apricots, &c. &e.

will do well to attend to the following method,
communicated to us by a lady of this town,
whereby potatos a year old may be rendered as

delicious as new ones boiled in the common man-
ner. Peal them, put them into cold water, and
let them remain two or three hours ; then boil

them in water which has been salted, observing
that it boils when they are put in

;
pour off the

water when they are done, shake them well for a

short time, put them on the fire again, and at the

expiration of ten or fifteen minutes, they will be
ready for the table.

—

Lancaster Gazette.

We continue to be visited with frequent and
severe thunder storms. The storm which passed

us on Saturday morning was severely felt to the

north, at New Ipswich, Ashby, Fitzwilliam, &c.

—

We are informed that three horses in one stable

were killed by lightning in Fitzwilliam, and that a

man in the act of cleaning one of the horses was
struck down and somewhat injured at the same

j
Celery

time. Two hogs were also killed in Ashby.

—

The storm of Sunday night, which was severe b;:r

of very short duration here, was felt with extreme

severity in the towns abovementioned.

—

Ibid.

Apple
Apple tree

Apricot
Artichoke
Asparagus

Barley-

Bean
Beet
Bene plant
Borecole
Borer
Eroccoli
Brussels sprouts

Buckthorn
Cabbage
Canker worm
Caraway
Cardoon
Carrol
Caterpillar

Cauliflower

SILK.
According to the latest accounts from the south-

ern countries of Europe, where silk is a principal

object of trade, all the silk-worms are in a thriving

condition, and promise an abundant crop. In

Smyrna, Broussa, and other ports of Asia Minor,

no fears are entertained for this year's supply.

The Coffee Crop in Hayti is said to h,ave fallen

short. This is a great calamity, as the Govern-
ment and People depend almost entirely upon it.

Farm Wanted.
Wanted to purchase, or hire, on a long lease, from 150 to 300
acres of the best land, located within thirty miles of Boston—for

which a fair price will be given. Address " P. D," Boston,
through the post-office. 6t Au«\ 1

Wanted.
A young man is wanted, to attend to lhe sales of a Milk Esta-
blishment, who can produce the most undoubted recommenda-
tions—none other need apply. Liberal wages will be given.
\pply at the New England Fanner Seed Store, No. 52 North
Market-street,

Elecampane
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MISCELLANIES.

>!d,

RECORDS OF WOMAN.

BY MRS. HEMANS.

Tlie following is the picture of Gertrude von der Wart, nlwse

devotedness to her husband on the rack is well known.

Her hands were clasp'd, her dark eyes raised,

The breeze threw back her hair ;

Up to the fearful wheel she gazed—

All that she loved was there.

The night was round her clear and <

The holy heaven above,

Us pale stars watching lo behold

The might of earthly love.

"And bid me not depart," she cried

" My Rudolph, say not so !

This is no time to quit thy side ;

Peace, peace, I cannot go.

Hath the world ought for me lo fear

When death is on thy brow ?

The world ! what means it ?—

n

I will not leave thee now.

? is here—

I have been with thee in thine hour

Of glory and of bliss;

Doubt not memory's living power

To strengthen me tin ough this '

And thou, mine honor'd love and true.

Bear on, bear aobly on !

We have the blessed heaven in view,

Whose rest shall soon be won."

And were not these high woids to flow

From woman's breaking heart ?

Thro' all that night of bitterest wo

She bore her lofty part

;

But oh ! with such a glazing eye,

With such a curdled cheek

—

Love, love ! of mortal agony,

Thou, only thou shouid'st speak !

The wind rose high—but with it r»se

Her voice, thai he might hear

;

Fcrchance that dark hour brought repose

To happy bosoms near,

While she sat striving with despair

Beside his tortured form,

And pouring her deep soul in prayer

Forth on the rushing storm.

She wiped the death -damps from his brow,

With her pale hands and soft

Whose touch upon the lute chords low

Had still'd his heart so oft.

She spread her mantle o'er his breast,
.

She bath'd his lips with dew,

And on his cheek such kisses press'd

As hope and joy ne'er knew.

Oh I lovely are ye, love and faith,

Enduring to the last

!

She had her meed—one smile in death—

And his worn spirit pass'd.

While ev'n as o'er a martyr's grave

She knelt on that sad spot,

Ajid, weeping, bless'd the God who gave

Strength to forsake it not !"

I will describe it to you—you know what a statue plicity, has not reason to blush for the littleness,

js Well, a statue by itself is nothing more than the insincerity, the worldliness, the degeneracy, of

a statu, but when there is more than one statue, as, his own.

for instance in the ease of Gog and Magog at

Guildhall, or the men at St. Dunstan's, why then

that is statue and co—that is the latin statu quo?'

From the Zion's Herald.

ANCIENT BURYING GROUND.
While at Pittsburg, Penn. in May, the Rev. Mr.

Gwinn, an aged and respectable member of the

o-eneral conference, related to me some circum-

stances respecting ancient burying grounds, in the

section of the country in which he resides, which

appeared to me of an interesting character. Hav-

ing a desire to retain the facts, he very kindly

gave them to me in writing ; with permission to

make any use of them I pleased. My informant

said that he had examined those grave-yards him-

self, and could attest to what he had written—the

substance of which I forward for yonr insertion in

the Herald, if you think it worthy a place.

|

JVew Bedford, June 26, 1828. J. SANBORN.

" In the county of White, State of Tennessee,

near the town of Sparta, there have been discov-

ered three burying grounds, where a very small

people are deposited in tombs (coffins) of stone

—

The greatest length of the skeletons is nineteen in-

ches. Some of these people appear to have lived I

to a great age—their teeth being worn smooth hope."

and short, while others are full and long. Many

of the tombs (graves) have been opened, and the

skeletons examined. The graves are about two

feet deep ; the coffins are of stone, made by lay-

ing a flat stone at the bottom, one at each side,

one at each end, and one over the corpse. The
dead are all buried with their heads to the east

and in order, laid on their backs and their hands

on their breasts. In the bend of the left arm is

found a cruise or mug, that would hold nearly a

pint, made of ground stone, or shell of a gray col-

or, in which is found one, two, or three shells, sup-

!
posed to be sea shells. One of these skeletons

j
had about the neck 94 pearl beads. There are

many of these burying grounds. Near the one

J
which I examined is the appearance of an ancient

I town. The bones found hi these graves are strong

J
and well set, and the whole frame appears to be

well formed. These grave-yards are in extent

from half an acre to an acre and an half.

In the same neighborhood is a burying ground

where the dead are buried in the same manner as

above described, and where the skeletons are from

seven to nine fe^t long.'
1

''

Genius and Feeling;—Nobody possessed of com-
mon sense or common sensibility would offer con-

solation to one who had just lost a beloved wife.

Sympathy is the only thing that the case will ad-

mit of. The subjoined letter is not excelled, per-

haps is not equalled, by any similar effusion.

—

The very peculiar circumstances under which it

was written might have deterred a friend less

anxious, or a writer less confident in the expres-

sion of what he felt than Mr Gray.— Charleston

Courier.

MB. GRAY TO MR MASON.

" I break in upon you at a moment when we
least of all are permitted to disturb our friends,

only to say that you are daily and hourly present

to my thoughts. If the worst be not yet, you will

neglect and pardon me ; but if the last struggle br

over,—if the object of your long anxieties be no

longer sensible to your own sufferings, allow me,
ut least in idea, (for what could I do, were I pres-

ent, more than this ?) to sit by you in silence, and

pity from my heart, not her who is at rest, but

you who lose her.

" May he who made and he who afflicts us, the

Master of our pleasures and of our pains, support

you !—Adieu.

"I have long understood how little you had to

It need scarcely he added that the amiable

woman whose extreme illness prompted Mr.

Gray's anxious inquiry, was she whom her hus-

band has immortalized (so long at least, as Eng-
lish poetry shall endure) in the exquisite inscrip-

tion on her monument in the Cathedral of Bristol,

" Take, holy earth, all that my soul held dear," &c.

Turnip Seed, Sfc.

Just received at the l\ew England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street, Boston, an extensive assortment of
Turnip Se*>ds, some of which are the growth ol the present

season— the finest sorts either for family use or stock. 1 he
most improved sorts for the former are the White Stone. White
Dutch, Yellow Stone, Yellow Malta. The Yellow Stone is

one of uncommon excellence and keeps well. Of the sorts for

field culture, the White Norfolk, White Globe, and Yellow At-
•deen or Bullock are preferable. The Yellow Aberdeen is

most approved among the farmers of England and Scotland, as

it.grows lo a large size, is very sweet and nutritious, and keep=
till June. Also, Yellow Ruta'Baga, or Russian Turnip, of the

best description. Tho above seeds were saved in Europe ex-

pressly fo*- us, and the utmost dependence may be placed upon
their genuine quality. A vrriety of Long and Turnip Radish-
es. suitable for growing the three ensuing months. Prickly ov

Fall Spinach, Long Prickly and Early Cluster Cucumber ; also

the genuine Girkin Cucumber, or West India pickling oiie o!'

'he finest pickles.

Likewise "200 lbs. fresh common while flat English Turnip
Seed, a part of it the growth of 1828 :—to dealers anil purchas-

ers by the quantity, it will be put at a low rate.

Oat Meal, Oat Flour, Grotts, 8,-c.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a
further supply of the above articles, viz. 30 barrels of fresh Oat
Meal, fine bolted Oat Flour, Hulled Oats or Vermont Rice.

Scotch Barley, &c. for sale in any quantities, wholesale or re-

tail. Also a few cannislere of fine Oat Flour, neatly packed

at SO els. per cannister.

Childhood.—There is in childhood a holy igno-

1 ranee—a beautiful credulity—a sort of sanctity,

j

that one cannot contemplate without something

of the reverential feelings with which one should

approach beings of celestial nature. The impress

I of the divine nature is, as it were, fresh on the in-

The Emperor of China has prohibited " the- fant spirit—fresh and unsullied by contact with _
filth used for smoking," from being' imported into this withering world. One trembles, lest an iin-

I

.
Seeds for the IVest Indies.

,kp fplpstinl pmnirp
° owe breath should dim the clearness of its bright Merchants, masters of vessels and others trading to the West

tne cetesnai empne. = 'Indies, can be furnished with boxes of Seeds, assorted, suitable_- mirror. And how perpetually must those who
fortna

'.

raa ,ket, at from g-l to §5 per box.-Each box contains

A worthy knight and citizen was asked, a few are in the habit of contemplating childhood—of [upwards of sixtv different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-

days ago, to explain the term statu quo, which he , studying the characters of little children, feel and
' "1

.f
,al

?
in qualities sufficient for a eumim.ii kitchen jgnfcit.-.

,.,.,/.,! •
, i,n \, f .t i_ r^r. i_ • i_ i

• Likewise the greatest variety ef seeds to be lound in INew Eng-
did in the following manner : " Why, statu quo— repeat to Jheir own hearts—" Of such is the king- .land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, and of the

statu quo belongs to the fine arts—you all know , lorn of heaven !"—Aye, which of us, of the wisest growth of 1 327.

what co is

—

co is latin for company, as we see it unong us, may not stoop to receive instruction

tie Child ?— end of'tlTe ,__
Whenever it is more than one, it is always ro. But Which of us, by comparison with its divine sitn- lime of subcribing, 'arc entitled to a deduction of fifty cents

..„_ __„......-- .- „..... ,
. r ....

published every Fridav, at £3 per annum, payable at the
marked, you know Barclay ct Co. Meux & to.—

j

mil rebuke from the character of a little child ?— end oflhe year_bul { \ loi ,: wno pay within sixty days from the
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FARMERS' WINTER EVENINGS.
No class of the community have more leisure

luring the evenings of winter, than practical farm-

ers ; and it may, perhaps] be a question worthy

their consideration, whether thosje living in the

same neighborhood, can enter into any arrange-

ment, to appropriate a portion of this leisure time,

to aiding each other, in the cultivation of their

social, intellectual and moral faculties, or in the

"kill and success of their important and dignified

employment.

The instruction and pleasure received by my-

self, a winter or two since, at weekly meetings

with a lew practical farmers, are fresh in my re-

collection ; and two volumes of notes taken from

statements of the observation and experience of

the various members of the association, still re-

main, as satisfactory proof, that social, intellectual

and moral improvement, was not the only advan-

tage derived from the meetings, but that much
practical instruction was received by all who at-

tended them.

If I understand the object of a few articles of

association, entitled " American Lyceum," pub-

lished in your last number, it is to furnish farmers

and others, with an opportunity to aid each other

by reading, communications, and discussions upon
subjects relating to their professions. Indeed it is

well known that those branches of the Lyceum,

already in operation, have had many practical and

interesting discussions and communications, both

upon agriculture and the mechanical arts, as well

as the other various relations of human society.

It is hoped that farmers in every town in New
England at least, will give the subject an early

and serious consideration ; and that many will be

induced to make arrangements, to devote a few

evenings of the approaching autumn and winter,

the benevolent and dignified object of aiding

each other in the improvement of their minds,

their hearts, and their farms.

On a future occasion I may ask a place in your

paper for a few practical questions upon agricul-

ture, as proper for discussion at social meetings.

FRANKLIN.

*

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

STACKING HAY.
Mr Fessenden—Perhaps it may prove benefi

cial to communicate to the public a mode of stack

ing which has been put in practice in this town.

A foundation being laid adjoining the side of a

barn, proceed to mow up the hay in a square or

oblong body, quite to the eaves on the barn, on

the inner side of the mow or stack ; and on the

outer side to such height as to give a proper de-

Scent. Drive into the plate three or more hooks

directly under the gutter. Lay on the outer side

of the stack a joist to support the rafters, which

should be of sufficient length to reach from the

hooks (with which they are connected by plate

hinges riveted on the under side) to the outer edge

of the stack ; the rafters to be covered with

boards, laid on clapboard fashion. This roof may

be raised and lowered for the purpose of putting

in and taking out hay, and will effectually secure
the top of the stack from wind and rain.

DORCHESTER.
FOR THE SEW ENGLAND l.llillll.

DESTROY THISTLES.
Mb. Fessenden, — I was pleased to observe in

your last, the subject of the Canada thistle again

brought to view. I allude to the piece signed "a
farmer," from the Massachusetts Spy. [page 13 of
the current volume.] I have no doubt of the effi-

cacy of salt, or strong brine, in destroying this

worst of all pestiferous weeds. I destroyed the

most of what few I found on my farm last year,

Mth some refuse beef brine, without the trouble

of cropping them down ; though 1 think it best to

crop them, even under ground. Indeed the crop-

ping or cutting down, should be attended to before

this time of the year, if nothing more; is done ; in

order to prevent their spreading. Its downy seeds

are now in this vicinity wafted about in the air by

every wind—they just begin to be let loose, and

will propagate far and wide. It is matter of as-

tonishment, that so little attention is paid to the

subject. Farmers were informed several years

ago, of the efficacy of the above method of des-

troying the thistle, or one quite similar, in vol. ii.

p. 411 of the New England Farmer, and yet they

still neglect to make use of it.* I understand some
proposals have been made in our State Legislator

". :.e subject ; perhaps that body ma y tliiuk it

subject worthy their attention. But much migi..

be done by individuals, if all would be awakened
to a sense of its importance.

Salt, that has been used for salting imported

hides, and for salting the bottoms of vessels may
sometimes be purchased for a trifle ; and farmers

may be assured that if applied, it will destroy

thistles, as well as any other tree or plant.

Lynn, Aug. 4, 1S2S. A FARMER.

* The following is an extract from the pas-

sage alluded to : "Cut off each thistle about half

an inch ijelow the surface of the ground, and then

put on it a gill of coarse salt. Fish brine may be

used instead of salt, and will answer the same pur-

pose. If in a bed of these thistles, a few should

escape the first year, the above operation should

be carefully performed on them the year follow-

ing. The summer season, when the thistles are

in full growth, is the proper time for doing this

business."

THE SEASON.
Extract of a letter to the Editor of the New England Farmer,

dated Florida, N. Y. July 29, 1828.

We have had a very favorable season, our crops

of nil kind are good. Barley (our staple produce)

is remarkably fine, and is now going rapidly into

our barns. Our meadows were never better, and

our fields of Indian corn are luxuriant—while our

gardens please the eye, and contribute an abun-

dant supply for the kitchen.

Preventive against moths.—Calamue, or sweet

flag root cut in thin slices and scattered among
woollens*of any kind, will effectually repel the as-

sault of this destruotivc insect.

AUGUST.
From the middle of August to the middle ofSep

tember is said to be the best time for sowing win-

ter rye. By sowing early you provide green food

for sheep late in the fall and early in the spring,

and by early sowing, and feeding in the fall the

roots of the grain take such firm and extensive

hold of the soil that they are less liable to be

thrown out of the ground by frost, or winter-killed.

When sowed so early three, pecks of seed will be

sufficient. Preserve your sheep from the gad-fly,

which causes worms in the bead, by keeping their

noses continually imirched with tar from the mid-

dle of August to the latter part of September. If

you mix a little fine salt with tar, and place it un-

der cover where your sheep can have access to it

no doubt they would keep their noses sufficiently

smutted with tar to prevent the troublesome assi-

duities of the buzzing belligerent, who so often

plants the seeds of death in the nostrils of one of

the most useful and inoffensive of the four-footed

friends of the farmer.

—

.Veto England Farmtr's

Almanac.

HORN SHAVINGS.
ijorn chips ana snavings can be procured in con-

siderable quantities wherever the manufacture of

combs is extensively carried on. They are admi-

rably prepared for the purposes of manure, either

lor laud under tillage or as a top dressing for

grass grounds, and when judiciously applied hi

either case, they have seldom if ever failed to

make a rich reaun. As a manure for potatos and
corn they are found valuable ; when applied to

'

either at the time of hilling, covering them with

the soil, the good effects are immediately percep-

tible. The apphcation of fifty bushels to the acre

at the time of seeding a field of rye, in the au-

tumn, would much improve the crop, and much
more improve the land, if to be laid down to grass

It has been thought, that laying ~ in a dry sandy
soil, under grass, in a dry season, was injurious :

it is probable, under such circumstances, the crop

was not benefitted, but if there was enough grass

to cover the shavings from the scorching sun, the

succeeding crop would be materially increased by

the apphcation. But a situation in which there

is no doubt of their efficacy, is, strong moist land

under grass, the improvement of the crop from

the first is very visible, and it continues for years.

It is a warm, stimulating, permanent manure, and

were it within reach of the generality of farmers,

more might be said to encourage them to use it.

Let any one who has the opportunity make the

trial of it, and he will hardly fad to discover its

value. The usual price is about ten cents per

bushel.

—

Notes to Davy's Agric. Chem.

TURNIPS.
In Kent's Hints, page 128, is the following on

turnips.—In crops they answer three great pur-

poses ; to clean the ground : support live stock, a vast

deal ; and prepare for other crops
;
particularly for

barley and clover, or grass-seeds. The turnip crop

is the Norfolkman's sheet anchor : and he spares

it no pains. The stubble of wheat, barley, or oats,

is preferred for bringing on turnips. They plough

very shallow ; so as to skim off the rough sur
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face only, sometime before Christmas. In the I
KITCHEN GARDEN-AUGUST.

following March it is well harrowed (their soil is a Several crops are to be sowed this month lor

sandy loam) and then is cross ploughed to its full \
whiter and the next spring and early summer

depth. In May, it is ploughed again, the same i crops ; as cabbages, cauliflowers, onions, carrots,

depth , and if dry weather and the soil stiff, imme- spinach, and some principal crops planted lor late

diately harrow after this ploughing. By the first
j

autumn and winter supplies. In this month, dig-

of June, it ought to be perfectly clean. Now, 10 I
ging vacant ground is required for sowing and

good cart loads ofmanure are laid on an acre, reg- i

planting several fall crops. All new planted arti-

ularly spread, and ploughed in quitefresh, half the i
cles must be watered, and diligent attention paid

depth of the other ploughing.— It thus is left till ;
to the destruction of the weeds belore they grow

about the 21s*. ofJune ; and then is well liarroived, large, or come to seed.

to blend the soil and earth together.— It is then

ploughed to its full depth, and harrowed, once only,

the way it is ploughed. The seed is then imme-

diately sown, on the fresh earth j* not even waiting

for the ploughing a second ridge. A quart of seed

an acre is sown. The seed is harrowed in twice,

the same way the ground was ploughed. The
harrow is short tined, and the lighter the better.

Asparagus, which will be now all run to seed,

must be kept clean from weeds, which is all the

culture they will require till October or Novem-

ber, then to have their winter dressing.

Sow cauliflower seed about the latter end of

the month, to stand the winter, in frames, hand-

in that season, but principally for spring supply ;

and some of the common onions also to stand for

early bulbing in summer. The common onion is

mildest to eat, but more liable to be cut off by the

frost than the Strasburg onion. This never bulbs

and is of a stronger hot taste than the other, but

so hardy as to stand the severest frost. The
White Portugal Onion is the finest sort for fall

sowing.

Potatos may now be dug up for use in larger

supplies than last month, but principally only as

wanted, for they will not yet keep good long, from
their not having attained their full growth.

Sow an autumn crop of Radishes, both of the

common short top and salmon kind. Likewise
turnip radish, both of the small white, and the red,

for autumn, and the principal crop of black Span-

lasses and warm borders, for the early and gen- 1 ish for whiter ; and hoe the last sown to six inches

I eral summer crop, next year ; and for which re-
j
distance.

The nicest part of the turnip husbandry now I
mark the above time, for if the seed is sown earli- Sow the prickly-seeded, or triangular-leaved spi-

remains to be observed : It is hoeing ; witfiout

which all the former labor is thrown away.

—

When the plants cover three inches in diameter,

er, they will button or run in winter ; and if later,
. nach, for the main winter crop, and for next sprinj

they will net attain due strength before that seas-
|

that sort being the hardiest to stand the whiter.

—

on. If the weather is dry, occasionally water ! Sow some in the beginning and some towards the

hoe them with a 10 inch hoe ; and set them at 15 them, and let them be shaded from the mid-day
i
latter end of the month, each in dry-lying rich

inches apart ; without regard to the apparent sun.
j

ground exposed to the winter sun.

health in the choice of those left. About 10 or at Earth up the former planted crops of celery, re-
j

Hoe the last sowed turnips eight inches distant

most 14 days after the first hoing, the ground is peating it every week according as the plants ad-
j

in the garden crop ; but large sorts, hi fields or ex-

hoed a second time, so as to stir the mould effectu- vance in growth. Do it moderately on both sides
;

tensive grounds, must be thinned ten or twelve

ally between the plants, and to check weeds.— '
the rows, but be careful not to clog up the hearts,

j

inches or more.

About 14 or 20 days after the 29th. September,! Cucumbers in frames, &c. may now be fully ex- Be particularly attentive to gather all seed that

the turnips are fit for consumption, and so to April, posed by removing the glasses. Picklers, or these i are ripe before they disseminate. Many sorts

unless frost injures them. Where the land is wet hi the open ground, will now be in full perfection.
,

will now be in perfection
;
you must therefore cut

the whole are drawn, and fed in cribs. On light
j

Gather those for pickling while young two or or pull up the stalks, bearing the seed, and lay

dry land, every other ridge is drawn. three times a week. While the vt eather contin-
j

them in the sun to dry, &c. as directed in July.

He adds, 20 acres of a good crop of turnips ues hot, daily water the plants.

In dry weather hoe various crops in rows, to i

kill weeds, loosening the earth about, and draw-
|

fatten 15 or 16 bullocks, and support 10 follower

or store cattle for 25 weeks ; or ofsheep, as 8 to 1

bullock. But the greatest advantage is in clean-

ing, meliorating and preparing the soil for other

crops.

To save turnips in the field, they sink some beds
in the ground where they grew, about two feet

deep, of a considerable width, and lay 5 or 6 lay

MODE OF PRESERVING POTATOES.
The following process for preserving potatoes

mg some of the stems of the plants, to encourage I

has been recommended by an English writer,

their growth
Sow cos, cabbage, and Silesia and browi: Dutch

lettuces, in the beginning and middle of the

month ; and towards the latter end for succession-

al crops the same autumn, and for winter supply,

ers of turnips in them, one upon another, with a
]

and to stand t.^e winter for early spring and sum
little fresh earth between two layers, and cover the

top over with straw, to keep out the frost. Or
pile them up in small stacks, with the greens out-

ward, and a little clean straw between every two
layers

; and lastly cover or skreen them with wat-
tles fined with straw.f

* In Maryland, turnip seed is usually sown a full monlh la'er

than this.

t At Wye, with intention to try a new mode, my turnips were
sown in broad-cast, thick. A plough having a narrow fin with-

out its mould board, was run through the young plants, careful-
ly, for leaving them on a narrow slip ol earth. Handhoes fol-

lowed, working across the rows, and cutting near a foot width
of the plants quite up; the hoers stopping occasionally to thiti

the clusters of turnips left by tho hoes. A double mould board
plough afterwards run through die intervals, heaves up the earth
on each side and leaves the plants on clean ridges. Advanta-
geous as this proved, I could not procure it to be repealed more
than once more, a few years afterwards. Overseers are as fix-

ed to old habits as the negroes under them ; and I was much a-
broad <«i other business. I have indeed always found the ne-
groes belter disposed to execute my designs, than the overseers,
who invariably are attentive and ingenious in taking short culs
for slurring over aU work, to soon get rid of it and gc a frolick-
ing. I usually sowed near the end of July though I fell disposed
to break through the practice ; and sow a lUlle later, for saving
them before they were old in growth when they incline to be
open, and spongy, and therefore do not keep so well as younger
turnips, close and in full vigor. In that country turnips are tut
tntle hoed and that slovenly

; and to thin the plants the coun:ry

mer use. Pl-nt and'thin lettuces of former sow-
ings a foot distant.

Onions being now full bulbed, and come to their

mature growth, should be pulled up in dry weath-
er, and spread in the full sun to dry and harden,

for a week or a fortnight, frequently turning them
to ripen and harden equally for keeping. Then
clear them from the gross part of the stalks and
leaves, bottom fibres, any loose outer skins, earth

&c. and then house them on a dry day.

Sow winter onions both of the common bulbing

and Strasburg kind, for the main crops to stand

the winter to draw young and green, some for use

people think would be destroying what they had done. They
count the turnips by Ihe number of plants, rather than by the

quantity of the roots.

Turnips in rows, having 12 or 14 inch intervals. Beery oth-

er row taken up and saved, would leave intervals 24 to 28 inches

wide. Cover the remaining turnips with long dung : then in

November, before the frost sets in, dip deep a double m.iuld

board plough, and heave the earth on the turnips, to stand the

winter. Make the experiment. Such a plough is highly valu
able on many occasions. It especially saves 2 or 3 bouts in

clearing out, when ploughing maize. Of potatos every other

row taken up would leave 3 feet intervals between the rows of
remaining potatos. The haulm cut off and laid on these pota-

tos, may then be covered by the earth heaped on them by a
stout double mould board plough ; for keeping this hall of the

crop through tho winter. It may be first tried in a few rows.

which he states " will preserve all the nutritious

parts of this valuable root for years."
" Let the potatoes be particularly well washed,

then put into the cider mill and ground to a per-
fect pulp ; put this pulp under a powerful press,

(in hair cloths, as in cider making), and press it as
dry as possible : then take it from the press, and
put it upon tiie hop kiln, and carefully and well
dry it ; and then let it be packed in casks, or kept

in any other manner, so that it be always preseflfr-

ed in a completely dry state."

KELP, OR CRUDE SODA.
[Concluded from last week.]

France was in the habit of depending princi-
pally upon foreign countries, for the supply of
crude sodas, until the period of the revolution. la
consequence of the wars lighted up by that event,
she found herself cut off from the rest of Europe,
and compelled either to abandon some of her most
important manufactures, or to find within herself
the means of supplying the raw materials. She
was entirely destitute of many articles of daily,

and indispensable use. Surrounded by enemies,
she had not even the means of obtaining nitre lor

preparing gun powder for her armies. This state

of things, and the great political excitement that
existed at the time, resulted in prodigious and suc-
cessful efforts, to supply herself from sources
which had not before been thought of. The value
of the physical sciences under these circumstances
was perceived, nor is there perhaps a period hi

their history more honorable than this. No long-

er confining herself to the closet and laboratory,

philosophy went forth, and relieved with her
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treasures, the distresses of the state. In the en-

thusiasm of the moment, the usual motives of hu-

man action seemed suspended ; especially among

men of science, every thing like private interest

seemed lost sight of, in a desire to promote the

public good. Important discoveries in the arts,

which, if practised in secret, must have yielded

immense emolument, were freely promulgated for

the good of the republic. In this honourable com-

petition of the sciences, chemistry stood pre-emi-

nent. The most eminent chemists in France,

were formed into committees, by the committee

of public safety; the results of their investigations

will be found in the early volumes of the .'Innales

de Chimie, forming the most valuable series of pa-

pers on chemistry, applied to the arts, that can

perhaps be found in the history of the sciences.

Among the most important of these papers is

the report of Messrs. Lelievre, Pelletier, d'Arcet,

and Girard, on the best means of extracting soda

from sea salt. This led to the extensive manu-

factory of artificial soda in France, which is at

present not only principally employed in their own
manufactories, but has become a considerable ar-

ticle of export. The process recommended by

the committee, and which, with some modifica-

tions, is still practised, was invented by Messrs.

Leblanc and Dize. The process is briefly this :

—

it consists in decomposing the muriate, of soda, by

sulphuric acid. The sulphate of soda, thus formed,

is intimately united, in certain proportions, with

charcoal and chalk pulverized. By the applica-

tion of a suitable temperature, in a reverberatory

furnace, a somewhat complicated series of chem-

ical changes takes place. It has been supposed

that sulphate of soda is decomposed, a part of the

sulphur of the sulphuric acid, being consumed in

the form of sulphurretted hydrogen, forms slight

explosions, and exhibits the appearance of fire

works, while the unconsumed sulphur remains in

combination with a portion of soda and lime,

forming hydro-sulphurets, sulphates, and sulphites.

In the meanwhile, the carbonic acid of the lime,

and that formed by the combustion of the char-

coal, unite with the soda, and form the carbonate

of soda. This part of the process requires con-

siderable tact in its management, as the value of

.the article depends upon the completeness of the

decomposition of the sulphate of soda, and the

quantity of carbonate of soda that is formed.

The process lasts about seven hours, and the re-

siduum, thus obtained, resembles in its appear-

ance, fine barilla.

A considerable quantity of the artificial barilla,

has been imported into the United States. In con-

sequence, however, of the badness of the article in

some instances, but especially from the quantity

of sulphur that even the best contain, it is entirely

fallen into disrepute. So little is it esteemed in

this market, tnlt the soap makers, who jure the

principal consumers, as several of them have de-

clared to me, would not accept the article as a

present, though they are sensible that it contains

a large proportion of alkali. They find the ley,

obtained by the lixiviation of the artificial barilla,

contains so much sulphur, that when boiled and

mixed with the other materials for making 6oap,

the quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen disengaged,

is so great, as to render the works almost unten-

antable, while the soap becomes of a dirty blue

colour, and is rendered unsaleable.

Knowing that this substance is generally em-

ployed in the soap manufactories of Marseilles, and

that these inconveniences are not complained of
there, I was induced to inquire into the cause of
this, in order to ascertain whether the evil com-
plained of, by our manufacturers, might not be
remedied. My -attention was naturally first di-

rected to the difference of the two manufactories
;

the following are the principal points of differ-

ence. In France, soap is generally made from
sod a and olive oil ; it is coloured, and that most
sought after is called bleu pale. In this country,
we generally use the animal oils, and in all but
the very fine soaps, our manufacturers are in the
hahit of using a considerable proportion of rosin

;

the most saleable of this kind of soap is of a
bright yellow colour. In France, the soap is mar-
bled, by adding to it, while in a mass, a solution
of green vitriol, sulphate of iron. Now it appears
from the statement of M. Laurens, who is prac-
tically acquainted with the subject, that in order
to impart to the soap the precise tint, so much
sought after, the bleu pale, the presence of the sul-

phuretted hydrogen, or rather of the alkaline hy-
drosulphuret, (for both of the alkalies are found to
answer the purpose,) is indispensable. In this

process, the sulphuretted hydrogen, when united
with the iron and oil, imparts a greeuish blue
colour, which does not combine with the soap, but
is dispersed through it, during ebullition, in small
masses, so as to produce the marbled appearance.
M. Laurens remarks, that the more scientific man-
ufacturers at Marseilles, are in the habit of adding
sulphuretted hydrogen, after treating the soap
with the green vitriol, should it not be found to

possess the proper colour. This seems to afford

a ready and natural solution of the fact, that arti-

ficial barilla is used with advantage in the soap
manufactories of France, while in this country it

is bo objectionable. I have had recourse to a
number of experiments with different substances,

for the purpose of devising a cheap method of get-

ting rid of the sulphur, combined with artificial

soda, so inconvenient to our soap makers, but
without arriving at any very satisfactory results.

Some advantage may be obtained if the ley be in-

troduced into open vats, into which the clippings

of tin plate, or iron have been thrown, and left

standing exposed to the air for several days, and
occasionally agitated.

Economy of materials is the basis of successful

manufacturing, and, as the intrinsic value of the

crude sodas depends entirely upon the quantity of

pure alkali they contain, the manufacturer should

be able to form a correct judgment in this res-

pect. For this, however, our dealers and manu-
facturers have a very inadequate standard—they

depend almost exclusively on the senses, and the

history of the article. The appearance, taste, and
weight are their chief guides ; after a long expe-
rience, and having paid dearly for that experience,

no doubt they can form some general idea of the

value of the article ; but after all, their judgment,
thus formed, must be loose. They generally break
a piece of the barilla, and apply the tongue to the

fracture ; if the soda be in a caustic state, even
though in small quantity, it will excite a much
stronger sensation of taste than when it exists in

larger quantity, in the form of a carbonate. Nor
is the history of the article more to be relied on,

as there are several different qualities brought
from the same market. Indeed, I have known
some instances in which the most experienced

soap manufacturers, and even large manufactur-

ing chemists, have been most cgregiously deceiv-

ed, by judging of the article in this loose v
lately assayed a sample of artificial bari

was sold at eighty dollars per ton, the pn.

the best in which there was scarcely an appre-

iable quantity of soda, while a sample of Alicant

barilla, yielded fifty eight per cent, of pure soda.

(HP In the article on Kelp, in our las', the reader is desired
o inaki- the following correction : In the article Fuci nodosal,
or air blubbm. should he air bladders. After Fuci Ujrcuj, end-
ng in these words, " this yields well in excellent kelp." Next
hollld follow,

Fuci filum. This is the long round kinrl, sometimes called

caigut. It consists of a simple frond from twenty to thirty feet

long, without branches. It affords considerable quantities of

kelp.

FIRE BLIGHT.
This disorder is extending itself in this vicinity,

to such a degree as to threaten the destruction of

all our pear trees, unless some mode shall be dis-

covered to arrest its progress. We are satisfied

that the true cause of the disease has not yet been

liscovered. Dr Fiske, Dr Greene, and others, of

our best horticulturists, have made the most mi-

nute examination, and have been unable to dis-

cover any trace of the work of an insect. Instan-

ces have come under our own observation, where

the disorder commenced in spots upon the bark,

which became discolored and dead, while it was
apparently sound and healthy both above and be-

low. In one instance, these spots were found to

extend dewn the body of the tree to the root,

while most of the branches remained green and

apparently healthy. Cutting off* the dying branch-

es has sometimes appeared to check the disorder,

but at other times no such effect has been visible,

so that it still remains a matter of doubt whether

it is of any use. Still, as it cannot be injurious,

and as the appearance of the tree is improved by

the removal, it is safest and best to continue the

practice. Quince trees are also extensively af-

fected by the same disorder. We hope the at-

tention of our scientific men may be turned to the

subject till the cause shall be determined beyond

a doubt.— Worcester Spy.

ARKANSAS.
This territory has been the scenes of meetings,

where the hostility of individuals has been urged
to the destruction of fife and private quarrels have

been quenched in blood. A late fight between
Wharton Rector and Robert Chittenden, Secreta-

ry of the government, terminated in the death of

the latter, who last fall, had killed Henry W. Con-

way, delegate in Congress. A recontre occurred

betwen Andrew Scott, late Judge of the Superior

Court, who in 1824, killed Major Selden, one of

his associates, and Gen. Hogau, a member of the

General Assembly, when the latter was stabbed

and died on the spot. The state of society where

blood is shed so freely, must be deplorable. .Eg-is.

CROPS.
The crops of grain in this region have general-

ly been gathered in good order.

The quantity of hay cut and cured this season

has perhaps never been exceeded in any former

year.

The growth of Indian corn has also been very

vigorous, and no doubt will yield an abundant

crop.

—

Hunterdon (JV. J.) Gazette.

FLORIDA.
In Florida alone there are more than 7,000,000

of acres suitable for the cultivation of coffee, and

8,000,000 for the growth of the sugar cane.
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From Deane's New England Farmer.

HEMP.
This plant is tap-rooted, and therefore does best

in a deep and free soil. It is luxuriant, and quick

in its growth, and therefore requires a rich, and

well prepared soil. The soils which have been

found to suit it best, are a rich gravelly loam, or

a rich black mould, which is dry and deep. It is

an error to think that it needs a wet soil, for it

bears drought almost equally with any plant that

we cultivate.

Mr. Elliot found by experiment, that it answer-

ed very well on a drained swamp. He tells of a

man in the Jerseys, who raised as much hemp,

yearly, on half an acre of such land, as brought

him fifty pounds, York money. It is not uncom-

mon for one acre to yield half a ton, which will

sell lor twenty pounds in cash, at the lowest. I

am told by one who is much acquainted with it,

that it is more easily broken and swingled than

flax ; and that, oftentimes, the brake will do all

that is necessary in cleaning it.

To prepare laud for a crop of hemp, the land

should be ploughed to a good depth in the fall of

the year preceding. If it be green-sward land, it

should be ploughed as early as August or Septem.

that the sward may be perfectly rotten. And if it

were ploughed in ridges it would be the better,

and lit for sowing the earlier. And by cross

ploughing and harrowing in the spring, it should

be made extremely fine and mellow. A little

dung should be applied, if the land be not in the

best heart ; and the fall is the best time to apply

it. But if composts are used, they should be laid

on just before sowing.

The time of sowing the seed is as early in the

spring as the soil can be got into good order, as it

is a plant that is not easily injured by frost ; but

the middle of May will not be too late.

The seed for sowing should be of the last year's

growth, as older seed is not wont to come up at

all. I once sowed seed which was brought from

England. It looked as well as any I ever saw

—

but not one in ten thousand ever sprouted. The
quantity of seed for an acre, in the broad-cast

way, is three bushels ; but half that quantity, iu

the drill method, will be enough. If the laud be

poor, a smaller quantity of seed will serve. The
ground should be watched after sowing, that birds

ao not take away the seeds.

The drill method is on some accounts prefera-

ble to the other. For though in the first crop it

will fall short, it exhausts the land less; and there-

fore, in a long run, it may be more profitable. But
in this way it produces more seed, and this meth-
od is certainly advantageous on account of the

more convenient pulling of the hemp. If sown
on narrow ridges, or beds, and the trenches sho-

veled out after sowing and harrowing, I suspect

the broad-cast way would have the preference.

—

But of this I have had no experience.

As the correspondent parts of generation are

o,n different plants, they are of two distinct sexes,

male and female, and require different treatment.

I will venture to assert, (contrary to M. Mercan-
dier) that the male is the plant which bears the

flowers, and the female that which bears the fruit,

or seed.

That which bears the flowers, will be fit for

pulling about the end of July. Its ripeness is

known by its growing yellow at the top, and white

at the root, by the falling of the flowers, and the

withering of the leaves. If care be taken in pul-

ling, not to hurt those plants which are left, they

will thrive the better after it, as they will have

more room, and as the earth will be stirred about

their roots. And the drill method is favorable to

this work, as the pullers need not tread among the

thickest of the hemp. Sowing beds has the same

advantage.

After pulling, it must be put into the water with-

out delay, to steep. Ponds and still waters are

best. It will not take more than four or five days

to water it enough. But it must be watched, lest

it should be overdone. After watering, it must be

spread and dried in the sun.

The fruitful kind does not ripen till about five

or six weeks later. Its ripeness is known by the

seed's turning brown. Alter it is well dried, and

the seed taken off' by a kind of coarse comb— it

must be watered. It will lake almost three times

as much watering as the first kind. The one kind

is more fit to be manufactured into thread and

cloth, the other more fit for- rigging of ships, and

ropes. But the latest kind may be made pliable

and fine, if labor enough be bestowed upon it

—

Instead of steeping, spreading hemp in the dew
will answer, as 1 have found by experience ; and

this method is practised in England.

The dressing of hemp may be performed in the

the same manner as that of flax, if it be not un-

commonly large and long. A person who is well

acquainted with the culture and manufacture of

hemp, assured me, that when his neighbor raised I

it on a drained swamp, he had it twelve feet long;!

and that he might manage it easily in dressing, he '

cut it in the middle. It was then as long as ordi-

nary hemp, and as strong for every purpose.

If some of the stalks of hemp should be too

large and stubborn for the brake, they may be

put by themselves to be peeled by hand. The
doing of it may be an amusement for children and
invalids.

But to facilitate the dressing of hemp, mills

should be erected for doing it. Or the machinery
may be an appendage to some other mill. Two
brakes should be moved together, a coarser and a
finer, placed head to head, that the handfuls may
be easily shifted from one to the other. It is light

work for two boys to tend them. But the break-

ing of large hemp by hand, is severe labor for the

strongest men.
If no convenient stream be at hand, a mill may

be constructed to be worked by a horse.

It was formerly the custom to beat hemp abun-
dantly with mallets, or with pestles in large mor-
tars, or in fulling mills, to make it soft and fit for

spinning. But Mr. Mercandier has shewn how it

may be more easily done, by steeping it in warm
water, or in lie, and washing it.

The great profit on a crop of hemp, and its be-

ing an article that will readily command cash,

should recommend the culture of it to all our
farmers. Besides the hemp itself, of the value of
twenty pounds per acre, after it is dressed, the
seed of an acre must be allowed to be of consider-
able value. Persons need not fear their crops
will lie upon their hands, when they consider the
vast sums oc money which are yearly sent to other
countries for this article, almost enough to deprive
the country of a medium, and how naturally the

demand for it will increase as it becomes more
plenty. There is no reason to doubt of success in

raising hemp, if the soil be suitable, and well pre-
pared—fordt is liable to no distemper—cattle will

not destroy it, unless it be with their feet, and it

is an antidote to all sorts of devouring insects. Nei-

ther is the plant difficult as to climate. Though
flie hottest climates do not suit it, temperate and
cool ones do—and it haB been found, by the small

trials that have been made, to thrive well in the
various parts of New England. The most north-

ern parts are very suitable for the growing of
hemp. The southern are equally so.

A new method of rotting hemp was communi-
cated by M. Bralle, and published in a foreign

Journal, and is in substance as follows : To twen-
ty-five gallons of water boiling hot, add twelve

ounces of green soap—and when the soap is dis-

solved, twenty-two pounds of hemp are to be
immersed, so as to be entirely covered with the

liquor, the vessel closed, the fire put out, and the

hemp left to macerate for two hours. Several
steepings may be made in succession, care being
taken to add soap, each time, to replace what has
been absorbed, and to heat the water to the form-

er temperature. The same water may be em-
ployed for fifteen days continually.

When the bundles of hemp are taken out, they

are covered with straw, that they may cool grad-

ually, without losing their humidity. Next day
they are to be spread on a floor, the hands shift-

ed, and a heavy roller passed over them— after

which the hemp separates easily from the reed by
beating. The hemp thus separated, is spread on
the grass, and turned, and after five days removed
to the ware house. In steeping the hemp, the

bundles should be kept in a vertical position, as

the operation is found to succeed better so than
when they are horizontal.

The advantages of this method are, First, The
superior speed of the process to that in common
use ; Second, Its being practicable at all seasons

;

Third, Its not being injurious to health, or produc-
ing any bad smell ; Fourth, A saving of expense,
when a proper apparatus is used ; Fifth, A super-

ior quality of the hemp so prepared, and less waste,

so that nearby a fourth more hemp is obtained

from the same raw materials ; Sixth, The extend-
ing the culture of hemp to all situations, which
can now be carried on only in the vicinity of run-
ning water.

A very good apparatus, for the process, is form-
ed by a boiler, with covers for steeping vessels.

A process similar to the above described, would
probably, save the trouble and expense of water-
rotting flax. Lie made of wood .isbes, would per-

haps, answer the purpose of water impregnated
with soap.

The Farmer's Assistant states that in the bog
meadows in Orange county, N. Y. the hemp is cut
close to the ground with an instrument made for

the purpose. That when dried it is gathered in

bundles, bound with straw and stacked in the field

till about Christmas. It is then spread, on the

snow, and when the snow dissolves in March, it is

generally found sufficiently rotted.

For further directions relative to the culture of
hemp, see a letter from Hon. Justin Ely, published
in the Mass. Agri. Repository, Vol. iii. p. 105.

A considerable advance has taken place in the

price of the Liverpool and Manchester rail-way

shares in the last week ; they have been sold at a

premium of £40 10a. a share, and none can now
be had at that pace.

The article of white chocolate, is among the

novelties offered for sale in Paris..
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THE SEASON.
Our agricultural information from Nova Scotia,

.in exceedingly gratifying. The weather has been,

as iu some districts in this Province, unusually

moist ;—the rivers have been high ; but the vege-

tation has been luxuriant. The wheat crop is, at

present, exceedingly promising ; but the abun-

dance of the harvest, depends altogether on the

future state of the weather. If the season be dry

the labours of the husbandman will be amply re-

paid ; but if it coutinue wet, the promising crop

will be ruined by rust, and the farmers' swelling

hopes blasted.—The Wellington Dyke, in Com-
wallis, contains no fewer than five or six hundred

ucfes of wheat in one body, and presents to the

eye of the traveller, when viewed in connection

with the surrounding country, a scene of grandeur

>
ind variety, not surpassed by any in the Colonies.

Indian corn also promises well.—The hay has

also been unusually early and abundant.—One
gentleman, at Keutville, several weeks ago, plant-

ed a field with potatos, alter having reaped from

it an excellent crop of hay.—At Wilmot and

Aylesford, where, from the peculiarly sandy na-

ture of the soil, all sorts of crops are generally

late, the prospect is unusually cheering.

Fruit trees, however, of almost every descrip-

tion, have suffered severely from the early cold

rains in the Spring, and, such of them as have es-

caped the inclemency of that season, have been

attacked by the insect foe, which, by piercing the

tender stone of the plum and peach, has destroy-

ed its organization, and the subsequent develope-

tnent of fruit.—The extent of its ravages, we arc

sorry to state, has been particularly evident, in

the highly cultivated and beautiful garden of the

Hon. Charles Prescott, cf Cornwallis, where the

Apricot and Nectarine have heretofore been

brought to maturity in an open exposure, but, this

season, almost entirely ruined by insects.

On the whole, however, we have every reason

to believe, that horticultural improvement is fol-

lowing, in Nova Scotia, rapidly, the late advances

iu Agricultural pursuits.— On viewing the present

state of the Province in these respects, and con-

trasting it with its condition fifty years ago, the

imagination of every inhabitant, whether native or

emigrant, must be delighted in anticipating what!

may yet be expected,froni an industrious cultivation -

of the soil. By manly resolution the early settlers

,

have been able to surmount the difficulties and i

privations, necessarily connected with their first

location, and which, are known only to those who
have encountered them. Under the operation of!

their axes and ploughshares, the wilderness has

:

literally been made to " blossom as the rose."

Let the praiseworthy example of our sister
!

Province be imitated by us,—the toil of a few
years woulafce richly rewarded,—to our inhabit-

ants we would say, " Go and do likewise."

—

St.

John (W. B.) Courier.

small grain is not so good ; rye is light, and the I PRESERVATION OK GRAPES
damp atmosphere has filled it, iu many place-, In a cask or barrel, having its crevices well

with ergot; barley and oats will bean average [closed, to prevent access otthe external air, place

crop. The Middlesex hop growers mean this year a layer of bran, whieh has been well dried in an
to make up in quantity fur any deficiency in qual- ! oven ;

upon this place a layer of bunches, ofgmpea,
ity ; the arid knolls of Lancaster, Littleton aud

|

well cleaned, and gathered in the afternoon of a
Harvard, present armies ofhop poles, well cover- J dry day, before they are perfectly ripe ; proceed

cd with the vine ; the brewers may expect an a- jthen with alternate layer- of bran and gnfMB till

bundant supply. On the whole, the face of na- the barrel is full, taking cere that tin grepw do
ture wears a most cheering aspect, and calls for

j

not touch each other, and to let the last layer be

the united praises of every intelligent being to a-
]

of bran ;
then clow the barrel so that the air may

dore the goodness of that overruling Providence,
:

not be able to penetrate. Grapes thus packed
which so abundantly crowns the labors of the hus- j will keep for. a twelvemonth. To restore their

bandman with success, and munificently supplies
j

freshness, cut the end of each bunch, and put

the wants of all .Yewburyport Herald.
j

that of white grapes into white wine, and that of

j
black grapes into red wine, as flowere are put in-

GROWTH AND MANUFACTURE OF SILK, to water to keep them fresh.

The Editor of the Western Review is enthusi- —
astic in his predictions of the rapid increase of this Observations. \: is customary in France to pack

article of our home manufacture. He says,
|

grapes, for the Loi.don markets, in sa-.c-dust. If

"The impulse is excited. Enquiry is "afloat—
'

the precaution ol drying the saw-dust by a gentle

Instead ofGrosde Naples and Florence silks, and beat, befltee use, be had recourse to, this expe-

Cauton aud Nankin Crapes, we should be glad to
dlent lna >' »n«ver very well; but if this is not

live to see our ladies clad in Cincinnati lustrings, in
<lone

>
aI,d " the woo(l lias becu cut 1

'

rosl <- ™e »
pontine, and other odours of the v. cud, cannot fail

to injure the fruit. Oak saw-dust will answer
best.

Kentucky levantines, and Mississippi, Indiana and
Louisiana Persian silks. Our fair might then, with

something more of palliation, contemplate them-
selves in the mirror, or in the transparent foun-

1

COCKROAfHES
tains, in the splendor of a vesture wrought and col-

; A rc3peclMi, professional gentiemaa informed
ored by their own industry Brilliance, beauty, us ve8tarfay tllat llc |laa retemlv llis,.olered that
and industry, would enable them to bind then- vie- thc irils of turnentine ia urj e^ctlm , , cmedv a.

tuns b>' a three-fold cord, not to be broken."
j gainst the depredationa of Cockroaches.

TOBACCO.
Gardeners in this vicinity use the ponder or

Just of tobacco to save the young and tender

ommended to put a little of it upon the shelves or
sides of your book cases, bureaus, armoir or other
furniture, in which they take shelter, which may

pfantsVrom be"ing"in|u*red by insTcts. "whiTe'the I

readil ?' be done with a feather, and these trouble"-

some ui9ac(g will soon quit, not only the luruiture

but the room. The remedy is simple and easily
dew is on the ground the tobacco is thrown over
the beds where the plants arc just coming up : by i ,

this means their earden products are often saved !

obt!Uned b
-
v ev°7 l

)Maon who »*• * h * »°«

from total destruction. Many plants are so com-
1™!*"" * t0 *» smell-soon evaporates, and

pletelv eaten off on their first breaking through the
d
°,
e * ?? "f

r
-
v" * lu™ a,re °* «=lo*i«& Tbis » *

surface, that the sower is often deceived, suppos- T
ahwb

,

le ,1:scover
.
v

>
!i i; »«»**, » <* *?**> ^ «£

ing the seed ..ever vegetated. With farmers no
, [
cctual a

l
01»\ 1"-"»>a i!t assured us u cud in Lis

crop is subject to greater injury than th;>i of tur-

nips. We see not why this tobacco dust will not
have the same effect to save them : perhaps thc
price may be an objection ; it now commands one
dollar per bushel, but former!) could be obtained
of the tobacconists for twelve and a half cents.

.V. Y. Farmer.

GREEN CROPS AS A MANURE.

muse.

—

Louisiana M.

Method of cleaning Silks, jrooUcr.s, and C^ttors,

without damage io tb.iir texture and colour.

Grate raw potatoes to a fine pulp in clean wa-
ter, and pass the liquid matter, through a coarse
sieve, into another vessel of water ; let the mix-
ture stand still til! thc fine white particles of the

potatoes are precipitated ; then pour t';e mucuag-
The expediency and profit of any particular j

Inous liquor from the fecula, and preserve the li-

method to improve and enrich a soil depend on °,uor for use. The article to be cleaned should

circumstances. We should suppose this season
]

tnen be ' ;1 'd upon a linen cloth on a table, and
to be a very favorable one for ploughing in green having provided a clean sponge, dip it into the po-

CROPS IN WORCESTER AND MIDDLE-
SEX.

During an excursion, a few days since, thro' the

heart of the Commonwealth, to the neighbour-
hood of the Wachusett, we could not help re-

marking the healthy and vigorous appearance of
the products of the earth. It is allowed on all

hands that hay was never more abundant, but
badly cured—Indian com looks remarkably fine

and luxuriant, and nothing is wanting but the hot
stm of August to bring forth aa uncommon, crop

;

crops. Old and worn out lands, that usually pro-
duce but little grass, are now richly covered. Ler
this be ploughed in, and it will abundantly reward
thc farmer another season, v. hen it will be more
wanted lb.

tato liquor and apply it to the article to be clean-

ed, till the dirt is perfectly separated ; then wash
it in clean water several limes. Two middle
sized potatoes will be sufiicient for a pint of water.

Observations. The coarse pulp, which does noi
Meikeglin.—Take a hundred pounds of honey pass through the sieve, is of great use in clcan-

for a barrel of pure water, or in that proportion, ing worsted curtains, tapestry, carpels, and other
and boil them an hour. When the liquor is cool,

j

coarse goods. The mucilaginous liquor will clean
barrel it

;
adding some ginger, cloves, and mace ; all sorts of silk, cotton, or woollen goods, without

though it will answer tolerably wellwithout these, hurting or spoiling the colour; it may be also

Some yeast must be put in the cask to ferment it. used in cleaning oil paintings, or furniture that is

Let it have a little vent while fermenting ; but I
soiled. Dirtied painted wainscots may be cleaned

close the vent as soon as most of the fermenta-
I
by wetting a sponge in the liquor ; then dipping

tion is over. It will in>prove by being bottled,
j
it in a little fine clean sand, and afterwards rub-

after five or six months. ' bine the wainscot with. it.
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From Ihe American Farmer.

PLUMS.
I have thought that some remarks, additional to

those which I made in your paper of last week,

on this fine fruit, might have the effect of induc-

ing those gentlemen practically acquainted with

the subject, to give the public the details of their

successful practice. My information is, for the

most part, theoretical, though founded, in some

degree, on observation. If, therefore, not entirely-

useless, it is much inferior to what they can com-

municate.

The mode pursued by your correspondent (H.B.)

of burying the fruit that is punctured and falls can-

not be so efficacious as paving ; for, in many in-

stances, the inhumation, so far from being fatal,

would only assist the insect's natural propensity

to hide itself in the ground.

The plum tree is said to flourish in almost any

soil where other fruit trees will grow. I have

hardly ever seen a young and uninjured tree of

that sort, whether in town or in the country, that

was not healthy looking and vigorous, although

•its fruit might never come to perfection. There

is nothing in our climate or soil, therefore, to pre-

vent its thriving ; and all that remains for us, is

to devise some means of protecting its fruit.

If I were making a collection of apricot, plum,

and nectarine trees, whether in the country or in

town, I should plant them near the house, for

greater security ; and if possible, in the yard, that

I might have a brick pavement under and around

them. I should also place them much nearer to-

gether than trees stand in such an orchard ;
that

is, ten or twelve feet, or even iu some cases, six

or eight feet ; and, although I should endeavor to

prevent them from growing very large, I would

permit them to form tall sterns. In such an ar-

rangement, there would be several advantages.

You might have a greater number and variety of

trees in a smaller space—there would not be re-

quired so much paving—they would be more eas-

ily superintended, and would shelter each other

from the excessive heat of the sun. And the fruit

would not be so exposed to bciug pilfered.

Another method which I have begun to carry

into effect, is to cultivate these sorts of fruit on

trellises ; or, as they are usually called, espaliers,

standing in the open field or garden, where they

can be watched, and facing to the south. It is

not of much importance however, how they front,

for the open trellis-work admits the air and light

to penetrate and pass in every direction, and the

sun shines upon it from all its aspects. In this

particular, the simple espalier is preferable to the

•wali, which in our climate, is generally too hot

and close. These espaliers may be arranged in

rows of any length, one behind the other, twenty

or twenty-five feet apart ; and the interval may
be devoted to the raising of various vegetables.

If any of your correspondents should desire it, I

will hereafter give you the details of construction

accompanied by a drawing. The espalier need

not be confined to the fruits specified above ; but

will no doubt answer very well, in some places,

for the peach, the pear, and even the fig. For
the vine they are commonly used, and are the best

way of cultivating grapes for the table.

The principal advantages of this mode are these:

that it occupies less room—that you may pave

along under the trees at less expense—that, as

•they are never suffered to grow higher than

five or six feet, or seven or eight at the utmost,

every part of them can be easily reached, to pluck

off the fruit, to cut away dead and broken branch-

es, to remove and destroy any insects that may fix

upon them, and that they may be' covered in the

late frosts and cold nights of the spring. Trees

of the kind of which we are now speaking, do not

require protection in the winter ; and hardly any

fruit that does, is worth cultivating on a large

scale. There is much danger to be apprehended

even to the hardiest plants, from late frosts in the

spring, when they are in blossom, or their fruit is

tender, or their buds are just expanding ; and a

person who has not witnessed it, would be sur-

prised to see how slight a protection will effectual-

ly secure them. A mat, thrown loosely over the

top of the trellis, and hanging to the ground ; or

even leafed branches set up against the tree, will

generally suffice. If you have water at a proper

elevation, it is also very easy to irrigate trees or

vines planted in this way.
For the culture and training of fruit trees on

trellises, ample directions are given by Forsyth

and M'Mahon, each of whose treatises every man
should possess who wishes to have good fruit.

In selecting a site for an espalier orchard, a sit-

uation would be the best, (I think) in which the

trees should be exposed to the sun only until about

three o'clock in the afternoon ; for I am persuad-

ed that many of the disasters that occur to our

trees, are occasioned by the intensity of our sum-
mer suns. This protection might be afforded by

planting the trellis within the afternoon shade of

a wood or a line of buidlings ; and, in some de-

gree also, by giving it a proper front.

If these observations should be useful to any
person who is anxious to be informed, I shall be

much gratified. An Amateur.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, AUGUST 8, 1828.

AL31ANACK FOR 1829.

The public are informed that the New England
Farmers' Almanack for the year of our Lord 1829,

By Thomas Green Fessenden, Editor of the

New England Farmer, is in press, and will speedi-

ly be published. The favourable reception and
extensive circulation of this Calendar for the cur-

rent year have induced the Author and Proprie-

tor to commence the requisite preparation for an

enlarged and unproved impression, calculated for

the year 1829. Communications of useful and in-

teresting articles for this popular and widely cir-

culating Diary, are respectfully solicited and will

be gratefully acknowledged. They may be sent

by private conveyance, or post paid, directed to

the Editor of the New England Farmer, or Bowles
& Dearborn, Washington street, Boston.

POULTRY.
The following easy and eeonomieal method of

rearing poultry has been communicated to the

London Society for the Encouragement of Arts,

etc. by Mrs D'Oyley, of Sion-hill, near Northaller-

ton, who received the Society's silver medal for

the same. Where poultry are reared expressly

for the market, this method is certainly deserving

of attention.

Mrs D'Oyley keeps a large stock of poultry,

which are regularly fed every morning upon
steamed potatos, chopped small.'and at noon upon

barley. In the poultry-yard is a small building,

like a pigeon-house, in which the hens lay, with a
frame with nets to slide in before each hole : the

building is kept dry, light, and well ventilated
;

and once a week the floor is strewed with fresh

ashes. When she wishes to procure chickens, she

sets many hens together, confining each to her

respective nest, by drawing the sliding net before

the hole ; and they are daily let out for air, exer-

cise, and food.

As soon as the chickens are hatched they arc

taken away, and the hens have a second lot of

eggs allowed them to sit again, by which means
they produce as numerous a brood as before.

—

Mrs D. puts the chickens in long wicker cages,

placed against a hot wall at the back of the kitch-

en fire, and within them has arlifieial mothers, un-

der which the chickens run. These mothers are

made of boards, about ten inches wide and fifteen

inches long, supported by two legs in the front,

four inches in height, and by a board at the back
two inches high. The roof and back are fined

with lamb-skins, dressed with the wool upon
them, and the roof is thickly perforated with

holes ; they have no bottom, but have a flannel

curtain in front and at the ends for the chickens

to run under ; which they apparently do by in-

stinct. The cage is kept dry and clean, either

with sand or with moss, and is of a proper size

for fifty or sixty newly hatched chickens.

When a week old, they are carried together

with their artificial mother to a grass-plat, in fine

weather ; and the mother is kept warm by plac-

ing a long narrow tin vessel at the back, fiHed

with hot water, which will retain its heat for

three or four hours at a time ; and, towards eve-

ning, they are removed back again to the hot wall.

When three weeks old, they are put into a small

room appropriated to that purpose, which is fitted

up with frames similar to the artificial mother,

placed round the floor, and with perches conven-

iently arranged for them to roost upon.

When Mrs D'Oyley first attempted to rear poul-

try in this way she lost several, owing to the roof

of the mother not being sufficiently ventilated
;

and expeiienced many losses from improper food,

until she thought of getting coarse barley-meal,

and steaming it until it became soft ; with which,

and with minced potatos, they are fed alternately,

and are frequently excited to eat by pellets of

dough that are thrown to them.

Upon this food the young chickens are stated to

grow surprisingly, and soon become fit for the ta-

ble or market ; and Mrs D. conceives that her

method might be pursued near populous towns

with immense profit. A young person, it is stat-

ed, of twelve or fourteen years old, might bring

up some thousands in a season ; for hens may be

set four times in the year, and b^gpade to rear

two broods at each setting. The proper heat of

the wall is SO degrees of Fahrenheit's thermome-

ter ; and the troughs for the food are placed with-

out side the cages, from which to the artificial

mother, a small quantity should be littered, in or-

der to point to the trough.

Agricultural Memoranda.—In Saxony, the shep-

herds have no fixed wages, but are allowed a pro-

fit on the produce of the flocks. From the adop-

tion of this arrangement, the sheep owners derive

great advantage, as the shepherds have no induce-

ment to deceive them ; but on the contrary are

interested in tailing eare of the flock. How far
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This practice is feasible in our country, it would

be rash to assert ; it is, however, worthy of inves-

tigation and perhaps of trial.

The juice of carrots, added to cream, in winter,

will give the butter made therefrom, the flavor

and appearance of that made in summer. [Feed-

ing the cows with carrots is better].

A table spoonful of unslacked lime, given to

horses, regularly with their water or food, for three

or four days, (night and morning) will completely

expel the bots.

Water, in which potatos have been boiled, will

protect cabbages, turnips, and vines, from the ra-

vages of ilies and bugs.

It is a safe maxim, that grain should never be

saowji but when the ground is laid down to grass,

ouglied from it.

[marked by Sir John Sinclair, that neither

or rye straw should be given to mules, as

it tfilngrees with them, and will render them un-

fit for labor.

To insure a good supply of manure for the en-

suing year, profit of every favorable opportunity

to draw bog and swamp earth into the barn yard.

Plums, Peaches, &/c. how kept fresh through the
j

Barefoot 'ant Serab.

year.—Beat well up together equal quantities of These two valuable animals, which have been sent to ibis

V i
• . .1 w..„ ,

rounlry by Admiral Sir l»aar Collin, will, for the present utz-
honeyand spring water ;

pour the mixture into
„,„,«Wn Brighion^-Ttaey are you*, and ban tao^ugfc-

nn earthep^^ssel ;
put in the fruits all freshly ly celebrated in England. The pedigree ol ).

gathered, and cover then, quite close. U hen any
"ul '***' m* toUow

'

,,, tI

of the fruit flWPren out, wash it in cold water, and Barefoot, by Trump, dam Rosamond ly Beozanl, oM of

it is fit fnr immediate use Roscbcrry, sister to liuley and Tartar, by Phenomenon, oul of
it is nt tor immediate use.

JIis9 Wcgl by Mi,lcham_ Kpgu |u_(Vi)i
-'_

(
.

||i|(J(.rs_^sld~
lu 1822. when at Pootefract, sweepstake* tt30 gs. each, (at

The fumes of brimstone are useful in removing two years olds— I! subs. Uarrfooi beating Harpoomr.

spots or stains in linen, &c. : thus, if b red rose n
ln

'
sfh' Y,

ork ^ru, " s
I

s
' ' ",

mbt-T
,
r

, . ' . ' Barefoot healing (our oilier, — A .IV.:!. Iran sweepstakes ol 30
beheld in the fumes of a brimstone match, the guineas Met lea feet, 10 subscribers. Barelcoi bW
olour will soon begin to change, and, at length,

the flower will become white. By the same pro-

cess, fruit stains or iron moulds may be removed
from linen or cotton cloths, if the spots be pre-

vious!}' moistened with water.

Negotiations have been once more commenced
between His Majesty's Ministers and the Govern-
ment of the United States, for reopening the com-
merce between the British West India Islands and
the ports of the Union. Montreal C'ourant.

INOCULATION OF FRUIT TREES.
The best season for inoculating or budding fruit

trees extends from the middle of July to the end

of August, and includes all those days when the

bark can be separated from the tree without inju-

ry to the buds. The praises often bestowed on

this operation as a means of changing the kinds

and introducing new varieties of fruits into the

orchard, are often too general to be correct.

—

Crafting has been found much preferable on the

pear, apple, and all stocks which will bear the ap-

plication of the saw and knife. The scion once

set, and any man can insert a graft with success,

it grows rapidly and vigorously ; requires no other

care than pruning the shoots which might drink

too deeply of the juices perhaps ouce during the

season,—and having passed the first year rises

into a fair and healthy top, firm enough to resist

the pelting of the storm and the tossing of winds.

The bud demands constant care, to loosen the

bandages, to thin and lop away the branches

above its insertion, and after much pains bestow-

ed is liable to numerous accidents,—a careless

finger may touch it too rudely—an insect may
gnaw away its head,—a blast of wind may sepa-

rate its connection, and if it escape all these per-

ils, it will be less firm than the graft. For the

peach, plum and other trees from which gum ex-

udes on being wounded, and for bushes and plants

too slender to admit of the insertion of grafts, bud-

ding may be applied with advantage, and indeed

is the only method which can be used to obtain

the desired varieties of fruits. The Rose, well

deservinsgta rank assigned to it in poetry, as the

empress aljflowers, having in it i almost countless

varieties a whole republic of queens, may easily

be changed by this process, so that the same bush
may be covered with blossoms of all possible tints

and every form of beauty, and a single garden pot

exhibit all the colors of the rainbow, and all the

combination of leaves which wide shrubberies can

exhibit. The wild briars which spring spontane-

ously by the way sides form hardy and vigorous

stocks for the insertion of the more delicate of the

cultivated species of roses, and the experiments

for ornamenting their stems with chaplets of fair

blossoms may furnish the reader with amusement
if H lead to no more useful result Nat. JEsis.

The editor of the Milledgeville Recorder states,

" that the district of country round Milledgeville,

including a territory of forty miles square, is in- 1

ycriJb beating four others

i i . i • .i i i
"

. .i r •,. 1 In 1S25. at the New Mi
debted to the hanks to the amount of two millions

of dollars."

In 1823, the Doncasli r -.'real 8t Ledgers, of 25 gs. each, 80
subscribers. Barefoot bearing II others.

In 1823, at New Market. Barefoot won a handirup plaie val-
ue £50, beating Treasilian aud five others.

In 1824, at Ascot Heath, Barefoot M alked over fir the Sv.in-
las stakes, of 25 .sovereigns each 3 subs.

lu 1825, at Lancaster, tic goal cup, value 10 gs. added lo c
sweepstakes.! 10 sovereigns, 17 subs, el all ages,

beawig Lottery and two others.

ln 1826, at Manchester, Handicap slakes of Z>) sovereign
each, 10 ft. with 20 sovereigns added—6snbsrrthQra— B retool

beating two others. At Lancaster, the gold cup, va!

added to a sweepstake! ol 10 sovereigns each. '.* so; — i:

foot beating two others.

Skrah. (a beautiful bay Horse.) FoaLBD i". 1821.
Got by Phantom unt of Jesse, by Toaeridge—her dam Crac-

ker by Highflyer, out of Nutcracker, by MatCSUDy
In 1824, woo ihc New Market stakes, 50 gs. cat It 21 subs.—

Farmer Wanted.
An intelligent, capable man is wanted to lake charge of n Furin
a few miles from the city. He must be able lo produce un-
doubted references, as lo his knowledge of the business, habits
of industry, &c. With one having the requisite qualifications
an arrangemaut might be made lor taking the farm on shares.

FOR SALE,
An excellent Mare with her Colt, by the celebrated Horse Bell-
founder. Also, a Bull, two years old, by Demon—perfectly j>£
kind aud good tempered. Likewise, one fujl blood IMeriub I jjKEF mess

Market Crane meeting, ihe stakes, ICO
sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serab beating two outers. The tame year,
Spring meeting, Serab won Haudicup sweet stakes, ICOanr'n*
(i subs, beating three oihers.

In 1826, Serab won Kings Male, 100 fs. beating 30 others.

In 1827, Slocion, Serah wen .he gill j.13

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODI CE.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first soil,

Pearl, first sort,

Ram, one Ewe, and one Lamb. Apply at the oflice of the N.
E. Farm 31

Cargo, No. 1 . new,
Cargo, No. 2, new.

BUTTK It, inspected No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk,
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howai

Genesee, -

Rye, best. - - - -

GRAIN. Corn,
Rye, - - - -

Barley, -

Oats,' -

HOGS LARD, first sort, uev.

,

brj-rci. 1

ion.
|

9^50' 97 50
(100 CO

Miuskel. 1 CCj 1 50
banc!. 10 5<i 11 00

I
" 8 50 8 "j

"

-

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS, to nit:
District Cleric's Office.

Be it remembered, That on the eighteenth day of July, A. D.
1828, in the fifty-third year of the Independence of the United
Stales of America, J. ft, Russell, of the said district, has depos-
ited in this office the tide of a book, the right whereof he claims
as proprietor, in the words following, to wit :

"The New American Gardener; containing practical Direc-
tions on 'he Culture of Fruits and Vugetables ; including Land-
scape and Ornamemal Gardening, Grape Vines. Sill, Straw- .,,

berries, <fcc. &c. By Thomas G. Fessen Jen, Editor of the New t{\\V
°r Till' X; r.i „i , i n • i- i j-- .

PLAISTER PARIS retailsGod Almighty fiisl planted a Garden | and indeed it is the
; pork

purest of human plasures : it is liie greatest refreshment to the
j

spirits of man; without which buildings and palaces are but
|

gross handy-works.—Bacon's Essays."
In confoi inky lo the act of Congress of the United Slates, en-

tided, '"An Act for the encouragement of learning, by securing
the copies of maps, charts, and hook, to the authors and proprie-
tors of such copies during the times thereiii mentioned;" and
also to on act, entitled, "An Act supplementary io an act, enti-
tled, An Act for the encouragemcul of learning" by securing the
copies of maps, charts, and books, to the authors and proprietors
ol such copies during the times therein mentioned ; and extend-
ing the beneiils thereof lo the arts of designing, engraving, and
etch ng historical and other prints. JNO. Mr. DAVIS.

Cleric of the District ofMassachusetts.
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Seedsfor Fall Sowing.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a fresh sup-

ply of various Grass Seeds—also a great variety of vegetable >

seeds for fall sowing, viz. While Portugal Onion, Strasburg do.

!

Silver skin do. L'rickly Spinach and Dutch Cole for early greens '

—various kinds of letlnce, carrot, cucumber, cabbages, occ.
blank Spanish or winter radish, &lc. all warranted fresh—

. PROVISION MARKET.
Farm Wanted.

j
BEEF, Best pieces, -

Wanted to purchase, or hire, on a long lease, from 150 to 300
' *>oi{Iv

''^J.
best pieces

, clear,

Navy, mess, new.
Cargo. No. 1. new, -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Ryo Grass,
Tali Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top -

While Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)
French Sugar Beet, -

Mange! Wurtzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed.
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino. half& quarter washed
Native, washed. -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort.

Pulled. Lamb's, second son,
Pulled, for spinning, first sea t

pound,
cask.

ton.

j
barrel.

40
9

1 501 00
!

io ill 1.3 50

res of the best land, located within thirty miles of Boston-
Which a fr::r pn?e will be given. \._. tuVss " F U ' Rosen,
hrough the post-afllee. 6t Au°-. 1

Wanted.
A young man is wanted, to attend to the sales of a Milk Esta-
blishment, who can produce the most undoubted recommenda-
tions—none other need apply. Liberal wages will be given.
Apply at the New England 'Farmer Seed Store. No. 52 North
Market-street*

,vl.ole hog
VEAL, - - - - -

MUTTON. -

POULTRY
BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, besi,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS, new -

CIDER, faccordhrj; tu rnialityj

: -
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MISCELLANIES.

THE SWEET BRIER.—«r Brainerd.

Our sweet autumnal western -scented winil

Robs of its odors none so sweet a flower,

In all the.blooming waste it left behind,

As that the sweet brier yields it ; a.id ihe shower

Wets not a rose ihnl buds in beauty's bower

One half so lovely—yet it grows along

The poor girl's path-way—by the poor man's door.

Such are the simple folk* it dwells among;

And humble as the bud. so humttle bo the song.

I love it, for it takes its untouched stand

Not in the vase that sculptors decorate

—

Its sweetness all is ol my native land.

And e'en its fragrant leaf has not its mate

Among the perfumes which the rich and great

Buy from the odors of the spicy East.

You love your flowers and plants—and will you hate

The little four leav'd rose that 1 love best,

That freshest will awake, and sweetest gn to rest ?

RATTLESNAKES.
The present season has discovered an unusual

number of these venomous reptiles ; several per-

sons have been bitten, and some lives lost. The
opinion of naturalists and others as to the manner

SEXUALITY OF PLANTS.
This remarkable structure of plants exemplifies

the same indispensable process in the vegetable

as in the animal kingdom. One of the most sin-

gular plants which exhibits this structure in a

LINES
From Ihe Saco Palladium.

Give me a snng littleJarm, with sufficient learning to understand

my bible—a little wife that can milk the cole, and rock the cra-

dle—that can sleep at night, and work all day—that can die.

course music on the cheerful spinning wheel, and hang your

Greek and Latin. The present times are too unnatural and
luxurious.

Our ancestors liv'd on bread and broib,

And woo'd their healthy wives in home-spun cloth
;

Our mothers nnrtur'd to the nodding reel,

Gave all their daughters lessons on Iho wheel.

Though spinning did not much reduce the waist,

It made the food much sweeter to Ihe taste ;

They plied with honest zeal the mop and broom,

And drove the shuttle lino' the noisy loom.

They never once complain'd as we do now,

We have no girl to eonk, or milk the cow.

Each mother taught her red cheek'd son and daughter

To hake, and brew, and draw a pail oi water.

No damsel shunivd the wash-tub, broom, or pail,

To keep unsullied a long grown finger nail.

They sought no gaudy dress, no wasp-like form,

But ate to live, and work'd to keep them warm.

No idie youth, no tight-lae'd mincing fair,

Jjecame a living corpse for want of air.

No fidgets, faintings, fits, or frightful blues

—

No painful corns from wearing Chinese shoes.

in which this snake inflicts the "round, or rather very striking manner, is the Valisneria spiralis, a

when inflicted, ejects the poison into it, does not species which is common to Europe as well as to

appear to be settled. Some suppose that the pois-
j

th' s country. It is an aquatic, growing on the

on is thrown into the wound from a bag seated at ;

margin of rivers, and bearing its fertile or female

the root of its tongue, and located there bV nature :

flowers on a very long spiral foot-stalk, so that

for its reception. Others believe that the poison
! whatever depth the tide may cause in the waters,

is contained in the upper jaw, and when the bite : il always floats ; the male flower, on the contrary,

is inflicted it is injected through a small orifice in. is attached to the stem, and is submersed until it

the tooth into the wound. j

'

s ready to blow, when it detaches itself from tho

The latter hypothesis we believe is most cor- stem under water, rises to the top, and carries its

rect. The upper jaw of the rattlesnake is provid- Pollpn t0 the female plant,

ed on each side with one, two and three fangs, Thc 8ame remarkable mode of fructiticatii

similar in size and appearance to the claw of a ists in a Plant peculiar to this country,

cat's foot. They are situated in the jaw, with also an aquatic, very small, and much rei

their noints inward. When the snake prepares to a species of moss. The whole plant is inn

bite, he coils himselfup with his head drawn back, >n fresh water streams. The female flower is at-

he maintains his ground with resolute firmness, tached t0 a sPlra ' stem so slender as scarcely to

but with his rattle, warns you of his presence exceed the finest hair m diameter; the male is

The lower jaw performs no part in the operation borne on the stem under water
>
and ""grates at

of biting— it is done entirely by the spring of the its maturity to the surface, sheds its pollen, which

March of intellect.—A gentleman on visiting the

school of Mr. Wood, in Edinburgh, had a book put

into his hand for the purpose of examining a class.

The word "inheritance" occuring in the verse, the

querist interrogated the youngster as follows :

Ques.—What is inheritance ?

.tins.—Patrimony.

Qiies.—What is patrimony ?

^ns.—Something left by a father.

Qties.—What would you call it if left by a mo-
ther ?

Ans.—Matrimony.

animal

A few days since a gentleman of this town

caught a rattlesnake, and with a forked stick fas-

tened him to the ground, while with a knife he

extracted the fangs, after which the snake bit a

person with his masticators, without injury result-

ing from it. We examined two of the fangs of

this snake, and the cylinder in them was distinctly

visible to the naked eye, and in order to be more

certain we inserted a horse hair with case through

it, their cavity passing through thc tooth from its

root, and coming out close by tho point. It has

been repeatedly said, and correctly too, that there

is no part, however minute, of thc animal creation,

which nature has not adapted to some useful pur-

pose. What then are those cavities in the fangs

used for, which are so entirely different from the

ordinary operations of nature ? They are clearly

intended for the transmission of thc poison to the

wound inflicted.

—

Miner's Journal.

The Dutchman's shower.— Our steady rain has
been interrupted by two or three days of good
weather, and pleasantly cool. Wo have found a

good description of the previous mouth, in the

Dutchman's weather journal, "had n tlimder show-
er for tree weeks, and then it set in for a settled

rain."

Messrs. F. & J. Andrews of Lancaster, propose

to publish an Edition of Mrs. Rowlandson's Narra-
tive of her captivity and sufferings among the In-

dians, by whom that town was destroyed in 1676.

floats around the female plant until the office of

fructification is performed, when it withers and
dies. It is the Udora canadensis of Nuttall, and
may be found in the months of July and August
in most of the tributary streams of our rivers JV.

Y. Farmer.

RASPBERRY WINE.
Take equal quantities of fruit and water, bruise

and let them stand two days, then strain it, and
to every gallon put four pounds of coarse sugar,

when dissolved, put the liquor in a barrel, and
when fine, which will be generally in three
months, bottle it, and in each bottle put a large

spoonful of brandy.

—

lb.

COFFEE.
It was owing in some measure to a distinguish-

ed French botanist, that we are so abundantly fur-

nished with the coffee berry. Two plants were,
under his care, taken to the West Indies, from tho

botanic gardens at Paris, but on the voyage the
Gigantic hemp.—There is now growing on the supply of water became nearly exhausted ; this

property of Stephen Girard, in Passyunk township, person was so anxious to preserve the plants that
Philadelphia county, a stalk of hemp, (amongst he deprived himself of his allowance in order to
others) nine feet four inches high, and has not yet

|

water the coffee-plants. From these two, all the
attained its ultimate height. The stalk isfour in-

j

coffee grown in the West Indies has sprung.—
ches and a half in circumference, just above the sur- Formerly, coffee could only be got at a great ex-
face of the ground.

| penge from Mocha in Arabia.

Cure for the fever and ague Take a gill of very

strong coffee, mixed with an equal quantity of lime

juice—the dose to be taken just before the fit of

ague is expected. Dr. Ponqueville's " Travels in

the Morea," contains thc following : I have often

seen intermitting fevers subdued entirely by a mix-
ture of coffee and lemon juice, which is the gene-
ral remedy for them, all over the country. Thc
proportions are three quarters of art ounce of cof-

fee, ground very fine—two ounces of lemon juice,

and three of water. The mixture to be drank
warm, and fasting.

—

Charleston Mer.

Lowell—Above 125,000 yards of cotton cloth,

and about 3000 yards of cassimere, are manufac-
tured weekly, in Lowell.

It is stated, that Mrs Hemans, so long distin-

guished as the first poetess of the age, is about to

make Edinburgh her place of residence.

%

Turnip Seed, fyc.

Just received at tho Mew England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street, Boston, an extensive assortment of

j
Turnip Scarfs, some of which are the growth of the present
season— the finest sorts either for family use or stock. The

; most improved sorts for the former are ihe White Stone, White
Dutch, Yellow Stone, Yellow Malta. TW^fellow Stone is

: one of uncommon excellence and keeps weU^Of the sorts for
'

field culture, the White Norfolk, White Globe, and Yellow Ab-
erdeen or Bullock are preferable. The Yellow Aberdeen is

most approved among the farmers of England and Scotland, as
it grows to a large size, is very sweet and nutritious, and keeps
till June. Also, Yellow Rota Baga, or Russian Turuip, of the?

best description. The above seeds were saved in Europe ex-
pressly fo*- us, and the utmost dependence may be placet! upon
their genuine quality. A variety of Long and Turnip Radish-
es:, suitable for growing the three ensuing months. Prickly or
Fall Spinach, Long Prickly and Early Cluster Cucumber 5 also

the genuine Girkin Cucumber, or \Vest India pickling one of
he finest pickles.

Likewise 200 lbs. fresh common white flat English Turnip
Seed, a part of it the growth of 1828 :—to dealers and purchas-

er? by the quantity, it will be put at a low rate.

Published every Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at thc

end of the year-ibut those who nay within sixty days from Ihe

time of subcribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cenrs.
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TARRING FRUIT TREES.
Mr. Fessenden,—Our town has for several

years been infested with the Canker Worm ;
the

orchards, in some sections, having been complete-

ly ruined by them. Every expedient has been

resorted to for the preservation of the trees, but

none have been successful except tarring ;
and

this, when properly applied and attended to, has

proved entirely efficacious.— I have about 250

apple-trees, from twenty to thirty years old, and

the kat season I made use of between one and

hvo barrels of tar, and a man would, after be-

coming a little more, used to the business, apply a

sufficient quantity to every tree in less than two

hours, including the time taken in heating the tar,

which should be rather more than blood warm.

This, to be sure, is attended with some expense,

but after all it is trifling, when compared with

the toss of your fruit ; or even the desolate ap-

praiice of your orchards, and the annoyance of

creeping millions, when the trees will no lon-

r afford them sustenance, covering your fences

and buildings, and, like the flies of Egypt, " cor-

rupting the whole land."

The method adopted by me is as follows:—

I

took the common sheathing paper and cut it into

strips about four or six inches in width ; these

strips I dipped into tar which had boiled long

enough to be pretty stiff when cold, and as soon

as they could be conveniently handled, placed

them round the trees, by tacking them with pump
nails where necessary, and at a proper distance

from the ground for the easy application of the fu-

ture dressing?. After having prepared the trees

as above, you may rest perfectly easy until there

is a frost sufficient to chill the surface of the

ground. I know not what particular agency the

frost has in the business, but such I believe is the

fact, that none of the insects move from their fra-

gile habitations, until they are awakened to a

sense of their situation by a slight touch of the icy

finger of Winter. But after a frost, as above

mentioned, a single night must not be suffered to

pass, until your trees have been secured by a

dressing of tar on the paper, and where the pa-

per does not adhere from the unevenness of the

tree, grass may be put in to fill up the space, and

a little tar upon it will stop any from going through

it. The tarring must be continued every after-

noont (the later the better, as the insects do not

move much till about sunset,) until sometime in

the following .May, unless the ground should In

entirely closed with frost, or covered with snow
Particular care should be taken in this respect

for the insects will continue to go up all winter

whenever the top of^^e ground is sufficient!;

thawed to admit of it^Bothing need be team
from the miller, or othw^winged insect, this bein:

the male— the females having no wings to assi;-

' them in their ascent, the tar will be sure to arresi

them, if properly and daily applied.

The trees do not suffer by the above process,

the tar being confined to the paper, which may b

taken off the 1st of June, leaving the bark per

fectly bright and free from stain.

In this way orchards have been preserved from

the Canker Worm in the midst of their ravages,! tan- n'N.Y.ainl covert) an extent, (buddings, dtc.

affording here and there a green spot for the eye included,) of about :.' acres. Much taste and regu-

to rest upon, when all aroiu^kwore the appear- -, larity m discoverable in the arrangement, and the

ance of worse than wintryjjBy^tion ; in other
j

intelligent proprietor has spared neither pains or

in ian. . . i.m [, ,,,: I,;,, I r en reclaimed, after hav-
(

e vpense in collecting from every quarter of the

ing been for several years strnflm of their foliage globe every tree, fruit, and plant, which might

and laid entirely waste; but in the latter case, subserve fof the use of man, or for ornament. At

much more time and care is required than if taken
}

the time I was there, his collection of ne-

on their first appearance. W. j in bloom ; these cover the extent of an acre, and

Lynn, Aug. 5, 1828.

EMPLOYMEMNT OF TIME.
Mn. Fessenden,—Your repeated favors induce

repeated demands upon your goodness. I should

like to add to your hints, inserted in your last upon

the improvement of the winter evenings of farm-

ers. If farmers benefit themselves by weekly,

social meetings, they may confer a still greater

benefit upon their sons and their daughters. If a

subject upon agriculture or domestic economy, say

the raising, use, and preservation of fruit— the

management of a garden, or some particular veg-

etable, of a dairy, of poultry, or of fuel, should be

prepared at one meeting for consideration at the

next, it would naturally, and almost neeesBsarily,

become the topic of conversation at the table an.

fireside ; both before and after the regular discus-

sion. Conversation upon a particular and impor-

tant subject would create a desire for reading, and

this desire would lead to the possession of books,

and periodical and weekly journals, which treated

noon it. The natural consequence wcul . be, that very intf-S'g " r proprietor in the most modern style

onversation and social intercourse, the channels :!»u with griat taste ; for in the branch of orna-

of almost all the information and habits, both mental and picturesque gardening, Mr. Parroeo

good and bad, which exist in the world would be tier, it is believed, greatly excels. On an emi-

purified and elevated. Topics of conversation Kence, in a corner of the garden, he has con-

would be immediately changed. Substantial im-
j
-.tructed a small, cheap edifice denominated i.

provements upon farms, domestic economy and
j

< Rustic," from the top of which you have a com
convenience, the principles of science which ought

to direct, in the construction and uses of farming!

utensils, the laws of heat, upon which the econo

consist of more than 600 different kinds.

Opposite to Mr. Prince's is the establishment of

Mr. Mills. This consists of 8 acres, closely fill-

ed, and contains an extensive collection of fruit

trees and ornamental productions.

In the immediate vicinity of these nnrsi

the establishment of Messrs. Bloodgood & Co. of

deservedly high reputation. Here, too, may be

seen a very extensive collection of fine fruit and

ornamental trees, shrubs, &c.

At Brooklyn we called at the celebrated Horti-

cultural Garden of Mr. Andre Parmentiej*

This is a recent establishment begun in 1825. fl

cont as 20 acre? anil is surrounded by a wall of

in >nry, after the manner which we are told is

pitctised on the old continent ; a partonly of this

is, as yet, brought into a state of cultivation ; it al-

ready contains, however, a valuable collection of

fruit and ornamental trees, green-house plants,

&c. and especially of grape vines which he has

increased by extensive importations. This gar-

den, so fa; as completed, has been laid out by the

Handing view of the surrounding country.

my and success of the management of fuel de-

pend ; and consequently natural philosophy, che-

mistry, general science upon matter, intellects and

morals, would, in conversation, take the place of

a fashionable dress, or novels, the shape of a

leghorn, the color, form or position of a bow most

fashionable upon headdresses, and what is still

lower, of petty scandal. And consequently good

would be done and evil prevented.

FRANKLIN.

NURSERIES AND GARDENS ON LONG
ISLAND.

If Mr. Fessenden thinks the following memo-
randa, made on a late tour to the city of New
York, worth the space they will occupy in a cor-

ner of the New England Farmer, he will oblige a

subscriber by inserting them. I conceive it a just

tribute to the Long Island nurserymen ; though

we shall soon show them sometliiflg of the kind

woth seeing in the vicinity of Boston.

Yours, &c. VIATOR.
JVettiiw, Aug. 12, 1828.

At Flushing we visited the Linnasan Botanic

Garden, the establishment of William Prince,

Esq. This is probably the most extensive collec-

tion of exotic and indigenous productions in the

VINES.
Extract of a letter to the Editor of the New England Fee rae ,

dated Hridgeporl, Con. August 5, 1823.

I had it in contemplation to give you a state-

ment of some vines, of different varieties, whieL

were planted in the fall of 1826, but have thought

better to omit a more full account until I have.

given thetii a fair trial. To give you some idea,

however, of their vigorous growth, 1 will mention

the length to which some of the shoots of the

present season have attained : I measured them

on Saturday, 3d of August, and found the longest

branch of the early white grape to be 15 feel,

shortest 10 feet—6 branches in all. average 1£

feet each, making the whole length of all to be

T2 feet.

White Cliassolas, i branches, average length of each 10 Ice:

Musk do. 5
"lack Hamburg, 5
Tokay, 3
Munier, 5
ChasselasofEon-^g

tainbleau, $

Golden Chasselas, 4
Black Sweetwater, i
Isabella, 15 blanches, two largest 17 feet each, shortest 9 feet.

average length of each 13 feet,—making whole leugib of aH

195 feel.

The abovementioned vines are all iu fruit, con-

taining from two to fourteen_ bunches each, and

the Isabella, fiftv bunches. It will be observer

do.

do.

do.
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that this is the second season of growth since I re-

ceived them ; the fruit all looks well, and I think

promises good success.

I have seen it recommended to graft some fine

varieties of the grape on our native stock of vigo-

rous growth, but have never seen an account of

its ever having been tried.

I inserted a couple of grafts of the Isabella

grape the last spring, which succeeded very well
;

the longest having already attained the length of

9 feet, and the shortest, 5 ; they now grow to the

length of a foot, or little more, a week. J. B.

Our correspondent will accept our thanks for

his statement ; as the culture of grapes as a fruit

for the table is now exciting much attention in

New England, articles on this subject are perused

with much pleasure. The Messrs Winshifs, of

Brighton, had on the first year's growth of wood,

of an Isabella vine, one hundred and twenty

bunches. This j'ear on the first and second years'

growth there are three hundred and sixty-four

bunches ; two horizontal and one upright branch,

each extending twelve feet from the trunk.

Ton THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

THE MASSACHUSETTS PROFESSORSHIP
OF NATURAL HISTORY, AND THE

BOTANICAL GARDEN AT
CAMBRIDGE.

The Visiters of this Professorship, and public

garden, feel it to be their duty to lay before the

public, its actual situation, and its imperious wants.
While its critical circumstances impose this obli-

gation on the persons intrusted with its care, and
management, they are sensible, that it is their duty
to lay before the public, the history of their ad-

ministration of its funds, in order that those who
have contributed to it, and those who may be so-

licited to afford their aid to prevent its decline,

and possibly ruin, may be enabled to judge how
far the trust committed to the Board of Visiters has
been faithfully executed. The subscription was
commenced in 1S01, and completed in the spring

of 1804. There was a general and we may say
an universal feeling in this stc.ie, that the natural

riistory of the United States had been much to our
disgrace, entirely neglected. There were, at the

time when this subscription was opened, but two
persons in New England, who could give a scien-

tific description of any tree, shrub or plant, in this

portion of our country. The other branches of
natural history, Zoology, Entomology and Min-
eralogy, were in a state still more miserable. Yet
at that moment, the remotest parts of Germany
and Sweden were familiar with our plants, and
when our early botanists began their studies, they
Were obliged to resort to the works of those dis-

tant authors written in a foreign or a dead lan-

guage, in order to know with any accuracy the

plants which sprung up under their feet. It was
Oot, however, a sense of national inferiority alone

which stimulated the exertions of the founders of
the Botanic Garden at Cambridge. A personal

experience of the"embarrassments, which attend-

ed both usefnr and ornamental horticulture in the

very limited state of knowledge which then exist-

ed, had its share in producing the exertion. Our
bruits and ornamental plants were known by such
an endless variety of names, that no man could
feel the least security, when he ordered a tree or

a plant, that he should not receive one, which he
fiad before possessed in great abundance.

These motives led to the attempt to found a
botanical garden. That it was so successful in

the then existing circumstances of the town of
Boston, and of the state is as surprising as it is

honorable to the contributors. Boston did not at

that time contain a population exceeding 35,000
souls. Yet a subscription was readily made of

35,000 dollars* The subscribers, instead of seek-

ing an act of incoMtoration, or of granting the

funds raised, directly to the College, chose to vest

the visitorial power, and the entire management
of the funds in the Trustees of the Massachusetts
Society for Promoting Agriculture, with whom
they associated the President of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the President

of the Massachusetts Medical Society for the time

being. The motives, which led to this arrange-

ment will be readily perceived. The duties of
the Corporation of Harvard College were very

great, and principally devoted to the care and dis-

cipline of the University. They might be, and in

all probability would be, men, not conversant with

Horticulture. The great object of the establish-

ment, being the promotion of knowledge in native

and foreign plants, useful in agriculture, horticul-

ture and medicine, as well as the encouragement
of the sciences of botany and entomology, it was
natural and highly expedient, that the care of the

Institution should be committed to persons among
whose duties were the promotion of agriculture,

horticulture, and the knowledge of the materia

medica.

The funds raised bj' subscription were about

35,000 dollars. To this sum was added a grant

of a township of eastern lands, which from various

untoward circumstances has not been available to

the Institution in any degree. The Board of Vis-

itors will now proceed to state the manner in

which they have disposed of these funds. There
was no competent knowledge, existing in this

country, as to what were the wants of a Botanic
Garden, or as to the mode of putting one in opera-

tion. The Board of Visiters themselves decided
that it was expedient to send the first Professor to

Europe to acquire this knowledge. This voyage
cost the Institution 9,000 dollars, and the Library
selected by the Professor 1100 dollars more.

—

This, it will be at once perceived, made a serious

encroachment on their funds.

The land on which the garden is placed, includ-

ing the gardener's house, cost 1800 dollars, and a

better location could not have been made within
a reasonable distauce from the College. The
fences cost 1000 dollars. The Green Houses,
equal if not superior to any in the state, cost 25,000
dollars, and the Professor's house 4,000 dollars.

—

The whole of the foregoing sums, to wit.

For the voyage of the Professor - $9,000
" Books 1,100
" Land 1,800
" Fences 1,000
" Green Houses - - - - 2\500
" Professor's House ... 4,000

$19,400
The laying out and planting the grounds

including drains, banks, fish pond and
walks, were cheaply executed for 6,000

$25,400

There was some accumulation of income during
the erection of the buildings and laying out the

grounds, so that when the accounts were closed,

there remained property on interest to the amour*
of 13,000 dollars, besides a note of seven thousand
dollars taken for a township of land granted by
the Legislature, which owing to the misfortunes
of the promiser became of no value, and the Board
of visiters were glad to receive back the contracj
for the land, and to cancel the notes.

The fund thus diminished produced only 800
dollars per annum, while the Board of visiters

were obliged by law, and by every sentiment of
honor and justice to pay to Professor Peck bis
moderate salary of 1200 dollars. No man, it is

presumed, will complain, that the Board of visit-

ers declined to witlihold its support from the first

naturalist of New England, because in their ser-
vice by the act of God he became unable to per-
form his duties. This obligation reduced the
funds still lower. The Garden would long since
have followed the fate of the Charleston Public-
Garden, and the New York Garden, founded by
Dr Hosack, and purchased by the state, at the
price of 35,000 dollars. It would have, like tiiem,
been converted into a wilderness, had not the Vis-
iters applied for, and obtained the aid of the Le-
gislature—of a very enlightened Legislature, who,
not mistaking false maxims of economy for true

ones, saw in the destruction of a great pubi
work, great public loss, deeming that the rich

and prosperity of a state are as much promote
to say nothing of its reputation, by wise and gen-
erous establishments for the promotion of knowl-
edge, as by any financial measures. The amount
received from the Legislature could not in any
one year exceed by the resolve itself 600 dollars,

and frequently fell short of 500. Even this small
sum has not been received during the last three
years owing to the state of the Treasury. The
Botanic Garden founded by private muificence,
and one of the most honorable Institutions of the
State must fall, unless a small portiou of the pub-
lic spirit exhibited by our predecessors still re-

mains to be called forth in its support. Of this

the Visiters can entertain no doubts ; doubts,
which would be a reproach to our present state of
society— to a much more extended, and a much
wealthier population. It is now more than 25
years since the last appeal was made on this ac-
count to public munificence. Many persons have
accumulated fortunes since that time, and others,

who then subscribed have increased their means
of doing good.

It only remains now to state the wants of tile

Institution, and the means proposed of relieving-

them. The fences require an entire renewal
They have lasted 20 years, which is all that can
be expected from wooden materials. They can
be replaced for 1000 dollars. The Garden stands
in great need of a stove or hot house for tropical

plants. The present house is a green house only,

and when it is made sufficiently warm for tropical

plants, the plants of cooler countries suffer. This,
too, prevents our raising so many plants for sale,

as we could wish to do, for the true policy of the

establishment is to make ft eventually support it-

self. At present it produces about 400 dollars

a year, and on the proposed plan it is confidently

hoped it will yield a thousand.

The next and a very pressing want is an ade-
quate support, and at least something approaching
to a suitable reward to the Curator. No Botanic
Garden in the whole world can be found without

one man of science at its head. In the impover-
ished state of our finances, we could offer to Mr
Ndttall only 500 dollars a year. But he had en.

tie

he

les
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couragement to hope for a better state of things

;

to him, that promised time, though patiently ex-

pected for seven years, has not yet arrived. Mr

Nuttall has been for many years under the eye

of the Board of Visiters. To the nation he was

before well known. His conduct and his acquire-

ments have appeared to the Board of Visiters, all

that they could wish or expect from a man, who !

has devoted his best days to illustrate the natural

history of these States. He has traversed all the

most unhealthy climates of the United States, and

from them all collected additions to our catalogue
j

of plants. As a writer on subjects of natural his-

tory, Mr Nuttall takes a high rank. All his

works exhibit a clearness, and a thoroughness of

knowledge accompanied with simplicity, which

render them highly valuable in the infant state of

this science in our country. His last work, in-

tended as an Introduction to Botany, for the use

of students, is one of the best in our language.

—

Can there be a wish to restrict the compensation

of this deserving and unassuming man to a miser-

able pittance of 500 dollars a year ? We cannot

expect that our Institution will flourish under so

parsimonious s system. Some additional labours

will be required in the Garden to make it what

we wish it should be, an honor to Massachusetts

;

le of its sources of praise from foreigners, and of

ride to ourselves.

For these various objects we ask only a sub-

scription amounting to half what our fathers did

for it, and for us. From 17 to 20,000 dollars will

place the Garden in a state, which will require no

further public aid. The Board of Visiters may
take some share of praise for having made the

Garden what it is, without calling for further sub-

scriptions. The Garden at Cambridge would be

deemed a respectable one in Europe. It is not

much inferior to that at Edinburgh, or Leyden,

and it is superior to an ancient one at Rouen, and

many in Italy. In this address to the public we
shall not be able to enter into details, but we shall

publish in a separate sheet, the past and present

state of our collections.

Our proposed mode of placing this garden on a

footing with the one at Liverpool, (whicli is the

mark at which we would aim) is,

First, by soliciting subscriptions in aid of the

permanent fund. These subscriptions are not ex-

pected to be great from each individual, though we
hope that the opulent, though often pressed into

the public service, may set an example of liberality.

In soliciting these subscriptions we shall appoint

those as solicitors (who we believe feel the impor-

tance of this school for a neglected science) to aid

our own efforts.

Our second proposition is suggested by the ex-

perience of the Garden at Liverpool. That fine

establishment is supported chiefly by the publick

taste. The love and admiration of the beauties of

nature is taxed, and not taxed in vain. Annual
subscriptions are made for the privilege of visiting

the Garden, and we should hope that this resource

will not be found unavailing here.

It is proposed to have two prices for annual sub-

scriptions,—one of three dollars a year, for which
the subscriber shall have a ticket to admit his own
family gratis for the year in winter and summer

;

the second to be five dollars, for which the person
subscribing shall receive a ticket of admission on
the same terms as those above stated, and shall

moreover be entitled to receive plants, or cut flow-

ers for ornament to the amount of two dollars.

Subscribers to the amount of 50 dollars shall

also have tickets of admission for life for their fam-

ilies only.

Subscribers to the amount of 100 dollars shall

have tickets of admission, gratis, during life, and

shall be entitled to receive plants to the amount of

3 dollars a year

Subscribers to the amount of 200 dollars and

upwards, shall have tickets of admission, gratis,

dining life, and shall have a right to receive plants

to the value of 9 dollars per annum.
The prices of plants shall be fixed by the Cura-

tor, and shall be placed as low to subscribi rs :js

they are sold for cash.

It is, however, distinctly to be understood, that

there are many plants which from their rareness

or high value cannot be sold, but the classes of

plants which are ever sold, the subscribers shall

have an equal right with other purchasers to re-

ceive.

It may be proper to observe, that there arc

many hardy plants fit for private gardens which

are always for sale, and persons wishing to pro-

cure such plants are earnestly requested to give

to the Public Garden the preference.

A taste for botauy, and for flowers, as necessa-

ry as agreeable ornaments, is inseparable from a

state of polished society. It would not be credit-

ed, if we were to state the amount paid for flow-

ers in London, Paris, Liverpool, Amsterdam, and
all the other great cities of Europe. Our country

cannot form an exception. New York and Phil-

adelphia now support great establishments for the

cultivation of flowers. It is not to be believed

that a similar taste will not prevail among our la-

dies. We have one advantage over our sister

states. We have a public garden, honorable to

the state, and to the city, whose inhabitants found-

ed it, and while we gratify our own tastes, and
give pleasure to those who visit us, by ornament-

ing our rooms with the choicest productions of

nature, we may feel at the same time, that we are

contributing to the advancement of an establish-

ment which will confer honor on this portion of

our country.

REPORT.

The Committee to whom was referred the sub-

ject of devising means of relieving the present ne-

cessities and of promoting the future extension of

the Botanical Garden at Cambridge, and the Pro-

fessorship of Natural History, there established,

submit the foregoing address to the public, and
plan to the consideration of the Board of Visiters.

JOHN LOWELL, Chairman.
At a meeting of the Board of Visiters of the

Massachusetts Professorship of Natural History,

held at the house of the Hon. Richard Sullivan,
on the 10th day of August, 1828, the above re-

port was accepted, and the subject was commit-
ted to John Lowell, Esq. Dr James Jackson,
and John C. Gray, Esq. to adopt such measures
as they may deem proper to carry the foregoing

plan into execution.

Attest. B. GUILD, Secretary.

the ablest men.—The historian of Cyrus, puts

amongst the number of his titles to glory, his bav-

in:.' planted all Asia Minor with trees—Sully, who

had so many valuable economy litMB, planted

trees in almost every province of France. 1 have

seeD many of them, to which public veneration

attached his name, and they reminded me of Ad-

dison'g observation, whenever lie kiw a plantation

of trees, when he exclaimed " a useful man has.

been here."
" Man has only to plant trees once, and nature

does all the rest— they become an ornament and

enrich the proprietor, and they also add to tbe

salubrity of the air— for the leaves absorb carbon-

ic acid gass, which, when too abundant, is de-

structive of health, whilst they give out oxygen,

which is that part of air the most proper for res-

piration."

Mr. Say also observes, that trees cause rain,

and also benefit the soil by sheltering it from dry-

ing winds. Mr. Say undoubtedly alludes only

to the absorption of bad air, but trees may be

planted to improve it. The Asiatics have learnt

from experience, that trees are either prejudicial

or beneficial to health, according to their different

exhalations, and to confirm, tell a story of two

physicians, who resided at a distance, and wished

to ascertain each other's skill. The first chose a

stout man, and told him to carry a letter to the

other, and to sleep on the road every night, under

a tamarind-tree— the purport of the letter was,

that the bearer had a complaint, which baffled his

skill—the man arrived sick, the physician, by his

inquiries, learnt the cause of his disorder, and inv

mediately ordered him to sleep every night uudei

a banyan-tree, and to deliver this reply, ".the bear-

er you will find recovered."—Wholesome trees, u,

large cities, would perhaps prevent the yellow

fever.

SELF-SHARPENING PLOUGH.
An enterprising mechanic has been here during

the past week, exhibiting an improved cast Iron

Plough, for which a patent has been obtained

—

The advantage of this kind of plough is, that the

share or point, being separate pieces from the

mould iron, which have their upper and under

surfaces similar, may be turned whenever one sidf

begins to wear away, so as to wear less fast, and

keep constantly sharp. This plough is much used

where it lias become known, and is approved by

farmers, who have examined it here. The mak-

ing costs no more than that of the common kind-

Saratoga paper.

TREES.
Extract from an Address to an igricultural Society in Mary-

land, by Thomas Low, Esq. President of said Society.

Permit me again to urge you to plant locusts,

chestnuts, cherries, and other useful trees, along

your fences. Mr. Say, a much approved au-

thor on political economy, says, " In all times, at-

tention to trees is recommended most stronglv bv

8>

Domestic silk.—We were not less surprised than

pleased (says the Little Falls paper) to find, in a

late excursion to the south, that the manufacture

of silk is carried on as near as Paine's Hollow, i;

the town of German Flats. Mr. Philip Swift has

cultivated the mulberry tree, and reared silkworms

for some year's past. Sixty7 skeins of fine silk were
made last season in his family ; and he has now
about 1500 or 2000 silk worms busily employed.

Let others of our enterprising citizens enter ori

the business, and it may become as profitable hen
as in the noted town of Mansfield, Conn. During

the war, the raw silk made by a single family ii»

a year, at the latter place, is said to have sold for

one thousand dollars.

The breadfruit-tree is about to be introduced

into the gardens at Chiswick, by the London Hot
ticultural Snvietv.
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js jng qualities, a white and heavy pulp, with juice
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parts of Flanders, Holland, and the North of France, by a

Deputation of the Caledonian Horticultural Society."

STEAM IN HOT HOUSES.

" For increasing and keeping steady the tem-

perature in several of his hot-houses, Mr. Andrews
has of late employed steam, in aid of the ordinary

flues conveying smoke and heated air. The steam
is carried through the house by means of metal
pipes, which are laid along the top of the brick

flues. The pipes are of copper, on account of its

expanding less than lead. They are of a square
form, and are set on edge, so that any condensed

best adapted to making baskets, hurdles, tool han-
dles, &c. no husbandman ought to be without a
permanent stock in full growth. For the more
general, extensive, and important purposes, the
Larch (Pinus Larix, Lin.) must have the first at-

of rather pungent acidity, it may be expected in

the second, third and subsequent years greatly to

improve in size and flavor
; particularly if the buds,

leaves, bark and wood possess the characteristics

of approved bearing trees. Mr. Van Mons added tendon of landed men. See Doctor Anderson's
a remark which we do not recollect to have met 3d volume of Essays on Husbandry, for a full and
with in horticultural writings :—That by sowing

I
satisfactory account of it, and of 'the extensive

the seeds of new varieties of fruits, we may ex- J

propagation of it in Scotland, with its useful and
pect with much greater probability to obtain other

j

durable qualities, and its very quick growth so
new kinds of good quality, than by employing the ' much wanted in the oak.
seeds even of the best old established sorts. He

I
Mr. Young speaks of fish-ponds, and of four

, ^uUCi.oOU likewise gave it as his opinion, that if the kernels ' ponds, an acre each, one above another, on a
vapor trickling to the bottom may occupy but lit- of old varieties weiie to be sown, it would be bet- stream, which turned a mill below the ponds. 19

ace. As in ter to employ those of other countries similar in An. 400.
climate."

tie room, or present only a small surface. As in

the common steam engine, the boiler is made to

regulate itself by a simple contrivance : It is fur-

nished with a float, which descending in propor-
tion as the water is dissipated in steam, in due
time raises a valve and admits a new supply of
water—The superfluous condensed vapor also re-

turns to the boiler, there being no other provision
for disposing of it.

Translated from the French/or the Plymouth Memorial.

ON THE CULTURE OF ROSE BUSHES.
Roses are increased by seed, buds, layers or

shoots, and by grafts on other rose bushes.

The rose from the seed comes slowly ; it diver-
It is scarcely necessary to

| sines varieties
add, that by merely opening a valve, the house The most usual method to multiply roses is by
can at pleasure be steamed, i. e. filled with steam, buds and layers. Grafting succeeds better than
than winch nothing ran he mnwMnilHmni t^ *u« ii._jj; •., ., . .than which nothing can be more conducive to the buddin
health and vigor of plants confined in a hot-house.
We were assured that seven bushels of coal would
go as far in keeping up the steam-heat, as ten
bushels do in maintaining an equal temperature
the other way. When the aid of steam is resort-
ed to, the temperature is found to be more easily
regulated, continuing equable for a considerable
length of tune. Mr. Andrews, Junior, mentioned,
that the furnace being duly charged, and the boil-
er prepared, he could with confidence leave the
hot-house for eight or even ten hours together,
being satisfied that the temperature would con-
tinue to be maintained for that length of time."

MABKET FOR BUTCHERS' MEAT.
<•' The market for butchers' meat in Ghent is

kept extremely neat and clean ; no offensive
streams of blood are to be seen,e'very thing of that
sort being confined to the shambles." Each dealer
in meat keeps a carpenter's plane, with which he
daily shaves the surface of the table of his stall, so
that a stranger would bo apt to think that all the
tables were new."

MANNER, OF FORCING RASPBERRIES.
" Raspberries are forced at Haarlem. The

bushes are planted on the north and south sides of
a pit filled with tanner's bark, leaves or stable-lit-
ter. The shoots of last year were at this time
laid down to a horizontal trellis [structure of wood
or iron] where they had yielded fruit in the ver-
nal months. All means of artificial heat were
now (29th August) of course removed. The
shoots of this year were allowed to spring up-
right ,• and these will, in their turn, be laid down
to the trellis at the approach of winter, when the
others will be cut away. The gardener told us
that raspberry plants thus treated, yield large
crops

;
and doubtless they are better adapted 'to

this uTode of forcing than vines."

feeanjng, affords by no means a fair criterion of its

future merit. If a pear or an apple possess prom-

with the choicest roses.

GAME IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
The following account of the sporting^c. at

Bathurst, in New South Wales, is given Bya re-
cent traveller :—" Bream is caught in all the riv-
ers, bites very fast, and is nearly as large as the
salt-water fish of the same name, caught on the
coast. The cod is the most remarkable fish at
Bathurst, and is not unfrequently caught as heavy
as fifty, sixty, and even ninety pounds ; when
caught in large quantities, they ere generally
dried, and may be seen in this state hanging md
inside the roofs of the settlers' houses. Game is

plentiful
; ducks, snipes, widgeon, teal, abounding

near the rivers. I saw eight black ducks brought
down at one shot, weighing, as I guessed, four
pounds each. These are delicious eating. Some-
times the settlers will throw up a breast-work of
boughs, near some favourite rendezvous of the
birds, close to the water, and when they have col-
lected near the spot, the sportsman fires from be-

Plant not rose bushes either during frosts or

great heat.

Dry earth causes more fragrance, and higher
and stronger colours.

Moist earth, larger roses, less colour, and slow-
er and later growth.

The rose will not flourish in pots or boxes, on
account of its numerous roots.

The blooming of yellovr roses may be anticipat- „ „,. ,,,,,. „,„,,._.
ed, by pulling off the buds and leaving but a few.

, hind his batt and does dread ,u , raischief amThe hundred leaved rose will not flourish m
j
tllenl) forty ducks having been brought down inthe shade

' this manner at one fire. The plover and bronze-The white double rose stifles the growth of . winged pigeon al, verynumerous , and easiIy sbot .

those near it
;
particularly the yellow rose. the latter, especiall is a beautiful

* '

Pruning agrees generally with every species ofj twice the size of the domestic ,ooks we ll
rose excep the yellow and the musk rose.

j
md eats welI at table . bm the^ '

t

•

If rose bushes are watered with a ley made urst is the quail . this is the partridge shooting ofirom he ashes of burnt rose bushes the salts con- New South Wales generally; but the Bathursttamed in it will wonderfully contribute to then- settlers seem to enjoy it in perfection, having aglow '
' much greater scope of clean open country."

t », a f
WAMPS

- , , . ,
I IMPORTANT ARTICLES OF TRADE.

I have read of a swamp, of which meadow ti,o ,\„m „.,A «•„ w «i i j »„•
. ,, ., , , . .' ,. .. lne demand tor Rattlesnakes and Alligators
.oul, not be made; and, being a disagreeable oh- for the forei nmrk js stead d ^"^
jeci, large deep ditches were dug and the earth brUk . „ It

?
a fact)(

'

ays the Lannah Georhrown up into httle islands, which were planted „;an) tW h not „eMrallv k gjg£with willows, and formed beautiful clumps of p„,ti„ „„i, a ah- , ,
.

'

,
"cau" lul i-iuuipa ui Rattlesnakes and Alligators are regularly reported

trees here and there; so that nothing was seen by the Liverpool papers, as impons w4 Cotton,

^:!^^TiLTri^T 0fWate'- T1-iRice,and other stapVe articled Who will sayditches answered for fish ponds.
Lomhardy poplar is planted about habitations

in America for ornament ; but an Italian gentle-
man says, in Italy it is sawed at mills, whilst green,
into boards of £, £ to one inch thick, and into
plank 2 to 3 inches thick; and is greatly ap-
plied to making packages for merchandize. Nail

after this that the United States do not beat the
world all hollow in the variety and value or their
productions ?

It must be owned, however, that the North, in-

genious as they are in the manufacture of wooden
nutmegs and pumpkin seeds, are obliged to yield
the palm to the south in their articles of export

;

feet diameter and 30 long. Boxes of it made
strong for the use of vineyards last there 30 or 40

ON RAISING NEW VARIETIES 01 FRUIT.
" The experience of Mr. Van Mons, (a famous

Dutch horticulturist) confirms what has been ob-
served by British horticulturists,— that the fruit "'"J "*="• '""S "' jvwtuus or logs, j is juel, I

produced by a seedling tree in the first year of says lt makes a much stronger fire than the wil-
bearinjr. affords hv no nipana n fal*. ,.,.;»«..:~. c : t .. low. Trip wpAninff nrSlAtu ;^ .. «: 1„_ i —

1

°*
.

°
,

,• me paim 10 me south m their articles of export :

: P!
^\;Pt to draw ,n these packages, the boards and our Southern neighbors have no reaso^i towhereof are thm, and the wood being tender is nnd fault with the ta,-i| while they monopolize

O0 v^r th h- !U^ T^
''and-SaWS

-
J" thesnake and alligator traL- Berkshire jjrican.IV years their trunks, he adds, grow to be 2 '

Dye for cotton.—Cotton at Smyrna is dyed with
madder, in the following manner : The cotton is-,.,., «

.

— -- luAuuti, in me luiiuwiiig manner : ine cotton 19years, which induces the expectation that they boiled in common olive oil, and then mild alkali-may last long in fence-rails or logs. As fuel, fee- being cleaned it will then take the madder dye.
-

i

This is the fine color we see in Smyrna cottonlow The weeping willow ,s a singular and val- yarn . I have heard that the sum of five hundred
uable ornament. Of other willows and osiers, the

]

poUnds was given in England for this secret.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
Some of the leading principles in domestic econo-

my may be comprised in few words. For in-

stance

—

Ready money purchases the best market.

Keep a minute account of every outlay, howev-

er trifling.

Be not tempted to purchase any unnecessary

article by its apparent cheapness. If your means

will allow it, do not buy in very small quantities

articles in constant family use, and which are not

perishable.

GUATEMALA.
The condition of this country, as described by

Mr Dunn, is deplorable, The population is com-

posed of European Spaniards, Creoles or Ameri-

cans descended from Spaniards, Indians, negroes,

mulattoes, mestizoes, &c. The whites are divid-

ed into two parties—one aristocratic and supersti-

tious ; the other republican, but of the French

revolutionary school. The mulattoes and other

mixed races form the physical force of the nation.

With some exceptions, all are ignorant, corrupt

;ind licentious. Guatemala, is, perhaps, the only

country on earth where females carry daggers in

the garters of their stockings for the purpose of

tabbing their fellow creatures.

Intoxicating liquors are the great source of the

•wretchedness and degradation of the people in

Guatemala, as well as in some other countries.

—

Habits of intoxication prevail among the lower

classes ; the multitude of spirit shops offer power-

ful temptations, and the liquor is sold so cheap

that the poorest Indian can become beastly drunk

when he pleases. " These wretched creatures,"

says Mr Dunn, " may be seen rolling about the

streets and suburbs, in a state sometimes ap-

proaching to madness, and sometimes to insensi-

bility under its overpowering influence."

—

Harr.p.

Gazette.

court of their great and benevolent god Cautau-

towwil, or the south-western, god, the god who is

superior to all other beings, who sends them every

blessing which they enjoy, and to whom the souls

of their fathers go after their disease.

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS.
The Vermont Chronicle has recently published

a valuable table of all the Canals and Rail Roads,

completed or in progress in the United States.

—

Among those completed, are the Middlesex Canal

between Boston and Chelmsford, twenty nine and

a half miles long— Hudson and Erie, between Al-

bany and Buffalo, three hundred and sixty three

miles—Champlain, Albany and Whitehall, sixty

three roues—Oswego, connecting the Hudson and

Erie Canal, thirty eight miles— Seneca, connect-

ing Seneca and Cayuga Lakes with the Hudson

and Erie Canal, twenty miles—Chesapeake and

Delaware, from Delaware river, fourteen miles

—

Port Deposite to the Delaware line, ten miles

—

Schuylkill, Philadelphia, to Mount Carbon, one

hundred and eight miles—Union, from Reading, to

Middlctown, seventy niue miles—Dismal Swamp,

near the mouth of James River, to Albemarle

Sound, twenty three miles. There are ten other

Canals in progress and eleven others projected

—

Of the Rail Roads enumerated, two are finished,

one nearly completed, and nine projected

—

Salem

Observer.

VINEGAR FROM HONEY.
If a pound of honey be dissolved in three or four

quarts of water, and exposed to a temperature be-

tween the 70th and 80th degrees of Fahrenheit's

thermometer, it will in a short time become a very

agreeable acid liquor, which possesses an aromat-

ic flavor, and strength superior to that of the best

wine vinegar made of white wine.

—

Domes. Ency.

Ploughmen.—To train ploughmen to habits of

activity and diligence is of great importance. In.

gome districts tbey are proverbial for the slowness

of their step, which they teach their horses, where-

as those animals if accustomed to it, would move

with as much ease to themselves in a quick, as in
|

a slow pace. Hence their ploughs seldom go a-
|

bove two miles in an hour, and sometimes even

less ; whereas, where the soil is light and sandy,
j

they might go at the rate of three miles and an

half. Farmers are greater sufferers than they <

imagine, by the habitual indolence of their work-

men, which extends from the plough to all their

other employments, for it makes a very important

difference in the expense of labour. Where the

land, however, is stiff, and deep ploughing is ne-

cessary, the operations ought not to be too much
hurried.— Code of Agriculture.

THE SOUTH WEST WIND.
The following beautiful passage is from one of

the published sermons of the Rev. Dr. Freeman, of

this city : The south-west is tlie pleasantest wind
which blows in New England. In the month of

October, in particular, after the frosts, which com-
monly take place at the end of September, it fre-

quently produces two or three weeks of fair weath-
er, in which the air is perfectly transparent, and
the clouds which float in the sky of the purest

azure, are adorned with brilliant colors. If at

this season a man of an affectionate heart and
ardent imagination should visit the tombs of his

friends, the south-western breezes, as they breathe
through the glowing trees, would seem to him al-

most articulate. Though he might not be so
wrapt in enthusiasm, as to fancy that the spirits of
bis ancestors were whispering in his ear

;
yet he

would at least imagine that he heard the still,

small voice of God. This charming season is

called the Indian summer, a name which it deriv-

ed from the natives, who believe that it is caused
by a wind, which comes immediately from the

Mode ofpreserving butter.—The following ie tak-

en from the journal of a Turkish traveller : "The
butter which is mostly used in Constantinople,

comes from Crim and the Kuban. They do not

salt it, but melt it in large copper pans over a very

slow fire, and scum off what rises ; it will then

preserve sweet a long time if the butter was fresh

when it was melted. We preserve butter mostly

by salt. I have had butter, which when fresh

was melted and scummed in the Tartar manner,
and then salted in our manner, which kept two
years good and fine tasted. Washing does not so

effectually free butter from the curd and butter-

milk, which it is necessary to do, in order to pre-

serve it, as boiling or melting ; when the salt is

added to prevent the butyracious part from grow-
ing rancid, we certainly have the best process for

preserving butter. The melting or boiling, if done
with care, does not discolor or injure the taste."

At a late meeting of the Royal Institution, a
piece of cambric was exhibited, said to be njade-

from the bark of the pine-apple tree in China.

SEA WEED FOR MANURE.
Ore weed, sea weed Ka teare, or sea wreck.—

These names are applied to all the vegetables

which grow plentifully in the sea, and on the mud-
dy and rocky parts of the shore below high water
mark.

The sorts are cl fly three : the kali, or rock-

weed, which strong!; adheres to'rocks, and which
is allowed to be of the greatest value for manure.
The alga, called eel grass, or graoe wreck, is of

the next rank as to it.- richness. But there is a-

nother sort, consisting of a broad leaf with a long

shank or stem, of an inch diameter, by gome igno-

rantly called kelp ; this is said by Sir A. Purves
to be of the least value of any of the sea weeds.

However, none ofthem are unimportant for fertil-

izing the earth.

All vegetables when putrefied are a good pabu-

lum for plants ; for they consist wholly of it. But
the value of marine vegetables is greater than tliat

of any other ; for, besides the virtues of the other,

jthey contain a large quantity of salt, which is a

I great fertilizer. Mr. Dixon thinks those weeds
which grow in the deepest water ^re the best.

—

Perhaps they contain a greater proportion of salt

than those which grow near the shore, as they are

I

seldom or never wetted with frei h water,

i
A great advantage that these plants have above

; any other, is their speedy fermentation and putre-

j
faction. The farmer has no need to wait long af-

j
ter he has got them, before lie applies them to the

soil. The rock weed may be ploughed into the

soil, as soon as it is taken from the sea. This ir

practised in those parts of Scotland which he near-

est to the shore ; by which they obtain excellent

crops of barley, without impoverishing the soil.

—

Neither have they any occasion for fallowing to

recruit it. In hills cf potatos, it answers nearly as

well as barn dung. I have known some spread it

upon young flax newly come up, who say it in-

creases their crops surprisingly. The flax maj
grow so fast, and get above this manure and shctde

it, so soon, as to prevent evaporation by the sun

and wind ; so that but a small part of it is lost ;

—

and flax is so hardy a plant that it does not suffer

by the violence of the talt, like many other young
plants.

But I rather think it is best :o putrefy sea weeds-,

before they are applied to the soil. This niay

speedily he accomplished by laving them in heaps.

But the heaps should not lie naked. Let them be

covered with loose earth or turf; or else mixed
with it, changing to a salt oily slime, very proper

to fertilize light soils, and net improper for almost

any other.

As to the eel grass, &c. the best way is to cart

it in autumn into barn yards, rilling the whole are-

as with it, two or three feet deep. It may be ei-

ther alone, or have a layer of straw under. and„
another above it. W7hen it has been trampled tc

pieces by the cattle, and jnixed with their stale

and dung, it will be the fittest to be applied to the

soil. It being a light and bibulous substance, it

will absorb the uriue, which is totally lost by soak-

ing into the earth, unless some such trash be laid

under cattle to take it up, and retain it.

Farmers who are situated near to the sea short
have a great advantage for mauuriiig their lands.-

If they were once persuaded to make a spirited

improvement, they might enrich their farms to al-

most any degree that they please. They should

visit the shores after spring tides and -violent storms

and with pitchforks take up the weedsy and lay-
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them in heaps a little higher up upon the shore ;

which will at once prevent their growing weaker,

and secure them from being carried away by the

next spring tide.

Many arc so situated that they can drive their

carts on a sandy, hard beach, at low water, to the

rock-. ; and fill them with weeds. Can they be so

stupid as to neglect doing it ? It is even worth
while to go miles after this manure with boats,

when it cannot be done more easily. It has often

been observed that manuring with sea weeds is

an excellent antidote to insects. It is so, not only

in the ground, but also upon trees. I have an or-

chard which has been for many years much an-

noyed by caterpillars. Last spring, about the last

of May, I put a handful of rock weed into each

tree, just where the limbs part from the trunk ; af-

ter which I think there was not another uest form-

ed in the whole orchard. April is a better time

to furnish the trees with this antidote to insects.

And the month of March is perhaps better still.

Putrefied sea weeds should, I think, be used for

crops of cabbages, and turnips, and for any other

crops which are much exposed to be injured by-

insects.

One disadvantage attending the business of

farming in this country, is, that our cold winters

put an entire stop to the fermentation, and putre-

faction of manures. This may be in some meas-
ure obviated by the use of rock weed, which is so

full of salt that it is not easily frozen : Or if froz-

en, it is soon thawed. I have been informed that

some have laid it under their dunghills by the sides

of barns ; in which situation it has not frozen ; but

by its fermentation has dissolved itself, and much
of the dung that lay upon it. There is undoubt-
edly a great advantage in such a practice.

Another advantage of this kind of manure,
which must not be forgotten, is, that it does not
encourage the growth of weeds so much as barn
dung. It is certain it has none of the seeds of
weeds to propagate, as barn dung almost always
has. Bui some suppose that its salt is destructive

to many of the seeds of the most tender kinds of
plants ; if it be so, it is only when it is applied fresh

from the sea, at the time of sowing. But even
this is doubtful.

This manure is represented in the Complete
Farmer to be twice as valuable as dung, if cut

from the rocks at low water mark ; that a dres-

sing of it will last three years ; and that fruit trees

which have been barren are rendered fruitful by
laying this manure about their roots.

—

Dearie's

A*. E. farmer.

not usually show ; not one of the hurdles upon
which he raised his worms appeared infected with
the jaundice. It was at first supposed that the

cocoons of silk were injured by this process ; this

however is not the case, and his method of prac-

tice is now adopted generally in the department of
Vaucluse.

THE CROPS.
We have again had rain every day last week,

similar weather is Certainly not in the recollection

of the oldest inhabitants.

The grain crop in this District, nevertheless, if

the weather settles, of which there is no certain

indication, may prove an average. On low lands,

and those hot in good heart, it can now only ripeu

late, and it must be exposed to the frosts which
are always more frequent in rainy seasons than in

dry. It has generally shot into ear. Where the

soil has not been too wet, the straw is abundant,

and will assist in making up the deficiency of hay

which it is now certain must be much below the av-

erage. If the present weather continue it will be

found very difficult to secure the greater part of

the crops ; and already the little that has been

mowed remains exposed, or has been secured in

an indifferent condition. The potato crop is back-

ward, and whatever may be the quantity, the qual-

ity must be indifferent. The turnips have escap-

ed the ravages of the fly, which has in this neigh-

borhood at least, done very little injury, although

in the lower parts of the District, in some places,

it has almost totally destroyed the wheat. The
gardens have pretty generally been productive

;

the crop of fruit will be an average one, but the

period of maturity will be later than usual.— Que-
bec Gazette, of July 28.

EGG PLANT.
Mr P. B. Hovey, of Cambridge, has left at the

New England Parmer office, some of the fruit of
the Purple Egg Plant, which measures sixteen

inches in circumference ; raised from seed sold at

this place.

ON COWS GOING DRY TOO SOON.

If at any time a good- milch cow should go dry
before her milk is gone, get a young calf, and put

it to her, in order to preserve her milk against an-
other year ; for it is well known, if a cow goes
dry one year, nature will lose its power of acting

in future.

—

Bath Papers, vol. 2, p. 294.
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DISEASE OF SILK WORMS, AND ITS
CURE.

In the southern provinces of France, where silk

worms are bred, it is very common to find them
attacked by a disease called the jaundice, in con-

sequence of the color acquired by them : and very

careful examination is continually made for the

discovery of such worms as are attacked by it,

that they may be removed, lest the disease, being

contagious, should spread to others. The Abbe
Eyseeric, of Carpcntras, had recourse to a remedy
in these cases, which though apparently danger-

ous, has been warranted by the success of twenty

years. He used to powder his worr:s over with

quick lime; by means of a silk sieve : he then gave

them mulberry leaves moistened with a few drops

of wine, and the insects iustuntly set about devor-

mg the leaves with an eagerness which they did

We invite the attention of the public to the able

and interesting document, relating to the state of
the Botanic Garden at Cambridge, given in this

day's paper ; which will, it is confidently antici-

pated, not only elicit the attention of the public at

large, but call into action that liberality for which
the citizens of Boston, and those who inhabit its

vicinity, have ever been so honorably distinguish-

ed. Contributions to such an object will be emin-
ently beneficial to the contributors ; and be the

most direct "method of enabling our countrymen
to avail.themselves of those vegetable treasures,

with which Nature has enriched, and Art may
embellish the "happy land we live in."

TO PREVENT COWS FROM CONTRACTING BAD
HABITS WHEN YOUNG.

Cows should always be treated with great gen-
tleness, and soothed by mild usage, especially

when young and ticklish, or when the paps are

tender, in which case the udder ought to be fo-

mented with warm water before milking, and
touched with the greatest gentleness, otherwise

the cow will be in danger of contracting bad hab-
its, becoming stubborn and unruly, and retaining

her milk ever after. A cow never gives down

I

her milk pleasantly to the person she. dreads or

dislikes. The udder and paps should always be
; washed with clean water before milking ; but care

j
should be taken that none of that water be admit-

. ted into the milking pail.

MILCH COWS SHOULD BE WELL KEPT.
The keeping of cows in such manner as to make

them give the greatest quantity of milk, and with

the greatest clear profit, is an essential point of
economy. Give a cow half a bushel of turnips,

carrots, or other good roots per day, during the

six winter months, besides her hay ; and if her
summer feed be such as it should be, she will give

nearly double the quantity of milk she would af-

ford if only kept during winter in the usual man-
ner, and the milk will be richer and of better

quality.

The carrots, or other roots, at nineteen cents.,

per bushel, amount to about eighteen dollars.

The addition of milk, allowing it to be only three

quarts a day for three hundred days, at three cents

per quart, amounts to twenty-seven dollars. It

should be remembered, too, that when cows are

thus fed with roots, they consume less hay, and
are less liable to several diseases, which are usu-

ally the effects of poor keeping Farmer's .#s-

sistant.

Thomaston.— This is the greatest mart for lime

in the United States. The rock from which the

lime is made, appears to be diffused over this

town and Camden, the town adjoining. It is sup-

posed 150,000 barrels are made in these two pla-

ces in a year, but it is now so low in price, that it

is scarcely worth the trouble of making and trans-

porting it.

Bees.— E. Britton, Esq. of Little Falls, has now
more than three hundred swarms of bees ; two
hundred of them young swarms, and all doing
well. It is doubtful whether there are many in-

dividuals who can produce the like number.

The Greeks ascribe the invention of hours to

Anaximander, who probably received it from the

Chaldeans. It has recently been ascertained that

the division of the day into hours was known to

and adopted by the Hindoos from their earliest

ages.

The Morning Herald, in its report of the first

day's meeting at Ascot, states that, when the rain

fell during the day, seven acres of umbrellas

spread their protecting influence over the mass of
spectators.

4,081,017 yards of domestic cotton goods were
cleared from United States ports for ports in the

Pacific, to the southard of California, in twenty-

eight vessels, in nine months ending in Jan, last.

We regret to learn that in some parts of the

country the wheat is coming into ear very unfa-

vourably.
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William Lee, Esq. who has recently arrived in

Leeds from France, has brought a small quantity

of the seed of the cow-cabbage, which he had dis-

tributed amongst his acquaintance, in order to

have a fair trial made as to its adaptation to this

climate. The introduction of this tree cabbage

may he of essential service to the community. In

Plymouth it has been seen growing in the garden

of Admiral Brooking to the height of eight feet,

and in La Vender it attains an altitude of from 12

ro 16 or even more feet. It should be planted in

a warm and sheltered situatiou ; sixty plants are

said to afford sufficient provender for one cow for

a year, and as the side shoots are only to be used,

it lasts four years without fresh planting.

—

London

paper.

Some years since, a letter written in Arabic,

was sent by the Emperor of Morocco to the King

of England ; but no person could be found in Brit-

ain to translate it. The same thing happened in

the United States with respect to a letter from the

Bey of Algiers to the President Madison. The

French maintain a body of young men in Africa

and Asia to learn the local languages, who if they

prove good, are eventually made Consuls. With

similar views President Adams attached young

:Mr. Hodgston, of Virginia, to Mr. Shaler's mission

to Algiers. He has become a proficient in Arabic,

and is Charge d'Affiiires at Algiers. Mr. H. has

discovered that the Berber language in Africa, is

the Niunidian ; that of Syphax, Juba, and Masin-

issa.

SUBSCRIPTION.
> the Wen

For importing Grape Vine Roots from France, at a I
Merchant!, masters of i e**J*. «

^"/^j, r
, ___•__ 41. _•_, (.._,_• I

Indies, can be funiioicd with boxes of Seeds, ^ened, tunable

« li bus contains

:-iabl«* and oroa-

inon k.tchen rar'Vi, —
ttie greatest variety of -eeds to be ujund in New Eng-

' bmbei, all warranted pure, and of IUC

Seeds fr/r the West Indies.

and otheis trading
n .ill l"ixcs of Seed-. i" 1

moderate price, and encouraging the introduction
J
for lhat mar |,e i, a t from g I to $6 per box.—

E

of that culture into tlie United States. upwards of sixty difti rem kmd» of seeds,

Mr Alphonse I.oubat, having considerably enlarged his Vine-
I

menial, i> quantities nffinenf :. .

yard, on Long Wand, where he now has, in fair cultivation, Likewise the greate- •

thirty five acres of ground, containing 72,000 Grape Vine 'and. by "*£?""
Roots; having also the peculiar advantage of being enabled to

J

growth of I8Z7-

procure the best specimens of n.ols from his father s extensive Farmer Wanted
vineyards and nurseries, in the districts of Bordnlais, Clerac, I

'

r,r„_
and Buzet, departments of Gironde and Lot and Garonne, in ;

An inlelheent, capable man '« "anted to uke charge of a Farm

France, (45° [il. Lai.) proposes to the numerous friends to the a few mile* from the ra«, He muM bea M- to prod.,, e un-

cultivalion of the grape vn.e in the United States, a subscrip- doubled reference;
t

as
i

to b» knowledge oi the h., 5u:^». babus

.ion will be openefonlhe firs, of Augu™ IBSo. of industry, Ac. V\ t.b one having be requisite,,«l,fc aMl
Mr A. L. will engage to furnish subscribers with die Grape an arrangemant might be made for tak.ng the farm on share..

Vine Roots, before the first of March next, and forward them
,

f
?
R

*AIu\ .i -,i k_...i u ., f,n
free of expense, to the different dies where subscription lists An excellent Mare w„ I, her Colt, by the '^ebra.eu Horse BeII-

shall have been orated. The rc.» will be three years old, and
j

finder Also, a Bull, two vcars old. by Demo ,-r* fee

y

will produce considerable fruit the second year Iro.n .he nine of kind and good tempered Llkewuje, oae fell WoodItoM
.heir being planted. They will be carefully classed and packed Ram, one Ewe, and one Lamb Apply ai the office of the N

in boxes, with some of the original soil in which .hey have been E.

raised, which will greatly facilitate the thriving of the roots,

when transplanted.

Orders will be punctually attended to : the subscribers desig-

nating the quantities and species of the grape vine roots they

wish to have. They will engage lo pay for 1000 roo.s or more.ley i

at the rate of 12 1-2 cents for each root ; for less than 1000, a.

iheraleof 15 cents; and 25 cents per root far less than 50.—

Roots only two years old. shall be paid for r.l the rate of 9 cents

each, for 1000 or more; 12 l-2cenls!br less than one 1000 ; and

IS cents for less than 50 roots.—Payment to be made on deliv-

ery of the roots.—Letters not received unless post paid.

Subscription lists are open at New York, with Alphonse Lou
bai, 85 Wall street—Boston, E. Copeland, Jr.—Albany, R
M'Michael—Philadelphia, Van Aim-in

Farm Wanted.

Wanted to purchase, or hire, on "a long lease, from 150 to 300

acres of the best land, located wni, n thirty miles of Boston—for

which a fair price will be given. Address '• P. V." Boston

(trough the |K>si-office. 6t Aug. 1

Oat Meal, Oat gl .ur, GroUs, &/r.

Just received at the New England Farmer .Seed Store, a

further =upply of the above article*, viz. 30 barrels of fresh Oat

Meal, fine bohed Oat Flour, Hulled Oats or A ermoui Rice.

Scotch Barlcv, Ate. fur sale in any quantities, wholesale or re-

—Baltimore vVillard tail. Also a few cannistersof fine Oa Flour, neatly packed,

A singular phenomenon has lately presented it-

self in the horse-bean. The maggot, which, it

would appear, must have been very numerous last

season, having secreted itself in the grain, chang-

ed into the aurelia of a small black fly, and is at

this period eating its way out. We have witnes-

sed several proofs of this circumstance in one sam-

ple, and it may be doubtful how far they are whole-

some for horses until the bean is broken, when
the fly becomes animated, and instantly commen-
ces its escape.

—

Essex Herald.

Rhoads-Washinglon City, We Pairo.-Richmond, Davcn- at 50 els. per ck muster.
.

port, Allen & Co.—Savannah, Hall. Simpler & Tupper—New r<m r,n^lnr
(Weans, Foster & Hutton-Charles.on, IS. C.) J. k J. Street

!

A Good Compositor

cc Uo. Mr A. Louba.'s book on die Culture of the Grape Vine.
[ Js wanted at fhe New England Farnier office.

and on the Making of Wine, may be found at the principal lick- - j
'

_^!_
'

_ J ' ' '' -* ""-*

Men of the United States; and his agents will furnish them, -
pJ?/c£s Qp C0U.VTRY PRODUCE.

rratis to subscribers

THE NEW AMERICAN GARDEN KR.
A work with this title, compiled by the Editor of the New

England Farmer, with the assistance of a number of scientific

and Practical Horliculturalisls in the vicinity of Boslon and New
York, is jus. published by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of .he

New England Farmer. The articles are arranged alpha-

betically, and comprise the most useful Vegf.tajsi.es and

I'm ns which can be conveniently and economically cultivated

in the climale of New England ana (he Middle States ; as well as

Treatise on Flowers" andon Landscape or Picturesque
Gardens, on the general management of the Silk Worm
and the manufacture of Silk, and a Tn i die cultur

Substitute for ringing swine.—To prevent swine

from digging in the soil, the best method is to cut

the two tendons of their snouts with a sharp knife,

about an inch and a half from the nose. This

may be done with little pain, and no prejudice to

the animal, when about two or three months old.

Common practice of restraining them by rings

fixed in the snout is painful and troublesome ;

—

they must be replaced as often as they give way,

and that happens so frequently, that rings afford

but li it le security against the nuisance.

—

Loudon.

Last year a poultry salesman in London sold

19,047 liead of game. So much for- prohibitory

laws at variance with public opinion.

It has been stated to us that the quantity of fish

Transmitted from this port to the London market

is so immense, that the carriage alone amounts to

nearly £1000 annually.

—

Boston (Engl.) Gazette.

The ensuing Horticultural Fete is contracted

for at a guinea per head ; last year the appetites

of the company were measured at nine shillings.

Invention.—A gentleman in Birmingham has in"

vented a music desk, to which is attached machi-

nery turning over the leaves of the music book,

without taking the fingers from the instrument.

Grape Vines and the Strawberry. The article on Fruit

Trees contains an enumeration and description of all the Apples-

nan, Peaches, Cherries, Plums, Nectarines, Apricots. &c. &c.

that can be raised to the most advantage, and their relative for

wardness in bearing, which will be f.-und to be of incalculable

benefit to gentlemen in laying out orchards. Each of the above

arlicles is furnished by gentlemen practically acquainted with

the subjects on which they have written,

A list of the contents of the work will be found in the New
England Farmer fer August 1.

i Besides a faithful investigation of all the standard works on

Gardening and Horticulture, recently published in England,
|

and the Transactions of the London Horticultural Society, the '
s

New American Gardener is enriched by ariiclesor extracts from

u\e writings of the following American gentlemen :

I

'
J. Armstrong. Jesse Buel, L. Barllelt, L. W. P.rigss, Joseph

! Cooper, Wm t'oxe. J. G. Coffin, T. Coulter, S. Dranc, E. H. I

i Derby, H A. S. Dearbcrn. Doct. Drown, Jared Elliot. J. Eliis.

O. Fi'ske, Doct. Green, J. M. Gourgas, R. Howard, T. W. Har-

ris, T Hubbard, L. M'Kean. J. Kenrick, John Lowell, H. Lu-

ll-!, A. Landrum, J. Mease, B. M'Mahou, F. A. Michatix, Wm. .

Mondv. E. Preble, J. H. Powel, L. Peterson. S. W. Pomeroy, I

W. D. Peck, T. Pickering, E. Perlcv. A. Pr.rmenticr. J. W.
Proctor, S. G. Perkins, Professor Sav. Doct. J. Spnftord. Josiuli

guincy. James Thacher, R. Treat, I. Tucker. P.. Toohrv, Vf.

Wilson, N. Webster, J. V. Wiugate, J. \\ . Watkins, Benjamin

Wheeler.
Price §1.25—Six copies for g6.00.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, poi, first sort,

Pearl, 6nl sort, -

BEANS, white.

BEEF, mes--. new. -

Cargo, No. 1 , new,
Ciogo, No. 2, new,

BUTTER, inspected No. i, new,
CHEESE, new milk.

Skimmed milk,

j-i FLOUR, Baltimore, Ho»
Cenr-seo,

Rve, best.

GRAIN. Corn,
Rve,
Barley,
On

bushel.

barrel.

97 50 100 00

1 00 1 SO
10 50|

8 50

5 50
i St

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new, - pound.

LIME. I
«>sfc.

PLWSTER PARIS retails al - I
ton.

PORK, new, clear, - - - - barrel.

,\:i\ v. mess. new. - - I

Caigo. No. }. nc.v. - - I
"

EFDS. Mcid :

s Grass, - - - boshel.

Orchard Grass. - - >
"

Eiwl Meadow. -
I

Rve Grass, - - -

Tall Meadow On > Grass, -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne. -I
White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, [northern]

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL, .Merino, full blcod, washed, -

Merino, full blood. tinwai»fc?d,

Merino, three lourlhi washed.
Merino, halt & quarter wasiiei

Native, washed, -

Pul'ed, Lamb's. ?.:?'. snrr.

Pulled, Lamb's, second port

lulled, for spinning. fh.6Vsoi

11 (O
8 75
7 2.5

IV
tfr

3
B '>

5 00
2 62

53
50"

70
40
9

J 501 00
-

13 St 14 00
13 00 13 GO

00

Seeds for Fall Soiling.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a fresh sup-

ply of various Grass Seeds—also a great variety of vegetable

seeds for fall sowing, viz. White Portugal Cuion. Slrnsburg do.
(

„.

Silver skin do. Prickly Spinach and Dutch ( !ole for early greens
;
J,nR

'

K
'

.,.,.., , „M
'

—various kinds of lettnee, carrot, cucumber, cabbages. &c— *<-«•">
WU nle ho<rs

black Spanish or winter radish, &c. all warranted fresh.

Orchard Grass Seed—growth of 1828.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market Slreet,

£0 bushels of prime Orchard Grass Seed, raised, this seasin,

Willi the greaiest care, by John Prince Escj.—warranted to be
i
MEAL. Rye, retail, -

equal in purity to any ever offered for sale in New England. I Indian, retad,

A supply of pure Oilman Wheat, raised bv Pavson Wiiliams
|
POTATOS, new .

I CIDER ,
[according to quality,]

PROVISION MARKET.
eces, -

piec-e-s.

whole hogs

I VEAL, - -

]
MUTTON,
POULTRY. -

,
BUTTER, keg and too,

Lump, besl.

5GGS

.jiour-*!-

jbarret.j 2 OOJ

4 00
4 00
4 00
5 00
1 00
50
50
IS

1 50-

1 50
60
30
40:

35
28
50-

30
40
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MISCELLANIES.

From the New England Farmer's Almanack for
1829

; now in the press of J. B. Russell, propri-
etor of the New England Farmer and Horticultu-
ral Journal.

For the Calendar pages for the month of Au-
gusi, are the following lines ; by T. G. Fessen-
BEN.

HARVEST -INTEMPERANCE
The arable fields and gay meadows behold,
And laughing luxuriant landscape accord.

In tributes of verdure, enamell'd with gold.

The hard-handed husbandman's promis'd reward.

But pause ere you gather the bountiful crop.

And listen to well meant advice of a friend.

The evils wh'ch flow from intemperance stop,

So far as your own good example may tend.

Avoid the inveterate habit of some,

(Excessively foolish, atrociously sinful,)

Now bloated with brandy, now reeling with rum.
Now stuffing with whiskey a Spanish brown skinful!

August 15, 1828.

With the fire of the elements raging without,

If the fire of the still is consuming within,

A body ol adamant soon must give out.

As the steel-sinew'd laborer soon must give in.

A man had much better be burnt at the stake,

For thus he will finish hi troubles much quicker,
Than his own carcase lake a blue blaze to make
And be burning for years Willi the fire of strong liquor.

Maryland—having attained the hundred and twen-
ty-first year of her age.

A London hatter advertises having invented a
porous hat, to remedy complaints made against
water proof hats of preventing the escape of per-
spiration and causing headache. The inventor
must have been a relative of the Irishman who
made a hole in his shoe to let the water out.

THE YANKEE AND DUTCHMAN.
*.*«, y^iij . c.vciiiuiis ui me are uKe neggars ; it The N. Y. Commercial Advertiser relates the

you treat them kindly, they " call again ;" but if following anecdote of a Yankee pedlar, and a
you kick them from your door, they will be very Dutch Inkeeper, near Catskill.
likely to cut your acquaintance. After some sporting and bantering between

Silence is the best remedy for anger. If you ;

Mynheer and Jonathan, who had shown off some
say nothing, you will have nothing to unsay.

j

common slight of hand tricks, the said Jonathan
A man without wisdom is like a cat without '

declared that he could swallow his robust host

!

whiskers, liable to thrust his head into a hole Notwithstanding that Jonathan had already play-
where he cannot draw his haunches through. I

ed off several of his Yankee tricks which puzzled

They who are easily flattered are always easily
cheated.

The petty vexations of life are like beggars ; if

island indirectly hinted to h,m in the presence of his Brutus ; Charles the First his Cromwell • andan Insh phys.c.an who attended him, the proprie-
| George the III" ("Treason !" criedTLlty of making a will in a country where people er ; « treason, treason !» echoed from eveiv nartwere so apt to die-the physician thinking his of the house.)-It was one of thoT ZTZZjudgment called m question, tartly replied, "ByUnts which are decisive of character HeZSt Patrick madam, I wish you would tell me faultered not for an instant; but fixm- oil the

;:Xpz

:

do not die-and x wm g° ai,d end ^^ *» ** «"*»* -** **> i%s>c«Zmy days there
. . .

profit by their example. If this be treason make theThis puts us in mind of a Hibernian minister
! most of it."-Percy Anecdotes

who said during one of his sermons, that if there
was no such thing as death in the world, we Original Anecdote.—\n one of our country tavshould increase to such a degree, that the plague eras a few years since, there happened to be awould get among us, and we should die off by number of respectable farmers clad in the usual
thousands. „ ,

habit, when a spruce young gentleman came in.

*-„»„,., \~a~7> : Z T~~ u ,

rife
'ged in the h'ghest stvle with a watch in hisbatterer -A flatterer m said to be a beast that pocket, who strutted around the room with greatbiteth smiling. But ,, is hard to know them from pomp, dingling his gold watch keys and seal hfriends, they are so obsequious and full of protes- the most foppish manner. After swaggerin"SS a friend"

"
' °

g
'
'° **" * tT *"?"" * <™ ™™^ he ™A °« a"dflatterer a tnend.

, challenged any man in the room to drop money
Longevity.-Mai-y Fish, (who waTborn on .

Wlth h""' one Pf^ at » time, and the one whose
parage from Africa to thi country in 1707 ) died T7< ^ *" ,on«es «

Bh°u,d take ** whole

a few days since, in Dorchester county State of 7 V e(mW- "° one at first ^ared
Maryland-having attained the hundred anTLl f f to^render'the^f

'***%*)
J*** °^ te"d-

etl to render the fop more inflated with an idea of
his superior wealth, and he became the more
earnest. At length, a rusty looking, but shrew
old farmer observed, if no one else would acce
of his offer, he would do it. " It is done," saL
the fop, and immediately called on a third man to
hold the hat, and commenced the game, by drop-
ping a piece of money into the hat. The former
then put his hand into his pocket and took out
what was called a bung-town copper, and dropt it

into the hat. The fop immediately dropt in his
second piece, when the farmer, feeling in his
pockets after another piece, but finding none,
gravely observed, " I own you beat, I've got no
more—you may take the whole and treat the
company.— Trent. Emp.

ire

pf

Lid

Curiosity.—Large flocks of swallows are daily
seen on the small bridges on the turnpike between

I

the good people exceedingly, yet the assTrtion f
he)sea and LyDn

- °n the bridge nearest to
JYue pith.—The force of language is apt to be

;

was too great a mouthful for them to swallow if
yn" ™ay be Seen at al1 hours of the day one

much injured by the multitude of words. A re- I the pedlar could. A bet sufficient to moisten the I ~
"1,Xes with the rest in color Perfectly white.

spectable farmer, has the singular happy talent of, throats of the whole company, was the conse
I

several da.vs past it has been noticed with
not saying too much. A young man wishing to quence between the principal parties though the I

mUCh Pleasure bv the passengers passing in the
obtain his consent to marry his daughter, called

|

landlord, in proposing it, had no idea that hts cus
dlfferent stages.— Centinel.

upon him one day when he happened to he in the
j

tomer would accept, when, as he supposed he ' ^r^^-^^r^T^^^_i^^^^iield ploughing with his oxen. It was, past all , must be certain of losing. Jonathan then direct-

1

UISTKICT OF MASSACHUSETTS to wit
m
SMS ™TL^±™t*jt? H ed^at Mynh

?
CT Sh°U,d

.

be *"*«_<* U- -at! .i^^-W Thatontheeight^t^y^D.
.,

„, „ .^, u . iUauer tor a aimuent man to ed that Mynheer should be divested of his coat :

Be

SarSiw-H 'I fi

eSitath,g l0

T*
after ™™^' a

j

a«d ^ts.and be stretched longitudinally upon ™>M^r^"^^^JZrL^
StaJ *k„ I «*... ~1A „_!.— .„ui„ ...u:.u ,

' y Stales of America, J. B. Russell, of the said district, has depos
parallel with the furrow several times round the
field, and essaying with all his courage to utter
the important question, at last stammered out,

I—I—I've been thinking, Mr
, that—that

as how I—I—I should be gl—gl—glad to—to-
rn—m—mar—marry your daughter.
Farmer— Take her and use her well—whoa, hair,

Bud;—Berks. Am.

" Four and twenty Fiddlers" in a Whale's Bel-
ly—An entertainment has been given by Mr. Kes-
sels, the naturalist of Gand, for the purpose of ex-
hibiting an enormous whale, which M. Cuvier and
others think must have reached the age of 9 or 10
centuries. The orchestra was arranged in the
interior of the stupendous animal, and there were
24 performers

—

London Weekly Review.

An Irish gentleman being taken ill of a yellow
fever at Jamaica, a lady who had married in that

the old oaken table which had stood in the bar-
lled in this office the tide ofroom for half a century. These arrangements as proprietor, in the words following, to wit

:

having been made, Jonathan voraciously seized " The New American Gardener; containing practical Direc
upon the honest landlord's gouty great toe, which ^nd'iSno^
he pressed rather violently between his teeth, giv- '

kerries^&e. &c - ^ Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New
ing the good man a twinge which caused a writh-
ing movement and a groan. " Dunder and blix-
um !" exclaimed Mynheer : " Vat te teffil do ye
pite me sho for ?" " Why, you darn'd great fool,"
said Jonathan, " You didn't think I was going to
swallow you whole, did you ?" A burst of laugh-
ter proclaimed Jonathan the victor, and Mvnheer
had to pay the toast and toddy.

Patrick Henry—When Patrick Henry, who
gave the first impulse tC the ball of the American
revolution, introduced his celebrated resolution on
the stamp act into the House of Burgesses of Vir-
ginia (May, 1765,) he exclaimed, when descaiiting
on the tyranny of the obnoxious act, "Cesar had

ok, the right whereof he claims

England Farmer.
" God Almighty first planted a Garden ; and indeed it is the

purest of human pleasures
: it is the greatest refreshment to the

spirits of man ; without which buildings and palaces are bin
gross handy-works.— Bacon's Essays."

In conformity to the act of Congress of the United States en-
titled, "An Act for the encouragement of learning, by secu'ricfr
the copies of maps, charts, and book, to the authors and propriiS
torsol such copies during the times therein mentioned:" and
also to an act, entitled, "An Act supplementary to an act, enti-
tled, An Act for the encouragement ol learning', by securing the-
rapies ol maps, charts, and books, to the authors and proprietors
of such copies during the limes therein mentioned; and extend-
ing the benefits thereof lo the arts of designing, engraving and
etch ng historical and other prints. JNO. W. DAVIS

Clerfc of the District of Massachusetts.

Published every Friday, al go per annum, payable at the
end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the
lime of sitberibing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.
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AGRICULTURE.
We publish llie following extrncl of a letter fiomagenllcnnii

in Washtenaw County, Michigan, to the Editor of the New

England Farmer, as a good eommrnl on the bencfieial effects

of Internal Improvement. Who would have predicted 'en

years sinee, of a cargo of Flour being sent from the interior of

Michigan to boston, and sold profitably al 5 or 6 dollar- per

barrel. We recollect the anecdote of twenty barrels of grain

being sent from New York city to Sacket's Harbor, about six-

teen years sinee. It was of course transported in wagons;

Wgftr barrels of the grain were consumed by the horses on their

journey—-four left for the use of the troops—and eight more re-

tained for the horses on their return.

" The regularity with which I receive the New
England Farmer, merits something besides a mere

acknowledgement. But money is so extremely

scarce here, that I shall be under the necessity of

deferring payment until fall, when I intend to

make a shipment of Flour to Boston, when you

can take, on account, two barrels of our Michigan,

which you will find not inferior to the best Gen-

esee Flour. Our wheat harvest has been favor-

able this season, and the weather fine for harvest-

ing it ; and. above all, we have been blessed with

a remarkably healthy season."

GATHERING WHEAT.
Mr Fessendf.n— I saw in a late New England

Farmer, the method the English sometimes adopt

to cut their wheat. I believe (for I have not tin-

paper before me) the New Encyclopedia is credit

ed therefor, as it respects the description. H;; i--

ing for several years past either cradled or - :-
i

my wheat, the method abovementioned appeared

to me so reasonable, at the same time so simple.

that with one hour's work I was enabled to bring

it into operation, much to my profit and satisfac-

tion. I found on trial that one of the bows could

be dispensed with, by adding a preventer brace,

or regulator, thus :

ovr

The English, it would seem, have the standing

grain on their left. On trial I found it had better

stand on the right, the same as grass, with a boy

to follow to place the grain which the scythe

leaves, at an angle of 45 degrees to the direction

of the mower. The bow may stand at it right

angle with the scythe and regulated by the brace

according as the grain stands, or leans ; its length,

according to the length of straw to be cut ; mine
is about 20 inches from the heel of the scythe.—
Three small holes the size to receive a rake bow.
is all that is needed in the snead made use of for

grass, as the bow and brace can be taken out in a

moment.
The acre of wheat cut by me the present seas-

on was strawed sufficiently large, for 40 bushels,

had not our abundant rains beat down half the

field where the straw was most abundant and at

a season when the kernel had but half filled

The crop is a good one, however, as the sample
accompanying this, will declare. This wheat is

known by the Dame of the Oilman Wukat, its

great product having drawn the premium gix yean
in eight I was a little more than seven houri in

cutting the acre. Four men with sickli

probably have been a longer time, with a further

loss of twice the heads or ears where the grain

was lodged. Ah the scythe was laid close to the

ground (the field having been rolled in the spring,

after picking oft' the larger stones) the rakes fol-

lowed the binding, thereby saving all. To Bave

cradled it would have been impossible.

As an apology for troubling you with this, the

writer will merely mention his conviction for

years, that the agriculture of New England must

rise, or her hardy sons mnst fall.

Yours, &c.
Fitchburg, Aug. 15, 1828. P. WILLIAMS.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTS.
Mr Fessenden,— I take the liberty to send you

a limb of an apple tree, with an animal, with eight

or ten legs, two and a half inches long, which

stuck so fast to the limb, that the person who cut

it off, thought the limb was affected with the can-

ker, and in cutting it off, the animal to his great

surprise moved. As no one in this neighborhood

ever saw an animal of this kind before, I thought

it might be a public benefit, to have some agricul-

tural gentleman examine it, and if any thing new,

to have a description of it made public.

A SUBSCRIBER.
Newburyport, Aug. 5, 1828.

On the receipt of the above, we forwarded the

insect together with the limb of the apple tree, to

which it was attached to Dr. T. W. Harris, of

Milton, Mass. whose investigations as a naturalist,

and entomologist, have been highly honorable to

himself, and essentially serviceable to the interests

of agriculture. Dr. Harris, in reply, sent the

following communication, which will be read with

an interest, proportioned to the science and the

utility of the suggestions it developes :

THOMAS G. FESSENDEN, Esq.

Dear Sir,— Your note of the 6th inst. was re-

ceived on Saturday evening. The box with its

contents, sent you from Newburyport, arrived safe-

ly. The insect, which was a caterpillar, belong-

ing to the nocturnal Lepidoptera, had formed its

cocoon beneath the cover of the box, and was al-

ready changed to a chrysalis, in which state it

will probably remain until next spring. Should
it however, become a perfect insect before that

time, (as is sometimes the case) you shall be in-

formed of it, and of the genus to which it belongs,

which cannot till then be determined.

The cocoon, or rather demi-cocoon, resembles
brown paper in color and texture, and has inter-

mingled, in its construction, a few hairs evidently

derived from the body of the caterpillar. In form
it is oblong, oval, and flattened ; and is complete
only on one side, the corresponding side being re-

placed by the cover of the box. By making a hole
through the box above, I was enabled to see the

chrysalis, which is of the common shape, and a-

bout one inch long. It was alive and moved its

tail very briskly when disturbed.

The caterpillar undoubtedly fed on the leavet

of the tree on which it was discovered. It ap-

peared to have ceased feeding, having fixed itself

firmly by its feef to the hark of the tree, prepara-

tory to covering itself with its cocoon.

It will be well to apprize your readers that tin

-econd brood of slug worms will shortly appear,

some of them as soon as the 15th. of the [liwilll

month. The first brood was numerous, and ac-

cording to former ex|ierience, the second will

greatly exceed it in numbers. Those who have

voting and valuable trees had best immediately

provide themselves with the simple apparatus for

sifting ashes, &e. on the leaves, as recommended
by Mr Lowell.

You may have observed that the squash auc
other cucurbitaceous vines frequently die, during

this mouth, down to the root. On examining the

stalk, near the root, you may discover a small

wlitish grub, which lives in the centre, and is the

cause of this premature decay. The grub, when
it has attained its full size, is about one inch long :

it then enters the ground, forms a cocoon of

coarse silky substance covered with grains of

earth, and becomes a chrysalis. Tins survives

the winter, and about the last of Juue or first of

July the perfect insect is disclosed. It is nearly

related to the Peach-tree insect, and belongs to

the same genus. It does not appear to ha\e been

described by Linnaeus nor Fabricius. Still, as i

hare not access to many of the works containing

description' of American insects, 1 cannot confi-

dently P"o- ounce it to be a nondescript, and there-

fore give it a specific name provisionally, only til!

it shall prove to be entitled to an older one.

JEgema Cucurbitm.—Body tawny, with lour or

five black dorsal spots : anterior wings olivaceous

brown ; posterior wings, except the margin and
nervures, hyaline : tibia; and tarsi of the hind legs

densely fringed with fulvous and black hairs.

Length of the body three-tenths of an inch. Tne
wings expand one inch and one quarter.

The above brief description will serve to iden-
tify the female, and the specific name will indicate
the genus of plants on which the larva feeds.

On the 10th of July I observed one of these in-

sects in the act of depositing her eggs. She con-
tinued flying and frequently alighting near the
roots of the vines, and each time she alfgiited bent
the tail downwards to drop an egg. So intent

was she in this business, that she suffered me to

approach very near and remain watching her a
long time without being alarmed.
As the eggs are deposited and the larva? make

their first attacks near the root, it may be sug-
gested to your agricultural friends, that, possibly,
smearing the vines round their roots with blubber
oil may repel the invader. The experiment, to

be successful, should be made early in July.

The autumnal caterpillar, or, as it is cotumonjy
called, web-worm, has made its appearance in great
numbers. Not only our forest and ornamental
trees, hut our fruit trees are now disfigured with
their webs. The eggs are deposited in a cluster
on a leaf near the extremity of a branch. The
young larva? when hatched (which happens from
the last of June till the middle of August, some
broods being early, others late.) cover the upper
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surface of the leaf with a web, beneath which wishes of some respectable friends, by eommuni-
\
native of France, possessing large estates in thar.

they feed in company, devouring only the upper |

eating to you the result of numerous experi- country and in the United States, assured me, af-

cuticle and parenchyma of the leaf, leaving the ments, made under my own observation, in en- ter careful inspection of my vines, that it was per-

lower cuticle and nervures untouched. As they I
grafting various kinds of delicate foreign grapes fectly new to him, and would encourage him to

and superior varieties of our domestic grapes on introduce it in his extensive plans of improvement,
the more vigorous stocks of cultivated vines, or on to which he is devoting much of his ample means,
the native vines of our fields, or transplanted na- I am respectfully and truly, your friend and obc-

tive vines, removed from our hedge rows into our dient servant, WM. COXE.
gardens at the moment of engrafting. The pro-

j
Burlington, July 22, 1828.

cess is extremely simple, and as far as I can learn I

from inspection of the most approved English and, fLUMS —GRAPES.
French writers, and from inquiry of intelligent Horn to make Sure of having Plums— Hintsfar pre-

\ foreigners, is not practised in Europe. It is per- .
serving Grapes.

increase in size, they progressively extend tl

web downwards, till, eventually, it covers a large

portion of the branch. The full grown caterpil-

lar is about one inch and one eighth long, and is

of a yellowish colour, the back covered with con-

tiguous black spots and a double series of small

black tubercles, and the sides with several rust

coloured tubercles. From the tubercles proceed

thin bunches of diverging, slender, whitish, beard

ed hairs, intermingled with a few black ones.-
J

formed by inserting a scion, of the usual sizefor

The head and feet are black. When it. has ceas-

ed feeding, the caterpillar leaves the tree, and, in

some secure place, forms a thin cocoon, in which

it becomes a pupa, and remains during the win-

ter. In the following June it makes ts esca

and is then a small white miller or moth, fre-

quently seen round houses in the evening. It be-

longs to the genus Arctia, and the species has

Columbia, Pa. July 21, 1828.

planting, in the root or stock, under the surface If your correspondent H. B. of Dayton, Ohio,

of the earth, covering it with the earth, raised will plant all his plum trees in a lot by themselves,

round the stock high enough to protect the scion, and either constantly keep hogs in the lot suffi-

which is about six inches long, with two eyes on- cient to eat all the fallen fruit, or keep the ground

ly, the upper one to be even with the top of the perfectly free from grass and weeds, tramping the

little hillock raised around the plant. No clay or ground hard, and frequently sprinkling it with salt

composition is necessary. The stock must he at water or brine, sweeping the fallen fruit together,

least one inch in diameter, at one or two inches burning and burying it four or five feet deep, or

twSkdge,Teen described* It may,
j

above the crown of the plant, when bared to the destroying it in any way so as to prevent the

therefore for the present he denominated, from first roots, it must be sawed oft" at that point.— wqtos from entering the ground, and to have no

its well known habit, the weaver, or Amtia textor.
\

The stock is to be carefully split, after the loose other fruit trees growing withm 300 yards from
1 bark is scraped off, and if necessary opened by a

|

the lot containing the plums, I will venture to
Body and wings white, immaculate ; anterior

j

thighs tawny; feet blackish above. Length of

the body rather over half an inch, expansion of

the wings one inch and two-fifths.

Such being the habits and metamorphoses of

tbi- insect, it is apparent that, at no time, can they

so well be attacked, with the view of arresting

them in their destructive career, as when the lar-

va; are small, and the webs just begin to appear.

The leaf or leaves which then support them should

be stripped oft', and their inhabitants be immedi-

ately crushed or burnt, without being suffered to

disperse.

The description of our suppose! nondescrpt de-

structive insects might be greatly extpn led, hut

this paper is already sufficiently prolix, if not tire-

some both to yourself and your readers.

You will please, whenever you wish, command

the services of your humble servant,
' T. WM. HARRiS.

Milton, Aug. 11,1828.

FOR THE KKW ENGLAND FAIITJEK.

GRAPE VINES.

Mr. Fessendf.n,— I perceive by your paper of

fhe 15th inst. that one of your correspondents un-

der the signature of "J. B." says that he has suc-

ceeded very well by engrafting the grape the last

spring. Your correspondent, (or any other horti-

culturist) would confer a favor on the cultivators

of the vine, if he would, through the medium of

your paper, communicate the particulars of the

course pursued.

Were the scions of the first or second year

growth?—At what time were the scions cut ?

—

Was cleft or w ip grafting resorted to?—Was
the scion inserted near the root of the stock, or in

the upper branches ? A, B.

Dudley, Mass. Aug. 20, 1828.

From th>' American Farmer.

wedge; the scion, when firmly fixed, will be re-
[

predict that in 4 or 6 years his plum trees will

tained in its place by the pressure of the stock,

after the wedge has been withdrawn or cut off.

The time for engrafting is the same as for the apple

about the 1st to the 10th of April in this State.

In two or three weeks the buds will sprout. One
only must be permitted to grow ; it must be train-

ed to a stake, and kept pruned of lateral shoots.

In a good soil it will grow ten to twelve feet the

first year ; after this it may be cut down to two
or three eyes, or trained at greater length to a

trellisj according to its strength. They invariably

bear fruit the second year, and frequently will pro-

duce one or more bunches the first year. This,

bear more uniformly than apple trees ; he ought

not, however, to make the experiment with two
or three trees, as it will undoubtedly fail on a
small scale. The curculios from the neighboring

trees will be sufficient to destroy the fruit on a
few trees ; turkeys, ducks, and fowls in general,

will assist in destroying insects, as also birds, toads

frogs, &c. and ought never be debarred the liber-

ty of ranging in an orchard.

As the mildew is the most destructive enemy
tootir choice variety of foreign grapes, and as the

time is at hand when it usually makes its appear-
ance, (being in the hot moist weather of August,)

In wever, should not be permitted, except from aj I will mention a remark communicated to me, by

wish to ascertain the the quality of the fruit. It! Mr Win. Prince, of Flushing, Long Island, New
l- now about six years since the first attempt of! York j he states that by the use of powdpred sul-

an intelligent neighbor in this mode of engrafting phur blown on the leaves and fruit they have be-

was exhibited to me, after repeated failures of the !
come complete masters of mildew at Boston, and

ordinary mode of engrafting above the surface, by the experiments of a skilful man here, he
states his conviction that vines which are trained

lower than ten feet, although subject to the mil-

dew, will not be subject to it if trained to a great-

er height, on that part which rises above ten feet-

Respectfully yours, J. B. G.

MALLEABLE CAST IRON.
A remarkable instance occurred to my knowl-

('aluable practical information and hints on the cul

hire of the Vine.

[From the- author of "Coxe on Fruit Trees."]

g!K,—The cultivation of the vine has become

so important to the health, morals, and prosperity

of our country, that I cheerfully comply with.the

with the aid of clay and composition. I had ex
perienced similar failures in my own experiments,

owing to the greater flow of sap in our climate.

I have now growths of at least ten feet from the

grafts of this spring, exhibiting a luxuriant growth
of a single bunch of grapes. When the stock is

sufficiently large, two scions may be inserted, and
if successful, may he reduced to a single stock, or

one of them may be laid down by training, about eA "e of a" individual fact, which might have

six inches under the' surface, to form another vine l>een of the utmost use to society, but which, ow-

which the second year will be nearly equal in in? tn the state of knowledge and government in

strength and productiveness to the parent vine. Turkey, was wholly-lost to the world. An Ara-

From the facility with which this operation may ,

bia "< at Constantinople, had discovered the secret

be performed, and the short interruption it creates
|

of casting iron, which, when it came out.of the

in the bearing, it will be easy to change any num- |

mould, was as malleable as hammeren iron; some

ber of vines from unproductive and inferior kinds,

to such as may be adapted to the soil, climate,

and object of the cultivator. Foreign and tender

kinds may he speedily acclimated, and an early

diffusion of the finer kinds through our extensive

country may be accomplished, wherever native

stocks are to be found.

1 believe this mode of engrafting will be new
to the greater portion of your readers ; it certainly

is not noticed by the Abbe Rozier, by La Nouvelle

Quintinye, by Miller and Forsyth, all of whom I

have consulted—and a highly intelligent friend, a

of his fabrication was accidentally shown to Mr
de Gaffron, the Prussian charge d'affaires, and
Mr Franzaroli (men of mineralogical science)

who were struck with the fact, and immediately
'

instituted an enquiry for its author. This man,
whose art in Christendom would have insured

him a splendid fortune, had died poor and un-

known, and his secret had perished with him !

—

His utensils were found, and several pieces of his

casting, all perfectly malleable. Mr Franzarolt

analyzed them, and found that there was no ad-,

mixture of any other metal. Mr de Gaffron has
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since been made su;>i rintendent of the iron man-

ufactory at Spanduu. where he has in vain at-

empted to discover e pr •res- if the Arabian.

. From :lic Milton fiazetle.

V WONDERFUL DISCOVERY RECENTLY
MADE IN AN OLD HORSE'S AGE.

•• "Tis m the- pen and press we mortals owe,

All we believe, and almost ;ill we know."

Since the age of that noble animal, the horse,

after a certain period pf lift', (that is t.o say) after

the marks in his incisors and Cuspidati are entire-

ly obliterated, to be able to ascertain his age,with

any tolerable degree of certainty, appears to the

generality of "horse age* judges," to be a subject

of very much uncertainty. I now take the liberty

of laying before the public through the medium
of your, paper, an infallible method, (subject to

very few exceptions,) of ascertaining it in such a

manner alter a horse loses his marks, or after he

arrives to the age of 9 years or over, so that any
person concerned in horses, even of the meanest

capacity, may not be imposed upon in a horse's

age, from 9 years of age and over, more than 3

years at farthest, until the animal arrives at the

age of twenty years and upwards, by just feeling

the submaxillary bone, or the bone of the lower
jaw.

This method I discovered, by making many an-

atomical observations on the skulls of dead hors-

es and repeated dissections. In order, therefore,

to elucidate the above, I must in the first place
beg leave to remark— that the submaxillary b< ne,

or the lower jaw bone of all young horses^ about
4 or 5 years of age, immediately above the bifur-

cation, is invariably thick and very round at the

bottom ; the cavity of said bone being very small,

contains a good deal of marrow, and generally

continues in this state until the animal arrives at

that period which is generally termed an " aged
horse," or until the animal acquires his full size in

3. Allowances must always be > made between SOMETHING NEW.
heavy, large western or wagon horses, or carriage I

Fly-blows are peculiar in character and re-
horses, anil fine blooded ones. By practising anil markablj fatal this season. The slightest terateh
strictly attending to the above rules, upon all des- on any animal, or even a tick bite, is sufficient to

criprion of horses, the performer in a little time, induce the fly to deposits her eggs, which turn to

will become very accurate in the accomplishment maggots in the space of an hour, of the most bar-
of his desires, more especially if he attentively ob- dy kind we ever heard of. Wherever these Hies
serves the lower jaw bone of dead horses.

|

attack, death to the animal is the i iill«ii|llf IMS
I.

BOSCAIVAXE. unless the greatest pains is taken. Much stock
~

, has been destroyed by them, anil one negro wom-

w .

TEA. .1M ^ negro man was saved with the utmost dif-
vye are not without fears that we maj fail of

; ficu |ty. He was subject to » bleeding oftie
Withdrawing from the consideration and discus- and tailing asleep with a speck of blood on hi*

f!°" ,
the

,.

a
.

'

lmPorHint aml ve7 interesting sub- „pper lip, the fly made her deponte win h crept

into his bead. No matter where the worm is laid

it will instantly penetrate the skin, with two
strong prongs or pincers that it possesses, and

It works to a great depth.

t of politics, a sufficient number of persons to
give ear to matters and things which we conceive
deserve at least to share public attention. It will
we apprehend, be necessary after the election, to

|

n
','

ak'e a , re 1'
1 drink an

'

eretofbre.

eat and drink and provide for our families, equal- pMBing through a v,

known that neither the characte

We cannot, therefore, see the
jncb, when it enlarges it into a kind of cell, and

Propriety of abandoning the various modes by does not stop, vve believe, until it reaches the en-wh.cb these objects are to be accomplished, to trails, unless obstructed bv the bone. We heard

Unn I?,? ,
*emse'ves

'
especially, when it is of one of these cells that'held half a pint. The

v HH\ II rit unit mi. «!-.« ,-.!.„.. * " _^_ . . r*\

parties and leadit

by a little less

er nor interests of usual remedies to destroy it, such as calomel, epir-

of turpentine, &c. are very seldom successful.

-. gentjeman has requested us to state, that lie

o , H , .

°
r

n '
^ a" C0Iltlm 'e l° (llsdjarSe has succeeded by cutting open the holes and pour-ouiduty by calling atlent.on to subjects which

jmg^ solution of hartshorn, or aqua amnionic.
and then keeping the place covered. We had a

le con- dog afflicted with these worms, which vve destroy-

ofSi parties concerned the propriety ed in the following manner. Ween open ,h,

at , , "f,K
W
T f"' ,

lnSU,S ,ef°re C °n?rCSS
P,ace t0 ' f

'I"'' °ian ta«*' (
bu« ll'en did no,

the dun no, ,'
the

^,
SU,,JCCt

,°' " rP
l'"

r, '0n °f reach the »'» •'"'>' »«« -raping out all the honev-

neces a v of life Tt

Th ' S
.

a",C
\}™\ ^'J™ ' C°°*-»°°ki"g -''stance, poured the hole full rfanecessary of hfe. Its use ts found to be salutary, very strong decoction from elder leaves and tobac-

ie co. boiled together. In about an hour tbev en-

we believe deserve attention.

At this time we beg to recommend to th

and ought, it is believed, to be encouraged.

the article being smuggled here from Canada, and
thus extensively injure our commerce. The Sec-
retary of the Treasury in his last annual report,

his hti^lt or thickness ; or according to sporting j

"lakes
*]ie following judicious observations upon

language, is completely furnished, with verv little
'
"le s ul'ject :—

.

variation. But after this period, the cavitv as i

use of tea, has become so general through-

aforesaid becomes larger, and more marrow is
!
out the United States, as to rank almost as a ne-

contaiued therein. Hence the submaxillary hone
cessar3' of u"fe, wiien to this we add that there is

becomes thinner and sharper a little above the bi-
D0 nval Prod«ction at home to be fostered by les-

furcation.
j

semllg the amount of its importation, the duty

This indelible mark may always be observed
Up°" !t may sa(el>' be regarded as too high. Up-

in a small degree in horses about 8 years of age ;

0n some ot tlle variet>es of the arti< le, it consider-

but at 9 years old it is still more perceptible. It
al'ly exceeds one hundred per cent., and is believ

coiitmui s giowing a little thinner and sharper at

the bo. .oin, until 12 years of age. From thence

muchVoC-urh a

U™~|,y

T"l
d
^
m

,

e<1
,

t0° ''eavorod to cVawl outbutdled hVthe" att"e"mptZmucn so, and such as may be feared, vv.ll lead to The dc

ed to be

until 15, it is stdl thinner, and about as sharp as

the back of a case knife near the handle. From
this period until the ages of 18, 19, 20 and up-
wards, it is exceedingly so ; and is as sharp in

many subjects as the dull edge of that instrument.

Rules.— 1. Put your 3 fingers about half an
inch or an inch immediately above the bifurca-

tion, and grasp the submaxillary bone; or the 'ow-
er jaw bone. If it is thick at the sides and very

round indeed at the bottom, the animal is most
certainly under 9 years of age.

2. If the bone is not very thick, and it is per-

ceivably not very round at the bottom, he is from
9 to 12 years of age, and so on. From 12 to IS
the bone is sharper at bottom and thinner at the

sides, the bottom is generally as sharp as the

back of a case knife ; from 15 to 18, 19, 20 and
upwards, without many exceptions, the bone,

when divested of its integuments, is as sharp as

the dull edge of that instrument.

generally above the level which a tr

ts out. A moderate i

duty would lead to an increased

appeared to be entirely insensible to tbt

• iteration.— Southern paper.'

Glue.— The jewellers among the Turks who art
mostly Armenians, have a curious method of orn-
amenting watch cases, and similar things, with
diamonds and other stones, by simply ^gluein-
them on. The stone is set in silver or'gold. and
the lower part of the metal made flat, or to cor-
respon i with the part to which it is to be fixed :

it is then warmed gently, and the glue applied,
which is so very strong that tiie parts never sep-
erate. This glue, which may be applied to manv
purposes, as it will strongly join bits of glass or

• A moderate reductionToFthe I ffj^St* "^
,h "S =

'

as large as peas, in as much spirit

the article, to an extent that in 7ZStf 1™°*£Ef" * ""!*f-«*-*—
would in the end, benefit rather man n ur he' if ^

,f ,

a* n>»ch >^'^Mwhich ha>

revenue. It, tendency would be to en a e ourfe ^"T''?" '" Water «" " is s"°"ei;

trad, in exports to China, a trade of „essive t

' '"
f
"" ' ^J " rum, as will make

value, as our cottons and 'other articles of h™ wo Z5m£ 7'*™'
« ^ ^^ ""

production (aside from specie) are more and m re , T ,\
?"m *a]banum or aimnouiacum

entering into it. It would cause mo e of , e ale
"

H T '"'' ^
I' f^""* ^^ "" dis-

in teas to centre in our own ports, the present kJp !

f

*en
'7. «

'

e wl ' ole/"«h »™*«=ient beat,

rate of duty driving our tea shipLot'untrequem y | tl7* ^£tT^ " "
to seek their markets in Europe ; not in the form
of re-exportations, but in the direct voyage from
China. It would also serve to diminish the risk
of the Uuited States ultimately, losing any por-
tion of a trade so valuable, through the policy and
regulations of other nations Penn. Gazette.

The Editor of the Pic toll (N. S.) paper, thinks
that Hemp will become a staple article of export
from Nova Scotia.

The Dengue has been introduced at Wiscasset

.

by the brig Olive, from Havana. Some case
have occurred. It is compared to the Rheumatic
Gout.

In a country where every mouth may be em-
ployed to blow a spark into a consuming flame, all

possible care should be taken to furnish no spark
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EXTRACTS
From an " Annual Address delivered before the Rhode Island

Society for ihe encouragement of Domestic Industry." By
William E. Richmond.

" The most obvious and the most natural divis-

ion of human labour, is three-fold— the labour of

Production ; the labour of Manufacture, and the

labour of Distribution. In the first are compre-
hended Agriculture, Fisheries, Mining, and- all

other labours by which crude materials are cre-

ated, or reduced to the possession and use of man.
In the second division is included every process

by which the crude productions of nature and of

art are prepared for consumption. The third

division comprehends the labours bestowed in

the transportation of crude and manufactured
articles, as well from the producer to the man-
ufacturer, as from the latter to the consumer.

This simple view of the labours of the com-
munity, mutually dependant and depending as

they are, should inculcate on our minds the unity

and indivisibility of their interests. United and

harmonious in their movements, they support and
assist each other, while they promote the common
welfare : Divided and discordant in their views

and operations, their jealousies are destructive to

themselves and to the commonwealth. Let ii,

then, be our first object, with all our powers, to

promote so desirable a union of sentiment and

feeling. Without the Farmer, society could not

exist: Without the Manufacturer, it could not

exist in comfort : Without the Merchant it

could not enjoy the conveniences and luxuries

which it desires.

In praise of Agriculture, that parent and nurse

of civilization and the arts, and in recommending

her to the patronage of an enlightened people,

too much cannot be said. It was observed by

the most eloquent of that school of philosophers

which laid the train for the grand moral explo-

sion, which distinguished the close of the last

century :—That he who first enclosed a field,

and planted it, and called it his own, laid the

corner stone of the social structure, and is ac-

countable for all the evils of society. There

is more of spleen and misanthropy in this sen-

timent, however redeemed by the splendid style
j

in which it is dressed, than of sound argument.

It supposes as true the very thing which was to

be demonstrated ; namely, that society is a curse,

instead of a blessing to mankind. I quote the
j

sentiment, however, for the purpose of proving

that the appropriation, enclosure and cultivation
\

of lands are the bases of human society and civ-

ilization. Rousseau, himself, admits, that he who
opposes them is a savage, and, that he who would

abrogate them wishes to become, a savage. It is

by permanent residence and exclusive proprietor-

ship, only, that men are encouraged to till the

earth—that a surplus of food is produced for the

support of handicraft trades—that population is

condensed and wealth accumulated— that the

higher arts and sciences are cultivated— that

society is protected and embellished. No friend

of our race would wish to restore that miscalled

golden age, when man, as ferocious as the tyger,

lay in ambush for the weaker animals, or, in his

turn, -fell a prey to the more powerful ones, by

which he was surrounded.

" The labours of Husbandry are among the

most healthy and invigorating employments of

man. " God made the country," says the prov-

erb. Rural pursuits, more than any other, pre-

NEW ENGLAND_FARMER,
serve the simplicity of manners and innocence of
life which constitute the charm and promote the

happiness of society. It is impossible to conceive

a more attractive picture of life than that pre-

sented by a well-settled rural neighbourhood,
where the lands are fertile and well cultivated

;

the buildings, fences and roads in good repair
;

the men industrious and temperate ; the women
good house-wives, faithful companions and tender
mothers ; the children well schooled, obedient

and mannerly ; the clergyman a teacher by
example, as well as by precept ; the physician

and lawyer, skilled in their professions, supported

by their farms, and, emphatically, the guardians

of the health and property of their neighbours
;

the school-master learned, faithful, and beloved

by his pupils. In the unruffled bosom of such
a retreat the votary of politics or pleasure might
calmly bid adieu to the storms and frivolities of

the world, " nor cast one longing, lingering look

behind." How many such little communities
may be found in this our country, where exist

the elements of that power which constitutes, at

once, its safety and renown ! Farmers, your lot

is truly enviable. You cannot be unmindful of
its advantages. On you, as the most numerous
and virtuous, as well as the most permanent and
independent class of this great nation, depend its

present welfare and its future hopes. I will not

presume to instruct you in any branch of your
own profession ; but permit me to impress upon
you its dignity and importance—to incite you, to

prefer it to all others, for the settlement of your
sons in life ; and to qualify them, by a proper

education, to fill it, with success and respecta-

bility. It is an erroneous opinion, that none but

professional men, so called, should be liberally

educated. Every honest calling is more or less

profitable, and, consequently, respectable, in pro-

portion to the intelligence, generally possessed by
those who follow it. An acquaintance with

belles lettres and the moral sciences enables the

farmer to participate, with honour and usefulness,

in the politics of his country. An acquaintance

with the physical sciences explains to him the

principles of his profession, and qualifies him to

assist the operations of nature with the sugges-

tions of an enlightened philosophy. Educate
your children, then. If you cannot spare your
sons to go to college, encourage well-educated

collegians to settle among you, as teachers.

—

Mingling the instructions of such men with their

ordinary employments, your sons will grow up in

the daily application of theory to practice. They
will unite to a thorough and scientific knowledge
of their profession, those acquisitions in general

science, which qualify men to act their parts, as

members of the body politic—as legislators and
as statesmen."

Folding sheep—Cotting, or folding of sheep, is

a practice more or less extensively followed with
particular breeds and in particular districts, but
now generally on the decline. It was formerly

thought to be indispensibly necessary to the suc-

cess of the farmer in different districts ; but of late

a different opinion has prevailed, except in parti-

cular cases, and it is considered as merely enrich-

ing one field at the expense of another. The ob-

ject is to enrich the arable land ; but as this is done
at the expense of the pasture, it is truly, as Bake-
well expresses it, " robbing Peter, to pay Paul."

August 2-2, I82S-

VARIOUS KINDS OF INTEMPERANCE.
Doctor D. M. Reese, a respectable physician of

New-York, in a work recently published, consid-

ers intemperance as the prolific mother of human
miseries, and is of opinion that if mankind were
universally temperate in all respects, casualty and
old age would be the chief passports to the grave.

He notices several species of Intemperance :— In-

temperance in Drinking, Intemperate Eating, In-

temperate Sleeping, Intemperance in Clothing,

Intemperate Labour, Depraved Appetites, &c.
Intemperance in Clothing.— Dr. R. points out the

ill effects on health of tight lacing, and remarks
that almost every professional man has witnessed
the fatal results of this abomination. He dissect-

ed the bodies of two young females who had
died of disease caused by tight lacing, and found

the adhesion of parts and the derangement of
structure truly frightful." He adds, " the ingenu-

ity of the ladies, perhaps, could not be better ex-

erted than in contriving some method of prevent-

ing such havoc as is usually occasioned among
them from tight lacing and thin dressing."

Eating opium and snuff.— Dr. R. states as a fact

well known to the faculty, that hundreds of fe-

males in our large cities are in the daily use of

taking opium. " This is neither more nor less

than a fashionable way of getting drunk, and
onght to be frowned upon by every husband and
father."

Dr. R. says he has known two instances of
death from eating snuff, " a habit which is per-

haps increasing among the ladies of our country

with a rapidity only equalled by the ravages of

ardent spirits, and which is no less ruinous to

health and destructive to life." " This practice

has its origin in using the Scotch snuff as a tooth-

powder,—a fondness is soon acquired for it, and
hundreds among us, especially among our females,

get drunk upon it every day of their lives." The
effects are paleness of countenance, torpor of
body, stupor of mind, diseases of the stomach. .

lungs, &c.
Drinking malt liquors lo excess.— In Great Brit-

ain, diseases are increased in number and fatality

by the large quantity of malt liquor drank in their

community. Sudden deaths are frequent among
those who drink habitually and excessively of
these liquors.

Cold water—Dr. R. says " that death seldom
occurs from drinking water, except in constitu-

tions previously impaired by some of the other

species of intemperance."

Drinking ardent spirits.— This is the worst kind

of intemperance, and in criminality, and the mag-
nificence of its evils, outweighs all the rest

Hampshire Gazette.

A gentleman in the Strand, London, has just a-

dopted a mode of generating gas over a common
kitchen fire, and of purifying it so well by a new-

process, which is yet a secret, that it may not on-
ly be introduced with safety into houses, but with-

out causing any bad smell. The novelty of the

invention consists principally in the adaptation of

a retort to a common kitchen fire.

Chesnut trees.— It is stated in Philips' History of
Fruits, that the great chesnut tree near Mount
Etna, is perhaps one of the most extraordinary

trees in the old world. It is called "the chesnut

tree of a hundred horses," from the following tra-

ditionary tale : .lean of Arragon, when she visit-
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ed Mount Etna, was attended by her principal no-
|

bility, when a heavy shower obliged them to take
|

refuse under this tree ; the immense branches of

which sheltered the whole party. According to

the account given of it by Mr. llowel, this chesnut

tree is one hundred and sixty feet in circumfer-

ence—and although quite hollow within, the ver-

i

dure of the branches is not affected ;
for this spe-

cies of tree, (like the willow and some others,) de-

pends upon its bark for subsistence. The cavity
j

of this enormous tree is so extensive, that a house

has been built in it ; and the inhabitants have an

oven therein, where they dry nuts, chesnuts, al-

monds, &e. of which they make conserves
;
but

as this.' thoughtless people often get fuel from the

tree that shelters them, it is feared that this natur-

1

al curiosity will be destroyed by those whom it

protects.

FATTENING SWINE.
" According to the opinion of the Rev. Mr El-

iot, the best time in the year to shut up hogs to

fatten them, is the month of August. I rather

prefer the month of September, when it may be

depended on, that they will not suffer at all by

the heat in their confinement ; and there will be

time enough to make them fat, before the weath-

er becomes to be extremely cold.

He that attempts to fatten his hogs in winter

will be a loser ; for it has been found by long ex-

perience, that they do not gain in their flesh near

so fast in a frosty, as in a temperate season. I

therefore take care to get them fit for the knife

by the beginning or middle of December, and I

should choose to kill them still earlier, were it not

for the advantage of keeping the lean part of the

pork for some time without salting ; as it most

commonly may be done by exposing it to frost, in

the coolest part of a house.

But a very important question is, what food and

management is best in fattening swine ? Peas

answer well, when the price of them is low. But

I am constrained to give the preference to Indian

corn. Let them be fed in September with green

ears from the field. There is nothing they will

devour more greedily than this c^rn, and even the

cobs with it.

In Indian harvest, the unripe ears should be

picked out, and given to the hogs that are fatting,

without delay ; or as fast as they can eat them
;

for it will do them four times as much good in this

state, as it will after it is dried, it being difficult to

dry it without its turning mouldy or rotten ; so

that they will scarcely eat any of it in this state,

unless they be kept shorter of food than fatting

hogs should be.

After the unripe corn is used, that which is ri-

pened must be given them.

If it be thought most convenient to feed them

with corn of the preceding year, it should not be

given them without soaking, or boiling, or grind-

ing it into meal. For they will not perfectly di-

gest much of the hard kernels ; it being often too

hard for their teeth. It has been thought by good

iud"es, that the corn will be at least a sixth part

more advantage to the swine for soaking it in

water. But there is if I mistake not, still more

advantage in grinding it. What new corn is giv-

en them, may be in ears, as it is not hardened

enough for grinding. I know of nothing that will

fatten hogs faster than a. dough of meal and wa-

ter. But as this is expensive food, the dough may

be mixed with boiled potatos, or boiled carrots.

—

They eat these mixtures as well as dough by it-

self; and it appears to make no material duTer-

ence in their fattening. In this mixture, barley

meal will answer instead of Indian ; which should

be attended to iu our more northern parts, where

two bushels of barley may be as easily raised, as

one of Indian corn. Both kinds of meal I have

found to be a good mixture with boiled potatos
;

but it should by all means be a little salted to give

it a good relish.

While hogs are fatting, little or none of the

wash from the kitchen should be given them.—
Their drink should be fair water, which they rel-

ish better than any other drink, and of which they

will drink a good deal, when they are fed only on

corn, or stiff dough.

To prevent measles and other disorders in hogs,

while they are fatting, and to increase their health

and appetite, a dose or two of brimstone, or anti-

mony, given them in their dough, is useful, and

should not be neglected.

Some change of food may be advisable, in ev-

ery stage of their existence, as it always seems to

increase their appetite. But while they are fatting,

laxative food in general should be avoided, as

these animals are seldom known to suffer by cos-

tiveness, especially when they are full fed, but

often from the contrary disorder. If they chance

to be costive, a little rye will help thetn.

In feeding, steady care should be taken that not

one meal should be missed, nor mistimed, and

their water should never be forgotten. They

should always have as much food as they will eat

up clean ; but never more than that quantity, lest

they defile it and it be wasted. A little at a time

and often, is a good rule.

If their skins be scurfy, or inclining to mangi-

|«6fc a little oil poured upon their backs, will

cause it to come off. And some say a small mess

of rye now and then, as a change in their food, is

good against these and other disorders.

If the issues in the fore legs should chance to

get stopped, every attempt to fatten them will be

in vain. These, therefore, should be watched
;

and if found to be stopped, they should be rubbed

open with a corn cob.

Rubbing and currying their hides very frequent-

ly, is of advantage to keep up perspiration. It is

grateful to the animals, as well as conducive to

their health and growth. A proper scrubbing

post in the middle of their pen will not be amiss.

And during the whole time of their fatting, they

should have plenty of litter. They will lie the

more dry and warm, and it will be more than paid

for, by the increase of good manure.

When hogs are killed, a single one should not

be left to live alone in a pen. He will be apt to

pine too much after his former companions. And
in cold weather he will suffer for want of lodging

so warm as he has been accustomed to do.

The fat of pork should be plentifully salted with

the best and strongest clean salt. It will take

three pecks for a barrel. The pork should be kept

continually under pickle ; for if it he exposed ever

so little to the air, it will become rusty and unpal-

atable.

Boiled or steamed clover hay will serve to keep

hogs during winter, but the addition of potatos or

! carrots, boiled or steamed with the hay will be an

improvement.

|
Mr. Young directs soiling swine in a yard in

' preference to feeding them on clover in the field

J
during summer. But Judge Peters, of Pennsyl-

vania, says, "In summer my hogs chiefly run on
clover. Swine feeding on clover in the fields will

thrive wonderfully : wh< n those (confined or not)

fed on cut clover will fall away." The same gen-
tleman asserts that bogs, while Catting, should con-
stantly have some dry rotten wood, kept in the

pen, which they will eat occasionally, and it proves

very beneficial to tbein. It is also declared, as
well by that gentleman as other writers, that food
when soured by a proper degree of fermentation

is much the best for fattening swine, anil that one
gallon of sour wash will go as far a- two of sweet

for that purpose. .Mr. Young says, that the best

method of feeding all kinds of grain to hoy.- is to

grind it to meal, and mix it with water in cisterns

for that purpose, at the rate of five bushels of meal

to a hundred gallons of water Deane.

BATHING.
It is a common notion that bathing is of impor-

tance to the health only in summer. Hut this i- a

irreat mistake. It may, indeed be of more unpor-

tance for the single purpose of cleanliness, for dust

and perspiration, to require more frequent ablu-

tions, in hot weather than in cold. But this is far

from being the most important use of bathing

To clear the pores of the skin, to soften the con-

tractions produced by cold, to open the small ves-

sel and tubes that are designed to carry the cir-

culation to the very surface, are the great and sal-

utary effects of bathing. In producing these ef-

fects, we perceive at once how bathing promotes

health, especially :.
f the sea-in of the year, when

we are exposed to autumnal fevers, and how it

prepares the body for the rigours of winter. It is,

also, obvious that the bath should -be hot ; not

merely tepid or luke-warm, but considerably

warmer than the body. 'Heat is a very subtle flu-

id and like all other fluids seeks a level, or an e-

quilibrium. If you go into a bath somewhat cold-

er than your bod)', your body loses heat ; it im-

parts its warmth to the water till both are at the

same temperature. The chill which is felt on

coming from such a bath is evidence of this fact,

and shows that the system has been injured rath-

er than benefitted. But if the bath lie warmer
than the body, the balance of heat is pr< duced by

the water's imparting heat to the body, am! the

operation of it is to give a grateful impulse to the

action of the system, and send the blood briskly

to the surface and the extremities, opening the

channels, clearing away obstructions, and diffus-

ing a glow over the body, and a quiet joy over

the mind, which are the unimpeachable witnesses

of health, and the perception of which is luxury.

Troy C-V. Y.) Register.

Scorns.— These are sometimes given to poultry

and woidd be found an advantageous food for

fowls, were they dried and gronnd into meal

—

Acorns can be preserved in a state fit for vegeta-

tion for a whole year by enveloping them in bees

wax. Other seeds may be conveyed from dis-

tant countries by the same means. Miller advis-

es to plant acorns as soon as they are ripe in Oc-

tober, which will come up in the following April
;

because, if they are attempted to be kept, they

will sprout, though spread thin.

Mr. Benjamin Peacock, of Bristol, killed a calf

on the 22d of July, of five weeks and four days

old, which weighed 162 lbs.— and yielded 17.} lbs.

of rough tallow.
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CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL REPORT,
FOR JULY.

Haymaking, which is generally the most pleas-

ant of all rural affairs, has, during the past month,

been the most unpropitions ever remembered by

the oldest farmer in all the country. Hay making

began as early as the 5th of the month, at which

time the weather broke, so that we had hardly

two dry days together at a time, and there is

scarcely a tenth part of the hay housed, but what

is more or less damaged. Owing to the exces-

sively deluged state of the lands, many fields of

potatos are greatly injured, as the rain fell in such

abundance, tliat the ditches could not carry it off

as fast as it fell ; the consequence is, that grain of

all kinds, on fat lands, stood up to the middle in

water for several hours together. Wheat is much
rusted where strong, so that the quality will not

be so good as expected at the middle of last

month. Oats and Barley are ripening, but are

knocked down in a shocking state ; many fields

are lying as fiat as if they had been passed over

by. a roller. Stock all in good condition, but the

produce of dairies is very low. Fruit has suffer-

ed much from the heavy rains, as well as from
the high winds, and will not be so abundant as

was expected. In fact, we have seldom known a

time in which farmers have suffered more, or in

which their minds have been kept in such a state

of anxiety as during the past month.

Method of roasting eels.—Having skinned and

washed some of the finest large eels, cut them

in three, four, or five pieces, according to their

lengths. Make a seasoning of grated nutmeg,

pepper, and salt, with a little thyme, sage, and

lemon peel, all well beaten and mixed plentifully

with crumbs of bread. Strew this well on the

eels, stick them across on skewers, tie the skewers

to the spit, baste them continually, and let them

roast till they begin to crack and appear white at

the bone. When taken up, send them to the ta-

ble with melted butter and lemon juice, which

will make the best sauce for them. They may
be fried or boiled thus seasoned, with very good

effect.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, AUGUST 22, 1828.

LONDON IN OLDEN TIMES.
Sir William Davenant thus describes London,

as it was before the great fire.

" Sure your ancestors contrived your narrow
streets hi the days of wheelbarrows, before those

greater engines carts, were invented. O, the good-

ly landscape of Old fish-street ! which had it not

had the ill-luck to be crooked, was narrow enough
to have been your founders' perspective ; and
where the garrets (perhaps not for want of archi-

tecture, but through abundance of amity) are so

made, that opposite neighbors may shake hands
without stirring from home. Then for uniformi-

ty of building— yours looks as if they were raised

in a general insurrection. Here stands one that

aims to a palace, and next to it another that pro-

fesses to be a hovel. Here a giant, there a dwarf,

here slender, there broad ; and all most admirably

different in their faces, as well as in their height

and bulk, As for your ceilings, they are so low,

that I presume your ancestors were very manner-
ly, and stood bare to their wives, for I cannot dis-

cern how they could wt ar their high-crowned hats.

" I now leave your houses, and am passing

through your streets ; but not in a coach, for they

are uneasily hung, and so narrow, that I took
them for a sedan upon wheels ; nor is it safer for

a stranger to use them till the quarrel be decided,

whether six of your nobles, sitting together, shall

stop and give place to as many bottles of beer.

—

Your city is the only metropolis of Europe, where
there is a wonderful dignity belonging to carts."

TO RENDER CUCUMBERS WHOLESOME.
Slice cucumbers into a basin of cold spring

water, and it will not only make them eat by
far more crisp and fine, but will also render them
much more wholesome, and effectually prevent

their rising in the stomach. The water will com-
pletely extract and take away the pernicious juice

of the cucumber, which is the principal cause of

then? so often disagreeing with the stomach.

EXTIRPATING CHICCORY, or SUCCORY.
A correspondent wishes us to "publish the best

mode of exterminating succory which prevails a

great deal this season."

Chiccory has been highly recommended by

agricultural writers, both in Europe and America,

as a valuable plant for cultivation. But every

plant which grows where it is not wanted, is, in a

relative sense of the word, a weed.
Weeds may be divided into annuals, biennials,

and perennials, or weeds which will endure one,

two, or more years without being renewed from
the seed. All annuals and biennials are effectual-

ly destroyed by cutting or mowing the plant, at

any point below that from which the seed leaves

originated, in proper season to prevent the seeds

from becoming so far matured that they will

grow when lodged in the soil. With regard to

perennial weeds, such as couch-grass, charlock,

colts-foot, white-weed, and we believe chiccory,

their destruction can only be effected by repeated

ploughing, harrowing, and extracting the roots

from the soil, and either burning, or exposing

them in such a manner as to ensure their destruc-

tion. We have, however, but little personal ac-

quaintance with this chiccory, either in its capac-

ity of an useful plant or a pernicious weed ; but

should be much obliged to any friend or corres-

pondent for information on the subject.

calves, and that one cow will do as much work a*
an ox of equal size. He however, allows that the

diminution of milk and labor may be one fourth,

but still eight working cows would perform the

labor of six oxen, and at the same time give as

much milk as six cows that did not work—which
would, in a year, amount to a considerable saving

to the poor farmer. An elaborate article on this

subject will be found in the New England Farm-
er, vol. iii. page 326.

FRENCH MODE OF TAKING MONEY.
The following easy method of taking honey,

without destroying the bees, is the method gener-

ally adopted throughout France. In the dusk of
the evening, when the bees are quietly lodged,

approach the hive and turn it very gently over :

having steadily placed it in a small pit, previously

dug to receive it, with its bottom uppermost, cov-

er it with a clean new hive, which has been pre-

viously prepared, with two small sticks stuck

across its middle, and rubbed with some aromatic

herbs. Having carefully adjusted the mouth of

each hive with the other, so that no aperture re-

mains between them, take a small stick, and beat

gently round the sides of the lower hive for ten

minutes or a quarter of an hour, in which time

the bees will leave their cells in the lower hive,

ascend and adhere to the upper one. Then gent-

ly lift the new hive with its tenants, and place it

on the stand from whence the other hive was tak-

en. This should be some time in the week pre-

ceding midsummer day, that the bees nia\ have

time before the summer hewers are faded, to lay

in a new stock of honey, which they will not fail

to do, for their subsistence through the winter.

—

As many as have the humanity and good sense to

adopt this practice, will find their reward in an
increase of their stock and their valuable property.

TRANSFUSION.
Some successful experiments are now making,

by a gentleman in Herefordshire, with the view
of preserving fruit trees from decay, by planting

young trees in the vicinity, and transfusing the

sap of the young plants through the bark of the

decaying tree, and thus uniting the circulation

of both.

SILK.
Extract of a letter to the Editor of the New England Farmer,

dated Rochester, N. Y. Aug. 12, 182S.

Last year I commenced on a small scale the

rearing of the silk worm, and have produced some
beautiful specimens of silk ; they do well in this

country. I have now a nursery of about 2000
white mulberry trees. From all the information

I can obtain, either by observation or otherwise,

I believe that this section of country will prove

fully equal to any other, (either Italy or France)
for the raising of silk worms. The pamphlet on
this subject, published by our government last

winter, should be in the hands of every farmer
and friend to the country, it is plain and practical.

The grape vine also flourishes here and promises
well—we have a soil peculiarly adapted to it.

COW TEAM.
An intelligent gentleman at Geneva, Switzer-

land, proposes to substitute the labor of cows for

that of oxen and horses ; and he maintains that it

would increase both the quantity of milk and the

The Editor of the Wilmington (N. C.) Reporter,

states that he has seen a water melon, a present

to a gentleman of that town, which weighed 41£.
lbs. measuring in circumference one way 3 feet 4

inches, and the other 3 feet 7 inches.

GARDENING.
The management of a garden, summarily

speaking, consists in attention and application

;

the first should be of that useful and provident

kind, as not only to do well in the present, but

for the future ; and the latter should be of that

diligent nature as willingly " never to defer that

till tomorrow which may be done today." Pro-

crastination is of serious consequence to garden-

ing ; and neglect of times and seasons will be

fruitful of disappointment and complaint. It will

often happen, indeed, that a gardener cannot do
what lie would ; but if he does not do what he

can, he will be most justly blamed, and perhaps

censured by none more than by himself.

Weeding in time is a material thing in culture,

and stirring the ground about plants, as also

earthing up where necessary, must be attended

to. Breaking the surface will keep the soil in
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health ; for when it lies in a hard or bound state,

enriching showers run off, and the salutary air

cannot enter. Weeds exhaust the strength of

the ground, and if they are suffered to seed and

sow themselves, may he truly called garden sins.

The hand and hoe are- instruments for the pur-

pose. Digging where the spade can go, hetween

the rows of plants, is a good method of destroy-

ing weeds : and as it cuts off the straggling fibres

ft the roots, they strike afresh in numerous new
shoots, and arc thus strengthened. Deep hoeing

is a good practice, as it gives a degree of fertility

to the earth.

MANURE.
Manure is the great sinew of agriculture, as

money is of war: and the making the best of ev-

ery advantage or opportunity for increasing the

quantity of it, is one of the most prominent traits

in the character of a good farmer.

Soundness of the lungs.—Dr.Lyons,of Edinburgh
proposes an ingenious and practical test for trying

the soundness of the lungs. The patient is direct-

ed to draw in a full breath, and then begin to

count as far as he can, slowly and audibly, with-

out again drawing his breath. The number of

seconds be can continue counting is then to be

carefully noted. In confirmed consumption, the

time docs not exceed eight, and is often less than

six seconds. In pleurisy and pneumonia it ranges

from nine to fourteen seconds. But when the

lungs are sound, the time will range as high as

from twenty to thirty-five seconds.

It is delightful to see savages becoming civiliz-

ed ; but it is deeply disgraceful and afflicting to

see civilized persons becoming savage.

If r" .SVrei at Communications hand.

Amongst the stock of poultry, in the farm-yard

of Robinson, Esq. of Benningholme Grange,

near Swine, is a hen of a most aspiring character.

Last year, preparatory to incubation, she was ac-

customed to ascend a lofty tree, and, having laid

a number of eggs in an old crow's nest, succeed-

led in producing a young brood in that elevated

Station. The chickens were got down by means

of a ladder, and reared in safety. In the present

summer the same hen clinicd up another tree,

and laid her eggs (also in a crow's nest) in a situ-

ation wholly inaccessible. She hatched her off-

spring ; but, as it was impossible to rear a ladder

to the height, the chickens, on attempting to quit

the nest, fell to the ground and were all killed.

—

Hull Packet.

11. Rush, Esq. Secretary of the Treasury, has

advertised that the Revolutionary Claimants will

be paid their half-yearly pensions, agreeably to the

late act of Congress, on and after the 3d of Sep-

tember next.

Prodigious.—We understand that the steam-

boat North America left New York on Saturday

for this city, with 500 passengers ; and after all

intermediate stoppages and changes, actually land-

ed 3S0 on her arrival at this place.

—

Albany Chr.
J

'^"

Two signs were once opposite each other, at

Philadelphia— thus inscribed—"James Shott" and

f Jonathan Fell."

The work shops in the State Prison were late

Seeds for Fall Sowing.
For .sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a fresh sup-

ply of various Grass Seeus—also a great variety of vegetable

seeds for (all sowing, viz. While Portugal Onion. Strasburg do.

Silver skin do. Prickly Spinach and Dutch Cole tor early greens
—various kinds of lettuce, carrot, cucumber, cabbages, &c.

—

black Spanish or winter radish, &.c. all warranted fresh.

Till; NKH AMERICAN GAI'.UE.t. R.
A work wiih this title comp led by the K tor of the New

England Farmer, with the a.- i,,,,.e ol a number of scientific

ana Practical HurticoHoraliMit in ibe vicinity ot Boston and New
York, is jo>i published by J, I i:i mell, Proprietor of the
New England Farmer. The ariirlei are arranged alpha-
betically, and comprise the mi i usefal VeOKTABU* and
Fruits which can be conveniently *nd economical!) militated
in the climate ofNewEngland an . ibe Middle Stain; at well as
a Treatise on FlovHM, and on l.uu't iii.ni Picti BESQDC
Gardens, on the general management ol the SiLI Worm,
and the manufacture of Si li on Uh 'ultureoi
Grape Vi fees and lb* Strawbirht. The article on Frui.

Trees contains an BBBmeraiion at descrip .'.not all the Apples-
Pi ii *. Peac i, (h* mis Plums, Nectarines, Apricot
tbat can he raised to the mo<t advantage, and their relative tor-

wardness in bearing, which will be 1- und lo be of incalculable
benefit to gentlemen in laying oui orchards. Eaefa ol tbeabovc
articles is furnished by gentlemen practically acquainted w.th
the subjects on which the) have written,

A 1st of ihe contents el the work will be found in Ibe -New
England Farmer for August I

.

Besides a faithful investigation of all the standard works on
Gardening and Horticulture, recently' published in England.
and tin; Transactions of the London Horticultural Society, the
New American Gardener is enriched by article*or extracts from
the writings of the following American gentlemen :

J. Armstrong, Jesse Bin i L. Harden". I. W. I;

yVmCoxe, J. V, i

Derby, U A.S. Dearborn D.

o Fiske. Don. Green, J M.I
f. Hubbard, I,. M'K

.'- J'.-' pi,

Iter, S Deaoe, E. H
Drown. Jared Elliot, J. Ellis,

irgas.R. Howard, T.W.Har-
Kenrick, John Lowell. H. I.il-

Orchard Grass Seed—growth ofl8'2S.
at the Ni

Street,

with the greatest care, by John Prince Esq.—warranted
equal in purity to any ever offered for sale in New England. j

A supply of pure Gilman Wheat, raised by Payson Williams
and Mr Winchester, is daily expected.

tie. A. Undruni, J. Mease [1 M Mahon, P. A. Mil

Moody. E. Preble, /. H Powel, L Peterson, 8. W. Pomeroy.
W. D. Peck.T. Pickering E. Pcrlev, A. Parroenlier, J.w!
P-ocinr, S.G. Perkins, Proti ssoi Sa\ Don. J.SpofWri. Josiah

" Tucker R.Tootx .. W.
Webster, J. F. v\ i gate, J. W. Waikios, Benjamin

SC.no.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. Quincy. James Thaeher. K. Treat, f. Tucker |{. Toobey, W.
North Market Street, ))[u""- N-

bushels of prime Orchard Grass Seed, raised, this seas .n Wheeler.
Pr,. I.2S—Sixcoph

PRICES OF Cnr.VTRY PRODUCE.

Wild Geese.

For sale, five pairs of Wild Geese, two pairs three ye

Inquire ol the subscriber.

I.ynn, August 16, 1823.

BENJ. J. PHILLIPS.

For Sale,

A Bull Calf five weeks old of the Short Horn breed, from the

best Imported Slock, both Sire and Dam, well known anil high-

ly approved. Apply at this Office tor price and particulars of

i
".-! 41. Aucrusl ~U, 1828.

Farmer Wanted.
ii intelljgent, capable man is wanted to take charge of a Farm
lew :,iiies from the city. He must be able to produce un-

doubted references, as to his knowledge of the business, habits

f industry, iV-c. With one having the requisite qualifications

an arenigemant might be made for taking the farm on shares.
FOR SiLE.

client Mare with her Colt, by the celebrated Hots? Bell-

founder. ANo, a Bull, two years old. by Denton—perfectly

kind and good tempered. Likewise, one full blood Merino
one Ewe, and one Lamb. Apply at the office of the N.

E. Farmer. 3t aug. 8

SeedsJor the West Indies.

Merchants, masters of vessels, and others trading to the West
Indies, can he furnished with boxes of Seeds, assorted, suitable

for that market, at from #4 to $5 per box.—Each box contains

(y burnt. The fire was discovered about the time |

upwards of sixty different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-

A , . ,, .. nteiiml. in on eiWies snllieieiit ler a common kitchen e-arden.

—

the convicts were returning to then- cells and IS I Lik ,, wise lh
'

e 2re atest variety of seeds to be found in New Eng-
supposed to have been communicated by some of , land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, and of the

them. • growth" of 1887.

' Fire.—A small wooden box filled with saw dust
' Farm Wanted-
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MISCELLASI ES.

From the Berkshire American.

MILITIA SYSTEM.
Our Militia System, (says the accomplished Ed-

itor) is every day treated with less and less re-

spect. It is attacked in the pulpit—lashed by the

press—scouted by wags—hated by farmers—exe-

crated by the mechanics, and treated with rude-

ness even by the soldiers themselves. In short, it

finds little quarter except with idle boys, romping

girls, and members of the Legislature. Nut long

ago the following conversation took place between

Colonel Cantecuzena, a member of the Legislature

and Corporal Calabash—both officers of the Mas-

sachusetts militia.

Col.—Well, friend Calabash, you've got a ris-

ing post.

Corp.—Why, yes sir— rather on the rise ; and

as the militia system is falling, I may soon get to

the top.

CoL—Get to the top !—what do you mean you

ungraceless reprobate ? You don't calculate, to

mount over the heads of colonels, and majors, and

the like, and get to the top without passing tbro'

the regular gradations of office.

Corp.— I had no idea of mounting at all ; I was
only thinking of waiting till the system come down

to me.

Col.—Eh ?—Then you will wait one while, by

gorry—and you may as well hang up your whis-

tle as to think of rising like a Ponux, on the ashes

of our glorious and uuparalysed militia system.

Corp.— It is not altogether unparalysed, colonel

;

on the contrary, it has met with some pretty smart

shocks, that have benumbed and crippled it most
severely. It is with great difficulty it can make a

shift to stand, by the help of the Legislature.

Col.—Harkee, corporal Calabash, I belong to

that honorable body, and I advise you not to cast

none of your slurs and back-handed illusions upon

the corroborated wisdom of the State, or possibly

you may be brought up for attempt of court.

Corp.— I have been brought up by an attempt

mising young officer like you, a corporal, enlisted

against the militia system.

Corp.— I am a promising fellow, it is true ; and

as a proof of it, I promise you on the word of a

corporal, that I have very little ambition for the

honor and glory of a militia officer. So far from

nermost portion of the brain, is compressed or in-

jured, that life and intellect are affected.

Except thou desire to hasten thine end, take
this for a general rule, that thou never add any
artificial heat to thy body by wine or spice, until

wishing to mount over your head, as you just now thou find that time hath decayed thy natural heat,

mentioued,that 1 pray heaven your epaulettes may
cling to your shoulders, and your sword to your

side, as long as the State continues in petticoats,

and is pleased with mere military play-things.

Col.—Though I spoke about sticking to the sys-

tem, I had no idear of holding on to my commis-

sion forever. No, I calculate soon to resign my
epaulettes and other bags of distinction, having al-

ready spent a good thousand dollars in supporting

them honorably.

Corp Indeed ! It is vastly tempting for a cor-

poral to persevere in the path of promotion !— to

get honor enough to come to a thousand dollars !

But I take it militia honors will be less expensive

before many years. The people are wide awake,

and fully resolved to get rid of so useless a burden.

Col.—How do they calculate to get red of it,

Mr. Corporal ?

Corp.—By getting the law repealed.

Col.—Exactly so. But harkee, Calabash, that

is not so easy a matter as some people imagine. 1

belong to the Legislater, and while I have a seat

there, I'll do my best to keep up the old militia

system.

Corp.—Unequal and burdensome as it is !

Col I don't care a snap for that ; I've spent a

thousand dollars in its support, and

Corp.—Never benefitted the country a thousand

mills— I beg pardon for interrupting you, colonel.

Col Whether I've benefitted the country or

not, I leave to my constickuents to judge. But

one thing I know, I've spent my money, and I'm

determined others shall spend their'u in the same

way.
Corp.—A noble principle that !—and worthy of

a Legislator ! !

Col.—Worthy, or unworthy, sir, it is the princi

and the sooner thou heginnest to help Nature, the

sooner she will forsake thee, and leave thee alto-

gether to Art.

—

Sir. W. Ralegh.

Vegetable Resuscitation.—A very old mulberry

tree was shattered in pieces by a storm of wind
in 1790 ; afterwards, an elder tree, which grew,

without doubt, from berries that had fallen into

the heart of the old mulberry trunk, usurped its

place ; this elder tree died in 1826, and then— 36
years after the destruction of their parent stem

—

about a dozen of mulberry shoots started forth to

the light of day.

Many people say ripe fruit is always wholesome.

But it is injurious to eat to excess even of good :

beside, proportions of different kinds of food are

required. Fruit has very different properties, what-

ever those properties are, good or bad, they are

most powerful when the fruit is ripe.

Numerous Swiss emigrants remained at Havre
when the Olympian sailed, waiting a passage to

the United States. All the American vessels there

could have a full compliment. We are informed

some months since, that from eight to ten thous-

and were arranging to emigrate, principally from

the Canton of Bern.

of court too often, and compelled to inarch half a I
,le of a majority of the Legislater—of that honor-

day with a gun on my shoulder, a mere spectacle I

able body, who are two thirds of them past and

for boys—and all to gratify your Legislative wis- 1

present militia officers, such as generals, colonels,

dom, which is more lame than justice herself, and majors, &c. all of whom have spent a great deal

comes limping along a mile behind the sense of of money in brushing up their regimentals, and

polishing their weepons, and wetting their com-

missions, and wish to strut about like so many

start mad—as mad as a March mare. We should i
buffoons, for idle boys to stare at, and nevr will

have fine times, indeed, if our laws did'nt compel consent that others shall come off with a lighter

Bitter Almonds.—These were considered by the

ancients as of use to alleviate the evils of drunken-

ness. Plutarch relates that Drusus' physician,

(who was a great drinker) took at every cup five

bitter almonds, to allay the heat and fumes of the

wine. Bitter almonds are held aperient, detersive

and diuretic ; they are therefore recommended in

obstructions of the liver, spleen, &c. Pliny states,

that a decoction of the roots of the bitter almond-

tree supples the skin, prevents wrinkles, and gives

a fresh, cheerful color to the countenance ; and
that bitter almonds cause sleep, and create appe-

tite. They were considered as a cure for chil-

blains, as well as the bite of a mad dog.

the age.

CoL—The age has no sense—the people are

the poor people to protect the property of the rich. But
I cannot believe the people are in airnest about

burden than they.

Corp.—Well, if the Legislature is composed of

overthrowing our glorious and matchless militia such men»
il is tune they had leave to sta.V at borne,

and the noncommissioned officers and privates will

Never boast of its being matchless, colo- be apt to reserve the right of command, and say

to them, at the ballot boxes—"to the right about

face ! March ! You're dismissed !

"

system.

Corp

nej, for public opinion is preparing a match for it

that will be apt to blow it sky high, sir.

Col.—Is it so near its end then, Calabash ?

Corp.— It is even so. It has been trembling for

some years, and now only survives to excite ridi-

cule and reproach.

CoL- Well, if it must go, P1I fight for it till all

! blue. Ay, sir, I'll stick to it to the last, as Lon

Loss of brains.—The present Duke of Manches-

ter met with an accident, by which a piece of

his skull was kicked away by a horse, with a por-

tion of the brain also ; and yet his Grace has made

a very excellent Governor of a colony notwith-

idasdid with his three hundred Spaniards atTthe |

standing. It is now well known, that the outer.

Straits of Tremoppily ;— I']

the ship, by gorry.

never, never give up or, as it is called, the cortical part of the brain, is

entirely devoid of feeling when in a natural and

Corp.—Bravo ! colonel. I like to see a man of| healthy state
»
and that any Portion of n may be

your mettle. I
lost by accident, (as in this instance) or by disease,

CoL—Ay, sir— I hope I am not wanting in the| without any inteference with the intellect of the

•real military sperit, I am astonished to find a pro
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AGKICULTU ii E.

FOR THE NEW K'.lli I.A.N U FARMER.

HAY—FODDER.
Mr Fessendem—As the mowing season draws

lo a close, it becomes r matter of regret, that the

result is likely lo disappoint the early expecta-

tions oi" a great abundance. It is a fact, that in

general the barns arc tilled, and that many small

stacks make their appearance in the yards, but

(he quality ought to be considered as well as the

quantity ; and there is no doubt but a considera-

ble proportion of the English hay got in this seas-

on, has been greatly injured in the making, by the

continual showers, and that there is but a small
» portion of the general crop, which can be esteem-

-^Jled of a first rate quality ; even the best is inferior

^J'\iic hay raised in common seasons ; having

gflkwJ^JJtua soil continually soaked with rain, it is

less^Tu^JjJmmlrand nutritious, and will not go so

far in feeddug'M^igtcattle or horses. In regard

to the produce %fl1ijsnJ?&iulDws, it is very material-

ly injured
; even thVnjgs^aVy'ed lots have suf-

fered greatly from a supe^^^tmdfljj-^e of water,

which has checked the gro\<jJ>iofc«8il». better

grasses, and encouraged that of thefceftfse^SnvDad

grass, which when dried is hardly fit forCauy'piV1

pose but that of a poor litter. The lower mead-
ows have been so long under water, that the best

grasses have perished, and where in good seasons
the eye is delighted to contemplate a thick and
rich mixture of pipes, yellow weed, blue and eel

and other valuable grasses, nothing at present is

seen but a dreary waste, the swarth being laid

down and in a state of decay. It is probable that

./ the most of it will not be thought worthy of the
*' labour of mowing, poling and bringing to the

t"~ barn.

I All these matters duly taken into consideration,

the hay produce of this year, will be found, I ap-

prehend, not to exceed an average crop
;
yet the

£-~ impression of a great abundance is gone abroad,

S and has brought down the market to an unac-

countable state of depression. If we consider

that the exuberent vegetation of this season, has
if been owing to an unusual quantity of rain, aided

^ by heat, and by frequent thunder, (electricity), we
must acknowledge it to be the result of powerful

stimulants, which after their effect is over, will

leave the swarth in an exhausted state, threatening

great sterility, the first coming season of a dry, or

otherwise unfavorable nature. The reflecting,

experienced farmer, will see, therefore, that al-

though the precise time is hidden, that " the lean

hine are coming ; and he will prepare according-
ly. Under that impression it would seem, that,

although much degraded, the produce of all mead-
ows unmowed yet, may be, it ought to be, gather-
ed and secured. A good salting will give some
relish to poor fodder. It would assist to save the

English hay for a better market, and towards the

coming time of need, where barn room is want-
ing, the hint given in your paper of the 8th inst.

and subscribed " Dorchester," is well deserving
of notice.

The time for cutting the stalks of Indian corn
is near at hand, and I shall improve this opportu-
nity to point out a manner of curing them, prac-

tised by many careful farmers, and which will not
lail to prove satisfactory to those who have not

yet adopted the same. After cutting them by fair

weather, they should be gathered the next or fol-

lowing day, tied in small bundles at the upper
end, and set immediately, not too close, on poles

fixed in the barn across the beams, taking care to

have the doors opened in the day time, that they
may dry and season. In January those which re-

main, ought to be taken down and [lacked close

together, to prevent their getting too dry. fti

usual method of making small stacks of them
round the fields, exposed for weeks to the wind,
the dew, and the rain, is a dreadful waste of this

article, which if cured as above, makes a sweet
and excellent fodder.

With much esteem, I am your friend, &c.
Weston, August 26, 1828. J. M. G.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CANKER WORMS.
Mr Fessenden— I observed in my last Fri-

day's paper a communication from W. of Lynn,
dated August 5th, 1828, stating that the orchards
in that town had, for several years, been infested

with the canker-worm, and that every expedient
had been resorted to for the preservation of the
trees, btit none have been successful except tar-

ring. No doubt the writer is correct as relates to

tarring. But if this mode of warfare should prove
a complete annihilation of all the host of canker
wins in an orchard, yet the campaign would be

so long and tedious that I should attempt to take
the castle by storm. I would not disturb the ca-
terpillars till the leaves were cut ; and when they
commenced their depredations, and were feasting

on the green leaves, I would come upon them as

suddenly as did Cyrus and his army upon the
king of Babylon and his nobles, when they were
banqueting together. My mode of attack would
lie to take some rye straw, in a calm time, after

sun-set, and scatter it round the trees, about co-
extensive with the branches of the trees. Then
scatter some sulphur, or roll brimstone powdered,
amongst the straw. Then scatter a little fire

amongst these combustibles ; and my word for it,

when the smoke and the fragrance of the brim-
stone shall ascend together like a cloud among
the limbs and leaves, not a living creature will re-

main which will not feel as much agitated as did
the Pacha of Egypt when he beheld the ruins of
his fleet at Navarino. The caterpillars will quit

their hold, and become an easy prey to the de-
vouring element. E.

South Sandwich, Aug. 19, 1828.

Remarks by the Editor.—If the above mentioned
mode of attacking canker-worms should not

I
'rove too troublesome and expensive, it would
probably be advisable. Forsyth recommends
burning of rotten wood, weeds, potatoe vines,
wet straw, Sec. on the windward side of the trees

j

when they are in blossom, as a remedy against
blight and caterpillars. But experiment alone
can decide on the efficacy of the measure propos-
ed by our correspondent as a remedy against
anker-worms. What quantity of smoke the in-

sects would cndi'.re, and the trouble and expense'

of making such a fumigation as would prove

j

their destruction, are matters to be decided only
bj experiment.

TOK THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

T IN INDIAN CORN.
Mr F::ssendf.n—The fields of corn in this re-

gion perhaps never looked more promising than
at the present period, with one exception only
That is the unusual quantity of smut ears ; and
no one is in possession of any knowledge how to

prevent this evil. Should you be in possession of
any method to prevent smut, and would be pleas-
ed to make it known through the ediurn of your
very useful paper, you would confer a very great
favour on a subscriber. E.

South Sandwich, Aug, 19, 1828.

Remarks by the Editor.—We have never observ
ed a crop of Indian corn, which was not in some
degree affected with what are commonly called
" smut ears." The evil, however, has not, so fai

as our notices have extended, proved of much
magnitude ; the smut ears being comparatively
few in number, and easily separated in husking
from the sound corn. We should be much oblig-

ed to the cultivator, who would give us furthei

information relative to this disease in one of out.

most valuable vegetables, and its remedy, if am
h.as been discovered.

."'EPTEMBER.
Be most exceedingly careful to gather all the

apples, pears, cherries, &c. which fall premature-
ly from your trees, and are technically called
windfalls, and boil them for your swine, bury them
a little this side of the centre of gravity, or so
dispose of them as to destroy the worms they
contain ; otherwise the plague of wormy fruit

will, for aught that I know to the contrary, be en-
tailed on you and your heirs for aye. Your hogt
will fatten the faster if you give them every day
or two a little charcoal. They will take quantum
sufficit of it as a medicine to neutralize the acid
of their stomachs, and you* have only to place it

where they can get at it, and even- hog will be
his own doctor, and charge nothing for his fees.

If you feed your hogs with old com, you will

soak, boil, or grind it, otherwise a part will not bt
digested. Their food will go the further if per-

mitted to ferment till it has a sweetish taste, but
should be given to them before it becomes decid-
edly sour. You may as well have a hole in vour
pocket for your money to escape from, as a drain
to lead away the wash of your barn yard. True
it may spread over your grass land, and do some
good, but it will give a flood of manure to some
parts, a scanty rill to other parts, and some will

go to enrich the high way. &c.—[New England
Farmer's Almanac]

The quickest and most certain .Mode of raising

the Mulberry Tree, is from cuttings of the old

branches. Take a branch in the month of March,
eight or nine feet in length : plant it half its length

in any good soil, and it will succeed to admiration,

producing fruit the following spring. This I have
witnessed in several instances J. Youdl.
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d in
quently selected as suitable for planting in burial HAY AND FWL.

Grounds, or to mark the existence of insulated
|

Great losses are annually

tombs ; and a tree of this species now droops its 'parts of the United States m making^ ua*and m

branches over the remains of that arbiter of em-
;

others curing com blades, commonly calledffod-

[Krom the N. Y. Statesman.]

ORNAMENTAL TREES.
This is emphatically the season for realizing the

importance, the convenience, comfort, r.nd bea

-

of shades. Who that has been sheltered

the influence of a torrid sky, and has reposed m
tree and planted in our American gar_.

he coolness of umbrageous walks in this hot
al of which are now flourishing at Newport and voiding these losses, have been but partially bene-

month, will grudge a little expense and labour
at Providence , as well as at the establishment of ficial. Grass loses much both in quantity and sub-

during Spring anil Autumn in augmenting the

number of ornamental trees ? The public squares

and private enclosures of the city have been ^ (he^ of galix Napoleona. Both, and particularly the last sutler greatly by

Neatly improved in this respect within a few ^TITT^ r* TT t*
d6WS and

.

1
?
UM

"

ThlS^ »*« »* *e

T - and nothin"- can be more grateful to the New present of Fnnts to the Citizens of the United lnost promising experiment for remedying these

eau,y pires Napoleon. From respect to the memory of; der. Mine, id he course ot many years, have, I

flom Napoleon branches have been plucked from this tbmk, amounted to a ino^ty of the crops
;
and

ie(1 in
tree and planted in our American gardens, sever- most ot the expedients I have resorted to, for a-

,1 of which are now flourishing at Newport and voiding these losses, have been but partially bene-

at Providence, as well as at the establishment of ficial. Grass loses much both in quantity and sub-

the author. A distinct species of Willow has, stance by an exposure to the sun ... curing it, and

however been dedicated to him by botanists, un- fodder more, being, thus exposed in small bundle,.
_ _ .. . U n tl, oitrl Tto*-tir><ihii*l-.r Mi/- uwt SIltfiT fTi-poflv 111

1

uducive to health, than the quan- States, by Thomas A. Knight, Esq. evils. A large meadow in bottom tand, of a grass

It would, indeed, be an unpardonable neglect ca]led red-top or herd's-grass, was cut in dry-
eye, or more coiki

titv and freshness of foliage which in many places

1 our brick walls and protects our streets in the Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural weather, and shocked in large shocks quite green,
concea s

^ ^ summer sun. Society, to fail in putting upon record, in their but dry ; that is, not wet with either dew or rain

nd us of the im- journal, the following generous and public spirited ,„ i.,e following mode. Four sticks of five feet

no^nce
S

onncrLTins the°stock, it is" also the best letter from Mr. Knight. It should be known, that l0Dg , of the thickness of a man's wrist or more,

?::„<•„- „„„„„!„!„„ the conmaratwe beauty and the box mentioned in the following letter, was a were set up in a square of two feet wide at

Mr. Knight having despatched the bottom, and meeting at top in a pyramidical form,
time for ascertaining the comparative beauty

value of different kinds of trees, the various duplicate

characters of which are as strongly marked as same plants the year before, which, owing to the wbere the shock was to stand. One at least ef^

th*e of men Elegance of form and depth of negligence of a carrier, were utterly lost
;

I am these sticks should be forked at top, to keep them -r

foliage are perhaps the best general tests. From now able to state, more precisely, the fate of the steady whilst the hay is putting round them., A

the almost endless variety which our forests and ! trees and scions sent, though many of the *ions r0und log, about six feet long and sfic inches in d.

nurseries afford, good taste will select those that

are most appropriate and best adapted to different

locations. That prim, stiff, unmeaning, shadow-

less, dirty, exotic, the Lombardy poplar, ranks and

files of which have invaded our shores, and driv-

en back the natives of our own woods, is now,

we hope, proscribed by universal consent, and

will be exterminated as soon as possible. Amon.

are still in a doubtful condition. There were six ameter, was laid upon the, ground, with one end

pear trees sent, which are all alive. Three of reaching to the centre of the two feet square be-

them are known ; Oakley Park, No. 3—Downton, tween the sticks, and the other raised upon a fork

No. 5 the Lowell pear ripening in England as about eighteen inches, for the purpose of enlarg-

late as Mav three trees are unknown, the labels
i ng the flue presently mentioned, lest it should be

havin" been detached on the passage. There is dosed by the pressure of the hay, and that the log

a moral certainty, however, that these are No. 1, may be easily drawn out, when the shock isfinish-

2 and 4. All the other pears in Mr. Knight's list ed. Around and over the sticks, the shock was

tion, as well from ease of culture, as on account

of its intrinsic beauty and density of shade, is the

weeping willow. Some of its characteristics are

drawn hi the subjoined extract from a work late-

ly published by a practical horticulturist. To the

associations of the beautiful tree, the author might

have added the allusion to it in that pathetic and

exquisite specimen of sacred poetry, contained in

137th Psalm ;

'• By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down ;

yea, we wept, when we remembered Zion. We
hanged our harps upon the willows in the midst

thereof."

From Prince's Treatise on Horticulture.

Salix Babylonica, or Weeping Willow.—This is
|

the kinds in our view most worthy of propaga- were sent as scions.; they were all numbered made, its top reaching two or three feet above the

by notches on the scions clearly distinguishable, top of the sticks. The purpose of the log, was to

but there were no scions marked 1, 2, and 4. Of make a flue for the admission of fresh air into the

course the trees whose labels were lost, were centre of the shock, and the expulsion of the air

these numbers; but we shall only know them heated by the fermentation* of the grass in curing,

when they bear fruit, unless Mr. Knight shall re-
j

The flues were made to face the point from which

place them, which we have no doubt he will.— the wind usually blows at the time of hay making.

The nectarine trees are all alive ; so are the cher-
: if auy flues happened to be closed by the pres-

ides and the fig trees, and the Siberian apple, so sure of the grass, they were easily opened by a

highly praised as a cider apple. smaller and pointed log ; or, when the largeness

As to the scions—No. 7, the one most highly f the shdck threatened this inconvenience, it was

spoken of by Mr. Knight, are growing and out of effectually prevented by inserting into the flue a

danger. No. 15 is also growing—so that of the short forked stick as soon as the log was removed,

the pears in my possession, eight varieties, entirely I to hold up the hay. As the log^i are removed as

I
new, are secured. Some others are yet fresh, and ' SOon as the shock is finished, two or three are suf-

!
may grow. I divided the scions between myself ficient for following a dozen of mowers. The hay

!
and Gorham Parsons, Esq. whose great accuracy,

. thus made is the best I ever saw, and the efficacy

nore disseminated in our country than any other I

and care, recommended him to me, as one of the f ,he mode of curing it, was strongly supported,

exotic species, and may be considered as the most Attest persons to secure the feeble and unpronns- by the growing grass under the shocks having

ornamental of the whole number. It is partial to |

tag g™ft* l liave not h™r*^ has
J
been h» been uninjured

;
whereas I never left shocks so

a moist situation, and is said to be a native of the success.. The grapes, the Verdelho and striped )ong in one spot before, without its having been

banks of the Euphrates, whence its specific title,
j

fruited grapes, were cuttings
;
two of the first, and kllted by the und.ss.pated fermentat.on of the hay-

It however, flourishes in almost any situation, |

one of the second, are now growing Some of in CUrmg. Corn blades or fodder, sustain an im-

sp'reading its roots to a great distance in the I

them were grafted into the roots of other grapes, mense loss, even in dry weather, hy two or three

earth, and extracting, by their wide extension, and are also growing. days' exposure to the sun and dews
;
and m wet

the necessary sustenance for a lofty develope- I have now only to add, that I shalfbe ready to they are nearly ruined. For an experiment, I
the necessary sustenance tor a lofty develop.

,.»].'. It will attain to the height of from forty

to fifty feet, or more, forming a fine, majestic and

spreading bead, with its long pendulous branches

gracefully drooping on all sides ; and this tree is

calculated, when standing distinct, to form, by its

one outline and peculiar elegance, one of the

most pleasing variations in ornamental pleasure

grounds* Its growth is very rapid, and it conse-

quently soon becomes of a size to afford shade

and ornament: It id said, that in ancient times

lovers' garlands were made of the wreaths of this

tree, the branches of which are so slender and
j

jfere follows a letter from. Mr. Knight, to Mr
»l'rfible. It has also, in latter years, been fre-

1 jj0Well, published in our last vol. p. 323

—

Ed.

ive buds to such as may ask for them, till the shocked them in the mode just explained, quite

stock shall have been exhausted ; and I beg it green and dry ? but I chiefly allowed them from

may be considered, as a special favor to me, that four to eight hours in the sun, before they are

persons disposed to take care of them, shall apply shocked. Thus was made the best fodder I have

for them. It is a trust for our country, which I i

seen. But the weather was favorable. The ends

am anxious to discharge with the fidelity, which '

f the blades were laid outwards, and the shocks

Mr. Knight expects from me. He considers me bound at top by a rope made of the blades

—

Toy-

as his agent to spread these fruits as widely as
|/or

'
s Arator.

possible, and I would endeavor to show, that the

confidence has not been misplaced.

JOHN LOWELL.

ORCHARD GRASS.
The following is the substance of a letter, writ-

ten by a gentleman of Richmond, Va. to a distin-

guished agriculturist of South Carolina, and- pub-

lished in the last number of the American Farm-

t— y -*
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«;r. The observations, thougli intended for tin:
|
whom you no doubt know by character, who has Itrons from Judge Peters and otherH, puhhshed in

Southern States, will, \i e believe, apply with little
;
cultivated it for nearly forty years, thinks it decid- I the early volumes of the American Farmer,

variation, in New England. The experience ot eilly superior to timothy, and gives it the prefer- In conclusion,! would barely remark that if

John I'lince, Esq. of RcAbiiiy, and of other New euec to all others. Notwithstanding the well your state should (as from certain indications she

England agriculturists, is favourable to orchard known prejudice of- agriculturalists against all in- [now seems disposed) turn her attention to grazing

grass, and seems to sanction the eiic.fwniums, which novations upon long established practice, and ! stock and rearing sheep, I am convinced that ii.

it has received in the southern section of the their almost unconquerable repugnance to every I the orchard grass she would find that she had ac-

Union :

—

thing like improvement, we find that the reputa- quired a most important desideratum, and that it

Richmond) Va. August, 1820; tion of this grass audits cultivation, wherever it i richly merits the reputation it possesses wherever
Dear Sir—Yours of the Sth. ult- bus been re- lias been introduced into a neighborhood, is most it has been tried. It is hardly necessary for me

ceived, and I take pleasure in complying with your rapidly extending ; indeed, so great has been the to add that if you should at any time hereafter

request in giving you. my " views hi relation to the request for the seed, that for several years past
j wish any further information upon the subject,

most valuable grasses cultivated in this neighbor- the supply has been inadequate to meet the dc-
j
that it will give me pleasure to furnish any v. hid

hood, with my opinion as to those best adapted to
|

mand
your soil and climate, and the probability of your

|
As to the probability of its succeeding in your

success in an attempt tp grow them."
I

section of country, the soil of which you describe,

For the last eight or ten years both myself and as consisting " principally of a fine black mould or

my neighbors, many of whom are amongst the loam, with a large proportion of sand to the depth

most scientific, practical and observant farmers in of five or six inches," I can only state, that I have
our state, have bestowed much attention and been never tried the orchard grass on such a soil, nor is

at some expense in the selection and cultivation there any of so light a description in my neighbor

I may possess. I am with respect,

Your obed't serv't,

Hon.
Suuth Carolina.

TO SAVE ORCHARD GRASS SEED.
When the head has a whitish cast, and v.hei:

shook, the seed drops, cut it with the sickle or

of those grasses generally esteemed the most val- hood; but it is now cultivated on the eastern cradle, lifting the grips out of the cradle ; handle

liable, and after a full and fair experiment of all 'shore of this state, the soil of which I should sup- grips or swarths as little as possible ; therefore,

such within our reach, we have been led to the 'pose very much to resemble yours ; it is also cul- neither bind them or shock them, but let them be

conclusion that the orchard grass (Dactylis glom-
J

tivated by a friend of mine on James River, Va. gently gathered and carried into the barn floor in

crala) combines more valuable properties and pos- j

whose soil and sub-soil answers precisely to the a sheet, by hand, or in a cart on sheets spread in

sesess superior advantages to any other. It is a- |
description given of yours ; he finds it to thrive the bottom of the cart ; beat it out by grips, bj

well and thinks it a most valuable grass. From a striking the grips against any instrument ; for in-

tact of its resisting the parching droughts of our stance, a narrow plank, fastened either perpendic-

summers, which for the last 6 or 8 years have ularly or horizontally, or by any other contriv-

almost invariably destroyed our clover and other ance ; four strokes, generally, will take out all th.

grasses, 1 can hardly have a doubt of its proving seed without the chaff; riddle it ; the seed will

a most important acquisition to your southern go through, the stalks, &c. will remain in the rid-

couutry ; and the circumstance of its bearing so die to be thrown away ; lay down the beaten

well the severity of our winters induces me to be- grips in a pile till you clean up the floor, with the

bout ten years since the orchard grass was intro-

duced into my neighborhood, and the experience

of every year increases our opinion of its value.

—

For your information I will now state some of
the valuable properties which induce us to give it

the preference to the other. The orchard grass

grows rapidly and upon soils too much exhausted
to bring clover, it resists the hoof and the tooth

and bears the frosts of our winters and drought i
heve that in your climate it would remain in full butts even ; bind them in sheaves, to be cut and

of our summers better than any other ; from this

circumstance it affords the earliest and latest pas-

turage : it is amongst the most nutritious food for

fattening cattle and for milch cows ; for sheep
pasture it is unequalled, as even in our climate it

affords an abundant bite throughout the winter
;

j or rye sown the preceding fall, or in autumn, at

indeed I have for several years past supported my
j

the time of sowing wheat or rye. We generally

flock of sheep upon it exclusively, never giving
]

prefer sowing in the fall, and with you it would
them a mouthful of any other food, except when unquestionably be best—as it would enable the

a fall of snow rendered it inaccessible to them,
j

grass to take such root, and get such a growth,

and I have in the months of February and March
j
that it would not be endangered by the hot sun

killed as fine fat mutton offmy orchard grass fields
J

of the succeeding summer ; if not convenient, it

as you could desire to see ; this grass possesses might be sown alone without the covering crop

the remarkable peculiarity, that it does not, like
|

of wheat or rye.

the second growth of every other grass, cause that j
should suppose that it would answer well to sow

excessive flow of saliva which is so debilitating to

horses and other stocks ; for land intended for

permanent pasture, I should prefer it to any other,

as I have never had occasion to renew a field

which had been once sown with it ; while clover,

verdure throughout the year. I have cut from it mixed with chop, bran, shorts, &c. for feed to

two crops of hay in the same season, and with stock. By this process, the hay is not lost, which

you it will certainly bear more.*
j

would be the case by threshing, instead of beat-

The usual time of sowing the orchard grass, ing out the seed. Two men will clean 50 bush-

here, is iti the spring with oats, or on the wheat els a day.

timothy, and I believe every other grass require to

be renewed every few years ; indeed from the fol-

lowing fact, I should conclude that it would never
(as farmers say) run out. Nearly thirty years a-

go a lot near Ellicott's mills was sown with or-

chard grass, and for several years fine crops of

hay were cut from it ; however, from neglect, the

fencing got out of repair, and the lot was turned
out into the common exposed to the whole stock

A good teamster.—Mr. William Bradford has for

three yc-ars and three months past, with a six

horse team, freighted to Boston, for one Company
in this village, (various kinds of country produce.)

eighteen tons, fifteen hundred, two quarters and nine

pounds—has freighted merchandize from Boston,

one hundred and fifty-eight tons, eighteen hundred,
"',' and nineteen pounds ; for which he has been paid

in your soil and climate, 1. ,. ,f , ._,. - ,, ,. ._,,m cash four thousand eight hundred and twenty dol-

lars. He has with the same team and during the

same time, freighted to and from Boston, for the

Strafford Copperas Company and others, one hun-

dred and eight tons, seven hundred, two quarters, and

it at any time during the month of September,
October, or November, although I think the ear-

lier the better. The crop of grass will be light

the first season after it is sown, but you will find ,

... . ... • , . « , a- ., two pounds ; making an aggregate oi three hundred
it to thicken very much alterwards. Since the / . , .

° , . , . # „ ,_j

general failure of our
and fortti-mne tons, one hundred and two pounds.

lover crops, we consider '__. '. J „ . , ... , --..
, ,m

... f '
, . This has all been done with six horses without

the orchard grass as more fertilizing and improv-

ing to the soil, than any other, from its thick cov-

ering affording such complete protection from the i

„
s

,,,, . ,. • vear. His time of arrival and departure has beer.
frosts and sun. The quantity usually sown is

\

J
, . ¥T . , . , __:i „,„„„ im, ,

, ,
l J

, , ,, as regular as the United (Mates mail stage. What
tshels per acre. I should pre- .

B
, , ,_ , . „ ... .. . . .„ .

changing, with the exception of two horses for the

last three months, averaging seventeen trips per

from one to two bushels per acre. 1 should pre-

fer the latter quantity, as the seed is light and
chaffy. The period of cutting it here is about the

middle of June, but of course would be earlier

of the village for a number of years; the proprie-
j

with you ; the proper time being when the seed
tor again took the management of the property, a is formed and is matured.

very remarkable, during all this time he has noi

drank a drop of spirits, wine, cider, or strong beer
;

nor has he at any time moved his team oil the

Sabbath.— Montpelier, Vt. paper.

few years ago, and without sowing a grain of seed,
lias annually cut fine and heavy crops ofhay from

O cse—It is said that geese niav be advanta-
I have thus (although imperfectly I fear) given

|
„eousl fed on turnips, cut in small pieces, similar

you my views in answer to the queries propound- ;

° ^ but not not s0 largei aud put into a „.ougb
it. For hay it is thought to be at least equal to

j

ed in your letter, but for a more full and particu- ,. water
timothy which has generally been esteemed our lar account of the valuable properties of the or-

'

best grass. Judge Peters of Philadelphia (the chard grass, than the compass of a letter would Learning is an ornament in prosperity, a refuge

president of ihe Philadelphia Agricultural Society) < permit. I would re (<r you to several communica- j
in adversity, and the best provision in old age.
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Directions for the Rearing of Silk Worms, and the Culture

of the White Mulberry Tree. Published by the Pennsylvan.a

Society associated for the Promotion of those Objects. Phila-

delphia. 1828.

The above is the title of a pamphlet which we
lately received by the kindness of Dr. Mease. It

appears to us to be very well calculated lor the

uses imphed by its title, aud we shall therefore

proceed to place before our readers such portions

of its contents as point most piainly to such pro-

cesses as are indispensable to ouccess in the man-
ufacture of silk.

Procure eggs in February and March, and
choose those of a pale slate or clay colour ; avoid

all which are yellow, as they are imperfect. Keep
them in a cold, dry place, (where water will, how-
ever, not freeze,) until. the leaf buds of the mul-
berry begin to swell. If the eggs be soiled, dip

and fixed to upright posts—they may be multi- hold, or between the decks ; and is it any won-
plied as required. Whether a distinct building der, that a barrel of pomace, instead of apples, ar-

or apartment in a dwelling house be devoted to a rives at 'Loudon or Liverpool ! If, instead of this

large parcel, it is absolutely necessary to secure < careless work, the apples were gathered, (a week

the command of a gentle circulation of air, by] before ripe ;) not bruised at all in the gathering :

having ventilators in the windows, floors, and ) laid in the sim on Boards or cloths three days to

doors. '
let the watery particles evaporate a little

; put in-

One or more tin circular ventilators in place of, to barrels with fine cut straw-chaff", in such a way
panes of glass, would always ensure a regular cir-

j
as that no apple touched another ; carefully car-

culation in the apartment : they may be stopped ' ried to the ship, and put on board, and as care-

when their motion is not required. Red ants are fully landed ; if this were the~ mode, one barrel,

deadly enemies to silk worms ; to prevent their i though it would contain only half the quantity,

attacks, the posts containing fixed shells must not! would sell for as much as, upon an average, tak-

touch the ceiling, nor must the shelves reach the i ing in loss by total destruction, twenty barrels sell

walls;. the lower parts of the posts should be ! for now. On the deck is the best part of the

smeared with thick molasses. If the worms are
\

ship for apples ; but, if managed as I have di-

fed on tables or moveable frames, their legs may ', rccted, between decks will do very well. In the

also be smeared with molasses, or put in a dish of .keeping of apples for market or for house use,
the paper or cloth to which they adhere, in water

j
water guard also against cockroaches, mice, and < the same precautions ought to be observed as in

once or twice, to wash off the coat with which
they are covered, and which will impede the

other vermin.

The worms being

gathering and laying out to dry ; and, perhaps, to

hatched, whether they ' pack in the same way, also, is the best mode that
hatching of the worms.* Dry them quickly in a

j

are t0 remain jn tne first apartment, or be remov-
j

can be discovered,
draught of air, and put them in one or more shal-

(

ed t0 another room, or distinct building, the heat ! " Dried apples is an article of great and gen-
low boxes, lined with paper ; which place, if pos-

j

raust De reduced to 75°
; for, as the worms grow eral use. Every body knows that the apples are

sible, in a small room, of the temperature of 64 Q
, ider they ,.eqll jre less heat. peeled, cut into about eight pieces, the core taken

and keep it up to that degree for the two first
|

T
t js impossible to ensure the regular hatching out, and the pieces put in the sun till they become

days, by means of a fire in the chimney, or still
j

f the worrns without the use of a thermometer, dry and tough. They are then put by in bags or
better, in a brick, tile, or porcelain stove ; or for w),j ch may he bought for $2 50. '

'

I boxes in a dry place. But the flesh of the apple
want of these, in an iron stove ; and use tanners'

}

^p oe contiuned.} '• does not change its nature in the drying ; and,
waste bark, turf, or charcoal for fuel, to promote 1 :

—

.' therefore, the finest, and not the coarsest apples
and keep up a regular heat day and night. The I From Fessenden's New American Gardener. l< should have all this trouble bestowed upon them.''
third day increase the heat to 66°, the fourth to —

| The following valuable observations, contained
68°, the fifth to 74°, the sixth to 73c , the seventh I PRESERVATION OF APPLES.

;n a jetter from Noah Webster, Esq. have been
to 75°, the eighth to 77°, the ninth to 80°, the

|

Apples keep best in a low temperature, and published in the Massachusetts Agricultural Re-
tenth, eleventh and twelfth to 82°. It is impos-

j

may be well preserved in an ice-house. An Eng-
j)ository :

sible to expect regularity in hatching, if reliance

be placed upon our variable weather ; and it is

the regularity of the worms coming forth, which
will insure their uniform growth, save much trou-

ble m feeding and attending those of various ages,

and cause the whole or the greater part, to form
their cocoons at the same time, provided proper
care be given during their progress.

When the eggs assume a whitish hue, the

lish journal recommends the use of dry pit sand " « jt
"j
s tne practice with some persons to pick

for preserving pears and apples. Glazed earthen :lpp ]cs m October, and first spread them on the
jars are to be provided, and the sand to be thoy- floor of an upper roorn . This practice is said to
oughly dried. A layer of sand an inch thick is : rcnt| er appies more durable hy drying them. But
then placed in the bottom of the jar ; above this

\ 1 call affirm this t0 be a mistake. Apples, after
a layer of fruit, to be covered with a layer of

: remaming on tne trees as long as safety from the
sand an inch thick ; then lay a second stratum of

j

frost will admit, should be taken directly from the
fruit, covering again with an inch of sand. An I treeg t0 cloge casks> and kept dry an(] coo i as pos_

inch and a half of sand may be placed over the
(

sible _ If suffered to lie on a floor for weeks,
worm is formed : cover the eggs with white pa- j

uppermost row of fruit. The jar is now to be I they wjtber and lose their flavour, without acquir-
per, (never use a newspaper,) pierced full of holes i

closed, and placed in a dry situation, as cool as mg anv additional durability. The best mode of
the size of a large knitting needle ; the worms,

|

possible, but entirely free from frost. Some as-
j

preserving apples for spring use, I have found to
when hatched, will creep through them ; turn up

j

sert that apples may be kept in casks through the D6) the putting them in dry sand as soon as pick-
the edges of the paper to prevent their crawling

j

winter, in a chamber or garret, by being merely ed. For this purpose, I dry sand in the heat of
off. Lay twigs of the mulberry, having two or

j

covered with linen cloths. Apples, which are in-
j
sutmrier, and late in October put down the apples

three dry and young leaves, on the paper, to col- ;

tended for winter's use, should be suffered to
jn layers, with a covering of sand upon each lay-

Led the worms, and more as they continue to
J

hang on tiie tree as long as they are safe from er _ 'The singular advantages of this mode cf
mount. For want of mulberry leaves, feed for a frost. treatment are these :— 1st. The sand keeps the
short time upon lettuce leaves, perfectly dry ; if I

Cobbett says, " To preserve apples in their app]es from the air, which is essential to then-
large, they should be cut in strips, and the mid-rib

j

whole state, observe this, that frost does not much preservation. 2d. The sand checks the evapora-
thrown away : or still better, feed with the twigs

j

injure them, provided they be kept in total dark- nori „r perspiration of the apples, thus preserving,
flf the white mulberry tree, cut up fine. The

|

ness duriug the frost, and until they be used ; and m tnem their full flavour ; at the same time, any
worms first hatched are the strongest ; neverthe
less, if only a few come out on the first day, give
them away, to save trouble, and depend" upon
those which appear on the second and third days.
Give away also the produce of the fourth day,
and then the whole stock will go on regularly. If
it be wished to rear all that are hatched, endeav-
our to keep the produce of each day separate, by
numbering the boxes and shelves. When the
leaves on the twigs are loaded with worms, they
are to be gently placed on clean stout white pa-
per, laid on frames with crossed rattans, giving
(hem a plenty of room. The shelves over which
these frames should slide, may be four feet square-

provided they be perfectly dry when put away.— moisture yielded by the apples (and some there
If put together in large parcels, and kept from wm be) is absorbed by the sand : so that the ap-
the frost, they Iteat, and then they rot ; and those pies are kept dry, and all mustiness is prevented,
of thein that happen not to rot, lose their flavour

;
My pippins in May and June are as fresh as when

become vapid, and are, indeed, good for little.
flrst picked ; even the ends of the stems look as

This is the case with the Newtown pippins that jf j
ust separated from the' twig

are sent to England, which are half lost by rot,

while the remainder are poor, tasteless stuff, very
little better than the English, the far greater part

of which are either sour or mawkish. The apples

thus sent have every possible disadvantage. They
are gathered carelessly, tossed into baskets, and
tumbled, into barrels at once, and without any-

packing stuff between them : the barrels are

flung into and out of wagons : they are rolled
It is not necessary to scrnpe ofl the e""i from t!i» naner nr i i

" .
J

. ,

loth on which they have been deposited.
P P alonS u

i
,on the pavements ; they are put into the

Apples, it is said, may be well preserved by
packing in any kind of grain ; also in paper cut-

tings of the book-binder ; or in shallow pits, be-

tween layers of turf, the grassy side inwards,

with a sufficient covering of straw and turf to

protect them from frost ; likewise in dry flax-seed

chaff, or pulverized piaster of Paris.

A letter from Ebenezer Preble, Esq. published

in the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository, Vol.

iv. No. i. p. 24, contains the following useful di-
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.< The eeneral method i put then, into a pot, and place it in a heated ovei

slow fire. When well stewed, squc

BENEP LANT, {Sesamum Orieniale.)

Mr Editor—The mucilage obtained from tit

leaves of this plant has proved very beneficial ii

e fruit is gathered wiw '"".v '«•-«• »«» '" -r«- — —

-

— — • publisher 01 a paper cxciusuciy ucivwu hj uvukkf

they should be moved sons at the Pavilion. The seeds oi the Bene or
l

k .^^ am , inteUjgeUCe, and through whicl

s with (treat care," &c. I Sesamum are a great article of food in Eg} pt and
su„ject upon domestic economy c

Poles should *ever be used but with a hook at the

end, covered with cloth or matte to prevent

wounding the bark ; they then serve to shake the

dSi^^SAiSX^ KSSl—ofth. middle State
gathering winter trim, x y

of children, and was administered success-

%£^S^^?!^«t^ "* s~ to '"—

"

f ,wo h "'' <,r
-:'

,,rr '

ease, and without injury

from the gathering basket:

The same writer says, " The injudiciou:

practised in gathering fruit, is more destructive in
j

its consequences, than is generally understood ;

the blossom buds of the succeeding year are plac-

ed at the side of the foot stalk of the fruit, and if

the spurs are broken, no fruit on that part will be

produced."—Seefarther, Fruit.

r/se . For pies, tarts, sauces, and the dessert,

the use of the apple is too well known to require

description. In France, bread is made consisting

of one third of boiled apple pulp, baked with two

thirds Cour, properly fermented with yeast for

twelve hours. This bread is said to be very fine,

lull of eyes, and extremely palatable and light.—

Apples, by furnishing cider, a grateful and salu-

brious liquor, have a tendency to diminish the

consumption of ardent spirits. Besides, apples

are thought to alter and ameliorate the taste and

the tone of the human system, in such a manner

as to destroy that artificial appetite, which is grat-

ified by the deleterious preparations of alcohol.—

" The palate," says Mr Knight, a celebrated Eng

bury, and an object of remark to old people long

before that period. The circumference of this

tree at on< foot and a half from the ground, is

thirty-seven fid ; and

it is twenty-sir feet.

five feet from the ground,

From the American Farmer.

rO PREVENT THE DESTRUCTION Or

i;r:':: ;
. BY THE BEE-MILLER.

Peran't Ftrry, H Hit Co. V C. July S. 1828.

Mb Skivm.i:.— Understanding that you arc the

publisher of a paper exclusively devoted to domes-

ethod I the East, and furnish an oil said to be superior to

that of the olive.—The magic power of the word

Sesame, will always be remembered by those who

have read the Arabian Tales.

Doctor James Smith, of the Vaccine Institu-

tion, Baltimore, says, " one leaf of this plant im-

mersed in a tumbler of spring water, changes it

immediately into a fine mucilage, that is perfectly

clear, tasteless and inodorous, and very useful in

the summer complaints of children, the dysentery,

&e. Sick children take it as they would pure

water, and as it is perfectly innocent, they may be

allowed to take as much of it as they like."

The leaves of this rare and valuable plant may

be obtained gratis at the PAVILION.

THE SHELTON OAK.
This stately tree stands on the road-side, where

the Pool road diverges from that which leads to

Oswestry, about a mile and a half from Shrews-

bury ; whose spires form a pleasing object in the

distance ; whilst above them, the famous moun-

lisn'hori'iculturist,"' " which relishes fruit, is seldom) tain called the Wrekin, lifts its head, and inspires

pleased with strong fermented liquors ; and as

feeble causes, continually acting, ultimately pro-

duce extensive effects, the supplying the public

with fruit at a cheap rate, would have a tendency

lo operate favourably, both on the physical and

moral health of the people." In medicine, ver-

juice, or the juice of crab-apples, is used for

sprains, and as an astringent and repellent. The,

good table apple, when ripe, is laxative ; the juice

is useful in dysenteries ; boiled or roasted apples

fortify a weak stomach. " Scopoli," says Loudon,

« recovered from a weakness of the stomach and

indigestion from using them ; and they are equal-

ly efficacious, in putrid and malignant fevers, with

the juice of lemons or currants." " In diseases

of the breast," says Dr. Willich, (Dom. Ency.)

" such as catarrhs, coughs, consumptions, &c.

tbey are of considerable service. For these ben-

eficial purposes, however, they ought not to be

eaten raw, but either roasted, stewed, or boiled.

They may also be usefully employed in decoc-

tions, which, if drank plentifully, tend to abate

febrile heat, as well as to relieve painful strictures

in pectoral complaints."

Apples have also been recommended as food

for horses and farm stock, for which purpose

sweet apples are of the greatest value

—

See JV.

E. Farmer, vol. v. p. 82. Sweet apples are said,

likewise, to afford a saccharine matter, which is a

good substitute for molasses. For this purpose

the apples are ground and pressed in a cider mill,

and the juice boiled immediately, the scum being

taken off till it is reduced to a proper consistence.

The following process for making apple jelly

has been recommended :—Pare and quarter the

apples, and remove the core completely. Then

a thousand social recollections, as the well known
toast that includes all friends around its ample

base is brought to mind by the sight of its lofty

summit. The appearance of the Shelton oak,

hollow throughout its trunk, and with a cavity

towards the bottom, capable of containing half a

score of persons, sufficiently denotes its antiquity.

Tradition informs us that just before the famous

battle of Shrewsbury, June 12, 1403, headed on

one side by Henry Percy, surnamed Hotspur, Owen
Glendower, the powerful Welch chieftain, and the

firm adherent of the English insurgents, ascended

this tree, and from its lofty branches, then most

probably in the full pride of their vigor, recoimoi-

tered the state of the field ; when finding the king

was in great force, and that the Earl of Northum-

berland had not joined his son Henry, he descend-

ed from his leafy observatory with the prudent

resolution of declining the combat, and retreated

with his followers to Oswestry.

The great age of the Shelton oak, thus pointed

out by the tradition which connects it with the

name of Glendower, is likewise attested by legal

documents belonging to Richard H. Waring, Esq.

whose ancestors possessed lands in Shelton and

the neighborhood, in the reign of Henry HI., pro-

bably deriving them from Waring, son of Athlet,

a Saxon, who had land in the market place of

Shrewsbury before the use of dates was known
Among this gentleman's title-deeds is the follow-

ing paper, subscribed, "per me Adam, Waring,'

and entitled, "how the great oak at Shelton stan-

deth on mye grounde." [Here follows the tran-

script]. This extract will suffice to prove that

the Shelton oak was esteemed a great one within

on? hundred and forty years ofthe battle of Shrew;

and

s readily "communicated to the public : I take the

liberty, through the advice of a friend, of making

known to you. for publication, (should you thin*

proper to publish the same,) my method of pif-

venting the destruction of that useful in=cct. Ifae

Bee, by what is usually called the Bee-miller, or

Bee-worm.
I have, sir. for many years, been the raiser oJ

bees, and was at one time much troubled with the

hec-worm ; but, upon examination, I found they

always bred between the bench upon which the

hive sat and the -bottom edge- of the liive. I first

adopted the method of having the bottom edges,

of the hive brought to so small a point or edge as

to afford them no shelter; but now, during the

warm season, I raise the hive by placing small

slicks nrour.d under the hive, so as to ra';=e it,

say about half an inch from the bench, which I

take out during winter or the cold months.

And I can say, sir, that for many years I have

seen nothing of the bee-worm, and that my stock

of bees have increased as fast as I can or could

wish. Yours, &c.

MELEY HAMILTON.

BARM, OR YEAST.
Dr Townson, in his "Travels in Hungary,"

gives the following recipe for making a ferment,,

which may be used as a substitute for yeast in die

composition of bread.

"The ferment is thus made : Two good hand-

fuls of hops are boiled in four quarts of water ;

this is poured upon as much wheaten bran as can

be well moistened by it : to this are added four or

five pounds of leaven ; when this is only warm,

the mass is well worked together to mix the dif-

ferent parts. "This mass is then put into a warm
place for twenty-four hours, and after that it is dii

vided into two small pieces about the tize of a

hen's egg or a small orange, which p.rc dried by

being placed upon a board and exposed to a dry

air, but not to the sun: when dry they are laid:

by for use, and may be kept half a year. This is

the ferment, and it is to be usnd in the following

manner ; for a baking of six large loaves, six good

handfuls of these balls are taken and dissolved in

seven or eight quarts of warm water. This is

poured through a sieve into one end of the bread

trough, and three quarts more of warm water are

poured through the sieve after it. and what re-

mains in the sieve is well pressed out : this liquor

is mixed up with so much flour as to form a mass

of the size of a large loaf: this is strewed over

with flour, the sieve with its contents is put upon

it, and then the whole is covered up warm, and

left till it has risen enough, and its surface has

begun to crack ; this forms the leaven. Then fif-

teen quarts of warm water, in which six handfuls

of salt have been dissolved are poured through
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the sieve upon it, and the necessary quantity of
flour is added, and mixed and kneaded with the
leaven

; this is covered up warm, and left for
about an hour. It is then formed into loaves,
which are kept in a warm room half an hour

;

and after that they are put into the oven, where
they remain two or three hours according to the
size. The great advantage of this ferment is, that
it may be made in great quantities at a time, and
kept for use."

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,
BOSTON, FRIDAY, AUGUST 29, 1828.

Extract of a letter to ibe Editor of the New England Farmer
from a gentleman, who has been advantageously known to
the American public by several useful works o'u scientific

subjects.

TREATISE ON BEES.
Dear Sir,— Since I bad the pleasure of seeing

you last, I have made considerable progress in the
investigation of the subject of bees. By the help
of reading, correspondence, and my own observa-
tion, I shall (I think) be able in a few months to
produce a small work entitled "A Practical Ti-ea
tise on the Management of Bees, and the Establish-
ment of Apiaries, fyc." Such a work in a cheap
form is very much wanted in our country, and I
am surprised that it has been so long neglected.

We fully coincide with the writer of the above
that a treatise of the kind he proposes is much
wanted

; and we know of no person from whom
a better work could be anticipated than what this
gentleman has means and talents to enable him
fo produce Editor.

declare the premiums which had been awarded
by the Society for excellence in the several arti-
cles enumerated below. The address we hope
soon to present to our readers.—Patriot.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

August 29, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Yellow Locust.—The culture of this valuable
tree has been recently prosecuted with great suc-
cess in various parts of New England. A gen-
tleman in Brunswick, Me. writes us as follows :—
" The four ounces of Yellow Locust seed purchas-
ed at the New England Farmer office last au-
tumn, has done finely, as well as all the other
seeds purchased of you. I have now over 1000
Locust Trees front this seed, some four feet high,
doing well on the sandy plains of Brunswick."

B

We are happy to learn that the Hon. Judge
Pitman has accepted the invitation to deliver an
Address to the Rhode Island Agricultural Society
at then- next anniversary.-This Society has been
distinguished for the excellence of its Addresses.

The Annual Cattle Show, Exhibition of Manu-
iactures, and Ploughing Match, of the Worcester
Agricultural Society, will be held in the town of
Worcester,- on Wednesday, the 8th of October.

EXWJWWWOFl^HirNEVENGLAND
SOCIETY.

On Tuesday last, notwithstanding the great

t\.t n
bfLweathei '' the "alls over the New Fan-

euil Hall Market were thronged with visiters to
witness the exhibition of manufactures under the
auspices of the New England Society. Between
tune and ten o'clock, Gov. Lincoln, who is Presi-
dent ot t,.e society, entered the centre hall, at-
tended by the members and several distinguished
Grangers, among whom were Gov. Coles of I!li
nois, Mr Stevenson of Virginia, Speaker of the
ti. to. House t!f Representatives, and Gen. Mor-
ton, of New York. After a very interesting ad-
dress to the Society, the Governor proceeded to

GRAFTING.
Mr Fessenden—I have seen some remark* in

your papers as to grafting, which propose a wide
course of experiment on this subject. There are
some singular instances of the support of vegeta-
ble life, by this process, which seem opposed to
those general laws which have been supposed to
govern the vegetable kingdom. If we reason
from analogy, as relates to the animal kingdom, it
is wisely so ordered, by immutable, eternal laws,
that the succession of beings of the same species
is preserved separate and unmixed. Nothing un-
natural can be continued ; or, in other words,
" monsters tlo not propagate."

As to many proposed experiments, as well as to I

some that are at present promising, it would be
!

well to withhold too strong an expectation.
On the quince the pear is engrafted. This pro-

duces what is called the Dwarf. But of several
hundred, I believe I may say, that I have import-
ed, I have scarcely one that promises anything, if
alive. The Borer is fond of, and fatal to them, so
much so, that almost all that have been imported,
or propagated, have nearly disappeared before
this voracious devourer.

So also as to the Thorn, I must think it a mis-
take that the pear thrives on this stock, 1 have in
so many instances found the contrary effect to take
place. In all cases, though, the pear grafts thrive
for one, and at most two years, it is then too scan-
tily supplied, and the grafts perish, apparently for
want of nutriment.

I do not wish, however, to discourage a zeal,
which if it fail in its main object, must yet in its'

progress do much probably to enlarge or fix the
boundaries of knowledge. I am bound, too, to
state one experiment, acquired in the very path-
way of your correspondent, which will be new to

i some of your readers. About thirty years ago, I
engrafted a number of apple trees with pear
grafts. In most cases the graft projected on one
side, and they did not generally unite so as to re-

I

commend the practice. It was otherwise with
!

one, however, which united well, and for fifteen
i or twenty years produced an abundance of fine
St. Michael pears as could be had. I have often
surprised my friends when they praised the pears,
by telling them they grew on an apple tree.

There are cases where stocks may be benefi-
cially selected for grafting or budding in the way
alluded to—say of the almond for the peach. So
also some have taken for like use the plum stock.
The almond is very hardy, and no insect at

present meddles with them.
It is otherwise with the plum of late. Of the

almond, I raise several bushels, and will give you
[what you may wish, if needed, for distribution
hereafter,

I have little knowledge of Horticulture, my at-
tention being devoted as far as time will admit, to
my form. But there are some of your correspon-
dents whose practice has been thorough ; and if
not so, there are some, I perceive, who do not;
mean any thing should be lost for want of zeal
and application. I am, sir, yours,

Dorchester, Aug. 26, 1828. J. WELLES

THE BORER.
Mr Fessenden-Fot several years I have bee,

I « the practice of destroying the b*£,s in my appe.qumce d mountain ash troL, as recom-mended by a Committee of the Mass. Ag. Society.and published ,n Tbacher's Orchardist, by the
free use ot the Chisel, though it has given me" pain

I

to th,„k no method had been devised to destroy
the worm without greatly injuring the tree by thi
operation. I have at last discovered a wav to ev
tract the borer, which is so natural, simple, and
exi.ed.nous, that I am astonished it has not been
thought of before It is ,his,-Open the bottom
oi the hole (which is easily discovered by the ap-
pearance of powdered wood) with a knife, and in-
sert a wire sharpened, and bent into a small hook,and you will soon draw out this destroyer of trees

wood
Pe»etrated a foot or more into the

Rtmarlts by the Editor.—The notice of our respeeted correspondent, relative to his mode of
!

destroying the Borer, will, no doubt, prove useful
,

and he will please to accept of our thanks for his
communication. The use of a wire for the extir
pation of insects of this description, has been be
fore recommended by John Prince, Esq of Rox
bury, see N. E. Farmer, vol. ii. page 342; alsoDeane'sN^E. Farmer, page 363.' \B the NevvEng and Farmer, vol. iv. page 382, is the follow-
ing ijditorial article :

" LOCCST TREE BORER.
A horticulturist tells us that he has preserved

!

his Locust Trees against the borer which has al-
most annihilated that fine tree in this part of the
country, ,.y fi, st probing the holes made in the
tree by the insects with a small flexible wire, a
ttle hooked or curved at the end introduced into

"any of the worms as possible. He then with asmall syringe, injects into their holes strong soar,suds which puts a finishing hand to their destruc

Remedy for Whooping Cough.—The follow-
ing has been recommended for this complaint
which is now common : -Take equal portions ofnew milk and the lye strained from the ashes of
hickory [white walnut] bark, of which one table
spoonful may be given every hour through the day
to a child seven years old.

See A. v England Fanner, vol. vi. natre 4fM,

POWER OF HABIT.
In regard to food, it is very certain that habit

can raise us above the standard of ordinary men
" Meat and drink to which we are accustomed"
says Hippocrates, « agree with us, though natural-
ly pernicious

; but not those aliments to which
we are unaccustomed, though naturally whole-
some :" and henceforth he concludes, that it is
more beneficial to adhere to the same sorts offood
than to change them abruptly, even though we
substitute better in their stead. Alexander the
Great, when in India, found it necessary to forbid
his army the use of wholesome food because it
carried ofl the men, owing to their not bein^ ac-
customed to it. So true is the observation of Cel-
sus, that » whatever is contrary to their habits
whether it be hard or soft, is predudicial to halth "

Liban informs us that the Ethiopians eat scor-
pions, and Mercurialis states that the West Indi-
ans eat toads ; neither of these facts is without a
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parallel in Europe. At Padua and Rome there

were two children who ate scorpions, and a girl

took pleasure in eating frogs, lizards, serpents,

mice, and al'.-sorts of insects. Another ate live

lizards and "a erpillurs with pepper and vinegar.

Of spider eaiere, who grew fat upon those disgust-

ing insects, we could collect half a dozen instan-

ces from different writers. Galen relates of an

old woman, that she had gradually habituated her-

self to make a meal of hemlock ; and Sextus Em-
piricus assures us, that there have been persons

who have taken thirty drams of that poison with-

out injury. A student at Halle accustomed him-

self on purpose to arsenic, which he took with his

food, from a buy ; and though it at first occasioned

vomiting, yet in lime he could bear a considera-

ble quantity. Hence it is evident, how one who
habituates himself needlessly to physic, breaks

down the bridges which, in case of emergency,

might carry him in safety over the abysses of dis-

ease.—jVtic .Monthly Mag.

Remedy for Cholera Morbus.—A friend assures

us that the following simple prescription for Dys-

entery or Cholera Morbus, has been frequently

tried, and, when made use of in season, with uni-

form success : —To half a tumbler of vinegar add

as much tine salt as the vinegar will dissolve, and

take it tasting. It will operate as a cathartic, and,

if the stomach be quite foul, as an emetic likewise.

The Vulture's power of .Sight.— Professor Lieu- Hull's Truss: 3 fur Hernia r.r Rupture.
enstein remarked when travelling in South Africa,

, I)r Am„, o. Hull. 1- u .. confieV ,,,-c in farina iiiunrating

that if an animal chanced to die in the very midst the novel!) and excellence ol bn invention. Having devou-d

Of the most desert wilderness, m less ,h u n half an »-/ jg£»°b [
.;;**£

hour there was seen high in the zenith, a number
j
new and improved inatrun - „ I, , . nainfhl a:..: dangerous a
disease as Herni'i. V >i™r, kind* '! Tiush-s baienl hit been

constructed, embracing ihe principles uimb belong exi

in Dr Hull's invcm on; among these are ihe " Spiral !*p""£
Trusses," of Belar Fair ami J. — R Hover. The

ol minute objects descending in spiral wheels, and
increasing in visible magnitude at every revolu-
tion. These are soon discovered to be a flight of
vultures, which must have observed from a height,

viewless to the human eye, the dropping of the

animal immediately marked out fur prey.

Derivation ofpony.—One of the literati was puz-

zling his brains about the derivation of pony, when
a by-stander quaintly observed, "Sir, I am aston-

ished you don't know what a pony is derived

from."—"Why," said the man of learning. "Be-
cause," said the other, "every body knows that a

pony is derived from a little horse and a little

mare."

WTAit article on the culture ofthe Raspberry is deferred, till next

I: Hover. Tliese uuuet
laiion of, Dr Hull'*, though macb IcaapeWecl 'it»iru-

ments, as tins been abuu<!auil\ evinced !.\ die <i\,.-r.t?w~ and
opinion ol ibe m*'>i emiueni surgeons in the roeetrt

Dr Jlutl lakes this opportuirili 10 caution all pertoul

an infringement «' bis patent, the validity 01 : -

established by }odi< .al decisions and particular)]

against lingers. Iried al lb» lasi linn of ih.-
.

United Slate*. I" lhai case, Judge Tunnpnoa 'V rged ihe

jury, '' thattbe exceptions taken In -I •: plaintuT'fl patent,

At Springfield, a young man has been fined §10,

and the costs were $12— total 22— for taking

some apples from a farmer's orchard. Not being

able to pay, the young man was committed to

prison.

The Nova Scotian of last week, contains a long

article on the subject of Geology, in reference to

a paper which has been published by Messrs.

Jackson & Alger, two scientific American gentle-

men, who have recently visited this Province, for

the purpose of examining its geological and min-

eralogical productions.

We repeat the hope, that some effort will now
be made, to form a Geological Society. This
Province abounds in minerals and other valuable

substances, to which the attention of such an In-

stitution might be profitably directed ; and the in-

dividual amusement and instruction that could

thus be afforded, would be ample and unfailing.

Halifax paper.

INTEMPERANCE.
I will make a suggestion to a portion of the

community who suffer more, perhaps, from the

evil, than all others. I mean wives and mothers.

Would you know how to mitigate the evil ?

First, then, never offer a drop of ardent spirit

to a child, as you value your future comfort. The

Thacher's Orchardist.
Jusi received at the New England Farmer Reed Store, No.

bi North Market Sireel. a further supply of
The American Orchardist ; or a practical Ireatisc on the cul-

ture and management of apple and other I'ruil trees, with ob-
servations on the diseases to which they are liable, and their
remedies. To which is added the most improved method of
manufacturing and preserving cide-, and also wine from apple
juice and currants. Adapted to the use of American farmers,
and all lovers and cultivators ol fine fruit. By James Thachrr,
M. D, Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences

;

Honorary Membrr of the Massachusetts Medical Society, ami
of the New York Horticultural Society, &c. Second edition,
much improved. Price g 1 ,00.

without lounilat

sufficient and leg

of g eat utility; in

established by Pie

bility. That'll ap,

men! was ol the gi

ofeffecting cures,

thai Ini special

il; that ibe iurenliou ol it." pfainiirTwascme
• uaefulueai and novelty of which bad 1-een

undo* ami Sin gea
eared vei v fulii in ei ioVnee

palest value iasnreers. ; badheeti
here the art had fa:! d before ; bail

Seeds for Fall Sowing.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a fresh sup-

ply of varirus Grass Seeds—also a great variety of vegetable
seeds for fall sowing, viz. White Portugal Onion, Strasburg do.
Silver skin do. Prickly Spinach and Dutch Cole for early greens—various kinds of lettuce, carrot, cucumber, cabbages, fee,

—

black Spanish 01 winter radish, &c. all warranted fresh.

bled persons affla'ed with the disease ol rupture to pursue.

their business and labours wlbool lueomeutence; .-

its invention had formed a new era in the treatment of die dis-

ease ; thai the inslrumenl sold by ihe defendant, the one known
as Mr. Farr's, and die other as' Mr. Hovcy's irusjes. wire in-

fnngemenls of Dr. Hull's patent ;" and the jury, in that case,

brought in a Verdict for the pi?. jit, if, and Ihe damage* "'re tre-

bled by the court, with costs.

A large supplv nf ihe above Trusses are received, and for

sale, by EltENEZER WIGHT, Druggist—Mil* si. < ppositc

Federal-st.—Agent fur Boslon. it Aag 89

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODVCE.
Collected every Thursday.

inns

:

T'J

Orchard Grass Seed—growth ofl8'2S.
Just received al the New England Farmer Seed Store, Nu. i

52 North Market Street,

20 bushels of prime Orchard Grass Seed, raised, this seasan,
wilh the greatest care, by John Prince Esq.—warranted to be 1

equal in purity to any ever offered for sale in New England.
A supply of pure Oilman Wheat, raised by Payson Williams

and Mr Winchester, is daily expected.

For Sale,

A Bull Calf five weeks old of the Short Horn breed, from ihe

best Imported Stock, both Sire and Dam, well known and high-
ly approved. Applv al this Office for price and particulars of
pedigree. 4t. August 20, 1828.

Wanted to

Farm Wanted.
chase, or hire, on a long le e, from 150 10 300

acres of ihe best land, located within thirty miles of Boston—for

which a fair price will be given. Address "P. D,'' Boslon
through Ihe post-office. 6t Aug. I

Wild Geese.
For sale, five pairs of Wild Geese, two pairs three yeai s old.

Inquire of the subscriber. EENJ. J. PHILLIPS.
Lynn, August 16, 1828.

THE NEW AMERICAN GARDEN LR.
A work with this title, compiled by the Editor of the New

deplorable habit of intemperance is, I have no En6la"u Farmer, with the assistance of a number „f scieuufe

,
r

. , 1 j /•• •
1 1

and Practical Harliculiurahstji in the vneai vol hiision and New
doubt, contracted in thousands of instances in the Yoru

years of infancy and youth, merely from having

(he dregs of flip and toddy, which the father and

perhaps the mother have been comfortably enjoy-

ing; and perhaps as many more have been seduc-

ed into the habit by the misguided prescription of

a dose of rum and molasses, to relieve a trifling

pain. If you wish your husband to abaDdon the

use of it, never use any yourself; and never let a

day pass without having plenty of beer, or some
other beverage in your cellar, which he can have

as a substitute. He must be fixed- in his habits

indeed, if he did not take it instead of having re-

course to the rum bottle.

just published by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of the
TheNew England Farmer. The articles are arranged alphi

helically, and comprise the mosl useiul Vegetables am!
Fruits which can be couveuienily and economically cultivated
in the climate ol New England and ihe middle Slates; as well as
a Treatise on Flowers, and on Landscape or Picturesque
Garijens, on the general management ol' ihe S11.K Worm.
and the manufacture of S11 k, and a Tre?tiso on the culture ol

Grape Vi.ies aud the Strawberry. Tbe article on Fruu
Trees contains an enumeration ard description of ail die Apples
Pears, Peaehes, Cherries Plums, Neettdbies, Apricots, &e. &c.
lhat can be raised 10 the most advantage. ar,d if1Plr relative lor

wardness in bearing, which will be brand 10 L.e of incalculable
benefit 10 genilemeu in laying out orchards. Each ol ih< above
articles is furnished by gentlemen practically acquainted wiib
the subjects ou which they have wrilien,

A list of the contents of the work will be found iulhe New IPOTATOS. new-

England Farmer for August 1.
j CIDER, I according In c-jafiivj

Price #1.25—Six copies for %6 On.

APPLES, hcsi. -

ASHES, pol, fir-i sort,

Pearl, first ;Ort, -

BEANS, white, -

BEEF, mess. new. - - - -

Cargo, No. 1 , new,
Cargo, No 2, new,

BETTER, ics|ierie.t No. 1, new. -

CHEESE, new milk, - - ' -

Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore. Howard-sin
Genesee, -

Rve, best,....
GRAIN, Corn, ....

Rve. ....
Barley, - - - -

Oats, -

HOG'S LARD, first sort. new.
LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS reia Is at

PORK.ww. clear. - - - -

Navy. mess, new.
Cargo, No. I, new.

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Rvi Grass.

Tall Meadow Otis Grass, -

Red Top ... -

Lucerne, -

While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wnrtzel.

WOOL, Merino, lull blood, wash-o. -

Merino, lull blood, uuv. aWttnd

Merino, three fourths wasiied.

Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed,
Pulled, Lamb's, first sort,

Pulled. Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort.

hnsfccl.

i>arrei.

pound.

pound
cask.

Z ic 3 00
07 50 100 00
:>1 5': 100 09

HI 50 11 00
8 75
7 25

14
10
3

5 87
5 50
2 62
53
50
70
40
9

7 CO
li

•s

2
:. 73
.") (XI
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MISCELLANIES.
LINES WRITTEN IN A YOUNG LADY'S ALBUM.

BY THOMAS G. FESSKNDEN.

Miss Ann, you are, it seems lo mc
;

An essence a!) ethereal;

The brightest being that can be,

Entirely immaterial.

A pencil tipp'd with solar rays

Your charms could scarcely blazon;

Contrasted with your beauty's blaze

Bright Sol's a pewter basin.

Transcendent little sprig of light,
,

If rhymes are always true,

An angel is an ugly sprite,

Compared to Sylph like you.

You frowning tell inc, " this indeed

" Is flattery past all bearing,

• I ne'er before did iiear nor read
!t Of any quite so glaring."

Yes this is flattery, sure enough,

And its exaggeration

May teach you how to hold such stuff

In utter detestation.

Should beaux your ladyship accost

With something like this flummery,

Tell them their labour will be lost,

For this transcends Uieir mummery.

The man whose favour's worth a thought.

To flattery cau't descend

;

The servile sycophant is not

Your lover nor your friend.

j

best how to use it, that think it only fit to be cast

away ; and their not knowing how to set a true

I
value upon this, is the true cause of the wrong es-

|
timate they make of all other tilings.

Instinct in the ass.—An ass was shipped at Gib-

raltar, on board the frigate Ister, for Malta. The

vessel having struck on a sand-bank off the Point

! de Gat, at some distance from the shore—the ass

was thrown overboard, to give it a chance (a poor
1

one, for the sea was running very high) of swim-

; ming to land. A few days afterwards, when the

gates of Gibraltar were opened in the morning,

the ass presented himself for admittance, and pro-

' ceeded to the stable which he had formerly occu-

pied, to the no small surprise of his landlord, who
' imagined that by some mistake he had never been

I put on board the Ister. On the return of the ves-

sel to repair, the mystery was explained. The ass

;
had not only swam safely to the shore, but without

a guide, had found his way from Point de Gat to

Gibraltar, a distance of more than two hundred

miles, through a mountainous and intricate coun-

try, intersected by streams, which he had never

traversed before ; and, what is most wonderful, in

so short a time that he could not have made one

false turn.

A farmer in Philadelphia cut his third crop of

1J tons of hay in that city, on the 15th inst. and
he anticipates one crop more. His farm is in the
immediate vicinity of the spot where the Decla-
ration of Independence was signed, generally call-

ed the State House Yard. If the hay were val-

ued at the rent the ground would bring for build-

ing lots, it is said that it would be about 50 cents-

per spear.

A large cucumber.—Mr. H. Drake, of Hackett's
town, plucked a cucumber from a vine in his gar-

den, measuring fifteen inches in length, fourteen

and a half in circumference, and weighed five

pounds.

—

JYeiv Jersey paper.

True generosity does not consist in obeying eve-

ry impulse of humanity, in following blind passion

for our guide, and impairing our circumstances by

present benefactions, so as to render us incapable

of future ones.— Goldsmith.

THE WAY THEY DO THINGS AT THE SOUTH.

The Boston Courier says it is no uncommon
thing to see in the streets of Washington, three

or four yokes of half starved cattle, preceded by

two miserable horses, drawing a small load of

wood or hay. A letter from Natches, Mississippi,

to the editor of the American Farmer, contains

tlte following

I was transported in eleven days to this place,

where I find all the tropical plants in full bloom
in the gardens. The early fruits have disappear-

ed, and plants are now in season. Vegetables of

all descriptions are abundant ; but what surprises

Husbandmen, manufacturers, and tradesmen.—He nie is, with the finest soil and extensive pasture,

who expects to find the husbandman flourishing, i so little care is taken of it that butter now sells

while the manufacturers are out of employ ; or for 25 and 31 cents a pound: and the greatest

the tradesman, on the other hand, in prosperity, I portion of supply is brought from the state of

while the former is in distress, "let him," as Fuller New York, and 31 cents per pound paid for it.

—

says, "try whether one side of his face can smile, I vvas told that forty cows would produce twenty

while the other is perished.'"
j

four pounds of butter a week ! There must be
:

i
gross mismanagement some where. I observe

German musicians.—The itinerant musicians in the p ]ante ,.s daily hauling COrn out of their plan-
Germany, who go about the country in small bands '

t
.ltions t0 feed the;r hands al]r] stock ; this comes

like wandering troubadours, are a class so clever
fro|n up the river a considerable distance. They,

and eminent in their way, as to deserve notice,
i

j believe> pay attention to nothing but cotton, and
For a few florins these poor fellows will amuse

you with such an exhibition of tone and skill, as

would set up an English artist of the first water.

They are a set of poor, but merry companions

—

with as little discord in their social intercourse as

disturbs the harmony of their instruments. Hap-

py, in spite of thread-bare coats, and sun-burnt

faces—but with a gentility of mind, much super-

ior to people of their class.

HOVEN OR SWOLN CATTLE.
The Giornule Jigrario Toscano, communicates a

remedy against the dangerous ettects to which
cattle are liable from too free feeding on clover,

and some other vegetables p£ similar qualities.

—

It consists in a solution of ammonia, to be given

in a quantity of water sufficient to enable the ani-

mal to swallow it with ease. One glass is gene-
rally found effectual. Should it be found other-

wise, a second is to be given at the expiration of

half an hour. Ample testimony is adduced to

show the value of the prescription.

Oy It has been asserted that a solution of pot-

ash, pearl-ash or a strong ley maUe by leaching-

ashes will answer the purpose of the above pres-

cription.

—

Editor N. E. Farmer.

It is no wonder that when we are prodigal of

nothing else, when we are over-thrifty of many
things which we may well spare, we are very

prodigal of our time, which is the only precious

jewel of which we cannot be too thrifty, because

we look upon it as nothing worth, and that makes

us not care how we spend it. The laboring man
and the artificer knows what every hour of his

time is worth, what it will yield him, and parts

not with it, but for the full value : they are on-

ly noblemen and gentlemen, who should know

purchase every thing else, instead of raising it.

It strikes me as poor economy, when it is observ-

ed, that eight oxen are employed to haul a load

of corn, which four ought easily to carry ; and

when too they travel at a snail's gait, to suit the

particular convenience of the driver, and indulge

him in his lazy disposition.

The Potato Onion, lately introduced into this

country, will be a most valuable acquisition to

gardeners, as it is known to produce in equal a-

bundance to the potato, from which it derives its

name ; never fails, as the severe frost has no ef-

fect on it.

—

Dublin Correspondent.

Miss

FISH USED AS A MAJNUKE.
All the parts of fish — shell fish and all other

—

are excellent manures. They may be used, eith-

er salted or fresh ; salted fish are generally con-

sidered the best. The o lals of fish, and fish that

are S2ioilt for eating, may be converted to this use
;

but they are most useful when used as an ingredi-

ent in compost. They are so strong a manure,
that it has been said one single alewife will ans-

wer as a shovel-full of the best dung, in produc-
ing Indian corn. But they cause laud to exert it-

self so much, that it will be apt to grow poor, un-

less care be taken to prevent it.

Onions for Sale.

Six hundred bushels of prime Onions, (White Portugai,|an(i
Straw Coloured) raised by a gentleman in this vicinity, are of-

fered for sale, lo traders and others, by the bushel or barrel, on
very advantageous terms. Enquire at the New England Far-
mer Seed Store. Aug 2y

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS, to wit:
District Clerk's Office.

Be it remembered, That on the eighteenth day of July, A. D,
1828, in the fifty-third year of the Independence of the United
States of America, J. l'-i. Russell, of the said district, has depos-
ited in this office the title of a book, the right whereof he claims
as proprietor, in the words following, to wit :

"The New American Gardener ; containing practical Direc-
tions on he Culture of Fruits and Vugetables; including Ladn-
scape and Ornamental Gardening, Grape Vines, Silk, Straw
berries, &c. &c. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New
England Farmer.

" God Almighty first planted a Garden ; and indeed it is the
purest of human pleasures : it is the greatest refreshment to the
spirits of man ; without which buildi»gs and palaces are but
gross handy-works.—Bacon's Essays."

In conformity to the act of Congress of the United States, en-

titled, "An Act for the encouragement of learning, by securing'

the copies of maps, charts, and hook, to ihe authors and proprie-

tors of such ci'pies during the times therein mentioned;" and
also to an act, entitled, ''An Act supplementary to an act, enti-

tled, An Act for the eucouragemeut of learning*, by securing the

t,

~

^ ,
. . .

j
copies of maps, charts, and books, to the authors and proprietors

Betsey Smith, a young lady who is cm- ol
r
soch cnp ;es duri„g the times therein mentioned ; and extend-

ployed in a cotton mill at Hooksett, N. H. wove, I
iog the benefits thereof to the arts of designing, engraving, and

on the 8th inst. one hundred and seventy-eight I

"*«* **>"**
^clerTlf^Di^c^mZe^^

yards of good shirting in thirteen hours on fiv

loom:

wide.

the yarn No 16, the cloth 7-8ths yard Published every Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at the

I

end of the ye»r—kut these' wko pay within sixty days from the
time of subcribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.
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AGRICULTUKB.
From ihc Memoirs of tbe New-York Board of Agricnlmrc.

REMARKS
On putting Oils and Indian Corn—malting nv<J

applying M'tnures—Rotation of crops, i;c.

By Philemon IIat.sted, of Westchester.

To Jesse Boel, Esq.—Being honored with a

circular from tin: Board of Agriculture, I will

offer a few experiments which have proved to

me of great advantage.

In the first place, every landholder who tills

the ground should be very careful to provide and

make manure by all possible means in his pow-

er ; and this he may do to a considerable ex-

tent. He should provide himself with as much

fodder as will winter more cattle than he can

summer; and this is done in the following

manner : Cut your oats when the straw is green

in part ; let them lay and cure in the swath

until they are sufficiently dry not to mould :

bind them in sheaves, and stack them. When
they are threshed, the farmer will find that his

nats will thresh to greater advantage. The

light oats sticking, to the. straw, makes it good^

fodder, and I consider it of as much value as

will pay the expense of raising the oats.

Secondly, give up the old method of cutting

your top stalks ; and when your corn is suffi-

ciently hard, or when "011 cannot find an ear

scft enough to boil am 1 eat, then proceed to cut

and stout your corn in the field, in the follow-

ing manner : Bring the tops of two hills togeth-

er, without cutting ; bind ihem with a few spears

of straw : then cut and set up about enough to

make four sheaves, if bound ; then put a band of

straw about the top ; and then you may add as

many more, and bind the whole with two bands,

always keeping the bottom of the stout open, so

as to admit the circulation of air. At the proper

time of gathering corn, you may proceed thus

:

Throw down the stout, unbind and begin to gath-

er the corn ; when you have stalks enough for a

sheaf, bind them and lay it aside until you have

enough for a stout. By this you save all the silk

and small husks and under leaves of the corn,

which were all lost by the former practice of top-

ping and gathering corn. I will recommend that

the stalks be stacked on a hovel, or poles laid on

crotches, and foddered in the yard. I have been

particular as to the time it takes in this process,

and can say I am satisfied it takes no more time

than in the old method.

The farmer should embrace every opeti spell in

the winter to collect from his milking yard the

scrapings, and also from the pond holes and hol-

lows in his woods the leaves and dirt, and draw

and spread them in his yard or yards. This

will enable him to make, (by the help of twenty

head of cattle.) one hundred loads of manure ;

which will "be fit to put on the ground the next

autumn, at the rate of twenty loads to the acre
;

which, if ploughed in; and the land sowed with

wheat or rye, and seeded with timothy seed at the

same time, and clover the next spring, it will pro-

duce a burden that will be satisfactory to the

owner, and the ground in better condition than

when first ploughed.

It may dot be amiss to mention what kind of

cattle a farmer can winter on such fodder as I

have spoken of. I would recommend that he

buy, in the rail, young heifers of good quality,

and good looking young cows; and if hi- situ-

ation permits, a pair or two of steers, broken to

the yoke ; all of which are in demand in the

spring, and will advance in pi-ice sufficient to pay

fir the wintering, and leave fur his advantage a

yard full of good manure. I will also recommend
attention paid to the hog-pen, and as much litter,

weeds and refuse from the garden and yards, as

can be procured, and by a careful mixture of some
good black earth, the quantity of manure may be

swelled to a large amount. As almost all land-

holders have on their farms ponds or swamps,

that are mirey, I will recommend that they draw
out, in the month of August, when most swamps
are dry, a large quantity, and put it in a heap, and

there let it lay until the next spring, when it will

he fit to put on corn in the hill, and will have a

very great effect. If, after the operating of the

frost on the heap, the compost should crumble,

and have a proportion of dust, it is then good. If

it should dry hard and lumpy, like clay, it is only

fit to be put into the barn-yard or hog-pen, and

he trodden in with the compost. By application

of pond manures as above, I have been enabled

to make some poor land become very productive.

As I have given some practical remarks on the

. aking of manure, I shah now oroeeed to state

mv process of culture. I break the ground in

the month of April, and have the sod turned un-

der by one of Freeborn's ploughs, about eight in-

ches deep
;
(and here it is that many make great

blunders, and much to their disadvantage, by not

attending in person, and having their ground

ploughed deep and well ;) and then harrowed

with an iron tooth harrow, or wood will do, if it

be heavy, and the teeth made of good hickory,

and kept sharp. Harrow the same way you have

ploughed, until you ground is well mellowed
;

then when you see the earliest apple-tree begin to

drop its blossoms, furrow your ground three feet

apart at right angles, and plant four grains of

corn in a hill.

Almost every farmer has some method of steep-

ing bis corn before planting, and rolling it in eith-

er plaster, ashes, lime, or tar ; all of which, at

some times, are an advantage, and at other times

a disadvantage. After my corn comes up, and is

sufficientUjlarge to be seen in rows, I commence
ploughing and hoeing, and continue it until the

corn begins to shew signs of setting for ears, be-

ing particular to keep the plough a-going in dry

weather. By the above culture, I have been ena-

bled to collect from fifty to eighty bushels per

acre ; and by mixing pumpkin seed, and planting

it with the corn, I have raised four ox-cart loads

to the acre.

I have already described my method of collect-

ing and preserving the top and bottom stalks for

fodder. I shall proceed to my next crop, the

next spring, which shall be corn, and a proportion

of potatos ; giving the preference to corn, on ac-

count of the great quantity of fodder. And this

year tilline. I break up the sod which laid hist

vr-iir beneath the furrow of the corn plough ,

thereby I am enabled asrairi to raise a good rrop

of corn, and subdue all the wild irra«« roots and

weed" which, laid at the bottom of tin- furrow.

—

Third venr. T -flit tin- corn hills with a plough,

harrow the ground well, then plough, harrow

a ••sin. and I w mv oats and 6 \. My nati will

produce ah- ut fortv bushels, and upward per

acre, denendimr 011 the season for their yielding
;

and mv flax will nverase six'een bushels of seed,

and three hundred weight to the acre. I will ob-

serve, that where the ground is Strong, and the

oats verv forward, they ought to be fed off to the

oroun I. before thev have a joint. This prevents

their lod»inir, and civeg the under oats an oppor-

tunity to eome forward, whieh will much increase

the nnantitv. The oat stubble and flax ground

should soon be ploughed, harrowed and rross-

nloii^hed : then draw on your manure, about

twenty ox-cart loads to the acre ;
spread and

plomrb if in as soon as possible. If you intend to

sow rve. put it in about the first of Septemher,

and sow your timothy seed after the harrow.

ein-ht ouarfs to the acre ; then use a roller, which

breaks the lumps. It ma\ be fed off during the

foil, bv calves, colts or sheep, without any disad-

vantatre. If vou intend it for wheat, sow it

about the twenty-fifth of September, and follow

the came method as with the rye : sow clover

i:i t>-e snring when the ground is open in cracks,

"bout six pound- to the acre. By following the

above dire-, ns. I have rdway? realized a aood

cron of o-rain, and a sreat crop of grass ; and the

ground may and ou?ht to remain in sod six years,

before ploughed a?ain.

COCHINEAL.
It appears that an experiment lately tried in

Spain, and in parts of the Mediterranean, to intro-

duce the Cochineal insect, promises to be attend-

ed with the desired result in some of the provin-

ces of Spain, as well as at Gibraltar, and at Mal-

ta. The Indian fig is of natural growth under the

climate of those countries, and being the only food

of the insect in question, originally suggested the

idea of its importation. It has been ascertained

that the powers of fecundity of the female cochi-

neal insect are so great, as to enable it to give

birth, in the very short course of its natural exis-

tence, to no less a number than 63:2.727.

AMERICAN LYCEOI.
This institution proposes a system of mutual

instruction, fitted to the towns and villages in

New England, and other parts of the country.

The instruction is to be conducted at weekly or

occasional meetings for reading, conversation,

discussions, dissertations, illustraring the sciences,

or other subjects of useful knowledge, or popu-

lar, practical education.

To aid these exercises, it is proposed to have

each branch or town Lyceum, supplied with

books, simple articles of apparatus for illustrating

the sciences, and their application to the busi-

ness of the farmer, mechanic, or civil engineer;

also, specimens of Natural History, viz. Geology,

Mineralogy, and if disposed, in Botany and Zool-

A.
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This collection is to be made with reference

to the various classes of society in a town, and

deposited in some central place, where persons

from all sections of the town, and of various pur-

suits and ages, can meet, according to arrange-

ments made to accommodate the whole.

At one time, school teachers can meet, and

they should be introduced, and the most efficient

methods of inculcating them.

Not only the various subjects of instruction, but

the different faculties of the mind, viz.—judg-

ment, memory, temper and imagination, might

justly come under the consideration of this or

another committee. The object of such a com-

discuss or illustrate subjects relating to their pro- ! inittee would be to give both efficiency and sym-

fessiou, and consequently for the benefit, not of 1 metry to education.

themselves, but of their schools, and through] From several State Lyceums a General Union

them, for the benefit of the community and the ,' might be formed, to be called the American Lyce-

world. : uin, and to perform the duties of an American

At the same or another time, misses and lads,
' Board of Education, in the most extensive sense

young ladies ~Snd gentlemen, who frequently of the word.

waste their time in schools with little children, or Under the patronage of the American Lyceum

have passed the age for common school iustruc-' may be published a Journal, or the Journal of Ed-

tion, may meet, and receive in a weekly or semi- ucation ; small, familiar and practical treatises on

weekly course of exercises among themselves, or the sciences
; scientific, biographical, or historical

under the assistance of regular teachers, a clergy- tracts, &.C. for the benefit of the various town ly-

mau, a lawyer, a physician, a farmer, a mechanic, ceums, schools, workshops, taverns, steam boats

a merchant, or any gentleman or lady competent and private families.

and disposed to teach, instruction tilted to their More than fifty societies upon this plan are al-

age, pursuits and wants. ready formed, and from the greater or less sne-

At the same place, and with the same opportu- cess which has uniformly attended their opera-

nities, farmers can meet, to bring together their tions, and from the great increase of strength and

own views and experience, and compare them efficiency which an extensive and General Un-

with those related by authors upon the subject of ion of the plan could not fail to give to individual

consideration, it having been adopted at a previ- efforts, it is most earnestly hoped that every town
cus meeting. By the aid of apparatus and tests,

l and village in New-England, at least, will take the

the correctness of views or principles may, per- subject into early and serious consideration, to de-

haps, be tried by actual experiment.
j

termine whether they cannot, during the ap-

Mechauics can also make use of the same
j

proaching autumn and winter, participate in spir-

place, library, apparatus and specimens, to illus- it, and engage in the exercises, that they may en-

trate subjects, and prove or test principles, which joy the benefits of an institution designed for the

they daily use, and a knowledge of which would diffusion of knowledge and the benefit of the

increase both their satisfaction and success in their world,
useful pursuits.

Societies of females, for literary or benevolent
purposes, might improve the same opportunities,

to give interest ^o their meetings, and greater ef-

ficiency and usefulness to their exercises.

Besides exercises fitted to the pursuits or the

wants of particular classes of society, others of a
more general or popular character may be intro-

duced, such as popular lectures on the sciences,

or any other subject of useful knowledge and
common interest ; and these either by a citizen or

citizens, or by some one employed from abroad
for the purpose.

To strengthen and facilitate the operations of
the several branch Lyceums, all in a county are

to be united by a Board of Delegates, who are to

meet semi-annually, to adopt regulations, and for-

ward measures for the general and mutual bene-
lit of the whole. A County Lyceum is intended
also to adopt measures for the benefit of schools
in their district—to collect facts respecting their

state and their wants, suggest improvements, and
perhaps act as a Board of Examiners of school
teachers in the county, aud of course tt> take the
place of town committees for that object.

Each County Lyceum in a State is to appoint
bhe iir more representatives, to meet perhaps dur-
ing the session of their Legislature, to organize
aud adopt measures to advance the interests of
education. A State Lyceum may act as a Board
of Education ; and by appointing committees for

specific objects, viz. one to examine aud recom-
mend school hooks ; another to determine upon
the most essential branches in a system of popular
education ; the proportionate time and attention

proper to devote to each ; the order in which

SILK.
First Ace—that is, uitii, the woeisis hay:.

passed their first moulting, or changed
their first skin. (Continued from our last.)

The apartment must be light, but the sun must
not shine on the worms in any stage.

Feed the worms with the most tender leaves,

four times a day, allowing six hours between each

meal
;
give the smallest quantity for the first feed-

ing, and gradually increase it at each meal be-

tween the moult'uigs.

In about an hour and a half, the silk worms de-

vour their portion of leaves, and then remain more
or less quiet. Whenever food is given, widen the

spaces for them ; scattered food may be swept in-

to its place.

Experiments may be made as to the compara-
tive advantages of using chopped, or whole young
leaves. If chopped, a sharp knife must be used,

tG prevent the leaves from being bruised, and
thereby causing the exudation of water from them,
which would prove injurious. On the fourth day
the skin becomes of a hazle color and Fooks shin-

ing, their heads enlarge and assume a silvery

bright appearance ; these are marks of their ap-
proaching first change. Their food on this day,
therefore, may be diminished, or when these ap-
pearances take place, but not before. Enlarge

fourth day the appetites of the worms begin to

decrease, preparatory to their first moulting, and
their food must be diminished in proportion as the

previous meal has not been completely eaten. If

the precarious heat of the weather has been de-

pended upon, the first change may not appear un-

til the sixth or seventh day.

In the course of the fifth day all the worms be-

come torpid ; during this period, and in the sub-

sequent moultings, thej must on no account be
disturbed. A few begin to revive at the close of

the tilth day ; some leaves may be then given.

After the first moulting, the worms are of a dark

ash color.

second age.

As the worms are fond of the young twigs,

some of these should be spread over them with

the leaves attached, upon which the worms will

immediately fasten, and they may then be remov-
ed to a clean paper ; or lay a strip of chopped
leaves near the worms, and they will leave the

old food.

The litter is to be taken away ; but as some of
the worms often remain among the old leaves,

they ought to be examined. To this end, the lit-

ter should be removed to another room, spread

out on a table, and a few twigs placed over it, on

which the worms, if any, will mount, when they

may be added to the others ; this rule must be at-

tended to after every moulting. Ten per cent, is

generally allowed for loss of young worms. The
two first meals of the first day, should be less

plentiful than the two last, and must consist of the

most tender leaves ; these must be continued for

food until after the third moulting.

If betweeu the moultings any worms should ap-

pear sick, and cease to eat, they must be removed
to another room, where the air is pure and a litt'i-

warmer than that they have left, put on clean
paper, and some fresh leaves, chopped fine, given
to them ; they will soon recover, and then may
he added to the others.

On the third day, the appetite of many worms
will be visibly diminished ; and in the course of
it, many will become torpid— the next day all ure-

torpid ; on the fifth day they will all have chang-
ed their skins and will be roused.

The color of the worms in the second age be-
comes a light grey, the muzzle is white, and the
hair hardly to be seen.

It must never be forgotten, that during the time
the worms are occupied in moulting, the food
should be greatly diminished, and no more given,

than will satisfy those which have not yet become
torpid on the first day—or those which have
changed their skins before the others.

third age.

During this age the thermometer must range
between 71 Q and 73°. The revived worms are
easily known by their new aspect. The latest

worms should be placed apart, as their next moult-
ing will be a day later also, or may be put in the
hottest part of the room to hasten their growth.
This rule must be observed in the next moulting ;

the spaces as the worms increase in size. The increase the spaces.

leaves ought to be gathered a few hours before
j

The second day, the two first meals are to be
they are used, that they may lose their sharp- ! the least copious, the two last the greatest, he-
ness ; they keep very well in a cool cellar three

;

cause towards the close of the day, the worms
days ; the leaves ought to be gathered over night, grow very hungry. The third day will require
for the morning's meal, to prevent the danger of about the same quantity as the preceding last

collecting them in rainy weather. The leaves meals ; but on the fourth day, as the appetites of
must be pulled carefully, and not bruised. On the I

the worms sensibly diminish, not more than half
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the former feed will bo required. The first meal

is to be the largest—feed those that will eat at

any time of the day. The fifth day sti

suffice, as the greatest part

sixth day they begin to rouse.

less will

the summer of the year 1825, vast numbers of

worms were killed by hot weather, in Mansfield,

Connecticut: To guard against sudden heat in

re moulting; the the weather, close the Window abutters while the

Remove the litter, '. sun is beating on them, and keep the ventilators

or even before they have moulted, if the worms in the ceiling or other parts of the room open, and

are numerous. I if possible, tubs of ice should be brought into the

fourth ace. apartment, until tho thermometer shows a diniin-

The thermometer should range between 68"
I

ution of temperature to the proper degree. The

and 71°. If the weather he warm, and the glass
|

windows must also be kept open every evening

rise several degrees higher, open (he ventilators,
I

and until sunrise next morning, and water spnnk-

exclude the sun, and make' a slight blaze in the

chimney, to cause a circulation of the air. Wid-

en the spaces for the worms. The leaves must

now be regularly chopped in a straw-cutting box,

or with a shopping knife. The food is to be

led on the floor, to promote evaporation, and con-

sequently a freshness in the air.*

HORTICULTURAL FETE.
The Tenth Anniversary of the Horticultural So-

greatly increased on the second, third, and fourth \

c-ety of tins city was celebrated on Monday at Mr.

days. On the fifth, less will be required, as in
j

NihloVi Garden. The exercises commenced at 3

the course of this day many become torpid ; the o'clock, by an address* from the President, Dr.

first meal on this day should therefore be the j

Hosack. H.s discourse had more particular refe-

largest. On the sixth they will want still less, as |

«nce to the condition and prospects of the institu-

, , i , ii i a :.. „«-„„.^r- tion. He was followed by the Kev. Mr. schroe-
•nearly tho whole will he occupied m effecting

.

"""• 1Jt J
.

, , , r i
• t> .!,„-:_:„ »v.o der. who pronounced a hmshed oration, which

their last change of skin. Renew the air in the
,

utl
> ""'" P

. .

'

, , u • «,„iwas both pertinent and classical. Both the ad-
apartment by burning straw or shavings in the wds "<H" Pm
!. , Jr ..., . if .i,„ „„„ dresses were listened to with attention and mter-

chimney, and open the ventilators. It the even- I

'"esst-s "»=

ings be cool, after a hot day, admit the external I

est by a numerous assemblage of ladies and geti-

Nono but full grown leases tlemen. At 4 o'clock the Society and their guests

' in number about 200, sat down to dinner at tables

in Mr. Niblo's little Theatre, the Sans Souci—the

pit of which had been floored over for the occa-

I sion. The stage was ornamented with the scene-

ry of the establishment, the auditor)- with flags,

green branches, and vases of flowers. Along 4tk

centre of the building stood the- table containing
j

the specimens of fruit of the season, grapes, peach-
j

es, plums, nectarines, &c. the contributions of the
j

members of the Society. The display was a most I

beautiful one, comprising some of the very choic-
j

est and most tempting gifts of Pomona. Respect-
j

iug the solids and substantial on the tables around

these, to speak their praise it is amply sufficient to

sav that they were prepared under the direction
\

of Mr. Niblo.

The following were the regular toasts:

1. The United States of America.

2. The President of the United States.

3. Horticulture, one of the most useful and ele-

gant arts of Peace.

4. The Day. The Tenth Anniversary of our

hour. The worms are not again to be moved, Society ;
the only strife amongst its members, is

air for an hour.

should be hereafter given to the worms, and they

must be all chopped ; avoid the fruit, as they

would prove injurious, and add greatly to the lit-

ter. On the seventh day, all the worms will have

roused, and thus finish their fourth age. The lit-

ter must be again removed.

FIFTH AGE, OR UNTIL THE WORMS PREPARE TO

MOUNT.
The thermometer should be about 68°. The

constitution of the worms being now formed, they

begin to elaborate the silk-vessels, and fill thciu

with the silky material, which they decompose,

and form from the mulberry leaves. Give abun-

dance of room—do not let the worms lie so close

as to touch one another, for their respiration will

be thereby impeded ; continue to feed regularly

and fully, as the appetite of the worms now be-

comes voracious ; give food rather five times a

day than four ; even six meals will not be too

many. The last meal should be late at night, and

the first the next, day in the morning, at an early

and the huddles or feeding frames must be clean

ed. On the seventh day of the fifth age, they

have attained their largest size, viz. three inches

long, and begin to grow shining and yellow. The
appetites of some diminish, but that of others con-

tinues, and must be supplied, to hasten their ma-

turity. The litter must be removed every two

days, during the fifth age, but not when the worms
are moulting, unless it can be done without dis-

turbing them.

The preservation of the proper temperature of

the apartment at this stage, cannot be too serious-

ly impressed upon the cultivator. If sudden and

great heat in the weather should take place, (as

often happens at this time) serious loss may be

suffered, without proper precautions. The in-

creased heat to which the worms are exposed,

causes them to cease eating, to leave their feeding

shelves, and to wander about the room, in order

to find coiners and places, to form their cocoons

in before the silk fluid has been fully elaborated,

or matured ; thus defeating in a great measure
all the care previously bestowed upon them. In

for the furtherance of its object

5. Agriculture, Commerce and Manufactures.

—

We are too equally the debtors of each, to with-

hold from them equal protection.

6. The Navy and Army of the United States,

the fruitful sources of contribution to our Horticul-

tural products.

7. Our associate institutions throughout the

world—indulging the same feelings in different

climes.

8. The universal alliance of men for good pur-

poses.

9. Our Sister Societies of London, Edinburgh

and Paris.

10. American Gardeners ; they know how to

protect the soil they cultivate.

11. The memory of De Witt Clinton ; the Pat-

ron and Honorary Member of this Society.

12. The Orator of the Day.

13. Tbe Fab -

The toasts were interspersed with music by Mr
Willis's band from West Point, which played sev-

eral of the fine airs of Rossini and Weber, and

with appropriate songs from some of the inu-ical

gentlemen of the company. Several excellent

volunteer toasts were also given. The following

will serve as a brief catalogue of the fruits display-

ed :

Grapes, by Mr. Armitage, of New York ; four

kinds, very superior, from Mrs. Griffith, of New
Jersey.

Do. very fine, from Mrs. Saltus, N. Y.; six kinds

do. from Professor Gimbrede's vineyard, at West

Point, very fin<- ; do from Mr. OakJey, Gr< « nwich.

Gages and Plums, from I. De'nnkton, Esq. A

I

bany ; do. from Jos-c Buel, Esq. nfa Dew and su-

perior kind, to be named by the Society.

Pine Apples grown on this Island by Herman

Thome, Esq. ; strawberries, by Mr. A. Pannen-

tier ;
peaches, from Mrs. Van Nortwick, X, J. :

—

do. J. Selby, Flushing ; superior grapes from the

garden of Dr. Hosack ; fine peaches and grapes,

from Philadelphia ; white Holland plums, from I.

Dennison, Esq. Albany : German gage, do. ; Cher-

okee plums, Mr. Selby, Flushing ; decorations of

flowers, by Messrs Floy, Wilson, Bogg, and Cooke;

superior nectarines. Mr. T. Ash ; variety of melons;

apples from Dutchess county ; currant wine, from

Mrs. Griffith, N. J. ; wine, from Edenton. V C.
;

creecy wine, six years old ; catawba wine, from

Dr. Mitchell.

The following are the Officers for the ensuing

year

:

For President, David Hosack, M. D.

Vice Presidents. John R. Murray, Jacob Lorril-

lard, William Neilson.

Trerxtmrtr, John Groshon.

Correspo'idinsr S-crctary, Abraham Halscy.

Recording Secretary, William R. Cooke.

Council.—N. H. Carter, John I. Palmer, Win.

Curr, Charles Henry Hall, Michael Floy, Israel

Dean, Andrew Clark, Richard Hatfield, Alexander

Smith, Francis Cooper, Wm. Fairbairn, Wm. M.
Ireland, M. D. Andrew Parmentier, Michael Burn-

ham, Thomas Kinnersly, Nicholas Saltus, Wm.
Seaman, Thomas Hogg, Geo. Newbould, Win.

Neale, Charles Oakley, Wm. Wilson. Oliver M.

Lownds, G. W. Arnold, Wm. Phelan. Gavin Yuiil,

Peter Hatrick, Samuel L. Mitchell, Peter Aymar,

Isaac Adriance, James Me Brair, Edward Probyn,

Wm. M. Price, George Nixon.—A". 1". Statesman.

* If the worms should become diseased during ihe fourth or

fifth ages, oak leaves may be given to Ihem. These were slat-

ed to have been found very beneficial in ihe year 177-. in Bucks

county—but the species of oak was not menlioned. The while

oak may be tried.

Electrified Seeds and Plants.—By a series of ex-

periments, M. Astier seems to have proved that

when seeds or plants are electrified, tbe\ vegetate

much more rapidly than in other circumstances.

Some of his experiments were made on the month-

ly rose, (Rosa Sinensis and R Semptrvinns,) which,

when submitted to electric influence, produced

more early flowers, and in greater abundance.

—

It would be worth while to try what effects might

thus be produced on flower seeds in the way of

improving color, size, doubling, &c.

Safety guns are made at Birmingham so con-

structed as to be completely guarded against ac-

cidental explosion.

$3,000 damages have been given in Ensland

by law, to an individual injured by a bag of wool

faffing upon him, which was thrown from au up

per room of a -warehouse.
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DRAINS.
Drains used in farming are of two kinds, open

and covered. Drains should be of a size and

depth proportioned to the extent of the swamp

and the probable quantity of water for which

they are designed to be channels. They should

generally be carried through the lowest and

wettest part of the soil, although it should be

necessary, in order to effect that purpose, to devi-

ate from straight lines. Open drains sometimes

answer the double purpose of conveying oft su-

pefluous water, and of inclosing fields. But they

make a hazardous and inconvenient fence without

the addition of a bank, hedge, or railing. The

Farmer's Assistant says, " When a ditch is made

for a fence, it ought to be four feet wide at the

top, one or less at the bottom, and about two and

an half deep ; with the earth all thrown outcn

one side, and banked up as high as possible." Sir

John Sinclair states, that, " It is a general rule

regarding open drains, with a view of giving suf-

ficient slope and stability to their sides, that the

width at top should be three times as much as

that which is necessary at the bottom, and in the

case of peat mosses or soft soils, it should be such

as to allow the water to run off without stagna-

tion, but not with so rapid a motion as to injure

the bottom."

But before you attempt to drain a piece of land,

it will be well not only to calculate the cost, but

to ascertain the nature of the soil which it is pro-

posed to render fit for cultivation. If the subsoil

gr under layer be clay, the swamp may be worth

draining, though there should be uo more than six

inches of black soil or mud over it, for the clay

and the mud mixed will make a fertile soil. But

if the subsoil or under stratum be gravel or white

sand, it will not. in common cases, be best to un-

dertake draining, unless the depth of black mud

be as much as from fifteen to eighteen inches

deep ; for the soil will settle after draining, and

be less deep than it was before. But the situation

of the land to be drained may authorize some va-

riation from these general rules.

The manner of draining a swamp is as follows

The mud and other materials, which are dug I

generally supposed to proceed from the explosions oc-

<}ut of a ditch or drain, should not be suffered to casioned by an influx of water upon ignited matter hi

lie in heaps or banks by the side of the ditch, but volcanoes. In proof of this it is observed that they

should be spread as equally as possible over the occur mostly in the immediate neighbourhood oi

surface of the drained land. In this way, the volcanoes ;
the more remote they arc the more

matter taken from the ditches will tend to level feeble. It is known that volcanoes have usually

the surface of the swamp—will, perhaps, serve in
|

some connection with the ocean, for they some-

some measure for manure, and will not present |

times throw out water and marine animals of

afrV impediment to the passage of the water to !
different kinds. How far the ignited matter ex-

the ditches. In some cases it may be advisable !

tends under the sea in a horizontal direction from

to transport the earth which is taken from the
i

the crater we cannot tell, but doubtless it reaches

ditches, to the farm yard, or the hog pen, to form
j

to some distance as volcanoes occur in the vicinity

a part of that layer, which good farmers generally of the ocean. The pressure of water 2 or 300

spread over those places in autumn, to imbibe ,

feet in depth is so immense, that we may easily

liquid manure, or make into compost with dung. :

suppose the rocks beneath to give way, so as to

In many instances, we are told, that the earth thus
J

let a quantity of water into the volcano tan«S
dug out of ditches is thought to be worth enough *hich will be followed by all the usual effects ol

e of din-fin"* the ditches. 1
'he earthquake.

—

Scholar's Quarterly Journal.
to pay for the expense

STEALING FRUIT.
A young man employed in the factory in this

town, on wages of $5 per month, and his board,

feeling rather frolicsome, went into a farmer's or-

chard, "just over the fence," and took three sweet

apples—only three— ami, moreover not very good

ones. This was in the evening. There were ten

or twelve young fellows with him, but he was the

scape-goat ; and it so happened that the farmer,

having suffered before from such frolics, conclud-

ed to try titles to his fruit, at the first chance.

—

The young man was arrested, and was quite in-

clined to laugh it off: but it would not do. It

setemed there was a law that if any person shall

enter upon any grass land, orchard, or garden,

without permission of the owner thereof, with in-

tent to carry away any Fruit, with the intent to

injure or defraud such owner, he shall be fined

not less than two, nor more than ten dollars ,- and

shall be liable to be sued by the owner besides.

—

And if, having entered, he shall actually take any

fruit, he shall be fined not less than five, nor more

than fifty dollars, besides being liable to be sued

for three times the value of what he takes. And
if either of the above offences are committed on

IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE TO
FARMERS.

1. The farmer ought to rise early, to see that

others do so, and that both his example be follow-

ed, and his orders obeyed. 2. The whole farm

should be regularly inspected, and not only every

field examined, but every beast seen at least once

a day. 3. In a considerable farm, it is of the ut-

most consequence to have hands specially appro-

priated for each of the most important depart-

ments of labour, for there is often a great loss of

time, where persons are frequently changing their

employments ; and the work is not executed so

well. 4. Every means should be thought of to

diminish labour, or to increase its power. For

instance, by proper arrangement five horses may
do as much labour as six perform, according to

the usual mode of employing them. 5. A farmer

ought never to engage in a work, whether of or-

dinary practice, or intended improvement, except

after the most careful inquiries ; but when begun,

he ought to proceed in it with much attention and

perseverance, until he has given it a fair trial. 6.

It is a main object in management, not to attempt

too much, and never to begin a work, without a

probability of being able to finish it in due season.

—7. Every Farmer should have a book for in-

serting all those useful hints, which are so fre-

quently occurring in conversation, in books, and

gathered in the course of his reading, or in a prac-

Sinclair.

the Sabbath, or between sunset and sunrise, the

Beginning at the outlet, pass a large ditch through
j

penalties shall be doubled.

it, so as mostly to cut the lowest parts. Then Finding this law very plain, and the magistrate

make another ditch quite round it, near to the finding the case very plain, the youth was fined

border, to cut off the springs which come from ten dollars—being five dollars .for the offence, and |^"a
"[

1T1(

the upland, and to receive the water that runs 'five dollars for committing it in the night. And

down from the hills upon the surface, in great
j
then there was the expense of getting proof, &c.

rains. These ditches should be larger or smaller,
;
amounting to twelve dollars and some cents—say

in some proportion to the size of the swamp, the
j

twenty two dollars and a half, in all ! !
!—the wa-

shape and size of the hills which surround it, and
j

ges of four months and an half. The unfortunate

other circumstances, which might tend to greater
j

issue of the affair frightened the young friends of

or less quantities of water being occasionally or i the transgressor, and he was left in gaol ! !

generally led to the ditches. If the swamp be —a warning to all who are disposed to go out up-

large, it may be necessary that some smaller cross
j

on " hooking spi-ees." The way to keep out of

drains should be cut in several of the lowest parts, such trouble is, to keep out of such orchards

The bottom of the main ditches, when the soil is

not of an extraordinary depth, must be lower

than the bottom of the loose soil ; otherwise the

soit will never become sufficiently dry and firm."*

It is said by Sir John Sinclair, (Code of Agri-

culture, page 182,) that " in all drains, it is a rule

Springfield Journal.

EARTHQUAKES.
The philosophers of the present day concur in

attributing earthquakes to a volcanic origin. In

volcanoes we know there is an abundance of mat-

to begin atthe lowest place, and to work upwards, ter in a constant state of ignition, we know also

by which the water will always pass from the that water thrown into a heated furnace will scat-

workmen, and point out the level. This enables ter the melted metal about in all directions ; we
the laborers also to work, in coarse weather, and have every reason

s
therefore to conclude that if a

prevents their being interrupted by wet, so early quantity of water should be thrown upon the ig-

in the season as otherwise might happen." nited matter in the bottom of a volcano, it would
produce a mighty explosion, sufficient to shake the

whole earth to a great distance. Earthquakes are
" See Deane's.New England Fanner. ,\r!. Drains.

INHUMAN TRANSACTION.
A valuable fat ox, the property of A. F. Saw-

yer, of Mount Vernon, was, on Monday last, bar-

barously stabbed, by some malicious person, ap-

parently with a pitchfork ; the tines of which per-

forated his body in four places on each side, thro'

the hide into the intestines. The wounds being

adjudged such as must necessarily destroy the life

of the ox, it was immediately slaughtered. Suffi-

cient evidence being adduced on the spot to fix

the suspicion on a person in the vicinity, he was
arrested by Mr S. on an action of damage—and

he will also doubtless be arraigned in behalf of

the State, to substantiate his innocence, or answer

lor his guilt.

—

Amherst Cabinet.

LONDON MANURE.
Several vessels have arrived at Perth this spring

from London with cargoes of manure. It is laid

down at the quay, free of all charges, at from six

shillings and six pence, to eight shillings per ton
;

this may be about one shilling, or one shilling and

sixpence higher than the same quantity can be ob-
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tained in the neighbourhood, but the farmers say

this difference is more than counterbalanced by

the superior quality of the Loudon article. There

is sometimes difficulty in freighting a vessel, for

this purpose, as the cargo is not only unpleasant

but dangerous, as it keeps its level amidst the

shiftings of the vessel ; but the present state of the

coasting trade obliges ship-owners to lake strange

cargoes.

SAFE AND CERTAIN.
To destroy nitts and lice on Childi en's heads.

Take a table spoonfull of black pepper, pound it

fine, steep it moderately, for ten minutes in two

thirds of a gill of N. E. Rum, rflb the mixture on

the head when going to bed and cover it with a

cap or handkerchief.

By applying the above from one to three nights,

will save parents much time and trouble.

—

Kenne

bunk Gazette.

Botany.—Recent microscopical observations af-

ford some reason to suspect that the conferva zonata

of Linnaeus, an aquatic production, the green col-

our of which has hitherto led to its being consid-

ered a plant, is endowed with animal life.

From Ibe American Farmer.

HEDGES.
Mr. Skinner.—In the 15th number of the cur-

rent volume of the American Farmer, " A Corres-

pondent wishes to know which is the best kind of

thorns for hedges," &c. I have had some experi-

ence iu that branch of improvement, and am wil-

ing to communicate it. I have planted three dif-

ferent kinds, namely : the Virginian thorn, raised

in abundance, and sold by Mr. Joshua Pierce, at

his nursery, Linnteau Hill, near Washington, from

1 to So per thousand, according to the quantity

purchased. The English white thorn, which I

imported from Liverpool, cost with charges from

5 to $6 per thousand, a native thorn found iu my
own neighborhood.and which I have seen in abun-

dance in several places in this State and Pennsyl-

vania ; I know not the botanical name, but in a

natural state, it grows large, of a circular formed
top, with a dark green oval leaf, something resem-

bling that of a pear tree, the thorns very long and
sharp, the berries large and red. I have been
told it is the same as the New Castle thorn ; for

the mode of raising the plants, see Mr. Mahon's
Gardening. The first mentioned, I think makes
the handsomest hedge ; I prefer it for a garden
or lawn ; the second sends out a great many lat-

eral branches, and makes a close compact fence
;

the third is of a most exuberant growth, and
shoots out in all directions, perhaps the greatest

objection will be the expense of keeping it in prop-
er bounds ; I have had shoots of one year's

growth upwards of 6 feet long. I am of opinion

that with proper management, a sufficient fence

can he made of any of the three kinds in 4 or 5
years. I have also a hedge of the wild crab ap-
ple, that I think will answer the purpose and am
now preparing to plant the honey locust, that I

think may excel them all, but as yet cannot posi-

tively decide. My mode of planting is, after ma-
nuring the ground well, and planting potatos on
it, (which enriches and cleans it from weeds) I

stretch two lines in the intended direction at a
foot apart, and mark it ofF with a spade as deep as

possible ; then dig it out as deep as the good soil

goes; this I lay on the one side bf the trench, and

shove) out the sub-soil on the other side to the

depth of 9 or 10 inches ; this being done, let a care-

ful hand go into the trench, and place the plant*

against each side of it at the distance of 8 or 9

inches, forming a double row 12 inches apart, and

8 or 9 distant in the rows „.*»%*« having a smart

boy to shovel in first the good earth, anil then

what came from below ; care must be taken to fix

the plants at the proper distance, and tramp the

earth firmly about the roots. Before planting, I

cut off all the straggling roots, and afterwards I

cut the tops within an inch of the surface ; after

the first year, I again cut off about three inches

from the ground ; after the second, about twelve

inches, and so on every year, letting them rise

! gradually, according to their vigor, till they come

;

to a proper height ; by these means I thicken my
i

hedge at the bottom, otherwise it would be no

j

fence, especially against the swinish multitude,

j

that are always on the look out and ready for mis-

! chief. As to planting, I consider it immaterial,

j

whether tis done in fall, winter or spring, if the

ground be in good order ; but if you have much
to do, and defer it to the spring, there is a chance

of the buds putting out before planting, which I

would avoid if possible.

ProbahltfffJost.

I estimate that the potato crop will pay for ma-
nuring and preparing the ground.

I suppose a good spadesman, assisted by a boy,

will plant 20 perches in a day—wages and vicjtf-

als I value at $1.

Suppose you plant at 8 inches distance in the

row, it will require 50 plants to the perch—and
suppose you value the plants at $4 per thousand,

the cost per perch will be as follows, viz :

50 plants at $4 per thousand. 20 cts.

Expense of labor, 5

cts. 25 per perch.

Protection from cattle and sheep will be neces-

sary for 3 or 4 years. They should net be plant-

ed nearer any protecting fence than 3 ft. nor where
too much shade of trees will reach them, nor

should they be allowed to rise higher than about

5 feet at any time, for if they are allowed to shoot

up, they will get thirT at the bottom.

, I am so well convinced of the efficacy and ne- '

eessity of this species of improvement, that I am
astonished at its being so little attended to, and I

am still more astonished, that I never saw by any
agrieultural society, the least notice taken or en-

couragement given to it.

Yours respectfully,

C. BIRNIE.
Thorndale, Taneytcwn, 14th. July, 1S28.

The ship Alexander has just brought for Colon-

el Powel an extraordinary improved Durham
short horn cow, which produced iu England, as

appears by certificate, 30 quarts of iniik per day,

in June last, and afforded from the milk of seven

days 19J pounds avoirdupois of butter, and had
continued to give milk until the birth of her calf.

U. S. Cizeiie.

Cheese.—Several reasons being suggested for

cheese being sometimes poisonous : Another has

occurred to the writer, from observing a number
of thirsty cows drinking the "green mantle of the

standing pool," in a pasture, for warn of pure wa-
ter.

—

Palladium.

NEW ElYGJLAND FARMER.
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Tin b

I,! conpuani - wi request of
friend aril

. . ;,ticesof
this shrub, .mi'! ; '-; cultivation.

Mr Lowell in the " ,Veu> American Cardener?
page 136. say .

" '.; ere -^ only two -• :- of rasp-

berriescfany greal value, the white Antwerp, and
the red Antwerp. The cane, or smooth -talked,

is also praited by some persons, Inn we hare had
no sucecit) with it : > . to be our na-
tive raspfi

Loudon enumerated the following varieties,

"early small white ; large white : large red : most
large red Antwerp; large yellow Antwerp; cane
or smooth stalked ; twice bearing white ; twice
bearing red : smooth cane twice bearing."

Abercrombie gives tl for the culture
of this shrub :

Propagation. The varieties can be pcrjietuat-

ed by young sucker-shoots ri-ing plenteous!; from
the root in spring and summer : win n these have
completed one season's growth, they are proper
to detach with roots for plat . in the

autumn of the same year or the next spring, in

February or March, but net later than the nihil'

of April. These new plants will bear some fruit

the first year, and furni ii a >ion of strong

bottom shoots for full ! iri . . season.

New varieties are sasily rais ', from seed

—

and
they come into bearing the second year.

Sbil and site.—- All the varieties will succeed

in any common mould, trenched about two feet

deep, and sufficiently manured ; but the soil in

which the raspberry-bush most pr ispera and bears

the fines! fruit, is a light rich loam. Allot the

main crop a free exposure to the sun, that the

berries may ripen iu perfection. Be careful to fa-

vor the twice-bearers with a dry soil, and a shel-

tered sunny situation, to give the second crop ev-

ery aid in coming to maturity. When raspberries

are cultivated on a lai to keep
them in plantations by themselves. Set these in

rows from four to six feel asunder, as the bushes
are of tiic smaller or larger kinds, by three or four

feet in each row. Scattered bushes may either

occupy a single row lengthwise along the back
part of a border, or stand in detached stools, at

ten or fifteen feet distance. 'Select sorts are fre-

quently trained against walls, stakes, or espaliers,

from the most sunny to the most shady aspect, for

early and late fruit of improved growth and fla-

vor." Ncill says, " The raspberry-bush grows
freely in any good ga : it is the bet-

ter for being slightly moist. replace
be enclosed by trees, and even slightly shaded,
the plant succeeds. In an enclosed and well
sheltered compartment, wish rather a damp. soH,
containing a proportion of peat-moss, we have
seen very great crops of large and. well flavored
berries produced; for exampl :, at M Iville-House,

the seat of the Earl of Lcven, in Fifoshire."

Haynes also recommends weil manured bog-earth,

and a situation naturally or artificially shaded.

.Veic plantation " Raspberry-bushes are in

their prime about the third and fourth year : and.
if well managed, continue in perfection five or six

years ; after which, they are apt to decline in

growth, and the fruit to become small, so that a
successive plantation should be provided in time.
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Select new plants from vigorous stools in full per-

fection as to bearing."

Summer culture.—" Keep them clear from

weeds during the summer by hoeing between the

rows ; at the same time, loosen the earth ahout

the plants. Under this management, the plants,

if tolerably strong, will both yield a moderate
crop the first summer, and supply young stems for

bearing in greater plenty and perfection the fol-

lowing season ; arid so, from year to year, the

summer culture should be repeated. As the

plants get established, let all straggling suckers

between the rows, or from the extreme roots of

single stools, be cleared out by hneing, or twisted

off, to admit the air and sun freely to the fruit."

Pruning and winter dressing.—" It is requisite

every winter or spring to cut out the dead stems,

and to thin and regulate the sucoessional young
shoots. This annual pruning may be performed

any time, during open weather, from November
till the beginning of April. When kitchen-gar-

den crops are cultivated between the rows, it is

is planted outside along the north and south

sides of a pit ; tho shoots of the preceding year
are introduced under a glass and trained to a
trellis, and forced while the suckers are left to

grow upright in the open air.

ADVANTAGES TO BE DERIVED FROM
AGRICULTURE.

The celebrated Watson, Bishop of Landaff, in a
communication to the British Board of Agricul-

ture, has the following passage.

" The agricultural improvements which have
hitherto taken place amongst us, have been by the

expenditure of private wealth ; but the country

cannot be brought to that proportion of cultivation,

of which it is capable, unless individual efforts are

aided and accelerated, by public uisdom and mu-
nificence. I boast not of any particular patriotism,

but I would willingly pay my share of twenty or

thirty millions of public money, to be appropriated

by the Legislature, to the agricultural improve-

of commerce or any acquisition of distant territory

ever can be. If the time should fully come when

animal will in a great degree partake of the good
or bad qualities of the parent. The following di-

rections on this subject are from a scientific, and
practical agriculturist

ment of Great Britain and Ireland. This appears

most: convenient to do this as soon as the old
j

t0 me t0 be au obJect of far greater concern to

bearers begin to decay. As to pruning indiscrim- !

™ r '"dependence as a nation, than any extension

inately in the open weather of winter, it some-
times happens that severe frosts immediately fol-

low, and partially kill the plants : therefore it is

safer to shorten the tender young stems early in

spring : hut let it not be deferred till the buds are

making new shoots, as that would weaken the

root. Cut out all the old dead stems clean to the

bottom ; and, having selected from the strongest

young shoots on each main stool, three, four, or

five, to he preserved for a succession of bearers,

cut away the superabundant close to the ground.

Let each of the shoots retained he pruned at

top, below the weak, bending part ; cutting in

the smaller plants, to about three or four feet in

length, and in the large sorts, to the length of five

or six feet. If any of the stems diverge irregu-

larly, or straggle much, asunder, they may be tied

together at top, and thus the strong ones will sup-

port each other ; or the taller varieties may have

the support of stakes. Prune plants against a

wall or trellis as above ; and train the shoots to

lise a little diagonally. After pruning, having

cleared away the cuttings, dig the ground be-

tween and about the plants. To turn in a little

rich compost every year will conduce to plentiful

and fine returns; lay it at the extremities of the

roots, and deeper as the plantation gets older.

Eradicate all straggling suckers."

To obtain fruit of a very large size The fruit

of the raspberry may be obtained of a very large

size, other circumstances being of the most favor-

able kind, by destroying all the suckers ; but in

this way, the plant being destroyed, a double plan-

tation is wanted, one to grow only suckers, and
the other fruit. In this way Recht, at Berlin, pro-

duces plants ten and twelve feet high, with fruit

larger than any we have seen in this country.

—

( Versuch den fVeinbau, Sec. p. 46.J
Taking the crop.—" The fruit of the different

varieties conies in from the end of June or July

till October or later. As it ripens, it should be

timely • gathered for immediate use ; because,

when fully ripe, it will not keep above two or

three days before it moulds, or becomes maggotty,

and unfit to be used."

—

(Abercrombie.)

Raspberries may he forced equally well with

gooseberries and currants, and, like them, either

planted in pots or in the soil or floor of the house.

In M. Hope's garden at Haarlem, the raspberry

GOOD FOOD FOR MILCH COWS.
Beat up in a mortar dry corn cobs, pour boiling

water over them, or boil them in a pot, stir them
frequently when boiling, and when cold give it to

your cows.

TO CAUSE NEW BARK TO GROW ON
OLD TREES.

Scrape off the loose bark, and apply a mixture
of cow dung and urine made into the consistence

of paint. Apply this composition with a painter's

brush, covering the stem carefully over. This
softens the old scaly bark, which peels off the

following winter and spring, and is succeeded by
firm, smooth new bark.

—

Repertory of Arts, vol. iv,

page 76.

HORTICULTURE.
The Editor of the New Bedford Courier in that

paper of the 12th ult. has given a friendly and fa-

vourable notice of the New American Gardener.
recently published at this office ; and closes his

remarks with the following just and well express-

ed observations on the importance of the "subject

to which it is devoted :"

We rejoice in the increasing attention which is

an unproductive acre of land could not be found! Sivsn to tlle improvement of Horticulture in New-

in either of these, onxj'ortunate islands, we shall!
England. Let us imitate, in this respect at least,

then have food witljfourselves, for the annual [

tbe noble example set us by our parent country,

sustenance of at least thirty millions of people,
Travellers who visit England find nothing which

and with a population of thirty millions, what cails fortb thelr enthusiastick encomiums more

power in Europe, or what combination of powers t!ul" tbc taste a
!

u sk
j
U w,'b which her col,ntry

iflfcdarc to attempt our subjugation." i

residences are adorned by the hand of successful

I cultivation. Almost every field is a paradise, we.

SELECT SEED CORN. ;
are told, in the ardent and somewhat extravagant

It is highly important that your seed corn should language of their praise. Our gardens have been

be selected from the best samples which can be comparatively neglected. With a few exceptions,

obtained, as the offspring whether vegetable or a'11 ' those principally in the vicinity of our State

ha), there have not been many enclosures here-

tofore in this part of the country, which an Eng-
lishman of taste, familiar with the state of cultiva-

tion at home, would consent to honour with the

« When the first ears are ripe enough for seed, name of a garden. But what is there to prevent

gather a sufficient quantity for early corn or re- the gardens of New-England from attaining, with

planting ; and at the time" you would wish your proper attention to cultivate and diffuse a correct

corn to he ripe, generally, gather a sufficient taste in horticulture, the beauty and elegance so

quantity for planting the next year, having partic- b'g% extolied i i English gardens ? To come still

ular care to take it from stalks that are large at nearer home : though those who live in towns

bottom, of a regular taper, not over tall, the ears cannot all be farmers, they may all of them, in a

set low, and containing the greatest number of town not more compactly built than ours, to a

good sizeable ears of the best quality ; let it dry limited extent be Horticulturists. No man is aware,

speedily; and from the corn gathered as last des- till he has tried the experiment, how much, by

cribed, plant your main crop, and if any hills judicious arrangement, can be made to grow on a

should be missing, replant from that first gather- quarter of an acre of ground, or even on a smaller

ed, which will cause the crop to ripen more regu- quantity ;
how many of those fruits, vegetables,

larlv than is common, which is a great benefit.— and flowers, the best methods of rearing which

The above mentioned I have practised many ,

are pointed out in the hook before us, may be cul-

years, and am satisfied it has increased the quan- \

tivated to advantage in his little garden. The

tity, and improved the quality of my crops beyond rapid improvements of our gardens and grounds

what any person -would imagine, who has not

tried the experiment."

Br Deane observed that " some recommend
gathering seed corn before the time of harvest,

being the ears that first ripen. But I think it

would be better to mark them and let them re-

main on the stalks, till they become sapless.

—

Whenever they are taken in, they should be hung
up by the husks, in a dry place, secure from early

frost ; and they will be so hardened as to be in no

danger of injury from the frost in winter."

The donations and subscriptions for the Thames
Tunnel, up to our last dates, amounted to up-

wards of $42,000.

within a few years, shows that we have learned

something of the powers of cultivation, that we
are in some measure aware of what skill and taste

can accomplish. But we have much yet to learn

and to do. Let us profit from the experience of

others, while improving and beautifying, each one

his little domain. The studious and sedentary

man will find in this employment a relaxation at

the same time both of body and mind ; and while

the face of external nature grows daily more
beautiful beneath his forming hand, the healthful

and invigorating exercise imparts a kindred beau-

ty to the intelligent spirit within that plans and

directs its operations, and both alike conspire to

promote his- ' being's end and aim.'
"
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PARSNEPS, TO PICKLE GIRKIN CUCUMBERS.
Cause cows to give abundance of milk, and

|
As inquiries are frequently made here on tiie

they eat them as freely as they do oil cake. In best mode of pickling tin; Girkin cucumber, lately

.riving an account of the agriculture of the island introduced, we have solicited and obtained the

of Jersey, an English writer says " Parsneps are I following recipe from a gentleman of this city,

grown by every farmer, and either by the spade wno ) ias l)ecn eminently successful with them :

culture alone, by the plough and spade, or by the « Mn Russell— I enclose you the recipe for

small and great plough : any soil in good heart pickling the line and delicate Girkin cucumbers,

and tiltii suits them, but peculiarly a deep loam ; which I have raised two seusons, from seed pur-

uml in the same spot, generally, are raised beans

peas, cabbage, and, occasionally potatoes

•based at the New England Farmer office. Put

tbera in a brass kettle, with strong salt ami water,

SUBSCRIPTION.
Fur importing drop- Vint Rootsfrom Ft ' u moderaU

price, and mcou, n%ing tltc introduction of lluxt culture into U:c

I rat i

Mr Alpbflipe Loubat, hat .ng roiuHjerably enlarged i.ib Vine-

yard, ou Lon; Inland, where he now has, in full i

thirty-five ac/—- of ground, containing 72,'XJO Grape tint

Room; havinf also the \» < -,i being enabled lo

procure IbtSltesi specimens ol r eu Irom lii

nl nurseries, in Ihe district! of li'irdnlait, Olcrac,

and Ouzel, G i. Garonne, ia

Prance, I t5" N. Liu.) pn posi to

cultivation*? lite " subscrip-

tion will b" open'-
'.!, A. I., wii . . witl, ihe Qrapt

' B
i • I- - l„,„,l ,

•
, i i ii \ me K'jnti, '•< re the lu»iof March next, nod forward them

When the ploughing or digging is completed, _COver them with cabbage leave-, and keep ,,,„.„, <
e mbwiipuoa B*

the liekl is once harrowed ; straight lines are then them in a gentle heat near the kitchen fire,— shall naveleen • »
i. The root* will be three yi

drawn across, by means of a gardener's rake, usu-

ally from north to south ; women then proceed

with dibbles,- and set the beans in rows, at a dis- |„mr boiling vinegar on them. In a thw days, as

li.imrp iIip water three times cverv other dav will produce Co
ii.mge the watoi tnree tunes every ow y,

uieir beineplau ill be carefully ,j,

Irain them in a basket,—put them m pots, and in boxes, wHb eome ofthe original (oil ia which ll

sed, which will greatly laciKuue ihe Ibrivi

tancc of four inches, or five inches, from bean to
~

tiie vinegar"soaks" Up, fill the pots with very sharp I

"^SJden'fiSfDe 'p inclually attended to : the si

bean, in four, three, and sometimes two ranks of boiling vinegar. In this way I have kept them in nating ibequanti u and pei - »f ihi •...

beans, leaving intervals of between five and si, ,|, c finest order till they were all used, a few days **?*£ £l%£&5£!3 ; for

"

t'eet between each ot the sown rows. In the use since. Yours truly, J.G.J. ihe rale ol I S cents per root for leu than 50.

—

Hoots only iwo yea. . old, -.hall be paid fur at Uicraic o.
i

,.-.., , . ,. ,, i »i . each, for 10 or more ; 1- I 2 cents for less than one 1 ; and
While on this subject, we would remark that

. Sc ,. llls fortes ihan 50 roots.—Payment to be made on del r-

erv of die root-.— Letters not received aniens pi -:i paid.

Subscription lists are op n tlN ¥ork,w hAlphonse Lou-
bai, 85 wall stree!—Boston, E. Copetand, Jr.—

A

M'.MichacI— Philadelphia, Van Amringe— i.allimore, Vrdlard
Khoads—Washington Ciiy, Win. Pairo.—Bichmoa
port, Allen &.<'«>.— s,i\.u.:i: iliil.Sha > feTupper—New
Orleans, Fosier ec Hullon—< vole-ion. ,

-

;
. C.) J. I .

of the dibble, and in dropping the beans, the

women have acquired considerable dexterity. In

many instances they are followed by children, who t | le Girkin cucumber being a tropical plant, (fron

drop in each hole made by the dibble, after the $t Domingo) requires that its seeds should be

bean, three or four peas ; the pa/snep seed is then forced in hot beds to make them vegetate and

sewn at the rate of one third to one half a bushel start vigorously, or not planted in the open air till

to the acre.-

Tslands.

-Quayle's Genera! Vieu of the JVormun JU | V] when the earth has acquired a sufficient de-

cree of heat. They bear abundantly ; and should & Co. Mr A. Lou • I 'iraoeV

^c.-rThe writer above quoted asserts, that, in
|

be gathered when young, when about the size of an^toltakin^j ^m^mavj\^J^^!^^

The i

the island of Jersey, parsnep " is eaten with meat,
|
walnuts,

with milk, and with butter ; but not, as in the

common mode of using it as human food in Eng-

land, with salt fish, or, as in Ireland, together with

potatos.

••The next most valuable application of ffiis

root is hog-feeding. At first it is given to the an-

imal in a raw state, afterwards boiled or steamed,

-and finally, for a week or fortnight, with bean and

oatmeal. A hog treated in this way is suifieK'iit-

ly fatted for killing in about six weeks. Its flesh

is held superior to that arising from any other

food, and does not waste in boiling.

" Bullocks are also fatted with parsneps in about

three months ; their flesh is here considered of

superior flavor to any other beef, and commands,

on that account, an additional half-penny in the

pound on the price. To milch cows they are also

usually given ; on this diet, the cream assumes a

yellow colour. By the accounts here given, it

appears, in proportion to the milk, to be more

abundant, than when the animal is kept on any

other food whatever. When the cow receives at

the rate of thirty-five pounds per day, with hay,

seven quarts, ale measure, of the milk produce

seventeen ounces of butter. It is generally allow-

ed that the flavor of the butter is superior to any

other produced in winter.

" Geese are sometimes shut up with the hogs

to fatten on parsneps, which they will eat raw.

—

Bleaching, Salts.

Jus! received at the New England Farmer Seed Si

5> North Mai ket f-lreei, a further supply of Bleaching

chloride ol Lime, on aecouul of which may be seen by

lo page 401 ol ihe sixth vol. of the New England Farn

Sror
herring-

oralis lo subsci .U i ;.

PRICKS OF PRODUCE.

JYew England Farmer.
bscriber wants to purchase a complete set of the New

England Farmer. E. STEDMAN.
Newbnryport, Sept. 3.

Seeds for Fall Sowing.

For sale al the New England Farmer Seed Store, a fresh sup-

ply of varii us Grass Seeds—also a great variety of vegetable

seeds for fall sowing, viz. While Portugal Onion. Strasbutg do.

Silver skin do. Prickly Spinath and Duirii Cole lor early greens

—various kinds of lettuce, carrot, cucumber, cabbages, &c.

—

black Spanish or winter radish, &c. all warranted fresh.

APPLES, best.

ASHES, pol, first sort,

Pear!, firs', sort, -

BEANS, wbitc,

BEEF. mess. now. -

Cargo, A.-). 1

.

«:,r.- " .. ',

BUTTEK, ... ...:.! No.l a

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk,
FLOUR, Baltimore; Howard-street,

Geuesee, -

n%o. besi, -

CHAIN, Corn,
Rye,
Hurler,

' - - .

I HOG'S LAUD, firs! son. new,
I LIME,

tou.
I

•-•
1 SO

barrel. 10 50 II GO10 50 II

i

-

1.

Orchard Grass Seed—growth of 1S2S,
Jusl received at the New England Farmer Seed Siore, No.

j

PLA ISTI'.il PARIS
32 North Market Street,

20 bushels of prime Orchar! Grass Seed, raised, this seasm,
with Ihe greatest care, by John prince Esq.—warranted lo be

equal in purity lo any ever offered for sale in New England.

A supply of pure Grilman Wheat, raised by Poyson Williams

and air Winchester, is daily expected.

1 PORK. ne\> . clear,

Navy, mess,
Cargo, Nd. 1,

|
SEED.".-, Herd; G

Orchard Gi
Few] hiea

u

cask

.

ion.

barrel

M

6 m
5 75

SS

jVor Sale,

A Bull Calf live weeks old of the Short Horn breed, from ihe

best Imported Slock, both Sire and Dam, Well know n and high- i

Iv approved. Apply al this Office lor nice and parlieulareof

pedigree. 4t.
' August 20; 1828. '

acres of ihe best land, located within thirty

fair price will be given. Address '

61

Farm Wanted.
Wanted to purchase, or hire, on a long lease, fr

The root is also given boiled ; and for a week be- 1 ^j^
fore killing they are fed with oats or barley only,

j
through the posi-office

Horses eat this root greedily ; but in this island it

is never given them, as it is alleged that, fed on

this food, their eyes are injured. About Morlais,

horses are not only ordinarily fed on parsneps, but

they are considered as the best of all food, superi-

or even to oats."

ISO lo 300
i orBoston—for

P. D," Boslon,

Aug. 1

At a meeting in London, at which the Duke of

Wellington presided, it was agreed to open a sub-

scription to complete the Thames Tunnel. 27,000
dollars were subscribed the same evening. The
Duke said the sub-marine road would be complet-
ed if funds could be raised.

Seeds for the West Indies.

Merchants, masters of vessels and otheis trading to the West
Indies, can be furnished will boxe3 of Seeds, assorted, suitable
for that market, at from gi to ,?o per box.—Each box contains
upwards of sixty different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-
mental, in quantities sufficient for a common kitchen garden.

—

Likewise ihe greatest varielvof seeds to be lound in New Eng-
land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, and of die
growth of 1827.

Onionsfor Sale.

Six hundred bushels of prime Onions. (While Portugal, and I rfiG5*
Straw Coloured) raised by a gentleman in this vicinity, are cf- I ^i-p«i"' p..
fered for sale, to traders and oihers, by the bushel or barrel, on

01c'-^'
,

-

p'J~
a

.

• Grass,
Tall .Mead.--.. Oats Gn is. -

Hed Top -

Lucerne, -

While Honeysuckle i
Red Clover,"(nii:ihern)

French f*i:ga.- Biti, -. -

Mangel Wunzel,
WOOL, Mciinu, full b!„od, washed. -

Merino, lull blood, unwashed,
Merino, lliree lourlh- wasiied.
Meiiao, half& quarter washed
Native, washed. -

Pulled, Lamb's, firs; son, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second son,
Pulled, far spiuuiag. first sort.

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fresh, besi pieces,

whole hogs,
VEAL. - - - . . .

Ml'TTON.
POULTRY
BUTTEK. keg and tub, -

Lump, best, -

2 62

>D Off

!3 00 13 Jc»

13 GO
2 lo

4 tO
5 00
1 08
SB
50
1-

1 5C
1 50
60
30
4ff
35-

30
50

very advantageous terms. Enquire ai Ike iNe'.v England Far- innTiTnc'
m»r Siwt Slnro Al»»90, | f'" 1.A.r US,

Indian, retail,

mer Seed Store Aug 29 CIDER
. [accerdias to qualify

,}

•
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FOB THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

The criteria «f a beautiful cow, accordii

Wilkinson, may be thus expressed.

She's long- in her fare, she's fine in her horn.

She'll ou ckly gel fat, without cake or corn,

She's clear in her jaws, and foil in her ch-ne,

She's heavy in flank, and wide in her loin.

She's hroad in Her ribs, and long; in her rump,
A strait and flat back, with never a hump ;

She's wide in her hips, and calm in her eyes,

She's fine in her shoulders, and thin in her thighs.

She's light in her neck, and small in her tail,

She's wide in her breast, and good at the pail,

She's fine in her bone, and silky of skin,

She's a Grazier's without, and a Butcher's within.

TROUT FISHING.
The following apostrophe taken from a poem ascribed to Dr,

Woi.cott, proves him to have been no friend to piscatory a-

musements.

Why fliest thou away with fear ?

Trust me, there's nought of danger near
;

I have no wicked hook,

All coveted with a staring bait,

AI is ! to tempt thee to thy fate,

And drag thee from the brook.

Oh ! harmless tenant o( the flood,

1 do nut « ish to spill thy blood

—

For nature unto thee,

Perhaps, hath giv'n a tender wife.

And children dear, to sweeteu life,

As it hath done to me.

Enjoy thy stream, then, harmless fish
;

And, when an angler, for his dish,

Through glutlr ny—vile sin !

Attempts, a wretch ! to pull thee out,

Heaven give the strength, O. gentle trout,

To PULL TUB RASCAL IN !

Cracking a Pun.—Two Bucks, who were sit-

ting over a pint of wine, made up for the defieien-

cottrtship, to ascertain her sentiments,
purpose he said to her one day—with that kind
of air and manner which means either jest or
earnestness, as you choose to take it—" If I were
to ask you whether you are under matrimonial
engagements to any one, which part of your name
(No-yesJ might I take for an answer ?"

" The first!" said she in the same tone.
" And if I were to ask if you were inclined to

form such an engagement, should a person offer

j

who loved you, and was not indifferent to your-

j

self; what part of your name might I then take
as an answer ?"

" The last."

« And if I tell you that I love you, and ask you
to form such an engagement with me ; then what
part of your name may I take ?"

" Oh then," replied the blushing girl, " take the
whole name, as in such a case I would cheerfully
resign itfor yours."— [Alb. Chron.]

Horticulture in an enlarged vieio.—At the annual
treat of the Horticultural Society at Cheswick,
England, there was a fine display and hearty con-
sumption of veal, hams, chickens, jellies, coffee,

tea, hock, claret, campaigne, sherry, port—pines,
peaches, cherries, grapes, melons, "and strawber-
ries. The horticultural part was very small. The
best pines were from the garden of Lord Eilen

For^thtsj n ,it a flagrant breach of the law of love, and ex
pose ourselves to the indiguation of Heaven.

This parleying with temptation is a dangerous
thing. The man who would approach as nearly
as possible to the bounds of positive dishonesty
will do Well to take heed lest he die in the State'
Prison or on the Gallows N. Y. Observer.

Spontaneous combustion The Virginia Free
Press relates an instance of spontaneous combus-
tion in a spit-box which had been filled with saw-
dust. The room in which it was placed was
found full of smoke, and the bottom of the box
was burnt through. It was satisfactorily ascer-
tained that not a spark of fire had been in the
room. This incident may account for the burn-
ing of saw-mills and carpenter's shops, where
moist saw-dust has been swept into a heap.
The canvass cover of a cart at Mount Pleasant,

Virginia, which had been newly painted, after-
wards wet by a shower and rolled up, took fire

recently and was almost entirely consumed, mak-
ing a hole likewise through the bottom of the
cart.

yfrWhoose to consider every thing as coming from
the earth, as the food for the animals, and the
grapes for the wine, &c. But then the ice must
be excepted.

The indulgent parent, who takes pleasure in

giving a child, after the

all he craves, " should 1

ebrated physician, " as a directing post in a cross

road, with three indexes, one pointing to an igno-

minious death, one to a lunatic asylum, and the

other to poverty and distress."

Massa's Foot.—The following circumstance is

a striking illustration of the utter recklessness of

feeling in relation to all that is endearing to hu-

man nature, which a -state of slavery produces in

the bosom of its victim :

A negro in Kentucky, not long since, had ac-

cidentally inflicted a wound on his foot, which
was likely to prove fatal, through want of care.

—

A person asking the negro why he did not bind it

age of eighteen months,
j

VToba™7 ™™™ * 1^ £* mis,ake
.^

s oc '

".„
, eurred in their favor, they will never rectify it.

>e represented, says a eel- , T , ,
„ J

, .

1 JNay, there are men who profess better thnms.

whom if you entrust with the collection of monies
or other confidential business, it is extremely
doubtful whether the proper returns will ever be

made, unless you pursue them continually with the

glance of your eye. In short, we believe there

are some pious men, who have formed such habits

of carelessness and negligence, that the less you
have to do with them the better.

We mention these things, not because we have
suffered more from dishonesty than many others

;

but because we view its opposite as a part of
Christian morality. A dishonest Christian is a con-

tradiction in terms. And we are anxious to im-

up, was answered :—" He be no my foot ; he be I Press jt uPon our readers, and also upon ourselves,

Massa's foot,—If Massa want him well, he may tnat in a11 pecuniary transactions, if we practice

cure him heself." fraud, under whatever guise, and however intan-

gible by the law, it is done at the peril ofour souls.

If we are entrusted with another, man's business,

and, because it is another's, leave it to suffer

The Kurbut, or Great Flower of Sumatra, dis-
covered by Dr Arnold, in 1818, is one of the most
extraordinary of vegetable productions. It is a
parasite, growing out of another plant, in the man-

borough. It seemed to be generally agreed that i

"er °*" tne mistletoe, and is found in woods, on
much of the fruit had been cultivated away froml t ''e roots au(* stelr|s of those immense climbers

ich natural flavor. At a horticultural treat {

wi,icn are attached, like cables, to the largest

^should be nothing but garden fruits, unless trees in tnc forest- The flower constitutes the
whole of the plant, there being neither leaves,

roots, nor a stem. The breadth of a full grown
flower exceeds three feet ; the petals, which are

sttbrotund, measure twelve inches from the base
to the apex ; what is considered the nectarium

To whom it may concern.— It is surprising how "ould hold twelve pints; the pistils, which are
lightly the obligations of strict honesty seem to set

j

aDortive, areas large as cows' horns ; and the
upon many persons who would fain be considered

|

weight of the whole is about fifteen pounds. The
very good men. If they wish to sell an article, fl«Jw<sr fully blown, was discovered in a jungle,

they appear to suppose that an erroneous state-
[

growing close to the grouud, under the bushes,

ment concerning it, or at least a concealment of! witil a swarm of flics hovering over the nectary

gs in its substance.

brick red, covered

yellowish white. The
Magazine of Natu-

by some quirk of the law it is possible to

vade, they will postpone it and postpone it, and
Some of the Glovers in England have present-

ed a petition against the importation of Gloves.

THE NEW AMERICAN GARDENER.
A work with this title, compiled by the Editor of the New

Eugland Farmer, with the assistance of a number of scientific

and Practical Hurliculturalisis in the vicinity of Boston and New
York, is just published by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of the

New England Farmer. The articles are arranged alpha-

betically, and comprise the most usetul Vegetables and
Frcits which can be conveniently and economically cultivated

in the climate of New England and the .\<iddle Stales; as well as

a Treatise on Flowers, and on Landscape or Picturesque
Gardens, on the general management of the Silk Worm,
and the manufacture of Silk, and a Treatise on the culture of

Grape Vines and the Strawberry. The article on Fruit

Trees contains an enumeration and description of all the Apples-

Pears, Peaches, Cherries, Plums, Nectarines, Apricots, &c. &.c.

thai can be raised to the most advantage, and their relative for-

wardness in bearing, which will be found to be of incalculable

benefit to gentlemen in laying out orchards. Each of the above

articles is furnished by gentlemen practically acquainted with

the subjects on which they have written,

A list of the contents of the work will be found in the New
England Farmer for August 1.

Price #1.25—Six copies for g6.00.

Courtship.—A gentleman feeling a strong par-

tiality for a young lady whose name was Noyes,

was desirous, without the ceremony of a formal I
through procrastination or carelessness, we com

Published every Friday, al #3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the

time of subcrihing, ore entitles to a deduction of fifty cents.
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AGRICULTURE.
Flemish husbandry.—The Flemings, or inhabit-

ants of Flanders, in the kingdom of the Nether-

lands, are celebrated for frugality and economy in

farming, and for judicious modes of culture. A
late traveller says : " The country is a positive

garden, and presents a most luxuriant appe r-

nn e ; the fields are streaked with all the colors

ol the rainbow. Von will see, belonging to the

same proprietor, tine green pastures, new mown
hay, bright yellow coleseed, pink and white clover,

light blue flax, rye, wheat, barley, oats, and large

plots of crimson poppies."

Coleseed for rapesecd) is extensively cultivated

in Flanders, Frame, England, &c. for the produc-

tion of oil, and some agriculturists consider it one

of the most profitable crops in husbandry. The

produce on good land, in favorable seasons, is

from 40 to 50 bushels per acre. The seed is sold

for crushing, or is crushed by the farmer himself;

an oil mill being a common appendage to a farm-

ery in some districts. Four gallons of seed yield

one gallon of oil. The straw is eaten by cattle.

We believe that much of the oil imported into the

United States from Europe, and sold here as lin-

seed oil, is the produce of the rape or coleseed.

The poppy is cultivated on the continent of Eu-

rope as an oil plant, and the oil is esteemed in do-

mestic economy next to that of the olive, being

used for salad oil. The seed is sown at the rate

of one gallon to tiie acre, and the average pro-

duce on rich soil is about 30 bushels per acre

Five gallons of seed yield one gallon of oil. The
poppy is harvested by shaking out the seed upon

sheets laid along the rows.

—

Hamp. Gazette.

virk, and Pinegrove Forges, besides two new tain diflfcreneei '" ,l" trees from which they are

Surges which are now being built, on* at Malum- formed: thus about Lancaster, and at Barns-

«,aod the other at Swatara. Five hundred tons burgh, q -mall town on the Susquehannah, where

wiel

f.

oy

of bar iron may be made by these four furnaces

now in operation annually. Greenwood works

are owned by Messrs. John and Benjamin Pott,

who firry them on extensively and we believe

profit; bly. TlK'3 are the only persons engaged

in the business of these works. The ore for their

UJi ace is obtained from the neighborhood of

I' tsgrove and Reading, and is transported to the

furnace on the canal. The price of bar iron is

$10 per ton at their forge. The price of pig is

•$23 per ton at the furnace, of which twenty tons

a week can be melted

—

Miner's Journal.

trade is carrn

me river, tin

TO AGRICULTURISTS.
It has been stated to us, that, some eighteen

months ago, a gentleman of this state, feeling de-

sirous to ascertain whether certain productions of

France would thrive in New-England, sent to that

country for a variety of fruit trees. Choice vari

eties, consisting of apricots, quinces, nectarines,

peaches, apples, pears, cherries and plums, were

accordingly removed, in January, 1827, and ship-

ped to New-York, where they were landed in

March following. In the month of April, the gen-

tleman planted these trees upon his farm in the

neighbouring town of Northford ; and in October

of the same year, many of them produced perfect

fruit. We are gratified to learn that at the pres-

ent season these thrifty trans-Atlantics appear

healthful and promising.

—

New-Haven Journal.

Peach pies.— The'season of peaches having ar-

rived, we again publish the recipe for the best

fruit pie that can be made. Place your paste in

a deep plate, as for other pies—then, having wip-

ed your peaches with a cloth, put them in whole,

and spread upon them sugar sufficient to sweeten
them well, then cover close with paste and bake

till the fruit is sufficiently cooked. The stories of

the peaches are sufficient without any other sea-

soning, and are better than any other. If the

fruit is good, there will be so much of the juice on<ithan the one, and lighter than the other."

opening, that it will be necessary to serve with a
spoon

IRON.
Since the enactment of the tariff bill last winter

it has become a desideratum to ascertain tl e prob-

able quantity of iron manufactured in the United

States, and particularly in Pennsylvania. As there

is much diversity of opinion on the subject, we
have contributed our mite to ascertain the quanti-

ty of iron manufactured in Schuylkill county.—
The statistics of the United States, in this most

essential branch of manufacture, is of importance,

because we verily believe, the supply of the coun-
try is abundantly sufficient for its consumption.

The iron works in Schuylkill county are Green-
wood Furnace and Forge : the Schuylkill, Bruns-

Froni the New American Gardener.

LOCUST-TREE.

—

Robinia pseudo-acacia.

This tree is a native of the United States.

Method of cultivation.—" It is capable of being

raised from the seed, cuttings, layers and suckers

;

but the seed method is said to afford the best

plants. The seeds should be sown about the end
of March, or beginning of the following month,

on a bed of light mould, being covered to the

depth of about half an inch. The plants usually

appear in the course of six or eight weeks. They
should be well weeded and watered, and, when
sufficiently strong, should be set out in the spring

or autumn, in nursery rows, for two or three

years, in order to remain to have a proper growth
tor final planting."

—

Rees' Cyclopedia.

Dr. Drown, of Rhode-Island, says, that " The
easiest method of raising the locust is as follows :

Plant fifteen or twenty trees on an acre, and,

when fifteen or twenty feet high, run straggling

furrows through the ground, and, wherever the

roots are cut with the plough, new trees will start

up, and will soon stock the ground with a plenti-

ful growth."

Use.— It is observed in the North American Syl-

va, a celebrated work, by F. Andrew Michaux,
that " The greatest consumption of locust wood is

for posts, which are employed in preference for

the enclosing of court-yards, gardens and farms,

in the districts where the tree abounds, and the

circumjacent country. They are transported for

the same use to Lancaster, Baltimore, Washing-
ton, Alexandria, and the vicinity. When the trees

are felled in the winter, while the circulation of

the sap is suspended, and these posts are allowed

to become perfectly dry before they are set, they

arc estimated to last forty years. Experience has

shown that their duration varies according to cer-

brought down the river, those trees ;.rc reputed

the best whose heart is red ; the next in egteed

are those with a greenish-yellow heart ; am! the

least valuable are those with a white heart. Fronj

this variety in the colour of the wood, which, pro-

bablv, arises fro U a difference of soil, are derived

the names ol* r /, green, and whiti: locust. In the

Western States, there is a variety which is some-

times called blarf; locust."

It is probable, that the locust with a "greenish

yellow heart," spoken of by M. Michaux, is the

same with that which .Mr. Briggs calls the yellow

locust ; and although M. Michaux supposes " this

variety in the color of the wood probably arises

from a difference of soil," it is not impossible that

there may be permanent specific differences in the

several varieties. If so, the discovery is of impor-

tance.

M. Michaux says, " In naval architecture, the

shipwrights use as much locust-wood as they < n

procure. It is as durable as the live oak and the

ed cedar, with the advantage of being stronger

With regard to the insect which destroys the

locust, M. Michaux says. !' Within eighteen or

twenty years, an obstacle has unhappily appeared,

which will contribute greatly to prevent the mul-

tiplication of the locust in all the anciently settled

parts of the United States ; this is a winged in-

sect, which atmtks the tree while standing, peno

trates through the bark into the centre of the

trunk, and, for the space of a foot, mines it in ev-

ery direction, so that it is easily broken by the

wind. This inconvenience is already so serious,

as to induce many people to forego all attempts to

form plantations of locust. In Virginia, I have

not learned that trees of the natural growth have

been visited by this destroyer, but those that have

been reared about the plantations have already

felt its ravages. .This evil, which it appears diffi-

cult to remedy, will be more sensibly felt when
the destruction of the forests now on foot, an in-

evitable consequence of the neglect of all meas-

ures of preservation, shall force the inhabitants to

have recourse to plantations, which they will wish

to form, in a certain proportion, of the locust.—

Hence it may result, that, disappearing successive-

ly from the American coasts by constant consump-

tion, and not being reproduced on account of the

insect, the locusts will become extremely rare ui

their native country, and abundant in Em ope,

where no similar catastrophe forbids their propa-

gation."

The Massachusetts Society for the Promotion of

Agriculture have offered a premium of fifty dollars

" for a mode of extirpating the worm that attacks

the locust-tree, which shall appear to the satisfac-

tion of the trustees to be effectual."

The following, copied from a report of a com-

mittee of the Essex Agricultural Society, on farms

in Essex county, Mass., (published in the A". E.

Farmer, vol. ui. p. 145.) places the advantages to

be anticipated from the culture of the locust in*

fair, and, we believe, just point of view.
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" A practical illustration of the advantages of

cultivating the locust tree presented itself on the.

farm of Dr. Nichols. Several acres, that were, a

few years since, barren and gravelh pastures, are

now covered with a good coat of grass, almost

entirely by reason of planting and permitting a

growth of locust trees upon the land. This is

easily done, atter a few trees have taken root,

either from the seed, or by being transplanted,

and taking care that horned catite do not go upon

the land while the trees are young. In addition

to the increase of feed, the trees themselves are

well worthy of cultivation. No growth is more

rapid, and none more in demand, or of greater

value when arrived at maturity. It may be doubt-

ed whether an acre of land can be made to yield

more in the course of twenty-five or thirty years,

without the application of any manure, than by

planting it with locust-trees. On a fair computa-

tion, the number of serviceable posts that might

be obtained in this time would be from three to

six hundred, worth from fifty cents to one dollar

each. The increase of feed and surplus wood
Would fully pay the labor of cultivation ; so that

the proceeds of the timber would be the profits of

the land.

" An objection to the cultivation of the locust-

tree is often brought from the fact that tliey are

sometimes destroyed by worms. This is true
;

but the ravages of this insect are found to be

greatest where the trees are few and scattered.

—

In the grove on this farm, which extends over a

number of acres, and in the other groves in the,

vicinity, but very few of the trees are at all injur-

ed by worms. This objection is by no means suf-

ficient to authorize the neglect of their cultivation.

It certainly is of the highest importance to tb

farmers of Essex, to inquire how they can improve

their pastures ; or, rather, how they can save

tbern from ruin ; for it must be obvious to all,

that, as at present managed, they are constantly

growing worse, and many of them have already

become of very little value. If, by planting then

with trees, by ploughing, by applying plaster, as

has been done, with good success, on the farm of

Mr. Bartlett, or in any other way, they can be re

claimed, it surely is worthy of the experiment."

bination of many. It will likewise be found, that

the Orchard Grass, from its more numerous mer-

its, should substitute three parts of a mixture of

asses adapted for the purposes of Alternate Hus-

bandry. The different species most proper to

combine with Orchard Grass, are such as possess

in a greater degree the properties of which this

ass is deficient. For this purpose, none appear

better fitted than the Hard Fescue, Meadow Fes-

cue, Timothy or Herd's Grass, Rye-Grass, and

White Clover, which should be in a smaller pro-

portion. A combination thus formed, of three

parts Orchard Grass, and one part of these species
!

just mentioned, will secure the most productive

and nutritive pasture in alternation with grain

crops, on soils of the best quality ; and even on i

soils of an inferior nature, under the circumstan-
\

ces of unfavorable seasons, will afford nutritive

herbage, when otherwise the land would have

been comparatively devoid of it, if one species of i

grass only had been employed.

FRUIT.
As soon as the warm weather commences, edi-

tors begin their caveats against the use of fruits.

A prejudice of this kind existed about two centu-

ries ago, but we believe it is "entirely exploded in

the estimation of the physicians of the present day.

Tourtelle in his " Principles of Health," (a treatise

pronounced by Haller, the best work on the pro-

phylaxis morborum extant in his day,) says:—" The
author of nature has caused fruit to grow in abun-

dance in warm countries or warm seasons, being

absolutely useful to man. Hence it happens that

a kind of instinct excites the human species to seek

them in preference to other aliments in these

countries and in these seasons, as well as in cases

where the humoral system tends strongly to be-

come bilious."

It would rather become editors to caution then-

readers against the abuse of fruit than the use of

it. They would thus cease to create unnecessary

scruples in those who use fruit to the advantage

of their health, and no longer interfere with the

interests of the poor, who make a livelihood by

vending it.

—

Hunterdon, N. J. Gazette.

Sept. 12, 1826.

REMEDY FOR WHOOPING COUGH.
Take of dried colt'sfoot leaves (that have no'

been gathered more than a year) a good handful,

cut them small, and boil them in a pint of spring

water, till half a pint is boiled away ; then take it

off the hre, and when it is almost cold, strain it

through a cloth, squeezing the herb dry as you
can, and then throw it away. Dissolve in the

liquor an ounce of sugar candy, finely powdered,

and to a child three or four years old give one
spoonful of it, cold or warm as the season favors,

three or four times a day, or oftener if the fits of
coughing come frequently, till well. For older or

younger persons, the quantity may be increased

or diminished, as thought proper.

This preparation is uset'ul also in asthmas,

phthisic, shortness of breath, consumptions, &c.

N. B.— When sugar candy cannot conveniently

be had, perhaps honey or good clean brown sugar

would answer. Sugar candy is, however, to be

preferred.

Another.— Dissolve a scruple of salt of tartar in

a gill of water ; add ten grains of cochineal, fine-

ly powdered ; sweeten this with sugar. Give to

an infant the fourth part of a table spoonful, four

times a day ; and from four upwards, a spoonful

may be taken. The relief is immediate, and the

cure in general effected within five or six days.

b\'om.SincluV''s Treatise mi Grasses.

ORCHARD GRASS.
This grass appears to have a greater variety of

merits than almost any other grass. It soon ar-

rives at maturity ; it bears cropping well, is very

productive, and its nutritive powers are considera-

ble. It is much less impoverishing to the soil than

rye-grass, and when ploughed in affords a greater

quantity of nutritive matter to the soil. It has

been objected to Orchard Grass, that it rises in

tufts, and is apt to become coarse. But the ob-

jections will apply to every grass that is not sown
sufficiently thick to occupy with plants every spot

ofthe ground, and that is not sufficiently stocked

in keep the surface in a succession ofyoung leaves.

It is the practice of thin sowing, and the strong

reproductive powers of the plant, that occasion it

to appear a hassocky grass. If one species only is

therefore thought preferable to several in the Al-

ternate- Husbandry, there is scarcely a species to

be preferred to, the Orchard Grass. But with res-

pect to an early and certain supply of the most nu-

tritious herbage throughout the season, it will be

bund a vain labor to look for it in one species of

^rass, but where Nature has provided it, in a com-

APOPLEXY.

General blood letting should always be prefer-

red in the first instance to local, and it should he

continued until decided effects are perceptible on

the system.

BLEEDING FROM THE NOSE.

In a very interesting case of this affection, com-
municated by the late Dr .Tames Kent Piatt, to

his friend, Professor J. B. Beck, of this city, and

which threatened to terminate fatally, the affusion

of cold water, by pailsful over the head and shoul-

ders, proved almost immediately successful.

BURNS.

In cases of extensive injury from this cause,

one of the most successful applications, hitherto

resorted to, has been the oil of turpentine. In

the action which occurred in 1815, between the

U. S. frigate Guerriere and an Algerine frigate,

nearly fifty men belonging to the former were se-

verely burnt by the explosion of one of the large

guns. Some of these men were in a most pitia-

ble condition, and suffered the most exquisite tor-

ments. They were taken down to the cockpit,

and spirits of turpentine freely poured over their

naked wounds. They all did well

—

Am. Farmer.

Accident by bees.— As Mr. Martin Lazarus, of

Salisbury Township, (Lehigh county) was employ-

ed in hauling manure, in a three horse wagon, a

bee happened to light on the leader horse, whilst

passing the garden lence and stung him. This

started not only the leader, but also frightened the

the other two horses, and in endeavoring to stop

them, the wagon came in contact with the gar-

len fence, tore it away, and upset a whole row of

hives. The enraged bees all fell upon the horses

and men and stung two of the ho'rt js to death,

and very much injured the other, as well as Mr..

Lazarus, his son, and servant. The son, in par-

ticular, was seriously injured, having been thrown
between the wagon and the fence post ; he is con-

sidered out of danger, however.

Paper making.— It is stated in a late London
paper, that a great improvement in the art of pa-

per making has been iuvented, and is about being

adopted in most of the large manufactories of

Great Britain. It is a powerful drying steam-ma-

chine, containing four large cylinders, through

which a web, in the fullest sense of the term, pass-

es, and obtains by the pressure a surface smooth

and even in every part, and is cut to any size.

Temperance.—The frame of a new Presbyteri-

an Meeting House, was erected in Gorham, in this

county, on Thursday the 21st inst. without the aid

of ardent spirits. The concourse of people was
unusually great, and yet such a degree of content-

ment, sobriety, and activity, was exhibited, as- to

be highly honorable to our citizens.

Other buildings have beeu recently erected in

this vicinity, and crops secured during the most

pressing seasons of business, without the use of

intoxicating liquors ; and although no society has

yet been formed here for the suppression of intem-

perance, our intelligent farmers of their own ac-

cord, seem to be making powerful efforts to banish

the monster from their borders.— Ontario Repos.

An important fact.—A proprietor in one of the

forwarding lines on the canal, has just assured us

that their line has not brought more than one fifth
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Bnswers an excellent purpose for preparing wheat
if the iinnntitv of anlent spirits the present, .is in ' ' ' °

to the quantity of '"'" seed - A gentleman states, thai be put four or

seen.

—

Rochester Ohs.
temperature of the water to about blood beat, and

I the wheal became soft and parboiled. On sowing

TftE WORCESTER COAL MINE. I it, however, it sprouted much sooner than usual,

Tlie operations in tbe Worcester Coal Mine, flourished remarkably, and produced an excellent

formerly worked by Mr Elliot, have boon com- crop, entirely free from any appearance ol smut.

menced on a scale so extensive, and prosecuted Thc following has been recommended bj a

With an industry so busy, under the direction of fanner in Vermont :-" My method is tins :
I take

Col Binnej as
:

will render the locality one of the three quarts of slacked lime to each bushel oi

most interesfing scenes in the Commonwealth.— wheat, put them into a barrel, a layer of wheat

\ deep cuttin" commenced at the foot of the hill, and a layer of lime, alternately. Then pour in

is worked onward through earth and rock, and water, till it is all covered. In this condition let it

will become a grand canal for the transportation stand from two to four days, as the case may re-

of the mineral from the interior to the surfaceman <l"ire ; and the morning before sowing the wheat,

the waters drained from the mine. About twen- tap the barrel and draw off tbe liquor."

tv feet below the surface, on the declivity of the I" preparing wheat for grinding it is often

hill, at the point near where the former excava- made too dry, especially after it has been wasbed

tion was carried deepest, an opening like a door to free it from srnut and other impurities. When

way admits the visiters into a gallery or shaft, the wheat is dried too much, the outside oi the

about seven feet in width and height, and now kernel, which should be separated from the flour

nearly twenty-five in length, descending with the by the boult, is ground so fine that it passes thro'

slope of the strata. The workmen are employed the boult with the flour. An experienced miller

in piercing the rock and opening this passage into advises to moisten wheat which is in this situation,

the hill. The substances excavated are conveyed hy sprinkling it with a little water about ten or

to the entrance by little cars moving on miniature i

twelve hours before grinding. But if this i neg-

lected, a slight sprinkling of the wheat in the

hopper during the time of grinding it will be of

service ; taking care not to wet it too much, and

Curing Uhutnas.—The story in the Apocrypha,

of Tohit's blindness being cured by the gall of a

fish, has been mini, ridiculed. I'rideaux thought

it not reconcileablc to a rational credibility, lint

the Richmond Family Visitor states, that Dr. Man-
li .'•, i physician of extensive practice in binwid

die county, Va. thirty or fortj years ago, left on

record, on the margin of Pritleaux's Connexions,

the following note :

" That the gall of an eel, laid on with a soft

brush, with great care, ami occasionally n

has si eseflllly' removed a film from the eye, it

<>, i. rtain. The writer of tbk loaves it on re-

cord in this place . with an intention that it may be

useful to some fellow creature, after the writer is

no longer an inhabitant of this world. I most

solemnly declare, I have experienced tbe good ef-

fects of the application in the course of my prac-

tice. But it should be used when tlie disorder is

recent,

railways up the inclined plane. The mineral ob-

tained resembles very much the coal from New-

port and is said to improve in quality as the shaft

descends. Roads are constructing which will

lender the the approach easy, and canals are pro-

jected to communicate with the neighboring lake.

National JEgis.

by stirring the grain, to distribute the moisture as

equally as possible among the whole mass.

ORIGIN OF RIVERS.
A question has long existed among philosophers,

and has never been settled by universal consent,

whether the rivers depend solely for their supply

upon the water which descends from the atmos-

phere, or whether there is a kind of circulation of

Calvin Benton, Esq. of Lebanon, has purchae

ed within the last few weeks, 112,393 lbs. of Me.

rino and half blood wool for the Boston market

—

all the produce of farms, principally in this state.

within twenty miles of and including Lebanon.

—

For this he has paid *46.996. The average price

he has paid was about 40 cents *he pound. The
sum of money paid for the products of one sum-

mer in one article—and it is notto be presumed

that all the article was included— is more consid-

erable than we have ever known by any single in-

dividual, in a single article, the produce of our

farms. jY. H. Patriot.

SMUT IN WHEAT.
[By the Editor]

The following miscellaneous particulars re-

specting smut, and the means of preventing it,
j

water within the earth, like that of the blood

merit attention :— 1. The same water should nev-
\ the animal economy, or that of the winds of the

er be used but once in washing wheat ; even atmosphere, by means f which perennial springs

when brine is employed, it is safest to have fresh
, are constantly supplied, by some mechanica' pro-

liquor to each parcel. 2. Lime is not only of ser-
1 cess in nature, from " the fountains of the great

vice to dry the seed, but by its caustic and anti-
! deep." Ricciolus affirms, upon calculation, that

septic qualities, it tends to destroy putridity, and the Volga or the St. Lawrence alone discharges

animalculse of every7 description. 3. If smutty annually a greater quantity of water than falls in

grain is not threshed till the June or July sue- rain, snow and dew upon the whole surface of

ceeding the year it was reaped, the dust, it is said, the globe. These and other known rivers are

will become too volatile to attach itself to the said, upon a very moderate calculation, to dis-

grain when threshed, particularly by a mill ; nor charge more than five hundred times as much
is old seed wheat so liable to occasion smut, water into the sea as falls in rains, &c. It would
which by age loses the power of reproduction.— seem, t erefore, that there must subsist subterra-

4. Notwithstanding the violence of threshing neous communications between the sea and the

mills, they do not bruise the smut balls so much sources of fountains, rivers and larger springs, by
as the flail. 5. Great care must be taken, not to which these are supplied ; and this opinion is cor-

thresh wheat on a floor where smutty wheat has roborated hy the known existence of Charybdes,
: been threshed, nor to convey the seed in a sack in which swallow the sea ; if these happen to be

which smutty wheat has been formerly put. ' stopped, the largest rivers have been said to be

On the subject of steeping, it may be proper to
]
dried up, and wholly ceased to run for a consid-

add, that it would be well to extend that operation
j

erable time. It is stated in Rees' Cyclopedia,

to other grains besides wheat. Every sort of seed that there are accounts in history of this having

should be steeped enough to promote a quick i happened to the Thames, the Medway, and the

vegetation, and to secure a more uniform growth, Trent, in England ; the Elve, the Motala, and
which would greatly improve both the quantity

Cure for Wens. The following extraordinary

fact has lately come to our knowledge :—A plant-

er in the vicinity of Raleigh, N. C. had been fur

some time afflicted with a wen on his neck, which
grew so large as to be very inconvenient and dis-

tressing. After trying a number of remedies, he
was advised by one of his neighbors to wash it

two or three times a day with strong salt water,

(water in which salt had been dissolved.) He did

so, and to bis great relief and comfort, the wen
gradually decreased in size, aud finally disappear-

ed. Let those wiio are similarly afflicted. " go

and do likewise."

—

Raleigh Register.

HOW TO MAKE STARCH.

To make starch from wheat, the grain is steep-

ed in cold water until it becomes soft and yields a

milky juice by pressure ; it is then put into sacks

of linen, aud pressed in a vat filled with cold wa-

ter ; as long as any milky juice exudes, the pres-

sure is continued ; the fluid gradually becomes

clear, aud a white powder subsides, which is

starch.

—

Bafs Elements of .Agricultural Chemis-

and quality of the grain ; and if tbe seed of bar-

ley and oats, as well as of wheat, were clothed

with saline and caustic particles, it would either

preserve it entirely from the attacks of vermin, or

destroy such as may venture to eat of it.

Gttlspang, in Sweden ; and other rivers in other

countries. On the contrary, if these Charybdis

happen to be too open, fresh water springs de-

pending upon them become salt. Pliny relates,

that this once happened in Caria, near Neptune's

Temple. Various other instances have been stat-

We have been informed that unslacked lime ed by historians, ancient and modern.

Method of preserving Cheese from Worms and

Mites.— Grains of whole pepper, put into a vessel

in which cheese is kept, will drive away tbe above

mentioned insects.

Probably pods of red pepper would answer the

same purpose.

—

Editor.

Eioncmyof Time.— Tbe Chan, ellor D'Agues-

sau, finding that bis wife always kept him waiting

a quarter i f an hour after the dinner bell had

run.:, resolved to devote the time to writing a

work on Jurisprudence. He put this project in

execution, aid in the course of time produced o

quarto work of four volumes.
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SILK.

Of the rearing of Silk Worms in the last period of

the Fifth Age, that is, until the Cocoon is perfected.

Continuedfrom page 51.

The fifth age can only be looked on as termin-

ated, when the cocoon is perfected.

The cleanliness of the feeding frames in these

last days of the fifth age, requires great attention,

to preserve the health of the siik worms.

About the tenth day of the fifth age, the worms

attain perfection, which may be ascertained by

(lie following indications

:

1st. When, on putting some leaves on the

wickers, the insects get upon the leaves without

eating them, and rear their heads as if in search

of something else.

2d. When lookin

es, and give a few leaves to those that are still delicious fruits, opening at the same time new
inclined to eat. After they have begun to rise,

|

prospects for practical skill in objects of domesti'

conomy, and of a precious produce for manufac-
turing industry.

I was alluding, Mr. President, to the growth
of silk, to which the administration and con-

ress have impressively called the public attention

those that are weak and lazy do not eat, do

not seem to be inclined to rise, and remain

motionless on the leaves. These should be tak-

en away, and put in a clean dry room, of at

least 75° of heat, where there are hurdles cov-
j

ered with paper, and the hedge prepared for of their fellow citizens. The most essential pan

them. The increased heat will cause them to and true foundation of it, is the choice and pro-

rise directly. All the silk worms being off the
,

pagation of the mulberry tree, which should be

hurdles, they should be immediately cleaned ! entrusted to our horticulturists. By natural right

The temperature of the room should be between this produce should belong, in common with oth-

68Q and 71 Q . When the worms are firming ers, to nations located by Providence on the

their cocoons, the utmost silence must he pre- ,
whole extent of the temperate zone, and so much

served in the room, as they are very sensible of domestic comfoi't and general wealth as it iin-

to noise, and if disturbed, will for a moment parts, should be secured to our numerous fellow

at them horizontally, the cease to spin ; thus the continuity of the thread citizens. In a word, no great or populous na-

U"hT shines through°them, and they appear of a | will be interrupted, and the value of the cocoon tion of the world was ever deprived or bare of

whitish yellow transparent color. diminished. When the cocoons have attained tha> rich staple from the combined power of

3d When numbers of the worms which were a certain consistency, the apartment may be left animal and vegetable agency,

fastened to the- inside of the edges of the wick- quite open.
I

The heroic or fabulous records of ancient

ers, and straightened, now get upon the edges \ sixth Jlge, beginning in the Chrysalis State, and Greece hold yet,m^ celebrity the naval expedi-

and move slowly along, instinct urging them to

seek change of place.

4th. When numbers of worms leave the cen-

tre of the wickers, and try to reach the edges

and crawl upon them.

5th. When their rings draw in, and their

greenish colour changes to a deep golden hue.

6th. When their skins become wrinkled about

the ueck, and their bodies have more softness to

the. touch than heretofore, and feel like soft

dough.
7th. When in taking a silk worm into the

hand, and looking through it, the whole body has

assumed the transparency of a ripe yellow plum.

When these signs appear in any of the insects,

every thing should be prepared for their rising,

that those worms which are ready to rise may not

Jose their strength and silk in seeking for the sup-

port they require. Handle tlie worms at this

ending when the Moths appear.
' tion of Jason with his Argonauts, to the nearest

_,, ,. „ , _, . , snot or rendezvous of Asiatic merchants (Col-
Thc iollowmg are the necessary thiags to be '

done :

stage with the greatest gentleness, as the slightest

pressure injures them. When moved, they should

be left on the twigs or leaves to which they are

fastened, to* prevent their being hurt by tearing

.hem off. A blunt hook should be used to take

up those not adhering to leaves or twigs.'

Preparation of the Hedge.

A week or ten days before the worms are

*eady to mount, bundles of twigs of chesnut,

fcickory, oak, or of the birch of which stable

brooms are made, must be procured, prepared,

and arranged in bunches, so that the worms

may easily climb up them, to work their cocoons.

A.s soon as it is observed that the worms want

to rise, the bundles of twigs must be arranged

on the feeding trays, leaving fifteen inches be-

tween them. The top branches should touch

the lower part of the tray above that on which

they are placed, so as to form an arch—and be

placed a little aslant, that the worms when climb-

ing may not fall off. The branches should be

spread out like fans, that the air may penetrate

through all parts, and the worms work with ease.

When the worms are too near one another, they

do not work so well, and form double cocoons,

which are only worth half a single round cocoon, looser texture.

Leave openings at the tops of the curves, for

the worms to form their cocoons in.

As soon as the worms are prepared to rise,

the feeding frames should be cleaned thoroughly,

and the apartment well ventilated. Put the

worms which are ready to rise near the hedg-

I. To gather the cocoons.

II. To choose the cocoons which are to be pre-

served for the eggs.

III. Preservation of cocoons until the appear-

ance of the inoth.
'

/. Gatherins; of the Cocoons.

Strong, healthy, and well managed silk worms,

will complete their cocoons in three days and a

half at farthest, reckoning from the moment
when they first begin casting the floss. This pe-

riod will be shorter, if the silk worms spin the

silk in a higher temperature than that which has

been indicated, and in very dry air.

It will be better not to take off the cocoon be-

fore the eighth or ninth day, reckoning from the

time when the silk worm first rose. They may
he taken off on the seventh, if the laboratories

have been conducted with such regularity, that

the time may be known with certainty, when this

may be done.

Begin on the lower tier of hurdles, and take

the cabins down gently, giving them to those who
are to gather the cocoons

;
place a basket be

tween two of the gatherers, to receive the co

chis), in order to obtain or to conquer the Golden

Fleece, suspended on a tree guarded by a dragon !

than which allegory none could more explicitly

designate a treasure of silk, appended on the pa-

rent tree, under the keeping of the Seres or Chi-

nese, the original proprietors, and protected by

the Dragon, the ancient and everlasting Flag of

that nation !

However hidden, then, and long after the art of

raising silk remained to the Greeks, we find that

they manufactured it in the Island of Cos, wheth-

er with their own or witli foreign materials.

As for the Romans, their ambition ever was

turned to conquest and dominion—in fact they

became possessed of all the treasures of the

world, among which' silk is mentioned, even as

the most extravagant article of luxury. One of

their emperors thought it was too expensive as

the material of a garment of his empress, while

matrons and courtezans of that most corrupt cap-

ital exhibited themselves ornamented with it.

—

Poets and satiric writers reprobated it, until an

imperial decree forbade it to the male citizens as

an effeminate and unmanly bodily decoration.

—

But the more sober people of the Greek empire,

who during several long periods cultivated the
coons ; another person should receive the stripped

j
ugefu , artgj wenj goon taught by ugeful christian

bushes, which may be laid by for another year.— l

issionarjea how t0 foster al]d p,.omote the cul
All the cocoons that want a certain consistency,

]
tme q[ gUkj which was extended an over the lux-

and feel soft, should be laid aside, that they may
| uriant and ferti, fi bankg of U)e Bosphol.us . since

not be mixed with the better. Empty the baskets
which period jt hag kepf pace u.

ith the ;nflueljce;

upon hurdles or trays placed in rows, and spread ascendency and dominiun of powerful govern-
the cocoons about four fingers deep, or nearly to mentg ^he CaIiphs of Mahomet, even after
the top of the feeding frame. When the cocoons

j

they ,]ad extended tneir conquests on the coasts
are detached, the down or floss in which the silk

of the Mediterranean Sea, planted the mulberry
worms have formed the cocoon, should be taken

off If the cocoons are for sale, weigh them, and

send them to the purchaser. The baskets, the

floor, and all things used, should be cleaned.

When gathering the cocoons, make four assort-

ments :— 1st. Those designed for breed. 2d.

The dupions, or double ones. 3d. The firmest of

those which are to be reeled. 5th. Those of a

REMARKS OF Da PA9CALIS, AT THE LATE MEETING
OF THE SEW YORK HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Mr. President—Happy, thrice happy, the re-

turn of an anniversary festival, which exhibits a-

gain an abundant crop of splensfid; flowers and

in the Morea, in Spain and in Sicily.

From the last, Charles the IXth of France,

having conquered Naples, at the head of his

knights, enobled his triumphant return home with

the mulberry and silk-worm seeds.

In fine, the acquisition became completely ap-

propriated to the most favorable districts of his

kingdom, under Henry the IVth, one of the best

of kings, with the help of his truly honest minis-

ter, Sully. Every peasant and country farmer

could boast of a well tenanted barn-yard, of a fig-

tree shading his door, and a mulberry in his ave-

nue.

Excuse, Mr. President, this historical digression,
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if, in continuation of it, your name and that of this

Horticultural Society be added to it, by fostering

and encouraging the ctdture of the mulberry, so

necessary to the introduction of the domestic sta-

ple of siik. To -effect it, it must be general, and

not be left to private speculation or monopoly.

—

The growth of silk is not involved in any secret

or mystery. Aged women and children can be

adequate to all its cares and tasks, under the dic-

tates of domestic economy. Thus it has been

flourishing and established among great nations.

One only which could not assimilate it to the as-

perity of its climate, has nevertheless established

a great empire by the means of manufacturing

ihis precious produce, and has become the rival

of other nations. I give, Mr. President

—

The continuation of the labours of the Horti-

cultural Society of New-York— And as they have

promoted domestic comfort and happiness, they

will also secure commercial industry and economy.

Frrm llie Middlctown (Conn.) Sentinel.

MOHAWK BRIAR.
The correspondent who favored us with the

following notice of a valuable remedy for sores,

(cither inflamed or not) accompanied it with two

specimens of the vines— the larger kind which

loses its leaves in the fall, and the smaller which

retains them, in all their verdure, until the month
of March. They run on trees, bushes, &c. and
as the leaves bear some resemblance, they would,

at a short distance, be mistaken for grape vines.

The stem or vine has great numbers of thorns on

them, three-eighths of an inch in length. If, as

our correspondent states, it possesses such invalu-

able healing properties—of which he has had ac-

tual experience— it should surely become more
generally known and appreciated. It is common
in that part of our town called "Upper-houses."

The leaves only are to be used, and in their na-

tural state, without any preparation whatever
They are cultivated, in some parts of our town,

as ornaments around the house. Any gentleman

who wishes to see a specimen of the vine and
leaves, can do so by calling at our office.

Mr. Starr,—The following simple remedy, if

duly attended to, would, in thousands of cases,

save much expense to many persons, and relieve

the patient from much pain. Apply the leaf of

the Mohawk briar, or as it is sometimes called the

Walkley briar, or Green Briar, as a dressing to

any sore, however inflamed and painful, it very
soon gives relief, removing the inflammation more
effectually than any poultice I ever new applied,

the leaves to be changed as occasion requires

The leaves being smooth as glass, never stick so
as to pain or trouble. They are beyond doubt
the best dressing to follow blistering that can be
applied.

The briar grows like the grape vine in clusters,

running on bushes and trees, and bears a dark
colored berry, on which partridges are fond of
feeding in winter. A smaller species grows more
thin and scattering, and are equally valuable, hold-

ing the leaf green until March. They are found
in swampy lands, inclining to sandy plains. Any
person who may make a thorough trial of them,
will value them highly.

There are in the State of Connecticut, about
400 Ministers and 300 Lawyers. The whole
number of Clergymen in New-England at the
commencement of the Revolutionary War, was
about seven hundred.

ASHES. A "SAUTI! I I.. NEW AND USEFUL
Leached ashes are much used, in some parts of I

**•» •'•' * 'O.N.

the United States, as a manure. Great quantities I
We havo "' f'" r pomemott, and shall be glad

are annually taken from the city of Philadelphia to to exhibit, a beautiful am! robber proof travelling

Long Island, for the purpose. They cost here 40 «runfc made of a new material, which is. thus de-

ents per one horse cart load, and commonly brJDg

one dollar fifty cents, when delivered. From a

paper in the first volume of the Ntiv York Agric.

Society Trans, by Mons. E L'Hommehieu, it ap-

pears, that ashes are found to succeed best on dry

loamy lands, or loam mixed, with sand. It is con-

sidered as the cheapest manure that can be pro-

cured. Ten loads of this manure, on poor land,

will produce ordinarily twenty-five bushels of

wheat, which exceeds, by five dollars, the expense

of the manure; and the five dollars pays for the

expense of labor in raising the crop. The land is

then left in a state for yielding a crop of hay of be-

tween two and two and a half tons per acre,which

it will continue to do for a great number of years.

No manure continues so long in the ground as ash-

es. k

[In New York state, the back country farmer;

ribed in the specification of the patentee:

"This cloth is made of hemp and wire, which
is spun together, wove and twilled in the same
way that all other cloths are. The hemp i- twitt-

ed ti^rlit round the wires, and they are woven to-

gether in the same manner in which the common
bagging is made. It may, however, be wove
tight or open, to suit the purposes for which it

may be required, and after this operation it should,

in all cases, he painted on both .-ides : this serves

to prevent the hemp from rotting, and the wjre

from rusting. You may, if vou please, put many
coats of paint upon it, (suited to the object,)

which will make the surface solid, smooth and el-

egant. This cloth may be used for many purpos-

es, not only for boots of stages, but for carpeting,

sacking bottoms of bedsteads, fancy chairs, sofas,

pannels, (or in fact bodies,) or roofs of carriages,

pay ail the expense of clearing their land by the baaketsj water buckets, for travelling trunks, or

ashes of the wood burnt on it. One bushel of the security of the mails."

field ashes of oak, is worth 12J cents. Of hickory |

There wo,,ld reauy seem to be no end to the

18 cents. One bushel of house (hearth ashes,) of) durability of whatever is constructed of these

oak is worth 18 cents ; of hickory 25 cents at this
j

materials, and we know not why they may not be

day, (1819.) A bushel of good oak ashes yields applied to ail the object* enumerated, as well as

about 41bs. of potash, of hickory ashes about 61bs. to various others. The trunk, while it is com

It is surprising all new planters do not pursue

the same economical plan. The ashes are mixed

with one fourth of good lime, and leached. The
ley is evaporated into potash in large cast iron

boilers.—T. C]

—

Domeotic Encyclopedia.

From die Newburyport Herald.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The Essex Agricultural Society will hold their

annual exhibition on Thursday the 25th of Sept.

inst. near the lower meeting house in West New-
bury, to commence at 9 o'clock, A. M. This So-
ciety has been liberal in bestowing premiums on
the various objects exhibited, and it is hoped the

next show will surpass any which has preceded it.

It is very desirable that more competitors should

present themselves for premiums for the best but-

ter and cheese, than appeared the last year ; these

premiums are $20 for the best, and $10 for the

next best. These liberal premiums ought surely

to induce the farmers to avail themselves of this

offer by exhibiting such quantity of each article

as is required by the printed directions.

At the last show there were but three parcels

of cheese presented, each was of good quality, and
it was rather difficult to determine which wTas the

best, yet two of the competitors received- the very
liberal premiums of 20 and 10 dollars.

Of butter there were but three small lots exhib-

ited, the owners not having entered it for premi-
um.

Among the numerous good farmers of the

county of Essex, and particularly of the New-
burys, it cannot be doubted that it would be very

easy to comply with the wishes of the society and
send premium or exhibition parcels of butter, that

would equal any that is made in our country,, and
if they inclined to sell, would find liberal purchas-
ers that would give as good a price as the same
articifc would command in the Boston market.

pletely impenetrable, is lighter than the ordinary

trunk. We really think that editors of papers

would benefit the public by the notice of this in-

vention, whilst the}' would assuredly serve a very

worthy citizen, by contributing to bring his valua-

ble invention into immediate use.

—

American

Farmer.

NEW INSECT.
The ground pear, which abounds in many of

the West Lidia Islands, and was formerly suppos-
ed to be a fossil, has been proved by the research-
es of the Rev. L. Guilding, to the nidus of a living

insect. This new insect which is supposed a par-

asite on the great ant of the West Indies, is re-

markable, as not being provided with a mouth, its

food being conveyed through a tube in each of
the four claws. The animal also has the power
of throwing cm long filaments from its body in

dry weather, supposed to be with the view of at-

tracting moisture for its preservation. An inter-

esting paper was recently read, describing this in-

sect, by Mr Guildmg, before the Linntvan Society:

JVeio Agricxdtural Journal.—Blackwood, the well
known publisher of Blackwood's Magazine, has
recently issued a Prospectus of a Quarterly Jour-
nal of Agriculture, which will not only be enrich-
ed by the Prize Essays and Transactions of the
Highland Society of Scotland, but receive the
contributions of the ablest Agriculturists in the
Kingdom.

A good rfai/'.v work.— Mr. Joseph Osborne, of
Centre township, on Tuesday last walked three
miles from home, mowed three and a half aeres
of meadow, and returned home again in the
evening. There were upwards of two and a half
tons of hay on each acre, a great part of whiCh
was badly lodged, and some lying flat on the
ground. The meadow was clean mowed and
cut close. All this was done without the use
of a drop of spirituous liquors Who can bear.

A FARMER. this :—Indiana. (Peun.) JWg.
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LUCERNE.
Mr. David Beal of Kingston, Ms. informs us

that he sowed two lbs. of Lucerne in the spring of

1827, which yielded him two heavy crops the first

season. It was sowed with oats, and red top

Iti 1828 it was mowed on the 20th of June—on
the 11th of July the second crop was cut, when it

an apology in the want of those means of infor

illation, which this book is calculated to supply
;

and knowledge as well as charity to be most use-

ful should begin at home.

Mr. Fessenden— I enclose to you a recipe for

a cheap and durable paint, I received whilst on a
recent visit to the eastern shore of Maryland

;

which you can, if you please, insert m your useful

journal. I have had occasion to use it myself thewas 21 inches high, having grown 1 inch per .lay,
,

,Mt ,„„ and can recommend it .„„ tne begtsmcethe first
_

mowing It grew rapidly for the I, CKEAPEST t that can be Jd) , thoge
third crop, and was m flower, when circumstances farmers w ,, ^ to rVe^^ a{
obliged him to turn the field into pasture. Horses,

\
smau expense ,

Cows, and all kinds of stock give it a decided '

preference to other grasses.
Respectfully your obedient servant,

C. THORNDIKE.

so justly animadverted on, might heretofore find municate all the information we can at present
c ommand on this subject ; and hope it will attract

the attention of those of our friends and corres-
pondents who may be able to prescribe some rem
edy against the ravages of the insect.

The Weevil or Cornchafer, Curculio granarius
"a species of insects bearing a resemblance to

oblong, soft worms. They are provided anterior-

ly with six scaly legs, and their head is likewise
covered with scales. Some species of these larvce

are dreaded for the mischief they do in granaries :

as they find means to introduce themselves, while
small, into grains of wheat, and there fix their

abode. It is very difficult to discover them, for

jhey he concealed within the grain, grow slowly,

and enlarge their habitation, in proportion to then-

size, at the expense of the i.iterior meal, on which
they feed.

" Corn-lofts are frequently laid waste by these
numerous insects, which devour . immense quanti-

ties of grain. When the cornchafer, after having
consumed all the meal, has attained its full size, it

remains within the grain, hides itself under the

empty husk, and subsists alone ; there it under-
goes its transformation, and becomes a chrysalis ;

nor does it leave the grain, till a perfect insect,

when it makes its way through the husk.

" The Society of Meaux in France has invited

all those who may think proper to make use of
the following very simple method of preserving

grain from Weevils, ami other insects, to commu-
nicate the result of those trials.

" Soak cloths, made of flax, in water, wring
them and cover your heaps of grain with them ;

in two hours time you will find all the weevils

upon the cloth, which must be carefully gathered

up, that uone of the insects may escape, and then

immersed in water to destroy them.

—

Domestic
Kr. cyclopedia.

31 Duhamel has observed that a considerable

the eggs of the

PAINTING IN MILK.
Skimmed Milk four pounds, or half gallon.
Lime, newty slacked, six ounces.
Linseed Oil, or Neai'sfcoi Oil, four ounces, or one gill.

Spanish Brown 1 and a half lb. Venetian Red 1 and a half lh

Put the lime into an earthen vessel, or into

TURNIP ROOTED CABBAGE.
Mr. Cornelius Cowing, of Roxbuty, has left

at the New England Farmer office a root of the i

Arabian Kohl Rabi, or Turnip Rooted Cabbage,
j

which has a solid bulb 17 inches in circumference.
|

This curious variety of cabbage is a native of
Germany, where it is much cultivated. They take pfcan bucket, and having poured over it a suffi

it up before the frost sets in, and protect it like I

c ie"t quantity of milk, add gradually the oil, stir

potatos or turnips, for winter use. The produce r'nS l 'le mixture with a wooden spatula ; then
is nearly the same as that of Swedish turnips, and Pollr 'n l 'ie remainder of the milk, and dilute the

the soil that suits the one is equally good for the Spanish browri with a part of the milk. Milk
other. It may either be sown in drills, or raised skimmed in summer is often curdled, but this is of
in beds, and transplanted like cabbages ; in this no consequence for the present purpose.

«ase, the beds require to be made and sown the j

The milk must not be sour, because in that case

preceding autumn. Two pounds of the seed will .," would form with the lime an earthy salt, sus-

produce a sufficiency of plants for one acre of ceptible of attracting the humidity of the atmos-
ground. The stem is swolu like a bulb, and when

i

phere. The lime is slacked by immersing it in

divested of the leaves may easily be mistaken for !

water, from which it is taken that it may be suf-

oue. Hares are so fond of it, that on farms where '
ftred to effloresce in the air. The Spanish brown

these animals abound, the culture of this plant is
i

's pounded, and carefully strewed over the surface

found to be impracticable. Sir Thomas Tyrwhitt ot me liquid : it gradually becomes impregnated
I witn it, and falls to the bottofirst introduced kohl rabi into England from Ger- witn it, and falls to the bottom ; consequently the

many. Messrs. Gibbs and Co., seedsmen to the mixture must be frequently stirred.

Board of Agriculture, raised in one year, oue ton This process is applicable to any kind of paints [heat is necessary for hat

and a quarter of the seed, and continue to supply made with chalk, or white argillaceous earths. weevil, and that this insect cannot breed in gran.

the demands of the public for it, and for all other !
The above quantity will be sufficient for twenty ' aries that are well ventilated. To prevent this he

agricultural seeds of the best quality. 64 dr. of five yards ol the first coating. Resinous painting made repeated experiments, the results of which
the bulb of kohl rabi afford 105 grains of nutritive 'n mi 'k > for painting out door objects, add to the made it evident that this insect cannot multiply in

foregoing composition for painting in milk
Slacked Lime, }
Oil. > Each two ounces.
Wliile Tui-pentine, j

Put the turpentine into the oil, which is to be

grain that retains a proper degree of coolness,

which it may be made to do by frequent ventilat-

ing. When grain is agitated in a sieve fine

enough to retain it, the weevils contract their legs,

and are, in that position, so much smaller than the

grain, that they drop through the sieve.

The Farmer's Assistant observes that the wee-
vil is " a little black bug, very destructive to wheat,
either in barns or granaries. On thrusting your
hand into a bin of wheat infested with them, con-

siderable warmth will be felt ; but as they are

usually collected together, every part of the heap,

SPOFFORD'S GAZETTEER.
We have taken a cursory view of a work re

cently from the press of Charles Whipple, of New
buryport, entitled A- Gazetteer of Massachusetts :

au,led t0 the liquid milk and lime ; in cold weath

containing a General View of the State, with an er tDe nlilk ancl lime niust be warmed. Any col-

Historiccil Sketch of the Principal Events from its or can De given by substituting whitening or any

Settlement to the present time, and Notices of the sev- dO' colors, chalk, ochres, &c. &c. for the Spanish

eral Towns, alphabetically arranged. By Jeremi- brown and Venetian red.

ah Spofford, Counsellor of the Massachusetts Med-
j

: ~"

ical Society. With a Map of the State. It appears
j

WEEVIL IN WHEAT.
to be the result of much labour and research, and 1

J,R Ffssenden- The season for sowing wheat is near, and
| or bin

"

shou ] f) be examined
if rated by the scale of utdity, will be found not *"

"f«»
rf <he «"»«7- '*»? °» *e «* s°<« °f Lake

j

M There are yarioug wayg of ke .

fa

nnl„ in tho lihrani nf prprv nnii nf Iptio™ hi.t r... '- hamplain, has been much troubled with the msecl called lie i , .. , . . . n. .. , . .it.,oniy m the library of ever} man of letters, but on
t

f &^ bnmn , ^ ^^ ^ |

clear f this insect, after it has been threshed out
tie book shelf of every farmer and mechanic m

|

has ia„ and in some cases erf |ec

>

es
j aDa put ;n bins. Mr L. Hommedieu found that a

Massachusetts. The author has well observed in
|
wheat As we hilve no[ been troubled wiUl „lem before ,his j

sprinkling of lime with wheat infested with them
his preface, " Excepting the few who have met in ' season , please, Sir, inform through the medium of your paper, I in his bin soon drove them away. The lime can
the Legislature, the inhabitants of Berkshire and

| whether we shall be subject to them the next season in conse-
! be afterwards winnowed out.

Barnstable, or of Hampshire and Essex have been
j

quence of having had them this; or whether seed wheat which
|

"Sulphur or snuff" put up in little papers or
less known to each other than the Inhabitants of has some of them in it would be more liable to them than old bass and properly distributed amon" the wheat

seed, which was raised before they came about, and any other in tn

'

e D jn) wuf keep them out, or drive them out
information which you may know ol Ihem, which may be use-

ful >< those unacquainted with the insect, and oblige

Yours, with much respect,

HARVEY DEMING.
Salisbunj, ( Vl.) Aug. 26, 1828.

Europe and America ; and it would be easier in

tjie eastern parts of the Stats to find persons, and
especially youth, who could' describe with geo-

graphical accuracy, the Nile or the Ganges, than

those who would give a tolerable account of the

<Hoosic or Housatonic." This ignorance of the

lopograpbjr of «ut own. -State- nn4 neighborhood, Remtyk-8 by the Editor We are happy to corn-

when they have got possession.

" A plant of henbane has the same effect ; and
so have the leaves and wood of the Lombardy
poplar. A bin made of the boards of this wood
will never have a weevil in it.

« Take wet linen cloths, and lay them over a
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Fresh.—Our River is higher than it ban been
heap or bin of wheat, with weevils in it, and they

will soon come out of the wheat ami get upon the for several years, and is lull of tinih- ir ami lumber, J..s.

cloths • when by dipping these in water again, fencing stuff, pumpkins, &..:. The crops of Coin, forth"

the insects are readily destroyed. Potatoes, fltO. are entirely lost. When our paper

_, . . ..
v , , , , .. „.i.„ot jiv ., went to press, the water was still rising at the rate

" Thev may also he silted out ol w heat, oy a i >

.-i ii i . .i ,i „ i . ..,1 *>T«ifthp o three inches per hour. Many ol the stores in
eve which wi let them through and retain Hie ... . ._ •_ c .Commerce street have the water on their hr-t

floor.— Con. Mirror, %th inst.

Oat Mud, fjnl Flour, drolls, &(C.

received at ibe New F*iglar.d F inner Seed Store, a

supply »f the aiiove artieles, viz. .Jo barreli '<f fresh Oat
tiin- boiled Ont Flour, Hulled (taw Vermont I: '••,

•otch Hurley. & c. for sal,; in any quantitif wholesale oi re-

. I, Also ale* fii.;n.i.-r . of fine (hit FUmr, neatly packed,

t tOcIk. pet cenoisler.

wh
« It would seem that the readiest way to keep

them out of mows pf wheat, before threshing,

would be to mix little pieces ol Lomhardy poplar

every where through the mow in laying the

sheaves away. Perhaps common salt is as offen-

sive to this insect as to most others ; and if so, to

sprinkle some among the sheaves, when laying

Fallen Fruit.— Be very careful to gather all

punctured or decaying fruits, whether on your ',*. ",'.r V'orK'"'iMi' J

trees or on the ground, and give them to your (TT The©d Pool

hogs. If you do not, the worms which they con- «^" marked

lain, and which have been the cause of their pre

Gunpowder, &/c.

i inn PowJer. at ii to SO ru. \*:r [««!—.Shot— Halls

—Fl'uru an.! Percussion C.>|"

IliO, \ln-n— Refilled Hall I'ctre—Blue Vitriol A c ronvant-

ly f.»r silt at in'- Thxponl /'
I street—

atvive. is warranted fir-' quality—

E. Go/tlmd, yr. Boiton." on we bead of the

tf Man* M

mature decay, will make their escape into the

wheat down, might answer the double purpose of „ ro(1|H ] and
"

vou w jj] finj t ) le ev ;| Si which await Jo.* received bI the Ni w Kokand Far.

keeping ouft the weevil and improving the strau ^ ^ttiftM wUI increase upon you another ^^Jt^.^7^iu^ZSSf^
for foddo*'

An article on the subject of the weevil, by N.

& N. Nixon first published in an Ohio paper, and

republished in the New England Farmer, vol. iv.

base "2-28, contains the following observations.

„ , - • , u fruit, especially the peach
The inquiry of almost every farmer is, 'How

favorgb£ for
-,
lis objecti

to page 401 o( the s.xil

Bleaching Suits.

laud Fan?.

5 .Sals, or

hi seen I leferriog

I. of the New England Pnmer.

PEACHES. Xtw England Farmer.

We are glad to perceive that our citizens arc
( Tbesub^berwauU lupurchaaie a complete >Maf^t^eNe«

paying increased attention to the cultivation of EiglandRvmer. ^

No spot can be more

E. STEDMAN

.., and no land is better a- '

shall we preserve our wheat from the weevil.-
d ^ ^ ^ of fruit wm of any y„d

We answer, thresh it immediately, clean it from ^^ ^.^ Bbwwd- here . The cuirivatioa l

.he chaff, spread ,t in a Barn or open room, and it

rf^ ^^^^ tQo |uuc|l ne(?lected . ;

it acquires the least warmth stir it daily. We
Sawyer has presented us with some

have now several thousand bushels of wheat on "££^ g farm , frare-ripes) of excellent !<%'

hand, which was threshed from the shock and P
One measured nine in*. —--

rnJTMTRT PffOfllWfrom the stack before the weevil commenced its ,.,..„:,.;,l mfi,„„„_r,»,M/,r fi«:. -

PRICES OF COl.M n\ IHODLl

Seedsfur Fall Sowing.

For sale a' the New England Farmer Sfita Store, a fresh sup'

lis li. ass Sued- —also a {Treat variety of in

*. While Portugal Onion Sirast.urg do.

Iver -k.ndo. Pr.ck . Sp nacb au.l Dic<i. Cohvfcr early greens

.%,nri„ii<a kinds of leituce. ca-rnt. cucumber, rabbages, esc.

—

6ic. all warranted fresh.

uavor mm very

.;s and a half in circumference.

—

Lancaster Gaz.
ravages. It has been lying in garners near sixty

days, and has been kept cool by frequent stirring ; DUTCH DAIRIES.
the weevil has not touched it, and we have no For the sake of cleanliness the tails of the cows
hesitation in saying, let their ravages be what

arc tie(i to tue roof of the cow house while miik-

CE.

Corrected every Thursday.

APPLES', ben.

AcSHErS. pel, first sort, -

Pearl, first »ort, -

they may in the stack, wheat thus cleaned and • and the coW houses are kept remarkably I
BEANS, iwhite,

kept cool, will, in all cases be free from the flying
c ,ean and warm

BEEF, ™^^; ,

•

weevil. | Oarao! No. -2,

SAW YOUR WOOD. r.l TTF.Ii ospected No. 1, oe«

a verv considerable saving CHEESE,
" We believe they are produced from an egg.

which after being laid in the grain, requires a cer-
;

" A Fanuel" s'ys ' - '-*.' ""
Skimmed milk

tain degree of heat to produce animation. That ! ma>' be realized by using the saw instead of the FL(JUR; Balllml,re . Howari-arpet

| ie
I axe in preparing wood tor the fire, although very

j

Genesee, -

, appears to be I

^ °f our common country people are aware of I

GR , IN gj^ " " ;

of 1]eat
I the fact, having never tried the experiment. A I R ve> .

saw suitable for this business costs no more than I

portion, which is produced by the straw in the

stack, duriu

nature's choice. It is against that portion

we would have the farmers to guard, when we —*" =—>•""' — "••
' - —

Oats.

advise them to thresh and keep their wheat cool. ' an axe, is as easily kept in order, and wirh care-
,IOGS LAR]i] fir5l seAj neWj

Whether the egg is deposited hi the field or in the ™ ^age will last many years. A man can saw LIME -

g ^
|as much and probably more wood in the same

{;[;•*£ V^V de*.
time than he can cut with an axe. Scarcely any '

: now on hand, which never' 11"" ls '"ade >
tlie " ood "^ 1,e a11 cllt

,

of an ex"

went through the sweat, or which never attained a '>l length.
aud on tbe ,v4lole the annual savll1

f
t0

4
.

that heat to which nearly all wheat in the stack is
ever> house-holder, by using the saw instead ot

an axe, wotdd, in the course of several years,

amount to something of considerable conse-

quence."

Preservin

1KOM ] .

aire!. _ '>-' „ BO
LOU.

I -

.ushel. 1 OOl 1 56
>arrel. 10

8 50 B 7S

stack, we pretend not to say, but we have rather
J

concluded in the latter ; but we can. with safety

pound.

pound.

IOD.

12

6
2

5 sn
5 62
I ss
bi
lo
60

7 HJ
14

3
3

6 00
o 75
300

54.

5i
;o
40
9

90
St

subject, whether it contains the egg or not, has

produced no weevil ; and that which we have re-

cently received from the stack, ceases to hatch, or

in any wise produce them as soon as we can get

it perfectly coal.

Water Melons.—Water melons, green

corn &c. may be preserved so as to have them
"We advise those who would preserve their fresh in winter or spring by placing tkem till used WOOL. M

5>resent crops to thresh and clean them imtnedi- under hay stacks, or in a hay mow.
ately ; and those who would hereafter effectually

guard against the flying weevil, we advise to

thresh from the shock, or before the wheat takes

the sweat."

Tulips.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed sj,ore, No.

52 North Market Street,

A tine collection of Dutch Tulips ofSridit red. vellow. while,

It is stated in an Ohio paper, that if in shocking and splendid variegated colours;— 12 1-2cm each. $!,00 per

wheat, elder leaves ate strewed over each layer dozen, assorted. .

of sheaves that it will entirely secure the wheat i g-p The Bull calf, of ihe Short Horned breed, lately adver-

aeainst the ravages of the weevil ; it is further \
Used in the New England Farmer, is sold.

stated, that if* the wheat is threshed and cleaned
j

Hemp Seed.

and put into casks, and the surface of the wheat I Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

covered with elder leaves, it will likewise preserve ^/
I

î

"a
m^loB?W,N*of501^etebrHempSB^,

h. The writer asserts that he has not only saved growth of 18^7; by the tierce or bushel.

his own grain by these means, but that all his " Spring filieat.

neighbors who have pursued the same course I Just received a few bushels of prime Gilman Spring. Wheat.

have been equally successful.
J

growth of 1828, raised in Souihborougb, Ms.

Nai v. me>s.

Cargo, No. 1, - - " '

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, - - - bushel

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, - - - j '

:

Rye Grass. . . -

Tall Meadow Oats Gra.<s. -

Red Top - - I

Lucerne, ... - '|icund.

While Honeysuckle Clorer.

Red Ch.ver.'tnonhern)
French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel W'unzel, - -
I

lull blood, »:. shed, -

luH blood, unwashed.
Merino, three lourths washed.
Merino, half 6: quarter washed
Nafve. washed.
Pulled, Lamb's, first sort.

Failed. Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort, h

PROVISION MARKET.
DEEF. best pieces. -

PORK, fresh, best pieces,

whole hogs,

VEAL.
MUTTON-. ... -

POULTRY
BUTTER, keg and tub. -

Lump; best,

EGGS,
ILEAL, Rye, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS. new -

CIDER, [according lo quality,]

barrel. 13 00 19 0»
13 00 13 50
13 ue
2 00

13 00
2 25

i UX
4 00
4 ce
5 09
1 1,0

50-

50
U

1 50
I 50
CO
30
40
36
30
50

pound.

. I

dozen *

bushel.!

14

25
17=

70-

65
40

2 se»
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MISCELLANIES.
MILITIA.

Hamilton's opinion of the Militia System forty years

ago.

In 1787, when our militia were few in number
compared with the present time, Alexander Ham-
ilton observed, " The project of disciplining all the

militia of the United States is as "utile as it would
be injurious if it were capable of being carried in-

execution. A tolerable cxpertness in military mourning for the family

An accident of an extraordinary nature took

place a short time ago in the Calton. The wile

of a shoe-maker had been for a considerable time

lying ill of a fever, but was gradually recovering.

She, however, suddenly relapsed, and as her hus-

band and friends supposed, she died on the second

day after her relapse, about two o'clock in the af-

ternoon. The usual formalities of stretching' and
laying out were gone about—her husband pro-

cured money from his employer, and ordered

Next day about twelve
movements is a business that requires time and

j

o'clock, as the wright was taking measure for her
practice. It is not a day, nor a week, nor even a

J

coffin, she gave a sneeze, and otherwise made a

stir with her body. On taking off" the grave-

clothes, she looked up in a wild manner, and made
a motion with her hand as if she wanted some-
thing to eat. A few cordials were administered

to her. She was then put to bed, and enjoyed a

good sound sleep. She has since gradually re-

covered, and is now considered quite out of dan-

ger.— Glasgow Chronicle.

month, that will suffice for the attainment of it

To oblige the great body of the yeomanry, and
other classes of the citizens, to be under arms for

the purpose of going through military exercises

and evolutions as often as might be necessary to

acquire the degree of perfection which would en-

title them to the character of a well regulated mi-

litia, would be a real grievance to the people, and
a serious public inconvenience and loss. It would
form at annual deduction from the productive la- A preacher hearing the cry of an infant anion,

bor of lie country to an amount which, calculat- his congregation, commanded that it should be re-

iug upon the present number of the people, would
\
moved—observing at the same time, that a crying

not fall far short of 4 millions of doff's. To attempt ! child in a place of worship, was like the tooth-

a thing which would abridge the mass of labor
|

ache—there was no cure but having it out.

and industry to so considerable an extent, would
i

be unwise :' and the experiment, if made, could
j

The Summer Complaint— For this dangerous

not succeed, because it could not long continue. !

and distressing complaint, a decoction of common
Little more can reasonably be aimed at, with re- j

Ground Ivy, is a certain and almost immediate

sped to the people at large, than to have them remedy. On Tuesday morning, a little child of

properly armed and equipped; and in order to
j

two years old was violently seized by this corn-

see thaSfihis be not neglected, it will be necessary I

plaint—its mother gave it ground ivy tea (taken

to assemble them once" or twice in the course of a
j

coo!
)

plentifully throughout the day ; and next

year." day we saw the child as well and as playful as

I

ever.

—

J\T. Y. Courier.
Drowning. We perceive by a London paper,

j

that the Stomach Pump is recommended to aid the Children.—If you have children, keep them for

recovery of drowned persons. This valuable in-
;
a month or two on bread and milk. You should

vention having been successfully used in ejecting always keep them so—but especially at this time,

poison from the stomach, we see no reason why
j
Milk is a sworn enemy to the physicians, while

it should not be used to draw from the stomach
; meat and coffee, and green corn, and withered

the body of water which is the cause of suffbea- peaches (of which we have an abundance this

tion iu drowning, We hope that humane institu- year,) are their disciples.— Conn. Mirror.

tions will add the stomach pump to their appara-

smink." " No, you will all go out directly." « The
class in the spelling book stand up to read. Ze-
kiel begin." "B-a-k-r." " The next." "S-u-g-a-r."
" What does that spell ?" " I'deno sir." " What
does your mother put in your tea ?" " Lasses-er."

" The next." " Marster, maint I gwout ter get

smice, to put in my trowsis, to keep my nose from
bleeding ?" " Yes, but come right in."

« S-t-a-i-r-s." " What does that spell ?" " I'deno

sir." " What do you go up to your chamber on
when you are at home ?" " Larder." " No, yon
stupid fellow, stairs." " Marster, maint the boys

go out ?" " No. The first class stand up to spell.

Spell Dictionary." " Dick die t-i-o-u-g-h-n r-e-i-

g-h r-y—Dictionary." " Marster, Jim Stokes

keeps all the time squirtin spit at me." " Well,

Jim, you must stop after school. Spell Phthisik."

" P-p-p-t-t-h-i-c-k—tizick." " Master, maint I

speak?" "What for?" " Koz I want to berry

that are strate ruler, what Tony Lumkins got."

—

" No, keep your seat." Thus my friend, and his

pack of noisy urchins whiled away the time until

the usual intermission.

Dandies lo make a greater show,

Wear coals stuck out with pad.'- and puffing,

And this is sureiy apropos.

For what's a Goose wuliout 'he stuffing.

tus, and learn persons how to use it. We are

sanguine of success in cases of drowned persons.

Southern paper.

COUNTRY SCHOOL KEEPING.
Mr. Printer—Did you ever teach a school ?

If you ever have, I guess as libw you had a little

rather set ty-pes, for it is a solemn fact, that the

A challenge.— A little fop, conceiving himself in-
j

schoolmaster of a country village is the most mis-

suited by a gentleman, who ventured to give him I erable being on earth. Though I never had the

some wholesome advice, strutted up to him with misfortune to be engaged in that profession, I not

an air of importance, and said, "sir, you are no long since visited the school of a friend of mine

gentleman! here is my card—consider yourself
j

in the country, and if there ever was anything

challenged. Should I be from home when you which could approach a description of Bedlam, it

honor me with a call, I shall leave word with a

friend to settle the preliminaries to your satisfac-

tion." To which the other replied—" sir, you are

a fool— here is my card—consider your nose pull-

ed ! and should I not he at home when you call

on me, you will find I have left orders with my
servant to kick you into the street."

The Roman Matron showed her Children as

her most precious Jewels. Hew anxious must

she have been to have had them grow up with

augmented lustre and value ! And how much
agony must she have felt, if she perceived that

they began to tarnish and decay, in contempt of

all her efforts and solicitude ; and that those occa-

sionally entrusted with their care, instead of striv-

was this school. I had just got fairly seated, when
up jumps a young Bedlamite, with " Marster, Jo

House keeps er pinchin ma." " Jo, did you pinch

him ?" " No, I say I did'nt, so now come, 'twas

Bill Grimes, for I seed him when he did it."

—

" Bill, what did you pinch him for ?" "Koz he

keeps er crowdin." Then follows a severe flagel-

lation. Soon a class of little ones is called up to

read, and by the way, be it understood, my friend

the master was in the habit of squinting. " What
is that ?" " Thath, A-er." " Very well, what is

the next ?" " I'deno thir." " That is B, you
blockhead." " B-er." " What is that ?" " I'deno

thir." " What do I do when I look at you ?"

—

" Thquint-er." " Master, Tom Bogues keeps

makin me laugh, he-hc-he." " Tom come here

THE NEW AMERICAN GARDENER.
A work with this title, compiled by the Editor of the New

England Farmer, with the assistance of a number of scientific

and Practical Hwrticulturalisls in the vicinity of Boston and New
YorK, is just published by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of the

New England Farmer. The articles are arranged alpha-

betically, and comprise the most uselul Vegetables and
Fklits which can be conveniently and economically cultivated

in the climate ot New England and the middle Stales; as well as

a Treatise on Flowers, and on Landscape or Picturesque
Gardens, on the general management of the Silk Worm,
and the manufacture of Silk, and a Treatise on the culture of

Grape Vines and the Strawberry. The article on Fruit

frees, contains an enumeration ard description of all ihe Apples-

Pears, Peaches, Cherries Plums, Nectarines, Apricots, &c. &c
that can be raised to the most advantage, and their relative for-

wardness in bearing, which will be t, und lo be of incalculable

benefit to gentlemen in laying out orchards. Each of the above

articles is furnished by gentlemen practically acquainted villi

the subjects on which they have written,

A list of the contents of the work will be found in the New
England FarunT for August 1.

Price #1.25—Six copies for gR.fiO.

Farm Wanted.
Wanted lo purchase, or hire on a long lease, from ISO to 300

acres of the best land, located within thirty miles of Boston—for

which a fair price will be given. Address •• P. D," Boston,

through the posi-otfice. 6t Aug. 1

Seeds for the West Indies.

Merchants, masters ol vessels and others trading to the West
Indies, can be furnished with boxes of Seeds, assorted, suitable

for that market, at from jj-t '° $3 Per D0X -—Each box contains

upwards of sixty different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-

mental, in quanlit.es suftiriem for a common kitchen garden.

—

Likewise the greatest variety of seeds lo be found in New Eng-
land, by Ihe pound or bushel, all warranted pure, and ot thc-

jrrowth ot 1827.

Onions for Sale.

Six hundred bushelsof prime Onions, (While Portugal, and

Straw Coloured) raised 03 a gentleman in lhi> vicinity, are of-

fered for sale, to traders and others, by the bushel or barrel, on

very advantageous terms. Enquire at ihe New England Far-

mer Seed Store. Aug 29

Orchard Grass Seed—growth o/1828.
Just received at the New England Fanner Seed Store, No.

52 North .Market Street,

j

20 bushels of prime Orchard Grass Seed, raised, this season,
'

with the greatest care, by John Prince Esq.—warranted to be
:

equal in purity to any ever offered for sale in New England.

A supply of pure Gil

and Mr Winehe:
Wheat, raised by Payson Williams

daily expected.

ing to preserve them pure, contributed to fix an —did you make him laugh ?" " No sir." " Well,

incurable canker on them.
|
take vour scat." " Master, maim I gwou-to get

Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the

end of tke year—but those who pay within sixty days from the

time of su6cribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents'.
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AGRICULTURE.
(By the Eiliior.)

IMPLEMENTS OF AGRICULTURE.
Every good husbandman will lay it down as a

rule, to have an inventory of all his agricultural

implements, and other articles, necessary for the

cultivation of his farm ; and frequently inspect

them, that he may be sure lliat the requisite re-

pairs are made in due time. An implement) like-

wise, that is not longer wanted during the season,

ought not only to be carefully housed, but before

it is put ai-ide, it should be well cleaned, rendered

perfectly dry, oiled, or, if made of iron, painted,

and kept >o as to be ready when wanted.

Sir John Sinclair observes that no circum-

stance marks more the character of an attentive

man than great attention to bis farming

implements. Upon every farm, also, there ought

to be one or more places, properly constructed,

for holding the larger implements ; and some se-

cure place allotted, for containing the smaller

tools. Where machines are necessarily expose'!

in the field a great part of the season, they re-

quire to be new painted at least every second

year. This defends them, not only from drought

but also from rain and rust.

The introduction of new implements into a

district is often a matter of great difficulty, owing
to the ignorance, the prejudices, and the obstina-

cy of farm servants and labourers. Many farm-

ers, therefore, very absurdly retain their old mf
plements, though convinced of their inferiority,

rather than sour the temper of their labourers bj

attempting to introduce new ones. In several

cases, however, by attention, perseverance, and

by rewarding those servants who have been in-

duced to give the new machines a fair trial, they

have succeeded in the attempt.

The importance of proper implements is such

that the melioration of those in, use would be an

essential advantage to agriculture : and great as

are the mechanical improvements which have
been already made, many of them are capable of

being brought to still greater perfection. Persons

of genius and experience, therefore, ought to be

encouraged to devote their time and attention to

this important object ; and to exert themselves,

either to improve the various sorts of implements
now in use, on scientific principles, or in the in-

vention of superior ones, as circumstances may
require. The discovery of an useful implement,
by which the labours of agriculture can be abridg-
ed, or brought to a still higher degree of perfec-
tion, and the expense of cultivation at the same
time diminished, cannot be too much encouraged,
as likely to prove of essential service, both to the
farmer, and to the public. It is calculated indeed,
that an immense advantage would accrue, from
even the general adoption of the improved imple-
ments now in use in particular districts. Mr Cur-
wen is of opinion, that the farmers in the south-
ern counties of England, lose at the rate of 25 per
cent, by the heavy carts and wagons they employ;
and there can he no doubt, that the introduction
of two-horse ploughs and threshing machines.
Where these implements arc unknown, would les-

sen the expense of labor at least 10 per cent,

more .

GENERAL RULES FOR THE CONSTRUC-
TION OF FARM BUILDINGS.

In constructing farm buildings the following

rules should be attended to.

Though a circle contains most space within

the smallest possible inclosure, yet with few ex-

ceptions, it is the least adapted for subdivision,

and the most, extensive in execution ; while the

square, and parallelogram, will be found the least

costly, and the most commodious.

In low buildings, where the roof and joisting

are the most expensive articles, the oblong form

will be preferable, particularly when such a form

is, in other respects, best adapted to the purposes

required.

The cheapest buildings are those whose plan is

contained within four straight lines. All projec-

tions add considerably to the expense, by the ex-

tra corners, breaks in the roof, &c.

!•:,, may have suffered it- loss. The constant ap-

plication of, salt has been found to give

and luxuriance to hair which wae (ailing off, and

causing rapid baldness. Tl.i ]- a simple und

cheap remedy worth trying.

—

Domestic En-yc.

I HIE SEW KRGLABD FAB

Ala. Febsendkn— I have lately been in the

county of York, Me. where a number of your Mb.
scril i—who are not half ee numerous

ought to be, for their own advantage— are desir-

ous of obtaining information on the following sub-

jects :—The best mode of making a syrup and t.

wine of the elder berry juice : The best season

and mode of transplanting our native forest tretee

and shrubs for ornamenting the grounds about

houses, road: e:c. Any information you may
find it convenient to communicate on these * pies.

will be gratefully received, I dcuht not, in the

county of York, and certainly by a subscriber iu

Massachusetts.

WATER IN FARM YARDS By the $ditor.—'We are happy to comply with

„„ . z- tt i j • a i i • c the request of r U r respected correspondent I

the author ot Husbandry in Scotland, is ol * _ . . .
, . . ., ,

extent of our imormation, and would be omiged
opinion that when cattle are fed in winter on dry

food, as hay or straw, no expense should be spar-

ed in supplying them with a sufficient quantity of

water. It has been ascertained, that a bullock

feeding noon straw, having water at command,
will drink of it eight times a day : hence it is evi-

dent that he cannot get enough, if only driven

twice a day to an adjoining stream or pond. It is

therefore, advisable, where it can be done, to

brine water into a cistern in the fold-yard, to

which the cattle may go whenever they arc in

want of it. The cistern may be made of rough
masonry, and consequently would not be expen-

f

sive,

improve much more rapidly, more especially on

coarse fare, when thus supplied with water, than

if they were only occasionally driven, to it.

GRATER CIDER MILL.
Of the multitude of new inventions which the

ingenuity of our countrymen annually brings

forth, it is unquestionably true that a considerable

proportion are of but little practical utility, while

others entirely supersede the modes by which the

same effect was before produced. Among the

latter, we have no doubt, the new " Grater Cider
Mill" is destined to be ranked. We examined it

last fall, and saw its operation, and are satisfied

that the saving made by it, both in the power re-

quired for propelling it, and in the rapidity of ex-

ecution, is very great. The apples are ground,
or rather grated, very fine, so that all the juice

may more readily be pressed out, while the seeds
are left whole, so that they do not communicate
their bitterness to the liquor. We therefore do
not hesitate to recommend it to the public, ami
this we do entirely from our conviction of its util-

ity, and without the solicitation of any person
whatever.

—

Mass. Spy.

to friends and well wishers to the objects of our

establishment for any notices relating to the topics

of his inquiry.

The following recipe is transcribed from the

New American Gardener. It was originally taken

from an English publication. We have never

made trie'' X it, and cannot vouch for it, though

reason to doubt its correctness.

To make elder-berry trine.—One bushel; when
picked from the stalks, produces three gallons,

or upwards, of berries ; put these to seven galls,

of soft water ; after standing forty-eight hours,
,. u... ..,....,.. ., •'""" ''"'"' " "' ""'

| nut them into the copper, let them boil one hour.
1 here can be no doubt that cattle would , • . , , , , ,

then press the juice through a coarse cloth : then

put the liquor into your copper again, with twenty

pounds of raw sugar, half a pound of Jamaica

ginger, bruised, one ounce of cloves, and one

ounce of allspice. Boil the whole together one

hour, then put it into a tub, and, when cold

enough, arid some good vest spread on a toast,

and in two days put it all into a cask, and lay the

bung lightly on for two months : then add one

quart of brandy ; this wine will keep for several

years.

With regard to making a syrup of the juice of

the elder-berry, we have seen no prescription, hut

presume that the process is very simple. Willich's

Domestic Encyclopedia says, '• The berries [of the

elder] are poisonous to poultry : but then- juice

being boiled down to an extract, and sweetened

with sugar, (this composition being termed rob,) is

a gentle aperient, and promotes perspiration."

With regard to forest trees, we shall give some
directions from authors of established reputation.

M. Mahon says, " Evergreen trees and shrubs

may be planted with good success any time in

March, iu most of the Southern States : but in

the Jliddle States it should not be attempted be-

fore the last week therein, nor in the Eastern

States before the beginning or middle of April

:

these kinds are always most successfully planted

when done immediately before their respective veg-

Hair Restoratire.— It has been ascertained that

the daily application of salt will restore hair to

the heads of those who, from fever or other cans-
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etatinn commences, which is a rule that ought to

be carefully observed."

" Tiie first thing in transplanting trees,", (says

an Engligli writer,) " is, to have the ground pre-

j)ared before the trees are taken up, that so they

may remain out of the earth as short a time as

possible ; the next is to lake up the tree*. In do-

insr this, carefully dig away the earth round the

have succeeded. I attribute the failure in formei
years to my inserting the graft too early. If the

scion is kept in a cool place, till the vine has shot

into leaf, I find the success almost certain. Your
correspondent requests particular directions as to

the mode. I will state my own method, derived,

however, from European authority. There are
several methods recommended by French writers.

The two which I adopted were the" following,

and both succeeded :

—

One is, to split the stalk of an old grape vine

of two years growth, by a sharp knife, four inches

in length, and to insert wedges to keep the slit

In "Memoirs of the Nerv-York Board of Agricul-

ture," vol. ii. page 37, it is remarked, that " All

evergreens are transplanted with difficulty. But

Judge Masters, Dr. Hammond, and some others,

have succeeded very well with the balsam, (pinus

balsamifera,) white pine, (pinus strobus,) pitch

pine, (pinus rigidus,) all the spruces, (pinus nigra,

alb~a, andfraseri,) Sec. Those who have succeed-

. _ots, so as ' to come at their several parts to cut
j

ed best, have been careful to avoid bending or

them off: for if they are torn out of the ground ' distorting the roots. They cut off the roots care-

without care, the roots will be broken and bruised fully at the distance of one or two feet from the

to the great injury of the trees. When you have main stein or trunk, and take up the trees without

taken them up, prepare them for planting by prim-
|

pulling, or otherwise applying any force to them.

ing the roots r.ud heads. AH the small fibres are They keep the roots moist, at least prevent their 'open- then prepare a scion, pared to a wedge

to'be cut off
-

, as near the place from whence they drying, until they are set in the ground. This form at its two ends, and also pared to a wedge

are produced as may be, excepting perhaps when they do either by retaining the soil on the roots,

they are to be replanted immediately after they arc
j

or by covering them with wet moss, wet cloths,&c.

taken up. But it will require great care to plant
;

'• They avoid wounding the body and limbs
;

them in such a manner as not to distort, or entan- and never cut off a limb until at least one year af-

gle the fibrous roots, which, if done, v.iii be worse ter transplanting. Whenever they prune ever-

for the plant than if they were cut eft*. Then greens, they cut the limbs four or five inches from

prune off all the bruised or broken roots, all such the body of the tree, and leave the remainder to

os are irregular and cross each other, and all wither or die before taking it off closely. They

downright roots. advise to cover the wounded part with some kind

" The next thing is ihe pruning of their heads, of adhesive paste.

If the trees are designed for standards, yon should '• In selecting evergreen trees, care should be

prune oft' all the small branches close to the place taken to procure those which have grown up in

•where they arc produced, as also irregular ones, open, exposed situations. And, if convenient,

which cross each other; and having displaced they ought to be taken from a soil similar in qual-

these branches, you should also cut oft" all parts ity and state of moisture or dryness, to that in

of branches close to the place where they are which they are to he set."

produced, as also irregular ones, which cross
|

Bach other; and after having displaced these

branches, you should also cut off all such parts of

branches as have by any means been broken or

wounded ; but by no means cut off all the main

leading shoots, which are necessary to attract sap

from the root, and thereby promote the growth of

the tree

JR THE KF.W ENGLAND FAR5IE1!.

GRAFTING VINES AT THE ROOT.
Mr. Fessenden— I was much gratified by your

republication of the letter of Mr. Coxe, of New
Jersey, on the propagation of the Grape by graft-

ing on the roots. Few men in our country are

entitled to higher respect from horticulturists, than
"Having thus prepared the trees for planting, Mr Cox^ an(, evpry thins which comes fmln |lis

you must now proceed to place them in the
pen is worthy of notice. He is risht in saving

earth. But first, if the trees have been long out
tha( j]Qne of tfee El!ropean cultivators enumerated

by him, none of the standard works on horticul-

ture, have given even an intimation of th

>f the ground, so that the fibres of the roots

dried, place them eight or ten hours in water, be-

fore they are planted, with their heads erect, and ^~i'
y

",,
af

~
a„d sllre nlode f £Taftine vines on' the

the roots only immersed therein, which will swell ^'^ of ^^ vmeg _ B(lt) a , ,,)e samp ,jme< if ig

the dried vessels of the roots, and prepare them ^^ that Mr Knight, President of the Horticul

to imbibe nourishment from the earth. In plant

ing them, great regard should lie had to the na-

ture of the soil ; for if that be cold and moist, the

trees should be planted very shallow ; and if it bo

a hard rock or gravel, it will be better to raise a

bill of earth where each tree is to be planted,

than to dig into the rock or gravel, and to fill it

up with earth, as is too often practiced, by which

means the trees are planted, as it were, in a tub.

and have but little room to extend their roots.

The next thing to be observed, is, to place

tural Society of London, has suggested it as a se-

cure mode, and some months before Mr. Coxe's

publication, having received some grape scions

from him, I inserted them into the roots of other

grapes'; The process I adopted was exactly the

same as that of Mr. Coxe. I inserted them by

cleft grafting, Using no clay, but drawing up the

natural soil about three inches above the insertion

— out of five scions, four grew. It is a valuable

discovery for our horticultural friends in the inte-

rior. They can always procure scions of the best

form throughout its length—one eye only should

be inserted. As soon as the pegs which keep the

split open are withdrawn, the wood will embrace
with great tone the scion. Bind it with matting,

or with woollen yarn, then either cover the whole
except the eye with clay, or, as I prefer, with a
resinous compound of rosin and beeswax. 1 have

They ! succeeded in this mode, but I prefer another.

Take a scion with one eye only, four inches in

length— leave about an inch above the eye, and
three inches below it— pare away about half the

thickness of the scion, having cut the lower end
square— then make a corresponding cut into a

grape shoot of exactly equal size, terminating in

a square shoulder, upon which the scion will rest,

and which it should exactly meet— secure the sci-

on to the stalk by a bandage, and cover it as in

other grafting.

It will be perceived that in both these modes-

the main stalk is not' cut off, continues to grow,

and will not feel the wound if the scion does not

take. If it takes, and is healthy, then cut offthe

sfalk immediately above the insertion, and you
will have fruit perhaps the next year.

Siill the operation is a doubtful one, and I

think the root grafting will eventually supersede

it in this country and in Europe, except in cases

where wc wish to change the fruit of a vine al-

ready introdued into a grape house.

JOHN LOWELL.
Roxbury, Sept. 15, 1828.

To nursery mei^f it seems to me, the practice of

root grafting affords some facilities which they

have not yet enjoyed.

the trees in the hole in such a manner that the
j

grapeS) a]ld insert tnem }n t i,e roots of our native

roots may be about the same depth in the ground
j grapegf of which the COuntry is full. The Isabel-

as before they were taken up : Then break the
j ,a wou]d mafce Qn admil.able stock for the foreign

earth fine with a spade, and scatter it into the
j

grapeS) and there is reaSon to hope that the more
bole, so that it may fall between every root, that

delicate „ ra
,
1C s would flourish better on our native

there may be no hollowness in the earth. Then,
|^^ a]||, bably be more forfy, than on their

having filled up the hole, gently tread down the
\ roots.

earth with your feet, but do not make it too hard, . i„,„„ „„,.„,.;„„„„"... J . ' . „ .„ , j i I This, however, is only speculation— experience
which is a great lault, especially it the grouud be I

...,.., A
"

, , „< j_„, > :„„,,;„„„3 ' '
• will decide. A correspondent ot yours inquires

•strong and wet.
t as to the mode of grafting grapes on the stalk or

"Having thus panted the trees, tiiev should be
| m . .

B o»_i
, ° .

y
, .,

• . , „_ stem. This, trom my experience, is not a very
astened to stakes driven into the around, to pre- .

J ' , . . ,, p
, . , .... ,, ,

e
. , , easv or successful process ; but the late 31r. J're-

vent their being displaced by he wmd and some - ^ sncccss , u , in it . I have repeatedly
mulch laid on the surface of the ground about the I

^ ..^^ ^.^ ^e present year, I

FOR THE NEW EKCLAND FARMER.

THE LONG RED POTATO.
Mn Fessenoen— There was an inquiry direct-

ed to you by M. of Wrentham, dated so far back

as Jan. 2d 1827, to ascertain when, aud from

whence, the long red potato was introduced

among us. It would have been some gratifica-

tion to have had light thrown on the subject, in

as much as this kind of potatos has been gradual-

ly improving in quality, and increasing in estima-

tion, as it has got better naturalised to our soil

and climate, and has got to be better known

among the consumers. But I do not recollect to

have seen any notice taken by any of your corres-

pondents, of said inquiry. I will, therefore, tho'

at so late a period, offer the following as a fact

well known to inc. About twenty-three years

ago, the late Isaac Davenport, Esq. of Milton,

in the fall, went to Rhode Island in quest of young

fruit trees. There were then but few nurseries

near Boston, and he was directed to a quaker,

where he suited himself. But the day being fat
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gone, lie accepted au invitation to spend the night

there, and found iiis host to he an intelligent and

careful farmer. In the course of the conversa-

tion be was informed that two years before, the

Quaker "jug ou - a visit to some of his friends on

North river, brouj III from thence some of the said

long red potatos, which wore a new article anions

them, and which he highly praised to Mr Daven-

port, os being extraordinary great bearers, ami

much liked bj the cattle ; and he ngrecd to let

him have a small quantity for seed. On his re

turn home, Mr Daves ort, sent to that place,

one of his neighbors, Mr Erenczer Fisher, a na-

tive of Sharon, and a very < lever man, who bro't

to Milton a horse waggon load of them, which

was divided amongst a few neighbor.-. They

gave a very great crop, but were unshapely,

branching out in numerous limbs, and watery, yet

the cattle and hogs appe -red exceedingly fond of

them. Since that time their cultivation extended

round to Dorchester, Dcdham, and other neigh-

boring towns, where before they were not known.

It is probable that in other districts of the com-
monwealth, distant from Rhode Island, they may
have been introduced from some other quarter;

and it would be plea-ant, and tending to useful-

ness, to have any facts stated, which might illus-

trate the subject.

Formerly every new introduction or improve-

ment, was the result of individual enterprise and

exertions, and circulated slowly, circuitously, and.

as it were, by chance. In these, our more favor-

ed days, the numerous agricultural associations

bring men and knowledge to one focus, hence the

rapid circulation of every fact tending to general

usefulness.

There is no root crop that has gained so uni-

versal estimation, as the long red potato, although

they yield less at present than they did when first

introduced. But the quality has greatly improv-

ed, and their shape has become more correct in

our New England soil. It is a fact which must
have met the observation of every farmer, that

when the first frost comes in fall, it kills the,green

leafy vines of the long red potato, whilst the other

sorts have generally decayed before that lime ; hence
we must conclude that the long red requires a

longer period to grow, and come to that full ma-
turity, which is surely indicated by the decay of

the vines. If they are destroyed by the frost

whilst green, it is evident that the ultimate growth
of the potato is stopped. It goes down to the

cellar to complete its maturity, which does not

take place until spring, and then very imperfectly.

It deprives therefore the long red of the high re-

pute which it is due, and this injury might be pre-

vented, to the great benefit of the farmer, by plant-

ing them earlier. They should be planted as soon

as they would be safe against frost, which would
give them time to get perfectly ripe. There would
be then no reason to complain that the ends eat wa-
tery, the whole potato would eat alike dry, mealy,

and mature, and be the finest potato for the table.

From fall until July, there is more substance and
body in the long red than in any other potato,

hence it goes further for food, and is more profit-

able whether for the table or for the use of the

barn. If rightly boiled, there is none so mealy.
Although the shape of the long red i3 more regu-
lar now, than it was formerly, it has yet a tenden-
cy to branch out, but I conceive that this defect

will get entirely corrected in the course of a short

time, provided we fake care never to plant Vie branch-

es, but only the main body of the potato, or such as PRESERVATION OP MELONS, fce. PROH
have no branches. I'd GH3

It is a matter of surprise that many formers Ma Fessi:M)i:: — [ have found it almost impos-

should deem it of little importance what potato sible to raise melon on my ground*, and I wa?
seed they plant. They are very particular for the much pleased to learn last week from a person in

Indian corn seed, to select the finest ears, and Northampton, that '• rui iked 24 hours

lake the grain of the middle part of tho car, as in a decoction of tobacco, will be cfiectoalrj pr>
being the most ripe and the best shaped. For tected from bugs." Mi infoi nam n -o prepar-

small groin they also choose the best and dress it cd seed fbjr many years, and a- ured me that if

carefully so as to exclude all the light grain, but was a complete prevention. .\. M. T.

for potatos, any thing but the smallest, in h\ many N. li. jfou't forget :he above next spring.

used for seed and it cannot be a matter "of -,„
CULTIVATION OF FRITT TK1 .

prise that under such management, the sorts, ,,., . .
, , ,

. ,.

, ,
i i ., .-. i i , i

" hen it is considered that a bushel ol peaches
should run out ; and that it should become need- , • , , . w . ,
e , . , ., . . . _,. can lie raised at less expense tnsn a bushel of ma.
till, once ui a while, to change seed. The reason-

, , , , .
'

tato-, and thai pears are as ea ily cultivated as
apples and are more certain to bear ever}

lis not a little remarkable to si e pi acl es selling at

the rate oftwo dollars a bushel, and pear- I

a dollar to a dollar and a half, as has been done

j

in this place for the week past, and they havt

found a ready market at thos • rate.-. This being

I

the case, it i s worth the inquiry why good fruit is

not more generally cultivated. We apprehend

ablencss of using the handsomest and best potatos for
seed, is as evident, as to choose the best corn for

planting.

I have myself always thought it my interest to

plant no potatos, but the best for size and shape
;

when very large, I have cut them in pieces with

no less than three eyes. I have blues, yellows,

and long reds, which I have planted for about ten

years, and which have much improved, especially I","'
;. ., j , c , . V , r, the principal reason is the prevailing habit in the
the blues and reds, of what they were, when I

' ', . , .
'

, . ,

r
, . „

first had them
country, of considering a man's right to his fruit

Vr,, • . ,
'

.. r .i i , .
i

as less sacred than it is to his other propertv
I he introduction of the long red potato is not ,-.

, ,, , , -.
.

., , , £. , • i • i. u » i , tveii among manv who would revolt at the idea
the only benefit which agriculture has to acknowl- .... ,

*. „ . ., .

ot taking and carrying away fruit without leave,

81 petrs to prevail, that the man who has
little more than a steward over it,

it is properly distributed among his

fri Id neighbors, all of whom are considered

as having a right to a share of it. We know a
fanner who had a considerable number of valua-
ble fruit trees, who Cut them down, because the ex-

pense of giving away the fruit, and entertaining

the company which it brought him, was greater
than his circumsiauces would allow.

We have also known instance-, v. he;

who had good early fruit trees standing in expos-
ed situations, have cut off the tops and- grafted

them with winter fruit, because their products

MILK PAINT. were chiefly pilfered and carried away, so that

Mr Fessenden - I think vour correspondent, the owner l,eriv «' !l bllt tittle from them, except a

in yours of Sept. 12. has taken a too favorable P>ntiful harvest of vexation and trouble. Such

view of milk paint. This is a revival of a subject
a stute " ! tht""s 0USht to l,e corrected. The

on which some French chemists indulged opin-
farmer 0URhl to be considered as much entitled to

ions, which to sav the least, were hardly realised.
the ""'oine derived from his fruit as his other crops

It is now nearly 20 vears, since a small paniph- an(1 ,Ile
l'
illVrei" from an orchard, ought no more

let was published by a zealous friend to iniprov-
to escaPe with "npuuity if detected, than he who

ment, giving the materials viz.
pilfers from a cornfield or a granary. When this

,,.,„. i
comes to he the case, and not till Men, we rnav ex-

Kosin. or turpentine. , c ...
With small quantities of i

«" Lime. &c. „i,h skin;med milk, P«c to see good fruit more general and abun-
1

( &.C. Ochre. *c. to give the color. dant.

It was so urged and well set forth, that I en- 1

To brinS about s0 desirable an object, those

gaged in the process with more confidence than I
wll° cou!l1 afford to £-ue aioay fruit if they chose,

found a support for. Having used these materi- should set the example of cultivating it for sale.

edge from the late Mr. Davenport. Few men
understood so well the management of fruit trees,

and few farms in the neighborhood of Boston are

so abundantly and profitably stocked as his, with

the best fruit, and with trees so healthy and well

trained. He disseminated freely the results of his

knowledge and experience in all bis neighbor-
hood, and the farms near the Blue-hills in Milton

exhibit orchards and nurseries not to be excelled

in any part of the country. All who had the

pleasure of Mr. Davenport's acquaintance, will

delight to honor his memory, for he was a good
citizen, a good friend, and an excellent farmer.

Weston, Sept. 17, 1828. J. M. G.

als for several buildings, and carefully prepared it

too, under my own eye, I was, I must own, disap

both in the market and on their own premises.

Few would expect that to be given them which
pointed. The effects were of too short duration was ofifered t"°»" sale

. and it' any should pilfer what
to encourage further experiment. i

they might buy at a fair price, a public example

The application of this then new principle, was !

sbould be ,uade °f them. Then others would be

adopted in Connecticut (the pamphlet being circu-
j

indured t0 eugage in the culture, as a source of

lated there) as to some public buildings, and the ;

Profit which might be depended upon. Some
effect was not, I understand, to the satisfaction of have already adopted this plan, and more wc hope
the parties. will follow then- example.

—

Mass. Spy.

If so cheap a substitute for oil painting could Mr. R . E. Hobart, of Pottstown, Monteomerv
be had, it would be a great benefit, extending a couim, Pa . au ;ngenioug mechanic, has taken out
neatness ot appearance through the country. But a patent for ^ maki of horse sboes fl
I fear from some favorable appearances, too par- rinc j le entirel new—by which it is said tha-
tial views of ns durability are entertained by your. one ton weight of horse shoss mav he made •„

ingenious correspondent W. •
one d8V by j^ machinc .
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//. Choosing the Cocoons for the production ofEggs

Continued from page 60.

About two ounces of eggs may be saved out of

one pouiid and a half of male and female cocoons.

The small cocoons of a straw color, with hard

ends, and tine webs, and which are a little de-

pressed in the middle, as if tightened by a ring or

circle, are to be preferred. There are no certain

signs to distinguish the male and female cocoons

:

the best known are the following.

The small cocoons sharper at one, or both ends,

and depressed in the middle, generally produce

the male. The round full cocoons, without ring

or depression in the middle, usually contain the

female

NEW ENGLAND^FARMER,
die as is sufficient to attach it to the thread. The
middle is chosen, because it cannot be ascertained

at which end the moth will pierce the cocoon

—

Place a male and female cocoon alternately upon

Sept. 19, 1828.

GEOLOGY.
One of the most singular deposits of rock upon

the earth is between Boston and Providence. It

is an aggregate of pebbles of all sizes, horn a foot

the thread, that they may be near each other
| or more in diameter to grains so fine that they

when they come out. |
cannot be distinguished by the naked eye. A ce-

If the heat of the apartment is above 73°, ev- I menting substance rills the spaces between the

ery method of diminishing the heat should be
j
pebbles, and unites them into a muss sometimes

tried : such as keeping all the apertures to the
! almost as compact as a piece of granite, but fre-

sunny side carefully closed, to cause thorough quently so loose that it is easily separated, and

drafts of air to dry the humidity that exhales from
I
even falls to pieces by exposure to the air and

the chrysalides. Should the temperature rise to i seasons. It is said that the ledges are of the

78° or 82°, the cocoons must be put in a cooler

place, as a dry cellar.

Seventh Age of the Silk Worm.

The seventh, and the last age of the silk worm,

These may be distinguished from the dupoins) comprises the entire life of the moth.

by the extra size, the clumsy shape, rather round

than oval, of the latter. As, however, all marks

may fail, an extra number may be kept, of the

best of those which are spun double, and when

the moths come out, the males and females being

easily distinguished, an addition can be made

from them to the defective side.

By shaking the cocoon close to the ear, we

may generally ascertain whether the chrysalis be

alive.^ If it be not dead, and loosened from the

cocoon, it yields a sharp sound. When dead, it

yields a muffled sound, and is more confined in

the cocoon.

HI. Preservation of Cocoons intended for Seed, or

until the appearance of the Moth.

Experience shows that where the temperature

of the room is above 73 Q , the transition of the

chrysalis to the moth state would be too rapid,

and the coupling will not be productive ; if below

06°, the developemcnt of the moth is tardy,

which is also injurious. Damp air will chauge it

into a weak and sickly moth ; the apartment

should therefore be kept in an even dry tempera-

ture, between 66Q and 73°. When collected,

spread the cocoons on a dry floor, or on tables,

and strip them clean of down or floss, to prevent

the feet of the moth being entangled in it when

eoming out

The formation of the moth, and its disposition

to issue from the cocoon, may be ascertained

when one of its extremities is perceived to be wet,

which is the part occupied by the head of the

coarsest texture near the surface, or on the high-

est peaks, and as a descent is made they gradual-

ly grow finer, and finally become a sandstone or

perhaps a fine slate. The composing pebbles

have smooth and rounded surfaces, evidently pro-

duced by attrition or rubbing against each other

at some former period, and in some different posi-

tion.

Perhaps the most unaccountable fact respect-

ing this singular deposit, is the seams or fissures

and so wound in sUk, that the moth in vain strives

to come forth, and dies in the cocoon. Some-

times the female deposits some egss in the cocoon

moth. A few hours after, and sometimes in one ^.^ divide^ , s m yari( ug directiouS) pass .

hour after, the moth will pierce the cocoon and
so^ gnd exact in their courae , that they

come out ;
occasionally the cocoon is so hard,

rate tbe smanest grai„s and leave the surface
c.J „~ ...~..r.A In aill- tlllt t llO 111 rt t h 1 tl VfllM QIP1VPR *

. 1- 1 , "HI I LI
as smooth as if it was pohsned. lhe pebbles arc

quartz, felspar, argillite and hornblende.

The Catskill Mountains present a phenomenon
before she can get out, and often perishes in it ; beari some resemhlance to those already men-
this circumstance has induced some to extract the

tioued> Tbe highest pgaks of thig range> which
chrysalis from the cocoon by cutting it, that the

hpre amJ t[)ere tower above tf)e regt> are conipos .

moth may have only to pierce its thin envelope
; gd of aggregateS) resembling the coarsest masses

but the experienced Dandolo disapproves of the
d he(] in the rnnge froln Boston to Providence,

practice (although he has performed the operation
whi ,e (he great mags „f nlountam ou tjie declivity

with success,) because it is tedious; and should
be ]ow rcsemMRS i„ its texture the finest portion of

the moth be put on a plain surface, five in a hun- ^ other.
dred will not be able to get out, but will drag the

j men{jbn the facts and ieave them for others
envelope along, and at last die, not being able to

tQ exp]a j n

This rock is called graywacke, and coarse gray-

Boston Patriot.

disencumber themselves. If the surface be not

smooth, the moths will issue with greater ease ; jfafc~{a called pudding stone
it is very favorable to the moths when they put

forth their head and first legs, to find some sub We take this opportunity to remind our agri-

stance to which they may fasten, and thus facili- I

cu]tura l friends, that the 15th day of October next,

tate clearing out of the cocoon by the support.— ;s tbe day designated by the Executive Commit-
For this reason, they should be spread out ve ',

te6j ot
- tne Hartford County Agricultural Society,

While'cleanin"•them, all those that
j

thin on tabies covered with a muslin or linen cloth.
for the Catt [e ghow and Fa jr . The Committee

have any defect should be laid aside ; I
The life of the moth lasts, in Italy, ten, eleven, or having made the necessary arrangements, p.epar-

diLs is the time also, to separate the male and fe- 1
twelve 'Jays, according to the strength of its con- atory t0 this exhibition, all that is now wanting to

male cocoou* as far as we can distingu&h them, atitiition, and the mildness of the atmosphere.— give lt an important character, is the exercise of

With Mr. Dusar, of Philadelphia, the moths lived a proi ,er feeling among the friends of agriculture

from five to eight days ; a hot temperature accel-

erates their operations and the drying which pre-

des their death.— To be continued.

Select an equal number of males and females,

and keep the cocoons of the same clay's mounting

separate, that the moths may pierce them at the

same time. If the good cocoons taken from the

whole parcel, are all first mixed, and the selection

of those intended for breeding be made from this

n-eneral heap, many will be set aside which were

formed by worms that had mounted upon differ-

ent days, and which will be pierced by the moths

unequally, and hence there will not be an equal

number of males and females produced at the

same time ; this irregular appearance may cause

the loss of a great many moths, or of several

thousand eggs.

When the selection has been made, the sorted

cocoons must be put on tables, in layers of about

two inches, allowing the air to pass freely thro'

them, that it may not be necessary to stir them

frequently ; but it is beneficial to stir them round

once a day, if the air be moist. When the. seed

cocoons are not very numerous, they may be

strung upon threads, and hung against a wall, or

suspended from a beam. Just so much of the

diddle of the cocoon is to be pierced with a nce-

throughout the county.

We do hope that (this year) we shall not be be-

hind our friends in the neighboring Counties.

—

We can have if we will, a rich and interesting ex-

hibition. We have the means within our power.

In the exercise then of that noble spirit of emu-

AGRICULTURE.
We understand that the price of wheat ha:

lately experienced a considerable rise, and is now
lâ
"g Characteristic "of" the farmers in other

selling at Albany at 10s 6d the bushel. This
sections of the State, do let us avail ourselves of

change in our markets may be ascribed to an an-
themi_Hartford Mirror.

ticipation of short crops, in many parts of the
|

country, in consequence of an unfavorable season,
j

CaU[e show and Fair Tne season for our an _

It appears by the late intelligence from Europe,
j ^j CaUle ghow a]jd Fair is fast approaching;

that Great Britain and the continent, as well as
j &nd we doubt not the farmers i, ave before this

our own country, have been visited by severe comm„,lced their preparations for the occasion.

—

storms and floods, which will prove injurious to .—^
iearn with pleasure that several farms have

the harvests. From these causes, operating so !

been entered for the premium, and that the pros-

extensively, it is not improbable that foreign ports
, generauv f an interesting exhibition is very

will be necessarily opeaed, and the price of agri-
| favorable.—Har*/brrf Courant.

cultural produce greatly enhanced during the I .

present year.

—

Mite York Statesman.
j

Honty a cure for the Gravel.—A gentleman cur-

_,. , 7 * i »• tt «. rvi ! ed this disorder by sweetening his tea with half
The harvest has proved so short m Upper Can- «=u J \„™ f„n„w»rf tli^,. ',, , . . u-i •• honev and half sugar. Others have lollowea tne

fda, that the Lieut. Governor is about to prohibit ""UCJ ttuu
. .

8.*„.,. same prescription with success,
istillation from gram.

|

aa v v
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CANALS AND RAIL ROADS. |hoad of Lake Erie. 15. Stoddm-tsville, on the The principal merit of the apparatus at Or-

We hope the following table will be thought
|

Lehigh, to Easton, on the Delaware, (whole die- ange, is the great facititj of heating the water,
; 16. the eonvenient (more of the vcsm-Is containingworthy the labor it has cost us. We believe it tance, 48 miles, hut the canal as above.

embrace? nearly all the canals and rail roads in

the United States that have been authorized by

law, and we have added a few that are not thus

authorized.— Vtrmonl Chronicle.

CANALS.
Names. Length. Lockage.

1. "Middlesex 29J miles
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the driest, the cheapest, and the most convenient. I ing in the garden should always be considered as

Others prefer having the kitchen in a wing, at-
j

of inferior consideration to the business of the

tached to the house.
|

farm ; and on no account ought the farmer's at-

A farm-house ought not only to be convenient, tention to be materially drawn off from his crops

but should have such a degree of neatness and of grain and grass,

uniformity that an idea of comfort and happiness

may be given. It should have a little plat of gar- SEA WEED A MANURE FOR ONIONS.
Sir John Sinclair says " Sea weed, where it can

den ground or shrubbery either before o. behind
excellent manure for garden

,t. In the latter case n ,s placed more d, an P ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ Gm_

from the effluvia of the duug-h.U. In th« I

^ q kuUl!re •„ Seotland voL U . page
the out houses, laborers, and cattle are more im-

mediately in sight. The windows should Le large

and the sashes placed rather nearer the outsiiie of

the wall than is usual ; because, if wet, they will

in that case, sooner become dry. The house

should be at a moderate distance from the other

farm buildings, not only for the sake of purer air,

94, it is observed that " When sea-weed could be

had at Kirkaldy, at a reasonable rate, the crops of

onions were remarkable for their produce."

YOUNG FRUIT TREES.
Sinclair says, it cannot be too strongly inculcat-

ed, that to permit young fruit-trees to bear fruit,

but that the risk of setting the buildings on lire, ^ sgme ^ .

g eventually to do essential injury

by sparks from the chimnies of the house may be
tQ th(j

.

r Mme fruitfulness anc1 d lirution.

avoided. This is another argument in favor of

placing the garden between the house and the I CULTIVATING A GARDEN WITH A
farm buildings. - PLOUGH.
Many an industrious farmer has obtained the Field gardens cultivated by the plough are men-

character of being a bad husbandman, from hav- tioned by Sir John Sinclair, who says in sub-

ing been unguardedly led to exhaust his capital stance that there are not less than 8000 acres in

so much on buildings, as to disable him from ap- all, cultivated in the neighborhood of London,

plying an adequate preportion of it to the purchase principally by the plough instead of the spade.

—

of proper stock or to the cultivation of the soil. A garden cultivated in that manner may contain

And it may be laid down as a maxim, that though an acre with advantage. By subst uting the

plough for the spade, the work will require less

attention ; the necessity of having a professed
a farmer is well entitled to accommodations
proportion to the size and produce of his farm,

yet to erect these on a larger scale than circum-

st lines require is wasteful prodigality. Above
all, increasing the expense by making ornamental

erections cannot be too cautiously avoided.

PROFITS OF GARDENING.
It is stated in Berk's Report, that near Devizes,

.and other towns in Wiltshire, (Eng.) many fami-

lies subsist by occupying from two n five air s as

garden ground. The soil is sandy, and applied

to the produce of esculeut vegetables for the con-

sumption of the neighboring towns and villages.

So productive are gardens, when well managed,
that three brothers, who followed the art of gar-

dening, supported as many families, very decently,

and gradually acquired some wealth, by the culti-

vation of about five acres of la d.

SOAPER'S WASTE.
Sir John Sinclair asserts that sonper's waste

used in moderation by itself, or in a compost with

earth, is an excellent manure for garden soils.

—

This substance not only destroys insects and their

larvae, but consisting principally of calcareous mat-
ter, every species of vegetables is greatly im-

proved in quality, where it is applied.

FARMER'S GARDENS.
A garden, under a proper system, is a most val-

uable acquisition to a farmer, with a view both to

comfort and economy. Many culinary articles

may be obtained from a well cultivated and shel-

tered garden, which cannot be raised in the field,

or will not grow in exposed situations, with equal

luxuriance and perfection. Attention, likewise,

should be paid to the sowing of different articles

at various seasons, by which an earlier and a

more equal, as well as more regular supply for

the table, may be obtained. It is also of use to

employ a piece of ground in a garden, for raising

cabbages, Swedish turnips, and other plants to be

afterwards transplanted into the fields. The re f-

LOCUST TREE INSECTS.
A gentleman has sent us (preserved in spirits)

an insect, found in the locust tree. It is the well

known destroyer, for whose extirpation the Mass.

Agri. Society have offered a premium of fifty dol-

lars. It is described at length in the Mass. Agri.

Repos. vol. v. page 67, and drawings of the insect,

showing its appearance in the several stages of its

existence are there given. By the writer of the

article referred to the insect is denominated Cos-

sits robinia ; and the following is a part of his de-

scription : "The general color of the larva is red.

approaching that of the cherry, paler towards the

sides, deeper towards the middle of the back, and

in each segment there are several tubercles of a

reddish chesnut color, from each of which arises

a small bristle. The under side of the body is pal-

er, and of a dull white, very slightly tinged with

red. The head is cbesnut colored, the teeth very

dark, and almost black. It has sixteen feet, or

eight pairs. Three pairs of these are placed in

the three first segments of the body ; these are

terminated by a single claw, as in all caterpillars.

Four other pairs are placed in the 6th, 7th, 8th,

ami 9t!i segments and the 8th pair in the last di-

vision of the body," &c.

Tiie writer of the article from which the above

is extracted suggests no remedy for th ravages

of the insect. But the New England Farmer, vol,

iii. page 382, has the folli wing remarks on the

locust tree borer :
U A horticulturist tells us that

gardener accustomed to digging will be prevent-
he hag preserved n ;s i0CUBt n.ees against the bor

ed, and a considerable expense saved

BANKING UP HOUSES.
The best mode of banking up houses, so as to

keep lrost from cellars, and render the lower

rooms wanner than they would be otherwise, is to

set single boards on edge, parallel with, and about

a foot and a half or two feet from the sills or

er, which lias almost annihilated that fine tree in

this part of the country, by first probing the holes

made in the tree by the insects with a small flexi-

ble wire, a little hooked or curved at the end, in-

troduced into the tree. With this he destroys or

extracts as many worms as possible. He then

with a small syringe, injects into their holes strong

sleepers of the house—and fasten them in that soap-suds^ which puts a finishing hand to their

position by pins or stakes, driven into the ground. e*ecution.

Fill in a layer of dirt between the boards and sills,
. The following extract from a report by a Cotn-

and over that place a layer of straw or other litter, mittee of the Essex Agricultural .Society, will show
Then place boards flat-wise, or nearly horizontal- < that this insect, though injurious is not always

ly, descending a little from the house so as to shed
j
fatal to this valuable tree :

rain, and carry it over the boards placed edgewise I «An objection to the cultivation of the locust
as stated above. The straw or litter will enectu-

j
tree is gften brought from t i,'e fact that they are

ally prevent the frost from penetrating your cellar
.;ometines destroyed bv worms. This is true—

.

to spoil your vegetables. Next to a smoky house, but ,he ravages
"

of tn'is insect are found to be"
and a scolding wife, a freezing cellar is earnestly

j
„reatest where the trees are few and scattered

to be deprecated, and if possible, avoided.

use of the garden may be given with advantage

to pigs, and mV h cows*. At the same time, work- about by the four winds of heaven

SUMMER-MADE MANURE.
Many cultivators waste nearly all the manure,

which their cattle make i.. the summer time by

mismanagement. Their cow-yard is large, and
the droppings of their cattle are spread in thin

layers over a large surface. Of course they are

first dried through and through by the sun. and
secondly, washed away by the rains. Cattle

should be yarded in summer in a small space.

Their manure, once or twice a week, at least,

should either be ploughed in or mixed with soil,

for compost—placed under cover—shovelled into

heaps and covered with earth, or in some way-

secured against the robbery of the elements. A
farmer would be thought crazy, who should ex-

pose his cattle-fodder to the weather for months,

before he made use of it ; and he cannot be in

his right mind, if he suffers his manure, (which is

the hearts-blood of agriculture) to be sucked up
by the sun—drizzled away by the rain, or tossed

In the grove on this farm, [that of Dr. Nichols of

Danvers] which extends over a number of acres,

and in the other groves in this vicinity, but very

few of the trees are at all injured by worms. This

objection is by no means sufficient to authorize the

neglect of their cultivation." See N. E. Farmer,

vol. iii. page 147.

^^Eeonomy in Money Matters.—The subscribers 'O tiie New
rngiand Farmer, who would willingly oblige us by prempt

payment, and save fifty cents inlo the bargain, are respectfully

reminded thai by paying in advance, they will obtain the current

volume of the New England Farmer at #2.50, instead of $3.00,

which, according to the terms of the paper, will be otherwise

the invariable price. The advance payments are now due.—

A

word to the wise, is worth a whole vocabulary to the otherwise.

dj=We wish the friends to this journal to bear in mind that

by obtaining Jive subscrihors, and forwarding the payment for

the same, they will have a copy sent to them, gratis, as long as

die payment is annually forwarded. They may thus secure to

themselves a copy of the work, and materially forward the in-

terests of the publication.—New subscribers can be supplied

willi the preceding numbers of the current volume.
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AGRICULTURAL SEMINARY.
An individual has offered to appropriate,ten

!

IJiousand dollars to the establishment of ;i practical
j

Seminary for the cultivation of the various branch-

es of agricultural and mechanical science ; to be '

located in the central part of Massachusetts, and

placed under the supervision of the American Ly-

ceum. It is expected that this institution, which

is to embrace extensive workshops, gardens, &c.

on the most approved models, will go into opera-

tion early in the ensuing spring. Bulletin.

inUOVENTIVE^VGAIiNS'i' (ANKER-
WORMS.

Some notices of an invention for preserving fruit

hi canker worms were meant for this week's

N. 1). Fanner; hut, in consequence of the mislay-

ing of papers, they are unavoidably deferred. We
hope to publish something on the subject in our

next.—An answer to the query of our "Westmin-

ster subscriber," as soon as possible, probably next

'.VI! k.

TO TURIFV RANCIO BUTTER.

Melt it with a slow tire, in a well glazed earthen

vessel, to which put soft water, working them

well together, and when it is cold, take away the

curd and the whey at the bottom ; do it a second

and a third time in rose water, always working

them well together. The butter thus clarified

will be of the sweetest delicious taste.

The preceding recipe (taken, we believe, origin-

ally from an English paper,) is of some conse-

quence if correct. Try and let us know how it

succeeds.

WORCESTER CATTLE SHOW.
We have every reason to expect a more mag-

nificent display at the approaching Can I

than has graced the former festivals of our county.

Strangers will he doubtless attracted, as well to

v. itnos the Exhibition of Agricultural riches, as

from curiosity, to he spectators of the commence-
ment of internal navigation. Our County is so til-

led with beautiful animals, the fields are so pro-

fusely spread with the wealth of cultivation, the

looms of its manufacturers are so busy i'l the pro-

duction ofcunning works, that We confidently an-

ticipate an exhibition of the tenants of the stall,

the products of the earth, the fabrics of industry,

and the combinations of ingenuity, which may sus-

tain the character so justly acquired by the Coun-
ty of Worcester, for the fertility of its soil, and the

public spirit of its inhabitants.— Worcester Egis.

Old Dr Hunt used to say when he could not

discover the cause of a man's sickness ; We'll try

this— and we'll try that. We'll shoot into the

tree, and if any thing falls, well and good." Aye,

(replied a wag) I fear that is too commonly the

case, and in your shooting into the tree, the first

thing that generally falls is the patient."

London-porter.—The scale on which brewing is

conducted in England, may be conceived from the

annual statement of the portet, ale, &c. given in

London. The highest on the list is Barclay, Per-

kins & Co. whose returns of porter for the year

ending the 5th July, amounted to 305,937 barrels,

or about a 1000 barrels a day, exclusive of holi-

days. Last year their report was 341,330. The
total amount of 10 houses was 1,341,660 barrels,

somewhat less than the preceding year.

BLACKSTONE CANAL.
We learn that the Canal is now rendered navi-

gable to Uxbridgc in this County, and that it is ex-

pected, unless delayed by unfavorable weather,

that the whole work will be so far completed by
the first week of October next, that boats may
pass.

Arrangements have been made to raise the sup-

plies of money necessary for its completion beyond
the amount of original subscriptions, by leans ob-

tained on the joint credit of the corporation and
some of its most responsible Stockholders, so that

no pecuniary delay will impede the completion of

the work.

A passage boat is to be constucted in this town,

which, with those already navigating the waters

of Rhode Island, will probably furnish ample ac-

commodation for the journey of those strangers

who may visit us at the approaching Cattle Show.
Worcester .Egis.

New mode of making Jelly.— Press the juice

from the fruit ; add the proper portion of sugar,

and stir the juice and sugar until the sugar is

completely melted ; and in twenty-four hours it

will become of a proper consistence. By this

means the trouble of boiling is avoided, and the

jelly retains more completely the flavor of the

fruit. Care should be taken to stir the mixture

until the sugar is completely melted, and fine su-

gar should be used.

SI B8CBIPTION.
Fir importing <iri<i>' Y>„ / / wee, at a moderate.

prirr, and atcour<< ''ion of tluit culture into the

United S'ala.

Mr Alphouse Lou!, .tcrably enlarged his Vine-
yard, on Long Hand, where be now has. in lull culnvalion,

cres of grown TSjOOQ Grape Vint
Roots ; having; abo the | u u enabled to

'..
' men, of rooti . extensive

vine yards and nurseries, m :he districts ol I'ontela.s. < lerac,

and I'.uzci, department ol Giroudc <m<t 1,m and Garonne, in

15° N.'Laf.) proposes lo the oilmen .. u .-i»ds lo ihe

cultivation of the grape vine in the United Slates, a Mibsrrip-

lion wiL l><- opedi a

Mr A. I,, mil engage lo furnish subscribers with die Grape
Vine Ronu, befape die 6rst of March nexi, and forward item
free ol i iianaa*. In the different cilies where stibscriptioii bats

shall have been opened. The roots will ''- Ihree yeai

will produce considerable Irun ibe second year mm [be lime ol

their being planted. They will be careful!) classed an

in boxes, with some of the original soil in wh.ch they have been
raised, which will g really facilitate the thriving of ihe roots,

when transplanted.

Orders will be punctually attended to : the subscribers desig-

nating the quantities and species of the grape vine roots Ibey

wish lo have. They will engage to pay tor 1000 roots or more.

at the rate of 12 l-j cents lor each root ; for less than lOCri, ai

iheraleof 15 cents; and £5 ceals per root tor less than 60.

—

Itoots only two veais old, shall be paid for at the rate of lJ cents

eaih.foriO or hiorn ; 12 1-2 cents for less than one 1 ; and
la rents for less than 50 roots.—Payment to be made on deliv-

ery of the roots.—Letters not received unless posl paid.

Subscription lists arc open at New York, with .tip

! at, ;:.i Weil streel—Boston, E. Copeland. Jr.—Albany. R.

M'.M.chael—Phil.-delpina. Van Amringt— Baltimore, VV.IIard

Rhoads—Washington City, Wm. Pairo.—Richmond, Daven-

port. Allen & Co —S ivannah, Half Shaptcr & Til] . er—-New
Orleans, Foster & lluiton—Charleston, (S. C.) J. ec J. care**.

,t Co. H!r A. Loubai's I ook on ihe Culture of the Grape Vme-
and on the Making ofWine, mayl .found at the principal book. -

sellersof ihe United States; and hi- agents will lurui.h then.

gratis to subscribers.

"PRICES ~OF COUNTRY PR bl)

i

. new-, pound
eask»
ton.

barrel

Moscketoes.—If money has been scarce the

present season, moschetoes have been plenty. We
speak feelingly on this subject, having been kept

awake, in torture most acute, by these musical in-

truders on nocturnal repose. They are terribly

annoying, particularly to those not fond of music.

A night or two since, we woke up in agony,

writhing under the sting of these horrible musi-

cians, that make such " concordant discord," and

imagined a full baud of musicians in our room,

chanting some infernal dirge. If they would

sting and be off", we would willingly spare a few

of them a drop or two of blood, but then their

melody, we had rather hear " a brazen candle-

stick .squeak," or hold sweet " converse with the

wheel of a knife grinder." But we have found a

remedy,—the moscheto net, commonly called a

pavilion, effectually protects against the sting of

these tormentors.

—

Manuf. and Farmers'1 Journal.

Treasure trove.—A solid mass of gold was lately

found in Anson county, (South Carolina) which

weighed about thirteen pounds, Troy weight. It

was sold for S2,500.

Tulips.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market Street.

A fine collection of Dutch Tulips of bright red. yellow, while,

and splendid variegated colo.'.rs;—12 1-2 els. each, $1,00 per

dozen, assorted.

Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market Street.

A consignment from Troy, N-Y. of 50 bushels of Hemp Seed,

growth of 1827 ; by the tierce or bushel.

(Jj=Suoscrihers to the New England Farmer can have their

volumes neatly half bound and lettered al 75 cents, by sending

them to this office.

APPLES, best. ... - barrel.!

A r-HES. pot. first sort, - - - I torr. !

Pearl, lirst sort, - - - I "
BEANS, white. ....
EEEF, mess, new. - - - - .bam-!.

Cargo, No. 1

.

Cargo, N.>. -. - I

RUTTEU inspwxed No. 1, new, - Ipouno.

CHEESE, new milk. - I

Skimmed milk, - - I

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street. - .'barrel.

Genesee, -

Rve, best, - - - -
'

GRAIN, Corn, - - - bushel.

Rve. ....
Parley. -

Oats.'

HOGS LARD, first

LIME, -

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, -

Navy, mess.
Cargo, No. 1,

I

SEEDS. Haul's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Rve Grass,

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top - - - - .

'•

Lucerne, - - - - pound.

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern) -

French Sugar Beet. -

Mangel Wurtzel.

WOOL, .Merino, full blood, washed, - "

Merino, full blood, unwashed,
Merino, three lourlhs washed.

Mei mo. half & quarter washed,
Nal've, washed, - - '

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -
"

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort, I

Pulled, fiir spinning, first sort,

nam to

•"'

2

:r

00 i 00
105 00

50 105 00
00 1 50
50 10 75

8 75

81 G 00
S3 5 75
62 3 00
53 54
15 52
SO 70
31 4C

9
S5 90
23 2 50-

00 19 00
00 13 50
00 13 OC

. K
400
400
40f>
500
1 00
5C
5©
12

1 50
1 50
60
30
40
36
30
50
33
40

Seeds for Fall Sowing.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Slorc, a fresh sup-

ply of varicus Grass Seeds—also a great variety of vegetable

seeds for fall sowing, viz. White Portugal Onion. Slrasburg do.

Silver skin do. Prickly Spinach and Dutch Cole for early greens

—various kinds of lettuce, carrot, cucumber, cabbages, i.c.—

i

black Spauisli or winter radish, &c. all warranted fresh.

pro 1 7.s'/o.v x: :R A"£ t.

BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fresh, best pieces.

whole hogs,

VK VI..

MUTTON. -

POULTRY. -

BLTTER. keg and tub. -

Lump, best,

EGGS.
MEAL. Rye. reuu'l, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS, new «...
CIDER, [aeeordiug to qualifyJ

pound. 10

4 V 3

. .. |

S 00,

-

65
to

: :.
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MISCELLAIflE
(From Bailey's Lays of a Minstrel.)

THE BRIDEMAID.
The bridal is over, the guests are all gone,

The bride's only sister sits weeping alone

;

The wreath of white roses is torn from her brow.

And the heart of the bridemaid is desolate now.

With smiles and caresses she deck'd the fair bride,

\nd then led her forth with affectionate pride j

She knew that together no more they should dwell,

Yet she smiled when she kissed her and whispcr'd farewell.

She would not embitter a festival day,

Nor send her sweet sister in sadness away;

She hears the bells ringing, she sees her depart,

She cannot veil longer the grief of her heart.

She thinks of each pleasure, each pain that endears.

The gentle companion ot happier years :

The wreath of white roses is torn from her brow,

And the heart of the bridemaid is desolate now.

Sentiments of the famous Mr. Penn with regard

to Marriage.— Never many but for love, but see

that thou lovest what is lovely. If love be not

thy chiefest motive, thou wilt soon grow weary of

a married state, and stray from thy promise, to

search out thy pleasures in forbidden places,

GRAVE CORRESPONDENCE.
Dr. Schmidt, of the cathedral of Berlin, wrote

to Frederick II. in the following terms :

« Sire— I acquaint your Majesty, first, that

there are wanting books of Psalms for the Royal

Family. I acquaint your Majesty, second, that

there wants wood to warm the Royal seats. I

acquaint your Majesty, third, that the balustrade,

next the river, behind the church, is become ruin-

ous. Schmidt, Sacrist of the Cathedral."

The King, much amused with the epistle, sent

the following answer

:

" I acquaint you, Mr. Sacrist Schmidt, first,

that those who want to sing may buy books. Sec-

ond, I acquaint Mr. Sacrist Schmidt, that those

who want to be warm, may buy wood. Third, I

acquaint Mr. Sacrist Schmidt, that I shall no long-

er trust to the balustrade next the river. And I

acquaint Mr. Sacrist Schmidt, fourth, that I will

not have any more correspondence with him.

Frederick."

Anecdote.—A venerable Friend and a dashing

buck, driving their respective vehicles, met in a

narrow road, where neither could pass without

the consent of the other. After some dispute, as

to which should first turn out, the buck drew a

newspaper from his pocket, and set about perusing

j . • . , ,
"

' 1 ~, ! it very diligently ; upon which the Friend, with
Let not enjoyment lessen, but augment atiec- 1 ,

J
. . , , „„ . . ,

tion ; it being the basest of passions to like, when
we have not, what we slight when we possess.

characteristic composure, asked, " Friend, has

thee another paper in thy pocket ?" " No !"-

"Then when thee has done reading the one m thy
It is the difference betwixt love and lust, that

;
, , ¥ , , ,. , , , ?. ,„

J

.....c,...,.., , hand, 1 would thank thee to lean it me !

this is fixed, that volatile ; love grows, lust wastes
by enjoyment. And the reason is, that one springs

from an union of souls, an'd the other from an uu-

Sumach has become an article of traffic in

Virginia, where it grows spontaneously. It is

gathered in large quantities, and sold from one to

two dollars the hundred weight, to be used in dry-

g morocco leather. Thousands of dollars have

been paid for it the past summer.

—

Microcosm.

The Agricultural Society of South Carolina

ccommend a public mart for the disposal of beef,

;attle, live stok, &c. to prevent impositions at

lome and abroad.

-ion of sense.

They have divers originals, and so have differ-

ent families ; that inward and deep, this superfi-

cial ; that transient, this permanent.'

They that marry for money cannot have the

true satisfaction of marriage, the requisite means
being wanting.

Empiricism reproved When the revolutionary

government of France, at the suggestion of the

National Institute, attempted to introduce a new
meteorology, by dividing the quadrant of the me- I

ridian into one hundred, instead of ninety degrees,

a French navigator, finding himself much per-

plexed in the practical application of this new
theory, sarcastically recommended to the Assem-

. bly a decree t at the earth should perform four
Men are generally more careful of the breed of| hundred revolutions in a year !—.Yarns' Report on

their horses and their dogs, than of their children,
j
Weishts and Measures.

Those must be of the best sort, for shape,

strength, courage, and good conditions ; but as for

these, their own posterity, money shall answer all

things. With such, it makes the crooked strait,

sets squint eyes right, cures madness, covers folly,

changes ill conditions, mends the skin, gives a

sweet breath, repairs honors, makes young, works
wonders.

EPIGRAM.
' On Tuesday next," says Tom to Ned,
' I'll dine with thee, and take a bed."

'You may believe him," William cries,

* For where he dines he always lies."

Best preparation of black lead for cleaning stoves.

—Mix powder of black lead with a little common
gin or the dregs of red Pert wine, and lay it on

the stove with a piece of liuen rag ; then with a

clean, dry and close, but not hard brush, dipped

in dried black lead powder, rub it to a beautiful

brightness. This will be founc) to produce a much
finer and richer black varuisli on the cast iron

than either boiling the black lead with styall beer

and soap, or mixing it with white of egg, &c
which are the methods commonly practised.

Domestic Encyclopedia.

Remedy for Burns and Scalds. - Linseed oil and

lime water, of each equal parts. The bottle

should be shaken previous to the application, as

the ingredients will separate. Apply lint or a

piece of linen to the burn, and keep it constantly

wet with the above preparation.

THE NEW AMERICA* CiARDEJN I R.

A work with this title, .compiled by the Editor of the New
England Farmer, with the assistance of a number of scientific

.inn Practical ib rticuHuralists in ihe viciuilyoi Boston and New
YorK, is just published by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of the

New England Farmer. The articles aie arranged alpha-

betically, and comprise the most uselul Vegetables and
Fi, ITS which can lie conveniently and economically cultivated

in die climate ot New England and the * iddie States; as wel! as

a Treatise on Flowers, and on Landscape or Picturesque
Gardens, on the general management of the Silk Worm,
and the manufacture of Silk, and a Treatise on the culture of

Grape Vines and the Strawberry. The article on Fruit

Trees contains an enumeration ard description ot all the Apples-

Pears, Peaches, Cherries Plums, Nectarines, Apricots. &c. &c*.

that can be raised 10 the most advantage and iheir relative lor-

wardness in bearing, which will be li und to be of incalculable

benefit to gentlemen in laying out orchards. Each ot the above

articles is furnished by gentlemen practioallx acquainted with

the subjects on which they have written,

A list of the contents r.f the work will be found in the New
England Farmer tor August I.

Price #1.25—Six copies for #6.00.

Gov. S. P. Maitland is about to prohibit the dis-

tillation of grain into ardent spirits, on account ofO how sordid is man grown ! Man, the noblest
|
the scarcity of bread stuffij m Lower Canada> n(,

ter the short harvest of the present season. We
cannot but hope that this measure may lead to

something of importance to the interests of tem-
perance in that country and our own.—JV. Y. D.
Advertiser.

creature in the world ! As a God on earth, and
the image of Him that made it : thus to mistake
earth for heaven, and worship gold for God.

Montgomery has beautifully described Colum-
bus, while meditating on his great expedition, as
gazing with eager anticipation, towards the new
world which he hoped to discover

—

" Lights of Heaven ! he cried,

Lead on ! 1 go to win a glorious bride.

By nature nursed beyond the jealous sea,

Denied to ages, but betrothed to ine."

This bride our pilgrim fathers found on these
Wivisited shores. On her shady bowers no rude
spoiler had intruded. None of the corruptions
of the old world had found their way into her
bosom. She was worthy to be the bride of our

of freemen.—rKnoivhs' Address.

Farm Wanted.
Wanted to purchase, or hire, on a long lease, from 150 to 300

acres of the best land, located within thirty miles of Boston—for

which a fair price will be given. Address " P. D," Boston,

through the post-office. Gt Aug. I

Seeds for the West Indies.

Merchants, masters of vessels and others trading to the West
Indies, can be furnished with boxes of Seeds, assorted, suitable

for that market, at from fii to %b per box.—Each box contains

upwards of sixty different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-

mental, in quantities sufficient for a common kitchen garden.

—

Likewise the greatest variety of seeds to be lound in New Eng-
land, bv the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, and of the

growth" of 1 327.

Onions for Sale.
Cure for the Dysentery As this is the season

most common for the prevalence of this distress- , _
• „ „„„., i . •, ., I Six hundred bushels of prime Onions, W hue Portugal, and
ing complaint, an experienced man, though not a g ,raw Coloured , raised u, » gentleman in this vicinity, are of-

physician, highly recommends the use of the high I fer'ed for sale, to traders and others, by the bushel or barrel, on

Mallows. Take of the upper leaves and seed to-
' very advantageous terms Enquire at the New England Far-

. i u -i -i -ii t . „. . ' mer Seed Snore. Aug 29
gether, and boil them in nnlk. Let the suffering

;

patient take of it, for victuals and drink. It is
'. Bleaching Salts.

said to give relief invariably, and safely to stop Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

the progress of the disorder. Probably the low 5- Noinh
?l

a
!
kcl Slreel

-
a furlh, 'r ^PP 1? of Bleaching Salts, or

. ., ii- „ „ . , chloride of Lime, an account of which ma\ he seen by referring
has the same healing virtue

—

Keene Sentinel. 10 page 401 of the sixth vol. of the New England Farmer.

The Gardiner Lyceum has offered a premium
forefathers, and to become the mother of a race of fifty dollars to encourage the cultivation of I

P^bed every Friday, at g3 per annum, payable at the

i Hemp in Maine.
end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the

time of suberjbing, arc entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.
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of a house, and fixing them to a frame of stakes

and poles, on which they may he rolled up or let

down at pleasure ; or if each mat were stretched

and fastened to thin ledges of wood and painted,

tliey woidd be more durable, and withal so porta-

FRU1T TREES.
Ala Fessj :nuf,n— It is possible that the follow

in" crude hints may he useful to some of my less ble, that they might be used for any purpose, and

experienced brother-farmers.

Within a few years I have transplanted on my
farm several hundred apple treeSjgBOme of whic'i

have been set in Spring, and some in Autumn.

—

But not remembering to have lost a single tree,.!

am unable to say which time is the best.

The method I have generally pursued is this :

wherever the soil is thinner, or the land dryer than

at any time.—S. April 10, 1828.

3. To keep the common Blue Plum.— Glass ves-

sels, or small wooden casks made air and water
tii'ht. are used for this purpose. When ripe, the

fruit is gathered with great care (the hands being

covered with soft gloves, and only the stalks

touched, in order to preserve the bloom), and laid

one bv one in the vessel till rt is full. The vessels

I could wish, I direct the holes to be dug about 4 l are then closely covered by wet bladders so as to

feet in diameter, and from 20 to 24 inches deep.
|
completely exclude the air, and buried in the

And the earth taken from below what is useful as ground, or suspended in cisterns, wells, or cellars,

soil, we cart into the road, or wherever it may be nut of the reach of frost. In February or March
wanted, and return to the holes an equal quantin they may be uspd, and, if the above precautions

of those small stones which are usually consider- hove b»-n taken, will be found excellent. The
cd a nuisance ; with these we intermix any kind

;

vessels should be small-sized ; as|he fruit remains

of compost, or good soil from the road. In re- <reod but a very short time after being opened.

—

gard to trees in general, I have ever found advan- T. A. Meyer Clapton Nursery, Jan. 3.

tage from intermixing from the earth, while set- ! 4. To keep Pip; the north ol Germany
ting, a bushel of rotten manure to each tree.

|
thev keep ' .,

;

oxeg

In digging up the trees we are careful to rob , or casks inl .-.-.• straw,

them as little as possible of their roots ; and aim • closet- si ut Is >ed in a rt i ul r

to diminish the lateral branches by priming about the reach of frost The fruit require examination

as much as the roots have lost in taking up. We
] everv month ,;<' t;;ose beginning to speck may

set the trees about as deep as they stood in the
! be used r iRken out.

—

Id.

nursery ; treading the ground as hard as we can
j

.5. Management of the Fig.— In the autumn, be-

around them; setting out, and keeping them fore the leaves drop from the tree, pull off all the

erect ; and let them stand without stakes ; or . ?reen fruit, heeause few of them will survive the

being visited by any horned cattle.

It is surprising to see how rapidly these trees

have grown. There .ire several now in fair view,

which were set out in the beginning of May last,

on which may be seen a full grown handsome ap-

ple. The conclusion will undoubtedly be drawn
that these trees must have been thrifty, and of

handsome size when removed. They were ; and
thousands equally good are now for sale, by. Sir,

Yours respectfully,

Newton, Sept. 23, 1828. J. KENRICK. '

ABRIDGED COMMUNICATIONS.
(From London's Magazine.)

1. Cape Broccoli.—This is grown in great per-

fection in the following manner : In an open,

warm situation, during the first week in June,

mark out holes in rows 3 feet apart, and nearly 2

feet over ; dig out the holes to the depth of 1 ft.

fill half up with rotten dung, and cover this with

2 inches of the mould, which wdl leave a cavity

of four or five inches below the surface ; on this

sow seeds thinly, rake in, and dust the surface
with soot

; when the plants have risen three or

four inches, select three of the strongest to stand
for use, earthing up as they advance, and water-
ing if the season be dry.— William, Boyce, Kings-
cote Garden/', Sept. 1, 1827.

2. Rccd Mais.— These are not used in gardens
so much as they deserve to be. Many beds of
useful and ornamental plants require temporary
covering, cither from the winter's frost or sum-
mer's sun. Flower beds, as those of tulips, &c.
may be protected by the simple contrivance of
leaning two mats against each other, like the roof

vinter. This, however, should be done before

the leaves fall, otherwise the wouii ds do heal.

It is attended with this advantage, that where one

fruit is pulled off. two generally burst from the

place in the following spring. If the trees (in

pots) are placed in an airy, yet sheltered situation,

and carefully defended from frost during winter.

thev, under ordinarv management, yield plentiful

crons the ensuing summer

—

Id.

6. Protecting Vines from Spring Frost.— In the

west of Germany, where the vine is extensively

cultivated, especially near the Rhine and Moselle,

the young shoots of the vine are often killed by

nieht-frost. which at once destroys the crop of the

present year, and injures the trees for several

years to come. To avoid this misfortune, the hus-

bandmen, on evenings when they expect a frost,

lisrht a fire on the west side of the vineyard, and

keep it up all night. For this purpose, they col-

lect ereen boughs of trees, wet straw, rubbish,

hav, weeds, or any other litter which will burn

slowly, and emit much smoke. This remedy is

effectual, and, if neglected, the vineyard suffers ;

the early check prevents the ripening ef the

wood, and, without this takes place, no great crop

can be expected in the following year Id.

SOWING FRUIT WITH THE SEEDS, &c.
Darwin says when the fruit which surrounds

any kind of seeds can be sowed along with them,

it may answer some useful purpose. Thus the

fruits of crabs, quinces, and some hard pears, will

be all the winter uninjured covered only with their

autumnal leaves, and will contribute much to

nourish their germinating seeds in the spring.

V

It has been recommended to sow the m

cherries, peaches, and some other fruits which arc

of perishable nature as soon after the fruit is

If the seeds are kept till the

next spring they become dried through, and the

vegetative principle is destroyed. It is a good

plan to keep small and rare seeds in their pods,

till the season for sowing them.

rO.I THE SEW 8SCLAMI FARMER.

Mr. FebsESDe.n— In your paper of the 15th

inst. you mention as an important circumstance,

that the Bread-fruit Tree is about to be introduc-

ed into the gardens of the London Horticultural

Society at Chjswick. To show that our Ameri-

can establishments arc not behind those of Eu-

rope, I have to state that three species of the

Bread-fruit bate been cultivated at Mr. Prince's

Linnaean Botanic Garden at New-York for a

number of years, viz. the Artocarpus incisa, or O-
taheite bread-fruit, Artocarpus sinensis, or Chi-

nese, and Artocarpus nuciftra, or Nut-bearing, of

each of which species he has from six to twelve

plants in a most flourishing state. The price of

the first named species at London in the spring of

1827, was seven to ten guineas each plant ; in

Mr. Prince's catalogue they are priced at §10 each.

DOUBLE CARTS.
Mr Fbsse.vden— In Loudon's Encyclopedia of

Agriculture, page 402, is a description of a wag-
on, which is so contrived that it may be changed
into two ear! ' \ •ep.nrating the forward from the

jiigd wheels \\-' -.o.'. any other alteration, I wish
to inquire of you, or through the medium oT your

useful paper, whether there are any such wagons
used in or ne.-.r B>ston ? If so, do they answer a
good purpose - What are the best dimeusions

for cue ? A... i 'hat would probably be the cost

of one? B communicating any information rel-

ative to the subject, vou will coufer a favor on

A SUBSCRIBER.
Westminster, J'i. Sept. 18, 1828.

Remarks by the Editor.—The wagon alluded to

by our correspondent, is thus described by Mi'

Loudon

:

" Rood's Patent Wagon is a contrivance where-
by the same carriage may, in a few minutes, be
changed into two complete tip-carts of the com-
mon dimensions, and applicable to all the uses of
carts in general, or into one wagon, so complete,

that a narrow- inspection is necessary to distin-

guish it from g common wagon. The carts have
a contrivance to render thein more safe and easy

to the horse in going down a hill, and have mov-
able side ladders, which will be found of great

use in carrying oorn, bark, &c It may be con-

structed with perfect facility by the wheel-wrights

of any county ; its shape and particular dimen-
sions cau be suited to the wishes of the owner, or

to the particular fashion of his neighborhood
The result of considerable experience and en-

quiries enables its inventor to state, that it may in

any count}, be completed for about five ponnds,

($22,20) ro ire than the cost of two common carts.

It must, however, be admitted to be somewhat
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more clumsy than a common wagon."
The cut which in Mr Loudon's work, accom-

panies this verbal description, renders it little if

any more intelligible ; as the mode of connecting
(ho tv.-o carts into one wagon is not shown pre-
cisely, though the shafts of the hind cart appear
to be conducted under the body of that which
precedes it, where they are doubtless fastened
with pins, or some other means. The " contriv-
ance to render them more safe and easy to the
horse in going down a hill," appears to be a mode
of giving play to the shafts up and down, while
the bodies of each cart retain their horizontal po-
sition and do not bear on the horse attached to
the shaft. The side ladders resemble those com-
monly attached, in this country, lo hay carts.

Any wheel-wright of tolerable ingenuity could
make one of these wagons, from the above des-
cription, which if not precisely like that above al-

luded to, would answer all its purposes. We
have, however, never seen nor heard of any thing
of the kind in this country ; and from the circum-
stance cf its being " more clumsy than a common
wagon," as well as more expensive, we do not be-
lieve any thing of the sort will soon be adopted in
the United States.

From the North Carolina Register.

ICE HOUSES.
We are indebted to an intelligent friend for the

following remarks on the best method of collect-

ing and preserving ice :

The great difficulty in obtaining a full supply of
this article in the climate of North Carolina, arises

from the short continuance of the ice in its mild
and changeable winters.

It often happens that ice does not form thick
enough to be worth collecting more than once
during the season, and remains only two or three
days before a change in the weather carries it

suddenly off; within this short period
;
it is scarce-

ly possible to obtain a full supply, especially where
it is to be hauled a mile or two to the house in

which it is to be preserved.

To remove this difficulty, it has been proposed
to build a temporary ice-house near the pond from
which the ice is to be taken, into which the ice

may be thrown, to be carted afterwards to the ice

house as may be convenient.

The following plan was tried the last winter by
a- gentleman in a neighboring state, and attended
with complete success :

A pen of logs, about 18 feet square, was put
up on the margin of a pond, and this was raised

about 5 feet high. It was then covered with
planks, so as entirely to exclude the rain and sun-
shine. Into this pen the ice was thrown without
further preparation, except that a small ditch was
dug around the pen, to prevent the water from
ram running under the ice. The ice was after-

wards carted to the ice-house in all the month of
January, selecting for that purpose clear, dry
weather, without regard to sunshine. Ten hands
filled this pen in less than two days, and this quan-
tity afforded an ample supply for a large family
during the succeeding summer.
An ice house is incomplete, if it be without a

drain to carry off the dissolved ice. Where this

cannot be conveniently obtained, a welt six or
eight feet deep may be dug on one side of the pit

to receive the water which drains from the ice
;

"but the first plan is much to be preferred. And

as moisture is very unfriendly to the preservation

of ice, an ice house should be constructed with a

window at each end, which should be opened in

dry, but closed in damp weather.

A large shelter or covering of rough plank or

boards, raised about two feet above the top of the

ice house, is the next and the greatest improve-

ment in the construction of ice houses, which
modern enterprise has been able to effect.

By attending to the above suggestions, a supply

of this agreeable article in domestic economy may
be obtained with a greater certainty of success

than by any method now practised.

[A correspondent wishes to know how ice

houses may be constructed above ground, in low,

damp situations, where water lies too near the

surface to admit of making them below it, in the

usual way. To this we can only say, what ap-

pears obvious, that a pen of logs must be raised

above ground, surrounded by some means, no
matter what, with earth, in such manner as to ex-

clude the effect of the heat of the sun. Suppose
a double house, with the intervening space so

wide as to be filled in with earth or tan-bark to

exclude the heat ? This would, perhaps, be easi-

er than to build Up a mound of earth from a con-

siderable distance from the base of the house to

the top it. Both would be expensive ; but no
doubt the thing may be done, and the object is

worthy of much labor to accomplish it.

The ice which was brought here from the north

last winter, is found to be much clearer, harder

and more durable than that which is usually col-

lected in this immediate vicinity.

—

Ed. Am. Far.]

From ihe American Farmer.

CUHE FOR THE GRUBS, OR BOTTS, IN
HORSES.

In ansu'er to " Inquiries about Diseases of Horses."

Mr. Skinner—An inquirer in your paper of

August 15th, No. 22, is desirous to find out a

remedy for the grubs in horses. He shall have

the result of my experience, with great pleasure,

regarding that truly dreadful disease of the noble

and useful animal, the horse. I consider the free

use of salt as a sovereign remedy for the grubs.

I learned this from that industrious and useful

class of citizens, the Dutch, or Germans. I had

long known that they were in the habit of freely

salting their horses, and the result was, that they

never lost a horse with grubs ; the use of salt not

only kept them free from disease, but essentially

contributed to keep them in fine condition, sleek

and fat, as is well known to all who have observ-

ed the valuable work horses used by that class of

our citizens.

I have for many years been constantly in the

habit of salting my blood stock of horses with my
own hands, three and four times a week, and fre-

quently every day. To effect this the more con-

veniently, I always keep a small hag of salt con-

venient to them ; and whenever I see them,

which is rarely less than once a day, I throw a

handful of salt to each head. The result of this

attention, in the free use of salt, has been very

gratifying ; for my stock of blood horses, mares,

and colts, has always been remarkably healthy,

disposed to thrive kindly, and I have never lost

one by disoase of any kind.

But the valuable use of salt does nonstop in

the prevention of the grubs. When a 'horse is

really attacked with the grubs, I know no remedy
so efficacious or sovereign in the cure nsfshbrine,
which consists of the strongest kind of alum salt.

I have frequently tried it, and never knew it to

fail. I would therefore say to all who have hors-

es, preserve your fish brine. It is prepared by
beating fine the salt in the fish brine ; take a dou-
ble handful, put it in a quart of warm water to

dissolve it quick, and drench the horse from a
quart bottle.

If relief is not obtained in a half hour or three

quarters, drench again with the same quantity-

If fish brine is not at hand, fresh alum salt pre-

pared in the same way, but using more, will an-

swer the same good effects. The brine is suppos-

ed to act upon the pores of the body of the grub,

and to strike into them, by which they are made
to contract or draw up their bodies, and thereby

let go their hold upon the coats of the stomach,

or maw of the horse. Your " Inquirer" is refer-

red to the first numbers of a series of essa}

s

written by me, and published in the Farmer, for

the best mode of rearing colts, and treating of

mares; also to Mr. Brodnaxe's rema'lt- preface

by me, and published in the Farmer s few months
ago. Author of " Annals ok i Turf."

EDWARDS PATENT ROTARY iWc.

Mr. Fox's merchant flour mill, situated on a

high bank, east end of Fifth-street, Cincinnati,

is three stories high, large, strong, and handsome-

ly built, and the machinery in complete operation

for merchant work. It has an overshot water

wheel thirty feet in diameter, and two run of burrs

four feet in diameter. The water that propels the

water wheel is produced by two rotary pumps or

suction machines, on a new principle, invented by

John Edwards, of this city, who has a patent for

the same. The water is raised by a small steam

engine, which throws a sufficiency to run the two
run of burrs, with all the gearing and machinery^
of the mill. It is allowed by good judges, that

this mill makes as good flour as is made in the

western country. It is considered a great acqui-

sition to this city, and this new patent bids ftiir to

be of great utility to the United States, as it will

answer for all sorts of machinery, as well as for a

mill. The water, after acting on the water wheel,

returns continually, without any loss except the

evaporation, which is but small, and can be kept

up by a small spring or well. This mill has been

principally supported by the rain from the spouts

round the mill, which is conducted to the forebay

or cisterns. It is allowed by judges, that the en-

gine now in use throws water enough, besides the

two pair of burrs now in use, to run another pair;

and that there is power sufficient still left to run

another pump of the same size. As many pumps

as she can run will be so many pair of burrs. It

is now open to view, and the community can visit

the mill and judge for themselves.— Cincinnati

Bepublican.

A baked soup.—Put a pound of -any kind of /
meat, cut in slices—two onions, two carrots, each

cut in slices—two ounces of rice, a pint of split

peas, or whole ones previously soaked—pepper,

and salt, into an earthern jug or pan, and pour

one gallon of water. Cover it very close, and

hake it with the bread.

Two medicine pedlars went to Nantucket with

a lot of boluses. They could sell nothing—the

people were so healthy.

1
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THE FLOOD.
I Method of disripatinff Storm»i~-U is not aneom- V. Meteorology. The same.

s, mon at sea, when .larger is threatened from a VL Th« Gen wo/ ,Vufc;eW. 1. Original „.-,pe,,
water spout, to fire a broadside .-it the mass. F„ of a Miscellaneous Description, or embraeiog two

Maoonnais, in France, they sometimes make or more Departments, or a topic common ro th<

some of the tanners have been engaged in Strip-

ping down the husks of the Indian Cora, leaving

the oars to dry and ripen on the Stalks; others in nse of a similar expedient to dissipate destructive whole of Natural Mi -lory. 2. Analytical Reviews
gathering their corn and husking it. Some of it is

hut little injured, and some is material I) damaged.

The potatos are completely ruined, and most ol

them will he 1 ft in the. ground. We believe that

a great portion of the potatos in the low meadows

in Hadley, Hatfield and Deerfield, have shared the

same fate with those hi Northampton.

Considerable loss has been sustained in nearly

all the towns in this county. The roads are

much injured, many bridges gone, and much dam-

age done to other property. Josiah Mills, Esq. ol

Worthington, lost fifty merino sheep. Wc are in-

formed that one fourth of an acre of land in Am-
ber A was carried away to the depth of twenty
t\ i • ."id deposited on a lower field. In North-

ampton a blacksmith's shop; and some other pro-

perty belonging to Mr. Salmon Ensign, were
swept away.

Error* corrected.—The bridge on Fort river in

Hadle- is not gone. The water cut a broad
channel round the bridge, but did not carry it of!'.

We were misinformed in regard to the destruc-

tion of salt at South Hadley Canal.

'- •" !'•>» - --«•— w.. .......,i , i (1 _.-u*.i tii , nut- it as
ent was first tried at Varermrd, Elementary Works, Systems, TransactioBMf So-
fTheviera, a retired naval ofii- cieties, Travels. &c. :i. Miscellaneous I-

storms of hail or rain, bv explosions of gunpow- of Books on Natural History in general

;

der. This experiiHer
hv the Marqnia de Ch.
i er, who had cot the hint at sea bv oba r- ing the Intelligence n li tive to the general subj ct, inclnd-
ettect which discharges of ordnance produced up- ing Meetings of .Natural History So-
on the atmosphere. It was found so beneficial, respecting Museums, Sales of objects of Natural
that lor several years an annual appropriation of History, Names of Dealers. List of i

1600 lbs. of gunpowder was made for the pur- to Collections, &c. 4. Miscellaneous I

,10sc - and Foreign Intelligence. 5. A Cornp:

Calendar of Nature for different parts ol' theA farmer who lives in the immediate neighbor-
hood of Bedford, and regularly attends the mar-
ket there, was returning heme in the evening very
recently on horseback, rather groggy, and not be-
in? able verv well to maintain bis equilibrium, he
rolled off nolens volen.t, into the middle of the
road. His horse stood still; but after remaining
patientlv for

World, and particularly for different and distinctly

situated parts of Britain. C. Indicatorial Calen-
dar, pointing out the Objects to which the Stu-
dent ought to attend during the ensuing month.
7. Desiderata, i, e. topics or particular p
Natural History, foreign or domestic, which re-

me time, and not observin£ any ^ '"o
investi«attd -

8
' *?** !>"'' *~

disposition in its rider to get up or proceed f, r- TTtJZSZT^ «' """ZTT*fZT^I
tber, he took him bv the cellar and honk him - 1°' ^"7 "it "TSSE

l± C^'^ «f
This lnd littlo r,^ ,^ „«• . c .v x- ,

^onks in the different Departments of Natural

pose disturbed.
m preparation.

In the vicinity Hartford the low lands were [

w 'tn anv Rup.h evasion, and

The horse was not to be nut off The first mm|i;0) . ^^ oI ,]er ^^ §^
covered with * , rops destroyed orjt" one of his coat laps, and a fteT several' attempts Tf Trrf °Vp,

**"** °f
^'V'''*'

'?*'"*
i. : . e ...

•

, ;,, ,i lia ,,..,. tn ,.„• ,. ..
m

'
,ls Natural Hiatorv of Plants ; on t he Principa For-

ine families were! '"tins n,n to raise him upon his feet, the coat „,. T™ e f • i i^i,;,,„, ., llnMro „.,. Tll.„ . ,. ., , ,
' "dT est Trees of Europe, considered as Elen

the streets near toe 1 '"" £ave wa\. 1 nree individuals, who w tnessed r i .i <• »- . rT - »•

p.ii.; •• . i t'os pytmnr.'ino,.,- .„ 7- ..
wunesseu Landscape ; the state (>t N atural Historv in Northrails is estimated: ' * extraorrfmarv proceeding, then came up, and America &cassisted him in mounting his charger, nutting the \i- u i

one coat nil into tt,,. r,„ t, , <• .1 .u ,
^Ve have ma(,e arrangements for receivingMl

'
oar tan into the pork»t of ttie other, and so .1 i r r , , , ., ...ana so these works from London, and shall enrich the

,,p-
I

columns of the New England Farmer with ex-

1
en-a-ed in gambols

1 v

'

e1%^^ ^"^ ^ "'" 'Dte:CSt A"lerieaU

much
driven f

river. ^
at from 5000 ollars 5 the Hartford
Mirror sai s fl lot exceed 5000 dollars.

At Fat-mil embankment of the canal
adjoining tl 2-.:ve way for a number of
rods. an ,i t||p earth was removed ten or twelve
feet below the original bottom of the canal. The
great culvert was seriously undermined and dam-
aged, and the mouth of the Farmington feeder
greatly injured

be safely reached his home. This horse
SPrveuiv a favorite of lus master, and has.

with him like a doe—7V P Mercury.

JOnRNAL OF NATFFAL HTSTOT?

T

Mr LornjON. the indefatigable

The papers from the north' and south are filled \&!L
known ^"cvclopedias of Agriculture and

AGRICULTURAL V/ORKS.
Among otlier agricultural works recently pub-

moder of the
|

li.shed in London, we notice the following :—

A

with accounts of the disasters occasioned by th<

late rains.— Hampshire Gazette.

INSTINCT OF A SHEEP.
A gentleman of Inverness, on a recent journey

in the Highlands, while passing through a lonely
and unfrequented district, observed a sheep hur-
j-yhifr towards the road before him, as if to inter-
cept his progress, and at the same time Heating
most piteously. On approaching nearer, the ani-
mal redoubled its cries, and looking significantly
in the face of the traveller, seemed to implore
some favor or assistance at his hands. Touched
with a sight so unusual, the gentleman alighted,
and leaving his gig, followed the sheep, to a field

in a direction whence it came. There, in a soli-

tary cairn, at a considerable distance from the
road, the sheep halted, and our traveller found a
Iamb completely wedged in between two lanre
stones of the cairn, and struggling feebly with its

legs uppermost. The gentleman instantly extri-
cated the little sufferer, and placed it safely on the
neighboring greensward, while its overjoyed

|

arrangement will be as follows :

Gardening, and the Editor of the Gardener's
Magazine, a periodic! work in London, conduct-
ed with distinguished hilitv, has lately undertak-
en another journal called The Magazine of Natu-
ral History, and Journal of Zoology. Botany. Min-
eralogy, Geology and Meteorology.

Treatise on the Cultivation of Mangel WurzeJ,
with Observations on the Utility of Steaming
Food for Cattle : by George Bridges ; Svo. 3s. sd.

Transactions of the Botanical and Horticultural
Society of the counties of Durham, Northumber-
land, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne

; Vol. L ; Part I.
In 8vo. (to

;
as. Gd. sd. An Introduction to Entomology, or

, ™ ^"".As. alternately with Elements of the Nainatural History of Insects : bvMagazine^ once 3* 6d. The dif- - William Kirby, and William Spferemdeoar'mov
n e 1 The H

W

f « ^^VL eminent Botanical Arrangement of British Plants; h V.

% U^o3 1

"' aw
7:

of **«* a"* Concholo-
1
Withering. Esq. LL D. F.T «. & . The Elfish

Tr'P : by Stra« /n*' ^ "^ :~°f Flora ; b
' ^'^ * ^"th, M.D. F.R.S. P

"

by Branstm!
' * ^ En^av'"?s °" Wood idem of the Linnaam Society, &c. &c. : in CrS.

' The obiects of il,is x,-„vi- „ „ -r ,
8vo

' '"
'""''

' Flurifera," the •• Shrubbery :" con-ohiects of tins work are- To record every tabling an Historic:.! and Botanical Account ofnew fact belonging to the subject ; to render
part of the subject interesting t

general reader : to lead on the

part offhesnhippt wo™ ,- ". 1

eVPry the F1°wering Shrubs and Trees which now or-m of the subject interesting to the amateur and nament the Shrubbery, the Park, and Rural

from the more elementary detail"i'her^ew! fvTof fl 'Tl ' \T^^ P« ^
and discussions- n„,i ,'„ , 1 ,

thor of the History of Fruits known m Great

^is-d^iort^
History, as they occur, and to give theto^fc^^B^7™^ ** *
and accentuation of all systematic names.

graving
The jeralogy, with Plates.

Conversations on Min-

mother poured forth her thanks in a long contin- \ Zoology— 1. Original Communicati Malaria.— The sickness which now pre\

Zt^.J^ 1, ^ ',0t a mUSiCal strai»-^^'-
IT''??;

3
-
^"^'anea, I e. short Notice's' cob Long Island, and which suddenly attacks w»im Courier.

Johnny, or hoe-cake— ScakTone quart of milk,
and put it to three pints of Indian meal, andvhalf
a pint of fine flour— salt and sweeten it and bake
if before the tire.

I lected from various sources ; Abstr
- hole

facts or Abridg-
j
families, is considered by some to be the malaria,

Jomnals & "10St 1Ute,estiu° Pa l
,ers m Foreign jso well known in Europe, and which arises from

ti- d'.
C-

„,, i
heat, moisture, and tl-.e decay of vegetation. Its

11. Botany. The same.
III. Mineraloscy. The same.
IV. Geology. The same.

: effects in si me places have been dreadful indeed,

Sand we trust will call forth the investigation of
gentlemen of medical talent.

—

L. I. Star.

I
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SILK.
Hatching of the Moths, and their preservation.

Continued from page 68.

Cocoons kept in a temperature of 66° begin to

be hatched after fifteen days ; those kept in a heat

between 71° and 73°, begin to come forth after

eleven or twelve days. The room in which the

moths are produced should be dark, or at least

there should be only sufficient light to distinguish

objects. This is an important rule, and must be
carefully attended to. The moths do not come
forth in great numbers the first or the second
day, but are chiefly hatched on the fourth, fifth,

fiixth and seventh days, according to the degree
of heat in which the cocoons have been kept.

—

The hours when the moths burst the cocoons in

the greatest numbers, are the three and four hours

after sunrise, if the temperature is from 64° to

66°. The male moths, the very moment they

come out, go eagerly in quest of the female
;

when they are united, they must be placed on
frames covered with linen, and made in such a

manner as to allow the linen to be changed when
soiled. Much care must be taken in raising the

united moths ; they must be held by the wings in

order not to separate them. When one small ta-

ble is filled with moths in a state of union, they

are to be carried into a small room, sufficiently

airy and fresh, and which can be made very dark.

Having employed the first hours of the day in se-

lecting and carrying the united moths, the males
and females which arc found separate on the ta-

bles, are to be brought into contact, put on frames
and carried into the dark room. It is easy to as-

certain if there are more females than males. The
body of the female is nearly double the size of
that of the male ; besides, the male which is sin-

gle, beats about its wings at the leapt approach of
light ; the hour must be noted at which the tables

containing the united moths are placed in the

dark room.

If, after this operation is over, there still remain
some moths of each sex, they are to be placed in

a small box with a perforated cover, until the mo-
ment favorable for their union arrives. From
time to time, they must be looked at, to see if

they separate, in order that they may be brought

anew into contact.

When any thing is to be done in the dark
chamber, as little light as possible must be admit-

ted ; only sufficient to distinguish objects. The
more light there is, the more the moths are dis-

turbed and troubled in their operations, as light is

too stimulating for them. The boxes are very con-

venient to keep quiet the males which remain,

and thus prevent the fine powder adhering to

their wings from flying about, and the destruction

of their wings, and consequently their vital [low-

er. The cocoons must be removed as fast as they

are pierced by the moth, for being moist, they

communicate their humidity to those which are

still entire. The paper, also, on the trays, when
soiled, is to be removed, and fresh supplied.

—

Constant attention is required during the whole
day, as there is a succession in the process of
hatching, and union of the moths, which occa-

sionally vary in relative proportion to one an-

other. Instead of a frame, paper may be used
for the purpose of receiving the eggs. A few
stood cocoons will not produce a moth, owing
to their hardness, which prevents the moth from
making a hole by which to come forth.

If there be an excess of males, they must bo

thrown away ; if of females, males must be allot-

ted to them, which have already been in a state

of union. Great care must be taken, when the

couples are separated, not to injure the males.

The male ought not to remain united more
than six hours ; after the lapse of that time,

take the moths by the wings and body, and
separate thetn gently. All the males which are

no longer in union, must be placed upon a

frame ; the most vigorous afterwards selected,

and united with those females which have not

yet had a mate. Other vigorous males must
be preserved in a separate box, and kept in

darkness. When there is a want of males, let

them remain united to the female the first time

only five hours, instead of six ; the females are

not injured by waiting for the male even many
hours ; the only loss sustained, is that of some
eggs, which are not impregnated. Before sepa-
rating the two sexes, prepare, in a cool, dry, airy

chamber, the liuen en which the moth is to de-
posit its eggs.

Six hours, as just said, is the usual time for the
moths to remain united, for in that time the eg?s
of the female will be fully impregnated. It is al-

so the general practice not to use the male for an-
other female ; but Mr. De]oneham;is* assures us,

that in the event of having more f»male than
male moths, the latter may be arrain used to prof-

it. In the year 1824, he raised many worms
from eggs, the produce of a sixth coupling, which
were fully equal to those produced from eggs at

the first ; the union continued never less than
from twenty to twenty-four hours ; the male after

males must be placed upon it, in order that the
eggs may be equally distributed. When the heat
of the room is 77° or 79Q , or when at 63° or 65",
the eggs will be yellow, that is, unimpregnated :

or of a reddish color, that is, imperfectly impreg-
nated, and will not produce worms : the temper-
ature of the room must therefore be kept between
these extremes. Sometimes a female moth will
escape from its mate before impregnation, and pro-
duce many useless eggs.— To be continued.

HEMP.
The following letter to a gentleman in this

town, on the subject of harvesting hemp for seed
or lint, is well entitled to the particular attention

of hemp growers in this section, where but little

practical knowledge exists as to the culture of
this important article. The value of Mr. Hines'
remarks will be obvious to every experienced
farmer, and when he perceives the ease with
which hemp is cultivated, and looks to the exten-
sive home market secured to it by the tariff, he
can no longer hesitate as to the policy of turning
his attention to the production of an article for

which there must always be a high demand.
Burlington, Vt. Free Press.

" There is no invariable rule as to the time of
cutting hemp planted for seed, by the genera!
complexion of either the male or female ; but

particular care must be had to the color of the

seed, when the hull that encloses it is taken off.—
The seed should be generally changed to a grey
or brownish cast. If two thirds of the seed wear

a sixth union appeared as lively and brisk as at I
tllat appearance, the sooner you cut the better.

—

first, but he had no more females. The eggs' 1 ' snou 'd be bound in small bundles immediately

from even a thirteenth union of the same male after cuttill g. ann set UP in small stacks—from

with different females, had all the characters of four to six bundles in a stack—binding in all the

those of the best quality. In these cases, the dis- j
branches, by putting three bands round the same

union of the pair was, moreover, never spon'ane- 1

near tlle t0P of tlie shocks or stacks. It may
ous, but always required to be effected by the stand in this situation until dry enough to thresh,

hand:

The following is the manner in which the cloth

must be arranged :

At the bottom of a tressel or frame, which
must be proportioned to the number of moths,

place horizontally, on each side of the length,

two boards, so arranged that one of their sides

may he nailed to the tressel, about five inches and
a half high above the ground, and that the other

side of the board 3hall be a little higher, and pro-

ject outwards. Upon the tressel lay a cloth, so

that it may hang equally on each side. The ends

of the cloth must cover the boards below ; the

more perpendicular the lateral parts of the tressel

are, the less soiled will be the cloth by the evacu-

ation of the liquid from the moths. The moths
which have been united six hours are then to be

gently separated, the females placed on the frame,

and carried to the tressel and placed on the cloth,

one over another, beginning at the top and going

downwards. Note the time at which the moths
are placed on the cloth, and keep those which are

placed afterwards separate, to avoid confusion.

—

The females that have had a virgin mate must be
treated in the same manner as those which have
been united with one that had been coupled pre-

viously five hours. The females should be left

on the cloth 36 or 40 hours, without being touch-

ed ; at this time, if it be observed that the linen

has not been well stocked with eggs, other fe-

* Es?a i Sur l'Hbtoirc do Muriera ct des Vers a Sbie. p. 62.

Paris, l8"M-

— say from five to ten days, as the weather may
be for drying. >

" The seed may be threshed in the field on
sheets made of strong cloth, or on a floor. Great
care should be used in moving the hemp to the

place of threshing. If threshed in the field, it

should be moved on a cloth attached to two poles,

like hay poles, to save the loose seed. If remov-
ed to a barn, it should be done on a cart or wag-
on, with a cloth or tight box.

" We clean with a common fanning mill, taking

care to give the proper speed, and to guage every

part to suit the weight of the seed.

" After the seed is cleaned and put into bins or

casks, it will be well to shovol it over, to prevent

it from heating. I am quite sure that seed kept

from heating, and from wet, will be good as long

as three years, if kept cool in the summer.
" If your hemp is sown broadcast, and you de-

sign to save the seed, cut it when about half the

seeds have begun to change their color, and pro-

ceed as above directed—only you will thresh in

four fair days, without breaking the bundles, and

put the hemp under cover to completely cure,

—

and when thoroughly cured, you may thresh

again, breaking the bands as other grain.

" Mr. Lewis Buffet, of Scaghticoke, the last

year, sowed five bushels of seed on two and a

half acres of land. He cut his hemp with a era- —
die, and practised as here directed. He saved six-,

ty-six bushels of seed, of a good quality ; and his

share of the hemp sold for seventy-two dollars,
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after paying for the dressing in hemp—Total val-

ue of the lint, une hundred and eight dollars.

—

Such hemp, when broken in an unrotted state,

and subjected to a water process after breaking,

and properly cleaned, will equal the best Russian

hemp.
" We use the common corn cutter for cutting

planted hemp ; but use it carefully, so as not to

jar off the seed.

" In all cases where you wish to save the lint,

you wdl he careful to put the stem under cover

as soon as you can, to prevent it from being stain-

ed by the weather.
" N. B.— Use the common flail for threshing.

" I am, in great haste, vour obedient servant,
"

'< JOSEPH HINES.
« Stillwater, JV. Y. Jlug. 21. 1328."

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

0)1 the Holly and the Hazel, as Underioood.

By Mr. James Frazer.

That holly and hazel, independently of their

uses, are the principal constituents in the filling

Op of sylvan scenery, few, 1 presume, will deny ;

some hints, therefore, relative to the treatment of

these shrubs, both in an ornamental and useful

point of view, may perhaps not be unacceptable

to some of your numerous readers.

Although there are many extensive places

whore the woods, &c. do not come under the

gardener's superintendence, yet every gardener

ought to be conversant in these matters. I am
sorry to say, however, that in the greater part of

the plantations I have visited throughout this

country (Ireland), these useful and ornamental

shrubs, in common with the other trees, are

shamefully neglected by all parties concerned in

their management.
The hollv, as a shrub, is unequalled, whether

we consider its stature and mode of growth, or

its variety, color, and permanency of foliage. It

is found in its natural state in various soils and

situations : but it appears to flourish most in a

loamy soil, inclining to peat, as may be seen in

the vast tracts of natural wood in these countries.

The whip-Makers, as I have found, give a decid-

ed preference, for whip-handles, to the holly

grown on upland ; not only on account of its be-

ing tougher, but, by reason of its slower growth,

the branches are more closely set, which saves

them considerable trouble in forming artificial

knots. The turners adapt the holly grown in va-

rious situations to different purposes, according to

the density of the timber. The hazel luxuriates

most in deep upland : and although it is to he

met with in the rocky glen, on the mountain side,

and in the bosom of the forest, yet, in a profitable

point of view, a strong and dry loam will be

found the most advantageous. There are few

plants more accommodating, none more simply

beautiful ; and it is an indispensable appendage

in representing the truly picturesque scenery of

our country. The coopers also prefer, for hoops*,

hazels of upland growth, as the whip-makers do

the holly for handles, but for different reasons, as

'

quickness of growth and thinness of branches are,

with the cooper, principal accommodations.

With regard to the hazel copses in this country;

1 have met with very few under what I conceive

proper management. In many of them prema-

* lu Ireland, hazel poles, from four lo eight years' growth,

arc in g'.cat demand for hoops for butter iiikirii.

ture and irregular cutting takes place ; in others

they are suffered to grow till beauty and utility

are sacrificed, and the standard trees of the wood

much injured. When cut over, every shoot

which springs up is suffered to remain on the

stools till the next period of cutting, mil'--, in

deed, when near u market town, u few young

shoots are cut and sold for basket rods, &c

—

When beauty and cover for game form the sole

object, with regard both to holly and hazel, the

principal matter to attend to is to keep the bushes

of a moderate height, and to lop off" any strag-

gling branches which have a tendency to produce

nakedness at bottom. When profit only is con-

sidered, a different course is to he pursued. In

young copses, the chief thing is to invigorate the

roots, and to suffer no more shoots than are abso-

lutely necessary, to remain in the stools till they

have acquired sufficient strength. After cutting

over, should the stools push strongly, the superflu-

ous shoots ought to be occasionally displaced,

leaving only what the stools can fully support

;

and those intended to remain for hoops and poles

may be much forwarded by rubbing off all unne-

cessary buds as they appear. This work I have

readily performed with children. When profit

and ornament are jointly considered, which is

uniformly the case in demesnes, &c. the eopses in

the interior of the wood or plantation, if of any

extent, may be treated in the manner suggested

for profit, and those along the margins, by the

sides of the roads, walks, &c. managed as hinted

at for game covers and beauty.

feet or 9 feet length of row, 6 feet high ; as 1

propose driving it 18 inches into the ground, that

;
it may he so firmly fixed as not to be moved by
the wkl<). If any trouble arises in making die

sticks fast in the stake, it ig very easily remedied
by driving a small wedge in to secure them. The
sticks I used are elm, but hazel or any other

which is spreading, with small twigs or spray, will

do equally well.

I have sent you a sketch of one of these pea-

sticks, which may perhaps be a belter guide to

any of your readers who are inclined to try them,

than my explanation alone.

Notice of a Mode of procuring Siicks for training

Knighfs Marrow Pea.—By Suffolciensis.

The difficulty and expense in procuring sticks

for Knight's Gigantic or Tall Marrow Pea, have

prevented many persons from growing that ex-

cellent vegetable. Having this year experienced

some trouble iu accomplishing this object, I turn-

ed my attention to some plan by which the use. of

long sticks might be superseded, and have just

tried one, which appears, calculated to answer ev-

ery purpose. Although it will be attended with

some little expense at first, I have no doubt it will

eventually prove cheaper to a regular grower

than any other.

WEWEIVGLAND FARMER.

BOSTON", FRIDAY, SEPT. 26, 182V.

GARDENER'S WORK FOR SEPTEMBER
Hoe and thin your growing crops of spinach.

Earth up celery as it advances in growth, but be

careful to avoid covering the hearts of the plants.

This work should be done m a dry daj. See

that you do not bruise nor injure the stalks ; for

if they arc crushed or wounded they will be sub-

ject to rot. Towards the latter end of the month
you may transplant all kinds of hardy perennial,

aromatic, and medicinal herbs, which will thus

become rooted before winter. This work should

if possible, he done in moist weather. Pull and

preserve your ripe onions, and sow more to stand

over winter. Protect grapes and other fruit

against wasps. This may be done by hanging up

phials of honied or sugared water near the fruit

you wish to defend. Thoroughly clean from

weeds all the seed beds and nurseries of trees.

I have provided an upright stake or standard of

oak, 3 in. by 1J in., about 7J ft. long. Holes are

bored through this with a half-inch auger, about

3 inches distant. Having procured some good

branching pea-sticks, from 3 feet to 5 feet long, I

begin on one side at bottom, and place them in

the holes, in such a way as to make them touch

and form a complete fan. I then fill the other

sMc in the same manner. My oak standard,

wheal complete, shows sufficient pea-sticks for S

HORSES.
Great numbers of horses have died within a

few wc-Us, in the neighboring parts of Long Isl-

and, of the disease known by the name of " blind

staggers." Opinions of practical farriers so far as

we have heard, are ^ arious with regard to the

cause. Many horses, as we h:-ve been informed.

vihich had been sent from stables in the city, for

the benefit of the air and pastures, have fallen

victims io this disorder.

The Old Colony Memorial, published at Plym-

outh, Mass. mentions that the same disease is very

prevalent i:i that vicinity, and gives the following

remedy, from Mason's Farriery.

Bleed in the neck three times a week. Take

an ounce of assafcatido, one tea spoonful of salt

petre, mix them and give them as a drink three

times a week in the morning. Give an injection

of meal, water, molasses and hud. Rub him well

and exercise him moderately. A mash may be

given him of bran, sulphur, salt petre. sassafras

tea and assafcetida ; but give no drink for six

hours. If all this answers no purpose after a few

days, then take twenty-five grains of calomel, two

drachms of opium, one drachm of powdered fen-

nel seed, mixed with seme syrup into a ball, and

give it in the morning for three or four days.

It is said that the following treatment, after re-

peated trials has proved effectual.

Take juice of garlic six spoonsful, and pour it

down ihe horse's throat by means of a horn or

bottle or give it as a drench. If after two or

three hours there is no relief, then repeat it. The

juice of the leek or onion, given in a greater quan-

tity, will produce nearly the same effect.

It is pretty well ascertained that horses cenfin-
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ed in stables, seldom, if ever, have the staggers.

Therefore " it would be advisable for every per-

son, whose situation will admit of it, to conline

on the whole, been good ; and crops there are re-
|

der that tbey may taste and decide for themselves,
ported to be abundant, more especially potatos.

j

the character of its fruit. Ed. N. E. Farmer.
The state of the weather has not of late differed

their horses, particularly at night, during the spring
;
hi France from what it has been in this country. ^n acceptable present—We had the pleasure of

and fall months."

—

M Y. Daily Advertiser. Rains have been abundant in almost all its Prov- receiving this morning, (says the. N. York States-

— |inces. Nevertheless, the price of wheat had fal- rnan
)
nom Mr - Parmentier's beautiful garden, near

for the new England farmer. I len in some markets, and that of bread underwent Brooklyn, clusters of grapes of four different kinds,

—
I
a decline in proportion. From all parts of France namely :—the Imperial Tokay, of Hungary— the

ELDER-BERRY SYRUP.
j it is stated that the harvest has not suffered the Violet Muscat— the Black Murnier, and the Gold-

Mr. Fessenden—I was pleased to see an arti-
j
damage which had been appre: ended from the en Chasselas. We are glad to find that Mr. Par-

ole in your paper of the 19th inst. calling the at- bail weather; the farmers, however, are repre- mentier has succeeded in producing, to perfection,
tention of your readers to a more frequent use of sented as anxious for a suspension of the rain. tllese rare varieties. The flavor of the fruit is

Elder-berry. It is a little singular that the Syrup Some fears being entertained respecting the liar- delicious. It is Imped public patronage will ade-
of Elder-berry has not been used to a greater ex- vest in the neighborhood of Paris, the metropoli- quately reward tl.e exertions of the proprietor of
tent, when a family can have so valuable, and at tan Archbishop had ordered that prayers should tms garden, which has been made the repository
the same time so innocent a medicine, always at be offered up in all his parishes for the cessation alld nursery of so many rare productions,
hand, which might often save the. call of a physi- of the rain."
cian. I have been in the habit of making the

syrup of elder-berries for the las' seven or eight

years, and have never found the least difficulty in

keeping it. Accompanying this, you have a sam

CATTLE SHOWS AND AGRICULTURAL
EXHIBITIONS.

At Worcester on the 8th day of October. Ad
pie of some made about three years since ; which dress by Win. Hastings, Esq,, of Mendon.
looks as well as when first made
The following is the recipe for making syrup : I

exhibit on the 1st and 2nd days of Oct. Plough
Take of the juice of elder-berry one quart ; boil i

iug-match, 1st day, Address 2nd day.
to one pint

; strain, and add two pounds double
j

The Essex Agricultural Society, (at Newbury,)
refined sugar

; again place it over the fire ; so soon yesterday.—We have not been able to obtain an
as it shall have boiled, remove it from the fire ;)

account of their proceedings for this day's paper
;

and when cold, bottle it for use, taking care to
;

but we learn that appearances give promise of a

The Castine American states, that Samuel Up-
ton, Esq. of that town, has a bull calf, seven
months old, measuring from the horns to the tail

six feet, and five feet girth. His weight is sup-
posed to be more than six hundred. Mr. Otis

The old Agricultural Society of Berkshire, will
Little, Jr. in the same town, has a cluster of cu-
cumbers, five in number, united at the stem end,
and of good size. [Mr. Little procured his seed
at the New England Farmer office. It is called

the Green Cluster Cucumber, an early and pro-

have it well corked, Sh. uld they neglect to put
in the above quantity of sugar, there will be dan-
ger of its becoming mouldy. As a gentle purga-
tive, this syrup is an excellent medicine, of very
pleasant taste ; and is particularly serviceable for
children who are difficult about taking medicine.
The dose for an adult is a wine glass full.

good exhibition

The Mass Agricultural Society, at Brighton, on
the 15th of October.

The Hillsborough Agricultural Society, at Am-
herst, N. H. yesterday. Address by Rev. Wil-
liam Bradford.

Middlesex Society of Husbandry and Manufac-
tures, 8th of October. Address bv Rev. Bernard

FRUIT LADDER. Whitman, of Waltham. A list of all the Com-
A gentleman, who is friendly to the objects of; mittees, and the Premiums may be seen at the

our paper, has been so obliging as to c'ornmuni- Farmer office,

cate to us, verbally, the following description of a
ladder for gathering fruit, pruning trees, &c.
which he says is much used in some parts of
Maine :

WINSHIP'S NURSERY.
We commend to our readers in the country,

and to those in town, if they have a patch of earth

ductivc sort.]

INTEMPERANCE.
The subject of intemperance has engaged

the attention of the Agricultural Society of
Hamilton county, Ohio ; and at their request,
Dr. Daniel Drake, an eminent physician and
writer, recently delivered a discourse on the
desolating effects of intemperate drinking, and on
the means of staying this spreading pestilence.
He recommends, among other things, that the use
of ardent spirits in families be discontinued, that
the absurd custom of offering them to visiters be
renounced, that farmers and others should agree
not to distribute liquor among those they emplov
that the practice of drinking ardent spirits at all

public meetings should be denounced and abolish-
ed,and that drinking establishments be suppressed.

Dr. Drake says, a too favorable opinion of tea

It consists of two upright posts, from 7 to 10 on which to raise a tree or a shrub, the Nurscry
feet long, (more or less, at the option of the con- j

°*" tne Messrs. Winships in Brighton, a catalogue
structor,) inclining towards each other, about 4 of which has recently been published. It con- I

a"d coffee
'
as substitutes for ardent spirits, could

feet apart at the bottom, and 1 foot at the top.- tains about four hundred different fruit trees, or- !

harA\y be expressed. He admits that these infu-

The rounds of the ladder pass through these omental and flowering shrubs, herbaceous plants,
sirms sometimes occasion injuries in females and

posts, and are about a foot apart. They are made and bulbous roots. The proprietors state that, in
scdemal'.v young men, " but drunkenness is not of

somewhat larger in the middle than at the places addition to the plants and shrubs enumerated in
tne m,mber-" He adds: " That their daily use,

where they are inserted into the posts, to give the tliis catalogue, they have a further collection of Part'cu!arly the use of tea, contributes to the pre-

greater strength to the machine. A third post is °"e hundred and forty of the most splendid and
vennon of intemperance, there cannot be a doubt,

added to these, through which the top round of choice kinds, recently selected from the N. York J have not of
"

tel1 seen a tea d™ker become a
the ladder passes, permitting the post last men- ;

and Philadelphia nurseries, calculated to please
(llunkard

'
and 1uite as seldom known a man re-

turned to turn thereon, so that its lower end may ' tlle taste and fancy of connoisseurs, few if any of
ra*'temPerate who preferred an evening draught

be set at a greater or less distance from the other which have been cultivated in this vicinity. Vis- °^ s
l
)irlt and water to that delightful beverage-

two posts, or rather from a straight line drawn '""'s- at all times, have free access to the gardens, °f-every known stimulus, tea seems, indeed, to

between them. This ladder may be made light which are situated about four miles from Boston,
ralse £ oul" faculties and feelings the pleasant-

and portable, and possesses the advantage of sup- on f"e Mill Dam road to Watertown—a pleasant
est an™ation." Other substitutes mentioned by

;

half hour's ride from the city.—Boston Courier. '

Dr- D> are cider
*
taWe and faraily beer

> lemon-
ade, &c.

porting itself without leaning on any other obicct.

HARVEST IN ENGLAND,
Many English papers arc complaining of the

weather, the prospects or actual state of the har-
vest. But the London World, of Aug. 20th says,
"all accounts concur in asserting that the corn
has suffered, comparatively with the anticipation,
very little

; and generally, there is an average pro-
duce. The great loss has been in the hay"? which
in many places, especially in low lands, has been
either carried off by floods, or rotted by long con-
tinued moisture. In Ireland the weather has, itp-

05= We are happy to see the attention of the
public called to the Messrs Winships' Nursery.
The fine taste of the Proprietors, their assiduous
exertions in collecting every indigenous plant for
ornament, and establishing an extensive nursery
of valuable fruit trees, are worthy the patronage
of the public.

The Messrs Winships have promised to send
to the Farmer office, next week, for public inspec-
tion, specimens of all their grapes

;
particularly

I he Isabella, as there is some difference of opinion
among horticulturists respecting its merits, in or-

" Of cordials," says Dr. D. " I cannot speak
in terms of commendation. They abound in al-

cohol, rather mixed than chemically combined
with other ingredients ; and while the latter en-
tice us into excessive drinking, the former pro-
duces almost every mischief that can flow from
ardent spirits."

" Boys should not be placed as students,

apprentices, or clerks, with intemperate men.
This restriction is called for, not less by a re-
gard to the interest of the boy, than the refor-

mation of the intemperate."
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may liuve three gallons and three quarts of bran

water clear. With this knead fifty-six pounds of

flour, adding salt and yeast in the same way, and

in the same proportion as for other bread. When
ready to bake, divide it into loaves and bake them

two hours and a half.

Slap-jacks.— Mix one pint of Indian meal and

four spoonfuls of flour into one quart of new milk;

add four eggs and a little suit. Bake on a griddle

as buck-wheat cakes, and serve hot, with fresh

butter.

• ( ' urtnlists and master workmen of every
i

Our object has brai to collect from every

kind should refuse to employ as operatives or
]

such information as we hope will be found to be „. Ifa.

journeymen, all who are given to drunkenness." »'
">' "> * 6™'"' <~*~

f
*«" «"<- "•" »*«- *™'

' J ' ° ,, i • rt M«- Alinaii.-trk is mora particularly calculated. Bui, aitno i

Hampshire Gazette* \, »
. • „-..,,.. <•, , ir Mlttlfl i aUel ol I line is specially intended for ihc benefit 01 those

.
'

. , T ~ I ^ /iii who are actually and actively engaged in the pursuits of Ilus
Economical bread.-On\y the course, fluke bran

band
.

>
, / te",, some decree ioteraating

to be removed from the flour ; of this take five
, m^ ^^ .

fl ^ commun|(y Agriculturc is lhal aII In

pounds, ami boil it in rather more than tour gal-
al , wilhom w|lM .h every thinff va |ua |,|e W(IIJ |d S(jon MaM l(J h( .

Ions of water ; so that when peifectly smooth you Though all mankind are not cultivators, yet all civilized hu-

man bewigs are consumers of the products of cultivation, and

have therefore a direct and paramount interest in the art, to

which this little duodecimo is devoted.

The New England Farmer's Almanack for l££9, it is thought

Will be found to be considerably improved os thai of liie pre

ceding year j and is enlarged by the addition of eight pages.

It contains, besides the usual astronomical articles of an Alma

nackj a complete Calendar of the Courts for each Siate in New ,

England, including the Probate Courts for Massachusetts, sun's

declination, a table of Roads and distances from Boston, and I

eighteen pages of Agricultural and Miscellaneous Articles, on >

the following subjects : On the Importance of a Good Garden

—Hints to Mechanics—a Plough-cleaner, with a drawing—
, _ „ „

~
ZT,

"
'r,,, .

[

on the Culture of the Yellow Locust Tree—on Working ?
J
>ulls

—

Influence of the Moon on Plants.-!. here is an
„ WorkingCows^n Paring Cellar*; Apartments, *>-on

impression very general anion? gardeners, that
Exljrpating Cock . ro,c iies_ 011 Preserving Smoked Meat-to

the light of the moon has an injurious effect on Prolecl Young Plains from Worms—Cheap Machine for rais-

plants, especially hi the months of April and in? water, with a drawing—on the Construction of Gates, by

May. M. Arago has shown this notion to be er- Col. Pickering, with a drawing—on Elder—on Hears' .spring

roneous, but accounts for its genera 1 prevalence Fastening for Horses, with a drawing—Machine tor Cutting

ill a very natural way. (" Jlnnuaire du Bureau
,

Grain, with a drawing—an elaborate article on the Canker

des Long." 1827.) He has demonstrated that,! Worm—Hints on Fattening Swine—Directions, for Gathering.;

though there can be no reason to suppose that anJ Preserving Herbs, boih for medical and culinary purposes

the light of the moon has any direct influence on !

-°" Lucerne-on Millet-on (he Culture of Sweet Potatos in

j

vegetation, it must follow from the well establish'- !

N '

ed principles which govern the circulatioq of

heat, that during clear moonlight nights plants are

more liable to be nipped by cold, and turned

!

Splendid Bulbous Roots.

brown, (whence the name offtme rousse, given by ! J"? r*"?ve
,

d at the New England Parmer Seed Store. No.

, _ M ,., . P . .
J 5- North Maikei Street, direct Iran Van Laden &Co. Harlem,

the Trench to the moon which, beginning in A- Holland, a large assortment of bulbous Flower Roots, comprjs-

pril, becomes full either at the end of that month ins the finest varieties of
r

. ». , ., . ., - , . , , , HYACINTHS— (d.uble and single.) dark blue, poicelaiu
or in May,) than when the nights are dark and |rb)u|t red and rosy coloured, oure white, white with yellow eye,

cloudy. He refers to the investigations of our while with rosy eye^ and yellow with various eyes 3 Irom 2a Ms;

own countryman, Dr. Wells, on Dew, for the proof l0 J,
1
,?^

,'.'"'.

. rJ j 1 , n ,., ,„j „.;,.,.j i.' ' '

,
TULIPS—splendid vanega'ed, red, yellow, and mixed, 12

of the fact, that exposed bodies may frequently cis. each jjl.00 per dozen

Bl BSCBIPFION.
For import lluattfnrm France, at a moderate

introduction of tliat culture into th°

j

United &Mu.
\ Mr Alphonsc Loubal. having; considerably enlarged his Vine-
yard, 011 Long Wand, where he now has.' in full cultivation,
thirty-five acres of ground, containing 72,000 Grape Vine
KooU; having also the peculiar advantage <.f being enabled lo

procure Ibc

vineyards and inn • .1 e-. in i!,e districts of l.onlolnis, Clerac
and Ruzet. departments ol Girondeaud I.. it and (iaronne, in
France, (46 H.Lai.) proposes 1.. n„ -„,,„,,....... friemhte the
cultivation of the grape vine intbi I .subscrip-
tion will be opened on the lir.t of August, 1 .

Mr A. L. will engage lo furni*h wlweril en v. A the Grape
Vine 1 toms, belore the firrt ol March next, and forward them
free ol expend, to the different eities where aubMripliaa luis
shall have been opened. The ro.ii-. will Ih- three yr:sr» old, and
will produce eonwderable Irun die second year Ir.'an the lime of
their being planted. They v\ill be caretully «-lasserJ an
in boxes v. iih some of the original soil in which ihey have been
raised, which will greatly facilitate the thriving of the roots,

when trniisplaiiied.

Ordi 1 - will be punctually attended 'o : the subscribers desig-
nating the quantities and species nf the grape vine roou tbev
wish to have. Thev v. ill engage lo pay lor MX) roots or more,
al the rale of l~ I-:; cents fin each root '- I'.t leas than 1000, at

the rate of 1o ccnis ; and 25 cents per root for le«s than 80.

—

Moots only two ya ( s old, shall be paid for at the rate of f
J cents

eath.forlO or more ; IS 1-2 cents for less than one 1 j and
18 cents for less than 50 roots.—Payment 10 be n.ade on deliv-

ery of the roots.—Letters nut received unless post paid.

.Subs riptiini lists are open at New York, with AJ|dionse Lou-
bat, BS Wall street— Boston, E. Copeland, Jr.—Albany. R.
M'MichaeV^Pbiladelphia, Van Amringe— Baltimore, Willard
Hhoads— Washinjui.-i City, Wm. Pairo.— liiehmoud. Daven-
port, Allen & Co.—Savannah, Hall. Simpler iSc Tuppef—Nl
Orleans, Foster cc Hution—Charleston, IS. C.) J. & J. Sireer
Jv: Co. .llr A. Lonbat's ho..k on the Culture of the Grape Vme-
and on the Making of Wine, may befiiuod aiihe principal book,
sellers of the United State.; and his agenlawil] furnish lliem

gratis to subscribers.

PRICES OF COl'.VTRY PRODUCE.
Sy Country traders and others supplied s

leims.

the most libera;

CROWN IMPERIALS—assorted, oflhe most splendid col-
'

outs, and showy Flowers, large roots, 3tf els. eai h.

JONUUILLCS—sweet scented, finest roots, 1LI els. each.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS—frag-ant, while with ycl- '

low cups, and yellow with double white cups, cxira sireu roots,

APPLES, best,

ASHES, not, first sort,

Pearl, first sort. -

BEANS', white, - -

BKEF, mi ss. scarce
Cargo, No. 1

.

Care", .. •

BUTTER, inspected No. 1. new.
CHEESE, new mill:,

FLOUR, P.al:iirn.rc, How.i
G niesee,

'-

Rye, best, -

have their temperatures reduced six, seveti, and
even teu degrees below that of the surrounding

atmosphere by the effect of radiation alone ; but

that when the heavens are obscured, radiation to

such an extent does not lake place. He then ob-

serves, that, as the temperature in the months of

April and May is often not more than four, rive or

six degrees above the freezing point, it must fol- ccived our supply la

low that, when the moon shines bright, and radi- saln.fac.ion
;
some of the double Hyacn,.'..,. .,, , ,

= '
,

bells 1 inch and S ICths 111 diameter.
ation to its utmost possible extent takes place, the Purchasers are requested to notice that tin

temperature of plants may, by this means, be of- 1
not purchased at auction, and are all remarkable lor their size.

.0., k.n..»i,» <•„.... n :„ j 1 1 .1 and lor the beany ami delicacy of tint of their Bowers, those
ten brought four, five or six degrees hdow the X^ auction ar4 gene,^th>iiwrereri^otit8 -.nosiiuferi<tt

freezing point, whilst the circumambient air is collections, goad roois being worth at home ten times as much

above it. Of course, there need he no woncter, as l 'le> geuerally sell tor at au^ion^ as will beseeii »>y re-ference

.. .. . ,
'

. , .
" M to the priced catalogues ot anv respectable house 111 Holland.

that even in the genial month ol May, plants A further supply uf Lilies, Persian Fritellaries, Iris, Ixias.

U )0llLE NARCISSUS—fragrant, nl'all colors, U'ets each

SPRING CROCUS—of all colouis, 0' cts. each, so cis. per

dozen.
The above roots are from the same house, from much we re-

ason, and which gave such universal

ulhs having produced
i

Boots are i

Barli v. -

tbi^.'

HOG'S L.VKU, first son. nev.

.

LIME, - . . .

PLA1STER PARIS r.

PORK, clear,

N,i\ v. mess,
Caigo No. i,

SEEDS, Herds Srn'ss, -

Orchard i,

bushel
barrel.

•X 00 3 00
105 00

fi. 50 !0S 00
i op 1 so

I I SO 10 74

pound,

barrel,

bushel.

cask.

12

6
2

6 .

G -'

-

60
32

ile.i.lo

should sometimes exhibit all the withering influ-

ence of icy December.

New England Farmer's Almanack, for 1629.
In press at the New England Farmer office, and will be pub-

lished to-morrow, the New England Fanner's Almanack for
I8'29. By Thomas G. Fesseuden, Editor of the New England
Farmer.—For sale, wholesale and retail, at the N. E. Farmer
office, No. 52 North Market street, by Howies <k Dearborn 50
Washington street, and by the booksellers and traders generally.
Some copies interleaved with writing paper, which will be very
serviceable lo farmers, will be kept for retail at the Farmer office.

TO THE PUBLIC.
The Battering reception, and exiensive circulation with which

our first number has been honored, have induced ihe Editor and
Proprietor of lite New Englasd Farmer's AtrtANACK lo

renovated exertions to render the present in some degree w

Pseunies, Amaryllis, Star of Bethleht

All orders faithfully exeeun
xpecledi

Spring Jflieat.

Just received a few bushels of prime Gilm
growih ol l!]2o, raised in Souihhorotigh, Ms

•ing Wheal,

Seeds for the West Indies.

Merchants, masters ol vessels and others trading to the West
Indies, can be furnished with boxes ol Seeds, assorted, suitable
for that market, al from g-i to 55 per box.— Each box contains
upwards of sixty iliflcreiil kimU nf seeds, vegetable and orna-
mental, in quantities sufficient for a common kin hen garden.

—

1
Likewise the gn alesi variety of s< vd.- In In li und in Ne« Bng-

[ land, by the ponud or bu.-hel. all warranted pure, and ol the
' growth h i lfl-7

Bleaching Saib

.

j

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Storo. No,
52 Norih Riaiket Street, a further supply ol Itlcaehini.' S.n't-. or

tby of the approbation, which has crowned our diart' of 1S2S. j

ciiloride 01 Lime, an account of which may be seen by referring
I to page J01 of the sixth vol. of the New England Farmer.

Rye (bass.

Tall Vepdcv Oaf Grass -

Red Top -

White Honeysuckle Cfover,
V,'d Clover, (northern;
French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wortae!,.
WOOL, Merino full blood, was!

Merino, tall blond, unwashed,
Merino, ihree lourlhs uaslied.
Aid iao, ii..ii ^. quar.er ti •

Nal've, washed, -

Pulled, l.aii.l.'s. lir-i so

Pulled, Lamb's, sen nd
Pulled, (or spinning, li:

l|iound.

FR( ) VJSIO.X JI.IRKE T.
BtiF.P, best pieces, -

PORK. I

w iiolc hogs,
VEAL. - - -

MUTTON. -

I'OULTRT, ....
BUTTER : [I lul . -

s . -

F.GCrS.
MEAL. Rye. retail) -

I .. retail,

POTATOS. new -

CIDER, [according to quality,!

7 00
14

8
3

7 I I

6 6
a a

54

-.0

40
9
90

2 £0
19 60

13 00 13 50
13 00 |3 08

; 00
4 00
4 '0

5 CO
1 to
50
50

11 13
1 SO
1 50

40 55
.

So 40
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MISCELLANIES.
ODE TO THE HARVEST MOON.

(BY H. KIRKE WHITE.)

Moon of harvest herald mild

Of plenty, rustic labour's child,

Hail ! oh hail ! I greet thy beam
As sott it trembles o'er the stream,

And gilds the straw-thatch'd hamlet wild,

Where innocence and peace reside

;

*Tis thou that glad'st with joy the rustic throng.

Promptest the tripping dance, th' exhiliraling song.

Moon of harvest, I do love

O'er the uplands now to rove,
While thy modest ray serene
Gilds the wide surrounding scene ;

And to watch thee riding high

In the blue vault of the sky,

Where no thin vapour intercepts ihy ray,

Bill in unclouded majesty thou walkest on thy way.

Pleasing 'tis, oh, modest moon !

Now thn night is at her noon,

'"Neath thy sway to musing lie,

While around the zephyrs sigh,

Fanning soft the sun-tann'd wheat,
Ripen'd by the summer's heat

;

Picturing" all the rustic's joy
When boundless plenty greets his eye,

And thinking soon,

Ob, modest moon !

How many a female eye will roam
Along the road,

To see die load,

The last dear load ol harvest home.

Storms and tempests, floods and rains,

Stern despoilers ol the piains,

Hence away, the season flee,

Foes to light-heart jollity

;

May no winds careering high.

Drive the clouds along the sky
j

Bat may all nature smile with aspect boon,

When in the heavens thou show'st thy face, oh, Harvest Moon !

'Neath yon lowly roof he lies,

The hushandman, with sleep-seal'd eyes;

He dreams of crowded barns, and round
The yard he hears the flail resound 3

Oh ! may no hurricane destroy

His visionary views ofjoy

;

God of the winds ! oh hear his humble pray'r,

And while the moon of harvest shines, thy blusl'ving whirlwind

spare.

Sons of luxury, to you
Leave I sleep's dull pow'r to woo

;

Press ye still the downy bed,

While' lev rish dreams surround your head;

I will seek the woodland glade,

Penetrate the thickest shade,

Wrapt 111 contemplation's dreams,
Musing high on hol_, themes,

While on the gale
Shall softly sad

The nightingale s enchanting tune,

And oft my eyes
Shall grateful rise

To thee, the modest Harvest Moot!

!

grant-smelling flower growing under them, which

at first led us into the belief that we smelt the

cinnamon, but we were soon undeceived. On
I pulling off a leaf or a twig you perceive the spicy

odor very strongly, but I was surprised to hear

I

that the flower has little or none. As cinnamon

I forms the only considerable export of Ceylon, it is

of course preserved with great care ; by the old

Dutch law, the penalty for cutting a branch was
no less than the loss of a hand ; at present a fine

expiates the same offence. The neighborhood of

1 Colombo is particularly favorable to its growth,

I being well sheltered, with a high equable temper-

ature ; and as showers fall very frequently, tho' a

whole day's heavy rain is uncommon, the ground

is never parched.

COMBUSTION OF THE HUMAN BODY.
In May last, M. J. Fontenelle read in the Acad-

emy of Sciences at Paris, a memoir on the spon-

taneous combustion of the human body. M. F.

establishes ineontestibly the reality of the phe-

nomenon, and relates fifteen observations of spon-

taneous human combustion. Most of the fifteen

persons who took fire spontaneously and were
consumed, were women immoderately addicted to

the use of spirituous liquors. In all cases, the

body and viscera were burnt, while the feet,

hands, and top of the head escaped. The com-
bustion takes place in those who are the prey of a

violent internal heat—the presence of a burning

body is not necessary to produce spontaneous

combustion, and water, so far from extinguishing

the flame, seems to render it more active— the

fire does not burn combustible objects placed near

it—two persons were consumed at the same time,

in the same apartment, without burning the furni-

ture or the apartment—the body consumes in a

few hours, and what remains consists of greasy

ashes and soot, having a fetid odor which extends

to a great distance. 31. Fontenelle thinks that

spontaneous combustions of the human body orig-

inate from a degeneration of the muscles, tendons,

viscera, &c. which gives rise to new products of a

; highly combustible nature, the reaction of which

J

determines the combustion of the body. Alcohol

j

contributes with other causes to produce this de-

I generation.

—

Hampshire Gazette.

thirty miles, the country presents one almost un-
broken sheet of water. The produce of thousands
of acres is literally rotting in the ground. The
Glasgow Chronicle notices the dreadful effects of
the rain in Scotland. The crops in France have
all suffered from a similar cause.

The Liverpool Mercury, of the 1st of August,

says, " Wo continue to receive, from all parts of
the kingdom, accounts of the disastrous conse-

quences of the late heavy rains, and serious ap-
prehensions are generally felt for the coming har-

vest."

Children's shoes.—Children's shoes ought to be
made large and easy, as their feet are rapidly

expanding—and shoes which at present fit, will

pinch in a month. Hence are produced doubling

of the toes— painful corns — curving of the nails

into the quick, and often, headache and general

disorder. Shoes for daily wear should never be
thin ; such shoes do not protect the feet in walk-

ing ; and instead of encouraging a firm, manly
step, give rise to a timid, hobling gait, which is

extremely uncouth.

Unhealthiness of the County.—While our city

has thus far been exempt from any prevailing epi-

demic, we regret to learn that the surrounding

country has been afflicted with numerous cases of
autumnal fevers. The prevalence of bilious remit-

tents and intermittents may be ascribed to the lux-

uriance of the season, and the decomposition of an

unusual quantity of vegetable matter.—JV. Y. pap.

Large cucumber.— Dr. Norwood, (says the Ports-

mouth Journal) has taken from his garden in Exe-
ter, N. H. a cucumber which measured seventeen

inches in length, fourteen inches in circumference,

and weighed five pounds and one ounce.

From Bishop Hcber Indii

CINNAMON-FIELDS OF CEYLON.
Our morning was, as usual on a first arrival,

taken up by visits ; in the afternoon, we drove in

Sir E. Barnes' sociable through the tar-famed cin-

namon gardens, which cover upwards of 17,000

acres of land on the coast, the largest of which

are near Colombo. The plant thrives best in a

poor, sandy soil, in a damp atmosphere ; it grows

wild in the woods to the size of a large apple tree,

but when cultivated is never allowed to grow

more than ten or twelve feet in height, each

plant standing separate. The leaf is something

like the laurel in shape, but of a lighter color
;

when it first shoots out it is red, and changes

gradually to green. It is now out of blossom, but

I am told that the flower is white, and appears

when in full blossom to cover the garden. After

hearing so muoh of the spicy gales from this isl-

and, I was much disappointed at not being able to

discover any scent, at least from the plants, in

passing through tho gardens ; there is a very fra-

INUNDATIONS IN ENGLAND.
The inundations occasioned by the constant

heavy rains in Flintshire and Denbighshire have
proved most injurious, and in some instances de-

structive, to the iron works in those counties. It

is stated by the oldest inhabitants in the neigh-

borhood, that such awful effects from impetuous
torrents were never before witnessed by them.

The Stamford paper says it is lamentable to

witness the havoc which the rains have created

in the agricultural prosperity of the country. The
overflowings of the rivers in Cumberland, North-
umberland, Durham, Yorkshire, Lancashire, Not-

tinghamshire, Lincolnshire, &c. where the banks

j

admitted of it, have flooded the adjoining coun-

I try. Manufactories have been undermined and

j
overthrown, bridges and buildings swept away,

i and many lives lost.

Hay and clover are so much injured, that the

j

latter has risen 10s. a ton. Wheat in our market

J

has advanced from 3 to 4s. per quarter. So co-

|

pious have been some of the showers in York-
shire, that in many places the water rose six feet

[
in two hours. In Holderness, from twenty-five to

Cement for wood or paper.—Dissolve some ising-

glass in a small quantity of gin or proof spirit, by
a very gentle heat ; and preserve it in a bottle

for use.-

Oat Meal, Oat Flour, Grolts, $fc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a
further supply ot the above articles, viz. 30 barrels of fresh Oat
Meal, fine bolted Oat Flour, Hulled Oats or Vermont Rice,
Scotch Barley, &e. for sale in any quantities, wholesale or re-

tail. Also a few cannisters of fine Oat Flour, neatly packed,
at 50 cts. per cannister.

Gunpowder, tfc.

Du Font's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts. per pound—Shot—Baits

~—EJints and Percussion Caps.
Also, Alum—Refined Salt Petre—Blue Vilriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Dnponl Powder Store, No. G5 Broad street

—

ByE. COPEI.AND, Jr.

IT The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality

—

and is marked "E. Cope/and, jr. Boston," on the head of the

cask tf March 14

Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store. No.
52 North Market Street,

A consignment from Troy, N-Y. of 50 bushels of Hemp Seed,
growth of 1827; by the tierce or bushel.

Q^pSuhscribers to the New England Farmer can have their

volumes nea'.ly half bound aud lettered al 75 cents, by sending

them to this office.

Seeds for Fall Sotoing.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a fresh sup-

ply of varirus Grass Seeds—also a great variety of vegetable

seeds for fall sowing, viz. While Portugal Onion, Strasburg do.

Silver skin do. Prickly Spinach and Dutch Cole for early greens

—various kinds of lettuce, cairoi. encumber, cabbages, &c.

—

black Spanish or winter radi«h, &c. all warranted fresh

Published every Friday, at gS per annum, payable at the

endnf the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the

time of subcrnM ig, arc entitled to a deduction of tifly cents.
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AGRICULTURE
(Prepared by the Edilor.)

ILLS OP IGNOR1NCE IN ENTOMOLOGY.

Wc arc told that in Germany, the gardeners

and country people, with great industry gather

whole baskets full of the caterpillar of the des-

tructive cabbage moth (JVoctua Brussica, Fab.) and

then bury them, which as Roesel well observes, is

just as if we should endeavor to kill a crab by

covering it with water ; for, many of them being

full grown and ready to pass into their next state,

which they do under ground, instead of destroy-

ing them by this manoeuvre, their appearance

again the following year in greater numbers is ac-

tually facilitated. Yet this plan applied to our

common cabbage caterpillar, which does not go

under ground would succeed. So that some
knowledge of the manners of an insect is often

requisite to enable us to check its ravages effect-

ually. With respect to noxious caterpillars in

general, agriculturists and gardeners are not usu-

ally aware that the best mode of preventing their

attacks is to destroy the female fly before she has

laid her eggs, to do which the moth proceeding

from each must be first ascertained. But if their

research were carried still further, so as to enable

them to distinguish the pupa and discover its

haunts, and it would not be at all difficult to de-

tect that of the greatest pest of our gardens, the

cabbage butterfly, the work might be still more
effectually accomplished.

Some larvae are polyphagous, or feed upon a

variety of plants ; among others that of the yel-

low-tail moth (Bombyx ehrysorhaa, F.); yet gar-

deners think they have done enough if they des-

troy the web-like nests which so often deform our

fruit trees, without suspecting that new armies of

assailants will wander from those on other plants

which they have suffered to remain. Thus will

thousands be produced in the fallowing season,

which had they known how to distinguish them,

might have been extirpated. Another instance

occurred to a friend when walking with a

gentleman in his estate at a village in Yorkshire.

His attention was attracted by several circular

patches of dead grass, each having a stick with

rags suspended to it placed in the centre. He at

once discerned that the larva of the cock-chafer

had eaten the roots of the grass, which being pull-

ed up by the rooks [crows] that devour this mis-

chievous grub, these birds had been mistaken by
the tenant for the cause of the evil, and the rags

were placed to frighten away his best friends.

—

Nor could he convince him by all that was said,

that the rooks were not the cause of the evil.

—

Even philosophers sometimes fall into gross mis-

takes from this species of ignorance. Dr Darwin
has observed, that destroying the beautiful but in-

jurious woodpeckers is the only alternative for

preventing the injury they do to our forest trees

by boring into them ; not being aware that they
bore only those trees which insects had previous-

ly attacked, and that they diminish very consider-

ably the number of such as are prejudicial to our
forests.

From these facts it is sufficiently evident that

entomological knowledge is necessary, both to I

We hnffl.aeen some further specimen* ofpaper
1 prevent fatal mistakes, and to enable us to check !

"ia,,c fro '" 8t,aw Bnd fror" Uut «T<"»' according

to M'Gaw's patent. The invention is said towith effect the ruvages of insects. But ignorance
in this respect is not only unfit to remedy the evil;

on the contrary it may often be regarded as its

cause. A large proportion of the most noxious
insects in every country are pot indigenous, but
have been imported. It was thus that the moth

; (Tinea Mtllonella) so destructive in bee-hives, and
the asparagus beetle (Lema Jigparagi, F.) were

|
made deni/.ens of Sweden. The insect that has

J

destroyed all the peach trees in St Helena was
imported from the Cape ; and in England (not to

mention bugs and cockroaches) the great pest of, A new ie3 of the Bejuco de Guaco, so cel-
onr orchards, the apple Aphis, there is good reas- ebrated in Sol;:! , America for its power of curing

|

on to behove, was introduced with some foreign Wountb made by the most poisonous serpents, is
i apple trees. Now, extensive as is our commerce, D0W m fu!| power in the stovc of A . B . Lambert,

I

it is next to impossible by any precautions, to pre-
; K; . f B ,„„ House, Wilts, (one of the Vice

-cut the m.portation of these noxious agents. A
[ presideMa ol

-

,U„ Linnjeau Society,) running from
argo, or even a sample, of peas from North I one ead of the 3tove tQ the other; an(J fil!l tLe
Vinenra, might present us with that ravage* of house whh tne fume of it3 flowcrs . lt was
itllon *I.q ,,..-, t , / !>,.,. „1...~ D. .*- T 1. ..K _

prove entirely successful. A manufactory has

been established at Chambersburg, in this state,

and machinery, &-c. is preparing Car the manufac-

ture of 300 reams a day. The paper is firm and

strong, carries ink well, and is very suitable for

wrapping, and it i- Selieved, for hanging also, and

for all other purposes where strong paper is re-

quired, and can be furnished at a price so much
below that made from any other material as to

supercede every other of the kind.

—

Penn. Caz.

ilse, the pea-heetle (Bruchus Pisis L); or the

famed Hessian fly, which some years a:ro caused
-ueh trepidation in our cabinet, might have been
conveyed here in a ship lr,ad of wheat. Leeu-
wenhoek's wolf (Tinea granella, F.) might visit us
in a similar conveyance, from Holland or France.
But though introduced, were entomology a more
general pursuit, their presence would soon be
detected, and the evil at once nipt in the bud :

whereas in a country where this science was not
• all or little cultivated, they would most proba-
bly have increased to such an extent before they
attracted notice, that every effort to extirpate

them would have proved ineffectual.

DAIRIES.

Nothing hut milk and cream should be kept in

dairies ; nor anything that has a strong scent, al-

though it may be sweet, should ever be placed in

or near the milk room ; but bad scents, particu-

larly, greatly lessen the product of butter dairies,

by preventing a complete separation of the cream
from the milk.— (VaisttWs Designs for .Agricultu-

ral Buildings.

LOFTS OVER STABLES,

Are bad places for both hay and corn ; as these

articles in that situation, must be more or less im-
pregnated with the noxious effluvia arising from
the stale and dung, as well as from the breath of
horses, thereby diminishing the nutritive qualities

of the food, and occasioning disgust to the animals
that eat it.

—

Ibid.

A Maine paper, the Wiscasset Intelligencer,

says that the crops of hay in that state the present
season, have been abundant—the crop of grain
tolerably good—of Indian corn there is a good
supply, well ripened, and already mostly harvest-
ed— potatos not so abundant—the crop of grain
tolerably good—of Indian corn there is a good
supply well ripened, and already mostly harvest-
ed— potatos not so abundant as in some former
seasons, but a pretty fair crop.

raisid from seed sent from Carthagena last year

to a gentleman in this town, by Mr WattSjlhfc

British Cont-ul there. The Theophrasta A/neW-

cana, a most curious plant, with the appearafcee o(

a palm, raised from t-eed, brought from St Dtrnin-!

go, by Dr Hamilton, teti years ago, has flo\lered

in the same gentleman's stove this summei, for

the first time. - English pa.

Agriculture.— TIk Montpelier (\ t.) Republican

state.-, that .'•<• >r .spects of the farmer are bright
eniug in that quarter. Wheat and flour have ta-

x

ken a rapid rise. The former was selliDg last

week at $1.40 per bushel, and the latter at $7
per barrel, and very probably will rise. This im-

provement in the prices of agricultural products

is very properly ascribed in part to a prospect of

an increased demand in Europe, and partly to the

influence of the tariff' in creating a market at

home. The farmer may often be at a loss, as to

the most favorable moment for disposing of his

surplus produce, lt would perhaps, be the safesi

policy, as a general rule, to accept of fair prices,

without indulging extravagant expectations. We
can do no more than give, from time to time, all

the information in our power, as to the state of

the market, leaving our agricultural subscribers !<

judge for themselves.

—

.Y. Y. Statesman.

Hams after being smoked, may be preserved
through the j'ear by packing them in oats.

Fall of leaves An article od this subject, trans-

lated from a paper by Prof. Yaucher, in the Me-
moirs of the Natural History Societv at Geneva,
is given in Brewster's Journal for October, 1S26,

which appears to us to account for the phenome-
na of the fall of the leaf in a more satisfacu-\

manner than any preceding theory. According
to Prof. Yaucher, every leaf consists of a distinct

system of fibres, which have only a temporary
continuity and unity with the shoot, kept up by a

kind of adhesive substance, which, when the

purpose of the leaf in the parent plant is severed,

is dried up or dissolved. "The adhesive sub-

stance is probably formed by some portion of the

parenchyma interposed between the two systems

of fibres. While this parenchyma is under the

influence of the vegetable action, the adhesion is

maintained ; when this action ceases, the union is
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dissolved, and the leaf falls." The reasonable-

ness and truth of this theory, as far as respects

dicotyledonous plants, becomes more obvious by

reflecting on the difference between the decay of

leaves and the decay of tendrils. The leaves of

plants, grasses, bulbs and other Monoeotyledoneas,

in a strict sense, cannot be said ever to drop from

the plants. Dr. Brewster judiciously observes,

that M. Vaucher is the first who directed botanists

to the organic structure at the base of the petiole
;

and he adds, that a similar arrangement probably

prevails in the other parts of plants which succes-

sively drop off, and the connection of whose ves-

sels with those of the stem, though necessarily in-

timate, is merely temporary. A new field is thus

opened for botanical research.— Gard. Jhg-

REPORTS OF THE WORCESTER AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

REPORT ON FAT CATTLE AND MILCH COWS.

The Committee on Fat Cattle and Milch Cows
cannot express, in adequate terms, the gratifica-

tion which they, in common with the multitude

who have witnessed this day's Exhibition, receiv-

ed from that part of it which came under their pe-

culiar cognizance. Eighteen fat oxen were en-

tered for exhibition or premium, and sixteen were
found in the pens. Among these they must first

notice those offered for exhibition only, by the

Hon. Joseph Estabrook of Royalston, who has
long been favorably known throughout this and
other counties as a distinguished farmer. He pre-

sented twelve fine oxen from his pastures which
by estimation would average from twelve to fif-

teen hundred weight each when slaughtered, and
from their excellent points, their fatness and their

number, attracted the attention of every one. A-
mong such a Jury, as they may from their num-
ber well be styled, it would not have been easy to i

select a Foreman, and the Committee arc happy
that their duty did not require any such distinc-

1

tion to be made. Among the other oxen the

Committee noticed one offered by Capt Ephraim
|

Mower of Worcester, which was a fine animal
|

having most if not all the good points required in

such an animal. They also viewed with great

pleasure the fine grass fed ox of John L. Boylston
Esq. which weighed 2310 pounds, and they do
not hesitate to pronounce him a superior animal,
doing great credit to the gentleman who present-

ed him. And it was when viewing such animals
that the Committee regretted the limited number
of premiums they had to award. These were on-

ly two—One of fifteen dollars which they award
to Capt. Benjamin Harrington for his native grass

fed Ox, eight years old, weighing 2511 pounds.

—

And the second premium often dollars they award
to Gen. S. Towne, for bis beautiful six years old

ox, weighing 2237 pounds, half HoWerness breed.

The ox of Capt. Harrington, as he certifies, has

had no grain or meal during the last summer, and
tbe committee were induced to award the pre-

mium to him on account of his fatness, although

tbe ox of Gen. Towne was much the most beau-

tiful animal of the two ; and considering his keep-

ing which till the present season was common and
ordinary, and entirely without grain, his great de-

gree of fatness and excellent condition, were sub-

jects of high commendation. The ox exhibited

by the President of the Society, for exhibition on-

ly, was worthy of the high place he held in tbe

estimation of the committee amoDg the very fine

animals they examined, and did honor to the stock
j

Henry Sprague, of Spencer, for his four years old

which he represented. cow, half Holderness breed. The quantity of milk
Among the other cattle, there was exhibited by: given by her, as certified, was twenty quarts of

Capt. Harrington, of Princetou, a remarkably tine strained milk per day, from the first to the twen-
ec w with calf, which weighs 1,663 pounds, and tieth day of Juue—and from that to the first of
has been kept only upon hay and grass. She is October, eighteen quarts a day ; although her
half Holderness, six years old and added much to keeping was upon grass, in company with thir-

the interest of the show of animals.
j
teen other cows.

Old England may boast of her roast beef—and 1 The second premium of ten dollars the corn-

Europeans may say that nature degenerates in mittee award to J. L. Boylston, Esq. for his beau-
her productions in America, but while New Eng- tiful light red four years old cow, which produced
land produces such animals for the slaughter as during the month of June, an average of nine

have this day exhibited, we never need to fear pounds of butter per week, and during the mouth
the want of good eating, or fear the imputation of of September, fourteen quarts of milk per day al-

de%e!'eracy in man or beast.
|

though kept with from twelve to twenty-one cows,

There were the uncommon number of eighteen and only upon grass. She is of tue native breed,

milch cows entered for exhibition or premium, and her calf nine months old, a fine animal was
seventeen of which were in the pens. This was exhibited at the same time.

as it should be. It was doing justice to the coun-j The third premium of eight dollars, the com-
ty which has long been distinguished for its dai-j mittee award to Mr. Albert Stone, for bis excel-

ries. But more credit is due to one part than an- lent cow twelve years old which produced as cer-

other of the countv, since ten of them were from
; tified about eighteen quarts of milk during the

the town of Princeton, and eight of these were summer months, and thirteen quarts per day sub-

exhibited by one gentleman, (John L. Boylston,
| sequent to September. Although the certificate

Esq.) for whose public spirit and interest in its of her qualities in regard to milk was not so pre-

concerns, the Society owe their acknowledge-

ments. Of the sixteen, eight were entered for ex-

ibition only, and the time of the committee will

not permit them to do that justice which they

could wish to the animals or to the gentlemen

who exhibited them. Stephen Salisbury, Esq.

exhibited a fine cow, seven years old, half Denton

breed; and Mr. Richard Mills, of Worcester, ex-

hibited a native cow six years old, of a fine quali-

ty. Mr. Asa Rice also exhibited a cow which

was acknowledged to be a fine animal, and Mr.

Boylston exhibited a beautiful Denton cow, and

one other fine cow which the committee viewed

with pleasure. And among the animals for ex-

hibition, the remarkably fine cow of Col. J. W,

cise as the committee wished, yet when they took

into consideration the calves fattened by her, her

appearance, and the facts which were certified,

they concluded to award for her the third pre-

mium.
For the fourth premium Mr. Boylston was his

own competitor, and if he will present so many
animals, so fine that there is little or no diiference

he must not complain if he himself should be cal-

led upon to decide, because "the doctors disa-

gree." Upon examination and comparison, how-

ever, the committee award to him the fourth pre-

mium, of six dollars, for a dark red four years old

cow, which averaged in her produce, nine pounds

of butter per week during the month of June, and

Watson, Princeton, must hold a high place in the
,
thirteen quarts of milk per day during September,

estimation and commendation of the committee. I She was kept with from twelve to twenty-one

Among the cows offered for exhibition only, the cows during the season, and only upon grass. In

imported short horned Durham cow offered by

our enterprising and public spirited fellow citizen

Stephen Williams, Esq. of Northborough, was par-

ticularly noted by the committee. Others may
dispute about long horns, and short horns, the

committee unanimously agreed that let long horns

be as they might, the short horned cow of Mr.

describing this cow the committee describe also

the other four cows of Mr. Boylston, and they

here again express their regret that they were lim-

ited in the number of their premiums, for where

all deserve, it is difficult to discriminate.

If the committee have failed to notice any of

the animals exhibited, in a proper manner, it a-

Williams deserved their unqualified approbation,
j

rises entirely from their number, and the difficul-

And having exhausted their epithets of approba- ty which arises in such cases in discriminating

tion they can only add that Colonel Lincoln's cow
I
from recollection the several animals and their

deserved her share of them, offered as she was
' distinctive traits. In the case of Mr. Harrington

for exhibition only.
j
the committee are so well persuaded of the merits

It was no easy task to award premiums where ! of his cow which was exhibited for premium, to

there were so many claimants, and their claims whom they were precluded from awarding a pre-

were so just. The committee regretted that Mr.
j

mium by the rules of the Society, that they res-

Benj. Harrington, of Princeton, had it not in his pectfully suggest to the trustees the allowance to

power to furnish the requisite certificate as to the

quantity of milk given by his cow offered for pre-

mium, during the month of September. But as

he could not, she could not be considered as a

subject for premium, whatever the committee

might have thought, bad such certificate been

offered. She was a very fine animal, and the

quantity of milk given by her in June, twenty-one

quarts a day, shows how high her claims were up-

on the attention of the committee, and how strong

they migld have been upon them to award her a

premium. After due deliberation, the committee

are unanimously of the opinion that the first pre-

mium of fifteen dollars should be awarded to Mr.

Mr. Harrington of his travelling fees according to

the rules of the Society, if he does not receive

them in respect to other animals exhibited by him.

In addition to this, what some may deem dry de-

tail, the committee beg leave to offer one or two

remarks of a general character. They cannot

but express their surprise, that any man will ever

keep a poor milch cow when, as has this day been

shown, animals so much more profitable can be

kept at an equal cost. It is a deplorable want of

economy, and worse even than that of a man who

should invest bis money in two per cent, stock,

when he might as safely receive ten per cent, on

his capital in any other way. No animal repaye
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so richly the charges of her keeping, as a good

milch cow. She is a treasure to a poor man, and

a source of luxury to the poor and rich alike.

—

It is in this light tli.it she is an extremely interest-

ing ohject, for good eating comes homo to us all.

We have heard our brother farmers talk of "liv-

ing like poor folks," when they had more luxuries

in their dailies than they could dream of, till de-

prived of them. "Sir," said an obsequious waiter

at a city hotel, to a good honest yeoman of a

neighboring county, as he handed him a pitcher

of what city folks call cream, "do you like cream

in your coffee ?"— "Yes," said he with a sigh, "a

plaguey sight better than skim milk." Most of our

best eatables derive their origin from our milch

eows. But the quality of the one depends upon

that of the other. It is in vain that the house-

wife sets the milk if it is not of a rich quality. She

may select her pans with the skill of an Humph-
rey Davy ; but it matters not whether of tin, or

earthen, or what not, for if the cream is not in the

milk, she cannot get it out. S':e may warm it, or

cool it, skim it or churn it all together
;
poor milk

will make poor butter. All the patent churns

that Connecticut ingenuity ever invented, or Dr.

Thornton ever puzzled his brains over, could not

make- sky blue milk into yellow cream, or white

frothy cream into hard sweet butter. Such milk

ami butter, some may think, may do for hired men
and boarders, but when we think of one's chil-

dren, (especially those of us who have none) this

becomes a subject of grave consideration, since

the raising and education of children have em-
ployed all sorts of talents from those of the school

dame among her A B C's, up to a Brougham in

the halls of Parliament. As a committee on milch

cows, we would modestly suggest that theorists

do not begin at the foundation of the" matter. We
believe a good deal in the blood and breed of ani-

rmils, but do not attach so much importance to

and well calculated for a fair trial of the skill of traduced the subject of the staggers in twine, and

the Ploughmen. At 15 minutes after 9 o'clock request* thM It may be further investigated by

17 teams commenced the match, and the work
' thoM "vi "> P»fe« "") knowledge of the disease.

was performed with a neatness and skill in execu- ' 1,ave l,ee" conversant with the disorder, it hav-

tiori, which has seldom, if ever, been equalled.— in8 repeatedly attacked my swine. In voL iv. p.

The discipline of the teams was admirable. There Ss of the same work, I gave some account of it

was no noise or whipping, and the teams all com- ' t; "'" ;l<i,led t,lat the l"6 »Wch survived, WSJ

pleted their work within 30 minutes, without ex- " M"> tliree wctks aft,;r tl,e at,a,l<
> !,s I"althy as

hibiting any appearance of fatigue. The proccs- the otner* l " as Probably led "' l«s conclusion,

sion of officers and members formed, and proceed- from the greediness with which he devoured hi-

ed to the meeting-house, where prayers were of-
1 ° 1" 1

i
l, " t l *""" l,J"" (l cau"' "J •*«*« the sue-

fered by Rev. James Howe of Pepperell, in a man- cess of tl,c **&cai operations and medical treat-

ner well adapted to the occasion, an able, useful, ,ncnl tlic Poor a """ al endured. I be ex^nse of

earned Address was delivered by the Rev.

Bernard Whitman of Waltbam, and singing was
performed by a select choir in a skilful manner.

After the exercises at the meeting-house, the

supporting it, 1 judged, was doubled in conse-

quence of the disease. His growth was materially

checked ; and a gristly substance supplied the

place of fat. I have lately conversed with

Committees proceeded to the discharge of their neighbor, who, at various times, has lost many ol

respective duties. The working Oxen presented a llls swir,f! bv thia disorder. ,f '3 application was

most interesting exhibition. Twcntv-one pairs til0 depletMg course by bleeding, and a powerful

were entered for premium, and their qualities were drench. Two only recovered. He stated the

tested by drawing a load of 7000 weight. Many expense of keeping was more than any other two

pairs exhibited great strength and docility, and iu 1,is Pcns i
and that their meat was of an ordi-

the appearance and discipline of the oxen gave ev-
j

nary quality, resembling nne. He expressed his

idence of manifest improvement in that kind of !

determination never again to attempt their cure.

stoc [j j

This also is mine.

Two fine and superior specimens of cider were In J - p- Ue Conchy's Letter to the late Judge

presented to the Society, one by Mr. John Cooke !

peters
>
published in vol. iii. page 396 of the .>. B.

of Cambridge, the other by Mr. Jonathan Rice of Farmer, he remarks, that though by the method

Marlborough. Each specimen was very nice, and
' of cure he has adopted, he is much more success-

the preparation simple and of little expense. The ',
ful

i
>'et the P'SS that recover do not thrive so veil

Society was highly gratified to see a competition
j

afttr such an atlack - He mentions nothing of the

in exhibitions of this article. Good cider, is a I
<I
ua]it» of thc PDrk> so notioeabfe in the instances

reat desideratum, and that our ci.ler may be im- above stated. The symptoms already indicate

that bleeding is the best remedy. His recipe di-

rects it. Those who can " see a bare knob in the

roof of the mouth" may " cut it and let it bleed,'"

according to his practice : those who cannot, may
do well to make an incision there as farriers bleed

their horses. Should they swallow the blood, i:

proved to a superior degree, the specimens exhib

ited, give abundant evidence—no labor will be

better rewarded, than that bestowed in the prep-

aration of cider.

The pens, 60 in number, were all filled. The
horses, neat stock, and swine, were considered su-

inere names as some have done. But when we jperior to any heretofore exhibited. The gradual nlav Prove a sufficient cathartic. I have never

come to eating, we would foreswear, for children, improvement in neat stock in particular, so clear- searched tor the"" knob, believing no more of its

"thin potations" as heartilv as Jack FalstafTin the
I ly manifested by our annual exhibitions, must be ;

existence as an indication ot disease, than ot the

play. We could quote even sacred writ in favor
!
gratifying to the community. worms in the tongue, which many cu! out to keep

of milk diet, but we need only refer to the good I One of the, greatest agricultural curiosities of a favorite dog from runiiing mad.

old times of bread and milk suppers, when slops . the season, was the two great water melons, of
|

l ours, with great regard,

and 7iic-nacs were not the staff of life, and when
j

Mr Gale, of Waltbam, weighing upwards of 50 I

Worcester, Oct. 9, 182S. O. FISKE.

the rich bloom of health on the cheek of child-
,

lbs. each, from one vine.
V

We „e gla,, t0 gee ,hnt thc ,ate improveluem
hood, like the brilliant hue ot twilrght on a sum-

j
The exhibition of manufactures was good—

\ C0I ,trived by 31r. Grieve has drawn forth the no-
mer'sday, played around the features even of old

j

There was great competition in flannels, carpets
tioe cont9ined ul the testimonial below We

•o, making it fresh and iair and vigorous. Bodi-
1

and diapers, and gave evidence of improvement
j
heartily join iu the concluding tribute to the in-

ly and mental vigor are too nearly allied, not to i in this branch of household manufacture,
attach importance to what promotes either. And l A piece of Rob Roy plaid made by Messrs Sew-
as friends of the rising generation, as the lovers all, Standley & Co. of Dracut, attracted much no-
of good order, and good eating— of good educa- tice Several hearth rugs and many specimens
tion and good bread and butter, your committee
would earnestly recommend all who have viewed,

with them, the animals this day exhibited, to sell

'heir poor cows and buy eootl ones.

By order of the Committee,
EMORY WASHBURN—Chairman.

of lace work shewed that our fair friends have
not been idle in preparing for this exhibition.

—

There were several articles presented which were
worthy of premiums, but the limits of the Commit-
tee did not permit any further rewards.

There were several inventions of great merit,

and attracted particular attention.

MIDDLESEX CATTLE SHOW.
j

The butter presented for premium was fine.

The Society of Middlesex Husbandmen and
|

particularly that of Mrs Wellington, of Ashby
Manufacturers held their anniversary Cattle Show 1

As also several boxes of late made butter which

in Concord, on the 8th inst. The pleasantness of did great credit to the makers but were not by

the day brought together an unusual number of i the rules of the society entitled to premiums. Yeom
citizens and members.

Twenty teams were entered for the Ploughing
|

FOR THE NEW *«*«> farmer.

Match ; of which 17, viz. 9 single and 8 double, OT . „ r,„„ Q TAT „,,„„_,
were found qualified by the rules of the Society to » r p t .i i- , i- ,

. .... .p. , . „ ,
J Mr Je.ssenden— In the first number of the

contend for premiums. I he plat of ground set out [ ... , ,. ., AT r w ...
• , , , . i, e i ,i i ,

seventh vol. ot the N. E. Farmer, a writer has m-
in lots of l-8th of an acre each, was well swarded

telligeace, activity, and euterprize which have
marked his exertions, and hope that prejudice will

not thwart their proper influence.

—

.Ycu: Herald.

1 hrishing .Machine.

Mr. Thatek,—Having this day witnessed the

operation ot a machine for threshing and winnow-
ing grain, invented by Mr. Win. J. Grieve, at the

Indian Kill farm, iu West Newbury, we send you
this notice, that au invention so valuable may be-

come known. The machine was worked by four

horses, and in seventeen minutes threshed and
winnowed eighteen bushels of heavy oats, doing
the work perfectly, threshing the straw clean, and
separating completely the chaff, straw, and srrain.

To extensive grain-growing farms, this must prove

a most valuable labor saving machine. Mr. G.

removed from Scotlaud to this country more than

a year since,. and by his skill in farming, and im-
plements of husbandry, promises to confer import-

ant benefits on our agriculture.

JOHN V.ARMM.
J. H. DUNC VN.
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ENGLISH CATTLE MARKET.
By the authority of the British Parliament, an ex

animation has been made into the state of the cat-

tle markets in the vicinity of London. The evi-

dence given before the committee- represents the

most disgusting and cruel scenes ; the streets of

ing at the stake they are in the habit of fastening lands are admirably adapted to the growth of

one of the hind legs, to the wall, but in doing so, mulberry trees. Will not the farmers of the east-

it fell on its side ; they wanted the animal to stand

up on its legs, it was hampered with ropes, and

hardly could, when one of the slaughtermen be-

gan to twist and break the tail, joint after joint

;

Smithfield were wet with the blood of slaughtered
| an<] then as if that was not sufficient to effect

animals, and the offal was left in the gutters to the
J

the purpose, he jumped upon it ; another of the

operation of the sun, producing the most horrible : slaughtermen took up a drover's stick and beat it

stench. It appeared by the evidence, also, that
J

about the head in the most cruel manner, and

much meat was sold, which was unfit for eating
; goaded it in different parts of the body, to make

being "very old cows, skin and bones, and worn it get up ; but still the animal did not rise ; then

out bulls." The sheep were frequently driven
j

they called for a bucket of water, and I saw them

into the market with one of their fore it gs tied up pour the water down the nostrils, which was

to prevent their running away, and when thus dis- done for the purpose of givin

ern shore find this a subject worthy of their at-

tention ?

—

Baltimore Patriot.

abled, the animals were goaded on by the inhu

man drovers.

The state of Leadenhall market is thus describ-

WHEAT PRODUCED IN FRANCE.
At a recent meeting of the Academy of Scien-

ces in Paris, the Secretary read a paper on the

" present and former produce of wheat in France,*'

from which it appears that forty years ago the

amount of wheat annually grown in France was
sufficient (reckoning the population at that time

at 2"> millions, from which five millions are to be
"

1 deducted for children under ten years of age,) to

give to each person 583 lbs. of wheat per annum,

or one pound nine ounces of bread daily, after

taking away the wheat necessary for seed for the

ensuiug year. The population since the period

here referred to, has increased to thirty-five mill-

ions, but there has been no increase in the wheat
produce ; from which it is inferred that the land

brought into cultivation since the Revolution, has

[

plants, and potatos.

the stimulus of

suffocation, (for cattle breathe through their nos-

trils, not through their mouths); immediately af-

ter which, one of the slaughtermen took the iron

ed by one of the witnesses, (a surgeon) and he
j
axe and gave it six blows on the sides of the head

stated that similar cruelties were practised at bun- (not on the vital part of the head) and it then

dreds of other places within the precincts of the
j
roared with agony in a shocking manner, and got

cit
>;

:~ ,,,,„• a J T" itSTS T
hC

"x

theJ
' g

T'
e k l

!

le dea
.

th W7'
i
been chiefly laid out for vineyards, leguminou

A great part of Leadenhall is excavated, and
j
and it was killed. I state this only to show the

i , .
,* .._

the slaughter-houses are underneath. Yon des-'Jmanner in which slaughtering is conducted.

ceud a flight of steps several feet, (perhaps twen- Another instance came under the eye of the

ty feet) and you go into a dismal dungeon which i same witness, in which the animal received seven-

is almost dark; there is a little Hght only, from teen blows from an axe, inflicted by ignorant men,

the place that you enter—and around the floor of before it dropped. This gentleman was a mem-
this place, covered with blood and filth and gar-

i ber of the college of surgeons, and his opinion

bage, are the poor sheep lying in different places ' upon this point may be worthy of some attention,

till they are killed. The persons who are em-
; He says, "the cutting the throat of the bulldck

ployed to slaughter in these underground cellars
j
with a very large knife, I consider to be the easi-

appeared to me the most filthy, low, disgusting
j
est possible death; but I very strongly object to

characters that can possibly be mentioned ; I have
j
their throwing Ihe animal down, which is attend-

seen them slaughter the sheep, and prepare the , ed with a great deal of trouble and cruelty."

carcase with a horrid filthy bucket, containing
j Driving cattle into the market was represented

blood and whatever may have been in it, as filthy
|
as a great nuisance. A bookseller testified that

and dirty as can be ; I have seen them take a ladies were put to great inconvenience and terror

cloth and wash and wipe the meat all over with by it, and that they would not go into the streets

the water from the bucket, the most horrid, dis- to purchase goods upon days when cattle were

gusting scene that can possibly be imagined. The known to be there ; he was satisfied that he had

place is so close that you cannot enter it without personally suffered a loss in his business in con-

thinking of contagion. It is even worse than ' sequence of it. Sheep were driven through Hat-

Whitechapel, inasmuch as these places are under ton Garden upon the evening of the Sabbath, to

ground; there is no ventilation, and there is not the great annoyance of worshippers. Sunday

the least check whatever to any cruel or filthy , evening was the noisest of the whole week. It is

practices that the slaughtermen may choose to
j

not stated in the papers whether any measures

practice. has been taken to put an end to these disgusting

Merely sheep were slaughtered there, no cattle ;
. scenes Courier.

they slide them down trap doors, and I have seen

them frequently so crippled as not to bo able to

stand when they ' ave reached the bottom, fre-

quently with their jaws or legs broken.

The manner in which the cuttle are slaughter-

ed in most of the slaughter-houses is inconceiva-

bly dreadful and horrible. The cattle are sent to

SILK.
There is scarcely a day passes that does not

bring us an account of some successful experiment

in raising silk, in the South and West. The Ohio

State Gazette notices a specimen of silk, of an

excellent quality, made by Mrs. Daniel Parker, of
y

c i i i i . u » i„ i„„„i, Clermont county, in that State.—A day or two
some of the lanre slaughter-houses to be slaugh- , . .•',.,. . „ • , " c

, , , ,.
D

, , . ., „ „,.,],„ since, we received information of the success ot
tered by slaughtermen employed by the man who '""*»

. ^ rtT .. . „
an experiment made by Dr. M. W. Alexander, of

by slaughtermen empl

keeps the premises ; he takes in the cattle, and

receives so much a head for their being slaughter-

ed ; he appoints a certain number of men, who
are generally of the lowest possible description, to

slaughter the cattle, and this business they per-

Mecklenburg county, North Carolina. This gen

tleman raised two crops last summer, the last of

which was superior to the first.—Another gentle-

man in the. same State was very successful in rais

„, liner silk, and contemplates entering into the busi
lorm without any observation or remonstrance or n

' . ' "
,

.

ness on an extensive scale. Indeed we have in
direction from the master butcher, or the man
that owns the premises, or any one else, and they

do it in any bungling cruel manner they choose

to adopt. I saw an instance at the time I refer

to, which was so dreadful it will never be effaced

from my recollection, and I was not a solitary

eye-witness, but other gentlemen were present.

At Whitechapel, one of the bullocks was drawn

up to the stake to be slaughtered, and when stand-

formation from several of the southern and west

ern States, of the extensive commencement of

white mulberry planting with the same view. To
obtain a mulberry orchard that will yield leaves

enough for the most extensive establishment,

would not require more expense or trouble than

every farmer bestows upon a common apple orch-

ard ; and what is better ? Old fields, or worn out

IMPORTANT INVENTION.
We this morning examined and saw in opera-

tion a most ingenious and valuable machine for

spinning flax and hemp, invented by Dr Bell and

Mr Dyer, two intelligent and highly respectable

gentlemen from New England. They entered

upon the prosecution of their plans last winter,

and have now brought them to a successful ter-

mination. As the patent has not been secured,

we are not permitted to give a full description of

the invention ; but the following particulars will

he interesting to our readers, especially to those

who wish well to the cause of American Manu-

factures.

This machine is constructed on an entirely new

principle, having no analogy to the process for the

cotton, woollen, worsted, or other manufacture.

—

The quality of the yarns produced is pronounced

by competent judges, to surpass other linen yams
in as great a proportion as cotton or woollen

yarns spun by the present improved machinery,

are superior to those wrought by hand. The

size of the thread can be varied to any ext-nt,

from that of cambric to that of the rope-yarns

used in the manufacture of cordage. In the de-

gree of velocity, its operation is limited only by

the quickness which the spindles and fliers are

capable of supporting. The instrument now in

operation produces about the same quantity of

thread per spindle, fineness being equal, as the

throstle spindles in the cotton manufacture. The

whole formation of the thread from dressed flax

is completed at one operation. The material laid

on the machine is wound upon the spools ready

for the loom, without the intervention of any as-

sistance ; the whole being effected by the rotary

motion communicated from drums. Indeed, all

the motions of the instrument are of a circular

kind.—JV. Y. Statesman.

For fattening surine.—Wash potatos clean, boil

and mash while hot—mix in at the same time

oats and pea meal. Put the mixture into a large

tub, which must stand till it becomes sour but not

putrid. Keep a quantity of .this on hand, always

fermenting and give it to your hogs as often a*

they will eat. It is said that pork may be fatten-

ed in this way and make a saving of one third of

the food and time consumed in the usual mode.
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CHESHIRE CATTLE SHOW.
The annual Cattle Show and Exhibition of the

Cheshire Agricultural Society, was holden at

Charlestown, ou Wednesday the hist day of Oc-

tober instant ; and though the income of the Soci-

ety for this year afforded but small premiums, it

is believed, that the show of cattle and other

stock has not been on any former anniversary

more extensive and more gratifying to the fann-

ers and spectators assembled on the occasion. At

1 o'clock, tne Society and citizens were escorted

to the meeting house by an excellent baud of mu-

sic, where after prayer by Rev. Mr. Crosby, and a

few appropriate remarks by Hon. H. Hubbard, the

report of the awarding committees were read by

Gen. William Carey of Lempster.

The officers of the Society lor the ensuing year

are the following.

Aaron Hooskins of Walpole, President,

Salma Hale of Keene, Vice President,

Elijah Bingham of Alstead, Secretary and

Librarian,

Leonard Bisco of Walpole, Treasurer,

David Parker of Charlestown,

Daniel Robinson of Acworth,

Elijah Belding of Swanzey,

.lames Chandler of Alstead,

Levi Chamberlain of Fitzwilliam,

Alvah Stevens of Claremout,

Samuel Tutherly of Unity,

William Jennison of Walpole,

Executive Committee.

become cold, or in general, when about half an !
Hardening of Sletl by a Current of compressed

hour is elapsed, it is to be drawn off. It will be Mir.—From the observation of travellers, that the

proper then to rinse the corn with cold water, in
j

manufacture of Damascus blades was carried oa

order to remove any portion of the water which only during the time when north winds occurred,

had taken up the must ; after which, the corn In:- •'• Anozoff made experiments on the hardening

ing completely drained, it is, without loss of time, I
of steel instruments, by putting them, when heat-

to be thinly spread on the floor of a kiln, and ! ed, into a powerful current of air, instead of

thoroughly dried, care being taken to stir and turn >
quenching them in water. From t.ie exj«;riments

it frequently, during this part of the process."

Pearl barley as a substitute for rice.— It is equal-

ly advantageous to the public to learn the use of

a known substance as the discovery of a new one.

I am sure the application of barley to another

branch of domestic cookery will not be disregard-

ed by some of your readers. I can assure them
that they will find it an excellent substitute for

rice. It has been long used in tins country in „1C CMe ofa ,„ ,„ wfao dicd M a w ,me ,eu(1 ^^
broth; and when boiled with milk, sometimes

, is|lll „, ||t ul LoI1 . iolI) a .. urf,, OI1 te.-ntied that witb-
called Scotch rice ; but by far the best way of

, m (]ie , BSt uvo fem &n of , ||C ||aniJg , d
using it is by pounding it in a mortar. In this

|)y t|jat c ny had ,,e,,„ , lld(lcllh, attackcd, and

already made, he expects ultimate success. He
finds that, for very sharp edgeo instruments, this

method is much better than the ordinary one ;

that the colder the air and the more rapid Its

stream, the greater is the effect, 'i j.> ennet va-

ries with the thickness of the mass to be harden-

ed. The method succeeds well with case har-

dened goods.

POTATOS.
The crop of Pptatos, in this vicinity, is below

the average, and the quality generally, very in-

ditierent. It is, therefore, of some importance

that care should he taken to have them weli pre-

served after harvesting, or they will become so

poor before spring as to be of little value for cock-

ing. The Lancaster Gazette says, " the best

method should be resorted to of keeping them dry."

This, we believe, is a mistake, and trust th^t no

fanner will be induced to adopt it. Potatos do

best when they are kept about tiie natural -lamp-

ness of the earth, and excluded entirely from the

air. The best mode of preserving them that we
have ever seen adopted, was to pack them in iight

loam or sand, in bins or casks, without drying

either the potatos or the earth m which they were

packed. When so kept, they cook as well in the

spring as when first dug. They should be picked

as last as they are dug, as it is found that two or

three hours' drying, only, essentially injures them.

It is well known that potatos winch grow in a

strong and rather moist loam, are belter than those

which are raised ou a light or dry soil.

—

Massa-
chusitts Spy.

form it fairly rivals mannacroop, tapioca or ground

rice, and can be easily procured at one twelfth of

the price of the first, and one third of the price of

the last substance. It was resorted to as a change

of food for my children's breakfast ; and the great

similarity to mannacroop induced us to try it in a

pudding for them, and I can assure you, I think

it one of the best of the kind—same management
as with either of the others, milk, eggs, &c. &c.

What we call pearl barley is the kind used ; but

I dare say, any of the kinds would answer.— W.

M. Argyleshire.

three of them died. The verdict was apoplexy,

and the cause »as stated to be a neglect of clean-

liness and keeping themselves free from the load-

ore floating about in powder among the workmen.

Protecting the stems of fruit trees.—A writer for

the Gardener's Magazine says, "last April, just as

the blossom was about to expand, I had the trunk

and larger branches of an apple tree in iny gar-

den, (Wyker pippin) enveloped with hay bauds,

leaving two other trees of the pippin kind, within

a few yards of the one on which the experiment
was tried to take their chance without protection.

It gives us pain to record, that the wheat crops The nights of the latter parts of April, aud of the

throughout this district, notwithstanding their flat- first ten days of May were remarkably cold; a
tciing appearance some weeks ago, have proved a i self-registering thermometer, indicating, ou the

general failure ;—the only parcels, which remain
]

night of April the 30th, a temperature 15° belovi

unhurt by the rust, are such as were early sown, freezing. This degree of cold proved fatal to the

and the winter generally. We observe also that
j

whole of the blossoms of one of the unprotected,

in New Brunswick the winter wheat has yielded
j
trees, and nearly so to the other—about a dozeu

an excellent harvest, while the common wheat
j

apples being the total of its produce. But the

has suffered as with us. Farmers ought to profit
;
protected tree seemed to be proof against the ef-

by this information, and either sow their wheat < feet of the frost ; and I do not exaggerate when 1

earlier than in years past, or sow winter wheat in say that the crop was beyond all lormer preced-

the Fall.—Pictou, (JV. S.) Sept. 10.

To prevent Horsesfrom being teased with Flics.—
Take two or three small handfuls of walnut

leaves, upon which pour two or three pints of soft

and cold water— let it infuse one night, and let it

eut, and was the admiration of all who saw it

—

many of the branches being literally loaded like

ropes of onions."

WORCESTER CATTLE SHOW.
The annual Cattle Show, Ploughing Match, and

boil for a quarter of an hour—when cold it will
j

Exhibition of Manufactures, was held in tins town
be fit for use. No more is required than to moist-

en a sponge, and before the horse goes out of the

stable, let those parts which are most irritable be

on Wednesday last. The day was unusually

pleasant—the concourse of people greater than
ever—the number of animals much larger than

To remove the musty flavor from wheat which has

ieen damaged.—An English receipt book directs

as follows : For every bushel of wheat take two
pounds of potash, dissolve it in water with about

double the quantity of wheat. Let the wheat be

thoroughly washed in the solution, rinsed with

pure water, and dned quickly.

In a letter to the Right Honorable Sir Joseph

Banks, it is observed, "if wheat be musty, it must

be put into any convenient vessel, capable of con-

taining at least three times the quantity, and the

vessel must be subsequently filled with boiling

water ; the grain should then be occasionally stir-

red, and the hollow and decayed grains, (which

will float) may be removed. When the water has

smeared over with the liquor, viz : between and i heretofore—and the interest excited by the ocea-

upon the ears, the flank, &c.

—

Belviaere Apollo. sion, manifestly greater than that of any former
—

-

|

year. Delegations were present from the Massa-
Recovery of drowned persons.— M. L. De Etoile chusetts Agricultural Society, from the Wiudham

states m a letter to the French Academy of Medi-

cine, that he has succeeded invariably in recover-

ing drowned animals, by the following galvanic

application : A short and fine needle is inserted

into the sides of the body, between the eighth and

ninth ribs, so as to come in contact with the at-

County (Conn.) Agricultural Society, and we be-

lieve, from other Societies.

At an early hour the gathering round the pens

had commenced, and very soon a dense crowd
covered the spacious common where they were
located, which seemed not to be sensibly dimin-

tachment of the diaphragm, and then a current ofjjshed, during the day, by the departure of those

electricity, from twenty-five or thirty pairs of inch who attended the services at the meeting-house

plates is passed through them. The diaphragm or of those who dined with the Society,

then immediately contracts, and an inspiration is
j

The Ploughing Match was at nine o'clock. At
effected. On breaking the communication aud ten a procession was formed and proceeded to the

again completing it, a second inspiration is occa- South Meeting-House, where, after prayer by the

sicned, and by continuing these means, a regular Rev. Mr. Searles, of Grafton, a very interesting

respiration is ultimately effected.
|

Address was delivered by W. S. Hastings Esq. of
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Mendon, to a crowded audience. The President
of the Society, Gov. Lincoln, then briefly ad-
dressed the members fur the purpose of giving the
usual general statement of the condition of the
Society. By this statement it appeared that the
number of members is about 800, and the amount
of the permanent funds, $5000. Large as the
number ofmembers appears to be, it is small com-
pared with the population of the County, which is

about 80,000 ; and the President very pertinently
appealed to the members, and to the citizens gen
erally to augment the funds and thus increase the
usefulness of the Society, by enlarging the num-
ber of its members. The names ofthe various com-
mittees were hen announced, by Gov. Lincoln

—

the Chairman being designated solely for the pur-
pose of assisting the Committees in drafting their
Reports, having no voice in awarding the premi-
ums unless in case of an equal division of the
members— Worcester Yeoman.

05^We have not room, this week, for further
sketches of the proceedings, which appeared to
emanate from " The Heart" [of the Commonwealth]
and reach and exhilarate the hearts of the large
and respectable assemblage collected on this joy-
ous and interesting occasion.—One of the Reports
will be found in this week's paper.

HORSE CHESNUT.
Mr Fessenden—You will allow me to add an

appendix to your note upon Mr Jenkins's inquiry
respecting the best method of cultivation of the
horse chesnut.

For some years I took various means to obtain
the vegetation of the nut, but without success
The last parcel I planted without effect, I emp-
tied on the grass until I was ready to institute
some other scientific process. In planting them,
I accidentally, and very fortunately left one. It
was in leaf when I first discovered it. By a care-
ful removal to a favorable soil it has become a
fine bearing tree. All the rest perished as here-
tofore. Since this discovery I have not found the
least difficulty. I endeavor to imitate nature in
her planting the seeds of the forest.

Soon after the nuts are gathered, not allowing
tliemjto become dry, I make a slight excavation
t>y the side of some bank, in my garden and
spread them in, levelling them nearly with the
surface. Care should be taken to lay the side
from whence the root issues next to the earth.

—

This posture gives the root a more speedy access
to nourishment, and facilitates the exit of the
stem. I then cover them with leaves or some
light rubbish, and replace as much earth as is ne-
cessary to keep the covering in plac#. By the
time the ground is ready to receive them in the
spring, I find them sprouted without the loss of
one in a hundred. To disengage them from the
earth, after removing the covering, I pass a stable
fork under the mass, and gently pry them up, tak-
ing the out nuts^ singly and carefully, to prevent
breaking the long tender root, and transplant
them in trenches. In this process I make the
holes with a trowel, deeper than the extent of the
root. After partially filling them with light earth,
I draw up the nut to within about an inch of the
surface, leaving it just buried beneath it. I gen-
erally take them up the second year, and cut off
the tap root, that they may be removed with more
ease and safety when large enough to be trans-
planted from the nursery.

This tree is peculiar in its process, taxing the

patience of the cultivator in its early stages. The
annual growth is finished about the last of June
when other trees are in their most vigorous prog-
ress. In the three or four first years it rarely at-

tains more than two or three feet in height. In
the fifth season its stature is doubled. At this
period it grows with the vigor and rapidity of
other trees.

I have been more particular as your correspon-
dent has not been fortunate enough to acquire
any practical knowledge on this subject. From
their incipient tardy growth, I trust he will not
despair ofseeing a nut planted by his own hand,
become, in perfection, what he justly " esteems
more than any other ornamental tree."

Respectfully your friend and serv't,

Worcester, Oct. 9, 1828. O. FISKE.

ERROR CORRECTED.
Mr Fessenpen— I observe in your paper of

September 19, No. 9, page 70, you tell the public
the Trustees of Mass. Society for the Promotion
of Agriculture, had offered a premium of fifty dol-

!

lars, for the best, and an effectual method of des-
troying the Locust Borer. You will perceive by
the premium list published by Mr Russell, that the
premium offered is One Hundred Dollars ; and
as your paper is considered good authority, (and
deservedly so) will thank you to correct the error.

Respectfully your obedient servant,

GORHAM PARSONS.
Brighton, October, 9, 1S28.

05^ We are much obliged to Mr Parsons for
pointing out the error specified above. It origin-
ated in our mistaking the premium offered forthe
best Plantation of Locust Trees, &rc. which is fif-
ty dollars, for that offered for a mode of extirpating
the worm that attacks the Locust Tree, which is
one hundred dollars.—Editor.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, OCT. 17, 1828.

BRIGHTON CATTLE SHOW AND FAIR.
The annual exhibition of Cattle and Manufac-

tures, &c. was holden at Brighton on the 15th i

^j 1'"1"1 »"T'—«»uuiui gnoi uu »uaw uoi

inst. The day was cold beyond any recollected nets aml nats for latl>es by Lydia T. Pone, ftlilfoi

These were the highly valued gifts of Sir Isaac
Coffin.

Swine of superior shape, and perfect in all

the points which indicate fine animals of that spe-
cies were exhibited by S. Dudley of Sutton, J.
Mackay, Boston, Jos. Barrett, Concord.

Live Stock.—The exhibition in this department
was superior to what we have ever before wit-
nessed at Brighton. We observed in the pons
about HO head of stock of excellent quality exhib-
ited, by John L. Boylston, Esq. of Princeton.
One of his grass fed oxen not very fat weighed
2310 lbs. There were six pens filled with ver3>

fine animals, owned by J. Estabrook, Esq. of
Athol. An ox, owned by Mr B. Harrington,
weighed 2500 lbs. One sent by Mr S. Towne, of
Charlton, weighed 2237 lbs. An uncommonly
large one from Mr N. Slade, of Somerset. Sev-
eral from J. W. Watson, of Princeton. J. Whit-
ing fff Princeton. S. Hastings, Princeton. B.
Atwood, Barre. J. Robbins, Watertown. Fine
Heifers from A. D. Williams, of Roxbury. Capt.
D. Chandler, Lexington. A superior one from>Z.
Cook, Jr. Esq. Dorchester. B. P. Williams, Rox-
bury. A. Wyman, Roxbury. J. Goulding, of
Sherburne. I. Farwell, Waltham. J. W. Good-
rich, Roxbury. E. Sparhawk, of Brighton. Sev-
eral fine animals from the stock of the Hon John
Welles, Dorchester, added much to the interest

of the Show.
Sueep—A number of fine Merino Bucks and

Ewes, from G M Barrett, Concord—Jas Barrett,

Concord—R Rogers, Newbury—W Williams,
Shrewsbury.

Manufactures.—These were less extensive
than they have been at former periods. The de-

ficiency, however, was not in the excellence, but
in the number of the articles. Several beautiful

specimens of Silk, imported from Italy, (the same
which have been left for inspection at the Farmer
office) were exhibited and presented to the Society
by J. M. Gourgas— Cotton and linen Diaper and
linen Sheeting by Mrs Hannah Ranger and Mrs.
Hunter of New Bramtree—linen diaper by a lady
of Greenfield— a fancy straw bonnet by Elizabetl;

Bryant, Worcester—3 Turkey down tippets b>

Cynthia Thayer— Beautiful grass and straw bon

vent a numerous concourse from assembling
was not sufficient to chill the ardor for improve-
ment which animates our Cultivators, Manufac-
turers, Connoisseurs and Amateurs of useful arts
and new inventions which promise to minister to
the necessities, and add to the conveniences of
mankind. We shall be able, at present, to give
but brief notices of the memorable things which
were exhibited, but must refer*'our readers to the
Reports of the several Committees of the Mass
Ag. Soc.

The pens were 80 in number, and all filled with
animals which may well be estimated as prime
specimens of excellence, and respectively entitled
to a standing at or near the head of their species.

The ploughing match was ably contested by
nine double and ten siogle teams. One eighth of
an acre was staked out for each plough, and each
lot was finished within 50 minutes, the time allot-
ted by the Committee.

Horses. Three English horses were exhibit-
ed, Barefoot, Serab, and the Cleaveland Bay

N. C. Atwood, Dighton, and Chastanee Sandersoi
Shirley—specimens of linen thread, shoe thread

precedent, at this season of the year. The in-
]

clemency of the weather, however, did not pre-

'emblinff, and and conon uagg'"g> by the N. E. Manufacturing
company at Grafton—2 lieautiful bonnets madeol
the down of the milkweed— very fine woolen host
by Sophia Arms, Greenfield—several elegant rugs

manufactured by John Doggett & Co. Boston i

rug by Jane Adams of Dorchester, aged 70 years
Brass and steel patent reeds for weavers, exhihitec

by Messrs. Wilkinsons of Providence.

In a pyramidal case were exhibited a great
number of beautiful fabrics, too numerous to spe-

cify in this article. There were also some split

sheep-skins by Uriah H. Boyden of Cambridge.
In another part of the Hall was a collection of

black and blue Broadcloths and Castimeres from
Watertown, Dudley, and Northampton, which ap-
peared quite equal to any imported. There were
likewise carpetings, flannels, rose blankets, &c.

PREMIUMS.
Ploughing Match. The Committee on ploughs

with two yoke of oxen, awarded the first premium
of $15 to Silas Dudley owner of the plough, him-
selfploughman, $8, and W. B. Harrington, driver,

$4.
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2d, Loring Smith, plough $10, B. Seaver,

ploughman, $5, and L. Smith, driver, $3.

3d, J. Dudley, plough $6, himself ploughman,

$3, Arnold Allen, driver, 2.

The Committee on ploughs with one yoke re-

ported that 10 (doughs started, and the work in

general was very good. They awarded the first

premium to Geo. M. Barrett, Concord, $15, to the

ploughman 8, and the driver 4.

2d, to Otis Merriam, Concord, a lad, $10, him-

self as ploughman, 5, and as driver, 3.

3d, to Prescott Barrett, Concord, $6, himself as

ploughman, 3, and as driver, 2.

Fat callle. First premium to B. Harrington,

Princeton, fat ox, Holderness hreed, weight 2500
pounds, $25.

2d premium for fat ox, S. Towne, of Charlton,

Holderness hreed, weight 2237 lbs. $20.
3d premium, N. Slade, Somerset, fat ox, weight

2315 pounds, $10.
Hulls. First premium to Ichab. Stow, of Stow

for a bull 2 years 6 months old, weight 1800
pounds, $30.

2d, to L. Brigham, Cambridge, for a bull 2 yrs.

5 months old, $20.
3d, to B. P. Williams, Roxbury, for a bull 13

months old, $10.

Bull calves. First premium to B. Harrington,
for calf of Holderness breed, 6 and a half months,
$15. 2d, J.L. Boylstou, Princeton, 5 months $15.
3d, N. D. Vose, Boston, $5.

Milch cows. First premium to Wm. Osborn,jr.
of Salem, $30. 2d, to B. Harrington, Princeton,

$20. 3d, to J. L. Boylston, Princeton, $15.
Heifers, having had calves. First premium to I.

Robbjns, Watertown, $15. 2d, to John Goulding,
Sherburne, $10.

Young heifers. First premium to J. L. Boyls-
ton, $12. 2d, Henry Craft, Newton, $10. 3d,
Daniel Chandler, Lexington, $8. 4th, Zcbedee
Cook, jr. Dorchester $6.

Sheep and Swine. The committee on Merino
Sheep, and Swine, did not find any merino buck
entitled to premium. Tbey awarded the 2d to G.
31. Barrett, Concord. $10.

For Ewes, the 1st premium to Joseph Barrett,
$20.

For Swine, 1st premium to John Mackay, for

best Boar $12 ; and 2d to Silas Dudley. 8. First

premium for best sow, to John Mackay |K2. 2d
to G. M. Barrett, $8.

Manufactures. First premium on Broadcloths
to S.ater & Howard, Dudley, $20. 2d, to James
M. Robh'ms, Watertown, $15.

For Flannels, 1st premium to Mrs. Jonathan
Wilcox, New Braintree, $10. 2d, to Sally Ban-
croft, Peppereil, $7

Floor Carpentiug, 1st premium to Zillah Davis,
Holden, $15 2d, to Mary Barrett, Concord, $7

Stair Carpeting, 1st premium to Eunice Jaques
Newbury, $10. 2d, to Theresa H Thayer, Green-
field, $7.

Blankets, 1st premium, to Mrs. James G Bry-
ant, Oakham, $6 2d, to Eunice Jaques, Newbury,
$4.

Linen Sheeting, first premium, to Mrs J. Hun-
ter, New Braintree, $8—2d, to Mrs Job Ranger,
New Braintree, $4—Linen Diaper, 2nd premium,
to Mrs Cynthia Thayer, Greenfield, $3.

Several premiums were also awarded for rugs,
lace, and needle work, and fancy articles.

Useful inventions. The Committee awarded to
J. Mears, of Dorchester, for an improved Sausage

For

>' I$S< ICII'TIO.V
iparting Grape Vim Kootafrom France, at amederalt

Filler, a premium of $5—and for an improved I

mode of stacking Hay, another premium of *5— ,,...,„„/.„.,.„,, introduction of1ha
To George Coolidge of Watertown, a premium ofl ' '"'"' *"«*».

,
$12, for a rail-road and canal earth-cart.—A era-

'•

J',! „!?££ fr"','? « h
'" '"" *rabl^n'*'pdhl.»

Tm+
' ,,,.,_ , , . „ ., ,, . r i> a™i on l*i>!f IMana, w nere no now has. m lull cultivation,

tuity ot $12 was awarded to J. R. Ncwull, ol Uos- ihirty-fiVe mm of groun !>800 Grape Vim
ton, for an improved Cider Mill. IlooU i "av:

','S
also ' ; »' peculiar advan

. ,Med to
„, !

• procure die beM qid'iineus of ro«u Irom bit fadMTf exleaaireIhe Committee on Working Cattle had not re- vineyards anil nureenes, in die distriruof Bordelai),One,
ported at the time the other premiums were de- i"" 1 """*. denarinien and Utand Garoaae,ia

(.|
, France. (43" W, Lai.) propose* lo the numerous ir.. „.|s to ibe

_
cultivation ol fflagiapevme in toe United Stales, a mbscrip-

I he sentiments given at the Society's Dinner, ' lion will be opened on the lirsi of August I :
.

.

and other proceedings, requiring further notice,

are unavoidably deferred to our next.

The noble animal of the Holderness hreed pre-
sented to the Massachusetts Agricultural Society,

by the liberal Sir Isaac Coffin, was sometime since

sold at auction by direction of the trustees, and
purchased by Hon. John Welles of Boston. Mr
Welles has recently presented the '• Admiral" lo

the Worcester Agricultural Society. Soon after

his arrival he was reported by Or Fiske to have
contracted the gout, from the hardness of the

roads on his journey, and to be " sick a bed." By

Mr A. L. "ill encage to furnish sm.srril>ers with ihe Grape
'• ini RonU, before die first of March next, and lurward ihem
free ol cxpen*e, lo ihe different cities where subscription hst-

sliall have been opined. The roels will be three years old, and
will produce considerable Iruil Ihe second year irom ihe hue ol

Iheir being planted. They will be carefully classed and packet]
is boxes, «ith tome of the original sell in which they have been
raised, which will gready facilitate the thriving of ihe roots,

when transplanted.

Orders will be punctually attended to : the subscribers desig-
nating the quantities and species of the gia|-e vine roots ihr\
wish to have. They will engage In pay lor 1000 root* or more,
at ihe rale of 12 1-2 cents ful each root ; for less than 1000, at

ihe rale of 15 cenls j an I 25 cents per root for less than 50.

—

Rools only two ycai» old, .shall l>e paid for at tlicratc of 9 cents
each, for 10 or mort ; I 2 1-2 cents for less than one I ; and
Vi cents for less than 50 roots.—Payment to be made on delis -

ery of the rools.—Letters nni received unless post paid.

Subscription lists are open at New York, with Alphonse Lou-the great skill and care of the attending physician, ,

, ,
.

, , ,, ,
' bat, !io Wall stree;— r-o.ston, E. Copeland, Jr.—Albany. R

lie has become convalescent, and although not M'Michael— Philadelphia, Van Amringe— Baltimore, Willard

able to make his appearance at Cattle Show, is : Rhoads— Washingiuu city, \\ m Pairo.—Richmond, Haven-

^„,„„••„ i >,, ,
• ,. ,,- » . port. Allen &. Co.—Savannah, Hall. Shapter fc Tunper—New

st regaining health and weight.—Worea. Mg',s.
\
Srleaas, Foster & Hutton-Chariainn, fe C.j J. & J. iueei
«fcCo. Mr A. Lonbat's book on ihe Cultured the Grape Vine -

and on the Making of Wine, may he found at the principal book,
sellers of the United Stales; and his agents will luroish them
gratis to subscribers.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

The Thames tunnel is said to be entirely at a
stand, little more than one tenth of the necessary
stun having been subscribed.

Grape Vines.
The subscriber offers for sale Grape Vines of several varieties, : APPLES, best
e
—

full

the produce of his garden in Dorchester ; among them are the
t

ASHES, pot, first sort,

Pearl, first sort,

Isabella

Sweetwater
Black Cape
Qjeen
Early Oval

nbunr
While M
Klack Hi
Elba
Muscatel [Muscatel
Alexander's or Srliu

They are principally'of one year's growth, planted under his
direction and superintendanee, are warranted genuine, and are
in a healthful and vigorous state.

The subscriber proposes lo continue the cultivation of such va-
rieties of ihe foreign and native vines as are suiied lo this climate
and that will thrive in the open ground in town or country.

Application may be made lo the subscriber, at his ofiice. No.
7 1-2 Congress Street, or at the Garden, lo Patrick Kennedy.

Boston, Oct. 3, 1828. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

BEANS, white.
BEEF, mess, scarce - - -

Cargo, No. I,

Cargo, No 2,

BUTTER, inspected No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - ' -

R\e. best,....
GRAIN, Corn, ....

Rve, -

Barley. ....
Oats.' ...

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME,New England Farmer's Almanack,for 2829

In press at the New England Fanner ofiice .'and will be pub- [
1'LAISTER PARIS relaiis at

lished tomorrow, the iVew England Farmer's Atmatuick for I

PORK, clear,

1829. By Thomas G. Fessenden. Editor ol Ihe New England I
Navy, mess.

Farmer. -For sale, wholesale and retail, at the N. E. Farmer

)

Cargo. No. 1,

office, No. 52 North Market street, by Bowies & Dearborn, 50
I

SEEDS, Herd's Gnus, -

Washington street, and by the booksellers a.id traders generally.
!

Orchard Grass,
Some copies interleaved with wriliug paper, which win be very

j

Fowl .Meadow, -

serviceable lo farmers, will be kepi for retail al the Farmer office
,

Rye Grass,

.
i

I Tall Meadow Oals Grass

Flower Seeds. Bed Top -

Just received at the New Engl >nd Farmer Seed Store, No,
'

52 North Market Street,

A line assortment of Flower Seeds, compris
fashionable and splendid varieties raised this s

ell, Ms. expressly for this Establishment, neatly pu
papers, 6 els. per paper, go per hundred, warrau
discount to traders.

While Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel YVurlzel,

Fruit Trees.

WM PRINCE, Ihe Proprietor of ihe Linna?au
Botanic Garden and Nurseries al Fiushing. Lone-
Island, has the pleasure of informing ihe publick
that his Nursery now contains 172 varieties ol ihe

Apple, 202 do. of ihe pear, 76 do, of Cherries, 139 do. of Plums,
25 do. of Apricots, 34 do. of Peaches, 29 do. of Nectarines. 10
do. of Almonds, 14 do. of Mulberries, 6 do. of Quinces, 16 do.
of Figs, 16 do. of Currants, 15 do. of Raspberries, 47 do. of
Gooseberries, 20 do. of Stiawberries, 257 do. of Grapes. 600 do.
of Ornamental Trees, &.c. Above five hundred ot the above
kinds of Fruits are not'lo be found in any other collection in A-

The different varieties cannot he otherwise than

the most
j

: Pepper-

1

o!,!

U|1

J1,t
ma

'!
I

WOOL, Mer"r?o\VulVbioed, washed,
Merino, lull blood, unwashed.
Merino, three lourtbs washed.
Merino, half i. quarter washed
Native, washed" -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

i >ROSI i TO
barrel. 2 00 3 00
ton. 105 00

•' 102 50 105 Go
bushel.' 1 I

barrel. 10 50 10 75
8 50| 8 7.">

7 00-

14pound

pound,
cask.

12

6
2

6 75
6 50
2 6S
53
45
GO
32

85
2 25

barrel. IS 00
13 00
13 00
2 00bushel.

!>ound.

PROYISIOX MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fresh, best pieees,

whole hogs.

VEAL. - - -

MUTTON. ....
. Ihe ditterent varieties cannot be otherwise than genu- I bV-'nlni.-!} 1 a ,\
the greatest atteniion is paid, and nearly all the kinds |:

-"

'itJj^fhJS*
'

are inoculated from bearing trees. The Cherry, Peach, and
other Trees, are generally of a large size. Catalogues mav
be ohtained ofJ.R. Newell, at the Agricultural Warehouse.No.
52 North Market-street, gratis; and orders left there, or sent by
mail, will meet prompt attention. Oct. 3

pound.

Lump, best, ... "I
EGGS. - - - - - - i dozenj

MEAL, Rve, retail. - - - - bushel.,

Indian, relail, - - - |
"

IPOTATOS new -

CIDER, [accordms: to quality,]

7 00
6 75
3 Of-

5;
52
70
40
9

90
2&0
19 0")

13 50
13 00
2 25
400
4
4 00
500
I 00
50
50
;*

I I
v

(barrel.; 2 OOj 2 SO
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MISCELLANIES. Foot-rot.—This terrible disease has made its ap-

_ pearanee in several parts of the State, and has

London gas and the Thames fishermen~Z^hT<^n~- \ ruined some of the finest flocks. Its origin has

sequence of successive complaints of the fishermen I been traced in nearly all cases, to imported baxony

against the gas manufactories in London, it has sheep. It is of the greatest importance to farm-

been ascertained, that the trade of the former is ers interested in this branch of husbandry, to be

completely ruined, by the destruction of the fish vigilant in checking the progress of this disease,

from the drain of the noxious matter from the gas We advise those whose flocks are healthy, to be-

works into the rivers. Before the pollution of the ware of buying or mixing with their sheep, hose

water, there were taken daily 3000 salmon, 50,000 that they are not certain are equally sound ;
as

smelts, and other fish in proportion. This season when it is once introduced into a flock there is

there has been only one solitary salmon caught in little hope of their escaping its ravages. It is said

the Thames, and that down at Woolwich. For- the diseased should be separated from the sound,

merly, four hundred fishermen found support for ,
the moment they are discovered to be infected—

their families in these fisheries. There are heavy
j

Vermont paper.

penalties for discharging the refuse of gas into the Damaged hay.—In the year 1789, which, like

river, which have in several cases been imposed. Lj,e I)resent year, was remarkable for the quantity

But as there appears to be no easier way of getting of rain which fell during the hay season, the far-
! appca

—

rid of the offensive matter, although the fish in

the river will be entirely destroyed by it, it is sup-

posed the gas companies will indemnify the fish-

ermen, in some measure, for the loss of their busi-

ness.—JV. Y. Statesman.

A paper from Georgetown, D. C. says, " since

the passage of the Canal bill, and the subsequent

commencement of the great work, our town has

been gradually increasing. Property has been

greatly enhanced, and rents have advanced from

twenty-Jive to fifty per cent."

Remarkable fad.—A gentleman of this village,

planted an apple tree last spring which has blos-

mers suffered great loss from the thousands of

heads of cattle which perished from eating damp

hay. This fact ought to put farmers on the guard

against any similar effects at the present time

—

The efficacy of salt in curing hay is now almost

universally known ; but the best advice, perhaps,

which can be given, is to be be careful as to the

quantity which is given.

Floating lids arc recommeded by a German eco-

nomist, (M. Franzins,) to be employed in the case

of common beer barrels ; since, by sinking, as the

liquor is drawn off, they will preserve the beer as

effectually as if the cask were constantly full

Wilson's Nursery, Deny, JV. H.
The proprietors inform the public that their nursery offers pe-

culiar facility for the acquirement of useful fruit ; more than fif-

ty thousand trees now cultivated by them consisting of a great

variety of Appies, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Quinces, &c. em-
bracing most of the celebrated aud esteemed kinds in this coun-

try. The utmost care has been observed by the original pro-

prietor for more than thirty years, in making the selection and

the whole is now offered as containing none but the most worthy

of cultivation. Persons not acquainted with the different kinds

by name, who wish to procure choice kinds, by slating the time

thev wish them to ripen, may confidently trust to the prop'ietors

.viihuut fear of disappointment. All orders will be promptly at-

tended to, and trees furnished at their nursery, this fall or next

spring, at the following prices.

Apples, pet hundred, $'6
Peaches do ....... '<">

Plums do 25

Cherries do 25

Quinces do #1G and 25

Horse Chesnuls 25

Oct 3 Gt JOHN A,& SAMUEL WILSON.

FRESH SEEDS AND ROOTS.
Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No

52 North Market Street,

Roots of the Pie-Plant, or Tart Rlmbarb.

A large supply of the roots of the Rheum Vndulatum, or Tart

Rhubarb or Pie-Plant, an excellent article for summer use.—

(See N. E. Fanner, vol. vi. page 290, and page 11 of this vol-

ume and Fessenden's New American Gardener, article Rhu-

barb, lor its culture and uses.) The roots are m fine order for

transplanting this fall. Price 25 cts per root.

Potato and Tree Onions.

Also, a supply of Potato and Tree Onions. The Potato Onion

has proved a fine acquisition to the list of vegetables raised in

this country and is "citing into gener.d use in the Middle .Slates.

They have produced 12 and even 20 fold in this vicinity the past

season; come much earlier tliau the common, are mikler, and

more sure of producing a crop. Price 6 cents each, 50 cts. pet

j
dozen.

Indian Corn.

I
Several varieties of Field Corn, selected with great care, for

its earliiK-ss and productive quality—also Early Sweet and the
*-"

.. Ct- ll.n tat.1*.

dautea an appte tree last spring ivuitu u«a uiu=- Dishlty twins.—On the 20th of July, 1828

.-omed four successive times, and produced two Uj
r- Lemuel Hay ward, of Pomfret, Conn, killed a r»

^'T'ff^u'nVorn for the'tabl.

successive crops of fruit. The first blossoming
j pau. f three quarter Bishley twin lambs, which '"* e ersun or"'

'__

was at the usual, time, when the apple trees put
j were yeaned February 10th, 1828: the carcase Garden and Field Seeds.

forth in the spring but produced nothing. The I

of one wejghed forty-six pounds, and that of ^L^la^^^^
second blossoming was about a month after the I other/orfy-rmie pounds. They belonged to a flock

\

-
fue See , ib are ap raiseci j n this vicinity, expressly lor this Es-

first, which we last week saw upon the tree. The
! which ha,i received no extra keeping. He killed

I 'f^men,, b^careful »^^™^^^^"^"S-
third blossoming was about a month after the se- several pairs of twins, which weighed nearly as

; -.^ J^ (

-

nr llieretan lraue , on liberal terms. A pamphlet

cond, and also produced fruit which is now on much as the above.-Compeared,
j«ftl^^^i3aM to° any'one

the tree. The fourth blossoming was last week,
j R mVe._If an attempt be made to form ' %?*$ send for it

and we saw fresh blossoms on the tree on Thurs-
1 wine

r^^^^ and Fj a Uquor will be

day last, which promise fruit, unless the buds be
du( .ed wkh but Uule if any ofthe flavor of the

nipped by the frost. The apples from the second F^ ^ & gma]1 ity ^^ rf raspberries

blossoms are about the size of a small walnut and
_ IIA _ t^ AanVtna „f tho fomentation. nr „ yxt-

Splendid Bulbous Roots.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

blossoms^ about the size of a small walnut and
I
— > ^^^tnefermentation, or a lit- I »*#^SSSCS23»

are not ripe. The third crop are smaller and ^ ft^ ^ nded in the cask at the same |j„g the fin.

somewhat shrivelled. The trunk of the tree is ^ fee gufficient tQ communicate an ex-

straight and small, being about an inch and a half 1

b flavol,

through, a foot from the ground, and is about;

Traps for mice.—One ofthe best traps for mice

is an empty flower-pot buried in the soil, with the

bottom level with the surface.— Gard. Mag.

ng the finest varieties of

Hyacinths—(double and

twelve feet high. It stands on the side of a hill,

with a southern exposure. The fruit and blos-

soms come from a single stock, no scions or buds

having been inserted in the tree. We have heard

of trees putting forth two sets of blossoms, but

jle,) dark blue, porcelain

blue.Ved aud'rusy coloured, pure white, white with yellow eye,

white with rosy eye, aud yellow with various eyes; from 25 cts.

TULIPS—splendid variegated, red, yellow, and mixed, 12

cts. each, g 1.00 per dozeu. i„j-j„i
CROWN IMPERIALS—assorted, of the most splendid col-

ours, and showy (lowers, large roots, 38 cts. each

JON'RUILLES—sweet scented, finest roots, 111 cts. each.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS—frag. ant, white with yel-
i

A farmer in South Carolina, during the last

two sets of blossoms, but
j ^ gold Wme to the amount of two thousand

| low cups, and yellow with double white cups, extra sized ruots,

never four successive blossomings, two of which i

four hundred dollars, the produce from four acres* m™™j|le NARCISSUS—fragrant, of all colors, lacte. each

produced fruit. Phenomena of this kind are fro-
of ,and

lies of nature, and to be accounted for
,
F°bab.ly,

A grocer in Lolldon) (Robinson) has obtained

a patent for preparing barley in the manner of

ground rice, and we believe it is very generally

used in hospitals, and as food for children

on the supposition of an irregular, or diseased ac-

tion ofthe juices ofthe tree.—Lyons (JV. Y.) Ad.

To kill Moles and Mice.—Take one fourth of a

pound of maize, one ounce verdigris, 3 ounces of

quicklime, 12 crawfish, a quarter of a pound of

lavender ;
pound and mix all well together into a

Order is Heaven's first law. Do every thing at

the proper time—keep every thing in its proper

place—use every thing for its proper purpose, andlaveuuei
,
putmu aim im.v «»i ,»v.n „v

fe
«....~. piace—uscccij uuug m* *^ f-«.

paste, to which add a little river water ; make up
j

never think any part of your business too trifling

pills about the size of a nut, and lay them in the to ue we]j done.

way of the moles and mice. y^e plough has been used for excavating a water-

.
7"; ~~,

7~7T~,„in e > ; a [course, for the use of the Salt-works of Frieder-

Mortar improved by a mixture of Potatos.— It is ^ m Wurtember„ drawn by eight horses

made from clay, greatly improved in durability by » Prow^^g^^^^ j
^-^J^ ,xecuted .

a mixture of boiled potates. I

SPRING CROCUS—of all colours, 6 cts. each. 50 cts. per

d
°The above roots are from the same house, from which we re-

ceived our supply last season, and which gave such universal

satisfaction ; some of the double Hyacinths having produced

bells 1 inch and 8-lClhs in diameter.

Purchasers are requested to notice that the abyve roots are

not pwcluzsed at auction, and are all remarkable for their size,

and for the beauty and delicacy ol tint of their flowers Those

sold at auction are generally the mere refuse ol the most inferior

collections. ?ood riots being worth at home ten times as much

as hey gene:. IH- sell for at auction, as will be seen by reference

toiie priced catalogues of any_respectable house in Holland.

Also, a further supply of Bulbous Roots comprising Martaeon

and Ti-er (spotted)lilies-Low priced Hyacinths and I u lips,

12 cts. ?ad -Common Tulips at »6 per hundred roots raised in

this vicinity. Their low price makes them an object to those who

wis!

'

''form a handsome TuJfip^Bed.-Large Wh.te L.l.es, 25

laries, Iris, Ixias,

WISn V iul II' .1 ri.ui'i3,,.iit » U .. K -• — o

cts per root.—Large Daffodils 12 cts. each.

A further supply of Lilies, Persian Intel!
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OFFICIAL, REPORTS
OK THE

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

COMMITTERS I* lit THE TATTLE SHOW AT
BRIGHTON, OCTOBER 15, 1828.

On Fat Cattle, Bulls, and Bull Calves,

Goriiam Parsons, Esq.

Edmund Winchester

Timothy Walker

On Coir* and Heifers,

John Welles
Peter C. Brooks

John Mears
George Smith

0» Sheep and Swine,

John Heard, jr.

Samuel Jaques, jr.

Thomas Williams

On Ploughing Match tcith two yoke of Oxen,

John Prince
Ehenezer Heath
Joseph Curtis

Daniel Chandler

On Ploughing Match with one yoke of Oxen,

Elias II. Derby
Elijah Corey

Elijah Perry

On Working Cattle,

Lcke Fiske
Abijah White
Amos Livermore

On Manufactures,

Richard Sullivan
Joshua Clapp
Robert Rogerson

On Agricultural Inventions,

Gorha'm Parsons
Daniel Tread well
David Moody

On Agricultural Experiments,

Thomas L. Winthrop
Peter C. Brooks
Benjamin Guild

John C. Gray
Edmund T. Hastings

Committee of Arrangements,

John Lowell
John Heard, jr.

Benjamin Guild

Secretary to the Show,

Jonathan Winship
Marshals, William H. Prentiss

Isaac Cook
William Adams

. J.S.Tyler
Benjamin Pollard

Auctioneers, Samuel F. Coolidge
Joseph L. Cunningham.

'The Committee consisting ofE. H. Derby, Deacon
Elijah Corey, and Elijah Perry Esqr's.
on the Ploughing Match, with one yoke of oxen :

Report—
There were twelve entries for ploughing, and

only ten lots of ground
; your Committee regret

being obliged to exclude two of the competitors

Mr. Barrett, and Mr. Mcrriam, of Concord.

The ploughs all but two were of the improved
kind with rust iron mould boards, and the plough-
ing generaUy met the approbation of the judges.

They award the premiums as follows :

1st to Geo. M. Barrett, of Concord, $15 00
the ploughman, — - - 8 00
the driver, - - - - 4 00

$27 00

<<2d to Otis Merriam, of Concord (a lad) $10 00
same as ploughman, - - 5 00
same as driver, - - - 3 00

3d to Prescott Barrett, of Concord,

same as plougbmau,
same as driver,

$13 00

$6 00
3 00

- 2 00

'811 00

E. H. DERBY,—Per Order.

The Committee on the Ploughing Match with two

yoke of oxen, Report—That out of twelve teams
that were entered, nine appeared on the ground,

and took their stations according to their entries,

f:s follows.

No. 12 Silas Dudley, of Sutton,
" 13 Joseph Dudley do.

" 14 Luther Whiting do.

" 15 Sherman Barrett, of Concord,
" 16 John L. Boylston, of Princeton,

" 17 Luke Fiske, of Waltham,
" 18 Joseph Dakin, of Mansfield,

" 19 Perley Tapley, of Danvers,
" 20 Loring Smith, do.

The ground allotted was on the side of a hill,

very hard, and many rocks and trees in it. The
lots contained one eighth of an acre each. The
ploughmen were directed to use great pains, as

goodness of work, would be the criterion in decid-

ing, and ample time was allowed for the task.

—

The ploughmen showed much skill, and the cat-

tle were generally very fine. Among so much
good work (considering the nature of the soil)

they found some difficulty in deciding on the sec-

ond and third premiums—but have been unani-

mous in their decisions, and award the

1st premium to Silas Dudley $15
to do. as ploughman 8

W. B. Harrington, driver 4—27
2d premium Loring Smith, 10

B. Seaver, ploughman, 5

Z. Smith, driver, 3—18
3d premium Joseph Dudley, 6

do. ploughman, 3

A. Allen, driver, 2— 11

The Committee were pleased to see that two
thirds of the ploughs were of the improved Cast

Iron, which they are fully convinced are the most

economical for the farmer, and of easier draught

for the cattle. For the great improvement in this

plough (which i- t!i<- most important implement in

agriculture) ami the introduction of cast ir

the American farmers are indel ted to the Plough-

ing Matches ; and which were 6rst introduced in

America by the Massachusetts Society for Pro-

moting Agriculture. They much regretted t.'iat

the lots were of so small a size.

JOHN PRINCE,
Committee.

JOHN PRINCE, \

EBEN. HEATH, V
JOSEPH CURTIS, j

Brighton, Oct. IS, 1828.

The Committee on Agricultural Inventions report

as follows

:

John Mears of Dorchester produced the model

of a roof for the better securing hay in stack ; it

consists of a kind of rough or shed roof, made of

joist six or eight feet apart, and covered with

boards lapping about three inches, and nailed se-

curely to the joist, the edges of the boards nailed

and drawn close so as to keep out the water ef-

fectually ; the width and length of roof as may
be most convenient. The roof is attached to

the barn, or any suitable building, by three hinges

on the ends of the joist, which fasten to a small

timber or large joist, attached to the building hor-

izontally ; a post is placed at each of the front

corners of the roof, and by ropes passing over

shieves or pullies through a mortice in the tops of

the posts, is hoisted or lowered as occasion re-

quires. Hay may be defended from the weather

much better by this apparatus, than by the ordi-

nary hi. If if Lu ',.'.ng ; it can be moved or stack-

ed more expeditiously, and removed in part at dif-

ferent times, without leaving what remains ex-

posed to the weather; it is not costly, and will

form a useful shelter in summer, when not want-

ed for hay, for carts, ploughs, and many imple-

ments of husbandry, which are too frequently ex-

posed to rains and a hot tun. Mr Mears produc-

ed certificates of its utility the present season from

farmers in his neighborhood. For the invention

the Committee award Mr Mears a premium of

five dollars.

John Houghton, of Lynn, presented for pre-

mium an apparatus for destroying grubs as they

ascend apple trees. It consists of a trough form-

ed of coarse paste board covered with canvass,

the whole coated with a resinous substance or ce-

ment, this trough is formed into a circle to sur-

round the tree, any irregular space between the

tree and side of the trough, being filled with tow

or other soft material, the trough is then to be fill-

ed with oil, the rain is kept from the oil by a roof

formed of the same materials as the trough, and

covered with the same composition, the roof is in

shape of a common lamp shade, and is placed

round tl'e tree a few inches above the trough,

where the whole is carefully placed, it must be

an effectual method for preventing the ascent of

the grubs, but too complicate to be made by every

farmer, from description, and perhaps too expen-

sive. The Committee consider its effect so cer-

taiu, that they recommend it for a few valuable

trees in a garden, or near the house, when there

may be doubts of the end being attained by any

of the other modes in practice. The Committee

hope its utility will be further tested, but do ne-1
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award a premium. load. To Mr Coolidge the Committee award
John Me ars, of Roxbury, presented for premi-

1 twelve dollars,

um, a machine for filling sausages, with which the
j

Mr Jos. Pope brought his machine for thresh-

labor is performed with more ease, and more ex-
j
ing grain, and for which he obtained the Society's

peditiously, than by any machine for that purpose
\
premium several years since when worked by

now in use. The meat is put into a tin tube about
|
hand. Mr Pope's object was to show the Corn-

four inches diameter, and six or eight inches long,
J mittee with what ease and advantage it could be

forming a cylinder, to the bottom of which a tin is I worked by horse power ; and for which purpose
soldered, forming a tunnel, the lower end of a size he attached a belt or band from a horse power
to receive the sausage case, the meat is discharg-

j
mill, which Mr Newell had put up in the cellar of

ed into the sausage case, by a piston, which is
j
the stall for his Grater Cider Mill. The machine

moved by a rack and pinion of cast iron. By
|
moved with great rapidity and with perfect ease to

means of this apparatus, from one pound and an I the horse. Mr Pope fed the machine with rice

eighth, to one pound and an half have been filled
\
straw, and it thrashed it with very great despatch

in one minute. Mr Mears produced certificates
j

and perfectly clean, every kernel free from stems
of its performance, and the Committee consider-

1 and foot-stalks. The Committee think Mr Pope's
ing it a neat and useful machine, award a premi-

um of five dollars.

Joseph R. Newell presented for premium a

machine well calculated for thrashing rice, so far

as they could judge from this trial of a small quan-

tity. They were pleased with Mr Newell's horse

Grater Cider Mill, which he introduced from Troy, '

power mill, which is very convenient, not taking

State of New York, where it was invented and so much room as those in general use, and far

the patent right secured. Mr Newell has pur- better than any that either of the Committee have

chased the right to make and vend (or several i
seen in operation.

Bull Calf five months old, dam from Den-
ton, they award the second premium - 15 00

To Nath'l. B. Vose, of Boston, for his Bull

Calf, five months old, they award the

third premium - - - - - 5 00
Mr. Sam'l. Sweetser, of Athol, county of Wor-

cester, entered a very fine Ox, fatted on hay and
grass, with a few potatos in winter ; he was not

large, but very fat—was considered a profitable

animal for slaughter, and fatted at a very moder-
ate expense. He would have received a premium,
but having been purchased by Mr. Winchester,
(one of the Committee,) previous to the show, he
insisted from motives of delicacy, that a premium
should not be awarded Mr. Sweetser ; observing

it was worth the premium to exhibit an ox so

handsomely and economically fatted.

The Committee could not but observe with

pleasure, the six pens filled with fine cattle, by J.

Estabrook, Esq. of Athol. Mr. Boylston's milch

cows and fat cattle, and many others which could

not fail to show a great improvement in neat

stock. The Committee are fully satisfied the pens
counties in this state. It has a wooden cylinder! Joseph R. Newell entered for premium a re- were filled with as many, and certainly as good
upon the surface of which nails are fixed, the ;

volving Horse Rake, and produced certificates of

heads sharp upon the edges, and project above its usefulness in other States. But as some have

the cylinder about one eighth of an inch. The been in operation in Massachusetts, and no certif-

apples are filled into a hopper placed over the icate produced of the manner in which they per-

cylinder, and led into a narrow cavitv at the up- formed the work, the Committee conld not award
per side of it. The cylinder is mounted on a high ' a gratuity.

frame, its axis being placed in composition boxes, '
Mr Newell placed in the Hall for public exam-

a rapid revolution is produced by connecting it ination, Thomas' Hand Garden Winnowing Mill

with a horse mill by belts or ba.ids, the apples are for cleaning garden seeds, a lot ofjapanned wood-
reduced to a fine pumice, grated, not pressed. It en Ware, American manufacture—a Fork from

performed well in presence of the Committee, and
;

Mr Grieve of West Newbury, for digging or turn-

grated a barrel of Russet apples, in one minute !
ing heavy hard soil, an improved and convenient

thirty-four seconds. Certificates were produced
j

Hand or Counter Scale for weighing, all which ho

signed by respectable persons ia this State, some j

keeps for sale, with most of the approved agricul-

in this neighborhood, and from persons in New
j

tural implements, at his store in Boston.

York and New Jersey, all recommending this mill I
GORHAM PARSONS,

in very strong terms, some certified that seven
j

DANIEL TREADWELL
bushels of apples usually produced a barrel of ci-

I

DAVID MOODY,
der when grated in this mill, and that the quality I

Brighton, Oct. 15, 1828.

of the cider was such as to bring, in the New I

York market; four shillings per barrel more, than
j

The Committee on Fat cattle, Bulls, and bull Calves

cider from apples ground in the common mills.— report asfollows, viz.

To Mr Newell the Committee award a gratuity of
, To Benjamin Harrington, of Princeton, ifor

twelve dollars. his 0x weignt) 2,500 lbs. they award
George Coolidge, of Watertowu produced a I the first premium ... -$2500

rail road, and canal Earth Cart, invented by him To Gen. Salem Towne, for his Ox, weight
and now in use at Lowell ; it was also used last j 2,237 pounds, from imported bull Holl-
summer in making a road in East Sudbury, one erness, they award the second preniiu n 20 CO
man with the Cart excavated and removed on an

|

To Nathan Slade, of Somerset, for his Ox,
average, ten square or four hundred thirty-two cu- weight 2,315 pounds, they award the

hie feet of earth per day. At Lowell the Carts
|

third premium. -

j
mil

Com-
ttee.

10 00
are moved by horse power ; and in digging a ca-

nal, one horse in eleven hours removed ten squares

of earth two hundred and sixteen feet to the

square, carrying the earth one hundred rods—at ,
To Lincoln Brigham, of Cambridge, for his

the same place three horses in one day removed
j

Bull, weight 1,176 lbs. they award the

thirty squares measuring six thousand four huiid- ! second premium -

red and eighty feet—or three hundred and fifty i To B. P. Williams, of Roxbury, for his Bull,

tens ; for the same work, at the same place, it re-
j

thirteen months and ten days old, from
quired twenty-four yoke of oxen and twelve driv-

[
an improved cow, by imported bull Ad-

ers. Mr Coolidge uses a temporary mil-way, as miral, weighed, on the 6lh of Sept. 657
he terms it, made of pine or spruce plank 2 inches
thick, and in his written statement says one man
with his cart can remove more earth in one dav,

than a man with a cart and four oxen can drive

twenty rods and discharge in the same time.- The
body of the cart examined by the Committee will

hold ten or twelve cubic feet ; it is formed under
the axle, and the bottom opens to discharge the

To Ichabod Stow, of Stow, for his Bull, two

|

years and six months old, weight 1,800

pounds, they award the first premium

pounds—on the 14th October 845—in

thirty-eight days increased 188 pounds,
they award the third premium

To Benjamin Harrington, of Princeton, for

his Bull Calf, six and a half months old,

of the Holderness breed, they award the

first premium -----
To John L. Boylston, of Princeton, for his

15 00

cattle as at any exhibition since the commence-
ment of cattle shows at Brighton.

GORHAM PARSONS,
TIMOTHY WALKER,

J. Committee.

EDMUND WINCHESTER,
Brighton, Oct. 158t, 1828.

ER, j

The Committee on Jlgrieidtural Experiments, to

whom the inspection of Butter, Cheese, and Cider ex-

hibited for premium, was also committed, report

That fifteen parcels of butter were entered on

the books of the Secretary of the Show, for pre-

mium ; of these, eleven parcels containing from 8

to 400 pounds each, were exhibited for the pre-

mium of $100, which the Trustees of the Society

were enabled, by the subscriptions of a number of

respectable citizens of Boston, and its vicinity, to

offer to farmers residing within the New England

States, in order to encourage improvement in the

quality of butter brought for sale to the Boston

market. The most part of the butter exhibited,

was well made, of a good flavor, and evidenced

unusual attention, both in the manufacturing, and

packing of it. The Committee award said pre-

mium of $100 to Mr. John L. Boylston, of Prince-

ton, in the county of Worcester. This butter is

packed in 8 new firkins, made of hard wood, con-

taining about 50 lbs. each. In colour, taste, ab-

sence of buttermilk, and of all foreign aids, it may
be pronounced to be equal to the best imported,

and much famed Irish butter.

The Committee award the Society's premium

of $15 for the best 50 lbs. of butter in boxes to Mr
Michael Crosby, of Bedford. For the next best,

$10 to Mr Luther Chamberlain, of Westborough.

This butter is of an excellent quality, and flavor,

not being packed according to the views of the

gentlemen offering the premium of $100, but in

small jars, proper only for the retail mniket ; and

being offered for that premium, and also for the

Society's premium, which of itself required 50 lbs.

The quantity exhibited was not sufficient to enti-

tle Mr. Chamberlain to the first premium, had at!

other circumstances have been favorable. For

the next best butter, the premium of $7 is award-

ed to Mr Jonathan Wait, of Wbately, in the coun-

ty of Franklin.

Six parcels of cheese, not less than one year

old—and sixteen parcels of cheese, of the present
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year, were exhibited for the Society's premiums.

The Committee award the premium of $10 to Mr.

Danfortli K. Tufts, for the best new cheese. For

the next best, $5, to Mr. Samuel S. Woods. For

the best old cheese, the premium of $10, to Mr.

Elisfaa Mathews. ' For the next best, $5, to Mr.

Daniel Hunter, all of New Braintree, in the coun-

ty of Worcester.

Three barrels of cider were exhibited for pre-

mium ; the Committee are of opinion that neither

of the casks is of a sufficiently good quality to be

entitled to either of the premiums offered by the

Society. That exhibited by Mr. John Perry, is

the best, and the Committee recommended a gra-

tuity of $10, to be paid to him. This cider was

made in the year 1826.

Mr. Ebcnezer Withington, of Dorchester, and

Mr. Simeon Greene, of Mansfield, exhibited, each

of them, a hive filled with excellent honey. Mr.

William Kenrick, of Newton, and Mr. Samuel

Wait, of Maiden, exhibited samples of currant

wine ; no premiums were offered the present year

by the Trustees, for either of these articles.

that the corn may he drawn up ..lour,., and lodg- centivw to perseverance. To tbe riofMal and m-

cd safe under the farmer's key. |

different, to whom God has giren the means of

« Such mills as are here described, have been converting the barren wilderness nito a fruitful

greatly multiplied ; but at present (1814.) it is ad- field, it carries a lesson of striking admonition.

mitted by all the best judges, by those who have
,

"Among the strangers of distinction who boa

had the greatest experience that these small and ored the Society with their presence, wae the go».

cheap machines are deficient in strength and dura-
|

cmor, and licut. governor, and adjutant general ol

tion : None should be worked by fewer than 4 or

6 horses or oxen. The regularity of the move-

ment of oxen has been found much superior to

io State. Gov. Tomlinson, (like his distinguish-

I cotempornry of Mas a distinguish-

ed agriculturist, and his prepossessions are in la-

titat of horses; and the strength of the machine vor of upright and intelligent farmers—men who
in their duty towards God, obey his command-

ments, and in the discharge of their obligations to

less "than $1607 I have thrashed two crops by their country, 'make two blades of grass grow

in all its parts (should be) proportioned to that of

the team. Upon this plan the expense cannot be

moveable machines, paying Is. 2d. per quarter for

wheat, for the mere threshing ; but it answered

where but one grew before.'
"

The report of the Committee on domestic man-

merely in cleanness ofwork and in the prevention ufactures states that "the exhibition of woollen

of pilfering. When the expense of the 4 horses, cloths was more extensive than last year"— that

the labor, (for one man only comes with the ma- they "had the pleasure of inspecting an excellent

chine ) and the dressing were added, the work assortment of carpeting from the Tanffville manu-

cost me as much as if done by hand."—Thus far
i

factory, equal in every respect to the best import

this Extract from Mr. Young. ed." Among the persons entitled to premiums

In Mr. Young's catalogue of Farming Imple-
:

were Cyrus Butler, of Hartford, for a handsome

Mr. John Webber, of Beverly, exhibited a quan- ments, at the end of his Farmer's Calendar, we mahogany work-table, made during his ^ure

tity of his excellent mustard, well packed in tin have the following prices given, on the plan of se- hours. He had worked at the trade only one year,

cases ; for which he found a most ready sale. curing solidity and durability. \

Miss Bruce, of Hartford, for a nutttrase filled with

To Mr. Jeremiah Crosby, of Billerica, the Com- Ashley's threshing machine, fixed £105.—do.
\

husks. Elizabeth Burrett. of Berlin, for a quanti-

mittee award the premium of $50 for the best ap- for 4 or 6 horses £300.—Perkin's improved ty of sewing silk. O. B. freeman, of Canton, for

pie orchard—this premium is awarded on the re- threshing machine, [apparently a hand machine]
;

Palmetto hats.

port and recommendation of a Committee of the £30.
|

N"tice is a,so ,aken of
f.'

et,er ^m ex-presi-

Trustees ; of which the Hon. John Lowell was
| The immense superiority of Mr Pope's thresh-

J

dent Monroe, with a splendid ring sent by DUB to

chairman, who visited Mr. Crosby's orchard a few , i„g machine over the above named, as to cheap- \

Miss Susan H. Hubbard, of Simsbury, in return

days since. ness in the original price ; and its greater excel- ! for an excellent plaid cloak. A very ingenious

The Committee award to Mr. Samuel Cham- 1 lence in the mode of operating, certainly speak pa'ent self-sharpening plough, by Nelson Pitkm.

berlain, the premium of $20 for tbe greatest quan- j much in its favor. The addition of the patent of Manchester. A plough and cultivator, from

tity of butter, and cheese, made on his farm, be- ! profit, which all just men must admit to be reas- I

Philadelphia, by Solomon Porter, Esq. Anid-
tween the 1st day of June, and the 1st day of: onable, since many patents fail in their intent, and ' gant sofa with spring seats, by \\ atrous & Dick-

October, being 4,150 pounds of new milk cheese,: the right to others ;s contested, independent of insq#. A superb coffee urn, from T.D.&. ... Boaru-

1,700 pounds of skim milk cheese and 800 pounds 'the charges incurred by bringing a machine toinian. Three clusters of the white Madeira grap-

of butter. Mr. Chamberlain states, that for two perfection, the addition of this profit, we say,
'• of large size and delicious flavor, pronounced b)

weeks of the time abovementioned, he made 150
\
leaves Pope's machine as most remarkably cheap, !

good judges, equal to those from any country,from

pounds of butter per week from twenty cows ; and particularly when its excellence is considered.

that for several days he made from twenty-two

cows, 64 pounds of new milk cheese each day.

All which is respectfully submitted.

THOMAS L. WINTHROP,
BENJAMIN GUILD,
JOHN C. GRAY,
EDMUND T. HASTINGS.

Bristol, Oct. 15, 1828.

Passagesfrom various writers relative to the Scotch

Threshing Machine.

Mr. Arthur Young of England has the follow-

ing passages about Threshing Machines.
" The farmer may lose immensely, if his straw

be not threshed clean ; and as it is a work gene-
rally performed by measure, the men are too apt

to turn it over too quickly, and to thresh out only

that corn which comes the easiest from the ear.

—

In respect to pilfering, the work gives them great-

er opportunities for it than any other !"

"The expense of a fixed mill is from 60 to 100
guineas, for one that requires 2 or 3 horses. It

will thresh out about 15 quarters of wheat (about

117 bushels) in 8 or 9 hours ; and from 15 to 20
of barley, oats, peas or beans. Barley is the grain

that thrashes worse with them, than any other ;

—

but I have seen several that thrash it as other
grain ; Such as Mr. Ashley's. His price for a fix-
ed one is 75 guineas ; and for a moveable one 120.
The granary should always be over tbe fixed mill

;

|
James B. Shultas, &c. &c
The Committee of Inspection reported, in sub-

The annual meeting of the Hartford County stance, that the collection of domestic animals e.\

Agricultural Society was held at Hartford on the ceeded in number, and surpassed in excellence

15th inst. The Mirror observes that "so great a those produced at any former exhibition of the

concourse of people, we believe, never thronged Society. The bulls offered for premiums, have

our streets on any former, similar occasion ; and been all derived from foreign breeds, recently im-

we are certain that no similar festival ever pro- ported, and many of them very fine animals.

—

duced a more decided expression of interest and They express regret that more attention has not

approbation. been paid to the native breed of cattle, for which

"The stock exhibition at the cattle show, af- the county has heeu justly celebrated. The)

forded an unusually rich treat to those who take speak highly of the milch cows, working oxen,

an interest in the improvement of the breeds of steers, and heifers exhibited; and say "for many

domestic animals. But we must be permitted years past, the breeding of horses has beeu great-

to say, that in our view, sufficient encouragement I ly neglected by the farmers of this county. Tht
is not offered by the Society for improvement in number and generally good appearance of the

the breed of horses. breeding mares and colts exhibited this year jus-

"The long team, as it is called, and for which tifies the expectation that more attention will in

the Society is indebted to Mr. Aaron Goodman,
I future be paid to this object. The few sheep and

and others of West Hartford, increased materially ' swine that were exhibited were of the very be.--.

the interest of the day. But it was not its length specimens." They speak in terms of commenda-
merely, which gave it attraction, the cattle were i tiou of the well known horse Highlander, his de-

very beautiful, and well matched, and the fact I scendant, the Dey of Algiers, a fine horse exhibit-

that they were taken promiscuously from the far- ed by Mr. Sacket, of Sandisfield, Mass.—and a

mer's yards, furnishes another and important tes- 1 two year old colt owned by Mr. Wilcox, of

timonial, to the utility of agricultural exhibitions. Canton. The bulls, Wye-comet. Holderness, and

In short, to the friends of the Hartford County Holkham, the last of the Devonshire breed of cat-

Agricultural Society, the character of their late tie, are spoken of in terms of approbation,

celebration speaks a language not to be misunder- . The report of the Committee for viewing farms

stood. It tells of a spirit of improvement (trace- ; appears to be very long, and its publication, coni-

able to their benevolent efforts) which will be im- j menced in the last Mirror, is not completed. Wie

measurably important in its results. To the pre- hope to give the substance if not the whole of this

sent patrons of the Society, it offers powerful in- hereafter.
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EXTRACTS
From an "Aduress" delivered before Ihe Rhode Island Socie-

ty for the Encouragement of Domestic Industry. By Joseph

I,. TlI.L7NCHl.ST.

There is no truth more satisfactorily establish-

ed than that every scheme of tillage, to be suc-

cessful, must be calculated for a course of years,

not for a single year. Every farm, therefore,

which is not to be cultivated by the proprietor,

should be let upon a long lease, with provisions

as to rents and renewals at stated periods, co-

inciding with the increasing value. The adoption

of such leases was the first step taken by the Eng-
lish and Scotch proprietors in their signal march
of improvement. Every farm let yearly, to suc-

cessive tenants, is abandoned to inevitable depre-

ciation. No plan is. followed out, and each new
tenant, like the philosophers swarm of flies, comes i

more hungry than the last, to exhaust the heart I

of his victim.

It is also a truth that the first fruits of cap-'
ital derived from culture should be re-absorbed
in culture, and are more profitably invested in the

same than in additional acres. The ambition of
adding farm to farm, and owning all the adjoining

lauds, has made many a poor and embarrassed
large land-bolder who might have been the opu-
lent light-hearted lord of his first small territory.

While you have a new field unsubdued, an old
one pnbrcken, a bush pasture uncleaned, a wet
meadow undrained, a water-course unappropriat-
ed, waste that should be plantation or arable, ara-
ble that should be orchard and fruit garden, sand
unconverted into loam, gravel that requires clay,

or a square foot of either on which you return
loss in manure than you take in crop ; while your
sheep look for the turnip patches and cannot find

them
;
your cattle smell for the clover, rye grass,

and sanfoin, and cannot find them—your work-
men search for the improved presses, ploughs and
harrows, the scarifiers, rollers and drills, and can-
not find them. So long as your barn-yard is too
wet or cold, or your barn wants size and ventila-

tion—so long as your fences let in the unruly
animal, and the more vexatious quarrel, be assur-

ed that you have claims upon your capital and
scope for its most useful employment at home.

Good enclosures must precede tillage ; perhaps
the best for us is the stone wall. The beauty,
the fragrance, and the perfect fence of the thorn
hedge, are purchased by twelve years of rare and
expense upon the growth, and continual diligence
in clearing and cutting. After enclosure, and
shelter, the operations of tillage, seem to proceed
upon three simple principles. The soil is to be
made dry, and kept clean, and rich. Lands, by
nature too wet and seemingly condemned by
that circumstance to perpetual sterility, become
the most fertile when properly dried by art ; the
operation of which must often be carried into the
subsoil. If the superfluous moisture is but tempo-
rary, it must yet be removed before ploughing.
So said Columella, Palladius, and Pliny, of old—
and experience justifies the precept. By render-
ing the soil dry, it is made susceptible of all the
benefits which water, descending in the shower
or turned on in the flowing stream, can impart.
Water percolating the porous soil in summer is its

bread of life, spread over its naked iiass in winter,
is its protecting raiment ; but incumbering it with
a cold clinging embrace throughout the year, is

deadly svffocation.

The importance of a control over water courses

for the purpose of tillage seems but lately to have
become an object of much interest in this State.

Its rising consequence was announced by that

clamorous, but faithful chronicler of the feelings

and pursuits of the times, a law suit.

Many of our most favorable situations for high

culture might be improved by a provision to with-

hold or impart moisture. The remark suggests

to my mind that delightful settlement in the vicin-

ity of Greenwich, named from the French Pro-

testants who fled from the face of Louis XIV. and
here planted another city of refuge, another me-
morial of persecution. It is refreshing to the eye,

and to the spirit, to look upon that valley in the

verdure and loveliness of its summer countenance
especially when in a dry season, it seems a green

Oasis amidst a parched and burning region. But
this dry season seems necessary for its greatest

fertility. It suffers in the wet. Should each pro-

prietor run a trench across that portion of his

farm, which begins to ascend the highland, the

too abundant moisture would thus be retained

from the whole circumstanced basin below, and
might yet be imparted to it at pleasure. The
strata through which water, collected in the high-

er regions, passes down from the summits and

sides of hills, have been exemplified by thrusting

a blunt instrument upwards through several folds

of paper, by which the undermost fold is made to

appear above the surrounding edges of the other

broken folds, and becomes the summit. Between
each successive layer, thus formed, water will en-

ter and descend, and if received in a trough run-

ning round the bottom, may be conducted whith-

er you will.

When the proprietor has not the command of

the sources of the water he must sink the drain

in the low wet soil.

The subject of draining is a science by itself

—

volumes have been written on the modes of form-

ing these subterranean conductors, as essential to

some soils as arteries and veins to the animal

frame. The stone drain is the most durable, but

when once obstructed the earth consolidates about

the stones, and their hardness and immobility

are then a disadvantage. Wood and brush, with

straw, make larger cavities and as the wood gra-

dually perishes the ducts are enlarged or new
ones formed for filtration. The cheap mode prac-

tised with the aid of the draining wheel, which

will effectually trench twelve acres in a day, is

worth attention. That simplest of all draining,

the single deep furrow of the plough, with the sod

pared upon the inner side and restored to its na-

tural situation, is in the power of every husband-

man.

eminent, and the habits of the people, have in a
measure tended to retard improvement in these
higher branches. Most men are ambitious of pop-
ular favor ; and here, where all are upon a poli-

tical equality, whatever savors of singular osten-
tation or extravagance rather begets bad than
good feelings. The Tartar conquerors conciliat-

ed the Chinese, by conforming to the laws and
customs of those whom they had conquered. But
the greatest obstacle to improvement has been
the want of prominent examples. There have
been no royal gardens, no horticultural gardens,
no botanical gardens (but in name), no public gar-
dens, to stimulate and instruct those who might
wish to cultivate taste, or acquire knowledge, in

this branch of rural improvement. Respectable
private gardens were occasionally found in the
neighborhood of large towns ; but their number
was too small, and the access to them too limited,

to produce much influence towards general im-
provement. Four or five public nurseries are all

that are recollected of any note, which existed in

the States in 1810, and these were by no means
profitable establishments.

About the year 1815, a spirit of improvement in

horticulture, as well as agriculture, began to per-

vade the country, and the sphere of its influence

has been enlarging, and the force of example in-

creasing, down to the present time. This spirit

has been fostered and greatly increased, by valu-

able periodical publications devoted to these bran-

ches of industry, by the munificence of Slate gov-
ernments, by numerous associations of practical

and scientific individuals, and by the example and
publications of Great Britain ; and among the lat-

ter, Sir, your Encyclopedias and Maga/.ine have
been particularly beneficial. And we have an
assurance, in the skill, perseverance, and vigor,

with which cur people are pushing improvements
in navigation, in the facilities of internal com-
merce, in manufactures, and in other branches of

labor, that ornamental gardening will neither re-

trogade nor remain stationary.

Our nursery establishments are increasing in

number, respectability, and patronage. Selections

I of native fruits are made with better judgment

and more care than they formerly were. Most

! of the esteemed European varieties have been ad-

ded to our catalogues. The cultivation of indi-

genous forest trees and shrubs, esteemed for utility

| or as ornamental, has been extending; and the

study of botany is becoming more general, as well

ifor practical uses, as on account of the high intel-

From Loudon's Gardeners Magazine. [Louclonl for Aug. 1828,

just received at tlie N. E. Farmer office.

On, the Horticulture of the United Slates of America.

By Jesse Buei., Esq. C.M.H.S.

Horticulture received but little attention in the

United States, until quite a recent period ; and,

with occasional exceptions, was limited to the cul-

ture of common culinary vegetables and fruit. A
young people must earn the means of procuring

the luxuries and elegancies of horticultural refine-

ment, before they can enjoy them. The wants

and necessities of a new country are generally too

imperious to leave much time, or to afford ade-

quate means, for indulging extensively in the orn-

amental and scientific departments of gardening
;

and perhaps the republican principles of the gov-

lectual gratification which it affords to the man of >

leisure or of opulence.

My personal acquaintance with American nur-

series does not enable me to describe them partic-

ularly. I shall, therefore, barely enumerate the

most distinguished, with the view of affording to

your readers useful memoranda, in the event of

their wishing to procure American trees, plants,

or seeds.

The Linnaian Garden, at Flushing, is the oldest.

and probably ihe most extensive, nursery estab-

lishment in America. This nursery has been al-

ready noticed in your Magazine, in the communi-

cations and advertisements of its proprietor, Mr.

Prince.

Bloodgood's Nursery, at Flushing, is principally

devoted to the propagation of fruit trees. The

proprietors are practical men, and have acquired

a reputation for great accuracy and the fine con-

dition of their trees.
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Mills Sf Laiorenct have also a nursery at Flush-

ing, iu which I understand Mr. Prince has become

a proprietor, and which is probably embraced in

the account of the Linnean garden.

Floy's JVursen/, on the island of New York, is

appropriated to the culture of both hardy and ten-

der trees and plants. The collection of green-

house plants is respectable, and comprises marry

rare and beautiful varieties.

Wilson's JVursery is in the neighbourhood of

Floy's and embraces a like culture and variety.

Hogg's Nursery is also upon the island of New-

York. It is principally devoted to green-house

culture and hardy shrubs.

The proprietors of the three preceding estab-

lishments stand high as horticultural botanists,

and as men of practical skill and industry. The
high price of land has in a great measure circum-

scribed their labors, and somewhat limited their

culture to those articles which promise the most

prompt and certain return.

The Albany JVursery was established by myself,

in connection with Mr. Wilson, a practical gar-

dener. In addition to the fruit and green-house

departments, we ate rearing many varieties of

hardy forest trees, for utility and ornament ; and
our situation peculiarly qualifies us for furnishing

seeds of native kinds in the best condition. We
j

have spared no trouble or expense to obtain all

the choice varieties of fruits ; and have in pro- i

grass descriptive catalogues, which I propose send-

ing you when completed.

Botanic Garden at Brooklyn. This has been
recently established by M. Parmentier, a gentle-

j

man of taste from the Netherlands. As M. Par-

mentier has brothers in the Netherlands and in

France, eminent for their pomological researches, ',

his establishment will be eminently useful, by in-

'

traducing among us the finer fruits of the Euro-
J

pean continent.

Landrelh's JVursery, at Philadelphia, is an old

and respectable establishment, and is devoted to

the culture of native and foreign plants hardy and
tender. It has profited much in rare American
plants, from the labors of botanists who have ex-

plored the interior, under the orders of govern-
ment. The varieties of the magnolia are numer-
ous, and in fine condition. I saw in this nursery,

in August last, the Osage apple (Madura ?) in fine

bearing.

The Burlington JVursery is in New Jersey, 20
iriiles above Philadelphia. It sustained a high re-

putation under Mr. Coxe, and I believe, is likely

to maintain its character under Mr. Smith, the

present proprietor.

Kenrick's J\"urstry is at Newton, in the vicinity

of Boston, and is appropriated to the raising of
fruit and ornamental trees, &c.

Sinclair &,- Moore have commenced a nursery at

Baltimore, principally, I believe, for propagating
fruit trees. Respectfully, J. BUEL.

Albany, JV. Y. Feb. 6th, 1828.

CaraflTa, and a noble Venitian, one of the Barbar-

ago, were confined to their palaces during the

rose season, for fear of their lives. Johannes p

tluerceto, a Parisian and Secretary to Francis I.

king of France, was forced to stop his nostrils

with bread when there were any apples at table ;

and so offensive was the smell to him, that if an

apple had been held near him he would fall a

bleeding.

—

Shenck. Obs. Med.

"I saw a noble countess," says Horstine, "who
tasted of some udder of beef, and had her lips

suddenly swelled thereby ; observing that I took

notice of it, she told me she had no dislike to that

kind of dish, but as often as she did eat of it she

was troubled in this manner, the cause of which

she was utterly ignorant of. Bruverinus knew a

girl, sixteen years of age, who, up to that time,

had lived entirely on milk, and could not bear the

smell of bread, the smallest particle of which she

would discover by the smell. An antipathy to

pork is very common. Shenckins tells us of one

who would immediately swoon as often as a pig

was set before him, even though it be enclosed in

paste ; he falls down as one that is dead, nor does

he return to himself till the pig is taken away
from the table. Marshal Albeit faiirted away
when he saw the head of a boar.

Butter—At the Fair of (hi V i
' n-otts Ag-

ricultural Society at Brighton, on Wednesday, the

premium of one hundred dollars, subscribed by a

number of gentli men and placed at the •

of the Society, was awarded to Mr John L. Boyls-

ton, of Princeton, for the best butter. There was
a large quantity of Butter exhibited, and it is con-

fidently expected that the object for which the

premium was subscribed will be attained, viz. the

production of the first quality butter in large quan-
tities and a corresponding decrease of the inferior

qualities with which our market has for many
years past been filled. Mr BOylston's butter, we
are informed, was sold for 26 cents per pound,

cash.

—

Boston Patriot.

Horticultural rarity.—One of the finest samples

of the advantages derived from the increased at-

tention to gardening and fruit trees in this coun-

try, was presented to us yesterday, in the form of

a most delicious peach, by alderman Peters, rais-

ed by him in his garden at Greenwich. It is one

of the Heath species, vulgarly called the October
cling, white in complexion, of exquisite flavor, and

of a large size, being no less than ten inches in

circumference, and weighing ten ounces—and it
j

grew on a tree but two years old. Such delight-

1

ful fruit, at this late season, when most others of

the kind have enlirely disappeared, and their yel-

low leaves are scattered by the piercing winds of

autumn, is a rarity indeed, well worth the cultiva-

tion of the scientific votary of Pomona or the or-

dinary practical gardener.—JV. Y. Statesman.

The adjourned meeting of persons in Salem
and vicinity, interested in protecting Gardens and
Orchards from trespassers, was held in Salem,

12th inst. E. II. Derby, Esq. Chairman, and T. P.

Bancroft, Esq. Secretary. Articles of a*sn<-iatioii

were agreed to and a committee appointed to ob-

tain subscribers to the same. The object of the

association is praiseworthy, and we wi>h it suc-

cess. Many a culprit has begun with robbing a.

garden, and ended his career in a public prison.

The progress iu crime in most cases is gradual.

—

Ibid.

IDIOSYNCRASIES.
That curious, sympathetic, wonder working

person, Sir Kenelem Digby, is perhaps, the great-

est detailer of singular fancies relating to antipa-

thies and sympathies. He narrates the dire effects

of flowers upon certain people, even to fainting

and dying. So obnoxious was a rose to the lady

Heneage, that she had her cheeks blistered, says
Sir Kenetem, by laying a rose upon her when
she was asleep. It is e»eu stated that Cardinal

Extraordinary Growth We yesterday saw, at

the store of Mr John M. Ives, a crooked neck
Squash, which weighed between forty and fortv-

one pounds. It was raised in the Garden of Mr
E. Jocelyn, of this town Salem Observer.

Cotton raised in Salem.—Two cotton bolls rais-

ed this year in the garden of Capt. Joseph Ed-
wards, of this town, have been left at our office.

The seeds were planted in May. The bolls are

of a fair size and nearly ripe. We believe, that
some successful experiments, in raising n few ripe

bolls were tried in Worcester last vera-
.

—

Ibid.

Frinceion.—This flourishing town in Worcester

County bids fair to be the prince of towns in gain-

ing premiums for fine stock, &e. at Cattle Shows.
At the Worcester Show, uot iess than twelve pre-

miums were obtained by citizens ol Princeton, and
a very large number of premiums, together with

the hundred dollars' premium for best butter,

were also at Brighton awarded to Princeton farm-

ers. It is a town but little known, hut of itself is

an object of considerable interest. Wachusset
lies principally within its limits, which is the high-

est land in Massachusetts. Its inhabitants livr

principally by agriculture, and are remarkable for

industry, sobriety and agricultural enterprise. It

has for many years been distinguished for fine cat-

tle

—

Ibid.

The Cattle Shows and Fairs at Fredericksburg,

(Va.) are to be revived. They have heretofore

been occasions of great interest. With a little of

our Yankee industry and manufacturing enterprise,

the " Ancieut Dominion" would soou resume its

aucient glory. The " American System" will af-

ter all be its salvation.

Vegetable Curiosities.—We are informed, that

in several instances, on this island, the Lilac has
put forth new leaves, and bloomed a second time.

The flowers were as full, as delicate in colour and
tints, and as fine scented, as those which shed
their fragrance in the spring. A second growth
of peaches has been had in New Jersey: and in

various parts of the country, where no second
growth has occurred, the character of the peach
has been singularly changed in colour, flavor, and
time of maturity— the branch that bore late fell

peaches last year, producing high flavored rare

ripes this—a month earlier than their regular pe-

riod.—.V. 1*. Statesman.

Preparations for the erection of the Capitol of

Maine have been commenced at Augusta. The
new College in Charleston, S. C. is nearly com-
pleted. It will be lighted with Boston gluss, any
thing in tiie Tariff law to the contrary, notwith-

standing.

—

Savannah paper.

From llro Rcporle .

SHEEP.
Feeling a lively inteiest in the prosperity of the

sheep business in this country, having a flock my-
self, I have thought proper to communicate the

following facts and observations to the public,

with a view to excite inquiry and elicit informa-

tion iu relation to that disease which h.-.s carried

off so many of these useful animals during the

present season.

Some time in F- bruai-j' Ia>t, I looked at a flock

of yearling lambs, ^about 200 in number,) belong-
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ing to J. R. which I hail seen in the fall ;
at that

time they were in a thriving condition. In Febru-

ary, when I examined them, several had died and

the remainder were very poor, and a general cough

prevailed among them, which in( reased with a

shrill sound, a dull and heavy appearance, and ex-

treme emaciation. Some time after, I dissected a

sheep of this flock, which had fallen a victim to

the disease. I commenced at the cardia, (pit of

the stomach,) and cut obliquely backward, in the

direction of the diaphragm on both sides, more

than halfway between the spine or backbone ;—

thence to the pelvis on both sides, so that I could

have a complete view of the contents of the abdo-

men. I found no adipose matter. I continued

my examination about the region of the colon ;—

but found no inflammation, nor any other morbid

appearance, until I came to the duodenum ;
it con-

tained nothing but a little yellow, greenish slime,

the duodenum somewhat inflamed, hut the liver

quite sound. I then passed the knife between the

ribs and cartilages which connect the ribs with

the sternum, which I removed. I dissected the

pleura and exposed both lobes of the lungs. They

His Honor the Lieut. Governor, as President of

the Societv, presided. Among the guests were

His Excellency the Governor, Hon. T. Pickering,

Senor 31anuel Lorenzo Vidaurre, &c. As on

the same occasion in years past, some of our hor-

ticulturists contributed from their stock of fine

fruits, to enrich the dessert ; and the table was en-

livened by a great number of spirited and appro-

priate toasts. We have selected the following from

among the in :

Agriculture, Commerce, and Manufactures— the

three great arteries of our national prosperity, com-

posed of the same blood, and united by the same

ties—a wound inflicted on either is felt through

the whole system.

The Agricultural Societies in the United States—
may their labors be viewed as joint stock, and a

trial be annually made which shall contribute most.

By the President of the Society.

7 he Farmer's Holiday—May each return of this

anniversary bring with it renewed proofs of the

advancement made in the science of agriculture,

and the arts with which it is connected.

By Hon. T. Pickering—Agricultural Societies,

efficient means of improving the most useful of

arts, and of good fellowship among citizens.

By F. Howes, Esq. President of the Essex Ag-
ricultural Society. The Memory of Washington—
With whom Agriculture was the first, the last,

and the most beloved employment of his life.

By Tho's G. Fessenden, Esq. American States-

men and other First Ratesmen—May they have a

practical sense of the importance of that occupa-

tion,which employs seven-eighths of the hands,aad

feeds the sum total of the mouths of the communi-

ty-

were indurated and inflamed from the extremity,
j

commons and Canada thistles,

more than half way to the bifurcation of the tra- Those distinguished Foreigners, Thomas An-

chea or windpipe. I opened the pericardium, but
j
DREW Knight and Francis Andrew Michacx,

saw no morbid appearance. I then laid the lungs
; who nave done g0 mucn t0 increase and to bring

open, and in the cellular substance of the lungs
|

t0 ijgjit tne natural resources of our country,

—

and in the bronchial vessels there were a multi-
S
pienmi} examples in support of the principle, that

tude of worms about as thick as a hnen thread,
j no national or political distinctions should be known

By Mr J. L. Botlston, of Princeton. His Ex-
Native and Foreign, Long Horns, Short Horns,\ dkncy Go„_ Lincoln—Chief Ploughman of the

and JVo Horns—are all alike to the niggardly and
gtate . he turns his furrows handsomely, and nev-

negligent breeder.
|
er jooks Dack.

To the iiidustrious Farmer—Large crops and

great prices—to the sluggard and the sloven, short

and from one to six inches in length, exceedingly

sharp pointed at one end, and that end of a chest-

nut brown color, the rest of it of a pale white col-

or. In a day or two after, I dissected another

sheep while it was yet warm, and found the ap-

pearance precisely the same, only that the worms

were alive ; in the other they were dead. I di-

rected Scotch snuff to be given to the sheep which

seemed to be diseased, on their food morning and

evening, and tar and sulphur once a day. They

appeared to improve in health immediately. The

in Agriculture

By His Excellency the Governor—
The Sword, the Press, and the Ploughshare, the

great implements of labor and effect. May an

independent yeomanry bear in mind, that on their

soil it is the latter only, which can now be em-

ployed to improve by subverting.

The Plough.—Its one share in a bank of earth,

is worth ten in a bank of paper.

The Fathers of the Revolution—They defended

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
The annual meeting of the Rockingham, N. II.

Agricultural Society was held at Exeter on the

15th inst. The exhibition was attended by a

goodly portion of intelligent yeomanry from dif-

ferent parts of the county. The 6how of neat

cattle was the best sustained part of the exhibi-

tion ; some of them were very fine.

Mr. Peabody's address was highly spoken of,

and a general wish expressed of having it pub-

lished.

Among the premiums, were one of ten dollars

for the largest quantity of corn on an acre, being

eighty-six bushels and a half, to John Moulton, of

Exster. For the largest quantity of potatos on

an acre, being three hundred and ninety-eight

bushels, to Josiah Butler, of Deerfield, six dollars.

Premiums were awarded for fulled cloth, carpet-

ing, flannel, linen, blankets, manufactured leather,
anne-areu to improve in nraun imiiiuiiiaieiy. xuc j«h'u«»i «/ ««. »«..,.,,.»........ —., , «- •

s me appl cation was used in a neighboring flock, the soil at the cost of their blood, let us show our
\

and for a black lace veil, a white lace hand

Td apparently with good effect. Whether it is
\

gratitude by faithfully tilling it, and handing it kerchief, cap, worked handkerchief, palm leaf

a remedy for the disease I will not undertake to I down to posterity improved by our labors.

decide, as but one or two experiments have been

made ; but it may be deserving a further trial.

WOOL GROWER.
Notes. Diaphragm—The muscles which separate the chest

from the abdomen.
Adipose—Fatty m3tter.

Colon—One of the large inleftines.

Duodenum—One of the small intestines.

Sternum—The breast bone.

Pleura—The lining membrane of the chest.

Bronclnal vessels—Air vessels.

^Tew^wgland farmer.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, OCT. 24, 1828.

THE BRIGHTON SHOW.
In our last we noticed some interesting particu-

Our Farmers !—Let them remember that " the

ox knoweth his owner," and take care that their

cattle be not ashamed of their acquaintance.

Let every cultivator be employed both in agri-

culture and politics ; he comes to nothing who sits

upon thefnee.

Our native soil—The farmer's capital which

can never be turned without profit.

Republican Heroism—Which consists in inflexi-

bly doing right, in despite of misconstruction, mis-

apprehension, and misrepresentation.

[Sent by the Hon. John Lowell, who was de-
! suing anniversary

tained at home, by a severe rheumatic affection.]

My friends at Brighton—Though forbidden the

hats, &c.
The following are the officers for the ensuing

year :—
John Folsom, President,

John Harvey, Vice President,

Ichabod Bartlett, Corresponding Secretary,

Samuel T. Gilman, Recording Secretary,

Freese Dearborn, Treasurer.

James Rimdlett, Clement Storer, Joseph W.
March, Nathaniel Gilman 3d., Peter Patterson,

Benning W. Sanborn, Jacob Cilley, Wm. Plumer.

Jr., and Levi Lane, Directors.

Joseph Fowle, Marshal— Oliver W. Hilton, Dtp.

Marshal—Charles W. Cutter, Orator, for the en-

CAROLINA SWEET POTATOS.
lars of the Show on the 15th, referring our read-

]eagure of bidding them welcome in person— yet Mr. Samuel Pond, of Cambridge, has left at

crs to the respective Reports of the Committees, hean ig ahv present at the Festival of the |
the New England Farmer office four Sweet, or

for a more full account. Most of the official Re

ports will be found in this week's paper.

A meeting of the Massachusetts Society for pro-

moting Agriculture was holden at the Society's

Hall ; and at half past one, the members with in-

vited guests proceeded to the Rev. Mr Austin's

Church, where the Premiums were announced by

the Assistant Recording Secretary. A procession

was then formed to the Mansion House Hotel,

where a sumptuous dinner was provided, at which

my heart is always present ...

Farmer and Manufacturer. .Carolina potatos, weighing four pounds-raised
' from slips sold at this place. Mr. P. planted one

[By the Rev. Mr Colman, introduced by some
: quart of the g]ipS; in eighteen hills, which yielded

remarks.] i

tnree and a half bushels of very fine sweet potatos.

John Lowell, " the Roxbury Farmer"—The The hil]g were raised up on the soil
.ike large

high minded and disinterested patron of every
gquagh hl

]is_the slips placed in the top of the
public improvement. May the autumn of a life

hi]1 witl)out any manure, and were not even start-

of action and eminent usefulness and patriotism,
| ed

-m a hot bed The on)y care required, js to

reap an ample harvest of honor, satisfaction and .

keep them free from weedB. The soil should be
comfort. I somewhat sandy. A few planted in a rich loam
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were very indifferent both as to quantity and qual-

ity. The fact that this delicious vegetable can be

so easily raised in New England cannot be too

generally made known.

DOUBLE APPLES.
We have received from Mr Nahum Mills, of

Brandon, Vt. a few apples, all of which are either

double, or triple. Mr M. informs us they are from

a tree about thirty years old, which bears full ev-

ery year ; the apples always possessing this pecu-

liarity.

Cider is now selling at Warner, N. H. atfifty cents

per barrel—apples, best engrafted kinds, seventeen

cents per bushel ; common sorts, ten cents. In

Boston, good cider sells at $2.67 per barrel—best

winter apples $1.00 per bushel.—A rail road to

Albany, with branches to the principal towns

would equalize prices.

Blackstone Canal During the favorable weath-
er succeeding the cattle show, the work for the full

completion of the canal has been prosecuted with

activity, and we understand, it will soon again be

re-opened for permanent navigation, and during

the remainder of the season may be used for

transportation until the waters shall be closed by

the winter's frost. In this respect the railway has

superiority over the canal, that communication is

not liable to be interrupted by cold, and during
the winter may be used with the same advantage
as in the milder seasons of the year.— Worcester

JRsis.

Sausage Machine.
Orders for the Sausage Filling Machi.ie, !|* 't-paid,) sent to-

nic Agricultural Establishment, No. 64 Norto Market Street,

ISoslon or to the subscriber, will receive prompt mention.

Don-bester. Oct 23. JOHN MEABli
5 ( me <>f the machine* is left althc Agricultural Warehouse

for examination.

THANKSGIVING.
His Excellency Governor Lincoln, has appoint-

ed Thursday, the 27th day of November next a

day of public Thanksgiving and Praise.

The same day is appointed a day of Thanks-

giving, bv Governor Tomlinson, in Connecticut.

The Worcester county Agricultural Society has

eight hundred members, and a permanent fund

of $5000.

In our attempts to improve on nature, we fre-

quently defeat our own purposes. Farmers are

extremely anxious to get rid of moles, whose hil-

locks, it must be confessed, destroy the smooth

level of grass and corn fields, when they are very

abundant ; but it has been found, (in some farms)

by experience, that when moles are extirpated,

worms increase so prodigiously that the moles

have been wished for again, as the least evil of

the two.

Upwards of 4,000,000 dollars are invested in a
manufacturing establishment in Lowell ;—and a
canal is making for water privileges for twelve
more factories.

Prolific pea.—In a garden at Eppleby, a single

pea produced this season the enormous number
of 500 peas, measuring in their pods, nearly half

a peck.

~ Great growth.—From a single squash seed of
the crook neck species, there has been produced
in a garden in this village (the present season) five

squashes, weighing as follows : 31 pounds— 26J,
do.— 25J, do.—243, do.—24, do. Total weiglft,

1313.— Taunton Reporter.

REMEDY FOR THE GArES IN CHICKENS.

Take as much kitchen soap as will cover the

thumb nail, and having mixed it up with some
meal dough, give it to your chickens, at any stage

of the disease. This has beer, found effectual on
the first application, almost always ; a second is

rarely necessary, and when it is so, it is next to

impossible that it should fail.

ITALIAN SPICE SEED.
Mr Russell— I send you per the bearer a

small quantity of the Italian spice seed. It was
first introduced into this town about seven years
since, from Italy, via New York. The seed par-

takes of the qualities of the Thyme, Sweet Mar-
joram, Summer Savory, and Lemon ; and ans-

wers all the purposes of those herbs combined for

the stuffing of meats. The plant is about the
j

size of the pepper plant, and requires about the

same culture. The blossom imitates very much
the Bachelor's Button, and the pod which con-
tains the seed, that of the Columbine.
The seed is submitted for your consideration.

I confess I never have seen any before. I think
it may prove an acquisition to the valuable as-

sortment of seeds- vended at your Establishment.
Your ohed't serv't,

JOS. G. TORREV.
Bath, Me. Oct. 8, 1828.

Splendid Bulbous Roots, o/c.

A further supply of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Gladiolus.
Snow Drops, Crocus, Star of P-ethlehem. Jonqnilles, Ranuncu-
lus, Iris, Crown Imperials. Anemones. Crocus. &c. from 12 to

62 cts. each. A very lew of the finest Hyacinths, dark and pale
blue, pure while, red, yellow, and white with various eyes, at

51 per root.

The collection ofLILIES is very splendid, comprising Scar-
let Chalcedonian Lily 50 cents. Orange Pompone Lily 37 cents
Chinese Leopard 25 cts. Orange Martagnn 37 cts. Yellow Mir
tag-on 37 cts. Douhlc Violet Flamed 37 cts. Purple and White
Spotted 37 cts. Bright Scarlet Pompone 50 cts. Double White
37 cts. Larsre White Garden Lily 12 cents, Dwarf Chinese Red
Lily {IMi'im conrnlor. new and very superb, one root only) .VI.50
TULIPS—splendid variega'ed, red, yellow, and mixed, 12

cts. each. SI.00 per dozen.

CROWN IMPERIALS—assorted, of the most splendid col

ours, and snowy flowers, large roots, 38 cts. each.
.TONQUILLES—sweet scented, finest roots, 19 els. each.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS—frag-ant. white with yel-

low cups, and yellow with double white cups, extra sized roots,

38 cts. each.

DOUBLE NARCISSUS—fragrant, of all colors, 19 els each
SPRING CROCUS—of all colours, 6 cts. each. 50 cts. per

dozen.

The above roots are from the same house, from which we re-

ceived our supply last season, and which gave such universal

satisfaction ; some of the double Hyacinths having produced
bells 1 inch ami 8-lCthsin diameter.

Purchasers are requested to notice that the above roots are

no' purchased at auction, and are all remarkable for their s :ze,

arid for the beauty and delicacy of tint of their flowers. Those
sold at auction are generally the mere refuse ot the most inferior

collections, go?d roots being- worth at home ten times as much
as they generally sell for at auction, as will he seen by reference

to the priced catalogues of any respectable house in Holland.

Also pots for blooming the Crocus, in the shape of Hedgehogs.
Porcelai-i Dice-work Flower Baskets, (verybeautiful) Beehives
Flower Pols. Half melons. Cones. &c.—a'new article.

Two mots only of Wilmol's Superb Strawberry.
Just receh ed at the

New England Farmer Seed Store,

No. 52 North Market Street—Boston.

Oat Meal, Oai Flour, droits, fyc.

.Iu-l received at the New England Parmer Seed Slrre.i

further supply of the above artii • < t irpeJ* rf ftw* Oat

Meal, fine bolted Oat Flour. Hulled Oau <.r Vermont Kice.

Scotch Barley,Ac. for sale in ny quantities, «hole>>ale»>r re-

lail, tlsoafosVcannistersof fine Oat Flour, neatly pecked,

ai 50 els. per caunisler.

Hemp Seed.

A consignment from Trov, N Y. of 50 bushels of Hemp Seed,

growth of*l827; by the tierce or bushel

teedsfor the West Indies.

Merchants, masters ot vessels and oth<-r- trading to the West

Indies, can be. furnished .- ith boxes of Seed*, assorted, suitable

for that market, at lion %\ to *S per box.—Each box contains

upwards of sixlv different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-

mental, in quantities sufficient for a common kilohen garden —
Likewise the greatest variety of seeds io be found in New Eng-

land, by the pound or bu-bcl, all warrauted pure, and of the

growth of 1827.
|

Gunpowder, e/c.

Pn Pont's Gun Powder, at S3 to 50 cts. per pound—Shot—Balls

—Flints and Percussion Caps
Also, Alum— Refuu-d Sail l'etre—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Dupo;: Pnwder S'.ore, No. 65 Broad street—

ByE. COPELANP, Jr

TT The Du Pom sold as above, is warranted first quality—

and is marked " E. Ccpetmd, jr. Boston," on the head of the

cask If March 14

PRICES OF COUXTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best, -

ASHES, pot. first sort.

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white. ....
BEEF, mess, scarce -

Cargo. No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected No. 1, new. -

CHEESE, new milk,
Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore. Howard-street, -

Orchard Grass Seed.—Flint JFheat, S,-r.

A further supply of Orchard Grass Seed—growth of 1S28.
T\,o hundred pounds of Red Onion Seed.
A few bushels White Flint Fall Wheat, commonly called Ca

nal Wheat.—Also. Gilman Spring Wheat.
Juat received at the

jYew England Farmer Seed Store,

No. 52 North Market Street— Boston.

Rye, best, - - - -

GRAIN, Corn, ....
Rye, ....
Barley, ....
Oats. -

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME,
1'LAiSTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, -

Navy. mess.
Cargo. No. 1,

SEEDS. Herd's Grass. -

Orchard Grass.

Fowl .Meadow , -

Rye Grass, - -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Tod -

Lucerne. .---
While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red flover. [northern)

French £ugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel.

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,
Memo, three fourths washed.
Merino, half &.ouar:er washed
Native, washed, -

PuHed, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

bushel,

barrel.

pound,

barrel.

bushel.

FROM !
TO

2 00 3 00
105 00

102 50 1U5 00
l 00

10 .¥'

pound.

1 tVJ

10 75

7 00
14

7 75 8 00
7 50 7 75
2 621 3 00

56 62
62
70
40
9

90
2£0
19 00

i.; oo i" 50
13 00

4 CO
4
4 OO
5 00
1 00
50
50

1 50
1 5tt

Neiv England Printing Ink Manufactory.
The undersigned has on hand from the above Establishment,

a constant supply of Printers' Ink. warranted in no respect infe-

rior to the best made in this country. Book. Roller, and News I

Ink in large or small quantities.—Also. Composition Rollers and
j

Tables, of the most approved construction.—Term-- reasonable,
j

JOHN BAKER.
Corner ofCongress and Wnter Streets,

Ot t. 24 6t Opposite the Post Office.

PROVISION .MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, - pound.

FORK, fresh, best pieces.

whole hogs, - - -

VEAL, - - - - - -

MUTTON.
POULTRY.
BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best, - - -

EGGS, (do

MEAL. Rye, retail..... Ine

Indian, retail, - - -
]

POTATOS. new - - - -
;

CIDER, [according to quality .1
- (barrel. oej

60
2 75
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MISCELLANIES.
TJie Season.—A tree in Perth Amboy, N. J. has

produced the present season two crops of peaches:

the first of three bushels, the second of about a

hundred peaches. The lilac bushes in and about

New York and Philadelphia have also, in several

instances, produced two sets of flowers this season

—strawberries of a good flavor, raised in the open

air, have been lately gathered in a garden in

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Pensacola Gazette trusts that Florida will

no longer be called " the Paradise for Rogues,"

since the Marshal of the District has received or-

ders to put the U. S. Jail in that city, in repair.

Large Production.—Mr Russell Wood, of this

town, took from his garden a few days since a

common crooked neck winter squash, which

weighed 34 pounds.

—

Taunton Mvocate.

From the American Farmer.

The corps of Engineers engaged in selecting a

line for the Columbia and Philadelphia rail road,

arrived on the 13th inst. in the prosecution of

their labors, to within five miles of Philadelphia.

A number of citizens of New Jersey have held

a public meeting in Mount Holly, with the object

of having a rail road constructed between Cam-
den, Gloucester county, and the Raritan river, or

bay, in the county of Middlesex.

It is found that the lead on the dome of St

Paul's Cathedral, London, has been fused by the

action of the sun.

Prince Leopold has succeeded in bringing to

perfection that extraordinary exotic, the air plant,

(t is suspended from the ceiling, and derives its

nourishment entirely from the atmosphere.

Muster.—On Wednesday the 8th inst. the al-

lied forces assembled on Salem common, and the

spirit-stirring drum sat many a leg in motion, and
fired the breast of many a man with ardor not its

own. The light companies appeared with unus-

ual splendor, while, on the other hand, the heavy,

that is the companies of the line, were unusually

gloomy. It is a fact no longer to be concealed,

that the present organization of the militia is

wretchedly defective. AVe need no other argu-

ment to convince us of this, than the thin and
wandering ranks of our militia. Companies in

which, in "auld lang syne," one hundred men
were enrolled, on Wednesday marched on the

tented field with only ten; "still beautiful in

ruins." The Salem regiment was in fact but a

handful, and the officers " were few and far be-

tween." If our present system is continued much
longer, musters will only contribute to show the

nakedness of the land. In case of invasion, we
verily believe it would be more effectual to sum-
mon the firemen, and rally round the engines and
send our enemies to a watery grave, than to turn

out the militia.

—

Salem Courier.

PLUMS.

THE PREPARATION OF PRUNES.

As some of your readers are anxious to learn

the process of making prunes, I send you the fol-

lowing description of it, extracted from the French

books. It is, you will perceive, exceedingly sim-

ple, and may be practised to any extent in this

country, skill and industry might make it as pro-

fitable a business here as in Europe.

The plums must be gathered with the hand,

when perfectly ripe. They cannot be too sound;

and such as fall or are punctured by insects should

be rejected. Arrange them on plates or sheets of

iron so as not to touch one another, and put them

in an oven after the bread has been taken out.

While there turn and move them occasionally.

When become cool, pack them compactly in box-

es and secure them from moisture. If they are

not dry enough when withdrawn from the oven,

place them in the sun ; for it would render them

too dry and hard, to subject them to the heat of

an oven a second time. In choosing prunes, pre-

fer those that are new, soft, and fleshy. They
will keep upwards of two years.

Prunes may be made of almost every sort of

plum that is eaten. But those that are consider-

ed the best for the purpose, are the Gros damas de

Tours,* the Imperiale violette, and the Imperatrice

violette.

There is another preparation of plums, in which

they are called Brignoles. For them are used

chiefly, and almost exclusively, the White perdri

gon, which is a very fine sweet fruit

lage of Brignoles, in Province, in France, where

this preparation was first made, the Perdrigon

plum is steeped in hot water to loosen the skin,

then peeled, and then split open to remove the

stone. The rest of the process is the same as in

the preparation of ordinary prunes"; that is, the

drying in an oven and in the sun, aud the packing

away in tight boxes. The only difference, is, that

less heat must be applied to the Brignoles than

to prunes.

Besides the various preserves and sweatmeats

that are composed of plums, the French peasantry gorse Chesnuts

make a liquor of the wild plum, by crushing it in Oct 3

water and letting it ferment.

wine grape, no one can say ; but for the table it

equals the best French grapes.

The late Gen. Allen Jones found a vine of the

same kind in an adjacent island, about thirty years

since, which he removed it to his garden, where it

throve well and bore luxuriantly, but at his death,

which happened a few years after, it was lost.

—

That from which 1 send you the seed has been
known for some years to the Trappers on the riv-

er ; who described it to me as being of the same
kind with the one found by Gen. Jones. For three

years I failed to get some of the fruit ; this season

I got a few bunches, when its fine flavor and rar-

ity determined me to propagate it both by seed

and cuttings, and through you to offer them to

those who wish to cultivate the finest vine of this,

and I believe of any country.

Yours, respectfully,

A. J. DAVIE.
P. S. General Jones called it the Perfume Grape.

At the proper season I will send you cuttings ; it

is but a single; small vine. These seeds should

be directly placed in rich alluvial soil—they will

come up next spring. 1 should be glad to have
some directions how to put up the cuttings, and
how to direct them.

My grandfather, the late Gen. Jones, who was
the first botanist of the southern states, and curi-

ous both in shrubs and vines, considered this as

the finest grape in his collection, and he had a

great variety. D.

Wilson's Nursery, Derry, JY. H.
The proprietors inform the public that their nursery offers pe-

.Jiag facility tor the acquirement of useful fruit ; more than fif-

At the Vll-
[
ty thousand trees now cultivated by them consist'ng of a great
variety of Apples, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Quinces, &c. em-
bracing most of the celebrated and esteemed kinds in this coun-

try. The utmost care has been observed by the original pro-

prietor for more than thirty years, in making the selection and
the whole is now offered as containing none but the most worthy
of cultivation. Persons not acquainted with the different kinds

by name, who wish to procure choice kinds, by stating the time

thev wish them to ripen, may confidently trust to the proprietors

Without fear of disappointment. All orders will be promptly at-

tended to, and trees furnished at their nursery, this fall or next

spring, at the following prices.

Apples, per hundred, $16
Peaches
Plums
Cherries
Quinces

AMERICAN GRAPES.
Mr. Skinner.— I send you enclosed some

grape seed ; the vine grows in a small island of

Roanoke, a few miles above the Great Falls. It

is surely the only vine of the kind in the State,

perhaps in the world. I have had all the islands

carefully examined, and another cannot be found.

Its colour is purple, about one third larger than

the common grape of the wood, slightly elongated,

a difference in shape that distinguishes it from all

others ; in its flavor it is unrivalled, and when eat-

en diffuses a most grateful perfume. I prefer it

to the Scuppernong. How it may succeed as a

JOHN A. &. SAMUEL WILSON.

Messrs Hilliard & Brown, booksellers to the

University at Cambridge, Massachusetts, have put

to press the complete works of Dugald Stewart.

The Boston gas light company have issued the

terms and conditions on which they will supply

gas and fixtures. They propose to commence
operations at the close of the present n^onth.

* The Gros damas de Tours (large damask of Tours,) is not

mentioned, at least under its French name, in Mr. Prince's cat-

alogue. What its English name is, therefore, I do not know.
It is thus described in the books already referred to ; the tree

grows to a large size, and is apt, when a standard, to drop its

flowers ; the fruit is rather long, of a moderate size ; has a deep
violet skin, floured, sour, and adhering to the flesh ; the flesh is

yellowish, almost white, fine grain and firm ; the juice is suga-

ry, and has the peculiar flavor of the damask plums. It is ad-

ded, that if the skin, which will not separate from the flesh, did

not communicate to U a disagreeable smell, this plum would be

excellent.

FRESH SEEDS AND ROOTS.

Roots of the Pie-Plant, or Tart Rhubarb.

A large supply of the roots of the Rheum Undulatum, or Tart

Rhubarb, or Pie-Plant, an excellent article for summer use.

—

(See N. E. Farmer, vol. vi. page 290, and page 11 of this vol-

ume, and Fessenden's New American Gardeuer, article Rhu-
barb, for its culture and uses.) The roots are in fine order for

transplanting this fall. Price 25 els. per root.

Potato and Tree Onions.

Also, a supply of Potato and Tree Onions. The Potato Onion

has proved a fine acquisition to the list of vegetables raised in

this country, and is getting into general use in the Middle Slates.

They have produced 12 and even 20 fold in this vicinity Ihe past

season; come much earlier than the common, are milder, and

more sure of producing a crop. Price 6 cents each, 50 els. per

dozen.

Indian Corn.

Several varieties of Field Corn, selected with great care, for

its earliness and productive quality—also Early Sweet and* tie

Early Jefferson Corn, for the lable.

Garden and Field Seeds.

The largest collection and variety of Garden, Field, Tree and

Herb Seeds lobe found in New England, at wholesale and retail.

The Seeds are all raised in this vicinity, expressly for this Es-

tablishment, by carefid and experienced growers, and are war-

ranted pure and fresh. Country traders supplied with boxes of

prime seeds, for the retail trade, on liberal terms. A pamphlet

catalogue (2d edition) of our Seeds, Trees, &e. will be publish-

ed in the course of a fortnight, and forwarded gratis to any «nf

who will send for it.
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HORTICULTURE.
Mr Editor—Having recently received com-

plete series of the Transactions of the London llor-

rit, that it strongly resembled a pear of. of good table apples, compared to the many mill-

but rnoderate reputation. I
ions raised, will he found to be small. Even

The report concludes with these remarks— | some of these may prove to have been imported.

"This able nurseryman, or cultivator, merits the
j

The Baldwin*) long and so confidently claimed

more encouragement, since we find that he ha.: as a native fruit produced at Wilmington, it is now

not been lucky in this sort of lottery, since the
;

affirmed, was imported.

, sum total of his zeal and pains has only procured
|

The peach more readily produces good varie-

licuHural Society, of the Annals of the Hort. Society
\ nng gjj

,
fruit wortny f no iice , and to complete i tics from the stone, and yet I doubt whether any

at Paris, and of Loudon's Gardener's Magazine, I
1 uu jjj juck) evcn tnis lru it is likely to be confound-

'

shall (according to your request) from time to time
j
ed ^..^ an o|d wel) known one) waich is indeed a

furnish such extracts, from them, as may seem to i

1)lielK , Ii:cnon ,no|.e extraordinary, than the pro-

uae to be useful to our country, and occasionally
] j u(.tion cven f a new fruit. It is well known

extend them to subjects, which are curious and
| (

,

jat our neignbors> t ]ie Belgians, have been more
amusing, though not directly applicable to our i

successfij i in these attempts ; but this is nothing,

nrdens. I would here observe, that nearly sev-
j a$ a {n compaiison wU]t the inhabitants of

en-eighths of all the articles in these works, are of

no use whatever to our horticulturists generally.—
It is plain from these publications, that the horti-

culture of England is at least 50 years in advance

of that of France, and indeed the French writers

all virtually, and some of them explicitly admit it.

But the distance between us, and France, or Hol-

land, or Germany, or Russia, iu horticulture, is im-

mense. I beg Messrs Prince, Parmentier and

others to pardon this remark, for I except their

excellent establishments. I speak only of the

general state of horticulture—of the general neg-

lect of this art, compared with its high state of re-

finement in Europe, of which these works afford

unquestionable evidence. I shall cite some proofs

of this general diffusion of horticultural taste and

knowledge, with the hope that it may excite in us

a spirit of emulation. The taste for horticul; are

furnishes as correct a standard of the refinerr nt

North America, who obtain numerous species from

seed."

It was for the sake of the parts italicized refur-

ring to our success, that I made the above extract,

and it was done for the purpose of undeceiving the

European cultivators on this subject. It is true,

that we hear on every side of new varieties, but

when examined, nine out of ten prove to have

been imported. It is 33 years this season, since I

turned my attention to horticulture, and I am not

able to recollect any valuable table pear, the evi-

dence of whose origin in this country is to be

deemed unquestionable, except the Seckle, and a

pear raised by Mr Jobonnot at Salem, not to be

el' vated to the first rank, though very desirable.

\ small winter pear, probably native, and said to

be good, rm the estate of Mr Lewis, at Roxbury.

/ very pleasant summer pear, said to be the pro-

c of a Junea'ing. sent to me by Dr Alfred Bay
a nation, as the taste lor the fine arts—if It is j.^ of Taunton . And, a fine pear, raised on t

nursery caw produce any peaches, which to a jury

of connoisseurs will be'pronounced equal to the

Van guard, Noblesse, Proyal Kensington, Red ami

White Magdalen, or the Swaalsh. We have pro-

duced a nectarine larger and more beautiful than

any European one, but I cannot think its flavor

quite equal to the white fleshed varieties of Eu-

rope. I hope this may lead to discussion, inquiry,

and improvement, which is the great end of all

investigation.

Though wo have not as yet produced many urn-

fruits, yet there is no country in Europe in which

European fruits have as fine flavor, or are ai-

abundant as in ours.

not as intellectual, it is much more comprehen-

sive, and is capable of affording gratification to

greater numbers. It is also intimately connected

with health, and I am not disposed to admit that

a taste for botany and floriculture, is not as well

adapted to purify and elevate the mind, as even

the fine arts themselves.

A ROXBURY FARMER.
Roxbury, Oct. 26, 1828.

Report of M. Du Petit Thouars on three
PEARS SUBMITTED TO HIS EXAMINATION. (An-

nates d'Horticulture a' Paris, Feb. 1828, p. 86.

The object, which I have in view in calling the

attention of our cultivators to this report, is to

show them the attention which is now bestowed

in Europe, on the names of their fruits, and the

caution with which they admit new ones.

Of the three pears submitted to M. Du Petit

Thouars as new varieties, he decided without hes-

itation, that two of them were old and well known
ones. As to the third offered by M. Alfroy, some
doubts arose, but on the whole he thought it bore

a strong resemblance to an old well known pear,

the Tarquin. M. Alfroy, the owner of extensive

nurseries, which had been in his family for many
generations, attempted to follow the career of M.
Van Mons, of Luxembourg, in producing new va-

rieties from seed. Out of 300 plants, which he

selected as promising the best, judging from their

tbliage, only one produced a pear, which he tho't

worthy of presentation ; and this was the one on
which M. Du Petit Thouars made the above re-

estate of the late Hon. Mr Gore, which is probably

a new fruit, and which seems to be between the

Doyenne Blanc and the Doyenne Gris (iu English,

the white aiul brown St Michaels). These are all

which have come to my knowledge. I am aware

that Win. Prince, Esq. of Flushing, claims to be

the producer of some others, but not having seen

the fruit, I am unable to speak of their merits.

—

My object in calling the attention of our cultiva-

tors to this topick, is to elicit information, and I

most earnestly solicit it from all parts of New
England, of any esteemed varieties of pears, to-

gether with the evidence that they are native pro-

ductions. Our cultivators have adopted what I

consider an erroneous rule, as to fruits which ap-

pear to them to be new. They assume, that eve-

ry pear, the origin of which they cannot trace,

must be a native ; but the reverse of that rule is

the most rational. Every fine pear should be pre-

sumed to have been imported, unless its origin can

be distinctly traced ; and I know no better proof

of the reasonableness of this rule, than the experi-

ments of Mr Alfroy, who obtained, in the favorite

country of the pear, only one tolerable one out of

300. Even Dr Van Mons could obtain only 30

or 40 out of 800 ; and Mr Knight's success has

also been limited, though both these gentlemen

adopted the artificial mode of impregnation.

As to apples, there is no doubt, that we have

produced many new varieties of great merit,

which is not at all a matter of surprise, since for

200 years, it was our practice, to raise our or-

chards for cider, without grafting. Yet tho list

FOR TKE SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SMUT IN CORN.
Mr Editor—Your correspondent E. on tin-

subject of sn:st in corn, (sec No 6 of your current

vol.) has, in his outlet, in my apprehension, point-

ed out the true cause for the unusual quantity ot

" smut ears," namely, that " the fields of corn

never looked more promising." The season, and

the sod which produce the greatest quantity of

corn, will, according to my observation, occasion

a correspond' t av::nge of smut. In my \iew
:

the cause is to be found in the exuberance of fcc

fluid which forms the kernel. The vessels arc

surcharged and burst before the aliment can be

duly concocted and disposed of. As far as hu-

man agency can avail, it is in the power of every

farmer to lessen the evil. But in doing this most

effectually, he would find the remedy much worse

than the disease. This remedy is already too

conspicuous on our farms. This evil, however.

may be essentially lessened consistently with rais-

ing a great crop. Having had recent experience

on this subject, I consider it my duty to respond

to your call, although, of late, I have occupied an

undue portion of your interesting aud useful pa-

per.

Eight years ago I cultivated a field of corn, for

which I obtained a premium. To a liberal supply

of strong manure ploughed in, I added the usual

quantity of the same to the hill. The seascn was

uncommonly favorable to vegetation. The growth

was rapid and vigorous. The stalk was large

and prolific in suckers. As the ear formed, the

smut became conspicuous. I neglected to dis-

lodge it until the fungus had burst through the

husk in an unsightly mass. When consigned to

my hog yard, it amounted to fifty wheelbarrow

loads per acre. Notwithstanding this enormous

drawback, my field produced the largest crop I

have ever raised. I have cultivated the same

field in corn the present season, with no variation

except in the dressing. My coarse stable manure

was spread and ploughed in as before. The hills

were supplied from the compost made last year iu
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my yard, and carted in autumn, and thrown into

large heaps, and covered from the weather. This
season has been alike favorable to the crop ; and
.1 judge, when measured, the produce will be found
to be nearly as great, without the fiftieth part.of
the loss by smut. The quantity has not been as

eertained, as it was of so rare an occurrence as
not to be worth the trouble, though severed, of
bringing from the field. The suckers also were
so free as to cause no injury. It appears obvious
that the diminution of smut was occasioned by
the quality of the manure applied to the hill.

The modem practice ofploughing in all the ma-
nure preparatory to the cultivation of corn, has, no
doubt, a tendency to lessen the quantity of smut

;

but I doubt whether it affords as great a crop of
corn. The old system of putting all the manure
in the hill, is justly exploded by good farmers ; yet
the modern practice of spreading it all, is, in my
opinion, erroneous. I am aware that the best

farmers defend it. I took occasion to enquire of
one who had received a premium for the best crop
of corn, his process of cultivation. He informed
me that he spread the manure and ploughed it in.

I asked him whether he did not reserve some for

the hill. On his answering in the negative, I fur-

ther inquired, whether, if after he had spread
what he should judge a sufficient quantity and had
some left, he would not put that in the hill. His
reply was, no— I would spread thai also. My prac-
tice, as before observed, is otherwise. My reasons
for it are that at the time of planting, the ground,
if not wet, is usually heavy, and necessarily of a
low temperature. The furrow for planting, if it

does not remove the best part of the mould, leaves
little or none at bottom. Instead of being sup-
ported on matter, warm and quickening, hasten-
ing vegetation and affording a free exit and ex-
pansion of the roots, the seed is consigned to a

bard and cold surface, is more exposed to perish,

more feeble if it vegetates, and more tardy in its

early progress. To obtain a prolific crop, with
early maturity, it is essential not only that the
seed should be good, but that it should have some
extra stimulus to induce a heatthy and vigorous
outset. Under a favorable commencement it is

better enabled to overcome all the impediments in

its course. To those wbo have spread all their

manure, I can recommend no better substitute
than equal parts of moderately leached ashes and
plaster, well mixed, and as much as can be thrown
in at once by the band.

With respect to smut, my rule is to have it re-

moved wherever it appears, as soon as discovered.
By this practice a sound ear may often be saved
which otherwise would have been blighted. It

prevents the filth and dust from contaminating the
ears and those who harvest it, and an annoyance,
if not an injury to the stock that consumes it.

Yours with respect,

Worcester, Oct. 29, 182S. O. FISKE.

OFFICIAL REPORTS.
OF THE

MASSACHUSETTS AfimCULTVRAL SOCIETY.

The Committee of the "Massachusetts Society for
the Promotion of Jigriculture" consisting of Messrs.
Luke Fiske, Elijah Perry, and Amos Liver-
more, who were appointed to consider the several
claims for premiums on Working Oxen, have attend-
ed that service, and Report—

That for the five premiums offered bv the So-

ciety there were thirty competitors regularly en-
j

were four merino ewes and one Saxony buck of-

lered, each deserving much credit ; although it fered by Gorham Parsons, Esq. that were justly

was out of the power of the Committee to award distinguished for their superior form, quantity and
each a premium. fineness of fleece ; and four excellent ewes from

The Committee proceeded to compare them in l ' ie Netherlands, that were presented to the So-

reference to age, size, docility, equality of match, I
eiety by the Hon. Thomas H. Perkins, and also

activity and form ; and after a careful examina-
i

a buck and ewe of the Dartmoor or Devonshire

tion, and trial of their power and training, they
j

Natts breed,* that were presented to the Society

award as follows, viz

To Henry Mellen, of Milford, his cattle

four years old, first premium j

To Hiram Copeland, of Easton, bis cattle

four years old, second premium
To Asa Cummings, of Sutton, bis cattle

four years old, third premium
To Silas Dudley, of Sutton, his cattle five

years old, fourth premium
To William B. Harrington, of Grafton, his

cattle five years old, fifth premium
All which is respectfully submitted.

For the Committee,

LUKE FISKE, Chairman,

Brighton, Oct. 15, 1828.

20

15

by Gen. John Coffin ; all of them attracted

great attention, and were deservedly held in high

estimation. JOHN HEARD, Jr.

SAM. JACIUES, Jr.

THO'S WILLIAMS.

FOR THK NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

The Committee appointed to award premiums on
Sheep and Swine Report—

POTATOS.
Mr Editor—There has been a potato raised

n Windham County, (Con.) for about twelve

8 years, which was imported from England ; I be-

lieve they are likewise raised in Rhode Island.

—

They are called Irish Whites, are white inside ;

the shape is generally longer than the English

Whites. They yield well on good land— are of a

middling size, and should be planted as early as

possible in April to have time to ripen. They are

esteemed, 1 believe, by all who have raised them,
ThaMhey do not find any merino buck entitled

i as supe rior for the table to any they have ever

seen. They much resemble those potatos describe

ed in N. E. Farmer, vol. vi. p. 337, called Rogers
"

1 "
,
Potatos, except that I never saw any red spots on

them. It may be, that the same kind or others

to the first premium.
They award to George M. Barrett, the sec-

ond premium, for a merino buck

To Joseph Barrett, the first premium for

the best merino ewes 20
To George M. Barrett, the second premi-

um for the next best ewes 10
To John Mackay, the first premium for the

best boar . 12

To Silas Dudley, the second premium for

the next best boar 8

To John Mackay, the first premium for the

best sow 12
To George M. Barrett, the second premi-

um for the next best sow 8

To John Mackay, the third premium for

the next best sow 5

To John Mackay the first premium for the

best pigs 10

To Joseph Barrett, the second premium
for the next best pigs ' 5

The Committee were highly gratified to observe

an improvement, this year in the number, form,

and fineness of fleece in the sheep, and in the

number and quality of the swine. And they are

principally indebted for the improvement in the

sheep, to the perseverance, and intelligence of

Messrs. Joseph Barrett and George M. Barrett, of

Concord, Mass.

The characteristic marks of a good bos', and a

good proportion of them, well adapted to the res-

pective breeds and varieties were observable in

all the swine, that were exhibited. Those pro-

duced by Mr John Mackay were distinguished for

great production for several successive years, for

small bone, fine flesh, lively activity and excellent

condition, as well as for their kindly disposition to

fatten early and easiry. There were some pecu-

liarities in those brought by Mr Dudley and Mr
Barrett, that deserved particular attention, for they
evidently show sound judgement in the selection,

and good management in keeping.

The Committee had great pleasure in noticing

the several pens that were filled with sheep by
the friends and benefactors of the Society, and
which were offered for exhibition only. There

equally good are raised in the vicinity of Boston,

but I have never seen any Potato there that I con-

sidered fit for the table. Please to try a few of

these I send you, for your own satisfaction.

Connecticut, Oct. 26, 1828. C. T.

Remarks.—We have eaten of the above Potato,

and according to our taste, (and de gustibus non

est disputandum, anglice, there 's no disputing our

taste,) the Irish Whites are the very ne plus ultra

of all possible potatos.— Editor.

(Prepared by the Editor.)

BEES.
An able and very useful review of" The Farm-

er's Manual, including a Treatise o?i the Manage-
ment of Bees, by Frederick Butler," was pub-

lished in the last number of the North American
Review. We would republish at length this val-

uable essay, were we not pressed for room, and
sensible that it is already in the hands of many of

our readers. We will, however, extract some of

the most practical observations, which may prove

beneficial to 'some, who are not in the habit of
perusing the work from which they are taken.

"A hive ought not to be considered as the bouse

or habitation of the bee, for even in the forests,

where there may be supposed to be abundance of

hollow trees suited to their purposes, bees have

built their cells on the under side of'a stout branch
;

and they have neglected the convenient form of a

well constructed hive, to attach themselves to the

eaves of a house, or to the inner sides of a chim-

ney. The nature of this part of their instinct

goes no further than to secure a firjn roof, to which

they can attach the cells, and a firm position that

shall protect the cells from the sun and rain.

* A specific character of the Dartmoor or Devonshire Natts

sheep. Faces and legs white, necks thick, bones large, backs
narrow, but hack bones hi^h and sides good.

The race is principally confined to the moor in the County ot'

Devon, whence the sheep derive their name. The wool is long,

weighing nine pounds on an average, at about two years and a

half old.
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"This faculty or instinct, is sometimes at fault

;

for we often hear of their adopting the strangest

and most unsuitable tenements for the construc-

tion of cells. A hussar's cap, so suspended from

a moderate sized branch of a tree, as to he agitat-

The greatest diversity of opinion exists. There
are upwards of a thousand writers on the history

and policy of the bee, yet no two have either ob-
served or reasoned alike. * * *

"The little work, the title of which we have
ed by slight winds, was filled with comb and bees. prenxe(] t0 this artiele, ca \\c ,\ .The Farmer's Man-
Any thing, in short, either near the habitations of

,,,.,1^ contains in a small compass, as much of tin-

man, or in the forests, will serve the bees for a

shelter to their combs.
minutiae of the management of bees as is necessary
to the common cultivator. Mr. Duller is a sensi

"We have,, for seven years, had a little colony:
|,| c

, practical writer, as well on other branches of
under our immediate inspection, and we begrfn i rura i economy, as on bees, and we would reeom-
our personal observation with the knowledge of meml his ,,ook to a]] wh(> are en „aged in ,,„.„„

all that ancient and modern theorists have advan-
pmsuits . for) witn gome sjignt variation from his

red, in relation to. the habits, customs, and man- ru ]eg) suc„ as a different climate would indicate,
ners of this wonderful insect. We came to their

, llis experience may be beneficial to all."

superintendence with a mind tinctured with alii „, „ .. . , . „ ...
, ,, i r t i j -.i [

1 he following practical remarks of this author
that was marvellous and fancilul, and with an

I . , , ,. , .

, ., . . . . , nu-» iare more purticularlv worthy of the attention of
ardour that seven years have not subdued : altho' ... '

,

J
,

* •
,

, ,. ., , ,. , j all uho own or have the care of bees,
theory alter theory lias now melted away, and

j

most of the wanders and enigmas have been solv- "we esteem it a very desirable object to make

ed, and reduced to the clearest and most simple the care of the bee more common than it has

particulars. Our wonder and admiration, altho' i

hitherto been, in this part of the country. With

deprived of the charms of the fanciful legends in

,

the exception of a small one under the superin-

which the history of the bee was embodied, are
' tendance of the Society of Shakers, established at

still undiminished, nay, increased ; for an eleva- Ncw Lebanon, we neither saw nor could we hear

tion of thought and feeling has been produced by

the study. * * *

"After rejecting all the fanciful and marvellous

speculations of the theorists, there are still several

material points unsettled, on three of which we
propose to make a few remarks at the present

time.

"1st. The most modern and the most rational

theorists differ in their opinion respecting the ac-

curacy of the facts, that are stated in relation to

the queen bee's leaving the hive at any other

time, than when she goes forth with a new
swarm.

"2d. They dispute, likewise, on the possibility

of the bee's making a queen bee from a neuter,

when circumstances require it.

"3d. They are still ignoraut, whether the drone

perform the office of nurse to the larva? when de-

posited in the different cells.

"On the first point we venture to state unhesi-

tatingly, that the queen bee never leaves the hive, but

when she accompanies a sivarm." The writer then

states the facts and observations, which enabled

him to arrive at that conclusion, which occur-

red during six successive years. With regard

to making a queen bee from a neuter, he ob-

serves that

"When a queen bee ceases to animate the hive,

the bees are conscious of her loss ; after search-

ing for her through the hive, for a day or more,
they examine the royal cells, which are of a pecu-
liar construction and reversed in position, hang-
ing vertically, with the mouth underneath. If no
eggs nor larva? are to be found in these cells, they
then enlarge several of these cells, which are ap-

propriated to the eggs of neuters, and in which
queen bees have been deposited. They soon attach

a royal cell to the enlarged surface, and the queen
bee enabled now to grow, protrudes itself by de-

grees into the royal cell, and comes out perfectly

formrd to the great pleasure of the bees.

"The third point unsettled, and which is likely

lo remain forever a secret, is, whether the eggs
of the queen are hatched after the manner of the

eggs of fishes, whether they simply are animated
by incubation, or by the care and nourishment
bestowed on them by the working or neuter bees.

On this point experiment ha proved nothing

of more than a single apiary, on a journey last

summer to Lebanon springs, although we made
many inquiries. Never was there a country more
suited to the cultivation of bees. Even in August
there is an abundance of white clover, and small

springs and shallow rivulets appear at every turn.

There is no doubt that bees were formerly more
frequently kept in America than at present. In
many places in New Jersey, where there is now
scarcely a bee to be seen, there once existed mil-

lions of these insects, to the great profit of their

owners. It was common for one dealer in a coun-
try town, to sell from fifteen to twenty barrels of
strained honey alone—to say nothing of wax and
comb honey, as well as a kind of wine, made of
the washings of combs, called melheglin. These
articles of commerce have almost disappeared,

and we find that it is mostly attributable to the

millers, or night moths, which have of late years
spread destruction through the hives.

"The attention of naturalists has been directed

to the history of this fatal enemy of the bee, anil

many attempts have been made to construct hives

placed in valleys or elevated on hills, meaning of
course of thirty or forty feet in height.

" We have seen hives prosper, adjoining a ster-

corary, and oftentimes near a piggery. We have
known colonics of bees to exist for a term of 20
\rnrs, with no other protection from the heat and
the .-old, than the top of the hives. They have
multiplied equally well under an open abed; hut
as a free circulation of air is necessan to tfaeii

health and comfort, we have never known them
lo thrive when quite enclosed. A house, there-

fore, strictly so called, which is shut on all sides,

may serve to amuse the observer for a year or
two, but there must be an extraordinary combi-
nation of fortunate circumstances, if the bees in-

crease, while confined in it."

(To be continued .)

NORTH CAROLINA GOLD.
A correspondent of the X. Y. Statesman suppo-

ses that the gold region in this country forms a
bolt on the east side of the Blue Ridge, extending
from Georgia through South Carolina, North Car-
olina, Virginia and Maryland, to the Susquehanna
in Pennsylvania. In North Carolina it is about
70 miles wide. The gold is found in three posi-

tions—in alluvial beds washed in former times
from elevated regions : in ranges of white quartz.

(flint stone) ; and in white quartz now forming
veins in argillaceous rock. The mines should be
called iron mines ; gold is associated with the iron,

but the iron is fifty times as abundant as the gold.

It is estimated that there are 50,000 places in

North Carolina where gold may be found. The
miners and gold diggers get from 60 cents up to

two or three dollars per day, each. They arc

generally a worthless, drunken people, without
character, science, skill or capital. When they
have worked a week, they resort to some whiskev
shop in the neighborhood, and squander their gold-

en treasures in rioting and drunkenness. Eat i,

operation about the mines is conducted in the

most wretched manner.

—

Hamp. Gazette.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE.
The sale of articles, exhibited by this associa-

tion, took place on Saturday, and attracted an im-
mense crowd of spectators and purchasers. Many

that would prevent the miller from depositing its of the articles were sold, some of them at high
eggs in them ; but the plans were defective, be-

1

prices. Among them we were informed that the
cause there was no contrivance for inspecting the !

broadcloths of which we made mention in our
hives. Before we close this article, we will en-

j

paper of Saturday, sold at from 6 to 8 dollars per
deavor to give a description of a hive, that is so 'yard ; and three pianos, the manufacture of De-
constructed as to enable any one to see the inter

ior and to free it from all extraneous matter, as
well as to protect it from the inroads of the night

miller.

'On the general subject of the care of bees, the i 55 and 29 dollars.

bcis & Stoddard, at the high prices of $475, $330
and $205. The blankets, many of which were
fine specimens, sold for from 5 to 9 dollars the

pair—and two of the Long Island Leghorns bro't

following remarks, the result of personal experi

ence, may be acceptable to the reader.

"The situation of the apiary is of little impor-
tance. We have seen bees thrive as well with
an eastern as with a northern aspect. If the en-
trance of the hive face the north, the bees may

Thus it will be perceived, that splendid encour-
agement is given to the native manufacturer, by
our wealthy citizens, to go on and improve his

products. The excess of price given on such an
occasion, is a patriotic sacrifice to the cause of
domestic industry. That the time will come when

possibly be detained within, a minute or two later most of the manufactures, which we now ohtai
in summer ; but this is more than counterbalanc- from abroad, will be supplied cheaper at heme,
ed by the same cause operating in winter, when we have never doubted.—JV. Y. Statesman.
it is desirable that the bees should remain in the
hive. But for ourselves, we have seen no differ- Plausible Theory The Williarastown Advocate
ence in the time of quitting the cells between

j
accounts for the forbidding aspect which our good

those that faced the north, and those that had the
j
New England >:eople wear towards strangers, by

southern exposure. Nor have we observed that
j

supposing that it is produced by drinking vile sour
there is any difference in the welfare of hives as I cider.
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PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SOCI-

ETY.
At the meeting of the Horticultural Society of

Pennsylvania, on Tuesday evening last, the mem-
bers were highly gratified with a fine display of
autumnal flowers. Among the most striking of
those from the gardens of the Messrs. Landreths.
were Dahlias, from Mexico, of almost every shade,
from a pure white, with yellow centre, to a bril-

liant purple
; a beautiful species of Eupatorium ;

several varieties of golden rod, [Solidago;] a rich
species of American strawberry tree [Euonymous,]
scarlet sage [salvia splendens,] &c.
From the same establishment were produced

several new and beautiful varieties of seedling ro-
ses, tea roses, amaryllis from Mexico; golden trum-
pet, honey suckle [Caprifolium Frastri,} with other
flowers, which attracted attention. Among those
not already mentioned, was a flowering branch of
the Franklinia

[ Gordonia pubescens] This elegant
tree was brought from Florida by the late Mr.
John Bartram, and may well be ranked among the

Oct. 31, 182S.

Tomatas may likewise be put into vinegar as a
pickle.

Towit of Tomatas—Take a pint of the tomatas,

Shoe Blacking.—Large sums are annually paid
by our fellow citizens for the article of shoe black-

g, a considerable portion of which goes to en-
add a pound of fine sugar, reduce it in the same I courage foreigners. In confirmation of this as-
way as a jam

: add the juice of a lemon : this seriion, it is stated on good authority, that there is
makes a very good towit.

Tomatas as a dried fruit. --The pulp may be re-
duced, say a pint, with a pound of fine sugar, till

annually imported into this country from England,
shoe blacking to the amount of $2,000,000, the
chief part of which is made by Day i; Martin, of

quite stiff; pour it on your tin
; it must be dried

|
London. This large sum might easily be kent in

in a stove
; when nearly dry, cut it what shape

you please
; it does for ornament in the dessert

THE BASTILLE.
A pamphlet has lately appeared at Paris, con-

taining divers interesting particulars respecting
the Bastille. Its foundation-stone had been laid
on the 12th April, 1369, and, on the 14th July,
1789, the last stone of this building disappeared.
Amongst other things, this pamphlet contains a list

of distinguished individuals that had been confin-
ed in the Bastille, with copies of the warrants
which M. de Sartine, Lieutenant of Police, had^most agreeable ornaments o? hm garXnTand \ZT*^ .J^ Lieutenant of Police

'
hi

i •. • „
fcaruens anu transmitted to the Governor. One of these inlawns

;
it is at present flowering in the Messrs as fol iows . «, ..„,, JZ, „ P

° tliese 1U

Landreth's garden, on Federal street, and has ZXt ow FZ f > "J g°°

bfipn rm,«„,.l„ ;„ ki ,: 1 _ .. .,
ioi-nothing fellow. Pake care of him for 01been constantly in bloom for more than three

months past. A variety of other flowers were re
ported to be now in bloom, among which were
splendid Dahlias, Campanula pyramidalis, &c. at
the gardens of A. Parker Prime street, and D.
Vlaupay, on the Germautown road U. S. Gaz.

TOMATAS.
The following recipes were taken from an emi-

nent French cook

:

Tomata saucefor cold meat.—Boil tomatas when
ripe, rub them through a tammy cloth ; to every
quart of pulp add J ounce of garlick and 1 ounce
of shallots

; boil half an hour ; strain out the gar-
lick

; add to every quart half a pint of common
vinegar, and a wine-glass full of Chili vinegar ; let
it stand a day or two before corking.

Potted Tomatas—Reduce your tomatas over the
lire till they are quite thick, stirring all the time to
keep them from burning; rub them through a
tammy cloth, put them again in your stewpan,
with an equal quantity of glaze, and reduce again
over a sharp fire till you think the whole will he
quite firm when cold, (or like glaze

;) put them in
a white earthen pot ; when cold cover them with
a writing paper dipped in brandy; over some
warm hog's lard, and cover all over with a bladder
tied quite tight. A small piece added to a little

gravy, or melted butter, will make an excellent
sauce for cutlets or chops.

Tomatas quite plain.—Reduce as before, only
be more careful in evaporating the water from
them

;
rub them through a tammy cloth, put them

when cold into fruit bottles
; they must be corked

very tight and tied down
; put the bottles nearly

up to the cork in cold water, over a gentle fire, till

they boil
; then set them on one side till cold ;—

take them out and dip the cork in good cement,
of bees' wax, rosin, &c. This may be used in
making sauce for cold meat, or as 'above, by ad-
ding strong gravy. It is intended of course, to
save the glaze.

Tomatas with gravy.—This is simply stewing
your tomatas in a little good gravy till quite tender,
keeping them whole ; drain them c,a a sieve, dish
ihem up, and pour a little half-glaze, and a tea-
spoon full of vinegar mixed with it, quite hot, over
them.

good-

one
week, and then get rid of him." At the bottom
of this paper is the following note, in the Govern-
or's handwriting :—« On the — June M. F
arrived

; and after the expiration of the appointed
time I sent to M. de Sartine to enquire under what
name I should have him buried."

this country, and even in the pockets of those who
have heretofore been in the habit of paying their
portion of it, by each family's making their own

;

which can be done with very little trouble, and at
small expense. Day & Martin's blacking is pref-
erable to any other, as it gives a high polish, and
does not injure the leather. It is made in the fol-

lowing manner :

To one pound of ivory black, in which has been
mixed half an ounce of oil of vitriol and an ounce
of sweet oil, add one pound of pulverized loaf su-
gar ; mix the whole with a gallon of vinegar, and
let it stand three days, when it is fit for use. It

should be stirred often, and kept from the air to

prevent evaporation. The cost of a gallon of this

blacking is 75 cents ; and it is retailed at the stores
for 4 dollars

—

Williamstoivn Advocate.

RAIL ROADS.
We have, on our first page, called the attention

of our readers to an interesting letter from a gen-
tleman in England on the subject of Rail Roads.*
No man can read this and similar accounts of the
successful operation of Rail Roads wherever they
have been constructed, without wishing to see

MAPLE SUGAR.
The New York Daily Advertiser of Saturday,

observes, " a new article of commerce is noticed i

tljeln acJopted more generally in our own country

in our Review of the Market. Upwards of 300 ;
aml particularly in our own State. The public

barrels of Maple Sugar have been received by the I

niiml )las been g ra(lually preparing for such an en-

Canal, which has been sold at five cents a pound. terPrize in Massachusetts, and the experience of
Last season we understand, a parcel of about 70

I

t*i"1 ' u,mty w'"> we trust, soon dissipate any
barrels was received. It is supposed the manu-
facture of this article will increase and that it will

soon be one of considerable importance. The
supplies of Sugars from New Orleans have al-

ready increased to such ail amount that they arc-

rapidly taking the place of foreign sugars, and it

is supposed by many intelligent persons, that in a
very few years the supplies from New Orleans and
elsewhere, will he sufficient for the consumption
and that no foreign sugar will be required.

U. S. Gazette.

MILITARY MUSTERS.
A brigade review of the 5th division of the 3Ias-

saehusetts militia, was ordered at Berkley on the
7th inst. Nearly every company, the residence j

of the necessity and expediency of doing some

doubts of the expediency of the measure. The
Report of the Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio
Rail Road Company has recently been published,
and flattering and encouraging accounts are given
of the progress of that great work. So great is

the confidence entertained of its ultimate success
that a capital of four millions has been subscribed

;

and, of this, two millions have been taken up since

the last annual Report—the State of Maryland
having become a subcriher for five hundred thous-

and dollars of the stock.

The preliminary measures, in regard to our
Rail Road, are nearly completed, and the people
of the Commonwealth will soon have an opportu-

nity of judging, more accurately than at present,

of whose members was more than fifteen miles thing to advance her prosperity. We look for-

froni the place of parade, refused to obey the or-
ders to muster.

Massachusetts Industry. It is ascertained, that
the value of codfish, salmon, shad, mackerel, her-
ring, oil matter, &c. annually taken from the
ocean by the fishermen of Massachusetts, exceeds
four millions of dollars.

MARYLAND CATTLE SHOW.
The annual fair of the Maryland Agricultural

Society was held at Carroll's Point, near Balti-

more, on the 16th. inst. The collection of cattle

was numerous, and comprised a variety of the fin-

est breeds. The exhibition of domestic manufac-
tured articles was more limited than on previous
similar occasions.

ward with much interest to the Report of the
Board ofDirectors of Internal Improvement, which
will be early made to the Legislature, as we doubt
not the facts and arguments which they will be
able to offer will remove the doubts of the most"

sceptical, We long to see Massachusetts awake
to her interests. Her wealth and population and
resources are adequate to any enterprize that her
interest suggests. It is not the richness of her

soil that constitutes her greatest wealth ; but it is

her industry, her mineral resources, her manufac-
turing and mechanical capacity and power ; and
these can be fully developed only by means of in-

ternal improvements—by roads, canals, and Rail

* The article advened to by the Editor of the Yeoman, We
shall soon present our readers.
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ways. If she would even keep her own trade,

and command the resources already developed,

Massachusetts must do something, and that short-

ly, to prevent the tendency to diversion which her

natural situation presents.

A Rail Road through the State would be a

small work for the State to accomplish. Look at

it, a moment. Compare it with the works of im-

provement which the people of villains, and which

individuals, are constantly undertaking and easily

accomplishing. Go into one of our thriving man-

ufacturing villages, where a handsome Meeting

house has sprung up, as if by enchantment. This

work, easily as it has been accomplished, was a

greater undertaking for its projectors than would

be a Rail Road for the State. Look at the im-

provements in the principal street in this village.

The mere paving of a side walk is a greater work

for the owners of the House lots by whom it has

been done, than a State Rail Road from Boston to

Berkshire. A direct tax upon the people, for the

whole expense of such a road, would not fall heav-

ier on individuals than the tax which has been

readily incurred in improving half a mile of the

highway through the centre of this town. But

then there would be no need of such a tax. The
credit of the State would accomplish it ; and all

the effect which the people would feel, would be

in the benefits derived from the expenditure of

the money necessary for its construction, and from

ihe use of the road when completed Worcester

Yeoman.

PEACHES.
A few days since Mr. Josiah Allen, Jr. of Attle-

boro', exhibited in our market among the variety

of other fruit, a quantity of the Heath Peach,

which he has cultivated in his orchard. Of this

delicious fruit the following description is given in

Thacher's Orchardist :
— •' Of all peaches—of all

fruits, it is said there is none equal in flavor to the

American Heath Peach, a clingstone. It is large,

weighing near a pound, in common. It is gene-

rally the last sort that ripens."

Mr. Allen, we are informed, has taken great

pains to procure the most choice kinds of fruit, for

which he now realizes ample remuneration.

Pawtucket Chronicle.

SQUIRRELS.
These animals are making great havoc among

the crops in Illinois, Indiana, &c. One man kil-

led 400 in his field in one day, and the next morn-

ing they were as numerous as ever. They are

constantly swimming across the Wabash, Ohio, &
Mississippi rivers, and are killed by the boys in

great numbers at their landings. They swim a-

iross livers from a mile to a mile and a half in

width

—

Hamp. Gazette.

SILK WORMS.
Mr. Abbott, of Leominster, Mass. after success-

ful experiments in the raising of silk worms, and
obtaining their silk, has this year set out several

hundred white mulberry trees, in further pursuit

of this enterprising and amusing employment.

BUFFALOES.
The only beasts used for draught by the Euro-

pean Turks are buffaloes, and cream colored

oxen. The buffaloes are huge, clumsy animals,

and the Turks never eat their flesh except on one
occasion. Strings of blue beads are hung about

their horns and neck to preserve them from the

effects of the evil eye.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO ENTOMOLOGY.
JiY THADDEUS WILLIAM HARRIS, M. I).

No. II.

Family Carabida'.

This extensive family contains numerous spe-

cies which are arranged under various genera.

|
The perfect insects usually conceal themselves
during day under stones, and fly abroad at night.

i Like the Cicindelse they live by rapine, and devour

I

such insects as they can conquer, not always spar-

ing those of their own family. Some species aic

to be found in the day-time searching for their

prey in highways, or on plants. Some inhabit

beneath the bark of trees, and a few appear to

j

feed on the pollen of flowers. Most of them ex-

hale an offensive odour, which remains on the

fingers a long time after handling them. Others
emit from the mouth or tail a caustic acid liquor,

highly volatile, and irritating to the skin. Having
; incautiously taken up Caraeus sylvosus it assailed

!
me with a sudden jet of this fluid, several drops
of which reached my face, produced an acute

scalding sensation, and left spots which remained
inflamed for some hours. The species of the

j
genus Brachinus have been long celebrated for

]

their crepitating powers. Mr. Kirby calls them
"the true counterparts of the skunk, exploding a

;
most fetid vapor from the ordinary passage." This

j

is the insect's mode of defence against its assail-

!
ants, which it bombards with repeated discharges

i

of smoke and noise, gun-boat like, from behind.

j

The American bombardiers are fully equal, in this

respect, to foreign species. The Carabidse were
j
employed by ancient physicians as internal reme-

i

dies in various diseases; their acrid qualities might
render them useful as external irritants, or as sub-

;
stitutes for blistering flies.

j

But few of the larvae are known. Their habits

i are predaceous ; they are serviceable in destroy-
ing smaller insects and caterpillars, and do not
attack or injure vegetation. They dwell in the
ground, but some of the larger kinds have been

1
found on trees, inhabiting the nests of caterpillars,

and committing great havoc among them. The
redoubtable enemy of the cut-worm appears to be
one of the family.

The general shape of the larva is long, linear,

j

flattened above, with strong curved jaws, six legs

I

near the head, a distinct thoracic shield, and an
j

anal proleg. They are blackish in color, and ac-
tive in motion.

GENUS BRACHINUS.

B. *medius. Testaceous, elytra, dull reddish pur-
ple, obsoletely and broadly striated, antenna; fu-

scous.

Length five twentieths of an inch.

Body pale ferruginous or testaceous, with very
short, decumbent, pale, ochreous hairs. Head
with rugose impressions near the antennae. Two
first joints and base of the third joint of the an-
tenna; testaceous, remaining ones fusccous. An-
terior angles of the thorax obtusely rounded, disc

very convex, with deep medial and submarginal
impressed lines. Elytra somewhat polished, red-
dish purple, with six or seven obsolete and shal-
low stria. Feet ferruginous, body beneath darker.
It is found beneath stones, and is sufficiently dis-

tinct from others by the regularly curved anterior
angles of the thorax.

B. *minutus. Thorax dark ferruginous, oblong
cordate, elytra blackish purple, antenna? and ven
tral segments fuscous.

Length one fifth of an inch.

Head, thorax, and feet dark ferruginous, almost

I
castaneous. Antenna; fuscous, except the two

j
basal joints which are ferruginous. Head with

two longitudinal indentations between the eyes.

Thorax oblong-cordate, anterior angles subacute.
,' disc very convex, middle longitudinally impressed.

Elytra blackish purple, with a greenish tinge,

obsoletely striate the alternate interstitial line*

|
more elevated than the intermediate ones. Body

|

beneath cutaneous-brown, ventral segments fus-

I
ccous.

Inhabits beneath stones, but is rare. The shape

;

of the thorax approaches to that of the crepitant.

Our most common species is ihe fumans, I\. which

somewhat resembles the above in colors, but i-

over half an inch long.

GENUS ZUPH1UM.

z. *bicolor. Pubescent, reddish-bay ; coleontra

and abdomen castaneous, thorax canaliculate, eh-

tra sulcate, antenna; compressed.

Length over eleven twentieths of an inch ;
—

breadth of colcoptra between three and four twen
tisths of an inch.

Body reddish bay, with short decumbent, fer-

ruginous pubescence. Head punctured ; a lateral

longitudinal impression each side near the anten-

na;; neck distinct, inipunctured ; second and third

joints of the antenna; nearly equal in length, and
with the first obcouic ; terminal joint flattened,

oblong, rounded at tip : intermediate joints trans-

verse, gradually broader to the penultimate one,

and laterally compressed. Palpi with obconic

joints, the terminal ones largest and truncate at

tip. Thorax cordate, truncate before and behind,

rather wider than loug, anterior angles rounded,

posterior ones slightly excurved, subacute ; dis"

deeply and distinctly punctured, and longitudinal-

ly canaliculate. Coleontra parallelcgramical, ba-

sal and external apical angles rounded, disc ches-

nut colored, paler at base, widely grooved, tl:e

grooves punctured, obsolete at tin ; external sub-

margin with a few, remote, larger, ocellate punc-

tures. Body beneath punctured, pectus postpec

tus and feet reddish bay, ventral segments casta-

neous. Tarsi with entire joints.

This insect must be very rare. The specimen
from which this description is taken was presented

me by Charles Pickering, M. D., who found it in

the vicinity of Salem. Some doubts existing re-

specting the propriety of placing it in the genus
zuphium, the characters of the species are de-

\
tailed particularly with reference to elucidatini

I the genus, uoother species of which I have seen;

GF.NUS HARPAI.US.

H. -sericeus. Black, punctured, pubescent a-

bove ; antenna; annulated with reddish-brown and
fuscous ; thoracic angles rounded ; tibia; and tarsi

reddish brown.

Length of the male two-fifths of an inch, of the
female rather more.

Body depressed, brownish black, opaque, with
distinct large punctures, and short, decumbent,
ferruginous pubescence above. Mandibles cas-
taneous, palpi and three basal joints of the anten-
nae reddish bay, each of the remaining ones of the
same color at the tip, and fuscous at base. Tho-
rax distinctly margined, angles rounded, the pos-
terior ones very obtusely ; disc not much elevated,
dorsal and basal lines obsolete, and in die place
of the latter a broad, shallow, confluentlv punc-
tured depression, uniting with the dilated lateral
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~
, . . , , ^„,.„;,1 „i I mav be best, however, not to dig and house pota- maindcr a few days since. Those last dug yield-

margin Elytral strue^impmietured,™w
f'™|J.^ aftpr a „MaM „

rllill) but t0 let
|
ed 01ie bushel to five hills, size like those I send

series of punctures indistinct apex of the e v a ,^ ^ ^ ^ ^ rf ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ hy ^
sinuate. Body beneath and thighs bla( k, ponsn j

. *„ «,„ j,,,.;,.;

"

j

their superfluous moisture, which will in due timesinuate. Body
ished ; tibia; and tarsi, reddish brown or bay.

Th 8 insect is very common on grass during the say some phlosopbers be expelled by he v tal en

warm days of summer. It somewhat resembles erg.es of the roots, unless the ground is very W«f
..."

, u 1,1, ',„ „ />f„n.;« Sav i
which might cause them to rot.

ii. herbivagus, and probably aiso ii. Jaunus, ^ay

,

o
.

_>j.

but is easily recognized by being entirely p.mc- Mr. Bud, of Albany, who is a practical as well

riired, and sericeous above", by its more rounded as a scientific cultivator, says,

I the sun never should shine upon potatos—that

took thirty hills to the bushel."

thorax, its dark thighs, and anuulated antennae.
they should be housed with all the dirt that ad-

CATTLE SHOW AT MANSFIELD.
The annual Show of -the Bristol County Agri-

cultural Society, took place yesterday at Mans-

'."i
'! field. The unfavorable state of the weather in the

'it were better that
;

"cl
. , , . .

morning probably prevented the attendance ol

|
some, and lessened to some extent the Exhibition.

It was nevertheless, numerously attended, and al-

£n*fc*.»*J«-.»B-^P.«.S0.«ol«™a,li«S8t
ftr heres to them-that it is beneficial to add more . ^ a mble exhibition . At the

rcproral read reproach-lme 3-1 for description, read itoc<y*<<>'« ' dirt in the bin or cask, to exclude external air as
D1
s

,„, ;„„ „„,„,, ; „ tVl„ „„,,.„;„„ q tp
-column 3, line 40, Jo.

pnpa. read P"P-<-~^ f-
;

;"
r™^ mlichas possible ; and that their surface should be

read liimite—line bfi, afler Miiuil. insert with— mseSM, column C J

1, line 20, for suhmteral, read suhsuttiral—line 41, for Zips, read
,
kept moist, and the atmosphere, which sunounUS

lip— line 62, lor panctubata, read punctulata. I

them as little above the freezing point as possible.—
, The Hon. O. Fiske, in an address to the Wor-

Remakks.—It may happen that some may ob-
|
cegter Agricllltllral Society, in speaking of the po-

ject to the technical language of descriptions, ror
tat0) observes that "nature has not accomplish-

brevity, as well as to answer other purposes of
; ^ maturatiotl at the 1)eriod ; n wnicb the vines

science, this is unavoidable, and to those, (and we
j^^ aud the farmer beUeves it t0 be ripe . jt

trust they are many) who make Entomology a
g

.

eerils probablc that the earth by some unknown
study it can be no disadvantage. The terms are i "

perfeots its qua iities after-it has attained

explained in Samouelle's " Compendium belore
|
!_

mentioned, in Kirby & Spence's " Outlines to En
its growth. That potatos, which have remained

the whole season in the earth, are more farina-

tomology," and in the « Glossary to Say's Ento-
j
ceoug am, .jjeasant hag been ascertaj„cd. A farm

mology
No popular names of species are given because

none are known, and because a scientific name is

more appropriate and as easily remembered.

—

The advantage of a name is obvious, and has the

authority of Linnaeus, who says that, without one,

a knowledge of facts is lost. « Si nomina nescis

perit et cognitio rerum." The supposed new in-

sects have an asterisk prefixed.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, OCT. 31, 1828.

er in this town, who was in the practice of plant-

ing a large quantity, took his family supply from

a spacious field, early in autumn. As the residue

Ploughing Match in the morning 9 teams were

entered, which executed their work in a manner

creditable to the competitors. The show of neat

cattle was equal probably to those of past years.

The pens, which were the same which have here-

tofore been used for this purpose, were all filled,

several of them with fine animals of foreign and

mixed as well as domestic breeds. There was a

variety of manufactured articles exhibited, al-

though not a very large quantity. The show of

cloths was small. Among the rare productions

exhibited were specimens of sweet potatoes rais-

ed by Rufus Bacon, Esq. and by Dr. Green. At

twelve o'clock the Society moved in procession es-

corted by a band of music, from Maj. Bates' to the

Meeting-house. A prayer was offered by Rev.

Mr. Briggs ; after which the Society were enter-

furnished with some which had been destined for

the barn. The quality was so obviously superior

as to lead to an investigation of the cause. From
that time the two parcels received an exchange

of destination. Another fact illustrative of this

position was stated to me by an eminent farmer

in the vicinity of Boston. A distinguished agri-

OS. culturist, from Scotland,*who had dined at the

With regard to the time in which potatos should best tables in the cit
y,
an

u
d Us neighborhood re-

be gathered, we find some difference of opinion marked, at the hospitable board of my informant,

among practical farmers. It is, however, acknowl- that he had not seen in this country, what, in

edged by all, that when intended for consumption
j

Scotland would be considered a good potato He

and not 'for seed, they should not be gathered till
imputed their difference to the different mode of

they are ripe. The ripeness of the potato may be cultivation. There they plant early and dig late,

perceived by the appearance of the tops, which The most expeditious way of gathering a pota-

will begin to decay as soon as the roots have at- I
to crop, is, first to run furrows on each side of the

taincd to maturity. After that period, we are
j

'owe, and then a deep one m the middle, which

told by some cultivators it is important that the turns up most of the roots to the surface. In this

' way, however, we should apprehend some waste,

and should not recommend it, except where pota-

tos are plenty and labor scarce. A hoe with

prongs, such as is sold at J. R. Newell's establish-

ment, 52 North Market-street, Boston, we believe

to be the best implement for digging potatos.

was intended for his stock, he deferred harvesting
,

~^ Qf ha ,f an hour m ^^
them till a late and more convenient period

^eloquently delivered by A. A. Locke, Esq.-The
their consumption, his table, by mistake was *H ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^

potatos should be gathered and housed as soon

as convenient, or immediately after the tops are

decayed, either by ripeness or frost. Others say

they will keep best in their native beds till the

ground is frozen. But, at any rate, it is best not

to defer digging trll very late lest cold weather

should destroy or lock them in the ground till

spring. The old fashioned mode of harvesting I

potatos, was to dry them in the sun as you would
|

grass for hay. Rees' Cyclopedia says, "as soon

as potatos are gathered they should be allowed to

remain some days to dry before ilicy are stored."

This we believe to be wrong, for in our climate,

an exposure of two or three days to a cloudless

sun, in September or October, would cause pota-

tos to turn green, to taste strong and bitter and

become in some degree poisonous. It is now
i-aid hy practical farmers that the less the roots

are exposed to sun or air, after being taken from

the ground the better, and that it is advisable to

permit some part of the soil in which they have

grown to adhere to and mix with them, when

they are deposited in their winter quarters-

lent dinner was provided. Toasts were drank

with very good wine manufactured and presented

for the occasion, by Noah Claffin Esq. of Attlebo-

rough and Dr. Roland Green of Mansfield. The

reports of the Committees &c. will be published

in a future paper.— Taunton Register.

MANURES
Assist plants, by destroying predatory vermin

and weeds. This, however, is not a property of

animal and vegetable manures ; they foster both

those enemies of our crops. Salt and lime are

very efficient destroyers of slugs, snails, grubs, &c.

It is astonishing how ignorantly neglectful are the

cultivators of the soil, when their crops are devas-

tated by the slug, not to dress them so as to ren-

der the surface of the soil quite white, during a

promise of a few days dry weather, with caustic

lime. It is instant destruction to every slug it

falls upon, and those whom it misses are destroy-

ed by their coming in contact with it, when mov-

ing in search of food. It is a common practice to

burn couch-grass, docks, gorse, and other vegeta-

bles which are very retentive of life, or slow in

decay; a more uneconomical, unscientific method

of reducing them to a state more beneficial to the

land of which they were the refuse, cannot be de-

vised. In breaking up heaths, such exuvife are

very abundant ; but, in all cases, if the weeds,

leaves, &c. were conveyed to a hole or pit, and

with every single horse-load, and with barrow-

loads in proportion, a bushel of salt and half a

SWEET POTATOS.
Since our notice of Mr Pond's success in rais-

j the Carolina Potato, we have received several

specimens from different cultivators in this vicini-

ty, among others, some very superior ones from

Mr J. Tim, of Roxbury, and Mr A. Houghton,
Jr. of Lynn. One of our marketmen informs us

they were never known to be so abundant in this
| bllsne] f" ]ime were incorporated, it would in a

part of the country. Mr Houghton accompanied I few nionths, form a mass of decayed compost of

his with the following remarks. " The Carolina tne most fertilizing quality; the lime retaining

Potato slips purchased at the New England Farm- raanv f the »ases evolved during the putrefaction

er Seed Store have done finely. The largest of Lf tbe ve a-etable matter, and the salt and it com-
those now sent you, when first dug, weighed 2J

D;mI)g ^destroy noxious animals, which might

pounds. I purchased four quarts of slips with form a nidus in the mass. By this plan, nearly

which I planted 60 hills—began to use them in
a]

i tbe carbonaceous matters of the refuse vege-

jt
I my family the last of September. I dug tbe re-

j tables are retained ; by burning nearly all of tbem
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are dissipated. The forming of a compost such

as that recommended, is justified and approved hy

the experience of many.

Stable manure, and all decomposing animal and

vegetable substances have a tendency to promote

the decay of stubborn organic remains in the soil,

on the principle that putrescent substances hasten

the process of putrefaction in other organic bo-

dies with which they come in contact. Salt, in a

small proportion, has been demonstrated, by Sir J.

ringle to be gifted with a similar septic proper-

ty ; and that lime rapidly breaks down the texture

of organised matters is well known.

There is no doubt that rich soils, or those a-

bounding in animal and vegetable remains are less

liable to change in temperature with that of the

incumbent atmosphere, than those of a poorer

constitution. This partly arises from the influence

of the color of soils on vegetation. Some man-

ures, as salt, protect plants from suffering by sud

scares the' birds, as I have not lost a pea since I I
•Ve"' Engbmd Farmer's Almanack, for 1829.

first adopted the plan. Seed, may be ^tecuaL^^^Z^^^J^TM^^
in the same way. I 1829. By tfnonuu G. Pesseodeo, Editor of ibe Kew England

"When the birds attempt to perch on the Btrinea I ""'""""t
~Y£r

v"
1"

,•

B ' ," l

V'"
alc :,; " 1

™*»H> * "" 5 E •
'""""

'

,.„„„,. ... j x- i ii i

office, No. 52 No. :h Market street, by llow|es4i. Dearborn, 50
tliey aie overthrown, and so frightened that they Wajbiogioaitreet.aiid b . generally.
never attempt it again ; the worsted too, being of Some comei interleave<l with writing paper, Uhich will be refy

a clinging' nature, their claws are »om. times en-
s-

tangled therewith, so that with difficulty they dis-

engage themselves."

Fruil Trets.
WYi PRINCE, tin Proprietor of ibe Linnaan
Koianic (iarden and Nurseries at Flushing. Lose
Island, has Ibe pleasure of iiuarmiae the ouhlirkTREE PRESERVER. .****-. that hit Nuraerj now contain. LIS varatiei of £

Breed's newly invented tree preserver, which &>

'i
le,
i??

do-

°f
,h
S75"'^ »

do
•u
0rC

2S
rl

2
e,

* ?2.do- «£Ph"*«
, , ,T , ' 52 do.oi Ajii in.i . 81 do. of Pennies, 29 do. of Nectarine* 10guards and protects the tree against the Grub anil • do. of Almonds, 1 1 do. of Mulberries, 6 do. of Quinces. 16 'do

Canker worm, has received among other respect- 1
ol •'V*. 16 do. ofCumanU; 15 do. of Raspberries, 47' do. of

able Certificate* trip fnllnwin.r •
I

Cooseherries, '..'0 - o. of Straw '.rrrics, 257 do. of Grapes, 000 do.ame oertmcates the toflowing .
| „f ornamental Tre(.8 , ^r . Abovc fjve hundred o? .he above

TO THE PUBLIC.
We, the undersigned, witnessed several times

the last season, in the garden of the inventor, the
utility and advantage of Nathan Breed's new in-

vented Tree Preserver ; and we are fully of the
len reductions of temperature, by entering into opinion it will answer every purpose intended,
their system, stimulating, and rendering them aild serve as a comp iete guarfl agaj llst the depre-
niore vigorous, impregnating their sap, and con-

j
dations of the grub or canker worm ; which has

sequently rendering it less liable to be congealed. for years past] and stin coutinues t0 lnake great
Gardener's Magazine.

On the Cause of Curl in Potatos It is stated

by a writer in the Gardener's Magazine, that the

curl in potatos is occasioned by the depredations

of a small worm. He says, that they lodge at the

bottom of the stem, which, for an inch or more,

is changed from its natural to a pale unhealthy

colour ; the ascent of the sap is obstructed, and
the leaves not having a due supply, are deformed

and diminutive. That in examining the cut of

the potato he discovered a small hole, which prob-

ably was the place where the egg had been laid,

and where the worm was bred. For avoiding

the evil he advises to prefer unripe sets to fully

ripe ones, as a preventive where the curl is (tread-

ed, which remedy has been proved by his own ex-

perience to be efficient. The use of unripe pota-

toes for seed lias likewise the advantage, accord-

ing to this writer, of giving a crop a month or six

weeks earlier, than when sets are used which
were fully ripe at the time they were gathered.

Vessels for cider.—The cheapest and best ves-

sels for containing cider, are said by some to be

white oak iron-bound hogsheads, made of heart

stuff well painted and of a size to hold about

three barrels and an half. These vessels should

be smeared over with a little Spanish brown and

lamp black, once in about three years. Others

recommend vessels for keeping cider in which the

barrel boards are straight, but the vessels broader

at one end than the other, to be set on the smaller

end, with the bung-hole at the top. The advan-

tage of this form is, that in drawing off the cider,

though but slowly, the skin or cream, contracted

by its fermentation, descends and covers the liquor

and tints preserves the fixed air in the cider till

the whole is drawn off.

havoc in our gardens and orchards. We cheer-
fully recommend it to the public as being one
among the simple, yet not less useful inventions.

John Pratt—James Breed—Daniel Dreed—John
F. Hilton—James Pratt—Samuel Carleton—James
Breed, Jr.

Lynn, Oct. 23, 1S28.

05
s" The above Tree Preserver is for sale at

the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Mar-
ket street, Boston.

km<!> of Fruits are not to be found in any other collection in A-
nierica. The different varieties canno tb otherwise than genu-
ine, as ihe grean -t attention is paid, and nearly all ibe lin Is

are inoculated from bearing trees. The Cherry, l'each, anil
other Trees, ace generally of a large size. Catal-

1

be obtained of J. It. Newell,' at die Agricultural Warehouse,No.
tfNorth Market-street, gratis; and orders leil there, or sent by

'ill i tint alien f;.i.32"

Lrrata.—In the Report of the Committee on Agricultural

Experiments, last line, for Bristol read Brighton. The valuable

Stock mentioned on page 102, belonged to J. Easterbrook Esq
of Rnyalston, not the Rev. Mr Easterbrook of Athol.

Gardener wanted.
A young Gardener (an unmarried man) who has a complete

knowledge of his business, and can give unquestionable referen-
ces as to his habits and qualifications, is wanted to take charge
of a place about one hundred miles from this citv. To such a
person a fine opportunity now offers, as regards a pleasant situ-
ation and fair compensation. No others need apply. Call on
J. B. Russell, New England Farmer Seed Store.

Wilson's Nursery, Derry, „Y. H.
The proprietors inform the public that iheir nursery offers pe-

culiar facility for the acquirement of useful fruit; moie Iban fif-

ty thousand trees now cultivated hv them consistng of a great
variety of Apples. Peaches, Plums", Cherries, Quinces, &c. em-
bracing most of the celebrated and esteemed kinds in this coun-
try. The utmost care has been observed by the original pro-
prietor for more than thirty years, mi mating the selection and
the whole is now ottered us containing none but the most worili-
of cultivation. Persons not acquainted wilh the different kinds
by name, who wish to procure choice Kinds, by slating the time
they wish thein to ripen, may confidently mist lu the proprietors
without fear of disappointment. All orders will be promplly at-
tended to, aud trees furnished at their nursery, this fall or next
spring, at il.e following prices.

Apples, per hundred, CIo
Peaches do ffi

Plums
Cherries do
Quinces do
Horse. Chesnuts

Oct 3 fit

25
JOHN A. & SAMUEL WILSON.

Situation wanted.
ner, (with a family) w

n, and can prt

i has a complete
commeudat*

SOBSOatPTTON.
For importing tirupe Vine Hoots from France, at a moderate
price, and enrour*^in<< the introdacliun of that culture udo the
United S'ale.i.

Mr Alphonse Loubat, having considerably enlarged bis Vine-
yard, on Long Island, where he now has* in full cultivation.
thirty-five acres of ground, containing 72,000 Grape Vine
Routs; having also the peculiar advantage of being enabled to
procure the best specimens of roots trom his father's extensive
vineyards and nurseries, in the districts ot BordcJais, Clerac.
and Buzet. departments of Girnnde and Poland Garonne, in
France, (-15° N. Lat.) proposes- to 'he numerous friends to Ihe

Itivation of the grape \ me in the f'uued Slates, a subscrip-

A Scotch Gard
knowledge of his pi

from many gentlemen in England [among ethers, one from j. C. I
r̂ee ot

"

Loudon," Esq. Editor of ihe English Gardener's M.i

wishes to procure a situation in New England or the
Slates. Apply .to Mr Russell, Publisher of the New En-land
Farmer, Boston, or G. Thorburn & Son. New York

Scaring small Birds from destroying Garden

Crops.—A writer in the Gardener Magazine says

" Having repeatedly lost my whole crop of peas

by the birds nipping off the tops immediately on

their appearing above ground, I, to prevent this,

fix pegs in the ground about 4 inches high, and at

the distance of four feet from each other. To
these, I attach a worsted thread from peg to peg,

crossing them at intervals, something like what
children call " scratch cradles." This effectually

Fruit, Ornamental, Shrubbery Trees, and Plants, by

Auction.

A large assortment of Peach. Apricot, Pear, Plum, and Ap-
ple, aod Ornamental Trees, Shrubbery, Creepers, and Plants,

will be sold al G. Channiug's olSce, on Monday next, at 1 1 o'

clock, A. M. Catalogues on the morning of the sale. Oct SI.

Irish White Potatoes.

One bushel only of the very superior In
alluded to on page 114 ot' this day's paper,

Several varieties of Field Corn, selected with great care, lor i

Da,
i 85 "all street

—

I

its earliness and productive quality—also Early S»eet and the
' M'.Vichael— Philadelph

Early Jefferson Corn, for Ihe table.

Just received at the

JVeiv England Farmer Seed Store,

No. 52 North Market Street—KostoD

JVeut England Printing Ink Manufactory.
The undersigned has on hand from the above Establishment,

a constant supply of Printers' Ink, warranted in no respect infe-

rior to the best made in this country. Book, Roller, and News
Ink in large or small quantities.—Also, Composition Rollers and
Tables, ot the most approved construction.—Terms reasonable.

JOHN BAKER,
Corner of Congress and Water Streets,

Oct. 21 6l Opposite the Post Office.

opened on the first of August, 1823.
Mr A. L. will engage to furnUh subscribers wilh the Grape

Vine Roots, before the first ef March next, and forward them
pense, lo the different cities where subscription lists

shall have been opened. The ro is will be three years old. and
Middle "'! produce considerable frail the second yeaT from the lime of

their being planted. They will be care.'ully classed and packed
in boxes, wiih some of the original s«:l in which ibey have been
raised, which will greatly facilitate the thriving of the roois,
when transplanted.

Orders will be punctually attended 'o : ihe subscribers desig-
nating the quantities and species of the grape vine roois they
wish to have. They will engage ;o pay for 1008 roots or more,
at (be rate of 12 1-2 cents for each root ; loi less than 1000. al
theraleof 15 cents; and 2a cents per phot lor less thai, 50.

—

Roots only twoye.usoi.1, shall be paid for at llieiale of 9 cenl»
I each, for 10 or more; 12 1-2 cents for less than one 1 ; and
18 cents lor less than 50 roots.—Payment to be made on delir-

WJiite Potatoes |

erv °f the roots.—Letters not received unless post paid.
lists are open at New York, with Alphonse Lou-

!— Boston. E. Copeland, Jr.—Albany. R
Alnrioge Baltimore, Uillard

ds— Washington Citv, Wm. Pairo. Richmond. Daven-
port. Allen & Co.—Savannah, Hall Simpler & Tupper—New-
Orleans, Foster & Hution Charleston, iS: C.| J. ,5c J. Street
& Co. Mr A. Loubal's hork on It- Culture o' the Grape Vine,
and on the Making ofWine, may be tbund al Ihe principal book-
sellers of ihe t'nited Slates; and his agents will lurnish them
gratis lo subscribers;

Sausage Machine.
Orders for the Sausage Filling Machine, (post-paid.) sent to

the Agricultural Establishment, No 52 N,,rth Market Street.
Boston, or to the subscriber, will receive pronipt attention.

Dorchester Oct. 23. JOHN MEARd.
tCrOne of the machines is left at the Agricultural Warehouse

for examination

.
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MISCELLANIES.
The following lines lo a Robin, that flew in at the window

of Mr Grahame, will be read with no regretted loss of time.

" From snowy Plains, and icy Sprays,

From moonless Nights, and sunless days,

Welcome. poor Bird! 1'il cherish thee;

I love I line, for thou Irustest me.

Thou need'st not dread a Captive's doom ;

No ! freely flutter round my room ;

Perch on my Lwte's remaining string,

And sweetly of the Summer sing.

That note, that Summer note, I know ;

It wakes at once and soothes my wo,

I see the woods, I see the stream,

I see—ah still prolowg the dream ;

Still with thy song, those scenes renew,

Tho' through my tears, they reach my view.

Thus heedless of the raging blast,

Thou'lt dwell with me till Winter's past;

And when the Primrose tells,
:

tis Spring,

And when the Thrush begins lo sing,

Soon as I hear the woodland song,

FUset thee free, lo join the throng !"

Wc copy the following fiom the last number of the English

Gardener's Magazine. Mr Loudon, the Editor, remarks, " a

little care would have made this story of the progress ofMr Thor.

burn's taste for plains, as good in its way as the Pilgrim's Pro-

gress, but we have printed it word for word as we received it."

Messrs. Thorium, New York.—Mr Editor, In

your Magazine (Vol. ii. p. 345.) I observe a notice

of the seed establishment of Messrs Thorburn of

this city. I have often heard Mr Thorburn relate

the following interesting anecdotes of his life, and

as you may rely on them as facts, I doubt not but

they will amuse many of your readers :—Mr
Thorburn is a native of Dalkeith, near Edinburgh,

and was by trade a nail-maker. In 1793 he be-

longed to the societies of parliamentary reform,

known by the name of Friends of the People, and

was a prisoner on that account at tho time Muir,

Palmer, and others were tried and banished. He
got out of jail by the influence of friends, and

landed in New York in 1794, being then in his

20th year. He followed nail-making six years in

New York, when the introduction of cut-nails,

[nails cut out of sheet iron by machinery] depriv-

ed him of employment. He then took to keeping

a small retail grocery store ; but as this did not 1

fully occupy his time (for even now he works

among his seeds and plants almost night and day,)

he got a quantity of common flower-pots, and

painted them with green varnish color, the sale

of which exceeded his expectation. In the spring

of 1801 he observed a man selling plants, the first

he had ever seen for sale in the market.— Care-

lessly passing the stand, he broke a small leaf, and

it smelling agreeably, he enquired the name of

the plant from which he broke it, and was tcld

that it was the Rose geranium. Mr Thorburn

says until that moment he never knew there was
such a plant in the world as a geranium. Talcing

another observation he thought the plant would

look well in one of his green flower-pots, to stand

on the counter, to draw attention (not for the pur-

pose of sale.) However, next day some one fan-

cied the plant and pot, which were sold at a shil-

ling advance. He next purchased two plants, and

tlisposed of them also ; soon after he had twenty

or thirty, and, erecting a small stage in his shop,

opposite the door, he carried on a regular trade

of plant-selling. This being something novel in

New York, it drew attention. Strangers, when
going the rounds of curiosity, stepped in to sec

the plants : some wished to buy, but could not

convey the plants 200 or 500 miles into the inte-

rior, and would buy the seed if it could be had
;

others, again, would ask for cabbage or radish

seeds ; but as no one made a business of selling

seeds in New York in those days, he could not

find any to commence with. He related his plans

and difficulties to the gardener from whom he

bought all his plants, who informed him that he

was now saving seeds with the intention of selling

in the market the following spring ; but if Mr
Thorburn would take his seeds and plants, he

would keep at home and raise plants and seeds

for Mr Thorburn to sell. A bargain was struck,

and he thus commenced with a stock of fifteen

dollars' worth of seeds. Just as this stock was
sold off, a passenger in a ship from London called,

and offered to sell Mr Thorburn a small invoice of

seeds which he had brought out. On openin

the cask, he found a catalogue having the time of

sowing on the margin. This, Mr Thorburn ob-

serves, was a prize to him, as it gave him the

time of sowing, and also a model from which to

print one for himself. After surmounting many
difficulties, the seed store is now located in a

building 60 ft. by 40 ft., late a meeting-house of

the Society of Friends, in the very centre of busi-

ness. Perhaps there is no where to be found a

building so well adapted, and a seed-shop so well

filled up with every thing necessary for the gar-

den and farm, as in this establishment. Seeds,

tools, pots, glasses, roots, and a library of the lat-

est English, French and American works on bot-

any, gardening, &c. are kept for sale, and also for

the inspection of the public (gratis). The seed

drawers behind the counters run the whole length

of the shop. Suspended above the drawers, in

handsome glazed gilt frames, is a complete set of

Curtis's Atlas, folio-sized, splendid and beautifully

coloured plates of camellias, prize carnations,

pinks, auriculas, ranunculuses, dahlias, &c.
The large high windows are shaded with

landscape cloth blinds, and the walls above the

shelves and drawers are ornamented with elegant

scenery from the Alps of Switzerland, done on

French hanging paper. As you enter into the

front doors, it has the most imposing appearance

of any thing of the kind I ever saw, either in

America or Europe. In front of the shop, to the

height of the bottom of the second story windows,
is a green-house, 85 ft. long, and 18 ft. wide.

—

Through this you pass into the shop. This green

house is built on the most approved plan, and con
tains now about 3000 plants. Between the green-

house and the street is a bed about 80 ft. by 25ft

which, in the season, is filled with the handsome
Dutch hyacinths, tulips, &e. The whole is en-

closed with a neat iron railing and two gates,

where passengers are invited to walk in and look

around, and only required to shut the gate behind

them. It is a fact, which I have heard the Messrs.

Thorburn often mention, and which says much
for tho good conduct of the inhabitants, and the

taste they begin to have for these beautiful works
of nature, that neither by night nor day have they

known any of the flowers or fruits on their prem-
ises to be taken away or in any way injured, al-

though the oranges and lemons hang within 4ft.

of the railing fronting the streets, and may be eas-

ily reached with a hook or scape-net. The rail-

ing is only 4£ ft. high, and they keep neither man
nor dog to watch by night. Their whole estab-

lishment occupies 83 ft. by 90 ft. (Observe, it is

in the heart of the city.) The srround behind the

shop is appropriated to hot-beds and plant-pits

and was formerly the burying ground of the Meet-
ing, but has been very little used for that purpose
for twenty years past. The Friends wishing it to

be occupied as it is, sold it for a moderate price to

Messrs. Thorbnrns, 20,000 dollars I have heard.

Before giving possession, the whole ground was
trenched to the depth of 7 ft., and all the bones re-

moved to a neat cemetery prepared for the pur-
pose out of town. As the spot I have been des-

cribing, and the owners, are known to some of
your readers, I have no doubt but they will be
glad to hear of them. Messrs. Thorburn & Son
have done more to place gardening on a respect-

able footing, than any other two men in America.

HORTULANUS.
New York, July 16. 1828.

Splendid Bulbous Roots, fye.

A further supply of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Gladiolus
Snow Drops, Crocus, Star of Bethlehem, Jonquilles, Ranuncu-
lus, Iris, Crown Imperials, Anemones, Crocus, &c. from 12 to

62 cts. each. A very few of the finest Hyacinths, dark and pale
blue, pure while, red, yellow, and white with various eyes, at

gl per root.

The collection ofLILIES is very splendid, comprising Scar-
let Chalcedonian Lily 50 cents, Orange Pompone Lily 37 cents

Chinese Leopard 25 cts. Orange Marlagon 37 cts. Yellow Mar-
tagon 37 cts. Double Violet Flamed 37 cts. Purple and White
Spotted 37 cts. Bright Scarlet Pompone 50 cts. Double While
37 els. Large While Garden Lily 12 cents, Dwarf Chinese Red
Lily [Lilium coitcolor, new and very superb, one root ouly) $1.50
TULIPS—splendid variegated, red, yellow, and mixed, 12

cts. each. #1.00 per dozen.
CROWN IMPERIALS—assorted, of the most splendid col-

ours, and showy flowers, large roots, 38 cts. each.
JONQUILLES—sweet scented, finest roots, 19 cts. each.
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS—frag-ant, white with yel-

low cups, and yellow with double white cups, extra sized roots.

38 cts. each.
DOUBLE NARCISSUS—fragrant, of all colors, 19 cts. each
SPRING CROCUS—of all colours, 6 cts. each. 50 cts. per

dozen.
The above roots are from the same house, from which we re-

ceived our supply last season, and which gave such universal

satisfaction ; some of the double Hyacinths having produced
bells I i>ich and 8-10tbs in diameter."
Purchasers are requested to notice that the above roots are

no 1 purchased at auctioni, mid are all remarkable for their size,

and for the beauty and delicacy of tint of their flowers. Those
sold at auction are generally the mere refuse of the most inferior

collections, gocd roots being worth at home ten limes as much
as they generally sell for at auction, as will be seen by reference

to the priced catalogues of any respectable house in Holland.

Also pots for blooming the Crocus, in the shape of Hedgehogs',
Porcelain Dice-work Flower Baskets, (very beautiful) Beehives,
Flower Pols. Half melons, Cones, &c.—a new article.

Two roots only of Wilmot's Superb Strawberry.

Just received at the

New England Farmer Seed Store,

No. 52 North Market Street—Boston.

Orchard Grass Seed—Flint Wheat, 1,-c.

A further supply of Orchard Grass Seed—growth of 1 828.

Two hundred pounds of Red Onion Seed.

A few bushels White Flint Fall Wheat, commonly called Ca-

nal Wheat.—Also, Gilman Spring Wheat.
Just received at the

New England Farmer Seed Store,

No. 52 North Market Street—Boston.

Grape Vines.

The subscriber offers for sale Grape Vines of several varieties,

the produce of his garden in Dorchester ; among them are the

following

:

Isabella While Muscat
Sweetwater Black Hamburg
Black Cape Elba
Queen Muscatel [Muscatel

Early Oval Alexander's or Schuylkill

They are principally'of one year's growth, planted under his

direction and superintendance, are warranted genuine, and are

in a healthful and vigorous state.

The subscriber proposes to continue the cultivation of such va-

rieties ofthe foreign and native vines as are suited to this climate

aud that will thrive in the open ground in town or country.

Application may be made to the subscriber, at his office. No.

7 1-2 Congress Street, or at the Garden, to Patrick Kennedy.
Boston, Oct. 3, 1828. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

Published every Friday, at g3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the

time of subcribiug, are entitled to a deduction of fifty centsi
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ON THE IMPROVED BREEDS OK CATTLE.
Mr Fessenden—Many of us have been disap-

pointed, and some of us, who have sent cows

irom a distance, greatly to our inconvenience

and loss, by the decided impotence of the im-

ported bull Bolivar, owned by Col. Powei, and

kept by Mr Jaques of Charlestoovn. I have no

skill in judging of stock of this kind ; and it would

require none to see that this noble animal in his

appearance and external properties has never

been surpassed nor equalled among us. Several

competent judges have pronounced him the finest

animal ever brought into the country.

It is matter of great regret, therefore, that he

is incapable, at least in his present condition, of

propagating his species. That the proprietor of

this superior animal could have been aware or

even suspicious of this deficiency, no person, who
is acquainted with this intelligent, public-spirited

and most liberal patron of every agricultural im-

provement, can for a moment believe. It is im-

possible ; and my present object is to show that

the result in this instance is not extraordinary in

regard to such high bred animals ; and to leave it

to others to account for, or discuss this fact, which

seems to be well known among distinguished

breeders.

I will quote from some letters of the Rev. Hen-
ry Berrt, one of the most eminent agriculturists

in Great Britain, on the subject of the Improve I

Breeds of Cattle, published in the British Farmer's

Magazine.

Ill the No. for May 1827, quoting from Mar-
shall, he says, " It is observable that the bulls of

this improved breed are not unfrequently, even

-while youtbHil, deficient in vigour, the hired bulls

being someffmes returned prematurely on this ac-

count." &c. &c. &c.

Then again in the same letter he observes—

I

must in this place quote Sir John Sebright ; he

observes, I have tried many experiments by breed-

ing in and in upon dogs, fowls and pigeons ; the

dogs became from strong spaniels weak and di-

minutive lap dogs ; the fowls became long in the

legs, small in the body, and bad breeders." The
want of vigour in Bakewell's bulls, and in many
high bred ones of the present day, I ascribe to the

cause, which produced the same effects in the ob-

jects of Sir John Sebright's experiments. In

the unimproved stocks of the country we hear of

no bulls refusing to serve cows ; and seldom a

heifer that will not breed ; but in the improved

races these facts are of every day's occurrence
;

not ouly, be it remembered, among animals highly

kept, but in such as have experienced no indul-

gence whatever ; and but too many of them are

indeed what Sir John Sebright describes his

fowls to have become, long in the legs, small in

the bod}', and bad breeders.

In the No. for August, 1827, he says, " But how
shall we account for impotence in the male, and
barrenness in the female, which so commonly arise

out of this system [breeding in and in] when such
failures were totally unknown in the ancestors ?

BOSTON, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1828, No. 17.

Surely such aflectiou must be strictly constitution-

al ; and if so, it offers us a warning not to be dis-

regarded. On this point as respects swine, I am
enabled to speak positively. I have long possess-

ed a valuable breed, producing frequently, and

sufficient numbers in a litter, and also attaining a

desirable size. By breeding in and in, I gradual-

ly lost size and number, till some sows produced

only one, while others never evinced a desire for

the male, and the few young ones I could obtain

were seldom, or, with difficulty, reared. Valuing

highly the fattening properties and form of this

breed I retained and still possess some of the

sows, which I have crossed. The result is strik-

ing and strongly to the point. They continue to

produce few at a litter ; but this produce, which

is from the cross, I rear without difficulty, and

they bring as many pigs as ever I obtained when
my breed was unaffected by the practice which

has almost ruined it."

These observations and facts, Mr Editor, ap-

pear to me of great importance. 1 pretend to no

l>ractical skill or knowledge in the case ; but I

have always felt a particular interest in fine ani-

mals of every description, from even a glow worm
or a butterfly to that most attractive of all the

Creator's works, a beautiful woman, flushed with

the bloom of youth and health, buoyant in inno-

cence and cheerfulness, and with a countenance

radiant with genius and intelligence.

Everything relating to the improvement of our

domestic animals, is so connected with our agri-

( iltural improvement and prosperity, that I make
o apology for this communication ;

persuaded

that if it should contribute to exact and intelligent

experiments and observation ; or call forth a dis-

cussion of the genera! subject, among those who
are experienced and competent, it cannot fail to

be of public utility. Yours respectfully,

JVo». 7, 1828. A. Z.

ON PREMIUMS FOR STOCK.
Mr Fessenden— In looking over the report of

the Committee at the late Brighton Show on Cows
and Heifers, some doubts have occurred to me as

to the propriety of the course, which they have

adopted in bestowing their premiums. I have en-

tire respect for the impartiality and good judg-

ment of the gentlemen, who composed the Com-
mittee ; and according to the rules which have al-

ways been followed, do not think they could have

decided differently ; but my difficulty is with the

rules themselves.

The object of the premiums in this case, I un-

derstand, to be the improvement of our Live

Stock. How this is to be effected by rewarding

the man, who is by accident the owner of a fine

animal, who has taken no pains in rearing her,

and is under no obligations to raise her progeny, I

do not well see. The owner of the cow, who ob-

tained the first premium, came by an accidental

purchase into possession of her less than a year

ago. She was then of full age, and the previous

.owner selected her by chance from a drove of cat-

tle, without any knowledge of her good qualities.

There was nothing in her appearance to recom-

mend her, as the Committee allow that she had
! no remarkable points whatever, and was a home

ly animal. She it seems has given au extraordi-

nary quantity of milk, averaging ten quarts a day

for more than ten months ; aud of a superior qua!

itv, though I could not learn from the report, by

what evidence this latter fact was establish' <l.

—

The Committee give no statement of any meas-

urement of her cream or any amount of butter

produced by her. The quantity of her inilk was

certainly extraordinary among us ;—yet still I am
at a loss to know why the accidental owner of

such an animal, let her be ever so distinguished.

should be rewarded with a premium for the Im-

provement of Live Stock. How is that end to be

promoted, if nothing more is requisite than that

he should present the animal at the Show.

My opiniou is, that such a premium should not

be bestowed, excepting where the owner has

shown either particular skill in the selection, or

particular car' in the raising of the animal ;

—

and will give security to the Trustees that he will

(extraordinary accidents excepted) raise one or

more of her progeny. Suppose for example, in

case of obtaining the first premium of thirty dol-

lars, fifteen or twenty dollars should be paid at

the time ; a bond should be taken that the owner

rear the next calf; and the balance of the pre-

mium should be paid to him, on his exhibiting

such calf at least a year old, at the Brighton show.

This, which I by no means suggest as the best

mode, would certainly conduce much more to the

objects of the premium than the course now pur-

sued.

In the present instance, the last calf, which this

cow prodi'cvrl was sold, I understand, to the

butcher : and she ba» been sent the present sea-

son to an ordinary bull ; as the owner has no ob-

ject but to make the most from the sale of hei

milk.

I beg leave through your useful paper to sug-

gest these considerations to the Trustees of the

Society, to whose enlightened, disinterested, and

patriotic services, no one bears a more grateful

testimony than

Your obedient servant,

JVo». 12, 1828. A. Z.

REMEDY FOR CANKER WORMS.
Mr Fessenden—In reading some weeks since

in the New England Farmer, a description of" an

apparatus for protecting trees from the ravages of

the canker worm," I was reminded of a plan that

I once formed, which is somewhat similar to the

one invented by Mr Houghton.

If in your opinion it promises to be of utilif,

.

you will please to publish it in your valuable pa-

per.

My plan is to place around the trunk of the

tree a small quantity of earth, or what would be

preferable, compost manure, upon which ar.d

around the tree is to be placed a square, wooden
frame in which is cut a trough or channel, an inch

in width to be filled with lime-water. The spaces

between the frame and tree are to be filled with

clay mortar. Nothing further is necessary than

to keep the trough full, or perhaps to remove the

grubs that might fall therein. In my opinion the

final expense would be less than that of tarring,

as the frame can remain, if necessary, several
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years, provided a sufficient allowances made in

their dimensions, for the growth of the tree. The

joints of the frames can be filled with tar to ren

iler them water tight.

H'estboro' Nov. 6, 1828.

li.

Mr Fessenden—Having broken the spear of

my pump, about 4 feet from the brake, the upper

box fell so that it rested on the bow of the lower
;

consequently the top of the spear which is of §
square iron, was 4 feet under water. Quere.—
How could the box and rod be extracted by any

process short of hoistiug out the pump ?

A SUBSCRIBER.

SOLUTION.

The mode adopted was as follows— I took a dry

Spruce pole, secured the end by a ferrule, bored a

hole of sufficient size to admit the end of the spear,

put it down on the end of the spear, held fast the

pole in my hand, driving it as in the act of insert-

ing an axe or hammer handle to prevent the box

from being injured by the bow of the lower box

—

let it remain in the water a few minutes to swell,

then draw, the whole gently forth. M.

MERRIMACK AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
On the 15th and 16th of October, the 5th An-

nual' Cattle Show and Exhibition of Household

and Domestic Manufactures, for Merrimack coun-

ty, N. H. was held at Loudon village. The exhi-

bibition was well attended, notwithstanding the

roughness of the weather. The exhibition of do

mestic manufactures, though not so large as on

some former occasions, was highly respectable ;

—

and indicated an evident improvement in many
branches of household industry. The specimens

of carpeting were numerous and handsome. Some
of the pieces would not suffer in comparison with

the best imported Kidderminster. The specimens

of various other articles of manufacture were of

good fabric, and worthy of commendation. Ele

gant samples of needle work, handsome counter-

panes, one in particular very superb ; two finely

wrought bonnets, fabricated of the common spear

grass, excelling in beauty many of the finest Leg-

horns. Specimens of native silk, excellent garden

vegetables, a Carolina or sweet potato, which with

several others were raised by Gen. Isaac East

man, of Concord, a cotton plant by Mr. William

Francis, of the same place, and fine samples of

butter and cheese were among the products ex-

hibited.

The neat stock was very much commended.

Among the animals presented for inspection but

instruction. The Society dined at Capt. Emory's

hall. A few choice sentiments, together with a

song written for the occasion by a member of the

Society, and sung with spirit and effect, by Major

John D. Abbot, closed the repast.

The ploughing match, which was well conduct-

ed, occupied a part of Thursday, and the reading

and attending to the reports of the various Com-
mittees and an instructive dissertation from Dr.

Ebenezer Lerned, of Hopkinton, closed the inter-

esting exercises.

—

Abridgedfrom JV. H. Statesman.

The following Gentlemen were elected Officers of the

Merrimack Agricultural Society for the year ensu-

ing.

William A. Kent, of Concord, President.

Joshua Darling, Henniker, Vice-President.

Thomas D. Merrill, Epsom, Treasurer.

John West, Concord, Secretary.

Richard H. Ayer, of Hooksett—Caleb Merrill,

of Pittsfield—Joshua Fifield, of Salisbury—James

Cochran, of Northfield—Levi Bartlett, of Warner

—Isaac Gerrish of Boscawen

—

Directors.

The following is the list of Premiums awarded :

Enoch Gerrish, Boscawen, for the best farm,

$12.

Wm. Little, Hopkinton, tho next best do. 10

Benj Wheeler, Concord, the next best do. 8

Laban Morrill, Canterbury, the next best do. 6

Amos Cogswell, Canterbury, the next best, 4

Page Eaton, Henniker, the best Kitchen Gar-

den, 3

John Proctor, Henniker, for his Crops, 4

Sam'1 A. Kimball, Concord, for the best field

corn 3

Sam'l French, Loudon, the best pair Working

Oxen, 4

John Kimball, Canterbury, the next best .do 1

vol. N. E. Farmer,

Olney Thompson, Pittsfield, the best pair 3 year

old Steers, 3

John Curry, Northfield, the next best do. 1 vol.

N. E. Farmer.
Simon Green, Pittsfield, the best bull, 4

AVarren Story, Dumbarton, the next best do 3

Charles Glidden, Northfield, the next best do.

N. E. Farmer,

Laban Morrill, Canterbury, the best two year

old Steers, 2

Enos Hoit, Northfield, the best bull Calf, 1 vol.

N. E. Farmer.

Robt. Ambrose, Concord, the best Milch Cow, 4

David Morrill, Canterbury, the next best do, 3

Enos Hoit, Northfield, the next best do 1 vol.not for premium, was a large ox, owned by Col

onel Story and Mr. Stinson, of Dunbarton. of the
j

N. E. Farmer.

same breed with the great Greenland ox lately David Morrill, Canterbury, the best three year

exhibited at the south, and now in Boston for ex-
:

old Heifer, 2

hibition. This ox, or §tag, is now five years old : } David Morrill, Canterbury, the next best do 1

a well built and good proportioned animal—

h

weight is not known, but his girth is more than

eight feet, and his length nearly twelve.

The public exercises were, "a very appropriate

prayer from the Rev. Mr. Arnold, an address by

vol. N. E. Farmer. '

Joshua Lane, Chichester, the best two years old

Heifer, 2

Daniel K. Foster, do. Jhe next best do, 1

Richard Greenough,Canterbury, the 4 best

Philip Carrigain, Esq. of Epsom." Of Colonel i
yearlings, 1 vol. N. E. Farmer.

Carrigain's address, it is perhaps sufficient to say

that it is characterized by the exuberance of fan-

cy, flow of humor, and elegance of diction which

have so long distinguished its accomplished au-

thor. But to do justice to it we should say more
than this—we should say that it embraced, among
other good things, a good portion of valuable in-

formation, and conveyed qmch useful, practical

Charles Moody, Loudon, the best Stud Horse 5

Stephen Gate, Loudon, the best Mare and Colt, 4

Stephen Perkins, Chichester, the next best do 1

vol. N. E. Farmer.

Richard Greenough, Canterbury, the best Saxon
or Meriuo Buck, 4

Richard Greenough, Canterbury, the 5 best

Saxon or Merino Ewes, 3 .

Joseph Baker, Loudon, the best Boar, 3

Isaac Virgin, Concord, the best sow, 1 vol. N.

E. Farmer.

Jeremiah Emerv, Concord, the two best Sprim;

Pigs, 2

Joab Patterson, Hopkinton, the best piece Full-

ed Cloth, 3

Amos Putney, Warner, the next best do 1 vol.

N. E. Farmer.

Joab Patterson, Hopkinton, the next best do, 1

Joshua Darling, Heniker, the best piece Cassi-

mere, 3

William L. Woods, do. the next best-do 1 Vol.

N. E. Farmer.

Joab Patterson, Hopkinton, the best specimen

dressed Fulled Cloth, 1 Vol. N. E. Farmer.

Joab Patterson, do the next best do. 1

Mrs. Richard Bradley, Concord, the best piece

Carpeting,- 3

Miss Mehitable Tucker, Hopkinton, the next

best do. 2

Charles Stinson, Dumbarton, the best Cotton &•

Woolen Coverlet, 1

Abigail Davis Canterbury, the next best do.

—

50 cts.

Miss Comfort Moore, Loudon, the best Coun-

terpane. 3

Benjamin F. Neil, Loudon, the next best do.

50 cts.

Joab Patterson, Hopkinton, the best piece of

Flannel, 3

Benjamin F. Neil, Loudon, the best pair of

blankets, 1

Mrs. Abigail Davis, Canterbury, the next best

pair of blankets, 1

Asenath Mason, Loudon, the next best do. 1

Mrs. Nancy Dudley, Pembroke, the best Grass

or Straw bonnet, 2

Miss Mary B. Martin, Loudon, the next best'

do. 1

Susan Chadwick, Boscawen, the best woolen

hose, 2 pair, 1

Mrs. Page Eaton, Henniker, the next^ best do.

50 cts.

Charles Stinson, Dumbarton, the b^st piece lin-

en cloth, 2 •
John Townsend, Salisbury, the next best do. I

Charles Stinson, Dumbarton, the best piece ta-

ble linen, 2

Mehitable Foster, Canterbury, the next best

do. 1

Charles Glidden, Northfield, the best specimen

of Cheese, 1 Vol. N. E. Farmer

Enoch Gerrish, Boscawen, the next best do. 1

Charles Glidden, Northfield, the best specimen

of butter, 1 Vol. N. E. Farmer.

Cyrus Tucker, Loudon, the next best do. 1

Ruel Walker, Loudon, the best manufactured

leather, 1 Vol. N. E. Farmer.

Same, the best calfskins, 1

Isaac Eastman, Concord, the best breaking up.

plough, 1 Vol. N. E. Farmer.

Same, the best seed plough, 1

Same, the best ox yoke, 1

Same, improvement in plough, 2

Same, the best specimen of Blacksmith work, 1

Vol. N. E. Farmer.

Same, the next best do. 1

Dr. Ebenezer Lernerd, Hopkinton, the disserta-

tion on making compost manure, 1 Vol. N. E. Fai-

rer.

Benj. F. Neil, London, the best hearth rug, L

Miss Clarissa Brown, Epsom, Lace Veil, 1
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Miss Sarah Jane Stevens, Pembroke, Lace,

50 cts.

Mrs. Catharine H. Stevens, do. Lace Handker-

chief, 50 cts.

Cena Tucker, London, Lace Veil, 50 cts.

ISenj. F. Neil, do. Cape Lace, 50 cts.

Miss Mary E. Little, Hopkinton, Lace Handker-

chief, 50 cts.

Same, Lace Collar, 50 cts.

Miss Sally M. Cady, Concord, Lace Cap, 50 cts.

John L. Hall, Northfield the best ploughing, 4

Charles Glidden, do. next best do. 3

Sluidrach Cate, Loudon, next best do. 1

Scalds and Burns.—A Doctor Ward, of Man
ihester, corroborated by Mr Tutham, surgeon, of

Kendal, has published cases in the Lancet of se-

vere burns and scalds effectually cured by dredg-

ing the parts affected with fine wheaten flour.

—

This process is to be repeated as often as appar-

ently requisite, and the flour allowed to remain on

the patient, in the form of paste, till it gradually

falls off as the skin has been restored. The relief

from pain is, in every instance, described as im-

mediate. It is recommended generally to cover

the flour with cloths, to exclude the air ; and, lest

ignorant people should slight so simple a remedy,

Mr Tatham advises that the profession should

send this specific to the afflicted " in a formal

manner."

Extraordinary crop of Onions.—The extraordi-

nary quantity of 141 bushels of Onions was gath-

ered off 190 square yards of ground in the garden

of Newburg this present autumn, being at the rate

of 1000 bushels per acre. Taking each bushel to

weigh four stones and an half, it will give nearly

one stone to each square yard, and rate at the

enormous quantity of twenty-nine tons and an half

per acre.— York Herald (Eng.)

Cheap and valuable Manure Raise a platform

if earth, eight feet wide, one foot high, and of any

length according to the quantity wanted on the

head-land of a field ; on the first stratum of earth

spread a thin stratum of lime fresh from the kiln,

dissolve or slake this with salt brine or sea-water

from the nose of a watering-pot, add immediately

another layer of earth, then lime and brine as be-

fore, carrying it to any convenient height. In a

week it should be turned over, carefully broken
and mixed, so that the mass may be thoroughly

incorporated. This compost has been used in Ire-

laud, has doubled the crops of potatoes and oats,

&c. &c. and is said to be far superior to stable

dung.

—

Bucks Gaz.

New Zealand Spinach (Tetragonia expansa).—
This most delightful vegetable which has only

within a few years been introduced among us,

forms an important addition to our culinary herbs,

and is remarkable for the luxuriance with which
it grows in our climate. In the garden of Mr
Wilson at Rose Hill, a single plant, the produce of

one seed, covered, this summer, an area of 4 feet

in extent, and abounded with large, tender, succu-
lent leaves, affording one of the most delicate

greens for the table of any ofthe spinaceous plants.

It has the further advantage over other spinage
of maintaining its succulence and verdure the

whole summer ; and crops may be frequently
taken during the season from the same root. No
.kitchen garden ought to be without a supply of it

;

and as it readily produces seed, a few plants

would be sufficient to stock a whole neighbour-

hood.

—

N. Y. Farmer.

BETULA, the Birch tree.

The trees of this genus most commonly known,
I

are the birch and the alder. All the betula love i

a moist soil. The birch is applied to an infinity
I

of uses. A wine is drawn (by tapping) from the;

trunk, by the natives of Canada ; and in Europe
wine is tnade from the fruit of the alder. The
birch, though the worst of timber, is manufactur-

ed into vessels of various domestic uses. It makes
capital charcoal. The inner silken bark, which
peels off annually, was formerly used for writing

on, before the invention of paper. In the north-

ern climates the coarse bark is used instead of

tiles or slates for the covering of houses. It is

also used in certain processes of dyeing, and for

tanning leather. In Kamtschatka they form the

bark into hats and drinking cups. One great ad-

vantage in the birch, is, that it will grow where
scarcely any thing else will thrive, and thus, al-

most barren land may be made to bring in a cer-

tain income of at least 20s. per acre. Broom
makers are constant customers for the twigs, and
hoop benders for the larger branches, and for the

trunks, the turners and manufacturers of instru-

ments of husbandry have a constant demand.

Extractsfrom Prince on Horticulture.

Ilex Opaca, or Common American Holly.—This is

the most hardy of the native species, and is found

growing in abundance on the sandy beaches of

Long-Island, on the borders of the ocean, and ex-

posed to every storm. Its growth is slow, and in

some instances it is said to attain to the height of

6U feet, or more ; but its general size is from 15 to

20 feet. During, however, the whole stage of its

growth, it presents a fine appearance, the dark

green foliage being finely contrasted by its bright

red berries.

Syi7iphoria glomerata, or Indian Currant.—This

forms a shrub of about five feet in height ; the

branches are numerous ; the leaves are small,

oval, and very profuse ; the flowers are small and
make no show, but are followed by red fruit at

every joint and leaf, about the size of currants,

which give it an interesting appearance, and re-

main on until late in winter. All three of the

foregoing are of easy culture ; they will thrive in

almost any soil, and throw up numerous shoots.

Clematis vitalba, or 7rareller''s Joy. This, altho'

a native of Europe, greatly resembles the Virgin-

ian Virgin's bower. Its growth, however, is far

more strong and vigorous—its branches are very

numerous, and will quickly overtop hedges, or any
thing they can climb by. The leaves are pinnated,

of a blueish green, and moderately large ; the

flowers are white, and are produced in clusters all

over the plant in July and August. These are

succeeded by seeds, each with a hairy plume,

which remain on during winter, and it is from the

appearance of these covering the tops of hedges,

&c. in winter, and giving them an appearance
calculated to amuse the traveller, that it has re-

ceived the appellation of Traveller's Joy.

Pinus microcarpa, or Common American Spruce.

This is called by many Hackmatack, and grows
naturally in low wet situations, where it forms a

tree often of 40 feet in height ; it will succeed in

an upland soil, and its pale green foliage, taken in

connection with their peculiar arrangement, render

it very beautiful and interesting. The appearance

also "f the small cones when young is worthy of

notice, and adds much to its ornament at that pe-

riod. In this particular there are three varieties,

viz. those producing white cones, brown cones,

and red cones. These variations, which are so

striking during the growth of the cones, are not

equally discernable at their maturity, as they then

become dry and lose their color.

Striped Maple, or Acer striatum.—This is a tree

of fine foliage, aud medium stature ; the bark of

the young branches is most singularly striped with

white.

Spircca.—This genus comprises many shrubs of

delicate aud beautiful appearance, which are

mostly natives of Siberia and North America, viz.

Spiraa hypericifolia, or Hypericum Leaved.— Th<-

leaves of this are very small, and the flowers are

exceedingly delicate and beautiful : these are

white, and produced in the greatest profusion

along the branches, forming in many instances

long wreaths. It attains to the height of about

five feet.

Spiraea salicifolia, or Willow Leaved.—The flow-

ers of this are also white, and are produced in

panicles, more or less diffuse, and are much ad-

mired. This forms rather a taller shrub than the

preceding, and its leaves are also of larger size.

Sorbus americana, or American Mountain Ash.—
This somewhat resembles the Scotch Roan tree,

(which has long been considered as one of the

greatest ornaments of Highland scenery,) but its

leaves are much larger, and of a paler green ; the

berries which compose its clusters are also small-

er, added to which, it loses its foliage much soon-

er, as autumn advances. The tree is also of less

stature than the Scotch Roan, and in gardens,

seldom rising above twelve or fourteen feet, and

forming a far less regular top than the foregoing.

Its large clusters of bright red fruit are neverthe-

less beautiful, and although it is not equal to the

European, it possesses claims to our attention.

The Kalmia latifolia grows to the height of sev-

en or eight feet, and sometimes higher. The
wood is hard, compact, and is employed by turn-

ers and joiners, in making work requiring such

wood. It also furnishes handles for scythes.

Purifying water.— It is not so generally known
as it ought to be, that powdered alum possesses

the property of purifying water. A large table

spoonful of pulverized alum, sprinkled into a hogs-

head of water, (the water stirred briskly round at

the time) will, after the Ir.pse of a few hours. 1 \

precipitating to the bottom the impure panic'. -.

so purify it. that it will be found to possess nearh

all the freshness and clearness of fine spring wa-

ter. Four gallons may be purified by a singl

tea-spoonful.

Distressing accident.—A child of abont four

years of age belonging to Mr. Rosebury, of Green-

wich, was a few days since, burned to death at the

house of its father in law. We understand that

the child was left alone in the house, and getting

near the lire, its clothes caught, and before assist-

ance came it was so dreadfully burnt that it expir-

ed the same night. Let parents and guardians be-

ware !
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fOKTKIBUTIONS TO ENTOMOLOGY.
BY THADDEUS WILLIAM HARRIS, M. D.

No. IV.

Subgenus Jlnekomenus.

United to Callistus by Latreille, who informs us

that it is distinguished from Jlgonum by having

the thorax heart-shaped and truncated at base and
apex. Leach says that the characteristics of this

genus of Bonelli are, to have the third and fourth

joints of the palpi equal, sub-acute ; the basal tho-

racic angles acute ; and (in which it differs from

Callistus) in having the thorax glabrous, the lab-

rum transversely quadrate, entire, and the body
somewhat depressed.

Our species exhibits the above characters, on

which I must depend for the propriety of arrang-

ing it in the genus, no foreign types of which I

have seen. Congeneric is feronia decora, Say,

and probably also the species named by him, f.

cincticollis and decenlis. The decora is about the

size of the following, has a rufous thorax and dark

cupreous elytra. They are found under stones

in wet meadows.
Jl. extensicollis. Head and thorax green, elytra

purple, margined with green ; beneath piceous
;

feet ochreous.

Length seven twentieths of an inch.

Head impunctured, and, with the thorax, oerug-

inous green ; lip and mandibles piceous, palpi and
antennae dark redish brown, basal joint of the lat-

ter ochreous. Thorax at base and dilated lateral

indentations slightly punctured, dorsal furrow dis-

tinct. Scutel blackish purple. Elytra deep red-

ish purple, external suhmargin green, with twelve

ormare ocellatej punctures ; stria? distinctly punc-
tured at base interstitial lines very slightly convex,

with exceedingly minute punctures, the third line

with from five to seven large punctures, three of

which nearest the base are contiguous to the third

striae, the fourth in the middle of the interstitial

line, and the remaining ones contiguous to the

second stria. Body beneath glabrous, piceous ;

feet ochreous.

The punctures of the interstitial lines are so

small as not to be discovered except by a power-
ful magnifier. It is probable that this insect is

the feronia extensicollis of Say, with whose des-

cription it agrees in most respects, and therefore

his name is adopted, until a comparison with an

undoubted specimen of his insect shows mine to

be distinct, in which case it may receive the spe-

cific appellation of prorimus. Mr. Say describes

the extensicollis as having impunctured strias, con-

vex interstitial lines, rufous antenna; and palpi,

and testaceous feet, in which it difi'eis from our

species.

GENUS CIILffiNIUS.

c. *pubescens. Head and thorax green, elytra

ohvaceous, head impunctured, labium truncate,

body beneath fuscous feet pale ochreous.

Length nearly nine twentieths of an inch.

Body pubescent, the hairs decumbent, serice-

ous, ferruginous. . Head bald, glabrous, impunc-

tured. Palpi and three basal joints of the anten-

nae ochreous yellow, smooth ; remaining joints

fuscous, very hairy. Labrum and mandibles cas-

taneous. Thorax above green, polished, punctur-

ed, with longer, more elevated hairs than on the

elytra ; broadest in the middle ; longitudinal and
transverse diameters subequal ; lateral edges pur-

ple, regularly curved, slightly excurved at base
;

disc distinctly canaliculate, basal lines tinged with

purple, elongated, and curving outwards towards

the middle of the margin. Coleoptra olivaceous,

disc purplish, submargin green, outer edge dark

ferruginous ; surface slightly polished, deeply and
distinctly punctured

;
punctures of the striae ap-

proximated, less distinct at tip ; interstitial lines a

little convex. Pectus, postpectus and vent fusco-

piceous, punctured, with remote hairs. Feet pale

ochreous yellow.

Apparently approaches very near to c. Penn-
sylvanicus, Melsheimer; but differs from Mr. Say's

description of that species in being pubescent, in

the paler color of the base of the antennae and
feet, and in the differently colored elytra, and
truncate labrum, the punctures of the striae, altho'

less distinct, are by no means obsolete at tip.

Found under stones in wet places.

GENUS DICjELUS.

d. *Leonardii. Redish black, polished ; body,

beneath, feet, and palpi piceous ; antennae fawn-
colored.

Length half an inch.

Body glabrous, polished, impunctured, above

deep piceous or redish black, beneath paler. Man-
dibles and labrum black, palpi piceous at base

paler at tip. Three basal joints of the antennae

piceous glabrous, remaining ones covered with

fawn-colored pubescence. Thorax quadrate, dia-

meters equal, not contracted before ; anterior an-

gles simply rounded ; somewhat contracted be-

hind the middle, and rectangular at base, where
it nearly equals the coleoptra in breadth ; lateral

edge not reflected ; dorsal and lateral lines deep
;

anterior part of the disc with a small foveolus,

each side of the dorsal line, and having a fortui-

tous appearance. Elytral stria; impunctured ; in-

terstitial lines very convex, submarginal one ser-

rato-punctate within. Feet piceous, tarsi paler

above, and almost fawn-eolored beneath.

The filiform antennae will prevent this insect

from being mistaken for abax coracinus, Say, to

which it appears to have some resemblance. The
latter insect is known to me only by description.

This fine dicelus was sent to me from Dublin,

N. II. by the Rev. L. W. Leonard, whose kindness

I am happy to acknowledge by the name. Two
other species of the genus aro found in this vicin-

ity, namely, d. dilatatus, Say, and d. elongatus, Bo-
nelli. They are found under stones, but arc rare.

[From the New York Statesman.]

ON BLACK DYEING AS APPLIED TO
WOOLEN CLOTH AND HATS.

The dyeing of black has deteriorated so much
within the last forty years in England, and in this

country as the copyist of England, that the colors

would be considered as unwearable, were not the

cloths as evanescent in their fabric as the colors

are fugitive. The faint miserable colors given to

the blacks in the present day has been mainly the

result of tiie prevailing passion for cheap goods.

—

To meet and indulge that ridiculous unprofitable

passion, the manufacturer has been compelled

gradually to make his goods in the most flimsy

manner, and the dyer to make his color at as low
a rate as possible. So much has the dyeing of

black been lowered in the west of England, that

a piece of twenty yards of broad cloth which for-

ty years since was charged thirty shillings, is now
done for six shillings and eight pence, and the dy-

er makes nearly the same, profit now as he did

then.

Before the year 1790, all the black cloths dyed
in England, excepting the coarser grades, were
colored blue in the woad vat previous to their re-

ceiving the black dye ; and a considerable portion

of nutgalls was used with logwood, &c. in finish-

ing the color. All the black cloths brought from
England have a white and a blue rose near the

end. The white rose was designed to show that

the cloth was white previously to its being dyed
blue ; for, as cloths dyed other colors, if found de-

fective, were usually dyed black to cover their im-
perfections, and as repeated colorings were found
to injure the texture of the goods, the dealers

would not give the same price for cloths without
the white rose. The blue rose was designed to

show that it had received the blue dye, and the

color of the rose was considered a criterion of the

depth of the blue given. The white and blue ro-

ses are still preserved ; but the blue is never put

on, excepting by dipping a corner of the cloth in

the blue vat, and by tying a rose on that part.

—

Nutgalls, which were found to give permanency to

the colors, have also been exploded as too expen-

sive ; and the blacks now given to the public, are

dyed with only logwood, fustic, aud sumach. The
latter being the only material in the composition

that has any tendency to impart the least degree

of permanency to the color, and that is necessari-

ly used in such small portions, to preserve the blue

bloom of the now fashionable colors, as to have
but little effect in checking the fugitive dye of the

logwood.

The French and the Germans have always made
much better black, aud given to that color a far

greater degree of permanency than the English.

I am aware that this opinion will be considered as

high treason by English agents, through whose in-

fluence the most flimsy goods, and the most mis-

erable colors, have become fashionable in this

country, and the public taste in this particular,

been materially vitiated. To prove the correct-

ness of this opinion, I need only request any citi-

zens, who have an opportunity of doing it, to com-
pare an English black that has been worn three

months with a Frenh black that has been worn
the same time.

The color put on hats is even more fugitive than

that put on the cloth ; and it is high time that our

dyers, both of woolen and hats, should pursue

some mode of giving more permanency to their

colors. The primary object of this essay is, to

show them how this can be effected, without any

additional expense to the operator. I am aware

that it would be worse than useless to attempt to

bring our dyers back to the old expensive but high-

ly permanent process of giving a woad-blue to

their goods before coloring them black : for the

public taste has become so highly vitiated by the

passion for cheap goods, that firmness of fabric,

body, and permanency of color, and every other

quality that give to them an intrinsic value, arc

now never taken into consideration. As giving a

blue ground is out of the question, and as the nut-

galls, the next most permanent mode, must also

be resigned as too expensive, I have to direct the

attention of our dyers to a material growing abun-

dantly in this country, which answers even a bet-

ter purpose than nutgalls, and will cost no more

than the process now pursued.

Most persons living in the interior of the coun-

try knew that the bark of the swamp maple will

make good black ink, though they may not be a-

ware that four pounds of this bark, dried and
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round, are equal to one pound of too best galls.

The black obtained from this bark is equally as

permanent as that from galls, and as the bark

.gives a much smaller portion of extraneous pre-

cipitate, it will clean better, and make a much

brighter color. Those dyers who formerly used

nutgalls will know what quantity of swamp maple

to use to a given quantity of logwood ;
but I

should suggest to more modern dyers to leave out

one pound of logwood for every pound of bark us-

ed by them.

Some few of our woolen dyers have, at my sug-

gestion, used the maple bark for three or four

years, and their colors are much esteemed both

by dealers and consumers. Should the colors

prove too blue they may be altered to any hue by

the use of sumach or alder bark. W. P.

A VALUABLE DAIRY.
We are informed that Mr Israel Cole, of this

town, (North Adams) has made this season 16,000

pounds of Cheese from the milk of only 2S cows
;

being on an average, 571 pounds to each cow.

—

We understand he increases the quantity of milk

by giving his cows daily the whey mixed with

meal. His cheese is of the best quality, and

fetches, with his established customers in New
York, one or two cents per pound more than that

of ordinary dairies. Such a dairyywhen cheese

was at the price of 12J cents per pound, would

make a man rich in a few years, and even at the

present moderate prices, is no contemptible in-

come.

PICKLE FOR BEEF AND FORK.

The following recipe for making pickle for beef

or pork is strongly recommended for the adoption

thereof, arid with the intent to injure him, break,

bruise, cut, mutilate, injure or destroy, any fruit

tree, tree for ornament or shade, or shrub, culti-

vated thereon for ornament or use, and which

selves into a Society for the protection of this kind

of property ; and to this end, we promise to each

other mutual aid and facility towards detecting

and bringing to punishment, all future offenders

against the laws made for the protection of that
|

shall be standing or growing thereon, such person

species of property, belonging to the subscribers.
|
so offending, shall forfeit and pay to the use of

In order more effectually to give efficacy to the ' the Commonwealth, a sum not less than ten dol-

objects of this association, we agree to adopt for lars, nor more than one hundred dollars, to be re-

our government, the following code of regula- j covered byAbetment or information, in maimer

tions."
I

as 's Pr0N iderrii

"By this code the Society is denominated "The
Salem Association for the Detection and Prosecu-

tion of Trespassers on Gardens, Fields, and Orch-

ards in the town of Salem and its vicinity." The
officers of the Society consist of a President, a

Vice-president, Secretary and Treasurer, and a

board of three Directors. It is made the duty of

the board of directors to "institute processes for all

violations of the laws made in the premises, that

shall come to their knowledge by information of

members of the Society ; they shall have power

to give suitable rewards for the detection of tres-

passers, and to employ such agents as may be

deemed by them proper for this purpose. They
may at their discretion publish the names of all

convicted offenders against the laws made for the

protection of gardens and orchards, in some paper

or papers, printed in the town of Salem."

The law on which the association is founded is

as follows

:

An Act in addition to an Act, entitled "An Act for

the more effectually preventing of trespassers in di-

vei's cases.

as is providenin the second section of this act.

Sec 4. lie it further enacted, That if any per-

son shall commit any of the trespasses mentioned

in this act, on the Lord's day, or the night time,

that is to say, between the sun-setting and -uu-

rising, he shall be liable to double the penalties

and forfeitures, the same to be prosecuted for and

recovered, in manner as before provided ; and all

prosecutions for breaches of this act, shall be

commenced within one year from the time the

offences shall be committed, or the penalties and

forfeitures shall have accrued, and not afterwards

[Approved by the Governor, June 12, 1828.]

[Prepared by the Editor.]

BEES.

of those who pickle beef andjiprk for family use. the passing of this act, if anv person shall enter

Persons in the trade who wMadopt it, will find a upon any grass land, orchard, or garden, without
j

ready sale for their beef and pork. It has been permission of the owner thereof, with intent to!

used by many families in this city, and always ap-

proved. I do not hesitate to say that there is no

pickle in use to be compared with it. It is famil-

iarly known by the name of the Knickerbocker

Pickle. Could this recipe be generally adopted,

our pickled beef and pork would have certain

preference in foreign markets.

Recipe.—Six gallons water, 9 lbs. salt, coarse

and fine mixed, 3 lbs. brown sugar, 3 ounces salt

petre, 1 ounce pearl ash, 1 gallon molasses to

every 6 gallons of water.

In making a larger or smaller quantity of pickle,

the above proportions are to be observed. Boil

and skim these ingredients well, and when cold

put it over the beef and pork .V. Y. paper.

A LAUDABLE COMBINATION.
We have been favored with a copy of a small

pamphlet, entitled, "Regulations of the Salem Asso-

ciation for the Detection and Prosecution of Trespas-

sers on Gardens, Fields, and Orchards, in the town

of Salem and vicinity." The preamble to the res-

olutions is as follows :

—

Whereas the offence of robbing fruit trees, tres-

passing upon inclosed grounds, and wantonly in-

juring trees, planted for shade and ornament, has

FROM THE NORTH AMERICAS REVIEW.

fCcmtinwd from page Uo.J

It is better to begin with a single hive, and so

attain a knowledge of the habits and instincts of

bees by degrees. We have known several per-

sons, who have purchased a number of hives at

once, and relinquished the pursuit from the per-

plexity that ensued when the swarming season

commenced. But there is no similar occupation
Sec 1. Be it enacted, by the Senate and House, ^ ^ ^ none^ reg ^ ,jnle

of Representatives m General Court assembled aiid
, ^^ Qf beeg The fi[

. ^
by the authority of the same, That, from and after I^^ Jf a n

« ^^^ w the en]p ,oy _

merit, liould follow the plan adopted in some

parts of Europe, of removing the bees from place

i

to place, in a kind of ark on a river of some length,
cut, destroy, take, or convey away, any grass, nay,-

1 , • .•
i .t i i ,-c„j i,~ ,,,,„!,,

. .'
•" ' ., , . • •

;
thus prov.ihnff a plentiful supply of food, he rmgnt

fruit, or vegetables, with the intent to injure or . ' . . < = .

'

''
.

, „ , , & i- I
increase his stock to .anv exteut.

defraud such owner: each person so offending, . „•_„.». . _ u :_»_:^ :»«.„ir
, „ „

'• _r
. i An apiary of twenty hives could maintain itself

shall pay, for every such offence, a sum not fess . e -,". . i . ir-' i«ji""«"» ""^ * ™™~ '
** m an area of a mile, wnere there is plenty of

than two dollars, nor more than ten dollars, to
,

, . _ „ , ,, ,
* *

_ , ™ ' , , I
blossoms. Every farmer should, however, pro-

file use of the Commonwealth, to be recovered on i ., . .

J
. , „

7
- .. '

, . , „ . . ' , - , ! vide pasture for tns bees, as well as tor his cows

:

complaint before anv justice of the peace of tne , \ „ , , . , „ „.1
, . , ,

3
i.

, „ , , j
and therefore when the spnns and summer flow-

county in which the offence shall be committed ;

,

. , . , * °„ ,, - . . .
- - - ers are gone he should have a fieid of buck wheat

and the person so offending shall also be liable in

damages to the party injured.

Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That, from and

after the passing of this act, if any person, having

entered upon any grass land, orchard, or garden,

shall take therefrom, without permission of the

owner thereof, and with the intent to injure or de-

fraud such owner, any grass, hay, fruit, vegetable,

or shrub, cultivated thereon for ornament or use
;

such person so offending, shall forfeit and pay for

each offence, to the use of the Commonwealth, a

sum not less than five, nor more than fifty dollars,

to be recovered by indictment, or information be-

fore the Circuit Court of Common Picas, in the

ready, which, although not so palatable a* other

flowers, will serve the bees for winter food.

An apiary, or bee-shed, should be at the eaves,

about four feet from the ground, with a roof slop-

ing both ways, and with any aspect that the own-
er chooses. It should be ten feet wide, and the

length of it should be increased as the hives mul-

tiply. It is, however, difficult to describe one

accurately.

The most convenient one that we have seen is

on a farm near New Brunswick in New Jersey.

It is fifty feet long, and contains sixteen hives on
each side. The swarms which are successively

. cast oft, are placed under the same shed in tin-
county where such offence shall be committed; . , , , - ,. ,. ..

-.V . . \X, * , /- ™ '
i winter, and an equal number of the old hives arc

or the Municipal Court of the town of Boston, if I .

,

, <- .i „ t>u- •
i -_ ' .... „'/-

i
sold to make room for them, llus apiarv nimhi

such offence be committed in the county of buf-

folk ; and the person so offending shall be also

become so prevalent in this neighborhood, as to
j
liable to the party injured, in a sum equal to three

form a serious obstacle to the cultivation of gar-
1 times the value of such grass, hay, fruit, vegetable

dens ; and whereas, the laws of the Common-
1 or shrub, to be recovered by action of the case in

wealth, if duly enforced are sufficient to prevent any court of competent jurisdiction,

and punish such offences

:

|

Sec 3. Be it further enacted, That, any person
"Therefore, be it resolved, by the individuals, who, having entered upon any grass land, field or

present at this meeting, that we will form our-
j
orchard, shall, without permission of the owner

be enlarged to any extent, were there pasture

enough for the bees ; but the area of the bees'

flight, as there are now many cultivators of bees

in this district does not furnish food enough for a

great number.

In this apiary the miller or nig&t-nioth is suc-

cessfully guarded against. A small wire door,

made to slide behind two door posts, formed of
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needles is closed over the entrance of the hive, as

soon as the bees have retired for the night. This

is done during the months of April, May and June

;

after that if the weather sets in warm, and the

.bees are oppressed by heat, the floor of the hive

l

s let down, which, as it is fastened to the hive be-

11
ind with hinges, and on the side with hooks and

st
aples can easily be accomplished. Two rows

°f scantlings or joists four inches sg^ire, and run-

ning the whole length of the apiary, receive the

hives between them, which are thus suspended at

a distance of about three feet from the ground.

The hive is thirteen inches square at the top,

and is of the same size at the bottom of the front

and back, but the bottom of the sidts is only seven

inches wide. By this slope of the hive the combs

wedge themselves as they are made, and there is

no use for the ill-contrived crossed sticks, that are

generally thrust in the old hives, to keep the combs

from falling down by their own weight. The floor

is, as we observed, fastened by hinges and hooks.

It is likewise an inclined plain, having a slope of

at least four inches.

The advantage of this inclination will be in-

!

stantly seen. The perspiration of the bees, which

is copious, is, by the inclination of the sides and
[

floor, conveyed off at once, without being absorb-

ed by the boards. All extraneous matter can be

carried away by the bees with very little trouble,

and they can defend themselves from robbers or

corsair bees with much greater ease than if the

floor were flat.

As the floor opens and shuts, the observer can

inspect the interior of the hive at pleasure, not

with the hope of getting at the minutiae of the

lees' policy, but to see the forwardness of the

combs, the number of the bees, and the general

appearance, which a practised eye will soon un-

derstand. When the floor of the hive is left down
all night, and the bees hang very low from the

combs in the morning, they will soon remove
themselves up again, if the floor iauraised very

gently and slowly and fastened as usual.

The cover of the hive is of course thirteen in-

ches square. It is made of common pine, as is

the hive, with two cletes on the upper part, as

well to prevent the board from warping, as to pre-

vent the box, or upper story, which is always ad-

ded, from being moved from its place. The cov-

er of the hive has three holes of an inch diameter,

within a quarter of an inch of the other. These

holes are to allow the bees to pass to the upper

box, when the hive is full of hoi. y.

It is ascertained satisfactorily, that the young

brood and the bee-bread or pollen are deposited in

the hive where the swarm is first put. The holes

in the cover are therefore kept shut by plugs, un-

til the hive be filled. The holes are then opened,

the bees immediately pass up, and if the season

be propitious, they fill the upper box with comb
and honey, which, as there is neither brood nor

bee-bread is of the finest and purest kind.

We have often seen forty and fifty pounds ob-

tained by this simple proceeding ; and the box is

also used to feed a famished hive in the spring.

A single comb, left in one of these boxes will sus-

tain a swarm, that has eaten up all its honey, till

vegetation commences. As the boxes and hives

are of equal size, any box will fit a hive.

When the combs in the hive are three years

old, two of them can be taken out every winter,

provided there remain honey enough in the rest

for the use of the bees. Thirty weight of honey

is the average quantity that suffices for a swarm
of large size. The hives in question weigh, when
empty about twelve pounds, a swarm of bees four

pounds, the wax two pounds. The whole, there-

fore, ought to weigh about fifty pounds in Novem-

ber. All over this quantity can be taken out to

advantage, as the wax becomes very dark after

two or three years. The whole of the combs can

be thus renewed in the course of four years, as

the bees replace them early in the spring. We
omitted to mention that the length of the back of

the hive is twenty-two inches, and the floor pro-

jects in front about three inches, thus forming an

apron or platform, on which the bees alight be-

fore they enter in at the little door. Models of

this hive have been sent to several of the horticul-

tural societies of Europe, and they are getting into

use in this county.

When a swarm is to be hived, the hive is put

in a moveable frame which is easily carried to the

tree where the swarm hangs, and this is proved

to be the easiest method of hiving swarms ; as the

screws are taken out of the cover and the hive

lifted up to the swarm in which they are shaken.

The frame and hive are then placed on the ground,

and the cover is gently laid on or screwed fast to

the hive. Little sticks are put against the apron

and rest on the ground, serving for ladders for

those bees that fell to the ground when the main

body was shaken into the hive. Bees from the

moment of their leaving the hive (when swarm-
ing) until they are fairly settled and at work in a

new habitation, seem stupid and confused. This

arises, however, from the precarious situatiou of

their queen. If she fall into the hive when the

swarm is shaken iu, all the remaining bees will

soon find their way to the entrance ; for a pecul-

iar sound is emitted by these insects when their

queen is present. If, however, she remain on the

limb, it will be necessary to shake it again over

the hive, as the bees will leave it to fly up to the

place where the queen is. When the bees are

quiet in the hive (which is ascertained by the

number that are seen hovering in the front of the

entrance on the wing, and by others ventilating

the hive with their wings), the top can be covered

with a sheet, doubled several times, to keep off

the heat of the sun. The hive must remain in

the same spot until eight or nine o'clock in the

evening, whon two persons can quietly convey it,

frame and all, to the apiary, and place the hive,

with great care between the joists where it is per-

manently to remain.

Hives should be made and painted a year be-

fore they are used, as the smell of paint is disa-

greeable to the bees. The smoother the boxes

and hives are, inside and out side, the better both

for the health of the bees and for preventing the

deposite of the eggs of the miller. We must ex-

cept the roofs of the hive and of the box, as they

should be rough ; for we have ascertained, that

the propolis, or bee-glue does not adhere so close-

ly to a smooth surface at all times.

And here we would remark, that it has been

the custom, from the earliest ages, to rub the in-

side of the hive with a handful of salt and clover,

or some other grass or sweet scented herb, pre

any peculiar smell or mustiness will be acceptable

to the bees ; and the more closely the hive is join-

ed together, the less labor will the insects have,

whose first care it is to stop every crevice, that

light and air may be excluded. We must not

omit to reprehend as utterly useless, the vile prac-

tice of making an astounding noise, with tin pans

and kettles, when the bees are swarming. It may
have originated in some ancient superstition, or it

may have been the signal to call aid from the

fields to assist in the hiving. If harmless, it is

unneccessary ; and every thing that tends to en-

cumber the management of bees should be avoid-

ed. (To be continued.)
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Samuel Breck, Esq. of Philadelphia, has deliver-

ed an address in honor of Judge Peters, before

the Agricultural Society of which Judge Peters

was formerly president.

An establishment is in operation in Kentucky

for water rotting and breaking hemp. The vat is

one hundred by seventy feet, and rots a ton and

a half of hemp in about seven days. The ma-

chine breaks 1200 a day.

AMERICAN LYCEUM.
A respectable meeting was held at the Ex-

change Coffee-house on the evening of the 7th

inst. to take into consideration the subject of the

American Lyceum. The meeting was organized,

by choosing the Hon. Mr. Webster to the chair,

and Mr. G. B. Emerson secretary. In answer to

the call of Mr. Russell, editor of the Journal of

Education, Mr. Holbrook gave an account of the

establishment of branches of the Lyceum in seve-

ral places, in this and some of the neighboring

States; of the mode in which they had been con-

ducted, and of the good effects, which had al-

ready been produced by them.

The Hon. Mr. Everett expressed the interest

which he felt in the success of the institution. He
stated some facts in relation to the good which

was promised, and which had been effected by sim-

ilar institutions in this country and elsewhere ; and

remarked particularly upon the facilities which

would be afforded by the associations of the na-

ture of the Lyceum, in procuring books and in-

struments, which individuals would not be able

to procure for themselves. The chairman made

a few observations on the benefits resulting from

these associations. Several resolutions highly ap-

proving of their objects, were passed, and a com-

mittee, consisting of Messrs. Russell, Holbrook and

Emerson, was appointed to report to the meeting

at the adjournment, in what way the most effect-

ual aid could be afforded to the interests of the

Lyceum. The meeting adjourned, to meet again

this evening at 7 o'clock, at the Exchange Coffee-

house ; at which time the committee will report.

Good farming.— It is stated in the American

Traveller, that J. L. Boylston, Esq., of Princeton,

in this State, has raised this year, from three and

viously to the swarm's being put in the hive. We
j a half acres and twenty-eight rods of ground, two

have seen no advantage in this ; on the contrary,
\ hundred and twenty-six bushels of corn ;

averag-

it gives a great deal of unnecessary labor to the mg sjxty-one and a half bushels of shelled com
bees, as they will be compelled to remove every „er acre . And also on the same land, fifty cart

particle of foreign matter from the hive before
ioac[s f pumpkins, and a hundred and twenty

they begin to work. A clean cool hive, free from hushels of turnips.
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Garden and Field Seeds.

The largest collection awl variety of Garden, Field, Tree and
Herb Seeds to be found in New England, al wholesale and retail.

The Seeds arc all raised in this vicinity, expressly for this Ev
tablishment, by careful and experienced growers, and are war-
runted pure and fresh. Country traders supplied with boxa of

prime seeds, lor the retail trade, on liberal terms. A pamphlet
catalogue (2d edition) ofour Seeds, Trees, &c. is published and
will be forwarded gratis to any one who will send for it.

The London Agricultural Report for Septem-

ber, saye, "The continental harvests have partak-

en generally of the defects of our own.".

Canal Revenue.— It is stated in the Albany Dai-

ly Advertiser, that the amount of toll paid this

year up to the first day of Nov. to the collector at

Albany, is one hundred anil forty-two thousand

eight hundred and twenty-three dollars. I

Splendid Bulbous Roots, e\c.

A further supply of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Gladiolus,

Errata.—In the third number of Dr Harris's !

Snow Drops, Crocus, Star of Bethlehem Jonquilles, Ranuncu-
. , ,-, . ¥-„ , „ „ I

lus, Ins, Crown Imperials. Anemones, < rocus, 6ac. from 12 to
article on Entomology, page 122, column 3, for (Hcts.each. A very few of ihef.nesi Hyacinths, dark and pale

Omascus read Omaseus. Page 123, column I, line ' hhie, pure white, red, yellow, and white with various eyes, at

43, after downy insert a comma. Column 2, line
j
'^iC collection ofLILIES is very splendid, comprising Scar-

(i, for universally read unusually. Line S, for *pi- lot Chalcedonian Lily 50 cents, Orange Pompone Lily 37 cents

ceoilS read *pictUS. Line 20, for Up read tip.
Chinese Leopard iJ5 els Orange Marlagon 37 els

-
Yellmv Mar-

£_ „ ;
r r

\ tagon 3/ cts. Double \ lolei Flamed 37 cts. Purple and \\ lute

Ti n „«,„„,/„„/-. U^.^™! „n i„„ui„ „„»««,, !
Spoiled 37 els. Bright Scarlet Pompone 50 cts. Double While

o Correspondents.—-Several ^alL!aI>lc commit-
; ;rJ cLs lArge Whil| Garden U]y ,J cenls , Dwarf Chinese Red

Jiications are on hand, which will soon appear.—
j

Lily {LUiummncoLor, new and very superb, one root only) ,91.50

Among others one from a correspondent in this ( .
.
HYACINTHS—(double and single,) dark blue, p-

i-ity on Cider—one from Connecticut on Forest
Trees—and one from Pennsylvania on a New
Lxsect in" Fruit Trees.

American Tret Seeds.

For sale, a variety of Seeds of Forest Trees, Shrubs, &c.
mostly native American kinds, and suitable for sending to Eu-
rope, or for cultivation here. Price 25 cts. a paper. They
were gathered by a gentleman familiarly acquainted with the
Sv>its, expressly for us. They will be sold by ihe single paper,
or packed to order, in any quantity. A description of several
of the trees will be found on page 131 of this week's New Eng-
land Farmer. Among the assortment is ihe following :

Acer saccharinum
Ilex opaca
Convailaria

Symphora glomerala
Comas sencea
Tilia glabra
Aralia nudicauls
Uetula excelsa

Acer spicatum
Kalmia lalifolia

Kalmia anguslifolia

Alnus
Clematis vitalba

Sorbus americana
Taxus americana
Spiraea salicifolia

JYaximus americana
Acer striatum

Panax quinquefolium
Azalea audi flora

Pinus macrocarpa
Aralia racemosa
Lilium superbus
Arum trlphyhum

Sugar Maple
American Hollv
Solomon's Seal
Indian Currant
Red Osier
Bass Wood
Wild Sarsaparilla
Yellow Birch
Mountain Maple
Laurel
Sheep Laurel
Alder
Traveller's Joy
Mountain Ash
American Yew
Meadow Sweet
White A«h
Striped Maple
Ginseng
Early Honeysuckle
American Larch
Spikenard
Superb Lilv

Wake Robin
Black Fir

r

blue, red and rosy coloured, pure white, white with yellow ev-
white with rosy eye, and yellow with various eyes j from 25 cts

to £1 00 each.
TULIPS—splendid variegated, red. yellow, and mixed, 12

cts. each, 51-00 per dozen.
CROWN IMPERIALS—assorted, of the most splendid col-

ours, and showy flowers, large roots, 38 cts. each.
JONQU1LLES—sweet scented, finest roots, 19 cts. each.
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS frag-ant. white with yel-

low cups, and yellow with double white cups, extra sized roots,

38 cts. each.
DOUBLE NARCISSUS fragrant, of all colors, 19 cts each
SPRING CROCUS" of all colours, 6 cts. each. 50 cts. per

dozen.
The above roots are from the same house, from which we re-

ceived our supply last season, and which gave such universal

satisfaction ; some of the double Hyacinths having produced
bells 1 inch and 8 ICths in diameter.

Purchasers are requested to notice that the above roots are
not purciiased at auction, aud are all remarkable for their size,

and for the beauty and delicacy of tint of their flowers. Those
sold at auction are generally the mere refuse of the most inferior

collections, gocd rools being worth at home ten times as much
'as they generally sell for at auction, as will be seen by reference

to the priced catalogues of any respectable house in Holland.

Also pots for blooming the Crocus, in the shape of Hedgehogs,
Pordfclain Dice-work Flower Baskets, (very beautiful) Beehive*.
Flower Pots, Half melons, Cones, &c.—a new article.

A few more rools of Wilmot's Superb Strawberry.
Just received at the

New England Farmer Seed Store^

No. 52 North Market Street—Boston.

MNNiEAN BOTANIC GARDEN AND MR
SERIES, near New York, WUUm Print*, Pro*
pnetor.—The new Catalogue* of this establish-
ment are now hi the press, and may soon be ob-
tamed from T. 6c J. Sword*, New York, and of

we timer Agents. The collection of Fruit Trees has been
nearly doubled since the last edition, and comprises all the
choicest varieties oi every country. The assortments of Orna-
mental Irees, Flowering Shrub* aad Plants, Greenhouse
Plants, Sec. have also been greatly extended, and in fact every
department has received the utmost attention both lo their ex-
tension and improvement. The grounds occupied by the es-
tablishment have been extended to 40 acres, and the proprietor
ran now justly state that orders for every description of Tree*
and Plants will he executed in a manner superior to all former
periods. The Cherries, Peaches and most other Trees are or
large size—many of the Peaches, Apricots and Nectarines are?
nu Plum slocks. The collection ot Grapes consists of above
20,000 ready for sale, comprising ail the choicest varieties, and
will be shipped in quantities at reduced rales, and 100,000 more
are expected shortly from Frauce and Germany. Without in-
lending invidious comparisons, ihe proprietor appeals to those
acquainted with his establishment as to Us decided superiority in
every department. The whole management and supervision is

attended by himself and sous, and orders received from any dis-

tance receive the same pointed attention as if the persons were
on the spot to make iheir selections. The trees are packed in

the best possible manner lo ensure success, and with the great-
est despatch, and are shipped to any place designated. And lo

those interested in Horticultural pursuits, be has onlv to say,
that the same unremitted attention will be paid to the execution
of its business, which has hitherto characterised the establish-

ment. N. B. Plants of Wilmot's Superb Strawberry, and the
celebrated Greville Rose can be supplied. nov 14—

8

Roots of the Pie-Plant, or Tart Rhubarb.
A large supply of the roots of the Rheum Vndnbiium, or Tart

Rhubarb, or Pie-Plant, an excellent article fur summer use.
(See N. E. Farmer, vol. \ i. page 290, and page 11 of ibis vol-

ume, and Fessenden's New American Gardener, article RJiti-

barb, for its culture and uses.) The mats are in fine order for

transplanting this fall. Price 25 cts. per root.

PRICES OI' COUNTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, not, first sort,

Pearl, first son. -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected, No. l.new,
CHEESE, n<->\ milk,

Skimmed milk, -

FROM I TO
;

barrel. 2 00l 3 00
ton. (105 00
" 10! 50.1U3 00

'bushel. 1 00 1 25
'barrel. 1 10 50 10 73

"
I 8 2S| 8 50

7 00. 725
pound. 12 14

Subscription for line stock for thefinest table Grapes.

A. Parmenlier, at the Horticultural Garden, Brooklyn, corner
of the Jamaica and Flatbush road, two miles from New York,
having been urged by several lovers of the vine to propose setts

of the best kind for sale by subscription, offers to the public sells

of a dozen vines, with good roots of the most select and choice

Also, Peach and Almond Stones, and manvolher valuable Fruit
[

grapes lor the table; many of which are quite new in this

and Forest Tree Seeds for planting this fall, a catalogue ofwhich country, and all of which mil ripen perfectly in any situation

may be had gratis at this place,

Jfhite Mulberry Seed.

This day received, a few pounds of warranted genuine While
Mulberry Seed, raised in Coventry, Con. this season, and sav-

ed with "care expressly for us—For sale by the lb. or ounce.

Oat Meal, fyc.

Fine Oat meal and Oat Flour. Hulled Oats, Hulled Barley.

Barley Flour, ice. for sale by the barrel or less quantity, direct

from Stevens' Mills, Vermont.

Orchard Grass Seed.

A few more bushels of this valuable Grass Seed, growth of

1 £23. Also, Lucerne, White Clover, Fowl Meadow, and every
other kind of Grass cultivated iu New England.

Shallots for fall planting, Tree and Potato Oni«ns.

Jttsl received at the

New England Farmer Seed Store.

No. 52 North Market Street, Boston.

Great sale of Wool.
ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18, AT 10 O'CLOCK.

At the Hall over the New Market.
219 bales Saxony WOOL, consisting of first and second Elec-

toral—first and second Prima, Seeunda, and Tenia.
'246 bags Leonessa Sorianna Segoviana Spanish Wool.
130 bags Portuguese Wool.
430 bags (about 76,000 pounds) American Fleece Wool, among

which are some choice lots of selected Saxony and full

blood Merino fleeces.

Catalogues will be ready for delivery and the Wool may be
examined three days before the sale.

Coolidge, Poor & Head—Auctioneers.

either in town or country.

Names of the twelve Sorts.

1. While Chasselas.with large fruit

2. Chasselas of Fontainbleau, near Paris

3. Yellow Chasselas of Thomery, near Paris
4. Golden Chasselas, the real genuine
5. Musk Chasselas
6. Chasselas, with very large black fruit

7. Red Chasselas
8. White Muscat, or black Constantia
9. Red Muscat

10. Rlack Muscat, or black Constantia

11. Black Orleans, bears very well the frost

12. Black Garnet, yields a second crop of blossoms and
fruit when the first are frozen.

Nos. 11 and 12 are as fine for vineyards as for the table, the

fruit is not so excellent as that of ihe preceding kinds, but is!

equally valuable on account of the certainly of a large crop an-
J

nually*.

The snhcriplion receipt will be accompanied by directions on i

the best mode of cultivation, planting and pruning the vine.

The same sort of vines may he had separately, price One
;

Dollar, except No. 4, Golden Chasselas. the genuine, which is
|

Two Dollars. Communications for the above, and subcriplious

to his establishment post paid punctually attended to.

References. Dr. David Hosack. President of the Horticultu-

ral Society, Dr.Pascalis, President of the Linnaean Society, Dr.

McNeven, Dr. Mitchell, Dr. Slevcusou, and Hon. John Lowell.

Nov. 14.

Wanted,
On a farm in Roxbury a young man who has a know-ledge oft

farming and can bring recommendations for industry &t*. Ap- 1

ply at this office. 3l. Nov. 7.

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -
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MISCELLANIES.
HAitVEST HYMN.

The following effusion was written for a recent

agricultural exhibition at Hartford, Connecticut.

—

We are so much accustomed to associate the name
of Mrs. Sigourney with the poetry ol our sister

state, that we almost involuntarily attribute these

lines to the fine fancy of that lady. To whomev-
er they may belong, a certain warmth of feeling

pervades them, which is one of the most apparent

characteristics of Mrs. Sigourney's muse.

God of the year !—Willi songs of praise

And hearts of love, we come to bless

Thy bounteous hand, for thou hast shed

I Thy manna o'er our wilderness ;

—

In early spring-time thou didst fling

O'er EarUi its robe of blossoming

—

And its sweet treasures, day by day,

Rose quickening in thy blessed ray.

And now they whiten hill and vale,

And hang from every vine and tree,

Whose penciled branches hanging low,

Seem bowed in thankfulness to thee,

—

The earth with all its purple isles,

In answering to thy genial smiles,

And gales of perfume breathe along,

And lift to thee their voiceless song.

God of the Seasons !—Thou hast blest

The land with sunlight and with showers.

And plenty o'er its bosom smiles

To crown the sweet Autumnal hours ;

Praise, praise to thee !—Our hearts expand

To view these blessings of thy hand,

And, on the incense-brealh of Lovo,

Go off to their bright home above.

Cattle Fairs before the Revolution.—Before the

Revolution, regular Cattle Fairs were held in the

town of Hardwick, under the patronage of Timothy
Ruggles, one of the most distinguished men in our

county in former times. The political commotions

which overspread the land swept j|fcay the cus-

tom so beneficial to the agricultural community.

—

AVe notice that the enterprising inhabitants of

Southbridge, propose to revive the ancient usage,

and hold on Saturday, the 8th day of November,

a Fair, for the exhibition, sale, and exchange of

cattle, horses and specimens of the mechanic arts.

The beneficial effects which have resulted from

the encouragement given to industry by the Agri-

cultural Societies, have been manifested in the an-

nually increasing numbers of beautiful and valua-

ble animals which crowd to their exhibitions, and

in the spirit of improvement and of liberal compe-

tition which has gone through the community.

—

The shows of these associations, while they

present to observation and imitation the rarest

specimens of the productions of the earth, of me-
chanical skill, and of good breeding, have not been

occasions where the farmer coukl part with his

surplus property, or supply his wants by sale or

exchange. The best premium on the productions

of skill and industry, is in the price they bring to

the proprietor. Periodical sales have been at-

tempted by the New England Society, and it is

said with a degree of success, although limited,

not inconsiderable in application to manufactures.

The experience of other countries, the best prac-

tical guide in our own, demonstrates that such

open markets are eminently useful in their con-

nexion with agriculture. Under judicious regula-

tions and salutary provisions for the preservation

of order, and securing fairness in the conduct of

business, they may doubtless be rendered advan-
tageous to our citizens, allowing choice and com-
petition in purchases, without the disturbance of
those scenes of tumult and blood-shed which dis-

grace the riotous and debased population of other

lands whenever assembled.

—

.Nat. JEgis.

Themefor Thanksgiving Sermons—Some clergy-

men in this vicinity have suggested the propriety

of delivering sermons on Thanksgiving day on the

subject of general education—such as is contem-
plated by the establishment of Lyceums. We
could mention the names of some distinguished

ministers who have promised to make this subject

the theme for their sermons on that day of glad-

ness
; we know of no subject more appropriate at

this time, when efforts are making to elevate the
standard of education in this country higher than
it is in any other country on the globe.

—

Palladium.

Incredible barbarity.—Wood was formerly so

scarce in Patagonia, and cattle so plentiful, that

sheep were driven into the furnaces of limekilns

to answer the purpose of fuel. We should not
have dared to repeat this fact, however undoubted,
if a decree of the king of Spain, prohibiting the
barbarous custonj, were not still preserved in the
archives of Buenos Ayres.

—

Mem. of Gen. Miller.

The Minister of a country church having com-
plained to one of his parishioners that he often saw
his eyes shut during the sermon. " Aye, Measter
Parson," said the bumpkin, " thee doesn't think I

hear wi'my eyes, do'ee."

Horticulture.—A correspondent observes that he
has seen the nectarine this summer in great ver-
dure, strong and flourishing, while the peach trees
around it were decaying with the " yellows." He
suggests as an experiment, the inoculation of the
peach buds on the nectarine stock, leaving at the
same time some of the nectarine shoots to grow
with the peach.

—

JV. Y. Statesman.

Fine pork—Mr. Smick, of this place, slaughter-

ed five hogs, which weighed together 1,501 lbs.

One of them, (though not the heaviest,) was up-
wards of a year old ; the other four were of one
litter, and were less than eleven months old. The
weight of the largest was 329, and of the smallest

268. We are of opinion this was the finest lot

of pork which has been lately exhibited in this

neighborhood, especially when the age of the

hogs is taken into consideration.

—

Hunterdon (.Y.

J.) Gazette.

to be pastured at any season of the year. But if

the land be in good condition it can be but little

injury to pasture it in the fore part of autumn. It

is necessary, however, to be particularly careful

not to let cattle run on mowing land while it is

wet, and so soft that they can make an impres-

sion with their feet.

TO PREVENT YOUNG FRUIT TREES FROM BEING
DESTROYED BY MICE.

When the earth has been deeply covered with

snow for a few weeks, we frequently find many-

trees in our nurseries and young orchards injured,

or perhaps destroyed by mice. To prevent their

excursions and lessen their number, it has been
recommended to tread the snow down very firmly

about the roots and bodies of the trees, to the dis-

tance of two or three feet from them. This will

make the snow too solid a mass for them to pene-

trate, and probably destroy many of them in their

nests. As these animals require warm nests to

sleep in, all the materials with which they cover

themselves, such as grass, weeds and stubble,

should be removed from nurseries and young fruit

trees. Particular attention is required for those

trees, which are placed near to a wall, as it af-

fords a secure and comfortable shelter for mice.

No kind of manure which can harbor mice should

be laid about your fruit trees.

Gunpowder, t\-c.

Du Pom's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts. per pound Shot Balls

Flints and Percussion Caps.
Also, Alum Refined Salt Pelre Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Dupont Powder Store, No. 65 Broad street

—

By E. COPELAN1), Jr.

• EF The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality

—

&pd is marked "E. Copelcmd, jr. Boston," on the head of the

cask tf March 14

HINT TO STAGE OWNERS, AND OTHERS WHO TRAV-
EL IN CARRIAGES IN COLD WEATHER.

The inconvenience and suffering, which arise

from cold feet, while riding in stages in the win-
ter, are obviated in the north of France, by means
of pewter tanks, made after the manner of water
plates, fitted to the bottom of the stages, and filled

with hot water at each stopping place, which im-
part not only warmth to the feet in the coldest

weather, but a pleasant glow of heat through the
whole stage.

MOWING LAND.

It is a bad practice to feed your mowing land
very closely in the fall. There should be enough
grass left to protect the roots of the grass agaiust
the frosts of winter. AVe have known very good
farmers, who would not suffer their mowing land

SUBSCRIPTION.
For importing Grape Vine Roots from France, at a moderate

price, and encouraging the introduction o/tluU culture into the

United States.

Mr Alphons,e Loubat, having considerably enlarged his Vine-
yard, on Long Island, where he now has, in full cultivation,

thirty-five acres of ground, containing 72,000 Grape Vine
Roots ; having also the peculiar advantage of being enabled to

procure the best specimens of roots from his father s extensive

vineyards and nurseries, in the districts of Bordelais, Clerac,
and Buzet, departments of Gironde and Lot and Garonne, in

Prance, (45" N. Lat.) proposes to the numerous friends to the

J

cultivation of the grape vine in the United States, a subscript

1
lion will be opened on the first of August, 1828.

Mr A. L. will engage to furnish subscribers with the Grape

I

Vine Roots, before the first of March next, and forward them
free of expense, to the different cities where subscription lists

;
shall have been opened. The roots will be three years old, and
will produce considerable fruit the second year from the time of

their being planted. They will be carefully classed and packed
in boxes, with some of the original soil in which they have been
raised, which will greatly facilitate the thriving of the roots,

when transplanted.

Ord ers will be punctually attended to : the subscribers desig-

nating the quantities and species of the grape vine roots they

wish to have. They will engage to pay for 1000 roots or more,
at the rate of 12 1-2 cents for each root ; for less than 1000, at

the rate of 15 cents; and 25 cents per root for less than 50.

—

Roots only two years old, shall be paid for at the rate of 9 cents

each, for 10 or more ; 12 1-2 centsfor less than one 1 ; and
13 cents for less than 50 roots. Payment to be made on deliv-

ery of the roots. Letters not received unless post paid.

"Subscription lists are open at New York, with Alphonse Lou-
bat, 85 Wall street Boston, E. Copeland, Jr. Albany, K.
M'Michael Philadelphia, Van Amringe Baltimore, AY Ward
Rhoads Washington City, Wm. Pairo. Richmond, Daven-
port, Allen & CoT Savannah, Hall, Simpler & Tupper New-

Orleans, Foster & Hutlon Charleston, (S. C.) J. & J. Street

Co. Mr A. Loubat's book on the Culture of the Grape Vine,

and on the Making ofWine, may be found at the principal book -

sellers of the United States; and his agents - : "

gratis to subscribers

furnish them

Neiv England Farmer's Almanack, for 1829.
In press at the New England Farmer office, and will be pub-

lished to-morrow, the A'ew England Farmer's Almanack for
1829. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New England

Farmer. For sale, wholesale and retail, at the N. E. Farmer
office, No. 52 North Market street, by Bowles & Dearborn, 50

Washington street, and by the booksellers and traders generally.

Some copies interleaved with writing paper, which will be very

serviceable to farmers, will be kept for retail at the Farmer oftice
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H O R TIC ULT UR E.

FOR THE NKW ENGLAND ^FARMER.

ON THE INSECTS THAT INJURE THE
APPLE TREE.

Mr FessendeN—Pardon me for saying, that

jour exposition in the Farmer of the 5th, relative

to the Coccus, or American blight, is not perfectly

understood liy myself, and I fear not by other of

vour readers. Your Pennsylvania correspondent

asks information relative to an insect " about the

size and shape of a small grain of coffee, found on

the bony of the apple tree. The plant lice to s-

Cribed by Mr Perlev, are "inform like ha'i a

kernel of rye, but not more than a twentieth part

as large, with the flat side sticking to the smooth

bark of the tree." Do these gentlemen refer to

the same insect ? And is this the insect describ-

ed in vour quotation from Kirby & Spence ? I

think not.* I noted Mr Perley's communication

with deep interest, on its publication in your first

volume, as many of my young apple trees were

then suffering from the lice he described, and

soma had been apparently killed by their ileprf da-

t ions. They were abundant not only on (the

smooth bark on the exterior, but on that which

had formed under the rough bark that had par-

tially peeled from the trunk. I profited by Mr
Perley's suggestions, and subsequently by thrse

of Mr Wheelbr, and applied strong lye with a

brush, in June, with very great benefit, sometimes

with, and at oihertimes without? the addition < f

lime. I doubt not but strong brine would he

equally fatal to the insect, but I was feajfti! it

might become injurious to the trees, having lost

* We believe that our»Pcnnsylvania correspondent, in his

communication, published page 142 ot the current vol. of N. E.
Farmer, meant to describe two distinct kinds of insects, one of

which we thought might be the same with that mentioned by
Mr Pl.RI.EY.

Our Pennsylvania friend says (page 142) " the appearance
[of the insect] to me resembled the blossoms of Timothy, or

some small grass, shaken on the trunk of the tree, when wei with

dew, and remaining on it. After which they increased in size

to about the bigness of shot No. 8 cut in two, and a little length-

ened j and formed a cover adhering to the bark, under which the

insect, whatever it may be, was found''
Again, in the same page, he speaks of the insect, {which may

be the same, but we should suppose, from the description that it

was of a different species) which was " dark coloured, on the
body of the tree, about the size and shape of a small grain of
coflbe with a broth mat," &e. We can hardly suppose that

both these descriptions apply to the same insect, though from
the manner iu which the last mentioned is introduced by our
correspondent, one would be led to suppose that he considered
them to he the same. We, therefore, gave (page 153) Mr Per-
i.f.v's descriptiou of lice on apple trees," and observed that
" The above description of a destructive insect, and the remedy
prescribed by Mr Pk.rlf.y may be of use, although the insect

may not be the same w ith that winch has annoyed the fruit trees
of our correspondent ." The apDearance w hich " resembled the
blossoms ofTimothy" of" M." might be the " white animalcule^
icsembling a louse, so small they are hardly perceptible to the
naked eye" of Mr Pf.rley. But it seems improvable that
the cover .adhering to the bark under which the insect was
(bund" would have been the same with the " bristly coat," men-
tioned by (; M." in another part of his communication. Rut in-

sects present appearances so totally different in their changes
Irom the egg to the larva, pupa anJ perfect slate thai none but a
skillful entomologist can always detect them in their different
disguises. It fortunately happens, however, that the same rem-
edies are efficacious against all or nearly all the species, and
we have no doubt but either absolution of salt, as recommended
by Mr Pf.ri.kv, a solution of potash, as prescribed by Mr.
Wheeler, or spirit of tar, as used by Sir Josepu Banks,
would prove equally efticaciius against most or all those insects
which infest the bark, leaves, stems or fruit of fruit trees, wheth-
er they are or should be considered as belonging to the tribes
«1 the Aphis, Coccus, Tinea, &c—Editor N. e! Farmer.

sevei'al trees by the corrosive effects of salt, which

was contained in damaged fish applied to iuy or-

chard.

There is another insect which is seriously inju-

rious to the apple tree, which seems particularly

to he the dread of European nurserymen and or-

chardists. It is called, by Loudon, Salisbury, and

other horticultural writers, the Jlphis Lanata, or

American Blight, but for what reason this Ia8l tehn

is applied to it, no one has satisfactorily explained.

Salisbury has figured it, in its different states, as

it appears under a magnifying power, upon a

branch and root of an apple tree. It is decidedly

different from the plant louse described by Mr
Perley. The eggs, which cannot be distinguish-

ed but with the assistance of a microscope, are

deposited in a white cotton-like substance, in

which the insect is enveloped, generally at the in-

sertion of small branches, in the chinks of the

bark, or at the surface of the ground, especially if

there are surkers coining from that point

—

Wherever the nursery lodgment is made, warts or

protuberances ensue. They are small and indu-

rated upon the stock, but upon the roots are often

in bunches or large masses. I have seen like ap-

pearances upon shrttb3 and plants in the fields

and forests, but never gave them a particular ex-

amination.* This, I apprehend, is the Coccus, or

American Blight, described by Kirby & Spence,

and is different from that described by Mr Per-

ley. We have for two seasons followed the di-

rections found in Loudon's Gardener's Magazine,

in the Albany Nursery, for the destruction of this

aphis, by applying oil to their nests, if I may so

call the mouldy-like substance in which they are

usually enveloped. As these were often found in

the incision where a bud had been inserted a few

weeks before, we had apprehensions that the ap-

plication would prove detrimental : but this was
not the case. We succeeded, with considerable la-

bor in nearly extirpating them from the stocks in

oui nursery. Mostof the plant lice,Ibelieve, belong

to the genus Aphis. They are troublesome on the

peach, cabbage, &c. and are endowed with singu-

lar properties of propagation, by which they multi-

ply with incredible rapidity.

Before I close this communication, permit me
to express my regret that your " New Correspon-

dent" has not thought fit to give us either his name
or the title of the " works" in which he has read

" a minute description" of the diseases which

now affect our pear and plum trees. That
" minute description," must advise us of the

causes, as well as suggest the cures. The gentle-

man should not hide his light under a bushel ; and

I, for one, should feel particularly obliged if lie

would let it shine upon us. Venerating, like him,

the writers of " some eighty or ninety years ago,"

I have carefully examined Philip Miller, as well
as more modern works, but can find nothing in

any of them like the diseases which we have un-
der consideration. But let us not misapprehend
each other. I consider the disease of the apple

,-. t ow pervading the country, different

i
and distinct from the fire blight of Europe—that

it is confided to no sf.il

—

limited to no particular

varieties, and confined to no aspect. Vour cor

respondent says, this evil does not arise in light

: sandy soils, not heavily manured. My soils are

precisely of this kind.- It first appeared in them
in 1827] upon more than 100 trees, and upon
grounds which had received 00 manure for years.

' In terming these new diseases I have followed the

(example of others. I was first acquainted with

them in 1822, at King-ton, and have marked their

progress northward and westward from that date.

During the last sea ion I have visited several dis-

tricts where they are both yet unknown. I men-
tioned the He.--!. .n fly, as an instance of new in -

I
sects coming among us. I might add the bee

miller and the locust borer.

Vour " >.e\v Correspondent," in suggesting the

i -oils adapted to different fruits, assigns to the St.

I
Germain peir, one that is rich. I beg leave to

qualify this, by adding to rich, in the language of

I

Miller, London, Coxe and others, warm and dry

I
All cultivated fruits, I believe, like a rich soil :

though the fruit of many varieties attain to higher

perfection upon a soil that is warm and dry, or in

other words upon sands, gravels, &.c. Among
these are the golden pippin, winesap and other

apples, the St. Germain pear, and 1 think the

peach. The juices arc more concocted and high-

er flavored, on dry, light grounds, though the vol-

ume of pulp is less. Miller says, tbnt in a moist

situation the juice of the St. Germain pear is apt

to be harsh and austere. The experience of my
neighbc! J shows it. Again—he says the Ver-
gateu requires a rich and tnt

ly soil. I believe the Vergaleu ofour nurseries is

the St Michael or Doyenne. The Vergaleu of
Europe is advertised with us under the name of
winter Vergaleu, Ice pear, or Poire de Glasse, or

Chambrette. The first is in eating in September :

the latter in November and December.
Albany Xurscry, D°c. 7, 1828. J. BUEL.

* This insect is also described and figured by Loudon, Gard.
Mag. p. 10t

. The remedy he prescribes is ' Thoroughly
cleaning with a brush and water, together with amputation
when it has been some time at work." This he says is " the
only means of destroying this insect ; but even this will not do,
unless resorted to at an early stage of the process."

—

Editor.

QUINCE STOCKS FOR PEARS.
An article on this subject has lately been pub-

lished in " Transactions of the London IloriicuUv-

ral Society,"' by Thomas Torbron, F. II. S. &c.

—

The writer observes that '• working the best kind:

of pears on quince stocks is an old, though not a

generally enough adopted custom. The effects

of such a union are universally known ; but no
one, perhaps, could have imagined that the dif-

ference in the fertility of quince and free stocks,

could have been so much as is shown by Mr Tor-
bron's comparison. In a careful estimate of pro-

duce, by measure and tale, as well as by space on
the wall, he states that the Gansell's Bergamot.

on the quince, yielded at the rate of 15,1 to 1 :

the Brown Beurre 4,4 to 1 ; the Crassane, 8,2

to 1 ; and the Colmar, 2,8 to 1 : together averag-

ing about 7,6 to 1 in favor of the quince stocks.

• Such a result deservesjdie attention of nursery-

men and the owners of small gardens. It is to be

regretted that the trial was not made from trees

of the same age and condition : those on quince

stocks being from maiden trees planted in 1S18—
20, and those on free stocks from very old trees.,

cut down in the same years, but which bad quite
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recovered their luxuriance and fruitfulness. To grasses for cutting green and feediug out in racks soil, where it may more readily escape below the

this paper a note is prefixed by Alexander Seton,
J

or cribs, and will bear cutting the oftenest

Esq. F. If. S. with a view to call the attention of
j

Mr Loudon says " The time cows should be-

persons to the same object, stating that he thinks come dry before their calving is not agreed on,

pears grafted on quince stocks are better adapted some contending that they may be milked almost

for stiff clayey or loamy soils than those on free
j

to the time of their dropping their calf without in-

stock^, and recommending this choice to planters
; jury ; while others maintain that it is absolutely

located on such soils." necessary that they should be laid dry from one

There are, however, some disadvantages at- to two months, both for the advantage of them-

tending the use of quince stocks to engraft on.—
j
selves, and of their calves. It is probable that

The quince, we believe, is not naturally so long
I much in this business depends on the manner in

lived as the apple tree, its age, it is said, seldom
|
which they are kept ; as where they are well fed

exceeds ten or twelve years. The quince tree is

quite as liable to be attacked by the worm called

the borer as the apple tree.

(By the Editor.)

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF COWS KEPT
FOR THE DAIRY.

Where butter is the chief object of a dairy, care

should be taken to select such cows as afford the

best and largest quantities of milk and cream of

whatever breed they may be. But the quantity
J

kept for the supply of a family, it is likewise use-

of butter to be made from a given number of
j

fid to know that by good feeding they may be

they may be continued in milk till within a week

or two of calving without suffering any injury

whatever from it, but in the contrary circumstan-

ces it mny be better to let them run dry for a

month, six weeks or more according to their con-

dition, in order to their more fully recruiting their

strength. It appears not improbable that the

longer the milking is continued, the more free the

cows will be from indurations and other affections

of the udder ; which is a circumstance deserving

of attention. Where only one or two cows are

cows must always depend on a variety of contin

gent circumstances; such as the size and good-

ness of the beasts ; the kind and quantity of food

and the distance of time from calving. A large

continued in milk without any bad consequences

till nearly the time of calving. In the Agricultu

ral Survey of the West Riding of Yorkshire it is

stated, that no advantage was found to result from

cow, generally, will give more milk than one of
j

allowing cows to go dry two months before calv-

smaller size ; though cows of equal size differ as
|
ing. They have there been kept in milk within

to the quantity of cream produced from the milk

of each ; it is therefore, in those cows whose milk

is not only in large abundance, but which from a

peculiar inherent richness yields a thick cream,

that the butter dairyman is to place his chief de-

pendence ; and where a cow is deficient in either

of these she should be parted with and her place

supplied by one more proper for this use.

Where cheese is the object, the management in

respect to cows should be the same.

It is essential that milk-cows be kept at all

times in high health and good condition. If they

are allowed to fall off in flesh during winter, an

abundant supply of milk need not be expected

by bringing them into high condition in summer.
Warm stables should be provided for them, as

beasts will not require so much food when kept

warm as when shivering with cold.

For about a month previous to the time of cow

ten days of the time of dropping the calf. This

practice however, cannot be considered gener-

ally advisable."

In the last edition of Willich's Encyclopedia it

is said that " inflamed teats should be washed

with two drachms of sugar of lead in a quart of

water. Should tumors appear, apply a common
warm mash of bran with a little lard. And to

prevent cows from sucking their own milk, we
are informed that rubbing the teats frequently

with the most foetid cheese that can be procured

has proved an effectual remedy."

From Marshall's Minutes of Agriculture.

sphere of vegetation ?

The writer is, at present, so fully satisfied with

the former part, at least of this theory, that he is

determined not to manure in future the surface of

a retentive soil, when its pores are full ; he will

either embrace the opportunity when dry weather

has rendered it absorbent, or bury the manure in

the soil ; in which situation it may meliorate, not

only, perhaps, as a food, but also as a provocative.

FELLING TIMBER.
Different seasons of the year for felling timber

that is designed for durability, are recommended
by writers. Some say in May, while the sap is

vigorously flowing ; others in September, when
the alburnum or white wood, is not so full of as-

cending sap, that contains saccharine matter, ac
:

ids and mucilage, which ferment and produce the

decomposition of the wood. The different and

contradictory opinions arise in a great measure

from partial experiments and too limited observa-

tion. There are many circumstances to be taken

into consideration— the maturity of the tree, the

nature of the soil, the difference in climate, the

state of the season and many others. Facts

have been produced of trees felled in May lasting

twice as long as those in February, and also vice

versa. All writers we believe agree that peeling

the bark in May and letting the tree stand for sev-

eral months greatly promotes durability. The
proper time can only be ascertained by the accu-

mulation of facts ; and for this accumulation there-

is no better way than for every farmer to record

the time of felling his trees, with as many other

circumstances as possible. Were farmers gener-

ally in the habit of keeping a diary, much more
rapid progress might be made in agricultural

knowledge.—A*. Y. Farmer.

MANURE AS APPLIED TO DIFFERENT
SOILS.

During the drought of summer, clayey soils are

divided by innumerable fissures ; and if the ma-

nure be laid on while the soil is in this state, the
ealving, if in spring, they should be turned into

j flrst shower of rain carries down the dissoluble

sweet grass ; or, if it happen in the winter, they
|

particles into the vegetative stratum. But, in win-
ought to be well fed with the best hay. The day

j
terj a retentive soil resembles a sponge filled with

and night after they have calved, they should be
|

water ; and the manure laid on, while it remains
kept in the house, and no cold, but luke-warm wa- m this state, must either be washed away by
ter allowed for their drink. On the next day, ;

heavy rains, or be lodged near tbe surface ; anil

about noon, they may be turned out, yet regularly cannot possibly penetrate the soil until it be made
taken in, during the night, for three or four sue- porous by tbe ensuing summer's drought. On the
eessive days ; after which they may be left to contrary, an absorbent soil is always open to stiper-

themselves. Cows, thus housed, should be kept
fic ja] moisture ; it resembles a dry sponge, which

in their stables till the cold is mitigated by the
, greedily absorbs the moisture it can reach ; and

morning sun, and it is recommended to give them i as fast as the manure lajd on such a soil is liqtti-

a draught of warty water previous to their being
|

fief]
j

j t is received by the mould. The danger
turned out. Without such precautions they are bere, perhaps, lies in its being hurried throtifch the

liable to miscarry, or slip their calves; an acei- vegetative stratum. Is not winter then the fittest

dent by which the calf is lost and the cow injur-
t j,ne for feeding such a soil, when the current of

ed. For some time before and after they have I absorption is gentlest, rather than summer, when
calved they should be kept separate from the |,ts rapidity may hurry down the vegetative food,

young stock, whether in the yard, stable, or field,
j

and prevent its being incorporated with the plant-

English writers assert that Lucerne is most ex-
|
feeding mould ? And is it not obviously eligible,

cellent food for cows in milk ; and preferable to
j

on SUCI, a 80 \\^ to ]av the manure on the surface,

clover, as it gives the milk a better flavor and is at the greatest distance from that depth at whi'-h

equally nourishing. It is esteemed the best of all j t becomes useless, rather than to bury it in the

PRINCE ON HORTICULTURE.
Mr Prince, who is so well known as a horticul-

turist, has published a short treatise on Horticul-

ture, containing, as he says, "some of the leading

rules whose adoption has proved most successful,

and intended as an accompaniment to the cata-

logues and an aid to those who are ignorant of

the subject." A work of this moderate pretension

would not excite much expectation ; it contains,

however, a mass of useful information, and forms,

in our opinion a valuable contribution to the hor-

ticultural science of our country. Mr Prince is

the proprietor of one of the richest and most ex-

tensive garden establishments of this or any coun-

try ; and no expense or labor has been spared to

collect fruit and ornamental plants of every des-

cription ; and no where has so large a number of

American species been brought together.

The work before us is particularly valuable as

containing the results of long experience in accli-

mating foreign plants, and in domesticating many
of our indigenous fruits which will hereafter foim

most important additions to the luxuries of our

gardens.

A large portion of the work is devoted to the

grape, which, although not of greater importance

as a national object of cultivation than the apple,

still it is of the highest interest, and will, we hope,'

continue to be the subject of experiment with cul-

tivators throughout the Union. We recommend

the work to every lover of ornamental gardening,

as useful in pointing out the choicest kinds of

shrubs and trees which most easily admit of profit-

able culture.

—

Ibid.
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I find shelter unde

large beech.

NORTH DEVON STOCK. The statement induced me to further obsorva-

« Fn!l™ About four years ago a friend ,iim and enquiry. I have never smee passed e

i A ^Entfana a very fine bull of the a- tree which had been riven by Bghtmng, without

"SU"1 Sen.an well acquainted with
j
iu calling it to n,y recollection, and caused me

'OV
t vin. rec » nn • led it, believing Item particurarly to notice it ;

and I presume I have pa*
stock, haymg recom ...^ nativP

'

, d oaks wbic h have been stricken,

Tl Thev were letter £*»*«> *#* ' -nd although beech is more common *-«£-
stock, they were oetier ^ djscov(

.

c(1 Me „, t| „. lt ,,,„,,

^^

.tares; and also their well known activity .

vvorking cattle and respectability as rmVu^-

Tl.is animal, for two years, was kept in &**£*,

V // a town, for many years past, noted to. a

;rJ5e and fine breed of cattle, to which they were

.nuch attached; and it is stated by one.of _*e

«

moSt noted breeders, who writes under the da.

,f November 20th, 1828, "the Devon breed are

mll , h approved of, they do we.^.rnxw-th

7 . i r „ U„7, n/« which -litters with the colore of the rain-

the sprcad.ngbranel.es of a
j^f" ^2,*^ goldfinch more ornamented

than the Sparrow, since it could fly as sw.fih

though it« plumage were equally dusky ? and

whv is the peacock embellished with a combina-

tion of every hue that is beautiful and br.llia.ii,

when it could pick up its grain equally well, al-

though it wore the unassuming dress of its more

humble companions of the court-yard.- Thous-

„,.., „f other instances might be adduced, to show

,r timber, I have not discov .-ed one of .hat bod, ands f«*e,^.ns J ^
nor have I any recollection of ever he, .ng secn , •

etaef , ^^ ^ rf ^^^
one previous to the above occas.on which called it

(

occ.ii
f

.

rf of „„,„ an(, no where

particularly to my notice I have also uniformly {*%£"£?„,„ conspicuous than in the pre

learned upon enquiry of those who are accustom- l^*"™ which clot l,e our globe, in which.

ed to the woods, that such ,s the prevailing op.n- lus.on.*>f™

ion as stated.

I give you the facts as I have them. If the j

are well founded, and if the t.mber stated has the
;;„„ravfl l of thev >lo well to mix with our are wcll founded, ana il me hihucl ».»... -

!"' SaKc breed, we have no heifers yet in
t of listing the effects of lightning, .t

T^SE™n males were all kept for \J ft sllould be universally known One well

I'l, our heifX are very fine and promise good atte

P
8ted in8tance of a beech having been struck

w
'"

re 're but few of the Devons now in
, lightning would at oncedec.de.be question

; on bS dVnro nibly not more than five dollars.
| bcech h\s lhis property as contended and as an

-

The North Devon is now in Westminster, Vt.L als in storms seek shelter, it would bewtfl

W

wlie h -id to be in high repute ; and will
| leftve> in clearLng, or plant beech trees, where g.a-

ddubtless do much good in the improvement of
|

zing animals might seek ^ter^J^T
. r. _ .. .L- . cnrlnrr tlllS VPTV liand-

their stock. After the next spring this very hand

some and valuable animal^^fe™ *

back to Massachusetts. A SUBSCRIBER.

EXTRAORDLNARY^ELD.
The River La Plate, or long red Potato, is not

_ . - . * .1 ..« r.f ,.ns tnwi

Yours, with much respect.

Dayton, OM^DecJ^JM^^^ H. B.

A few d"^g^m7^d^e7o71vir. Thomas

Goodwell, of Eastwood, gathered a cucumber
_ i •— :« ni.^ in cirniin i ) v nee

Goodwell, oi £.a»Lvv«"", e
_

The River La Plate, or long red roiaiu, «—
I eight inches long and six inches in circumference

cd for its fruitfulness. A gentleman of this town w|ose bl0S5

. _j .v .,™, cpnson from two bushels and f ,
ou tor us iruinumcK,. ** 6 - --

raised the present season from two bushels and

a neck, fifty bushels.

The ground was broken up last year planted

with poLos and manured very liberally. The pre-

r,u Jear it was not manured at all. The potatos

were cut into o~e or two pieces ;
one piece was

planted in a bill and the eyes were carefully placed

uppermost. They were hoed as soon as they

were up, and also after they were about s.x mches

high. Another person informs us, that he once

raised over three pecks from one potato of th.s

kind.—A*. E. Farmer and Mech. Journal.

From the American Farmer.

THE BEECH TREE,

Proof against the Electric Fluid.

Mr Skinner.—The communication in your

paper upon the subject of the effects of lightning

upon cedar, or rather its non-effect, has ...duced

the following. I give you the facte so far as I am

able, and they may lead to some further observa-

tions, which may result in usefulness.

N„ enulual bloom is wauling; from .he 1-od

Firs, horn of Spring lo Sumnvrs musky mb«;

Nor hyacintiis ol purest virgin white,

1 "w'bVnl and blushing inward; nor jonquills

6/ potent fragrance; narcwui lair,

As o'er the febled fountain hanging si .1

,

Nor broad carnations, nor gay-spoiled pinks,

Nor 'shower from every bush, the damask ro*

;

Infinite in numbers, delicacies, smells,

Wilh hues on hues expression cannot pamt.

The brealh of ualure and her endless bloom.

Now what can give a more pleasing v.ew ol

the benevolence of the Almighty than thus to see

the earth "apparelled with ptanto, (says old Ger-

ard) as with a robe of embroidered work, set witb

orient pearles, and garnished witb great d.vers.nc

of rare and costly jewels?" How little g.ven to

observation and reflection must they be, who can

look on such a scene, and see m it only the work-

n gs of chance, or who feel as little .mpressed b>

"as though it were. People in general, indeed

have never thought of the extent of power, and

o7un" ity of wis'dom displayed in the
:

fonnation

of the vegetable world ; but were we in imagina-

tion m conceive the existence of a being endued

with ten thousand times the powers that any nu-

_ mind ever possessed; and t at .such an
whose blossom had never expanded ;

no seen
mina ever ,

were found in the fruit. The same gardener, on „ we submitted the pmdege of clot -

tire 14th inst., gathered a plate of raspberries of = ^ Q ized bodies formed after .s

excellent flavor, and expects several others in a
excellent navor, uu" ^^r""— i , , .

few days. An apple tree of William Lamb s in

the same parish, is now in blossom, and a portion

of the blossom Bet.—Nottingham Journal.

Wwwaent ofCandles.-* writer in Brewster's

Journal says he steeps the cotton w,ck .n .me

water in which is dissolved a considerable quan-

tity of nitrate of potasse, common n.tre, or salt pc-

re- by this means he secures a purer flame and

more superior light-a more perfect combustion is

Tnsured-snuffing is rendered nearly as superflous

as in wax candles, and the candles thus treated do

not "run." The wicks must be thoroughly dn

before the tallow is put to them.

FrcmDrummond's First Steps in Botany.

gence were suuuuuc" >..~ v-- a

world with organized bod.es formed after ts

own conceptions, how comparat.vely ™*™«.,

how destitute, would such a creat.on be .
how un

like that which arose when " the evening and the

morning were fte third day," when " the earth

broughf forth grass, and herb yielding seed after

his kind, and the tree yielding fruit, whose seed

was in itself after his kind ;
and God saw that U

was good !"

The House of Representatives in New Hamp-

shire have passed a resolution that they will make

use of no ardent liquors at tbeir boarding-houses

during the preBent sessioji bPthe Legislawre.

K smgula7c^se~is~mentioned
in the last volume

of\he Medical Journal, of the complete restora-

tion of the hair of the head in a person who had
UOll "'

c _„„.„„ | aill-

less variety in the forms and colors of vegetables,

...ns, which may result in usefulness. less var y rf ^^
Passing through some of the wilderness d.stn t has been gwenMftrtl, P^ ^ V ^ ^

of Ohio during the last summer, in coxnpany wrth^^J Tbis observation in-

a gentleman who had spent his lift in the woods, their senou v
department of na-

surveying and exploring, when a heavy thunder deed maybe gi-J^^i sheHs such t.n-

storm came up, and it was then observed by the ture. __J „„, ;oll hl„
_ . ' ,, . ,1 CnJ o hppp.h tree

FremVrummonasrirsiwr*"' »; t.on ot me nan «< '— ' . .—
, hecome quite bald, bv the use of a solution ot sul

Much of the beautiful vesture, and of the end- '
. Freuch bralldy. As the apph-

C

cation, when used only once a day cannot be m-

Juriou , it is worth a trial in case of baldness.

storm came up, aim .>. »»= -"—
; ,

"u
gentleman that we would try and find a beech tree

under which to take shelter. In the course of

conversation it was stated that it was a common

opinion among surveyors and woodsmen, that the

beech possessed the quality ascribed to the cedar;

that one had never been known to be stricken by

fiRhtning, and that during the heaviest thunder

storms, they felt perfectly secure when they could

ture. wny, iui mom"*.-,

common beauty of form, colors, and polish, but

that the examination of them may enlarge the

field of intellect ? The inhabitant of the common

whelk is housed as safely il. its simple residence

of calcareous earth, as that of the Nautilus Pomp-

ilius in a chambered palace, whose walls are hke

pearls and silver; and the she 1 of the limpet

serves as well for protection, as the canopy of the

Salt water has been obtained in Susquehanna

county bv boring to the depth of ooO feet. It is

thought that sufficient salt will be obtained from

the spring to supply the conntry-50 gallons ot

water affordjmeJJUjdjenffj=alt1___
Two wild turkeys were shot in the northern

part of this town on Monday the 8th instant-one

w i-h ng twenty-three pounds and a quarter and

the other eighteen pounds and a quarter—Ha"*-

Gazette.



THE LATE JUDGE PETERS.

rAitiu ii.il,

gratitude from one of the most intelligent persons

1828.

We have been favoured by the author with „ Lff ' °T
°f the m°St "diligent persons

copy of an Address delivered^ i^t B.ocklev i
& ' ^° Unheshatin^ ascnbes to Mr.

""* Mrrion Agricultural Societ^£ JSft J2E ^J**"**-"' his °<he' Culturaland Mrrion Agricultural Sori^ .T T TU ™ °°°k °" P ln,8ter
«
nntl his other

their hue PreE ,hei on fi.c
'

Rn 1" * TlT 'h."**
°f '"^ pr°duCed a>ood P*"

By Si,M1 B„„,VicePreSd™.^?^" *?F* cultivation
>
for "bich that xoumy £

We have seldom, f.Z Z"lZ O^tlrT^T
e**™B% B"< « ™«» labors were not con-

-urse of more interest. It comHrns mo Mn/fl SiT ' JT '? ^ ** °f the Sr° U ',d
;
,0 *« mere *al

tumid or exaggerated but v ; *J h* f
' ¥ °.

g>
'&°Se*' 0r a,imental improvement of the

principal events which occurrc in , hfe „
*°

,

"""^ Pr
°f

UCCd *™ '
f° r We fi " d h«* «*

man, who in every sP ere of lion , v t I

" T? ""W^ in meBdi°S l>y crosses, the breed
versatile talents LSced him w„ M>t ,^ *"*^ animn 'S

-
To hira "" «nfid-

iustly distinguished The 1^? j ^ C™ °.f the ^d-tail Barhary rams, pro-

,

iSl" - aho if I nl I ^ TU
""J ^ Gen0ral Eat°n

-
The J '*&labors to placed them advantageously, and pressed- -••"g"*ou imencan nr

will be remembered with gratitude as long as sub
sistencs is derived from tillage, or the light of

good President
; may we not remember that ourearly zeal, though short-lived, was salutary

! Canwe not revive it ? Let us try, if it be only to show
our love for the man who first inspired it. Our
opinions on rural matters

; our knowledge uf;„»r|.
cultural facts, then so freely communicated, stand
on record: we then possessed the attributes, as
well as the name, of an Agricultural Society —
Ihose communications, evinced by their variety
their practical meaning, their good sense, and not
.infrequently, their novelty; the rich fund ofin-

ul.»r±M ~, " *" '
»'eu|cureu at Tunis, by General Eaton The , ™ I T? a"Tg " S '" the concer"s of husband-

svsienia ,t' and , l^en Vn'

""' " r U°Z " !

?"" ^ adv-tageously, and preslt on£ pCd ^ZT *£*** 5 "* b' U " ;,i " ™

In order to appreciato properly the industry of^ illUmi- - P" - P'-^allthisym^n^^rgC^Iudry'^r^ " "" **^- «***-- K^it0,,cultivator.

The followins^tf&JSs:^Hie benefits, which American "airricu , re h? i

"'""'"'"H'ation.s, published in the Memoirs of

memorate—Editor N. E. Farmer.
" We now approach, gentlemen, a period id the

hie of our departed President, which brought us
-nto close intimacy with him. It was a long pe-nod of wide-spread usefulness, in which he mov-

Sr PT ^Tt-
a riVn

'- AS a
',ractic »' far">^,Mr. Peters had from time to time communicated

the results of the experiments made at Belmont, tosuch of his neighbors as chose to profit by them
;but he had not written much, if riny thing, upon

agriculture, before the year 1797. His first pub-
lication was then made, and contained a state-
nlent of facts and opinions in relation to the use
"1 Gypsum. This pamphlet circulated widely
and produced such a change in husbandry, by in-
troducing the culture of clover, and other artificial
graces, as gave, we all know, a magical increase
to the value of farms. Estates which until then

whose merits the AD^E ss WZZ^7^\Z^ iTr^"^ ""T" ™ fi "d him ^ immunity
memorate.-EuiTOR N. E. Farmer. clear! I

'

hls accust°med animation, and truth of this obi

OX THE CULTURE OF THE NATIVE
GRAPE

—

ey prof, gimbrede.
It is said that every man owes something to

te community in which he lives. As I admit the

clear and elegant style, the following topics—
On ho*en cattle.

On peach trees.

On yellow water in horses.
On gypsum.
On the thickness, cement and materials of wallsOn orchards.

On coarse fiour.

On brown bread.
On the force of habit, as it relates to esculents
On new herbs aDd shrubs appearing after firing

woods.
On trench ploughing.
On hemlock for live fences.
Remarks on, and plan of, a stercorarv.
On changes of timber and plants.
On races of animals extinct.
These numerous articles, so various in their

,. , .
*- ~"«iio, i.iusi ue value.

!

according to their wide circulation, and great pop-
ularity.

were unable to maintain stock fo want of w mer ch„V7 11UmerOU8
T

ar!icles
' "° various in their

fodder, and summer ,»«,„-
'

I - J ? J f'
a ''e

'
S9 X have said

-
contained in the

bfought into culture an.HicVr 1 ctiveFo^eU T™'^™ "? °°pi° US^ a "d " b| v ««2
-erly, on a farmd^X.SflS&TS l^nZri^lZ^^ ^'^™ n° ,6SS

«ock could be supported
; and even when- run I

•?« h
g
J I

** °" thC SrieilC0 and art °f
nd meadow existed the l^rn ,1 d was xhaustd ' iUs"nl 7', " the

,
SamC Pr° lifiC^ Perha P«

'okeep up sufficient fertility, in ,1 e Z n e of ! i^h
™

J*'™".*
*° <?"<»'% of his labour too

3,0,1,) to teed a very few' horses^S^Jto^a^^jSia
Such was the situation of our husbandry, forsome years after the revolution. It is proper to

advert to it, that we may understand the full ex
t

1

e°' of
l

°" r obli^tion to the Judge. In the year
17/0, he was shown the effects of gypsum on
clover, in a city lot, occupied by Mr. Jacob Bar»e
on the commons of Philadelphia.

'

The secret of its powerful agency, came from
Germany, where it was accidentally discovered.
Mr. Peters obtained a small quantity, which he
used successfully, and gradally promoted its con-
sumption, until by his example, and his publica-
"ons, the importation from Nova Scotia alone, in

promoting objects of public utility-; founded our
Society, and presided over it from the day of it
creation until his death. You, gentlemen, wi

jation, it gives me pleasure to ad-
dress you on the subject of American grapes am!
vineyards.

The agricultural and moral interest of the coun-
try seems to call for such information, and if I
may be permitted to offer an opinion, the results
of my own experience and observations in France,
and in this my adopted country, after a residence
of twenty-six years, I shall deem myself happy if
I can give a useful example to follow.

I well know the many respectable opinions al-
ready published on the subject, and therefore wish
to support by facts only, the feasibility of improv-
ing your native grapes, and to hetp to counteract
the most injurious of all prejudices, namely, that
you must plant your vineyards in America, with the
vims of the continent ofEurope ! and thereby tram-
ple under foot, and sweep ofT from the surface of
this highly favored land, with a culpable indiffer-
ence, some of the most valuable varieties, many
of them quite unique, with which the great God of
Nature kindly provided these United States.

Allow me to say, that such facts as these are
altogether unreasonable,—and I therefore expect
much from your patriotic and scientific Associa-
tion, in protecting and diffusing a true knowledge
of your internal agricultural resources. I cannot
pass unnoticed, the prevailing idea that the lands
of vineyards are tiie southern and western States
I !,,-,„„ T _1 1 • L_ ...This distinguished citizen «L, > • °Vmeyards are the southern and western Statesi

omoting objectsTotS^m^^T^?!^ be^°* **«. ««ha and see
a flourishing one on the banks of the beautiful
Hudson. Moreover, many who have attempted
to plant their vineyards in that section of ourone and -ill I rnnfirfm,,!

£,-"i.c«ien, win 10 plant their vineyards ii

n ost "ra eid y bear w tn p

aSS

r
t

.

m°St ^'^ al,d C0Untr» ha™ abandoned it

association. How often Ls he L,i ,

^ ^ ™ '" "'^ C° l""ry
-

Ev"y fa,mer

tend to them ' Hi™ io™ '

, ^r° **•{?'*»>* t0 cl, "ivate vineyards, ought to know this

W.a,WJ,Ll?iS^^^ ,l^? d,^0T>C,'^ inEu^ "^ " «« t-o counties,
1 K—'iJ' v-UU.U UiSCOV

er a usefulness in labours, which we had not be
lore thought important. When, at length we
yielded to his wishes, and consented to register

?
the single-port ofP&de phia",1£5%UZ ^Z^^^X^r^V^T^u^"^^» lh—d-W- i

-i°n was enciteTl TlSftSKS? 3£i

eially cultivated, ho^uch Ts du Tt 5JJ Snow « £f "P^^"^ ™

-y ~it,ed to thejudge,a testimon^ of
|
—en^t^^^

sometimes not even two fields, that will ever pro-
duce the same reputable wine, planted with the
same stock; and if planted here, you certainly could
not expect to be 'more successful ; and if made
here with the vines of Europe, you could not call
it a real American wine ; therefore, what I should
say would constitute a real American wine, would
have a distinct character in the taste and flavor

—

a pleasing variety for the table— a non-such, made
with the best varieties of the fox-grapes, improved

Such wine would soon find its way
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which volumes have been written, I know not ' his nervous irrnnD ere I'l>,.l..i C t-i„ ... i , hi , .,

. 1111 J.

yuus grasp, ere l necDus Shows her golden Hand engines—On the 4tb inst. the couth win"
where to stop my remarks, ami can onlv hone to lace o'er the be.nchcn ft,ro*t f,,- ..n .i.« i < r . • i.- • - , , . ,, ,.

, ,••. / ,

'

I .
ocacnen loiest

,
lor all the cold plod- • of the dwelling house of Joseph StroDC. E«a. Olawaken 1 lie public interest on their own resources dm", hcad-wnrkiiif i-ic*> „f *„; i.. .1 . , a .1 fi ji„ ,11

!

""Si au wonting race o! animals that sit in 1 South Hadlcy, was discovered to he 011 fire ; theand comfort, their chimney corners, with their arms folded, ftr-
Havipg made it an amusement this seven years ' guing with sa"ge presumption, the importance of

past, to mure some of the native grapes, I have ' our National Legislature, enacting laws to encour-
obtained several very valuable varieties from my' age them in their labors."
seedlings, and have also much improved others by

|
.

culture. The nursery which I have at present at
;

LUMBER TRADE OF PROVIDENCE.
West Point, may enable me to plant two acres

[

The Providence American states, that 325 ear-
nest season.

|

goes of lumber arrived at that port during the last

I wish it to be perfectly understood, that I am 1
year, from Maine, and were disposed of for cash.

an advocate for some few of the varieties of the The town of Worcester, which formerly obtained
European grape in our gardens only for the table,

.

its supply of lumber from Boston, now receives it

in addition to the Isabella and a few others of this from Providence. The diversion of this impor-
cotmtry, which not only are good for the table,

,

tant trade from Boston will be severely felt in the
but are excellent to make wine. metropolis. If this city sleeps much longer she

I
will be shorn of all her strength Salem Observer.

Yours respectfully,

THOMAS GIMBREDE.

DEW IN EGYPT AND PALESTINE.
We had a tent allotted to us for the night, and

ltliough it was double-lined, so copious are the

dews of Egypt after sunset, that the water ran

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The American Farmer gives a short history of
this Society. It was incorporated in 1792, and a
fund

plentifully down the tent-pole. The vegetation of *',
WaS

!,
ubBcnbed amounting to 3984 dollars.

Egypt, even the redundant produce of the Delta,
'er"°r

„'J
° r

,?
WaS "e °f th° comributors ™*

is not owing solely to partial inundation from the
gaV

?
10

°? d °' ars
;

Di
" Lettsom, of London, the

Nile, or artificial irrigation. When we hear that
' <:
elebrated Philanthropist, gave, ten guineas. The

rain is unknown to the inhabitants, it must not be
;

,

n
?
w a™»f to 14000 dollars. The Socie-

supposed the land is on that account destitute of S.
reoMTO fron,,*e State

'
600 dol,ars annually—

water. From all the observations we made dur- !

1C T°unt
°f

Pre,lllums Siven by the Society,

ins our subsequent residence, it seemed doubtful !

S'"Ce X ' e establishment of Cattle Shows, have av-
eraged about 1200 dollars per year. "

whether any other country has so regular a sup

ply of moisture from above

the desert partake largely of' the dew of heaven,'

and in a certain degree of the ' fatness of the

earth.' Hence it is that we meet with such fre-

quent allusion to the copious dew distilled upon
Oriental territories in the sacred writings. Broth-

erly love is compared by David to ' the dews of
Hermon.' The goddess of Judah is described as

'dew' : 'The remnant of Jacob shall be,' it is said,

' in the midst of many people as a dew from the

Lord.'

—

Tour in Esiivt.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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ECONOMY IN FEEDING CATTLE
There is n remarkable difference in cattle's eat-

iiug straw when fresh threshed, and when it has

of 1

of tlie festlvaI
> g'ven by the Society, it is stated, I

becn tiire^>^ several days. But if fresb tbresh-

'that Mr. Dabney of Fayal, has for the last four!
straw Is c,lt a"d mixcd Wl,h hayol pretty good

quality-, and the whole sprinkled a little with a

inside of the kitchen was soon all in flames, and a
high wind blowing towards the main bouse, ii

seemed impossible to nave the buildings. Some
hand-pumps, or engines were then obtained and
put in operation, and l.y the use of these the fire

checked, and in a short time extinguished. These
small engines undoubtedly saved the whole range
of buildings from being destroyed by the devour-
ing element. The damage now sustained is only
two or three hundred dollars.

The utility of hand-engines for extingui-hing
fire has been fully demonstrated, and it would be
well to bring them into more general use. They
can be managed by females and children, arid fire

within a building, or on the roof, may be overcome
in a few minutes by means of one of them and a
few pails of water. They are useful also for wa-
tering gardens, washing windows. kc. They are

made by Mr. Holland, of Belchertown, Mr. Hor-
ace Brainard, of Northampton, and probably by

other mechanics.

—

Hamp. Gazette.

years presented, for the annuul dinner, a quarter
cask of the best Pico wine which he could find
the Island.

—

Salem Observer.

REMEDIES AGAINST SEA-SICKNESS.
Sea-sickness has puzzled more grave doctors

than one. On the present occasion I had no oth-

er resource than to submit to fate, and much good
it did me. To the Countess, however, of whose
health I had taken charge, and who I understood,

suffered considerably from sea-sickness, I admin-

netty strong solution of salt and water, and per-

mitted to lie in a heap for several days the mix-
ture will improve in quality.

The potatoc was at first positively proscribed Much chaff and straw that is often thrown
in Trance. Baudin relates, that in his time, its away, may with a little pains be made good fod-
use was prohibited in Burgundy, because it was

j

der for cattle, by being mixed with corn stalks
supposed to generate leprosy! It was chiefly eut with a machine, and sprinkled with fine salt

through the exertions of the celebruted chytuist ali '' water, if the mixture will bear wetting. The
Parnientier, that the prejudices of the French peo- sweetness of the stalks and hay is imbibed by the
pie against it were removed, and that it was chaff and straw, and the whole will make a corn-
brought into general use among them. Yet even, '

pound very agreeable to cattle. Tbey should not
as late us the revolution, so little were the vulgar! however, be confined wholly to salted food, but
reconciled to this species of food, that on Parnien- |

have fresh messes a part of the time.

When young animals are pinched for (food at

an early part of their growth, or fed with such as
is not of a sufficiently good quality, they never
thrive so well, nor make so good stock after-

tier being proposed for some municipal office, one
of the voters furiously opposed him on account of
the share he had in their introduction—« He will

istered immediately before embarking, forty drop's
\
!

nake us eat notlli»g but potatoes," said he « for

of Laudanum. She remained, during the whole
j

U Was ,ie who «™*«»ted them."—Mechanic's Mag.

of the passage, in her carriage, and declared to me
that not only she had not been ill, but that she had !

The Potato trade.—We sometimes find something

not even experienced the slightest of those appal-
a llttle amusing, as we" as much that is instruc-

J

mangel wurtzel, or ruta baga, and they should be

ling qualms which rob the cheeks of the most
|

tlve
'
in the

'
)ublic documents. Thus, among our thoroughly well fed, and kept perfectly clean by

wards. It is said in Young's Farmer's Calendar.
that "in the winter the yearlings should be fed
with hay and roots, either turnips, carrots, potatos.

stout-hearted of their bloom, and unman us all
*rtWpa of provisions exported from the United

Assuming the state of the stomach during Pca . 1

Sta,es to Great Britain, in 1S27, we find ta> ii;s£-

sickness to be one of irritabihtyj this happy effect * of Potlltos >
which raust have been excellent

of opium can readily be understood. I again tried |°,
n

f,

?
'
as tbe

-
v l,1

'oug llt "s tlje liberal sum of two

it on my return to England and with the same
cess.

—

Dr. Granville's travels to St. Petersburgh.

RAIL ROAD FROM BOSTON.
We copy the following remarks from the Ohio

Sun.
" As much as has been said on the subject of

Internal Improvements, and Dome Industry, there

is still room left, if not for talking, at least for

doing. We would not give one bright eyed, and
" brawny shouldered" fellow that is found whist-

ling in his fields with his axe or hoe swinging in

dollars. On the other hand, we imported from
the dominions of Great Britain, (mostly we pre-
sume from Ireland,) no less a quantity than twen-
ty thousand eight hundred and ninety-two bushels
of potatos, of the average value of about forty

cents a bushel. Deducting the two bushels we
exported, for which we got two dollars, the bal-

ance of the potato trade is greatly against us no
less, indeed, than twenty thousand eight hundred I

better they must be fed.'

means of liner. At this age it is matter of great
consequence to keep such young cattle as well as
possible

; for the contrary practice will stop their
growth, which cannot be recovered by the best
summer food. If hay is not to be had. good sum-
mer straw must be substituted, but then the roots
must be given in greater plenty and with more at-

tention. To steers ami heifers two years old, the
proper feed is hay, if cheap, or straw, with baits
of turnips, cabbages, potatos, _&c. It is not right
to keep yearling calves and two years old togeth-
er, because in general the younger cattle are, the

and sixty bushels, equal to eight thousand fou

hundred and ninety seven dollars.

Brattlehoro Messenercr.

When a farmer is apprehensive that he has too
much stock for his fodder, it is best not to stint

them in their allowance as much in the lore part
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as in the latter part of winter; for cattle are more
liable to he pinched with cold in December and
January than afterwards when they become ha-

bituated to rigorous weather. Advantage may
also be made of browsing more in the latter than
the fore part of winter, as the buds begin to swell

and the twigs have more sap in them tlian in the

early part of the season.

If a farmer proposes to feed his cattle with po-
tatoes or other roots, it will be better to give them
but a small quantity at first, increasing it by de

lay hold of weak minds, especially of sick or hy-
pochondriac persons, may cause the event that is

supposed to be prognosticated. A small degree
of entomological knowledge would relieve them
from all their fears, and teach them that this

heart-sickening tick is caused by a small Beetle,

(.Qnobium tessellation, F.) which lives in timber,

and is merely a call to its companion. Attention
to entomology may therefore be rendered very
useful in this view, since nothing certainly is more
desirable than to deliver the human mind from

grees as they become accustomed to that sort of i the dominion of superstitious fears, and false no-
food. It will, likewise, be better to give them a

;

tions, which having considerable influence on the
little every day than a large quantity once in three

j
conduct of mankind are the cause of no small por-

or four days or a week.

ENTOMOLOGY.
One would not think that the excrements of in-

sects could be objects of terror, yet so it has been.

Many species of Lepidoptera, when they emerge
from the pupa state, discharge from their anus
a reddish fluid, which in some instances, where
their numbers have been considerable, has pro-

duced the appearance of a shower of blood ; and
by this natural fact, all those bloody showers, re-

corded by historians as preternatural, and regard-
ed, where they happened as fearful prognostics of
impending evils, are stripped of their terrors, and
reduced to the class of events that happen in the

common course of nature. That insects are the
cause of these showers is no recent discovery ; for

Slcidan relates that in the year 1553, a vast mul-

tion of evil.

But as we cannot well guard against the injur-

ies produced by insects, or remove the evil, whe-
ther real or arising from misconceptions respect-

ing them, which they occasion, unless we have
some knowledge of them; so neither without such
knowledge can we apply them, when beneficial to

our use. Now it is extremely probable that they
might be made vastly more subservient to our ad-
vantage and profit than at present if we were bet-

ter acquainted with them. It is the remark of an
author, who himself is no entomologist: " we have
not taken animals enough into alliance with us.

The more spiders there were in the stable, the less

distinguish a Lythe from a Carabeus or Cetonhi,

both of which I have found mixed with the form-

er, how can he know whether his druggist furn-

ishes him with a good or bad article ? And the

same observation may with still greater force ap-

ply to the dyer in his purchase of cochineal, since

it is still more difficulrto distinguish the wild sort

from the cultivated.

There are,it is probable, many insects that might
be employed with advantage in both these depart-

ments ; but unless entomology were more gener-
ally studied by scientific men, who are the onlv
persons likely to make any discoveries of this kind,

than it has hitherto been, we must not hope to de-

rive further profit from them. It seems more par-

ticularly incumbent upon the professors of the di-

vine art of healing to become conversant with
this as well as other branches of Natural History;
for not only do they derive some of their most
useful drugs from insects, but many also of the

diseases upon which they are consulted, are occa-

sioned by them. The profit we derive from the

works of creation will be in proportion to the

accuracy of our knowledge of them and their pro-

perties.

TOMATO SAUCE.
Peel about one dozen good sized Tomatos—put

i
in a stew pan, with about two teaspoonsfull of

would the horses suffer from the flies. The great ,•.., ,. j ,

„ : ^ „ , ,, , . , . £ 7 I
brown sugar, a little salt, some pepper, and about

one table spoonfull of flour from a dredging box,

and a small piece of butter—stew slowly one hour

American fire-fly should be imported into Spain
to catch mosquitos. In hot countries a reward
hould be offered to the man who could discover and a half—(Do not add any water.) Some per-

sons prefer pounded cracker instead of flour.

—

[Communicated in- answer to Mr Glazier's inquiries

last week.]

l.tude of butterflies swarmed through a great part what insects fee(J on fleas
»

It wouM be W0].£h
of Germany, and sprinkled plants, leaves, build- our while t0 act tbig bi and a sjmi , al

.

ings, clothes, and men, with bloody drops, as if it of Dr . Darwin . Those insects mi ht be col, dhad rained blood. But the most interesting aC- and preserved that are known to xfestroytbe ac-count of an event of this kmd is given by Rean-
j des and 0(her injurious trib and ^ ^Mmur romwhom we learn that in the beginning ! thus be enabled to direct tbeir ations to

of July 1608 the suburbs of Aix, and a consider-
;

quarter where th would be most serviceabIe J.
able extent of country round ,t, were covered with

;

but This can never be do)le ,;„ experimental agri-
what appeared to be a shower of blood. We may

, cu lturists und gardeners are conversant with in-
conce.ve the amazement and stupor of the popu-

; sect8> am] acquainted with their properties and
lace upon such a discovery, the alarm of the citi- economy. How is it that the great Being of be-
zens, the grave reasonings of the learned. All ings preSerVeS the system which he has "created
agreed, however, in attributing this appearance to from any permanent injury, in consequence of the
powers of darkness, and in regarding it as the reduncancy of any individual species, but by em-
prognost.c and precursor of some d.reful misfor- ploying one creature t0 anothe ,.^ sQ
tune about to befall them. Fear and prejudice overruling and directing the instincts of all, that
would have taken deep root on tins occasion, and they may operate most! where th are mos( wam _

might have produced fatal effects upon some weak ed ! We cannot better exercise the reason, pow-
m.nds had not Mr. Peiresse, a celebrated philoso- ers, and faculties with which he has endowed us,
pher of that place, paid some attention to insects. than by copying his example. We often employ I

kindred association has been formed in the interi-

,„.
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.

yS
:

!!'1 L. ?
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,
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the ,arger animals to destroy each other, but the
|

or of the state, between the members of which we
hope good fellowship and a cordial co-operation

may exist. We will merely add,'that the example set by

the western counties, is worthy of imitation in other

parts of the state and country.

A number of gentlemen of the western counties

assembled recently at Geneva, and organised as

" The Domestic Horticultural Society of the western

part of the state of jYew York." The following of-

ficers were appointed, viz.

—

John Greig, President.

Daniel Kellog, Enos T. Throop, Abijah Miller.

Isaac G. Ogden, Graham H. Chapin, Abraham

From tlie New York Statesman.

HORTICULTURE.
We have perused with a high degree of satis-

faction the proceedings of a public meeting at

Geneva, for the organization of an extensive Hor-
ticultural Society in the western counties of New-
York, of which the subjoined notice from the Al-

bany Argus is a correct abstract. In the list of

officers our readers will recognize many gentle-

men of talents and high attainments, from whose
concentrated efforts results of great public utility

may be anticipated. Never was there a wider or

a fairer field opened for their transactions ; and
we congratulate the Society in this city, that a

i . t
• • . - . . . , i

.~. & ~. ...,....u it> lyj ut.om.»v caul unitrj, uui Lilt?
let hmi into the secret of. tins mysterious shower.

, sma |ieri especially insects, we have totally ueglect-Heanng a fluttering, winch informed h,m that his
j
ed . Some think h ,hat „ [*

insect had arrived at its perfect state, he opened
j
do tlliS) we should be „ of presum tk> amJ

the box m which he kept ,t. 1 he animal flew
j

of attempting t0 take the g0Ven]
H
ment and d

'

irec .
out and left behind it a red spot He compared tion of tlli ou, of the hands of Providellce
this with- the spots of the bloody shower and but this is ft weak am whicb mi ,n
found they were alike. At the same time he ob-
served there was a prodigious quantity of butter-

flies, flying about, and that the drops of the mi-
raculous rain were not to be found upon the tiles,

nor even upon the upper surface of the stones,

but chiefly in cavities and places, where rain could
not easily come. Thus did this judicious observ-
er dispel the ignorant fears which a natural phe-
nomenon had caused.

Every one has heard of the death-watch, and
knows of the superstitious notion of the vulgar,

with equal reason be adduced to prove that when
rats and mice become troublesome to us, we ought
not to have recourse to dogs, ferrets, and cats to

exterminate them. When any species multiplies
upon us, so as to become noxious, we certainly
have a just right to destroy it, and what means
can be more proper than those which Providence i Dox, James Wadsworth, James K. Guernsey, Da
itself has furnished ? We can none of us go fur-

J

vid E. Evans, and Herman H. Bogert, Vice Pres'c-

ther or do more than the Divine Will permits ; 'rfente.

and He will take care that our efforts shall not be
[

Andrew Glover, Secretary,

injurious to the general welfare or affect the an- i
Joseph Fellows, Treasurer. And

Sf f ~

1

-n A w "S
,''
Um

"1 fr
,

°"e °f " ihilali°" of any individual species. William Kirkpatrick, David Thomas, Daniel L.

T. p ZZ T •

'e eml °f
u

y
f
ar

" Aeain '
with reSard t° insects that are employed Bishop, Charles W. Dey, Wm. H. Adams, Samuel

The,e terrois, ,n particular instances, where they in medicuM or the an if the apothecary carmot I E . Ellsworth, George Hosmer, Elisha B. Strong,
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Jacob Le Roy, and Bowcn Whiting, Committee of\

.Managers.

The Society embraces the counties of Onon-

tlaga, Cayuga, Seneca, Tompkins, Ontario, Wayne,

Yates, Monroe, Livingston, and Genesee ; and i

the vice presidents and committee of managers

are selected one from each of those counties.— '

Previous to the organization of the Society, an in-

itiatory discourse was delivered by Myron IIollei,

Esq. a copy of which has been requested and ob-

1

rained for publication. T. D. Burrall, Esq. was

appointed to deliver the next address.

New Printing Press.—That " this is an age of

j

improvement," is in nothing perhaps more strong-
j

ly verified than in the advances made within the

last few years in the art of printing. But a short

period has elapsed since the screw press was deem-

ed the only machine of practical utility in printing;!

but it is now fast getting out of use. Numerous
substitutes have been invented, and great saving

of time and labor effected. But we have heard
j

of none in which these objects have been so thor-

|

oughly attained as in one lately constructed and

now in successful operation in this village. It is

the invention of an ingenious mechanic of this

place, and constructed for Messrs. Holbrook &c

Eessenden, who have spared no expense in bring-

iug it to a comparative state of perfection. It is

moved by water power, but may be carried by

steam, horse, or otherwise, as may be most conve-

nient. It requires the labor of two girls only to

tend it, one to lay on and the other to take off the

sheets.

The construction is simple, and the machinery

little liable to get out of repair ; it is also compact,

occupying little more space than the common
hand press. The expense of this press, compar-

ed with the facility of its operations and the reduc-

tion of labor, is by no means extravagant, not ex-

ceeding four times the cost of an iron hand press,

while it does the work of more than two at one

quarter the expense, and in a superior style.

We have always doubted the feasibility of con-

structing a good press in which cylinders should

give the impression, and believe that platens, which

are used in the one under present notice, will al-

ways be necessary to give a clear and handsome
impression. It b also doubted whether much
greater facility cun be given to a platened press

than is possessed by the above, which throws off*

about twelve sheets a minute, which is as rapid as

the sheets can safely be applied.

Thus far we have stated what has been done

and is now doing every day. We understand

however that Messrs. H. & F. have another press

now constructing which will embrace some im-

provements ; it is contemplated to remove the

sheets by machinery, and thereby dispense with

the labor of one hand, m which case the expense

of printing will be yet farther reduced.

Measures, we are told, are being taken to secure

the exclusive right to the above invention both in

this country and Great Britain ; and so fully sat-

isfied are the proprietors (Messrs. Helbrook & Fes-

seuden & E. H. Thomas) of the superiority of their

press, that they intend shortly to manufacture

them for sale, of various sizes, suitable for news-

papers or other work. They have our best wish-

es for success, as the public must necessarily be

benefitted by every additional facility provided for

the diffusion of knowledge

—

Brattleboro Reporter.

Horticulture.—The Philadelphia Aurora introdu-

ces an account of the late meeting of the Phila-

delphia Horticultural Society, With the following

judicious remarks on the importance of 11 good
garden :—We take the opportunity, on placing be-

fore our readers an account of the proceedings

of a late meeting of the Horticultural Society, to

say a few words in behalf of this meritorious in-

stitution. Travellers and residents of observation,

have remarked the want of attention in the inter-

ior of the United States, to horticulture and gar-

dening generally. This is a great blemish, be-

sides being a serious loss. A house, having a

productive, handsome garden attached to it, will

bring twenty or twenty-five per cent, more rent

than one without a garden, and the property is

that much more valuable. Apply this to the whole
State, and see the importance of horticulture, even
in a pecuniary point of view, and, in addition, we
may have the luxuries of delicious fruits and veg-

etables.

Worcestir Canal.—The inhabitants ofWorcester
and vicinity have derived but little benefit from the

open state of the canal during the mild weather of

the last fortnight, although they had hundreds of
tons freight, which they were anxious to get up.

The reason is, that all the boats now on the canal,

can be more profitably employed in doing the bus-

iness of the lower end of the route. We hope
our citizens will take measures to have a regular

line of boats from this place early in the spring.

—

Worcester Spy.

Splendid Bulbous Roots, (fc.

A further suuply of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Gladiolus.

Snow Drops, Crocus, Star of Bethlehem, Jonquilles, Kaneiicu-
lus, Iris, Crown Imperials, Anemones. Crocus, occ. from 12 to

62 els. each. A very lew of the finest Hyacinths, dark and pale
blue, pure while, red, yellow, aud wh.te wiib various eyes, at

Jj 1 per root.

Seeds/or the West Indies.

Merchants, masters o» treascls,and otfaen trading lotbeWert
Indies, can be furnished w.ii. boxes of Seed*, assorted, suitable

for that market, at from JH to go per bo*.—Each l-oi contains

j

upwards of sinty different kinds (.1 seeds, vegetable and orna-
' menial, in quantities sufficient for a cunmiun kitchen garden.

—

I Likewise the greatest variety of seeds lo be lound in New Eng-
land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, ai.d of ujc
growth of 18*7.

Field Peas.

A consignment of 3) bushels of Field Peas, from Vermont, el

the growth of 1827, in good order. They will be sold by ibe

tierce al #1.75 per bushel.

Oat Meal, Sfc.

Fine Oat ineal ar.d Oal Flour, Hulled Oats, Hulled Barley

Barley Flour, iVc. for sale by the barrel or less quantity, direct

from Stevens' Mills, Vermont.

American Tret Seeds.

For sale, a variely ol Seeds of Forest Trees, Shrubs, 9cc.

mostly nalive American kinds, and suitable for sending to Eu»
rope, or for cultivation here. Price 25cts a paper. They
were gathered by a gentleman familiarly acquainted with the

sorts, expressly for us. They will be sold by the single paper,

or packed to order, in any quantity.

Also, Peach and Almond Clones, and manvolher valuable Fruit

and Forest Tree Seeds for planting this fait, a catalogue of which

may be had gratis al this place.

New England Farmer Seed Store,

No. 52 North .Market Street—Boston.

It is found in South Carolina, that a species of
" Hemp," similar to the Manilla, but rather more
silky in appearance, can be obtaiued from the plant

Okra, which abounds in that state.

Wanted Immediately,

Six or eight Journeyman Chair Makers, at the Newburyport
Chair Factory.—Cash and the highest price given.—Apply lo

Nathan Haskell, Agent for the Proprietors.

Newburyport, Dec. 19. 1828. 3t

Winter Keeping for Horses in the vicinity of Boston,

Where ihe most faithful care may be relied on, may be had

on application lo Major Samuel Jaques, Charleslown, or Mr. T.

J. Niles, School Street, or to Mr. Russell, Publisher of the New-

England Farmer. An early application is desirable.

Garden and Field Seeds.

The largest collection andvariety of Garden, Field, Treeand
Herb Seeds to be found in New England, al wholesale and retail.

The Seeds are all raised in this vicinity, expressly for this Es-

tablishment, bv careful and experienced growers, and are war-

ranted pure and fresh. Country traders supplied with boxes of

prime seeds, for the retail trade, on liberal terms. A pamphlet
catalogue (2d edition) ofour Seeds, Trees, &c. is published and
will be forwarded gratis lo any one who will send for it.

Orchard Grass Seed.

A few more bushels of Ihis valuable Grass Seed, growth of

1828. Also. Lucerne, While Clover, Fowl Meadow, and every

other kind of Grass cultivated in New England.

White Mulberry Seed.

This day received, a few pounds of warranted genuine While
Mulberry Seed, raised in Coventry, Con. tins season, and sav-

ed with "care expressly lor us—For sale by ihe lb. or ounce.

Shallots for fall planting, Tree and Potato Onions.

Roots of the Pie-Plant, or Tart Rhubarb.

A large supply of the roots of the Rheum Umhilatum , or Tart
Rhubarb, or Pie-Plant, an excellent article lor summer use.

(See N. E. Farmer, vol. vi. page 290, and page 11 of ibis vol-

ume, and Fessendeu's New American Gardener, article Rhu-
barb, lor its culture and uses.) The roots are in fine order for

transplanting this fall. Price 25 els. per root

Seed Potatos.

A few bushels La Plata or Long Bed Potatos, raised by Mr
Gourgas of Weston ; selected for seed, cf a uniform size, and

much improved as lo their earliness, by the careful attention ol

Mr G. For sale at the

New England Farmer Seed Stort,

No. 52 North Market, Street— Boston.

PRICES OF COUNTRY
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MISCELLANIES.
THE INDEPENDENT FARMER.

BY T. G. FESSKKDEN.

Ii may very truly be said

That hie is a noble vocation,

Whose industry leads him to spread

About him a little Creation.

He lives independent of all

Except tlr Omnipotent Donor;
Has always enough at his call,

And more is a plague to its owner.

He works with his hands, it is true,

But happiness dwells with employment,

And he who has nothing to do .

Has nothing by way of enjoyment.

His labors are mere exercise,

Which saves him from pains and physicians;

Then, Farmers, you truly may prize

Your own as the best of conditions.

From competence, shard with content,

Since all true felicity springs,

The life of a Farmer is blent

With more real bliss than a king's.

Dr. Walcott, belter known as Peter Pindar, had for a time, a
in«st violent cough, when his friend. Dr. Geach, persisted in re-
commending asses' milk as a certain cure. The bard, (tired
of his importunities, at length quieted him by sending the fol-
lowing epigram

—

And Doctor do you really think

That asses' milk I ought to drink ?
rT would quite remove my cough, you sav,

And drive iny old complaints away.
It cured yourself—I gram it true

;

But th.en
—

't was mollier's milk to you.

Thomas Fuller, the historian, so well known for
his quaint sayings and bright points, was one day
riding with a gentleman numed Sparrowhawk.—
The name roused his fancy, and he asked him
what was the difference between " a Sparrow-
hawk and an owl ? " Why, sir," replied his com-
panion, "the owl is fuller in the head, fuller in the
body, and fuller all over.

Profitable ingenuity—Two sweep bovs wishing
to go over Waterloo bridge, and having only a
penny between them, determined to cheat the col-
lector, by one getting into the sack, and his com-
panion to carry him across on his back. They
tossed which should be bagged, and the loser in
a few minutes was on his companion's back, and
passed through the gate as a bag of soot. The
trick was discovered by a Bow-street parole, who
communicated it to the gate keeper, and he hav-
ing followed the boys, they confessed that it was
for the want of a penny that had caused them to
"bilk the gate." The crowd immediately enter-
ed into a little subscription, and in a short time a
few shillings were raised and given to the sweeps,
who appeared not a little pleased at the issue of
their comical incident.

From the New York Advertiser.

NEWSPAPERS IN ENGLAND.
In London newspapers an advertisement making

ten hues, amounts to five dollars and ninety-four
cents for three insertions. In a New York paper
the price is only eighty-seven cents.
The price of a daily London newspaper is seven

pence sterling, which is about thirteen cents. The
papers are sold by agents, who are the only per-
sons known to the proprietors as their customers.
This class of persons are respectable men, and in

many instances possess considerable property.

—

They have sub-agents or carriers, in number pro-

portioned to the extent of their business. It is

this class, (the carriers) who make their appear-

ance at the various daily offices, at the hours of

publication, and, the moment the papers are re-

ceived from the press, purchase them at the coun-

ting house of the office, paying in ready money for

the number they take. The papers are sold to

these agents or carriers at the original price of
seven pence sterling a paper by the quire ; but to

enable them to make a living by their business,

the office counts out to them twenty-seven sheets

to the quire, thus giving them throe papers above
the nominal number, as their profit for selling on
the quire.

All these carriers have their routes for each

ing. In the ordinary public houses, but one, ant!

in others better supported, two of-tbe daily, and
perhaps one weekly paper are taken ; and it is not
uncommon for the proprietors to advertise it on a

sign in front of their houses—such for instance

as "The Times taken in here," or "The Morning
Post, and British Traveller taken in here." At
these houses, to prevent any difficulties, the nicest

etiquette is observed. Whoever first makes his

appearance asks for the paper, and to hint it be-

longs for the first reading ; the person who asks
for it next, receives it in his turn ; the paper be-

ing handed to the waiter by the person who first

read it, the niomen the has finished ; and in this

way it passes from one to the other in regular
succession.

Regarding the routes or districts which each
daily as well as semi-weekly and weekly papers ( ca frier has for selling papers, it may not be amis.s

marked out, and beyond those limits they consid- 1
here to state, that such a district is considered as

er themselves as having no right to pass, each

confining himself to his own district.

The moment the carriers obtain their papers,

they go off at full speed, for the various public

places in their respective districts, from whence
the hundreds of public coaches, morning and even-

ing, depart for all parts of the kingdom. Here
they beset the passengers with "Buy the Times,

sir,"—"Buy the World, madam,"—"Buy Life in

London, miss," &c. in all keys, from the coarse,

dissonant note of the old man, to the firm voice

much his property, as though he possessed a fee

simple right in it. Others will not dare to inter-

fere with his rights. These districts, if known to

be good ones, often sell for a large sum of monev.
This, however, is not so singular ; as it is a fact,

which is said to be well authenticated, that beg-
gais in London have frequently been known to

sell their right to beg in particular districts.

Reporters. The persons employed as reporters,

are, generally speaking, men of fine talents, but
many of them are of dissipated habits. It is as-

of- the middle aged, and the treble tones of the tonishing to learn the facility which they acquire,

youth. Others are besetting the strangers in otli- by habit and necessity, of taking down the debates
er quarters, who are about to leave the metropo- in Parliament, or dressing up a story of any kind
lis by packets and steamboats. These carriers, for the press. During the sitting of Parliament is

byway of inducement for persons to purchase, their harvest. In the capacity of reporters a place

often give a brief summary of the most interest- is assigned them in the gallery ; and standing or

ing contents of their respective papers, all claim-

ing that their journal contains the most authentic

accounts, the very latest news, the fullest particu

sitting together, should a sentence escape one of
them, he turns an eye to the reporter next him,
and takes it from his minutes. They continue to

lars—no matter whether it be a battle in Turkey ' sketch the debate till relieved by other reporters,

in which 50,000 men have been slain—a most
diabolical conspiracy discovered in Cato-street, in

West End, or a trial in a court of law.

Other carriers are trudging their round among
their customers, who pay for the paper on deliv-

ery ; or, if they be well known and well establish-

ed, receive a limited credit.

Notwithstanding the daily selling of papers is

more or less precarious, yet these agents not un

attached to the same office, when they hurry off,

and correct their minutes at the office, place the
copy into the hands of the compositor, and pre-
sent themselves again in the' house, to relieve

their substitutes. Other reporters attend to the
various courts, police offices, &c. gathering the

occurrences of the day or night.

In a dry time, when little foreign news is stir-

ring, the most trivial circumstances are worked up.

frequently grow rich by their business, and, to
j

by their superior talents, aided by fancy and fic-

show how they acquire their wealth, we must be tion, to affairs of dreadful note, and always with
permitted to tell the story. For instance, the pa- a heading calculated to arrest attention ; such as

per is sold on Monday, to Mr. Goodfellow, the ' a "Most unparalleled murder !"—"Extraordinary

proprietor of the Goose and Gridiron, in St. Paul's
j

disclosure!"—"Frightful accident!"—"Unpreced-
Church -yard, for seven pence; he wants it but a ented cruelty !"—"Wonderful escape !"—"Horrid
day

; and on Tuesday he sells it to the carrier for

four pence—the carrier, (by contract) furnishes it

to a second or third-rate house, at the price of
sixpence—buys it again on Wednesday, for three

pence, and furnishes it to some small victualling-

j

house the same day for four pence—buys it again
I
on Thursday for two pence, and sells it on Friday
for three pence, to some low place of entertain-

ment—on Saturday he gets it for a penny half-

penny, and then despatches it to the country at
half the original price of the paper, where it is

read by dozens. It is in this way that the agents
make their money, and in this way only that thou-
sands of persons in England get the reading of
newspapers, which they could not otherwise en-
joy, were they under the necessity of paying full

price. For, be it remembered, the habit is not
there as it is here, we mean the habit of borrow-

affair!"—and "Most extraordinary leap !" &c. &c.
An excellent story is told of an occurrence before

a police magistrate, which the magistrate never
heard of before he read it in the papers. Acci-
dents and hair-breadth escapes are coined by doz-

ens ; and instances of the shocking barbarity, acts

of great liberality, and astonishing feats are per-

formed with wonderful liberality, each story be-

ing written according to the peculiar mood in

which the reporter may be in at the moment.

Gunpowder, S,-c.

Du Pont's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 els. per pound Shot Balls
Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum Refined Salt Pelre Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-
ly for sale at the Diipcmt Powder Store, No. 65 Broad street

By E. COPELAND, Jr.

(JjT The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality
and is marked '•£. Cope/and, jr. Boston,'' on the head of 'the
cask tf March H
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ISARLEY.

Mr Fesseniien— I received (he inclosed from Dr

Bradford, some lime L.ince, as you will see by llic dale

of his letter, and intended you should hive had it for pub-

lication much sooner, but was desirous of showing it to

some of iny agricultural fiiends, which has caused the de-

lay when it is considered iliat Dr Bradford is concern-

ed in an extensive brewery, and very competent to inves-

tigate and determine the quality of barley, it cannot be

doubted the publication of his letter will tend to induce

cultivators to give their attention to the subject. .The

Barley, Wheat, and Rye, which I raised this year was or-

dinary, the kernels much shrivelled, the barley weighing

only forty-one pounds per bushel ; much of this may be

imputed to the season, which was unfavorable for every

kind of grain (Indian corn only excepted) in my neigh-

borhood, but a large part of the failure, I am inclined to

think, was owing to the quality of the seed.

Your friend and humble servant,

GORHAM PARSONS.
Brighton, Dec. 21, 1S28.

Dear Sir—You may remember, some time

since, a conversation respecting IxiVWjjjjJtad. that

von then observed that any informa'tjou ou the

subject would be put in a proper train for reach-

ing those interested in the improvement of agri-

culture. The following extract from an .icicle

on Brewing, written by Professor Tbo.-.iso . 011-

rams ;:..-.., tilings that » ihink should be ki,o\vii to

farmers, since it is evidently for their interest to

cultivate a valuable, instead of an indifferent arti-

cle.

" Barley is the seed of the Hordeum vulgare, a

plant which has been cultivated from time im-

memorial, chiefly for the manufacture of beer.

—

There are two species of Hordeum under cultiva-

tion in Britain ; 1st. The Hordeum vulgare, or

barley, in which the seeds are disposed in two

rows on the spike. This is the species usually

cultivated in England and in the southern parts

of Scotland. 2d. The Hordeum hexastichon, call-

ed in the South of Scotland iear, and in Aber-

deenshire, big. In this species the grains are dis-

posed in two rows as in the other ; but these

seeds spring from the same point, so that the head

of big appears to have the seeds disposed in six

rows. Big is a much more hardy plant than bar-

ley and ripens more rapidly. Hence it thrives

better than barley in cold and high situations.

—

On this account it is sown in preference in the

Highlands and northern parts of Scotland, where

the climate is colder than more to the south. We
have been assured that there is a third species of

Hordeum cultivated in Scotland, in which the

seeds in the spike are arranged in four rows. To
this the term bear is exclusively confined by some.

We have not, ourselves, had an opportunity of ex-

amining this species, nor do we find it noticed by

botanists. The trivial name tetrastichon might be

applied to it.

The grains of barley are much larger than those

, of big, and the cuticle which covers them is thin-

ner. Indeed the thickness of the skin of barley

itself varies according to the heat of the climate
|

in which it is cultivated, being always the thinner,

the wanner the climate.

The specific gravity of barley is rather greater

than that of big. The aver:.. a Win-

chester bushel of barley, was found to be -30-7 lbs.

avoirdupois, and the average weight of the bushel

of big 46-3S3 lbs. The heaviest barley tried

d 52-265 lbs* n«f I >u -li I, and the heaviest

big 48-.5S6 lbs. This big gr-w Ml Perthshire, and i

the season was peculiarly favorable. It was not

absolutely free from a mixture of barley, as was
j

ascertained by sowing a quantity of it—but the
j

proportion of barley was very small. The aver-
j

age weight of a grain of barley is 0-0688 of a

grain or nearly two. The average weight of a

grain of big is 0-5G13 of a grain. The average

length of a grain of barley from many thousand

admeasurements is 0-345 ,of an inch, while that

of a grain of big is 0-3245 of an inch. The av-

erage breadth of a grain of barley is 0-145 of an

inch, while the average breadth of a grain of big

is 0-136 inch. The average thickness of a grain

of barley is 0-1125 inch, while that of a grain of

big is 0-1055 inch. Thus we perceive that the

grain of big is smaller than the grain of barley in

all its dimensions.

To determine the relative weight of the skins

of barley and big, we made choice of three parcels

of grain, all excellent in their kinds, namely, Nor-;

folk barley—Haddington barley, and Lanark big.

The weight of the whole grain and of the skins of

each of these is as follows.

Weight of a corn-in grains.

Norfolk barley "- " 0-6809 " "

Haddington barley " " 0-7120 " "

Lanark big " " 0-5408 " "

Weight of skin in grains.

Norfolk barley " 0-110 or 1-6

Haddington barley " 0-123 or 1-6

Lanark big « 0-125 or $-5

From this we see that there is little difference

between the weight of the skin of Norfolk and

Haddington barley ; but a very considerable one

between Haddington barley and Lanark big.

—

Hence it would seem that this difference is not

owing to the climate in which the barley vege-

tates, but rather to a difference in the nature of

the species. The bulks of these two species of

grain are to each other as follows.

Barley 0-00217 inch.

Big 0-001777 inch.

These quantuJes represent the average bulk of a

corn of ead| kind. Thus it appears that a grain

of barley is rather more than l-6th part larger

than a grain of big.

Finally, from a comparison of many thousand

corns of each species with each other it appears

that the inequality between the size of different

grains of big is greater than between different

grains of barley. Indeed if we examine an ear of

big yhen nearly ripe, we shall perceive that the

corns towards the bottom of the ear, are smaller

than those towards the summit and about the mid-

dle of the ear. Several of those towards the bot-

tom are usually abortive or consist only of skin,

but this is not always the case. In an ear of bar-

ley, on die contrary, we shall find almost all the

arij of a size, though in some cases, the
Igtituting the upper termination of the

spike i? rather smaller than the re,t.

Th circumstances may strike the reader as

too minute and trilling to be stated in such detail,

but we shall find afterwards, that they will furnish

us with an explanation of some anomalous circum-

stances that occur when these two species of hor-

deum ar- convene 1 into malt Tin: value of bar-

ley, (or ife produce in alcohol) is rather improved,

whili ; on the contrary, is deteriorated in inalt-

ing it it least 20 per cent."

Such arc the remarks of Professor Thomson,
and they are founded on very careful experiments.

My own opportunities of making similar experi-

ments and acquiring similar information respect-

ing the barley of this country, have been too limit-

ed to -;ieak at much length concerning the mat-

ter. far as I have been able to ascertain,

there are four species cultivated, namely

—

1st. The Hordeum vulgare, or true English bar-

ley. This agrees with Professor Thomson's des-

cription, and is the most valuable, though unfortu-

natelv the least common species. It is known by

the name of two-rowed barley. A bushel of this

species well cleaned, will, as I am informed, for I

have not been fortunate enough to procure such a

sample, weigh from 50 to 54 pounds.

2d. The Hordeum tetrastichon, or bear. The
corns of this species when removed from the spike,

rescnib! • those of the first species—indeed it is

msidered as the same. On a close

examination tne_\ nill be found to differ in tv.o >ir

three particulars—the skin is thicker, the beard

harder and stronger, and the back of the corn is

marked by a stronger ridge along the centre— it is

not so valuable as the former species, weighing

from 47 to 50 lbs. only. It is called two-rowed

barley like the last, but incorrectly since it grows
in four rows, and the ear when growing is thus

easily distinguished from that of the true two-row-

ed barley.

3d. The Hordeum hexastichon, or big—com-
monly known to our * farmers, I believe, by the

name of French or four-rowed barley. It grows

as asserted by Thomson, in six rows, or rather

two rows, of which each is divided into three. It

answers his description very well, and is an infe-

rior grain—seldom weighing more than 46 lb.

and often not 44 lbs. Unfortunately for the brew-

ers it is a common variety.

4th. The naked, or ball, or potatoe barley, for

1

1 have heard it called by all these names, I have

[

never happened to see, and know nothing of its

comparative value.

I cannot but think that it would be for the in-

;

terest of the farmer to cultivate the former of these

in our warm climate to the exclusion of the others,

certainly to the exclusion of the third species, or

big, since it would command a much higher price.

It would even be a great improvement iu our ag-

ricultural system, if farmers would take pains to

prepare for the market, parcels of any one of

these species by itself. As it is they are always

mixed ; the consequence is that when the barley

or bear predominates, the big malt, which is un-

profitable enough at any rate, must be rendered
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still less valuable, by being kept on the floor long

enough for the barley to come forward. It is

thus "sacrificed, or spent, or if the big be treated

fairly, as in those cases in which it constitutes the

largest portion of the parcel. The other portion,

namely, the barley or bear, being grains of slower

growth, must be dried before they are half malted.

With great respect,

your obed't serv't,

Boston, Oct. 1S28. GAM. BRADFORD.

AGRICULTURE.
The following article was written for the Conversation- Lexicon

,

a Popular Encyclopedia, translated from the German, with

Corrections and Large Additions, edited by Dr Francis

Liebek, and soon to be published by Carey, Lea & Carey,

Philadelphia. By the Editor of the New England Farmer.

Agriculture is the art of cultivating the earth in

such a manner as to cause it to produce in the

greatest plenty and perfection, those vegetables

which are useful to man, and to the animals which

he has subjected to his dominion. This art is the

basis of all other arts, and in all countries coeval

with the first dawn of civilization. Without agri-

culture mankind would be savages, sparsely scat-

tered through interminable forests, with no other

habitations than caverns, hollow trees, or huts

more rude and inconvenient than the most ordi-

nary hovel or cattle-shed of the modern cultivator.

It is the most universal as well as the most an-

cient of the arts, and requires the greatest number
of operators. It employs seven-eighths, and feeds

the whole mass of population of almost every civ-

ilized community. Agriculture is not only indis-

pensable to the prosperity of a nation at larg3, but

is eminently conducive to the welfare of those

who are engaged in its pursuits. It gives health

to the body, energy to the mind, is favorable to

virtuous and temperate habits— that knowledge

and purity" of moral character, which arerlie pil-

lars of good government, and the only supporters

of national independence, which can he relied on

in the hour of danger.

With regard to the history of agriculture, slight

sketches only can be given in a work, which, like

the present, professes rather to present general

outlines than minute dilineations of the subjects,

which it brings to view. The first notices, which

history has afforded of agriculture, are found in

the writings of Moses. From them we learn that

Cain was a " tiller of the ground,'' that Abel sacri-

ficed the " firstlings of his flock," and that Noah
"began to be a husbandman and planted a vine-

yard." The Chinese, Japanese, Chaldeans, Egypt-

ians and Phoenicians appear to have held husband-

ry in high estimation. The Egyptians were so

sensible of the blessings resulting from that art,

that they ascribed its invention to superhuman
agency ; and even carried their gratitude to such

superstitious and absurd excess as to worship the

ox, as a tribute due to the animal for his services

as a laborer. The Carthagenians cultivated the

science, and carried the art of agriculture to a

higher degree than other nations their cotempora-

ries. Mago, one of their most famous generals,

wrote no less than twenty-eight books on agricul-

tural topics, which, according to Columella, were
translated into Latin, by an express decree of the

Roman Senate.

Hesiod, a Greek writer, supposed to be eotem-
porary with Homer, wrote a poem on agriculture,

entitled " Weeks and Days," which was so de-

nominated because husbandry requires an exact

observance of times and seasons. Other Greek
\

writers wrote on rural economy, and Xenophon
among the number, but their works have been lost

in the lapse of ages.

The implements of Grecian Agriculture were
very few and simple. Those mentioned by Hesi-

od are a plough, consisting of three parts, the

share-beam the draught-pole and the plough-tail

;

but antiquarians are not agreed as to the exact

form of the implement. A cart with low wheels,

and ten spans (seven feet six inches) in width.

—

The rake, sickle and ox-goad are mentioned, but

no description is given of the mode in which they

were constructed. The operations of Grecian

culture according to Hesiod were neither numer-

ous nor complicated. The ground received three

plough ings, one in autumn, another in spring, and

a third immediately before sowing the seed. Ma-
nures were applied, and by Pliny their invention

is ascribed to the Grecian king Augeas. Theo-

phrastus mentions six different species of manures,

and adds that a mixture of soils produces the same
effect as manures. Clay, he observed, should be

mixed with sand, and sand with clay. Seed was
sown by hand, and covered with a rake. Grain

was reaped with a sickle, bound in sheaves,

threshed, then winnowed by wind, laid in chests,

bins, or granaries, and taken out as wanted by the

family, to be pounded in mortars or querumills

into meal.

The ancient Romans venerated the plough, and
in the earliest and purest times of the Republic,

the greatest praise which could be given to an il-

lustrious character was to say that he was an in-

dustrious and judicious husbandman. M. Cato,

the censor, who was celebrated as a statesman,

orator and general, having conquered nations, and
governed provinces, derived his highest and most
durable honours from having written a volumin-
ous work on agriculture. In the Georgics of Vir-

gil the majesty of verse and the harmony of num-
bers add dignity and grace to the most useful of
all topics. Columella, who has been celebrated

as a writer, flourished in the reign of the emperor
Claudius, and wrote twelve books on husbandry,
which constituted a complete treatise on rural af-

fairs. Varro, Pliny, and Paliadius were likewise

among the distinguished Romans, who wrote on
agricultural subjects.

With regard to the Roman implements of agri-

culture, we learn that they used a great many, hut

their particular forms and uses are so imperfectly

described that very little is known concerning
them. From what we can ascertain respecting

them, they appear more worthy of the notice of
the curious antiquarian than the practical cultiva-

tor. The plough, the most important implement
of agriculture, is mentioned by Cato as of two
kinds, one for strong, the other for light soils.

—

Varro mentions one with two mould boards, with
which, he says, " when they plough, after sowing
the seed, they are said to ridge." Puny mentions
a plough with one mould board, and others with
a coulter, of which, he says there are many kinds.

Fallowing was a practice rarely deviated from
by the Romans. In most cases a fallow and a
year's crop succeeded each other. Manure was
collected from nearly or quite as many sources as

have been resorted to by the moderns. Pigeon's

dung was esteemed of the greatest value, and next
to that a mixture of night soil, scrapings of the
streets and urine, which were applied to the roots

of the vine and olive.

The Romans did not bind their corn into

sheaves. When cut it was sent directly to the
area to be threshed, and was separated from the
chaff" by throwing it from one part of the floor to

the other. Feeding down grain when too luxuri-

ant was practised. Virgil says, " What commen-
dation shall I give to him, who, lest his corn
should lodge, pastures it while young, as soon as
the blade equals the furrow. Gear. lib. 1, 1. 111.

Watering on a large scale was applied both to

arable and grass lands. Virgil advises to " bring
down the waters of a river upon the sown corn,

and when the field is parched, and the plants dry-

ing, convey it from the brow of a hill in channels."

Geo. lib. 1, I. 106.

The farm management most approved of by
the scientific husbandmen of Rome, was, in gen-
eral, such as would meet the approbation of mod-
ern cultivators. The importance of thorough til-

lage is illustrated by the following apologue. " A
vine dresser had two daughters and a vineyard

;

when his oldest daughter was married he gave
her a third of his vineyard for a portion ; notwith-

standing which he had the same quantity of fruit

as formerly. When his youngest daughter was
married, he gave her half of what remained, still

the produce of his vineyard was undiminished."

—

This result was the consequence of his bestowing

as much labour on the third part left after his

daughters had received their portions, as he had
been accustomed to give to the whole vineyard.

The Romans, unlike most conquerors, instead

of desolating improved' the countries which
they subdued. " To benefit mankind and increase

their comfort and happiness seemed to be the in-

variable «visbes of the Roman commanders. They
seldom or never burned or laid waste the country

which they conquered, hut rather strained every
nerce to civilize its inhabitants, and introduce the

arts necessary for promoting their comfort and
happiness. To facilitate communications from
one district or town to another seems to have
been a. primary object of the Romans, and the
works of this kind, accomplished by them, are still

discernible in numerous places. By employing
their troops in this way, when not engaged in

more active service, their commanders seem to

have had greatly the advantage over our modern
generals. Instead of suffering their soldiers to

loiter in camps, or riot in towns, and thus enervate
their strength and relax their morals, the Roman
commanders kept their soldiers regularly at work,
and what was still better, at work on objects high-
ly beneficial to the interests of those whom they
subjugated."

In the ages of anarchy and barbarism which
succeeded the fall of the Roman empire, agricul-

ture was almost wholly abandoned. Pasturage
was prefered to tillage, and the reason for such
preference consisted in the facility with which
sheep, oxen, &c. can be driven away or concealed
on the approach of an enemy.
The conquest of England by the Normans con-

tributed to the improvement of agriculture in

Great Britain. By that event many thousands of
husbandmen from the fertile and well cultivated

plains of Flanders, and Normandy, settled in Great
Britain, obtained farms and employed the same
methods in cultivating them which they had been
accustomed to use in their native countries.

—

Some of the Norman barons were great improv-
vers of their lands, and were celebrated in history

for their skill in agriculture. The Norman clergy,
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and especially the monks, were still" greater im-

provers than the nohility. The monks of every
|

monastery retained shch of their lands as lay most

convenient to their own possessions, which they
j

cultivated with great care under their own inspec-

;

lion, and frequently with their own hands. The !

famous Thomas Beckct, after he was archbishop

of Canterbury used to go out into the field with
j

the monks of the monastery where he happened

to reside, and join with them in reaping their corn

and making their hay. The implements of agri-

culture in this period, were similar to those in most

common use in modern times. The various op-

erations of husbandry, such as manuring, plough-

ing, sowing, harrowing, reaping, threshing, win-

nowing, &c. are incidentally mentioned by the

writers of those days ; but it is impossible, to col-

lect from them a definite account of the manner in

which those operations were performed.

The first English treatise on husbandry was
published in the reign of Henry VIII. by Sir A.

Fitzherbert, Judge of the common pleas. It is

entitled The Book of Husbandry, and contains di-

rections for draining, clearing and enclosing a

farm, and for enriching and reducing the soil to

tillage. Lime, marl and fallowing are strongly re-

commended. " The author of The Book of Hus-
hundry," says Mr Loudon, " writes from his own
experience of more than forty years, and if we
except his biblical allusions, and some vestiges of
the superstition of the Roman writers about the

influence of the moon, there is very little of his

work which should be omitted, and not a great

deal that need be added, in so far as respects the

culture of corn, in a manual of husbandry adapted
to the present time."

Agriculture attained some eminence during the

reign of Elizabeth. The principal writers of that

period were Tusser, Googe, and Sir Hugh Piatt.

Tusser s Five Hundred Points of Husbandry Was
published in 1562, and has been recommended to

be taught in schools. The treatise of Barnaby
Googe, entitled rflwle Art of Husbandry, was print-

ed in 1-558. Sir Hugh Piatt's work was entitled

Jewel Houses of Art and Nature, and was printed

in 1594. In the former work, says Loudon, are

many valuable hints on the progress of husbandry

in the early part of the reign of Elizabeth. Among
other curious things he asserts that the Spanish

or Merino sheep was originally derived from Eng-
land.

Several writers on agriculture appeared in Eng-
land dining the Commonwealth, whose names,

and notices of their works may be seen in Lou-
don's Encyclopedia of Agriculture. From the res-

toration down to the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury very little improvement took place. Immedi-
ately after that period a considerable melioration

in the process of culture was introduced by Jethro

Tull, a gentleman of Berkshire, who began to drill

wheat and other crops about the year 1701, and
whose Horse-hoeing Husbandry was published in

1731. Though this writer's theories were in some
respects erroneous, yet, even his errors were of

service by exciting inquiry, and calling the atten-

tion of husbandmen to important objects. His
hostility to manures, and attempting in all cases

to substitute additional tillage in their place, were
prominent defects in his system.

(To be continued.)

Maj. A. Perkins has printed for 127 Banks, the

bills of which, it is said, have never been success-

fully counterfeited.

From the Siiruly Hill Sun.

CULTURK OF HEMP.
In republishing from the Franklin Telegraph

the following article on the culture and cleaning

of Hemp, it is proper to remark : that though much
credit is due to the writer for his voluminous and

useful compilation of facts, still he is mistaken in

the belief that hemp will not grow, " or grows but

feebly on sandy or gravelly land;" and that i'.s

culture is alone confined to low or " moist soils."

That "sandy or gravelly lands" maybe profitably

devoted to the culture of hemp, if liny he natur-

ally rich, or made so by manure or plaister, many
of the farmers of this county and Saratoga can

certify from actual experiment. Hemp, it is most
clear, like all other crops, is produced more abun-

dantly on strong or fertile lands: and it is equally

clear that there is nothing in the soil itself pecu-

liarly adapted to the culture of this article. Much,
however, depends on the season, in the production

of different soils of the same strength and state of

cultivation. It is an axiom among formers that

their uplands, of equal richness produce corn,

wheat, potatoes, &c. more luxuriantly in cold and

wet seasons, than their bottom or lowlands ; and
that the latter produce best in dry and hot seasons.

The same remark is also applicable to the hemp
crop, as experiment has abundantly demonstrated.

Last season, it will be recollected, was unusually

wet in this section of the country, and while the

"sandy and gravelly lands" produced a fine growth
of hemp and of a good quality, the alluvial, or

" moist soils," produced " but feebly." In our
last number we gave satisfactory evidence, it is

believed, of the erroneousness of the opinion which
had so generally obtained, of hemp being an ex-

tremely exhausting crop. And we hope soon to

see exploded the equally unfounded but too gene-
rally accredited notion that low lands or " moist

soils," are alone adapted to the culture of this new
but profitable crop to the American farmer. One
other position assumed by the writer in the Tele-

graph, it might not be improper to notice. The
j

ploughing of land early in the fall, if it be sward
or stubble ground, is considered by him as indis-

j

pensable in preparing it for the reception of the
j

seed for a good crop of hemp. This, too, must be
]

mere matter of opinion with the writer, and not '

founded in experiment, the correctness of which

we very much doubt. Last season we were in-
j

terested in planting for seed about four hundred

acres of hemp, and nearly that number of acres !

which were sown broad cast for the lint ; and we
j

can state that the greater part of the whole was
on green sward laud, turned over in the months
of May and June at the time of planting and sow-

j

ing the seed—some of which was put in as late

as the last of June or first of July. After plough-

ing, the turf was laid smooth and compact by-

means of a roller; and harrowed lengthwise ofi

the furrows until sufficiently mellow for the work-
j

ing of the drill. And we have no hesitancy in i

saying that our crops from late sowing and plant-

ing on lands thus prepared, were equal and in

some cases preferable, to those put in earlier and
on lands prepared in the maaner advised by the

Telegraph writer. From experiment therefore,

as well as information derived from our most ex-

perienced and intelligent farmers, we are fully
j

prepared to say, that there is no precise and inva-
j

liable rule to be observed in fitting land for a
J

hemp crop, as it must be done well—the surface I

should be rendered smooth ami mellow; and

while gome lands ••. ,:i require to he ploughed and
harrowed three or lour times to subdue them
properly, others will be better prepared by the

first or second operation. No matter whether the

process be begun in the /'.ill or the spring, provided

it be completed before the sowing or the planting

eed. As regards the timt for .-owing and
planting: this must depend entirely on the state

or condition of the hind, in reference to it^ dryness

and warmth—say between the first of .May and
4th of July.

Hemp, is! capable of being cultivated in almost

all climates ; but flourishes best and is most valu-

able in northern latitudes. It requires a strong

moist soil ; and grows but grows but feebly on

sandy or gravelly lands. The rich soils of this

region seem peculiarly adapted to it j as any one

may have observed its luxuriant growth where it

has accidentally been sown.

Like flax it exhausts the soil ; but successive

crops can without difficulty be raised, if manure
be plentifully used. The better way, however, is

to cultivate it in rotation with grasses and grain.

The land must be well prepared so that it will be

light and free from weeds. Stubble or sward

land should be ploughed and harrowed three times;

the first early in the fall ; then as soon as the frost

is out in the spring : and again immediately before

putting in the seed. The time for sowing depends

upon the state of the soil. It is usually about the

time of corn planting. When the object is to pro-

cure the seed, it is sown in drills about three feet

apart. Soon after the plant is up, it is dressed

like Indian corn, with an instrument called a cul-

tivator or horse shoe. When ripe it is cut or

pulled, dried and threshed ; and the stem affords

a coarse lint for cordage. But when cultured for

manufacture solely, two bushels should be sown,

broadcast, upon the acre, and carefully covered,

to prevent the birds from plundering it. The
hemp is cut with a cradle about the time the seeds

begin to fill, at which time the leaves turn white.

It is then bound up in small bundles, and set up

in the field like grain. It was formerly rotted on

the ground, in the way farmers now prepare flax

forbleaching. But this is a dilatory and expensive

method, and greatly injures the material for manu-
facture The " water rot " was afterwards sub-

stituted as an improvement, and is still practised

in Europe.

By this process the hemp is taken to pits of

standing water, and immersed four or five days,

when it is taken out and spread on the ground

for three or four weeks—care being taken to turn

it often, to prevent the mildew or insects from

destroying the fibre. This process is also tedious

and precarious in bad weather. The hemp was

then dressed in the ordinary method of dressing

flax.

A great improvement, however, has lately been

introduced into the business. The new hemp and

flax machine supersedes the necessity of rotting

before breaking. When the stem is sufficiently

dried, in the field or kiln, to render the woody-

substance brittle, it is run through the breaking

machine, which consists of a succession of fluted

rollers, which operate upon every part of the stem

several hundred times, with sufficient force and

velocity to break and dislodge it from the lint.

The glutinous vegetable matter with a portion of

the shives still adheres to the lint ; to separate

which, the hemp is sunk into running or standing
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water from three to five days, according to the

temperature. It is then dried by a few hours'

exposure to the sun, and again passed through the

machine, which frees it from the remaining shives,

and leaves it in a fine flexible state.

This improvement not only saves more than

half the expense and waste in manufacturing hemp,

but secures it from the injury which it unavoida

BRITISH IRON TRADE.
By a statement in a late English paper, it appears

that nearly 700,000 tons of iron are made every

year in Great Britain—valued at 6,297,000 pounds

sterling. In making this estimate of the value of

the trade, the writer merely takes into account

the coarser kinds of the article. Undoubtedly the

finer manufactures of Sheffield and Birmingham, if

bly sustains by the rotting system. Too much added to the above, would greatly swell the

labor has heretofore been requisite in producing |
amount. This immense sum is derived, it is af-

this article, so that our farmers could not compete J firmed, from the minerals of Great Britain alone—
with Europeans, who obtain labor so much I no foreign ingredient whatever being employed in

cheaper; but now that labor-saving machine and
j
the manufacture—and, what is equally creditable to

our tariff* give him a double advantage. If our

government continues to extend the protecting

hand to our own productions and manufactures,

the growing of hemp and flax will soon become
a branch of business to the northern agricultur-

ists."

the character of the iron trade of that country,

almost the whole amount of the money thus ob-

tained, is distributed among the artizans engaged

in that business.

—

Boston Bulletin.

RUSSIA.
The American Quarterly Review reckons the

population of Russia at between 50 and 60 millions

of souls, of whom about 40 millions are serfs,

(white slaves employed in husbandry.) The num-
ber of serfs belonging to the crown is 14 millions,

j f husbandry. A meeting of gentlemen from the

From the New York EveniDg Post.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
We are glad to observe that these useful insti-

tutions are multiplying over the country, and that

now the political storm is over, the activity and
zeal of our citizens are turned to the improvement

The serfs are not sold in Russia as slaves are sold

in the United States, but they are bonded to the

land
;
they form a part of the glebe, and can only

be made over to another as a part of the estate.

several counties of Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca,

Tompkins, Ontario, Wayne, Yates, Monroe, Liv-

ingston, and Genessee, has lately been held at

Geneva, for the purpose of forming a " Domestic

WOBURN ACADEMY.
On Wednesday the 3d inst. the academy in

Woburn was opened, and the handsome edifice

dedicated by appropriate services, commencing by

an anthem. The dedicatory prayer was made by
Rev. Mr Bennet ; an appropriate address was de-

livered by Rev. Dr Fay, of Charlestown, in which
he gave a concise account of the original design

in the establishment of the Institution ; last prayer

by Rev. Mr Mallory ; an anthem concluded the

services. It is intended by the Trustees, and

the Preceptor, that nothing on their part shall be

wanting, to make this institution equal to any in

our highly favored land ; especially for instruction

in such branches of education as may qualify for

active business, as well as in sound literature, and

the moral and religious cultivation of the mind.

—

Instead of a gymnastic establishment, it is con-

templated that the students shall have a far more
healthful and useful exercise, by occupying a

small portion of their time in labor, either in a

garden, (there being several acres of land attached

to the Institution for that purpose,) or at some
mechanical work in a shop already provided.

—

Bost. Rec. Sf Tel.

On some estates, they are allowed to work three
|
Horticultural Society for the Western part of the

days in the week on their own account ; the other
j

gtate of New York." The vice-presidents and
three days they work for their lord. When the

;
committee of managers are selected, one from

government wants recruits for the army, each
j
each of these counties. Myron Holly delivered

person holding serfs is directed to send his quota I a discourse, previous to the" organization of the
of peasants, suitably equipped, to a particular spot,

j
society, which will be published. The officers of

The serfs settle it among themselves who are to
; the society have been chosen from among gentle-

march. The friends of the recruits bewail their
| men of the highest respectability in thar part of

fate in the most lamentable manner, and take an
J

the state. The Geneva Gazette, speaking of the
everlasting farewell of their children, brothers and

t

institution, says
relations.^ They seldom see or hear from them

j "The countenance which this society has re-
again. Few furloughs are given to Russian sol-

\ ceived in its origin, from men of acknowledged
diers

;
their distance from home renders visits im- i acquirements and of extensive influence, gives an

possible
;
they cannot send letters to their friends,

j

earnest of success, cheering to its projectors, and
being unable to read or write

; and most of them which promises lasting benefits to this section of
fall in battle or by natural death before the expi-

j
0U r state. A project, so honorable in its charac-

ration of their 25 years' service. The pay of tha 'ter, so laudable in its object, and'so auspicious in
poor soldier is not more than 55 cents a month.

i ts commencement, cannot fail of final and com-
Capt. Jones, in his Russian Tour, estimates the plete success."
Russian army at 300,000 men, of whom not more

!

than half are efficient for field duties. The Cos-
sacks usually send 40 or 50,000 cavalry into the

field in time of war.

—

Hamp. Gaz.

The New Zealand Spinage is certainly a great
addition to our list of culinary vegetables. We
have given the method of cultivation recommended
in New York. Having it under cultivation two
seasons, we are enabled to speak of it from our
own observation, and we certainly concur in the

encomiums bestowed on it. In a subsequent
number, and in time for those to benefit by it, who
may wish to cultivate it, we will give our experi-
ence on the subject.

—

Southern Agriculturalist.

Souvenirs, Tokens, fyc Seven or eight Souve-
nirs, or Annuaries, have been published within the
last two months, each of which contains, probably
ten, possibly twenty, pages of excellent composi-
tion ; the remainder, if it were sent in manuscript
to the editors who praise it, would not be admitted
into the columns of their respective papers. Any-
thing, paid for such blank verse and "blanker
prose," must be extravagant Boston Courier.

CHEMICAL EXPERIMENT.
A new Fire-Screenfor the Ladies.—Draw a land-

scape on paper with common Italian ink, repre-

senting a winter scene, or mere outline ; the foli-

age to be painted with muriate of cobalt, (green,)

muriate of copper, (yellow,) and acetate of cobalt,

(blue,) all which colors dry in invisible ; but on
the screen being held near the fire, the gentle

warmth will occasion the trees, flowers, &c. to

display themselves in their natural colors, and
winter is magically changed to spring. As the

paper cools, the colors disappear ; and the effect

may be repeated as often as desired.

Impostor.—An impious wretch has recently ap-

peared in Ohio, who declares that he is Jesus

Christ, and that he has come to judge the world.

He has about 20 crazy followers, who worship

him, prostrating themselves at his feet, and calling

him God. Some of them were formerly consid-

ered respectable citizens. One man knowing the

injury he had done to his followers, gave him a

thrashing, and drove him out of the place. A few-

sound drubbings will doubtless divest him of his

pretended omnipotence.

—

lb.

Flour and grain have advanced a little in New
York. On Friday last flour was sold from $7 75
to 8 25 per barrel ; wheat 1 62 per bushel ; rye

67. In 1827 the wheat received by the canal

was 1,290,552 bushels ; this year it has been only

565,902 bushels—decrease 724,650 bushels.

—

Supplies of wheat come in freely from the south.

Large Crop.—From two bushels and two thirds

of a bushel of potatoes, planted by Lt. Timothy
Eaton, of East Pond Plantation, this season, he
had the astonishing product of one hundred and
thirty bushels.

Extraordinary Vegetable Production.—A Cab-
. bage which grew at the farm of Mr Shubrict, on
the neck, was this morning (Dec. 4,) brought to

this office ; it measures in circumference between
40 and fifty inches—and is as large a vegetable

of its kind, in size, as was perhaps ever seen.

—

Cliarleston Patriot.

Our countrymen sometimes leave potatoes as
legacies to the nations whom they visit. Mr Bogle
brought thein to Thibet, and in that country they
are called " Bogles." The Hindoos regard them
as the be^t boon bestowed upon them by the En-
glish. Sir John Malcolm introduced them into

the garden at Bushire, and now they are abundant
on the coast of the Persian Gulf, and distinguished

by the name of " Malcolm's Plum."

Losses in New York by Fires.—Mr Jameson Cox
has presented the City Council of New York an
estimate of the losses by fire during eleven months
of the present year, 1828—which amount to the

enormous sum of six hundred and eighty thousand

dollars.—A*. E. Palladium.

The coffers of the Bank of England are stated

to contain gold to the amount of thirteen millions

ofpounds.

So great is the vintage the present year in some
parts of France, that it is stated in many Tillages

the vintners will give two hogsheads of wine for

an empty cask.
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FLOODING OF LANDS.
Where swamp land is to be cleared, and it can

I>e flooded, by making a dam at the outlet, at a

small expense, it is a matter of economy to attend

to this, as in this way its growth of wood can be

completely killed. This may also be performed

on lands, alter they arc cleared, for the purpose

of killing the grass", if it be bad, in order with more

case to introduce a better kind, or a better system

of culture. Flooding also serves, in a greater or

a less degree, to enrich the land ; though this

depends chiefly on the kind of water with which

it is flooded. If it contain a rich sediment, it is

good ; but, if destitute of this, it is of no u-2.

—

Farmer's Assistant.

GROVES.
These are both ornamental and useful. To

plant heights of ground, the sides and tops of

which are generally not very good for tillage or

pasture, adds much to the beauty of a landscape
;

and is at the same time highly useful, as it regards

the quantities of firewood which may be produced

from such spots. Planting rows of trees along

highways is also pleasant for shade to the travel-

ler, and profitable to the owner of the soil. The

same may be observed, in regard to lanes, and to

passages from the highway to the mansion-house.

Sugar-maple trees, planted round the borders of

meadows, and some straggling ones in them, are

very pleasant and profitable, as they do no injury

to the growth of the grass. Wherever trees can

be planted in pastures and along fences, without

doing injury to the growths of the adjoining fields

by their shade, this part of rural economy ought

never to be omitted.

The shade of some kinds of trees is much more

hurtful to the growth of plants than others.

"I planted Indian Corn (says Mr Livingston)

on the west side of a young wood, consisting of

oaks, poplars, a few chesnuts, and a large mul-

berry somewhat advanced into the field. The

shade made by the rising sun extended nearly

across the field, and was not entirely off until

about ten o'clock. I remarked that, as far as the

shade of the chesnut reached, the corn was ex-

tremelv injured ; it was yellow and small. The

conical shape of the morning shade from particu-

lar trees might be traced a considerable extent, in

the sickly appearance of the plants. The black

oaks were likewise injurious ; but less so than the

chesnuts ; the poplars, very little so. Near the

mulberry tree, the corn was covered by its shade

for a long time every morning ; and, though not

so large as that which had more sun, maintained

a healthy appearance."

The shade of the black oak is particularly hurt-

ful to the growth of wheat ; that of the locust is,

on the contrary, beneficial to grass-grounds: and

that of the sugar-maple does but little injury to

the growth of grain, and none to grass.

—

Fanner's

Aisistant.

way it adheres to the drops of water in their de-

scent.

In (his, as in everything else, the wisdom of the

Creator is displayed. The temperature of the

valleys being warmer than that of the hills, more

moisture is required and more is given them.

Hence, too, the reason why many plants, which

require much heat, grow best in valleys : they

have the requisite degree of heat, and at the same

time a proportionate degree of moisture. But as

all grasses which arc indigenous require only the

heat of the hills, they grow as well on them as in

the valleys : a good general rule, therefore, is, the

valleys for tillage, and the hills for pastures.

Two other good reasons for this are : Firstly,

when hills are kept in tillage, they are generally

more or less washed by the heavy rains, by which

much of the best soil is carried off; and secondly,

they are always more or less inconvenient for

ploughing, and generally still more difficult for

carrying any heavy manures upon them. The
above rule, however, is not to be applied to hills

of large extent and moderate descent; it is, in

strictness, merely applicable to broken hills and

declivities.

—

Farmer's Assistant.

of .ijiir.es, &c, are enough to destroy the tone of

almost any stomach. How often do we hear peo-

ple soy, " I can't eat any mince pie—my stomach

wont bear it,"— whereas, if properly made, almost

any ftomach could bear it. It would be nutri-

tious, innocent. I hope while there arc improve-

,, n| making so universally, this important

branch of domestic economy, and I may add, do-

mestic temperance, will not be neglected.

A'cene, JV*. H. Dec. 23, 1828. A MOTHER.
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ON THE PRESERVATION AND REPAIR OF
ROADS.

A friend, who resides in Blaine, has requested

us to republish from Loudon's Encyclopedia of

Agriculture, an article on the use of broad wheels

in carriages, for preserving roads much travelled

on. This we do with much pleasure, as we know
of few subjects of more general interest.

The preservation of a road depends in a great

measure on the description of machines and ani-

mals which pass over it, and of keeping it dry

and free from dust and mud. The repairs of a

road should commence immediately after it is fin-

ished, and consist in obliterating vats the moment
they appear, filling up any hollows, breaking any

loose stones, and correcting any other defect.

—

After cleaning and this sort of repair have gone

on hand in hand, for a longer or shorter period,

according to the nature of the materials, and traf-

fic of the toad, a thorough repair or surface-renew-

al may be wanted, of three or more inches in

thickness, over the whole of the road. [Some re-

marks on Broad Wheels in our next.]

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FOR THE NEW ENULAND FARMER.

Mr Fessendi-.n—I noticed in one of your

numbers last summer, a description of a method

oftcllinTa horse's age, which I did not thor-

oughly understand ; and I should be grateful to

any person who wouid explain it a little more

satisfactorily. I am happy to find that the horses

sent here by Admiral Coffin have met with the

favor they deserve. Some time in the next

spring, I will endeavor to give a very short, tut

more complete account of the causes of foot-lame-

ness ; and to rectify any mistakes I may perceive

in my previous communication. I am surprised

to find that I omitted high feeding as one of its

exciting causes. However, I did not intend to

give much more than an account of what is now

conceived to be the disease.

Portsmouth, N. H. J. L. ELWYN.

FATTENING CALVES.
In order to make calves fine and fat, the best

and most efficacious way is, to keep them as clean

as possible, by elevating the coops in such a man-

ner that the sun may not have too great power

over them, and to such a height above the level of

the ground, that their urine may pass off; by giv-

ing them fresh litter every day, and suspending

over the coop a large chalk-stoue, so that they can

easily lick it. Besides this, it is usual to bleed

them when they are about a month old, and again

just before they are slaughtered ; which practice

contributes in a considerable degree to the beauty

and whiteness of the flesh, and is therefore more

frequently repeated by some persons, [in England]

but this is not altogether necessary ; twice bleed-

ing being fully sufficient for that purpose, in the

opinion of the most experienced breeders. It is

however, to be observed that those calves, wb.ch

are intended for bulls, or for oxen, should be se-

lected as soon as possible ; as the operation nec-

essary to make them oxen should not be deferred

till the calves are more than twenty days old.

Iflllich,

HILLS AND VALLEYS.
It is found that more rain falls in the valleys

than on the hills. The reason of this is, that in

the valleys the drops of rain having farther to fall,

of course come in contact w'ith, and absorb more

of, that vapor with which even the driest atmos-

phere abounds.

If a goblet filled with cold water be set in a

warm atmosphere, this vapor will presently adhere

to its sides in the form of water ; and in the same

DOMESTIC COOKERY.
Mr Fessenden— I am a constant reader of

your excellent paper, and often sec articles of a

tendency to suppress intemperance. This is as it

should be ; but there is a kind of intemperance to

which I would call your attention— viz. Introduc-

ing ardent spirits into domestic cookery. I have

been a house keeper for nearly thirty years, and

can say with confidence, from my own experience,

there is not the least need of using spirits in any-

kind of cooking. Intemperate eating is said to

be as hurtful as intemperate drinking. No won-
der, when, in addition to high seasoning, is often

added large quantities of brandy and wine. It is

no uncommon thing to see, in a receipt, for in-

stance, for making mince pie, " to one pound of

meat add one quart of brandy, and, one quart of

wine .' " These together with the great quantity

CANDLES.
When tallow is very dirty or rancid, an ounce

of pearl ash to about ten pounds of tallow, put into

the water wherein the tallow is melted, is of ser-

vice. In such candlesticks as are not made to slide,

the candles are frequently permitted to burn in

the socket, to great waste, and to the injury of the

candlestick. This may be prevented by taking

out early the short piece of candle, placing it be-

tween three common pins, stuck in an old cork,

and putting the cork in the candlestick. A pound

of candles, ten to the pound, will give a greater

quantity of light, by one fourth, thau a pound of

six to the pound ; because the tallow is more per-

fectly consumed, in consequence of a greater sur-

face of wick being exposed to the air. In large

wicks the tallow is not burned, but distilled away.

Cooper.
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DEEP PLOUGHING.
Deep ploughing may be a very profitable prac-

tice iu a rich soil ; and in a fertile, shallow soil,

situated upon cold clay or sandy subsoil it may

>e extremely prejudicial. A shallow soil, how-

aver, may be rendered deeper by degrees, ploughi-

ng up a small quantity of barren earth at a time,

vnd manuring plentifully.

FOOD FOR PLANTS.
Water, and the decomposing animal and veg-

etable matter existing in the soil, constitute the

true nourishment of plants ; and as the earthy

parts of the soil are useful in retaining water, so

as to supply it in the proper proportions to the

roots of the vegetables, so they are likewise effi-

cacious in producing the proper distribution of

tbe animal or vegetable matter ; when equally

mixed with it they prevent it from decomposing

too rapidly ; and by their means the soluble parts

are supplied in proper proportions.

SOILS ABSORBING MOISTURE.
I have compared the absorbent powers of many

soils with respect to atmospheric moisture, and

I have always found it greatest in the most fer-

tile soils ; so that it affords one method of judging

of the productiveness of land.

—

Agricultural

Cheniistry.

POTATOES IMPORTED.
In 1827, 20,892 bushels of potatoes were im-

ported into the United States from the British

dominions ; but the exports of American potatoes

in that year to England and her dependencies

were only two bushels. This, however, is the

less to be wondered at, when we reflect that the

climate of Great Britain, Ireland, Canada, and
Nova Scotia, being more moist and cool than

that of the United States, is better adapted to

the culture of potatoes.

NICETY IN MAKING CIDER.
An English writer says, " In some places ap-

ples are split, and two kinds of cider made ;
that

with the red side being of a superior quality to

what the whole apple would make."

NE
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farther increased; and even if confined in bad

weather to your inn, the windows of your apart-

ment, as I have often experienced, will add to your

stock. If a sudden shower obliges you at any

time to seek shelter under a tree, your attention

will be attracted, and the tedium of our station re-

lieved, where the botanist could not hope to find

even a new lichen or moss, by tbe appearance of

several insects, driven there, perhaps by the same

cause as yourself, that you have not observed be-

fore. Should you, as I trust you will, feel a de-

sire to attend to the manners and economy of in-

sects, and become ambitious of making discoveries

in this part of entomological science. I can assure

you from long experience, that you will here find

an inexhaustible fund of novelty. For more than

twenty years my attention has been directed to

them, and during most of my summer walks my
eyes have been employed in observing their ways

;

yet I can say with truth, that so far from having

exhausted the subject, within the last six months

I have witnessed more interesting facts respecting

their history, than in many preceding years. To
follow only the insects that frequent your own
garden, from their first to their last state, and to

trace all their proceedings, would supply an inter-

esting amusement for the remainder of your life,

and at its close you would leave much to be done

by your successor; for where we know thorough-

ly the history of one insect, there are hundreds

concerning which we have ascertained little be-

sides the bare fact of their existence.

Kirby Sf Spence.

USES OF THE BEECH TREE.
The leaves of the Beech, gathered in autumn,

before they are much injured by the frost, make
infinitely better mattresses than straw or chaff,

and endure for seven or eight years. It is un-

paralleled in water works, for when constantly

kept wet, it appears as perfectly sound at 40 years

end, as when first immersed. [It rots very

quick, however, in fences, or other situations in

which it is exposed to changes from wet to dry.]

Tbe wood is formed into tool-handles, planes,

chairs, bedsteads, spokes, bowls, large screws, &rc.

The felloes of the London carts are made of

it, because it tears with more difficulty than even

ash.

It is excellent fuel, and when burnt it affords

TO MAKE VERY STRONG VINEGAR.
An European author asserts that, " Cider

(particularly such as is of an acid tendency,)

placed in the sun, becomes vinegar in a short

time; and one pound of honey to a gallon of
j

a large quantity of"potash

cider will, after standing some months, become

such strong vinegar that it must be mixed with

water for common use."

ENTOMOLOGY.
A new animal or plant is seldom to be met with

even by those who have leisure and opportunity
j
poor for winter firing

for extensive researches ; but if you collect in-
j

and may be trained to form very lofty hedges.

—

sects, you will find, however limited the manor
j
Gleanings on Husbandry.

upon which you can pursue your game, that your

The mast, seeds or nuts yield a good oil for

lamps: swine are fond of them, but their fat is

soft, and boils away, unless hardened before they

are killed, by some other food. They have been

toasted as a succodaneum for coffee.

The hulls of the seeds are collected by the"

The tree bears loppin

efforts are rewarded by the capture of some non

descript or rarity at present not possessed by other

entomologists, for I have seldom seen a cabinet so

meagre as not to possess unique specimens. Nay,

though you may have searched every spot in your

neighborhood this year, turned over every stone,

shaken every bush or tree, and fished every pool,

you will not have exhausted its insect productions.

Do the same to another and another, and new
treasures will still continue to enrich your cabinet.

If you leave your own vicinity for an entoinolo-

gici 1 excursion, your prospects of success are still

Cure for Warts.—Procure sixpence worth of

muriat of iron, sufficient to cure any number of

warts, which may be had of any of the druggists,

and touch the wart with the liquid three or four

times a day, for two or three weeks, with the

feather of a quill made very small at the end, so

as to discharge a drop at a time, and let it dry in.

If the wart should be an old one, it would be more
speedily cured by shaving off with a sharp pen-

knife a little of the rough outside skin, not, how-
ever, so as to make it bleed, but just sufficient to

make the surface a little tender,

—

Am. Sentinel.

Dec. 26, 1S28.

STATISTICS.
In the notice of the work of M. Baldi, called

" The Political Balance of the Globe," which
we find in the Journal des Dcbats of the 2*<th

September, the following tables are extracted,

purporting to show the power and resources of

the principal nations of the civilized world, as

compared with their respective population :

Proportion between the amount of Revenue and
Population.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, for each inhabitant, about $13 00

France, 6 00
Netherlands, 5 1-5

Prussian Monarchy, ... 3 1-2

United States of America, - - 2 2-5

Empire of Austria, - - - 2 1-10

Empire of Russia, excluding Poland, 1 1-5

Proportion between the amount of Debt and
Population.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, for each inhabitant, about $174 00

Netherlands, - - - - 127 00
France, 29 00
Austria, 9 00
United States of America, - - 7 00
Prussia, 5 9-10

Russia, excluding Poland, - - 4 1-12

Proportion between the Army and the Population.

Inhabitants.

Russia, without Poland, one soldier for

every 57
Prussia, ... 80
Austria, - - - 118
France, - - - - 138
Netherlands, - - - . 142

Great Britain and Ireland, - - 229
United States of America, - - 1977

Proportion of the Naval Force to the Population.

inhabitants.

Great Britain and Ireland, one line of

battle ship or frigate, to - - 82,979
Sweden and Norway, - - 154,640
Netherlands, .... 170,566
France, 299,909
United States of America, - - 316,000
Russia, without Poland, - - 700,000
Austria, 2,909,091

This is a curious, and not uninteresting view

of the various powers enumerated; and if the

same accuracy be evinced with regard to the

other calculations, which is exhibited in those

relating to the United States, it must be deemed
authentic.

From the United States Gazette.

COMMUNICATION.

Gentlemen—Herewith I send you an extract

from late English papers, which may be interest-

ing to some of your readers, and which you can
publish when you have room for it.

A Coffee Drinker.

Coffee.—The discovery of coffee is generally

attributed to the Prior of a monastery in that

part of Arabia where the shrub is indigenous.

—

The fact of the case, however, as verified by the

learned Addalcuder, whose manuscript is in the

King of France's library, and by Mr Galland,

translator of the Arabian Tales, are as follows :

—

About the middle of the fifteenth century, out;

Gemaleddin, who resided at Aden near the
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mouth of the Red sea, having occasion to trave

into Persia found there some of his countrymen,

who were in the habit of taking coffee, and who

were loud in,. the praise of its virtues. On his

return to Aden, he was cured from sickness by

the use of coffee. As Mufti of Aden, and hav-

ing occasion to pass whole nights in prayer,

Gemaleddin persuaded the Dervishes, the better

to fit them for watching, to make use of coffee.

lu a short time there was no beverage in Aden,

so popular as coffee; lawyers took it to stimu-

late their faculties; mechanics and artists to in-

vigorate their bodies ; travellers to aid them to

prosecute their journey by night; in short, all

Aden took it. From Aden it passed to Mecca,

where it became in a short time, if possible, still

more popular. From Arabia Felix it was car-

ried into Egypt, thence to Syria, and finally to

Constantinople.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
We have received from an obliging corres-

pondent, the following view of this great market,

from the 29th September, to the 1st December.

SOLD AT BRIGHTON.

1828.
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MISCELLANIES.
Egotism.—Those people who have nothing

else in them are, generally, full of themselves.

A good man is a useful man.—The blessings

of education, wealth, rank, leisure, authority, and
reputation, are granted to a few, that they may
employ them for the good of the whole commu-
nity ; so that those who labor may have no cause

to reproach those who do not work with their

hands for being drones, and a useless burthen to

the community.

Responsibility of men of talents.—When a

talent is given to any one, an account is opened
with the great Giver, who appoints ;. day in

which he will arrive and redemand his own with

usury.

Success and its consequences. Prosperity,

which hardens weak souls, softens generous
hearts ; and nothing can be more gentle than a

hero after victory.

Poverty and Knavery.—The poorer a man
is, the more necessity there' is for his being
honest. A rich knave may, perhaps, prosper

for a time in worldly affairs ; but a poor knave
will soon have as little credit as cash, and will

not only surfer but deserve all the evils, which
ooverty can inflict.

A queer mistake.—When the late Admiral Cros-

by was dining with Col. Fitzgerald, at Meirian-
square, London, he happened to lay his huge
brown fist upon the table ; at that momem Dr
Jenkins, who was very short sighted, casting his

eyes around the table in search of a loaf of bread,

happened to rest them on the Admiral's fist ; and
mistaking it for a loaf, thrust his fork plump ittto

it. The Admiral smarting with the wound, said

in a rage, " do n't trouble yourself to reach— I '11

help you," and raised the same fist to demolish
the doctor. The doctor perceiving his mistake,

cried out, "only a slice, sir, it wont go-round."
This disarmed the Admiral of his wrath, and so

convulsed the company with laughter, that, all the

dyspeptick cases at table were discontinued.

Fontcnelh.—At the close of a fine summer's day,

Fontenelle was discovered by a friend reclining

on the sunny side of a hill, contemplating a flock

of sheep, which, anxious for the arrival of their

shepherd, kept bleating. " Why so melancholy,
sir?" inquired his friend, " ruminating, no doubt,
on human vicissitudes and ." "You are
very right," said the amiable philosopher, inter-

rupting him ;
" I am examining that noisy flock

before us, and I am just saying to myself— that

among them 200 sheep, it is very probable there
is not to be found one tender shoulder of mutton !

"

—London Weekly Review.

Cobbett on Early Education " I have just now-

put my French Grammar into the hands of my
youngest son, who is 14 years and a half old—that

being about the age that I think it best for boys
to begin to read books ; and as to girls, they will

always begin soon enough, if you suffer any books
to be in the house. I have no opinion of settling

little creatures down to pore over printed letters,

before it is possible for them to understand any
reason which you give for anything. The first

thing in my mind, is to do your best to ciiuse them
to have healthy bodies ; then, as soon as they can

leason, they will have sound minds, learn anything

you put before them, and they will, in a trice,

overtake the little masters that have been perched
upon a form from three years old to fourteen."

In 1097, the corporation of New York order-

ed lights to be placed in their windows, during

the dark time of the moon. At this time, the

city contained 6000 inhabitants, 600 of whom
depended upon bolting for a living. At a sub-

sequent period, in the same year, it was ordered

that every seventh house hang out a pole with a
lantern, to light the streets.

In 1757, Staten Island was sold by the In-

dians to the Dutch, for 10 shirts, 20 pairs of
stockings, 10 guns, 30 bars lead, 30 lbs. powder,
12 coats, 2 pieces duffi!, 30 kettles, 50 hatchets,

25 hoes, and a number of knives and awls.

—

Two years after, the Indians complained that

the terms of the sale had not been complied
with, and the Dutch were obliged to add more
trinkets, when the island was formally delivered

to Thomas Lovelace and Mathias Nichols.

—

New
York Gazette.

The Catskill Republican of the 26th nit. says

that more than three thousand firkins of butter,

made principally in Delaware county, came into

that village in one day. Schoharie has sent a

vast quantity of wheat this season, to the same
place. Toast, we imagine, will be plenty in

Catskill this year. Will old Berkshire send

them some cheese to cat with it ?

'A Salt River Roarer.'"—One of those two-

fisted back-woodsmen, " half horse, half alliga-

tor, and a little touch of the snapping turtle,"

went lately to see a caravan of wild beasts. Af-
ter giving them a careful examination, " he of-

fered to bet the owner," says the Western Mer-
cury, " that he could whip his lion in an open
ring ; and he might throw in all his monkeys',

and let the zebra kick him occasionally during
the ficrht !

"

Indigo.—It is proposed to revive the cultiva-

tion of Indigo in Florida. Formerly much was
produced there, which was only rivalled by that

of the Caraccas. In former times, nearly

$180,000 were paid in London, in one year for

Florida Indigo.

The first Paper Will in England, was erected

at Dartfort, by a German, in 1588, who was
knighted by Elizabeth ; but it was not before

1713, that a stationer, one Thomas Wathers,
brought the art of paper making to any perfec-

tion.

A nectarine scion, inserted in a peach stock,

on the farm of Mr W. Elliot, of Northford,
Conn, grew five feet six inches the last season,

handsomely proportioned, with fine thrifty

branches.

Old proverb.—" He who whistles much has an
empty head."

We learn, says the Williamstown Advocate,
that all the merchants in six towns in Berkshire
county, have determined to retail no more ardent
spirit.

Large orders for silks have been received from
America at Lyons and St Etienne. <-,

Cobbtit.—This extraordinary man alluding to

the number of his " works," observes—If any
young man wish to know the grand secret relative

to the performance of such wondrous labor, it is

told him in a few words—be abstinent— be sober

— go to bed at eight o'clock and get up at four

—

the last two being of still more importance than

the two former. A full half of all that I have ever

written, has been written before ten o'clock in

the day ; so that I have had as much leisure as

any man I ever knew any thing of. If young
men will but set about the thing in earnest, let

them not fear of success ; they will soon fiud that

it is disagreeable to set up, or to rise late. Litera-

ry coxcombs talk of " consuming the midnight

oil." No oil, and a very small portion of candles,

have I ever consumed, and I am quite convinced,

that no writing is so good as that which comes
from under the light of the sun.

The merchants in Boston have come to a res-

olution to decline in future to give a discharge

to their debtors, either in Boston or in the coun-

try, for less than one hundred cents on a dollar,

in case of loss by fire, unless their property is in-

sured to near the amount of its value.

Anew State Prison, iu the vicinity of Westches-

ter, N. Y. has just been completed. It is built of

white marble, is 482J feet long, 4-1 broad, 4 stories

high, and contains 800 cells.

From the year 1821 to 1825 inclusive, the value of

silk goods imported into the U. States, was upwards
of thirtyfive millions of dollars. Nothing is wanting
bat proper attention paid to the subject to enable the

inhabitants of the U. States not only to supply do-

mestic consumption with this costly article, but to

export it.

SUBSCRIPTION
For importing Grape Vine Roots from France, at a moderate

price, and encouraging the introduction of that culture into Ou
United S'ates.

Mr Alphonsc Loubat, having considerably enlarged his Vine-
yard, on Long Island, where he now has, in full cultivation,

thirty-five acres of ground, containing 72,000 Grape Yini?

Roots; having also the peculiar advantage of being enabled to

procure the best specimens of roots Irom his father's extensive
vineyards and nurseries, in the districts of Bordelais, CJerac,
and Buzel, departments of Gironde and Lot and Garonne, in

France. (45° N. Lai.) proposes to the numerous friends to the
cultivation of the grape vine in the United States, a subscrip-
tion will be opened on the first of August. 1828.
Mr A. L. wiil engage to furnish subscribers with the Grape

Vine Roots, before the first of March next, and forward them
i'ree of expense, to the different cities where subscription lists

shall have been opened. The roots will be three years old, anil

will produce considerable fruit the second year from the lime of
their being planted. They will be carefully classed and packet!
in boxes, with some of the original soil in which they have been
raised, which will greatly facilitate the thriving of Ibe roots,

when transplanted.

Orders will be punctually attended to : the subscribers desig-
nating the quantities and species of the grape vine roots they
wish to have. They will engage to pay for 1000 roots or more,
at the rate of 12 1-2 cents for each root; for less than 1000, at

the rale of 15 cents ; and 25 cents per root for less than 50.

—

Roots only two yeais old, shall be paid for at the rale of 9 cents
each, for 10 or more ; 12 1-2 centsforless than one 1000 ; and
18 cents for less than 50 roots. Payment to be made on deliv-

ery of the roots. Letters not received unless post paid.

Subscription lists are open at New York, with Alphonse Loo-
bat, 85 Wall street: Boston, E. Copeland, Jr—.Albany, R.
M'Michael—Philadelphia, Van Amringe—Baltimore, Willard
Rhoads—Washington City, Wm. Pairo. Richmond, Daven-
port, Allen & Co. Savannah, Hall, Shapter & Tupper—New-
Orleans, Fosler &, Hutton Charleston, IS. C.) J. & J. Street

Co. Mr A. Loubal's book on the Culture ofthe Grape Vine,

and on the Making of Wine, may be found at the principal book-
sellers of the United States; and his agents will lurnish them
gratis to subscribers. tD12.

Wanted Immediately,

Six or eight Journeyman Chair Makers, at the Newburyport
Chair Factory.—Cash and the highest price given.—Apply to

Nathan Haskell, Agent for the Proprietors.

Newburyport, Dec. 19. 1828. Jt

fcf
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AGRICULTURE. Olivier de Serrcs. In 1761 there were thirteen

Agricultural sQ bli bed in Frante, and

nineteen co-operating societies. Those of Paris,

Amiens, and Bourdoaux have distinguished them-

.- Ives by their published memoirs. Du Hauiel

flbn caused the study of rural economy to i

AGRICULTURE.
Written for the Conversation-Lexicon, by the Editor of the

New England Fanner.

(Continuedfrom page 179.J

After the time ofTull's publication, no great al- ' become fashionable, and other writers contributed

teration in British agriculture took place, till Rob- i to the advancement dt husbandry. M. dc Tru-

ert Bakewell and others carried into effect some id-.ine introduced the Merino hr«;ed of sheep in

important improvements in the breeds of cattle. M<76, and Comte Lasteyrie baa written a valua-

sheep, and swine. These resulted in great benef-j >>'e work on sheep-husbandry. The celebrated

fits to British agriculture and emolument as well j
-Vrthur Young made an agricultural sur.cy of

as fame to those who effected the alteration. By France in 1787, S, and 9. SinCfe that time sev-

Bakewell's skilful selection at first, and constant eral French arid Kngli&h writers have given the

care afterwards to breed from the best animals,7statistics aml culture of different districts, and the

he at last obtained a variety of sheep, which, for] Abbe Rosier and Professor Thouin general views

early maturity, and the property of returning a|o1' the whole kingdom. Buonaparte established

great produce of mutton for the food, which they
' " !1 ».v new agricultural societies and p»i

consume, as well as the small proportion, which l.stiips, bofanic and economical gardens for the ex-

the weight of the offal bears to the four quarters, hibitiou of different modes of culture, and the dis-

were without precedent. Cttlley, Cline, Lord >emulation of plants. He also greatly enlarged

Somerville, Sir J. S. Sebright, Darwin, Hunt, anJ enriched that extensive institution, the Na-

Hunter, Young, &c. &c. have all contributed to tional Garden, whose Professor of culture, the

the improvement of domestic animals, and have
j

Chevalier Thouin, is one of the most scientific ag-

left little to be desired in that branch of rural !
rieulturists in Europe.

economy. Among other publications of distinguish- The lands in France are not generally enclosed

ed merit, on agricultural topics, may be number- ;

a "' 1 subdivided by hedges or other fences. Some
ed The Farmer's Letters, Tour in France, Annals 'dees occur near towns, but, in general the whole

of Agriculture, &c. &c. by the celebrated Arthur! country is open ; the boundaries «f estates being

Young ; Marshall's numerous and excellent worksjtfroarked ''y slight ditches or ridges, with occasion-

commenced with Minutes of Agriculture, published ;
"1 stones or heaps of earth, rows of trees or seat-

in 1787, and ended with his Review of the Agnail-
'

"- trees. Depredations from passengers on

turn! Report '
, " 1

'

'
• l^ric-.-h^f^MBf ugh ays are prevented by ffa-cV ei«

Dr R. W. Dickson, &c. &c. The names of i

which are established throughout all France.

Kaimes, Anderson, Sinclair, are also rendered il-
j

S'"ce the time of Colbert the French have paid

lustrious by publications, wiiich exhibit a union of a g°°d share of attention to sheep, and there are

philosophical sagacity, and patient experiment, considerable flocks of Merino sheep owned by in-

resulting in improvements of incalculable impor- dividuals, besides the national flocks. That of

tance not only to the British nation but to the hu- \

Rambouillet, established in 1786, is, or lately has

man race. To these we shall only add the name been managed by M. Tessier, an eminent writer

of John Loudon, F. L. S. H. S. whose elaborate on agriculture. Sheep are generally housed, or

and able works, entitled Encyclopedia of Garden- •
ke P l in folds, and little yards and enclosures.

ing and Enajclopedia of Agriculture, have proba-
j

Mr Birkbeck considers the practice of bousing

bly never been surpassed by any similar works in
' or confining sheep as the cause of foot rot, a tlis-

any language, age, or country.
i

ease velT common among sheep in France.—

The establishment of a National Board of Ag- I

Where flocks remain out all night, the shepherd

riculture was of pre-eminent service to British sleeps in a small thatched hut, or portable ware

husbandry. Hartlib, a century before, and Lord house, placed on wheels. He guides the flock by

Kaimes, in his Gentleman Farmer, had pointed out i

walking before them, and his dog guards the

the utility of such an establishment, but it was left sh«ep from wolves, which still abound in some

to Sir John Sinclair to carry their ideas into exe- i
Parts of the country. In the south part of France,

cution. To the indefatigable exertions of that ,

the ass, and the mule are of frequent use in bus-

worthy and eminent character the British public handry. A royal stud of Arabiau horses has been

are indebted for an institution, whose services can keP* UP at Aurillac, in Limousin, for more than

hardly be sufficiently appreciated. « It made
t

a century, and another has been more recently

farmers who reside in different parts of the king- ,

established near Nismes. Poultry is an impor-

dom acquainted with one another; and caused a
|

tant article in French husbandry. Mr Birkbeck

rapid dissemination of knowledge amongst the ',
thinks that the consumption of poultry hi towns

whole profession. The art of agriculture was raay he equal to that of mutton. The breed of

brought into fashion ; old practices were amend- f
wi"e is, in general, bad ; but fine hams are made

ed, new ones introduced, and a degree of exertion
J

111 Bretagne from hogs reared on acorns, and fat

manifested, which had never before been exem-
plified in this island."

AGRICULTURE OF FRANCE.

French agriculture began to flourish in the be-
ginning of the seventeenth cen:ury, under Henry
IV. and a work on that subject was published by

ted with Indian corn. The French implements
of agriculture are generally rude and unwieldly,
and the operations of husbandry unskilfully per-

formed.

The vine is cultivated in France in fields, and
on terraced hills, but managed differently in that

country from its common culture. In France

vines are planted in hills, like Indian corn, kepi

low, and cultivated like a plantation of raspber-

ric-. The white mulberry tree il very extensive-

ly eultiwited'for feeding the tulk-worm. It is not

placed in regular plantations, but in corners, rows,

by the side« of roads, &c. The trees ar- :

from seeds- in nurseries, and sold, generally, at

five years' g' '»vtb, when they have strong stems.

They are planted, staked, and treated as pollards.

The egg# of ibe silk worm are batched in

rooms, by means of stoves to IS of Reaumur

(724 1 ah.; 'me ounce of eggs requires one hun-

dred weight of leaves, and will produce from

seven to nine pounds of raw silk. The hatching

commences ahout the end of April, and with the

feeding is o*er in about a month. Second broods

are procured in some places. The silk is wound
off the cocoons in little balls by women and chil-

dren. Thejjlivc, the fig, the almond, and various

other fruits are also extensively cultivated in

France.

AGRICULTURE IS GERMANY.

The earliest German writer on husbandry, was
Conradus Heresbachius, who lived and died in the

16th century. His work De Re Rustica was an
avowed coropilation from all the authois who had
preceded him. No other books on agriculture of

an}- note appeared previous to the seventeenth

century. With regard to the present state of ag-

riculture i/i Germany, we are necessarily limited

to brief nstkes. The country is very extensive

gri at variety as respects soil, sur-

face, elii..€t»»*anu culture". *

duce is, for the Hiiost part, consumed within its

limits, but excellent wines are exported from Hun-
gary and the Rhine, together with flax, bams,
geese, silk, &c. The culture of the mulberry,

and the rearing of the silk worm is rarried on as

far north as Berlin. The theoretical agricultur-

ists are well acquainted with all the improved im-

plements of Great Britain, and some of them have
been introduced, especially in Holsteiu, Hanover,

and Westphalia ; but, in general, their ploughs,

wagons, &c. are unhandy, unwieldy, and ineffi-

cient. Fish are carefully bred and fattened in

some places, especially in Prussia, and poultry is

every where attended to and carried to a high
degree of luxury at Vienna. The culture of for-

ests likewise receives particular attention in that

country as well as in France. The' common ag-

riculture of Germany is every where in a state of

improvement. Government, as well as individu-

als have formed institutions for the instructions of

youth in its principles and most enlightened prac-

tices. The Imperial Society of Vienna, the Geor-

gical Institution at Presburg, and that of Professor

Timer, in Prussia, may be numbered among re-

cent institutions of this description.

AGRICULTURE IN ITALY.

The climate, soil, and surface of Italy are so

various as to have given rise to a greater diversity

of culture than is to be found in the whole of Eu-
rope, besides. Corn, grass, butcher's meat, cheese,

butter, rice, silk, cotton, wine, oil, and fruits of all

kinds, are all found in perfection in this fertile

section of the globe. Loudon asserts that only

one-fifth of the surface of Italv is considered ster-
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ile, while only a fifth of the surface of France is

considered fertile. The population of Italy is

greater in proportion to its surface than that of

either France or Great Britain.

The writers on the rural economy of Italy, are

Arthur Young, in 178S, Sigismondi, in 1801, and

Chateauvieux, in 1812.

In Lombardy, the lands are generally farmed

by metayers, (from meta one half). The landlord

pays the taxes and repairs the buildings. The

tenant provides cattle, implements and seeds, and

the produce is divided. The irrigation of lands

in Lombardy is a remarkable feature of Italian

husbandry. All canals taken from rivers are the

property of the state, and may be carried through

any man's land, provided they do not pass through

a garden, or within a certain distance of a man-

sion, on paying the value of the ground occupied.

Water is not only employed for grass-lands, which,

when fully watered, are Htowed four, and some-

times five times a year ; and in some cases as

early as March, but is conducted between the nar-

row ridges of corn lands, in the hollows between

drilled crops, among vines, or to flood lands, a

foot or more in depth, which are sown with rice.

Water is also used for depositing a surface mud
in some places where it is charged with that ma-
terial. The details of watering for these and
other purposes are given in various works, and

collected in those of Professor Re. In gen-

eral, watered lands let at one third higher price

than those not irrigated.

The implements and operations of agriculture

in Lombardy, are both very imperfect. The
plough is a very rude contrivance, with a handle

thirteen or fourteen feet long. But the cattle are

fed with extraordinary care. They are tied up in

stalls, then bled once or twice, cleaned, and rub-

bed with oil ; afterwards combed and brushed

twice a day. Their food in summer is clover or

other green herbage ; in winter a mixture of elm-

leaves, clover-hay, and pulverized walnut-cake,

over which boiling water is poured, and bran and

salt added. In a short time the cattle cast their

hair, grow smooth, round and fat, and so improv-

ed as to double their value to the butcher.

The tomato or love-apple (solatium lycopersicum)

so extensively used in Italian cookery, forms an

article of field culture near Pompeii, and especial-

ly in Sicily, from whence they are sent to Naples,

Rome, and several towns on the Mediterranean

sea. (To be continued.)

Williams, in his book on West Florida, remarks

of the cultivation of Indigo in that country, that

Caracas, alone was able to rival Florida, in this

article ; forty thousand pounds sterling in one

year, has been paid in London, for Florida Indigo
;

yet at this time not a pound is raised in the terri-

tory for sale ; a few planters cultivate it for the

use of their families; yet it is raised with less

trouble than any other crop, and any female slave

can manufacture it. This plant also is a native

of Florida ; its natural soil is the Pine Barrens.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTS ON FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessenden—Your Pennsylvania corres-

pBBident, M, appears to have noticed two distinct

insects on the apple-tree, one of which, as Mr Buel

remarks, you did not advert to in your Farmer of

the 5th instant.* I regret that you overlooked a

conjecture hazarded in the memorandum furnished

you, the substance of which was, that the " dark

colored insect, on the body of the tree, about the

size and shape of a small grain of coffee, with a

bristly coat, and no wings," might be the apterous

female of a moth, several species of which (besides

that of the canker-worm) are common here.f

That this insect had no connexion whatever with

the minute muscle-like insects observed on the

trees no one can doubt who has read Mr Perley's

communication on the bark-louse, a species of

Coccus, and Mr Loudon's description of the Amer-

ican blight, Eriosoma mali of Leacb, Aphis La-

nata or lanigera of other naturalists.

The account given by M. was not sufficiently

detailed and particular to enable us to decide

which of these two latter insects his probably was,

although it appeared most to resemble the bark-

louse of Mr Perley. <

It has not yet been ascertained whether our

bark-louse is the same as that described by Reau-

mur and Geoffrey, and observed by Shaw and

Kirby on the apple-trees of England ; but ours

agrees in size and shape with theirs, and it is

highly probable, if it is identical, that we are as

much indebted to Europeans for introducing this

and other lousy complaints, as they are to us for

the American blight, which, however, I have never

seen. In regard to the introduction of insects, J

am fully persuaded that we have no species, ir..

common with those of the Eastern world, which

have not accompanied man and his imports from

thence.

Perhaps a few general remarks on the ceconomy

of the Coccus genus may not be unacceptable to

some of your readers, and may stimulate them to

complete, by careful observation, the history of

Mr Perley's species.

Early in the spring the Cocci are found appa-

rently torpid, situated longitudinally in regard to

the branch, the head upwards, and sticking by

their flattened inferior surface closely to the bark.

On attempting to remove them they are generally

crushed, and there issues from the body a dark

colored fluid. By piercing them with a pin they

Sheep.—A meeting of the citizens of Orange
county has been called at Goshen, N. Y. to devise

some plan to protect their sheepfolds from the

ravages ofdogs, the existing laws being insufficient.

Ginger Root.—Mr Raiford, near Savannah, has
raised ginger root for the last four years, success-

fully, on common land, and exposed to all the va-

riations of the climate.

* We intended, however, to make our remarks applicable to

two distinct species of insects. One which was described hy
" M " as having an appearance which " resembled the blossoms
of timothy or some small grass, shaken on the trunk of the tree,

when wet with dew, and remaining on it.—After which they
appeared to increase in size to about tin; bisrness of shot No. S

cut in two and a little lengthened ; and formed a corur, adher-
ing to the bark, under which the insect, whatever it may be,
was found," &c. [See p. 142.] This we supposed might lie the
bark-louse of Mr Perley; but having doubts on the subject, af-

ter describing th° Perley insect, -we remarked :
" The above

description of a destructive insect, and the remedy prescribed
by Mr Perley, may be of use, although the insect may not bethe
same with that which has annoyed the fruit trees of our corres-
pondent ' M. J " We then quoted from Kirby and Spenco, noti-

ces of the Tinea Coriicet/u. and Arbonim Line aris, which we
concluded might be identical: with the msecijirst mentioned by
" M."
Having done with this insect we then took up the other on

the last column of page 158 as follows, viz :

" The insect described by ' IV],' page 142, found on the body
of the tree about the size and shape of a small gram of coffee,"

• &c. See also our note p. 169.

—

Editor.

t Afler we bad commenced writing the editorial article p. 158,
and before we had completed it, the " memorandum " was mis-
laid, and has not since come to hand. This we regret, as we
set a high value on the communications of the author.

—

Ed.

can be made to quit their hold, which I have often

seen in the common species of the myrtle, Coccus
hesperidum. A little later the body is more swel-

led, and, on carefully raising it with a knife, nu-

merous eggs of an oblong form will be discovered

beneath it, and the insect appears dried up and
dead, and forming only a convex cover to its fu-

ture progeny. Under this protection the young
are hatched, and, on the approach of warm wea-
ther, make their escape at the lower end of the

shell which is slightly elevated at that part. They
then move with considerable activity, and disperse

themselves over the young shoots or leaves. The
shape of the young coccus is much like that of

its parent, but the body is of a paler color, more
thin and flattened. Its six legs and proboscis are

visible under a magnifier. Some species are cov-

ered with a mealy powder, as in the C. cacti, or

Cochenille of commerce. These little lice insert

their proboscis into the bark and leaves, and draw
from the cellular substance the sap which nour-

ishes them. Reaumur observed the ground quite

moist under peach-trees infested with Cocci, which
was caused by the dripping of the sap from the

numerous punctures made by these insects.

While they continue their exhausting suction of

sap they increase in size, and during this time,

are in what is called the larva? state. When this

is completed they are still of different magnitudes,

and set about their transformation by spinning

from the mouth minute whitish filaments, which

are affixed in a radiate manner to the bark, and

which confine and secure the body in its situation.

(Do not these constitute the specks of blue mould

noticed by Mr Perley ?) They now remain appa-

rently inanimate ; but under these lifeless scales

the metamorphosis of the insect is conducted ;

,ilb this remarkable difference, that, in a few
days, the large ones contrive to break up and throw
off, in 4 or 5 flakes, their former coats, and reap-

pear in a very similar form to that which they

before had : the smaller ones, on the contrary,

continue under their euvelope, which serve as

cocoons, and from which they seem to shrink and
detach themselves, and then become perfect pupas,

the rudiments of wings, antenna?, feet, &c. being

discoverable, on raising the shells. If we follow

the progress of these small ones (which are to pro-

duce the males) we shall see, in process of time,

a pair of filaments and the tips of the wings pro-

truding beneath the shell at its lower elevated

part, and, through this little passage, the perfect

insect at length backs out. The pupa? coat of the

female is never cast off, so far as we can discover,

but continues adherent and flexible, and the'insect

itself never afterwards changes place. Tbe male

is exceedingly small in comparison with the fe-

male, and is an anomaly in the order, (Hemiptera)

having only two wings or hemelytra, though La-

treille detected, in one species, vestiges of another

pair of wings, which resembled the balancers of

flies. The tail of the male is furnished with an

elongated curved stilet, and a pair of slender, long,

filaments. The ovaries of the female are fecun-

dated through the small aperture beneath the

lower tip of the shell. After this her body grad-

ually augments, becomes more convex, and when
the eggs are matured they are extruded and spread

by the contraction of her body beneath its envel-

ope, till the fond mother perishes in her labors,

but still shields with her body the eggs which are

to give birth to her future offspring.

There are several broods of some species in
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the year. Of the bark-louse at least two are pro-

duced in one season. It is probable that the fe-

males of the last brood are fecundated in autumn,

survive the winter, and thus provide for a succes-

sion of the species.

The writer of the article on Bees, in the North

American Review, was too indiscriminate in de-

nouncing all insects except the favorite elaborators

of wax and honey. The single genus Coccus

affords an ample refutation to the charge of uni-

versal noxiousness and inutility. Various tints

of red are furnished by tliem from the splendid

Carmine of the cochenille, to the duller hues of

the scarlet in grain and the Polish coccus. The

resin called lac is produced by a species of this

genus, and has become essential in the composition

of Tarnishes, japanned ware, and sealing-wax, and

by a chemical process a beautiful pigment is ob-

tained from it. The wax of China, called Pe-la

is procured from certain trees, which are stocked,

in that country, with Cocci for facilitating its

production.

No species of Saperda, inhabiting the apple-

tree, is known to us except the common one striped

with white and brown, and which proceeds from

the well-known borer. If there is another appro-

priated to this tree, we should like to see a de-

scription of it, and should be highly gratified to

receive specimens.

Willi respect, your friend and servant,

T. W. HARRIS.
Milton, December 24, 182S.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

VILLAGE ANECDOTE.
Mr Editor— It is encouraging to reflect, that

however misled men may be, at times, by passions

and prejudices, yet virtuous deeds and generous

feelings, directed by a love of justice and peace,

have something so amiable in themselves, that

they will meet, not only with undisguised and

general approbation, but they will create in society

a predisposition to the same valuable end, offer-

ing thereby a strong assurance, that the human
mind was intended by the Almighty Founder, as

their native and prosperous soil. Nor is the mag-
nitude of the object which brings those feelings

into action, of much consideration ; it is altogeth-

er the moral principle which gave them birth

There is in them an irresistible charm to bring

forth seeds of life, which otherwise might remain

dormant and barren. It seems to be a duty,

therefore, and it is a very pleasant one, to record

those occurrences. In the present instance, the

natural repository is assuredly the New England
Farmer, now of general circulation among that

order of citizens, within whose ancient and noble

avocation is to be found, the safeguard to the best

interests of our country. After this short pream-
ble, I will ask your leave to introduce the follow-

ing anecdote.

Some time since, it was in October, the weath-
er being favorable for clearing laud, A. H. deter-

mined to burn away the brush in one of his pas-

tures ; the fire ran faster than expected, and ex-

tended into the wood lot of his neighbor, N. II.,

where it did considerable damage, before it could

be subdued. N. H. was absent on a journey, at

the time, and on his return met with A. H., who
expressed hia regret at the accident which had
taken place, and his readiness to satisfy him for

the loss. Let us refer the case, said A. II., and

the damages to be assessed, to two men we can

trust, and let those men be you and I.

Your proposal, Mr A. H., is very fair ; but in

such cases two men have been known, at times,

not to agree, therefore, I would propose to you, to

leave it to one alone, and let that man be your

good self. You will take the case into considera-

tion, and when we meet again, you will inform

me to what amount you have fixed the loss.

—

The next time they met,A.II. informed N. II.,that

he had walked over his wood lot, and, that from

the best opinion be could form of the injury it had

received, he had estimated the loss at sixty-five

dollars. N. II. professed himself perfectly satisfied

with the liberal damages, which A.H. had brought

in ; but, neighbor, said he, it is a hard case, and,

therefore, I will propose to you, that we should

divide the loss
;
you pay me one half, and I will

bear the rest.

When an anecdote is clothed with that charac-

ter of pleasantness, which seems to render its

truth somewhat questionable, it is often styled a

good story. In the Italian language the same idea

is prettily expressed by se non & vero, £ ben trovato,

which translated, if it is not true, it is at least well

imagined. But in the present instance there is no

fiction. The parties alluded to, are Amos Har-
rington, and Nathan Hagar, of the Rev. Mr
Field's parish. Happy the town where hard

cases, and all cases, are generally settled under the

mild influence of such feelings ! Happy the State

where such spirit should prevail ! Justice, equity,

and peace ! It would have a tendency to short-

en and simplify the work of legislation, and to re-

lieve of part of their labors the ministers of the

law ; it would hasten the promised and happy

period, when the moral Rose is to bloom in the

wilderness. J. M. G.

Weston, 29th Dec. 1828.

From the American Farmer.

' GRAPES.
Retreat, near Dublin, JYov. 30, 1828.

Isabella Grape.—Much paper and ink have

been wasted about the origin and value of the

Isabella grape. I formerly understood, that Col.

Hawkins obtained it from the garden of Mount
Vernon, as a grape Fountainbleau ; but, recently,

the gentleman who succeeded Mr Hawkins as

agent to the Creek Indians, informed me that

the scions were received from Mr Fraser, a gen-

tleman on botanical researches, who called it a

French grape. Monsieur Roma had the same

vine in his garden in Savannah, and said it was a

French muscadel. It may be of much value to

the north, where the climate suits it ; but is worth-

less in the south, by reason of its ill habits. Half,

or more, of the grapes, rot every, year be the sea-

son what it may ; and only three or four ripe ber-

ries can be obtained from a bunch at one time,

and nearly a month is required to ripen all the

berries on a branch ; hence it is no wine grape in

our climate. When ripe berries can be obtained

in sufficient quantity, it yields wine of nice flavor,

provided the grapes are not too ripe, and the vin-

tage remain only four or five hours in the vat ; but

let the grapes become mellow on the vines, and

then let the vintage remain twenty four hours in

the vat, and the wine is ruined— dull, heavy, flat,

and a strong taste of the seeds.*

Alexander's or Schuylkill Grape.—This

grape is a native, and makes excellent wine under
the following conditions : collect the grape so
soon as the berries are of full color and in the

plenitude of their juice ; if they remain on the

vines to become mellowed, the product will be
a dead, flat and ill flavored wine. When the

grapes are mashed, or crushed in the vat, let them
remain only one hour and a half, when the must
will have obtained a sufficiency of color

;
press,

and the product will be a crimson rose color, with

flavor of the first class ; but let the vintage re-

main ten or more hours in the vat, the longer the

worse, and the wine will be austere and taste

strongly of the seeds. The juice of this grape

may be called weak, sp. gr. 1.056— raise the

must with brown sugar to sp. gr. 1.124, and the

wine will be strong enough.

Catawba.—This wine is said to be a native,

and yields a superior dessert wine ; and as Mr
Adlum justly remarked, its, vinous product suits all

palates. Whether the flavor of this wine may be

injured by the grapes mellowing on the vine is not

known to me ; but that it may be materially in-

jured by too long residence in the vat, before

pressing, is very certain. Five or six hours in dry

warm weather is long enough. In cool, or wet
weather, the continuance of the vintage in the vat

maybe of longer duration.

Bland Grate.—This is said to be of doubtful

nativity. It makes good wine if we will have pa-

tience to wait for its maturity three or four years

;

it has a superabundant proportion of gum in th«

juice, part of which seems to be insoluble, and

the lees formed by the vernal and autumnal fer-

mentations do not subside and the wine become

clear, without new additions of fining. No other

wine that I have made requires refining. The
vine and fruit are subject to mildew and rust.

Warren Vine.—This vine seems to be of

foreign origin, and is of the superior class of wine

grapes. It is subject to rot consideiably with me;
its vinous product was adjudged by a gourmet to

resemble the delicious wine of Cyprus.

Round Violet Madeira Grape.—This vitiB

came from Madeira to Savannah, many years

ago. The vine is not distinguishable from the

Warren, but the fruit is of a lighter color, and the

vinous product of a different flavor, and it is not

subject to rot. It is a superior wine grape. The
gourmet was probably correct about the flavor of

the Warren wine, because all the wine grapes

planted in Madeira, were transplanted from the

island of Cyprus, in 1420, by Prince Henry of

Portugal, Duke of Visco, together with the sugar

canes of Sicily, for the use of the colonists.

Yours, respectfullv,

J. S. Skinner, Esq. THOMAS McCALL.

*Thes» remarks, it will be •bserved, do not applr lo the

Isabella grapes, in our climate.

—

Ed. N. E. F.

Wholesome Advice, from Johnson's Letters.—Be-

gin life with the least show and the least expense

possible ;
you may at pleasure increase both, but

you cannot easily diminish them. Do not think

your estate your own, while any man can call

upon you for money and you cannot pay ; there-

fore begin with timorous parsimony. Let it be

your first care not to be in any man's debt. Re-
solve not to be poor ; xchatever you have, spend less.

Poverty is a great enemy to human happiness, it

certainly destroys liberty, and it makes some vir-

tues impracticable, and others extremely difficult.

There are no less than 2,533 varieties of the

Rose, of which 18 belong to the Moss Rose, 20
to the Dog Rose, and 1,215 to the Provence Rose.
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Fron the New York Farmer.

ON USE OF GYPSUM IN AGRICULTURE.
Sir—The extensive application of Piaster of

Paris in the interior of this state, to the pur-

poses of husbandry, induces me to hazard a few-

remarks upon the causes of its fertility, and the

soils and crops to which it may be advanta-

geously applied. I perceive that many of our

farmers, although slow to adopt this or any other

innovation upon old habits, now that they iiave

become satisfied of the benefit of plaster in some

cases, seem to infer that it is useful in all, and

thus apply it without " rhyme or reasoii." The
consequence, I fear, will be to bring it into dis-

repute and lead to its rejection in cases where
its utility is unquestionable.

The most common opinion is, that this sub-

stance benefits crops by drawing moisture from
the atmosphere. This theory proves too much

:

for if it has so strong an affinity for moisture,

it will attract it from the soil as well as from the

atmosphere ; and thus rob the plant, instead of
increasing their supply, of this essential agent
of vegetable developement. But it has been
proved that gypsum absorbs moisture far less

powerfully than putrescible manures, or even
common soils, and retains it a shorter time.
Johnson has given us, in his essay on the use of
salt in agriculture, tables exhibiting the absorb-
ent and retentive powers of different substances.
I subjoin an extract in proof of my position :

—

" Horse dung evaporated previously parts.
to dryness, at a temperature of J 00°,
absorbed, during an exposure of
three hours to air saturated with
moisture at 62°, 145
Putrified tan bark, under like cir-

cumstances, (66°,) 145
Unputrified, do 115
Cow dung do 180
Pig do do 120
Sheep do do 31
Refuse Salt (60°) 49
Burnt Clay, 29
The richest soil (in one hour) 23
Lime, (part carbonate) 1

1

Gypsum, 9
( Pig dung, evaporated to dryness, at
a temperature of 106° (the heat of a
meridian sun at midsummer) and
then moistened with six parts of
water, required for being reduced to

to dryness again, at the above tern-

{ perature,

Horse dung, under similar circum
stances,

Common Salt,

Rich Soil,

Poor Soil (silicious,)

^Gypsum, ]£
Thus it appears, that the absorbent power of

horse dung is sixteen times greater than that of
gypsum, and its retaining power seven times
greater. Let us not lose sight of another im-
portant fact which these experiments suggest,
viz : That the power of a soil for absorbing°and
retaining moisture, and of course of resisting
droughty is in the ratio of the dung and vegeta-
ble matter which it contains—rich^oil suffering
least, and poor soil most in dry weather.—
Ploughing and hoeing frequently tend very-
much to increase, or rather to bring into full

nun.
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operation, these qualities of soils for absorbing

and retaining moisture.

After water has been expelled from plaster of

paris by burning or heating, it then again ab-

sorbs it powerfully—and not only absorbs, but

solidifies it. It is by this process that it is fit-

ted for cornices, busts, &c.
Another agency which has been ascribed to

plaster in the process of vegetation, is that of ac-

celerating putrefaction in the soil—of rendering

inert vegetable matter soluble, and thus increas-

ing the supply of vegetable food. The experi-

ments of Sir H. Davy disprove this theory, and
show that gypsum rather retards than increases

animal and vegetable putrifaction.

Some, supposing that plants are gifted with

sensation, contend, that gypsum acts as a con-

diment to the vegetable, as spices do to the an-

imal system, and benefits by stimulating their

absorbent and assimilating organs. I am not

phisiologist enough to discuss this point, and
will therefore barely observe, that if this is

so, all plants are not equally sensitive ; for many
are certainly not affected by this stimulus.

Others again have maintained, that plaster

owes its utility to the sulphuric acid (oil of vit-i

riol) which it contains; and of course that a

decomposition or separation of parts, takes place

in the soil. Sulphuric acid has been applied,

blended with different parts of water, without

seeming to confirm this theory. But a suf-

ficient objection is found in the fact, that gyp-
sum is detected in the clovers and other plants,

showing that no decomposition has taken place,

and that the sulphuric*acid, remaining chem-
ically combined with its base, could not have
acted separately.

Sir H. Davy, I think, has suggested the true

cause of the fertility in gypsum : That it forms
as necessary a constituent of some plants, as a few
drops of peppermint do to a mint sling ; and that

when the soil does not contain it, in the small

proportion needed, its application is necessary
for their complete developement and perfection—and that it is only useful to such crops as yield
it on analysis, and on soils where it is deficient.

Of the plants which contain gypsum, Sir H.
Davy has enumerated the clovers, luzern, sanfoin
and some othe.- grasses ; in which he be'ieves
it may exist to the amount of three or four bush-
els on an acre of these plants. The turnip crop
yields it in small quantities ; and if this theory
is correct, Indian corn and potatoes will afford
it, as it evidently henefits these crops. He adds,
that gypsum is not taken up in corn crops, such
as wheat, rye, barley, &.c. A course of experi-
ments during ten years, has satisfied me that
these crops are not benefited, directly, by its

application, but often indirectly, by increasing
the growth of other vegetables, which ultimately
enrich the soil.

The soils which plaster most benefits, are the
poor lean sands and sand loams ; and its effects
diminish in proportion as these become more rich,
adhesive, or wet. The dung of cattle contains
gypsum

; so does peat or bog earth. To la-ids

ofteii dunged, its effects are consequently less

perceptible. That it does not prove efficacious

upon wet lands may be accounted for by their

generally abounding in bog soil, and not usually
producing plants which contain gypsum.
As to the time and manner of applying plaister,

different opinions prevail. It cannot enter the

mouths of plants until it is dissolved, or become
soluble. To effect this, 500 times its weight of
water is found to be requisite. This would seem
to indicate that it should be sown early on grass
lands. My practice has been to sow in March,
or early in April, and if practicable, upon alight
snow. When sown late, and a try summer en-
sues, its benefits are frequently not perceptible,
probably from the circumstance of its not havinor

been dissolved. I have followed the example
of two great pioneers in the improvement of
American husbandry, the late Judge Peters and
John Taylor, in sowing it for Indian corn and
potatoes before the last ploughing. I consider
the benefit in this method more certain and the
labor less, than in that of strewing it on the hills

of the growing crop.

The experience of practical men seems to
have fixed the proper quantity at from one to
two bushels the acre.

Plaster appears partially to have Tost its effi-

cacy in some parts of Pennsylvania, where it has
been longest and most successfully used. It is

said, to adopt the common language, that the
soil has become tired of it. I suspect too much
reliance has been placed upon it ; and that it

has been used as a substitute rather than as an
auxiliary, for old fashioned barnyard dung.
There is another way of accounting for its ap-
parent failure. Has not the soil become tired of
the plants which it aids, and which may have
exhausted it of some other constituent 1 In the
Norfolk system of alternate husbandry, it was
long ago ascertained that clover could not be
sown to advantage oftener than every second
course, or once in eight, or ten years, and other

grasses were consequently alternated with it.

The practice in Pennsylvania has been, I believe,

to continue sowing clover every four or five years.

The preceding view of the subject and my
personal experience, induce me to offer the fol-

lowing rules for the consideration of the farmer:

1. That plaster may be applied to pasture and
meadow lands, not absolutely wet, with strong

probability of profit—as it undoubtedly forms a
constitue it of many of the grasses, increases

their vigor, and thickens the soil.

2. That it may be applied, with equal prospect

of success, to the maize and potato crops, and I

think, to legumes, such as peas, beans, &c.
These being sown, as good husbandry implies,

upon lands naturally free Irom surface water, or

rendered so by draining.

3. That its benefits are greatest upon sands,

gravels, and light loams ; and that these benefits

diminish in proportion as the soil becomes rich,

either naturally or by the application of dung.

4. That plaster can never become a substitute

for dung, but may be rendered a valuable auxil-

iary—benefiting some crops directly, and all

remotely, by increasing the volume of vegetable

matter, which ultimately becomes the food of
plants.

5. That from one to two bushels per acre is

a sufficient annual dressing for lands.

6. That upon grass it is most ptofitably sown
early, that the vernal rains may render it soluble;

and upon tilled crops before the fast ploughing,

that the moisture in the soil may perform this

office in season, in both cases, to benefit the

summer's growth.

And, finally, That its use can be- best regu- .

lated by the farmer himself carefully noting its
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effects upon different crops, soils, &.c. always

leaving a strip unplastered upon crops which it

is supposed to benefit, and plastering a strip

upon those on which its benefits are doubtful.

Very respectfully, J. BUEL.
Albany Nursiry, Nov. 24.

ON THE CULTURE OF THE VINE.
Ill February, lake a single joint of the vine

you choose ; cut it off a half an inch above the

eye, and again at two inches below the eye

;

cover each end with sticking plaster of any kind,

and set it in a pot of garden mould, above five

or six inches in diameter, and unglazed. The
eye of the cutting must be covered with earth,

and then watered to settle the ground : after this

lay half an inch of horse manure on the surface

to keep it from becoming dry and hard, and place

the pot in a hot bed prepared for raising cabbage

plants. If more than one shoot rises from the

eye, rub off all but the strongest. About the

first of June, turn out the vine from the pot, and

set it in the garden, or at the east or north end

of your house ; wherever it can be protected

from violence. It will grow in any soil, but like

other plants it grows best in the best soil. When
first removed, water it at a distance from the

plant, so as to draw the earth toward the vine,

instead of washing the ground from it. If you
water it afterwards, pour your water into a trench

at least eighteen inches from the plant ; for un-

less this precaution be used, watering does more
harm than good, and does most injury in the

driest time. As the vine shoots, it must be pre-

vented from falling. In November, a slight

covering of straw is beneficial to prevent freezing

and thawing of the vine. In February it must
be trimmed by cutting it off at a half an inci;

above the eye ; all the eyes below are to be

carefully rubbed off, as being imperfect:—The
eye thus left will sometimes produce more than

one shoot, in which case all but the strongest

should be rubbed off. In November, this shoot

is again to be covered, and in the following Feb-

ruary is to be again cut off above the second

lowest clasper : that is leaving on two eyes to

shoot this season, and again rubbing off all the

eyes below the lowest clasper. Both these shoots

should be permitted to grow their utmost length ;

which if the soil be favorable will be very con-

siderable, and there will be reason to hope for

fruit in the next season. In the third February
cutting, three eyes upon each shoot ma be left,

and no more. From this time forward all the

side branches from the shoots of the year are to

be rubbed off, taking care not to injure the leaf

whence they spring, which is the nurse of the

bud at the root of its stern.

At the fourth time of cutting the vine, and
from that time forward, it may be cut about the

last of October ; four eyes may then be left, and
the fifth cutting, five eyes may be left on each
shoot and never more, even in the most vigorous

state of growth, for the injuries thereby done to

the vine will be seen and lamented in succeeding
years.

Jlnger destroys Reason—When a man is angry
it will answer no good purpose to attempt to ar-

gue, a point with him, or to try to convince him
that he is wrong, either in practice or iu principle.

You must wait till the paroxysm oi~ passion has
subsided, apd the impatient sufferer becomes
"gain a rational bejng.

From the New York .Statesman.

NATURAL SCIENCES.
Every day affords us evidence of increasing

intercourse between the naturalists of Europe
and this country. This is as it should be, for,

to say nothing of its obvious tendency to soften

the asperities, and diminish the coldness which
frequently occur between the learned of dif-

ferent countries, this mutual communication of

friendly offices and early notice of each others

labors, is of great importance to the whole learn-

ed world.

A pleasing instance of attention from one of

the most distinguished Geologists of Europe to

the Lyceum of Natural History of the city, has

lately come under our notice. The Rev. Dr
Buckland, of the University of Oxford, England,
has presented to this society a set of casts of the

teeth and bones of two species of Mastodon,
found in diluvium not long ago, in the kingdom
of Ava. It may not be known to the generality

of our readers, that naturalists were already ac-

quainted with six species of this gigantic genius
of animals, of which none are now found alive.

Of these, one was peculiar to North America,
two to Europe, two to South America, and one
common to Europe and South America. The
recent discovery of similar remains in Asia has

excited much interest among naturalists. It

is now ascertained that these Ava Bones, al-

though resembling those of Mastodon in size

and structure, yet differ from all those known,
and have accordingly been designated as two

GOLD WASHINGS.
Strange as it may appear, it is a fact, that till

very lately the jewellers were in the constant
practice of throwing away the water into which
they dip articles of jewelry after they are taken
out of the boil (amenstrum ofnilro muriatic acid,
employed to give them a high finish,) without
being at all aware of the quantity of gold that
was thrown away with it. Of late a person pos-
sessed of some chemical knowledge is said to
have made a handsome livelihood, by instructing
jewellers, at the rate of five guineas each, in a
method of recovering gold contained in the wash-
ing. This method consists simply in adding a
solution of copperas, which precipitates the gold,
and then fusing the residuum with nitre, by which
the iron in combination is oxidated, and the gold
left in a pure state.

—

Mechanic's Magazine.

In boring for water on the island, at the upper
end of this village, owned Ly Mr Sewell, a vein
of water was struck at the depth of ICO feet,

which emits an inflammable gas in large quanti-
ties. It is so perfectly free from the nauseous
smell of the oil gas, that its existence was dis-

covered only by the casual introduction of a
light into the mouth of the well.— Watertoum
Register.

Damask Table Linen.—Mr Hamilton Stewart,
of Pittsburgh, has commenced the manufacture
o Damask Table Linen. The Statesman of that

city observes, that " the, Table Cloths are ex-
tremely neat, and what is of equal importance,

distinct species, ancUncreasing the number now ' they are ve
.

rv cheap, and of a texture that will

known to eight.

The casts referred to are such exact and ad
mirable copies of the original remains, and the

colors are imitated in so perfect a manner, that

they exhibit altogether a proficiency in the plas-

tic art, which our artists would do well to study.

The discovery of these remains must have
been highly gratifying to that distinguished na-

turalist, Dr Buckland. In his celebrated work,
" Reliquiae Diluvianos," in giving an account of
the remains of the Elephant, the Rhinoceros,

&c, &c, found in the European deposits of Dilu-

vium, made by the last great deluge that has

swept the face of the earth, he anticipated a re-

petition of the same circumstances in distant d •

posits of Diluvium to be hereafter disco\ered —
an anticipation which has been realized, by the

discovery of these Bones in the Kingdom of Ava,
accompanied by those of the Elephant, the Rhi-
noceros, the Hippopotamos and various anti-

deluvian animals. Our own country is covered
in every direction with diluvium of the same e-

riod, and from the examination of which many
new ai\d interesting discoveries may be also an-

ticipated.

Kitchen Economy.—A friend has mentioned
to us an improvement in kitchen economy which
we think deserving of notice. It may be called

an iron back log, and is cast hollow, to contain
water. A small leaden leader is attached to

this iron cylinder, which is plac id at the bottom
of a wood lire, and connected with a cask or tub

of water near the fireplace, or in any colivi nieul

part of the room. The family may thus have, a

constant supply of hot water, without ii:m riber.

ing the fire-place, and with much less, than the
ordinary consumption of fuel for that purpose.

—

Long Island Star. .

insure service and durability. In weaving the
cloth, the threads are so arranged and managed,

>t any figure, name, or letters can be
made to appear in full view upon the surface."

Method of curing Pork Hams, to make them
far superior to those cured in the common tcay.—
To twelve common size hams, such as are cut
from hogs weighing from 140 to 200 pounds,
take 12 lbs. fine salt, S oz. of salt petre, and 3
pints of molasses—mix them well together—rub
the hams with it, and pack them down in a tub
or cask, and let them lay one week—then put
to them pickle enough to cover them, made as
follows :—To 3 gallons of water, put fine salt

enough to make it bear an egg—add 1 quart of
molasses, 2 quarts of strong ashes lie, (made
from ashes without lime) and a porter bottle of
purified pyroligneous acid—let them lay in it

four weeks—then take them out and hang them
up in a dry room—when dry they are fit for use.

Hams cured in this way are clean, tender,

juicy, and fine flavored, without the waste occa-
sioned by the drying and filth of smoking in the
chimney or smokehouse.

—

Ncirjmrt Republican.

Cleared from the port of Meadville, (Pa.) the
fast sailing boat " The Ann Eliza."

All the materials of which this boat was built

were growing on the banks of French Creek, on
the 2~th ult. On the 28lb she was launched,
and piloted to this place before sunset, by her
expert builder's, Messrs. Mattocks and Towne.
Urn- cargo consisted, amongst other things, of
'>;!! 10 reams of crown, medium, and royal patent
straw uaper, with patent book and paste boards;
arid left this place early on the 30th ult. for

Pitts.!).tigh, with about 20 passengers on board.—Crawford Mess.
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BROAD WHEELS^
To preserve a road by improving the wheel

carriages which pass over it, all agree that the

wheels should be made broader than they usually

are, and cylindrical: that carts with two horses

abreast are less injurious than such as are drawn

by two horses in a line : and that it would be an

advantage to have the axlelrees of different lengths.

Edgeworth, upon a careful examination, con-

cludes, that the system of rolling roads by very

broad wheels must be abandoned ; and that such

a breadth only should be insisted upon, and such

restrictions made as to loading, as will prevent the

materials of the road from being ground to pow-

der, or from being cut into ruts. With this view

the wheels of carriages of burden should have fel-

loes six inches broad, and no more than one ton

should be carried on each wheel.

Farcy is of opinion, that six inch cylindrical

wheels, or under, are the most practicable and

useful, provided the projecting nails are most rig-

idly prohibited, which can never be done but by

a penalty per nail upon the wheelers who put in

those nails, and upon the drivers of the carriages,

who use such roughly nailed wheels.

Telford thinks that no wagon or cart wheel
ought to be of less breadth than four inches, and
that in general no carriage ought to be allowed to

carry more than at the Tate of one ton per wheel :

" when it exceeds that weight," he says, " the best

materials which can be procured for road-making

must be deranged and ground to pieces."

Paterson is a warm advocate for broad wheels.
" If the wheels were used double the breadth as

at present," he says, " they would act as rollers

upon the materials, binding them together, and

consequently the surface would always remain

smooth and free from ruts ; and the waste or de-

cay, would, of course, be exceedingly little." All

broad wheels, however, should be made on a con-

struction different from those that are in common
use. Those in common use, whether broad or

narrow, are generally dished [as it is called) on the

outside, and the ends of the axletree bent a little

downwards. This causes the wheels to run wider
above than below ; and the reason, I believe, for

adopting this plan, was to allow people to increase

the breadth of their carriages, and get the wheels

to run in the same track. Upon this plan, the

edges of the wheel, to run flat on the road, must
be of a conical shape, the outer edge being of less

diameter than the inner one. Any bad effect

arising from this is indeed very little felt from the

narrow wheels ; but as they increase in breadth,

the evil increases in the same proportion. " A
conical wheel," says Edgeworth, " if moved for-

ward by the axletree, must partly roll and partly

slide on the ground, for the smaller circumference
could not advance in one revolution as far as t!ic

larger. Suppose," says he, " the larger revolution

sixteen feet, and the smaller thirteen feet, the outer

part must slide three feet, while the carriage ad-

vances sixteen, i.e. it roust slide nearly one fifth of
the space through which the carriage advances,

—

thus, if loaded with ten tons, the horses would
have two tons to drag, as if that part of the weight
•was placed on a sledge." The same thing has
been ably and beautifully demonstrated by Cum-
ming, (Essay on the Principles of Wheels and Wheel

Carriages, l?c.) and is very easily illustrated ; take
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for instance, thefrustum of a cone, or a sugar loaf,

from which you have broken oft' a little bit at the

point ; then set this a rolling upon a table, and in-

stead of going straight forward it will describe a

circle
; and if you will put a pin or axletree right

through the centre of it, and upon that axle cause

it to move straight forwards, the smaller diameter

must slide instead of rolling. It is evident, there-

fore, that the rims of the wheels ought to be of a

cylindrical form. Edgeworth states in relation to

this, that " from the testimony given to the com-
mittee of parliament, by every person of science

and judgment, cylindrical wheels and straight ax-

letrees have been unequivocally preferred."

Farcy finds the Whitechapel road more injured

by broad wheels than any other, owing to those

wheels being barrelled and conical, and not run-

ning flat, and the middle tier projecting above the

others with rough nails.*

Curaming has proved experimentally, before the

committee of 1808, that when the rim of a wheel
is made truly cylindrical, so as to have an equal

bearing on its whole breadth, the resistance to its

progress on a smooth road is not increased by in-

creasing its breadth. And in regard to the im-

mense saving that would accrue to the nation,

Jessop, in his report, says, " I may venture to as-

sert, that by the exclusive adoption of cylindrical

broad wheels, and flat roads, there would be a

saving of one horse in four, of seventyfive per cent
in repairs of roads, fifty per cent in the wear of
tire, and that the wheels with spokes alternately

inclined, would be equally strong with conical

ones, and wear twice as long as wheels do now
on the present roads." But over and above the

preference due to such wheels, in respect to pub-
lic roads, they are no less preferable when applied
to purposes of husbandry. Besides the great re-

sistance to the draught occasioned by the sinking

of the narrow wheels on soft land, every farmer
knows what injury is frequently done to subsequent
crops by such poaching and cutting up of the land.

But this is not all. Many a field of beautiful pas-

ture, when subjected to the destroying operation

of the narrow wheels, is very much injured, both

in respect to the appearance and the crop, which
would be entirely prevented by using broad wheels.
Thus it has been stated in regard to the introduc-

tion of the use of broad wheels, that the saving on
the incidental repairs of the road would be im-
mense ; that the roads would uniformly retain a

smooth and even surface, which would greatly

contribute to the comfort, of the traveller, and the

ease of the draught ; that in husbandry also the

advantages would be great ; in short, that in eve-
ry point of view, the benefits that would be de-

rived in consequence, would be paramount to ev-

erything that would be urged in favor of the nar-
row wheels.

M'Adam thinks a wagon wheel of six inches
in breadth, if standing fairly on the road with any
weight whatever, would do very little material in-

jury to a road well made and perfectly smooth.

—

The injury done to roads is by these immense
weights striking against materials, and in the pres-

ent mcde of shaping the wheels, they drive the

materials before them instead of passing over them.

I

If a carriage passes fairly over a smooth surface, he

|

says, that cannot hurt the road, but must rather be

I
an advantage to it, on the principle of the roller.

i On being asked, "are you not of opinion that the im-

:
mense weights carried by the broad wheeled wag-

I ons, even by their perpendicular pressure, do injury,

Jan. 2, J823.

by crushing the materials?"he answered, "On anew
made road, the crush would do mischief, but on a
consolidated old road, the mere perpendicular pres-
sure does not do any. But there is a- great deal
of injury done by the conical form of broad
wheels, which operate like sledging, instead of
turning fairly. There is a sixteen inch wheel
wagon, which comes out of Bristol, that does more
injury to our roads than all the travelling of the
day besides."

With regard to regulating the weight to be car-
ried on wheels, Farcy judiciously observes, that
though it is not easy to state any one scale that
would be generally applicable for each breadth of
wheels below six inches, there should be a rate'

fixed, which should apply to ordinary or gate-
tolls ;

and at the weighing machines additional,

or what may be called machine tolls, should be
levied upon all carriages which exceeded the
weight, to be regulated in an increasing scale for
each breadth of wheels, so as very greatly to

discourage, but not ruinously to prohibit the occa-
sionally carrying of large weights upon any
wheels.

Axletrees of different lengths have been pro-
posed by some engineers, with a view of preserv-
ing the roads. On this subject Paterson observes,

"at present the axles of all kinds of carriages are
made to one length, so that their wheels all run
at the same width, and in the same track, than
which nothing could be more fitly devised for the
destruction of the roads. I would, therefore, pro-

pose that the length of the axletrees should be
varied, that the wheels of the lighter description

of carriages should run two inches narrower than

the present track ; and that the axles for the more
weighty carriages should be increased in length,

so that the wheel should run from one to four
inches beyond the present track. I would also
propose, that mails, and other heavy coaches,
should be so constructed, that the hind wheels
should follow either two inches within, or two
inches outside the track of the fore wheels, as
might be considered most proper. Were the axle-

trees of all kinds of carriages to be of various
lengths as here proposed, we should have no rut-

ted roads. The stones now displaced by the
wheels of one carriage, would be replaced again
by the next carriage that came up, having its axhj

of a different length : and in the same manner
would the hind wheels repair the injury done by
the fore wheels of a carriage. If this plan was
to be acted on all over the kingdom, it is evident

that it would have a very beneficial effect on the

roads ; and if it should be found thus to contribute

to the keeping the roads smooth and even, it is

also evident that it must contribute in the same
proportion to the comfort of travellers of every

description, and also to the ease of the beast of
draught.

CULTURE OF THE GRAPE.
The following extract of a letter of a recent

date, written by a gentleman who is »vell qualified

to speak upon the subject, shows what may be

done in this interesting pursuit, which is now oc-

cupying the public attention. The writer resided

on the Georgia side of the Savannah river, a fevar

miles above Augusta.
" Send me a quarter cask of Madeira Wine

—

I hope soon to make some of this article for sale.

The vines I got from Adlum, of Georgetown, in

1825, will bear fruit this year ; but a smull por-
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tion of thoin took root ; I have, however, now got

near S00 vines growing, and I am increasing the

vineyard— in three years, from what already is

planted, I expect to make at least 40 pipes, and

increase yearly. I have for four years past made

a little wine from 11 old vines in the garden,

equal to most Madeira imported, none who have

tasted it believed that such wine could be made

in America."

—

Charleston Courier.

Culture of Silk.—Within a few days our atten-

tion has been called to this useful and highly in-

teresting subject.—Mr Canfield, a respectable and

intelligent farmer of the town of Clay, in this

county, informs us that he intends as soon as

practicable to engage in the profitable business of

rearing the Silk worm—that he contemplates ap-

propriating six or more acres of ground to the

culture of the Mulberry tree.

—

Syracuse Advertiser.

Feeding arid fattening Fowls.—Fowls will be-

come fat on the common run of the fai m-yard,

where they thrive upon the offals of the stable, and

other refuse, with perhaps some small regular daily

foods ; but at thrashing time they become partic-

ularly fat, and are thence styled barn-door fowls,

probably the most delicate and highly flavored of

all others, both from their full allowance of the

first grain, and the constant health in which they

are kept by living in a natural state, and having

the full enjoyment of air and" exercise. It is a

common practice with some housewives to coop

their barn-door fowls for a week or two, under

the notion of improving them for the table, and
increasing their fat ; a practice which, however,

seldom succeeds, since the fowls generally pine

for the loss of their liberty, and slighting their

food, lose instead of gaining additional flesh.

Such a period, in fact, is too short for them to

become accustomed to confinement.

Eggs become desiccated, and, in consequence,

lose great part of their substance and nutritive

quality, by keeping, and everybody knows the

Talue of a fresh-laid egg. They will retain their

moisture and goodness, however, three or four

months or more, if the pores of the shell be closed

aud rendered impervious to the air by some unc-

tuous application. We, generally, anoint them

with mutton suet melted, and set them on end,

wedged close together in bran, stratum super stra-

tum, [layer above layer] the containing box being

covered closely,—laid upon the side the yolk will

adhere to the shell. They thus come into use at

the end of a considerable period of time, in a state

almost equal to new-laid eggs for consumption,

but ought not to be trusted for incubation, except-

ing in the case of imported eggs of rare birds.

Ice a Medicine.—The custom of taking ice in

Italy and Sicily is considered as an indispensa-

ble refreshment and as a powerful remedy in

many diseases. The physicians of these coun-

tries do not give many medicines ; but frequent-

ly prescribe a severe regimen, and prevent the

baneful effects of various diseases, by suffering

the sick, for several! days, to take nothing but

water cooled with ice, .sweet oranges, and ice

fruits.

—

American Sentinel.

{frchard Grass Seed.

Just received al the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street, Boston,—a consignment of prime
Orchard Grass Seed, raised by Mr Lloyd Jones, of Penn-
sylvania, who is well known as (he most extensive arid success-

ful cultivator of this valuable grass in this country, as the follow-

ing letter shows :

" Mr Russki.i.,— In regard lo the character of Mr Junks'

seed, I have pleasure, in saying, that it isihe best in this market,

and always commands an cxlra price. Col I'owei. always

purchases of him, not only for himself but for his southern

friends; and the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, at their

last exhibition, awarded him the premiums for both Orchard

Grass and Clover Seed.
Your;, &.C, JOHN P. MILNOK,

Recording Herniary Penn. Agri. Rocitly.

Gentlemen who wish to secure a supply of this seed, will do

well losecurc it soon.

Also, a most extensive suppty of Garden, Field, and Flower
Seeds, raised expressly for us, or procured from the most un-

questionable sources.

Canary Birds.

copies of the New andFor Sale, a I

Bird Fancier, containing a variety of useful

ful Birds i

plcle Canary
iformation, by

hich the admirers of itiosc beautiful Birds may be instructed in

heir management while breeding, and iheir treatment when
diseased ; with useful Hints to the breeders of Mules. From the

latest London Edition.— Price 25 els. Just received at the

Agricultural Warehouse.

4t Mo. 52 North Market Street, Boston.

Valuable Real Estate, &/c, For Sale.

The Subscriber offers for Sale, the following Real Estates in

Durham, N. H. viz :

About 50 acres of land, under good cultivation, with tolera-

ble buildings thereon;—Soil of excellent quality, and capable

of a high degree of improvement. Also, a Farm on the New
Hampshire Turnpike road, containing about SO acres, with

buildings nearly new.
Also, a Farm of about 1)0 acres, with new buildings, lying

within two miles of the New Market Factories.

Also, a small Farm lying in the Great Bay containing 30 or

40 acres, a very productive and excellent tract of land, in the

neighborhood of the above, named Factories.

Also three Houses in the Village of Durham—one of them

possessing excellent accommodations for a Tavern.

oded.

j in Lee, containing about 80 acres.

, a Wood Lot in Barringlon, containing 105 acres, well

d.

He also offers for sale, a Stud Horse of approved blood, and

several Mares and Colls of different ages.—All kinds of Fann-

ing Utensils, and Slock of all sorts.

The above described Lands are within assliort distance of ihe

large Factory Establishments at Dover and New Market.

Durham, Dec. 26, 1828. JOHN FROST.

Two Heifers For Sale.

Two Superior Heifers, with calf, mixed between the Derton

and Ccelebs breed. Both of which look a premium at the late

Show in Brighton.—Inquire of Daniel Chandler, Lexington, or

at the counting room of the New England Farmer, Agricultural

Warehouse, Boston. 3t Jan. 2, 1829.

Splendid Bulbous Roots, $>c.

A further supply of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Gladiolus,

Snow Drops, Crocus, Star of Bethlehem, Jonquilles, Ranuncu-

lus, Iris, Crown Imperials, Anemones, Crocus, &C. from 12 to

62 cts. each. A very few of the finest Hyacinths, dark and pale

blue, pure while, red, yellow, and while with various eyes, al

,§1 per root.

Seeds for the West Indies.

Merchants, masters of vessels, and others trading to the West
Indies, can be furnished wilh boxes of Seeds, assorted, suitable

for that market, at from $i to go per box.—Each box contains

upwards of sixty different kinds of seeds, vegetable and orna-

mental, in quantities sufficient for a common kitchen garden.

—

Likewise the greatest variety of seeds lo be found in New Eng-
land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, and of the

growff ofl827.

Field Peas.

A consignment of 50 bushels of Field Peas, from Vermont, 9f

the growth of 1827, in good order. They will be sold by the

tierce al $1.75 per bushel.

Oat Meal, &/C.

Fine Oat meal and Oat Flour, HuUctl Oats. Hulled Barley.

Barley Flour, &c. for sale by the barrel or less quantity, direct

from Stevens' Mills, Vermont.

American Tree Seeds.

For sale, a variety of Seeds of Forest Trees, Shrubs, etc.

mostly native American kinds, and suitable for sending to Eu-
rope, or for cultivation here. Price 25 els a paper. They
were gathered by a gentleman familiarly acquainted with the

sorts, expressly for us. They will be sold by the single paper,

or packed lo order, in any quantity.

Also, Peach and Almond Stones, and many other valuable Fruit

and Forest Tree Seeds for planting this fall, a catalogue ofwhich
may be had gratis at this place.

Garden and Field Seeds.

The largest collection and variety of Garden, Field. Tree and
Herb Seeds to be found in New England, at wholesale and retail.

The Seeds are all raised in this vicinity, expressly for this Es-
tablishment, by careful and experienced growers, and are war-

ranted pure end fresh. Ckxintry traders supplied wilh boxes of

prime seeds, for ihe retail trade, on liberal terms. A pamphlet

catalogue (2d edition) ofour Seeds, Trees, Ate. is published and
will be forwarded gratis lo any one who will tend for it.

Orchard Grass Seed.

A few more bushels of this valuable Grass Seed, powth of

1 328. Also, Lucerne, White Clover, Fowl Meadow, and every

other kind of Grass cultivated in New England.

White Mulberry Seed.

This day received, a few pounds of warranted genuine Whim
Mulberrv Seed, raised in Coventry, Cos. this season, and sav-

ed wilh care expressly for us—For sale by the lb. or ounce.

Shallots for fall planting, Tree and Potato Onions.

Tangier Cauliflower.

We have just received through Mr Malony, the American

Consul al Tangier, a few lbs. of this celebrated Cauliflower

seed. A small parcel was senl to die Hon. Jonathan Hunewell

of this city, a few years since, who pronounces it altogether su-

perior lo any seed'from England, and which produced cauliflow-

ers much finer man any he had seen cultivated in tssa country.

Roots of the Pie-Plant, or Tart RJiubarb.

A large supply of ihe roots of the Rheum Vndidulum, or Tart

Rhubarb, or Pie-Plant, an excellent article for summer use.

(See N E Farmer, vol. vi. page 290, and page 11 of ibis vol-

ume and Fessenden's New American Gardener, article Rhu-

barb, tor its culture and uses.) The roots are in fine order .or

transplanting this fall. Price 25 cts. per root

Seed Potatos.

A few bushels La Plata or Long Red Potatos, raised by Mr
Gourgas of Weston ; selected for seed, of a uniform size, and

much improved as lo iheir earliness, by the careful attention of

MrG. For sale al the

.Veto England Farmtr Seed Store,

No. 52 North Market, Street— Bo«to».

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
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MISCELLANIES .

NEW YEAR ADDRESS
To the Patrons of the JVew England Farmer.

Again the incessant lapse of Time

Demands our Monument of Rhyme,

Like that which Horace bragg'd about,

And tall enough the skies to flout,

Compared with which the Tower of Babel

Would seem the lean-to of a stable.

We 're highly gratified to find.

The public more and more inclined

The Cultivator's art to practise,

And patronize, because the fact is

That righteousness and cultivation

Go hand in hand t' exalt a nation

:

And Husbandry 's a hobby which

A world may ride with spur and switch,

(Though not like jades, which will not stir

Without the aid of switch and spur) ;

—

If all mankind at once bestrode him

They could not tire nor overload him.

Not only men, who sit astride,

But Ladies also on a side-

Saddle so neat, or on a pillion,

That's big enough to bold a million,

May ride our hobby with a cheer-up,

And he '11 not kick, bite, plunge, nor rear up,

But vires in eundo crescit,"

As cousin Virgil somewhere has it.

So Fire, which has obtain'u ascendence,

When setting up for independence,

Prepares by heat of radiation

Combustibles for conflagration ;

—

By burning fast, the mighty master

Acquires freshjmeans of burning faster*

Till blazing pyramids arise,

Which threaten to consume the skies^

With ken prophetic, we behold

A brighter age than that of gold,

Which, with accelerating pace,

Is hurrying on to bless our race
;

And hail its grand approximation,

Mark'd by superior cultivation,

When wise men's heads, and good men's hearts,

Devoted to the art of arts,

And industry's untiring hand,

Shall make a garden of our land

—

Vea, make New England, all exceeding,

A new edition of old Eden,

If not quite equal, yet before it,

In many a root, and fruit, and floret,

Indebted for its propagation

To modern arts of cultivation.

We 're tranced with rapture, when we find

The fairer moiety of mankind,

Whose smile makes mortal man's condition

But little short of sheer fruition,

By whose society is given

Earth's purest prototype of Heaven,

Th' angelic part of human nature

Inspire and aid the Cultivator.

A plant that 's sunn'd by Ladies' eyes

Will like an exhalation rise,

We hope that Horticulture may
Be therefore blest with Beauty's ray,

Till Flora's germes gem every waste,

And every grove 's a " Bower of Taste."

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

:hk Ev
oilfcon

* Virgd, however, says " acquirit," which not rhyming
readily, we use a substitute

;

" For rhyme the rudder is of verses."

Adam, in Eden, we believe,

Had been a brute without 1

An arid heath, a blasted cofl

Blest with the smiles of lovely woman,

We should prefer to all that 's rare

In paradise, without the Fair.

We therefore pray that Friendship's hand

From every Lady in the land,

May be to us henceforth extended,

From this lime till our time is ended
;

And would solicit every Charmer

To please to patronize our Farmer,

And make those gentlemen, who claim

Her approbation, do the same
;

And common justice must require her

To grant this boon to an admirer

Like us, so prone to chaunt her praises,

In verse which absolutely blazes.

His head is very like a stump

Whate'er its craniologic bump,

Who does not see that we the Tillers

Of Earth compose the nation's pillars,

And may be styled with strict propriety

The props of civilized society.

What would have been poor mortals' lot

—

Yea, what were mm, if we were not ?

Nature's poor, simple, houseless child,

The weakest wild beast of the wild,

Must live on browse, his home must be

A cavern or a hollow tree
;

Sometimes, in spite of fears and cares,

Be served up raw to wolves and bears,

Or ruaugre tooth, nail, fist, and truncheon,

Make hungry catamounts a luncheon.

Our art, moreover, claims ascendence

As german to our Independence
;

Both, commonly, are coexistent,

And each the other's best assistant.

We Farmers are a sort of stuff,

Tyrants will always find too tough

For them to work up into slaves,

The servile tools of lordly knaves.

Those men who till the stubborn soil,

Enlighten'd, and inured to toil,

Cannot be made to quail or cower

By traitor's art or tyrant's power,

They might as well attempt to chain

The west wind in a hurricane;

—

Make rivers run up hill by fright'ning,

Or steal a march on kindled lightning

—

The great sea-serpent, which we 've read of,

Take by the tail and snap his head off

—

The firmament on cloudy nights,

Illume with artificial lights,

By such an apparatus as

Is used" for lighting streets with gas

—

Or, having split the north pole till it 's

Divided into baker's billets,

Make such a blaze as never shone,

And torrefy the frozen zone

—

With clubs assail the polar Bear,

And drive the monster from his lair

—

Attack the comets as they run

With loads of fuel for the sun,

And overset by oppugnation

Those shining colliers of creation

—

The Milky Way Mc'Adamize,

A railway raise to span the skies,

Then make, to save Apollo's team,

The Solar Chariot go by steam.

—

These things shall tyrants do, and more

Jan. 2, 1829.

Than we have specified, before

Our Cultivators they subdue,

While grass is green, or sky is blue.

But this is spinning out sublimity,

As one would cotton yarn for dimity
;

We 'II therefore break our thread off here,

By wishing you a happy year,

And all good things, which can be given

To man from all indulgent Heaven.

Boston, Jan. 1, 1829.

High Life and Domestic Life.—The gayest vo-

tary of pleasure, who pursues the phantoms of
genteel dissipation, is generally the dullest of do-

mestic companions. In choosing a partner for

life, the selection should not be made merely from
public appearances. The undisguised realities of

private life, the indications of worth or uuworthi-

ness, which the family fireside exhibits, are the

only traits of character, in which any confidence

can be placed.

Jlge and Perseverance.—It is a fault too much
practised by both sexes to indulge in listlessness,

and a kiud of hopeless languor, at the decline of

life. Our energies and talents were given us to

persevere to the end.

A Rule for Conversation.—We should be as

careful not to offend unnecessarily, as not to mis-

lead intentionally, those with whom we converse ;

and indeed to give unnecessary pain, by remarks

in conversation, is not only a breach of manners,

but of morals.

Evenness of Temper.—Madame Necker re-

lates the following anecdote M. Abauret, a phi-

losopher of Geneva. It is said of him that he

had never been out of temper ; some persons,

by means of his female servant, were determined

to put him to proof. The woman in question

stated that she had been his servant for thirty

years, and she protested that during that time

she had never seen him in a passion. They
promised her a sum of money if she would en-

deavor to make him angry. She consented,

and knowing that he was particularly fond of

having his bed well made, she on the day ap-

pointed neglected to make it. M. Abauret ob-

served it, and the next morning made the ob-

servation to her; she answered that she had

forgotten it ; she said nothing more, but on the

same evening she again neglected to make the

bed ; the same observation was made on the

morrow by the philosopher, and she again made
some excuse in a cooler manner than before.

On the third day he said to her, " you have not

yet made my bed ; you have apparently come to

some resolution on the subject, as you probably

found it fatigued you. But after all it is of no
great consequence, as I begin to accustom my-
self to it as it is." She threw herself at his feet,

and avowed all to him.

Wanted Immediately,
Six oreiehl Jounfyman Ckair Makers, at the Newburyport

Chair Factory.—Cask and the highest price given.—Apply to

Nathan Haskell, Agent for the l'nfcrielors.

Newburyport, Dec. 19. 182S. 3t

The Hunterdon Gazette Establishment for sale,

At Flemington, Hunterdon couuly, New Jersey, on reasonable

terms. Address the Editor, (post paid) at Flemington, New
Jersey. 3t Jan "Z

Published every Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—but rtiose who pay within sixty days from lh>

tune of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.
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AGRICU LTURE .

AGRICULTURE.
Wrilten (or the Conversation- Lexicon, by Ihc Editor of the

New England Farmer.

(Concludedfrom page 185.J

AGRICULTURE OF THE UNITED STATES.

the, ground, on smooth" stone posts or pillars, be wanted tp l|un» up the old fallen trees. After

lii. h rats, mice, or other vermin cannot ascend. ' proceeding as directed, the ground will he clear

With regard to the best manner of clearing for- for a team and .--led to draw the remains of the

cst-land from its natural growth of timber, the fol- .heaps where they may be wanted round the old

lowing observations may be of use to a " first set- logs. Never attempt to either chop or draw a

tier." In those parts of the country where wood large log until tV; ti/.o and weight are reduced by

is of but little value, the trees are felled in one of fire.

, the summer months, the earlier in the season the
[

" The more fire heaps there are made on the

The territory of the United States is very e*-L-
t|ie gt will 1)C ,ess , to sprout, clearing, the better, particularly about the old.

tensive, and presents almost every variety of soil ^ . ^ ^ have a , r dme t() d
,

tegs whm „„ , .. u rijttB1I woud .

and climate, which the earth affords. lllc agr'-
' T |.e trees lie till the following spring, when the

I

" The best time of the yea/to fell the timber,

culture of this wide spread country embraces all

'

.^ do ^ ^ neart i, c groul) ,|
'

hi a great measure depends on the season's being

the products of European cultivation, together I ^ ^ ^ Qfl
. ^ th burn the better. V.ei or dry. .M-t people prefer having the lira-

with some, (such as sugar and indigo) which ""

rarely made
rope. To g
ture of these states would require a large volume.
-.*. ii /- l i . i JuneWo shall confine ourselves to such sketches as we
may deem of most practical importance to those

who are or intend to.become cultivators of North , .'

American soil.

The farms of the Eastern, Northern, and Mid-

dle States consist, generally, of from 50 to 200

inch as sugar and indigo) winch are
:^^ to them

_
jhe ^.^

.

of ^ |
bef fa| ,cn ,„ „,,. „,„„„, of Junej whell ,| ie leaves

objects of Ullage m any part ot ^j .HontQ Q
-

f M or if the whole of tha , m0Bth are of full size. Tl.cn by spreading the leaves

ive a lull description or the agncul- i

b(j
.M the b |mn of und hrmb over the ground, (for they *huuM not

c..«.«r. li-nnl.l l..J..llll'C ". nrivn VnItlt,,P ' J ...... n..... . 1 .1

Only the bodies of the trees will remain

nfter burning, and some of them will be burnt

Those which require to be made
horter are cut injiieces nearly of a length, drawn

together by oxen, piled in close heaps and burnt,

reserving such trees, and logs as may be needed

i
for fencing the lot. The heating of the soil so

acres, seldom rising to more than three, ami gen-
, ? , , . „„j_ l„

,, '„,.. 6 „ , , ,-, destroys the green roots, and the ashes made hv
crally tailing shoit ot two hundred acres. liivery

, ,
' , ^ •

i _ . .1."

Sr J
. ? , ,,•,,-,, 1,

the burning are so beneficial as manure to the
farm is enclosed and divided either by stone walls,

, , , . .° .„ , , „r„.i ,
., ,. „ . ,

J
, . ' land, that it will produce a good crop ot wheat or

or rail fences, made 01 timber, not many hedges T ,. ... .. , ,. . .' „_„„„,.„... ' , ,. ', ._, •.,,. Indian corn, without ploughing, hoeing, or manur-
baving hitherto been cultivated. The budding, .

first erected on a " new lot," or a tract of land not "'
. ,, , ., . . .

, „ .
' ,„.,.! II new laud he in such a situation that its nat-

yet cleared from its native growth ot 'timber is , .
• .

'

. ,, .,,.„,,, £,, . . . ural growth, may turn to better account, whether
what is called a log-house. Ihis is a hut or can- ' . . , „ , . .,, , ,

for timber or fire wood, it will be an unpardona-

ble waste to burn the wood on the ground. But

he heaped) if ti. ere should be a very dry time the

next May; fire nay be turned through it, and will

burn the leaves, limbs, and top of the ground so

that a very good crop of Indian corn and pump-

kins may be rallied among the logs by hoeing ;

after these crops come off, the land may be clear-

ed and sowed late with rye and timothy grass, or

with oats and timothy in the spring. If what

they call a good burn cannot be had in May, keep

the fire out, until it can be had in some very dry

time in July or August ; then cleLr it off and sow

either wheat, or rye and timothy, harrowing sev-

eral times, both before and after sowing j
for alter

the fire has been over the ground, the sod ot tim-

othy should be introduced as soon as the other

crops will admit, to prevent briars, elders, tire

rries, &c. <'om springing up from such seeds

ally stopped with mortar, made of clay. The
fire-place commonly consists of rough stones, so

placed as to form a hearth, on which wood may
be burnt. Sometimes these stones are made to

assume the form of a chimney, and are carried up

through the roof, and, sometimes, a hole in the roof

is the only substitute for a chimney. The roof is

made of rafters forming an acute angle at the

summit of the erection, and is covered with shin-

gles commonly split from pine trees, or with bark

peeled from the hemlock, (pinu? canadensis.)

When the occupant, or " first settler," of this

" new land" finds himself in "comfortable circum-

stances," lie builds what is styled a " frame-

any kind

The following remarks on this subject are ex-

tracted from some observations by Samuel Pres-

ton, of Stockport, Pennsylvania, a very observing,

experienced, and judicious cultivator ; which were

first published in the New England Farmer, an ag-

ricultural paper, printed at Boston, Massachu-

setts.

Previous to undertaking to clear land, Mr Pres-

ton advises

;

" 1st. Take a view of all large trees, and see

which way they may be felled for the greatest

number of small trees to be felled alongside or on

them. After felling the large trees, only lop down
their limbs ; but all such as are felled near them

,. , ,,. oie waste to uurn me woon on me grounu. xju
ameter, lying on each other, and notched in at

e^ be taken off; the |and ml)st be p , „
[be corners. The intervals between the logs <»« ,*

d after deari or h wiU not uroduce a crou of as were no. turned by the fire.

filled with slips of wood, and the crevices, gener-
anv kin(]

„ Tne ,jmothy should stand some four or five

years, either for mowing or pasture, until the

small roots [of the forest trees] are rotten : then

it may be ploughed, and the best mode which I

have observed is to plough it very shallow in the

fall ; in the spring crossplough it deeper, harrow

it well and it will produce a first rate crop of In-

dian corn and potatoes, and the next season pro-

duce the largest and best crop of flax that I have

ever seen, and be in order to cultivate with aDy

kinds of grain, or to lay down again with grass.

" These directions are to be understood as ap-

plying to what are generally called Beeeh-lands—
and the chopping may be done any time in the

winter, when the snow is not too deep to cut low

stumps, as the leaves are then on the ground.

—

By leaving the brush spread abroad, I have known
such winter choppings to burn as well in a dry

time in August, as that which had been cut the

summer before."

The agricultural implements, and farming op-

erations of the United States, are, in most particu-

lars, very similar to those of Great Britain. Cir-

cumstances, however, require variations, which
the sagacity of the American cultivator will

lead him to adopt, often in contradiction to the

opinions of those who understand the science bet-

ter than the practice of husbandry. In Europe
land is dear and labor cheap, but in the United

States the reverse is the case. The European
cultivator is led by a regard to his own iuterest to

endeavor to make the most of his land : the

American cultivator has the same inducement K»

make the most of his labor. Perhaps, however.

cla

wh
erally contain a dining room and kitchen, and
three or four bed-rooms on the same floor. They
are rarely destitute of good cellars, which the na-

house," composed of timber, held together by ten- , ,, ,
' . • ,, , ,. e _ .,..„ „,„ -„

. ' , .
' ,,,.,, . I

should be cut in suitable lengths lor two men to
oils, mortices and pins, and boarded, shingled, and 1 „ ... , ..11 .„„„ i,„ ,„i,;,i, ,„™.„

,
'

, ,
' ' ., , „

'

I roll and pile about the large trees, bv which means
"'"p-boarded on the outside : and often printed. , ,

.. „ . .- „.•»!,„.,» „.,,.;„ r .

T .
' „ , . ,

. ', i they may be nearly all burnt un, without cutting
ite, sometimes red. Houses of this knu gen- . ,

J
, ., ./ __*- „...„„„ „ ,,into lengths, or the expense of a strong team to

draw them together.

" 2d. Fell all the other trees parallel, and cut

them into suitable lengths, that they may be read-
jure of the climate renders almost indispensable. ^^

fa ^^ a^ ^ cuUin „
The farm-bmldings consist of a barn, proportim-

; t ,)e , t t ,.ees firstjlthat dwaftaltet maybe
ed to the size of the farm, with stables lor horses I

,oose Qu ihe tQ feed^ fireg _

and cows on each «£, and a threshing flborin ,w 0n bill .sides fel) the timber in a level
the middle ; and the more wealthy farmers add a ,. . m. ., , -n „ . .1, ,,,,. ;.

., , „. . „• , . , . direction; Then the logs will roll together ; until
cellar under the barn, a part ot which receives ,, . c ,. , , ,.„ ,, ,v°i _„_..,,, u„
.. - , ', , . ,

'he trees are felled down hill, all the logs must be
the manure from the stables, and another part . , 1 1 r .1 1 n„ 1 .„,i ,i, ™

. „„,.,. turned round before thev can be rolled, and there
serves as a store-room for roots, &c. for feeding •„ , . ..

. , ,lr , . . ,, , ', ,., .

° will be stumps in the wav.
stock. What is called a corn-barn is likewise

very common, which is built exclusively for stor-

ing the ears of Indian corn. The sleepers of this

building are generally set up four or five feet from

stump:
•" 4th. By following these directions, two men

may readily heap and burn most of the timber,

without requiring any team ; and perhaps the

brands and the remains of the log-heaps may all
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this principle, in this country, is, generally carried

to an unprofitable extreme, add pur farmers would

derive more benefit from their land if they were

to limit their operation to such parcels of their

possessions as they can afford to till thoroughly

and to manure abundantly. A man may possess

a large landed estate without being called on by

good husbandry to hack and scratch over the

whole as evidence of his title. He may cultivate

well those parts which are naturally most fertile,

and suffer the rest to remain woodland, or, hav-

ing cleared a part, lay it down to permanent pas-

ture ; which will yield him an annual profit, with-

out requiring much labor.

The climate and soil of the United States are

adapted to the cultivation of Indian corn, a very

valuable vegetable, which, it is believed, cannot

be raised to advantage in Great Britain.* This

entirely, and very advantageously, supersedes the

field culture of the horse-bean (eici'ra faba) one of

the most common fallow crops in that island.

—

The Root-husbandry, or the raising of roots for the

purpose of feeding cattle, is likewise of less im-

portance in the United States than in Great Brit-

ain. The winters are so severe in the northern

section of the Union, that turnips can rarely be

fed on the ground, and all sorts of roots are with

more difficulty preserved and dealt out to stock

in this country than in those which possess a mild-

er climate. Besides, hay is more easily made
from grass in the United States than in Great
Britain, owing to the season for hay-making being

generally more dry, and the sun more powerful in

the former than in the latter country. There are

many other circumstances which favor the Amer-
ican farmer, and render his situation more eligible

than that of those who pursue the same occupa-
tion in any part of Europe. He is, generally, the

owner as well as the occupier of the soil which
he cultivates ; is not burdened with tythes ; his

taxes are light, and the product of his labors will

command more of the necessaries, comforts, and
innocent luxuries of life, than similar efforts would
procure in any other part of the globe.

The American public seem, at present, fully

aware of the importance of emulous and scientific

agriculture, to the strength and prosperity of a na-

tion. The state of Massachusetts has appropri-

ated considerable sums to add to the funds of Ag-
ricultural Societies in that Commonwealth. Insti-

tutions for the promotion of husbandry, Cattle

Shows, and Exhibitions of Manufactures, are not

only common in that State, but in every part of

the Union. A periodical publication entitled the

American Farmer, is established at Baltimore, and
another called the New England Farmer, is pub-

lished in Boston. Men of talents, wealth and en-

terprise have benefited their country and acquir-

ed the highest honor to themselves by their la-

bors and their liberality to improve American hus-

bandry. Merino sheep have been imported by-

Gen. Humphreys, Chancellor Livingston, and oth-

ers, and are now common in the Unite'd States.

—

The most celebrated breeds of British cattle have
been imported by Col. Powel, of Powelton, near
Philadelphia

; and there prevails a general dispo-

sition with men of intellect, influence, wealth, and
high standing in community to promote the pros-

perity of American Agriculture, by all the means,
which these advantages enable them to call into

action.

* Mr Cobbett is, however, attempting to cultivate Indian corn
in England, but wilh what success we have not learned.

We shall conclude this article with a few brief

notices of some of the most prominent benefits

and improvements, which modern science has

contributed to the art. of agriculture. The hus-

bandmen of antiquity as well as those of the mid-

dle, or what are called the dark ages, were desti-

tute of many advantages enjoyed by those who
now pursue the same occupation. Neither the

practical nor the theoretical cultivators of those

periods had any correct knowledge of geology,

mineralogy, chemistry, botany, vegetable physiol-

ogy, or natural philosophy ; but these sciences

have given the modern husbandman the command
of some important agents, elements and principles

of which the ancients had not the most distant

idea. The knowledge of their writers was limit-

ed to methods of culture, which were sanctioned

by experience ; but the rationale of the practices

they prescribed they could not, and rarely at-

tempted to explain. Nature's most simple modes
of operation were to them inexplicable mysteries,

and their ignorance of causes often led to errone- appijed to an aged acquaintance, who has had
ous calculations, with regard to such effects as

| much experience in doctoring animals, and stated

is a crop of weeds running io seed, instead of a
crop of grain."

7th. The art of breeding the best animals and
the best vegetables, by a judicious selection of in-

dividuals to propagate from.

These improvements, with others too numerous
to be here specified, have rendered the agricul-

ture of the present period almost as different from'

that of the ancients, as the art of printing is vari-

ant from the Egyptian mode of conveying ideas

by hieroglyphics.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HORN AIL IN CATTLE.
Mr Fessenden—In the month of April last, I

had a cow taken with the horn ail, to that degree

that she had nearly stopped eating, and from giv-

ing a large quantity of milk, had become nearly

dry. I punctured her horn with a gimblet and
injected vinegar, in which salt had been dissolved.

It was soon evident that it was an injury. I then

the cultivator is most sedulous to accomplish

We are indebted to modern science for the fol-

lowing among other improvements, viz:

1st. A correct knowledge of the nature and

properties of manures, mineral, animal, and vege-

table ; the best modes of applying them, and the

particular crops for which particular sorts of ma-
nures are most applicable.

2d. The method of using all manures of animal

and vegetable origin while fresh, before the sun,

air, and rain, or other moisture has robbed them
of their most valuable properties. It was former-

ly the practice to place barn yard manure in lay-

ers or masses for the purpose of rotting, and turn

it over frequently with the plough or spade, till

the whole had become a mere caput mortuuni„

destitute of almost all its original fertilizing sub-

stances, and deteriorated in quality almost as

much as it was reduced in quantity.

3d. The knowledge and means of chemically

analyzing soils, by which we can ascertain their

constituent parts, and thus learn what substances

are wanting to increase their fertility.

4th. The introduction of the Root-Husbandry,
or the raising of potatoes, turnips, mangel-wurt-

zel, &c. extensively by field husbandry, for feeding

cattle, by which a given quantity of land may he

made to produce much more nutritive matter than

if it were occupied by grain or grass crops ; and
the health as well as the thriving of the animals in

the winter season greatly promoted.

5th. Laying down lands to grass either for pas-

ture or mowing with a greater variety of grasses,

and with kinds adapted to a greater variety of

soils ; such as orchard grass, (dactylis glomerata)

for dry land ; foul meadow grass, (agrostis slricla)

for very wet lantl ; herd's grass, or timothy, (phle-

um pratense) for stiff clayey soils, &c. &c.
6th. The substitution of fallow crops, (or such

crops as require cultivation and stirring the ground,

while the plants are growing) in the place of nak-
ed fallows, in which the land is allowed to remain
without yielding any profitable product in order

to have it recruit, or renew its fertility. Fields

may be so foul with weeds as to require a fallow,

but not what is too often understood by that term
in this country. " In England, when a farmer is

compelled to fallow a field, he lets the weeds grow
into blossom, and then turns them down : in

America a fallow means a field where the produce

to him the case and what I had done. He said

" it was very wrong ever to make a hole in an

animal's horn for that disorder, that a very simple

medicine would cure it.

"Take of salt, one-half pint, of stone soot,*

one-half pint, of black pepper, one table spoonful,

make all fine, and give one, or two, spoonfuls at a

time, night aud morning. It is easily done by

drawing the tongue out of the mouth with the

hand, and putting the spoon as far down as it will

reach, then let go the tongue and keep up the

nose and it will all go down." I followed the di-

rections, and in two days my cow was better;

and in a week was perfectly well. The same

may not cure in all cases of horn ail, as my in-

formant said it would, hut it is worth the trial.

LOVETT PETERS.
Westborougk, Dec. 10, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTS ON FRUIT TREES.
[Extract of a Letter Irom a cultivator in New Hampshire, to the

proprietor of the New England Farmer.]

Dear Sir— I have read with some interest the

late communications in your paper, respecting in-

sects on fruit trees. About two weeks ago, I col-

lected specimens of several kinds in order to send

them to Mr Fessenden, and also wrote a short

communication for the Farmer. In this collection

were pieces of bark from the apple tree, covered

with rye shaped shells, such as those mentioned

by Mr Perley. Also pieces of bark from one of

the pear trees, which I received from Mr Prince's

nursery, last spring, covered with white scales, en-

veloping the insect described by your correspon-

dent " M."
The first that I discovered of the insect last

mentioned, was, I think, in September. The tree

was then covered from the ground to the ends of

the limbs, with a white appearance. Upon close

examination they appeared like seeds of fishes,

adhering closely to the bark of the tree, aud upon

pressure of any hard substance upon them, they

exuded a dark reddish substance, as described by

» M." On removing the scales, the bark under

* By stone soot, we suppose is meant soot obtained from a
stone chimney in which wood is burnt. Probably v ood sool

obtained from a brick chimney, would answer a similar pur-

pose,—Editor.
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them was deeply stained even quite to the wood.

Soon alter they were observed they were scrub-

bed off with strong soapsuds, and a woollen cloth.

The hark has remained ever since curiously mot-

tled with green and hrown—brown spots wherev-

er the scales were, and green where there were

no insects. They were dissimilai to Mr Peiley's

insect, and, I think, have no connexion with the

coffee shaped, bristly insect, mentioned by " M."

I think I saw some of the last named insect upon

the leaves of a small apple tree, and upon a Span-

ish filbert last summer. They fed ravenously

upon the leaves, eating them edgeways. I did

not pay much attention to them at the time, but

out the branches off, and crushed them under

foot. I have, within a day or two, closely exam-

ined the trees upon which I saw them, but can

lind no appearance of scales."

Remarks by the Editor.—The above is from the

pen of a respectable, judicious, practical cultiva-

tor, who has prohibited our publishing his name,

attached to the communication. We regret this,

for a good name adds value to a good article
;

and seems somewhat like giving a sanction to

good precepts by good examples.

With regard to the insects in question we co-

incide in opinion with our correspondent, that

they are not the same with Mr Peiley's insect, or

what we have often heard called the Bark Louse.

We are likewise confirmed in the opinion, which
we have before expressed, that the insect exuding

a reddish substance, and the " coffee shaped, brist-

ly insect" are not the same. Till the kinds of in-

sects are discovered, and the specific remedies

pointed out, we may as well use such means for

destroying them as are most efficient for the des-

truction of all sorts of animalculoe. They should

be treated with lime water, tobacco water, solu-

tions of potash, soft soap, quick lime in powder,

ashes, tar water, spirit of turpentine, picked or

scraped off by hand, &c. &c. These added to

such judicious culture as may cause the plants to

vegetate with vigor, will, generally, answer the

wishes of the cultivator.

cherry may be taken up at the proper season, en- ADVANTAGES OF SMALL P \I!.MS.

grafted, and immediately planted where they are A single uncultivated acre, is a real phv-ical
to remain. evil in any state, and there can be no doubt that

About an inch of the stock is left with the root, extensive tracts, which are now waste would have
to insert the graft in, and the earth must be drawn been reclaimed, and an incalculable addition been
up so as to protect it from the sun and air. I made to the produce and population off the coun-

Since a method has been discovered for prevent- try, if the system of large firms had not obtained
ing the ravages of the worm in our peach trees, ) among us. In a small farm ench |, ;, r i j rt seen by
that delicious fruit, which at one time had nearly the eve of its master, and has its due tillage.

been extirpated, is again likely to become abun- The work of husbandry is chiefly perfi rn ; .-.l by
dant. I tin- farmer and his family. Tiny -pare no pains

I have pursued the following plan for eight or to cultivate that soil which assures tlnir subsis-

nine years, with complete success, by which I tence : and hence the glebe subdued and manor-
have been enabled to preserve upwards of 100 ed with assiduous care, makes a large return to

trees in good health and vigor, whilst most of the that labor which is bestowed on its culture. A
trees in my neighborhood were either dying or vast population spring-; up, and the land is cover-

dead, ed with the dwellings of a multitude of cultiva-

In the first place, if there is any gum about the tors, who find, each, in the produce of that small

roots, the earth is to be removed, and boiling vva- farm which he occupies, a decent and couiforta-

ter applied, as recommended by a young lady of hie maintenance. It happens otherwise where

New York. I can vouch for its safety and effi- farms are of a large extent. In a large farm

cacy, having been in the practice of using 'it, and many parts arc overlooked or neglected, and a

recommending it to others for the last eight years,
j
more negligent culture is bestowed by hired la-

in the next place, a small barrovvful of slaked ' borers more remiss and less interested in the crop.

lime or ashes is to be well rammed round the The great farmer is placed in a state of higher

tree. This will generally secure them, so long
;

plenty, and his dwelling, his furniture, and his

as it is kept close and compact around the ! table express bis opulence ; but while he enjoys

stock. But if, as it occasionally happens, gum this affluence, and while luxury gains admission

makes its appearance at the surface, we know among a rank of men to whose condition it is ill

that a worm is below, engaged in the work of suited, the populousness of the country decays,

death ; but by a little practice he may be instantly
! the number of industrious cultivators is diminish-

found and dislodged. For this purpose remove ed, and extreme indigence is too often found in

the earth, or ashes, with a common trowel, and i the dwellings of those who inhabit around. This

by sounding the bark with a fine pointed knife, the ' practice has for some time prevailed in England ;

cavity beneath will be found in which the worm : the number of small farms is diminished, and the

is lodged, slit it open, and he will be found nest- proprietors of estates have in many instances

ling at the bottom.

It is a prevalent opinion that the grape vines of

Fiance and Spain require some protection from

adopted the plan of laying many small farms into

one large farm. Agriculture has not profited by
this alteration. The glebe stinted in its tillage,

From iLe American Farmer.

FRUIT TREES AND VINES.
Dear Sin, Kishacorjuillis, Dec. 11th, 1S28.

It is considered by most men, upon settling

themselves permanently, an object of some im-

portance to have good fruit on their farms and
gardens, as soon as possible, and it has been com-
mon for those who sre unable to come at nurse-

ries of engrafted fruit for transplanting, to wait

the bearing of seedling trees, or at least until they

can have seedling stocks to engraft upon, and in

either case it requires a period of ten or twelve

years to elapse before a tree of this kind arrives

at sufficient size to bear much fruit.

It is a fact which is not perhaps generally

known, that the common white thorn, the crab
apple, and the service or May cherry, make very
gx>od stocks for apples or pears, and may be
found in great abundance in every part of our
country.

By transplanting stock of the above kind in the

fall, and engrafting them in the succeeding spring,

we may have a handsome crop of fruit in four or
five years, anticipating the usual period at least

six or seven seasons.

For the different varieties of plums and cher-
ries, roots of the common wild plum and field

r winter frosts, which is certainly a mistake, i where a single master grasps a whole domain,

with respect to this, or I believe any part of the has not yielded a more abundant harvest, and the

middle states. I have a considerable variety of i markets less amply provided in some important ar-

the most tender foreign kinds, which I find to
\
tides, miss that supply which they were accus-

hear the exposure throughout onr severest winters tomed to draw from small farms. The popula-

without injury. All that is necessary is to cut
j

tion of the country has fallen. While the raan-

them loose in the fall from their fastenings, and sion of the great farmer has risen more oslenta-

suffer them to swing freely in the wind. It has ' tiously, those numerous tenements that v\ ere scat-

been found by experience, that the foreign grapes, tered through the fields, or that encircled the vil-

when transplanted into our climate, do not make lage green, have disappeared, and the 'deserted

wines of the same quality as in their native soil, village' has furnished a theme for the poet's song,

and that if we ever produce a wine which will The ancient tenant finding no occupation in the

compete with those imported, it will be from a
:

fields where he has spent his youth, forsakes his

native vine ; and to this end, it is desirable that native shore and seeks with his family another

experiments should be multiplied in every part of climate where his industry is better rewarded, or

our country. where he serves to swell the ranks of sickness,

I have selected as the subjects of my experi- . poverty, and death. This is not all. Let it be

ments, the Schuylkill Muscadel, and a very fine remembered that a firm and independent spirit is

grape which was discovered upon the hills in
i better nourished among that rank of men, by

Armstrong county, of which I have 500 fine plants
,
whom small farms are cultivated. They are ac-

of two years old last spring. tuated by the same spirit. They derive courage

The greatest obstacle to the successful cultiva- : from their numbers and resources. The bold an-

tion of the vine I have yet experienced, arises Umate the timid. The resolute confirm the wa-
from the depredations of an insect commonly vering. They take their measures in common

:

known by the name of rose bug, which preys they prosecute them with vigor, and their simple

upon the leaves and blossoms, and have destroyed virtues will give its character to a country, and

nearly all my grapes for the last two seasons, not- uphold in the hour of danger, the rights and liber-

withstanding every pains I took to prevent it. If ties of all.— Taunton .Idvoeale.

some of your subscribers will point out a remedy,

it will much oblige his and your friend,

KISHACOQUILLIS.

A bill for improving and encouraging the breed

of sheep, has passed the lower branch of the New
Hampshire Legislature.

LORD CHATHAM'S GARDENS.
Lord Chatham's taste in laying out his grounds

was exquisite. One scene in the gardens of South

Lodge, in Enfield Chase (which was designed by

him,) that of the Temple of Pan and accompani-
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ments, is mentioned by Mr Wbately, in his " Ob-

servations on Modern Gardening," as one of the

happiest efforts of well-directed and appropriate

decoration.

It is pleasing to reflect that Mr Pitt did not re-

linquish his fondness for these elegant recreations,

even when the weightiest affairs of the nation

were committed to his care. " He was once,

•whilst he was Secretary of State, directing the in

stock, &c. &c. ought, all, to undergo his inspec-

tion, and be subject to his remarks, in their pro-

gress of effecting the object Intended.

Intercourse with those engaged in the same

pursuits is to be sought in every way that can af-

ford beneficial results. The interchange of civili-

ties, occupied in comparing our views on subjects

which engross our daily attention and conduce to

our support and comfort in the social family cir-

provements in the grounds of a friend near Lon- J cle, are to be encouraged, but those that embrace

don, and was called to that city sooner than he whole communities are to receive our open coun-

expected, upon the arrival of some important des-

patches. On receiving the summons in the eve-

tenance and zealous support,

Professional men, merchants, mechanics, and

ning, he immediately sallied out, attended by all
j

even laborers of various descriptions, have their

the servants he could get together, with lanterns,

and planted stakes in the different places for which

he intended clumps and trees."

jWr Haley, in the Memoirs lately published,

mentions the admirable taste of Lord Chatham in

selecting points of picturesque scenery.

—

Seivard's

Anecdotes.

MR COBBETT'S INDIAN CORN.
Mr Cobbett has addressed another letter to the

Morning Herald, on the subject of his Indian

Corn. After stating that he was about to begin

harvesting, he says—" But Sir, the subject on
which 1 am about to give you information, at

present, is, the capacity, or fitness, of the flour of

this corn for the making of bread. You had the

goodness to insert an account which I gave you
of bread having been made from this corn, mixed
•with wheat, and sold by Mr Sapsford, baker, cor

ner of Queen Anne and Wimpole streets. In

consequence of that publication, Mr Sapsford has
had many applications for the bread : and I have
received information from him that he intends to

continue to make it for sale. He has sent me a

loaf of one-third corn-flour, and two-thirds wheat-
flour. This bread is very good, and very light.

—

He also informs me that Indian corn flour will,

weight for weight, make more bread than the best

of wheat flour." He adds—" There will be, no
doubt, various opinions as regards the goodness of

the bread. We differ in our tastes ; some will

like this sort of bread better, and others not so

well as bread made wholly of wheat. I have sold

the one pound leaves at 1),d. each, which is about

a half-penny in the pound less than that made of

societies, their celebrations, and exhibitions. Ag-

riculturists have occasionally adopted the same
system, and experience has pronounced its bene-

fits.— Wattrtown (N. Y.) Register.

Doctor Mease, of this city, has just presented

the public with observations on the Penitentiary

System and Penal Code of Pennsylvania, with

suggestions for their improvement.

A part of the pamphlet, which consists of near-

ly 100 pages, has been previously before the pub-

lic ; but as the subject upon which it treats is one

of particular interest at the present time, the pbi-

lanthrophic author has, we think, been politic in

offering anew his ideas, with such additions as the

circumstances of tho time, and his own extensive

inquiries might suggest. The Doctor recommends
solitary confinement, without labor, and a complete

fulfilment of the sentence of the court. He also

renews his suggestion of transporting criminals,

under such modifications as the abuses and errors

of the English customs intimate. The work ap-

pears in good time, and will undoubtedly be read

with interest.— U. & Gazette.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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MOODY'S PATENT PORTABLE OVEN.
This apparatus with Willis's improvement, is

one of the most useful articles of kitchen furni-

ture, which we have seen, or, we believe has been
introduced since the clay furnace came in vogue.

Indeed, that very convenient implement can hard-

the best wheat flour." [A gentleman of this city ! '.V be considered as complete without Moody's and
has sent Mr Cobbett a box of our early Sioux
corn, which ripening earlier than the common
sort, may answer better

r

in the climate of Eng-
land.]

FARMING.
Agriculture, as practised in modern times, and

particularly in this country, embraces more ob-

jects, and requires the exercise of as much and
great variety of taleuts, as constant and persever-

ing attention as any pursuit in life.

A good farmer must have a good garden, a

good orchard, good stock, good grain, good mead-
ows, good enclosures, and must know how to

keep them so. He must watch the state of the

market, and above all he must sec if others have
excelled him in their agricultural pursuits, and en-
deavor, if possible, to ascertain the cause, and
avail himself of their better skill.

The preservation of manure, its application, the

effect of irrigation, of draining, assorting, preserv-

ing and preparing seed, the manner and times of

ploughing, dragging, and sowing, taking care of

Willis's addition ; as one of the most important
applications of heat for culinary purposes cannot
be made without the Oven.

It consists of a cylindrical oven of tin or sheet
iron, placed over a common clay furnace, with
proper and simple means for retaining and regu-
lating heat, in such a manner that bread, meat,
pies, beans, peas, &c. &c. &c. may be baked with
as little trouble, and almost as speedily as water
can be boiled in a common tea-kettle.

We shall not attempt to describe this appara-
tus, because five minutes inspection will be better

than half an hour's description ; and those who
wish to reap any advantage from a really good
thing, may call at the Agricultural Warehouse,
No. 52 North Market street, and they will see one
of the best which has been seen since the clays of
Tubal Cain, or the time, when man first became,
as Burke said, " a Cooking Animal."

'

compose a part of the stock of cultivators in some-
parts of the world, may be numbered the Hare^
lepus timidus. Mr Loudon says of this.creatuie
" if taken young it may be tamed and domesticat-
ed, and has occasionally been nursed by a cat.

Sonnini, the naturalist, and Cowper, the poet, had
hares in a complete state of domestication. As 4
the fur of this animal is of a greater value for hat-
making than that of the rabbit, it would be a very
desirable circumstance if it could be substituted
for that animal in warrens. Its flesh would cer-
tainly be deemed preferable, and in general it is a
large animal. It lives on the same sort of food
as the rabbit, produces, generally, three young.
ones at a time, and breeds, at least, three times a
year. It is not improbable that in some situations,

where the soil is dry and poor, a hare warren or
park might be found to answer ; the price in the
metropolis being never less than ten times that of
rabbits.

" There is a hare warren nearBanstead Downs.
It contains about three acres of ground ; 200
brace are usually kept in it. They are fed in the
summer on clover, rape, &c. and in the winter on
hay. The warren is surrounded by a brick wall
about ten feet high, with openings at regular dis-

tances, within which are wire gratings on hinges :

these give way to the hares, when they enter the

warren ; and they are so constructed as to imme-
diately close after them, and so prevent their es-

cape."

Dr Willich says " The hare is distinguishable

from all other animals of its tribe by the ears be-

ing tipped with black, and longer than the head ;

the hind legs being half as long as the body, and
the tail short.

" The far of the hare forms an important arti-

cle in the manufacture of hats, and vast quanti-

ties of hare's skins are for this purpose brought
[into Great Britain] from Russia and Siberia

This is the chief use, which we make of them,
but in some parts of tho continent the fur is spun,

and woven into a kind of cloth."

The rabbit in a wild state is not uncommon in

the woodlands of New England, but we believe

tho hare has never been found in our forests.

—

Might it not be well to import a few brace of
hares, and either raise them in warrens, or other

proper habitations for those animals, or suffer

them to run wild in pine plains, or shrub-oak bar-

rens, which are the most proper pastures for

hares as well as rabbits ? English writers say

that rabbits are more profitable stock than sheep,

and hares more valuable than rabbits. Our wa-
ters should be stocked with the best sorts of

fishes, and our woods with the moit valuable wild

animals.

An objection to raising hares and rabbits may
exist in their propensity to injure young fruit trees

by gnawing the bark from their stems. This,

however, we believe they will not do, unless urged

by hunger, as they prefer other food. Sheep will

do the same in a similar case, and there is no ani-

mal domesticated, which may not, in some cases,

commit depredations on the crops, or by other

means prove injurious to the property of a farmer.

THE HARE.
Among the animals, which are rarely domesti-

cated or raised in this country, although they

PRESERVATION OF WOOD LOTS;
Wood should be felled or cut down between

the mouths of November and March. This cir-

cumstance renders it better fire wood, and, some
say, more durable timber. And wood which is

cut, when the sap is down, or in the roots, is most
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opt to send forth sprouts or suckers; and thus re-

new its growth.

In applying the axe to n wood lot, which tin-

owner would wish to perpetuate by a series of re-

production* the .best method is to cut down every

tree us far as you proceed. This will give the

sprouts from the stumps, and other young trees

the advantages of a free circulation of the air, and

a fair exposure to the sun. But if some of the

large trees arc left, the shoots which spring up

from the stumps of the others will languish be-

neath their shade.

That part of a wood lot, which has been cut

over should be carefully fenced from cattle ;
which

will otherwise destroy the young shoots by brows-

ing on them. Care should also be taken to break

off a part of the shoots around the stumps, leav-

ing only two or three of the most thrifty. By

such management, a wood lot might last for cen-

turies and be a source of great profit and utility.

TRANSPLANTING FRUIT TREES.
How to set out Fruit Trees on a light soil. Dig

a hole sufficiently large to prevent the roots of the

tree, which is to he transplanted, from being doub-

led, or placed in an unnatural position, and to give

room for the young shoots to extend themselves.

Place about the roots of each tree, together with

the mould, about half a bushel of small stones, the

size of a common apple, or somewhat less, which

will give stability to the soil, and prevent the roots

from being loosened by the winds, which are so

prevalent in our climate.

Another mode of transplanting fruit trees is thus

described by Loudon : " Planting by mudding in

is a German practice in planting fruit trees, partic-

ularly suitable to the dry sandy soils of that coun-

try, and sometimes adopted in similar situations in

this country. The pit being dug out, the mould

in its bottom is watered and stirred so as to form

.a mass of mud about half the depth of the pit ; the

tree is then inserted, and its roots worked up and

down in the mud, so as to spread .them as much

as possible through it. More mud, previously pre-

pared, is poured in till the pit is full, which is then

covered with dry earth, raised round the stem, but

hollowed in the middle, so as to form a basin round

its stem, and finally covered with litter, and if a

standard, it is fastened to a stake to protect it from

winds. Diel, a scientific German author, assures

his readers that trees planted in this way in spring,

thrive better in cold situations than those planted

in the ordinary way in the preceding autumn. He
found it also particularly useful in the case of

planting fruit trees in pots. Portey, alluding to this

mode, says, " Planting in a puddle occasions the

soil speedily to firm, not only too hard for the

roots of the plant to spread, but also, so far as

perfectly to exclude water." [This, however, we
believe would not take place in a light sandy soil.]

" Planting by fixing with water is an excellent

variety of the last species. It has been success-

fully practiced by Pontey, and is thus described by

him :—The hole being made, and the tree placid

in it in the usual manner, the root is then slightly

covered with the finer parts of the soil : the tree

being at the same time shaken, as is common, to

settle the eurth among its roots. Water is then

applied by a common garden watering pot, by

pouring it upon the soil with some force, in cider

to wash it close to and among the roots of the

plant But this can only be done effectually by
elevating the pot as high in the hands as it can be

conveniently used, after first taking off the nose.

il will In' obvious that for such purpose a lurge

pan, with a wide spout is to be preferred. The

hole is thru filled up wii.'i the remainder of the

soil, and that again consolidated with water as be-

fore, which usually finishes the business. The

loot is never applied, except in the Case of bad

roots, which sometimes occasion the plants to be

left a little leaning. In such cases the application

of the foot slightly, once or twice, after the soil

has become somewhat firm, (which generally hap-

pens in less than an hour,) sets the tree upright,

and so firm as to need no staking.

A paper " On Ike Management of Orchards,"

written by the Hon. John Wells, and originally

published in the Massachusetts Agricultural Re-

pository, states two successful experiments in

planting trees in situations not naturally favorable

to their growth. The writer states that, "It is

more easy than is generally supposed to overcome

many natural disadvantages, and an orchard may

be brought forward and made productive in a few-

years, in a situation (when wished) not so favora-

ble. To show this, two cases will be mentioned,

which have been attended with good success.

" In the one, a low piece of strong stoney land

was taken. As it was rather flat, it was ploughed

in strips, or dug in spaces about four feet square.

As it was necessary to plough a furrow between

each row, the mode of ploughing in strips was

found the best, as by turning the furrow towards

the tree the land was better drained. Besides

raising the ground a little from the surrounding

soil, half a buck load of loam was added to raise

the ground on which the tree was set. After this

was done, the strips or squares, as the case might

be, were appropriated to the culture of potatoes

and garden vegetables. In a few places only the

trees failed from the insufficiency of the drain.

But by opening the drain, and raising the ground

by half a buck load of loam, I found on setting out

a new tree, it flourished equally with the rest.

This orchard now in eight years is a most valuable

one, and most of the trees Would give half a barrel

of apples.

" From this and other circumstances, which

have fallen within my observation, it appeal's that

lowland, if strong and well drained, will give a fine

orchard, and probably sooner than any other.

" The next effort was made under totally oppo-

site circumstances. The object was to have an

orchard on a particular spot, where the soil was

thin and light upon a plain or flat. The holes

were dug four feet over. The two upper strata

of black and yellow loam were placed beside the

tree. After this, about ten inches in depth of the

gravelly or poorer earth was taken out and carted

off, and a horse-cart load of stones upset in the

hole ; upon these, a part of the upper stratum, or

some dirt from the side of the road, was scattered,

so as to fill up the interstices, since which the

spots near the trees have been cultivated by plant-

ing four hills of potatoes round each tree. The
result has been tolerably favorable with all. But

the trees having the stones at the roots have ex-

ceedingly- outstripped the others."

Mill, in Northbridge, Mass. and are found to ans-

wer a much better purpose, with no labor at all

than old fashioned wooden temples now in gen-

eral use.

We give the annexed paragraph as we find it

in] the Baltimore Ami ricao. .Much anxiety will

naturally be felt to learn something further of th«

plan and construction of a car affording the amaz-
ing advantage represented, and it would give us

pleasure to be able to enlighten our readers upon

the subject. Forty tons is a large load for a horse,

and any road or car which allows him to exert

that power, will be an invention surpassing that

of the steam engine.

—

Penn. Gazette.

From the moment of the commencement of the

Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road, we were strongly

inclined to the opinion that the inventive genius

of our countrymen would never be contented to

follow the beaten track pursued in similar works,

on the other side of the Atlantic. Accordingly,

we have already had occasion to notice several

new and valuable improvements in the construc-

tion of railways and rail road carriages; and,

within the last month, the meritorious invention

of our esteemed townsman, Dr Win Howard.

—

We b^ve now to speak of another invention of a

railway car, the model of which has just been

submitted to the directors of the Baltimore and

Ohio Rail Road Company, by the inventor, Mr
Ross Winaus, of New Jersey, and Mr J. L. Sulli-

van, civil engineer. The car is very simple in its

Construction, and seems so admirably to answer

its intended purpose as to leave nothing to be de-

sired ou the score of facility of transportation.

—

Such, at all events, appears to be the opinion en-

tertained of it by a number of gentlemen who wit-

nessed its exhibition on Saturday. The model is

capable of carrying 400 pounds weight. The ef-

fect of its operation under the disadvantage of a«

imperfect railway, was five and a half times great-

er than is usual on the rail roads in England. A
half pound weight led over a pulley, drew 46»)

pounds, exclusive of the carriage, which weighed

100 pounds. In England it is considered that

one pound is the power requisite for drawing a

load of 200 pounds. In the present instance, one

pound to 1144 pounds was the ratio of the power

to the load ; and it is expected that on a large

scale, a still greater advantage will be gained.

—

With this Car a horse will be able to draw up-

wards of 40 tons, instead of SJ tons, by the ordi-

nary mode. The car has also other properties

which we understand have a tendency to lessen

the expense of the unavoidable curves of a rail-

road. The model will remain in this city for

some days, so that all who feel a desire to exam-

ine it, may have an opportunity of doing so. It

will probably be removed to the Exchange in the

course of to-uuv.

A writer in the New York Daily Advertiser, de-

clares from his own experience, that a strong tea,

made of wood soot, drank freely, cold, is an unfail-

ing remedy for Dyspepsia.

A Mr Lawton, of Newport, Rhode Island, has

invented a new kind of temples, a pair of which

arc now in operation at T. Buffum &. Co's Cotton

EFFECTS OF IVY OX TREES.
' It appears to be a vulgar prejudice that ivy kilt

the trees it clings to. If it rooted itself, as is erro-

neously supposed, in their bark, and fed upon their

juices, it might merit the accusation of a destroyer:

but it derives its nourishment wholly from the

ground, where it is rooted ; and the supposed roots

are only tendrils or holdfasts to enable it to clirub.

The opinion of its injuring trees seems to have

arisen, (and very naturally too,) from the fact it

prefers to climb up a dead or dying branch, and

will not attach itself to very young wood at all.

MrRepton,the landscape gardener, gives numerous
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facts to show that trees overrun with ivy, so far

from being injured by it, grow most luxuriantly.

Evelyn says, that when the ivy is stripped from

trees, they are often killed by cold in the ensuing

winter.

—

.American Farmer.

CONTEMPLATED HORTICULTURAL SO
CIETY.

We fully concur in opinion with the writer of

the following able article, from a respected cor-

respondent, that a Society for the promotion of

skilful and scientific Horticulture, established in

Boston, would greatly subserve the interests of the

community, as well as furnish avenues to lauda-

ble distinction, and pure and praiseworthy en-

joyment to the members of such an institution

—

A number of persons associated for a desirable

object, may furnish an aggregate of mind and

means, which is much more effective for bene-

ficial purposes than would be the isolated efforts

of the same individuals. A Horticultural So-

ciety might introduce new and useful plants from

various quarters of the globe ; import valuable

and expensive publications, as well as form a Re-
pository for new and useful Implements, which
would be beyond the powers of more numerous
and wealthy persons to accomplish without act-

ing in concert Editor.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

The influence that has been so generally diffus-

Who then among us is to give the impulse to

more extensive and active exertions ? To those

who have been the modern pioneers in the resus-

citation of this primitive employment of a portion

of our race, who have labored with the mind and
the hands so industriously and efficiently in the

vineyard, we must look for countenance and in-

struction, for the enlargement and improvement of

the system so successfully commenced, and so ar

dently and patriotically pursued, by several of our

distinguished fellow-citizens.

We have been led to a consideration of this sub

ject at the present time for the purpose of calling

the attention of experienced and practical horticul-

turists, towards the founding of a Society for the

promotion of that useful employment, of extending

its blessings, and increasing the efforts of those who
feel aji interest in such pursuits.

The citizens of Massachusetts have never been
backward in promoting any object of public utility,

and it is believed that all that is now wanting to

give an impulse to the plan here suggested, is to

present the subject to the consideration of your
readers.

New York, Philadelphia, and some other of our
sister cities, have preceded us in the good work.
Let us go and do likewise. Z. C. Jr.

Dorchester, January 7. »

LONDON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
This important Society which has done so

ed throughout our state, by the institution of Ag-
|

much to give Horticulture its present high stand-
ricultural Societies, is felt and acknowledged to be ing, in Europe, now contains between four and
ofimmense importance to the interests of the cul- \five thousand members, embracing all classes of
tivator, as well as to the consumers of the surplus > the community, from the King, who is its Patron,
produce of his labors. Whatever has a tendency and subscribed £500 for the promotion of its im-
to promote this honorable, and useful, and hide- portant objects, down to the daily laborer, who
pendent branch, of domestic industry, should be has distinguished himself by n knowledge of
fostered and regarded.

I
horticulture. Its associates and correspondent

It is equally gratifying to perceive that there is

an excellent horticultural spirit awakened hi our

are dispersed through every country of the
globe, the Indies, and some upon the remotest

community, and which is not confined to the citi-
j

islands of the sea, who are constantly transmit
zens of the metropolis, but pervades most of the ting seeds, scions, plants, and articles of intelli-
neighboring towns and villages. We have witnes-

1

gence to the parent Society in London. Their
sed with much pleasure, the increasing interest, I Transactions are regularly published, and are
and ardent efforts of our citizens in this peaceful,

!
replete with information for horticulturists, and

and healthful employment, and seen its visible ef- j to society in general. Among its list of mem-
fects, not only in the process of cultivation, but in hers in the United States, are Messrs John
its maturity. Our stalls and our fruit-shops have ; Lowell and S. G. Perkins, of Boston Buel,
been abundantly supplied the past season, with

J

of Albany

—

Prince, of Long Island—Cox, oi
hetter, and greater varieties of fine fruits, than here- j New Jersey—Dr Hosack, of New York Mr
toJb '"p - Dick, of Philadelphia— Mr Thomas, of Cayuga

The invalid must be grateful to those who thus ' County, N. Y.—and Messrs Floy, Wilson, and
administer to his enjoyments. The healthful will

not be unmindful o<" lie pleasure afforded* by the
display of the rich dessert, with which his table is

crowned. And the public will view with compla-
cent regard, the attention bestowed upon this branch
of the " American System," which needs no public
act ol doubtful expediency, to insure its protection.

It cannot be expected that in our northern cli-

mate, we should produce even by untiring assidui-

ty, or extensive outlay, all thoss fine varieties of
fruit, which are yielded spontaneously, or with
comparatively little labor, in some sections of our
highly favored country. Under all discouragements
however, it must be admitted, that much has been
achieved, and under the continued auspices of
Heaven, and our native industry and perseverance,
we may continue freely to enjoy the healthy, and
invigorating pleasures of the cultivator, and" share
the bounties a benevolent Providence awards to

the labors of man.

Hogg, of New York City. The late Gov. Clin-
ton was an active corresponding member.

Large Pear.—At a late meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society of Paris, a gigantic pear was
exhibited, of the follovrir.g dimensions: circumfe-
rence 15 inches ; height 9 inches, and weight one
pound seven ounces.

From the American Farmer.

SHEPHERD'S DOGS.
FROJI GENERAL LAFAYETTE.

Extract to the Editor of the American Farmer, dated

La Grange, August 9, 182S.
My Dear Sir—The session of the Chambre du

Deputes is at an end, and I am returned to La
Grange, where I hope soon to reunite the greatest

part of the family, including our three boys for the

time of the vacation.

You will have received a letter, inclosing one

from my colleague, M. Girod de l'Ain, Judge of
the Royal Court of Paris, and a member of the
association of Naz, the celebrated flock for the
fineness of merino wool. I believe it will have
attracted your attention. The enclosed small
book has been lately published

; as the southern
parts of the United States are well calculated for

the cultivation of the silk worm, and the middle
states also, I think the information therein con-
tained may be of some use in the American Far-
mer. You have mentioned to me the Pyrennian
breed of dogs

; I have procured two puppies, one
of them, as both are males, I shall send when more
fit to bear the voyage."

[The puppies arrived safely, and are ofimmense
size ; one remains in Maryland, and one is for Mr
Dickinson, of Steubenville, Ohio. They are ofthe
breed which is used to destroy wolves and sheep-
killinu' dogs. The treatise is entitled, " Manual
pour l'Education df.s vers a soie, et la Culture
du Murier, par J. M. Red ares, du Gard." If on
examination it should be found to contain informa-

tion that may appear new and useful, in addition

to what we have published, and shall publish hi

pur next, we shall insert it as soon as convenient.]

Silk Exports.—A correspondent predicts that

this country will export the raw material of this

article, within a few years after our attention is

well directed to its culture, to an extent somewhat
comparative with that of cotton. France, he says,

imp >rts one third of the raw material she manu-
factures, and she would become our best customer.
—National Intelligencer.

The Season.—The Georgia Journal of the 15th

December says, thus far, the thermometer has in-

dicated summer heat, within a degree or two.

Although the same remark will not apply to our

latitude, yet we believe the oldest inhabitants have

seldom seen so mild and open a winter ; for all

the purposae of out-door business the weather is as

tine almost as is common in October ; not an inch

of snow has fallen.

The Penobscot was closed by ice the 18th inst;

—Newburyporl Herald.

Blistered Feet.—The following mode of cure,

was communicated to Capt. Cochrane, and which
lie says he never found to fail :—" It is simply to

rub the feet at going to bed, with spirits mixed
with tallow dropped from a lighted caudle into the

palm of the hand. On the following morning no

blisters exist : the spirits seemed to possess the

healing power, the tallow serving only to keep tho

skin soft and pliant. The soles of the feet, ancles,

and insteps, s'-iould be rubbed well ; and even

where no blisters exist, the application may be

usefully made as a preventative. Salt and water

is a good substitute—and while on this head, I

would recommend foot travellers never to wear

right and left shoes ; it is bad economy, and indeed

serves to cramp the feet ; and such I felt to be.

the case."

—

Cochrane"
1

* Pedestrian Tour.

[From Fessendcn's New American Gardener.]

JANUARY.
Throughout New England the temperature of

the climate is such as to exclude the cultivator

from performing most of the operations of tillage

or horticulture from about the first of December to

the latter part of March, or the beginning of April.

The seeds of knowledge may, however, be sown
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in winter, and the horticulturist may cultivate his

mind when his soil is bound in frozen fetters.

Provide n sufficient quantity of bean-poles, and

pea-rods, which you may preserve in a corner of

your wood-house,, or other place suitable for your

purpose. Many people, who neglect to procure

these implements in season, are induced, by the

hurry of business, to permit their peas and beans

to trail on the ground, in which situation they will

not produce, especially the tall growing sorts, one

third part so many as if they were properly sup-

ported by poles and rods. The length of your

. pea-rods should be in proportion to the sorts of

peas for which you intend them. The same kinds

of rods, which the tall-growing peas require, will

answer for the generality of running kidney beans.

The Lima beans will need strong poles, from eight

to nine feet high. You may now make prepara-

tion for forcing cucumbers, melons, cabbages, rad-

ishes, lettuces, cauliflowers, &c.

BRITISH GRASSES.
The late Mr Curtis had squares of live turf

sent him from all parts of the empire—particularly

from pastures famous for their richness, and these

lie cultivated with care, for the purpose of com-
parison, and discovering the sorts of grasses, upon
which the rich quality of the pastures, whence
they were taken, depended. A comparative view
of our British grasses of a similar kind may be

seen, we are informed, at the nursery of Messrs.

Cormack and Sinclair, New Cross, near Deptford

—a field being appropriated for the purpose of
growing patches of all the agricultural grasses.

From the high character of one of the partners,

Mr Sinclair, author of " the Hortus Gramineus
Wobumensis," in this particular line, this grass-

field must be a very interesting sight to agricultur-

ists and graziers, as well as to botanists.

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.
The unfading verdure of the resinous trees forms

a pleasant relief to the eye amid the desolate fields

and snow-crowned hills of winter. These beauti-

ful inmates of the northern forests, are peculiarly

intractable to the skill of cultivation. The spruce
and the fir, when removed from the cold and bleak

solitudes where they best love to fix their roots and
send up their tall pyramids of green, to a more
genial situation, wither and perish. These beauti-

ful and stately plants are desirable as the ornaments
of the garden or the groves of cultivated scenery.

The English books recommend that they be re-

moved in the depth of winter with frozen masses
of earth around their roots, to holes dug for their

reception during the preceding autumn. By this

simple process, it is said, they may be transplanted
without injury, and flourish in their freshness as if

still clinging to the rock or rising in the waste.

A'ational JEgis.

VALUABLE RECIPE.
In the Memoirs of Count de Segur, (Vol. I. p.

168,) there is the following anecdote : " My mo-
ther (the Countess de Segur,) being asked by Vol-
taire respecting her health, told bun that the most
painful feelings she had, arose from the decay of
her stomach and the difficulty of finding any kind
of aliment that it could bear. Voltaire, by way of
conversation assured her that he was once nearly
for a year in the same state, and believed to be in-

curable ; but that, nevertheless, a very simple
remedy had restored him. It consisted in taking
no other nourisliment than yolk of eggs, beaten up

with flour of potatoes and water." Though this

circumstance took place us far back as about fifteen

years ago, and respected so extraordinary a per-

sonage as Voltaire, it is astonishing how little it is

known, and how rarely the remedy has been

practised. ItS efficacy, however, in eases of debil-

ity, cannot be questioned, and the following is the

mode of preparing the valuable article of food, as

recommended by Sir John Sinclair*! Recipe.

—

Beat up an egg in a bowl, and then add si* table

spoonfuls of cold water, mixing the whole WSB
together ; then add two table spoonfuls of the

farina of potatoes, mixing it with the liquor of the

bowl. Then pour in as much boiling water as will

convert the whole into jelly, and mix it well. It

may be taken either alone or with the addition of
a little milk, and moist or best sugar, not only for

breakfast, but in cases of great stomachic debility,

or in consumptive disorders, at the other meals.

The dish is light, easily digested, extremely whole-

some and nourishing. Bread or biscuit may be

taken with it as the stomach gets stronger.

Singular effects of Light and Darkness—

A

plant, which is not uncommon in India, the Co-
tyledon calycina changes its properties very re-

markably, according to the period of the day and

night. Upon the whole, the plant may be said

to possess an herbaceous taste, but in the morn-
ing it. is as much, if not more acid, than sorrel,

probably from its imbibing oxygen during the

night. As the light continues to act upon it, the

oxygen appears to be disengaged as it loses its

acidity, and about noon becomes nearly tasteless.

Towards evening it becomes bitterish, and sour

again in the morning. This plant, we are told,

may be seen at Loddige's Nursery, at Hackney,
and in some other collections in England.

Mr Brown of Glasgow, has published a paper

on what he calls the disorder of the spinal nerves,

which, though not uncommon, particularly

among females and persons of feeble conforma-
tion, seems to have hitherto been overlooked,

unexplained, or confounded with rheumatism,
&,c. The disorder usually manifests itself by a

sort of bruised gnawing pain, or rather a relaxed

weariedness, in some part of the chest, some-
times over the stomach, and sometimes in one
of the sides, &.c. In such cases the seat of the

complaint may be traced to the spine, by pass-

ing a sponge dipped in hot water down the back,

when the part affected will be found to be ten-

der. Here Dr Brown applies leeches, or a small

blister, according to circumstances, and recom-
mends being in a horizontal position. This dis-

order is not uncommon among literary people.

—

Glasgow Medical Journal.

A writer in Poulson's American, Philadelphia,

recommends that the currency of the country be

regulated : all the foreign coins called in and
passed through the mint ; clipped money declar-

ed uncurrent, &.c. These suggestions are

worthy of consideration.

Nearly '20,000 loads of wood have been trans-

ported on the Delaware and Hudson Canal,
principally to the New York market.

Fruit.—The art of improving the quality of
fruits by crossing the various sorts, is said to

have been unknown until nearly the close of the

last century, when it was first attempted in Bel-

gium.

—

London pa.

A steer, of the short horned Durham breed,
three years old in May last, was slanghtered a
few weeks since, by Mr Edmund Brownell, of
Little Compton, K. I. which weighed 1195
pounds.

The last number of the North American Re-
view, contains articles on the following subjects:
The Decline of Poetry—Scandinavian Mytholo-

gy, Poetry, and History —Austin's Life of Gerry
—Biography of a German Carbonarist— Flint's

Geography and History of the Western States

—

living's Life of Columbus—The Epistle to the

Hebrews— Ilavti—The Baltimore and Ohio Rail
Road—Heeren's Historical Works—Simon Bol-

ivar—Saxe Weimar's Travels—Quarterly List

of New Publications.—Published quarterly, at

$5 per annum, by Frederick T. Gray, Washing-
ton Street, Boston, and G. &, C. Carvill, New
York.

We shall next week commence the publica-

tion of some remarks on Rail Roads.

Rockingham Agricultural Society.

The Directors of the R. A. Society, are hereby notified that

their adjourned meeting will be held at Col. Burley's Hole! in

Exeler, on Wednesday, the 14ih day of Jan. current at 3

o'clock, P. M. S. T. GILMAN, Rec. Sec'y.

Jan. 9.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
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MISCELLANIES.
The following elegant lines are from the pen of the highly

gifted and accomplished Lady, who conducts the " Bower of

Taste ;" a publication so well known, and whose merits arc so

highly and generally appreciated, tiiat any recommendatory

notice from us would be useless supererogation.

AUTUMN.
I know 'l is bright

—
't is beautiful !—but yet

• I ne'er could look on Autumn's golden leaf,

Her robe of changeful dye, and not regret

That vernal loveliness should be so brief.

Who sighs not over summer's fading rose ?

Although around us other flowers are wreathing,

Whose besoms richer, gayer lints disclose,

And with whose fragrance every gale is breathing.

Still, the fatr flower, to young affection dear,

If once enshrined within a faithful breast,

Oh, never to the heart that loved sincere,

Can other blossoms be so fondly press'd.

Yet when the garden's loveliness is past,

We look upon the forest's tower ng pride,

Which, though we know too soon must meet the blast,

We breathe a fervent wish to hope allied

—

That soft Favonian gales, with gentle breath,

And genial suns the fading scene' may cheer,

Arrest awhile the chilling shafts of death,

And sigh a requiem o'er the closing year !

Oh ! there *s a desolation wild, and bleak,

In winter's dread approach : our bosoms feci

A paralyzing chill, we cannot speak,

Cling round the heart—o'er all its pulses steal ;

'T is nature's death we look on ; each cold blast

Sounds as the knell of some departed joy;

Tlr; ruthless conqueror o'er each scene hath past,

With mighty arm commission 'd to destroy !

AUGUSTA.

COURAGE.
Lightning was ij his eye. His step was firm,

Eut stealthy as a tiger's, and his limbs

Stirr'd like the springing steel. His left hand held

The instrument of death, and on his breast

Th' insignia of his deadly trade were crossed.

Look ! he has marked his victim, and his form

Stoops to a keener gaze. On—s'cp by step 1

Near—and still nearer I— It will answer now

!

Slowly he raises up his sinewy form,

And stands a giant. Dreadfully minute

Ilis deadly preparation—all is done !

A moment—a keen flash !—and to the ground

Failj the unconscious—robin !—Hail ! brave man.

disposition and good principles are the best dowry

that a woman cau confer upon her husband.

—

London paper.

The following, which is copied from a Nurem-

burg paper, is an ingenious mode of preventing

Sunday tippling. It is au order from the mayor

of the department of Iserre -.
—" All persons drink-

ing upon Sundays and holy days, in coffee-houses,

&c. during the celebration of mass, or vespers,

are hereby authorised to depart without paying

for what they have had."

Fraud in weighing meat in the streets by steel-

yards.—One day last week, a gentleman purchas-

ed from a wagon in the street, two quarters of

pork, the apparent weight of which, by the ven-

der's steelyards was 22 lbs. for one, and 26 for

the other, both amounting to 48 pounds. The
purchaser doubting the correctness of the weight,

had the pork reweighed in scales in a neighbor-

ing store, when it appeared that one quarter

weighed but 17£- pounds, and the other 16=|

pounds, amounting to 34.^ pounds—making a dif-

ference of 13J pounds, as weighed by steelyards

and scales! We give this statement that the

public may be on their guard in respect to false

steelyards and fraudulent venders of meat.

Several half-mile sections of the Baltimore and

Ohio rail-road are already finished, and waiting

for the rails. In excavations through the hills

immense beds of mineral paints have been found,

principally of Spanish Brown of a rich quality,

and of value sufficient to defray much of the ex-

pense of excavation. It is probable that immense
mines of wealth might be found in rail road ex-

cavations between this city and Worcester, in the

shape of beef, potatoes, turnips, coal, butter,cheese,

&c. &e.

—

Boston Palladium.

centre, he thinks, are distinguished volcanoes, aa
ho clouds are perceptible over the moon's face

;

which being covered with snow and ice, accounts,
as he imagines, for its clear atmosphere, or for
the absence of an atmosphere. This vast accu-
mulation of ice and snow upon the moon's sur-
face, may be explained, the writer conjectures, by
the nature of the moon's revolutions:- He offers to
construct instruments of the above description, by
which these phenomena may be observed, at $50
to$lC0; and at the same rate to furnish solar
microscopes, on a new principle, with a magnify-
ing power at 12 feet distance, of 5,184,000.—Bos.
Bulletin.

Twelve hogs, all of one litter, one year old,

were sold in Pawtucket, R. I. on the 23d ult.

which weighed when dressed 4236 lbs.

pretty litter came from Connecticut.

This

Orchard Grass Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street, Boston,—a consignment of prime
Orchard Grass Seed, raised by Mr Llijyx> Jones, of Penn-
sylvania, who is well known as the most extensive and success-

ful cultivator of this valnable grass in this country, as the follow-

ing letter shows :

"Mb Russell,—In regard to the character of Mr Jones'
seed, I have pleasure in saying, that it is the best in this market,
and always commands an extra price. Col Powei. always
purchases of him, not only for himself but for his southern

friends; and the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, at their

last exhibition, awarded him the premiums for both Orchard
Grass and Clover Seed.

Your*, &.c, JOHN P. MILNOR,
Recording Secretary Peun. Agri. Society.

Gentlemen who wish to secure a supply of this seed, will da
well to secure it soon.

Also, a most extensive supply of Garden, Field, and Flower
Seeds, raised expressly for us, or procured from the most un-

questionable sources.

A correspondent censures the mean, unmanly
practice of making a butt of old maids. The
habit is an unequivocal sign of a vulgar anil ill-

regulated mind, and is most offensive and revolt- 1 vast quantity of gas from the interior'of the body
to everyvperson of feeling and delicacy.— i of the sun, would, he observes, as it surrounds

Spots on the Sun—An ingenious individual in

Providence, has very recently succeeded, by means
of a seven feet telescope, constructed by himself

on a new principle, in bringing the entire image
of the sun into a dark room, upon a white screen,

to the size of 8 feet in diameter. He writes us

that his astonishment was great, when he perceiv-

ed that every spot now upon the face of the sun,

nine in number, was- distinctly transferred to the

screen, and was so plain that he could see every
movement of them in their various and sudden
changes. He says he could plainly discover that

those spots were immense bodies of smoke, appar-

ently issuing from volcanoes ; and as they seem
occasionally forced upward front the craters, now
forming dense clouds, and now dispersing, consid-

ers those phenomena as accounting for the rapid

changes of those spots. The escape of such a

Many of these females who lead single lives have
been influenced in their choice by motives equally
creditable to their judgment and moral charac-
ter. A woman may be amiable, accomplished,
and admirably suited by nature and education to

fulfil the duties of a wife and mother, and yet she
may never have been seriously addressed by the
man for whom she >could feel the attachment and
respect without which marriage is a state of in-

supportable thraldom. It is so much the fashion
to look mainly to wealth in the choice of a wife,
that very many most excellent women are neglect-
ed, by men who are not aware that an amiable

that luminary, produce that bright and dazztin.

appearance, which is the atmosphere of the sun
This theory may not accord with the opinions of
others who have made observations on the sub-
ject ; but the writer, at any rate, entertains the
strongest belief of its truth.

With the same instrument, which is but just

finished, he has also examined the moon, and
states his. conviction that that body is covered
with perpetual snow and ice—the dark spots dis-

coverable on its surface being frozen seas, and the

lighter spaces, land covered with snow. Those
circular places, which have a rising cone in the

Canary Birds.

For Sale, a few copies of the New and Complete Canary
Bird Fancier, containing a variety of useful information, by

ch the admirers of those beautiful Birds may be instructed in

r management while breeding, and their treatment when
diseased , with useful Hints tq the breeders of Mules. From the

latest London Edition.— Price 125 els. Just received at the

.Agricultural JVarehouse.

4t Mo. 52 North Market Sireet, Boston.

Valuable Real Estate, Sfc, For Sale.

The Subscriber offers for Sale, the following Real Estates in

Durham, N. H. viz :

About 5U acres of land, under good cultivation, with tolera-

ble buildings thereon;—Soil of excellent quality, and capable

of a high degree of improvement. Also, a Farm on the New
Hampshire Turnpike road, containing about SO acres, with

buildings nearly new.
Also, a Farm of about 110 acres, with new buildings, lying

within two miles of the New Market Factories.

Also, a small Farm lying in the Great Bay. containing 30 or

40 acres, a very productive and excellent tract of land, in the

neighborhood of the above named Factories.

Also three Houses in the Village of Durham—one of them
possessing excellent accommodations for a Tavern.

Also, a Farm in Lee, containing about 80 acres.

Also, a Wood Lot in Harrington, containing" 105 acres, welt

wooded.
Ha also offers for sale, a Stud Horse of approved blood, and

several Mares and Colls of different ages.—All kinds of Farm-
ing Utensils, and Stock of all sorts.

The above described Lands are within a short distance of the

large Factory Establishments at Dover and New Market.

Durham, Dec.Sfi, 1828. JOHN FROST.

Two Heifers For Sale.

Two Superior Heifers, with calf, mixed between the Devron
and Ccelebs breed. Both of which took a premium at the late

Show in Brighton.—Inquire of Daniel Chjndler, Lexington, or

at the counting room of the New England Farmer, Agricultural

Warehouse, Boston. 3t Jan. 2, 1823,

The Hunterdon Gazette Establishment for sale,

Al Flemington, Hunterdon county, New Jersey, on reasonable

terms. Address the Editor, (post paid) al Fleminglon, Nevr
Jersey. 31 Jan 2—^=

I

Published every Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from tb»

lime of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.
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INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT.
RAILWAYS.
(By 111? Edilor.)

There are few subjects of more importance to

a civilized community tlian those which relate to

roads, avenues, carriages, and other ways and

means of transporting commodities, and facilitat-

ing domestic and foreign intercourse. No vil-

lage, town, or city in New England, can long re-

main wealthy and populous unless it is easy of ac-

cess by land as well as by water ; and, other

things being equal, that portion of the interior,

which is favored with the most safe, cheap and

expeditious means of conveying its produce to a

flourishing seaport will be most wealthy and pros-

perous.

Of all the means of conveyance which ingenui-

ty has invented, or industry put in practice, we
believe Railways are best adapted to the climate

and face of the country in New England. We shall,

therefore, offer some sentiments relative to this

kind of highway, premising, that we have not the

means, leisure, nor information necessary to write

s complete treatise on this topic. Our desultory

hints, however, may be the means of turning the

attention of some others to this branch of nation-

al economy, who are more capable of giving it

that high consideration, and thorough investiga-

tion, which its merits require.

By the term Railway is understood a road
formed by laying distinct 'racks of timb^., ircu.,

or stone, for wheel carriages to run upon. In the

construction of railways, stone is more particularly

applicable to common roads, and the use of tim-

ber is now almost wholly laid aside ; while iron

is very generally employed, in Europe, though,

we believe, stone will be deemed preferable in

the United States.

" When we consider," says the Edinburgh En-
cyclopedia, the great proportion of labor, which is

unavoidably spent in the carriage of the necessa-

ries and conveniences of civilized life, in all its

varied forms, we at once see the importance of

every measure tending to facilitate and improve

commercial intercourse. All are aware of the

benefit, which Great Britain has derived from her

inland navigation. Such, however, are the diffi-

culties and expense of canal operations, that an-

other substitute for the common road has long

been sought after by the public. The attention

of the engineer has accordingly of late been much
directed to. the construction of railways ; a mode
of communication which will be found more sim-

ple and economical in all its details than the ca-

nal.

" The speed of canal carriage must alwa}'s be
limited, by the destruction which rapid motion
occasions to the banks. In this respect railways

have great advantages over canals ; for where
the rails are strong, and the wagons light, the ra-

pidity of conveyance may be conceived to keep
pace with the impelling power of steam. The
value of the economy of time is measured and
proved by the vast exertions used and sums ex-

pended in Britain to accommodate the public, and
the ample haryest reaped by those, who best ful-

fil its wishes in this respect. In this commercial

country the economy of time, and that of power is

felt to be the same thing ; and the numerous car-

riages established in England to convey goods at

speed, shows that the rapid conveyance is not con-

fined to passengers alone. From the obstacles

above mentioned, then, however managed or im-

proved, we can never much increase the present

rate of motion on canals, which must ever form a

slow mode of conveyance, independently of its oth-

er advantages.
" The facility with which temporary railways

may be laid for short distances from manufacto-

ries, granaries and other works, to communicate
with great public lines of railway in their neigh-

borhood, is another advantage belonging to the

railway system; for the expense of a canal branch

would in almost all cases, be much greater than

any temporary or private object would repay

;

while branch railways would, when in general

use, become readily saleable after the local object

was obtained, and the principal expense incurred

would in many situations, be merely that of lay-

ing and forming them into a road. When branch

railways are connected with canals, much labor is

lost in loading and unloading, besides damage oc-

casioned by these operations to the articles con-

veyed.
" Railways again, will benefit by every im-

provement in the use of the steam engine, may
be used in all situations where any mode of con-

veyance is possible, and in practice give about

u>. j»Ie the despatch of canal conveyance without

increasing the working power. Indeed the an-

ticipation of a speedy adoption and general use of

steam conveyance on railways of iron and stone,

would seem at present far more natural, and like-

ly to be soon realized, than was imagined but a

very few years ago, owing to the projected revo-

lution now going on by the use of steam in the

coasting trade.

" Under all circumstances, it is found that a

horse works only with about three times the load

upon a canal that he does on a well constructed

level railway, which is now sought after as the

highest improvement of which the iuterior com-
munication of a country is susceptible. In proof

of this we further notice that one person is suffi-

cient to conduct the horse-load upon a railway,

while three individuals are generally required for

the same purpose upon a canal. We may also

mention that inland navigation is subject to inter-

ruption by the frosts of winter and the drought of

summer. The comparative facility of loading

and discharging is likewise much in favor of the

traffic on a railway ; while nearly the same pro-

portion of labor in the trackage of empty or re-

turn boats and wagons is incident to both. With-
out calculating on the immense loads, extending

to fifty tons, [since this article was written to

ninety-four tons] which have been tracked by the

steam wagon, or of thirty tons and upwards,
which have occasionally been moved by the horse

upon a level railway, we can state that an active

horse weighing ten cwt. conducted by only one
man, upon a well constructed level edge railway,

will work with ten tons of goods. In the same
manner we may take thirty tons as employing the

effective labor of one horse and three persons

upon a canal ; fioni which it will therefore ap-

pear, that the expense of trackage per ton is pret-

ly much the eaii": in both systems, while the first

cost and consei|ii"ii.ly the toll or dues must be
greatly in favor of the railway. For very weighty
and bulky goods the canal is allowed to be more
suitable

;
yet in practice many such articles may-

be so placed as to bear upon the wheels of more
than one wagon on a railway. Upon the whole
we are of opinion, that in every case it is better

to construct a railway than a small canal, except-

ing where the union of similar works is to be ef-

fected. The cafe is different where it is intend-

ed to transport sea-born ships across a country,

from shore to shore, as on the Forth and Clyde,

the Crinan and the Caledonian canals in Scot-

land."

The Legislature of Massachusetts, at their June
session in 1826, appointed a Committee, on mo-
tion of Dr Abner Phelps, a Representative for this

City, "To take into consideration the practicabili-

ty and expediency of constructing a Rail Road
from Boston, on the most eligible route, to the

western line of the County of Berkshire, in order

that if leave can be obtained of the Government
of the State of New York, it may be extended to

the most desirable point on the Hudson river, at

or near Albany." An able and interesting Re-

port, prepared by Dr Phelps, Chairman of thia

Committee, was published by order of the Legis-

lature. This. Report states many facts and argu-

ments which c "- bo.aie what is stated above, rel-

ative to the preference to which, in most cases,

Railways are entitled, when put in competition

with Canals. The following is extracted from that

document

:

"The numerous Railways, which have been for

several years in successful operation in the hilly

and mountainous districts of Wales, and in the

north of England, prove their fitness for an un-

even and undulating country. They are not like

Canals, confined to a supply of water, and a series

of levels, but they admit of a variation like other

roads. True, a level road, where the transporta-

tion is equal both ways is the best. But unless

the deviation generally exceeds 2~i feet to a

mile, it is practicably considered, a level way.

—

This deviation is nearly equal to three and an

half locks on a mile of Canal." * * * *

" If the adoption of some measure to increase

the means of intercourse between Boston and the

Hudson be necessary ; the question arises, shall it

be hy a Canal or a Railway ?

" With respect to a Canal, your Committee re-

fer to the able Report of the late Board of Canal
Commissioners communicated to the Legislature

on the 11th of January last. By that Report, it

appears that the only route for a Canal between
Boston and the Hudson river would be ITS miles

in length—would require one thousand nine hun-
dred and fifty nine feet lockage between Boston

and the Connecticut river—one thousand three

hundred and 22
T
3jA_. feet between that river and

the Hudson, amounting to three thousand two
hundred and eighty-one 7W feet Lockage, and a
Tunnel of at least four miles in length, through
Hoosack mountain. The work of forming a Tun-
nel is limited in its nature, to a certain number of
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men, which can be employed at a time. And it

is easy to show from the progress made in other

works of the kind, that many years would neces-

sarily be required to complete it.

" But even if a canal were constructed upon the

proposed route, your Committee are unanimous in

opinion that a Rail Road would be far more use-

ful to the public. And their opinion in this res-

pect is corroborated by Mr Tredgold, who states,

< that for new works Rail Roads will in nine cases

out of ten be better adapted for public benefit than

canals.' If this is true in England, where, from

the mildness of the climate, a canal is seldom

closed by frost ; and upon an average not exceed-

ing seventeen or eighteen days in a year, how
much more preferable must a Rail Road be in all

our Northern States, where a canal is closed upon
an average, one hundred and forty-five days in a

year."

The following summary view of the superior

advantages which Railways possess, when com-
pared with Canals, is extracted from an able pa-

per, originally published in the Boston Patriot, by

a writer with the signature " Middlesex."

The Railway requires but one third the quanti-

ty of land that is required for a Canal, exclusive

of ponds, reservoirs, and feeders.

The Railway requires one man and four horses

to transport fifty tons 4 miles per hour.

The Canal requires two men, one boy and two
horses to transport 30 tons 2 miles per hour.

The Railway may be attended and kept in re-

pair for one tenth that of a Canal.

Railways give the greatest possible facility to

travellers, Canals retard them.
Railways may be easily passed in all places re-

quired, Canals only by bridges. .

Railways interfere with no water privileges,
Canals destroy many.

Railways are subject to no interruptions, except
by snow, which is easily removed.

Canals are subject to be interrupted by droughts,
flood, frosts, leakages and locks.

Railways carry their freight to the doors of the

warehouses, Canals deliver their freight upon the
wharf.

A Railway can be constructed for half the cost

of a Canal per mile.

A Railway may be used twelve months in a

year, a Canal but seven months.
The toll of passengers will pay the interest on

the cost of a Railway.

The toll of passengers on a Canal is very
trifling. Half the common rates of tolls oi; a Ca-
nal will be sufficient to pay the whole expense of
transportation on a Railway, including the toll.

Mountainous countries are easily surmounted
by Railways, Canals can never get over them.

Rivers and streams are much more easily pass-

ed by Railways than they can be by Canals.

Railways will be the pride of New England :

they will unite its inhabitants in one common
centre, connect them in one common interest, and
raise them to eminence and glory by one common
operation. (To be continued.)

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMEli.

INSECTS ON FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessenden—You will receive with this a

box containing 4 papers. Enclosed in No. 1 are

pieces of bark from an apple tree, covered with

blisters containing the nits or eggs of the lice des-

cribed by Mr Perley.

No. 2 contains pieces covered with black eggs,

from which the green lice are hatched, that are

so destructive to the tender leaf of scions.

No. 3 contains a small piece of a limb of a pear

tree, and pieces of bark from the same covered

with the insect described by your correspondent

"M."in the New England Farmer of the 21st

ult. They were taken from a pear tree from Mr
Prince's nursery, last spring. The tree was very

thrifty, and arrived in good order. I examined it

at the time of transplanting, and discovered no

appearance of insects of any description till about

the first of September, when I noticed the tree,

from the ground to the end of the limbs, was cov-

ered with whitish scales. Immediately after the

discovery the tree was well scrubbed with soap

and water, and all that could be reached were re-

moved, which will account for the scanty sample

I send you. The insect and general appearance

of the bark are very accurately described by " M."
From the stained appearance of the bark in spots

clear through to the wood, I think it will have a

very bad effect upon the tree, if it does not entire-

ly destroy it.

Probably Mr Prince, of Long Island, is well ac-

quainted with the insect and its effects, and could

favor the public with a correct account of it.

No. 4 contains pieces of bark taken from the

body and limbs of smooth barked apple trees. I

have observed them on my trees for several years,

but have never read any account of them. They
are sacks containing some kind of an insect,

which, in the spring, will eat its way through one
end of the sack and makes its escape. Whether
it remains upon and draws its support from the

sap or leaves of the tree, I am unable to say

—

perhaps you may know their history.

L. BARTLETT.
Warner, M H. Dec. 15, 1823.

IX?* We are under great obligations to Mr
Bartlett for the favors above specified. The
boxes and their contents may be seen at the office

of the JV. E. Farmer, and we hope Dr Harris
will be so kind as to look at them with the eye of

a connoisseur.

—

Editor.

From the American Farmer.

ON SHIFTING CATTLE.
J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Sir—I do not know that any writer in your pa-

per has remarked on the astonishing effect pro-

duced by shifting cattle from lands of poor quali-

ty and short feed, to those of fertile soil and rich

grasses. My experience is worth something on

this point, and I wish to put it on record for the

benefit of my countrymen.

In July, 1S20, my farm being overstocked with

sheep. I sold sixty of the poorest quality, the

small, diseased ones, for one dollar per head, to a

gentleman living about five miles from me. Our
land was quite different in its quality. Mine was
a thin, worn-out soil, producing nothing but rye;

his was high and very rich land, covered with a

thick growth of white clover. At the next season

of shearing, I took pains to be at his pen. The
whole sixty sheep purchased of me had lived

through the winter ; their produce per head was
four pounds of clean washed wool, about three

times as great as that of the preceding year ; and

their weight (but this last was conjecture,) was
double to what it was when purchased of me

—

He has at various times since purchased the refuse

of my flock, and his example has been imitated by
his neighbors in both cases with the same success.

I have old worn-out ewes renovated by this shift

from scanty to luxuriant pastures.

The same effects result from shifting the pas-
ture of neat cattle and horses. In 1824 I pur-
chased a pair of little oxen ; one was eight years
old, and the other his elder by six months. They
were adjudged to possess a capacity for weighing
when fatted—the one 700 lbs. the other 775 lbs.

They were taken into my cow pastures, which,
though a thin soil, were considerably better than
that they had been reared on, their living having
been hitherto very bad, and food meagre. I gave
them my customary allowance to working oxen,
and used them much in the yoke. They never
lad an ear of com, nor root, from the time I pur-
chased them till their death. I kept them two
years. In the month of September, there being
a scarcity of beef, I gave them some corn blades
and pumpkins for six weeks, and they were sold

to the butcher. One of them weighed 890 the

other 976 lbs. They were not fat, one of them
having but 60, the other 78 lbs. of tallow. If
those who reside on the rich soils of Pennsylvania
will buy, every two years, from the starved herds

of New Jersey, they will realize more profit than
by any other mode of raising stock.

Philadelphia, JYov. 26, 1828. T. J. R.

ON THE USE OF SAND
In propagating Trees, Shrubs^and Plants, from cut-

tings of them. By Mr Thomas Haines, of
Oundle, Northamptonshire.

" The finest while sand is superlatively useful to

autumnal planted cuttings of the more tender ever-

greens and shrubs. In the business of planting

cuttings of these underhand-glasses, in the au-

tumn, as well as the more hardy green-house

plants, such as myrtles, faschia, roses, cistuses,

germander, &c, no unmixed soil whatever can be
found to bear a comparison with the finest xvhite

sand; as cuttings planted therein will be far

more secure from mouldiness throughout the au-

tumnal and winter seasons ; dining which times,

the pots in which they are planted, generally re-

main standing up to their rims in the common
ground, as the greatest preservative from frost

;

but in which situation they are more exposed to

the ill effects of damp, than if standing on the sur-

face.

" Although but little more than a knot, or a
swelling protuberance, at the foot of each cutting,

can be effected, during the first autumn
; yet, on

the advance of spring, they will early make roots,

even without the addition of any other soil or ar-

ticle to promote their growth ; and which young
plants, being potted off, or transplanted in some
way, as soon as they have formed sufficient roots

;

immense quantities from these small cuttings, may
be thus annually propagated, by the help of the full

sized single hand-glasses ! This process, howev-

er, will not extend to any other description of

plants than the evergreens.

" In the propagation of the trees and shrubs al-

luded to by this process, it must be recollected,

that the sand is to be considered as no farther

essential, than to strike or promote growth in

the cuttings, sufficient for transplantation ; as,

on their being removed into another situation, in

the next stage of the process, a mixture of suita-

ble soil, with a proportion of sand only, will be

requisite.
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" Wc are not asserting that yellow sand will not

equally apply in both cases, of planting cuttings

of hardy evergreen trees and shrubs, both by

summer planting, in the open exposure, and au-

tumn planting, under hand-glasses ; but in all tbo

experiments we have witnessed, and throughout

the whole of our own practice, white sand, where

it could be obtained, has been invariably applied,

and most successfully.

"When we reflect, that nwuldiness is the chief

annoyance to cuttings of almost every description

when planted under hand-glasses ; every propa-

gator should strenuously guard against it : and

we know of nothing so likely to discharge wet, and

prevent undue retention of moisture, as sand alone ;

and this, in preference to every other soil and

compost
" There are few soils with which sand cannot

be intermingled to the greatest advantage in the

various other branches of horticulture, as well as

in the propagation of plants and flowers ; it be-

ing admirably adapted, from its loose and open

nature, to expand the pores of heavier, more

close, and adhesive soils, thereby opening the en-

tire mass of compost, and rendering it porous, and

open to the free admission and full expansion of

the delicately fine, and thread-like roots of plants

and flowers; and in which we have most satisfac-

torily witnessed its singular and superior efficacy !

We have known in various cases, plants to have

been placed in soils most opposite and ungenial

to their natures and constitutions, and thereby

early inclining to decay ; but which were speedily

restored to their original vigor and complexion, by

a proper and timely application of white sand.

" The sand which has invariably been found to

surpass all others for general and special purposes

in horticulture, is a peculiarly soft and fine while

sand, of an unusual smoothness, nearly as fine as

flour-emery.

" Where none other than the common white

sand, which is unusually coarse, can be obtained,

small quantities of the most fine can be sifted out

with a fine sieve. [Or still better procured from

it by a little washing over.

—

Ed. Tech. Rep.]

" Little argument can be necessary to convince

the unprejudiced florist, gardener, or amateur, of

the general utility of suitable sands being mixed
with the more cold and heavier soils ; thereby

rendering them open and porous to discharge all

copious falls of rain, dissolving snow, &c, and
which tend to overcharge adhesive soils with an

undue proportion of moisture, and thereby to chill

and starve the stock of plants and flowers."

—

Tech. Rep.

FOE THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTS ON FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessendejm—Among the many useful sub-

jects, which have appeared in your paper, the

one relating to " Insects on fruit trees" has been

particularly interesting to me ; having for a few
years past, by way of pleasing amusement, turned

uiy attention to the cultivation of a few choice

kinds. But as we find few pleasures without

some alloy, so I have, in common with my fellow

cultivators, experienced some drawback from the

satisfaction which would otherwise have been en-

joyed, in consequence of the various and destruc-

tive, though sometimes minute enemies which at-

tack most of our trees, and almost threaten to des-

troy our hopes.

We apply to our Legislature, aipd they make
laws to prevent unruly boys arid others entering

our enclosures and pilfering our fruits ; and this is

all very well and necessary ; but I undertake to

say that we lose more in one season by those dep-

redators which no laws will intimidate, nor arm
of justice reach, than is lost in fifty years in the

way just mentioned. Hence I think that all in-

vestigation which may lead to an extermination,

or even mitigation of the evil, is exceedingly de-

sirable, and I hope, as the subject is introduced in

your useful publication now, while our common
enemies have gone into " winter quarters5' and

given us time to rally and prepare for a new at-

tack, it will be desirable that our efforts should be

combined, and for this purpose that those who
have made discoveries of the origin, or best mode
of extermination of our cruel foes, should freely

communicate the information for the benefit of

the common cause.

In one communication in a late number of the

Farmer, reference is made to a " rye shaped" in-

sect which is found on the apple tree. This kind

I have been troubled with for two or three years

past, on a choice apple tree in my garden, and it

seems they do not, like some other insects, make
their appearance anew every year, but when once

they have got foot hold they go on increasing from

year to year, and probably would eventually des-

troy the tree entirely. I have tried the applica-

tion of strong soap suds, &c. without effect in this

case, and as the only effectual remedy have pro-

ceeded to scrape the bark until I had dislodged

them. They might indeed be destroyed with less

labor perhaps by the application of a strong solu-

tion of Potash, but as there is danger I think of

injuring the buds and tender limbs to which the

insects cling, I have preferred the method which

I have adopted
;
perhaps, however, upon a larger

scale, a less tedious course may be found as effi-

cacious.

Another correspondent in your last number,

mentions an appearance on one of his trees in

September, which resembles " fish scales closely

adhering to the bark, from the ground to the ends

of the limbs." The same appearance I have no-

ticed for the two last years upon a Mountain Ash

tree. The first year I neglected to attend to this

tree until the following spring, when the " scales"

were pretty easily washed off* with strong soap

suds, and I noticed no appearance of them for the

remainder of the season, until late in the fall,

when I proceeded to scrape them from the bark,

which may very easily be done with a small stick

or other simple means. 1 have not yet satisfied

myself whether this is an insect, as your corres-

pondent thinks, or a disease of the tree making

its appearance upon the surface. If the former, I

think they must have been deposited on the tree

early in the season, as there was no appearance

of them on the wood of the previous year's growth.

Another circumstance is, that, in both years they

have appeared only upon one of two trees which

are planted within about a rod of each other, and

while the infected tree has for three or four years

hardly increased in size, the other, with no better

advantages has nearly or quite doubled, which
leads me to suspect it may be a disease, for why
should an insect attack one tree two years in suc-

cession, and leave the other untouched. At any
rate there is evidently a connexion between this

appearance whatever it may be, and the want of

vigor in the tree, but whether it is the cause or

the effect of that want of vigor, I am yet at a Iobb

to determine. These trees, when planted a few
years since, were of equal size and equally thrifty

in appearance.

I have no doubt that the application of soap

suds, &.C. will be effectual in destroying most of

tin; insects which infest the bark of our trees ; but

if their origin could be sought out, perhaps some
easier and more expeditious method would be

equally effectual.

I intended to have said something respecting

other kinds of insects, as well as the alarming dis-

ease which has, particularly of late, appeared

among our peach trees, but as this communica-

tion is already longer than I intended it should be,

I will reserve my remarks for a future opportuni-

ty. Yours respectfully, D. F.

Charlestoum, Jan. 13, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FAHHIB.

BUDDING FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessenden—In the 2d vol. of the N. E.

Farmer, page 3-53 is a communication from Mr C.

Harrison, describing a mode of budding fruit

trees, that he had practiced, somewhat different

from any I have ever seen described. It is bud-

ding from cuttings taken from bearing trees in

February, and preserved until wanted, in the same

manner as if intended for grafting—the buds to

be inserted as soon as the sap flows sufficiently

free in the spring to perform the operation. Mr
H. observes that be has only attempted budding

apples and pears in this manner, but thinks it will

succeed equally well with stoned fruit. If the

above mode of budding fruit trees has ever been

tried by any of your subscribers, on stoned fruit, I

wish the result of the experiment might be made

public, through the medium of your New England

Farmer, for the benefit of at least one

LOVER OF GOOD FRUIT.

Lyme, Ct. Jan. 9, 1829.

From the Washington Telegraph.

Mr Editor—As this is a season when severe

colds are very prevalent throughout the District, I

have taken the liberty to send you for publication,

the following recipe, which I found very effectual

in my own case ;

Cure for a Cold.—Take 1 teaspoonful of flax

seed, with two penny worth of stick liquorice, and

a quarter of a pound of sun raisins. Put them

into two quarts of soft water ; and let it simmer

over a slow fire, till it is reduced to one ; then add

to it a quarter of a pound of brown sugar candy,

pounded—a table spoonful of white wine vinegar

or lemon juice.

Note—The vinegar is best to be added only to

that quantity you are going immediately to take :

for if it be put into the whole, it is liable in a little-

time to grow flat.

Directions.—Drink half a pint at going to bed.

and take a little when the cough is troublesome.

This recipe generally cures the worst of cold-

in two or three days, and if taken in time may be

said to be almost an infallible remedy. It is .'

sovereign balsamic cordial for the lungs, without

the opening qualities, which endanger fresh colds

on going out. It has been known to cure colds,

that have almost been settled into consumption, in

less than three weeks.

The preparation is a tea spoonful of vinegar to

half a pint of the medicine.
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From the Richmond Enquirer.

ON GYPSUM—AND ITS USES IN AGRI
CULTURE.

Gypsum, or Plaster, as it is commonly called, is

a kind of earthy salt, composed of lime, sulphuric

acid and water. When pure, these ingredients

enter into its composition in the following propor-

tions, in each 100 parts, viz.

Lime,
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gish boast, that may be forced into a motion

greatly beyond its natural gait, but if continually

put forward in this way for too long a period, its

spirits become broken, its strength exhausted, anil

it finally tires and becomes incapable of further

exertion, until, by rest, it has been enabled to re-

cover its wonted vigor.

This opinion, taken up hastily, no doubt, and

Without much reflection, but bearing the authori-

ty of some great name, and wearing the air of

plausibility, seems to have been as incautiously

adopted, merely because men in general had rath-

er subscribe to any opinion, on difficult subjects,

that had the pica of plausibility and ingenuity on

its side, and was ready made up to their hand,

than be at the trouble and pains of reflecting and

forming one for themselves. But as light, heat,

air, and moisture are alone essential to vegetation,

there was the less necessity for resorting to the

stimulant properties of gypsum and the excitabili-

ty of the earth : it being believed to be a well es-

tablished fact that the only, or at least the chief

office of the earth, i3 simply to serve as a matrix

or bed for plants to grow in, and as a kind of

laboratory in which the various processes of veg-

etation are elaborated.

Much, to be sure, depends on the nature, tex-

ture and preparation of the soil, which should be

such, either naturally or artificially, as readily to

imbibe moisture and to permit only of its gradual

escape, that as much nourishment as possible may
be retained to feed the roots of the young plants

and to admit of an easy extension of them.

When, therefore, the soil is not naturally such

as we would have it, it should be our business to

make it so. Sand is open, warm, and generous
;

freely receiving, and as freely parting with heat

and moisture. Clay, on the contrary, is cold, dif-

ficultly penetrable, and very retentive. Thus,

when our soil is too sandy, we should dress it

with clay. When clay too much abounds, with

sand. Attention to the texture of the soil is as

necessary as manuring : for, unless that is of a

suitable quality, it is scarcely possible, by any pre-

paration we can give it, to afford to manure an

opportunity of exerting its full power; the chief

virtue of which, it is believed, resides in its liques-

cent salts, which readily attract moisture from the

atmosphere, and generate heat by thus hastening

the decomposition of its putrescent particles ; in

this way producing effects similar to those of plas-

ter.

Lands rendered sterile by an excessive use of

plaster, and which are then said to be " plaster-

sick," are observed to be much in the condition of

stiff clays that have been run together by hasty,

beating rains, and become baked as we call it ; so

that when an attempt is made to cultivate them,

they break up in clods, and will not produce.

—

This arises, not, as has been imagined, from the

strength of the earth having been exhausted by
too great stimulation, but from the solvent proper-

ty of the sulphuric acid contained in the plaster,

(for, besides its two before mentioned properties,

it is also known to possess that of a solvent,)

which, by dissolving a portion of the ferruginous

and other mineral matters contained in the earth,

and converting them into clay, ultimately renders

that soil stiff and obdurate which before was open
and free. So that the texture of the land in this

case, as in that of stiff clays, is no longer such as

is proper for vegetation. Being too much com-
pacted and its particles too closely wedged into

one another freely to receive, retain and gradual-
ly transmit heat, moisture, &.c. But this is a dis-

covery which leads at once to the remedy ; for in

both cases it becomes necessary that these lands
should be dressed with sand, which should be
ploughed and mixed with the earth so minutely
as to divide and separate the particles of clay and
keep it loose and open ; when, no doubt, " planter-

sick!' lands, as well as those that arc sterile and
unproductive, from being naturally too stiff and
clayey, will be quickly restored and made to pro-

duce as well as ever.

The idea of dressing lands with sand or clay,

according to circumstances, seems as yet to have
been but little thought of in Virginia. Nothing,
however, is mose certain than that, if judiciously

applied, they will be found equally as valuable as

any other dressing we could give them. These
things are now as well understood in England as

any other process in farming. There pits both of
sand and clay are opened, and frequently they are

carried the distance of many miles : it being a

well known observation there, that the first step

towards improving lands, if not naturally of a suit-

able texture, is to make them so artificially ; be-

cause they know that this is necessary to give to

manure its full effect.

Formerly, before this was well understood and
attended to, and previous to the introduction of
gypsum, they attempted the improvement of their

lands with marl. It succeeded very well at first,

but by an incautious and excessive use of it, they

finally rendered them barren and unproductive :

and, in some instances, they are said not to have
perfectly recovered in less than eighty years.

—

Marl is a fat, unctious kind of earth, and very te-

nacious ; hence, when used in too great quanti-
ties, it has the effect of binding the soil, and caus-
es it to become so close and cohesive as to ren-
der it unfit for useful production. Such lands
might have been said to be marl-sick, and would
have required the same remedy as those that are

now said to be "plaster-sick," and I may add that

are clay-sick.*

Burning stiff lands has nearly the same effect

as sanding of them, by indurating the particles

and bringing them somewhat into the condition of

pounded bricks.

A FRIEND TO AGRICULTURE.

[Note by the Editor of the American Farmer.]—
We have lately conversed with several farmers of

experience, who have used plaster of Paris for

many years. Their impressions appear to be, in

brief: that land which was rapidly brought some
years from a state of exhaustion to a state of fer-

tility, by the use of plaster to promote the growth
of clover, and to which land plaster had never be-

fore been applied, being since reduced by culture

to its original degree of infertility, that land refus-

es to be acted upon again by plaster in any thing

like the degree which it produced when formerly

applied.]

A Farmer of German Flats.—Mr Chester Paine,
of this town, raised this year, on less than Hi
rods of ground, 52 bushels of Onions, Turnips,
and Potatoes ; being 723J bushels per acre.

—

The circumference of one Turnip was nineteen
inches.

* Jl is an old saying in England, thai

" He who marls sand buys land

—

He who marls clay throws all away."

From the American Farmer.

Important Observations on the Preservation of In-
dian Corn from the Fly or Wtvil, in the Corn
House.

Dkar Sir— For many years past, I had de-
termined if ever I should build another corn
house, it should be double tin; size necessary for
housing my corn in the old way ; intending to
store it as pulled with the husks on. In the sum-
mer of 1827, J built such a house with a door at
each end, and in the month of October from the
7th to the 27th, housed my corn therein from the
carts as it was hauled in with the husks thereon.
W hen the mornings were damp, the part then
pulled was deposited in the barn for immediate
use. Within two or three weeks, I have husked
out by an invalid hand, all that remained of the

crop so put away, and find that it has kept to ad-

miration, it comes from the husk glossy and fresh

like new corn, and not a layer more imperfect and
unsound than would have been, had it been husk-

ed out at the time of pulling, and then separated

in the usual way.

I send you three ears of my last year's crop,

number 1, 2, 3. The two ears numbered 1, 2,

were stored in the corn house as above, and late-

ly husked. Oil examination you will find No. 1

perfectly free from fly holes, not a grain thereof

injured ; this ear was covered entirely with its

husk. No. 2 has the most of its grains towards

the small end only, fly eaten, as you will observe;

this ear was not covered entirely with its husk

out to the end theieof, and the part fly eaten ex-

posed. No. 3 is an ear that my manager, it being

handsome and speckled, accidentally took from a

heap as they were husking for immediate use in

the fall of 1827, and carried into the house and

put into his closet, where it remained until lately.

As we both observe in husking out during the last

two or three weeks, that a good deal of the corn

was at the small end fly-eaten, and that it was
never so in any of the ears except those not fully

protected by the husk, it induced him to briDg out

and show me the ear No. 3, now sent, which had
been in his closet during the year past. This ear

as you see is literally eaten to a honey comb, al-

most every grain thereof, by the fly.

From the above circumstances I draw the con-

clusion, that if I had husked out my crop last fall

in the usual way, and so housed it, the whole

thereof would have been totally ruined by the fly.

Such an event did occur to my crop of corn made
in the year of 1826 which w.-.s busked out and
housed as is generally practised. What remain-

ed thereof in the fall of 1827, was scarcely fit to

use, from the quantity of the fly therein. I am
therefore satisfied that the plan of housing corn

with its coat on, at any rate one half ttft crop

made, is infinitely superior to the old method :

moreover it is less likely to be pilfered.

The fall of 1827, winter and spring of 1827,

1S28, were from the general quantity of rain that

fell, peculiarly unpropitious to my experiment : on
examination through the winter of 1S27, 1S28,

the entire mass of busks and corn, for we dug

into it, was often found in a giving state, and
sometimes heated in a small degree, which alarm-

ed me for its safety, but on the occurrence of a

north wester, the husks almost immediately be-

came cold, crisp, and dry, as when put into the

house.

Some of the husks themselves were lost, per-
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haps one fourth part, being those got out in the

summer time. However, the cows, even then, al-

though well pastured, seemed fond of and did eat

them heartily, which I ascribed to the nubbins

and some ears not completely husked and left

amongst it.

I saved all the husks lately made, and put them

in a shed convenient to the cow yard and shall

begin feeding with them.

With great respect, yours,

JAMES CARROLL.
Mount Clare, Oct. 2, 1828.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JAN. 16, 1829.

A NEW VARIETY OF POTATOES.
A paper entitled " Remarks on the cultivation of

a new variety of Potatoes," read before the Farmer's

Society, of the town of Florida, N. Y. by Dr S.

Reynolds, and published in the JVe«) York Farmer,

contains the following observations

:

" For a long time past, we have had fine pota-

toes, for autumn, winter, and spring use ; but it is

only within a few years tliat I have had good ones
in the summer. Several experiments have been
resorted to, in order to preserve the old roots until

the new ones were ripe, but all without success,
" By or before the middle of June, the old potatoes,

however carefully laid up, became shrivelled and
watery, and almost or quite urifit for the table. At
this time the new ones arejust beginning to form,and
are yet small and tasteless, and so continue for sev-
eral weeks. To supply this destitute period, I have
found a kind of potato, which planted in a warm
situation and on good soil, will contribute an abun-
dant supply for the table before the old ones be-
come useless. They were brought from a very
northern latitude to this place, where they had
become habituated to the short summers' of that
climate, and will here ripen in forty or fifty days
after they vegetate, and appear above ground.

These potatoes are white, smooth, with few eyes,
and of a large shape, generally a little flattened

;

and as they came to me anonymous, I have given
them the name of Florida whites. * * *

" I have planted them for four years, and have
always found them a great acquisition ; nor do I

think they deteriorate in any respect, but have ev-
ery year improved in size. For the last two years
I have planted them upon a good soil, highly ma-
nured, with coarse stable dung. By the first of
August the tops turned yellow and died away. I
then caused the roots to be dug and the land to be
finely ploughed, and levelled with a harrow. Tur-
nip seed was then sown, and covered with a light

harrow, and the ground pressed with a heavy
roller. At this late season I experienced no injury
from the fly. The turnips were thinned out, kept
free from weeds, and I have both years had an
abundant crop of solid fine turnips.

" The cultivation of the potato appeared to an-
swer all the purposes of a summer fallow, so that
1 have reason to think- my turnips were as good as
if I had taken no previous crop."

LIVE FENCES.
A writer for the JYew York Farmer recommends

« the juniper or red cedar," as well adapted for
hedges, and says :—« The hardy nature of the
plant—the ease with which it may be cultivated
in almost any soil or climate, is evinced from its

spontaneous growth in old neglected fields, from

the berries which it produces in great abundance.

Its property of growing more densely than any

other tree which attains an equal size, and the

lasting and valuable timber it produces, when full

grown and at maturity, are distinguished qualities,

which go to give it a preference, for cultivation as

live fence, in my estimation, over any other tree or

shrub.

" Some may object to the cedar, as growing too

large, thereby producing a shade on the borders of

the fields, much to the injury of the crops growing

thereon. But the protection they would afford

against the autumnal and wintry blasts, which
frequently sweep over our fields, carrying with

them the best particles of the soil, would amply
compensate for the injury sustained from the

shade ; or by lopping and pruning they may be

kept in such a state as to make but little shade as

they produce no additional scions under this ope

ration. The cedar, unlike the hawthorn, must
vegetate very quickly from the short time in which
it will overspread a field, where large trees of this

species are growing on its borders, the land having

been previously cleared and afterwards suffered to

lie dormant for a few years. I have frequently

seen them bordering the highways on the north

side of Long Island, spontaneously growing so

closely together as to form almost an impervious

hedge row and fine fence. The most easy and
expeditious way of propagating cedar for fence,

where the young trees may be had from the old

fields and woods free of expense is doubtless by
transplanting. But I had hitherto considered the

cedar, like other evergreens, difficult to transplant

with success ; until sometime past, conversing with
a friend on the subject, he informed me that he had
been in the habit of transplanting them for the

purpose of fence, for several successive seasons,

and that he had experienced no difficulty with or-

dinary ones, in making them live and flourish well.

In cultivating the cedar from berries, having deter-

mined on the location, which, for convenience,
should be by the side of an old fence—form a ridge

by passing two or three times forth -and back with
the plough, and on this ridge plant the berries ;

and after being up, thin them out and prune them
as their growth may require. By this means, in

a few years, may be produced a beautiful hedge
row."

FEEDING CATTLE.
An English writer observes, that two great points

in feeding cattle are regularity and a particular

care of the weaker individuals. On this last ac-
count there ought to be plenty of trough or rack
room, that too many may not feed together ; in

which very common case the weaker are not only
trampled down by the stronger, but they are wor-
ried, and become cowed and spiritless ; than which
there cannot be a more unfavorable state for thrift

;

besides, these are ever compelled to shift with the
worst of the fodder. This domineering spirit is so
remarkably prevalent among horned cattle, that the
writer has a hundred times observed the master
beasts running from crib to crib, and absolutely

neglecting their own provender for the sake of
driving the inferior from theirs. This is, much
oftener than suspected, the chief reason of that

difference in a lot of beasts, after a winter's keep.
It is likewise, he says, a very common and very
shameful sight, in a daily of cows, to see several

of them gored and wounded in a dozen places,

merely from the inattention of the owner, and the

neglect of dipping the horns of those that butt.

The weaker animals should be kept apart ; and in
crib feeding in the yard, it is a good method to tie

up the master beasts at their meals.

Dr Deane says, " There should be more yards
than one to a bam, where divers sorts of cattle are

kept. The sheep should have a yard by them-
selves at least ; and the young stock another, that

they may be wholly confined to such fodder as she

farmer can afford thein."

SHEEP.
It is recommended to give ewes with lamb a

somewhat more than ordinary quantity of food for

a month or six weeks before they are expected to

yean. Not enough, however, to make them fat,

as dangerous consequences might attend their being

in very high condition at that period. Turnips are

said, by some writers, to be injurious to sheep with
lamb, but may be given them after they have
yeaned. If your sheep, whether store sheep or

ewes with lamb, have good hay, about a quart of
potatoes a day to each, will, it is said, be very be-

neficial, and an ample allowance.

" Care should be taken to place in the stable or

yard, in which sheep are kept, small tubs or troughs

of water for the sheep to drink in. They will do
very well in summer without water, as they feed

when the dew is on ; but they need water in win-

ter, especially if fed mostly on dry food. When
sheep have colds, and discharge mucus from the

nose, good feeding, together with pine boughs,

given occasionally, will cure them ; or tar spread

over a board, over which a little fine salt is strewed,

to induce sheep to lick up the tar, will cure a cold."*

Half a gill of Indian com a day, given to each

sheep, during winter, will, it is said, assist in keep-

ing them in good heart, prevent the wool from
falling ofl^ and enable the ewes to rear their young
better than they would if fed altogether on food of
a less substantial nature.

"When several kinds of food can be procured,

it is right to give them alternately to the sheep at

different meals, in the course of the same day ; the

qualities of one kind aid or compensate those of
another. At certain hours of the day any fodder

should be given, and at others roots or grain. If
there be any danger that the roots may decay, the

winter should be begun with them, for alone they

would not be sufficiently nutritious."f

MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY FOR PRO-
MOTING AGRICULTURE.

The Committee on Agricultural Experimeivts, in

addition to their Report made on the I5lh day of
October last, ask leave to submit the following

:

That the Society's premium, of twenty dollars,

be allowed and paid to Mr Paul Adams, of New-
bury, for the greatest quantity of winter rye raised

on one acre, being thirtyeight bushels and five

quarts. MrAdams makes the following statement:

" The soil on which the above crop grew, is a
yellow loam upon a gravel bottom, in 1827 was
planted with Indian corn, and manured with about

6 cords ofcompost manure, spread on and ploughed

in. The said compost was made in the barnyard,

from the droppings of the cattle, marsh sods, salt

hay, &c. trodden and pulverized by the cattle. As
I have been in the habit of growing rye, and ma-
nured with the like kind of dressings for a number
of years, and have uniformly had good crops, some
of them exceeding in quantity the last, it has sug-

gested to me that the saline matter which was con-

* Deane's New England Farmi
tTessi'T's 'Treatise on Sheep.
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tained in the manure did not help the same. The

seed was hoed in the last hoeing of the com, in

August 1827—about five pecks to the acre—har-

vested in July 1828, and threshed two or three

weeks after ; and' there were thirtyeight bushels

and lire quails."

Josiah Bass, Esq. of Qtiincy, raised the past

season, on one acre and forrytwo rods, thirty-four

bushels and three pecks of winter rye.

Two communications on the subject of destroy-

ing the bee moth were received by your commit-

tee : one of them from Mr D. Chandler, of South

Iladley, in the county of Hampshire ; and the

other a long and learned dissertation from Doctor

James Thatcher, of Plymouth, author of the

American Orchardist. Doctor Thatcher recom-

mends several methods of destroying this insidious

and powerful enemy, which has of late years in-

fested the -dwellings of one of the most useful and

interesting animals with which bountiful Providence

lias supplied us. Your committee recommend
that both these communications be inserted in the

Massachusetts Agricultural Journal. They will

afford valuable information to those farmers, and

others, who usually keep bees ; and may possibly

elicit some further useful observations on this not

unimportant subject. Mr Chandler does not

hesitate to pronounce his method of preventing the

ravages of the bee moth as a sovereign remedy

—

one that may with full confidence be relied upon.

Doctor Thatcher, it will be seen, expresses some
doubts as to Mr Chandler's method, and closes

his dissertation with recommending that the hives

be deposited in a building to be provided for the

express purpose of covering them, leaving openings

to admit of the egress and ingress of the bees,

whilst employed in collecting their winter stores
;

which apertures may be closed at night during the

moth season. Yoiu- committee not being them-
selves fully satisfied that the very best method of

destroying the bee moth has as yet been discover-

ed, and therefore are not prepared to say that the

communication of either gentleman conveys a new'

and decided preventative against the rayages of

that insect, and such as creates a sufficient claim

for the premium. But both communications con-

tain valuable hints, and appear to be the result of

accurate experiment, and industrious investigation.

Which is respectfully submitted.

THOMAS L. WINTHROP,
)

BENJAMIN GUILD, \ Committee.

JOHN C. GRAY, j

Boston, January 10, 1828.

ECONOMY IN FIREWOOD.
The size into which wood should be split, so as

to be durable in burning, and yet give sufficient

heat, is a matter worthy of some consideration. If

split very small any given quantity will give more

heat for a while, but will be quickly consumed; if

large, it will consume slowly, but will burn less

readily, and give much less heat. A fire composed

of billets of wood not more than 14 inches long,

will give more than two thirds as much heat as

that made of wood double that length. Perhaps

billets of from three to four niches diameter on a

medium, will be found most economical.

GOOD BREAD.
An English publication asserts, that a mixture

of two parts flour, and one of potato, makes an

agreeable bread, which cannot be distinguished

from wheateu bread. It is said that not less than

300 tons of potatoes are consumed lor that purpose
every week in London.

Measures are taking in Albany for the establish-

ment of a Horticultural Society in that place. A
Horticultural and Botanical Association has been

incorporated in Hartford, Con. with a capital of

$2.5,000.

There were strawberries on the table at the din-

ner at New York, in honor of Gen. Jackson, 8th

inst. They were from Mr Parmciitier's hot-house,

Brooklyn, Long Island.

AVe are obliged to defer till next week, the pub-

lication of an article on Ice Houses and Refrigera-

tors.

Assorted Seeds for Families.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes

of assorted Seeds tor Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a

package of the following Seeds

:

ParsnipEarly Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf siring

Beans
China Dwarf string and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick-

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
White Solid Celery
Curled Cress
Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the

getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,

and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the

very first quality, as to freshness and purity. Each box contains

directions for the management of the different sorts. Price #3
per box.

Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber

;-apple Melon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley

Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radish
White Turnip Radish
Salsify

Early Bush Squash
Early While Dutch Turnip
White Flat Tuniip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

POT HERB SEEKS.
Thyme—Sage—Marjorum.

In Ihe southeasterly part of old Marlborough, a valuable

Farm, containing about 120 acres, consisting of every kind of

land that is desirable to the enterprising farmer, a large portion

of which is of ihe first quality, having a constant stream of water

running through it ; and the'land is so situated that a number of

acres are capable of irrigation. On the premises is an upright

two story House, with four rooms on the floor, in good repair
;

a large Barn, 80 by 30, and in common seasons is filled with

good hay. Theie are also on the farm, good Orchards, a part

of which are in their prime ; together with an abundance of

Wood, the best of white oak, fit for wheelwrights' use, or for

ship timber. There are few farms capable of more improve-

ment, or which can be carried on at less expense. The place

will be sold at a fair price, with or without the stock and uten-

sils, at the election of Ihe purchaser. The payments made easy

and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of William
Draper, Esq. of Marlborough, of Benjamin Weld of Rox-

bury, or of Sutu/X H. Weld, on the premises, Jan. 16.

Two Heifers For Sale. a*.

Two Superior Heifers, with calf, mixed between the Denton

and Ccelehs breed. Both ol which took a premium al the lale

Show in Brighton.—Inquire of Daniel Chandler, Lexington, or

ai the counting room of the New England Farmer, Agricultural

Warehouse, Boston. 3l Jan. 2, 1S
J
29.

The Hunterdon Gazette Establishment for sale,

At Flemington. Hunterdon county, New Jersey, on reasonable

terms. Address the Editor, (postpaid) at Flemington, New
Jersey. 3t Jan -

To the Public.
The subscriber would inform the pubRb, that certain persons

did, some time since, obtain a certain Patent Right, claiming
lor their improvement, a Reaction principle, or actum two ways,
vainly supposing they were about to aller one of the fundamen-
tal laws of mechanism, by gaining in time without a loss of

power, or gaining in power without a loss ol time. This foolish

idea they attempted to demonstrate by constructing a Press for

Hay, &c. with two fixed horizontal boxes, one on each end of a
horizontal frame. In these boxes ihe hay or cotton w as to be

put, or stowed vertically, and Ihe reaction power applied lo

both boxes al ihe same lime, horizontally; Uius Uiey expected
to press two bale* with one and Ihe same power, io the tame
lime thai il look to press one ; but llx-y failed ui liieir purpose,
both on account ol reaction, ami mode of flowing and pressing,

—for it was found impossible to confine fibrous materials with
bands, thai arc stoned and pressed at right angle* wilb tbe

slowing.

Il is well known in Maine that Mr Moses B. Bliu, of Piiuton,

Kennebec county, has recently made an important and useful

improvement in the construction of a Press for Hay and other

fibrous materials, and secured lo himself the extensive property

of said improvement, by taking out Letters Patent tor ibe same
undei Ihe .Seal of Ibe United States, which properly be claims,

cipally, from having made his box to revolve on irunions,

'which project from near Ihe centre of its largest sides, so that it

may be turned li an upright position for Ihe convenience of fill-

ing'and stowing, and then to a horizontal one for pressing.—

The oilier part of his specification has nothing very particular

in it, except in moving ihe machine by means of gear-work and

a small cog-wheel allixed lo the axle of a large pair of locomo-

tion wheels. This Press Mr Bliss has had in successful use for

many months, and il has been fully tested by Ibose well qualifi-

ed lo judge of its ineiils, and met iheir decided approbation.—

He has effected in this machine whal has long been a desidera-

tum, viz. lo have a moveable press ; and to have it moveable, it

is necessary thai il should be horizontal, and lo have il horizon-

tal, ihere must be a revolving box.

Why I would draw ihe attention of the public lo the specifiea-

n above, is, because Ihe said persons have abandoned their

ess on the reaction plan, and imitated Mr Bliss in every par-

..^ular except the revolving box, and are now attempting lo

palm off this imitation press under their credentials for a reac-

tion power. . ...
The public are advised lo compare the specifications wiintno

model now exhibiting. CAL\ IN Yt LNG.

Gardiner, Dec. 31, 1828. Jan 16 3t

PRICES OF COU.YTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first sort,

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, while,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

Cargo. No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1, new,

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore, HowardjStreet, -

Genesee, - - - -

Rve, best, -

GRAIN, Corn, - - - -

Rye, ....
Barley, - -

Oals, ....
HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,

LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, - - - -

Navy, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, - - -

Rye Grass, . - -

Tall Meadow Oals Gross, -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne, . - - -

While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover,"(norihcrn)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wunzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Meriuo, lull Mood, unwashed,
Merino, three fourths washed,
fllet inn, hall ec quarter washed
Praiive. washed, - - -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort. -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, " spinning, first sort

bushel
barrel

.pouna.

barrel,

bushel

cask.

ton.

barrel

|>ound

FROMl
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MISCELLANIES.
We are glad that private balls for children are

becoming more common. These meetings refine

their thoughts and manners ; exercise them most

advantageously in a salutary accomplishment, and

afford them the highest innocent delight. The
consideration last mentioned ought ever to have

weight ;—enjoyment should be studiously provid-

ed for the season of life in which it has its keen-

est zest. The true halcyon days are those of well

treated children.

" Gay hope is theirs by Taney fed,

Less pleasing when possest

;

The tear forgot as soon as shed,

The sunshine of the breast :

Theirs buxom health of rosy hue,

Wild wit, invention ever new,

And lively cheer of vigor born

;

The thoughtless day, the easy night,

The spirits pure, the slumbers light,

That fly uV approach of morn." Nat. Gaz

Hints to the Ladies.—It has always been re-

marked, that the generality of females have many
admirers, at the same time, few or no lovers ; and
they wonder at it—but the reason is obvious—if

they thought, but thinking has become quite un-

fashionable. " Ah !" said a venerable maiden, la-

menting the degeneracy of the age, " courting is

nothing to what it was when I was young. The
flirts 'fcow a-days, make the fellows so saucy, that

there is«bjprdly to be found a respectable lover."

The observation was just. The ladies of the last

age were more respected, because they were more
reserved. For want of a proper reserve, they are

treated with indifference, which is nearly allied to

contempt. They make themselves too cheap to

keep up their consequence, without which they

can never be respectable. To speak philosophic-

ally,^ lady must repel before she can attract.

—

All this advice may sound oddly to a female ear
;

but she who laughs at it, pays no meat compli
ment to her understanding.—Ovid, who knew hu
man nature tolerably well, discovered not a little

penetration when he made Daphne fly so fast from
her laurelled lover ; for his passion was increased

by the pursuit. Our Daphnes are quite another

sort of people. Instead of flying from, they run

into the arms of their Apollos, and are afterwards

surprised that they grow cool to their charms.

—

Lovers are like sportsmen, to whom the posses-

sion of the game is nothing to the pleasure of the

chase. If ladies would study less to please, they
would give more pleasure. This is a paradox
which those for whom I throw out these, reflec-

tions cannot comprehend, and until the* can, they

will never make their fortune by iheu faces.

—

The roses of youth are not long in bloom, and
when time has torn them away, there is an end to

love at first sight ; and on that they may seem by
their manner of setting themselves off* chiefly to

depend. To be stared at a few seasons, and ne-

glected, and in a few more, sink into oblivion, is

the lot of a thousand showy girls, who have only

.external appearances to recommend them. -' With-
out prudence and discretion, even the most sub-

stantial ornaments, though they excite adVniration,

will never procure esteem. Prudence is superior

to pearls ; and there is no kind of comparison be-

tween diamonds and discretion. Fools maybe
caught by the shell ; but the man worth having
will make the gem the. object of deliberation.

—

Norfolk Herald.

Drunkenness and Education.—In the Noctes

Amrosianse of Blackwood for the present month,

is the following dissertation on drunkenness :

—

North. Drunkenness is the cause of nine-tenths

of the grief and guilt that aggravate the inevita-

ble distress of the poor. Dry up that horrid

thirst, and the hearts of the wretched would sing

aloud for joy. In their sober sense, it seldom

happens that men, in a Christian country, are

such savages. But all cursed passions latent in

the heart, and seemingly, at least, dead or non-

existent, while that heart beat heartily in sober

industry, leap up fierce and full grown in the

power of drunkenness, making the man at once

a maniac, or rather at once converting him into

a fiend.

—

Shepherd. There's nae cure for that

but edication—edication o' the people—clear the

head and you strengthen the heart—gie thoughts,

and feeling follow. I agree wi' Socrates in

thinking a' vice ignorance, and a' virtue knowl-

edge, takin' a' the four words in the highest

sense o' what they are capable.

The wife of a man who could ill afford it, hav-

ing purchased a. fashionable hat, said to her hus-

band, " My dear, do you think my bonnet is of

more than a medium size ?" " No indeed," re-

plied the husband, " I should say it is nearer the

"size called fools-cap.
1 '

Gardiner Lyceum.
The Winter Term, at this Institution, will commence on the

first Wednesday ofJanuary next. The studies of the term are
as follows :

—

Regular Classes.
Third Class—Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Bookkeep-

Second Class—Chemistry, Agricultural Chemistry, Calculus,
ensuration, Heights and Distances, Surveying.
First Class—Magnetism, Constitutional Law, Optics, Astron-

omy.
Winter Classes.

In Civil Architecture—Linear, Isometrical and Perspective
Drawing, Carpentry, &c.

In Agriculture—Chemistry, Agricultural Chemistry, Elemen-
tary Principles of Natural History.
Navigation, and the French and Spanish Lauguages are also

taught to those who wish.

Students in the winter classes will also be allowed to attend

to any of the above studies with the regular classes, if they are
prepared therefor.

Lectures.
Lectures will be delivered upon Chemistry, Agricultural

Chemistry, and a short course upon the Anatomy and Diseases
of Domestic Animals.

A large and commodious shop has been fitted up for the Me-
chanical Department, which will be under the superintendence 1

of Mr Philip C. Holmes, an industrious and skilful mechan-
ic. It has the convenience of water-power, for turning Lathes,
Circular Saws, and other machinery. In this shop students will

be allowed to work, and an adequate compensation will be paid
.

to them for such work as they may perform. Jf ingenious and
industrious they may be able to pay their expenses.

Dec. 31, 1818. 1

Mr Judd—I have noticed that the enterpris-

ing farmers in the north part of Hatfield, are

about reclaiming a large swamp, of from 1000 to

2000 acres, and have actually succeeded in

draining it by a canal from Connecticut river to

the swamp. If they are not aware of the dan
ger to themselves and the vicinity, from expos-

ing such an extent of vegetable compound, it

may be well to suggest to them, if they would es-

cape the fatal diseases of malaria,* that the brush

wood should be cut this-'winter while the frost is

in the ground, and so%rranged that it may be

fired in the spring, and the entire surface burned
over. J. H. F.

* See remarks on Malaria in our last paper.

—

Dr M'Culloch says the drainage of swamps and
marshes is at first, and till they be put into culti-

vation, a source of disease undoubted. Such
lands are productive of disease before they are

drained, and they require drainage and cultiva-

tion as much for the purpose of preventing dis-

'ease, as to increase the value of the produce.

—

Hamp. Gazette.

Orchard Grass Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed .Store, No.
52 North Market Street, Boston,—a consignment" ol prime
Orchard Grass Seed, raised by Mr Llovu Jones, of Penn-
sylvania, who is well known as the most extensive and success-

ful cultivator of this valuable grass in this country, as the follow-

ing letter shows :

" Mr Russell,—In regard to the character of Mr Jones'
seed, I have pleasure in saying, that it is the best in this market,

and always commands an extra price. Col Powei. always
purchases of him, not only for himself but for his southern

friends; and the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, at their

last exhibition, awarded him the premiums for both Orchard
Grass and Clover Seed.

Yours, &c, JOHN P. MILNOR,
Recording Secretary Penn. Agri. Society.

Gentlemen who wish to secure a supply of this seed, will do
well to secure it soon.

Also, a most extensive supply of Garden, Field, and Flower
Seeds, raised expressly for us, or procured from the most un-

questionable sources.

Canary Birds.

For Sale, a few copies of the New and Complete Canary
Bird Fancier, containing a variety of useful information, by
which the admirers of those beautiful Birds may be instructed in

their management while breeding, and their treatment when
diseased ; with useful Hints to the breeders of Mules. From the-

latest London Edition.— Price 25 els. Just received at the

Agricultural Warehouse.

it No. 52 North Market Street, Boston.

" Bliss in ./Jcrion."—The all wisf. Disposer of all

things has decjeed that man shall find a positive

pleasure in the due exercise of his powers and fac-

ulties corpotieal and intellectual. But excessive

exertions take away all wish for even salutary ex-

ercise, and he who carries labor to excess, will at

length find moderate labor irksome, if not painful.

Exercise gijRs strength to every fibre, and en-

ergy to all the vital powers. But exercise, like

most good practices and habits may be carried to

excess. Extreme toil nqj only shortens life but

brings less to pa*s than steady, but moderate h -

bor. It is not, therefore, often advisable for far-

Valuable Real Estate, 8,-c, For Sale.

The Subscriber offers for Sale, the following Real Estates in

Durham, N. H. viz :

About 50 acres ol land, under good cultivation, with tolera-

ble buildings thereon;—Soil of excellent quality, and capable

of a high degree of improvement. Also, a Farm on the New
Hampshire Turnpike road, containing about 80 acres, with

buildings nearly new.
Also, a Form of about 110 acres, with new buildings, lying

within two miles ol the New Market Factories.

Also, a small Farm lying in the Great Bay containing 30 or

40 acres, a very productive and excellent tract of land, in llie

neighborhood ol'the above named Factories.

Also three Houses in the Village of Durham—one of them
possessing excellent accommodations for a Tavern.

Also, a Farm in Lee, containing about 80 acres.

Also, a Wood Lot in Barrington, containing 105 acres, well

wooded.
He also offers for sale, a Stud Horse of approved blood, and

several Mares and Colts of different ages.—All kinds of Farm-

ing Utensils, and Stock of all sorts.

The above described Lands are within a short distance of the

large Faciorv Establishments at Dover and New Market.

Durham, Dec. 2G, 1828. ,
JOHN FROST.

Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days fromthe
mors to undertake to perform jrhat are called

{ \me f subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of filly cents.

".Teat days' works;" for one day of over exer-
j

Printed for J. B
&
Russell, by I.R.Butts &Co—by whom

i cl iTfc T . .l r all descriptions of Printing can be executed to inert the wishes
Son may cause weeks of debility, if not months of J'^SSrs. Ord"s for priming received by J. I). Russell,
sickness. at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market Street.
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INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT. I of Northumberland and Durham alone, the coal' simple and -expeditious manner. Connected with

workings and railways require a separate map to the .\eath canal there are several railways with

show their position. Here the system of way-
\
inclined planes of considerable magnitude, and at

\leave was first introduced, a source of revenue in Swansea, ore is laid to the village of Oystermouth,

the form of a tonnage, paid to landed proprietors, a distance ef seven miles. On this line a stage

RAILWAYS.
(Byih'5 Editor.)

(Continuedfrom page 202J

In order to form a correct opinion of the prac- 1 for liberty to pass through their grounds with a coach plies daily with passengers, which indeed

ticability and expediency of making railways in !
line of railway to the shipping port. In Cumber-

;

appears to be its chief trade. In Caerrnarthen-

the United States, it may be well to take a con-
j

land, perhaps, the most interesting railways aw
cise view of the subject as exemplified bythe those of the under-ground works of Lord Lous-

practice of Great. Britain. Having ascertained 'dale, at Whitehaven. In the great manufactur-

whathas been done, and made a correct allow- 1 "'? and commercial county of Lancashire, rail-

ance for varying circumstances, we may be the I

ways are very numerous. A highly interestin-

ire there is a railway to the harbor of Lanelly,

which extends about fifteen miles into the interior

coal countr; .

In the minrral districts of North Wales, coa-

nected with the shires of Caernarvon, Denbigh,

better able to form an estimate of what may and I
work also occurs at the Duke of Bridgewatcr's

;

and Merioneth there are several extensive rauV

way works. 1 hat belonging to the slate quarries

at IVnnrhynis ahuut six miles in extent, and is laid

out in four successive horizontal- tracks which

ought to be accomplished with regard to coutem

plated improvements.

The Edinburgh Encyclopedia asserts that rail

ways are so numerous that it would be difficti!!

even to enumerate the various works of this des

cription, which have been executed throughout

the United Kingdom, as railways are universally

employed iit all the principal coal and iron works,

in situations altogether inaccessible to a commit
nicatinn by water. In not a few instances they

under-ground works at Worseley, about seven

miles from Manchester. In Darby, Stafford, and

Warwickshire!?, railways are numerous, some of

which are connected with inclined planes, and are

works of considerable extent, as those of little

Eaton and Butterly. At Mansfield in Notting-

ham there is a public railway nine miles in length,

which was designed and executed by Mr Josias

Jessop. In Shropshire, and indeed along the

whole course of the Severn, railways have been

have been constructed by joint stock companies, introduced with the best effect. Those of Coal-

and sometimes by individuals as public thorough-
|

btookdale, and its neighborhood, where Reynolds,

fares. i
the famous iron master,first introduced the use of

The only public railway of extent, in Scotland,
: cast iron for railways and bridges, are highly in-

is that between the manufacturing town of Kil- teresting. At Chaltenham in Gloucestershire,

roarnack and the harbor of Troon ; which, agree- i

Loughborough in Leicestershire, and Wandsworth

ably to act of Parliament is open to all upon pav-

.

in Surry, and other situations there are public

ment of a certain toll. This extensive work, like !

railways varying in extent, from seven to twenty-

those of the Duke of Bridgewmer in Ei.jl i

* miles, and differing in their line of draughts,

v.as executed at the sole expense of the Duke of i

according to the situation of me. eoutrtwjp,

Portland, for the improvement of his Ayrshire es- 1
Smth Wales

-
perhaps, more than any other

tates. The Troon lailway is about ten miles iu

length, and is laid down with two 6ets of cast

iron tracks, of the description technically termed

plate-rails. It crosses the river Irvine by a stone

bridge of four arches, each of forty feet span, and

the whole line forms an inclined plane falling to-

wards the shipping port at the rate of about one

sixteenth of an inch perpendicular in one yard

horizontal. In its track it encounters a difficult

pass through Shaulton moss ; and towards the

harbor the uniform line of draught is preserved by

an embankment of about two miles in length.

—

This work with the great pier founded in about

eighteen feet water in the lowest tides, together

with the graving docks and whole establishment

at Troon, were executed agreeably to a design of

the late Mr Jessop's, and with the coal fittings, in

the neighborhood, are understood to have cost

about £150,000. The other railways in Scotland,

which may be mentioned as of extent or interest

are those of the Carron Company, the establish-

ment of which is understood to have reduced the

average monthly expenditure for carriage from
£1200 to £300 ; the coal works of the Earls of

Elgin and Mar, in Fife and Clackmannanshires
;

Sir John Hope, of Penkie ; Mr Wauchope, of Ed-
monstone, and Mr Cadell, of Cockenzie, in Mid
Lothian ; Mr Dickson and others in Lanarkshire

;

and Mr Taylor and others in Ayrshire. Those
are edge-railways, and such of them as have late-

ly been laid, are chiefly of malleable iron.

In England at all the coal and manufacturing
districts, railways are employed for facilitating

and economising the operations. In the counties

country of similar extent abounds with valuable

minerals, which from the inaccessible nature of

the country must have been in a great measure,

shut up, but for the introduction of the railway

system. Here a large uninhabited district of ster-

ile mountains may be said all at once to have be-

come the seat of populous towns and villages.

—

Such for example is Merthyr-tydvill, of which the

Marquis of Bute is Lord of the Manor. When
the late Mr Crashey, the great Iron master of this

district, established himself here about the year

1765, <he parish of Merthyr-tydvill contained a

very scanty population ; but at the census of 1811,

it had increased to 11,104 inhabitants ; and in

that of 1821 it mounted up to 17,404. The rail-

ways of this district are numerous, and many of

them extensive, particularly in Glamorgan, Mon-

mouth, Caermarthen, and Brecknockshires.

—

Among these may be mentioned the Sirhowy rail-

way, which, with its branches and collateral

fines, extends upwards of thirty-five miles. It

crosses the Ebbwyby a bridge of 15 arches ; forms

a connexion with the Wye, and has had the ef-

fect of reducing the price of coals throughout the

higher parts of Radnor and Herefordshire. The
Cardiff and Merthyr-tydvill railway is about 27

miles in length ; and it is worthy of remark, that

both a common road and a navigable canal are

established between these places. At the great

iron works of Merthyr-tydvill, Dowlais, Penydur-

ran, and others in that neighborhood, much use is

made of railways. Here wagons, loaded with

minerals are transported upon an inclined plane,

upon a horizontal platform by steam, in a very

communicate with each other by means of three

inclined planes, varying in length from 130 to 3.00

yards. On these the work is so arranged, that in

passing down the loaded wagons, the empty ones

are taken up by a track rope, which winds round

the axle of a brake wheel. On the more level parts

of the road the wagons are drawn by horses.—

The Pennrbyn railway may now be considered as

a pretty old establishment : and its good condi-

tion affords an example of the stability of the

edge-railway, having been in (1824) use for sev-

enteen or eighteen years.

In Ireland there are yet but few railways, ex,

cepting those of the Harbor-works of Dublin, and

at quarries and other works of that description,

•ir temporary nature are not gett-

."] specimens of the
art : but in the progress of improvement in that

fine country we may look forward to the period

when such works will be more generally estab-

lished.

In connexion with the railways mentioned
above, we may mention several extensive surveys,

which have been made for works of this descrip-

tion. One of these by Mr Telford, extends across

the country from Glasgow to Berwick upon Tweed,
a distance of 125 miles, with a rise of 636 feet to

the water-shade in the parish of Dolphingstown.

The survey from Berwick to Kelso, by the late

eminent Mr Rennic, has been farther continued

up Gala Water to Dalkeith, Edinburgh, and Leith,

by Mr Stevenson, who has also made a survey

upon the opposite side of the Frith cf Forth, on an
uninterrupted level from the river Tay through

the great valley of Strathmore to Aberdeen, with

branch lines to the ports of Stonehaven, Montrose,

Arbreaih, Dundee, and Perth, comprising upwards

of one hundred miles of level road. A collateral

line has likewise been traced by the same engin-

eer from the confluence of the rivers Earn and

Tay, through the county of Fife to the westward

of Dumferline, with various branch lines commu-
nicating with the Frith of Forth. An extensive

road is now making of 36 miles iu length, and 4

sets of tracks, connecting Liverpool with Man-

chester by a railway, notwithstanding the water

communications already established between these

places by the river Mersey and the Irwell canal. It

may furthae be mentioned, that after looking for-

ward for many years for a canal across the coun-

try between the Tyne and the Solway, (a track of

all others the most desirable for such a work,) a
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railway is now contemplated, even by those who

were most anxious that such improvement should

be a navigable canal. These operations or certain

compartments of them, may be expected ere long

to be carried into effect, as the benefits of the rail-

way system are every day more apparent. A
public railway is now completed between the

Forth and Clyde canal, and the extensive coal

field in the vicinity of Monk-land canal, near Air-

drie. (To be continued.)

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr Fessendeh— I take the liberty of transcrib-

ing the following, which I have not seen in the

Farmer. The first is invaluable, and should be

preserved or remembered by every farmer.

" Hoven in cattle.—As the distension is chiefly

occasioned by carbonic acid gas, any substance

which will combine with that gas will reduce it.

Such a substance is readily found in ammonia
(hartshorn) a spoonful of which, infused in water,

and forced down the animal's throat, completely

removes the distension." Annates de Chimie. So-
da and Potash will combine as readily with car-

bonic acid gas as ammonia ; and, therefore, if dis-

solved in water, may be efficaciously and safely

administered.

Loudon's Magazine for August, mentions the

establishment of two new agricultural schools on
the Continent ; one in France, by the Abbe du
Pratt, the other in Bavaria, by Baron Von Closin.

In the latter, to which is attached an experiment-
al farm of 400 acres, youths from 10 to 15
years of age, are taken and maintained, clothed,

and taught, for five years, for the value of their

labor, and 50 florins (about $22) entrance money
The example of Fellenburgh is effecting wonders
in Europe. When shall we appreciate and profit

by it ?

Potato Mortar.—M. Cadet de-Vaux, found mor
tar of lime and sand, and also that made of clay,

greatly improved in durability, by mixing boiled

potatoes with it.

—

Bui. Un.

Plants raised from seeds which have been
crossed, always bear the form of the mother, but

take the colors of the male parent. Fewer seeds

are produced by art than nature alone, and the

impregnated flowers are less visited by bees than
others

—

Annales Hort. Soc. Paris.

The Monsieur Pear, a new variety, found in

the woods, attracts much attention in France, on
account of its large size, beauty of appearance,
and excellent keeping qualities, remaining good
till after Easter. Messrs Bose and Vilmorin con-
sider this fruit to come very near, if not to be, the
pear St Leziu.

—

Id.

Albany, Jan. 15, 1829.

A limber dock is sure evidence of a limber

back ; that is, a weak one.

A horse that is hardy and good for business has

a short back bone, which terminates forward of

the hip bones.

A decoction of white oak bark will kill botts by

tanning them, and they will become so shrivelled,

as scarcely to be discernable when discharged.

The principal signs of a good horse are these

—

the eyes set apart in the head, and large and

bright ; the quirl high in the forehead ; one or

two in the neck is a good sign ; the neck well set

on high ; the shoulder blades pretty high, and

converging to a point ; the breast full and large,

and so also behind ; the body round, for flat bodi-

ed or slab sided horses are weak natured ; the

dock stiff, going wide behind, for if the gambols

knock together, it shows that the horse is feeble

;

chewing the bit when provoked is a good sign.

—

It is a Spanish proverb, that the dapple grey will

sooner die than tire.—JV. Y. Gaz.

HORSES.
The following remarks upon horses, are copied

from the publication of an eminent farrier in Eu-
rope

; and we think them worth the perusal of
farmers generally.

The pulse of a horse in health, is from 36 to 40
beats in a minute, and may be easily felt by press-
ing the finger gently upon the temporal artery,
which is situated about an inch and an halfback-
wards from the corner of the eye.

Horses have not the faculty of puking, or even
belching wind out of their stomachs, and there-
fore are peculiarly subject to wind cholic.

AVhen a horse has been overridden, bloody
spots may be seen in the whites of his eyes.

Considerations on the processes employed by Nur-
serymen for obtaining belter sorts of Fruits, and

on the means by which JYature appears to accom-

plish the same result. By M. Poiteau.

The author observes, it is but rarely that im-

proved varieties of our cultivated fruits originate

with nurserymen ; they are generally the produc-

tion of chance, found in the woods or hedges, or

from distant corners of provinces, where the finer

sorts are hardly known, and where the sorts they

have are mismanaged or neglected. That " like

begets or produces like," has long been consider-

ed a law of nature among animals and some veg-

etables; but this law is not always uniform, es-

pecially among domesticated animals or highly

cultivated plants. Yet, on this principle, our nur-

serymen have acted in their endeavors to obtain

better kinds of fruit, by sowing seeds of the best,

in the hope that they would raise something still

better. It is well known that in this process they

have failed. The celebrated Duhamel and his

contemporaries failed in the same way. From
these and other instances, the author concludes
that practitioners are wrong in their expectations

of obtaining at once what can only be the result

of time. He seems to infer that seedlings, apples

or pears, for example, require some years and
some cultivation, while they are passing from one
stage of their infancy to another, before they can
show their inherent qualities.

As proof of this conjecture, he instances the

case of the fruit trees in the United States of
America at this time. There, it appears, they
have little trouble in procuring superior fruits from
seed ; and, that they have many excellent new
kinds, their lists sufficiently testify. The cause of
this he conceives to be, that the first imported
fruits, which the colonists received from Europe
300 years ago, were, amidst the bustle of estab-
lishing and securing themselves in a new country,
lost, from neglect or ignorance of the art of graft-

ing ; and that they only had recourse to seeds for

perpetuating the kinds. These seedlings have
passed through several generations, and are now
arrived at that period of their existence in which
their inherent qualities are fully developed.
The Americans, M. Poiteau adds, attribute this

to another cause, namely, that in proportion as
their newly broken up lands are ameliorated, by
cultivation, &c. so, in like proportion, are the
qualities of their fruit. It is a common saying in

Virginia, that the fruits of such or such an or-

chard " begin to change for thejbetter." But this

can hardly be admitted ; for though such circum-

stance may improve the quality, it cannot change
the physical characters of fruit.

After noticing the fact proved by Mr Knight, F.

H. S. that a crab, fecundated by the pollen of a
good fruit, produces better kinds from seed than
can be had from seeds of improved fruit, he pro-

ceeds to describe the method used by the Flemish
orchardists to obtain new sorts, and which is giv-

en on the authority of M. Van Mons. The Bel-

gians, he says, do not prefer the seeds of amelio-

rated fruit. When the seedlings appear, they do

not, as others do, choose such only as are free

from spines, having large leaves, and remarkable

for the thickness and beauty of their wood ; but,

on the contrary, such as are most spinous, provid-

ed the spines are long, and well furnished with

buds or eyes placed near together. This last cir-

cumstance they consider as an indication that they

will soon show fruit. Individuals having such
properties are grafted, apples on paradise, and
pears on quince stocks, to hasten fructification.

—

The first fruits of these grafts are generally bad ;

but whatever they are the seeds are carefully

saved and sown. The second generation, treat-

ed in like manner, begins to show improvement.

Through a third and fourth the process is continu-

ed, till they arrive at a point which gives fruit

worthy of being preserved. Peaches and apri-

cots, treated in the same way, yield excellent

fruit the thiid generation ; apples require four or

five, and the pear about six, transitions. This

process, concludes M. Poiteau, is only an imitation

of that of nature, exemplified in America.

—

An-
nales Soc. de Hor. de Paris.

RAILWAYS.
By a gentleman just arrived in this city, we are

told, that in an interview with Mr Black, a member
of the legislature of South Carolina on his way to

Charleston, the following information was commu-
nicated. A company had been incorporated for

constructing three rail roads. One of these was
to extend from Augusta to Charleston ; a second
from Columbia, and another from Orangeburg to

the same place. In two or three hours after the

books were opened, three hundred thousand dollars

were subscribed. No doubt was entertained that

the whole stock would be immediately made up
with avidity, as it was considered the best in the
state. The cost of construction was $3000 per
mile, and plenty of contractors were ready to en-
gage for the performance of the work. The rail-

ways are to lie of wood, and the iron on which the
wheels are to run is already obtained frqin England
at $62J a ton. Live oak, cypress, and long leafed

pine, are to furnish the sleepers. When these rot,

they will take care to have provided stones from
the upper country, brought down upon the rail

road, to substitute in the place of the wood as it

decays.

Mr B. said, that if the wood should last only
ten, or even five years, they should consider it of
little consequence, as they would thus have the

means of giving it permanency afterwards. He
was one of the stockholders, and had been to Eng-
land to obtain information personally on the meth-
ods and advantages of internal improvement. A
model of a rail road had been prepared in the
neighborhood of Charleston, of about a mile per-
haps in length, to put such a work to the test.

The load for a horse was found to be ten tons.

Five gentlemen had gone with him to visit this
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model. On arriving at it, the six jumped into the

car, and calling upon the boy to give them a ride,

they had an opportunity of seeing how easily and

smoothly the movement was effected. From Co-

lumbia to Charleston is 120 miles, and the toll for

transportation is to be 25 cents on the bale of cot-

ton from one place to the other. The present price

of conveyance by a canal, through the same dis-

tance, is about a dollar and a half, so that the rail

road, as soon as completed, will probably wholly

supersede the canal, and make it of no use.

—

Penn.

Gazette.

STATISTICS.
The Western Tiller contains a sensible and in-

teresting paper on the population of the United

States, in reference to the approaching census of

1830. The number of inhabitants in 1790, was

3,816,456, and calculated from the past ratio of

increase, it will he at the next census, 12,520,500,

givingan increase within these periods of 8,604,044.

From this estimate the following important facts

are deduced :

—

The population of the United States has, in 40

years been trebled. *

The states which in that time have received the

greatest accession of numbers are New York, Ohio,

and Pennsylvania.

That the middle and western non slave holding

states, being New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, have, hi the same space

of time, multiplied then- people more than five fold,

and contain more than half the white inhabitants

of the United States.

That the southern* slave holding states, so called,

Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, have in that

period, only doubled, and from nearly half, are

reduced to less than one third of the whole popu-

lation.

That in reference to the most important points

of national policy, to protection of American in-

dustry the centre of power has been entirely

changed.

BOSTON MECHANICS.
An elegant Fire Engine, made by that excellent

mechanic and engineer, Mr W. C. Hunneman of

this city, was recently exhibited in State street.

It appears to unite strength, power, and beauty, in

a degree equal, at least to any of those recently

imported into this city from the south—and ismuch

cheaper. We understand that it was made for

the King's Navy Yard, at the Havana, and that it

cost but §500—a sum not greater than that re-

cently paid merely for repairs on one of our old

Engines. The Engine made at Philadelphia, for

the city cost 81200—and is put together with Jif-

teen screws—the Cataract made in London with

thirtysix—while this of Mr Hunneman's is secured

with only nine screws— some evidence, we should

think, of the superior simplicity of its construction.

Boston Statesman.

ed on quince storks, and planted in a soil so wel which places, water conveyance, fifty miles inland

that an apple could not live; hut they are doing into Massachusetts, is at hall the coat of land car-

very well and making exceedingly fine shoots.— riage from Bo-ton to Worcestei only. The oc-

Rusticus in Urbe. [Loudon's Magazine.] casion of business along this line of artificial com-

munication has been estimated to require, for the

The editor ofthe Wilmington (DeL) Advertiser, next year, the constant employment of at least

makes the following very liberal offer

:

\ twenty boatttfa tonnage of from 20 to 30 ton*

" To any farmer who is now, rtr may become a each. It is not, however, to counteract the buc-

subscriber to this paper, by the first day of May, cess of this, or of any other enterprise, that differ-

(planting com time) that shall, tin: approaching cut projects are to be undertaken. They all tend

season, raise from one acre of land, the greatest to the improvement of the condition of the coun

quantity ofmerchantable Indian corn, we will give try. Multiply them, and additional capacities are

a Cold'Medal valued at $20, a Silver Tunkord of afforded te employ and sustain an augmented

the same value, or the like amount in cash, at the population.

option of the person entitled to the premium." Agriccltdral Societzs.

We sincerely hope that the generous proposal
, The acts for the encouragement of Agriculture

ofMrMendenhall, will be productive ofgood crops and Manufacture will expire, by their limitation,

of , sore to his subscribers—and of good crops of' on the 20th February next. The question of

subscribers to his.paper.— £7. S. Gazette. continuing the patronage of the government to

those important interests, through the agency of the

Resolution.—For a soldier to meet the enemy in
j\gr {cu llural Societies, will, therefore at this time,

tattle, where leaden deaths are whizzing on every
) require decision. Before the next Legislature,

side, must require no faint resolution ;
for a lover tne USLKl l an ,J convenient season for issuing pro-

to pop the question of questions to his deary, when
j p0sa)s f premiums, for the current year, will have

his heart goes pit-a-pat, and his tongue threatens
ge(j) anj without the aid of Government, it

to prove recreant to its office, requires no every-
(

may ])e feared that many of the Societies w ill be

day effort of resolution ; for a toper to quit the

beloved bottle, and endeavor to stem the strong tide

of his hankerings, requires a 'mighty resolution—

and many a man, having proved victorious for a

unable to hold their customary Exhibitions. To

those who have had opportunities to witness the

certain aud beneficial influence of the bounty

which has been distributed by these Institutions,and many a man, »«vmg j..*,.^. ,.....„..«..- .-. wmen nas oeen uismuuicu ,

moment, goes back again to "treat resolution ;" but <

it Would be matter of regret that it should now

of all the situations in life requiring a determined,
| cease- i t has diffused a spirit of improvement

heroic and prodigious effort of resolution, that of rrom the Treasury Office to the remotest parts of

getting out of a warm bed, in a keen cold morning,
j tlle Commonwealth. No public bestowment was

caps the climax—we mean one of those mornings
j

ever more faithfully applied, and none will be

when the windows are crusted over with frost,
| found to have made richer returns to the source

when your breath .congeals on the sheets, when
from which it was derived. As a measure of po-

your fingers freeze fast to the door latch, and the
|

i
it ;ca i ec0nomy, it has yielded, annually, an bun-

very air itself seems stiffened with cold.

—

Berkshire; AreA fold j ts amount in the increase of taxable

American.

DEFERRED ARTICLES.

The following, intended for insertion last week

were omitted by mistake.

Extracts from Governor Lincoln's Message.

Rail Roads.

The examinations and surveys, which were as

Oilfrom Sunflowers.—A very delicate oil, much

used in Russian cookery, is expressed from the

seeds of the sunflower, and is prepared by enclos-

ing them in bags, and steeping them in warm

water, after which the oil is expressed ;
this is

actually as sweet as butter.

—

Scotsman.

Pears. Pears may be grafted on stocks of the

Mountain Ash and the Service Tree ;
both of

which will grow and thrive where pear tree

stocks would not. I have also seen apples graft-

I

capital.

FROST WORK.
We have seen and heard of considerable dam-

age accruing to fruit and forest trees by accumu-

lations of ice on their slender branches. Peach

trees in particular, have been pruned in a most

unmerciful manner, by that mischievous person-

age, vulgarly called Jack Frost. The damage,

signed by the Legislature to the direction of the
\

however, from this cause, has not, we believe,

Commissioners of Internal Improvement, have
, neen so great near the sea coast, as at some dis-

becn completed since the last session, and plans I tance jn the interior. The Lancaster Gazette, of

of proposed routes for Rail Roads from Boston to the 13th inst. says, "vast numbers of trees, of all

Providence, and from Boston to the Hudson Riv-
j

descriptions, have been broken, and in many in-

er, with estimates of the cos.t of construction, in
I stances ruined, by the weight of the ice collected

detailed Reports, will be submitted to your con- on their branches. Peach trees have suffered

'"
particularly, and some of the beautiful elms which

adorned our streets have fallen victims amidst the

general havock. In the neighboring towns, we

Team, the danlage to trees has been equally ex-

tensive. The injury done to young growths of

wood is also very great. Some of the roads

through the woods in the neighborhood are ren-

dered^impassable by the fallen trees. In Sterling

aud Princeton, we are informed the ice collected

on the trees much heavier than here. Mr Ma-

nassah Willard brought to our office from Ster-

detailed Reports, Win ue suuuuucu iu ,uui ^^.- ou meir umocura. * v...*... «— - -— -

sideration. The reports will exhibit distances,
|
particularly, and some of the beautiful elm

/- e !»».«;«« A'lfFprpnt'.K in estimates of „.i„,i,o,l nnr eti-ppts have fallen victims am
preferences of location, difference in estimates of

expense, and comparative advantages from occa-

sions of business, upon every direction of way which

hasjustified examination, and no reasonable ground

of inquiry will remain, to occasion delay, in deter-

mining the manner aud time of proceeding to the

work. Every passing day bears witness, that

for want of facilities to intercommunity between

the interior and the capital of the State, the most

serious diversions of trade are taking place, to

other markets. Already, hundreds of tons of ling a few very small branches of an apple tree,

on which the ice had collected to the thickness of

two inches. He also showed us a specimen of

the general appearance of the fields in his neigh-

bordood. On a few, say twenty or thirty speres

of grass a solid mass of ice was formed, exhibit-

-
I

iug° the appearance of a cluster of grapes, and

goods with the city of New York, from either of
|
weighing three or four pounds.

merchandize have been carried from the ware

houses of a neighboring government, through a

new channel, into a central and populous district

of the Commonwealth.

By this channel, also, a direct trade in lumber

has commenced with the State of Maine, and ~
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ICE HOUSES AND REFRIGERATORS.
Dear Sir—Col. Pickerinq sent me the accompanj'ing

pamphlet on lee Houses and Refrigerators, for examination,

and if I concurred in opinion with him, desired that I would
send it to you for republication. 1 think it might be very use-

ful. Our butter is brought to market iu a sad state in summer,
and it makes me blush when 1 reflect, that for more than 30
years the Philadelphia market has been supplied with it pack-
ed in ice, and since Mr Moore's publication, in Refrigerators.

I. P. Datis, Esq. imported one from Philadelphia, some years
Since, with the hope that it might be adopted here.

The republication of this tract, in the N. E. Farmer, would,
1 think, be the most effectual m»ans of exciting our farmers to

imitate those of Pennsylvania. I am, dear sir,

Rsspectfully yours,
Boston, Jan. 20. j. LOWELL.

•An Essay on the most eligible construction of Ice
Houses ; also, a description of the newly invented
Refrigerator, being a simple and cheap machine,
by the use of which fresh provisions, butter, liquids,
$c. may be cooled and preserved for family uses
in the heat of summer, or taken to market in as
good condition as in the winter season.

Agreeably to an intimation given the public
some time since, I shall now endeavor to give
some practical directions for the construction of
Refrigerators, and (as being connected therewith)
also attempt an investigation of the theory and
practice of the art of preserving ice through the
summer. °

I stated in a publication which circulated
through several newspapers In the United States,
that I had no pretensions to the discovery of new
principles in the construction of the Refrigerator.The particular mode of applying some beforeknown and understood, is all I claim as my in-
vention

;
the utility of which has been fully prov-ed during the last summer.

What I have to observe on the keeping uf ice
is merely an attempt to carry improvements al-
ready begun a step further than I have yet heard
of. I have apprehended the reason why the art
has not progressed faster, is because no one has
yet fully investigated the principles upon which it
depends

;
or, if this has been done by individuals

they have not favored the public with a knowl-
edge thereof. This is my present object, and for
reasons which will hereafter appear, I prefer
going through it, before I enter on the subject of
Refrigerators. J

In treating this subject, it will be necessary to
lay down certain positions relative to heat ; some
of which have not been well understood until very

££- 1 L ^ l
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ho™™> been

ful y established by actual experiment. And inorder to be as concise as possible," I shall avoid
referring to the different writers who have pub-lished those valuable discoveries to the world _
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and as longas any water remains in contact with the ice thee

r7buTr °?
c ice wi" re,nain **£3£ary, but when the water is all frozen, the ice willgradually give out its heat to the in unbent amosphere, until it acquires the same temperature"Ice exposed to an atmosphere ir ««,
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stance above that degree of temperature, will, in
either case be melted. The temperature of the
earth a few feet below the surface in this climate,
is generally found to be Between 50 and 55°. If,

therefore, a pit be sunk in the earth and filled

with the coldest ice, (which may sometimes be
obtained as low as 10° by removing it from the
water and exposing it to a very cold atmosphere,)
the consequence will be, that the earth will give
out heat to the ice, until the temperature of the
mass is raised to 32°

; the process of melting will
then commence, and continue to go on, as long as
ice remains. But this process will not be as rap-
id as those whaare unacquainted with the subject
might imagine: it would seem, that as melting
ice is always found to be at the temperature of
32°, that after the mass becomes raised to that
degree, the smallest addition of heat, would im-
mediately convert the whole into water ; but this
is not found to be the case ; to prevent it, one of
the many wonderful properties of matter interpos-
es

; and which only enables us to preserve ice at
all. This is the difference between water and
ice in their capacities for heat. As I would wish
to be clearly understood by every class of readers,
and as I may probably have occasion to repeat
this term, it will perhaps, be proper to give a defi-
nition of it. The capacity for heat which a body
is said to possess, is, its propensity or power of
imbibing and retaining a greater or lesser quanti-
ty of that fluid, and at the same time appear to be
of the same temperature as a given standard,
which may contain a much greater or smaller
quantity. Thus in the subject under considera-
tion, the capacity of water for heat, is greater
than ice ; it being found by experiment, that ice
at the temperature of 32°, requires the addition
of no less than 146° of the same scale, or there-
abouts, to reduce it to water. To elucidate the
subject still further, let a pound of water at the
freezing point (to wit) 32°, a„d a pound of ice at
the same temperature, be put in situations where
they will both receive an equal quantity of heat

;

when the ice is all melted, it will be found that
the water has acquired 146° of heat, and of
course will be at 178°. Or take a pound of
water at 178°, and a pound of ice at 32o, put
them together and cover them in a fit vessel,
the ice will be melted and the mixture will be 32°'
or very nearly.

It appears then, that ice at 10°, deposited in a
pit as before mentioned, and being in this solid
state capable of conducting heat, must receive a
sufficient quantity to raise the whole mass 22°
before any will be melted

; when the melting pro-
cess commences, it will cease to be propagated to
the internal parts, because all that is received at

[

the surface, will go to supply the increased capac-
ity of the water

; and this will be produced in di-
rect proportion to the heat received. The whole
quantity requisite to melt all the ice, being just as
much as wotdd raise the temperature of the same
weight of water 178°. The greater the quantity
of ice, the longer it will be in melting, because,
there will be less surface in proportion to its
weight, and experience has proved, that the quan-
tity may be so great, as not to be all melted dur-
ing a whole summer, in this situation.

It seems then, our whole business is to guard
against the introduction of heat; and in order to
take effectual measures for this purpose, it is ne-
cessary to be acquainted wiih, and attend to, the
following principles. That heat is transmitted
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with more difficuIty^u^o^lubs^eT^
others

;
that it passes through fluid mediums, bv

transportation, or the interchange of particles

;

and not from one particle to another, as in solid
bodies. The capacity of air for retaining moist-
ure is greatly increased by heat. The power of
a,rto conduct heat is increased more than four
fold by moisture. An unequal distribution of heat
in fluids will always produce currents or inter-
change of particles

; in general those of the high
est temperature will rise to the surface

; there is
however, an exception to this rule in water- be'
tween the temperatures of 40° and 32°, that 'fluid
is more expanded than at temperatures a little
higher, and consequently those particles which
receive a small additional heat, will descend. To
this extraordinary property in water, is to be as-
cribed some of the most wonderful phenomena in
nature

;
but does not affect the subject under con-

sideration. Substances which transmit heat free-
ly, such as the metals, are called conductors of
heat

;
and those through which it passes with dif-

ficulty, such as wool, fur, &c. are called noncon-
ductors

; and they are called good or bad conduc-
tors, or nonconductors, agreeably to their degree
of conducting power.

(To be continued.)

From the Mass. Agric. Repository.

TheXaledonian Horticultural Society in 1817
sent a deputation into the Low Countries and
France to ascertain what improvements had been
made in Horticulture or Gardening, during the
twenty years in which intercourse had been cut
off between Scotland and the Continent by that
scourge and disgrace of human nature, war. It
was a most praiseworthy example, and the reports
of that committee have been published this year,
1823, in an octavo volume full of interesting mat-
ter in relation to Gardening, to fruits, and or-
chards. We shall only have time and room for
the insertion of some short articles.

At Bruges in Flanders, proverbially the seat of
the most improved agriculture, the committee on
the 12th of August, make the following remarks-
" In the course of our evening walk, we were at-
tracted by a novel appearance in husbandry, the,
labors of the seed time and harvest seeming here
to be united and contemporaneous. We entered a
hne field of luxuriant rye, part of which remained
uncut, but a large proportion had been cut down
tins morning (August 12th.) The crop had been
carried aside

; well rotted dung had been pretty
liberally laid on the stubble

; the Flemish plough
was now at work : and to complete the picture of
industry, and expedition, a man was actually en-
gaged in sowing turnips on the same portions of
the ploughed fields from which the rye crop had
been reaped in the morning." This example
ought not to be lost upon us. Our sun is much
more powerful, and our vegetation more rapid
than in Flanders. We know that some farmers
do raise their second crops with us ; but may we
not carry this system much farther ? We certain-
ly can do it, by limiting the extent of our cultivat-
ed grounds, and bestowing greater labor on the
quantity we do cultivate.

TEOFESSOR VAN MONS OF BRUSSELS.
The Caledonian committee above mentioned

visited the nurseries of this active and intelligent
horticulturist. He is Professor of Chemistry at
Louvain, but has turned his attention very exten-
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lively to the improvement of fruits, principally on

the plan of Mr Knight, by raising new varieties.

Of new varieties of seedling pears, raised chiefly

by himself, and Monsieur Duquesne, of Mons, he

-considers that his collection contains about 800 ;

being asked by the Committee, whether he meant

that they were all good, he replied, that there

were that number worthy of preservation. We
must, however, put down a considerable portion

of these as favorites from paternal regard, for we

do not find that the London Horticultural Society

to whom he has sent his best samples, have as

yet admitted more than half a dozen into the cat-

alogue of good fruits. Still his zeal is worthy of

great praise. Our old fruits are running out, they

are subject to constantly increasing diseases.

—

They must have been all first obtained by seed-

lings, and when a good variety was thus procured,

it was propagated by grafts. Thus it has been

with our Seckle pear, the only known excellent

pear ever produced in the United States. It is

now in every good garden. But the present age

is not content with raising one good sort in a cen-

tury. It is the fashion to try the powers of na-

ture, and the next generation will see not only a

greater variety, but probably enjoy much better

kinds than any age which has gone before them.

SWEET POTATOES.

The sweet potato (Convolvulus Batatas) has

been of late introduced into culture at Paris, and

sent to that market for sale, and has been strong-

ly recommended by Mons. Lelieurin a memoir on

that subject. Neither the soil, nor climate of

Paris is half as well calculated for this plant, as

those of the vicinity of Boston. All the counties

of the Old Colony, part of Middlesex, and some of

the warm spots in Hampshire are excellently

adapted to it. In Worcester and Berkshire it

would probably not succeed, except in some fa

vored spots ; but if the horticulturists of Paris

have waited 200 years since they were introduced

into Spain, it is not surprising that we have so re

cently brought them into experimeut.

A PHENOMENON IN GRAFTING.

At Brussels, the Committee of the Caledonian

Horticultural Society witnessed one of the most
extraordinary experiments in grafting ; that of in-

serting an entire tree, on the stump of another. A
neighbor, having in the spring season cut down
an apple tree, about fifteen feet high, which Pro-

fessor Van Mons considered a desirable kind, and

a good healthy tree, he immediately selected a

stock of similar dimensions, and cutting it ofFnear

the ground, placed on it by the mode ofpeg graft-

ing, the foster tree ; supported the tree by stakes;

and excluded the air from the place of junction,

by plastering it with clay, and afterwards heap-

ing earth round it. The experiment succeeded

perfectly ; the tree becoming in the course of the

second season nearly as vigorous as ever.

Now though we would not recommend this ex-

periment, because it must be very precarious, and
seldom useful, yet as being one of the highest tri-

umphs of the horticultural art, we thought it wor-

thy of a place in this Journal. The first thought

of transferring from one tree to another a differ-

ent species of fruit by a naked wooden stem, was
undoubtedly bold and happy ; but an attempt to

transfer a whole tree in this manner, is certainly

original.

trees of exactly the same circumference, the barks

of which respectively will come into perfect contact.

A bole is made in the stock, of an inch or more in

depth,and the inserted tree or scion, is pared away po

as to fit exactly the hole so made. The surfaces of

the bark of each are then cut off smoothly, so as

that the bark of the inserted tree will fit exactly

all round with that of the stock. It is indispen-

able, that the liber and alburnum, that is the in-

ner bark and the white wood of each tree, should

xactly meet. The experiment was more curious

than useful, but as a fact in natural history, it is

deserving of notice. Few men would probably

succeed in the attempt, but that it can be done in

any case, almost staggers our faith
;
yet the au-

thority is very respectable.

—

Ed.

RECEIPT FOR DESTROYING CATERPILLARS, USBD

BY THE SOCIETY OF CHRISTIANS CALLED SHAK-

ERS, AT CANTERBURY, N. H.

" Take equal parts of spirits of turpentine, and

train oil ; apply them by means of a swab fixed

on a pole, commence the operation in the spring,

(we suppose on the first appearance of nests)

when these devouring insects begin to appear,

and repeat the operation once a week, till the trees

are in blow, and very few will escape with their

lives." Signed F. W.
The head of the Family.

We must express our admiration of this receipt,

not because of its novelty, for either of the ingre-

dients would be quite sufficient to kill the insects,

as will common soap suds from every Monday's

wash,?i!0si ihoroiighly,withoi\t train oil or spirits of

turpentine ; but we admire it, as a specimen of the

practice and industry of these citizens. If our

farmers would only follow that part of the receipt,

which requires a weekly attention, for three suc-

cessive weeks, it is immaterial whether they use

spirits of turpentine, or train oil, or soap suds, or

the brush, proposed by Col. Pickering, the evil

would be cured at any rate. The great difficulty

is the neglect to do anything, till after the Cater-

pillars have covered the trees with nests. Then
the labors of the sluggard commence, and oue

tree, (let his receipt be ever so perfect and power-

ful) will cost as much time and labor as ten trees

would have required three weeks sooner. If our

farmers would only adopt that portion of the re-

ceipt, which requires a iveekly attack on this en-

emy, the evil would soon cease, and in ten years

we should scarce see a caterpillar in the country,

by this course continually pursued, we have so

much reduced the labor, that we have not one

fourth part of the number we had three years

ago.

—

Ed.

BEAUTY OF TREES.
What can be more beautiful than trees? Their

lofty trunks, august in their simplicity, asserting,

to the most inexperienced eye, their infinite su-

periority over the imitative pillars of man's pride
;

their graceful play of wide spreading branches,

and all the delicate and glorious machinery of

buds, leaves, flowers and fruit, that, with more
than magical effect, burst from naked and rigid

twigs, with all the rich, and heaven-breathing de-

lectable odours, pure and fresh, and animating,

pouring out spices and inedicinalc, brilliant and

unimaginably varied colors, under essences ; and

admiration of men in all periods and nations of the

world. What is the richest country without trees?

What barren and monotonous spot can they not
convert into a paradise ? .Xerxes, in the midst of
his most ambitious enterprise, stopped his vast

army to contemplate the beauty of a tree. Cice-

ro, from the throng, and exertion, and anxiety of
the forum, was accustomed, Pliny tells us, to steal

forth to a grove of plane trees to refresh and in-

vigorate his spirit. In the Scapten groves the

same author adds, Thucydides was supposed to

have composed his noble histories. The Creek
and Roman classics, indeed, abound with expres-

sions of admiration of trees and woods, and with

customs which have originated in that admiration:

but above all, as the Bible surpasses, in the splen-

dor and majesty of its poetry, all books in the

world, so is, its sylvan and arborescent imagery

the most bold and beautiful. Beneath some
spreading tree are the ancient patriarchs revealed

to us, sitting in contemplation, or receiving the

visits of angels ; and what a calm and dignified

picture of primeval life is presented to our imagi-

nation at the mention of Deborah, the wife of

Dapidoth, judging the twelve tribes of Israel, be-

tween Ramah and Bethel, in Mount Ephraim be-

neath the palm tree of Deborah. The oaks of

Bashan, and the cedars of Lebanon, are but other

and better names for glory and power. The vine,

the olive, and the fig tree, are made imperishable

emblems of peace, plenty, and festivity. David

in his psalms, Solomon in his songs and proverbs,

the Prophets in the sublime outpourings of the

awful inspiration, and Christ in his parables, those

most beautiful and perfect of all allegories, luxuri-

ate in signs and similes drawn from the fair trees

of the east.

SOURCES OF DISEASE.
The effluvia of rotten substances are often un-

suspected causes of disease. The farmer, there-

fore, should be careful that he does not breathe in

the steams of his old dunghills more than is ne-

cessary. And the greatest care should be taken to

remove or cover with good loam all the filth of the

house, hog pen, &c. Scattering quick lime over

substances which emit unwholesome vapors will

correct the evil. Spoiled meat, vegetables rotting

in a cellar, &c. are often harbingers of [disease.

The compound of lime and chlorine, called bleach-

ing powder, is still better than quick lime as a rem-
edy against the evils arising from putrescence. 8«e
New England Fanner's Almanac, p. 32.

making music, from the softest and most melan-
By peg grafting it must be understood, that

|
choly under-tones to the full organ peal of the

mode of grafting which can only be practised on tempest. We wonder not that trees have beeu the

From the Christian Register.

GEOLOGY FOR SCHOOLS.
Numerous reasons urge the introduction of Ge-

ology as a branch of common education.

1. It is nearly allied to Geography, and like

that, is calculated to enlarge the mind, and ex-

tend its views of the works of our Creator.

2. It is an interesting science. It opens to our

view a new world, and presents to us many ob-

jects of beauty and of interest before unnoticed.

3. It is among the grandest of the sciences*—

It leads us to view with increased admiration, the

towering mountain and awful precipice, and ac-

quaints us with those features of the earth, which
never fail to excite ideas of sublimity in the dull-

est mind.

4. It gives new interest and increased utility

to our journeys and our walks. A person, with

the slightest knowledge of this science, neTer
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passes from one country or place to another, with-

out finding much to admire and to increase his

store of knowledge.

5. It furnishes a healthful and instructive

amusement to the young. Wherever it has been

introduced into schools, the pupils have devoted

more or less of their pastime to examining and

collecting specimens from the minerals around

them.

6. It teaches children to be observing. A
thousand objects before unnoticed press upon

their view, and their imagination and taste are

immediately put upon the alert and called to a

useful exercise in discriminating between the

beautiful and the deformed.

7. Wherever it has been introduced it has led

to the discovery of deposits of useful minerals be-

fore unknown, and has already increased to a vast

amount of individual and national wealth ; and if

generally understood could hardly fail of opening

many more sources of industry and of wealth.

8. It would tend to forward scientific and ac-

curate geological surveys as the foundation of

Geological maps, and prepare the public to profit

by them.

9. No science is more practical. It acquaints

farmers with the nature of their soils, and the

methods of improving them ; civil engineers with

the materials for constructing roads, canals, rail-

ways, dams, wharves, &c. and the proper method

of combining them ; artists with the origin and na-

ture of their paints, and the miner when and how
to extend his researches, and points him to a re-

ward for his labors, and cautions him against

abortive attempts.

10. It is favorable to morals. The more inno-

cent and useful amusements are scattered around

the young, the less time and disposition they will

have, to pursue those which are pernicious or use-

less. Besides, few subjects are better fitted to

show the power and wisdom of Him. who weigh-

ed the mountains in scales, and the hills in a bal-

ance.

11. It is easily acquired. The featuves of this

science are not only striking and grand, but they

are few and simple, and exactly fitted to the ju-

venile mind. And by the aid of specimens with

appropriate descriptions, its general principles are

more easily and readily understood, than of any

other science which is taught.

12. It is necessary. Without it gazeteers, and

common journals of travels, cannot be understood;

and a person is liable to find himself ignorant of

the most common topics of conversation in the

society he will frequently meet.

AGRICOLA.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JAN. 23, 1829.

RAIL ROAD REPORT.
The Report of the Board of Directors of Inter-

nal Improvements on the practicability and expe-

diency of a Rail Road from Boston to the Hudson
River, and from Boston to Providence, was sub-

mitted to the Legislature on the 16th hist, together

with the reports of the engineers, employed by the

board, containing the results of their surveys, and
estimates. These interesting and very important

documents have been printed in a pamphlet of

more than 200 pages. It would not be possible

to give sketches of the contents of this pamphlet

sufficiently in detail to be intelligible and useful

without exceeding our limits. Besides, a summary

view of the reports, &C, has been printed in the

Boston Daily Advertiser of the 17th Last, and oc-

cupies nearly three closely pointed columns of that

paper. We shall therefore, at present, merely copy

the closing remarks in the Report of the Directors,

which, together with the matter which precedes it,

are as favorable to the great objects contemplated

as could be^oped for, or even wished by the

friends to internal improvement.

"The Directors therefore respectfully recommend

to the Legislature to adopt measures for the con-

struction of rail roads on the general routes to Al-

bany and to Providence which have been pointed

out, leaving the precise location to be selected by

the persons who shall be entrusted with the exe-

cution of the work. As however the execution of

the whole of these works would necessarily occupy

a period of three or four years, and as a much-

safer judgment may be formed, of the cost and

usefulness of the work, and of the comparative

advantages of the mode of construction here re-
;

commended, after an experiment shall have been

made on a part of one of the proposed routes, it is

recommended that the operations of the first year

shall be principally limited to the eastern section

of the western route, and that such portion of the

route only, beginning from Boston, shall be under-

taken within the year, as it may be thought will

be nearly completed. In pursuance of these views

they recommend that a board of competent indi-

viduals be formed, with authority, subject at all

times to the control of the Legislature, to employ

the necessary engineers and agents, and take all

necessary measures, for constructing the aforesaid

rail roads to Albany and to Providence, and to

raise the necessary sums of money from time to

time, by loans in the name of the state, on stocks,

bearing 4 J per cent interest, payable quarterly, and

reimbursed at any term from 15 to 20 years at

their discretion." This able and elaborate report

has the signatures of the following gentlemen, viz.

Levi Lincoln, Nathan Hale, Stephen White, David

Henshaw, Thomas W. Ward, Royal Makepeace,

George Bond, William Foster, Edward H. Rob-

bins, Jr.

SAGACITY OF THE HORSE.
Having recently noticed in a foreign paper, that

a man falling from his horse into the river, was
seized by the animal and safely brought ashore,

reminds us of a letter received from Steubenville,

Ohio, in June last, addressed to a son of the editor,

then in 'the village. " Joseph L. returned home
last evening, and this morning related to me, with

tears in his eyes, a most remarkable and almost in-

credible circumstance. Arriving at a creek, which

the late heavy rains had rendered it hazardous to

swim, he dismounted from his horse, and attempted

to cross the creek on a tree that had fallen across

it, holding the bridle in his hand, and compelling

the horse to swim alongside. After he arrived

about midway, the current became so rapid that

Natty could not keep his course, but broke from

him, and Joseph fell from the tree into the creek.

He caught by a limb, and the horse swam to the

shore, and then turned round to see what had be-

come of his rider. His situation, consequently, was
of great danger, as he found it impossible to regain

the tree. He was eight or ten miles from any

house, and became much alarmed, as his strength

was fast failing. At this critical moment, Natty

plunged into the creek on the opposite side of the

tree, swam around it to where Joseph was, stopped

quietly until he mounted him, and then swam to

the shore with Joseph on his back ! This story,

as incredible as it may seem, you will believe to

be true. What a noble animal 1 and how much
the more must you now prize him.

—

Broome Re-
publican.

HONEY.
Is there any man who has so little of a " sweet

tooth in his head" that he will pass by a cup of
honey, leaving it like an indifferent thing ? It is

not like one of the deleterious inventions of man

—

it is not like molasses, that a yankee loves hi his-

youth, but swallows in a more fiery shape as he-

grows old—but the taste for honey is not to he
lost, nor is there danger in its indulgence. Here
is a field for taking advantage of the industry of
bees, that we neglect in New England ; and it is a

neglect of self-interest—(of which our enemies

would in other things be slow to accuse us.) The
trouble of keeping ten swarms of bees is not equal

to that of keeping one dog, be he
" Mongrel, puppy, whelp, or hound,
Or cur ol low degree,"

and the profit from ten swarms would put in the

farmer's pocket fifty dollars a year,—whereas Tow-
ser and Tyger, or Wolf or Lion, would cost twen-

ty-five for food, and tricks and lawsuits for worrying

sheep. The dog also, if he be quarrelsome, will

make his master cultivate his angry passions—for

who will not back his dog ? or who will not fight

for him ?

But what different lessons would be set by the

bers ; industry, order, subordination, the mathe-

matics—and defence, even to death, of their homes.

We hope to see the bees in proportion to the flow-

ers which are suffered to waste away like an un-

married beauty—raising admiration—but leaving

no profitable legacy as a trace of brief existence.

—

Boston Evening Gazette.

ESKIMAUX DOGS.
It is stated in the Journal of Capt. Party's expe-

dition to discover a northwest passage, that " when
the surface of the snow is good for travelling, six

or seven dogs will draw from eight to ten hundred

weight, at the rate of seven or eight miles an hour

for several hours together, and will easily, under

these circumstances, perforin a journey of fifty or

sixty miles a day."

ADVANTAGES OF GOOD ROADS.
Dr Anderson, in his Rural Recreations states,

that "Around every market place you may suppose

a number of concentric circles drawn, within each

of which certain articles become marketable, which
were not so before, and thus become the sources

of wealth and prosperity to many individuals. Di-

minish the expense of carriage but one farthing,

and you widen the circle
; you form as it were a

new creation, not only of stones and earth, and

trees and plants, but men also ; and what is more,

of industry and happiness."

BAD ROADS AND BARBARISM.
The Abbe Raynal remarks, " Let us travel over

all the countries of the earth, and wherever we
shall find no facility of trading from a city to a

town, and from a village to a hamlet, we may pro-

nounce the people to be barbarous ; and we shall

only be deceived respecting the degree of barba-

rism."
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Fat Beef.—An ox seven years old,which weighed

2100 lhs. was offered for sale in the Newport mar-

ket, a few days since. It is said this was the fat-

test beef ever raised in Rhode Island. The ox

worked on a farm in Portsmouth, during the spring.

We can tell a bigger story about beef than this.

Col. Asa Stebbins, of Deerfield, a few years since

fatted an ox which at seven years old, was killed,

and sold at the Boston market, and weighed 2120

lbs.— Greenfield {Mass.) Gazette.

Chinese Flat Peach.—This most curious of fruits,

introduced from China by the Horticultural Society

of London, and figured and described in their

Transactions, may be considered an anomaly of its

species. The fruit is described as 2J inches wide,

and only ll-16ths of an inch through from the

stem to the outer side, and the existence of such a

fruit has always been doubted, until actually re-

ceived from China. Both the external appearance

of the fruit and the pit, so singularly compressed

in its form, would seem to be the result of art,

rather than of nature. It is represented as being

an early peach. About 20 trees are in possession

of the author, which have been inoculated from

the original, introduced by himself.

—

Prince's

Treatise on Horticulture.

England.—The United Kingdom of G. Britain

and Ireland contains 73 millions of acres, ofwhich

at least 54 millions of acres may be considered

capable of cultivation. Half an acre with ordinary

cultivation, is sufficient to supply an individual with

corn, and one acre is sufficient to maintain a horse
;

consequently the United Kingdom contains enough
land for the sustenance of 120 millions of people,

and 4 millions of horses.

—

Edmunds on Political

Economy.

From the Journal of the Times, an excellent pa-

per, lately established hi Bennington, Vt. we have
before us, " A Discourse delivered at Montpelier,

October 16, 1828^ on the. formation of the Vermont
Temperance Society. By Daniel O. Morton,
Pastor of the Congregational Church in Shoreham."
From a hasty perusal, we cannot hesitate to rank
it among the very best productions which the sub-

ject of intemperance has elicited, and we hope it

will obtain a wide circulation. Our limits, this

morning, afford us room but for a single quotation

—one containing a large amount of plain truth and
good sense in a small compass. Hereafter, we
shall be liberal in our extracts.

" Days of public convocation are an efficient

cause of intemperance. Of this kind are military

trainings and reviews, the raising and moving of
buildings, and the celebration of American Inde-
pendence. On all these occasions, liquors abound,
and the temptations to intoxication are multiplied.

The man of hoary locks, already bending over the
grave, is heavy laden with ardent spirits ; and the
beardless boy, too, must drink, and perhaps take

die name of God in vain, to convince us that he is

a man. On days of military parade more profi-

ciency is made in vice than in the science or art

of war. Under the influence of a strange infatua-

tion, some, who are generally sober men, consider
it allowable, on these occasions, to drink deep and
hard. Whether any become soldiers or not, many
are trained up to habits of intemperance. A short
period of service, in time of war, under experienced
officers, would better prepare men to fight their

country's battles, than the militia trainings and
musters of a whole fife.

"It is much to be regretted that the ;iiitiivn -;ir\

of our nation's birth should so often be made ;i day

of rude mirth, of vain hilarity, and intemperate

drinking. Do wo thus thank the God of our fa-

thers for his benign smiles and powerful aid, during

the perilous struggle of the revolution ? Better

that American Independence be never celebrated

than that it should be trumpeted with puerile

boastings and drunken joys !"

Manufactories in Massachusetts.—There are 235
incorporated manufactories in this state. A large

proportion of them manufacture cotton, wool, and

iron ; besides these there are incorporated compa-

nies for the manufacture of glass, hats, leather,

wire, files, lead, duck, pins, soap-stone, cordage,

salt, calico, brass, copper, lace, umbrellas, linen,

hose, ale and beer, type, cotton gins, cards, glas3

bottles, paper, lead pipe, &c. The oldest incor-

poration is in 1794, of a woollen manufactory in

Newburyport. There are large number of manu-
factories besides these, in Massachusetts, not in-

corporated.

—

Columbian Reporter.

The last No. of the Quarterly Review contains

articles on the following subjects :—Works and

Character of Paley—Franklin's Second Journey

to the shores of the Polar Sea.—Hexaglot Geor-

ics—Lodge's illustrated Biography— Cultivation

of Waste Lands—Isaac Comnenus—Memoirs of

General Miller—Indian Stamp Act—Salmonia, or

Days of Fly Fishing—The Roman Catholic Ques-

tion—Ireland—List of New Publications.—Pub-

lished quarterly by Wells & Lilly, Court street,

Boston, at $5 per annum.

The 95th No. of the Edinburgh Review contains

articles on the Life and Voyages of Columbus

—

Institution of Castes—Indian Society— Athers-

tone's Fall of Nineveh—Lanzi's History of Paint-

ing—Hallam's Constitutional History of England

—Remains of Babylon—Modern Cyrenaica—Lon-

don Uuiversity and King's College—Library of

Useful Knowledge—Outlines of General History

Mood cow; one full Wood Merino Buck ; two full Mood Merino
Ewes; one Colt, seven months old, sired by the well known
imported Horse Bellfounder; one Horse five years old, large
and powerful ; one Man,kind and good in any harness: several

Geese, partly of the celebrated Bremen breed j'Wagon, Ploughs,
Carl, &e. tic.

•Sale to lake place on the premises, on Tuesday, the 27th day
of January current, at 1 o'clock, if fair weather"; if not. on the

first fair day. Jan. 17.

For Sate,

In the southeasterly part of old Marlborough, a valuable

Farm, containing about 120 acres, consisting of every kind of
land that is desirable to the enterprising farmer, a large portion

of which is of the first quality, having a constant stream of water

running through it ; and the laud is so situated thai a number of

acres are capable of irrigation. On the premises is an upright

two story House, with four rooms on the floor, in good repair
;

a large Barn, 80 by 30, and in common seasons is filled with

good hay. There are also on the farm, good Orchards, a part

of which are in their prime ; together with an abundance of

Wood, the best of while oak, fit for wheelwrights' use, or for

ship timber. There are few farms capable of more improve-

ment, or which can be carried on at less expense. The place

will be sold at a fair price, with or without the stock and uten-

sils, at the election of the purchaser. The payments made easy

and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of William
Draper. Esq. of Marlborough, of Besjamis Weld of Rox-

bury, or of Samuel H. Weld, on the premises, Jan. 16.

Two Heifers For Sale.

Two Superior Heifers, with calf, mixed between the Denlon

and Coelebs breed. Both ol which took a premium at the late

Show in Brighton.—Inquire of Daniel Chandler, Lexington, or

at the counting room of the New England Farmer, Agricultural

Warehouse, Boston. St Jan. 2, 1829.

PRICES OF COU.VTRY PRODUCE.

Canary Birds.

For Sale, a few copies of the New and Complete Canary
Bird Fancier, containing a variety of useful information, by

which the admirers of those beautiful Birds may be instructed in

their management while breeding, and their treatment when
diseased ; with useful Hints to the breeders of Mules. From the

latest London Edition.— Price 25 cts. Just received at the

Agricultural Warehouse.

4t No. 52 North Market Street, Boston.

Seeds for Country Dealers.

Traders in the country, who may wish to keep an assortment

of Garden Seeds for sale, are informed they can be furnished

at the New England Farmer office, No. 52 North Market street,

Boston, with boxes containing a complete assortment of the

seeds mostly used in a kitchen garden, on as favorable terms as

they can be purchased in this country, neatly done up in small

papers, at 6 and 12 cents each—warranted to be of the growth

of 1828, and 'of the purest quality. Ornamental Flower
Seeds will be added on the same terms, when ordered, as well

as Peas, Beans, Early White Sweet Corn, &c, of dif-

ferent sorts.

Uj= The Seeds vended at this establishment, are put up on a

new plan this year, each package being accompanied with

short directions on its management, and packed in the neatest

style.—Traders are requested to call and examine tor then*-

selves. eptf Jan. 23.

The Hunterdon Gazette Establishment for sale,

At Flemington, Hunterdon county, New Jersey, on reasonable

terms. Address the Editor, (post paid) at Flemington, New
Jersey. 3t Jan 2

For Sale,

At auction, on a farm a few rods from the Rev. Mr Green-
ough's Meeting-house, in the westerly parish of Newton, most
of the Stock on said farm, consisting of Cows, Heifers, Calves,

partly of the Durham short horned breed ; one Bull two and a

half years old, got by the celebrated Bull Denton, out of a half

APPLES, best, -

ASHES, pot, first sort, - - -

Pearl, first sort, - - -

BEANS, white, ....
BEEF, mess,

Cargo, No. 1,

Cargo, No. 2, -

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk, - -

3kiir,med milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - - - -

Rye, best, -

GRAIN, Corn, ....
Rve, ....
Barlev, - - - -

Oats," ... -

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME,
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, -

Navy, mess,
Cargo, No. 1, - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, - - -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, - - -

"

Rye Grass, -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top ....
Lucerne, - - - -

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Meriuo, full blood, unwashed,
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half & quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort. -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, " spinning, first sort

bushel

barrel

pound

pound
cask.

FROM TO
3 00 3 74

130 00 135 00
130 00 135 00

80 1 18

10 00 10 SO
8 50 9 00
7 50

pound

M

9 00
9 00

63

7 76
16
9
S

9 12

9 25

65
80
70
38
9

90
i 3 00

16 00 16 50
13 00 13 25

85

13 25
2 50
3 00
400
400
4 00
1 00
50
50
10

1 50
1 50
45
28
37
35

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED EVERV WEEK BY UK. HAVWARD,

(Ckrk of Faneuil-hall Market.)

BEEF, best pieces. - - - -
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MISCELLANIES.
We find the following lines in the Waldo (Me) Demo-

crat, but know nothing of their oiigin.

—

Bost. Adv.

THE TIMES.
The times—the times—I say the times,

Are getting worse than ever;

The good old ways our fathers trod

Shall grace their children never;

The homely hearth of honest mirth,

The traces of their plough,

The places of their worshiping,

Are all forgotten now.

Farewell, the Farmer's honest looks,

And independent mein,

The tassel of his waving corn,

The blossom of the bean,

The turnip top and pumpkin vine,

The produce of his toil,

Have given place to flower pots

And plants of foreign soil.

Farewell, the pleasant husking night,

Its merry afterscenes,

When Indian pudding smoked beside

The giant pot of beans

;

When lasses joined the social band,

Nor once affected fear,

But gave a pretty cheek to kiss

For every crimson ear.*

Affected modesty was not

The test of virlue then,

And few took pains to swoon away
At the sight of ugly men ;

For well they knew the purity

Which woman's life should own,

Depends not on appearances,

But on the heart alone.

Farewell to all the buoyancy

The openness of youth,

The confidence of kindly hearts,

The consciousness of truth,

The natural tone of sympathy,

The language af the heart,

Now curbed by fashion's tyranny,

Or turned aside by art.

Farewell, the jovial quilting match,

The song and merry play,

The whirling of the pewter plate,

The many pawns to pay,

The mimic marriage brought about

By leaping o'er the broom,

The good old play of blind man's buff, A^^^*
The laugh that shook the room.

Farewell, the days of industry,

The time has glided by,

When pretty hands were prettiest

At making pumpkin pie
;

When waiting maids were needed not,

And morning brought along

The music of the spinning wheel,

And milkmaid's careless song.

Ah ! artless days of innocence,

Your dwellings are no more,

And we are turning from the path

Our fathers trod of yore

—

The homely hearth of honest mirth

—

The traces of the plough

—

' The places of their worshiping,

Are all forgotten now.

Time is so precious an article that Providence

gives it to us in the smallest possible portions,

never yielding us two moments at once, but al-

ways taking away one when the other is bestow-

ed.

Integrity.—Wit and understanding are trifles

without integrity ; it is that which gives value to

every character. The ignorant peasant without

faults, is greater than the philosopher with many :

for what is genius, what is courage, without a

heart?

A man with his wife and child, says the New-
buryport Herald, in Newbury, Mass. on Saturday

last, came very near suffocation, from a pan of
burning coals, in their sleeping room. A peculiar

noise brought some one to their room, where they

were found in an insensible state—but resuscitated

by exposure to the fresh atmosphere.

Assorted Seeds for Families.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes
of assorted Seeds for Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of the following Seeds;

Merit.—True merit is like a river, the deeper it

is the less noise it makes.

Value of hereditary property.—It should be con-

sidered with respect to wealth, that the value of it

is never truly known, but by him who has acquired

it ; so that when a provident but unwise parent

submits to toil and hardship in order to leave an

estate to his sou, he only provides him something

to waste and dissipate, but not to enjoy. The
prodigal youth is even generally much less happy

in spending the estate than the father in acquiring

it ; though the object of the father's toil has been

to make the son happy in being exempted from

toil. BesidV*, tl(pre are as great fortunes, and,

perhaps; a greater number of moderate fortunes, in

the hands of those who have acquired them as in

those who have received them by inheritance ; so

that the chance of having a son die rich is perhaps

ae great when he lias a good education, and has

only been put in the way of providing for himself,

as when he begins with that independence, which
it should.be the object of every one to possess.

Prosperity displays vice, and adversity is the

touchstone of virtue.

Early Washington Peas
rf Blue Imperial Peas

Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf strin

Baans
China Dwarf string and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet

Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick-

Early Horn Carrot

Lon^ Orange Carrot

While Solid Celery

Curled Cress

Early Cucumber
Ear!}' Silesia Lettuce

T!

gel

Long Dutch Parsnip
Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large While Onion

Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radish
White Turnip Radish
Salsify

Early Bush Squash
Early While Dutch Turnip
While Flat Turnip
Yellow Slbne Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

POT HERB SEEDS.
Thyme—Sage—Marjorum.

Vve list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-

besides several new varieties of recent introduction,

and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the

very first quality, as to freshness and purity. Each box contains

directions for the management of the different soils. Price $3
per box.

" At a husking, " a kiss all round" is tbe reward for

every red ear of corn—of course there is always a scram-

ble for these passports to favor. The good natured girl

generally contrives to throw such as she may find into

the way of the rustic beau who is nearest to her.

Literature and Economy.—If a young man has

a taste for literature, and virtuous and intelligent

society, his economy will be a thing of course
;

because his pleasures will not be expensive, and
not dependent on the caprice of fashionable and
extravagant associates.

A woman never, appears so truly amiable as in

retirement ; her virtues shine with double lustre.

Do not idly imagine that, by running to public

places, you will have a better chance of marrying.
If a woman is ever so beautiful, being seen too

often makes her cheap in the eyes of men. She
who is but rarely seen, men covet most to see, and
her chance of being happily married is much
greater.

A Wrestling Match—A man lately undertook to

wrestle with a half pint of Brandy. First, he took

Brandy down, with. great ease; but the day was
won by Brandy, who took his antagonist down,
and held him for the space of three hours ! when
he suffered him to rise Berkshire American.

A gentleman from Boston, on a visit to his friend

in the country, speaking of the times, observed that

his wife had lately expended $50 for a habit. His
friend replied, " here in the country, we don't allow
our wives to get into such habits.

To the Public.

The subscriber would inform the public, that certain persons
did, some time since, obtain a certain Patent Right, claiming

for their improvement, a -Reaction principle, oraciion two ways,
vainly supposing they were about to alter one of the fundamen-
tal laws of mechanism, by gaining in lime without a loss of
power, or gaining in power without a loss ol lime. This foolish

idea 11.ey attempted to demonstrate by constructing a Press for

Hay, &.C. with two fixed horizontal boxes, one on each end of a
horizontal frame. In these boxes the hay or eollou was to be
pui, or slowed vertically, and the reaction power applied to

both boxes at the same lime, horizontally; thus they expected
to press Iwo bales with one and the same power, in the same
time that it look to press one ; but they failed in their purpose,

both on account of reaction, and mode of stowing and pressing,

—for il was found impossible to confine fibrous materials with
Lands, that are slowed and pressed at right angles with the

slowing.

It is well known in Maine that Mr Moses B. Bliss, of Pitlston,

Kennebec county, has recently made an important and useful

improvement in the construction of a Press lor Hay and other
iibrous materials, and secured to himself the extensive property
of said improvement, by taking out Letters Patent for the same
under the Seal of the United States, which properly he claims,

principally, from having made his box to revolve on trunions,

which project from near the centre of its largest sides, so that it

may lie turned Ic an upright position for the convenience of fill-

ing and stowing, and then to a horizontal one for pressing.

—

The oilier part of his specification has nothing very particular

in il, except in moving the machine by means ol gear-work and
a small cog-wheel affixed to the axle of a large pair of locomo-
tion wheels. This Press Mr Bliss has had in successful use for

many mouths, and il has been fully tested by those well qualifi-

ed to judge of ils'merils, and mel (heir decided approbation.

—

He has effected in this machine what has long been a desidera-

tum, viz. to have a moveable press ; and to have il moveable, it

is necessary thai it should be horizontal, and to have it horizon-

tal, Ihere must be a revolving box.

Why I would draw tbe attention of the public to the specifica-

tion above, is, because the said persons have abandoned iheir

press on the reaction plan, and imitated Mr Bliss in every par-
ticular except the revolving box, and are now attempting to

palm off this imilatiou press under their credentials for a reac-

tion power.

The public are advised to compare the specifications with the

model now cxhibiliug. CALVIN WING.
Gardiner, Dec. 31, 1823. Jan 16 3t

Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days fromt e
time of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.

Printed for J. 1!. Russell, by I. R.Butts & Co.—by whom
all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell,
at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 62. North Marke I Street
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AGRICULTURE. It is very little, if at all, cultivated in this region.

—

-- p j
If you think well of it, ami should have it in your

We give the following papers with muchwin-
|„,wer t0 senc| me a few dozen seeds, directed to

faction, because we are persuaded they will pr>•re me, and transmitted by some convenient private

profitable to many of our readers. The answW»
j
conveyance, to Messrs. Thorbum & Son, New

the inquiries was dictated by the experience of a
j
York, 1 should consider it a great favor, ami the

sagacious and successful cultivator, whose dir. •-
| ut ] pac ltet would soon reach me. 8. M.

tions being founded on practice are much more
I

valuable than the most probable and plausible thea-

1

Princeton, Ms. Jan. 5, 1829.

rics, which have not been tested by experiment.
|
here it will be found necessary, either to avoid— ther wagons meeting on the same track, or to

CULTIVATION OF INDIAN CORN, TUR- lass by those which they have overtaken and re-
NIPS, PUMPKINS, AND SQUASHES. Jrn again into their first line, so that no siding

Princeton, (N. J.) Nov. 18, 1828. laces, turning plates, nor any other apparatus bf
J. L. Boylston, Esq. iat kind are necessary for such an operation,

Sir—Knowing how much the votaries of Ag- /Inch can be performed almost as quickly and
riculture sympathize with each other, I make {to asily as upon a common turnpike road,
apology for the intrusion of this address. This very important improvement affords the

I have been very much struck with an accofcuHd vantage, that a double track of rails will be stif-

fen in several of the newspapers) of the product cient for the most frequented traffic or inter-

of a field of yours, in the articles of Com, Pump- uirse, for which, in the common way, five or six
kins, and Turnips. As to the quantity of corn jir

, The field had 'iiot oeen DfoKen
' up before tor

acre, it did not, surprise me ; as I have known :.:- aDout ten years. I first harrowed the piece while

stances fully equal, and some superior, where \-
1 me ground was wet, and when the ground was

traorJinary pains were taken, and great richn-• :s ' .sufficiently dry I ploughed the same both ways*

of soil attained. But the amount of the cthd jfr- ., ni ' afterwards harrowed the same twice. I used
tides, especially of the pumpkins, cultivated in on t ] ic piece about ninety loads of green dung,

and with the corn, has forcibly arrested my atten- '

which was ploughed in ; the piece containing 3J
tion. I have never been able, with all my z^al

j acres and 2S rods. The corn I allowed five stalks

and' exertion, to do anything, even decent, in this m a Ul \\
t
am >

the hills three feet apart. I say lulls

your acceptance of the same. Should busi

any time cull you to Massachusetts, it would give

me the highest gratification to ,-ee. you at my
Mansion.

I am, sir, with the highest respect,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN LANE BOYLSTON.
Rev. Dr. Miller, \

N. J. /

P. S. You may wish to know the mode I adopt

in preparing my manure. My barn is loO feel by

50, under vhich all my manure is dropped. In

the sumnc season it is shovelled into heaps; in

the fall it
: placed in large heaps, separate from

the manage made during the winter, and remains

in this Stat" till i
f is wanted for planting.

way. I consider pumpkins as an extremely valu-

uable and desirable crop ; but have always miser. -

bly failed, whenever I attempted to raise theui

among corn. Whether the failure in my haf s

has arisen- from planting at a wrong time, <>.- .' ..

tlie character of our soil, or from the corn being

so thick as to overshadow and destroy the pump-
kins, I know not : but the fact is, I have never

been able to succeed iuraisiug even a single wagon

load from a field of nearly two acres.

The object of this letter is to take the liberty of

requesting, that you will do me the favor, at your

convenience, to inform me, by mail, the manner
in which your culture of the articles referred to

was conducted. How many stalks of corn you

allowed to stand in the hill ;—the distance between

die rows ;

—

how, and when, your pumpkins were

planted ;—what kind of turnips you sowed, and

when ;—what kind of manure you employed for

the corn ;—and whether you used any separate

and additional manure for the pumpkins, &c.
Being a Clergyman, and one of the Professors in

the Theological Seminary in this place, I amuse
myself with a garden, and a little farm, consisting

of 14 acres. I have but little time to attend to

these things ; but yet am fond of setting my neigh-

bors a good example, of neat, economical, and pro-

ductive cultivation of the soil. I shall, therefore,

consider the information which I have requested

as a great favor conferred not only on myself, but

also on my friends around me.
I am, sir, most respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

SAM'L MILLER.
J. L. Botlston, Esq.

P. S. I have heard much of the value of what
is called the Winter Squash, as a substitute for

pumpkins. What is your opinion of that article ?

because it was not planted in rows. The stalks

were five inches apart. The pumpkin seeds were

planted at the same time with the cornj and

placed between the kernels of corn ; and planted

,,; . me ' M "'
tl

- 1st pf .Tune.

—

The turnips are what we call the flat English tur-

nips. The latter were sown after the corn was

ploughed, between the 25th of June and first of

July. The soil is a black mould. I used about a

shovel full of old manure to a hill, that had been

kept under cover. I think the mode adopted by

our farmers generally is not a correct one,—that is

carting their manure out in a field that they intend

to plant with com the next season ; thereby ex-

posing the same to the sun and rains. The ma-

nure thereby loses the carbonic acid ;
whereas,

when housed, it is not subject to the agency of air

or moisture, by which the power of fermentation

and its valuable principles are retained in full ac-

tivity.

It is considered with us that the Winter Squash

is not a substitute for pumpkins in our section of

the country. The squash is accounted a valuable

egetable for the table, and is also used for pies.

—

I consider that they can be raised in the room of

pumpkins with the corn— I shall this year attempt

it. The pumpkins I raised for the use of my
cows and fatting cattle. They increase and en-

rich the milk, whether for cheese or butter. I am
surprised to learn that the winter squash is not

more cultivated in your part of the country. I

will, with pleasure, and much gratification send

you some seeds of the crooked neck winter squash,

agreeably to your wishes. Fearful to trust to the

seeds I have on hand, I have applied to Mr Rus-

sell, publisher of the New England Farmer, hav-

ing always been very successful with those I have

purchased of him, for several years, and must beg

1 .K THE SEW EXGUSD FARMER.

QUERIi -5 ON THE MANAGEMENT OF
SHEEP.

Mr Fes e.nde.v—Having a considerable flock

of sheep, md a small farm, I am desirous to profit

by the e> perience of others, in ascertaining the

cheapest \\ ay to winter them : and have taken

the liberty of requesting you to insert the subjoin-

ed queries, in the N. E. Farmer, for information,

with the hope they will be answered by several of

your correspondents in the wool growing States.

A YOUNG SHEPHERD.
;V. Lat. 44° 40' )

Mai, .

J

1. W!:-.*. is the average value of grass or tillage

lands in • town or county where you reside ?

I
'. . . ; xpense of cultivating an aerc

of ruta baga, mangel wurtzel, carrots, tuglisti iui-

nips, or potatoes ? What quantity do you raise to

the acre, and what kind of soil is most suitable for

growing each of the above crops ?

3. How many lbs. of either of the above roots

are sufficient for u sheep per day, if you feed half

the full allowance of hay ?

4. Is the expense of wintering a flock, more, or

less, to do it with hay alone, or with hay and

roots ?

5. On the supposition, that roots are less ex-

pensive than hay ;—how small a proportion of hay

will suffice for a sheep ?

6. What is the comparative value of either of

the above roots and com ? valuing com at 50 cts

per bushel.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SELECTING FRUIT TREES.
MrFessenden—Observing the exertionsjwhich

are made at this time to introduce good fruits iuto

this part of the country, particularly apples and

pears, I have long waited, hoping a suitable per-

son would suggest some necessary hints to nur-

serymen and inexperienced purchasers of trees.

I allude particularly to the quality of the trees, as

well as the fruit, and no trees should be selected

which want either of the following qualities—suit-

ableness to the climate—thriftiness—good bear-

ing and bearing good fruit.

This is a subject of peculiar importance in this

section, and at this particular time. The people
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on this east side of the Penobscot have but lately

been made to believe that fruit trees may be culti-

vated to advantage. Indeed it may he doubted

if their prejudices would bave yielded to anything

but the evidence of their senses. The entire suc-

cess of one individual* has happily furnished this

evidence.

These circumstances, sir, must make it obvious

to you, that it is for the interest of this region that

the excited hopes of our fanners be not blighted
;

and their laudable endeavors frustrated by the in-

judicious selection of trees not suited to the

climate, or requiring more skill in the manage-

ment than is possessed by our common cultivators.

I hope the nurserymen will take these hints. It

appears to me their interest is concerned, and that

good caution to buyers, and a selection of trees of

varieties suited to domestic uses at all seasons, not

vpmting either of the four qualities above men-

tioned, would create a confidence in tbetn, which

would result to their advantage. I have some
fault to find with our books on the subject of

orchards and fruit trees. In some instances they

neglect to inform us among other points whether

certain trees are good bearers—when the fruit

ripens—how it keeps, and other properties impor-

tant to be known. I hope this may be remedied

in future editions.

Allow me, sir, to repeat my strong conviction

that all trees, which are not suited to this climate,

are not healthy, and vigorous, and good bearers

of good fruit, would be a nuisance in this country,

and such trees are to be rejected absolutely, to give

place to those of better properties.

Respectfully your obed't serv't,

SAMUEL LITTLE.
Bucksporl, Me. Jan. 24, 1829.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,

perienced surveyor, they might find it an interest-

ing and profitable exercise, to make the necessary

surveys and other preparations, for the hand of

the lithographer. The subject is one of so much
interest that it deserves to be taken up immediate-

ly by all our towns. A FARMER.

EOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

BROAD WHEELS.
Mr Editor— It was a matter of surprL i to me

to hear that the town of Barre should present a

petition to the Legislature for a repeal of the law

requiring broad rimmed wheels. I wish they had

an opportunity to travel-bus nhs\\ic thrniinrh tkp

Integrity.—Wit and understanding are trifles

jrithout integrity ; it is that which gives value to

very character. The ignorant peasant without

mlts, is greater than the philosopher with many :

)r what is genius, what is courage, without a

ieart?

Merit.—True merit is like a river, the deeper it

the less noise it makes.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

TOWN MAPS.
Mr Fessenden—1 have just turned my eye

from a short article in the American Traveller,

upon the subject of town maps. I was surprised

at the very trifling sum, at which they may be pro-

cured. It is stated that Mr Pendleton of this city,

well known as a lithographic drawer and printer,

gives information that from 2 to 500 copies can
be furnished, after a manuscript draft is prepared
at from 12£ to 25 cts each. It seems to me that

in any town, almost every family would gladly pay
twice that sum, for a correct map of their place of
residence, pointing out all the water courses,

ponds, mill privileges or establishments, roads,
principal buildings, &c. In such maps it would
not be difficult to present a geological view of a
town, by some signs or marks to designate the dif-

ferent kinds of rocks or other minerals, soil, depos-
its of clay, sand, peat, &c.

Such maps woidd be of particular benefit to

those who have invested, or wish to invest proper-
ty in manufactories, to farmers, aud even to al-

most every class of the community. All our puh-
lic schools might to great advantage introduce
maps of the towns where they are placed. And
if well formed they could hardly fail of becoming
important instruments for the general diffusion of
useful and practical information.

In most towns surveys and manuscript drafts
might be made, with little or no expense. If a
number of young men who wish for general im-
provement, should procure the aid of some ex-

Value of hereditary property.—It should be con-

dered with respect to wealth, that the value of it

the law was altered so as to reduce the rims to

five inches provided the tire is that width, I am
persuaded that His Excellency would not approve
of a repeal, if he knew how much the south-east-

erly part of the commonwealth suffers by having

their roads cut up with two inch rims. Two-
thitds of our usual high-way tax would keep our

roads in good repair were broad rimmed wheels
in use. AORICOLA.

* EPHRAIM GOUDALF., Esq.

IMPROVEMENT IN RAIL-WAYS, &c.
Dr Mease, of Philadelphia, whose science, ac-

tivity, and public spirit, have ever led him to take

a prominent and useful part, whenever improve-

ment was the object, has obliged us with the fol-

lowing article. It will be perceived that it states

what has been and may be done, but gives no de-

tails of the manner in which the great objects ad-

verted to are effected. But it will, we hope, lead

to such further investigations as the importance of
the subject demands.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Philadelphia, Jan. 28, 1829.
Sir,— I bave the pleasure to send you the

sketch of a new and improved plan for construct-

ing iron rail-ways, which appears to promise great

benefits. JAMES MEASE.

SKETCH
Of a new and improved plan of constructing iron

rail-ways and carriages, hy which all sorts of
goods, merchandize, and other articles whatever, as

likewise passengers, will be conveyed with much
greater ease, convenience and speed, and ivith less

expense than could till now be effected, by employ-
ing either the poiver of steam, or that of horses.

It is generally acknowledged by the most emi-
nent engineers, and by the most impartial writers
on mechanical subjects, that the present construc-
tion of rail-ways and of the carriages or wagons
conveyed upon them is still very far from being
arrived at that degree of perfection, of which, by
their principle, they appear to be susceptible, and
it cannot be denied that, upon the whole, this

most valuable invention is yet in a state of infancy.

Feb. 6. 182 9.

To this imperfect state it is undoubtedly owing,
that those artificial roads, though known and par-

tially used, for a century past, have till now not

been extended to a more general application over
whole countries and for all sorts of conveyance

;

that the greatest part of those companies which
a few years ago had associated themselves for the
establishment of rail ways in different directions

all over England, have been dissolved, aud that

almost none of those numerous and magnificent

projects which were announced in the English
papers has been carried into execution.

It is, therefore, my opinion, that before any im-
portant and extensive plan of that kind can be
adopted with a certain prospect of success, it will

be necessary to bring those roads with their vehi-

( cles and all their other mechanical contrivances to

a higher degree of perfection, by removing all the

} difficulties and inconveniences to which in their

I present state they are subject.

In the first place, on the flat rails or tram-ways
(-as well as on the edge- rails, the continual rubbing

I of the wheels against the upstanding rims of the

•>lates, or of the projecting flanges of the wheels

I against the sides of the rails, causes a considerable

^ resistance, by which not only a great part of the

moving power is wasted in a useless manner, but

which also tends to loosen the rails and disturb

their foundation. This is particularly visible on
all sorts of rail-ways where the carriages are

drawn by horses, who by their trampling shake
the sleepers and the whole foundation in such a
manner that the rails become in a short time

loose, with their joints displaced, their ends stand-

ing up and their parallelism destroyed, the imme-
diate consequences of which are : an increased

resistance, violent jolts, frequent breaking of

wheels and rails, continual repairs and delays, and
the speedy destruction of the whole work.

2dly. Where horses are employed, the flat as
well as the edge rails, but particularly the first,

are continually filled and covered with sand, gra-
vel or mud, thrown up by the feet of those ani-

mals, so that the rails often become so obstructed

as to occasion a considerable resistance to the car-

riages passing on them.

3dly. With regard to the wagons or carriages

used upon either of these rail-ways, their present

construction is so clumsy- and defective ui every
respect, that they hardly deserve the name of ma-
chines: As both axle-trets are immoveablv fixed

on the body of the wagon or tram, these vehicles

can only go forward and backward in a straight

line, and the least deviation from that line occa-

sions a very considerable rubbing and fretting of
the wheels on the bottom and against the sides or

rims of the rails, and of course a great additional

resistance with a most destructive wear aud tear

of the rails and wheels.

4thly. On such places where a rail-way ceases

or where it must be interrupted, which is unavoid-

able upon long lines passing through towns, over

long and narrow bridges, etc., these wagons are

incapable to leave the rails and to be brought over

any common road, paved street or other ground.

They must, therefore, he unloaded, and their con-

tents carried on upon common carriages— a very

troublesome operation, which is always attended

with expense and great loss of time.

5thly. One of the greatest objections to the

present system of rail-ways is, that the carriages

are so confined to the track of the rails, that they

cannot, like common carriages upon a turnpike
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road, mm out to pass each other when meeting

Upon tlic same line, or where a slower moving

train is overtaken by a quicker one. The siding

places, or turnouts employed for that purpose in

England, are hut a very imperfect and bunglitlg

contrivance. They can only he placed at certain

distances and are of no use to the carriages meet-

ing between those places; their managements
fiStretnely tedious and troublesome, anil though,

for want of a better and more convenient method,

they may answer in some degree for the slowest

transports, they will be of no service at all for

quick conveyances, on account of the great loss

of time attending every such operation, and of the

danger of the carriages running foul of each oth-

er, because the momentum inertia of such masses

cannot lie stopped so quickly and easily upon a

rail-way as upon a common turnpike road.

6thly. As the principal advantage of rail-ways

and their great superiority over canals consists in

the quickness of conveyance and in the possibility

of employing mechanical power instead of horses,

the application of locomotive and stationary steam

engines has been proposed and partly introduced

in England for the propelling of all sorts of vehi-

cles upon iron rail-ways. But of all the trials

which till now have been made, not one has yet

succeeded to such a degree as to answer fully the

sanguine expectations of their projectors. The
greatest speed which with either of these engines

can be given to a chain of heavy loaded carriages

without the most imminent danger of dashing both

rails and wagons to pieces, does hardly exceed six

miles an hour ; and as the greatest part of the

power of the locomotive engines is absorbed by
;

their own weight, and of the stationary engines

by the weight and friction of the long ropes or

chains, the expense of fuel is very considerable,

and surpasses the expense of horses, wherever a

ton of coals costs more than eight shillings.

Being perfectly acquainted with all the newest

mechanical inventions, by a residence of nine

years in England, and strongly impressed with the

high importance of this particular subject, I have

for these twenty years past, applied myself with

the greatest assiduity, to the improvement of rail-

ways, and by constant study and after many ex-

pensive experiments, I have at last succeeded in

hitting upon an entirely new plan, by which all

the difficulties and inconveniences here enumera-

ted are completely removed, and the conveyance
1 upon rail-ways is brought to a degree of perfec-

tion, which, till now, was scarcely thought pos-

sible.

The principal advantages of this new plan, are

as follows

:

The rails are constructed in such a manner, that

the carriages move along them with the greatest

facility, and without any sensible lateral friction,

though the wheels are regularly kept upon their

track. By this means, and by a more advantage-

ous, yet simple, construction of the wagons, the

resistance is so much reduced, that upon a dead
level the |>ower of one horse is sufficient to draw
with ease and in a good pace, a load of twelve to

fourteen tons upon several carriages linked toge-

ther.

The foundation of the rails is fixed in a much
more solid manner, and, as the horses do not walk
between the rails, but on the outside of them, and
upon a separate path which is somewhat lower,

their trampling cannot injure the foundation, nor

can they throw any sand or mire upon the rails,

which of course will never be obstructed.

The peculiar construction of the carriages al-

lows them not oidy to turn without the least dilfi-

cultyin any deviating direction and upon a curved
rail-way of the shortest radius, (f. i. of 20 feet,)

but also to leave the rails and to be conveyed over

common roads like any ordinary wagon. These
carriages, therefore, can goon without interruption

through towns and villages, and over bridges,

where the rails cannot he continued, remaining
loaded till they arrive at their final destination.

By a very simple and easy contrivance my car-

riages can also be turned off the rails at any point

where it will be found necessary, either to avoid

other wagons meeting on the same track, or to

pass by those which they have overtaken, and re-

turn again into their first line, so that no siding

places, turning plates, nor any other apparatus bf

that kind are necessary for such an operation,

which can be performed almost as quickly and
easily as upon a common turnpike road.

This vciy important improvement affords the

advantage, that a double track of rails will he suf-

ficient for the most frequented traffic or inter-

course, for which, in the common way, five or six

parallel tracks would be required, and that any
number of slow and heavy wagons can pass on
the same line, and at the same time, with as many
light and quick carnages, in the same, or in an

opposite direction.

To employ the power of steam with the great-

est advantage, and with the least possible expense,

for the propelling of all sorts of carriages upon
rail-ways, I have discovered a new principle by

which the power and motion of the stationary en-

gines, established at considerable distances or in-

tervals and working without interruption, can be

imparted to any number of loaded carriages pass-

ing upon a rail-way from one engine to the other

without ropes or chains or any other intermediate ap-

paratus, anil with any (reasonable) velocity.

A rail-road constructed anywhere upon this new
plan, and with all these improvements, and new-

inventions, [the reality of which is partly proved

by experiments made upon a pretty large scale,

partly founded on the most infallible principles,

and for the success of which I will make myself

responsible) cannot fail to have a decided superi-

ority over canals, as well as over common rail-

ways of the present construction used in Great

Britain.

This superiority has already been acknowledged
by a committee of the Royal Academy of Sci-

ences, and by one of the Agricultural and Poly-

technical Societies at Munich, who, after having

examined my plan and assisted at the experiments,

have made and published very favorable reports.

And though there is in this country a strong in-

terested party for canals, yet all cur proprietors and
capitalists, and also the majority of both houses of

our representative assembly, are so well instructed

and disposed that my plan for uniting the two
greatest navigable rivers in Germany, the Da-
nube and the Rhine (through the Main) by means
of an iron rail-way of my invention, is about to be

adopted.

But I am convinced that nowhere in the world,

the introduction of this new plan of rail-ways

could afford such immense advantages as in the

United States, where the most rapid and prodi-

gious progress in every branch of internal im-

provement, industry and commerce, protected by

the wisdom of an enlightened and liberal govern-
ment, and support' d by the public spirit of an >u-

ig nation, arc alreadj the admiration of ail

Europe, and where, to arrive at the bighl -t degree
of national wealth and prosperity, nothing more is

wanting, and nothing can be more desirable, than
the greatest possible multiplication and facilitation

of internal communications.

By adopting this plan instead of the ordinary

English system, the iron rail-way between Balti-

more and the Ohio, the construction of which is

already decided upon, might be established with

much greater advantage, and with a saving of
nearly two millions of dollars.

It has lately been proposed to unite the Chesa-

peake Bay with the Ohio by a canal between
Georgetown and Pittsburg, and the expense of

this canal is previously estimated at 22,575,426
dollars, of which sum nearly one-half will be re-

quired for the middle section alone, on account of
the great number of locks and a most expensive

tunnel by which this part of the canal is to be
conducted over the highest point below the sum-
mit of the Backbone mountain. As tar as I am
able to judge by the report transmitted by a mes-
sage from the President of the LVited States and
published at Washington last year, it appears to

me that a double track of iron rail-ways with a
sufficient number of stationary engines, executed

in the most complete and solid manner, would an-

swer the puqiose infinitely better and save about

two-thirds of that sum and as much of tlje time

required for the conveyance of all articles from
one point to the other. Light vehicles with pas-

sengers and mails might be transported upon this

rail-way with the greatest safety and convenience

in 55 hours by day and night. Beside?, there

would be the very important advantage, that the

rail-way could be used the whole year with very
few interruptions, whereas the navigation upon ca-

nals in that climate is generally confined to eight

months. If, however, my plan would he adopted
only for the middle section upon the length of se-

ventytwo and a half miles, a saving of seven to

eight millions might easily be made, and the traffic

carried on with much greater expedition. But as

in this case, the loading and unloading from the

canal to the rail-way, and from the rail-way to the

canal, would be rather troublesome, and attended

with extraordinary delays and expenses, I should

recommend the construction of a rail-road for the

whole line between Georgetown and Pittsburg,

by which about 15 millions of dollars would be saved,

the whole work finished in a much shorter time, the ex-

pense of entertaining and repairs greatly diminished,

the transports rendered more expeditious and conven-

ient, and the annual income to the proprietors and
share-holders might be doubled even with lowering the

tolls.

The Chevalier JOSEPH DE BAADER,
Knight of the order of merit of the Bavarian crown, Counsellor

of mi ties and Professor of practical Mechanics at the Univer-
sity of Munich, member ol the Royal Bavarian Academy of
Sciences, and of several foreign iearued societies; One of
the Directors of the Board of Agriculture, and of the Poly-
leehnical Snrie'v at Munich.

Munich, 19tt March. 1S2S.

A gentleman with a team of dogs has travelled

from Boston to Providence, where he was seen

going at the rate of five miles an hour.

Last year 10,444 casks and 6S9 half casks of

Flax-seed were inspected in New York city, worth

S96,000.
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REFRIGERATORS.
(Continuedfrom page 218.J

The preservation of ice and the economical use

of it, depend on the application of principles so

nearly similar, that a treatise on ice-houses ought

to lead to an understanding of the construction

and use of Refrigerators (this being the most ap-

propriate term I have thought of for the machines

intended to be here describe'd) and the common

method of defending our bodies from the inclem-

encies of the atmosphere by clothing, if attended

to, will instruct us in both.

Heat is supposed to be excited or generated in

animals by the continued action and reaction of

the vessels ; if then it is continually generating it

is absolutely necessary that a certain portion

should be conveyed away, or the system would

soon be destroyed : on the other hand if convey-

ed or extracted faster than generated, the system

would also be destroyed by the contrary extreme

(to wit) the fixidity of all its fluid parts. Nature

alone has defended brutes from the effects of these

two extremes, and nature and art combined have

effected the same thing for man. The surround-

ing atmosphere serves as a conductor to carry off

the surplus heat ; but when the atmosphere be-

comes so cold as to absorb it faster than it is gen-

erated in the body, in order to prevent incon-

venience from the change, art has introduced the

use of clothing, which renders its escape from the

body more difficult.

Now if we can by any means in summer, re-

duce the temperature of a portion of atmosphere

a little below 50° of Fahrenheit's scale, and can

enclose the same with such a clothing as will pre-

vent any accession of heat from without, we have

a refrigerator in which fresh meat when reduced

to the same temperature will not putrify ; and if

we can still reduce the temperature, to a little be-

low 32° and preserve it so, we shall then have

one in which water and some other liquids will

freeze. To effect these purposes at a small ex-

pense has been the object of my inquiry ; and

I may say I have succeeded quite equal to my ex-

pectations.

I knew that if a tight vessel composed of some

good conducting substance was surrounded on all

sides with ice, that the heat of its contents what-

ever they were, would pass rapidly through its

sides to the ice, until either the ice was all molt-

ed, or the vessel and its contents were reduced to

the same temperature : but then, while this pro-

cess was going on, the ice, if exposed in warm
weather, would also receive large quantities of

heat from the atmosphere ; so that to preserve a

vessel and its change of contents in this situation,

would require such a quantity of ice as to render

it both troublesome and expensive ; it therefore

appeared necessary to contrive such a covering

for the ice, as would defend it as much as possible

from any heat, except what was received from

the thing intended to be cooled. In order to do

this, and at the same time to have a vessel of a

convenient shape, I had a cedar vessel made in

the form of an oval tub, nearly as wide at bottom

as top ; in this was fitted as large a straight sided

tin vessel as it would contain, open at the top :

—

This of course left interstices between the sides

of the tin vessel and the wood, and also at the

ends ; the interstices were covered ,by an e

of tin, which was soldered to the upper edge of

the tin vessel, and extended on to the upper edge

of the wooden vessel, to which it was nailed ;
(but

this edging which connected the two vessels at

top, would have been better of wood.) Through

this last was cut a hole about an inch and a half

square on each side, for the purpose of putting in

ice. Over the whole was fitted a wooden lid

fastened by a hinge on one side. A coat or case

was then made for it (the whole vessel) which

consisted of coarse cloth lined with rabbit skins,

the fur side next the cloth and the pelt next to

the wood. The coat was in two parts for the

convenience of raising the lid ; the part attached

to the lid had an edging which hung down all

round, and covered the joint when shut.

This being only an experiment, was made on a

small scale ; the tin vessel being only 14 inches

long, 6 wide and 12 deep : It was used for car-

rying butter to market, and contained 22 lbs. Be-

fore the butter was put in, small lumps of ice were

introduced through the holes into the open spaces

left between the sides of the two vessels ; the but-

ter, weighed off in pounds, was by a peculiar and

very expeditious mode of printing formed into the

shape of bricks, with a device and initial letters in

cypher on one side ; these being wrapt separate-

ly in linen cloths as usual, were put in edgewise :

The first tier always became so hard in a few

minutes, that the remainder might be built upon

it without injuring the shape. When all was in,

piecee of cloth were laid over the holes made for

putting in the ice, and the lid shut down and

fastened. In this condition it was put into a car-

riage and carried twenty miles to market ; but be-

cause there was always butter put up in the usual

way,and other things to take at the same time,it was

carried in the night ; had it not been for this cir-

cumstance, there would have been no occasion

for going in the night. The butter in the hottest

weather was always delivered so hard, that it was
difficult to make auy impression on it with the

finger. Sometimes, after having been exposed in

market and frequently opened, when all was sold

out, it has been again filled with other butter so

soft as scarcely to admit handling, which in a lit-

tle time has been taken out nearly as hard as the

other ; and after this ice has remained in the ma-

chine most of the day. When the ice is melted,

the water is drawn off at the bottom, or poured

out at one of the openings in the top.

The quantity of ice made use of in these ex-

periments, was not fully ascertained ; but was

proved to be at least twice as much as would

have answered the purpose, had the spaces left

for it been only half as large. The whole cost of

this machine was about four dollars : The but-

ter always commanded from 4d. to 5Jd. per lb.

higher price than any other butter in market ; so

that four times using it paid the cost.

In this machine, the heat passes freely from the

butter through the tin (which is a good conductor)

to the ice, and the ice being surrounded by sever-

al good nonconductors, it can receive but little in

any other way. The nonconductors are first, the

cloth ; secondly, the fur on the rabbit skins ; third-

ly, the thin sheet of air confined between the pelts

and the wood ; and fourthly the wood itself. Yet

through all these, a small quantity of heat will

find its way ; which we are to expect will be the

case in any arrangement that can be made ; but

with proper care the quantity will be so small

that its effects may be easily overcome.

The following are some of the useful purposes

to which the machine may be applied, besides the

one already mentioned. Every housekeeper may

have one in his cellar, in which, by the daily use

of a few pounds of ice, fresh provisions may be
preserved, butter hardened, milk, or any other

liquid preserved at any desired temperature

;

small handsome ones may be constructed for table

use, in which liquids, or any kind of provision*

may he rendered agreeable,as far as it is possible for

cooling to have that effect. Butchers, or dealers

in fresh provisions may in one of these machines,

preserve their unsold meat without salting, with

as much certainty as in cold weather ; and I have

no doubt, but by the use of them, fresh fish may
be brought from any part of the Chesapeake bay,

in the hottest weather, and delivered at Baltimore

market in as good condition as in the winter

season. But for some of these purposes, and per-

haps for all, it will be found eligible to alter the

arrangement of materials, and also to make use of

some other kinds
;
particularly for those which are

large and are not intended to be often removed-

(To be contintied.)

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

PARIS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
A Meeting of the Horticultural Society of Paris

was lately held, at which we were present. The
forms observed in conducting meetings of the So-

ciety, differ from those of the Horticultural So-

ciety of London only in two or three particulars

of minor importance. The papers presented are

not always read by the secretary ; but by the

writer, if he is a member, and present, or by the

friend through whom he has transmitted it to the

(Society. Discussions on the subjects read, which

rarely, or never, take place at the meetings of the

Horticultural Society of Loudon, form a leading

feature in the meetings of the Horticultural So-

ciety of Paris. On the present occasion, there

was, first, a great deal of controversial discussion

on official matters, such as the number of copies

of the Annates that ought to be printed ; next, a

paper was read on the culture of the Patate, or

sweet potato (Convolvulus Batatas, Lin.,) which

gave rise to a variety of observations of consider-

able interest in a professional and scientific point

of view. The author of the paper was not aware

that the Patate had been, for a long time, cultivat-

ed in France, till the Comte Lasteyrie and M.

Boursalt mentioned the places where they had

seen it grown 50 years ago. The writer, M.

Loiseleur-Deslongchamps, stated, and the fact

was confirmed to us by M. Lacroix, that exposing

the tubers to a dry air, like fruit in a fruit-room,

had succeeded better with M. Vilmorin than any

other method. We mention these, to show in

what way discussion becomes really useful. We
have seen discussion maintained in a similar man-

ner, and attended by similar results, in the Zool-

ogical Club of the Linnean Society of London.

A very interesting account of the anniversary

meeting of the Caledonian .Horticultural Society,

was read by the Chevalier Masclet, partly trans-

lated by him from the Scotsman (a newspaper held

in great esteem here, for its liberal and extended

views,) and partly from a private communication

from Mr Neill. It was rendered particularly in-

teresting, from the manner in which M. Masclet

connected it with the subject of the education and

moral improvement of the laborious classes ; the

great superiority of Scottish, gardeners being at-

tributed to their advantages, in this respect, over

the gardeners of other countries. In the discus-
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siou which arose on this subject, the Comte Las-

teyrie and the Chevaliers Soulange-Bodin and

Bverlcy, noticed in a general way, the advantages

which must necessarily result to the arts in every

country, from the better education of those who

are the operators in these arts ;
glanced at the

progress which had been made in the diffusion ot

useful education in France ; and strongly urged

the necessity and advantages, not only of encour-

aging practical gardeners of every description, by

premiums and other honorable distinctions, to be-

come better cultivators, but to encourage the

young men to become reading and thinking work-

men, and the fathers of families to use every ex-

ertion to educate their children as the greatest

and best service which they could render them

—

M. Soulange-Bodin, who is a man of considerable

eloquence, made some very impressive observa-

tions on the subject, and recommended members

of the Society to lend and distribute the Annates,

and other useful gardening publications, among

their neighbors, and to every gardener who could

make use of them. M. Boursault used various

arguments to prove the beneficial influence of gar-

dening on society generally; and the duty of

every enlightened individual to promote a taste

for it, as a source of social improvement, and of

general amelioration. The Chevalier A. A. du

Petit-Tbouars made some interesting physiological

remarks on the result of an experiment which he

had made on the stem of a tree ; clearly proving

that the sap which returns by the bark and liber

has the power of forming wood, without the aid

of the alburnum ; but the details we reserve till

we return, and can illustrate the subject by an en-

graving.

The articles exhibited were chiefly dahlias,

some implements and models of implements,drnw-

ings of different varieties of the Palate, Sue, M.

du Petit-Thouars gave away thirty or forty copies

of his Cours de Phytologie, and some other papers

were distributed. Professor Decandolle was pres-

ent, and Mrs Yosy. The national characteristic

was exhibited towards this lady, who, though an

entire stranger, and arriving some time after the

Meeting had commenced, was most graciously re-

ceived, conducted to a seat close to the president,

and, when M. du Petit-Thouars proceeded to dis-

tribute his pamphlets, he presented the first to

Mrs Yosy.

The most remarkable thing which we have yet

seen in the neighborhood of Paris, is the establish-

ment of SI. Soulange-Bodin, at Fromont. As this

is the travelling season with nurserymen, we would

recommend all of them who can spare time to

visit France, to go thither, and see the art of

grafting, and especially the grefft a la Tschoudi,

pushed further than it has yet been in any estab-

lishment either in France or Britain. In rare ex-

otic shrubs, we are inclined to think M. Soulange-

Bodin will soon be able to undersell every nursery

in Europe, We shall discuss the subject of this

establishment in our next Number, which we in-

tend tajMevote entirely to giving some account of

the tourwhich we are now making. In the mean

time, we set off for Chantillj', Morfontaine, and

Ermenonville (which we have not seen since

1815,) to try if we can find at these places any

thing worthy of laying before our readers ;
hoping

that, as we are now incessantly occupied for their

advantage, the great hurry in which this letter has

been written, and the impossibility of our seeing

a proof of it before it goes to press, will be an ex-

cuse for us, both in France and England, for the

inucuracics, or seeming carelessness of expression,

which it may contain.

—

Editor.

Schabzieger Cheese is that species of Swiss

cheese made by the mountaineers of the Canton

of Claris, and readily distinguished by that pe-

culiar marbled appearance, and aromatic flavor,

communicated by the pressed flowers or the bruis-

ed seeds of the Melilotus officinalis. The prac-

tice of mixing the flowers or seeds of plants with

cheese was common among the Romans ;
thyme

was generally used by them. That a similar

method was pursued in the middle ages is appar-

ent from an. anecdote told of Charlemagne.—

When travelling without attendants, he arrived at

a bishop's palace : it was a fast day, and the bish-

op, having no fish, was obliged to set cheese be-

fore the monarch. Observing some small specks

(parsley seed) in it, and mistaking them for rotten

parts, he took the trouble of picking them out with

his knife. The bishop told him he was throwing

away the best parts of the cheese ;
on this the

monarch eat it as it was, and liked it so much,

that he ordered the bishop to send him, every

year, two cases of such cheese to Aix-la-Chapelle
;

and, in order that the cheese-merchant might not

send cheeses without the seeds, he directed the

bishop to cut each in two, and afterwards to

fasten the parts by means of a wooden skewer.

—

Foreign Review.

The Art of improving the Quality of Fruits is

said to have originated in Belgium ;
and while the

Academy of Munich were doubting the possibility

of this description of improvement, and even giv-

ing a prize to an essay which maintained the neg-

ative side of the question, the art had already

made an immense progress in the Netherlands.

—

It is not meant that new fruits were never raised

from seed before, but that the business of raising

new sorts of fruits from seeds was never before

undertaken on scientific principles. Chance has,

at all times and in all countries, discovered new

sorts of fruits from seeds which have sprung up

accidentally ; but it was only in Belgium* towards

the latter end of the eighteenth century, that seed-

lings were raised in large quantities with reference

to this object. The city of Mons made the first

attempt, and obtained four exquisite new pears,

viz. the Passe Colmar, the Beurree Ranee, the

Beurree Spence (in honor of the celebrated ento-

mologist,) the Beurree d'Hiver, and Les Dclices

d'Hardenpont. These were raised in the garden

of Counsellor Hardenpont. Other amateurs have

devoted themselves to the same subject, and ob-

tained several pears of excellent quality ;
the Bon-

ne de Mons, the Doyenne de Mons, and many

more. M. Siart procured La Napoleon ; and that

learned pomologist, the Abbe Duquesne, raised,

among others, the excellent Marie Louise. M.

Petit pursued those researches which M. Duquesne

was obliged to abandon from ill health and other

causes. In Flanders they discovered the incom

parable Fondante des Bois (Boschier) ; the Capu

chins of Louvaine obtained their Pastorale ;
and

the Comte de Colona of Malines, LTrbaniste.—

During these times thousands of plants were

originated annually at Brussels, with a view of

studying the quality of their fruits. The result of

the whole has been published by Professor % an

Mons, in a catalogue dated Louvaine, 1823.

—

Messager des Sciences et des Arts, livres 1 et 2.

1826, p. 77.

Cultivation of the Potato in .Xorway.—So slow

has been the progress of this root in Norway, that

Von Buch states that it was scarcely known at

Bergen in 1762 ; a circumstance the more re-

markable, as at least a century has elapsed since

its introduction into Iceland, the climate of which

is less favorable than that of Norway. In about

twenty years the potato found its way into the

Nordland, and not long afterwards was introduced

into Finuiark, where it has now become pretty

general. The potatoes of Allen, though seldom

exceeding the size of a small egg, form, neverthe-

less, a valuable addition to the resources of the

inhabitants of Lapland. Their produce usually

averages about thirty fold. In one recent in-

stance it reached to forty-four. The price is usu-

ally from 3*. 6rf. to 5s. the barrel, or sack, of four

English bushels. The potatoes grown in Finmark

are remarkably sweet to the taste, of a waxy na-

ture, and in colour of a deepish yellow. Some

that were sent me lately from Alten, were planted

in good garden ground, in the early part of the

summer, and prove to be a valuable kind of early

potato. The originals were all of a round shape;

the produce, however, which are good, and ex-

ceed the former several times in size, are many of

them oblong, and not unlike the common kidney.

The remarkable alleviation of disadvantage in re-

spect to climate which Finmark presents, the fre-

quent luxuriance of its indigenous plants, and the

powerful vivifying influence of an arctic summer,

encourage the supposition that, under proper man-

agement, its soil might be rendered far less un-

grateful than is generally supposed. The culture

of the potato in particular, it may be hoped, will

both improve and become extended ; a circum-

stance that, in the present almost absolute depen-

dence of Finmark and Nordland upon Russia for

a supply of bread corn, is earnestly to be desireS
;

and, if we examine the character of the climate

of the Islands and coasts of Northern Norway,

the degree in which it differs from all countries

under the same parallel, and the circumstance by

which this difference is apparently produced, such

an expectation will not appear ill-founded. Von

Buch, who certainly did not form too favorable an

idea of the climate of Finmark, justly remarks,

that in well secured cellars at Keilvig, close to the

North Cape, Hammerfest, and Alten, it never

freezes ; that the stream of fresh water which en-

ters the bay of Hammerfest from the little lake

above it, flows unfrozen during winter ; and that

the long grass, which springs among the crevices

of the rocks of the North Cape itself, does not

cease to vegetate powerfully beneath the snow,

in the absence of the sun.

—

Capell Brooke's Lap-

land, p. 203.

The Culture of Culinary Vegetables in the Sand-

wich Islands, was introduced by Marini, a Span-

iard, about the end of the last century. Marini

formed extensive gardens, where melons and

gourds of all kinds, various species of cabbage,

potatoes, and other vegetables common in Europe,

were cultivated with great success.— Voyage io

the Sandwich Islands in 1S24-25, 4to, p. 41.

Preparation of Cinnamon.—The manager of

the cinnamon gardeus good naturedly sent some

of the cinnamon peelers to our bungalr ws, that

we might see the way in which the spice is pre-

pared. They brought with them branches about

3 feet in lensth, the rough bark of which they

scraped off with knives, and then, with a peculiar
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instrument, stripped oft" the inner rind, in long

slips ; these are tied up in bundles, and put to dry

in the snn, and the wood is sold for fuel. In the

regular preparations, however, the outer hark is

not scraped off; but the process of fermentation

which the strips undergo, when tied up in large

quantities, removes the coarse parts. The peel-

ers are called Chaliers.

—

Heber's Narrative.

Management of Bees.—We have received from
Mr S. W., of Lancaster, an account of an easy
and ingenious mode of managing bees, and taking
their honey without killing them. A common
straw hive is used in the first plare, prepared by
having two door ways instead of one : the first,

in the front of the hive, to serve as the common
entrance

; the second, at the side or back thereof,

which must be stopped with moss or soft paper
till it is wanted. When the hive is filled with
comb, have a box 1 ft square inside, made of stout
yellow deal, having a glazed window and outside
shutter fixed thereto, to see the bees at work

;

this, having a door way of the same size as that
of the closed one of the hive, is placed close
thereto, the moss or paper stopping being first re-
moved.
The bees will soon begin to work, and, if a

good season, fill the box also, at which time it may
be taken away. In doing this, « run with it to
some out-house," and allow the bees it contains to
return home. The queen seldom goes into the
box, but if, by chance, she should be there, the
box must be carried back to the hive, and she
and her companions drummed out, by gently tap-
ping the box. In doing this, a bee-dress is ne-
cessary.—/. M.for Cond.

with rapture, and acknowledge them with admi-
ration. This voluntary homage has been paid to

his character amid all the vicissitudes of party
In all the private relations of life he was honest,
faithful and humane. No man ever impeached

Feb. 6, 1829.

offer a prize of 3000 francs for the best essay by
way of answer to the following question, viz. " To
demonstrate whether the stock receives any modifica-
tion from the graft, or whether the former exercises
an,) influence on the latter." The theory to be de-

bts integrity with any color of justice. Love o/dneed from farts. We believe some' American
Truth, and Integrity that could not be shaken, ^horticulturists will write on this subject
were his characteristics. " Where Truth led the
way, he did not fear to follow." His manner
were plain and simple, his morals pure and un
blemished, and his belief and profession of the
Christian Religion were through a long life ac-
companied with practice and conduct in accord-
ance with its divine precepts.

WEWJENGLAWD FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, FEb76,1829.

DEATH OF COL. PICKERING.
On the morning of the 29th ult.the Hon.Timothy

Pickering departed this life, after a short illness,
in the 84th year of his age. Although he died
full of years and replete with honors, his death
strikes us as a sudden and unexpected calamity.
The deceased, in consequence of original strength
of constitution, and those habits of temperance
and industry which marked his character, carried
into his grand climacteric all the strength of body
and activity of mind which usually characterize
the best period of manhood. It was hut the other
day, when we had occasion to admire the firm-
ness and elasticity of his step, the quickness of
his perceptions, the tenacity of his memory, and
the assiduity with which he " went about" doing
good." His conversation was a fund of knowl-
edge, especially to the agriculturist, and his col-
loquial powers rarely if ever failed not only to
entertain his auditors, but to present them with
something, which it was pleasant to remember,
and profitable to put in practice. His public char-
acter is embodied in the annals of the age, and
bis biography involves a large and peculiarly in-
teresting portion of the history of his country.
The Salem Gazette of the 30th ult. contains an

elaborate article dictated by thjs melancholy oc-
casion, which concludes as follows :

In public life he was distinguished for energy,
fidelity, firmness, promptitude, perseverance, and
disinterestedness

Of his private virtues there is no difference of
opinion. All men of all parties speak of them

To get Early Cucumbers—Plunge three planted
in a pot, in a hot bed in February or March in
May take the pot, turn them out into a hole pre-
viously made, letting each pot full (of 3 plants)
answer for a hill—as there will be much risk in
separating the plants.

Too much care cannot be taken to have your
cucumbers and melons (and all vines) at a great
distance from each other, or riiey will mix and
spoil the first season. J. p.

It is ascertained that oil filtered through char-
coal, will burn equal in brightness to the best gas.

Eng. paper.

Mr Tidd, of Roxbury, an ingenious agri -nltur-
I

ist, as we are informed from the Palladium, has
raised the past year, about 1500 varieties of pota-
toes, in size, color, shape, &c. from the seed or
balls. Next season, the potatoes thus raised are
to be planted, and their qualities tested.

Sea Sickness—Take a few fresh figs, reduce
them to a pulp, and mix them with a little rum or
Champagne wine.diluted with ten or twelve drops
of lemon juice, let the sea-sick drink it, and they
will speedily recover

—

Farmer's Journal.

A chesnut tree at Fortwortb, in Gloucester-
shire, (Eng.) 52 feet in circumference is proved to re
have existed since the year 1150, at which time a limb from a tree which has the eg-s attached to
it received the aooellntion nf thp r.reut n,„„ „r If nnrl nut*;.,.. »i i ...u:.i . ™ . .
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CATERPILLARS.
Mr FESSENDEN—After reading your numbers

a few weeks past, I have particularly noticed the
remarks, that have been made on the numerous
insects, which infest our fruit trees, and shall take
the liberty to state some facts respecting the Cat-
erpillar. This pernicious insect leaves the tree in
the month of June, then spins itself a shroud, re-
sembling that of the silk worm, where it remains
for a time. It then makes its appearance in the
form of a miller, and lays its eggs in the month of
August

; attaching them to the small limbs or
twigs of the tree, with a kind of gum resembling
wax

; where they remain until the leaves begin to
put forth, the next spring. The young worms
then make their appearance, and their numbers
increase for fifteen or twenty days.
The only effectual way to extirpate the worms,

that ever I found, is to find the eggs, and destroy
them, which may easily be done. When the
young worms first appear, they attach a web to
one side of the limb. From their eggs to the
place where they build their nests, which is, gen-
erally, within three feet, you will generally find
from three to five hundred in a bunch. The
eggs may be found after they are attached to the
trees, by particular examination, being the color of
the bark of the tree.

You will receive with this a box containing
some of the eggs attached to the wood. If you
examine them with care you will find them to con-
tain the real worm.
Any gentleman wishing to gratify his curiosity

especting the caterpillar may do so by obtaining
. i;.nk <..„.„ „ . I I , .. .

°

it received the appellation of the Great Chesnut of
Fortwortb. According to Mr Marsham it is 1 100
years old.

—

Eng. pa.

M. Olivier, in his account of Java, relates a
marvellous tale of a large tiger, which visited a
Rampong every night, and carried away all the
carrion which was thrown into the street, fur
which he was so thankful, that he would not hurt
a child, hut hunted away every ether beast of
prey, and was religiously considered as the guard-
ian of the village.— Ibid.

Prizes on Horticultural subjects.—The Society
of Arts, &c. of Paris have offered the following
prizes on subjects connected with horticulture.

For the best mode of digging or forming wells
from sprmgs, for the purposes of irrigation, iii

plains where none such exist, three gold medals
worth 500 francs each.

For the introduction into France of improved
modes of cultivation of any plant useful in agricul-
ture, arts, or manufactures, two prizes of 1000 and
2000 francs.

For the invention of a cheap, effective' hand
mill for shelling dry beans, peas, &c, 1000 francs.

For the manufacture of paper from the bark ol
the paper mulherrv, 3000 francs
T i lu !,„,„ , n , . , _ iiieresiiug urancn ot manufactures.The Imperial and Royal Academy of /lorence | the only silk factory in New England

it, and putting the end which was^cut off in the
ground, and watering it. The worms will make
their appearance at the usual time. This should
be done about the first of April.

FRANCIS RICHARDSON.
Chelmsford, Jan. 26, 1829.

Remarks by the Editor.—The foregoing remarks-
may be of much use to those who have the dis-
position to turn them to account. There is no
doubt but the best and easiest method of getting
rid of caterpillars is to destroy their eggs. Mr
Forsyth's directions for that purpose are as fol-
lows :

" The best method of preventing trees from be-
ing infested (with caterpillars) is to scrape the
stems with a piece of bone or wood made in the
form of a knife, taking care not to bruise the bark;
and afterwards to wash the trees with an equal
quantity of soap suds and mine mixed." «b

The Silk Factory, in Lisbon, Connecticut, own-
ed and occupied by Messrs. Z. P. & J. Bottum,
took fire on the night of the 1st ihst. and was en-
tirely consumed. A small part only was insured,
ind the loss to the owners will greatly retard, if
iot entirely break up their labors in this new and
nterestiug branch of manufactures. This waa
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REMARKABLE CHANGES,
Observed at Mansfield and Foxborough, MaiBi

Dining the 24 hours ending at 12 o'clock, at

noon, March 2.5, 1821, there were a variety o!

phenomena and changes of weather.—Fair and

pleasant weather—gentle breezes—overcast with

clouds showers lightning thunder strong

wind and hail—rainbows—a dead calm—aurora

borealis— freezing—snowing—wind and rain

—

overcast and thawing—wind variable, say about

20 points of the compass.

The changes in their order of time.

March 24, from 12 to 2, P. M., fair and pleasant,

—

gentle breezes.

3, cloudy.

4, shower, lightning, thun-

der, strong wind and hail.

5, two rainbows.

6, a dead calm.

8, aurora borealis.

9 and 10, fair, g,entlc breeze.

11 and 12, freezing.

25, from 12 to 6, A. M. freezing, clear.

7, cloudy, thunder.

8 and 9, snowing.

10, wind and rain.

11 to 12, overcast and thawing.

OBSERVER.

Ohio Canals.—These works are making a rap-

id progress towards completion. A division of

the canal between Akron and Mainlon, was open-

ed for 28 miles, last August. Another of the

same length from the latter place to Dover, is far

advanced. It is expected that the part of the un-

finished line north of Licking summit, will be

ready to receive the water in May or June. The
works at the mouth of the Cuyahoga, is in a con-

siderable state of advancement ; and north of

Portage summit, where the supply of water is am-
ple, it was opened for navigation last April. The
tolls collected on the northern division last sum-
mer was upwards of $4000. Mineral coal has

become a great article of transport. Wool and

clothes frgm Steubenville now reach New York.

About fifty-live miles south of Licking summit, is

now under contract. Several side cuts to the

canal are projected, connecting it with distant

towns.

The Miami canal in the west of Ohio, is also in

a great state of forwardness. The tolls last year

amounted to $8000. Ohio bids fair to become
one of the most important states of the Union.

In a letter published in the American Farmer,
it is asserted that the vegetating principle impreg-
nates the Irish Potato throughout. That in plant-

ing the cuttings of potatoes, experience has proved

that cuttings without eyes, produce as good pota-

toes and as abuudantly as cuttings that have eyes.

This is an interesting discovery, which, if it holds

good in practice, will prove a considerable saving

of seed.

The cow belonging to Oliver Shed, of Weston,
which is of native stock, that obtained the first

premium at Concord the last season, and the sea-

son'before the first premium at Brighton, has pro-

duced since May last, three hundred and twenty-
three pounds of butter.

We observe with much satisfaction that John
Hare Powel, Esq. has been chosen President of

the Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agricul-

ture. Mr Powel's intelligent devotion to rural af-

fairs, and the patriotic spirit which has induced

him to import into this country some of the most

valuable breeds of cattle, eminently entitled him to

the distinction which has been thus conferred by

the most ancient society of the kind in the United

States .Yat. Gaz.

The Season.—On the first inst. Green Peas

were served up at Garnier's Hotel in this city.

—

Lettuce, radishes, cabbages, and other vegetables,

are now in their prime in most of our gardens,

and the rose bushes are in bloom. Last, though

not least, Musquitoes are as troublesome and nu-

merous as we have ever known them here. The
weather is delightful, and the fall of the leaf is the

only indication of the approach of winter yet man-
ifested to us. This will sound strange to our

friends at the North, with their frozen toes, fin-

gers, and noses!

—

Pensacola Gatette, Jan. 6.

A Horticultural Society has been established in

Horton, Nova Scotia.

[HT Subscribers to the New England Farmer in Nova Sco-

lia, will find ilieir accounts with P. J. Holland, Esq Editor of

die Acadian Recorder, Halifax, where they are desired lo call

and settle.

Those in New Brunswick are left with Mr A. M'Leod, Ed-

itor of the St John City Gazette.

Farmer Wanted.
Wanted, an active, indusirious man (a Scotchman will be

preferred) lo lake the charge and assist in laboring on a'farin.

To a person properly qualified, a fair compensation, punctual
pay, ami employment for several years will be given.

%y An entire abstinence from the use of ardent spirits, will

be required. Apply lo Geo. Bacon,, at Thompson's Hotel, No.
9 Elm slreet. 3t Feb 6

Gardener Wanted.
Wanted on a place near the city, a single man who under-

stands Ihe management of a small garden aud farm. Salislac-

lory recommendations will be required, and permanent employ-
ment given. Ap|)ly at ihis office. tf Jan. i?—

.

Pear Trees and Grape Vines.
For sale by Rufus Howe, at ihe place of Samuel Downer, in

Dorchesler, "200 Pear Trees of the choicest varieties, viz : 20
kinds from the London Horticultural Society \ also, large and
very handsome Scckles. Amhreuos, Hardens, and Bleeker Mea-
dow ; 20 handsome black Tartnreans and Remington Cberry
Trees, Plums, &c. 300 Native. Grape Vines, viz: 50 three
years old Calawbas.ROlhree years old Isabellas. 50 island's Vir-

ginia, 30 Alexander, 20 Elsinghorough ; also, 2t0 Sweet Waler,
Black Hamburg, &c.
30 varieties Hoses, viz : Greville Rose, While and Red Moss,

Grand Duke ol Tuscany, Unique, MultinWa, Provence or Cab-
bage, Hundred Leal, Four Seasons, Red Damask, Marble,
French. Cluster, Swiss, German, Variegated, Burgundy, Dou-
ble and Single While.

Dah/ios, seven varieties of Double, viz : Crimson, Buff, Yel-
low. Red, &c. Single do.

Tulips, a great number of varieties, viz: Biznrres. Bibloems,
double and single, of different colors, Parrot Bills, &c.

Hyacinths, a great variety. Persons are invited, when the

Tulips and Hyacinths are in bloom, to call and make llicir se-

lections. While Lilies, Pink roots, Phlox, Polyanthus, three

kinds Honeysuckle, Chinese. Trumpet and Sweel Scented;

—

handsome Snow Bait irees, Quince do., Red and While Lilacs,

growing on same sialk ; Lagrrsireoemia, India or Crape Myr-
tle, Spira Syrengo, Fringe or Smoke Tree, Suowberry Bush,
Strawberry Tree.

Gwrant Bushes, While Dutch, Red do., common while and
red. Gooseberries, different kinds.

Raspberries, Antwerp while and red. Thimbleberries, white
anil red.

Strawherries, viz: Wilmol's Superb, Downton,—red and
while English Weed—Roseberry, three kinds nalive.

Wanted in purchase, two to three thousand small aud middling
size Pear anil Plum Trees, suitable for budding and grafling.

Seedlings would be preferred. Apply as above, or ai No. 5
Central Wharl.

8eed» for Country Dealers.

Traders in ihe country, who may wish to keep an assortment

ol'Gan 'ii Si '
'
Is arc informed they can be furnished

,,i ihe New England Farmer office, No.62 Worth Market rtreet,

Boston, w idi Uixes Containing a complete assortment of the

I* mosily used in a kiu l.-i, garden, on as favorable terms as

can be purchased in this country, neatly done up in small

•r-. ai ti a.id 12 rents each—warranted to I.e.- <.! the growth
ill 1828, and "I die purctt qluitily. OltKAMt -ITAL Fl.owER
St i us will lie added on ihe same terms, when ordered, as well

Pi v-, Bears, Early White Sweet Com, Ac, ol dif-

-
1 1 -r.rls.

II
j* The Seeds vended at this establishment, arc put up on a
w pi. in tins year, each package being accompanied w.ih

ii , In < nous on its management, and parked in thn ma lest

stvle Traders at c requested lo call and examine lor them-
eplf

' Rose Water
20 demijohns double _aiul single distilled Rose Water
elvf.c

ilantly for

ham's Ro
Jan. 30.

isk Roses
de ai Mr C. W
, by demijohn

r

less qu

above Rose Water is eou-

Cellar, No. 12, Mer-

ger Sale,

In ihe southeasterly part of old Marlborough, a valuable

Farm, containing about 120 acres, consisting of every kind of

land tnal is desirable to the enterprising farmer, a large portion

of whien isoftfae first quality, having a cons.ani stream ci" water

running through it ; and die land is so situated that a number of

acres are capable of irrigation. On the premises Is an upright

two story House, with four rooms on the door, iu good repair ;

a large Barn, 80 by 30, and in common season, is filled with

good hay. Theie are also on the farm, good Orchards, a part

of which are in iheir prime; together with an abundance of

Wood, die best of white oak, fit lor wheelwrights' use, or for

ship limber. There are few farms capable of more improve-

ment, or which can be carried on at less expense. The place

w ill be sold al a fair price, with or without the sleek and uten-

sils, at the election ol ihe purchaser. The payments made easy

and accommodating, and possession may be bad on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of William
UmnR. Esq. of Marlborough, of Benjamin Weld of Rox-

bury, or of Samcei. H. Weld, on the premises, Jan. 16.

PRICES OF COU.YTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best, -

ASHES, pot, first sort, - - -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white, ....
BEEF, mess,

Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2, - -

BUTTE K, inspected. No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk,
Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-slreet, -

Genesee, - - - -

Rye, best, -

GRAIN, Corn, ....
Rye, ... -

Barlev, -

Oats.' ....
HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, ....
Navy, mess,
Cargo, No. I,

SEEDS, I bid's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Rve Grass,

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top -

Lucerne, ... -

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL, Merino, full Wood, washed, -

Merino, lull blood, unwashed,
Merino, three tourlhs washed.
Merino, half &quar'er washed

cashed, -

.ainb's, first sort,

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, " spinning, first sort

bushel

barrel

pouna.

barrel

i

:

bushel

'pound

j

cask.

ton.

barrel

from To
3 00 3 75

130 00 133 00
130 00 135 00

80 1 12
10 00 10 50
8 50 9 09
7 50

14

9 00
9 CO

7 75
16

9 12

9 25

Nam
Pulle

jushel
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MISCELLANIES.
From the (Loudon) New-Year's Gift.

TO A DEAR LITTLE BOY, AFTER AN
INTERVAL OF ABSENCE.

BT ALARIC A. WATTS.

I miss thee from my side,

With thy merry eyes of blue;

From thy crib of morning-tide,

Oft its curtains peeping through ;,

Iu the kisses not a few,

Thou wert wont to give me Ihenij

In thy sleepy, sad adieu,

When 't was lime for bed again !

I miss thee from my side,

When the dinner bustle 's o'er;

When the orange I divide,

Or extract the apple's core

;

What avails my hoarded store

Of barley sugar, comfits sweet;

Thou art by my side no more

;

Vacant is thy wonted seat.

I miss thee from my side,

With thy query oft repeated;

On thy rocking-horse astride,

Or beneath my table sealed

;

Or when tired and overheated

With a summer day's delight,

Many a childish aim defeated,

Sleep hath overpower'd thee quite-

I miss thee from my side,

When brisk Punch is at the door;

Vainly pummels he his bride,

—

Judy's wrongs can charm no more !

He may beat her till she 's sore,

She may die, and he may flee

;

Though 1 loved their squalls of yore,

What 's the pageant now to me !

I miss thee from my side,

When the light of day grows pale;

When with eyelids opened wide,

Thou would'st list the oft told tale,

And the murdered babes bewail

!

Vet so greedy of thy pain,

That when all my lore would fail,

I must needs begin again.

I miss thee from my side

In the haunts that late were thine

;

Where thy twinkling feet would glide,

And thy clasping fingers twine,

" Here are chequered tumblers nine,

—

Silent relics of thy play;

Here the mimic tea-things shine,

Thou would'st wash the live long day.

Tby drum hangs on the wall

;

Thy bird organ's sounds are o'er

;

Dogs and horses, great and small-

Wanting some a leg or more ;

Cows and sheep—a motley store

—

All are stabled 'neath thy bed;

And not one but can restore

Memories sweet of him that 's fled '

I miss thee from my side,

Blithe cricket of my hearth !

Oft in secret have 1 sighed

For thy chirping voice of mirth :

When the low-born cares of earth

Chill my heart, or dim my eye,

Grief is stifled in its birth

If my little prattler 's nigh.

I miss thee from my side,

With thy bright, ingenuous smile;

With thy glance of infant pride,

And the face no tears defile :

Slay, and other hearts beguile,

Hearts that prize thee fondly loo

;

I musi spare thy pranks awhile

;

Cricket of my hearth, adieu

!

FOR THE NEW ENGLAXC FARMER.

Hypocrisy—Though so different from religion,

indicates its existence, as smoke points out that of

pure fire. Hypocrisy cannot exist unless religion

to a certain amount is held in esteem, because no

one would be at the trouble to assume a mask,

which was not respectable, and so far compliance

with the external forms of religion is a tribute

paid to the doctrines which it teaches. The hyp-

ocrite assumes a virtue if he has it not, and the

example of his conduct may be salutary to others,

though his pretensions to piety are wickedness to

Him who trieth the heart, and judgeth of men's

conduct by the motives which led to its adop-

tion.

being neither more nor less than a polite beggar,

who, seeing my friends were Englishmen had fol-

lowed them into the house and up stairs. This,

however, is nothing uncommon ; and I- under-

stand that the residents iu the upper stories of the

houses (perhaps six or seven high) have these bet-

ter sort of beggars continually knocking at their

doors.

—

Notes on Lisbon.

It is affirmed in the London Morning Chroni-

cle of the 15th Nov. that of "the suffering refu-

gees from Spain, Portugal, and Italy, in that capi-

tal, one thousand were literally without bread."

It is proposed to erect stationary engines 'oh

the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, which, if

it succeeds, passengers can travel the road, 32

miles for 1 shilling, leaving a handsome profit.

Good manners is the art of contributing to the

enjoyment of those with whom we have inter-

course, by putting them at ease, and causing them

to be pleased (not with you, but) with themselves.

Ill manners are the indications of pride, ill na-

ture, and want of sense. Without one of these

defects no man will offend against good manners

merely for want of being accustomed to what is

called genteel society.

A meeting of citizens in favor of taking meas-

ures to procure an extension of the Blackstone

Canal from Worcester to Fitchburg, is invited to

be held at Whiting's tavern in Sterling, on Mon-

day the 9th day of February next, at 10 o'clock,

A.M.

Job's Comforters.—Though nothing is so galling

to the wounded spirit as reproof, most comforters,

like the friends of Job, are apt to administer cen-

sure as the grand specific for wo.

Poverty and Servility. The want of indepen-

dence of circumstances is a severe if not an abso-

lute check to independence of spirit.

Golden Fruit.—Trees are rented iu Bengal, just

as lands and houses are iu this country. A man-

go tree produces one rupee annually ; a cocoa-nut

eight anas, a jack one rupee, a tamarind one ru-

pee, a betel-nut four anas, a lime four anas.

For Sale,

A valuable Farm in Stoddard, in ihe county of Cheshire, N.

H., formerly occupied by Esq. Emerson as a tavern, containing

about 220 acres of good land, well proportioned iu mowing, til-

lage, orchard, pasture and wood land, with a fine growth of su-

gar maple. The farm is pleasantly situated on the great road

leading from Boston, Mass. to Charlestown, N. II., and has on

it, a large dwelling house, three barns, a cider mill and house,

with other out buildings, all convenient aud in good repair. It

would be exchanged Ibr real estate in the neighborhood of Dan-

vers, Mass., or sold on very liberal terms. For more particular

information, apply to Joel Wright, en the premises, to Abe!

Slacy, of Stoddard, or to

DANIEL KING, or > ofDEBENEZER KING,5 U1 uanvers -

Jan. 2;). 1829. 3t

Pressed Culinary Herbs.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52,

North Market street, Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly-

packed, in parcels, at the following prices :—Sweet Marjoram,.

50 els—Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 cts—Sage, 17 cis

—Celery, (in bottles for soups, &c,) 25 cts—Balm, 33 cts—
Hose Flowers, S',00. eptf

Test of perfect Vaccination

insist on the family surgeon using the test discov

ered by Dr Bryce, of Edinburgh. It consists in

vaccinating ou the other arm, from the one first

vaccinated. If the first has been perfect, both

pustules will ripen precisely at the same time ; if

this does not take place, the constitution has not

been properly affected, and vaccination must be

repeated. This simple and easy security ought

never to be neglected.

Assorted Seeds for Families.

For sale al the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes

of assorted Seeds for Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a-

packago of the following Seeds:

Long Dutch Parsnip

Large Cabbage Lettuce

Long Green '1 urkey Cucumber

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas

... iii' Lale Marrowfat Peas
All persons should Eariy Mohawk Dwarf string

Beans
China Dwarf string and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans.

Long fllood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick

ting)

Early Horn Carrot

Long Orange Carrot

A Portuguese Beggar.i—Two English friends

called on me one day in Lisbon, and at the same
time a third gentleman, well-dressed, hair-pow-

dered, &c. enterod the apartment, (which was on

the first floor.) He remained some time in the

room before it was noticed that neither the visit-

ors nor the visited appeared to own him, each

party waiting for the other to introduce the

stranger. This, after some staring on all sides,

produced the natural question, " Shall I have the

honor to receive your commands ?" which was
instantly complied with by the usual whine of, " O
Senhor ! par amor de Dios," Sfc. ; this gentleman

Pine-apple- Melo
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley

Flat Squash Pepper
Early Searlel Short-top Radish
While Turnip Radish
Salsafy
Early Bush Squash
Early White Dutch Turnip
White Flat Turnip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.White Solid Celery

Curled Cress

Early Cucumber pot herb seeds

Early Silesia Lettuce Thyme—Sage—Marjoram,

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-

getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,

and uncommon excellence. Everv kind is warranted of the

very first quality, as to freshness and purily. Each box contains

directions for the management of the different sorts. Price S3
per box. _^__^_^_____^_

Published everv Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the

time of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction ol fifty cents.

Printed for J. B. Russell, by I. R- Butts & Co.—by whom

all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes

of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell,

at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market Street.
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IJVTERITAL IMPROVEMENT.
RAILWAYS No. III.

(By Ital Edilor.)

(Continued from page 210.J
Iu our former observations under

He says " In the most eligible situation, when [expended on roads will exhibit the r.-la
materials are abundant and good, and circum- ipenso oftotb io the public."

It should seem from the preceding data that
stances favorable, the lowest Bxpense at which a
single railway can be made will be about one the prime cost of a railway, and .-, turnpike road

in our former observations under this head we
, musTbe liabTttILS fnv! S " **°,
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'""

,
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snomci oc very suiistanti.illy made. I be inquire what (ire the advantages for transport
used should be of the stoutest sort, and of
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which eaefa

|
. .' It is o ,1 by the J)i-

ties, and facility- Tbese should be
ing domestic as well as foreign intercourse. We . nic*a|

S V« I1P Proposed, but to he.equtf to bearing any blow or to Hudson river, that a rail road « Is a simple
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'
ikely ,0 «!"»*•«"

;
and, structure, and its advantages arc so manife,

in a complete treatise.
° q

j

«", e
J°"g 7° W '"^.ally weakens them.- duced into extensive use. The advantage which

« Next to the -enial infl„eneP „f ,1
* a manner

'
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II " bad eCOn0my '"'" < urface ni ' *« ir,J" rail, on which the wheelsu great porjion ot out comfort, so much depend,
,

to save on articles of this sort at the first : for the of the carria-es travel Bv thi mean • if .he r,il«

ought to beagoyemmg maxim with legislatore,
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years. Say then that such a read costs thr
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a mile

'
^is would bri„ C a cfrfrjlot influence ,n public affairs. Roads, canals, and
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upon the turnpike [at 5 per cent interest] of ill'navigable rivers are

ose '., keeping them upon the rails. The
f this frictiol both at the axles and the

p a good rail road, and with carriages of
and convenient construction, has been
>d by accurate observation on rail roads

which h vie been lung in constant use. The pre-

cise degjib of resistance from this cause depends

of almost as much conse-
j a year; say .50/. more for annual repairs ; this*

STbod! natural
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-
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expense of keeping the present roads in repair.Hie most common and most expeditir
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considerably above one thSns^l wheels; but with earria.es in common use. of a

con^tnyofrulMT^lu ^ """ °™» - »ite
i ". *« difference of expense is, cSeap and convenient construction, with wheels

J °. r"e Kmna.goil, Bonfe are pavett7j«ven at die beginning, very much in favor of rail or" thrr- f -• ...
,ij :i

expeditious means
|
It has been suggested that there is annually laid, upon thev degree of evenness and solidity of' the

lowed by competent judges, to be far preferable
any other for quick, safe, and easy transportation

Turnpike roads are so well known, and their
benefits, in certain locations, are so highly appre
ciated, that nothing in their favor need to be urge'd
by us. But a turnpike running from nothing to
nought

; or laid out through tracts of country
where good roads previously existed or might
easily be made to exist ; or, in short, a road, where
toll must be gathered to defray the expense of its

construction, although such road is not im-
peratively called for by the wants of the country,
is at best a broad way, leading its owners to des-
truction. So it would be with a railway under
similar circumstances. But we believe, in most
cases, where a turnpike would prove useful a well
consinicted railway would be still more valuable.
If a turnpike from Boston to Albany, for example,
would be beneficial to the public, and profitable to
its owners, a railway between the same places
would present superior facilities for travelling and
be preferable to the turnpike. To make this ap-
pear we will state some items in comparative es-
timate of the expenses and advantages of a rail-
way and a turnpike, or other good road of the
common construction.

• The ingenious Dr Anderson [a British writer] with
a view to discoverhow far it may be practicable to in-
troduce iron railways into gen«raluse,has made some
inquiries respecting the expense of making them.

some are what is called MMami,ed, and others ways ; and were the money thus at first expended Eng h i,
. Z Z'

Uh7 tare denominated railroads, or railways. This last to be gradually paid off, the tolls might thus be ! sary\o keep a l„a in"mot iom'w enamed spec.es of road fe we believe, generally al- lowered almost to nothing."
,
level, is found not to evceed 11 lbs to a t,lowed bv eomnetpnt ,nH<roc ,» l>Q c „.„j-„_„ti- .„ I «;„ . . c , . „.,,,'.' ^-•mccu ii jus. iu a aWe have been favored, by a friend, with a is no greater exertion is required to mow, „

pamphlet, published in Philadelphia, entitled weighing 2224 lbs. than to raise a weight of 11 The!
"Facts and Arguments in favor of adopting Rail- 'suspended by a cord passing over a pulley. The'
ways instead of Canals," &c. This is ably written ;' friction is in "proportion to the weight of the load
the author's facts appear to be indisputable, and and is the same, whether the motion is n
his arguments incontrovertible. He says that, ' slow.
" The expense of constructing a turnpike in a

j

" Horses employed in drawing heavy loads are
proper manner is almost equal to that usually ex- , often made to exert a power for short distances
peniled per mile on a canal. The best turnpikes equal to raising a weight of 3 or 400 lb^- But
in America have cost from 9 to 12,000 dollars per the measure of steady.performance through the
mile. The average cost of the Lancaster and day for ahorse moving at a slow and natural
Philadelphia turnpike was 9,000 dollars per mile, pace, and travelling 20 miles a day limy be taken
the Germantown turnpike cost 11,000 dollars per at about 12.5 lbs. This exertion is' equivalent to
mile. Part of the national or Cumberland road drawing a load of 11 or 12 tons, the weight of
cost 17,000 dollars per mile

; these roads if.WM- carriages included, on a good level rail road?' &c.
arwaed would cost more in the first instance, but They then state that « It is found by the survey*
the expense for repairs would be considerably di- which have been made, that the heights between
mm.shed. The repairs depend in a great meas-

j
Boston and the Hudson river may be passed by

lire on the use to which the road is devoted, and ;an inclination not exceeding in any part the rate
the frequency of the same. On some roads in the :

of eighty feet in a mile, and without prolonging
United States, the expense is equal to interest on the distance more than an eighth or tenth part be°-
the principal of the sum expended in their con- yond that of the most direct road. V rail road
struction. Near London, in consequence of the laid with as uniform an inclination as is practica-
trequency of travelling, 1,000 pounds sterling per" Me, on the line of this survey, will require on the
mile is annually required to preserve the great steepest parts of. it double the power which would
roads leading to the metropolis in repair. The re-

j

be necessary if the road were level from one ex-
pairs of a canal, when correctly constructed are less tremity to the other. The other expenses of con-
exDensive than those required on a road frequent- veyance would be no greater on the railroad with
lyused

;
the difference in the expense of these re- 1 this degree of inclination than if the wJiole was

pairs, which of course should be added to those (level." It appears, iu short, to he the opinion of
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men, and professed engineers, that on I oxide of tin (puhis slanni) is found at most apoth- I trunk and branches have besides been shielded

the no, 1eve" part of the contemplated rail road ecaries' shops-and is to be had at 6 to 12 cts per and protected from the winds and sun by ft* sen-

£." Boston J Alb.ny.or about' three-fifths of I oz. In 1821, I had an oun,e, of which I have .or,of^to-L *^™™~ J7*»
the whole distance, a single horse will draw 11 or

j

constantly made use for my own strap ami several

12 tons at the rate of 20 miles a day. That on others—and now more than one-third the quan-

about two-fifth parts of the same road two horses
[

tity still remains unused. Whoever has once en-

only will be required to draw the same load at joyed the luxury of a razor skilfully applied
|

the same rate. But, on turnpikes, as generally

constructed in the United States, two horses can

rarely draw more than 14 cwt. each including the

weight of the wagon. In other words the power

of a horse on the proposed railway in its steepest

part if compared with the power of a horse on a

common turnpike is as 14 cwt. to five and an

half or six tons.

(To be continued.)

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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strap well prepared in this manner, will never be

content with any other.

RECLAIMED LANDS.

I had intended to notice the subject of reclaim-

ing land, and to present some ideas and plans

winch my want of success in my first essay led

me to investigate and adopt— and which I have

never seen mentioned or adverted to in the vari-

ous articles on this subject which have appeared

in your columns. Those plans are, perhaps, worth

recording as they have uniformly led to the most

E MOTH BEANS, RAZOR STRAPS, &c. perfect and gratifying results—and because too

Ma Editor—I am a practical farmer. In my they may not readily occur to every one to whom

book of minutes, detailing and elucidating the ;

ihey may be useful. At a moment of more le.s-

useful results to which my experience has led,
]

ure I will endeavor to enter into detai

there are, perhaps, some items, which may be of, subject

service to your readers.

BEE MOTHS.

The sagacity of man enables him to discover

the peculiar habits, which instinct leads th e sub

ordinate creation to adopt for self prese

and his inventive faculty frequently

him, some mode, by which the distinct!

of such as are noxious may be conducive1

destruction. Thus we discover that/

teaches the Bee moth to secrete herself di ring the

day, in the corners of the hive. All, crefore,

necessary to be done, is to take such advantage ofk8*1

this fact as that this most pernicious entmysha'd

rush to its own destruction. For ibis [impose lejt

the orifice of the hive be 4 inches wide, and one

inch high. At the commencement of the season

for the moth, place a shingle on the bottom or

floor of the hive. You will find in the morning

that almost every moth has taken refuge under it.

They are thus readily despatched. This' is the

mode I have practised witli my own bees, and not

a single hive has ever been injured.

A THRIFTY BEAN.

In the summer of 1827, 1 discovered among my
bush beans a single vine remarkably thrifty, and

I

throwing out runners. I erected a pole at the
|

place, and the vine was trained upon it. It grew
|

HORN AIL IN CATTLE.
Mr Fessenden— I found the receipt in your

per, of January 9th, for the cure of the horn ail

be ineffectual, by experiment on an ox, last

pril. In the month of October, one of my oxen

in high flesh, appeared to be unwell, refused to

eat but little, and soon became so weak as to reel

n walking, breathed very hard, and discharged

nmense quantities of putrid matter from his

ose, that we supposed the internal parts of his

h«ad Avere perishing. By the advice of a large

owner of cattle, I freely applied spirits of tui pen-

tine on the top of the head, along the roots of his

horns, for a . number of days with apparent suc-

cess, as he soon began to feed well, and in a few

weeks I sold him for market. It is a severe rem-

edy, throwing the animal into extreme agony.

Yours respectfully,

THOMAS HAZEN.
JVonoich, Feb. 1, 1829.

From Ihe New York Farmer.

ORNAMENTAL TREES IN NEW YORK.
Mr Editor—The learned and respected CorT

., i, ,.-,...;.,,„.» an,l responding Secretary of the Horticultural bociety,
during the summer with the utmost luxuriance ami ' = .,-' . ., . . ,

"

,- „ .,.„„ has ascribed the failure of the ornamental trees,
beauty, attracting notice from everv passing trav- =~"

.

'

,,
3 '

7 ,

&
. . ... ..' ° j „ which have been annually planted in your parks

el er. When arrived at maturity it presented a
, , '

, . r
c , r'm i .. , e and streets by hundreds, to the circumstances ol

complete congeries of pods. The number of

,

a
°\

\ [ ,,,,.. » i.

r .i • 7-iooa ., i .i.« ,,,„;„!, t of their having been planted too deep. As he is pro-
beans from the vine was 1223, and the weight ol ,

& r r

T , e • „ t Ji.„„M fessed y a student m the school of physiology, I
In the same ratio of increase I should J" ,"J "

,. .,
r

,

J ':•"

beg leave to suggest to him Hiree other causes,
11 lbs.

have had, this fall, 1528f lbs. or 1,495,729 beans

and in the autumn of 1829, 1,8G9,661£ lbs. or

1,829,276,567 beans.

^ RAZOR STRAPS.

Take a common strap either new or old.

—

Spread a small quantity of oil evenly on the side

you wish efficient. Then sprinkle on the same

side a very little white oxide of tin. Rub it over

the whole surface carefully with the finger. The

fine dust will adhere to the strap. Tina coarser

parts may be removed by the breath and the fin-

ger. This forms the best possible strap—as it is

an admitted fact, that this is of all others the sub-

stance best adapted for this purpose. The white

which I apprehend have been more fatal than the

one he has noted. They are

1. The ill adaptation of trees taken from the

forest to insulated and open exposures.

2. The want of fibrous roots to supply food
;

and

3. The want of leaves to elaborate this food,

and convert it into aliment for the tree.

Trees growing in the forest have, first, a bad

system of roots ; those are few in number and ex-

tended in length, and are necessarily very much
shortened and diminished in taking up. The
fibres, which supply food to the trees, are mostly

left behind, or dried up ere they are planted. The

exposed to both, the heat of the latter being accu-

mulated by the reflection of its rays from pave-

ments, walls, &c.

Roots are to the plant what the mouth is to the

animal—they are the organs of absorption or mas-

tication. For want of the usual supply of juices,

through these, the sap vessels which convey the-

food to the leaves, are no longer disturbed, but

become contracted and callous ; and the plant

faints Kke the muzzled ox in a rich pasture. For

want of the food which surrounds, and which is

destined to nourish them, but which neither can

take, the plant, like the animal, must die.

The New-Yorkers are like the novices who fre-

quently apply at nurseries for trees that will bear

fruit the first year. They select those which are

unreasonably large, generally, I should judge,from

the forest. They cannot wait for the slow but

sure operations of nature ; but are disappointed iu

their attempts to counteract her laws. To coun-

terbalance the diminution which the roots of their

large trees necessarily undergo, they reduce the

top to a corresponding size, by lopping off the

branches, and with most of the leaf-buds destined

and essential to convert the sap into aliment.

—

Thus the natural circulation, which can, alone im-

part health and vigor, is nearly destroyed; and if

the plant lives, it must struggle for years, ere its

organs and growth regain their pristiue vigor.

I never knew death to ensue from planting a

tree a few inches lower in the earth than it for-

merly stood ; and I "have now in my grounds an

apple tree and a pear tree, living and growing,

which have had from 18 to 24 inches of earth

round their trunks for twelve months at a time.

—

Plants will not die from partial inhumation of their

stems, otherwise the hilling of our corn and pota-

toes would destroy these valuable crops.

The remedy for the evil complained of, will ba
found in the selection of smaller trees, from nur-

series or cultivated grounds, where they are fur-

nished with better roots than those from the for-

est—and when they can be taken up with their

roots more entire; to have them grouted when
taken from the ground, and their roots kept moist

till replanted— and in leaving their branches near-

ly entire for the first year. With these precau-

tions and good planting, forty-nine out of fifty

wjould live and grow.

Those of your readers who have been in Phila-

delphia, Troy, Ithica, and Cortland, cannot have

failed to remark the beautiful and comfortable ap-

pearance which ornamental trees give to the

streets of those cities and villages ; nor to have

learnt, if they made the inquiry, that these trees

were put out when of reasonable size, and suffered

to retain their limbs and lungs. Two good stakes,

or scantling, set in the ground, with a few strips

of hoaid nailed transversely, make an efficient and

often neaj protection.

Dec. 14, 1823. J. BUEL.

CULTURE OF THE VINE IN THE CRI-
MEA.

The valley of Soudaksk, especially towards the

east, is said to be one of the most enchanting

scenes in the world, and America, Siberia, Italy,

and Caucasus are said to offer nothing more de-

lightful. What adds to its charms and its celeb-

rity, is the success which has there attended tbe
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culture of the vine ; it is even thought that Russia

may, at BO distant period, produce wine enough

in the Crimea for her own consumption. The
first vineyards were planted there in the year

1804, at the suggestion of the celebrated natural-

ist, Pallas ; the situation's named Gudjakol, in the

territory of Kosi. Cuttings of vines were brought

from France, Zante, Tenedos, the Rhine, Aslra-

chan, and Kizliar ; and two Frenchmen, the ouo

a vine-dresser and the other a farmer, were ap-

pointed to plant and to manage them. Ten or-

phan pupils, from the military school of C'hersoi:,

were put under the care of these cultivators
;
gov-

ernment supplied the necessary capital for every

part of the undertaking ; and 23,000 vines were

planted, which, in the year 1826, produced 1500

vedros of wine of Hungary, Bourdeaux, the Rhinf

.

Asmalhausen, Muscat, Petit-Burgoyne, Zante, and

Kakour, of the best quality.

—

Bui. Un.

[We copy the following from the New York
Enquirer, of the 27th inst. The pear ripens in

November, ami is alluded to in the New England
Farmer, current volume, page 198.]

LARGE PEAR.
Sir— I saw with pleasure that in your paper of

the 22d inst you gave an account of a gigantic

Pear, presented to the Royal Horticultural Society

of Paris. The measures are different from the

true size of the pear, which I have received of a

member of the committee of said Society, which
are as follows :— circumference, 13 inches and
two-thirds, in the place of 15 inches ; height, 8

inches, instead of 9 inches ; the weight 1 pound 6

ounces, in the place of 1 pound 9 ounces. TV
trees are sold at 5 francs each in Paris ; I have
received six of that kind by the late arriwil of the i

Bayard, which are the first introduced in this'

country ; the gentleman who has had the good-

:

ness to direct them to me, writes me that this pear!

is of the first quality, as well for the flavor as for;

the size. A. PARMENTIER,
Horticultural and Botanical Gar- )

den, Brooklyn, Long Island.
J

Receipt for making Composition Cake.—One
pound of flour, one of sugar, half a pound of

butter, seven eggs, half a pint of cream, and a gill

oi* brandy.

Tea Cake.—Three cups of sugar, three eggs,

one cup of butter, one cup of milk, two cups of

flour, a. small lump of pearlash, and make it not

quite as stiff as pound cake.

Clove Cake.—Three pounds of flour, one of hut-!

ter, one of sugar, three eggs, two spoonfuls of!

cloves— mix it with molasses.

Sore Throat from Cold.—At this season of the

year, when common colds are prevalent, a better

remedy cannot be prescribed for a soreness or in-

flammation of the inside of the throat, which often

attends a severe catarrh than the following;

Mix a wine glass full of good calcined magnesia
and honey, to the consistence of paste, or jelly,

and take a spoonful once an hour through the day
for a day or two. It is cooling, healing, and a

very gentle cathartic.

—

Bermuda pa.

it to one quart ; rub her udder a little with it, and

give her the rest by way of drink ; milk her clean

before you give it to her ; and as you see need

requires repeat it. Draw a little milk from her

every second or third day ; left her udder be

overcharged.

—

Monk's dgriculturul Dictionary.

From the Mass. Agric. Repository.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE POPPY FOR THE PUB-
POSE OF PRODUCING OPIUM.

" Messrs Cowley and Staines, of Winslow,
' Buckinghamshire, have cultivated poppies for opi-

;

11m, with such success, as to induce the belief, that

this branch of agriculture is of national importance,

and worthy of support. In the year 1S21 they
1 procured 60 lbs. of solid opium, equal to the best

I

Turkey opium, (quere ?) from rather less than four

acres and an half of ground. The seed was sown
I in February, came up in March, and after proper

1

hoeing, setting out, &c, the opium gathering com-
' menced at the latter end of Ju'y. The criterion

for gathering the opium was. when the poppies

I having lost their petals were covered with a blu-

ish white mould. [With great deference, we
should say that the directions would have been

more clear, if they had stated the size of the cap-

sules or seed vessels when the gathering began.]

They are then scarified, [or scratched with a pin

or knife, Ed.] and the head left till the juice is co-

agulated, about two hours, when it is removed,

and new incisions made. Opium is produced un-

til the third and fourth incisions, and in some in-

stances till the tenth. Ninety-seven pounds were

j.
• ured at an expense of (one hundred and forty-

nwe dollars) and this being dried in the sun, yield-

ed above sixty pounds of opium. The heads of

the poppies were then allowed to dry, and were
thrashed, and the seeds, it was expected, as they

weighed thirteen hundred pounds, would produce

seventy-one gallons cf oil. The oil cake was
given to cattle and pigs, with great advantage."

REMARKS.

If the cultivation of the Poppy for opium can

be considered as an object of national importance

in Great Britain, it seems to be certain that it

must be so here. Our climate is much better

adapted to this plant. Sown in May, its capsules

are fit to use in July. They are larger and finer

than in England. The variety from which the

Turkey opium is obtained is the large single white

poppy. The capsules are of the size of a large

pigeon's egg. When they have obtained their

greatest size, the capsule is to be slit with a pin,

or sharp penknife ; from the wound issues a milky

kind of juice which in two hours thickens, and
should then be collected and afterwards dried in

the sun. In raising it on a great scale, the pop-

pies should be sown in rows or beds, so as to per-

mit the collectors of the opium to pass between
tbem.

We havn no expectation that such extensive

experiments will be made in our country, but

many curious persons may be disposed to raise a

quarter of an acre each. The remarks which
have been made are the result of personal obser-

vation by J. L.

eighteen hours, or until the saturation is complete,
which is indicated liy the water's assuming a jel-

lowigfa green tincture. The leaves are then taken
out, anil the solution Buffered to remain a lew min-
im-.-, in order to

;
recipitate it,- earthy particles; it

is then filtered through a sieve of iron wire, horse
hair, woollen or i-

; !k, and afterwards stirred vio-

lently for a quarter of an hour with a wooden
spatula.

At this stage of the process a quantity of lime

water is thrown into the extract, and the -timrig

is continued for some minutes longer, after which
it is suffered to repose for several hours. At
length a beautiful blue sediment will become de-

posited at the bottom of the vessel, and nothing

farther is requisite than to filter, and afterwards

dry it in small heaps on a wooden table by the

rays of the sun, in order to bring it to a dry and

marketable stak-.

—

Bulletin des Sciences.

To dry Cows, which you wish to fatten.—Take an
ounce of powdered alum ; boil it in two quarts of
milk till it turns to whey ; then take a large hand-
ful of sago, and boil it hi the whey till you reduce

DUTCH METHOD OF EXTRACTING BLUE
COLOR FROM WOAD.

The leaves are put together with water into a

cask, and the mass loaded with weights, lu this

state they are suffered to remain fur sixteen or

[From Fetfendeo'l New American Gardecer.]

GARDENER'S CALENDAR.
February.— Manure may be carried into those

places where it is needed, left in a heap, hut not

spread. Wherever and whenever the snow is off

the ground, rake together and burn the haulm, or

whatever may remain from the last year's crop.

—

Straw mats for the hot-beds, pales, rails, lattices,

or trellises for espalier trees, should be got in read-

iness. See that your garden tools are in good re-

pair, and procure such new ones as may be ne-

cessary. Il is now time to set about procuring

and preparing materials for, and forming hot-beds.

Clean trees from moss, and protect them against

mice and rsbi.its by whitewashing with lime, or

smearing with some composition which is offen-

sive to those vermin. Enter in earnest into the

business of forwarding various kinds of seedling

plants, by artificial means, so that they may have

strong roots, and arrive at some size by the time

they would naturally make their first appearauce
above ground. This may well be done by adopt-

ing Mr Armstrong's method, with regard to mel-

ons, mentioned in the New American Gardener,

page 202. Attend to your fruit in your fruit-room

or cellar, on shelves or in boxes, a.id, if necessary,

pick it over, and cull out whatever is defective
;

wipe the remainder dry, aud pack it away anew.
But if it is put down in some sort of grain, dry
sand, flax-seed chaff, or, what is probably best of

all, pulverized plaster of Paris, you will not need
to meddle with it. You may now, perhaps, begin

to fjree asparagus in hot-beds. Sow under glass

cases, for transplanting or otherwise, radishes, car-

rots, small salads, peas, beans, &c. Protect choice

plants, which may show a disposition to vegetate,

by matting, litter, cases of wicker, old bark, and
other proper means.

A correspondent of the Palladium relates that a

person in Boston, whose system had contracted

a propensity to dropsy from sedentary employ-

ment, anil whose limbs had become so much en-

larged as to hurst the skin, has been lately cured

entirely, by laving the legs in cold wa'er.

Pare Glass.— It is stated in the Literary Gazette,

that Mr Heischell and Mr Faraday have at last

succeeded in their long practised series of experi-

ments for producing pure glass for optical pur-

poses. It is believed that the attainment of this

most desirable object will produce extraordinary

results in the highest of all sciences, Astronomy

•Vaf. Journal.
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REFRIGERATORS.
(Continuedfrom page 228J

After constructing and using the Refrigerator

which has been described, as its usefulness de-

pended entirely on a supply of ice ; I was natural-

ly led to reflect on the most economical means of

preserving it, and hence the foregoing investiga-

tion of the subject. In the course of that investi-

gation an improvement in the Refrigerator occur-

red. I clearly discovered, that agreeably to the

laws of heat, any refrigerating body placed in the

upper part of a chamber defended from external

heat, would certainly receive heat from the atmos-

phere of the chamber, until a common tempera-

ture was produced. I therefore concluded that if

a smail tin vessel was attached to the under side

of the lid, of the Refrigerator, to contain the ice

only, and the lid made to slide instead of raising

up, that the large tin vessel might be spared
;

which would certainly be a great improvement,

especially as in that case there would be no abso-

lute necessity for the wooden vessel to be water

tight, and some difficulty attends keepifig any

other than a hooped vessel in that condition. In

order to prove by experiment as far as I had con-

venience for doing it, I removed the tin vessel from

the refrigerator and placed a vessel containing

water, and another milk on the bottom of the

wooden vessel, one at each end ; I then fixed a

pewter bason containing ice and salt, as near tfce

top as I could to admit the lid to shut over it. I

found both water and milk began to freeze in

about an hour ; and by letting them remain sonic

time longer they were both frozen to the bottom
;

the temperature of the room about 55°. Having
never before seen, or heard of any liquid being

frozen by means of ice and salt in a temperature

above the freezing point, in any other way than

by placing the vessel containing the liquid intend-

ed to be frozen in contact with the mixture ; this

experiment as far as it went was encouraging.

—

Some days afterwards the temperature of the

room the same, I fixed the bason containing ice

only, as before, and made use of a thermometer

to try the effect. I was now disappointed by

finding that I could not by this means reduce the

atmosphere within the vessel as low as the ice by

6 or 8°. But on a little reflection the cause was
very plain. The nonconductors enclosing that

portion of atmosphere, were not so perfect but

they admitted some heat to pass through, and this

continually mixing therewith, before it could be

taken up by the ice would of course always occa-

sion a difference in temperature. This plan will

not therefore answer the purpose as well as the

other, either when a great degree of coldness is

required, or when it is necessary to produce im-

mediate effect. But for those on a large scale,

such as would be proper to stand in cellars, or

the holds of vessels, I think this last mentioned

kind is to be preferred.

The following I think would be an eligible mode
of construction. Suppose it is required to have
one whose content shall be equal to six cubic feet

clear of the ice vessel : let a box of wood be made
three feet long two feet, wide and sixteen inches

deep in the clear ; let another box be made of

such* dimensions that the first may stand within it;

leaving an interstice between, on all sides, and

also between their bottoms nf about as inch.

—

The sides and one end of the outside box should

also stand an inch or more above the other.

—

Then put as much dry sifted ashes, or rather

charcoal dust if it can be had, into the large box
as will cover the bottom an inch deep ; set the

small box within the large one, leaving the space

equal on all sides. Then prepare a lid, which
may rest on the top of the inside box, after thin

strips are nailed on the upper edges thereof in or-

der to cover the spaces left between the boxes
;

the edges of the lid confined by a ledge nailed to

the outside box, or by a groove, and made to slide

endwise ; cut a hole of a convenient size near the

middle of the lid for the purpose of putting in the

ice, and connect a door to it by a hinge. The ice

vessel must then be fastened to the lid : this

should be made of tin or sheet iron, about two
feet long, eighteen inches wide, and four inches

deep, having a convenient opening at one corner

to draw off the water, which maybe stopped with

a cork ; the side and end plates of the ice vessel

must be five inches wide, one inch of which must
have a square turn outwards to admit of its being

nailed up to the lid, which will form the top of the

vessel. This being done it will be necessary to

cut away one end of both boxes so as to admit ! the necessary quantity will probably be greatsr,
I

the lid with the ice vessel nailed to its under side

to draw out. Then fill the space between the

boxes at the sides and ends, with the same ma-

terial used between their bottoms ; nail on the

strips to confine it in, and the wood-work will be

finished. The whole may then be covered with

coarse blanketing, duffle, or the cloth called lion-

skin ; so cut as to admit of the lid being drawn
out, and to cover all the joints when shut : at the

end cut down, to give room for the ice vessel, it

will he necessary to have a flap of several thick-

nesses of cloth, attached either to the end of the

lid or box in such a manner as effectually to close

the opening wlieu the lid is pushed in.

An easier method of fixing the lid (and perhaps

in most cases ought to be adopted) would be to

let the top of both boxes be of equal height and

fasten the lid thereon, having an opening in the

middle a little larger than the ice vessel, through

which it may hang down, suspended by the edges

of its wooden top to which it should be nailed as

before directed, the joints to be all closed by the

woollen covering. The only inconvenience that

would attend this mode would be an increased

difficulty in opening, on account of its having to

be lifted off when full of ice, but this might in

some measure be remedied by having suitable

handles, and for those that are to be stationary a

small pulley.

Such an ice vessel as has been described, will

probably contain about 30 lbs. of ice in lumps
;

and is capable of cooling more than 120 lbs. of

any kind of provision or liquids put in the average

summer temperature, down to 6 or 8° below the

coldest spring water. I have not consulted any

meteorological tables on the subject ; but believe

I am safe in stating the mean temperature of this

climate, from the middle of the fifth month,* to

the middle of the ninth monthf (which is about

the time ice is useful) rather below 80°. It will

then require any article at that temperature to be

cooled 30° to bring it to what was proposed. As
it requires 146° or thereabouts of heat tt> convert

ice to water ; then, as many thirties as are con-

tained in 14G, so many pounds of the thing in-

tended to be cooled, will each pound of ice cool

to the degree required, admitting the ice to re-

ceive no other accession of heat. For the sake of

round numbers, insiead of 146, we will say 140,

ich divided by 30, quotes 4| ; 30 pounds of
ice multiplied by 4| produces 140 pounds of the

article to be cooled : if we stiike off the fraction

^, which will be just ^ of the ice on account of

that portion of external heat which will find its

way in while the articles are cooling, we shall

then have 120 lbs. This is much more than al-

most any private family would have occasion to

put in daily, for the use of the family only. There
are, however, some deductions to make for the

heat, which would be admitted by frequently

opening, and also continually passing through the

sides and bottom of the boxes.

But it is impossible to calculate with certainty

on the subject without more accurate experiments

than I have yet made. 1 am, however of the

opinion, that the average quantity of 20 lbs. of ice

per day, w ill be sufficient in such a refrigerator as

has been last described, to answer the purposes

of a large family ; even admitting, that with other

things, the milk of two or three cows should be

kept therein ; when the weather is very warm,

and proportionably less when cooler.

To be concluded next week.

From Luudon's Gardener's Magazine.

The Dahlia may be advantageously forced by

potting the roots in February, and letting them re-

main in frames till June, when they will begin to

flower, and may be turned out into the open bor-

der.—Matthias Sylvaticus, October 10, 1827.

* May. t September,

Transplanting Turnips.—For many years I

have sown turnip seed on any little vacant spot,

and, when the plants had two or three leaves,

planted them out, by a' line in regular rows.

—

Nothing can succeed better, or produce finer roots;

hardly one in twenty dies.

—

Rusticus in Urbe.

A Strawberry wp.s gathered, on the 20th of June,

from the garden of Mr Norris, Brentford End,

which measured 13\ inches in circumference, and

weighed upwards of three ounces.

—

Morning Her-

ald.

Utility of Toads in Gardens.— Practical men
have been long aware that toads live chiefly on in-

seGts, particularly beetles ; some have even made
it a point to place them on their hot-beds, for the

purpose of destroying wood-lice, earwigs, &c. A
correspondent, Mr Reeve, who has long employed

toads as -guardians of his melon and cucumber

frames, fully corroborates all that has been said

respecting their usefulness in such situations, and

is so attentive to them, that, when they have clear-

ed his beds of insects, and he finds them uneasy

in their confinement, he actually feeds them, in or-

der to keep them there. He offers them the dif-

ferent insects which are considered noxious in gar-

dens, all of which they devour ; even slugs are

eaten by them (though this is denied by another

correspondent ;) and if so, this despised reptile

must be a beneficial assistant to the gardener at

times, and in a way he is at present but little ac-

quainted with. 1 M.for Cond.

Apples may be kept all the year round, by being

immersed in corn, which receives no injury from

their contact. If the American apples were pack-

ed among gram, they would arrive here in much

finer condition. In Portugal it is customary to

have a small ledge in every apartment (immediate*
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ly under the cornice,) barely wide enough to hold

nn tipple ; in this way the ceilings arc fringed with

fruit, which are not easily got at willioul a ladder,

while one glance of the eye serves to show if any

depredations have heen committed.

—

Brandt's

Qua;-. Jour., Jan. 1828, p. 497.

Use of Botanical Geography.—James Lee, the

grandfather of the present nurseryman at Ham-
mersmith, is said to have discovered what island-

had belonged to Europe, and what to Asia, hy the

heath, which is ahundantly dispersed over Europe,

Africa, apd America, but is not to hej'ound in Asia,

or in any of the islands which must have once

formed a part of that continent.— Thornton in

Lee's Introduction to Botany, pref p. xiv.

The Caledonian Horticultural Society recently

held a Meeting. Thirty-five sorts of seedling

gooseberries were produced, chiefly raised from'

the Sulphur, Ironmonger, and Warrington, at

Whitehill, near Lasswade ; seed sown in 182-!,

and the berries sent from the original seedling

bushes. The whole having been carefully exam-

ined, nine of the sorts were judged good, but two
more especially preferred,—a veiy rough white,

and a very rough yellow kind. The Meeting

judging it right to encourage such zeal in raising

seedling fruits, awarded the Society's silver medal
to Mr David White, gardener to Colonel Ramsay,
at Whitehill.

From the Delaware Advertiser.

SILK.
I am happy to see hy your late papers, that you

tire lending your columns to the encouragement
of a new and important branch of husbandry

;

one entirely within the means of the inhabitants

of this State

—

tht culture of silk. The Governor

having called the attention of the Legislature to

it, I offer you my mite of experience.

For some years past, the seasons have general-

ly been unfavorable to the farmer ; and the low

prices of grain and wool have diminished his

power of improving the soil. Under the experi-

ence of these evils, I turned my attention to the

profits, and mode of rearing silk in the different

countries of Europe, and in our own New Eng-
land States, and have assiduously sought for the

newspaper remarks of individuals from all the

States, who have like myself, been making experi-

ments in rearing the worms. On the farm on

which I reside, the experiments of all have been

tried, except that of rearing them in buildings con-

structed for the purpose. The result is a positive

conviction that in the Middle Slates no profit can

be derived from them, unless raised according to

the European system.

If I am right in this opinion, it is important that

the public should not be led astray by the essays

of writers whose experiments have been made for

amusement, and not with that scrupulous regard

to cost, which would direct the person whose la-

bor must be repaid. -Such instruction will be

found in the admirable aad complete report of Mr
Rush, Secretary of the Treasury.

A Mr Gideon Smith, of Baltimore, author of

some essays on Silk, published in your paper, gives

information to the people of the Southern States

that the silk-worm will thrive in any temperature,

and that they have spun him silk in a tempera-

ture of 90°. On this farm there were reared last

year thirty-five thousand worms, in different apart-

ments, subject to different temperatures. They
all kept healthy, until the thermometer, which

hung in the room, rose to 80°—when they began

to languish ; at 85 there was much disease among
them,and at, 90 vast quantities died in a very putres-

cent state. Where they suffered no greater heat

than 78°, they yielded more than three pounds of

cocoons to the thousand worms ; but in the high-

er temperatures only two pounds to the thousand.

From this I infer that in cool buildings, properly

protected from the sun, they would yield here, as

well as in Europe. •

If experimentalists who write for the papers,

would give the exact weight of silk obtained in

different temperatures, farmers, who eventually

will be the principal rearers of this article, would

be convinced of the necessity of adhering as much
as possible to the European standard, which does

not exceed 73°.

The worms reared were of three kinds:— 1st.

The straw-colored silk, which forms the bulk of

what is produced in Europe. 2d. Those produc-

ing the fine white silk, but lately introduced into

France. 3d. The large black worm producing

the orange and sulphur-colored siik, and which

comes to maturity earlier than cither of the

others.

One great advantage, which the culture of silk

would afford the farmer, is that it would give to

the females and children of his family employment

at home.

In consequence of the vast quantities of native

mulberry trees, throughout this State, most fami-

lies would have it in their power to enter into

this business, on a small scale ; and should the

Legislature of this State find it advisable to of-

fer any encouragement to this new branch of

husbandry, a considerable quantity of Silk would

in a few years be exported from Delaware.

Samples of the kinds of silk reared, will be for-

warded for your inspection, by the first conven-

ient opportunity.

AN AGRICULTURIST.

HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS.
The influence of individuals has long been con-

centrated in united action for the encouragement

of agriculture, and the liberality of the Legislature

has been freely bestowed in aid of their exertions.

The beneficial results are familiar to all who have

witnessed the collection of the choicest specimens

of flocks and herds gathered to the annual shows,

exhibiting the perfections of different races, and

by comparison of various modes of management

and the distribution of premiums awakening hon-

orable emulation, stimulating industry, and adding

to the wealth of the country by increasing the

value of the soil and the abundance of its pro-

ducts. While the labors of the field have flourish-

ed under such patronage, those of the garden have

been honored, in our own state, with but slight

attention. Effects as important, from similar as-

sociations, acting upon the branch of agriculture

whose objects are most heautiful, might be antici-

pated ; for the art of gardening is not confined to

the education of tulips and geraniums, cabbages

and cauliflowers, but includes the productions of

those fruits, once luxuries, now become almost

necessaries. The collecting together the tenants

of distant gardens, the assembling of new vari-

eties of plants and fruits, the communication of

observations and experiments, while it gratifies

an useful and innocent taste, will add to the com-

forts and Conveniences of life. The general pro-

cesses of the farmer do not interest all, but those

of the gardener come home to each. There is

abundant room for improvement in those patches
of mingled potatoes, sun-flowers and weed.-, which
are dignified by the name of gardens, appended
to the domestic establishments of our cultivators.

The introduction of valuable exotic-, or useful na-

tive plants, the production of rich and rare, or

common and delicious fruits, are objects which
would he more promoted by one exhibition of the

rewards of skill and industry, than by all the ex-

hortations to care, and all the motives to diligence,

held out in books. The distribution of seed*, the

circulation of b nr,l specimens of value, the knowl-

edge gained by the. interchange of information,

and more than all, the taste which would ii.sen-i-

bly spread abrbad through the community, would

conduce to the prosperity of the agriculturist,

while they afforded the most rational enjoyments.

Jforcester .Bgis.

CHANGES
Which take place in the Domestic Animals of Eu-

rope when transported tv .lmtrica.—The mammife-

rous animals transported from the Old to the New
World are the hog, the sheep, the goat, the ass,

the horse, the cow, the dog.— 1st. The Hog.—
This animal, in the hot valleys of South America,

where he wanders whole days in the woods, liv-

ing chiefly upon wild fruits, loses speedily the

marks of domestication, and partakes largely of

the nature of the wild boar. The year 1493 was

the date of his first introduction into the New
World ; and now he is found established from 25

degrees north latitude, to 45 degrees south, and

every wdiere breeds as plentifully as in Europe.

—

2d. The Cor.: Animals of this species appear to

require a considerable quantity of salt as a part of

their nourishment. When salt Js placed where

they feed, they return punctually to seek it ; but

when this duty is neglected by their masters, the

flock disperses and becomes wild. There is also

a difference in the size of the udder, particularly

in Colombia, where the milk is not reckoned of

the same importance as in Europe. 3d. The ,1ss.

The Ass suffers hardly any alteration either in his

form or habits. In some places where he is over-

worked and little cared for, he becomes deformed,

but no where does he lose his civilization. 4th.

The Horse. Not so with this animal : he finds

chesnuts in the woods, and speedily presents one

of the distinctions of wild animals— a sameness of

color, which with him is almost invariably chesuut.

The amble is the pace most admired by the Co-

lombians : they accordingly breed up their horses

to this mode of motion ; and it is no less remark-

able than true, that with the present race the am-

ble is the natural pace, just as the trot is with

ours. 5th. The Dog suffeis no change. 6th.

The Sheep, in temperate climates, breeds as freely

as in Europe, and never shows any inclination to

escape from the dominion of man. In the warm-

er plains they are more difficult of preservation.

The wool grows slower; but if shorn at the prop-

er time, presents nothing remarkable. If on the

other hand, this time is allowed to pass, it is do>-

tached by the shears of nature ; and instead of a

new crop, growing, as in other cases, a short,

smooth, shiuing hair presents itself, resembling

that of the goat of the same climate. 7lh. The

Goo/, although, with us a mountaineer, suits bet-

ter the low warm valieys of South America, than
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the more elevated parts of the Cordilleras. The

only change it undergoes is similar to that of the

cow .

—

London Weekly Review.

FRENCH METHOD OF TRANSPLANT-
ING.

During dry weather, the gardeners of Paris do

not wait for rain as ours generally do ;
but, as

soon as their crops require removing, it is done in

the following manner : Having chosen the spot,

they well water the top. and immediately dig it

under, and afterwards water the fresh surface, and

as soon as it is dry enough, it is raked, and the

plants put in without any regard to the mid-day

sun ; they continue to water the bed three or four

times a day, until the plants have taken root. It

is surprising how soon lettuces, cabbages, etc. will

be well rooted by such treatment, and with what

vigor they grow after the first shower of rain.

—

What would have been the state of such plants

had they remained in the seed tied ? They would

have drawn each other ; their first leaves would

have dropped off, and general debility would have

followed, not easy to. be removed: but, by the

French treatment^\nota leaf will be lost. Now,
if we consider the prnwiple, it is simply this : that

every plant placed in the sun in water will in no
way flag, and the continued wet stale of the bed

for the first few days is similar to it ; besides, the

presence of the sun contributes powerfully to the

rooting of the plants.

—

Eng. pa.

NEW EJNg^AJVD^^^^jgj^
neck, and arms, profusely in cold water every

morning ; and it is a fact, which may be relied on,

that since the adoption of this antidote, she has

not experienced any cold whatever !"

BEECH-TREE LIABLE TO LIGHTNING.
It has been asserted that lightning never struck

a beech-tree. But a farmer in the .state of Ohio

contradicts this report, and states that a beech-

tree, on his farm was struck with lightning the last

summer.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, FEB., 13, 1829.

ADVANTAGES OF TREES.
Cattle thrive much better.in fields even but

moderately sheltered with trees than they do in

an open exposed country. An Italian (Gautieri)

has enumerated and illustrated the advantages in

point of climate which tracts of country derive

from woods and forests. " These" he says " are

arresting the progress of impetuous and dangerous

winds; maintaining the temperature of the air

;

regulating the seasons ; lessening intense cold ; op-

posing the formation and increase of ice ; mod-
erating intense heats

;
producing abundance of

water in the rivers ; discharging the electricity of
the atmosphere; opposing a barrier to washing
away or undermining banks; preserving from inun-

dations
;
preserving the soil on hills and moun-

tains."

We perceive by a communication in the Pitts-

burgh Gazette, that the machinery for spinning

flax by steam power, is now in complete operation

in that city, and on such a scale as to create an

immediate demand for flax. This will give new
and profitable activity to the farmers in that vicin-

ity-

RURAL ECONOMY OF SWITZERLAND.
Extracts from. Mons. Kasthofer's Travels in tht

Cantons, and among the Rhetian Alps.

farmers' stock, &c.

Cows, goats and sheep constitute the principal

means of support ard wealth of the Swiss farm

ers; or to discriminate more accurately, the goats,

in a great measure, support the poorer class ; and
the ewes supply the cheese from which the richer

derive their little wealth. The extent of a pasture

is estimated by the number of cows it maintains
;

six or eight goats are deemed equal a cow ; four

calves the same, four sheep, or four hogs ; but a
horse is reckoned as five or six cows ; because he
roots up the grass, [that is, destroys it by biting

too close.] Throughout the high Alps, they are of

CULTURE OF HEMP.
Mr James Rogers, who carries letters of intro-

duction from several gentlemen of distinction in

New York, is on a tour in the State of Maine for

the purpi.se of engaging the farmers in the culti-

vation of hemp. He proposes to supply them with

seed, sow it for them, and take a share in the crop
for his compensation.

CALVES.
Young's Annals state the following as a remedy

for the scouring of calves : Powdered chalk and
wheat meal moistened with gin and worked into

a ball should be given the animals.

Feb. 13, 18S9,

cows a cheese of fortyfive pounds can he made
daily. On the high pastures of Scoria, a cow
during the best s?tison, supplies nearly sixty pounds

of skim-milk chetse, and forty pounds of butter.

Reckoning twenty pounds of milk, observes our

author, equivalent to one of butter, the produce

in milk will he eight hundred pounds for ninety

days, or less than nine pounds a day. This small

supply he ascribes to the great elevation of the

pastures, and the bad keep of the cows in the

winter.

CHEESE.

Great variety of cheese is made in the district*

of Switzerland ; the most celebrated in the Sehab-

zieger. To make this, the dairy is built near a

stream of water ; the vessels containing the milk

are placed on gravel or stone in the dairy, and the

water conducted into it in such a manner as to

reach their brim. The milk is exposed to thia

temperature about six degrees of Reaumur (forty

six Fahr.) for five or six days, and in that time

the cream is completely formed. After this is

skimmed off, the caseous particles are separated by

the addition ofsome sour milk, and not by rennet.

The enrd thus obtained is pressed strongly in

bags on which stones are laid when sufficiently

pressed and dried, it is ground to powder in au-

tumn, salted and mixed with either.the pressed,

flowers or the bruised seeds of the Melilotus Offi-

cinalis (melilot, a species of trefoil.) The entire

separation of the cream or unctuous portion of the

milk is indispensable to the manufacture of Schab-

zieger. The unprepared curd never sells for

more than three half pence a pound ; whereas,

prepared as Schabzieger, it sells for sixpence or

sevenpence. Our author is, therefore, surprisedopinion that sheep are destructive to the pastures,

in proportion to their elevation, because the herb- I that other cantons do not follow the examples of
age, which they eat down to the roots, cannot, in

j
Glaris ; and he advises other aromatic herbs to be

such a cold climate, regain its strength and luxu-j used, and thus a variety of such cheeses manufac-
riance. The mountain pastures are rented at so

j

tured.

much for cow's feed from the 15th of May to the The Bergamese make cheese with one measure
18th of October; and the cows are hired from the of ewe milk added to three measures of cow milk

;

peasants lor the same period; at the end of it both they use little rennet, and no acid, because, ac-
are returned to their owners. In other parts cording to them the mixture of the two kinds of
the proprietors of the pastures hire their cows

;
j

milk is of itself sufficient. It is to this manage-
or the proprietors of the cows rent the land.

j
ment that our author ascribes the greater delicacy

The proceeds of a cow are estimated at 3/., or of flavor possessed by the ewe-milk cheese of the
3/. IDs. viz. 25*. in summer, and during the

j

Bergamese over that made in the Oberland.
time they are kept in the valleys or in the house, at

|
The celebrated cheese of Roquefort, in France,

21. The Grindalwald Alps feed three thousand is made of a mixture of ewe and goat milk ; the
cows and as many sheep and goats. The cattle cheese of Sassenage and Dauphiny, of ewe and
are attended on the mountains by herdsmen

;
|
cow milk ; it is said that a mixture of all the three,

when the weather is tempestuous, they are up all
!

COw, ewe, and goat, makes the best cheese.
night, calling to them, otherwise they would take sheep
fright anci run into danger. Chalets are built for . ? . • _. '»

,° .. . ,
""o*- 1 - viia.tii. uinmiiiiw

Are flot R favorite stock in many parts of
ttie use ot the herdsmen : these are log houses of' a . , j . .• ,•«-„ ,, c • • r„„.i c_Switzerland ; the difficulty ot procuring food for

COLD WATER LOTIONS.
The Vermont Chronicle says, that " a lady of

feeble habits, who has been subject to heavy colds

for a long comse of years, has agreeably to the
recommendation of a physician, for the two last

years, adopted a custom of uniformly bathing face,

the ruue-st construction, without any chimney, and
a pit or tiench lor the fire dug round by way of a
seat. Tnuse chalets the persons whose employ-
ment it is to milk ihe c *we, and to make cheese
and butter, ascend in the summer time. When
they go cut to milk the cows, a portable seat with
a single leg is strapped to their backs ; at the

hour ot milking, the cows are attracted home from
the mi SL distant pastures by a handful of salt,

which the shepherd takes from a leathern pouch
hanging over lis shoulder. During the milking,
the Rata dez Vaclt.es is frequently sung.

The Swis.i cows yield more milk than those of
Lou i hardy, where they are in great demand ; but
i.fier the third generation the milk falls off. In
some pans of Switz; rlaud they yield, on an aver-

age, twelve English quarts a day ; and with forty

them in winter is one cause. M. Kasthofer, how-
ever, mentions a fact, which if uniformly the case

would, in a great measure, do away this ground

of objection to sheep. He was assured that sheep

suffered to remain on the mountains, during win-

ter, procure food for themselves sufficient, not

merely to support life, but to keep or render them

fat, and he adds that, in Norway, when winter

fodder fails, the sheep are turned out. and by

scraping away the snow forage for themselves
;

the same is the case in Iceland.

forests

In Switzerland are of great use and impor-

tance; they supply the principal winter food for

cattle &c. The author observes that the native

trees of any district are not of course, the most
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useful add profitable trees that might grow there
;

he woulil therefore ascertain which are the most

useful for fodder, or profitable for timber, ami these

he would substitute for native trees. One of the

most useful trees in Switzerland is the Pinus

Ciinbra, or Stone Pine ; it is indeed of very slow

growth ; one of them, out down when nineteen

inches in diameter, displayed three hundred and

fifty three concentric circles. Its usual growth is

a span in height in six years. The timber of this

tree has a most agreeable perfume, and is much
used for domestic utensils, as well as for wains-

coating rooms. When our author visited the

chateau of Tavasp, be was struck in almost every

apartment with the perfume of this wood; and he

remarks it as a surprising and inexplicable cir-

cumstance, that the wood should have exhaled

this perfume for some centuries with undiminish-

ed strength, and without the wood itself having

suffered any decrease of weight. But this wood
possesses another recommendation—rooms wains-

coated with it are not infested with bugs or moths.

Its seeds are esteemed a delicacy ; they are eaten

in great quantities at the winter parties ; and on

these occasions the female sex display, in extract-

ing them, a high degree of skill, mixed with much
innocent gaiety and vivacity. According to Pal-

las an oil is extracted from them which is used at

tabic, and might be in the manufacture of soap.

In order to expedite and secure its growth, and

thus remove the principal objection to its cultiva-

tion, he advises that the seeds should be deposit-

ed in a compost of earth, and the clippings and
leaves of the pineaster and the larch ; or that this

compost should be put round the roots of the

young plants.

—

London Foreign Review.

MASSACHUSETTS LYCEUM.
A respectable number of gentlemen of the Leg-

islature, and others, assembled in the chamber of

the House of Representatives on the 16th inst.

Mr Denny, of Leicester was called to the chair,

and Mr Eddy, of Middleborough appointed Secre-

tary. A number of gentlemen spoke on this oc-

casion, anil instances were cited of the successful

establishment of Lyceums in Leicester, Newton,

Charlton, &c ; and the advantages derived from

them in presenting pupils the means of acquiring

that kind of information, which will prove of the

most practical utility. The following resolutions

offered by Mr Rand, were unanimously adopted.

Resolved, that in the opinion of this meeting,

the general establishment of Lyceums in the

towns of this commonwealth would have a salu-

tary effect upon common education, and on the

best interests of the community.

Resolved, that this meeting recommend that a

meeting similar to the present, be held in Roston,

early in the winter session of the next Legislature.

Resolved, that a committee be appointed, con-

sisting of three gentlemen of Suffolk county, and

one of each of the other counties, to take suitable

measures for collecting information preparatory to

the meeting next winter.

Resolved, that said committee endeavor to ob-

tain such legislative aid, as to them may seem ne-

cessary and advisable to raise the standard of

common education, and give facility to the forma-

tion of Lyceums, for this purpose.

The following gentlemen were chosen to be

the committee.

Suffolk, Messrs Rand, J. B. Davis, Bigelow—
Essex, Mr Phillips—Middlesex, Mr Jackson—
Plymouth, Mr Deane— Bristol, Mr J. A. Parker—

Worcester, Mr Wilder

—

Hampshire, Mr Hayes— I

Hampden, Mr Williams

—

Franklin, Mr Field

—

lierkshire.Mr Sedgwick

—

Nantucket, Mr Burin II

—

Norfolk, Mr French

—

BarnslibU .Mr Maraton

—

Dukes, Mr Fellows.

Grubbing Machine.—An ingenious citizen of our

state, (Mr Pratt, of Washington county,) lately ex-

hibited, near Georgetown, D. C. the operation of

his Grand Grubbing Machine. He applied the

machine to some noble White Ouks, 9 feet in cir-

cumference, and they were in a few iiiiuulcs, ami

\. r ; .use, pulled down and their routs pulled up.

The power used was the bands ofsome five or six

men. ^he machine, will, it is thought, prove very

useful to rail road and turnpike companies. The
exhibit!) n was made with a view of shewing its

effect to the members of Congress.—.V. Y. pa.

Manufacture of Salt.—Mr Lo iug Crocker, of

Barnstable, is making improvements in the manu-
facture of salt from sea water. He is about to

throw up a high dyke around two or three acres

of salt marsh, upon which he will bring the sea

water, which will evaporate considerably. The
water then will be conveyed to a deep trench, and

from thence to the wooden vats.— Traveller.

Expectation and Circumstancts.—The greatest

injury that can be done to y°ung persons is to

bring them up to expectations of living in an easy

independence, when it is not in the power of the

parent to support it.

Suds for Country Dealers.

Trader! in the " '. iry, wi.<. may wish to keep an assortment
of tiar- rn Bee*!* !"r wle, arc iaJbrnwd ili<-v can he luiui-hed
iii ibe N<iw Engl ii

. ioMTionb Marks* skeet,
ItmitoD, widi boxes containing a complete UMruneal of ibe
seed* ino-ily u-c,i -i. a kitchen gatttan, on a. favorable terms as
ihoy can be pnrrbasi il in luia roairirjr, neatly done up m imall

I
ipcrs. at G a.id 12 rem rarh—wamnttmllobeof Uwi growth

<.f lK28,and "I Ibe pun i quality. Uf.Hmmi. Flows*
ISf.i i'- wiil I"" added <<> the same terms, whan ordered, aa well
a, I'kas. Heaks, Kahlv Wiiiti B .., ol dif-

i.icitl -oris.

|Jj» The Seed* vendcrr-fti meat, are pat on on a
new plan ihw year, each package being accoaapauiM with

short direction* on its management, and packed in the nealest

style —Traders arc requested lo call and examine f"r ihenv
m-Ivqi. 'pit Jan 23.

For Salt,

In the soarocnslerly part of old Marlborough, a ralnahle

Farm, containing about 120 acres. < v kind of
land that is desirable in the enterprising farmer, a largi

of winch isw iln- Brai quality, having a constant Dream c I mw
running through it ; and ihe land is so situated that a numbers*?

acres are capable of in Ration. On Ibe premises is an upright

two story House, with lour n»oms on die lloor, in gond repair ;

a large nam, SO by 30, and in common seasons is filled with

good hay. Then : are al <> on the farm, good Orchards, a part

of which are in their prime ; together with an abundance of

Wood, the best of white oak, fit for wheelwrights' use, or for

ship timber. There are few farms capable ol more improve-

ment, or which can bo carried on al less expense. The place

w ill lie sold'al a lair price, with or without Ihe sicca and uten-

sils. al tin- election of die purchaser. The payments ,.

and accommodation, and possession ma_v be bad on delivery of

ihe deed. For further particulars, please inquire of William
Drvpkr. F.sq. "i .Marl 1 ..rough, of lii.sjmis \\'ici.u of Rox-

l.urv. or ofSamuel II. WtLO.on ibe r,reu

To Correspondents.—Wc are ol>lige<l f o defer this week,

an able and valuable article on Fruits and Fruil Trees, in re-

ply to Mr Little's inquiries in our last paper—also one on New

Varieties of Potatoes— Hints lo Young Fanners—on Rose Hugs

—Several interesting articles from a correspondent in Mansfield

— and some Agricultural Extracts from The Foreign Review.

\ry Subscribers to the New England Farmer in Nova Sco-

ria, wnl find iheir accoa ••- fcilh ". J. I. Pl.LA.VD, Esq. Editor of

liie Acadian Recorder, Halifax, where they are desired lo call

and settle.

Those in New Brunswick are left with Mr A. M'Leod, Ed-

tor of the St John Cilv Gazeite.

Jan. lb.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Fresh Hemp Seed

Just received at the New England Fa,

Norlh Market Street, a lew hairels.if American Hemp Seed, of

test/year's growth.— Also, one barrel of Iresb Riga Flax Seed,
well known id be superior lo Ihe common American Fiax.

•d Store. 52
Hemp Seed, of

Farmer Wanted.

A faiihful man is wanted lo take charge of a small place in

Roxhury, comprising a garden, orchard, ,!kc.

CTj* It must be expressly understood that no ardpnl spirits

will be allowed on ihe place. Persons who are unwilling to ac-

cede to tl'.is, need not make application to ihe New England
Farmer Seed Store, 52 Norlh Markel St. Boston.

Farmer Wanted.

A steady, faithful man is wanted to take charge of a farm in

Newton—apply to J. B. Russell, New England Farmer Seed

Slore.

Early Potatoes.

For sale by ihe subscriber 30 or 40 bushels of superior early

potatoes, price g 1.25 per bushel. SETH DAVIS.
Newton, Feb. 13, 1829. Steop

Farmer Wanted.

Wanted, an active, industrious man (a Scotchman will be

preferred) lo lake Ihe charge and assisl in laboring on a farm.

To a person properly qualified, a fair compensation, punctual

pay, and employment (or several years will be given.

SiT An entire abstinence from the use of ardent spirits, will

be required. Apply lo Geo. Bacon, al Thompson's Hotel. No.

9 Llmslieel. 3t Feb G

APPLES, best; ....
ASHES, pot, first sort,

Pearl, first sort, ...
BEANS, white, ....
BEEF, mess,

Cargo, No. 1,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected. No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore. Howard-street, -

Genesee, -

Rya.ba.t,
GRAIN, torn, ....

tn, ....
parley, ....
Dais." -

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, ....
Navy, mess,
Cargo; No. 1,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, ...
Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, - - -

Rye Grass.

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top .--.
Lucerne, -

While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clovcr.'l northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, lull blood, unwashed,
Merino, three lourlhs washed.
Merino, hall & quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, " spinning, first sort

barrel,

ton.

bushel

barrel.

pound,

barrel.

bushel

FROJI I TO
3 Oil 3 75

130 00135 00
130 on 135 00

BO 1 12
10 00 10 50
8 50 9 00
7 50

14
7
2

9 00
9 CO

7 75
10

9
3

9 12
9 25

pound

35 90
3 00

1G 00 16 50
13 00 13 25
13 ill' ]3 25
2 00" 2 50

300
4 00
4 00
400
1 CO
50
50
10

1 50
1 50
42
26
35
33
28

37 41
25 30

33301

Wanted c

stands the r

Gardener Wanted.
*o near the city, a sins:

all garden ;

1 man who uuder-

d farm. Satisfac-

nmendaiious will be required, and permanent employ-

Apply at ihis office. If Jan. 22.

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED F.7XFY WEES BT MR- Hi WARD,

(Clr. k of Funeuil-hall Make!.)

P.F.F.F, hesi p
: eces, .... |ound.' Id 12 1 2

PORK, fresh, hesi pieces, - a 5 8

whole hogs, - "
i

5 7

VEAL. "
5. 6

MUTTON, •
- ;"i

POULTRY. "
I

BUTTER, keg and nth, ... «

Lump, best, ..." 20
r.GGS. 'ozea.

MEAL. Rye. retail, - - - - rnsbel.

Indian, retail, ... ••

I'OTATOS. . ..." I 50

CIDER, [according lo quality.! ...,-. iseh es, h<ft! !1S lu

orii'iiis (or kinds) nf fruits that

sale. This arises sometimes from
.s, ;md sometimes from the cttrelessuesa of
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MISCELLANIES.
One of ihe strongest efforts of the fust woman ill Europe—for

who will compete with Mrs Hemans ?

ELIJAH'S INTERVIEW.
BY MRS. HEMANS.

On Horeb's rock the Prophet stood

—

The Lord before him pass'dj

| A hurricane in angry mood

Swept by him strong and fast.

The forests fell before its force,

The rocks were shiver'd in its course

;

God was not in the blast.

'Twas but the whirlwind of his breath,

Announcing danger, wreck, and death.

It ceased. The air grew mute—a cloud

Came muffling up the ;un
j

When through the mountains, deep and loud,

An earthquake thunder'd on ;

The frighted eagle sprang in air,

The wolfran howling fiom his lair
;

God was not in the stun.

'Twas but the rolling of His car,

The trampling of His steeds from far.

'Twas still again—and Nature stood

And calord her ruffled frame
;

When swift from Heaven a fiery flood

To earth devouring came.

Down to his depths the ocean fled,

The sickening sun look'd wan and dead;

Yet God fiH'd not the flame.

'Twas but the terror of his eye

That lighten'd through the troubled sky.

At last a voice all still and small,

Rose sweetly on the ear;

Yet rose so clear and shrill that all

In heaven and earth might hear.

It spoke of peace, it spoke of love,

It spoke as angels speak above,

And God himself was here.

For, oh ! it was a Father's voiee,

That bade Ins trembling world rejoice.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Dress.— There is a certain dress suitable to

every station, which to neglect would be sinking
into meanness, and be a disrespect to those we
live among. But nothing can be more dangerous
in the education of children than cherishing in

them a passion for fine clothes ; and a desire for

dressing more expensively than their associates,

and in habiliments more costly than their circum-
stances will warrant.

Happiness is in the mind, and to improve the
mind is a principal mean for obtaining it. Less
happiness is gained by enlarging our possessions
than by contracting our desires ; and Diogenes,
contented with his tub, was more happy than Al-
exander, weeping for want of another world to

conquer.

Children's Expenses.— If you put into the hands
of your child more money than is suitable to his
age and discretion, you must expect to find that
he has thrown it away upon what is not only idle

but hurtful. A certain small regular income may-
be well for any child above six years of age. And
when he comes to be capable of keeping an ac-
count, he ought to be obliged to do it

J he will
thereby acquire a habit of frugality, attention and
prudence, which will last him through life. On

...../iiinicniiation of a plivMi-um
years, adopted a custom of uniformly ban,.

the contrary giving a young person money to

spend at will, without requiring any account of it,

is leading or rather forcing him into extravagance

and folly.

Fashionable Vices.—Many young men plunge

into extravagance, idleness, and dissipation, not

from any natural propensity to those vices, but

from a desire to be or seem to be fashionable.

—

But vices of adoption and imitation are of all oth-

ers most disgraceful and unpardonable.

Concord Lyceum.—The first Lecture before this

Society was given in the Court House, on Wednes-
day evening last, by Rev. Bernard Whitman, of

Waltham. The subject was " Popular Supersti-

tions," and was treated in a very instructive and

interesting manner. The meeting was well at-

tended ; we should think full three hundred hear-

ers were present, some of whom came from ad-

joining towns. The President announced, that a

second Lecture would be given, by Dr Horatio
Adams, on Wednesday evening next, at the same
place.— Concord Yeoman.

Blackstone Canal.—Messrs Fox, Jewett, and
Brigham, a' committee of the citizens of Fitchburg,

have invited a meeting of all persons in favor of

taking measures to procure an extension of the

Blackstone Canal from Worcester to Fitchburg

—

to be held at Whiting's Tavern in Sterling, on the

forenoon of Monday, the 9th of February. Such
an extension would probably pass through West
Boylston, and Leominster, and would, perhaps,

eventually connect with Nashua river, which emp-
ties into the Merrimac— and thus make a half cir-

cle round Boston.

Wild Pigeons—Innumerable multitudes of
Pigeons have been for many days passing and re-

passing over this town. One flock which passed
over literally obscured the atmosphere, and could
be observed in every direction as far as the eye
could reach, and making a noise like a strong
rush of wind. No calculation can possibly be
made of its extent with any degree of accuracy

;

but we should imagine, from the time occupied in

their passage, that the foremost ones might have
flown thirty miles by the time the latter part of
the flock had passed over ! We have no doubt
but that,, if the pigeons in the one flock above no-
ticed could he enumerated, they would at least
amount to as many in number as the dollars lost
by the Adams man in Baltimore, in the great bet.
The weather, for several weeks past, has beeu
almost as mild as during our Indian summer.

Piqua, (Ohio,) January 3.

Fishermen's Sha?n Fight.—The Gloucester pa-
per at the close of an article on the abuse of the
Militia System, has the following anecdote :

"About 12 years since, a large body of our Fish-
ermen were warned to appear according to order,
and after going through the rigmarole nonsense
usual on such occasions, the regiment was order-
ed to prepare for a sham fight. The late Col.
Haskell commanded the Sandy Bay militia, com-
posed entirely of Fishermen, who had hardly got
their sea legs off, and certainly not their military
ones on. When the order of attack was given,
Capt..H. addressed his men in their own language,
viz

:
« Off mittens, boys, and after them." And

tigers like, on they rushed, with fixed bayonets, to
the honor and dismay of their opponents, who to
save their bacon, took to their heels, with half a

regiment of fishermen in full chase, determined as
was supposed, to do execution, and cover them-
selves with immortal glory ! But they were stop-
ped from their bloody designs. Not a heart was
wounded, except by fear, nor a bone broken, to

the credit of the gallant officers, who were the
first to run."

We learn that the Directors of the Baltimore
and Ohio Rail Road Company have received let-

ters from their Engineers now in Europe, inform-
ing that they reached Liverpool after a passage of
19 days, were in good health and had met a very
kind reception from the Engineers engaged on the
Liverpool and Manchester Rail Road, to whom
they had taken letters of introduction and discov-

ered the most liberal and friendly disposition to

give them every information. The Engineers ac-

companied by those gentlemen, were, on the first

tilt., actively employed in their examinations.

—

The Liverpool and Manchester Rail Road was
steadily advancing towards completion—the stock
of the company, which a short time after the com-
mencement of this work, had fallen below par,

was, at the last dates, 60 per cent, premium.
Baltimore Patriot. •

For Sale,

A valuable Farm in Stoddard, in the county of Cheshire, N.
I-L, formerly occupied by Esq. Emerson as a tavern, containing-
about 220 acres ot good land, well proportioned in mowing, til-

lage, orchard, pasture and wood land, with a fine growth of su-
gar maple. The (arm is pleasantly situated on the great road
leading from Boston, Mass. to Charleslown, N. H., and has oc
it, a large dwelling house, three barns, a cider mill and house,
with other oui buildings, all convenient and in good repair. It
would be exchanged for real estate in the neighborhood of Dan-
vers, Mass., or sold on very liberal terms. For more particular
information, apply to Joel Wright, en the premises, to Abel
Stacy, of Stoddard, or to

DANIEL JUNG, or i

EBENEZER KING,

'

Jan. 29. 1829. 3t

Of Danvers.

Pressed Culinary Herbs.

^
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52,

North Market slreet. Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly
packed, in parcels, at the following prices :—Sweet Marjoram
50 els—Summer Savory, 25 els—Thyme, 33 cts—Sage, 17 cts
—Celery, (in hollies for soups, &c,) 25 cts—Balm, 33 els—

ers, $',00. eplfRose Flo

Assorted Seedsfor Families.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes

of assorted Seeds lor Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of the following Seeds:

Early Washington Peas Long Dutch Parsnip
Large Cabbage Letluce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
F.arly Scarlet Short-top Radish
White Turnip Radish
Salsaly

Early"Bush Squash
Early White Dutch Turnip
White Flat Turnip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

HERB SEEDS.
Thyme—Sage—Marjorum.

Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf slrin

B.ians

China Dwarf string and shell
lleans

Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large hue Drumhead Cabba;
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick-
• ling)

F.arly Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
While Solid Celery-

Curled Cress
Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-
getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,
and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the
very first quality, as to fi eshness and purity. Each box contains
directions lor the management of the different sons. Price S3
per box. -

Published every Friday, at g3 per annum, payable at the
end of ihe year—but those who pay within sixty days from lht>
time of subscribing, are entitled lo a deduction of fifiv cents
Primed for J. B. Russell, by I. R. Butts & Co.—by whom

all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet ihe wishes
of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell
at Ihe Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market Street.
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II OliTICULT U It E. mull

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessf.nden— lu your Fanner of the 6tli

inst. there are one or two articles relating to hor-

ticulture thai are particularly interesting. There

are others that deserve notice ; and one from

Buoksport, Maine, that merits the attention of some

One better qualified than I am to answer the inqui-

ries of the writer. But as I have a moment's leis-

ure, and the author seems quite interested in get-

ling some information on the subject to which bis

article relates, I will, with your permission, make
some general remarks upon the points on which
he appears most anxious, and only regret that I

cannot answer his inquiries with as much certain-

ty as he desires.

As fruits of all kinds are more or less affected

by the soil and climate in which they grow— it is

difficult to state with precision what sorts will ans-

wer best in countries of which we know but little,

or nothing, of either. There are, however, g-n-

eral rules which may be applied to all situations

and soils, which may serve to govern the cultiva-

tor in some measure, and if I should extend my
observations somewhat beyond the limits of his

inquiries, I hope tbey will meet with his indul-

gence.

The article appears to be addressed to nursery

ailed poor bearers from this, and other careless

habits of the planter-, and ibe nurserymen get the

blame in many cases which belongs, in fact, to the

irurtli ner or brnicr that be supplies.

A good, light, anil warm soil is best for fruit

trees in general. Wet, heavy laud, is seldom con-

genial to tilt irrowtb or health of the trees, and

never to the quality of the fruit.

Trees taken from a colder climate than the one

of the root ; and it is best to cut the

ends of all your roots when you plant your trees,

with a sharp kirfe. Wit li respect to the head of

the tree, three branches, besides the leader, are

enough to leave on, the first ye r. But if the i

planting takes place in the fall of the year, it is

best tn defer the trimming of the trees until tl.e

first week in May, when the wounds made by the

knife will readily heal, ("are should be taken to

cut close and smooth, leaving no knobs or parts of they are tmi.-pbmird to, will thrive and come into

limbs behind. j

» hearing state earlier than when the contrary is

Before the trees are planted out the earth should the fl r.: But if these last are well taken care of

be prepared to receive them. This should be for a few years, they will accommodate themselves

done by very deep ploughing and cross ploughing to the climate, and in time make good bearers.—

in the first instance, and then bV a severe harrow- If trees are tr: nsplanted from a very rich 10 a poor

iug, so as to break the earth Upas fine as possible.
[

soil, they will languish. Nurseries, therefore,

If you can throw the earth into beds of an undu- I
should never be manured.

lating form of about thirty feet wide, so as to raise
I Apples are better suited to cold regions than

the top or centre of each wave a foot or eighteen any other fruit. The great varieties of this spe-

inches above the intermediate space, or lowest cies of fruit, many of which are very fine, makes

part of the furrow, the trees will grow all the bet- it difficult to select any number that can be called

ter for it ; because, in such case the water will not emphatically the best— and people differ so much

lodge round the roots of the trees, but will be car- in their notions on this point that no one man can

ried off when there is a superabundance of it, and decide for another. But there are a few kinds of

the additional -de| th of soil will prevent them from apples that all allow to he good, both fur their eat-

suffering from drought in dry seasons. The trees ing and keeping properties. The Baldwin, for in-

shonld be planted on the crown of these ridges.— stance, is an excellent table fruit— keeps remark-

If apple trees, 40 feet apart ; and if pears, 30 feet ably well, and is a great bearer in this neighbor-

by which arrangement the ground may be cul- hood. The Roxbury Russet has the two latter

But how far
tivated continually during their growth, with properties in a remarkable degree.

Sireat advantage to the trees as well as the crop, they would. answer if transplanted to Bucksport, it

men, and writers on horticultural subjects : and
\ In Flanders, where the finest and most abundant is not in ;.iy {, .ivtr to tell. Nor can any one else,

the objects of the inquiries seem to be confine ,i ... -..heat crops are raised, the ground is' always I apprehend, decide uport tMs question Tinul Aey
the quality of the trees to be taken from the nur-

sery ; the kinds of fruits best suited to the coun-

try he inhabits ; what fruits are most prolific in

themselves, and will bear best and most abundant-

ly ;— their time of ripening, and the best mode o'

preserving them ;—the trees to be planted, as I

understand, in an open orchard. It is, as 1 have

before stated, very difficult to answer all these

questions simply and precisely, without knowing
more of the climate and soil of the country that

Mr Little inhabits, than I do. But I may, per-

haps, be able to give him some general hints on

the subject, that may serve his purpose as well as

if I professed to know more particularly what

would meet his vit ws. And first, let me observe,

that unless the trees are properly planted, and

taken care of afterwards, it is of little consequence

what their qualities are, or what their fruit is ;

—

for the finest formed and most healthful trees,

grafted from the best fruits, and most abundant
bearers, will disappoint the expectations of the

cultivator— unless these first principles are attend-

ed to.

The trees selected from a nursery should be not

less than five feet high, and if six or seven feet, so

much the better. Their steins should be straight.

free from wounds and bruises of any kind— of a

thrifty, but not too rapid a growth ; clear bark, and
well furnished with healthy sound roots. The
Soundness of the roots is easily ascertained by rut-

ting off a small piece at tluir ends. If they are

sound, the wood will he white—and such as are

in any degree hrow.i within the bark; are diseased,

•nd sheuld be cut out till you line to white wood :

the cut should be always a little slcping on the

thrown into this form, and for grass it is equally ' be tried. The Newton Pippin, is, in my opinion,

advantageous.
j

the finest apple known, when raised in the neigh-

Care must be taken not to plant the trees too ! borhood of New York and Philadelphia. But I

deep in the ground ; and they should be set in the
J

have never seen any that have been raised here

different rows, Quincunx or diamond fashion, and
I that were better than Greenings, although the

not opposite to each other. This gives more room I trees have been transplanted from the nurseries on

for the roots and branches to extend themselves
|
Long Island, where this fruit is supposed to be

without interfering, while it allows each row to
j

most perfect. I mention these facts to show how

get its share of the sun and air. If your trees are
j
difficult it is to answer Mr Little's question on

Wanted' in the fall of the year, the best mode to this point. Whether this arises from difference

preserve them from being blown over by the heavy of climate, or soil, I know not, but it may be either,

winds of the season, or thrown out of the ground or both. It seems tome that the most secure

by alternate frosts and thaws in the winter, is to method for a farmer who wishes to make an or-

heap the earth round the stem till it attains the chard, is to find out the best fruits that his own

form of a cone, which may be gently beaten with country affords, and those that are the best bear-

a spade to prevent its being washed away by rains, ers. This he can determine for himself. From

By this means the tree may be kept upright, and these he can engraft a portion of his trees, while

firm in its place, until its roots begin to shoot, or the others, which he has introduced into his farm

llie weather becomes moderate in the latter part from abroad, and of which he has no knowledge

of the spring or early in June, when the earth may except from report, are coming forward. In this

he levelled again ; and the succeeding winter this way he will be sure of having some that will suit

process will be unnecessary. This mode is far him—and if the others turn out well, he will get

preferable to staking them. Trees should never a variety from which he can choose, and by re-

be planted in boles dug below the level of the soil grafting from bearing: trees of which he has seen

into the poor and hard ground, as is practised by and eaten the fruit, get as many or as few sorts

many people. It prevents the extension of the as he requires for his permanent stock. I say re-

roots, and of course of the branches, and the trees grafted from oraring- trees, because this is the ouiy

in such ease are never healthy, vigorous, and good sure mode of getiiug good fruit, and avoiding the

hearing plants. It is by no means uncommon for
;
vexations anil disappointments that are inevitable

farmers and gardeners too, to dig deep holes in the when we depend on catah gues
;
for the best in-

srmind'iiiro which thev cram the roots of the tree, Itentioned and most honest nurserymi n, ofall coun-

where they are confined to a narrow space, and | tries, are frequently deceived themselves, both a
corrupted by stagnant putrid water, which is con-

j
to the quality and varieties (or kinds) of fruits that

fin- d ronnd'them in the hard pan or gravel which they offer fer sale. This arises sometimes from

forms the wall of their prison. Many trees are 'mistakes, and sometimes from the carelessuess of
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the budders or grafters in nurseries. Sometimes

from the nurseryman himself having been de-

ceived by those from whom he lias imported his

trees, and sometimes from the ignorance we are

under as to the real and proper names of fruits

that we see. In different places the same fruit is

called by different names, and even gardeners and

nurserymen who have been for years engaged in

their vocations, and who ought to possess a cor-

rect nomenclature, frequently confound all distinc-

tions, by adopting any name that is popular, or

which may have been given to a particular fruit

by the person from whom they receive it. When,

therefore, you want to be sure that you have a

good fruit, take the scions from a bearing tree, the

fruit of which is known to you,and do not trust to

the reports of others any further than necessity

prescribes. By this means you may save much

time and avoid much vexation and disappoint-

by my errors as by any successful method I may signs. My anticipations in this case were not dis-

liave adopted. appointed. I dug them principally myself, and

A year ago, last fall, I collected, principally, I mostly with my hands, for the double purpose of

I will state a fact which will show how much

we are exposed to this evil when we depend on

the reports and representations of others. A
graftsman who had worked for me several years,

brought with him in the spring some scions of

pears which he wished to insert into one of my
trees. I could find no name for them that he

knew of, but the American St Michael. I told him

I had St Michael pears in abundance, and did not

want any more. But sir, said he, these are differ-

ent from yours. They never blast. They are

very high flavored—are great bearers, and vastly

superior in all respects to any St Michael you ever

saw. They are a seedling of this country. A
natural fruit of our own land,and command a great

price in the market. Have you seen them on the

tree, and eaten them yourself that makes you so

sure of these facts ? Certainly, 1 have, was the

answer, and can assure you that what I say is

truth. I had heard of a seedling pear raised in

Salem, that resembles the St Michael, and is said

to he very good. I of course concluded it was
this fruit, and I permitted him to insert them into

the tree. After waiting three years I got fruit,

which proved to be a variety that I had myself in-

troduced into the country 15 years before, and of

which I had more than I wanted. Times of ripen-

ing depend on climate, and the variety of fruits.

—

The same thing may be said as to their preserva-

tion.

I have extended this article beyond propriety,

but there is still much omitted that might be said.

You can curtail it as you may deem proper, or

omit it altogether if you think it inapplicable to

the inquiries of your Bucksport correspondent.

A SUBSCRIBER.
Feb. 10, 1829.

believe from the Early Whites, and the calicoes

a quantity of potato balls, and laid them by, in a

room, exposed to all the inclemencies of the sea-

son until the next spring, about the last of March

or first of April, the exact time not known. When
I came to examine them, preparatory to planting, I

found them dried so hard, and shrivelled, that I

was afraid they were entirely spoiled. I, how-

ever, selected some of the best of the balls, and

after much labor, in soaking them in warm water,

&c, succeeded in extracting a few seeds, and plant-

ed them in my green house. The rest of the

balls I kept in water a week or more, without its

appearing to have much effect on them. As it

did not appear to me practicable to separate these

seeds from the balls, I began almost to despair of

being able to proceed with my experiment to the

extent I had proposed. The thought occurred to

me that if I separated these balls info small pieces,

not injuring, and keeping the potatoes from each

plant separate.' I found them of all colors from

black to white, besides a great number that were

variegated, and of all sizes from that of a pea to a

full grown potato ; and of all forms from a round

to a long red, including some handsome ovals ; and

in all numbers from one to several hundred in a

hill, if I may be allowed the term. The greatest

yield was from a vine, which produced fifty two,

nineteen of which were tolerably fair sized pota-

toes. There was a great difference in the growth

of the vines, both in the green house and in the

garden. In transplanting them from the green

house into the garden, I discovered on some of the

small vines, a few small potatoes about the size of

peas, while on those, which were much larger,

and looked more thrifty, I could not discover

any. And so it was in the measure in the fall,

when I dug them. Some of the largest sized

and planted them, some of the seed might possibly
|

vines had no sign of a potatoe on them ; but then

come up. I resolved to try the experiment, which

succeeded beyond my most sanguine expectations.

In every place where I put a piece of one of these

balls, the plants came up very thick. In patches

of, perhaps, a half inch in diameter there were

from twenty to fifty plants, so that I soon found

that I had abundance of them. As soon as these

plants were well up, and while they were yet iti

the seed leaf, I took them up, carefully, and plant-

ed them out about three inches apart, as I did

also others, which I had previously sowed,

after they had gained more strength. I found

that they bore transplanting remarkably well, as

almost every plant lived, and that without any

aeain, some of the largest vines bore the greatest

crops of potatoes. I found that the size of the

vine was no criterion by which I could judge of

the probable crop of potatoes. There were a

good many varieties, which I think worthy of

notice, a few of which I will name, and attempt

to describe.

There was one vine, which had, I should think,

several hundred, all about the size of a pea

;

they hung in clusters, something similar to grapes.

Another kind resembled in some measure, in

form, the sweet potatoe. Another bore all the

potatoes on the stem above ground. They were

black, and in considerable numbers, and would
particular care of shading, &c, though I generally average about half size. They did not hang in

chose a cloudy day to transplant them. I found clusters, but were distributed along the main
by computation, after 1 had pricked them out in stem to the distance of about two feet, and bore

rows, that I had about two thousand plants, which it, by their weight, down to the ground. In an-

occupied about one fourth part of my green house, other the potatoes all grew in one clump, so much
I let those plants remain in the green house, till so as to he indented one into the other ; and press-

KOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

MR TIDD'S NEW VARIETIES OF PO-
TATOES.

Mr Editor—As my name has found its way
into some of the papers of the day, in relation to

raising from the seed a large variety of potatoes,

I thought it might not be unacceptable to your

readers for me to give a description of the pota-

toes and my method of raising them. In doing

this, I shall endeavor to relate the experiment in

as intelligible a manner as possible, in order that

if any other person, into whose hands your useful

paper may fall, should be desirous to repeat the

experiment, they may be able to profit as much

all danger of frost was past, or about the middle

of May, when I re-transplanted them into a well

prepared spot in my garden, about 6 by 8 inches

apart. Here, I found afterwards I had commit-

ted a great error in planting them too close ; for

the vines by their luxuriant growth soon covered

the ground. Notwithstanding they were planted

so thick they bore bulbs, and even ripened their

seeds ; and grew as stout and as stocky, as any I

ever saw, even from the long red potatoes ; and
the yield of some of the plants would cover nearly

double the space of ground allotted to them.

Hilling was entirely out of the question, and some
of them were destroyed in attempting to eradicate

the weeds, although the operation was performed

by a very faithful man, with a strong injunction

to be careful. I was led into this error by sup-

posing as I had both read and heard, that the

yield, the first year would be very small, not more
than two or three potatoes, about as big as a
common walnut. This I found by experience,

which is the best schoolmaster, to he a mistake
;

for I bad, on a considerable number of my vines,

some fair sized potatoes, and a few larger than
the average growth of early whites.

The most interesting part to me, and that which
I had been anticipating all summer, was the dig-

ging of them. It is a matter of great interest to

me, to see with what small beginnings, and ap-

parently weak means nature achieves her great de-

ed into all kinds of shapes, with obtuse edges.

There did not appear to be any soil to speak of
between them. In some of the hills, the potatoes-

were all small ; in others there were no small ones,

but all middling sized. In others all large, and in

some mixt, large, small, &c. There were some
round, some oval, some long, some very smooth,
shining delicate skins, and some remarkably
rough. I have all colors iri all shapes, and am
doubtful if there ever was before so great a va-

riety of potatoes seen together.

There seems to me to be considerable difficulty,

Mr Editor, in regard to what will be the best

course for me to pursue, in order to secure the

greatest benefit with the least expense, from my
experiment. The first question is to know if it is

necessary to plant all the potatoes from each plant,

in order to obtain all the varieties ; or in other

words, will all the potatoes, produced from the

same vine, the first year from the seed, yield po-

tatoes possessing the same qualities ? If I could

be well assured that all the potatoes produced
from any single seed would yield potatoes possess-

ing precisely the same qualities, then, instead of
having twelve or fifteen thousand potatoes to

plant, I should not be under the necessity of plant-

ing more than about fifteen hundred ; or for fear

of accident, say three thousaud. I lost in those

vines, which bore no potatoes, which died in

transplanting, or were destroyed in weeding, about
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AN OLD PARMER.
Mansfield, Jan. 7, IS, 9.

From u>e .New York Fanner.

five hundred plants, so that I had about fifteen : Every day has its appropriate duties, attend to
' be a Paradise, and lei the long evenings be con-

liundivd, whieb bore potatoes. The second them in succession. [sinned in social glee, or in the pursuit of useful

question is, how far apart they must he planted Keep no more steel:, than you can keep in good knowledge

in onler to prevent them from mixing? This I
j
order, and that of the best kind.

conceive to Be very important ; for if they should Never "run into debt" without a reasonable

mix, the potatoes I might select to test the qual- probability of solving it at the time agreed.

ity might be entirely different from all the rest in Remember that economy and industry are the VAIN ATTEMPTS TO CULTIVATE
the same hill, creating confusion and uncertainty ]

two gnat pillars, the Jachin and Boa/., of the ARACACHA OF BAGOTA.
in my next year's crop. And if I must plant farmer's prosperity. The attempts to introduce and naturalize the

them at any considerable distance apart, it will Should you take the New England Farmer, or Aracacbajflant of Bagota and New Grenada, in

require more ground than I shall be willing to any other periodical journal, pay fyr it in ad- Colombia, have not that I know, been as yet at-

s,)arc j
vance. tended with any promising results. From the fail-

That potatoes will mix in the ordinary way of Never carry your notes in your pocket-book, as ure to propagate it in maritime and northern re*

planting them I had occular evidence last season, the desk or trunk is a more appropriate place.— gions, I deppeir of obtaining any benefit from its

My man, who knew that I was something curious Keep them on file and in order, ready to be found I abundant and nutritious roots. The lute Baron

in these tilings, brought mea potato, appaiently an when wanted. de Shaik JKOte me that although it vegetated in

early white, with a light red streak, in imitation of Never buy anything at an auction because the Trinidad island, there was an expenditure of the

the calicoes. He said that it grew among 'the article is going cheap, unless you have a use
,
whole vegetative effort in producing herbage and

carle whites, in the vicinity of some calicoes. A
|

for it. upper growth : v. bile there was not a single tuber

row" of calicoes ran parallel to, and immediately Keep a place for your tools—and your tools in
;

but only fibrous roots under ground. I odex this

adjoining the row of whites, from among which their places. view of the case I am inclined to the belief, that,

this potato was taken. I have preserved it among Instead of spending a rainy day at the dram- whether it be an .Ipium as commonly supposed,

my seedlings, and intend planting it with them, shop, as many do to their ruin, repair whatever or a Contum as others say, it is a native of very

I iiad some seedlings marked in precis, ly the wants mending— post your books.
|
elevated tracts, and will, in all bkelihood, require

same manner. The third question is, what me- i Shouhl you be fond of the chase, or the sport a long and patient course of experiments to recon-

thod shall I adopt to test their quality the next ! with the hook, indulge occasionally, but never to cile it to low lands and places near the sea, if in-

seasou, should I live to finish the experiment ? the injury of more important concerns

For, if I have fifteen thousand hills of potatoes,
j

By driving your business before you, and not

and must try every bill separately, if they are permitting your business to drive you, you will

cooked three times a day, it would require thir- have opportunities to indulge in innocent diver-

teen years to finish the trial. You see, Mr Editor, sions.

into how much difficulty my prying curiosity has Never trust your money in the bands of that

involved me; and that it will require much time,
]
man, who will put his own to hazard,

trouble and expense to carry on this experiment When interest or a debt become due, pay it at

to completion in the same style in which it was
j the time, whether your creditor wants it or not.

—

commenced. From the success which has so far Never ask him to " wait till next week" but pay it.

deed that object can be effected at all.

DR. MITCHELL.

.MORTALITY AMONG PEACHES.
I remember the time, nearly forty years ago,

when I could boa.-t nearly as many varieties of

the peach ; I even said I would fatten or feed

hogs on the yellow clingstones. There has been

since that time a lamentable reverse. The peach

trees of that plantation and of the neighbormg re-

ion have been doomed to linger and perish. The
attended my weak endeavors, I feel desirous that Never insult him by saying, " you do not want it.

: -^^^ collli ,,ered bv Jl r prince as con-
,t should be continued under the best possible

, Punctuality is a key to every man's chest.
"communicated by morbid flowers

;

auspices. Although I candidly confess that cun-j By constant temperance; habitual moderate ex-
,^ '^ ^ .^ ng cau;cj by a m3]; „u influ

osity, combined with amusement, was the , ,eise, and uuaffected honesty, you will avoid the

inducement at the commencement of the expert

ment, as I performed all the work, except weed

ing, with my own hands, yet I will net deny that

the honor, the honor, Mr Editor, should I be suc-

cessful in raising a very superior potato, in point

of precocity, quantity, and quality, which present

fees of the Lawyer ar

nonestv, you win avoiu in a • , *•
,

j L a -a- , ence shed upon the peach tree by the Lombardy
nd the » henfi, gain a good •

, _ £ i. .

r~~
. . .. A""

' °
.

° poplar. Other discreet observers have ascribed
report, and probably add to your present existence,

; £ '
morta)i to the n of ;he in=ect Eg(ria

at least, 10 years of active lite.
j
^.^ icfesting the trunk between air and earth,

When a friend calls to see you, treat him with

the utmost complaisance, but if important business

calls your attention, politely excuse yourself, and

appearances seem to justify me in anticipating, is'lle w;n excuse you.

not without its influence on my mind. Should I Should you think of building a hous«, be not in

not succeed in obtaining a variety, in which alli a hurry, but first have every material on the spot,

these good qualities unite, yet I hope to have sev- an(j ]et your cellar be as large as the frame.

cral in which two of them shall predominate in Keep a memorandum-book—enter all notes

at the point where the ascending and descending

caudex unite. Some again think there is an epi-

demic iufluence, which has not yet reached the

end of its destructive term, invading the health

and destroying the life of the peach tree. Wheth-

er the mortality is owing to either of these causes,

or to any other, it is quite a calamity in the region

an eminent degree. JACOB TIDD.

Remarks by the Editor—"The above mentioned

experiments of Mr TirD.appear to us to be of much

importance ; and we hope his inquiries will elicit

the desired information from those who are capa-

ble of bestowing it. We propose hereafter to of-

fer some suggestions on the subject.

FOB. THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HINTS TO YOUNG FARMERS.
Consider your calling the most elevated, and

the most important ; but never be above it, nor be

afraid of the/rocfc and the apron.

Put off no business, which ought and can be

done today, until tomorrow.

As soon as the spring opens and the frost is out

of the ground, put your fences in order.

Plant no more ground than you can well ma-

nure and cultivate to advantage.

Never hire a man to do a piece of work, whic)

you can do yourself.

• , around New York and every place where its visi-

whether received or given-all moneys received
| ^.^^^ The mogt appr0Ted ru,e5 againsl

or paid out— all expenses—and all circumstances

of impotence.
In December reckon and settle with all those,

with whom you have accounts—pay your shop-

bills and your mechanics, if not promptly done at

the time, which is best of all.

On the first of every January reckon with your-

self, and reckon honestly—bring into view all

debts and credits—notes and accounts—ascertain

to what amount your expenses yvere the last year,

and the loss or

j
the disorder seem to be these : to raise trees from

the seed ; to cull out the best varieties of natural

I
growth : to destroy disordered trees and to plant

new frequently, say once in five or other term cf

years according to circumstances.

—

Ibid.

Mr Amos Larcom has invented a machii e

which promises to be of much service in the rear

part of the house. It is a washing machine so

constructed, as, apparently, to give the soiled

in—make out a fair statement
j

clothes a friction necessary to remove dirt, with-

and enter the whole in a book for the purpose.— out being so great as to injure the fabric of the

Having arrived at this important knoyvledge, you i

garment. This is a desideratum, and if the girls'

will imitate the prudent traveller, who always knuckles and wrists can be saved their weekly

keeps in view where he is next to move. You
|
skinning, and the linen of the family be washed

will now look forwards and calculate how and in

what way, you shall best meet and prosecute the

business of the ensuing seasons.

And lastly,when the frost of winter shall lay an

embargo on your operations, and the chilling blasts

jf Boreas shall storm your castle, let your fireside

with as much delicacy as if by human hands, then

Mr Larcom. has accomplished a great and a good

work. A model of the machine is at the Coffee

House for inspection. We have a smaller one be-

fore us, of w Inch the females augur most favora-

bly.— t". 5. Gazette.
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Concluded from page 238.

When it is required to produce a great degree

of cold suddenly, it will be proper to heat the ice

small and add about one-fourth its weight of salt
;

the mixture will melt much sooner than ice alone
;

and because the freezing point of the brine their

union will produce, is 33° below the freezing point

of fresh water, and its capacity for heat being

greatly increased on its passing to the fluid state,

the mixture while melting, must necessarily be

abundantly colder than ice ; which constant ex-

perience verifies. After the brine has taken up

so much heat that it is no colder than ice, it may
be drawn off and used for cattle or any other ne-

cessary purpose. I should suppose this practice

would he always proper for fishermen when their

fish were first put in.

Before I leave this part of the subject it will

not be amiss to notice a very erroneous practice

which I am told some have fallen into. Knowing
that a mixture of ice and salt produces a great de-

gree of cold, they have very injudiciously mixed
salt with the ice when filling their ice houses.

—

Strange as it may appear, yet it is certainly a fact,

that by this practice about three times the quan-

tity of ice will be melted, that would he by using

the same weight of boiling water. This, howev-
er, is not all clear loss: it has just been observed,

that four pounds of ice, or water, and one pound
of salt, produce a brine whose freezing point is

38° below the freezing point of fresh water, or 6°

below : this is the brine that will be produced by

a particle of salt coming in contact with ice, at

the instant of melting ; being about the proportion

of salt which water at that temperature can dis-

solve : therefore, 1 lb. of salt will liquify 4 lbs. of
ice in an ice house at the temperature of 32°; 1 lb.

of boiling water will liquify about 1J lb. But on

passiug to the liquid state, it takes from the ad-

joining ice as much heat as supplies its increased

capacity ; which it is possible, is about 10SP
; 3S°

less than fresh water; this being the difference be-

tween their freezing points. Admitting the brine

to flow off as fast as it is made, these 339 for each

pound of brine or one hundred and fifty-two for

each pound of salt, is all the loss that will be sus-

tained ; because the ice that was cooled by the

process, must be again supplied with the same
quantity of heat, to raise it to its original tempera-

ture : the loss will therefore, be something more
than one pound of ice to each pound of salt. If

the brine was to continue some time before it pass-

ed off from the ice, the loss would be less ; be-

cause its temperature would be raised by heat

I taken from the ice ; but as certainly as it leaves

•Sthe ice any colder than the general temperature

(32°,) so sure some loss is sustained ; because the

introduction of salt can do very little either to-

wards increasing or diminishing the quantity of

heat already in the ice bouse, or regulating the fu-

ture supply. Its only agency, goes to effect a

speedy dissolution of the ice in contact with it, by

borrowing as much heat from the ice in its vicin-

ity, as will supply the increased capacity of the

new made liquid, which is about 108° ; whereas
without salt the same quantity of ice must have

taken from the general supply, of heat (the same
in both cases) as much as would raise its tempera-

ture 146° before it could be in a condition to flow

away. Therefore, admitting it was possible for

the brine to be retained until its temperature was
raised to 32°, no advantage can be gained. See-

ing then it cannot possibly be useful, and may do
much harm, applying it in that way must be

worse than throwing it away-
After this digression, we will return to the sub-

ject of refrigerators. Twenty pounds of ice per

day for four mouths is 2400 lbs. a small propor-

tion of the quantity recommended to be stored in

the ice house ; but we are to remember, that after

all precautions, we must expect a great deal more
will be melte/1 in the ice house than will be taken

out for use. The mean temperature proposed for

the inside of the refrigerator and its contents to be

kept, (to wit) about 48°, and on which the calcu-

lation is grounded, is below the point at which the

putrefactive process in flesh can commence : fresh

meat may therefore be preserved a week, or longer

if desired, in good condition, in the hottest weath-

er: and all other kind of provisions, fruits, or liq-

uids will be found to be quite as cold as will be
agreeable.

By attending to the foregoing instructions, it

will not be difficult for an ingenious mechanic, to

construct refrigerators upon either of the plans

proposed, and to vary the form and size a,t pleas-

ure, always attending to the general rules ; that

the inside vessel must he of metal, and the outside

composed of such materials as we find by experi-

ence forms the warmest clothing, or are least dis-

posed to conduct heat.

A good method of determining whether any
substance is a good, or bad conductor of heat, is,

by heating or burning one end of a small piece of

the same material, and holding the other end
in the fingers: if it can be ignited, or burned
close to the fingers, without much sensation

of heat, it is a bad or slow conductor : if on

the contrary, a sensation of heat is perceived when
the ignition or burning is at some distance from
the fingers; it is a good or quick conductor of

heat.

Keeping these leading principles in view, re-

frigerators may be constructed of light materials,

to contain, not only butter, but poultry, veal, lamb,

and all sorts of small marketing, which are liable

to be injured by carrying in hot weather ; one of
these may be filled, and its contents cooled ; then

draw off the water and add some more ice : in

this condition, it may be put into a covered cart or

covered carriage of any kind ; may Ihj on the road

the whole of a hot summer's day, and be delivered

at market in as good condition as in the winter
season. This would entirely supersede the ncces
sity of the unhealthy, and disagreeable practice of
travelling to market in the night. If such refrige-

rators should happen to be made imperfectly, a

blanket or two thrown over them and plenty of
dry straw around them would he useful.

From ihe New York Farmer.

REPORT
Of the Inspecting Committee of the New York Horti-

cultural Society, for 1828.

The Committee of Inspection respectfully re-

port, that they have held weekly sessions through-

out the past season, for the purpose of receiving

such articles as were submitted to their examina-
tion. They are gratified in being able to assure

the Society that these exhibitions have been uni-

formly of the most interesting character, and cal-

culated to afford the most satisfactory evidence of

the skill and success of the several members
whose productions were examined. Although in

Feb. 20. 1829.

the variety of articles, these exhibitions may have
been deficient in Comparison with some former
seasons, yet in general, the productions inspected
have not fallen short in size or other distinguish-

ing excellencies. With few exceptions the speci-
mens have consisted of such horticultural objects
as are generally in most demand throughout the
country, and which are actually acclimated to our
soil or capable of becoming so, and which conse-
quently do not require the aid of artificial cultiva-

tion. Several of the most valuable articles of this

description, which were almost unknown in our
city a few years since, ha\e by means of the skill

and efforts of members of this Society, been
brought to our market in such quantities and at

such prices, as to have become common luxuries

to our inhabitants. Among these we might in-

stance the article Brocoli, which is now readily to

be obtained in heads averaging from 2 to 4 lbs.

for several of the fall and winter months, at prices

little exceeding the ordinary rates of cabbage.

—

The same thing may be said with regard to the

cheapness of cabbage, lettuce, potatoes, and peas,

particularly the sort known as Bishop's early pea,

lately introduced by a member among us, and re-

markable for its early anil abundant produce
The attention of our members has been also di-

rected successfully to the cultivation of the finer

kinds of fruit which the same reference to the

soils most capable of sustaining the vicissitudes of
our climate—among these, the Fine, which has cf
late years attracted such general attention among
our countrymen, may be noticed as a prominent

object of regard among the members of this soci-

ety. In the course of the season, the committee
have examined specimens of several different

kinds of foreign grapes which have produced fruit

in perfect maturity and great luxuriance, in the

opun grounds of our city and its vicinity. From
this fact the committee entertain a well grounded
hope that the obstacles which our climate presents

to the cultivation of this delicious fruit will ulti-

mately be overcome.

The committee have further to report with res-

pect to another article of the highest importance
to the horticulturist, the Peach, that they are led
to anticipate a return of the former abundance of
ibis unrivalled fruit. From the specimens which
they have inspected, which were produced in the
open grounds and gardens in and near the city,

they are persuaded that in flavor and size, the
peach has in no wise degenerated from its former
excellence, and they are persuaded that the inqui-

ries and experiments which have been instituted

among the members to ascertain the cause of the
late scarcity and difficulty of culture, anil to reme-
dy the evil, will be crowned with success.

The exhibition of apples, pears, and plums, have
also been of the most interesting description.

—

Several new and valuable varieties imported ly
members of the Society, have produced fruit which
promise to become important additions to our al-

ready extensive catalogue of these species.

With respect to the interesting department of
our science, Floriculture, abundant testimony of
the increasing attention paid it, has been present-
ed to the committee. During the whole course of
the season, the exhibitions of this branch of horti-

culture have been uncommonly rich and the con-
tributors numerous. The correspondence which
several of our members maintain with the best
gardeners of Europe, has enabled them to add
many rare and splendid contributions to the stock
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of our cultivated flowers—at the same time that

the many heautifnl specimens of native plants

Which have been brought to their notice subject-

ed to cultivation in several of the gardens of our

members, is a gratifying proof that tin; rich mine

of our indigenous flora lias not been neglected.

On reviewing the proceedings of the past season

of exhibition, the committee perceive abundant

cause, of congratulation to die Society. The

members are advancing with vigor, harmony, and

success, in promoting the objects of the institution ;

and the influence winch their labors must exert in

the community, cannot fail to have the most salu-

tary effects in eliciting improvements in horticul-

tural science generally.

The following is the list of members to whom

the premiums are due for the several articles ex-

hibited before the committee, viz :

Best Hyacinths.

Early Potatoes.

Lettuce,
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erer was one of the minions of an overbearing,

all-grasping aristocracy. In those days a journey

of a hundred miles, from Connecticut river to the

town of Boston was considered as an enterprise

requiring a great deal of deliberation, a long time

for preparation, and a very serious draught on the

current coin of the village. Turnpikes, however,
became almost as common, and in a degree as

beneficial as sunshine ; and, in consequence, the
distance from Connecticut river to Boston is di-

minished from three days' to one day's journey.

Beneficial as turnpikes are, we believe it would
be easy to prove that the best in the United States
do not present greater improvements on the roads
existing immediately previous to their formation
than well constructed railways would afford when
compared with such turnpikes. To prove this we
will compare the facilities for transportation which
turnpikes afford with those which railways pre-
sent. It is stated by competent judges, conver-
sant with. subjects of this nature, that on turn-
pikes, as they are usually constructed in the
United States, our horses can rarely draw more
than 14 cwt. each, the weight of the wagon in-
clusive. The wagon or other vehicle intended
and proper for a turnpike must be much heavier
and stronger, in proportion to the load, which it is

that in order to transport 16 tons from Boston to
Albany, 28 horses, employed one day each, equiv-
alent to 28 days' work of a single horse, is all the
horse-labor required. Now on a turnpike of 198
miles it would require to convey 16 tons 32 horses,
which travelling at the rate of thirty miles a day
would be seven days nearly in traversing the
whole distance. There would then be needed
horse labor equal to 7X32 or 224 days' work of
a single horse. Therefore, the advantage in favor
of the railway compared with a turnpike over the
ground surveyed from Boston to Albany, in the
articles of horse-labor alone would be as 28 to
224 ;

or precisely 8 to 1 in favor of the railway.
In other words one horse would transport as much
on the railway as 8 horses on the turnpike. Be-
sides all this 16 tons on a turnpike would require
for their transports at least 8 teams and 8 men to
conduct them

; but further details are not neces-
sary to prove the great superiority of railways as
at present constructed over turnpikes.

Another argument in favor of railways may be
found in the facilities, which they present for still

further improvements in transport and travel
They open an extensive arena for the display of
those powers of invention for which our country-
men are so highly distinguished. The man who

Feb. 20, 1823.

of our current volume, rnay be done> advantage.
The gentleman would be obliged by a st: lenient
of the kind and quality of the sand, where it may
be had, and such details of the process as may be
requisite to insure its success.

[The following is a valuable paper En.]
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

-
• —- —,-w.v»- 1

"««— •.» ii.cu <ue so nigniy distinguished. The man who£"K£&t— fo" nrst employed steam for mechanical purpSrailway. We believe, therefore, that 10 cwt. for
each horse, exclusive of the weight of the carriage
is a full load on the common turnpikes of the
United States. On a rail road " the power of
steady exertion of a single horse has been esti-
mated to be equivalent to that required for moving
10 tons on a level rail road, including also all in-
clinations not exceeding 26 feet in a mile. This
estimate supposes 2240 lbs. to the ton. If we ex-
clude a quarter for the weight of carriages, there
will remain 16,800 lbs. for the load. For ejfeater
satety in the calculation we will suppose the load
for a single horse, exclusive of wagons, to be
16,000 lbs. or 8 tons, by the statute of this Com-
monwealth. Two horses, therefore, with a single
driver would be sufficient to conduct several car-
riages conveying 16 tons on all the level and des-
cending parts of the road, and also on the parts
ascending.at a rate not exceeding 26 feet in a mile.
On the portions ascending above 26 feet in a mile,
if stationary powers are not provided, additional
horses will be required, except where the excess
is slight and for short distances. In a temporary
exertion, such as horses travelling with heavy
loads, on common roads, are al svays required to
make in passing hills, the power of the two horses
would be competent to draw the sixteen tons over
ascents of 40 or 50 feet to a mile. But to save
the strength of the horses, and to maintain a con-
venient rate of speed, it would be expedient to pro-
vide additional horses, at least on all the portions
of any considerable extent, where the inclination
exceeds 26 or 30 feet. On the parts of the road
inclining from 26 to 52 feet, measuring 39 miles
between Boston and Albany, one additional horse
would be sufficient. On the inclinations from 52
to 80 feet, two additional horses, or double the
number required on the level parts of the road
would be necessary. The sections which have
this inclination between Boston and the New York
line, measure 43£ miles, and for the remaining
portion of the road, from the State line to Albany
nearly 8£ miles must be added, making 52
miles." It appears from the above and other
data, which may be drawn from the " Report,"

could have no adequate idea of the extent and
richness of the field he had entered ; and so with
railways, simple as their invention may seem, it af-
fords facilities for supplying the wants of mankind,
and enlarging the empire of mind over matter to
an extent beyond the ken of human prescience
Friction in railway carnages, will, probably, be al-
most annihilated, and steam, gas, or vapor engines
may give, them a rapidity of motion which no
man's philosophy has hitherto dreamed of. The
railway presents a road which knows few impedi
ments

; steam and the other agents before men-
tioned offer us strength which can acknowledge
no limits. Man may, hereafter, harness the ele-
ments to his rail road car, and to something like
the velocity of lightning add an approximation to
the power of an earthquake.
The railway has its opponents, and every other

improvement from the plough to the steam engine
has also been opposed. If rain and sunshine de-
pended on human volition, there are those who
would limit them to their own farms, or at farthest
to the immediate vicinity of Boston. They argue
somewhat after this sort. If the common boun-
ties of heaven, to which we are indebted for seed
time and harvest, could be confined to a circle
whose centre should be Boston State house and
radius extend but 8 or 10 miles into the country,
it would so far diminish the present glut of coun-
try produce in Boston market, that we gentlemen
cultivators might command as high a price for our
provisions as was given in oIden"time when Sen-
acherib laid siege to Samaria.

Hops imported from Van Dieman's Land are of
so superior quality as to haw; sold for 8 shillings a
pound'.

Tlie quantity of flour inspected in Albany in
1828, was 39,450 barrels, being a decrease from
1827, of nearly 14,000 barrels. Fees $789.

Use of Sand in propagating Trees, Shrubs, (fc-.~A friend who is a practical and scientific horticul-
turist, wishes for further information relative to
propagating trees, shrubs, &c. by the use of sand,
which, according to an article, published page 202

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
Mr Fessendej*—This is the second year since

1 became a subscriber to your valuable paper,
which I have read with great interest, and have
received through your columns from my fellow
subscribers and yourself a great deal of useful in-
formation, but as yet have not thrown my mite
into the common stock.

So barren sands imbibe (he showers,
Bui render neither fruit nor flowers—
Unpleasant and ungrateful.

I shall attempt to give a brief description of a
mode of constructing a common parlor and kitch-
en, which I have partly adopted with complete
success

: m all situations, where the ground will
admit, I would have a cellar kitchen, about half
the story below ground. The fireplace should be
of sufficient size to contain several clay furnaces
that the smoke and steam from them may ascend'
the chimney. The chimney should have a valve
of iron in its throat which may be opened or shut
by means of a rod passing dtfwn the chimney

;
the lower end turned so that it may be kitched'
over a nail. By this valve you can regulate the
draft of the chimney, as well as extinguish the
flames, if your chimney be on fire. In the winter,
I would use a cooking stove of the best construc-
tion, with a steam as well as smoke pipe ; for if
the steam from the boilers goes into the smoke
pipe, it will make it foul much sooner. Let these
pipes pass into a drum made either plain or orna-
mental as best suits the owner. From the drum
conduct it into the chimney above the valve, which
should be always closed when the stove is in use -

for no stove will draw as well if the pipe enters' a
large chimney open at the bottom.
The drum should be pretty large and placed in

the common parlor immediately above the kitchen •

ifthedrumbe large the room' will be sufficiently
warm in the coldest weather without it being ne
cessary to burn a stick of wood, excepting a"suf
ficieucy in the stove below for warming the kitch-
en. This is not only an economical but also a
safe way of warming a common parlor. The mis-
tress may leave the room without being apprehen-
sive of the fire falling or snapping out on the floor
or the children falling in it and getting burned •

and if she goes from home, while there is a fire in
the kitchen, she has always a warm parlor to re-
turn to.

There are other advantages in a kitchen thus
copstructed,which it is unnecessary here to enume-
rate. Adjoining the end of the house next the kitch
en I would have a shed which should cover the
well, and be sufficiently large for a kitchen in
summer, (if preferred) and a wood house in win-
ter. Under the floor of the shed I would have a
box or cistern, that would contain water enough
to last 24 hours. This may be pumped or drawn
full once a day and drawn out through a pipe or
leader into the cellar kitchen as wanted. If your
building site is on the declivity ofa hill, you may
make a cheap cistern of lime and gravel on the
bank side

; into which the rain from your roofs
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may be conducted, and drawn out by a tube in-

serted into the bottom of the cistern, and leading

into your kitchen. If things are rightly consider-

ed, I believe it will be found that a cellar kitchen

is more convenient than one above ground, and

much more economical. I conclude by saying if

you believe this worth a place in your Farmer,

you are welcome to it—if it is deemed otherwise

I shall nut be offended—but have the satisfaction

of having done a part of my duty.

JAMES S. LAWRENCE.
Hickory Grove, Monmouth

Co.JV.J. Jan. 3,1829
mth i

29.
\

Exlraordinai-y Fruit.—We have just been shown

a lemon of uncommon size, raised on Mr S.

M'Cutchon's plantation at New Orleans. It

measured 14 inches in circumference taken be-

tween the stem and the opposite end of the fruit,

and 14J when measured lengthwise. About 20

others of the same size, produced on the same

tree, were sent to this city.—JV. Y. Eve. Post.

Useful Inventions.—Mr John W. Cooper, of

Waynesburg, in Franklin county, Pennsylvania,

has discovered (for which he has obtained patents)

a new mode of bleaching and whitening of flax,

hemp, tow, and cotton cloth, in the course of a

few hours, without the least injury or damage to

the strength thereof—and also, of making white

paper from rags of cotton, linen or silk, be their

colour ever so various, and of extracting from all

kinds of rags, all kinds of mineral colors, and ren-

dering them white and completely bleached, &c.

The ingredients and process used, are said to be so

cheap and trifling as to render these discoveries

highly valuable, particularly to paper makers.

SEEDS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
For sale al the Seed Establishment, connected with the office

of the New England Fanner, No. 52 North Market Street, Bos-
ton, the largest variety of seeds to be found in New England—
of the crops of 1828. The greatest care has been taken to have
them raised by our most experienced seed growers, and to have
the sorts perfectly genuine. They are offered for sale by the
bushel, pound, or paper, on favorable terms. Each package
for retail is accompanied with short directions on its manage-
ment. The following comprise some of our most prominent
sorts. Pamphlet catalogues gratis.

White Cos

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

fX?* Those gentlemen in this city and the vicinity,

favorably disposed toward the institution of such a

Society, are requested to meet at the office of Zebedee

Cook, Jr. 7i Congress street, on Tuesday next, (the

24th current,) at 12 o'clock at noon, for the purpose

of adopting measures preliminary thereto.

information wanted

Of the imported Stud Horse Columbus, ivhich

was sold a year or more since by the Mass. Agricul-

tural Society. The owner may hear of something to

his advantage, by sending his address, (post paid) at

the New England Farmer office.

The Report of the Committee of the Essex Agri-

cultural Society appointed to view the Farms, entered

for premiums, has been received, and shall appear in

our next.

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52,

North Market street, Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly
packed, in parcels, al the following prices :—Sweet Marjoram,
60 cts—Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 cts—Sage, 17 cts—Celery, (in bottles for soups, &c.) 25 cts—Balm, 33 cts—
Rose Flowers, #1,00. eptf

Tavern to be Leased.
To be leased, that excellent stand for country custom, the

Tavern on the Mill Dam or Western Avenue, now occupied by
Major Horatio G. Bultrick. It is believed that an active and
enterprising man might acquire a fortune by hiring it. Terms,
five years lease, with good security—rent 900 dollars. If not
leased before the 2d day of March next, it will be let a! public
auction on that dav. at 12 o'clock, M. on the premises.

Inquire ofJOHN LOWELL, Common Street, Boston.
Feb 20. 2t

Artichoke, Green Globe
Asparagus, Devonshire

Gravesend
Enltersea

Large while Reading
Beam, (26 varieties,) including

the English broad beans,

dwarfs, pole, &c.
Beets, (rue Long Blood

Early blood Turnip
Early White Scarcity
French Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, (for soups, &c.)

Borecole

Brocoli, Early While
Early Purple
Large Cape

Brussels Sprouts
Cabbage, Larly York

Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Lon. Battersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Bergen, &c.
Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch
Large Geeen Glazed
Large Lale Drumhead
Tree, or 1000 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Savoy
Turnip Rooted, &c.
Russian
Lale Imperial

Lale Sugarloaf
Cardoon
Carrots, Altringham

Early Horn, (for table)
Blood Red
Lemon
Long Orange

Cauliflower, Early and Late
Celery, White solid

Rose colored solid

Italian

Celeriac,or turnip rooted
Chervil

Chives
Corn Salad, or Veltikost

Cress, Curled or Peppergrass
Broad leaved or Garden
Water

Cucumber, Early Frame
Early Green Cluster

Short Prickly

Long Prickly
Long Green Turkey
Long White Turkey
Long While Spined
Small Girkin, .yc.

Egg Plant, Purple
White

Endive, Green
While Curled
Broad leaved Batavian

Garden Burnet
Garlic Sells

Indian Corn, (several varieties)

Purple curled

Green curled Scotch
Leek, London

Large Scotch
Lettuce, Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head
Royal Cape (fine)

Imperial
Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Tennisball, or Rose
Drumhead
Magnum Bonum Cos
Bath Cos
Ice Cos

Green Cos
Melon, Pine Apple

Green Citron

Loaf

Persian
Nutmeg
Large Canteleupc
Pomegranate, or Musk
Carolina Waler
Long Island Water
Apple seeded Water

Marjoram
Mus'ard, White and Brown
Nasturtium
Mangel Wurtzel
Okra
Onions, Potato

Tres
White Portugal
Yellow
Large Red

Parsley, Siberian

Dwarf Curled
Curled or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling

Peas, Early Washington
Early double blossomed
Early Frame
Early Golden Hotspur
Early Charlton

Early Strawberry Dwarf
Dwarf Blue Imperial

Dwarf Blue Prussian

Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
Dwarf Marrowfat
Dwarf Sugar
Matchless, or Tali Marrow
Knight's Tall Marrow
Tall Crooked pod Sugar

Peppers, Long or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash
Cherry, (West India)

Pumpkins, Fine Family
Connecticut Field
Mammoth

Radish, Early Frame
Short top Scarlet

Long Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long white.or Naples

Cherry
Violet colored

White Turnip Rooted
Black Fall or Spanish

Rhubarb Roots, (for tarts)

Ruta Baga
Salsafy, or vegetable oyster

Sea Kale
Skirret

Saffron
Spinach, New Zealand

Prickly, or Fall

Rouudleaved summer
Sage
Squash, Early bush summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow
Acorn &c.

Tomatos
Turnips, early white Dutch

Early Garden Stone
White Flat, or Globe
Large Eng. Norfolk

Long Tankard
Long Yellow French
Yellow Maltese
Yellow Aberdeen
Yellow Stone
Yellow Swedish
Dedham

Thyme—Sweet Basil—Bone-
set—Lavender—Rosemary

—

Hyssop—Wormwood— Sum-
mer Savory—Penny roval

—

Spikenard—Dill—Balm--Tan-
sy—Bene, &c.

Farmer IVanted.
A steady, faithful man is wanted to take charge of a farm iji

Newton—apply lo J. B. Russell, New England Farmer Seed
Store.

Seeds for Country Dealers.

Traders in the country, who may wish loke^p an assortmeat

of Garden Seed* for sale, are informed they can be furnished

at the New England Farmer office, No. 52 North Market street,

Boston, wjdi boxes containing a complete assortment of the

seeds mostly used in a kitchen garden, on a> favorable terms as

ihey can be purchased in this country, neatly done up in small

papers, al 6 ajd 12 cents each—warranted to be of the growth
of 182(3, and o< the purest quality. Orxamkntai. Flower
Sm.I's will be added on the same terms, when ordered, as well

as Peas, Beass, Earlv White S»ttT (.'win, ccc, of dif-

ferent sorts.

Q7P The Seeds vended at this establishment, are put up on a
new plan this year, each package being accompanied with

short direct onson its management, and packed in the neatest

siyle —Traders arc requested lo call and examine for them*

selves. eptf Jan. 23.

For Sale,

In the southeasterly part of old Marlborough, a valuable

Farm, containing about 120 acres, consisting of every kind of

land that is desirable to the enterprising farmer, a large portion

of which is of the first quality, having a constant stream of water

running through it ; and the laud is so situated that a number of

acres are capable of irrigation. On the premises is an upright

two story House, with four rooms on the floor, in good repair
;

a large Barn, 80 by 30, and in common seasons is filled with

good hay. There are also on the farm, good Orchards, a part

of which are in their prime ; together with an abundance of

Wood, the best of while oak, fit lor wheelwrights' use, or for

ship timber. There are few farms capable of more improve-

ment, or which can be carried on at less expense. The place

will be sold at a fair price, with or without the sleek and uten-

sils, at the election o/thc purchaser. The paymenus made easy

and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of William
Draper, Esq. of .Marlborough, of Benjamin' Weld of Rox-

bury, or of Samuel H. Weld, on the premises, Jan. 16.

PRICES OF COUNTRY
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M I S C E LLA1VIES.
FOR THE NEW KNGLAND FAKMKK.

A celebrated Scythian Philosopher, being a-ked how it was

possible a person might contract a dislike to wine, answered,

" By beholding the indfcmc&b of the tkiivkartl."

On entering a house a lew evenings since, [ found a lad of

15
(
diverting himself in writing poetry. 1 requested him by way

of trial, however, to make a lew iines on luteinprance. He in

slantly set about it, and soon handed me the following portrait,

VERITAS.
The evil of evils that prevails,

O'er New England s hills and dales

;

The scourge and curse of this om land,

Is not (he warrior's vengelul hand:

But what is worse, yes, «o:=c by lar,

Than all the noise and rage of war,

Is ardent spirit and strong drinks,

That poisons our whole frame, and sinks

The noblest work that God has made,

Below the basts that range the mead.

Oh, see the drunkard take Iho cup,

Oh, see him drink the liquor up;

Oh, see him trying to go home,

But cannot lor the cause is rum.

Oh, see him lotl'ring. slagg'ring routtd,

At last he falls unto the ground;

And then he tries but tries in vain,

His former posture to regain
;

And after trying all he could,

He does as every drunkard should;

He takei a nap and sleeps it out,

And then gels up and walks about.

Now let us look into his cot,

Still there we -oe a drunken sot

;

But some to pity, there we see,

A wile, and children two or three;

His children are all clothed in rags,

His wife, a life of slavery drags,

She ihiuks in silent, dumb despair.

On prospects that surround her there.

To make his ruin quite enmpleie,

He finds himself involved in debt;

And then ihe law for want of bail,

Confines him in some neighb'ring jail.

Now to all drunkards I would say,

If they would keep from jails aw-ay,

Vou must the poison never drink,

And not so much as on it think :

For Chambers' nauseous drug is vain,

Y. ur sottish thirsting to restrain ;

Unless you make a resolution,

Never again to taste the poison.

FOR THE MEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Dress.—Ho who has no oilier way lo distinguish

himself than by the fashion and materials of his

dress, is a despicable creature ; and unites the sil-

liness of the goose with the pride of the peacock.

Variety of opinions.—As we never see two faces

exactly like each other, we tiecd not expect to

find exact similarity of opinions ; and we may as

well quarrel with a man for his form and features

«s on account of the articles (if his creed.
" For modes of faith let senseless bigots fight,

Hi» can't be wrong, whose life is in the right."

Menial Enjoyments.— By reading we enjoy the
company of the dead, by conversation that of the
living, and by contemplation we may be happy in

ourselves.

FORCE OK IMAGINATION.

Mr Elijah Barned of Pennsylvania, some years
sate, while at work in the Hold, killed a rattle-

snake, and immediately after had occasion to re-

turn to his house, and took through mistake his

son's waistcoat and put it on. His son was but a

youth, and the waistcoats of both father and son

were made from the same piece of cloth. The
weather being warm, the old gentleman did not

attempt to button his waistcoat until he had ar-

rived and seated himself in his house ; when to

his astonishment he found it much too small. Im-

agination now took wings, and he instantly con-

ceived the idea, that he had been bitten, impercep-

tibly, by the snake, and was thus swollen from its

poison. He grew suddenly ill and took his bed.

The family, in confusion, rs not a minute was to

he lost, sent a messenger, post-haste, for three phy-

sicians. The first that arrived poured down oil,

the second drenched him with the juice of plantain,

and the third gave him freely the decoction of

hoarhound. But, notwithstanding all these medi-

cines, the patient grew worse and worse, every

minute, until, at length, his son came home with

his father's waistcoat dangling about him. The
mystery was instantly unfolded, and notwithstand-

ing the oil, plantain, and hoarhound, the patient

was immediately restored to health ; except a load

on' the stomach, and his frightful imaginations and

apprehensions vanished, " like the baseless fabric

of a vision."

The king of Siam, who had never seen or heard

of such a thing as frost, when told by the Dutch
Ambassador, that in his country, water would
sometimes, in cold weather, be so hard that men
might walk on it, replied, " Hitherto I have be-

lieved the strange things you have told me, be-

cause I looked upon you as an honest man, but

now I am sure you are a liar."

So it is with many farmers of the old stamp.—
They will not believe in any improvement, and
spurn at every attempt towards it.

WICKEDNESS OF ABUSING A HORSE.

By Rev. Mr Pierpont.

The sins which we commit, my children, against
the brute creatures of God, when we subject them
to unnecessary suffering, are sins against God
their Creator. Shall we believe according to the

declaration of his holy word, that a righteous man
regardeth the life of his beast, and not believe that

a righteous God will regard it ? He heareth the

raven cry ; and shall he not hear, and will he not

avenge the wrongs that cry out against man from
youth to age, in the city and the field, by the way
and by the fireside ?

Look out into the street. See that cartman !

What has thrown him into such a passion ? The
street echoes with the crack of his whip. His
horse stung almost to madness, springs forward to

clear himself from bis confinement—to disengage
himself from his cruel thraldom. He is met by a

blow with the loaded end of the driver's whip.
Whence comes this dreadful struggle between

that manly spirit of a brute and that brutal spirit

of a man ? Whence comes it ? The man has
loaded the horse beyond his strength. Every
ounce of the generous creature's weight has been
thrown forward again and again, but in vain ; and
now comes the reproach, and now the lash, and
the curse, and the staggering blow :

Righteous God ! who gavest that neb'e animal
his strength, and his spirit, is that monster, that Is

thus beating him, a rn;<n ? the man whom thou
madest him to serve ? God of battles ! who has

kindled the fire in the horse's glorious eye, 'clothed
his neck with thunder,' and has made him to mock
at fear, and to turn not away from the sword, that

he might help man to maintain his rights, and de-
fend a righteous case,—it is to such a creature as
this, that thou hast made him to b* in subjection ?

But, pet haps, the man in form is no longer a
man. He has thrown away the only thing that

had raised him above the brute. He has drowned
his reason in a cup. He is drunk, and his gener-
ous horse must suffer ! How much nobler is the

brute that is beaten, than the brute that beats

him !

' Stop, degraded wretch ! you shall not thus

abuse your horse !'—But hark ! he replies :—' It

is my horse, and have I not a right to do what I

will with my own ?' I answer ;— • It may be your
horse, but he is yours for use, not for abuse.' I

answer again :
—

' You have not a right to do a
wrong either with what is your own, or with what
is not.' The Maker of this horse is your Maker
also, and your Judge. He sees the suffering

which you inflict upon the faithful and defence-

less subject of your power; and although he has
sealed up the dumb creature's lips, so that he can-

not plead for himself against you, yet what he
meekly and patiently suffers from your cruelty will

plead for him, and if more mercy is not shown to

you, than you show to your beast, it will bring

down upon you the righteous judgment of the

Lord.

Farmer ff anted.

A faithful man is wanted to take charge of a small place in

Roxhury, comprising a garden, orchard, &c.
(TiT It must he expressly understood that no ardent spirits

will be allowed on the place. Persons who are unwilling to ac-
cede lo this, need not make application to the New England
Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market Si. Boston.

Farmer Wanted.
Wanted, an active, industrious man (a Scotchman will be

preferred) lo lake the charge and assist in laboring on a farm.
To a person properly qualified, a fair compensation, punctual
pay, and employment for several years w ill be given.
\ry An entire abstinence from the use of ardent spirits, will

be required. Apply to Geo. Bacon, at Thompson's Hotel, No.
9 Elm street. 3l Feb 6

Assorted Seeds for Families.
For sale at Ihe New England Fanner Seed Store small boxes

of assorted Seeds lor Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains »
package of the following Seeds:

Early Washington Peas 1 ong Duich Parsnip
Large Cabin.ge l.etiuce

Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pineapple Melon
Long, or Round WalerineloB
Nasturtium
Large While Onion
Large Ued Onion
Curled Parsley
"'

I Squash Pepper
lv Searlei Short-top Radisr

While Turnip Radish
'alsaiv

Eaib 'Rush Squash
" y While Dutch Turnip
Wh.te Flat Turnip
Yellow None Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf string

China Dwarf siring and shell

Brans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Earlv Turnip rooied Beet
Early Yoik Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cahbagi
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick

ling)

Earlv Horn Carrot

Lmii Orange Carrot
White Solid Celery
Curled Cress
Early Cucumber roT herb sffds.
Early Silesia Lettuce Thyme— Sage—Maijoium,

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all Ihe common ve-
getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,

.lift uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the
veiy first quality, .is lo freshness and purity. Each box contains
directions for llie management of the different' sorts. Price #3

Puhlshed everv Friday, at «?3 per annum, payable at ths

ud of ihe rear—bin those who pay within sixty days from [lis

me of subscribing, are enl'uled to a deduction of fiti'v unis.
Primed for J. It. P.lsff.i.i.. bv I It. Mutts &. Co.— bv whom

It descriptions of Printing can be excelled lo meet ihe wishes
.ii customers. Orders for priming received bv J. •(. Kusski.i,
at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market Street.
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farmers of Essex will find their benefit, in adopt-

ing the improvements that have been introduced

upon this farm. But while it remains uncertain,

whether the innovations that have been here intro-

duced upon Yanket husbandry, are not experiments

made for the puqjose of display, unmindful of the

costs, rather than experiments that will remunerate

themselves,—your committee feel it to be their

duty to hesitate in approving of the same. Be-
lieving, at all time?, that that species of farming

alone is to be encouraged by this society, which
will ensure its own reward, and support itself.

—

Gentlemen, with fortunes, may amuse themselves

with farms, as well as with dogs or horses, or in

any other manner; but such amusements belong

not to our yeomanry, who have to earn their bread

by the sweat of their brow, and whose muscles,

strengthened by toil, are the surest pledge of per-

petuity to our civil institutions.

In the notice we have taken of the farms that

come within our observation, it was not our pur-

pose to compare them with other farms iu the
county that were not entered for premium. Your
committee are well aware that there are many
other farms in each of the towns mentioned in

this report, that if they had been entered for pre-
mium, would have had a fair chance in the com-
petition. Their first inquiry was, have the pre-
sent claimants so managed their farms, as to merit
the approbation of this society, and to afford fair

examples to their neighbors for imitation ? On
this point, yo'ir committee were unanimous in the
opinion in favor of the "claimants. Accordingly,
they think it proper that the premiums offered,

sholild be awarded. And they would recommend
that they be awarded in the following order, to

wit :

—

To Jacob Osgood, of Andover, 1st prem. $35.
" William Tuurxow, of W. Newbury,

2d prem. 30
" David Gray, of Andover, 3d prem. 25
" Daniel Putnam, of Danvers, 4th prem. 20
" James Pecker, of Aftiesbury, 5th prem. 15

Respectfully submitted, by

DANIEL ADAMS, ~)

ASA T. NEWHALL,
JESSE PUTNAM, V Committee.

SOLOMON LOW,
JOHN W. PROCTOR, J

December 29th, 1828.

FOR THE.NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
We are pleased to learn that the meeting of the

friends of horticulture in this city on Tuesday last,

was numerously attended ; and that the occasion

afforded the most conclusive evidence, that a so-

ciety for the improvement of this branch of our
domestic industry, will be established under aus-

picious circumstances.

For ourselves we have long felt a strong inter-

est in this matter. We have seen in other sections

of our country, the beneficial influence of institu-

tions devoted to the practice of horticultural pur-
suits, and heard more, of its ameliorating effects

upon the varieties of fruits, heretofore cultivated

with partial success.

The association of men of taste, of influence,

and of industry, has effected in some of our neigh-
boring cities, a wonderful improvement in the qual-

ities of indigenous fruits, and a great increase of
the varieties of foreign, of every kind, susceptible

of successful culture iu our climate. Here, individ-

ual efforts have generously, and patriotically con-

tributed to collect the finest varieties of fruits, and
not only to distribute gratuitously the plants, or

the scions, as the case may be, for extended cul-

ture ; but what renders the favor more valuable,

to impart from their rich stores of practical know-
ledge, a portion for the benefit of the uninitiated.

We love the pursuits of horticulture not only

for the instruction it affords to man of the subser-

viency of nature to his will, and his industry. We
regard it as a peaceful and laudable source of en-

joyment.—And to him who can look through na-

ture, up to its great first Cause, it is a rich and il-

lumined page, wherein he may read inscribed the

promise, that " though like autumn's fruits and

flowers mankind will fade from off the earth, yet

like them his root will not die in the ground, but

rise again and shed the benign influence of a useful

life, in gardens of unfading beauty, and enduring

loveliness.''

That mind that is not expanded, and that heart

that is not warmed in the contemplation of the

fruitful and ornamented garden, must be cold and
inanimate. And if " he who has not music in his

soul is" adjudged " fit for treason ;" he that has

not felt the glow of gratitude in contemplating the

objects which bountiful nature presents, is not

to be envied- For ourselves we are free to de-

clare that the most peaceful and gratified moments
of our life have been passed in the pursuits of
horticulture. In a manner relieved from the la-

bor and occupations of business, we have found,

with a slight variation from the poet's text

—

exempt from public liaunt

tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,

Sermons in Jlouers, and good in everything.

The benefits derived from an improved state of
horticulture are of unlimited extent. They are
confined to no class, all may enjoy them. Health
is promoted by the labor, and ease and content-

ment follow on success. DORCHESTER.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF BEETS.
By the Editor of the Southern Agriculturist.

There are many varieties of this vegetable, such

as the large-rooted, the long-rooted, dwarf, turnip-

rooted, small red Castlenandari, green-topped,

yellow-rooted, &c. We will confine our remarks
to those sold by our seedsmen, as the long-blood

and turnip-rooted beets, as these are the only va-

rieties cultivated among us, and as far as we have
been able to ascertain, they are to be preferred to

any of those enumerated above. The Castlenan-

dari is said to be much esteemed in France, and
to have the taste'of a nut : we have not, as yet,

been able to obtain the seed. We have at differ-

ent periods cultivated most of those enumerated
above, and prefer the turnip-rooted, on account of

its superior delicacy, earliness, and the greater

ease with which it can be raised.

A light, deep and rich soil is the best suited for

the culture of the beet ; they should be sown if

possible on ground which has been highly manur-
ed for some other crop, but should there be none
of this description vacant, well rotted manure may
be used, and even fresh, in case of necessity, if

proper care be taken thai the ivhole be turned under,

and not mixed through the upper soil. The ob-

jection to using manure, more especially in a fresh

state, with this or any other long-rooted crop, is,

that meeting with it in lumps and detached par-

cels, the root is diverted from its proper course

and impeded in its downward progress ; the con-

sequence is, that instead of one long, large, straight

and clean root, we often, under such circumstan-

ces, have many small ones, and numerous fibres,

rendering it unfit for the table. The remedy for

this is obvious, and it is rather surprising, that the

cause of the forking of the roots being known, the

remedy should not have been applied. It is sim-

ply to place the manure at such a depth, that the

root may not reach it, and consequently not be di-

verted until it shall have grown to a proper length.

This may be effected by spreading the manure on
the surface and with a spade turning it entirely

under, completely reversing the soil, so as to place

that which was on top together with the manure,
at the bottom—care is required in this operation,

that all of the manure be completely buried, and
that none by the carelessness of the gardener, be

intermingled with the upper soil. Another me-
thod (and it is one which we have adopted for

many years with considerable success,) is, after

the ground is prepared, to make small trenches or

furrows, either with a spade, or, if there be ground

enough, with the plough, and at the bottom of

these to scatter the manure, level the surface, or

raise it into ridglets over the manure and plant

on these. This last will be found most effectual,

and for many reasons the best. By pursuing this

plan fresh manure may be used, though we would

always prefer that which is partially rotted. In

preparing the ground for a crop, care should be

taken to have it well broken up, and made mellow

as deep as possible ; the beet sends its root to a
great depth in search of food, and it ought tiot to

be impeded by meeting with a hard and compact

soil. If possible let it be stirred eighteen inches

deep, for it will generally be found that all other

circumstances being equal, that compartment which

has been stirred the deepest, will produce the best

crop. The spade is decidedly the best instrument
for stirring the ground, but where a large quantity

is to be raised, the plough may be used, and more
especially if the ridge system be adopted. The
usual method is, to have the ground, after being

thus prepared, laid off into four feet beds— to plant

two or three seeds every nine inches, in rows a

foot apart, these to be thinned out to single plants

when about the size of a goose-quill. Such as

are thinned out may be transplanted to fill up the

vacancies which may occur in the beds.

(To be continued.)

Flax and Linen Manufacturers.—The demand
for flax created b}' the establishment of our enter-

prising citizen, John Towne, it is hoped, will ex-

cite the attention and stimulate the exertions of
the farmers in the neighborhood, to the cultivation

and improvement of that interesting and important

staple production of our country. The machinery
for spinning flax by steam power, is now in com-
plete operation under the superintendance of Mr
William Sutliff, to whose mechanical genius and
industry, vvc are indebted (through Mr Towne's
patronage and capita!,) for this important branch

of manufactures, so long a desideratum in this and
other countries.—The articles manufactured, viz :

Drilling, table cloths, linen, Sec, are of a superior

quality. The damask table linen, noticed in a late

number .of the Statesman, as manufactured by Mr
Hamilton Steuart, were made of cotton and linen,

and wove by Mr Thomas Brown, an ingenious

workman from near Edinburgh. Mr Towne's
establishment will soon afford materials for the

best quality.

—

Pittsburg Gazette.
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Good Bacon.—The following is the mode of cu-

t-in" bacon in Virginia, laid down by a gentleman

of the Isle of Wight county, who lias had much

experience in the process.

—

Lancaster Journal.

" To have good bacon, the pork must be fat. It

maj possibly be too fat, though that is very rarely

the case in Virginia. Hogs about eighteen months

old, which are raised poor, and afterwards well

fatted in a short time on corn, are, I think, deci-

dedly to he preferred. Before the pork be salted

up, it should be thoroughly cold, a circumstance

indispensable to its lasting preservation ; and it is

at least the safest course in our uncertain climate,

to lose no timo afterwards. To give bacon its

most exquisite flavor, both molasses or sugar, and

salt-petre should be used. I usually put a table

spoonful or two of molasses on the flesh side of

the ham, a little before it is salted, and after the

molasses is rubbed over it, a heaping spoonful or

two of finely pulverized salt-petre, the ham sup-

posed to weigh, when cured, from twelve to fif-

teen pounds. I put nearly the same quantity on

the middlings and shoulders, and proportiouably

on the smaller pieces, believing that it essentially

contributes, not only towards improving the flavor

and appearance, but also to the preservation of

bacon, and as a preventive against the worm, bug

and skipper, in order to ensure perfectly sound

bacon, the pork must be salted at least twice.

The second salting should take place about the

third day after the first, at which time I add about

a third of the quantity of salt-petre applied in the

first instance. If, however, the pork should be

frozen when salted in the first instance, it should

be re-salted as soon as practicable after it thaws
;

without which tiiere is great danger of injury. I

use the Liverpool sack salt, and prefer it on ac-

count of its fineness. A bushel to the thousand

weight of pork has been supposed a sufficient

quantity. I think it too little, and would not hy
any means advise that there should be a stint of

salt. Five pounds of salt-petre to the abovemen-

tioned quantity of pork, is, perhaps, quite enough.

Care should be taken to let the brine drain off

from the pork, whilst in salt, as its contact with it

tends to injure its flavor. If salted in casks, there

should be a hole in the bottom, after the second

salting, that the brine may escape. There are

different opinions as to the length of time the

pork should remain in salt. I would recommend
four weeks. If salt-petre, in sufficient quantities

be used, fat pork can hardly be made too salt. I

have known prime excellent bacon to remain in

salt more than three months. The last operation

iii curing of bacon is the smoking of it. This

may be sufficiently wall done, perhaps, with any
kind of wood ; but solid green wood, as hickory

or oak, is the best. Contrary to old opinions, the

operation is best carried on in the closest smoke-
house ; considerable degree of heat, too, is not in-

jurious, but promotes and facilitates, I believe, the

operation. The old idea of fire tainting meat, is

erroneous. The effect, so called, is occasioned by
the porkjiot being thoroughly cured ; bacon should

be smoked until it is of a dark reddish color, and

it is best done in clear dry weather. In hanging

it up, it is most advantageous to put the joints

highest ; fur, as they are most assailable by the

skipper fly, they are least likely thereby to have

eggs deposited on them. There is an opinion that

has long universally prevailed, and which I think

the experience of the last winter has belied. It is,

that if pork be once thoroughly cold before salt-

ing, it mat with proper care be saved. This, in I walk, and tread the paths of private life, with

ordinary winters, is true. But in such a winter as heartfelt satisfaction. Envious of none, I am de-

last, when the thermometer ran, in 24 (lours, from termined to be pleased with all ; and this, my dear

betweeh 30 and 40, to between 60 and 70, and friend, being the order of my march, I will move

remained so for four or five days, I do not think gently down the stream of life until I sleep with

that fat and large pork can be saved by any rea- my father.-."

nahle attention to it.— Western TVler. . Z ~T. ~ ~~7l T, . .„ ,

Average price of vegetable* sold at ,\ev> York ftaih-

ington Market, for January, 1829.

(Corrected by VVm Cubs, Gardener, N. York.)

Cauliflower.—The extensive Bupply of this veg-

etable which has been brought to market during

the past autumn and to this present period, proves

I saw it tried \

the interesting progress our market gardeners are

at least' making in its most successful cultivation: very

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Baltimore,

to a gentleman of this city.

"The new mode of applying friction rollers to

the rail-road car is extremely remarkable. The
invention is by a.Terseyinan, who had a model fit

ted up and exhibited in this city,

with ten fiftysixes and two men, weighing

one hundred and fifty pounds each, making eight ;

line heads weighing from two to five pounds,

hundred and sixty pounds, exclusive of the weight
|

have been sol I in tins market this month, for 25

of the car, and, incredible as it may seem, this 1 to 37A cents per head. Broeoh.—TUe supply of

great weight was drawn along, not v&Vy slowly, by this has also been very plentiful, and in point of

a half pound weight, attached to a string, running
I

size and quality, very little if at all inferior to

over a pulley. The railway upon which it was

tried, was perfectly level. A finger would move

the car in either direction.

" In England, as well as in this country, it is

found that a horizontal traction of 112 pounds is

Cauliflower, from 75 cents to $1 per dozen heads.

Winter Cabbages very plentiful, and good heads

at 37£ to 50 cents per dozen

—

Savoys 37£ cents

per dozen heads

—

Borecole or Kale 37J cents per

lozen

—

Potatoes, the supply usually deficient,

equal to one horse power, (it is thought by many
j

from 50 to 62J cents per bushel—Turnips, plenty

that the average effect is greater than that of 112 and of good quality, 31| cents per bushel—Para-

nips, $1 per 100

—

Blood Beet3, lb cents per 100

—

Carrots, 62J- cents per 100

—

Salsafj, from 4 to 6

cents per bunch of 12 roots

—

White Onions, $1 to

1 2.5 cents per bushel ; red, 50 cents per bushel

—

pounds,) and thus assuming that a load for one

horse be 10 tons, (this is also a minimum,) we can

tell exactly that one horse will draw with facility

eighlufive tons, with the aid of the very important

nvention above mentioned. The machine is ex-

ceedingly simple, and I am satisfied will not wear

out so fast as the common rail-road car."

The following is a fine picture of Washington,
in his retirement— it is from one of bis own let-

ters :

" I am just beginning to experience the ease

and freedom from public cares, which, however
desirable, it takes some time to realize ; for,

strange as it may seem, it is nevertheless true, that

it was uot until lately I could get the better of my
usual custom of ruminating, as soon as I awoke
in the morning, on the business of the ensuing

day ; and of my surprise on finding, after revolv-

ing many things in my mind, that I was no longer

a public man, or had any thing to do with public

transactions. I feel, as I conceive a wearied trav-

eller must do, who, after treading many a painful

step, with a heavy burden on his shoulders, is

eased of the latter, having reached the haven to

which all the former were directed, and from his

house top is looking back, and tracing with an

eager eye the meanders by which he escaped the

quicksands and mires which lay in his way, and

into which none but the all-powerful Guide and

Dispenser of human events could have prevented

his fallin

Celery, very plentiful and good, from 4 to 8 cents

per bunch of three heads

—

Spinage. very plentiful

and fine, 31J cents per bushel

—

Ltuuce, the white

Dutch Cabbages
%
a;id yellow Silesia, fine and plen-

tiful, at 25 to 37i cents per dozen heads

—

Endive,

the supply rather scarce and inferior in quality,

IS to 25 cents per dozen

—

Water Cresses, plenty,

18 to 25 cents per half peck—Corn Sallad, do,

do Leeks, plenty and fine, 50 to 62J cents per

hundred Parsley, 3 cents per bunch

—

Horst

Radish, do.

RECEIPT FOR WET FEET.
To an old, constant, and most zealous friend,

I pray you, fellow citizens, attend !

Tlie receipt below to shoes apply

;

'Tis ihe true waier-proof to keep feel dry

—

JT will many save from the physician's bill,

And from disorders which too often kill.

All the ingredients are very cheap,

And long the mixture will uninjured keep.

1 pint of boiled linseed oil,

i pound of mutton suet,

8 ounces of clean bees' wax,

6 ounces of common rosin.

Dissolve these ingredients well together, over

a gentle fire, stir the mixture up well while melt-

inc, and put it on with a brush, hot, without burn-

I have become a private citizen ofling the leather—soals and upper leather. Let it

the banks of the Potomac ; and, under the shadow

of my own vine and my own fig tree, free from

the bustle of a camp, and the busy scenes of pub-

lic life, I am solacing myself with those tranquil

enjoyments of which the soldier, who is ever in

pursuit of fame—the statesman, whose watchful

days and sleepless nights are spent in devising!

schemes to promote the welfare of his own, per-

haps the ruin of other countries, as if this globe

was insufficient for us all—and the courtier, who
is always watching the countenance of his prince,

in the hope of catching a gracious smile—can

have very little conception. I am not only retired

from all public employments, but am retiring with-

in myself, and shall be able to view the solitary

diy, and repeat the application twice more in the

same way.—.Vc(. Int.

A bill incorporating a company for the manu-

facture of Silk in Delaware, with a capital of

$50,000 has passed both houses of the Legisla-

ture.

The cucumber has been found to contain, on

analysis, no less than 5S2-S0 parts of water in

600 ; the remaining 17-20 parts consist of 13 dif-

ferent ingredients, in different proportions, the

principal of which are, a fungous matter similar

to the mushroom, and a sweet substance, which

gives to this fruit its peculiar flavor

—

Mechanic's

Magazine.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CLIMATE AND SILK.
Mr Fessenden—It is a curious fact,that ancient

impressions are often transmitted on the minds of

successive generations, long after the original

cause has ceased ; it is so with us in respect to

our climate : the rigors of the winter season in

former days, and extreme variableness with sud-

den transitions in spring and summer, have long

since gradually softened away ; their primitive

harshness is gone, and no more to be found, than

puritan intolerance and roughness are to be traced

in the mild and enlightened spirit of the age.

—

Yet the impression formed in old times, that our

climate is unpropitious for the purpose of rich cul-

tivation, seems to remain yet, hovering occasion-

ally, about the thoughts of some of the best friends

to agriculture. It is to be regretted, inasmuch as

it leaves doubts, where there is no foundation for

any, and may create a hesitation and timidity un-
favorable to a successful issue.

This is particularly applicable to the introduc-

tion of the culture of Silk, which being the pro-
duct chiefly of mild countries, doubts are some-
times expressed as to the propitiousness of our
own. Upon a careful investigation we may, how-
ever, be fully satisfied that our circumstances,
taken together, are perfectly favorable, and equal
to those of any silk country whatever in Europe.
The first object to consider, is the food requisite

to procure that rich crop, and there we find our
case perfectly secured. The AVhite Mulberry
grows freely on our warm light lands, and their

growth is rapid
; their prosperity is not impaired

in the least by the cold of winter, uor the variable-
ness of spring ; no insects attack the leaves, nor
the bark of the trees, and the climate and soil ap-
pear to bs as congenial to them, as they are to

the White Oak and other natives of the forest

They are very tenacious of life, for, after being
cut down close to the ground, the stumps will fur-

nish many suckers around, and on their being torn

off, will send forth others for years in succession.

These hardy trees are to support the delicate in-

sects from whose labors the rich crop is to be ob-

tained. We may, therefore, assure ourselves that

by using common care and diligence, we can
make certain of the greatest abundance of food for

them. Their introduction to existence may be
regulated in some measure by our will, and as the
period of their life does not exceed two months,
there is every chance to secure for them that
warm and even temperature which is needful.

—

In fact the seed should be kept in a cool place
until the young leaves of the mulberry begin to

appear, it should be then set to hatching,
which would be some time in the early part of
June, and in about two months from that, period,

the crop would be secured, which would be in

general before the 20th of August.
From the 10th of June to the 20th of August

our climate is subject to no variation of tempera-
ture, but what common care with common accom-
modations would render perfectly harmless. I

t
doubt much whether the silk districts of France
and Italy, or any of them, offer in that respect any
advantages superior to ours. In France silk is

raised chiefly in the departments bordering on the
Mediterranean, and at times, dull humid weather
proceeds from thence, with an obscure, relaxing
atmosphere, to such an extreme, that in Montpe-

lier the. moisture gathering on the walls of the
stair cases in the interior of the houses, will run
down on the steps. As soon as such turns come
on, the doors and windows of the apartments al-

lotted to the silk worms are to be closed carefully,

the leaves to be gathered before hand, or dried

for them. We have nothing in New England to

guard against, of so unfavorable a nature. Our
sea turns along the shore offer no dangers equal
to it. As to the middle and lower parts of Italy

they are often visited with a hot wind from the

coast of Africa, which raising a strong evapora-
tion from the Mediterranean, blows it to the Ital-

ian shores. This wind, called the Sirocco, is ex-
tremely damp, relaxing, and dull, and against it

they must prepare in order to preserve their silk

crop. Another serious evil which they must
guard against, is the great frequency of thunder
storms during the silk season ; which in that

climate will cause a great destruction among the

worms, unless the doors and windows are imme-
diately closed. We may say, therefore, that from
the upper parts of the Mediterranean, to the low-
er parts of Italy, the whole of that chosen silk

country is under the necessity to provide substan-

tial stone buildings to raise the worms, with doors
and windows, which are continually needful to

preserve them from destruction. After all their

precautions and care, their crop will at times suf-

fer greatly, and once perhaps in a generation, an
almost total failure. Such a calamity took place
about the year 1784, when the silk crop in Italy

was so nearly destroyed, that they did not make
sufficient raw silk to enable them to set in motion
their warp and organzine mills, and the apprehen-
sion that a total stillness for a whole season,might
spoil the machinery, prompted them to get from
London several hundred bales of Bengal raw silks,

with the assistance of which, they saved their

machinery from destruction, and their people from
starving.

So far as natural advantages can assist, it is dif-

ficult to conceive in what particulars we could be
more favored, and we might as well doubt of the
ability of a rich grazing country to raise a compe-
tent stock of neat cattle, as to hesitate to proclaim
New England, a country chosen, and fit, for the
rearing of silk ; where the food for the worms
may bo procured in the greatest abundance, and
with as little labor as anywhere in the world.

—

Our pure and vivifying atmosphere, our soft and
quick waters, will insure silk of the firmest staple,

and of the first quality for beauty and usefulness.

If we are friendly to our own prosperity, the

seed of the white Mulberry should be sown generally
and extensively, in all our towns, this coming spring.
No farm should be without a plantation of these
hardy trees, hoth in hedges and in orchards near
the dwellings ; no laborer's cottage should be with-
out a small plantation of them ; no poor house
without a good and sufficient lot of ground laid

out for that valuable purpose. The introduction
of this culture would benefit all ; no farmer's fam-
ily but the daughters and children would pleasant-
ly exert theirindustry to raise a crop as sterling

as gold, which wauld substantially contribute to

their prosperity by furnishing them the means to

pay for good clothing, and have left besides abun-
dant pocket money ; no laborer but might greatly
increase his earnings and means of support ; no
large family of children but might, under proper
directions, be made to secure a rich return from
their industry ; no poor house but might be made,

under the superintendence of a good master, to sup-
port comfortably the aged inmates, and exactfrom the
idle, at least, the cost of their thoughtless existence,

and relieve the community from the burden of these

establishments ; the widow's little place should
have white Mulberry trees all around

;
poverty,

dejection, neglect of virtue, intemperance, might
in many cases be redeemed, vanish, and be re-

placed by hope and industry, where the encour-
agement, and the means, should be pointed out,
and of so easy an attainment.

The land once stocked with extensive planta-

tions, and regular crops of cocoons obtained,

wealthy individuals would soon raise filatures and
mills, to prepare the rich article on a large scale

for the use of silk weavers ; the manufactories of
London and Lyons often have times of inactivity,

when the weavers being out of employ and dis-

tressed, would joyfully transfer to our shores their

art and their industry. Create first the food, an
abundance of the raw materials will be the neces-

sary consequence, and then the hands to manu-
ture it will quickly abound. It regards every farm-
er's individual interest, to exert himself to secure a
share in the culture of silk, of which no other crop

we have, can be compared to it for richness

and excellence. But in a sense of public duty to

the powerful community of which we are mem-
bers, the exertions ought to be great, as it would
make a vast addition to our general resources.

—

The cotton manufactures are dependent on the

South for their raw materials ; silk would be our
own, and nations, as individuals, cannot be too

careful to secure within themselves means for their

prosperity and greatness.

It seems to be a special dutyfor towns, to see that

proper measures should be taken in their respective

poor houses to raise without delay, nurseries ofyoung
Mulberries, not only for their own plantations, but

also for the inhabitants to be supplied with, at a
moderate price. The poor houses should be fore-

most, that they may secure a sale for their trees,

and afterwards for the .seed to raise the worms..

—

If these establishments, or some of them, should

take the lead, it would not only subserve their in-

terests greatly, but they might become, in time,

the head quarters for information, and for the in-

troduction of gradual improvements and perfec-

tion. Such well regulated Houses of Industry as

those of the city of Boston, and Salem, might dif-

fuse benefits in this new undertaking, far and wide
over the land. There can be no doubt but indi-

viduals who have connexions in Europe, would
delight to procure Mulberry seed from the best

silk countries, and also seed of the different kinds

of silk worms, and models of the machines used

for winding and reeling, if they knew before hand,

where they could consign them, for results of pub-
lic diffusion and usefulness.

With great respect,

I am your friend and serv't,

T. G. Fessenden, Esq., ? J. M. G.
Editor of the N. E. Farmer. '

Weston, Ms. Feb. 19, 1829.

FOR THE HEW ENGLAND FARMER.

PEAR AND PLUM TREES.
Mr Fessenden—You will receive with this

communication, an extract from a letter, received

last month, from J. Buel, Esq., of Albany, con-

taining an interesting history of the disease in the

Pear and Plum, which he has witnessed in his

part of the country. Comparing the date, when
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it appeared among us, wc shall find it simultane-

ous in the different states. If this disease springs

from a bug or miller, or any other cause, we must

leave it to our distinguished entomologist in Mil-

ton. This we know, it gives great concern to the

reflecting horticulturist, to find his fine trees dying

in succession.

As for the loss of our plum trees, and destruc-

tion of the fruit, by the curculio, their depredations

are now familiar with us ; we expect but little,

even with care. However, I think they are di-

minishing, and hope the time will soon arrive,

when a display of this fruit from our gardens, may
compare with that, raised last fall, in the fine gar-

dens of Albany, Troy, and the vicinity. The dis-

ease which affects the pear trees, commenced
here, in 1826-7. S. G. Perkins, Esq., of Brook-

line, lost many trees ; some fine and healthy. Mr
Samuel Ward, of Roxbury, from his fine fruit

farm, lost between one and two hundred. This
same disease destroyed on his place, a number of

pear trees in 1804-5. My garden has likewise

more recently suffered ; and doubtless others in

the vicinity. S. D.

Dorchester, 20th Feb. 1829.

Mhany, Jan. 26, 1829.

Dear Sir—Your favor of the 16th inst. came
duly to hand.

In replying to your inquiries, I must premise,

that being comparatively a novice in gardening,

and many of my trees not having come into a
bearing state, I shall not be able to give the ample
description you desire.

Schuyler's Gage. This has not borne with me,
though I have eaten it at Mr Dennison's. I think it

is one of our latest plums, under medium size,

round, and of a greenish yellow color. If my re-

collection serves me it is sometimes called the

white damson.
Royal Blues are the same, I think, as the Foth

eringliam. I ate this fruit some years ago, a

the late Chancellor Livingston's, on the 16th July,

under the name of the Orleans. It is a pretty

large fruit, oblong shape, and blue color—tree

thrifty. Mr Deunison thinks with me that it is a

Fotheringham, though Loudon describes the Foth-

eringham as of a dark red color. A fine plum.

Bleecker's Gage is a fine large yellow plum,

raised originally from a pit brought from Ger-
many, and presented to the lady of a clergyman

by the name of Bleecker. It is sometimes called

the Germau Gage. When ripe, its flesh appears

through the skin varied like the gooseberry. It is

one of our most popular fruits. We have some
hundreds of natural stocks of this plum.

Bolmar is the same as the Washington—is quite

a large plum, oblong, and of a greenish yellow.

—

Its size has acquired for it a reputation greater

than it deserves, though it is a superior plum. It

is said to have originated in New York with a Mr
Bohnar. Vigorous tree.

Banker's Gage is an Esopus seedling : and is

undoubtedly the best plum I know for drying. I

have seen vast quantities dried at Esopus ; where
they are used in various ways during the winter.

They are above the medium size, rather long, blue

color, and remarkably rich and juicy. I have
several bearing trees.

I have eaten and admired Mr D.'s French plum,

but cannot describe it. The truth is, my absence

last summer prevented my taking down the des-

cription of plums that I intended. My Cais Gold-

en drop, which I received from the L. II. Society,
has dcjI borne fruit. We have an early Golden
drop which ripens as early as the Mirabolam.
We have added this winter to our collection

about a dozen new varieties, all seedlings but one
or two. I have seen most of the fruits, and deem
them a great acquisition. I forgot the cuttings of
my new plum when I sent your trees, but will for-

ward them in the spring.

I first became acquainted with the tumors on
the plum tree in 1801, at Kingston (Esopus.) It

destroyed thousands of trees in that village. It

began to abate in 1809-10, and although it has
not entirely disappeared there, it has very sensibly

decreased. In 1805 the disease on the limbs of
the pear tree made its appearance there, and ex-
tended to the apple tree also. Various expedients
were adopted to check its progress, such as hang-
ing iron hoops and straps in the crotch, boring
holes into the trunks, and filling them with sul-

phur, mercurial ointment, &c. but to little effect.

This disease was worse there than I have ever
seen it since, and destroyed four-fifths of the pears
and many apples. It ceased in about 1810, and
has now partially reappeared. In 1827 I observed
it in various parts of Pennsylvania and New Jer-

sey
; and the last summer I noted its progress

100 miles north and 150 west of this city.

The great enemy of the plum, and indeed of all

stone fruit, with us, is the curculio, or other insect

which punctures the young fruit. This cannot be
the same that causes the tumor ; for while my
Fruit suffers severely the wood remains sound and
healthy.

I take the liberty of sending you the constitu-

tion, &c. of a Society which we have just formed
to promote improvement in horticulture.

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

S! Downer, Esq. J. BUEL.

To these queries we reply that we have never
heard of the cultivation of sumach in this part
of the country; and perhaps the commonness of
the plant in iu wild state may have precluded
it from our field- and gardens. Loudon mentions
it in his Encyclopedia of Gardening, in the index,
only, under its botanical name Rhus, and says
" the hardy kinds grow in common soil, and are
increased by cuttings of the roots or layers."—
If any of our friends or correspondents will fur-

nish further information on this topic, they will

lay us under great obligation and it- publication

may render a benefit to the community.

M'Mahon says "The various kinds of Rhus or
Sumach, may be propagated by suckers, layers,

or seeds. The seeds, if preserved in sand, and
sown early in March, will rise freely the same
season, and when one or two years old may be
transplanted into nursery-rows, and having had
their two years growth, may be planted where
intended to remain.

FOR TEE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

BROAD WHEELS.
Mr Fessenden—In your remarks on broad

wheels, (Jan. 2,) you quote Edgeworth, that " cyl-

indrical wheels, and straight axletrees have been

unequivocally preferred."

Let us have the whole truth on the subject.

—

So useful an article ought not to be left open to

successful attack. If any person for any reason

prefers a conical axle, and there are reasons to be

weighed, then the bottom of the axle may be

made horizontal, the exterior of the wheel just as

conical as the axle, and the effect is the same as

that produced by a cylindrical wheel, and axle.

—

In this case it will doubtless be well to incline the

axle a little forward, making the angle between its

foreside and the line of forward movement, less ob-

tuse than that between the hinder side and the

line of movement. In theory this may seem to

occasion the wheel to scrape laterally on the sur-

face of the road, but it is not reality ; for the in-

clination must be only such as to counteract the

tendency of the wheel to work off from the axle,

and press upon the nut or linchpin. S.

Mna, Me. Feb. 20, 1829.

QUEUE ON THE CULTIVATION OF SU-
MACH.

A correspondent at Eden, Maine, wishes to be

informed if Sumach can be cultivated, how it is

cultivated, and where seed can be obtained ?

HORTICULTURE.
Extract fronan Address, delivered to the Jefferson, (JV. Y.

)

Agricultural Society, by James Lf. Roy Dr. CnATMOST.

I cannot pass in silence the great neglect of

our gardens, the more so when the perfection to

which our garden vegetables arrive, is a con-

vincing proof of the excellence of our climate and
soil. Born and educated in what is called the

garden of France, and fond of Horticulture, I can

assure you with confidence that the vegetables of

that favored country do not equal ours. Besides

the more common vegetables, those two most val-

ued the cardoon and cauliflower grow here finer

than I ever saw them ; and we need Hot exclude

from our gardens any southern production of the

United States. I planted this year, much too

late, from the difficulties of getting the seed here,

some Carolina or sweet potatoes. They were plant-

ed in the open ground on the 9th of June, and
you will see a few samples of them this day,

which though not grown to their size, will prove

that they may be raised without extraordinary

care. The sea kale, the Broccoli, the egg plant,

and the i-hubarb. commonly called the jyie plant,

are very desirable varieties for our tables. This
last plant has a wonderful growth, and requires

very little care here, and when we consider the

early period in the year when we can use it to

make pies, we must not be without it.

Cider Brandy.—A gentleman who has been for

twenty years engaged in mercantile business, told

me, that, during our last war, he went into the

State of New Jersey, and in a certain district pur-

chased of the farmers domestic spirits. His im-

pression at the time was strong, that their free

use of cider brandy would undo them. Five
years afterwards, he visited that place again, and
not one of those who were landholders at the time

of his first visit, remained. Other men owned
those beautiful farms and dwellings. Their great

orchards and cider brandy had turned out the first

owners pennylessupon the cold compassion of the

world.—A" Y. Observer.

At a meeting held at Sterling, last Tuesday,
of which the ,Hon. Joseph G. Kendall was
Chairman, it was determined to taks measures
for extending the Blackstone Canal to Fitchburg ;

and Committees were appointed to cause surveys-

of the route to be made, and to raise funds to

meet the expense of such surveys.
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Effect of Hot Water on Flowers Tlie following

fact is deserving of record, as an interesting addi-

tion to what lias hitherto been discovered on the

subject of vegetable physiology, and as enabling

the lovers of flowers to prolong for a day the en-

joyment of their short lived beauty. Most flowers

begin to fade after being kept twenty-four hours

in water ; but all (the most fugacious, such as the

poppy and perhaps one or two others, excepted)

may be completely restored by the use of hot

water. For this purpose—place the flowers in

scalding water, deep enough to cover about one

third of the length of the stem, and by the time

the water has become cold, the flowers will be-

come erect and fresh ; then cut oft' the clodded

ends, and put them into cold water.

—

Patriot.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, FEB. 27, 1829.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At a meeting held at the office of Zeeedee

Cook, Jr, in this city, on Tuesday last, Gen. H. A.
S. Dearborn, after a few pertinent remarks upon
the objects of the meeting, proposed its organiza-
tion.

The Hon. Jons Lowell was appointed Mod-
erator, and Zebedee Cook, Jr, Secretary.

The meeting then proceeded to choose a Com-
mittee of three fortlie purpose of preparing a Con-
stitution to present to the Society at an adjourned
meeting, to be called by the Chairman of the

same, when they should be ready to report.

A Committee consisting of five was appointed
to procure subscribers. Books for this purpose
are opened at the New England Farmer office,

and at the office of the Secretary, 7 1-2 Congress
street, where all who are so inclined, are invited
to cali and sign their names.

ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr, Secretary.

Boston, Feb. 24, 1829.

MR TIDD'S NEW VARIETIES OF POTA-
TOES*

The importance of the potato as food for man
and beast is so generally appreciated that any at-

tempt to improve the quality of that vegetable

will, no doubt, be considered interesting by the

agricultural part of the community. In England,
we are told, the farmers hold it to be indispensably

necessary to renew their potatoes from the top

seed once in fourteen or fifteen years, to prevent

their degeneracy, both as respects quantity and
quality. The Essex Agricultural Society have
granted premiums for raising potatoes from seed,

and a report on that subject, signed by the late

Col. Pick*erikg, chairman of a committee of that

society was published in the JVno England Farmer
vol. vi. p. 98.

By the abovementioned report it appears that

Mr Daniel Putnam of Danvers, and Mr Daniel

Burnham of Newburyport, presented, at the Essex
Cattle Show in 1S27, various samples of potatoes,

grown in 1827, produced from seeds taken from
the green balls in the autumn of 1825, and sown
in the spring of 1826. It is further stated, that

" To prevent any mixture "of the different sorts it

was necessary that the product from each single

seed should be kept by itself; and that this pro-

duct of each sort, planted in the spring of the

succeeding year should alao be kept separate from

every other sort. These precautions were duly

* See the last No. of the N. E. Farmer, p. 242.

observed by Mr Putnam and Mr Burnham, and

each of them now exhibited satisfactory proof of

their success. They selected the best of the vari-

ous sorts they had cultivated. The superior sort

of Mr Putnam's was red, and in shape and ap-

pearance exactly resembled the long red or River

Plate potato ; but was incomparably better, being

very mealy and finely flavored. One single seed-

ling plant of 1826 produced only four small pota-

toes ; but these four, planted the last May, each

one in a hill, in good ground, yielded half a bushel,

or a half peck to each hill.

'•Of Mr Burnham's best sort (they were white)

two potatoes grown from one seed in 1826, and

planted about the middle of last May (1827) yield-

ed ten pounds of potatoes, some of them very

large, and all of excellent quality, being very mealy

and finely flavored.

" The merits of these two sorts of potatoes,

' taking them for all in all,' appeared so equal that

to do equal justice to the two claimants, the com-
mittee decided to blend the different premiums and

divide the same equally between them.
" The committee have reason to think that as

the potatoes of the second year's growth from the

seed, appeared to be superior in texture and flavor

to the small seedling potatoes of the first year, so

the product of the third year may be superior to

that of the second.
" The seeds are thus saved, In autumn, or

whenever the potatoes are ripe, some of the green

balls are collected ; and the pulp being soft, they

are mashed by hand, and by washing them in sev-

eral waters, the seeds are separated and made
clean. These being well dried, are saved till seed

time in the ensuing spring, and then sown in drills,

in the manner in Which garden seeds are sown.

The most vigorous plants when four or five inches

high, may be transplanted to another bed, at the

distance of a foot from each other. Or the smal-

ler plants growing batween the best may be pulled

up ; leaving the best about a foot apart, in order

that the product of each plant may be kept by it-

self. It will doubtless be expedient to sow seeds

from the best sorts of potatoes the experimenters

can obtain."

It appears to us that Mr Tidd's mode of obtain-

ing seedling potatoes is to be preferred to any
other modes of which we have seen any account,

in the following modifications of his process, viz :

In planting the balls or pieces of the balls instead

of planting the seeds merely. Nature designs that

the pulp, or nutritious matter, contained in or con-

stituting what botanists denominate the pericarp

of the seed, shall furnish nutriment to the young
plant, while yet in embryo, and before it obtains

the organs and the vigor necessary to enable it to

draw nourishment from the soil. It has been re-

commended to plant peaches whole instead of the

kernels; and apple seeds'are said to succeed the

better for being sown with the pomace in which
they are enveloped, when taken from a cider-mill.

Dr Darwin observes in his Phytologia, that " To
sow seeds advantageously, it is probable, that those

of our native plants might bo suffered to drop on
the surface of the earth in autumn, or to fall from
their patient plant covered only by their deciduous
leaves, in which situation their fruit might contri-

bute to nourish them." And again, " Where the

fruit, which surrounds any seeds can be sown with

them it may answer some useful purpose. Thus
the fruit of crabs, quinces, and some hard pears
will lie all the winter uninjured, covered only with

Feb. 27, 1823.

their autumnal leaves, and will contribute much to

nourish their germinating seeds in the spring. So
the holly berry and the ivy berry remain during
the winter months uninjured by the rain or frosts,

'

and undevoured by birds or insects, and contribute
to nourish their germinating seeds wiien they fall

to the grouud in the spring. The acrid husk of
walnuts, sown along with them, preserves the
sweet kernel from the attack of insects ; the same
must be the use of the acrid oil of the cashew nut.

The hawthorn possesses both a nutritive covering,
and a hard shell for the above purposes

; and the

seeds of roses are armed with stiff pointed bristles,

as well as furnished with a nutritious fruit ; the

former constitutes a defence against insects, and
the latter supplies a reservoir of nutriment for the

germinating seeds."

Another (as it appears to us) favorable circum-
stance with regard to Mr Tidd's experiments, was
his forwarding the young plants in his green house.

It was this acceleration of their growth which
caused the produce the first year to consist in part

of" fair sized potatoes and a few larger than the

average growth of early whites." Mr Tidd has
thus, not only gained a year's time in forwarding

his experiment, but it is probable that he has
thereby obtained more vigorous and prolific varie-

ties than he could have done by common culture.

Young plants as well as young animals should be

well fed in the early part of their growth, or they

will not attain the excellence of which they are

capable.

Early Asparagus.—Mr R. Toohcy, gardener to

the late Gov. Gore, has left at the New England
Farmer office, Feb. 24, some bunches of aspara-

gus, six inches long, which we expect is the first

cut this season, in this vicinity.

Agricultural Societies.—A bill to continue in

force, for the term of five years, an act for the
encouragement of Agriculture and Manufactures,
passed the Massachusetts House of Representa-
tives, on the 21st inst.

Rail-Roads.—On the 23d insf. the Legislature

of Massachusetts resolved, that it is expedient for

the state to aid and encourage the construction of
rail-roads, by its funds. The further considera-

tion of the subject is postponed to the next session

of the Legislature.

Extract of Sumac.—From a communication of Ri-
chard W. Otis, Esq., to Dr Samuel L. Mitchell,

dated Dec. 207ft, 182S, with a sample of the arti-

cle, as prepared in Sicily.

This extract contains all the efficient properties

of Sumac, used in dying stuffs and yarns, as well
as in tanning skins. It consequently answers the

same purposes, and can be substituted to common
Sumac in all circumstances.

One part of this extract produces as much effect

as ten parts of Sumac, and even more, its action

being more immediate and penetrating.

Its qualities preserve themselves unchanged,
time or age having no effect upon them.

This extract occupies one-hundredth part the

volume of common Sumac, and its weight is nine-

tenths less. It advantages must accordingly be

calculated upon these proportions, that is to say,

in regard to freight, land carriage, warehouse
room, and cost of store rent, &c.
A small quantity of tepid water dissolves it.

In its application to the arts, that quantity of
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Water only is required winch is necessary for he

immersion of the stuffs, threads and dun* Thus,

almost all the fuel commonly ttsc.l, .s save.l
;
there

is a ereat paving of labor, and in many instances

boilers are unnecessary. When boiling water is

not required in certain operations of dying or ot

tanning, a small kettle may be used, wherein the

extracts may be dissolved over the fire, after

which it may be poured out into a wooden vat,

which maybe filled*up with the quantity of water

wanted.—X Y. Farmer.

Alcohol from Blackberries.—Mr Evans lately

showed the editor of the Technological Repository

a very fine specimen of pure alcohol winch he

stated he had distilled from a very common and

well known English vegetable, but which he had

never before known applied to this purpose. The

alcohol had the flavor of French brandy. Mi-

Edwards said, that an experiment was now mak-

ing on a large scale in North Wales to cultivate

the brambles for this purpose ;
that they readily

grew from cuttings planted in a good soil, and

which produced fruit the same year. They were

to be trained on low frames to prevent them from

trailing upon the earth, and the berries were

greatly increased in size from the culture. He

does not intend to patent his discovery, but to ex-

ercise it ft* the benefit of the public.

SKKDS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
For sale at die Seed Establishment, connected with the office

olthe New England Farmer. No. 62 Nonh Market Street, Bo«-

ton. the largest varietj of seeds to l>c found in New I
>

nd

of the emps of 11)21). 'The greatest care has been taken to have

them raised by our inosl experienced seed growers, and lo have

....sorts perfectly genuine. They are offered for sale by the

bushel, pound, nr paper, on favorable terms. Each package

for retail is accompanied with short directions on its manage-

ment. The following comprise some of our most prominent

Pamphlet catalogues gratis.

The State of Ohio has borrowed five millions of

dollars to construct her canals, and it is supposed

she will require a few additional millions. Capital

is not wanting for a good investment.

To Ccrrcspondents.-Wc are obliged to defer this week, some

able remarks from a respected correspondent, on Mr Tidd's ex-

periments on Potatoes, and some other articles.

Farm for Sale.

In Bedford 15 miles from Boston, on the post road from

LowelHo Concord, Mass., and one mile from the post road

leading through Lexington to Worcester. It contains 80 acres,

has 3 pasture! a wood lot of about 8 acres, an inexhaus e

peat meadow, and about 36 acres of mowing. The dwe hug

Eouse has two parlors, a large China close, an ,excellent kifeh

en and six chambers, and there are two wells of water, ine

barn corn barn, and poultry house, fee. are in the best older.

It is 3 n" os from Concord, one hall mile from Concord rrver,

where is good fishing, and 10 miles from Lowell The above

premises were completely repaired within and without last

spring The dwelling house has had three coats
,

ot nam

*

side Ind out It has a southern aspect, several large Elm irees

f„ front, a handsome and extensive fence and circular avenue.

Inquire at the New England Farmer Seed Store.

A Situation Wanted,

For a young man and his wife in a private family. 41 f.

Hull's Trusses.

The undersigned, agent for Doet. Hull, has recently received

and has for sale, a complete assortment ot this useful instrument,

adapted ,o the relief of persons afflicted with ruptures of every

description, from the adult to the infant, and which will in al

cases where it is required, be fitted and applied with the utmost

^Testimonials relating to the utility and excellency of this ar-

ticle, are abundant, and deposited with Ihe agent, but have be-

come a matter of loo much iv.loriely, and too well admitted, to

need publicity ; as numerous instances of P^eeiwreshave re-

suited from ts apphcation. EBENEZER Wlbllt,

Milk street, opposite Federal street, Boston.

Feb. 27. St

Scions of Fine Fruit.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, scions of

the Heathcot and Bartlett Pears—cut from bearing trees—the

great excellence of these pears is too well known to need com-

ment.

Fresh Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52

North Market Street, a lew barrels of American Hemp Seed,oi

last year's growth.— Also, one barrel of fresh Riga (Max aeeci,

well known lo be superior lo the common American llax.

Artichoke, Green Glol

Asparagus, Devonshire
Gravesend
Battersea
Large while Reading

Beans, (20 varieties,) including

ihe English broad bea

dwarfs, pole, tec-

Beets, true Long Blood

Early blood Turnip
Early White Scarcity

French Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, (for soups, &c.)

Borecole

Brocoli, Early While
Eariy Purple
Large Cape

Brussels Sprouts

Cabbage, Early York
Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf

Early Lon. Battersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington

Large Bergen, &c.

Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch

Large Geeen Glazed

Large Late Drumhead
Tree, or 1U00 headed

Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Suvoy
Turnip Rooted, &c.

Russian
Late Imperial

Late Sugarloaf

Cardoon
Carrots, Altringham

Early Horn, (for table)

Blood Red
Lemon
Long Orange

Caulijlowr, Early and Late

Celery, While, solid

Rose colored solid

Italian

Celeriac,or turnip rooted

Chervil

Chives

Corn Salad, or Vetlikost

Cress, Curled or Peppergrass

Broad leaved or Gardeii

Water
Cucumber, Early Frame

Early Green Cluster

Short Prickly

Long Prickly

Long Green Turkey
Long White Turkey
Long While Spiued

Small Girkin, $c.

Erg Plant, Purple
White

Endive, Green
White Curled

Broad leaved Batavian

Garden Burnet
Garlic Setts

. . ;

Indian Com, (several varieties

Purple curled

Green curled Scolch

Leek; London
Large Scotch

Lettuce, Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head

Royal Cape (fine)

Imperial

Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Tennisball, or Rose
Drumhead
Magnum Bonum Cos

Bail] Cos
Ice Cos

White Cos, or Loaf
Green Cos

Melon, Pine Apple
"'—'U Citron

Nutmeg
Large Canteleupe
Pomegranate, or Musk
Carolina Water
Long Island Water
Apple seeded Waier

Marjoram
Mus'ard, White and Brown

Nasturtium
Mangel Wurlzel

Okra
Onions, Potato

Tree
White Portugal

Yellow
Large Red

Parsley, Siberian
DwarfCurlcd
Curled or Double

Parsnip, Lar*e Dutch swelling

Peas, Early Washington

Early double blussomed

Early Frame
Early Golden Hotspur

Early Charlton

Early Strawberry Dwarf
Dwarf Blue Imperial

Dwarf Blue Prussian

Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
Dwarf Marrowfat

Dwarf Sugar
Matchless, or Tali Marrow

Knight's Tall Marrow

Tall Crooked pod Sugar

Pevvers, Long or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash

Cherry, (West India

Pumpkins, Fine Family
Connecticut bield

Mammoth
Radish, Early Frame

Short top Scarlet

Long Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long white.or Naples

Cherry
Violet colored

White Turnip Rooted

Black Fall or Spanish

Rhubarb Roots, (for tarts)

Ruta Baga
Salsafy,o\- vegetable oyster

Sea Kale
Skirret

Saffron
Spinach, New Zealand

Prickly, or Fall

Roundleaved summer

Sage
Squash, Early hush summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow
Acorn Sec.

Tomatos
Turnips, earl v white Dutch

Early Garden Stone

White Flat, or Globe

Large Eng Norfolk

Long Tankard'
Long Yellow French

Yellow Maltese

Yellow Aberdeen
Yellow Stone
Yellow Swedish
Dedham

Thyme—Sweet Basil—Bone-

set—Lavender—Rosemary

—

Hyssop—Wormwood— Sum-

mer Savory—Penny loyal—

Spikenard—Dill-Balm-Tan-
Bene, fee.

Seed* for Country Dealers.

1 Traders in the counlry, who may wish lo keep an
™f****\

I of (Jan"..-.-i-M- -'.-arc informed .hey can be "ed
- ,', • \e w England Farraei office, No.M North Market street^

„; wi.h bV-s containing a complete »—"»«<**•
,*.,, mostly used in a kitchen garden, on a. favorable terms a.

l,e purchased ,„ .his coun.ry, neatly done up in^small

„,. „ 6 ,.,d IS cents each-warramed 10 Ik.- ot 'he growth

I

'•»;'•,. d of the pure* quality. Okkamkktai. Flower

ir
';.""«'

be added on .he Wterm., when ordered, a. we

iX"b»-»i Early W««8«h Co«,*e, ol fit

I

fcr

|rT- Thc'Seeds vended at this establishment, arc put up on a

Lew nlan tbhi vear, each package being accompanied wuh

sh„*td reckon its management, and packed in AextMi
slyle -Traders are requested lo call and exam.a. fctvthem-

selves. .

' i
'

For Sale,

In the southeasterly #J^ "2*3WS»
FaKi ^bttoShfeSSK farmer, a largl portion

I i „l eh iVof tl e fir., quality, having a constant slroam cl water

3
'
a
Xnv ftoe are also on .he farm, good Orchards, a part

I fr°wl eh' are in the r prime ; together with an abundance of

and accommodating, ami posseswwu <v , iVlLLIA>l
the deed. For further particulars pler.se inc.u.re ol «»"££
Draper Esq. of Marlborough, of BERVAMia W eld ol noi

toy, or of S«i'KL H. Weld, on the premises, Jan. 1...

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected. No. l,new, -

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - -

Rye, best, -

GRAIN, Ob™, - - - -

Rye, - " " "

Barley, -

Oals, - - - "

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,

LIME. --"„'"
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, - - - -

Navy, mess,

Cargo, No. 1, - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, — • -

Rye Grass,

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne, -

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover .'(northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurlzel. - -

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,

Merino, three fourths washed,

Merino, half& quarter washed

Native, washed, - - -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, " spinning, first sort

from to

barrel. 3 00

'

3 75

ion. ISO 00 135 00

i

« 1130 00135 00

ibushel. 80 1 n
barrel. 10 00 10 50

8 SO 9 09

7 SO 7 76
U 16

7 9
2 3

9 00 9 12

9 00 9 15

pound

barrel

bushel

I

pound.!
1 cask. 85

i ton. '

barrel. 16 00
i « 13 00

.. 13 H
bushel. I 00

pound

J
DO
28

X5
30

65
80
70
38
9
90

3 00
16 5»
13 25
13 25.

2 50

3 00
400
4 00
4 00
1 00
50
50
10

1 50
1 50

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED EVERT WEEK BY MR- HJVWir.P.

(Clerk of Fancuil-hall Market.)

Farmer Wanted.

A steady, failbfo] man is wanted to take charge of a farm m
Newton-apply to J. B. Russell, New England Farmer Seed

Store.

BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fresh, best pieces.

whole hogs,

VEAL.
MUTTON. - - - -

POULTRY, - -

BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best, - \ -

EGGS, - - .
-

MEAL. Rye, retail. -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS, - - -

CIDER, [according lo quality,]

pound. l^i 1- 1-

dozen.

hosbel.

harrel. 5 00| 2 50
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MISCELLANIES.
SELECTED FOE THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

AGRICULTURE.
" Hail, Agricullure ! by whose parent aid

The deep foundations of these States are laid
;

The seeds of greatness by thy hand are sown,

These shall mature with thee and time alone."

LAW, PHYSIC, AND POETRY, A LOT-
TERY.

" What but a Lottery is the law,

Whose Lawyers all the Prizes draw,

Their ciients give them many thanks,

For privilege to draw the Blanks."

" Physicians manage Lotterywise,

Here death 's the Blank—and health the Prize;
And 'tis a truth, which most men feel,

There 's but few Prizes in the wheel."

" What hopes can starv'ling poets feel,

When there 's no Prizes in the wheel,

For should they draw the phantom fame,

'Tis but a Blank—an empty name."

From Good's Book of Nature.

VENTRILOQUISM.

Lewis Brabant, valet de chambre of Francis I.

of France, was a skilful ventriloquist ; and fell

desperately in love with a young, beautiful, and
very wealthy heiress, whose father forbade his ad-
dresses in consequence of the disparity of his con-
dition. After the decease of her father, Brabant,
unsubdued by the first repulse, determined to
wake another push, and to call to his aid, if ne-
cessary, the art of ventriloquism.
He accordingly waited oil the mother, and once

more submitted his proposals. But faithful to the
views of her deceased husband, she gave him a
direct refusal. While in the act of so doing, a
low, hollow, sepulchral voice was heard bv her-
self, and by all present, and which was instantly
recognised as the voice of the deceased, command-
ing the widow to give her daughter's hand to Lew-
is Brabant, whom the spirit affirmed he now knew
to be a worthy and an excellent man, and much
wealthier than he had taken him to be when alive

;

adding, at the same time, that he was suffering in
purgatory for having ill-treated, by his refusal, so
exemplary a man ; and that he would not be re-
leased till his widow had consented.

All was mute astonishment ; but Brabant ap-
peared more astonished than the rest. He mod-
estly observed that whatever his merits might be,
he had no idea that they were worthy of being
commemorated by a voice from the grave ; but
nothing could give him more pleasure than to be
made the happy instrument of extricating the old
gentleman from the pains of purgatory, which it

seemed he was suffering on his account. There
was no doubt as to the voice ; no time was to be
lost

; the mother and the whole family immedi-
ately assented, and Lewis Brabant had the honor
of receiving their commands to speedily prepare
for the nuptials.

To prepare for the nuptials, money was neces-
sary

;
but Brabant was destitute of such an article.

He resolved to try whether the same talent which
bad obtained for him the promise of a wife, might
not also obtain for him the money wanted. He
recollected that there lived at Lyons an old miser,
M. Cornu, who had accumulated immense wealth

by usury and extortion, and whose conscience ap-

peared often uneasy in consequence of the means
which he had used ; and he thought that Cornu
was the very character that might answer his pur-

pose.

To Lyons, therefore, he went, post haste, com-
menced an immediate acquaintance with Cornu,

and on every interview took care to contrast the

pure happiness enjoyed by the man whose con-

science could look back, like M. Cornu's, as he
was pleased to say, en a life devoted to acts of
charity and benevolence, with the horrors of the

wretch who had amassed heaps of wealth by in-

justice, and whose tormented mind only gave him
now a foretaste of what he was to expect here-

after. The miser was always ready to change
the conversation ; but Brabant pressed it upon
him, till finding, on one occasion, that he appear-
ed more agitated than ever ; and at that instant a
low, hollow, solemn, sepulchral mutter was heard,
as in the former case, which was found to be the

voice of Cornu's father, who had been dead some
years, and which declared him to have passed all

this time in the tortures of purgatory, from which
he had just now learned that nothing could free

him but his son's paying 10,000 crowns into the
hands of Lewis Brabant, then with him, for the
purpose of redeeming Christian slaves from the

hands of the Turks.

All was unutterable astonishment ; but Lewis
Brabant was the most astonished of the two:
modestly declared that now for the first time in
his life, lie was convinced of the possibility of the
dead holding conversation with the living : and
admitted that, in truth, lie had been employed in

redeeming Christian slaves from the Turks."
The mind of the old miser was distracted with

a thousand contending passions. He was sus-
picious without apparent cause ; filial duty prompt-
ed him to rescue his father from the abode of mis-
ery : but 10,000 crowns was a large sum even
for such a purpose. At length he. adjourned till

the next day to meet in another place. He re-

quired time to examine into this mysterious affair,

and he wished, as he said, to give his father an
opportunity of trying whether he could not bar-
gain for a smaller sum.

They accordingly met the next day, and agree-
able to Cornu, on an open common in the vicinity
of Lyons, where there was neither a house, nor a
wall, nor a tree, nor a bush, that could conceal a
confederate. No sooner, however, had they met
than the old miser's ears were again assailed with
the same hideous and sepulchral cries, upraiding
him for having suffered his father to remain for
24 hours longer in the torments of purgatory ; de-
nouncing that, unless the demand of the 10,000
crowns was instantly complied with, the sum
would be doubled ; and that the miser himself
would be condemned to the same doleful regions,
and to an increased degree of torture. Cornu
moved a few paces forward, but was assailed with
still louder shrieks : he advanced again, and now
instead of hearing his father's voice alone, he was
assailed with the dreadful outcry of the whole
Cornu family for the last two or three generations,
all suffering in purgatory, and all included in the
general contract of 10,000 crowns ; all beseech-
ing him to have mercy on them, and to have
mercy on himself. Cornu could not resist the
threats and outcries of so many, instantly paid the
10,000 crowns into the hands of Lewis Brabant,
and felt some pleasure that by postponing the pay-

ment for one day, he had at least been able to-

rescue the whole family of Cornus for the same
sum of money, as was at first demanded for his
father alone. The dextrous ventriloquist having
received the money, returned to Paris, married his
intended bride, and told the whole story to his
sovereign and the court, much to their entertain-
ment.

REPARTEE.
When Madam Heinel drew the fashionable

world to the Opera some years since, by the avow-
ed superiority of her graceful attractions, the then
Earl of Harrington, of amorous notoriety, on the
morning of her benefit, enclosed her a bank note
of 500 pounds, which the heroine sent back with
the following reply.

" My Lord—I could not hesitate a moment in
returning the bill you did me the honor of enclos-
ing me. If your Lordship meant it as a reward
for my public performance, it is infinitely too much
— if it is intended as a prelude to any private re-

hearsal, it is in my opinion, as far too little."

Yours, &e.,

Heinel."

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52,

North Market street, Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly
packed, in parcels, at the following prices :—Sweet Marjoram,
50 els—Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 cts—Sage. 17 as
—Celery, (in bottles for soups, &c,) 25 cts—Balm, 33 cts
Rose Flowers, ffl,00. e ptf

Tavern to be Leased.
To be leased, that excellent stand for country custom, the

Tavern on the Mill Dam or Western Avenue, now occupied by
."dajor Horatio G. Buttrick. It is believed that an active and
enterprising man might acquire a fortune by hiring it. Terms,
fiic years lease, with good security—rent L'OO dollars. If not
leased before the 2d day of March next, it will be let at public
auction on that day. at 12 o'clock, M. on the premises.

Inquire ofJOHN LOWELL, Common Street, Boston.
Feb 20. 2t

Farmer Wanted.
A faithful man is wanted to take charge of a small place in

Roxbury, comprising a garden, orchard, &c.
tCT h must be expressly understood that no anient spirits

will be allowed on the place. Persons who are unwilling to ac-
cede to this, need not make application In the New England
Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market Si. Boston.

Assorted Seeds for Families.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes

of assorted Sends lor Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of the following Seeds

:

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf siring

Beans

Long Dutch Parsnip
Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radish.
White Turnip Radish
Salsafy

Early Bush Squash
Early While Dutch Turnip
While Flat Turnip
Yellow Stooe Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

China Dwarf siring and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large lale Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbatre
Red Dulch Cabbage (for pick

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
White Solid Celery
Curled Cress
Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-
getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,
and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the
very first quality, as to freshness and purity. Each box contains
directions tor Ihe management of the different sorts. Price $3
per box.

larjorum.

Published every Friday, at g3 per annum, payable at the
end of the 3*ear—hut those who pay within sixty days from the
lime of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cenls.

Printed for J. B. Russell, by I. R.Butts ec Co.—by whom
all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for "printing received by J. B. Russell^
at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market Street
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

MR TIDD'S EXPERIMENTS OF RAISING
NEW VARIETIES OF POTATOES

FROM SEED.
Mr Tidil deserves the thanks of the friends of

agriculture, for the care, accuracy, and extent of

his experiment in producing new varieties of pota-

toes from seed—and the public are not less deep-

ly indebted to hiin for the clear, and satisfacto . y
account which he has given of his experiment. 1

think that he may dismiss a great portion of his

fears, and embarrassments as to the future course

of carrying his experiments into full effect. He
maybe assured, that (here is not the great dan-

ger which he seems to apprehend in the confusi >n

of the new varieties which he has introduced !

seed. If the potato ever degenerates by intermix-

ture of the tubers, which is doubtful, he may rely

upon it that it is an exception, and not a genera I

law.

I Mas sorry to find that the discovery of a single

mixed potato should have led him to add the

weight of his opinion to a doctrine, which it is be-

lieved is entirely unfounded.

No man has a greater contempt for mere theory

than I have on subjects of natural history, upon
which, we have so many opportunities of trying

theory by its only true standard, experience. If

the potato is subject to intermixtures by being
planted near together, then the laws of nature

have been always suspended on my estate for t I

last twenty years. I never planted c single . ...

of potatoes without two or more distinct varieties

—the rows of course have interlaced each'other

—in some cases I have planted two varieties pro-

miscuously—two early varieties have been thus

planted for ten or twelve successive years, with-

out producing a single mule or mongrel. If it be<

asked how this fact is ascertained ? I reply, by the

roots, and by the foliage flowers. The two vari-

eties referred to differ in the shape and in the color

of the roots, but the difference in the foliage and

flowers is equally great. I determined the last year

to separate them and I marked one variety when
in flower. When the roots were taken up sepa-

rately I had the two varieties as pure as they were

ten years before. It is not now recollected that

any European writers have believed in this ten-

dency of the potato to degenerate by intermix-

ture, but the fact may be otherwise.

One of the benefits to be derived from a horti-

cultural association will I hope be the settling

some of these doubts which have a mischievous

effect on cultivation. So confident do I feel that

the potato does not hybridize by planting dif-

ferent sorts contiguously, that I propose that 50

hills of potatoes shall be planted under the direc-

tion of a committee of the proposed society, and

the product gathered under their inspection— that

each hill shall contain four potatoes most distinct

in color and shape, and if there shall be one hy-

brid or mule produced, I will give 50 dollars to

the society to be distributed in premiums. But it

should be understood that the supposed mongrel
mule, or hybrid, shall be replanted, and shall be

by the sams committee, at the end of the second

year, prowunced to be a new variety, or, in

other Worts that its change is constant, and materi-

al. Spor.s in color occur in every sort of natural

produeaw, and I have often seen a white stripe

in a red potato without any apparent cause—and

without any permanent change.

Roxbitry, Feb. 24. A FARMER.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

ANCIENT GARDENING.
Ms, Fessenden— I have had the curiosity late-

ly to peruse a work entitled The Art of Garden-

ing, by J. Woolridgo, printed in London in 16SS,

and another on Forest Trees, by Moses Cook,

London 1675. I wished to compare the old

method of cultivation with the improved systems

of the present day. As might be expected all the

advantage is in favor of the very valuable system

published by you the last year, wbich I hope and

trust is in general circulation. Woolridge thus

eulogises the art of gardening.

"Since gardening was the first and best vocation,

And Adam (whose all are by procreation)

Was the first Gard'ner of the world, and ye

Are the green shoots of him the original tree :

Encourage then this innocent old trade,

Ye noble souls that were from Adam made
;

So shall the Gard'ner's labor better bring

To his country profit, pleasure to his king."

I searched with the hope of finding something

relative to the subject of my favorite insects, the

bees) but at that period, our fathers were unas-

I

with aiiy ' tliod by which .h^ eouid

obtain the honey without destroying the bees.

—

Their method was to suffocate the industrious in-

sects, by the fumes of burning brimstone, which

differs but little from that of skinning a favorite

horse for his hide. The author noticed one in-

stance of culpable selfishness hi a man who pois-

oned all the flowers in his garden, lest his neigh-

bor's bees should extract honey from them. I was

amused with a paragraph designated, " an ingen-

ious method of destroying caterpillars." It is first

to apply a ring of tar round the trunk of the tree,

then suspend among the branches a bag full of

In Cook's book we have the following descrip-

tion of " A Witch-Elin in Hir Walter Baggote'

Park.

" Two men five days in felling it.

It lay forty yards in length.

The stool five yards two feet over.

Fourteen loads of wood brake in the fall.

Forty-ei,;ht toads in the top.

Eighty tho usand eix hundred and sixty feet of boards

and pUnk.

Eighty pai uf naves were made from it.

It cost Un i
ounds seventeen shillings for sawing.

The whole substance was conceived to be ninety-seven

tons.

It was feii-d iu the year 1671.

•' Reader, if thy faith hold out, read on
;

But if you find you can 't believe, be gone

:

For with mare ease a man might undertake

To briug brute bear unto the fatal stake,

Than him t> teach, whose infidelity

Does demonstration, reason, truth tlefy."

Cook.

The author closes his long chapter on the Oak,

with the ft 'lowing culogium.

" O stately tree ! who i ight can speak thy praise,

Doth well deserve the laurel or the bays.

Ask butouv Thames what burdens thou hast bore

Of goldr.nd silver tine, and in their ore,

Of Rubles, Diamonds, and Pearles most rare,

With ot! t re, which past valuation are :

Of silksk a satlins fine to clothe the back;

Of wine Italian, French, and Spanish Sack

:

Of spic fi nits, and many a rich dye,

To satislyand feast the curest eye :

Of mastich, myrrh, a-d many a rich gum ;

Aloes, and drugs «LU:'..from the Indies come.

He who loves this thy-U'rden, and not thee,

He deserves never to be vrorth one tree."

Plymouth, Feb. 1829. MEDICUS.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAKD FAR3IXE.

QUERIES ON FRFIT, &c.

Mr Editor— I wish for information on several

subjects through the medium of your useful paper.

First ; as I have several thrifty, handsome bodied

ants, having an aperture for their escape. As they i

pear trees, which now produce very poor fruit, I

.revented Aon. coming down the tree by the wish to know whether they can be engrafted or

of tar, the unhappy insects will in a few days ! inoculated with good success. I have thought of

be compelled by the want of food, to feast upon ;

cutting off the tops ot the trees, and engrafting

the caterpillars, and thus annihilate the whole
;

the limbs. The trees are about 25 or 30 vears

tribe. Now, Mr Editor, which should be our old, and eight or ten niches in diameter at the

choice, to spend a few days in the early part of trunk.
"

„„:„..,

the season in our orchard, and destroy the cater- I
Secondly. I wish to know whe her quince

pillars with Pickering's brush, and by crushing scions will grow and come to maturity on apple

tnem and their eggs, or to tar our trees and then tree stocks. If they wdl, I wish ^koow thebe*

. i- i c ., c ' ilmp fnr cuttb" tie scions ; also the beat time to
spend some weeks in catching bags of ants, for a .time ioi cuum., mc o<--«

>

large orchard would require at least a bushel, and engraft them.
crxr;„„ „f i 004 '

several yards of canvas for bags, and then compel |

Thirdly. I transplanted m the s

the poor creatures by starvation to wage an ex-

terminating warfare with the caterpillars ? You

have uniformly recommended to your readers to

practise the former method, and assured them of

success. By that method I have within a few

years past almost entirely exterminated the cater-

pillar tribe from a large orchard, aud at the ex-

pense of very little time or trouble.

an orchard on the same ground where an old one

had decaved. I wish to know whether they can

be made to flourish or not, as mine at present are

not in a very thrifty condition. I want to know,

likewise, the best manner to cultivate die orchard,

and the best kind of manure to put round the

trees, if any at all. If any person wdl take the

trouble to give me information on either of the
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subjects above mentioned, it will very much oblige

a youug and inexperienced person.

Yours with respect,

A SUBSCRIBER.
Taunton, Feb. 21, 1829.

Remarks by the Editor.—We shall briefly ans-

wer some of our correspondent's queries, and will

be obliged to any experienced cultivator, who will

furnish him with more full and explicit informa-

tion relative to the topics of his inquiries. And
first with regard to grafting or inoculating pear

trees. Although the general rules for propagating

the apple tree may be applied to the pear tree,

we will give Dr Thacher's directions on the sub-

ject. " The propagation of particular species of

the pear tree is effected by grafting or budding,

and by this method any desired variety may be

obtained and perpetuated. Considerable attention

is necessary in the choice of scions for grafting.

Suckers from other trees should never be employ-

ed, as they will have a constant tendency to gen-

erate suckers ta the injury of the tree. It should

be observed to graft or bud summer pears upon
summer pear stocks ; autumn pears upon stocks

of the same kind ; but never graft a winter pear

upon a summer jjear stock, for the sap of the sum-
mer pear will decline or diminish before the win-

ter fruit has sufficient time to mature and ripen.

The season for grafting or budding, and the man-
ner of performing the operation are the same as

for the apple. The pear tree will succeed very

well when grafted on a quince ; in which case it

is preferable to graft under ground in tie root, as

the tree will be more strong and vigorous ; where-
as if grafted above the surface the produce will

be a dwarf tree."

If it is intended to engraft the wlwle or the

greater part of the limbs of trees of a considerable

size, care should be taken not to cut off all the

branches at once, but leave some of the lateral

branches to draw up the sap till another season,

as occasion may require ;
otherwise the trees will

die for want of a proper proportion being pre-

served between the roots and branches.

With regard to grafting quince tree scions on

apple tree stocks, we doubt whether a permanent

and flourishing union could be effected. Quinces,

say the writers, may be increased by grafting, ei-

ther on their own stocks, on pear stocks, or haw-
thorn stocks. But we doubt whether there is a

sufficient degree of affinity between the quince

and apple tree to unite them beneficially by graft-

ing. Modern botanists consider the quince tree,

and the apple tree as belonging to distinct genera.

The apple is a pyras, the quince a cydonia. They
are, however, of the same family, and probably,

may be made by grafting or inoculation, to form a

temporary, but not a permanent or flourishing

union.

Planting fruit trees in the sito of an old or-

chard, is a practice, which is attended with disad-

vantages. Indeed it has become proverbial that
" where an old orchard has stood, a young one
will not thrive." But, by careful cultivation, and
renewing or changing the constituents of the soil,

about the trees, by compost, loam from a neigh-
boring field, or other source, and suitable manure
a flourishing new orchard may be made on the
place where an old one has stood.

With regard « to the best manner to cultivate

an orchard, and the best manure to put round the
frees" to give full information would require a

long treatise. Our correspondent may find some
condensed information on this subject in the 6th

volume of the New England Farmer, page 394.

—

Likewise in Thacher's Orchardist, Forsyth's Trea-

tise, Fessenden's JVeic American Gardiner, SfC.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMSR.

CITY AND COUNTRY.
Mr Editor—No better proof of th« reliance

that we of the city, are obliged to place upon the

country, can be adduced, than the fact tint during

the non-intercourse occasioned by the laie storm,

milk (that inestimable luxury in life, whicli is said

to be the only article affording both meat and

drink to man) became so scarce, that twenty-Jive

cents a quart could have easily been obtained for

it. The market, no doubt, experienced a scarcity

in other articles for which we are accustomed to

look to the husbandman's garner.

This shows how entirely dependant the wealthy

capitalist is upon the farmer, and how entirely in-

dependent the farmer is of the capitalist. Let

neither then despise this honorable employment.

The farmer for this exalted characteristic of his

occupation, and the capitalist for his incessant ob-

ligation to look to it literally for his very existence.

BOSTON.

Under his directions I hay* the past season suc-

ceeded in raising sevcal varieties of foreign

grapes, and most of them from vines, the product

of his fine garden.

Having been thus successful I have directed my
•tlention to the cultivation of the vine, both for-

eign and domestic, for sale, and have now many
varieties, suitable for transplanting the ensuing

season, and which will at the proper time, be of-

fered through the medium of the Farmer.

ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

Dorchester, February, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARME

ISABELLA GRAPE.
The cultivation of this grape has increased to

an unexampled extent in this vicinity, and in the

neighboring States ; and the demand for the vines,

is still as great as ever. With those who have not

enjoyed the advantage of a successful culture of

foreign varieties, and consequently are not so fas-

tidious as to suppose that our own country cannot
produce good fruits, the Isabella has become a
great favorite, and when suffered to remain on the

vine until properly ripened, has been found to lie

a valuable, and I may add, from my partiality to

it, a very superior fruit.

It is well known to those who are acquainted

with it to be a plentiful bearer ; to make much
wood, and to endure frosts with as much hardi-

hood as the ordinary vines indigenous to our forests.

The necessity, as well as labor of covering the

vine in autumn, is dispensed with ; and all that is

requisite, or all that I have found so, is to cut

them in, and secure them to the trellises, that they

may not be broken or injured by the wind.

This grape should never be gathered until the

first week of October, when it is in perfection. I

have in my garden a number of the vines, some
six years and others five years old, they all bore

freely the last season, and the fruit sold readily in

the market at twenty-five cents the pound. The
vines are not subject to mildew, or the fruit to

blight or to injury from the insects that attack

foreign grapes. Like all other good things, how-
ever, they require care and attention, and except-

ing fumigation and'the application of sulphur, the

same course should be pursued in their cultivation

that is requisite for the more delicate exotic

fruits.

It has been my good fortune to enjoy the bene-

fit of the instruction of " A Brookline Cultivator,"

whose scientific knowledge, and practical experi-

ence in such matters is proverbial, and whose in-

telligent and familiar mode of imparting informa-

tion, is equalled only by the kindness with which
the inquiries of the uninitiated are answered.

—

We publish the following with much pleasure.

From the high reputation of the Author of the

proposed work, and from our personal knowledge

of the Translator, we anticipate a volume, which

will prove of great practical utility to ail who are

engaged in the culture of fruit trees.

05= NOTICE TO HORTICULTURISTS, FAR-
MERS, AND OTHERS, WHO HAVE FARMS.
The many calls which have been made on the

Editor of the New England Farmer the last two

or three years for information of different sorts

relative to fruits and fruit trees, and the best mode
of treating them, has induced the writer to offer

to the public a work which will contain from three

to four hundred pages octavo, and treating of the

following subjects, to wit

:

1. The Nursery.— Quality and preparation of

the ground.

2. Raising of Almond, Peach, Nectarine, and

Apricot stocks from the stone or seed.

3. Rooted Suckers.—Their use and mode of

treatment.

4. Layers.— ditto. ditto.

5. Slips or Cuttings.—Ditto. ditto.

6. Grafting and Budding.— General treatise,

fhowing the kind of stocks to be used, the manner
of treating them before and after the operation,

the various denominations, kinds best suited to

different sorts of fruit, choice and properties of

various scions, and the manner of inserting them.

7. Transplanting Fruit Trees.—The age and
size of the plants, preparation of the ground, dis-

tance apart; season and manner of transplanting,

and the manner of dressing and pruning them at

the time of transplanting.

8. Trees raised in places where they are to remain.

—Manner of treating them, preparation of the

ground, advantages and disadvantages of this naode,

&c, &c.
9. Exposition of Espaliers—Relative to different

kinds of fruit, &c.
10. Season of pruning, and its objects,—Viz. the

beauty of the tree, aud its fecundity.

11. Pruning ofstandards.

12. Dressing and pruning Espaliers.

13. Proportions in relation to the branches and
roots ; the course and progress of the sap ; its

action on the branches, buds, and leaves of trees.

14. Definitions of branches, and the manner of

treatiug each description.

15. Treatment of dwarf or low bushy trees.

16. First training offruit trees in espalier.

17. Shelterfor wall fruit.

18. Ebourgeonnement, or rubbing off superfluous

buds from wall or espalier trees.

19. Second training of trees in espalier.

20. Diseases to whichfruit trees are subject.

21. Fruits—Time and manner of uncovering,

gathering, and preserving fruits.
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22. Manner of restoring fruit trees that produce

small, weakly fruit.

23. Almond tree— lis varieties, its character,

and the descriptipn of its growth, its shoots, its

leaves, its blossoms, and its fruit—also its cultiva-

tion.

24. Apricot tree.— Its varieties, its character, the

shoots, buds, leaves, and fruits of the several vari-

ties— also its cultivation and uses.

25. Cherry tree.— Its varieties, character, &c,

&c, as above.

26. Quince tree.— Its character, &c.

27. Strawberry.—Its varieties, character, cul-

ture, &c.

28. Fig tree.—Varieties, culture, &c.

29. Currants and Gooseberries.—Ditto, ditto.

30. Apple tree.—Ditto. ditto.

31. Mulberry tree.—Ditto. ditto.

S2. Peach tree.—Its character, varieties, de-

scription of the shoots, buds, leaves, seed, and fruit

of each variety—also stocks best suited to it, soil,

general culture, and order of maturity.

33. Plum trees.—Ditto, ditto, ditto. &c, &c.

34. Pear trees.—Ditto, ditto, ditto. &c, &c.

35. Raspberries.—Culture, &c.

36. Grapevines.—Varieties, description of each,

and its culture.

37. Insects—That infest fruit trees.

The principal part of the volume will be com-

posed of extracts translated from the celebrated

work on fruits and fruit trees written by the highly

distinguished and well known Duhamel do Mon-

ceau, in two quarto volumes ; to which will be

added such extracts from more modern authors on

this interesting subject as may be thought usetul

at the present day.

A list also will be given of the new varieties of

the several species of fruits which have been raised

and brought into estimation since Duhamel's d>y>

so far as they have come within the knowledge or

observation of the translator ; to which will be

subjoined notes by the same showing the depart-

ures that have been successfully made from Du-

hamel's system, by cultivators both in England

and -this country.—The best mode of packing trees i

that are to be sent abroad.

The preparation for this volume is nearly com-

pleted ; but it will not be published until 500

copies are subscribed for. It will be printed on
j

good paper, and as good type as that in Forsyth's

treatise on the " Culture and management of fruit
J

trees." The price will not exceed $2 50 in
|

in boards, nor be less than two dollars. This

cannot at present be ascertained. Subscribers

must therefore consider the highest price the one

they are to pay, before they subscribe.

Booksellers who engage any number of copies,

will have a suitable deduction made them accord-

ing to the number they take, on application to J.

-B. Russfll, publisher of the New England Far-

mer, who is also authorized to receive subscrip-

tions for single copies, and transact any other

business connected with the publication.

VIEW OF AGRICULTURE.
Mr Fessenden—If you think the following sy-

noptical view of agriculture, partly abstracted from

Rozier's Dictionary, would afford amusement, or,

what is more desirable, a useful bint to New Eng-

land farmers, it is at your service. S. D.

Agriculture is the art of cultivating the ground,

of fertilizing it, and of causing it to produce the

grains, the fruits, the plants and the trees which

are subservient to the necessities of man. To this

definition should be added, that it embraces also

the art of multiplying and of attending to the keep-

ing or management of useful animals,—in fine, it

is the first, the most extensive and the most es-

sential of all the arts.

Theoretical Agriculture ; or, Preliminary Notices.

Soils. Process of Vegetation. Botany. Chem-

istry. Implements. Manner of multiplying plants,

&c. Transplanting [in quincunx] Pruning ; Graft-

ing, &c.
Practical Agriculture.

Manures taken from the mineral kingdom : mix-

ture of soils, sands, lime, plaster of Paris, [gypsum]

marl, &c. From the vegetable kingdom : turf,

peat, ashes, decayed plants, &c. From the ani-

mal : of the horse, cow, sheep, hog, night soil,

poultry, horns and piths, bones, &c.

Culture of Trees. Forest Trees.—Oak, elm,

plane tree, maple, [sugar tree] chesnut, larch, pine,

[hemlock, &c] willows, poplars, &c. Ornamental

Trees. Horse chesnut, lime silia or linden, tulip

tree, [liriodendrou] locust, catalpa, ailanthus* or

taloo tree, &c. Ornamental Shrubs.—Althea

frutex, kalmia or laurel, lilac, rose tree, colutea

arborescens or bladder sena, holly, mock orange,

privet, broom, snow ball or guelder rose, hawthorn,

buckthorn, &c.

Fruit Trees with stones : plum, peach, apricot,

cherry. With shells : walnut, filbert, &c. Fruit

Trees with seeds : pear, apple, quince, mulberry

white and black, grape vine.

i

Culture of Grains. Maize, rye, wheat, barley,

buckwheat, oats, spetts. Somewhat farinaceous

[

articles : peas, beans, millet, broom corn, &c.

I Oily seeds : flax, hemp, sunflower, colzat, benne,

' poppy, ricinus or castor oil plant. Culture of

|

fleshy, plump plants: radish, turnip, ruta baga,

I

potato, sweet potato, melon, cucumber, pumpkin,

|

squash, &c.
Meadows. Artificial : clover, lucerne, sainfoin.

|

Natural : bent, sweet scented vernal grass, orchard,

timothy, &c.

Fruit Shrubs and Plants, for Kitchen Garden.--

Strawberry, raspberry, currant, gooseberry. Onion

'

Tribe : garlic, onion, cives, shallot, leek, ciboul or

Welsh onion, potatoe and tree do. Culture of

Cabbage: broccoli, hohl rabi. Artichoke. As-

paragus. Beet : mangel wurtzel, and sugar beef.

Parsnip, Carrot. Salsify, &c. Salads: celery,

lettuce, cresses. Pickles: capsicum, nasturtium,

cucumber. Medicinal herbs should have place ;

and some flowering plants, attractive by their grace-

ful foliage, or the rich colors and fragrance of their

flowers.

Miscellaneous Articles. Hops, poppy for opium,

teazels. Plants for coloring, &c : madder, woad,

indigo, weld.

Agricultural Operations. Ploughing, harrowing,

hoeing, sowing, reaping, threshing, mowing, hay-

making, draining, paring and burning, manuring,

fencing, rotation of crops, rolling.

Economical Agriculture, or Rural Economy.—

Conservation of grains, fruits, &c. Method of

making wine, perry, cider, beer. Manner of mak-

ing oil of seeds of flax, sunflower, palma christi

or castor oil plant, benne, [sesamum] &c. Pre-

paration of butter. Manner of making cheeses of

different sorts.

.Bees,—their management, taking the honey, &c

Silk Worms,—their management, &c, &c.

Manner of preparing flax, hemp, and even net-

tles, for different uses.

The rearing and general management of all

sorts of live slock, as cattle, horses, sheep, hogs,

poultry, pigeons.

So multifarious are the concerns of agriculture.

* A tall, ornamental tree, of quick growth,—said lo yield

good coal,— may be cultivated for fuel.

FOR THE SEW EIOLAID FARMER.

REMEDY FOR POISONED SHEEP AND
LAMBS.

These animals are bometirnes poisoned by eat-

ing conwnuii low laurel, or lamb-poison as it is

sometimes called. The cure is very easy and

simple, and is as follows :

I take an onion and split it in two with a knife ;

and put one piece under each fore leg, with the

flat side next to the breast. If the animal is so

badly poisoned as not to be able to stand on its

feet, the onion may be so placed as to remain in

its proper situation a sufficient time ; if not, bold

the onion in its place 15 or 20 minutes, which will

be sufficient to effect a cure. I have, sometimes,

pounded the onion soft and applied it in that state,

which, I think answers quite as good a purpose.

I have known and practised the above medi-

cine more than 15 years ; and have never known

it fail of effecting a'cure in a short time, if prop-

erly applied, whatever might be the degree of

sickness occasioned by eating poison, with this

preference over other remedies, viz : The sheep,

cured by this method, appear to become as healthy

as if they had never been poisoned ;
whereas

whenever we used clay, oil, grease, &c. they, gen-

erally, shed their wool, and sometimes die before

shearing time.

CARROTS ASD PEAS.

My niethod of raising carrots and peas is as fol-

lows": 1 prepare my ground by spreading some

cood manure, plough it in, and make the ground

mellow, by ploughing deep, and several times. I

then mark it out with a plough, from 3 1-2 to

4 1-2 feet, according to the size of the peas I in-

tend to plant ; fill up and level the furrows, so as

to lay the peas but a little below the common ley-

el of the ground (which I think of importance in

planting all seeds.) Then plant the peas in

double rows, which when covered form a ridge

about eighteen or twenty inches wide. TheD, by

drawing a stick, or some convenient instrument

near each edge of the ridges, make a furrow about

three-fourths of an inch deep, and drop in the car-

rot seed. Then, by shoving a common hoe, length-

wise of the furrow, cover the seeds, and, in that

state leave them to take iheir chance, only taking

care not to entirely destroy them, until the peas

have arrived at maturity, and are fit to gather.—

At this time clear off the brush and vines, and if

convenient plough between the rows with a horse.

Hoe, clear out the weeds, and thin the plants to a

proper distance. At this time they will appear

small and meagre, but will soon change their ap-

pearance. Bv this method I have raised fine car-

rots at little expense, on the same ground ou which

I raise my peas, I believe sometimes being equal

in value to the crop of peas : and h;ive my ground

in a much better situation for a crop the nest

season, than if left for the weeds to grow and bear-

seed after the peas are ripe, as is the practice with

JOHN MACOMBEH.
Jl'estport, 2d mo, 1S29.

Pride is as loud a beggar as want, and a great

deal more saucy.

—

SaiilU.
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An Initiatory Discourse, delivered at Genera, 27th

November, 182S, before an assembly, from which,

on that day, wasformed the Domestic Horticultural

Society of the western parts of the state of New
York. By Mvron Holley, Esq.

Friends and Felloio Citizens :

The impulse which has brought together, at

this place, so intelligent and respectable an assem-

bly, affords a happy omen for the institution here

intended to be formed. We are now making the

first attempt, in this vicinity, to associate numbers

in the work of informing, refining and extending

a taste for horticulture. And, while it is natural

for all of us who delight in the beautiful and use-

ful productions of the garden, and the orchard, to

rejoice iu this public manifestation of favor for the

cultivation of them, it may be both agreeable and
appropriate to introduce the more specific business

of this address, by some references to the past.

Forty years ago the country which we now oc-

cupy in such full and secure enjoyment, presented

a widely different scene. Then, the wealth of
nature, so profusely lavished upon this goodly re-

gion, lay all secluded and unvalued. In vain our
plains teemed with fertility, our streams rippled

over their declivities, and our lakes stretched their

beautiful surfaces along the most safe and accessi-

ble shores. The rude and unbroken forest ; the
wild and lonely waters, covered and concealed
everything, and the whole land was shared by the

deer, the bear, the wolf, and the panther, with the
savage man, who hunted, and fished, and fought,
and suffered in it, but who could not properly be
deemed either to possess, or to enjoy it.

The Fathers of the Genessee Country are not
yet mentioned with the same emphatic respect
which accompanies every allusion to the venera-
ble pilgrims of Plymouth ; but by their bidh prac-
tical virtues, by their brave enterprise, their under-
going fortitude, and their prevailing faith, they

proved themselves to he truly derived from the

same stock.

Since the date of their bold advance into the

wilderness, we have become so familiar with new
settlements growing prosperously and secure, that

we can hardly estimate the disregard of ease, and
all the soft enjoyments of life, which they must
necessarily have entertained. For, since that pe-

riod, what transformations have we witnessed !

—

How far beyond us the tide of cultivated popula-
tion has flowed ! How many new and powerful
states have been founded, in place of the gloomy
woods, and their fierce possessors ! Then, the In-

dian title to our country was first extinguished,

though it still remained in full and acknowledged
force, to an extensive territory between us and
the nearest limits of civilization. Then, a foreign

nation, recently at war with ours, was in posses-

sion of all the military posts within our limits, as
well as its own, upon our northern frontier ; where
it kept strong garrisons, and maintained an inter-

course with the Indian tribes which inflamed their

barbarous propensities towards our citizens. And
the Indians themselves, having been arrayed on
the side of our enemy, in the same war, and
having seen their crops destroyed, their orchards
cut down, and their dwellings given to the flames
by our successful soldiery, were unusually prone
to vengeance. Then, too, our own government was
notable to interpose the ample shield of its estab-

lished power, for the protection of the dissevered
settlements of its remote interior

; for it was tot-

tering with debility, and showed frightful symp-

March 6, 1829.

toms of dissolution under the old confederation.

Such were some of the repulsive circumstances
under which the smalt band of our adventurous
predecessors, in the fall of 1788, and, in this very

spot, first planted that broad and spreading tree of
life, which, by so many and such vigorous branch-
es, now adorns and gladdens the land. With
what unshrinking resolution, with what bold hope,
did they sustain themselves ! The character of
their undertaking, in their own estimate, included
much privation and personal hazard. These they
met with wary prudence and manly firmness.

—

Continual and unmitigated labor they expected,
and cheerfully encountered. They were often

subjected to hunger without food ; to sickness

without the aid of nurse or physician, and to

bloodshed from the savage. But they had great

and beneficent objects, and they succeeded. The
civil and social good which they intended, is made
certain. And though tbey had to struggle much,
and to endure much, they also enjoyed much.
No associations among men create stronger ties

of friendly regard than those which necessarily

exist between the first adventurers into new and
dangerous settlements. And the sincerity and
constancy of this regard, in respect to real enjoy-
ment, often makes up, and more than makes up,

for all the loss of ease, and luxury, and formal
courtesy, which are usually found in long estab-

lished, populous, and wealthy communities. This
was eminently the joy of our predecessors. But
this was not all their joy. Their spirits were per-

petually refreshed by glowing anticipations of the

future. They knew the importance of their exer-
tions. They labored, and suffered, in perfect as-

surance that they were laying the foundation of
the great blessings which we enjoy, and of yet
greater blessings to come. And like affectionate
Fathers, they rejoiced in the foreseen joy of their
descendants.

And now, if in the land of their hopes,their trials,

and their toils, the most useful and creative arts

have set up their dominion, and are already ex-
hibiting their most desirable trophies : if Agricul-
ture has placed her axes, her ploughs, and her
flails into the strongest hands for our advance-
ment, and made the fertility of our plains to fill in-

numerable granaries : if Manufacture, with her
wheels, her lathes, and her spindles, has already
peopled the banks of our streams, ami is ragidly
drawing all the weight of their waters into our
service : if Internal Trade, with her hosts of ac-
tive, clear-sighted, and diligent agents, is filling our
lakes with her various and ingenious craft : Then,
while with devoted homage, and pious gratitude,
we ascribe the praise and glory of these results to

our Heavenly Father, let us also often recall, to

the most respectful memory, the distinguished
men who first opened the great theatre on which
they are displayed.

Holding such views of the character and de-
serts of those who have gone before us, and de-
siring the continued advancement of the country
which they left us, so exuberant in the bounties of
physical nature, and so replete with all the substan-
tial comforts, and many of the elegancies of life,

some of us have supposed that a Horticultural So-
ciety might be rendered one of the means of its

further improvement. And, conscious that such
an institution would increase our own enjoyment
of one of the most appropriate and delightful of
human occupations, we gave the notice which has
been the occasion of this assembly.

Horticulture is the most ancient of the useful
arts. It was the great employment assigned to
man by his omniscient Creator, before guilt had
invaded his heart, or sorrow had wrinkled his
brow. In the first freshness of the world, as it

was called into being, clothed with every ornament
of which it was sttsceptiole, when every herb and
tree that grew upon.it, every bird that flew iu its

air, every fish that swam in its waters, and every
animal that walked upon its earth, was pronounced
by perfect Wisdom, to be " very good,"—then a
Garden was the crown of its attractions, and " to

dress it, and to keep it," was an employment wor-
thy of its only rational inhabitants.

An employment suitable to the pure enjoyments
of Paradise before the fall, has always been es-

teemed useful and desirable iince. And it is prob-
able that Adam, after he was sent forth from the
garden of Eden, to till the ground, and had sought
to regain the favor of his Maker by repentance
and submission, still cherished a fond attachment
to it. It is certain that a taste for it has been
nearly the uniform inheritance of his children

For, in every age, those nations which have been
most conspicuous for knowledge, and power, and
refinement, have been most remarkable for their

love of Horticulture.

During their Egyptian bondage the Jews were
accustomed to an abundance of garden vegetables:

for, in the book of Numbers, we find them in the

wilderness, complaining for the want of " the cu-

cumbers, and the melons, and the leeks, aud tho

onions, and the garlicks," which they were wont
to eat in Egypt. If the Jews, in their servitude,

were habituated to the enjoyment of these articles,

which have always been among the most prized

garden esculents in warm climates, we may rea-

sonably infer that the state of Egyptian Horticul-

ture was fur advanced. Moses himself, in setting
forth the attractions of the land of Canaan, for the
purpose of more effectually exciting his nation to

obey God, represents it as producing vines, fig

trees, and pomegranates, plants of the garden ; as
well as wheat, barley, oil, and honey. And he
directs, that, when they shall have planted all

manner of trees, for food, they shall not partake
of their fruits until the fifth year, the fruits of tho
fourth year being devoted to the Lord, and the
earlier fruits not being permitted to ripen ; doubt-
less for the benefit of the trees.

In later times the Jews are represented, in the
scriptures, as having delighted themselves with
eating in gardens, under bowers and shady places.

And the most striking images by which they ex-

pressed a state of great national security and pros-

perity, are drawn from a garden, where every one
ate and drank under his own vine and fig tree,

with none to molest him. In the Song of Solo-

mon, the wisest of men is addressed as having a
thousand vineyards, with two hundred persons to

keep their fruits ; and as dwelling in the gardens.

In the fyrst book of Chronicles, those who wrought
fine linen, and potters employed by the king, are

mentioned as having lodged in his gardens.

To be continued.

Fecundity of Rats.—Rats multiply so prodigious-

ly, that were it not that they are universally a
proscribed animal, and receive quarter from nei-

ther man nor beast, nor even from one another,

it is calculated the world itself could not contain

them. From one pair, 1,000,000 may be pro-

pagated in two years. Vide Buffon, Querhoent,

&c.
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From the New York Gardener.

IMPORTANCE OF KITCHEN GARDENS.
" As the spring will now goon open, and cull us

to commence making provision for another win-

ter, it may not he amiss to invite tho attention of

the plough hoys especially, to a subject of impor-

tance, hotli in a useful and economical sense. I

mean the cultivation of a kitchen garden. There

is no need of inviting the attention of such ns cul-

tivate a garden, either for ornament or profit
;

their pleasure or their gain will not permit them

to be negligent. But the great mass of citizens

do certainly deprive themselves of much conven-

ience, saving, and perhaps health, by not possess-

ing a liberal supply of vegetables from their own

gardens. To a farmer or mechanic in the coun-

try, the expense of cultivation is trifling ; the con-

venience and saving, especially during the long

winters of our climate, are great.

"Many persons, sensible of the utility, are often

dissuaded from constant attempts in cultivatin

Before the end of this month, your inclusures

should be completed. Have you brought home
the materials ? If your fence is to be made of

wood, now make ready the posts; they should be

large, if you wish them to Bland firm and durable.

They must be seven feet long, and plated two

feet into the earth. If they are set only ten feet

apart, the girts or rails may be an inch and a half

thick, and if they are well framed into the posts,

will make a strong inclosure. The lowermost

girt must be placed sixteen inches from the sur-

face of the ground, and a bank should be thrown

up upon each side, to fill the space. Or, if you

have stone upon the farm, make a wall three feet

high ; let the foundation be laid six inches below

the surface ; and in the centre of this wall put

small posts, into which the girts must be framed.

The posts for a fence of this sort, should be five

and a half feet long, and sawed an inch and a half

thick, six iuches wide at the foot, and four at the

top. About a foot and a half from the bottom,

make a two inch hole, which should be filled with

kitchen garden, because they 'have experienced
i

a piece of good timber, two feet long. This wi

some failures in particular plants. But there will g^a-Iy strengthen the position of the posts, with

never be a failure of vegetables enough for a fam

ily's use, if the following requisites be well regard-

ed :—Richness of soil ; due care in the selection

of seeds
;
proper cultivation ; and a sufficient va-

riety of vegetables, that if one kind fails, another

may be a substitute.

" It is a general complaint among persons who
pay only little attention to their garden, that the

seed often fail. This usually happens because

due care is not taken in discriminating between
ripe and unripe seed ; between blighted and sound

seed. Or in some cases it happens by using old

seed instead of fresh. Onion seed is often use-

less after the first year ; and parsnip seed is so

delicate that I believe we can place no confidence

in its vegetating principle after having been kept a

year. Having generally purchased these more deli-

cate seeds annually, of professed seedsmen, I have

rarely failed in any planting. The expense is in-

deed something, but it is overbalanced by the cer-

tainty of a growth.
" But our gardens do not generally present vari-

ety enough to be profitable and convenient to the

owner, throughout the whole year, even if all the

plantiug succeeds. There is frequently no provis-

ion for the winter, and many a long month, when
the vegetable kingdom is locked in frost, is passed

with no variety on our tables, to excite the lan-

guid appetite, or satisfy that which is pleased with

rotation. But surely it is as easy to store our cel-

lars with the beet, the carrot, the onion, the pars-

nip, and vegetable oyster, as with the dull monotony
of the potato ; and however nutritious the potato

be, still its utility cannot be hostile to the claims

of other productions of the garden.
" We do not invite the plough boy from the

utility of his farm, to the pleasures of a garden
;

we do not wish him to sacrifice his grain fields to

the culture of a tulip bed ; but we wish to call his

attention to the utility, convenience, and economy

that can be found in the cultivation of a substan-

tial kitchen garden, from which his healthful fami-

ly can draw many of those really innocent luxu

out weakening the wall. Above the wall, two

irts, the one eight, and the other six inches wide,

will be amply sufficient. Take care that your

wall is laid with art, and that the timber is well

fitted to it, and I will insure safety to whatever

you may plant in the garden. Or, if you fear

depredation from hens, let the girts be perforated

with inch holes, and place iu them turned pickets,

two feet long.

You will need two gates, one of ten feet wide,

to admit the cart, and another of three feet for

daily use. This should turn with ease, and must

be effectually secured by a weight, or you will he

liable to much vexation and loss, from careless-

ness.

Your fence finished, select a proper place for

the small kind of fruit shrubs, as gooseberries, cur-

rants, and raspberries ; for although you admit no

trees within this inclosure, these useful shrubs

must have a ])lace. They should not be planted

around the fences, nor through the centre of the

garden, as is too commonly the practice, but in a

continued plantation, that they may have suitable

attention, and yet not obstruct the plough.

Gooseberries require a deep and rich soil. The

ground between the rows must be well manured,

and kept free from weeds, and you should be

careful to plant none but those that are of a good

kind.

A good mode of propagating gooseberries, is by

cuttings or layers. For cuttings, take shoots of

the last years growth, from shrubs that are known

to bear choice fruit. Let them be at least ten

inches long ; cut ofF all the buds, except three or

four at the tops, and insert the stem six or eight

inches into the earth ; tread the ground firmly

around, and keep them free from weeds. When
they hame grown here a year or two, they should

be removed to the plantation as soon as the frost

is out of the ground in the spring, or in the au-

tumn, which is, particularly for the gooseberry,

the best season.

Currants may be propagated in the same way.

ries, which a bountiful Providence has, with so They are, however, more hardy, and do not re

lavish a hand, spread around him." quire so rich a soil. They should be placed in

The above remarks from the Albany Plough- rows, six or eight feet apart, and kept free from

boy well deserve your attention. Let them be im- weeds. Between these rows, you may raise a

pressed upon the tablets of your memory, and crop of dwarf or bush beans, (taking care that

form your horticultural text-book. I there are no runners, or vines among them) with-

out the least injury to the shrubs, for several

years.

There is great choice in currants, as well as in

other fruit ; select only the large ted and whit*

currant, for no art will change the original nature

of the fruit, although by skilful cultivation, the

quality may be improved.

The gooseberry and the currant both claim the

farmer's attention, and are much wanted in every

family. They furnish a cheap and early sauce,

and the latter a wine equal to the best Lisbon of

TenerifTe.

As you will doubtless wish to plant other trees,

and be desirous to know the best season for that

work, I would observe as a general rule, that all

kinds of trees or shrubs, should be moved or set

in the spring, as soon, at least, as the buds begin

to swell. The apple tree, the cherry, and plum,

will grow, if set with art, when the leaves begin

to open, but not with health and vigor.

ON ThITcULTIVATION OF BEETS.

By the Editor of the Southern Agriculturist.

(Concluded from page 250J

The remarks made above respecting the fork-

ing of Beets, principally apply to the Long-rooted

varieties. The Turnip-rooted (so called from its

resemblance to the Turnip, in shape,) sends down

a small root in search of food, and like the Turnip

forms a bulb near the surface of the ground, there

is therefore, very little to be feared from its form-

ing ill shaped roots, by an improper application of

manure. Although we have been successful in

beds, yet we prefer planting on ridgelets, which is

done' by making deep furrows with the spade every

twelve or 'eighteen inches, spreading the manure

in the bottom, and forming small ridges aboje

them. There are several reasons in favor of this

plan. 1st. Less manure is required, which very

often, among our farmers, is a matter of some con-

sideration. 2d. Fresh manure can be applied.

—

3d. The forking of the roots, is, in some measure,

if not altogether obviated. And 4th. The roots

can more readily expand than when sown on the

level ground, where, in order that they may en-

large, the earth around them, must be pressed into

a smaller space. The principal objection against

this plan is, that in time of droughts, the plants

suffer more than when on a level surface, but, we

think, that the advantages are greater than the dis-

advantage, and therefore recommend the ridge

system, especially if the ground be inclined to

clay. I knew a gentleman, who could never raise

beets, until he adopted this method, and after-

wards he had very fine roots, and found no diffi-

culty. In manuring we have used salt mud alone,

With great success, spreading it along in the drills

as recommended above : this mud is such as is

usually found at the head of salt water creeks,

having a little more of vegetable matter than that

of the marshes, but fully as salt, being overflowed

every tide. We prefer having a compost made of

it with stable or other manure, which we think

produces roots of as great size, and decidedly of a

much finer flavor, than they are, when raised on

manure alone, especially where an excess of ma-

nure has been used.
,

About the middle of January, or beginning of

February, [March or April in the Northern States]

the first" crop may be planted ; the ground being

prepared, commence by dropping two or three

seeds every nine inches, (to be afterwards thinned

down to one plant,) and cover them about one
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inch deep. Should the weather be cold they will

lay dormant, but should there be about that lime,

as we usually have, a spell of very mild, warm
weather, the plants will show themselves in the

course of ten or fifteen days. At this early stage,

they are very tender, and should there be a frost

they may be all killed, they therefore should be

protected, if this be likely to occur, by some slight

covering. This need not be applied after they

have advanced a little in their growth, as they then

become extremely hsardy. We have seen every

leaf, except the heart-leaves on the plants, killed,

and the beets, as soon after as the temperature of

the weather permitted, again sending out fresh

leaves, and these plants afterwards produced very

fine and large roots. The young plants should

receive an early hoeing and earthing up, for they

send up a part of their root above the surface of

the ground, when they first come through, which
being very tender, is soon injured by the wind
twirling the plants around, and the sand blowing

against them. If they are examined, they will be

found very often unable to support themselves,

and resting on the ground the outer parts of the

root, entirely destroyed, and nothing but the woody
fibres remaining ; and these very often reduced to

mere threads. We have seen them often com
pletely severed, and the tops with their leaves lay-

ing on the ground near the remaining part of the

plant. Before we had noticed this, we lost many,
and gave the grub worms the credit of destroying

them ; but, although the worms will destroy some,
yet the wind will destroy many more, if they are

not protected. This is done by earthing them up
so high as to leave merely the heart leaves uncov-
ered ; it must not be neglected by those who wish
to have regular and well filled beds, and must be
attended to early, or there will be little gained by
it. The other part of the culture is simple enough;
they must be kept clean from grass, and the earth

mellow around them. If sown in January, they

will, in all probability, be fit for use in May. Any
time from the middle of January until May, beets

may be sown, but the late crops are not likely to

be either so large or productive, owing to the ex-

treme heat, and very often drought, which pre-

vails during that season of the year.

It does not appear to us that the occasion called

for the display of so much energy of animadver-
sion as the writer has exhibited ; and we are not

prepared to second all his sentiments. We will,

however, permit his remarks to appear in our

next.

Woodland on a Farm—An estate without timber

may be compared to a house without furniture.

On carrying live Poultry to Market.—An Eng-
lish writer remarks that " death is scarcely a mis-

fortune to an animal which has no previous ap-

prehension of it. But poultry carried in bags or

baskets to market has several hours previous suf-

fering, and the burthen and trouble of carrying

them thither seems much increased thereby." We
believe live poultry is seldom seen in American
markets.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1829.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
It is the design of the promoters of this contem-

plated institution, to invite a general cooperation
of their fellow citizens, throughout the State.

—

Such.as are disposed to become members, may
signify their intention through the medium of some
friend, (if a personal application is inconvenient,)

or by letter, postage paid,to Mr J. B. Russell, pub-
lisher of the New England Farmer, or to the sub-
scriber, Secretary of the previous meeting.

Boston, March 2d, 1829. ZEB. COOK, Jr.

Fire.—The Green House and work-shop, of Mr
Jacob Tidd, of Roxbury, were consumed by fire,

about half past one o'clock, of the 24th ult. Mr
Tidd lost nearly all his farming tools, but not many
valuable plants. It is not known how the fire

originated, which first broke out in the shop
Loss about $600.

An able article on the Report of a Committee of
the Essex Agricultural Society has been received.

Husbandmen and Manufactures.—Flourishing

manufactures increase population, not only by the

increased number of workmen employed, but also

by adding to the number of husbandmen employed

in the cultivation of the neighboring land.

Land and Capital.—In a new country it is an

object of inquiry, how much land can be culti-

vated to advantage with a given capital. But as

population increases, and land becomes compara-

tively dear, the question arises, on how small a

quantity of land can a given capital be profitabl)

employed ? It is in this latter state of a country

that agriculture attains its greatest perfection.

Feeding Cattle ivith Turnips.—American writers

on agriculture have often expressed their opinions

that the culture of roots for feeding cattle, was
less advisable in this country than in England, be-

cause our winters were so severe that they could
not be drawn in the winter, and fed out in tlio

fields where they grow ; as they may be in Eng-
land. But an English cultivator, whose observa-

tions are published in the appendix to " Plymley's

Survey of Shropshire" says " I think it much more
advantageous to carry all the turnips to cattle in

stalls than to feed them out on the land, because

they furnish much more food and manure.'"'

Cows fattened easier, and better Laborers than

Oxen.—The same writer above quoted says " I

think cows are much more useful and beneficial

than oxen, and that it would be an advantage to

the kingdom if few or no oxen were reared. The
uses of cattle are to work, milk, and feed. I have
seen barren cows work as well as oxen ; they re-

quire less keep and walk faster. Oxen are of no
use in the dairy, and they will not feed [fatten] so

fast as cows.

When first I commenced farmer, I followed the

example of my predecessor in feeding chiefly

oxen ; but I soon found that cows fed much fast-

er and on less meat, and for some years past have
carefully avoided having any oxen in my stalls.

The. projected rail road, between Albany and
Schenectady, is to be> opmmenced early this spring.

A route has now been agreed upon, and the sur-

veys completed and accepted.

Strawberry.—The common strawberry in a ripe

state makes a most excellent dentifrice, sweeten-
ing the breath and preserving the gums. It if

said that the celebrated Linnseus cured himself of

out by a persevering use of strawberries as an ar-

ticle of diet.

WORKING OXEN.
Much has been said and written against the

common mode of working oxen with a yoke.
This manner of attaching them to then- load is

said to be the principal cause of their moving with
a slow pace. When oxen are attached to a cart,

with a stiff* heavy tongue, accordiug to the New
England mode, it is often the case that the load
is so disposed in the cart that it bears heavily on
their necks, and is very oppressive, especially in
going down hill. And sometimes in going up hill

the tongue of the cart has a tendency to rise, in

consequence of the preponderance of the part of
the load which is behind the wheels, and the oxen
are nearly choked by the bows of their yokes be-
ing drawn against their throats.

In France, working oxen are harnessed by the

heads in such a manner as to call into action the
joint power of the neck and the base of the horn.

This method was some years since, introduced in-

to Ireland with complete success ; two oxen thus

harnessed, according to English accounts, were
able to draw with ease, three tons weight.

Mr Cooper (Young's Eastern Tour) uses collars

on oxen as on horses, except that they are buck-

led on with the narrow end open end downward

:

the chains are fastened to them in the same di-

rection as on ahorse harness, the draught is there-

fore more inclined than with horses, the line of
the chains being almost up to their backs ; which
is necessary from the different shape of horses and
oxen. They draw when in harness abreast in

pairs ; single or in a line, and walk as fast as horses.

Mr Bordley says he "saw a wagon in Pennsylva-

nia, drawn by two bulls and two oxen, bridled and

geered in harness and collars."

In Plymley's Survey of Shropshire, it is stated

that "The ox teams of this county used to consist

of ten oxen yoked: now those who use them
generally plough with five oxen single in geering,

or with four oxen and a horse to lead them. A
few persons have used them in wagons." And"
the same work mentions a team, in which " one
ox shafted the wagon, and I believe this team, ei-

ther in ploughing, or upon the road, was as able

as any horse team in the neighborhood."

The improvements made at Baltimore, in the
construction of railway cars, are exceedingly prom-
ising. A Mr Knight has invented a carriage by
which " a load weighing 1300 lbs. was drawn
backwards and forwards, on a level railway with
perfect ease by a single thread of sewing cotton.

A second experiment was then made in the fol-

lowing manner : ten fifty-sixes were placed in the

car, seven gentlemen being placed in it, whose
united weight was estimated at 1000 lbs., which,
together with that of the car, 200 lbs., made a to-

tal of 1760 lbs. ; a half pound weight was then
placed at the end of the thread, suspended over
the pulley, when, to the surprise of all present, the

car moved off", unaided by any other power, and
passed to the end of the rail with the utmost fa-

cility.

—

Perm. Gaz.

Spend prudently.—What folly lays out in kidskin

gloves, in ten years, managed by prudence, might
fill a small purse. Are not white dollars worth
more to a farmer than white hands ? If your
finances are small, be not ambitious of owning a
three story house. A humble cottage is a good
beginning. Enter at " the little end of the horn,'*

and you may see at the other an elegant hous&
large enough for a thrifty farmer.
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BARTLETT PEAR.
This pear weighs about 10 ounces when at full

size, shaped like a Bon Chretien, very yellow, and

isli"1itly tinged with red on one side
;
quite juicy,

and by many considered a first rate fruit. It is

not, however, equal in flavor to the Seekel, or

even to the Boston Epergne, but its size and

beauty render it greatly admired. It much re-

sembles in flavor and consistence the St Michael,

and is said to command a high price at market.

It is no doubt a native, and appears to have origi-

nated in the vicinity of Boston ; and it does not

seem at all strange that many fine new pears

should have originated there, as that city, and its

environs, has for a long period been inhabited by

a great many gentlemen extremely intelligent on

the subject of horticulture, who took much pains,

at an early date, to introduce the choicest fruits,

and particularly the finest varieties of pears, of

which fruit they are skilful connoisseurs.

—

Prince

on Horticulture.

The Paragon of Jokes.—" Pray," said Lutterell

to Sam Rogers, the other day, " what is the best

joke you ever saw in print ?" li Why," said the

English Norbury, " it was an advertisement in the

Herald from the commissioners of the sinking

fund, returning thanks for a donation of sixpounds

towards paying off the national debt."

The only way for a rich man to be healthy is by

exercise and abstinence ; to live as if he were

poor, which are esteemed the worst parts of pov-

erty.

—

Sir W. Temple.

Scotch Gooseberry Bushes and Hawthorns.
This day received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

from Greenock, Scotland, 15000 Hawthorn Quicks for Hedges,
and 1000 Large Scotch Gooseberry Bushes, in fine order.

—

Further particulars next week.

CARD. The subscriber returns his thanks to the Com-
mittee of Essex Agricultural Society to view farms offered

for inspection and premium, (through the medium of the

New England Farmer, and would thank the gentlemen

Editors to copy this who reprint the report of said Com-
mittee contained in the New England Farmer of February

27th,) for their kind notice of what they term his " ex-

periments," and for their prudence in not recommending

to their brethren that kind of farming calculated for " dis-

play,'" without regard to "cost," and would merely ob-

serve it was as tavorable notice as he expected after his

treatment at the Society's Cattle Show and Ploughing

Match— which treatment prevented his furnishing the

statement they say they had not received, as the prejudice

then manifested was evident to those disinterested : he

would however observe that he shall, " the opinion of
the Committee to the contrary nottcithstandi?ig," CON-
TINUE the Scotch method of Farming which he has

followed hfteen years by performing his woik with horses,

&c, though dubbed experimental and for display by said

Committee—where he shall be happy to have the farm

examined by any one having a taste for agriculture, and

even those who can make more display in writing a re-

port than in cultivating a field. \VM. J. GRIEVE.
Indian Hill Farm, West Newbury, (Mass.) March 2.

Pear Trees and Grape Vines.

For sale by Rufus Howe, at the place of Samuel Downer, in

Dorchester, 200 I'ear Trees of the choicest varieties, viz : 20

kinds from the London Horticultural Society; also, large and

very handsome Secklcs, Amhretios, Bariletls, and Bteekcr Mea-
dow ; 20 handsome black Tartarean* and Remington Cherry
Trees, Plums. &c. 300 Native drupe Vines, viz: 50 three

vcarsold Calawbas, 80 three years old Isabellas, '50 Bland's Vir-

g*inia,30 Alexander, 20 Elsingborough ; also, 200 Sweet Water,
lack Hamburg, &.C.

30 varieties Poses, viz : Greville Rose, White and Red Moss,

Grand Duke ol Tuscany, Unique, Muluilora, Provence or Cab-
bage, Hundred Leal, Four Seasons, Red Dainask, Marble,

French, Cluster, Swiss, German, Variegated, Burgundy, Dou-
ble and Single White.

Dahlias, seven varieties of Double, viz : Crimson, Bu(f, Yel-

low, lied, &c. Single do.

Tulips, a great number of varieties, viz: Riznrres, P.ibloems,

double and single, of different colors, Parrot Bills, Sic.

Hyacinths, a great variety. Persons are invited, when the

Tulips and Hyacinths are in bloom, to call and make their sc-

:

lections. White Lilies, Pink roots, Phlox, Polyanthus, three

kinds Honeysuckle. Chinese, Trumpet and Sweet Scented ;—

|

handsome Snow Bali trees, Quince do.. Red and White Lilacs,
j

growing on same stalk ; l.agersircoemia, India or Crape Myr-
]

lie, Spira Syrengo, Fringe or Smoke Tree, Snowberry Bush,

Strawberry Tree.
Currant Bushes, White Dutch, Red do., common while and

red. Gooseberries, different kinds.

Raspberries, Antwerp while and red. Thimbkbcrries , while
|

and red. _. , ,

Strawherries, viz: Wilmot's Superb, Downton,—red and

white English Weed—Roseberry, three kinds native.

Wanted to purchase, two lo three thousand small and middling

size Pear and Plum Trees, suitable for budding and grafting,

Seedlings would be preferred. Apply as above, or at No. 5,

CentrafWharf.
Rose Water.

20 demijohns double and single distilled Rose Water, made

entirelv from Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is con-

stantly' for sale al Mr C. Wade's Porter Cellar, No. 12, Mer-

chant's Row, by demijohn or less quanti

Seeds for Country Dealers.

Traders in the country, »l» may wish lokeep an assortment

of GarVen Seeds for salt-, are informed they can I* furnished

at li..- Ni I'.ugland Farmer office, No. 52 North Market street,

Boston, wiiii I.01CJ containing a complete assortment of the

seel, mostly u?cd in a kitchen garden, on a* favorable terms as

Ihey 'an be purchased in ihis country, neatly done up in small

papers, al fi a.id 12 cents rach—warranted lo be ol the growth

of 1828, and "I 'he purest quality. Oknami vtai. Flower
Seeds will t>e added on the same terms, wften ordered, as well

as Peas, Beans, Early White Sweet Com, occ, of dif-

ferent sorts.
, ,0= The Seeds vended at ibis establishment, are put up on a

new plan this year, each package bein» accompanied with

short directions on its management, and packed in ibe neatest

sivle. Traders are requested lo call and examine for them-

selves.
eptf

.30. 2linFiinM-HnA

Farm for Sale.

In Bedford, 15 miles from Boston, on the post road from

Lowell to Concord, Mass., and one mile from ihe post road

leading through Lexington to Worcester. Il contains 80 acres,

has 3 pastures, a wood lot of about 8 acres, an inexhaustible

peat meadow, and about 36 acres of mowing
i— . triors, a large China closet, a

bers, and tin

For Sale,

In the southcasisrlv part of old Marlborough, a valuable

Farm containing aboin ) il) acres, consisting of every kind of

land that is desirable lo ihe enterprising farmer, a large portion

vf which is of Ihe first quality, having a constant stream of water

running through it ; and the loud is so situated lhat a number of

acres arc capable of irrigation. On the premises is an upright

two story House, wiih four rooms on the floor, in good repair $

a large Barn 80 by 30, and in common seasons is filled with

good hay. There are also on the farm, good Orchards a part

of which are in their prime ; together with an abundance of

Wood, the best of white oak, fil for wheelwrights' use, or for

ship timber There are few farms capable of more improve-

ment, or which can be carried on al iess expense. The place

will be sold at a fair price, with or without the sleek and uten-

sils, al the election of the purchaser. The payments made easy

and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of William

Deafer, Esq. of Marlborough, of Benjamin W eld of Rox-

bury, or of Samuel H. Weld, on the premises, Jan. 16.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

The dv

House "has two parlors, a large China closet, an excellent kitch-

-e are two wells of water. I he

barn corn barn, and poultry house, &c. are in the best order.

Il is 3 miles from Concord, one half mile from Concord river,

where is good fishing, and 10 miles from Lowell. The abo

prem"

P

were completely repaired within and without last

The dwelling house has had three coats of paint in-

side and out. It has a southern aspect, several large Elm trees

in front, a handsome and extensive fence and circular avenue.

Inquire at the New England Farmer Seed Store.

Hull's Trusses.

The undersigned, agent for Doct. Hull, has recently received

and has for sale, a complete assortment of this useful instrument,

adapted to the relief of^ persons afflicted with ruptures of every

description, from the adult to the infant, and which will in all

cases where it is required, be fitted and applied with the utmost

care.
,

_ . .

Testimonials relating to the utility and excellency of this ar-

ticle, are abundant, and deposited with the agent, but have be-

come a matter of too much notoriety, and loo well admitted, lo

need Dublicitv; as numerous instances of perfect cures have re-

sulted from its application. EBENEZER WIGHT,
Milk street, opposite Federal street, Boston.

Feb. 27. St

Mill Privilege, e\-c,for sale.

For sale in West Cambridge, six miles from Boston, a

valuable Mill Privilege, with about one acre and a half of

land, with the buildings now standing thereon, consistin_

of a good dwelling house, two factory buildings very con-

veniently built, and other out buildings, and would answer
well for a fulling mill, (one being in operation now,) or

carding factory ; and being situated on a good stream ol

water, would prove a valuable situation for any similar

business. It has been heretofore used as a carding fac-

tory, the machines for which are now on the spot, and

will be sold if desired, with the buildings. An indisputa-

ble title will be given, and payment made easy. Apply

to Thomas Russell,, West Cambridge, Captain Abner
Stearns, Bedford, or J. B. Russell, New England
Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, Boston.—It

will be sold at auction, April 1, if not previously disposed

of

.

3t March 6

Fresh Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52

North Market Street, a tew barrels of American Hemp Seed, of

last year's growth.—Also, one barrel of fresh Riga Flax Seed,

well known lo be superior to the common American Fiax.

New Pear Scions.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North

Market Street, a collection of very choice and rare scions of ihe

following fruits, all cut from bearing trees, in Mr Downer's gar-

den :

Pears.
Mr Knight's presents,

and most of them Van
Mons' seedlings.

Caprimont, Urbaniste

Marie Louise.Florelle

Beurre Knox.
Bergamot de Pasque,

Bon Cretien de Williams,

Charles d'Aulriche,

Doyenne Gris, St Galen.

Epargne, Bartlett, Seckle.

Green Gage, Apricot.

Downer's Mazard.

APPLES, best, -

ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, while, -

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

bushel

barrel

FROM | TO
3 00 3 73

135 00 140 00
132 00 137 50

1 00 1 37
10 00 10 60
9 00 9 60
7 50

Rye, best, - - - -

GRAIN, Corn, -

Rye, - - -

Barley, -

Oats, -

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,

LIME. - - - - "

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, -

Navy, mess,

Cargo, No. 1, - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, -

Rvc Grass, -

Tall Meadow Oats Gross, -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne, - - - -

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,

Merino, three fourths washed.

Merino, hdf& quarter washed.

Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort,

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, " spinning, first sort,]

From the London
Horticultural Society.

Plums.

Cherry.

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED EVERY WEEK BY MR. HATWARD,

(Clerk of Fanaril-haU Market.)

BEEF, best pieces, - pound

PORK, fresh, best pi;ees,

whole hogs,

VEAL,
MUTTON, - - - -

POULTRY, -

PUTTER, keg and tab, -

Lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS,
CIDER, [according to quality,]

r ]

C"

barrel. 1 S 0C|

50
I 50
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MISCELLANIES.
THE FARMER'S SONG.

Away with grandeur, pomp, and gold :

Away with childish ease :

Give mc bul strength my plough to hold,

And I '11 find means lo please.

Tis sweet lo toil for those we love

;

My wife and darling boys,

Both tend to make my labor prove

The sweetest of my joys.

The humble morsel I procure,

When labor makes it sweet,

Is eaten with a taste more pure

Than meats that monarchs eat.

'Tis mine—yes, 'tis my happy lot.

From cares and avarice free,

To own but this secluded cot,

Sweet friends and liberty.

Thus I no monarch on the throne

Can grudge his destiny,

Let him his weight of care bemoan,

Whilst I am truly free.

When labor « earies and grows dull,

I with my dog-and gun,

Set forth, the finest game to cull,

And Ihus all sorrows shun.

Now tell me, all ye gouty train,

Who have what fortune gives

;

Is not the cheerful country swain

The happiest man that lives.

LAMENT FOR BURNS.

ET T. GRAHAM.

Air, Highland Watch.-

Ye healh-elad hills, ye sparkling rills.

Deep glens and flow'ry plains,

To you, no more, your bard shall pour

His soul-cnchanling strains.

Ah ! Bonny Doon, no more he '11 tune,

His infant lays to you,

Where genius bright, enthroned in light,

Her mantle o'er him threw.

While Freedom's fire flash'd on his lyre

To blasl the tyrant foul,

And glory's rays beam'd o'er his lays

To fire the warlike soul

;

Twaa when its strings caught fancy's wings,

To waft each witching strain,

With cupid's dart, to ev'ry heart,

And fleet o'er ev'ry scene.

But flowing Clyde, Ihy silver tide

May gild thy valleys green,

No more again his melting strain

He '11 pour to Bonny Jean.

Ayr's gentle wave, no more he 'II lave

O'er holiest vows of love,

While Mary's charms blush'd in his arms,

And Heaven smiled above.

But nature's lore, still, still shall pour,

In strains her minstrel seng,

Though with him laid in death's cold shade,

His hallow'd lyre unstrung j

For dark decay, the deathless lay

Thy dull dominion spurns,

While time shall roll, 't will charm the soul,

And sound the fame of Burns 1

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INFLUENCE AND EDUCATION OF FEMALES.

If at any time any improper discourse should

be addressed to young ladies, which has a tenden-

cy to indecency, immorality, or irreligion, they

should be taught to express a marked disapproba-

tion both in words and countenance. So great is

the power of the softer sex in meliorating the

characters of men, that if such was their uniform

behaviour, I doubt not but that it would m uch con-

tribute to reform the morals of the age.

Dr Darwin says that young ladies who continue

at school to a later age " should be formed into a

class and properly instructed in domestic economy,

each of them superintending the business of the

family a week, or a month, by turns ; not only pro-

viding for the table and directing the cookery, but

they should also be taught other parts of domestic

employments, as cutting out linens, and making

them up with plain and strong needle-work, either

for their own families, or to be given for clothing

for necessitous infants and mothers."

The art of economising and rendering all kinds

of food as palatable and nourishing as possible, by

different modes of cookery, will repay the mistress

of a household for the investigation, and should

indisputably form a part of the regular instruction

of young females. To this, as they advance to-

wards maturity, may profitably be added the

knowledge of the value of all the necessary arti-

cles consumed in the family, whether for the table

or the wardrobe, as well as the quantities of eacli

which are requisite for their respective uses. As
theory is of .little avail unless exemplified by prac-

tice, they should be habituated to fill the depart-

ment of housekeeper, under the inspection of then-

mother, not only by purchasing the different cot

modities wanted for the use of a family, but i\. ••-

wise by keeping an exact account of the domestic
expenses, which will afford opportunities of ten •]>-

ing them a judicious application of money, and

giving them distinct ideas, where frugality may be

properly exerted, and where greater latitude may
be allowed.

In educating a young woman, care should be

taken not to raise her expectations above her

rank and fortune ; for many have paidcieaily for

having aspired too high ; and what would other

wise have rendered them happy, became disgust

ing through looking up to a superior station in

life.

shook his chains, then, after a short pause, while
his hands were raised towards heaven, began the
freeman's song—" Hail Columbia, happy land."

Some time ago, Dean B—, who was a very ex-
emplary and popular clergyman in Dublin, and
who interested himself much in public charities,

sent a message to Miss Catley, an actress at the
Dublin Theatre, requesting her, to give him a
night for that purpose, in one of the public gardens.
Miss Catley, who found from the variety of her
engagements, that she could not comply, pretend-
ed to understand him in a different light, and in

consequence, wrote him a note, of which the fol-

lowing is a copy.
" Miss Catley presents her compliments to Dean

B— , and acquaints him, from the nature of her
present connexion, she cannot (agreeable to his

request) give the Bean a night. She begs leave at

the same time, to acquaint him, should this con-
nexion be dissolved, she does not know any gen-
tleman of the cloth, she would sooner indulge ; but

hopes that decency will prevent the Dean from
fixing on a public garden for the rendezvous."

As the late king of Prussia was one day review-

ing his troops, he observed a soldier, who had bis

face much disfigured with scars ;—he walked up
to him, and asked him in what public house he
got those scars? To which the soldier replied,

" Please your Majesty, it was at a place near
Machsen,* where your Majesty paid the reckoning*
The king was pleased with the reply, and gave
the soldier a Lieutenant's commission.

LIBERTY.

Some time since, 15 or 20 negroes were driven

through Washington city in chains towards their

place of destination. As the drove passed along
before the driver through the street, some gentle-

men, members of Congress, stood at the gate of
the capital, looking at them. One large ne
walked out from among the others towards the
gentlemen, stopped a moment, raised his hands,

Requisites.—There are five requisites for a pro-

fessed drunkard :—a face of Brass—nerves of
Steel—lungs of Leather—heart of Stone—and an
incombustible Liver.

Farmer Wanted.
A faithful man is wanted to lake charge of a small place in

Roxbury, comprising a garden, orchard, &c.

Bj* It must be expressly understood that no ardent spirits

will be allowed on the place, Persons who are unwilling lo ac-
cede in this, need not make application lo ihe New England
Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market St. Boston.

Assorted Seedsfor Families.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxe
of assorted Seeds lor Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains :

package of tlx following Seeds

:

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf string

B^ans
China Dwarf string and shell

Beans
Linia, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late DrnmhoadCabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
While Solid Celery
Curled Cress .

Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

Lor. .' Dutch Parsnip
Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green 1 urkcy Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round- Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radish.
White Turnip Radish
Salsafy

Early Bush Squash
Early White Dutch Turnip
White Flat Turnip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

POT HERB SEEDS.
Thyme-Sage—Marjorum.

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all (he common ve-
getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,
and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the
very first quality, as lo freshness and purity. Each box contains
directions fur the management of the different sons. Price #3
per box.

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52,

North Market street, Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly
packed, in parcels, at the following prices :—Sweel Marjoram,
50 cts—Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 els—Sage. 17 cts

—Celery, (in bottles for soups, ecc,') 25 cts—Balm, 33 cts

—

Rose Flowers, ff 1,00. eplf

Early Potatoes.
For sale by the subscriber 30 or 40 bushels of superior early

potatoes, price 51.25 per bushel. SETH DAVIS.
Newton, Feb. 13, 1829. 3teop

' A town in Silesia, near which the king lost a great battle.

P ' dished every Friday, at S3 per annum, payable at the
end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the
time of subscribing, are entitled lo a deduction of fitly cents.

Printed for J. B. Russell, by I. R. Butts &. Co.—by whom
all descriptions of Printing can be executed lo meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell,
at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market Street
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE KEW KNHLANII FAKMEK.

REMARKS ON THE REPORT OF THE
COMMITTEE OF THE ESSEX AG-

RICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Ma Editok— I have read in the New Englan .

Farmer of this week the report of a Committee Pl"»">iits to the tenant, andadmttting that the re

subjects, and to be talked of in the same report

j

with our domestic cattle and swine, it should he

spoken of as it deserves. 3

I object in the last place to the unworthy, and
low prejudices, which the report Beenxs to me to

I

exhibit. The Committee speak oi visiting a form
at West Newbury ; and after some left-hand com-

of the Essex Agricultural Society, who were ap

pointed to examine the farms in the county, pro

posed for premiums ; and who have here givei

the result of such examination. I have no pec

sonal interest whatever in this matter ; but as ;.

public paper, I consider it open to remark, and
and

.

then they l>™te about innovations upon Yon-

suit of the improvements there introduced cannot
he at present determined, they go on with some
most uneandid and unwarrantable remarks as to

gentlemen being at liberty to farm for display and
to indulge in their fancies for do-rs and horses :

think that it should not pass without notice.—Re-
ports of the committees of all public bodies,

should, in my humble opinion, be grave papers,

based exclusively on facts ; and not vehicles for

rhetorical nourishes, for wit, or " what looks like

it." 1

The report seems to me, in the first place, very

deficient in those exact statements of which it

ought to be composed. The Committee speak of

the remarkable improvements of some farms, but

do not give a sufficiently particular account of

what these improvements consist in ; and tell of
the extraordinary produce of some of the farms,

but furnish very few items as to the nature or

amount of the crops. These things should be mi-

kee husbandry. This is unworthy ofthein. The
gentleman who occupies this farm at West New-
bury, is a foreigner, recently come among us.

—

Every candid man will admit that he is much
more of a practical than a theoretical farmer; and
thoroughly skilled in the best methods of Scotch
husbandry. He is a working fanner ; and can do
as much, and I apprehend does as much of every

kind of farming labor as any man in the county.

He has managed his farm according to the hus-

bandry of the most improved districts in Scotland
;

and the Scotch farmers are universally acknowl-

edged to be second to none in the world. We
have seen this man's skill in sowing and plough-

ing, and various operations of husbandry with ad-

miration. We believe and his neighbors adnii'nutelv specified bv one who proposes his farm fo.

a premium, and by a committee, who undertake to I

th
,

e fact, that jthcre is no farm in the vicinity

award that premium. We ought not to be satisfi-

ed with generalities ; we want particulars. Ever'
careful farmer should keep an exact account oil

his crops, and the amount of labor expended
them; otherwise it is difficult to form a correct

i,! " la " c,,m cultivated, he pu.diKed ... g

where more effective labor has been dene by th

same number of hands, or a greater produce raised

in proportion to the expense and the facilities,

which were afforded. Without having ever seen

judgment of his skill or success. 2

I protest in the next place in the report to a

want of delicacy, and a violation of propriety, in

the remarks of the Committee concerning the lady

of one of the successful competitors, whom they

have extravagantly complimented. This para-

graph, must, I think, have been penned by some
forlorn bachelor, or widower, in the Committee, if

there is any such one, who seems to have been
awakened to a sense of his melancholy condition.

I dare say the lady in question deserves all these

encomiums. I have not the pleasure to know her.

Be this, however, as it may, Mr Editor, if a com-
mittee should visit ;ny farm for the purpose of in-

specting it, and should see fit to make my modest
and good wife the subject of such fulsome pane-
gyric in the newspapers, I will not say I should

feel myself insulted, because I dare say their in-

tentions are well enough ; but I should be much
hurt, and am persuaded it must be very offensive

to a sensitive and diffident woman. Our manners
in this respect have already become quite indeli-

cate and ridiculous. What is cheaper than news-
paper adulation ? It is offensive enough to our-

selves ; but when our wives are to be made its

Notes hj the Editor.— 1 This observation is correct, but we
do not perceive that it has any application to the Report in
question, in which we can perceive no aliempts at wit.

2 Perhaps we may yet be favored with those *' exact state-
ments/' ihe want ofwhich is a topic of complaint. The Com-
mittee say that " a particular description of them" (viz. the
farms) "together with an account of their productions die present
year, will be found in the statements of the several claimants
annexed to this report."

as well cleaned a crop, the condition of the land

and the amount of manure used being considered,

as has been grown in the county. We think he

has much to learn in regard to the nature of our

climate, and other circumstances of the country,

and to adapt his cultivation to them. We believe

that he will be compelled for various reasons to

abandon some modes of cultivation and manage-
ment, which are not suited to our country and

habits ; such for example as the use of horses in-
j

stead of oxen for farm purposes. Yet his experi-
j

ence in the one case is entitled to as much consid-

eration as ours in the other. But on none of these

Beatifies, if we may use the term, could we ex-
i

pect to find him informed, when as yet he had
j

hardly been a year in the country. Still whether

his management succeeds or fails, the experiment
'

is certainly conducted with great skill and labor
;

!

and in either case will afford as much useful in- ,

struction. Compared with the experience and im-
'

provements of Scotch agriculture (the country of

Sir John Sinclair, and Robert Brown) we are as

yet in our infancy ; and to hold up to ridicule,

what the Committee choose to term "innovations

upon Yankee Husbandry" is illiberal ; and shows
either a want of knowledge or judgment. If this

gentleman had done no more than to give us an

example of an Improved Threshing Machine, he

would be entitled to the thanks, and most certain-

ly ought to be spared the sneers of the communi-
3 Ladies, however, are awarded premiums at

shows. A good housewife deserves praise as much ;

baudman. See Proverbs, chap. xwu.
ber hus-

ly
; at least fro n individuals, some of whom can

have had little practical concern with agriculture

in any of its forms.

I hope, Mr Editor, I shall be excused if I have
been betrayed into too much warmth. I intend

no disrespect to the Committee ; nor do I come
forward as the advocate of the West New bury

farmer, with whom I have no connexion what-
ever, and no a quaintance than that of having oc-

casionally vi.- d his farm. I feel, however, thai

I owe an apology to him for thus bringing his

name before :'.(• public. But, sir, I thought the

covert attack pon this gentleman ungenerous,

and do extr.ri :lv dislike any want of hhrrulity

and candor towards industrious and intelligent for-

eigners, who- -• ttle among us, and who are cer-

tainly capable of teaching us something, if even

tl.eir methods -orve no purpose but to evince the

superiority of our own. We talk as though the

meridian sun was shining upon us, when as yet in

regard to agriculture, as well as many other of

the practical arts, it is scarcely day-dawning ; and

that self conceit, which would prejudice us against

any and continued improvements is deserving of

reprobation.

I am sick, likewise, Mr Editor, of all sneers

against what are termed gentlemen farmers : these

are the men a long ourselves, and in other coun-

tries, who by their liberality, experiments, public

spirit, and real knowledge, have taken the lead

in all the agricultural improvements, which have

been effected. I ask, with no small confidence,

to whom : the farmers of Essex more indebt-

ed than to' the late Col. Pickering ; and the county

of Worcr - i' ; ii to our present chief magis-

trate ? W.So have done more foi

ral interests of Virginia than Washington, Tay-
lor, Jefferson, and Madison ? Who for Pennsyl-

vania than Peters, and Mease, and Powel ? Who
for New York than Armstrong, and Featherston-

haugh, and Buel ? Who have done more for the

interests of practical agriculture in Massachusetts

than Lowell, and Quincy, and Welles, and Pom-
roy, and Prince, and Derby, and Parsons, and
Sullivan, and Brooks, and their honored associ-

ates, in present and past years, in the direction of

the Mass. Agricultural Society ; and many other

disinterested and practical, indefatigable, and pub-

lic spirited fanners, whom it might be invidious

to mention. These are all, in the proper sense

of the term, gentlemen farmers, many of them

men of property, and high political and literary

standing, who have freely given their time, and
labor, and money, to advance the agricultural

welfare of the state. It is to the public spirit and
munificence of such men, that we owe in a great

measure all our agricultural institutions and im-

provements ; but had the matter been left with

our common farmers, there can be little doubt

that in agricultural knowledge and improvement,

they would have been now, as is exemplified in

the case of the Canadian farmers, where their

fathers were " two hundred years ago.'* 4

Feb. 27, 1S29. ESSEX.

4 An excellent eulogy on gentlemen farmers. \"i e believe,

however, that the writers of the '• Report' did not mean to be

understood as (effecting or saving anything in disparagement of

a class of men so highly respectable, and to whom tie world is

so much iudebted.
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FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

RURAL ECONOMY.
It is among our youthful reminiscences that hav-

ing a modicum of money in possession we became

anxious to invest it, and finding one ready to re-

lieve us of the burden and to offer us security in

exchange, which we deemed by its outward ap-

pearance and bulk to be very cheap, we parted

with our money, and at our leisure discovered, we
had indeed paid too dear for our whistle.

The practice of buying things because they

were cheap has grown up with us, and we are,

even at a considerably advanced stage of our

earthly pilgrimage, apt to do the like foolish thing

for which we reprimand our children, not having

the fear of our own example before our eyes.

You would not suppose, Mr Editor, that a man
who had shivered through forty winters would be

so led into temptation by the example of others

while smarting under the twinges of past impru-

dences. But so it is, and we find, our natural

propensity to indulge in buying what we do not

want, because it is cheap, as strong as ever, while

prudence loudly admonishes us to desist.

There are some things, sir, that are not so gen-

erally known, or so generally in use as they would
be if they were known, that are not only cheap
but useful, and do not therefore come under our

rule of exceptions. We once became the posses-

sor (and still retain it, and value it as a very con-

venient article in our household establishment,) of
your newly invented patent lamp boiler. " Many
a time and oft" have we with the aid of a small

quantity of high wines, performed for ourselves

the culinary act, that would in the ordinary way
have cost us half its price in fuel, aud we have
thus been regaled with our stewed oysters, inde-

pendent of the aid of other hands, the exercise of

the inventive genius of our domestic operator.

—

We believe that no one who has laid out his

money for the lamp boiler has ever thought he
paid too dear for his whistle.

But, Mr Editor, we have often laughed in our

sleeve when we have been indulged the pleasure

of roaming through the shaded walks, and ad-

miring the improvements made by a friend of

ours, in his extensive, and well stocked grounds,

to perceive that with all his determination to

avoid the evil that is so besetting—he had too un-

wittingly become the purchaser of a very consid-

erable quantity of what were sold for grape vines,

but which in reality were only layers of one year's

preparation, and with which our market was in-

undated the last year. He had taken great pains

to set them out, and great care to preserve them
alive. But when I saw them in autumn, nearly

one-half of them were dry as oven wood, and

would have ignited as freely as chop sticks, thinks

we to ourself, for we did not like to recall unpleas-

ant recollections, you have paid too dear for your
whistle, although he bought them cheap.

We would therefore hereby admonish all and
singular, to beware of this besetting sin of buying

what they do not want, because it is cheap. And
we especially advise those who are already " in

the full tide of successful experiment," as was said

by a deceased statesman, as well as those who
have just embarked in the pleasing employment
of orchardising to beware how they buy a hun-

dred trees, vines, or shrubs, because they are

cheap, when one-tenth of the quantity properly

selected would be worth a cartload with high

sounding names—that if they produce fruit at all,
|

growing more vigorous than the others, and show-
will produce such as will set their teeth on edge,

j
ing longer and handsomer leaves, induced him to

and cool their regard for the delightful employ-
j

let it remain—it has been in bearing twenty years,

ment a well ordered garden, of properly selected he has likewise suckers from this tree, which have
fruits, would furnish them. CAUTION.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

NATIVE PEARS.
Mr Editor—The New England Fanner of

October 31st, 1828, contains an excellent article

on fruits, by the Roxbury Farmer, giving an invi-

tation for every one to contribute his mite, in fur-

nishing information of good and fine fruits, partic-

ularly native varieties. I cheerfully join in this

request, feeling, however, my inability to do the

subject justice. I hope every one will feel the

force of the above request, by doing as well as

he can ; this being one of the great objects for

establishing the Horticultural Society. Few pos-

sess the knowledge and power of expressing ideas

so elegantly, and describing fruits so handsomely

as the Roxbury Farmer. But it does not thence

follow that others should say nothing
;
plain facts

can be stated. All readily acknowledge that John
Lowell, and S. G. Perkins, Esqrs, have done

more to make known and disseminate the new
varieties of fruits from Europe, and bring them
into cultivation, that they may be made common
to every lover of good fruits, than any two indi-

viduals in New England.

Lewis Pear. The native pear of Mr John
Lewis, in Roxbury. I have had some acquaint-

ance with it, for ten years past. I then visited it

in the fall, found it loaded with fruit ; some mid-

dling large, and pretty fair, more under middling
;

some blasted, and many small ones ; I then con-

cluded not to take from it any scions in the spring.

Having repeatedly heard of its selling well in the

market, under the name of Roxbury St Germain,
as many said it resembled it, in flesh and flavor,

I looked at it again five years after, at the same
time of the year ; the same remarks that applied

the first time, would apply the second. The tree

was entirely too full ; this I consider a great fault,

as I never knew any one undertake thinning a

large tree, though frequently the case in small

ones. Both times I saw the tree it stood in grass Henry A:orews, of Bost

ground, under common cultivation. Last fall I
j

us acquainted with this fruit, informed me, it was
was in the highly cultivated vegetable fields of Mr

|

removed from Dorchester, between forty and for-

Aaron D. Williams, in Roxbury; there was a ty-five years since, from which tree others have
fine young pear tree, grafted from the above men- been cultivated now bearing fruit. The above
tioned tree, in full bearing (about three bushels on tree has been dead, ten years, owing to circum-
it) fair and large size fruit, also bearing the same stances connected with its unfavorable situation,

the year previous—si^e and form like the old fash- We should be highly pleased to discover this, a
ioned yellow orange pear, rather longer, not so native fruit, but more probably shall find it an im-
large round; color of the skin, dark green and ported variety. S. DOWNER.

come into bearing. Last fall all his trees hung as
full of handsome pea>-s as those of Mr Williams.
The land is now under cultivation.

Minot Pear -size middling, very fair, not sub-
ject to blast, formed something like the Ambrette,
not indented on the top, stem long, skin yellovv,

flesh white, buttery and juicy, a pleasant and
rather sweetish pear, has been in good repute in

this vicinity but is now on tiie decline, since bet-

ter fruit is introduced, sells tolerably well, a pretty
good and constant bearer, comes in eating from
the middle of October to the middle of November.
We believe this fruit to be a native of Dorchester,
as we have its history from undoubted authority.

The parent tree of all in the vicinity (which arc
very numerous) is now growing on the old Minot
farm, (so called) and is one hundred aud twenty-
five years old. The late Deacon Pierce, who
was known as a man of strict veracity, was born
and lived near this farm eighty-five years. He
has stated many times, that the owner, Mr Minot,
informed him it was a seedling. Mr Pierce like-

wise remarked, there had been no perceptible

change in the size of the tree, for the preceding
sixty-five years. Recently I measured it, and
found the diameter sixteen inches. It has a good
formed head ; and stands in a rich soil and well
protected. It has the appearance of an old tree,

but no strong marks of decay in body or branches.

The tree in my garden, the scion part which is

grafted five feet from the ground with scions from
the original tree, measures twenty-five inches in

diameter and has much more the appearance of
decay, than the parent tree. I have never heard
the history of this tree doubted, during my twen-
ty years' residence in this town.
Andrews Pear,—sometimes called Amort or

Gibson Pear, names of succeeding occupants of
the place, in Court street, Boston, from which this

pear has been introduced. This most excellent
variety is now known, and will be largely culti-

vated for its good properties, as a full and con-
stant bearer, not blasting in the country. Mr

whose father made

coarse, indented on the top, with a long stem, not

sightly, flesh whitish, very melting and juicy, as

much so as the St Germain was formerly, resem-
bling it also in taste, but not so highly flavored

;

comes in eating the middle of November, and con-

tinues sound until the middle of February, if

spread in a dry, cool cellar; sold quick in the

market last fall, at four dollars per bushel. It is

a variety worth cultivating, and should, I think, he

called the Leivis Pear. The tree is vigorous and
handsome ; branches long, bending in form, re-

sembling the weeping willow, a constant bearer.

I have strong reasons for believing this a native

pear ; as Mr John Lewis told me, the above pear

tree sprang from seme common button pear seeds,

planted many years since. The plant of this tree

Dorchester, March 6, 1S29.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

DRAWINGS OF HORSES. .

Mr Editor— I am pleased to find that the

practice is becoming more common among the

owners of fine animals, of publishing likenesses of
such as are celebrated. This plan of sending

forth multiplied copies of a correct, likeness, has its

advantages to the owner by making an animal
well known. And to breeders it is a saving of
much time and trouble, enabling those at a dis-

tance to judge of the merits of an animal, and
whether adapted to their wants without leaving

their, homes.
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The New Yorkers have found the advantages

of it, and have at considerable expense, published

likenesses of Duroch, Eclipse, Henry, and some

others. These were painted by Mr Fisher, and

are correct. I wish 1 could say as much of the

likenesses of Serab and Barefoot just published in

this city.

But the painter has not done the horses justice.

Whether these are published under the direction

of the Agricultural Society, or by what spirit the

publishers are actuated, I know not; it woidd seem,

however, not to be a spirit of disseminating cor-

rect information, for the prints are neither of them

likenesses. The one drawn for Serab is the pir-

ture of a fine horse, but certainly nothing of Serai

except his arm—and resembles Barefoot the most

of the two, but is a better likeness of Mr Wil-

liams' horse Roman than of either. The picture of

Barefoot is decidedly bad, and would confirm one

in what the picture of Serab would lead him to

suspect, that the painter is not, nor ever can be

" One of the' Fancy." And why the owners of

horses who are receiving twenty-five dollars for

their services, should employ this person instead

of Mr Fisher I cannot conjecture.

A BREEDER.
JVew Bedford, March 5th, 1829.

FOR THE HEW ENGLAND FARMER.

QUERIES RESPECTING FROZEN FEET
IN CATTLE.

Mr Fessexden— I have been a constant read-

er of your valuable paper for about eighteen

months, and among the many remedies recom-
mended for disorders incident to the human spe-

cies, as well as the brute creation, I do not recol-

lect having seen anything respecting the freezing

of cattle. I believe that it is not an uncommon
circumstance for young cattle, especially year-

lings, to freeze their feet and legs in the severest

nights we experience in New England. Having
had the misfortune to have one of my yearlings

freeze its hind legs, just above the footlock joint,

and not knowing a suitable remedy, I have made
bold, for the first time to solicit information from
some of your numerous readers, through the me-
dium of your valuable paper.

A YOUNG FARMER.
Rindge, .V. H. March 2, 1829.

WOODLANDS—QUERY.
- Mr Editor—Permit me to inquire, through

your valuable paper, what method would be best

for bringing into grass for grazing, a lot of land

covered with oak trees of a large size, the soil of

which is good, though not deep, and inclined to

be dry. In consequence of neglect, the grass has

been killed out by the leaves remaining on the

ground, and as I cannot plough it in consequence
of the many roots, I am at a loss to know what
course to pursue. If any of your readers will

confer upon me the favor of recommending any
information upon the subject they may possess, I

think it will be of advantage to many, by adding
to the beauty and value of woodlands, particularly

when in the vicinity of the house. B.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

LARGE PEARS.
Mr Fessenden—In your paper of 13th Feb-

ruary, I observe you mention again the large pear

of Mr Parme^tier, and that it is of the first qual-

ity, as well for flavor, as for size, but do not speak
"fits quality for baking or eating.

Speaking of large pears, I think those of Bos-
ton can go beyond the imported one, weighing
22 oz. Mr Young, one of the late editors of the

Palladium, showed me a pear the largest I ever
saw. He had just picked it, and found the weight
to be twenty-nine ounces—the height and circum-
ference I do not know. Mr Y. offered me pears

and scions from the tree, which offer was accept-
ed. I visited the tree, in Oliver street, at the foot

of Fort Hill, and found the old pear tree on the

decline. This variety I hail never seen ; the form,
Bkin, and complexion, are very much like our Iron

or Y\ inter pear—a constant bearer— rather green-
er and more free from russet color—Flesh light

color, tender, and crisp—flavor a little sweetish,

juicy, and pleasant. I should think it would make
a first rate baking pear. Mr Yocno informed me
the season of its use was from the 1st of Decem-
ber to the 1st of March. A SUBSCRIBER.

Dorchester, Feb. 24, 1829.

DISEASED SHEEP™
Mr Fessendex—My sheep came to the barn

in tolerable good order, considering the wetness of;

the last season. About the first of February yean-
!

ing commenced. The lambs have dropped large,

healthy and strong. It was found that all the

ewes had large bags for winter season ; but many
were hard, with empty teats, so that no nourish-

ment was afforded for the young. The sheep,

with hard udders, have uniformly disowned the

lambs ; and in proportion to the softness of the

bag, was the fondness of the ewes. These re-

jected lambs have all died, notwithstanding they

were taken to a warm place, and fed with new milch
cows' milk.* After death, examination showed
the lungs somewhat inflamed, the intestines empty,
the stomach more or less full of hard curd, and
the bladder in many instances much distended

with urine. Several of the lambs owned by their

mothers have likewise died from three days to

three weeks old, and showed appearances similar

to the above. Chalk is placed in their pen, of

which many if not all have eaten freely. The
flock generally speahing has been healthy, although

some old ones have died, aud several young sheep

are poor. Two young ones were unable to bring

forth, and although assistance was given, both

died. These sheep have been fed on clover, herds-

grass, and red top, with a suitable quantity of oats

and corn to keep them in good condition, with

plenty of salt strewed on the hay when put in the

barn. When the difficulty was discovered, turnips

and potatoes were substituted for oats, and occa-

sionally salt petre has been given. As yet no good

effect has been produced by this change of diet.

The Iambs continue to come and die, if disowned

within fortyeight hours. One, fed on milk, in

which coals have been quenched, has just been

opened, shows no other morbid appearance than

the bladder very full of urine. Another, just drop-

ped, I shall feed with chalk apd spirits of turpen-

tine. I today give in Indian meal a pint of un-

leached ashes to 25 sheep, and shall pursue it till

satisfied no good effects follow ; and then substi-

tute glauber salts. Several owners of sheep in

this region have as bad and some worse luck than

myself, while some have not yet suffered at all.

The question now comes, what is the cause of
this? I can attribute it to no other than, the su-

perabundant crop of bay, cut in a very wet season,

by which the hay was deprived of some of its

good and nourishing qualities ; and others substi-

tuted, which have created the feverish habit in the

sheep. But I write for information, aDd shall be

greatly obliged to yourself, or any one else who
professei it, to communicate it through the medium
of your paper without delay. Anything favorable

dune by me shall be communicated in due time

for public benefit. Your ob't servant,

JOHN BARSTOW.
Anson, (Me.) February 26, 1829.

RUTA BAGA, RAISED ON NEW LAND FOR
FEEDING CATTLE.

At Dead River, Somerset county, Maine, where

there are this winter from 3 to GOO yoke of oxen

getting logs, the farmers raise Ruta Baga at the

rate of more than 500 bushels to the acre, for

feeding stock by cutting, burning aud clearing the

new land, after which the seed is sown broadcast,

and harrowed in. No more trouble is taken until

harvesting. The whole expense of growing and

harvesting a crop does not exceed ten dollars. A
Mr Folsom, who grows 100 tons of hay annually,

and from 1500 to 3000 bushels Ruta Baga, in-

formed the writer of this, that he could raise the

roots cheaper to feed his stock, in part, than hay

although mowing lands in a state of nature can be

obtained for a mere trifle. J. B.

BROAD WHEELS.
Mr Fessenden—On reading in your Farmer

of the 27th ult. the remarks of " S." on broad

wheels, I had it in my mind to reason with him a

little on the subject ; but turning to your article

of January 2d, to which he alluded, I found the

subject so clearly discussed that any further re-

marks would be totally unavailing.

I would recommend Mr S. to make a fair ex-

periment on the subject, arid if he should succeed

in making a cone revolve ou a plane, aud at the

same time proceed in a straight fine, and that too,

without sliding in the least, he will have made a

very valuable discovery in mechanics. I am of
opinion, however, that he will fini it as difficult,

as it is to prove that each and evtry part of a
carriage wheel while in motion, pneeeds with

equal velocity at all times, in the direction of the

carriage. P. R.

Neivton, March 2.

*Il has been recommended to bnil the milk of cows, with

which il is intended to feed lambs. Boiled milk, it is said, is

more easily digested, and is less apt to curdle, and cloy the

stomach of lambs than milk fresh from the cow.

—

Editor.

SUMACH.
In my native town, which is about 20 miles S.

S. W. of Boston, the Sumach grows spontaneously

on hilly pasture grounds : soil deep yellow loam,

(not rich) mixed with large cobbles of granite or

senile. It grows from two to two and a half feet

high, (I mention this because I do not know the

species or variety) it bears large clusters of small

red berries which may be collected in large quan-

tities in autumn.

Small plants might be had for the trouble of

digging. I have seen the Sumach in many other

places, but cannot give account of the soil so cor-

rectly. The small plants are sometimes cut with

a scythe ami dried for use ; but, as far as 1 can

judge, without killing the roots.

If these hints are of any use to your corres-

pondent in Maine, they are at his service. O. P.

.Veirion, March 2.
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£ji Initiatory Discourse, delivered at Geneva, 27th

November, 1828, before an assembly, from which,

on that day, wasformed the Domestic Horticultural

Society of the western parts of the state of New
York. By Mtros Hollet, Esq.

(Continuedfrom page 260.J

The 7th book of Homer's Odyssey contains a

beautiful description of the garden of the good

and hospitable king Alcinous, of which the follow-

ing is Pope's translation :

" Close lo the gales a spacious garden Pes,

From storms defended nnd inclement skies.

Four acres was th' allotted spree ofground,

Fenced with a green enclosure all around.

Tall thriving trees confessed the fruitful mould

;

The redd'ning apple ripens here to gold.

Here the blue fig with lusciousjuice o'erflows,

With deeper red the lull pomegranate glows.

The branch here bends beneath the weighty pear,

And verdant olives flourish round the year.

The balmy spirit ol the western gale

Eternal breathes on fruit untaught to fail

:

Each dropping pear, a following pear supplies;

On apples, apples, figs on figs arise :

The sntne mild season gives the blooms to blow,

The buds to harden, and the fruits to grow.

" Here order'd Tines, in equal ranks appear,

With all th' united labor'- of the year :

Some to unload the fertile branches run;

Some dry the black'ning clusters in the sun;

Others to tread the liquid harvest join
;

The groaning presses foam with floods of wine.

Here ttre the vines in early flower descried

Here grapes discolor'd on the sunny side,

And there in autumn's richest purple dyed.

Beds of all various herbs, forever green,

In beauteous order terminate the scene.

Two plenteous fountains the whole prospect owned

;

This through the garden k-ad:

Visits each plant and waters all the

But the hanging gardens of Babylon, if they

were not more fruitful than that of Alcinous, were
vastly more expensive and more picturesque.

—

And what makes them more interesting is the

spirit of courtesy in vrhich they were constructed.

Nebuchadnezzar made them to gratify the taste of

his wife, who being by birth a Medc, and accus-

tomed to the viecv of mountainous regions, did not

perfectly enjoy the rural prospects of the level

country around her husband's capital, These
gardens were four hundred feet square, and con-

sisted of terraces raised one above another to the

height of three hundred and fifty feet. These
terraces were ascended by steps ten feet wide,
and supported by massy arches upon arches of
solid masonry, the whole being surrounded ami
strengthened - by a wall twenty-two feet thick.

—

The floor of each terrace was made impervious to

water, and covered with a sufficient depth of soil

to support the largest trees, and the innumerable
shrubs and plants with winch it was embellished.
And upon the upper terrace was a reservoir, which
was filled with wa;er from the river by an ingen-
ious engine, c,f such dimensions as to supply the
moisture required by nil the terraces.

Among the Greeks, the city of Athens, more il-

lustrious than any other city upon which the sun
has ever shone, for the immortal models of art

and genius which she has furnished the human
race, was surrounded by gardens and groves.—
Without her walls, but near them, were those of
the Lyceum, of the Cynosarges, of the Academy,
of Epicurus, and of Plato. In the tranquil and
elegant retirement of these scenes, the most virtu-

ous and venerable of the heathen sages succes-

sively received, and imparted, all the lights of an-

cient philosophy.

The Romans were peculiarly fond of gardens.

In their cities the common people used to have

representations of them in their windows. And
several of their noble families derived their names
from their cultivation of certain kinds of garden
vegetables; as the Fabii, Lentuli, and Lactucini.

So attached to gardens were the lowest populace

of Rome, that in the inimitably artful speech of

Antony over the botly of Caesar, as presented to us

by Sltakspeare, the last degree of indignation is

excited in their minds against his murderers, by
the generous disposition which they were told

Caesar had made of his gardens in his will. An-
tony assures them, " Moreover he hath left you all

his walks, his private arbors, and new planted or-

chards, on this side Tiber:—he hath left them to

you, and to your heirs forever, common pleasures,

to walk abroad and recreate yourselves." Upon
this they could no longer be restrained, but re-

solved, at once, to burn the traitors' houses.

The most ancient of the Roman gardens refer-

red to in history, was that of Tarquin the Proud,

in which that monster is said to have intimated

his intention to destroy the people of Gabii, by
striking off the heads of the flowers : from which
I think it reasonable to infer, that he did not make
the garden. But the most magnificent of the Ro-
man gardens were those of Lucullus, which he
made when the power of that empire was great-

est, and her wealth and luxury the most conspic-

uous. In these gardens artificial elevations of

earth were made to a surprising height ; expen-
sive buildings were projected into the sea, and
large lakes were excavated upon land. The enor-
mous cost of these works Lucullus was able to de-
fray by the spoils of Asia, in which he had been a

most successful commander. Plutarch represents

him as having possessed eminent military and civil

merits, and as having a profound veneration for

Grecian philosophy, in which he was deeply pro-

ficient
; though that distinguished biographer re-

garded, as frivolous amusements, his sumptuous
villas, his walks, his paintings, his statues, and his

other works of art. Lucullus was a literary, ac-

complished, and opulent epicure, and, at the same
time, a sincere patriot. For while, on the one
hand, he delighted in all the offerings of the

muses, and enjoyed them, in the highest degree,
with Cicero and many of their other favorites,

whom he was accustomed to entertain at his Tus-
culan villa, with all the dainties of Roman life ; on
the other hand he was the most cordial and effi-

cient friend of Cato, in the senate-house, in all his

measures to preserve the commonwealth against
the ambitious designs of Pompey and Csesar.

In the latter days of Rome, the elegant and pol-

ished Pliny was devoted to his gardens ; and it is

probable that his Tuscan villa exhibited the most
tasteful and beautiful, if not the most costly gar-
den of all antiquity. Situated in the midst of a
vast natural amphitheatre,at the base of the Appc-
nine mountains, and surrounded with hills covered
with lofty nnd venerable woods, with the river
Tiber anil all its navigation running through the
middle of the prospect, it had every external
beauty of scenery which art and nature could be-
stow. And within its fences it was adorned with
till the trees, and shrubs, and flowers, and herbs,
and walks, and hedges, and porticos, and summer
houses, and alcoves, and seats, and basins, and ar-

--*.

tificial fountains, that were then acceptable to the
most cultivated love of rural refinement.
The taste for gardens, in modern times, has not

been less universal, nor less operative. They are
frequently mentioned in the history of the earliest

monkish establishments, and religious houses,
during the dark ages. Italy and France have
been long conspicuous for their general and osten-
tatious Horticulture. They are more celebrated

for their cultivation of delicious fruits, for their or-

namental and shady walks, and their various and
refreshing artificial fountains of water, than for

the excellence of their culinary vegetables.

Holland and Flanders were very early distin-

guished, as they still are, for their love of plants

and flowers, in which they have probably excelled

all the other people of Europe. Previous to the

sixteenth century exotics were more cultivated

there than any where else, and their gardens con-

tained a great variety of rare plants. At that

early day they carried on considerable commerce
in these articles. They imported plants from the

Levant and both the Indies, and exported them to

England, France, and Germany. Before the time

of Henry the eighth, the London market was sup-

plied with culinary herbs and roots from Holland.

And during many reigns afterwards the English

kings obtained their gardeners from that country.

The soil of Great Britain was considered unfit

for the finest productions of Horticulture till with-

in the last century. It was always unrivalled for

the freshness and beauty of its verdure. But it

has been known only within the three or four last

generations to have paid great attention to the or-

namental cultivation of its pleasure grounds, or

the profitable produce of its kitchen and fruit gar-

dens. Since the general introduction of forcing

houses, at the beginning of the eighteenth century,

her noblemen, and other men of taste and opu-
lence, have been wonderfully successful in the

finest arts of cultivation. Now there is said to be
more certainty of finding pine apples, of domestic
growth, in the London market, every day in the

year, than there is either in Jamaica or Calcutta.

The total number of vegetable species, not in-

digenous, in England, introduced previous to the

accession of George the 4th, is said to have been

11,970 ; of which the first 47 were brought in be-

fore and during the reign of Henry 8th ; 532 dur-

ing that of Elizabeth ; 578 during the reign of

the two Charleses, and Cromwell ; 44 in that of
James 2d ; 298 in that of William and Mary ; 230
in that of Anne ; 182 in that of George 1st ; 1770
in that of George 2d ; and 6756 in that of George
the 3d.

The civilized nations of the eartli are now vie-

ing with each other in Horticultural establish-

ments. Anil since the discoveries of Linneus, a

new arid most valuable object has been extensive-

ly connected with many of them, which has given

them additional claims to intelligent favor: I al-

lude to the promotion of Botanic science. Europe
has numerous public and private gardens, in which
the splendors of Horticulture are most happily

combined with this enchanting pursuit.

In our own country there have been several at-

tempts, by individuals, and by associations, to ef-

fect the same agreeable combination. These at-

tempts are exceedingly laudable, and, if duly en-

couraged, will insure extensive and lasting bene-

fits. Thevy are like to be essentially aided by the

United States' government. For, during the last

year, we were told by one of its public functiona-
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ries, that the President bad much ut heart the in-

troduction into our country, from abroad, of plants

of every description not already known among us,

whether used as food, or for purposes connected

with the arts, through the agency of our ministers,

consuls, and other public agents in foreign coun-

tries.

Ornamental gardening, in its broadest range,

has at one time or another been made to include

almost every class of objects, both in nature and

art, from the association of which pleasure could

naturally be derived. Milton describes the gar-

den of Eden as containing, " in narrow room, na-

ture's whole wealth, yea more, a heaven on

earth."

But the more restricted and essential idea of a

garden, is that of a place where, by the aid of cul-

tivation, vegetable productions may be reared

more excellent in kind, and more pleasing in dis-

tribution, than the ordinary growth of nature.

—

Beauty and use are both included, though they

may both exist, in an almost infinite diversity of

relative proportions, according to the diversities of

taste, and skill, and means in cultivators.

The direct objects of gardening, in the more
restricted definition, besides earth and water, are

trees, and shrubs, and fruits, and flowers, and es-

culent vegetables, with the best modes of propa-

gating, nourishing, arranging, improving, and pre-

serving them. To these objects the manuring,
mixing, and working of soils, the construction of

fences, walks, terraces, quarters, borders, trellises,

arbors, and implements, are every where subsidi-

ary ; while, in climates subject to frost, the wall,

the hot-bed, and the green-house are valuable and
agreeable auxiliaries.

The successful conduct of the business of a gar-

den requires labor, vigilance, and knowledge.
Ever since the sentence of the Most High subject-

ed man to earn his bread in the sweat of his face,

labor has been the appointed means of his ad-

vancement and happiness. Without it, it is im-

possible for us to have healthy bodies, or cheerful

minds. And the worth of all the valuable posses-

sions which we acquire, is measured by the

amount of it which they respectively involve. It

is not wonderful, therefore, that much of it is es-

sential to the most desirable Horticulture. Though
it is not merely gross corporeal labor that is re-

quired,

" Strength may wield the ponderous spade,

May turn the clod, and wheel die compost home;

But elegance, chief grace the garden shows,

And most attractive, is the fair result

Of thought, die creature of a polislvd mind."

And labor is not more indispensable than vigil-

ance—keen-sighted, unremitted vigilance. Many
of the nurslings of the garden are so tendtr and
so exposed to accidents, for months together, that

an hour's neglect may lead to cureless ruin, and
disappoint hopes long and fondly cherished.

But, without knowledge, labor and vigilance

are vain. The accomplished gardener must know
the best maimer and time of performing a great

multiplicity of manual operations peculiar to each

season of the year, all of which are essential to his

success, and the knowledge of which cannot be

obtained without much experience and observa-

tion. Every direct and every subsidiary object of

his pursuit demands care, and reflection, and
knowledge. lie must not only know the modes
and times of propagating trees, and shrubs, and
flowers, of which there are several already under-

stood, as applicable to many of them ; the proper

use of the pruning knife, 80 essential to some of

his highest purposes; the various means of im-

proving the flavor and size of fruits, which will be

acknowledged to have been most successfully in-

troduced, when it is remembered that the largest

and most- delicious apples upon our tables have

been derived from the austere English crab; the

measures most effective towards meliorating the

less esteemed culinary vegetables, which he will

not consider unimportant when he learns that

some of them, now the most savory and nutritious,

were, in their uncultivated state, of but little claim

to notice, such as the asparagus, the celery, the

cauliflower, the potato ; the charming art of man-
aging flowers, by which the single and most

scentless blossoms of nature have been swelled

into much greater compass, and new varieties of

beauty, and filled with an intenser fragrance : but

the accomplished gardener should understand the

best methods of acclimating plants not indigenous,

which may contribute, prodigiously, to embellish-

ment and use, and which involves the knowledge
of botanical geography. And he should have all

that science which may be conducive to the ut-

most possible perfection of every subject of his

care. To this end chemistry, natural history, and

botany are necessary.

(To be continued.)

EVERY MAN A FARMER.
The cultivation of the earth is congenial to the

nature of mankind ; and a very large proportion

of men, during some share of their lives, either do,

or have a desire to, become farmers. Besides

those who, in civilized countries, are bred to the

culture of the soil, and make it their sole pursuit

through life, there are thousands of others who re-

tire from the bustle and anxieties of trade, the

vexations of a professional, or the turmoils of a

public life, to rural quiet and the undisturbed cul-

tivation of a few acres of land. The merchant,

whose youth has been spent behind the counter,

whose prime of life and middle age have passed

between the leger and the strong-box, between

the hopes of gain and the fears of loss, having at

length realized a plum, retires from the crowded

city and the anxieties of trade, to the pui-e air of

the country and the peaceful cultivation of a farm.

The lawyer, having acquired wealth and profes-

sional fame, abandons his causes for a more

tempting cause, the pursuit of agriculture, or min-

gles with his professional labors the excercise of

the spade and the plough. In like manner the

physician and the divine, the curers of physical

and moral diseases, consult their own health and

quiet, and find a balm for body and mind, by

snatching a few hours from the calls of profes-

sional duty, to apply them to the grateful pursuits

of tilling the earth. Why should we mention the

statesman and the warrior? They too are inclined

to become farmers ; the one leaving the field of

ambition, the other his harvest of laurels, both

seek a soil more congenial to the best feelings of

man, and end the career of life, like Cincinnatus,

at the plough. Even the mariner, the adventur-

ous son of Neptune, whose home has been for

many years, professionally and practically, on the

deep—who has sailed to all lands and visited every

sea, bringing with him the rarities of every coun-

try and the products of every clime—purchases

a home on the land, transplants his exotics into

his, native soil, and prefers that his last rest should

be in the rural church yard with his kindred, to

finding abed in the bosom of the deep. The me-
chanic too is smil with the love of farming, and
exchanges the dust of the shop for the furrows of

the field, the confined air of crowded rooms for

the free atmosphere of the heavens, and the noise

of machinery for thr- music of birds.

Nor is this prevailing love of agriculture, which

BOOner or later in life discovers itself, to be won-
dered at, whether we consider it as implanted in

our nature, or whether it be the rc-ult of reason

and experience. If it be innate, it is merely kept

down for a while by the engrossing pursuits of

wealth, the calls of ambition, or the strife of glory,

But these being satiated or disappointed, the mind

set free, returns to its native desires, and applies

its remaining energies to their peaceful gratifica-

tion. But reason and experience may well be al-

lowed their share in bringing so large a portion of

mankind ultimately to the cultivation of the earth.

Who, that values his native dignity and independ-

ence, would not prefer to be lord of a few acres of

land, with nobody's humors to consult but his

own, and nobody to please but his Maker, to the

cringing, the fawning, and lying that are apt to

enter so largely into political, professional, mercan-

tile, and mechanic life ? If any man on earth can

emphatically say—"/ ask no favors"— it is the

farmer. Skilful and honpst labor is all that the

earth requires, and it yields a due return—no fa-

vors dearly bought with the surrender of independ-

ence, of honor, of truth, and of all noble and man-

ly feelings ; no truckling for office, no fawning for

popularity, no lying for gain. No man can say of

farming " I have served a faithless master ! I have

sacrificed honor, and conscience, and independ-

ence of mind, and what have I gained ?" Among
farmers there are no deserted Wolseys, and no

Relisarius lives a reproach to agricultural pursuits.

The choristers of the field never sing to deceive,

the flowers of the mead never bloom to hide a de-

formity, and nature never smiles to betray.

—

Berk-

shire American.

MAPLE SUGAR.
The season for the manufacture of this article

is near at hand, and it behoves all who have the

means, to be in readiness to improve such oppor-

tunity as the season may afford. The making of

maple sugar is highly important to the interests of

the people of this state ; and it is in our opinion

treated with too much neglect. Great improve-

ments may be made both in regard to quantity

and quality. Immense sums of money are annu-

ally carried out of the state for the purchase of

sugar, which is admitted by most people to be

quite inferior to some of cur maple sugar. A
great proportion of this money might be saved

in this state, by a suitable improvement of the

means in our power to prevent it. Sugar is an

article of which every family among us, whether

rich or poor, must necessarily use more or l'-ss,

and it is certainly very desirable, that, so far as

possible, they should be supplied from the produc-

tions of our own soil. Large quantities and some

of a very fine quality are made in this state every

year, but it is believed that the country might be

made to produce double the amount which is now

produced, and that great improvements may be

made in the quality. Particular care should be

taken to keep the sap from nil filth as much as

possible, and to cleanse the syrup of such as will

unavoidably accumulate in the process of manu-
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factoring. Sap-tubs should never be appropriated

to other uses; but at the close of the sugar season,

after being well cleansed, should be kept in a

clean place, until another season. Iu this way,
maple sugar of the finest quality, may be made,
superior to any which is manufactured from cane.

Maple molasses may also be manufactured of
a quality much better than we obtain from the

south, and it can be afforded with a handsome
profit to the manufacturer, at a less price. Any
quantity that can be made in this state, if well

cleansed and rendered pure, will find a teady mar-
ket in almost any of our villages, at fifty cents a

gallon, which it is thought, will give to the manu-
facturer more nut profit than is generally realized

upon sugar.

We do hope that those who have it in their

power, will in future exert themselves to increase
and improve the manufacture of both sugar and
molasses. We know by experience that sugaring
is extremely laborious, but it is most certainly a
sweet employment, and in a good season it is also

very profitable.

—

Nat. Standard.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,
lands, 150 bags will be produced from an acre so

that 6000 lbs. of flour may be obtained from an

acre of land.

JYEWJENGLAITD PARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MARCHT3, 1829.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
(T?

3 Subscribers are hereby notified that a
meeting will be holden at the office of Zebedee
Cook, Jr. 7J Congress street, on Tuesday the 17th
current, at 12 M. for the purpose of organizing
the society, by the adoption of a constitution, and
the election of officers.

March 10.

MR CHAMPION'S SALE OF STOCK.
The sale of the stock of this eminent breeder,

which was announced in the N. E. Farmer, page
7, present volume, took place at the time ajjpointed.

The following account of it, is taken from Evan
and Rufty's Farmer's Journal, (London) September
22, 1828.

" Mr Champion's Sale.—This important sale

went off with great spirit. Our agricultural read-
ers will no doubt be glad to know some particulars

of the sale, and we have accordingly made the
following calculations of the averages of the sale

of short horns, for their information.

Brought from Average.
33 short horn cows, 20 to 60 gs. each. £30 9
12 two yr. old hfs. 20 to 51 gs. each. 29 2
11 yearlings do. 15 to 31 gs. each. 20 3
10 heifer calves, 22 to 32 gs each. 15 12
11 bulls, 22 to 60 gs. each. 36 15
5 calves, 10 to 30 gs. each. 16 18
"The total of the 82 lots of short horns, brought

the sum of £2234 18s. 6d. The sales of sheep
and horses, were made at what may be called a
fair, full market price ; and the total of the three
days' sale may be estimated at upwards of £6000.
There were upwards of 500 individuals present,
among whom were Lord Apthorp, Sir Tatton
Sykes, Mr Harrison, and other eminent breeders
from Ireland, Mr Christopher Mason, Mr Wether-
ell, Mr Beatles, &c, &c."

Potato Ftour.—AJDorsetshire farmer, who has
recently made some experiments in the prepara-
tion of this article, states as the result, that a bag
of potatoes (240 bis.) will produce 60 lbs. of fiour°;

and that plain puddings made with two-thirds po-
tato (lour, and one-third wheat flour, are superior
to those made wholly of the latter. On ordinary

Erratum.—On page 25S of our last paper, in

the 13th subject of the proposed work on Horti-

culture, for proportions, read propositions.

Greenwich Flower Garden.

The subscriber has lately leceived

his annual importations of Garden
Seeds, Bulbous Flower Roots, &c, in

excellent preservation, of the growth
of 1S2S, from the well known houses

of Messrs Warner, Seaman & Warner,
and Mr Charlewood, London, and Mr
Van Eeden & Co., Harlem, Holland,

who have guaranteed them good and

genuine, and no doubt will give the

farmer, horticulturalist and florist, the same general satis-

faction that former importations have done.

Also on hand, a choice collection of greenhouse and
hardy herbaceous plants, (many of which are very rare;)

rose bushes and other shrubs, in great variety, fruit trees,

white mulberry, &c. Plants of artichoke, asparagus, sea

kale, early frame potatoes, mushroom spawn, &c, with

directions for cultivation. The Hyacinthus, Crocus, Nar-
cissus, &c, are in bloom, and will continue in succession

a great part of the year. Catalogues may he had at the

garden. Orders left at the garden, the post office, or with

Mr Molyneaux, corner of Broadway and Ann street, will

be strictly attended to. Gentlemen supplied with expe-

rienced Gardeners. DANIEL KENNEY,
Carmine and Varick streets, New York.

CtJ" The nearest route to the Garden, Greenhouses, and
Seed Store, is from Broadway, by St Thomas's Church,
along Houston street, or along Canal and Varick streets.

eopSw

Fruit Trees, fyc.

N. DAVENPORT has for sale, at his Nursery in Mil-
ton, a large collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Green
House Plants, &c. His collection of Peach, Plum, and
Almond Trees, he considers not excelled in this vicinity

:

and the collection of other fruits is good. Orders sent to
his Nursery in Milton, or left with J. B. Russell, at the
New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52, North Market
street, Boston, where a list of the trees can be seen, will
be executed at the customary prices. ep6w

For Sale,

A very superior Young Jack, imported from Malta,
about IS months since, in the U. S. 74 gun ship the
North Carolina. Said Jack is four years old this month,
is over 14 hands high and has not yet attained his growth.
He is remarkably beautiful, and has all the life and spirit
of a blood horse. He was particularly selected for the
owner by the American consul at Malta, from the best
breed in the island. Said Jack has stood one year in
Connecticut, and proved himself a good foal getter. If
he is not sold, he will be hired out for the season. For
farther information, apply at the office of the New Eng-
land Farmer, or direct through the post office, post paid
to M. C. 2w.

Mill Privilege, &fc,for sale.

For sale in West Cambridge, six miles from Boston, a
valuable Mill Privilege, with about one acre and a half of
land, with the buildings now standing thereon, consisting
of a good dwelling house, two factory buildings very con-
veniently built, and other out buildings, and would answer
well for a fulling mill, (one being in operation now,) or
carding factory

; and being situated on a good stream of
water, would prove a valuable situation for any similar
business. It has been here'ofone used as a carding lac-
torv, the machines for which are now on the spot, and
will he sold if desired, with the buildings. An indisputa
ble title will he given, and payment made easy. Apply
to Thomas Russell, West Cambridge, Captain Abner
Stearns Bedford, or J. B. Russell, New England
Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, Boston'— It
will be sold at auction, April 1, if not previously disposed
of - 3t March 6

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52,

North Market street, Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly
parked; iu parcels, at the following prices :—Sweet Marjoram,
50 els—Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 Us—Sage, '17 els'

—Celery, (in hollies for soups, &c,j 25 els—Balm, 33 els—
Rose Flowers, #1,00. eptf

March 13,1 829.

Scions of Apple and Pear Trees.

For sale, at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market street, Boston, a large collection of Ap-
ple and Pear Scions,—among which are the following :

—

Gardener's Sweeting,
Nonsuch,
Grand Sachem,
Cat-head, or Large Sum-

'

tner Russet,

Rhode Island Greening,

Roxbury Russet,

New York Pippin,

Baldwin,
GilliSower,

5 I White Shropsavine, or )

I

Early Harvest, J
&c, &c.

Pears.
Large Iron, or Pound,
Gansel's Eorgamot,
Brown Bucrre,
Early Juneting,

St Michael's,

Broca's Bergamot,
BarUett,

&.c,' &c.

In addition to the above, we are daily procuring fine

varieties, from responsible sources, and hope to extend

the collection so as to comprise all the esteemed fruits

raised in the vicinity of Boston and New York.

The scions are in fine order, and the utmost depen-

dence can be placed upon their genuineness, as they are

all cut from bearing trees. eptf

Heathcot,

St Germain,
Rushmore's Bon Cretien,

Spice Rousselet,

Red Bergamot,
Moor Fowl Egg,
Jargonelle,

Alderney Heifer, Saxony Bucks, and Calves of the

Short Horn Breed.

For sale, three full blood Alderney Heifers, two years

old, two expected to calve in August next, by a full blood

Short Horn Bull—three full blood Saxony Bucks, one,

two, and three years old— a full blood Heifer Calf, of the

Short Horn Breed, four weeks old—a very fine Bull Calf,

3-4 blood, six weeks old, his dam from an excellent native

cow, sired by the well-known imported bull Holderness

—the sire of this calf, a full Hood Short Horn Bull—the

last calf is thought very superior. For terms and further

particulars, inquire at the New England Farmer office.

March 5, 1S29.

Fuit Trees.

Messrs WINSHIPS respectfully request
those of the public who may incline to favor
them with theii orders the ensuing season, for
fruit and ornamental trees, 'fancy shrubbery,
herbaceous plants, whether indigenous or ex-

otic, to forward their orders immediately, and they will
be executed with every possible despatch. They also
have several hundred genuine Isabella Gra.ie Vines, by
the hundred or single plant, with the superior European
kinds in cultivation in this country. Letters directed to
F. & I. Winship, Brighton.

P. S. Asparagus roots from one to four years old.

Gd° AH orders left with J. B. Russell, at the New
England Fanner Seed Sto'-e, 52 North Market street, will

be executed at the Nursery prices, and the trees delivered
in Boston, free of expense for transportation.

Brighton, March 11, 1829.

Assorted Seeds for Families.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes

of assorted Seeds lor Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of ihe following Seeds:

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf siring

Be
rf string and shellChina D

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Lung Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbagf
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Duleh Cabbage (for pick-

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
White Solid Celery
Curled Cress
Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

Long Duleh Parsnip
Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Laige While Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flal Squash Pepper
Early Scarlel .>hort-top Radish
While Turnip Radish
Salsafy

Early Bush Squash
Early White Duleh Turnip
White Flal Turnip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

POT HERE SEEDS.
Thyme—Sage—Marjorum.

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-
getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,
and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the
very first quality, as lo freshness and purity. Each box contains
directions for the management of the different sorts. Price £3
per box.
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Grape Vines.

The subscriber offers for sale, Grape Vines of several

varieties, the produce of his garden, in Dorchester ;

—

among them are the following:

Isabella, White Muscat,

Sweetwater, Black Hamburg,
Black Cape, Elba,

Queen, White Chassslas,

Early Oval, Muscatel.

They are principally of one year's growth, from cuttings

only, (which are much better than layers of two or even

three years old,)—were planted under his direction and

superintendance, are warranted genuine, and are in a

healthy and vigorous state.

The subsciiber purposes to continue the cultivation of

such varieties of the foreign and native Vines as are

suited to this climate, and that will thrive in the open

ground in town or country.

Application may be made to the subscriber at his office,

No. 7 1-2, Congress street, or at the garden to Patrick

Kennedy. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6w

JAMES BLOODGOOD & CO.'s
Nursery, at Flushing, Lung Island, near New York.

The subscriber will receive and transmit orders for any

quantity, or variety, of

Fruit and Forest Trees,

Flowering Shrubs,

and
Plants,

and the same will be delivered here, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser; the bills may be paid to him.

Messrs Bloodgood & Co. attend personally to the ino-

culating and engrafting of all their fruit trees, and purcha-

sers may rely with as much confidence as they can upon
any nursery, that the trees and shrubs they order, will

prove genuine. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

7 1-2, Congress street.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6t

A Gardener Wants Employ,
Who has a perfect knowledge of Grape Vines and Trees

of every description ; in particular, Green House Plants.

He served a regular lime in Europe, and has travelled in

different climates ; and through much experience is ena-

bled to call himself a good gardener ; and leels capable of

making profitable improvements. Can give reference of

his ability to several gentlemen of respectability in Bos-
ton. A line left at the N. E. Farmer office, will be at-

tended to. Direct to C. B.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 3t

Kenrick Nurseries in Newton, near Boston.

For sale, at the Kenrick Nurseries, in

Newton, an extensive assortment of Apples,

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Apricots,

Nectarines, White Mulberries, Grape Vines,

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, &c. Also,

about 150 varieties of the most ornamental hardy trees

and shrubs—including nearly 50 superb varieties ol hardy

roses, comprising white and red moss—single yellow,

double do—yellow Austrian—red and yellow Austrian-

black mottled, sable, Tuscany, and other varieties of the

blackest roses—Unique White Provence, &c.

Also, Greville Roses, and Wilmot's Superb
Strawberries.

Apple Trees of extra sizes—also Flotvering Horse

Chestnuts, and some other sorts.

Written orders directed to John or William Ken-
kick, Newton, will he received by the daily mail, and

promptly attended to— or they may be left at Mr Joseph

Biidge's Grocery and Seed Store, No. 60, Court street,

Boston, where, on application, catalogues will be delivered

gratis—or, catalogues may be obtained ol Mr J. B. Rus-

sell, at (he New England Farmer office. epSw

Large Scotch Gooseberry Bushes and Hawthorns, S,-c.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

62 North Market street, by the ship Camillus, from Gree-

nock, and Napobon, from Liverpool, 15,000 Hawthorns,
for live fencing, and about 500 superior Scotch and Lan-
cashire Gooseberry Bushes;—the Hawthorns $5 per

thousand ; the Gooseberry Bushes, put up in lots of six

roots, of the largest and finest sorts, with names—speci-

mens of the fruit, as large as Egg Flums; American
growth, from the imported roots, in sealed bottles, may be

seen at the store—price $ 1 50 per lot of six roots.

Likewise, two barrels of superior fresh Lucerne Seed,

warranted ; one cask cf large Potato Oats ; and one cask

of line London Split Peas, for culinary purposes.

Pear Trees and Grape Vines.
For sale by Rufus Howe, at the place of Samuel Downer, in

Dorchester, 200 Pear Trees of the rhoieosi varieties, viz : 20
kinds from the London Horticultural Society; also, large and
very I nsoine Seeklcs. Amhrelles, Barllctu', anil I'ler k.r M.-.i.

dow ; 20 handsome black Tartarean* and Remington Cherry
Trees, Plums, &e. 300 Nalire Grope Vines, viz: 60 three

years old Calawhas,80lhrec years old Isabellas,.71 island's \ ,r-

S'nia,30 Alexander, 20 Elsingborough ; also, 200 Sweet Water,
lack Hamburg, &c.
30 varieties Poses, viz : Grcville Rose, White and Red Moss,

Grand Duke of Tuscanv, Unique, Multiflora, Provence or Cab-
bage, Hundred Leaf, Four Seasons, Red Damask, Marble,
French, Cluster, .Swiss, German, Variegated, Burgundy, Dou-
ble and Single While.

_

Dahlias, seven varieties of Double, viz : Crimson, Buff, Yel-

low. Red, &r. Single do.

Tulips, a great number of varieties, viz : Bizarres, Ihbloems,
double and single, of different colors, Parrot Bills, &c.

Hyacinths, a great variety. Persons are invited, when the

Tulips and Hyacinths are in bloom, to call ami make their se-

lections. White Lilies, Pink roots, Phlox, Polyanthus, three

kinds Honeysuckle, Chinese. Trumpet and Sweet Scented ;

—

handsome Snow Bali trees, ({uince do., Red and White Lilacs,

growing on same stalk ; Lagerstreoemia, India or Crape Myr-
tle, Spira Syrengo, Fringe or Smoke Tree, Snowberry Bush,

Strawberry Tree.
Currant Ilnslies, White Dutch, Red do., common while and

red. Gooseberries, different kinds.

Raspberries, Antwerp white and red. Thimbleberries, white

and red.

Strawberries, viz: Wilmot's Superb, Dnwnton,—red and
while English Weed—Roseberry, three kinds native.

WardeaUt purchase, two to three thousand small and middling

size Pear and Plum Trees, suitable for budding and grafting,

Seedlings would be preferred. Apply as above, or at No. 5,

Central Wharf.

.Rose Water.

20 demijohns double and single distilled Rose Water, made
entirely from Damask Ro- s. The above Rose Water is con-

stantly fer sale at Mr C. Wade's Porter Cellar, No. 12, Mer-
chant's Row, by demijohn or less quantity,

jan. 30. 2linF4iuM4inA

Farm for Sale.

In Bedford, 15 miles from Boston, on the post road from

Lowell to Concord, Mass., and one mile from the post road

leading through Lexington to Worcester. Il contains 80 acres,

has 3 pastures, a wood lot of about 8 acres, an inexhaustible

peat meadow, and about 36 acres of mowing. The dwelling

house has two pari rs, a large China closet, an excellent kitch-

en, and six chambers, and there are two wells of water. The
barn, corn barn, and poultry house, &.C. are in the best order.

It is 3 miles from Concord, one half mile from Concord river,

where is good fishing, and 10 miles from Lowell. The above

premises were completely repaired within and without last

spring. The dwelling house has had ihree coals ol paint in-

side and out. It has a southern aspect, several large Elm trees

in front, a handsome and extensive fence and circular avenue.

Inquire at the New England Farmer Seed Store.

Hull's Trusses.

The undersigned, agent for Doct. Hull, has recently received

and has for sale, a complete assortment of this useful instrument,

adapted to life relief of persons afflicted with ruptures of every

description, from the adult to the infant, and which will in all

eases where it is required, be fitted and applied with the utmost

care.

Testimonials relating to the utility and excellency of this ar-

ticle, are abundant, and deposited with the agent, but have ne-

eome a matter of too much notoriety, and loo well admitted, to

need publicity : as numerous instances of perfect cures have re-

sulted from it's application. EBENEZER WIGHT,
Milk street, opposite Federal street, Boston.

Feb. 27. 3t

Fresh Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store. 52

North Market Sireet, a few barr- 1 - -

last year's growth.—Also, one b;

well known to he superior to the

of A merican Hemp Sf >d, of

I of fresh Riga Flax Seed,
n Flax.

Netv Pear Scions.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North

Market Sireet. a collection of very choice and rare scions of the

following fruits, all cul from bearing trees, in Mr Downer's gar-

den :

Pears.
Mr Knight's presents,

and most of them Van
Mons' seedlings.

Caprimonl, Urban
Marie Louise Flore
Beurre Knox.

Bergamnt de Basque,
Bon Cralien de Williams
Charles d'Aulriohe,

Doyenne Gris, Si Galen.

Epargne, Bartlett, Seckle

Green Gage, Apricot.

Downer's Mazard.

steO
MeS

From the London
Horticultural Society.

Plums.

Chen-y.

Seeds for Country Dealers.
Traders in ibe couniry, who may wish to keep an assortment

of (ian'en Seeds for sale, are informed lliey can f>e furnished
ai il.e New England Pal mer office, No. 52 North Market street,

Boston, widi boxes containing a complete asaonmeni of the
seeds mostly used in a kitchen garden, on a* favorable terms as
lliey can be purchased in this couniry, neally done up in small
papci I, ai I, a.id 12 cents each—warranted to be ol the growth
of 1828, ami of the purest qualiiy. Ounamcmai i

Si i ds will fie added on the same terms, when ordered, as well

as Peas, Beans, Eab.lv Whiii. Swexi Cos*, fcc, of dif-

ferent sorts.

ITT The Seeds vended at ibis establishment, are put up on a
new plan this year, each package being ae<<„,.panied with
short directionson its management, and packed in the neatest

style—Traders arc requested lo call and examine be them-
selves. eplf Jan. 23.

For Sale,

In the southeasterly part of old Marlborough, a valuable

Farm, containing about 120 acres, consisting of every kind of

land that is desirable lo the enterprising farmer, a large portion

of which is of the firs! qualiiy, having a constant stream cf water

running through it ; and (lie land is so situated ibal a number of

acres are capable of irrigation. On the premises is an upright

two story House, with four rooms on ihe floor, in good repair

;

a large Barn, 80 by 30, and in common seasons is filled wiih

good hay. Theie are also on the farm, good Orchards, a part

of which are in their prime ; together wiih an abundance of

Wood, the best of white oak, fit for wheelwrights' use, or for

ship limber. There are few farms capable of more improve-

ment, or which can be carried on at less expense. The place

will be sold at a fair price, with or withoul the su-ck and uten-

sils, at the election of die purchaser. The payments made easy

and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of William
Drater, Esq. of Marlborough, of Benjamin Weld of Roz-

bury, or of Samuel H. Welij, on the premises, Jan. 16.

PRICES OF COUNTRY
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MISCELLANIES.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Think not, dear Inez, that I grieve

O'er pleasures past, and hopes o'erlhrown

;

Or, heedless and ungrateful, pass

The sweets with which my path is strown

;

For many a sweet still lingers there,

In spite of time, disease, and eare.

And do not think I envy those

Whose brighter lot eclipses mine

;

For well I know, what brightest shows,

Not always most deserves to shine.

And well I know it is the heart

Where happiness must live

—

And well I know how small the part

External things can give.

Think not I mourn in " discontent,

That life is not what once it seem'd

;

That all its goods and ills are blent,

And darkness shows, where light had beam'd-

It is not so.—Though J

t was myself,

That led your thought astray;

And now, perchance, you will not heed

Whate'er the muse ruay say.

I did what might not seem so kind

Upon a transient view

—

I smiled on those not half so loved,

And " kept my tears for you."

'T is sweet to hearts by sorrow prest,

(Who has not sorrow known ?)

To lean upon a gentle breast,

We know is all our own.

Our own!— ah no— I did not mean
What such a word would prove

—

I only meant,—'t was sweet to lean,

Upon the breast we love.

SELECTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CAUSES OF INTEMPERANCE.

Mr Fessenben—The following extract from
" The Yankee" may not be considered inappropri-

ate in your valuable paper.

" It is not enough that our youth have congre-

gated together to encourage temperance. Our
very children must do so, or their mothers for

them : for who after all, are the chief tempters of

posterity ? Our women—our mothers—our wives.

They mingle the taste of strong liquor with the

child's pap ;—their soups and sraiees are flavored

with it—their puddings and pies. The appetite

of the babe gives way, and he is stimulated anew.
If he will not take wine openly, as wine, sitting up
to the table and throwing oil' a bumper like a

man, he must be cheated into swallowing it— it

must be sugared and spiced, and flavored with

orange peel—anything to make a drunkard of

him.

Hence the danger of preparing a child's appe
tite for relishing the fiery plagues that are one
day or other to eat his heart away."

:
' Behold, how great a matter a little lire kindleth."

Some years ago, a young gentleman, Mr L—

,

paid his addresses to the sister of Mr B— , with
whom he lived in the habits of intimacy and friend-

ship. And it so happened, that, at the same time
Mr B— paid his addresses to the sister of Mr L .

At length these attentions ripened into nearer con
nexions, and the marriages of both the young gen-
tlemen were solemnized at one and the same time
and place. While the company were together,

the two young men, now brothers, stepped out to

a neighboring house of entertainment,with a view,

as they said, to "break a bottle of wine together,

and bid farewell to their bachelorship." While

taking the wine, a sharp dispute arose between

some gentlemen, who happened to be present.

—

Unfortunately, the two brothers took sides, and as

the dispute went on, one gave the other the lie.—
From this moment hard words were uttered on

both sides, and their passions rose to the highest

pitch. A challenge was given by the one, and

accepted by the other. No delay was desired—

their seconds were chosen, and the duel fought

immediately. Both fired at the word, and both

shots took effect. Both fell, and lived long enough

to shake hands and forgive each other—soon after

both closed their eyes in death !—The reader is

left to conceive of the distress and sorrow of the

two young married ladies and their friends, for

such cannot he described.

ECONOMY.
'• By fixed and permanent principles of economy estates art

acquired."

Doctor Wheelock, first President of Dartmouth

College, made a visit to England to solicit pecu-

niary aid to enable him to carry into effect, his

benevolent object of educating a few children of

the wilderness. He received considerable sums

from generous individuals, and was advised to call

on a certain wealthy gentleman for further assist-

ance. He was received by a servant, and while

waiting for the gentleman, he heard him in the

adjoining room, sharply upbraiding a female ser-

vant, for having thrown a small remnant of a can-

dle into the fire :—On hearing this, the Doctor

said to himself, " I shall get nothing here."—the

gentleman, however, soon appeared, and wheijjthe

object of the Doctor's visit was made known to

him—he approved of the plan, and handed him a

bill, which the Doctor received without examina-
tion, expressed his grat'tude and retired. Having
arrived at his lodgings, on looking at the hili, he

found, to his astonishment, that it was for 50

pounds—presuming his economical benefactor had

made a mistake of 50 for 5, he, as an honest man,

returned with the bill to the donor, who assured

him, that he had made no mistake—".But," said

the gentleman, " it is you, who have made the mis-

take—the conversation which you overheard, res-

pecting the remnant of the candle, gave you a

wrong impression— it is that system of habitual

economy, which enables me to contribute liberally

to the promotion of benevolent and charitable oh

jects."

Method of finding the Course of the Air when the

Wind is Siill.— Place a basin of water in a free

exposure, throw a red hot cinder into it, and ob,-

serve how the smoke which it produces inclines.

Sailors throw a live coal into the sea for the same
purpose, and also wet a finger, hold it up in the

air, and then by feeling which part becomes (by

evaporation) cool, they judge of the direction of

the current of atr. An instrument on the last

principle hns been invented by Dr B. M. M. Fos-

ter.

—

Mec. Mag.

SEEPS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
For sale at the Seed Establishment, connected with the office

ol the New England Farmer, INo. 52 North Market Street, Bos-
ton, the largest vai iety of seeds to be found in New England

—

of the crops of'lB^S. The greatest care has been taken to have
tliem raised by our most experienced seed growers, and to have
the sorts peilecily genuine. They are onerea for sale by the
bushel, pound, or paper, on favorable terms. Each package
for retail is accompanied with short directions on its manage-
ment. The following comprise some of our most prominent
sorts. Pamphlet catalogues gratis.

tichoke, Green Globe White Cos, or Loaf
Asparagus, Devonshire

Gravesend
Baltersea

Large white Reading
Beans, (26 varieties.) including

tlie English broad beans,
dwarfs, pole, &c.

Beets, true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Early White Scarcity

French Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, (for soups, &.c.)

Borecole

Brocoli, Early White
Early Purple
Large Cape

Brussels Sprouts
Cabbag- *-

The Ellsworth Courier states, that there is in

Washington county, Me. a farmer 70 years of

age, who carries on the farming business on a

large scale, and who, to ascertain when his bodi-

ly energies begin to fail, is accustomed to jump
over a four feet fence on his premises, several

times a year. This is what Shakspeare calls a

green old age—frosty, but kindly.

Early York
Early Dutch
.Early Sugarloaf
Early Lon. Battersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Bergen, &c.
Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch
Large Geeen Glazed
Large Late Drumhead
Tree, or 1000 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Savoy
Turnip Roo>cd, &c.
Russian
Late Imperial

Late Sugarloaf
Cardoon
Carrots, AUringham

Early Horn, (for table)

Blood Red
Lemon
Long Orange

CmiVflwr , Earlv and Late
Celery, White solid

Rose colored solid

Italian

Celeriacor turnip rooted
Cherril

Chircs
Com S«lad, or Veltikost

Cress, Cuded or Peppergrass
Broad leaved or Garde
Water

Cucumber, Early Frame
Early Green Cluster
Short Prickly

Long Prickly
Long Green'Turkey
Long While Turkey
Long While Spined
Small Girkin, eye.

Egg Plant, Purple
White

Endire, Green
White Curled
Broad leaved Batavie

Garden Burnet
Garlic Setts

Indian Corn, (several varieties)

Purple curled

Green curled Scotch
Leek, London

Large Scotch
Lettuce, Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head
Royal Cape (fine)

Imperial

Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Tennisball, or Rose
Drumhead
Magnum Bonum Cos
Bath Cos
Ice Coi

Green Cos
Melon, Pine Apple

Green Citron
Persian
Nutmeg
Large Canteleupe
Pomegranate, or Musk
Carolina Water
Long Island Water
Apple seeded Water

Marjoram
Mustard, White and Brown
Nasturtium
Mangel Wurtzel
Okra
Onions, Potato

Tree
While Portugal
Yellow
Large Red

Parsley, Siberian
Dwarf Curled
Curled or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling

Peas, Early Washington
Early double blossomed
Early Frame
Early Golden Hotspur
Early Charlton
Early Strawberry Dwarf
Dwarf Blue Imperial

Dw-arf Blue Prussian

Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
Dwarf Marrowfat
Dwarf Sugar
Matchless. orThli Marrow-
Knight's Tall Marrow
Tall Crooked pod Sugar

Peppers, Long or Cayenne
Tomalo. or Squash
Cherry, (West India)

Pumpkins, Fine Family
Connecticut Field
Ma olh

Radish, Early Frame
Sliori lop Scarlet

Long Salmon
Furple Short Top
Long white,pr Naples
Cherry
Violet colored

While Turnip Rooted
•Black Fall or Spanish

Rhubarb Routs, (for tarts)

Rata Baga
Salsafy, or vegetable oyster

Sea Kale
Skirret

Saffron
Spinach, New Zealand

Prickly, or Fall

Roundleaved summer
Sage
Squash, Early bush summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow
Acorn &c.

Tomatos
Turnips, earlv white Dutch

Early Garden Stone
While Flat, or Globe
Large F.ng Norfolk
Long Tankard
Long Yellow French
Yellow Maltese
Yellow Aberdeen
Yellow Sione
Yellow Swedish
Dedham

Thyme—Sweet Basil—Bone-
set—Lavender— Rosemary

—

Hyssop—Wormwood— Sum-
mer Savory— Penny royal

—

Spikenard—Dill—Balm-Tan-
sy—Bene, &c.

A Situation Wanted,

For a young man and his wife in a private family. 4t feb27
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HORTICULTURE.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND

way ai)|il;s of the best kinds may be piadnced in

a short .ime with comparatively little trouble or

expense

I hrro stated that the trees which I took from

THE ORCHARD. Mr Kmrick's nursery appear better and more

Mr Fessenden— It is much to be regretted, ' promising than any others I have growing. Al-

that so little attention is given to the cultivation of thoujh such is the fact it is not on account of any

apples, as it is well known that those of a good

quality, especially winter apples, generally find a

ready market at a fair price. But, strange cs it

may seem, only here and there a farmer, or any

one else, makes any exertion to rear an orchard.

or even a small number of valuable apple trees.

—

And in most instances, where any effort of tli

upoior management, or more particular attention

paii' to these than to others, as 1 pursue substan-

tial^ the same course with all my young trees.

—

Tie cause I attribute mostly to their thrifty and

healthy state when taken from the nursery. I am
particularly careful in taking up young trees to

break and injure the roots as little as possible, and
kind is made, it is in such a way and manner, cs

I
in setting out equally cautious to have the roots

to present very little prospect of success. How properly adjusted. I make the holes about four

often is it the case that shrubby unpromising trees
j

feet in diameter and from twelve to eighteen

are procured and set out, because they cost little
j

inches in depth into which I place the roots of the

or nothing, and when those more thrifty and : tree, I then put in a small quantity of compost ma-
flourishing are chosen, they are frequently torn nure, then replace what was taken from the hole,

in a barbarous manner, and set out under such putting the best or loamy part first, or at the bot-

circumstances as to give verjr little chance for fu-
j

torn. I annually dig about the trees the same dis-

ture growth or prosperity. And, should they in taiice as was dug for setting them out, and plant

some instances live and grow, they are frequently
I

potatoes, applying yearly a little more manure, and
mangled and destroyed by cattle, which are occa-

j

in this way keep the ground loose and in good or-

sionally turned in upon them,or left to dwindle and' der, so that the roots spread rapidly around, the

die for the want of suitable care and cultivation.
: trees grow fast, always presenting a healthy and

It is said that 75 or 100 years ago, apple trees [thrifty appearance. A FARMER.
grew almost spontaneously, being properly set out,

[

County of Worcester, March, 1829.

nothing more was necessary, the work was com- — -

pleted
;
and in a few years they arrived at rartu-

1
QUERE RESPECTING APPLE TREES.

rity and produced plentifully. But the course of Mr Editor—Between sixty and seventy years
things has materially changed. Now we nii^i ago mv jfrandfather came into possession of the

...... of xaisiug'a aelu of corn without rnV tllI, wiiK,ii i „„„ „vcupy, and finding iiiciwu ti.e

use of the plough or hoe, and the application of

manure, as to rear an orchard without labor and

cultivation. From the little experience I have

had, I find particular care and attention indispen-

sable, especially during the early growth of the

tree, as its future prosperity greatly depends on

the outset. I have tried different methods in rear-

ing apple trees for bearers. I have several now
in a productive state, which were raised from the

seed, but none of them producing apples fit for

any other use than to make into cider. Others I

have which were produced by setting out small

trees, and letting them stand one or two years and

then grafting them at the ground. These have

grown very well, bearing earlier than those raised

from the seed. A third class I have, which were

taken from Mr Kenrick's nursery, at Newton, in

the spring of 1826, bein<r then of two years growth

from the inoculation, and although taken from

remains of a nursery, he took from it such of the

trees as were suitable, and set out an orchard.

—

These trees all produced apples exactly of the

same kind, and as they were raised from the seed

I have never been able to discover a satisfactory

cause for the occurrence of such a circumstance.

Could you or any of your correspondents show the

cause of this novel circumstance, the curiosity of

one of your constant readers would be somewhat

gratified. A FARMER.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

TRANSPLANTING AND GRAFTING PEAR
TREES.

Mr Fessen-den—I notice in your last number
some inquiries by a correspondent, respecting fruit

trees, and in answer to his first inquiry whether a

pear tree 25 or 30 years old can be engrafted or

land in a high state of cultivation, and planted on i inoculated with good success, I beg leave to state,

that of an ordinary quality, have done remarkably that I have a tree in my garden which I had trans-

well, and appear better and more promising than

any others I have growing. Should no calamity

befall these trees, they will probably in a few years

doubly repay all the labor and expense devoted to

them.

I have several others taken last fall from the

fine nursery of Dr Fiske, in Worcester, which,

judging from their thrifty appearance, will flourish

equally as well if the same care and attention be

paid to them. I am now entirely satisfied that it

is the most economical and expeditious way of

rearing apple trees, to take them directly from the

nursery already grafted or inoculated. In this

planted thither about seven years ago ; and which

was then, I should think, about 30 years old—

a

sound thrifty tree, but of a very ordinary kind of

frujt. It was taken up with much care, and after

deriving it of a large part of its top, I set it in its

present situation in the same position in which it

forrterly stood, but without much expectation, 1

conftss, of its surviving this operation, on account

of iUage ; but the second year it began to show
signspf renewed vigor, and the third or fourth

year 1 had it engrafted with the seckle pear. I

had, Is before observed, taken off many of its

branches, leaving only two principal ones with two

or three arms on each; more might have been left,

but as this was an experiment, in the success of

which I bad not much faith, perhaps less care wu
taken about it than would ha>e besn proper*—
However, the grafts succeeded perfectly and grew
very rapidly— the natural shoots were all rubbed

off as they appeared, except in places where they

would be wanted to fill up the tree. These shoots

I inoculated in July and August of the same year,

with buds taken from the grafts before mentioned,

which no.v had come to sufficient maturity for

the purpose, and in this I succeeded perfectly,

and out of about twenty bud3 inserted, scarcely

one failed, and the following spring, the branches

above them being cut off, these grew and filled

their place, and 1 have now a large, thrifty, and

handsome tree entirely renovated. And instead

of being a cumberer of the ground, it now pro-

duces the br$t pears which our country affords.

Having mj. ceeded so perfectly to my satisfac-

tion in this instance, I should not hesitate to pro-

ceed in the same way under similar circumstances

—grafting and budding in the same year. Grafts,

will, no doubt, produce fruit sooner than buds, but

by budding in the manner I have mentioned, a

better formed tree may be produced. I have also

" unequivocal evidence" that trees of considerable

size and ago may be as safely transplanted as those

of smaller size, by cutting off the top to corres-

pond with the reduced root.

Yours respectfully, D. F.

CharUsiovn, March 9, 1829.

FOR 1 HE nj.,t cuLl.Nu ram.1

BROAD WHEELS.
Mr Fessenden—I saw in a late number of

your useful paper an article written on the subject

of broad wheels, from which I understood that

wagons with wheels, the tire of which being of a

greater breadth than five inches, were required by

law, and in general use in one or more of the New
England States.

I have long considered the regulation of the

breadth of wagon wheels, a subject worthy of le-

gislation, as nothing would, in my opinion, con-

tribute so much to improve the condition of

our roads. In our state, Pennsylvania, broad

wheels are confiued to the turnpikes. I am well

convinced that the general adoption, though at

first attended with some additional expense, in pre-

paring the roads for their use, and a loss from

casting away those at present used, would, on a

few years trial, be found to contribute to the ad-

vantage, as well as comfort of the inhabitants, of

any country, where they were in general use.

I have entertained the opinion, that in the con-

struction of wagons, there might be, in addition to

the advantage derived from the width of the

wheel, another from the axles being of a different

length, so that the wheels would not follow exact-

ly in the same track, but that the hindmost might

track about five inches nearer together than the

two foremost. The adoption of this plan would

be attended with some expense, but would event-

ually be found highly beneficial, as the highways

instead of being cut deep as at present with the

(narrow wheels and prepared for to be washed into
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gullies, would be kept even, smooth, and compact

as if it were by rollers.

I would be Very thankful if yoi would, be

pleased to communicate by private letter, or

through the medium of your paper, a sketch of

the law on the subject ; with information of ihe

place and time of its origin, and rlso its effects.

Yours respectfuilr,

J. A. CALDWELL.
Harrisburg, Feb. 16, 1829.

The following is a copy of the act, to which the

above has reference.

An Act providing for the use of Broad Rim-

med Wheels.

Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives in General Court assembled, and by

the authority of the same, That from and after two

years from the passage of this act, the wheels of

every wagon, carriage or vehicle built or rimmed
anew, and drawn by two beasts (excepting pleas-

ure carriages) passing upon or over any turnpike

or common highway, within this Commonwealth,
6hall have felloes not less than four inches in

width, and if drawn by more than two beasts, the

said wagon or other vehicle (excepting as afore-

said) shall have felloes not less than five inches in

width: Provided, that the wheels of stage coaches

passing as aforesaid, may have felloes only four

inches in width.

Sec. 2. lie itfurther enacted, That the owner or

owners, and also the driver of every wagon; car-

riage, or other vehicle, having wheels contrary to

the provisions of this act, who shall drive or suffer

the same to be driven, upon or over any turnpike

or common highway within this Commonwealth,
shall forfeit and pay for each offence, a sum not
less than five dollars, nor more than twenty dol-

lars, to the use of the Turnpike Corpor-jtion, City,

Town, or District liable by law io support the

turnpike, or common highway, upon which the of-

fence shall have been committed, to be recovered

before any Justice of the Peace within and for the

county within which the offence shall have been

committed, not being a member of the Turnpike

Corporation, or an inhabitant of the City, Town,

or District liable for the support of the Turnpike,

or common highway as aforesaid : Provided, how-

ever, that the provisions of this act shall not ex-

' tend, or be applied to either of the counties of

Dukes or Nantucket, nor to any carriage passiti

upon or over any of the roads aforesaid, solely for

the purposes of common husbandry. And pro-

vided further, That no prosecution shall be sustain-

ed under the provisions of this act, which shall

not be commenced within ninety days from the com-

mission of the offence, upon the complaint of the

Treasurer of the Turnpike Corporation, or one of

the Surveyors of Highways within the City, Town,
or District liable for the support of the road upon

which the offence shall have been committed, to a

Justice of the Peace having cognizance of such

offence.

Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That this act shall

be published in the months of January and Octo-

ber in each year, for the term of two years, in all

the newspapers in which the laws of the Com-
monwealth are published, and shall also be read

at the annual town meetings in March and April,

for the same term of years.

Approved by the Governor, March 8, 182S.

To the extreme South, the late storm and sub-

sequent cold, are spoken of as severe.

TOR THE NEW tHQLAND FASlfcR.

I was gratified to learn by the noW in your

paper, that the public would be favond with an

abridgment of Duhamel's celebrated "treatise on

Fruit Tress, and still more pleased thalit was to

be iccompanied with additions and remaps adapt-

ed to our climate by a very experienced cultiva-

tor.

I am not aware tiiat Duhamel's Treat^e has

ever been translated into our language, no, do I

know of any abridgment of it, unless it be tjat of

Coxe. It is true that Coxe does not mentionDu-

hamel, yet the arrangement, names and plaits of

his pears would seem to indicate, that he hadthfi

benefit either of Duhamel, or of the Abbe Rozier,

who avows, that his Treatise is a simple copy from

Duhamel.
Duhamel's work is at this day esteemed the firs}

in France, preeminently the country of fine fruits

—and the learned members of the London Horti-

cultural Society, superior to national prejudices,

assign him the highest rank. Duhamel, united to

more science than any other writer on fruits, pos-

sessed most minute practical knowledge acquired

during almost as long a period as can be boasted

of by the venerable Thomas Andrew Knight.

Permit me to say one word on the opportuni-

ties and acquirements of the publisher of the pro-

posed work. I know of no person in this vicinity

who has had so much experience or success. For

25 years he has superintended an extensive collec-

tion of fruits with consummate skill. He has al-

ways enjoyed the advantage of the first edition of

Duhamel colored under that enlightened man's

own inspection ; and few persons have made more

extensive experiments suggested by their own
minds. I should consider such a work, the fruit

of so much experience, of great importance to the
...,..== »fU..t«lilu.n.. Ir is In br> linnd. tt>at the

publisher will be encouraged by a liberal subscrip-

tion, to give Duhamel's figures, at least of the

fruits, if not of the foliage and flowers.

My known enthusiasm for the improvement of

our horticulture is the only apology which I can

offer for these remarks. JOHN LOWELL.
Roxbury, March 14.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

APPLES AND POMACE AS FOOD FOR
STOCK, &c.

Mr Fessenden— I have observed in the course

of your useful labors, that you have submitted to

your readers occasionally, some inquiries, remarks,

and experiments on " the convertibility of pomace

to some useful purposes." First " of nutrition for

animals," secondly as " an article in itself condu

cive to the enrichment of soil, or as a component

material in the Compost Heap."

On these points some opinions are herein sug-

gested, rather as matters of conjecture than other-

wise ; not having gone into any accurate analysis;

and the result of some experiments on the subject

are likewise submitted.

And first, as to nutrition, there can be no doibt

that sweet apples are conducive to the fattening of

cattle as well as horses and swine. This is afivm-

ed - by many observant farmers. The ponacc,

therefore, as far as these prevail, is doubtless nu-

tritious in some degree.

So also in the seeds of the apple. In these

there is much gluten, saccharine matter, ill, ar-

omatic flavor, &c. The latter of which, nough

difficult to ascertain as a component part of sub-

stances, is yet admitted to be highly productive of

nutrition. It in for these the swine so diligently

search, as well as the poultry.

But any further than may be derived from the

saccharine matter in the seed in pomace, it would

seem improbable that much animal nutritive mat-

ter could be obtained from a substance so abound-

ing with acidity.

I find in your Journal, under date of October

6th, 1826, that one of your correspondents by

turning his hogs into his orchard, thought that he

experienced some benefit. So also with his horse.

But as there was nothing very precise in his ex-

periments as to other food, nor any means of

judging how the sweet apple might have prevail-

ed, there did not seem to be anything decisive on

the subject. The sweet apple tree probably does

not exceed one in forty. This is, however, mere

conjecture.

The spirit with which fruit abounds, and the

fondness of animals for it, as noticed by your cor-

respondent, are not entirely conclusive as to the

prevalence of nutritive properties therein ; many
things which are agreeable to taste produce an

Opposite effect to this ; more especially where

acidity prevails. So also others are highly dis-

agreeable, which when often recurred to conduce

to great thrift, viz. oil-cake, &c.

The late General Derby, of Londonderry, N. H.

had a favorable opinion of pomace, and of its pre-

servation by drying for winter's use. But the

trouble of curing, and the great difficulty of pre-

serving it free from must, and acid fermentation

could not have been, it is apprehended, sufficient-

ly considered. The time too, taken herein would,

probably, be better compensated by increasing

vegetable products of more certain effect.

One or more instances of cattle that have sup-
|,'.'leii a good condition the most of iho time about

these heaps has been stated in your paper. But
those are too indefinite to be wholly relied on.

—

For, first, the cattle had access to other food, and,

secondly, the prevalence of sweet fruit in the pom-
ace would doubtless produce such a result. It is

therefore submitted, whether, for these and other

reasons that might be urged, the little value which
is attributed to this article by our farmers needs
correction ? Nothing has been said r»f the posi-

tive disadvantages herein to stock ; although many
are full in the belief of its injury ; such as swelling

the bowels, setting the teeth on edge, exciting an
aversion lo dry food, &c.

It seems then, that in the application of pomace
to animal support, as far as the seeds go, the ben-

efit is apparent—anything farther depends on cir-

cumstances of some uncertainty, and that promise,

at best, no very essential advantage.

It will be perceived that the whole subject is

proposed for discussion by your correspondents.

—

The considerations, which belong to utility in the

enrichment of soil will be next offered. W.
Dorchester, J\Iarch, 1829.

Remarks by the Editor.—We conceive the ob-

jects of inquiry embraced by the preceding com-
munication are of considerable consequence to ag-

riculturists. The principles which the questions

involve are important, and applicable to other art-

icles used as food for animals and plants, besides

apples and pomace. We hope that " W." will

pursue his inquiries, and that both practical and
philosophical cultivators will also contribute their
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aid in the investigations connected witli the topics

which he is so ably discussing.

We insert the following in order that both parties may be

heard in a controversy, which we hope will be closed with this

document.

—

Editor.

FOR THE NEW EltfiLAXU FARMER.

Sir—The remarks of" Essex" in your paper of

of his new threshing mill. I believe, that no in-

timation wis given by the Committee, or any one

of them, a either of these visits, of their opinion

in relatior to the management of this farm. Mr
G. was iiformed, both by the form in which the

premiuns are proposed, and by the Committee
personuly, that a detailed account of his opera-

tions uion the farm, of the quantity of labor em-

the 13th mat, upon the Report of a Committee of, P^') of the expenses incurred, of the crops, pro-

the Essex Agricultural Society, are

of a character, "that should not pass without no

proportion to the expense, &c." than upon the In*

diau Hil! Farm. Then why withhold a statement

of the produce and the expense ? On this point

I am ready to join the issue, and if the testimony

of neighbors is to be taken, I have no fear of

proving, that the expenses upon (fail farm the past

season would far exceed the gross amount of all

it: products, estimated at their highest value.

J5ut sir, I forbear, at this time stating particular-

.;„„, nW in -, B .vle .ml i

ducts, stock, &c. &C. upon the farm, would be ex- j
ly, those things in the management of this farm,

the Essex Agricultural Society ar n a xy\e end > I

Committee. Mr G. prom-
j

which the Committee thought of douUtfui erpedi-

\

enc,j ;
_(and more than this they have not said in

tiee.
,o nnrA thnt'ised.o furnish the same. At the meeting of tli

Taken in ™.>nex,o with he Ca d at

.

J t||( , ir R L) From the relnarks rf . B«
appeared m £«W«°< the 7th insVit is h gl

-

fe ^ ^ ^ {shed J biaM£ it wouId Beern) at leas,, that »«« expert
ly probable at leas thattl ey o tgina ed Are g ^ ^£ ^ ^^ been madC) an(]^ 80me th pl

or indirect!!, from tint same source, l.elieving tins J o v „.„,_ „p- ,i„,,l.ir,.l rh-iractcr If " I —ex"
.. .• . • i. t rVimmittpp addressed a He to Mr G. sohcitin" :

pursued were o. a douotiui tnaraeicr. n j^^-ca

to be so, notwithstanding the affectation of apology ^' lmnmce auuiesscu a "lle io mr «. suuuim
i

i„„„ n ,i .„ nnnpv v,:, n . mP to his commu
made by - Essex," I think it a duty the Committee « » statement, that the same might he published will condescend to annexJh» laamete ns commu

owe themselves and the public, to state some ad- I » connexion with their Report ;_and at the same
j

mcatio.

ditional facts, in explanation of what has been

published. When these facts shall be properly j

"red for premium, and having been repeatedly to enumeratt high """Iingn

t to the BHblic ! visited by the Committee, they could not, consist- !

torical flourishes as he does ,

entry with their duty, omit to speak of it. They be as wantiu

received an answer addressed to the Secretary of )
riculture, as^

the Society, in the words following, viz.

" The letter from the Committee on Farms was

considered, I shall cheerfully submit to the public

to determine, whether the Committee are justly

charged with making' an " ungenerous and covert

attack" upon this gentleman and foreigner ? or,

on the contrary, whether he did not in the Jirst

place, attack the Committee and the Society, in a

manner altogether unbecoming a gentleman, and

entirely without provocation ?

So far as the remarks of " Essex" contain rules

for forming reports, or strictures upon the style in

which reports should be written, I have no dispo-

sition to question their correctness. I am willing

that the paper criticised should be tried by these

rules. The insinuations and misrepresentations of
" Essex" on these points are well and satisfactori-

ly answered, in your notes annexed to the re-

marks.

But so far as they charge the Committee with

being influenced by " unworthy and low preju-

dices,"

—

i: with a want of knowledge, or JWfrgs

ment,"—with " want of delicacy," or " violations

of propriety,"—with " uncandid and unwarranta-

ble remarks," with " prating," with " illiberality,"

and with " little practical concern with agricul-

ture in any of its forms ;"— it is proper Jo inquire

whether or not these charges are well founded.

—

These accusations relate, almost exclusively, to

that part of the Report, which su~aks of the In-

dian Hill Farm. Because the Committee spoke in

relation to this farm, as they felt it to be their duty

to speak, offence is taken. The Committee would

have passed this farm in silence, if they could

have done so with propriety. But it being gen-

erally known in the county, that they had visited

this farm, and that it had been entered for premi-

um, they thought it would be shrinking from their

duty, to omit to say, what they did respecting it.

Much more might have been truly said, which

would probably have been still less acceptable, to

the courteous, sensitive, and delicate " Essex."

I will state, sir, some facts within my own

knowledge in relation to this farm. I regret that

duty requires this to be done. I regret also the

necessity of animadverting upon the conduct of a

gentleman, whom I have, at all times, been dis-

posed to treat with respect and civility ; and from

whom I have at all times, personally, received a

corresponding treatment.

Mr G. early in the last season entered the In-

dian Hill Farm for premium. The Committee

visited it in June and in August, as they did other

farms ;— and also on the 24th of September, at the

special request of Mr G., to see the first operation

connexion witli ttieir Keport ;—ana at tne same ;
iiicaiiuiu>, •. «... ^..6 o6 «- »- ~< -— -- 'J

ect

me informing him, that his farm having been en-
j

upon its merits. And though I may not be able

-- names, or wield " rhe-

and though I may

be as wanting in that practical knowledge of ag-

he would intimate the Committee

are ;—still, I believe I can satisfy a candid public,

"• J.IJC ICllCi Hum tuc •>. > ii ri i hi 1 1 1 i : uu a tii ma «oi3j"'«l IIIC OJIC |

duly received, in reply to which, I would observe,
j
past season, were^ neither worthy of premium, ol

that for the visit of the Committee I am much
obliged—but after the decision of the Committee

on Ploughing at the Cattle Show, I determined

not to give the result of my farming—fully be-

lieving that PREJUDICE WOULD PREDOMINATE."

As Mr G. has repeated in his C'arrf, addressed

to ^"public; thai" he-withheld "his"statement of I

the Report is mine,-(that it was written in haste.

the result of his fanning, on account of the decis-

ion of the Committee on Ploughing, at the Cattle

Show, I will briefly state what I believe to be the

facts, in relation to this point ;—though I had no

voice in it, or knowledge of it, until it was made
public by the Committee. There were eight

double teams in the ploughing match, of which

Mr G. had charge of one, and was himself plough-

man. There were four premiums to be awarded.

The Committee, five in number, were all prac-

tical farmers, with much experience. They did

approbation, or of imitation.

That my brethren of the Committee may not

labor under the aspersions cast upon them by

« Essex," of " want of delicacy, or violations of

propriety," of " aiming at wit, or what looks like

it," &c. I will simply say that the language of

the Report is mine,—("that it was written in haste,

in one evening, and perhaps with too little care ;)

but that the opinions therein expressed were unan-

imously approved by the Committee ;
and that

after a reexamination of the same, with the benefit

of the mild and civil remarks of " Essex," we do

not find occasion to alter what is there stated.

Respectfully yours, &c.

JOHN W. PROCTOR.
Banvers, March 16, 1S29.

SILK.
We tender our thanks to our agricultural friend

not award a premium to Mr G.— not because he
j
wno last week presented us with two specimens

did not plough well, as I learn from them, but be-
,
of American silk. These although (as we are lo-

calise others, in their opinion, ploughed better than ' formed,) produced from the common mulberry of

he did. It is possible, that they did not judge Jour forests, are beautiful indeed,

correctly in this matter ; and it is equally possible We do hope our agricultural friends generally,

that they did. We have the opinion of five, com-
! w ifl call in and view our specimens of silk. These

petent, disinterested witnesses on the one side ;| W ell demonstrate the practicability of the cultiva-

and the opinion of one, interested (but modest) tion of this valuable material

—

Delaware .Idvertiser,

witness on the other. But whether they did judge

correctly or not, how it follows from this, that an-

other committee, on a subject entirely different,

would allow " Prejudice to predominate," is not

easily understood by the rules of logic to v^hich I

have been accustomed. It should also be stated,

that Mr G. had a pair of horses in the ploughing

field, svhich performed their work exceedingly

well, to the admiration of all who saw them, and

which were spoken of in the highest terms of ap-

probation by the Committee. As no premium

\vas offered for work done by horses, the Commit-

tee awarded to this team a gratuity, equal to the

liwest premium offered. Whether Mr G. is dis-

satisfied with the notice that was taken of his horse-

te\m—or the omission to take notice of his ox-team,

I an not advised—but presume it must be the lat-

ys " Essex," " we believe, and his neighbors

adn\t the fact, that there is no farm in the vicini-

Great attention is now paid in Delaware to the

culture of silk. We have been fixvored with a

copy of the following resolutions which have pass-

ed the Legislature.

Resolved hy the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of the State of Delaware in General .isseinblxf

met, That all lands within the limits of this State,

which now are, or futurely shall be, actually em-

ployed and occupied in the growth of silk, shall

be exempt from taxation for the space of ten

years, from the time of planting such trees.

Resolved further, That to each and every indi-

vidual who shall plant and bring to perfection

within the limits of the State, two hundred such

Mulberry trees, within the space of five years

from the first day of May next, there shall be

given by the State, a silver medal of the value of

five dollars.

Attest, WILLIAM HLFFINGTOj^
Clerk of the House of Representatives of the Statt

ty wVcre a greater produce has been raised in
| of Delaware.
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jin Initiatory Discourse, delivered at Geneva, 27th

November, 1828, if/ore an assembly, from which,

on that day, wasformed the Domestic Horticultural

Society of the western parts of the state of New

York. By Myron Hollet, Esq.

(Continuedfrom page 268.,/

The productions of the garden are affected, ei-

ther for evil or for good, in the different stages of

their growth, by the most minute and the most

magnificent objects in nature, by the bugs, by the

worms, by the files, by the birds, by the clouds, by

the air, by the sun. The knowledge of these ob-

jects, with all their mecns of favor or annoyance,

and the superadded knowledge of all the other ob-

jects and means by which the effects of these, so

far as they are good, may be promoted, and so far

as they are evi!, may be prevented, should be em-

braced within the scope of his acquirements. The
icienee of Horticulture, therefore, does not merely

admit— it demands, excites, and favors the most

extensive and diversified intellectual attainments.

But, it has pleasures to bestow which amply

repay all its demands, both upon the body and the

mind.

It gratifies all the senses.

The feeling is gratified, by its smooth walks, its

•oft banks, the touch of many of its leaves, and
fruits, and flowers, and by the refreshing coolness

of its shades.

The smell is agreeably excited, from unnumber-
ed sources. From the lowliest pot-herb to the

Stateliest tree ; from the humble violet and mign-
ionette to the splendid tulip and the queenly rose,

a garden is the unrivalled repository of fragrance.

The gratification of the ear, in a garden, is ad-
ventitious, not of man's procurement, but never-
theless certain and real. The most tasteful of the
animal creation, in their flight, from one end of
the earth to the other, discover no spot so alluring

to them as a well replenished garden. The birds

are fond of its shade, its flowers and its fruit.

—

Amidst these they love to build their nests, rear

their young, and first win them to that element

which seems created to be their peculiar field of

joy. And if they sometimes commit unwelcome
inroads upon the delicacies which we prize, they

more than compensate us by their cheerful and

continual songs, and by destroying innumerable

and more dangerous intruders in the air, in the

trees, upon the plants, and on the ground.

The taste finds its choicest regalement in the

garden, in its sweet roots, its crisp and tender sal-

lads, its nutritious and acceptable pulse, its pun-

gent and salutary condiments, its fragrant and de-

licious fruits, with a countless list of other palata-

ble productions, all existing in such inexhaustible

variety, that the art of cookery takes more than

half its subjects from that overflowing store-

house.

But the eye delights in a garden, as if all its la-

bors, its cares, and its knowledge had been dedi-

cated to that single sense. From every quarter,

and border, and arbor ; from every bank, and
walk, and plant, and shrub, and tree ; from every
single object, every group of objects, and every
combination of groups, spring forms of beauty,

fresh, living, well proportioned, graceful beauty,

natural though cultivated, innocent though gay.

Horticulture gratifies the higher faculties of our
nature, the intellectual taste, the reason, the
heart.

Doctor Aiken has justly remarked, that " no
pleasure, derived from art, has been so universal

S
March 20, 1829.

as that taken in gardens." And froiri^he remark
we should infer, what the history ofsvWy enlight-

ened people will demonstrate, that, onVjo subject

have men exerted themselves more, nr the dis-

play of taste, than on this. That delicate power
of gifted and cultivated minds, which ahnjst intu-

itively discerns, and nicely enjoys, ail the renuiiie

beauties of nature and art, and turns withWidden

disgust, from every species of deformity, \as al-

ways regarded a well stored, well arrange!, and

well dressed garden with peculiar satisfaction.

—

And this is undoubtedly, owing, not soley or

chiefly to the numberless and exquisite gratfica-

tions of sense which such a garden affords,but

also to the pleasing effect which it naturally pro-

duces on the imagination, and other faculties of

the mind.

All desirable objects which excite the mind

without fatiguing it, are the sources of agreeable

emotion. And the senses, which we have seen

are all brought over to be the advocates of Horti-

culture by most of the wealth of nature, of which

they can appreciate the value, are, in a garden,

constantly soliciting the mental faculties. The
eye particularly, by its delicate susceptibilities, its

great range, and the number of objects which it

can embrace at a single glance, is forever exciting

the imagination by the most agreeable appear-

ances which it presents, of color and form, each

considered singly in all its varieties, and both

blended into combinations more diversified and
more beautiful than even those of the kaleido-

scope. And the imagination yielding to the ex-

citement, calls up the other intellectual powers to

partake of her pleasures. Then, the higher joys

of taste commence ; then, the exalted beauties of

order, design, intelligence, are disclosed : then,

objects are viewed in reference to their congruity,

their contrast, their regularity, their proportion,

their simplicity, their variety, their novelty, their

beauty, their sublimity, their adaptation to an end,

and the value of that end. Each of these views

introduces a broad theme of agreeable contempla-

tion. Collectively they comprehend all the charms
and glories of the external world ; every thing but

the moral sense, and the sympathies of the heart.

And I shall endeavor to show, that they are of

vast importance to the highest improvement and
proper enjoyment of these. But, before entering

upon that exhibition, which necessarily refers to

the most comprehensive and permanent benefits of

which man can be made the partaker, permit me
to advert to several of .the subordinate benefits of
Horticulture.

The proper objects, and pleasures, and uses of
Horticulture are all beneficial, and are ackuowl
edged to be so, universally. And it may well be

thought -extraordinary, with this acknowledgment,
that societies for its promotion were not earlier es-

tablished. It is not surprising that they did not

exist among the nations of antiquity, because,

among them, there was not, in general, indulged to

private people sufficient freedom of communication
and conceited action to permit such institutions.

Besides, if the inclinations of the common people

were ever so much in favor of the fruits and pleas-

ures of gardening, it was impossible for any to c»l-

tivate or to enjoy them extensively, but the gr;at

ones of the earth. They were of too costly a el-

ish for general participation. Kings, and prirces,

generals, and senators, applied to them their low-

er, with emulous devotion. How would the iiter-

ests of humanity have been promoted if their

power had never been worse applied

!

But considering the more enlarged diffusion of
wealth and freedom, in modern times, it might
have been expected that associations, in aid of
their rational pleasures, and beneficial uses, would
have been sooner commenced and more generally

adopted. It is believed that no such association

existed in the world before the latter end of the

last century. Though if their rise was late, it was
honorable. It is certainly creditable to human
nature that the first of these institutions proceed-

ed from the exalted and libernl motives originating

in the love of science. Botanical societies paved

the way for Horticultural societies, and for associ-

ations, in which the objects of both were happily

united. Soon after the great northern light of the

world of natural science shed its benignant beams,

with peculiar brilliancy, upon botany, revealing all

the recesses of that science to the admiring obser-

vation of man, societies were instituted for its pro-

motion. Several of these exist on the continent

of Europe, under the patronage of men illustrious

for science and philanthropy.

(To be concluded next week.)

DISEASES OF THE TEETH AND GUMS.
Bad teeth are sometimes the effect of (1st) gen-

eral bad health ; but they are more commonly the

effect of local causes. One of the most fruitful

sources of diseased teeth is (2d) the alternate ef-

fect of heat and cold—breathing cold air, drink-

ing hot tea, eating hot victuals, and taking water
into the mouth immediately after. In the West
India Islands, where the climate is uniformly warm
and the water not cold, the inhabitants are re-

markable for their fine tceth,except in the Island of

St Croix, where the water issuing from the sides of

the mountains is very cold, and of course a great

luxury and much used, the inhabitants have bad
teeth. (3d) Unskilful dentists frequently occasion

the destruction of teeth by filing or in other ways
destroying the enamel, but more commonly by the
use of acid dentifrice, washes, and powder. These
whiten, but wound and create a morbid sensibility

in the nerves and corrode the enamel, in both
ways insuring their deeay. (4th) Biting hard sub-
stances is extremely hurtful, not from the mechan-
ical injury done to the bone of the teeth, but from
its affecting the fine organization of their vessels
and producing internal diseases and decay. (5th)
Permitting the teeth and gums to become foul, the
accumulated matter growing acrid and corroding
the teeth or irritating the nerves. (6th) Remedies
applied for the toothach, such as the metalic salts

and the essential oils. (7th) One diseased tooth,

by internal sympathy, or by the deposition ofmat-
ter externally, injuring others. (8th) The scurvy

5

which is occasioned by the irritation of tartar, that
is suffered to accumulate on the teeth. (9th) By
the gums becoming soft and spongy from not be-
ing sufficiently rubbed. (10th) Tartar is produced
by the neglect of cleaning the mouth. These are
some of the principal causes of diseased teeth.
Good teeth contribute to beauty ; to health, by en-
abling us to masticate our food well ; and to pleas-
ure, for a person whose mouth is filled with de-
caying bones, must be disagreeable to himself and
others. Avoiding the causes will do much. A
few preventive and curative remedies will be men-
tioned.

1. The mouth ought to be rinsed, and the gums
and tongue rubbed with a brush early in the morn-
ing, to remove the accumulation of the preceding
night. 2. The mouth should in the same man-
ner be washed after meals with water not cold, and
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all extraneous matter removed from between the

teeth fry a tooth pick not made of metal. 3. To

case the pain of a decayed tooth, the best remedy

is powdered camphor, introduced into the cavity

on the point of a tooth pick, and secured by put-

ting raw cotton over it. The tooth must be made

clean, so that the camphor can come in contact

with the diseased nerve, and the camphor must

lie so lightly on it as not to produce pain by its

pressure. This will relieve the pain, correct the

fetor of the decaying tooth, and do no injury to

the sound teeth, whereas oil of cloves or cajuput

are less certain to give relief, and always do mis-

chief by roughening the other teeth, and favoring

the accumulation of tartar. 4. Tartar is produced

by the neglect of washing and cleaning the mouth.

Where teeth are naturally smooth and the gums
sound, mastication alone is often sufficient to pre-

rent the accumulation of tartar ; but if from tooth-

ach or other cause, the teeth of one side are not

used, tartar will collect without the greatest care.

This substance injures the teeth by its direct effect

upon them, and by its irritating the gums, and pro-

ducing scurvy. It may be prevented by washing

the mouth often, or picking the teeth with a pin of

dry wood. If these are not sufficient, and pow-

ders are necessary, beware of those which have a

rough grit, or acids in them. The best tooth

powder is finely levigated charcoal. The best

brush to apply it with, is a small stick of the al-

thea shrub, made into a small broom at the end

by biting it between the teeth, but better than this

to rub between the teeth is a piece of seasoned

oak wood, made pointed and broomed by biting it.

If, however, the tartar has been long fixed, and

adheres firmly, it will be necessary to remove it by

instruments. The point of a penknife will for the

most part be sufficient, but the process will be aid-

ed by a small sharp hook, which scraping towards

the end of the teeth are less liable to injure the gums.

5. The scurvy is cured by removing the tartar, by

rubbing the gums with what is called a tooth

brush, but which more properly might be called

gum brush. The powder of Peruvian bark is ex-

cellent to rub into the gums ; it should be kept

between the cheeks and teeth, and the gums
should also be washed with a decoction of it. If

the scurv) is bad and has continued long, the

whole system becomes tainted with it. In this

case, or if the system is feverish, it will be neces-

sary to take half an ounce of bark, and 60 or 70

drops of elixir vitriol daily. If it is objected that

the gums are too tender to permit the use of the

brush, this is an evidence that it is needed. A
brush and tumbler of water not cold, or suds of old

Windsor soap, if assiduously used, will for the

most part, keep the gums hard. If, however, the

gums show a disposition to become soft aud

6pongy, bark may be used as a preventive.

RAIL ROADS.
The good cause, of Rail Roads, seems to be

finding move and more favor in the eyes of the

community. We are ourselves among those who

never doubted their superiority as a means of in-

tercourse in this country, over canals. And it is

pleasing to observe the prejudice which at first

was excited against them, giving way to common

sense views of the subject. In prosecuting our

systems of intercommunication, we have had the

opportunity of profiting by the experience of other

and older nations—particularly of England. But

affairs of internal improvement, it is not a neces-

sary consequence that we should follow her step

by step. It is our policy rather to seize and profit

by the last result* of her magnificent and costly ex-

periment in tnis department. A few years ago,therc,

as here,Rail Roads on anything ofan enlarged scale,

were unknown. The canal system and policy were

triumphant, and extended to every work of im-

provement of a general character. At the pres-

ent day the thing is widely different. After great

experience in canals, and not a little in Rail Roads,

the people of Englond have given sufficient indi-

cations of a decided preference for the latter. So
far as we are disposed to derive benefit from the

experience of other nations, this is a useful fact.

It might have been more useful, had it been earli-

er attended to. The effect should have been, to

prevent the spread of the canal system to some

sections of our country no ways calculated for

its favorable prosecution: and in the place of ca-

nals, substituted Rail Roads, as the last and best

trophy of experience.

But, as we observed, the cause of Rail Roads

is advancing. In New York a company of en-

gineers had been instructed to survey a line for

a Rail Road from Schenectady to Albany. The
engineers have reported :—their report has been

accepted by the Board of Directors, aud we un-

derstand that the work will be commenced early

in the spring. Massachusetts, too, is determined

not to be idle. She proposes to take up the line

of Railway at the Hudson, near the termination

of the above mentioned Road and carry it to

Boston. Thus opening a continued communica-

tion by Railways, between her metropolis and the

western parts of the State of New York. And
consequently exhibiting herself as a competitor

for her share of the trade of that country and the

lakes. A part of this line, must of course be un-

dertaken in conjunction with the authorities of

New York. At a great meeting of citizens at

Faneuil Hall a few days since a resolution was
submitted, declaring the expediency of construct-

ing this Road by the commonwealth. - It was

carried by a vote of 3158 to 24. Another reso-

lution was submitted to the meeting—declaring

that if the Legislature should deem it inexpedient

to engage in the measure, " the city government

be authorised and requested to apply to the Le-

gislature for an act to enable any cities, towns,

or bodies corporate, or individuals to subscribe to

such portion of said stock as may not be taken

by the state, on such terms and conditions as may

be deemed expedient."

The vote on the latter resolution was taken

and carried by 3055 yeas to 29 nays. The re-

sult of these proceedings, and votes, show a unan-

imity of purpose, at the head quarters, that gives

a pretty earnest promise of ultimate success to the

proposed undertaking. Convinced as we are that

the Railway system is the true one for this coun-

try, we rejoice to witness its development wherev-

er the increased demands of society require new-

facilities of intercourse.

—

Baltimore Patriot.

I have been in the practice of u-ing and reconv
mending to others for a quarter of a century, with

complete success, viz. Recipe for curing a hun-

dred pounds of Hams or Beef.

Take 7 lbs. of coarse salt.

2 lbs. of brown sugar.

2 ozs. of salt petre.

£ oz. of pearlash.

4 gallons of water.

Boil all together, and skim the pickle well—
when cold put it on the meat.

Hams to remain in pickle eight weeks—Beef
four weeks.— Western Farmer.

To Cure Pork.—Cut up the meat the same day

the hog is killed, if practicable, and pack it well In

a cask, with plenty of best coarse salt ; when the

cask is full, have strong pickle that will bear an

egg, ready, and immediately put it on the meat, so

as to fill up all vacancies and to exclude the air.—

U. S. Gazette.

From th* New York Commercial Advertiser.

LIVE FENCES.
Messrs. Grant Thorhurn $,• Son,

Gentlemen—I perceive by your advertisement

in the last number of the " New York Farmer,"

that you have imported 75,000 hawthorns for

" live fencing," aud I cannot deny myself the

pleasure of communicating to you, the experi-

ment that I have made with this beautiful, cheap,

and valuable fence. About seven years ago I

purchased a few thousand from you, and set them

out, forming a line of fence of about forty rods.

The soil on which they were planted was a mii-

ture of clay aud white sand, unfavorable to then-

rapid growth. They have never been cultivated

except to trim them the last season—every plant

flourished, and they now form a fence sufficient

to turn any cattle, and the cheapest, handsomest,

and best fence upon my farm.

I have saved a bushel of the berries and intend

to have a nursery of hawthorns.

If our farmers are fully apprised of the prefer-

ence, in all respects, due to this kind of fencing,

you will find a ready sale for all you have import-

ed, and I venture to assert, that every gentleman,

who will make an experiment with them, will be

highly gratified with the result.

I remain yours very respectfully,

JONATHAN FISK.

Mwburgh, JV. F. Feb. 17, 1S29.

03=° A part of the Hawthorns alluded to above,

are for sale at the New England Farmer Seed

Store, 52 North Market street, Boston, at §5 per

1000.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
On looking over your valuable paper of AVednes-

day last, my attention was arrested by the obser-

vation of a person recommending to farmers and

housekeepers how to cure their meat ;
but fear-

ing it is not definite enough in one important par-

ticular, (the time the meat should remain in the

if we are many degrees behind that nation in the
|

pickle,) I am induced to recommend a pickle that

From the N. E. Farmer aod Mec. Journal.

Mr Editor—As Bacon is an article of Domes-

tic manufacture, and when good is generally es-

teemed, and, as most persons have a rule of their

own, or, I should rather say, none at all, for the

benefit of all, I send you one that I have follow-

ed several years with entire satisfaction ; and only

request brother farmers to give it a fair trial.

—

For eight hams, take 2 pounds of salt, and five

ounces of salt petre, both finely powdered : mix

the salts with a pint of molasses ;
with this com-

position rub them thoroughly : pack them closeh/

in a tub five or six days ; then take them up ; rub

on the remainder of" the composition, if any be
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left sprinkle them over with fiue salt. In repack-
ing, take care to turn them ;—let them lie five or
six days

; then cover them with a brine that will
bear an egg. Let them lie thus covered, a month,
and they are fit for smoking. It is thought by
some, that corn cobs for burning, give them the
best flavor. If the smoke-house is good, and prop-
er attention is paid to them, they will smoke abun-
dantly in a few days, and need not be smoked
from 3 to 6 months, as it is said Westphalia Hams
are - B-UMFORD.—

^
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JTEW_ENGL,AND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MARCH 20, 1829.

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SO^
CIETY.

A meeting of the subscribers was held on Tues-
day last by adjournment. The Hon. John Low-
ell, who presided at the previous meeting, was
prevented by illness from attending.
William H. Sumner, Esq. was chosen Modera-

tor.

The Committee appointed for the purpose of
preparing a Constitution, and Bv-Laws for the
government of the Society, made a report oftheir
proceedings, which was unanimously accepted.
The meeting then proceeded to organize the

Society by the choice of officers, when the follow-
ing gentlemen were chosen.

President,

H. A. S. DEARBORN, Roxbury.

Vice Presidents.

Zebedee Cook, Jr, Dorchester.
John C. (Gray, Boston.
Robert Manning, Salem.
Enoch Bartlett, Roxbury.

Treasurer,
Cheever Newhall, Boston.

Corresponding Secretary,

Jacob Bigelow, Boston.

Recording Secretary,

Robert L. Emmons, Boston.

Council,

Sam. Jaques,Jr. C'harlestown
Henry \. Breed, Lynn
A. D. Williams, Roxbury
Samuel Ward, do
Charles Senor, do
T. VV. Harris, m. d. Milt
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John Heard, Jr, Boston
Samuel Downer, Dorchester
Thomas Brewer, Roxbury
Charles Tappan, Boston
Daniel Waldo, Worcester
Oliver Fiske, do
Elias Phinney, Lexington
Wm. H. Sumner,/)orcfcesrer
Jacob Tidd, Roxbury
J. M. Gourgas, Weston
J.W.Webster.M.D.Crmor'ge
M. A. Ward, m. d. Salem
J.G. Cogswe\\,JYjrt!,amp!on
A. Aspinwal!, Brookline
Benj. V. French, Boston
John B. Russell, Boston
William Lincoln, Worcester
William Jackson, Plymouth
Jona. Winship, Brighton

Thomas Nuttall, Cambridge
William Carter, do
William Kenrick, .Newton
W. Worthington, Dorctaie)
Joseph G. Joy, Boston
L. M. Sargent, do
Joseph Curtis, Roxbury
Tho's Dowse, Cambridgep't
J. P. Leland, Sherburne
B.W.Crowninshield, Salem
E. H. Derby, do
John Lemistj Roxbury
N. Davenport, Milton

The talent and industry of those, who compose
this Society are not to be hid under a bushel ; what
the capacity, and industry, and perseverance of
men can accomplish, in aid of the products of the
garden, and the field, we believe wilt; be done by
the influence and efforts of the memWs of this

Society. There are comprised among its associ
ates, many of our scientific and opulent citizens

,

and many of our highly respected practical culti-

vators.

We hope that none who are desirous of joining,

the Society will be deterred, by the belief that its

ranks are full. There is yet room, and we do not
doubt, that before the anniversary meeting in Sep-
tember (the month of fine fruits) its present num-
ber will be doubled.

It is desirable that those who wish to become
members should signify their intentions to some
one of the Society, that they may be proposed at

the next state^ meeting. The Constitution and
Laws of the Society with the names of its officers

and members will be published in a few weeks.
William Prince, Esq. proprietor of the Lin-

nsean Botanic Garden, at Flushing, Long Island,
has with a promptitude and liberality that is high-
ly appreciated by the Society, proposed to present
for its use, fifty trees of the finest varieties in

his Garden, so soon as any one shall be designated
to receive them.

An official notice which we trust will be render-
ed acceptable to Mr Prince, will be made in due
time. q

NOTICE.

The Board of Counsellors of the Massachu-
setts Horticultural Society, are hereby no-
tified that their meeting stands adjourned to Tues-
day, the 24th current, at 11 o'clock, A. M. then to
be holden at the office of Zebedee Cook, Jr, in
Congress street. R. L. EMMONS.

Boston, March 18, 1829. Recording Secretary.

It is a source of real gratification to us, that we
are enabled to state, that upwards of one hun-
dred and sixty have become subscribers to this
institution.

. No extraordinary exertions have beenmade to mduce gentlemen to become members.—
I he objects of the Society are pretty generally
Known, and appreciated. That it will have a de-
cided influence upon the horticulture of the State
generally, we feel certain

; and we presume it will
not be deemed invidious, if we say, that its ben-ems in a practical view, will be felt, and seen, and
tasted extensively within, and contiguous to the citv

For Sale,
A very superior Young Jack, imported from Malta,

about 18 months since, in the TJ. S. 74 gun shin the
North Carolina. Said Jack is four years old this monlh^
is over 14 hands high and has not yet attained his growth
He is remarkably beautiful, and has all the life and spirit
of a blood horse. He was particularly selected for the
owner by the American consul at Malta, from the best
breed in the island. Said Jack has stood one year in
Connecticut, and proved himself a good foal getter. If
he is not sold, he will be hired out for the season. For
farther information, apply at the office of the New Eng-
land Farmer, or direct through the post office, post paid
to M. C. 2w.

Mill Privilege, &;c,for sale.
For sale in West Cambridge, six miles from Boston, a

valuable Mill Privilege, with about one acre and a half of
land, with the buildings now standing thereon, consisting
of a good dwelling house, two factory buildings very con-
veniently built, and other cut buildings, and would answer
well for a fulling mill, (one being in operation now,) or
carding factory

; and being situated on a good stream of
water, would prove a valuable situation for any similar
business. It has been heretofore used as a carding fac-
tory, the machines for which are now on the spot? and
will be sold if desired, with the buildings. An indisputa-
ble title will be given, and payment made easy. Apply
to Thomas Russell, West Cambridge, Captain Abseb
Stearns, Bedford, or J. B. Russell, New England
tarmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, Boston.—It
will be sold at auction, April 1, if not previously disposed
oi - 3t March 6

Scions of Apple and Pear Trees.
For sale, at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market street, Boston, a large collection of Ap-
ple and Pear Scions,—among which are the following :—

Apples.
Gardener's Sweeting,
Nonsuch,
Grand Sachem,
Cat-head, or Large Sum-
mer Russet,

Rhode Island Greening,

&c

Roxbury Russet,

|

New York Pippin,

[ Baldwin,
I Gilliflower,

White Shropsavine, or )

I

Early Harvest, >
&c.

Pears.

Large Iron, or Pound,
Gansel's Bergamot,
Brown Buerre,
Early Juneting,
St Michael's,

Broca's Bergamot,
Bartlett,

&c,' &c.
In addition to the above, we are daily procuring fine

varieties, from responsible sources, and hope to extend
the collection so as to comprise all the esteemed fruits
raised in the vicinity of Boston and New York.
The scions are in fine order, and the utmost depen-

dence can be placed upon their genuineness, as they are
all cut from bearing trees. eptf

Heathcot,
St Germain,
Rushmore's Bon Cretien
Spice Rousselet,
Ked Bergamot,
Moor Fowl Egg,
Jargonelle,

Alderney Heifer, Saxony Bucks, and Calves of the

Short Horn Breed.
For sale, three full blood Alderney Heifers, two years

old, two expected to calve in August next, by a full blood
Short Horn Bull—three full blood Saxony Bucks, one,
two, and three years old—a full blood Heifer Calf, of the
Short Horn Breed, four weeks old—a very fine Bull Calf,
3-4 blood, six weeks old, his dam from an excellent native
cow, sired by the well-known imported bull H I'derness
—the sire of this calf, a full blood Short Horn Bull—the
last calf is thought very superior. For terms and further
particulars, inquire at the New England Farmer office.

March 5, 1S29.

Fruit Trees.

Messrs WINSHIPS respectfully request
those of the public who may incline to favor
them with their orders the ensuing season, for
fruit and ornamental trees, fancy shrubbery,
herbaceous plants, whether indigenous or ex-

otic, to forward their orders immediately, and they will
be executed with every possible despatch. They also
have several hundred genuine Isabella Grape Vines by
the hundred or single plant, with the superior European
kinds in cultivation in this country. Letters directed to
F. k I. Winship, Brighton.

P. S. Asparagus roots from one to four years old.
OCr All orders left with J. B. Russell, at the' New

England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, will
be executed at the Nursery prices, ai.d the trees delivered
in Boston, free of expense for transportauon

• Brighton, March 11, 1829.

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52,

Norih Market street. Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and nealiy
packed, m parcels, at the followjnjgprices .:—Sweel Man

Assorted Seeds for Families.
For sale at Hie New England Farmer Seed Store small boxe.

of assorted beds tor Kiirhen Gardens. Each box contains a
package ot die following Seeds

:

Early Washington Peas Long Dutch Parsnip
rf Blue Imperial Peas

Laic Marrowfat Peas
'

Early Mohawk Dwarf string
Beans $

China Dwarf string and she
Beans

Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage'

' ite Drumhead Cabbage
. __voy Cabbage

Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
White Solid Celery-

Curled Cross
Early Cueumbii'
Early Silesia Lettuce

Large Cabbage Lelluce
-„ Green furkeyCucMfTber

Pineapple Melon
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large While Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radisli
While Turnip Radish

Jsafy

Sarly Bush Squash
Early White Dutch Turnip
While Plat Turnip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

pot herb seeds.
Thyme—Sage—Marjorum.

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-
getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction
and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the'

paeKeu, in parcels, at the follow insuirices :—Swec: Mniiornm, and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the
50 cts-Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 ets—Sage.'l7 cts ™'J' firsl quality, as lo freshness and purity. Each box contains—celery, (in bottles for soups, &c,) 25 els—Balm, 33 cts— directions lor the management of the difl'erenl sons. Price S3Kose Flowers, #1,00. eptf ' per box. *
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White Chasstlas,

Muscatel.

Crape Vines.

The subscriber offers for sale, Grape Vines of several

varieties, the produce of his garden, in Dorchester ;—

among ihem are the following:

Isabella, White Muscat,

Sweetwater, Black Hamburg,

Black Cape,

Queen,
Early Oval,

Thev are principally of one year's growth, from cuttings

onlu (which are much better than layers of two or even

three years old,)—were planted under his direction and

superintendanee, are warranted genuine, and are in a

healthy and vigorous state.

The subscriber purposes to continue the cultivation ot

such varieties of the foreign and native Vines as are

suited to this climate, and that will thrive in the open

ground in town or country.
_

Application may be made to the subscriber at his office,

No. 7 1-2, Congress street, or at the garden to Patrick

Kennedy.
Boston, March 13, 1829

ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

6w

JAMES BLOODGOOD & CO.'s

JVursery, at Flushing, Long Island, near JVew York.

The subscriber will receive and transmit orders for any

quantity, or variety, of

Fruit and Forest Trees,

Flowering Shrubs,

and
Plants,

alia the same will be delivered here, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser ; the bills may be paid to him.

Messrs Bloodgood & Co. attend personally to the mo-

<-ulatin°- and engrafting of all their fruit trees, and purcha-

sers may rely with as much confidence as they can upon

any nursery, that the trees

prove genuine.

d shrubs they order, will

ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

7 1-2, Congress street.

Boston, March 13, 1829.

A Gardener Wants Employ,

Who has a perfect knowledge of Grape Vines and Trees

of every description ; in particular, Green House Plants.

He served a regular time in Europe, and has travelled in

different climates ; and through much experience is ena-

bled to call himself a good gardener ; and feels capable of

making profitable improvements. Can give reference of

his abiTity to several gentlemen of respectability in Bos-

ton. A line left at the N. E. Farmer office, will be at-

tended to. Direct to C. B.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 3t

Kenrick Nurseries in Newton, near Boston.

For sale, at the Kenrick Nurseries, in

Newton, an extensive assortment of Apples,

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Apricots,

Nectarines, White Mulberries, Grape Vines,

Goosebeiry and Currant Bushes, &c. Also,

Pear Trees and Grape Vines.

For sale by Rufus Howe, at llie place of Samuel Downer, in

Dorchester, 200 Pear Trees of the choicest varieties, viz : 20

kinds from the London Horticultural Society; also, large and
very handsome Scckles, Ambrelios, Hardens, and Blocker .Mea-

dow ; 20 handsome Mack Tartarean-; and Remington Cherry
Trees, Plums, &c. 300 Native Grape Vines, viz : 50 three

years old Catawbas, 80 three years old Isabellas,.* Maud's Vir-

g" nia, 30 Alexander, 20 Elsingborough ; also, 200 Sweet Water,
lack Hamburg, &c.
30 varieties Poses, viz : Greville Rose, While and Red Moss,

Grand Duke of Tuscany, Unique, Multiflora, Provence or Cab-
bage, Hundred Leaf, Four Seasons, Red Damask, Marble,

French, Cluster, Swiss, German, Variegaled, Burgundy, Dou-
ble and Single White.

Dahlias, seven varieties of Double, viz : Crimson, Buff, Yel-

low, Red, &c. Single do.

Tulips, a great number of varieties, viz : Bizarrcs, Bibloems,

double and single, of different colors, Parrot Bills, &c.
Hyacinths, a great variety. Persons are invited, when the

Tulips and Hyacinths are in bloom, to call and make their se-

lections. While Lilies, Pink roots, Phlox, Polyanthus, three

kinds Honeysuckle, Chinese, Trumpet and Sweet Scented ;—
handsome Snow Bali trees, Quince do., Red and White Lilacs,

growing on same stalk ; Lagcrslreremia, India or Crape Myr-

tle, Spira Syrengo, Fringe or Smoke Tree, Suowberry Bush,

Strawberry Tree.
Currant Bushes, White Dulch, Red do., common white and

red. Gooseberries, different kinds.

Rasp/jerries, Antwerp white and red. Thimblebcrries, while

and red.

Strawberries, viz: Wtlmoi's Superb, Downton,—red and

white English Weed—Roseberry, three kinds native.

\Vantea\.n purchase, two to three thousand small and middling

size Pear and Plum Trees, suitable for budding and grafting,

Seedlings would be preferred. Apply as above, or at JNo. 5,

Central Wharf.

Rose Water.

20 demijohns double and single distilled Rose Water, made
entirely from Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is con-

stantly for sale at Mr C. Wade's Porter Cellar, No. 12, Mer-

chants Row, by demijohn or less quantity.

Jan. 30. 2linF4uiM4inA

Farm for Sale.

In Bedford, 15 miles from Boston, on the post road from

Lowell to Concord, Mass., and One mile from ihe post road

leading through Lexington to Worcester. It contains 80 acres,

has 3 pastures, a wood lot of about 8 acres, an inexhaustible

peat meadow, and about 36 acres of mowing. The dwelling

house has two parlors, a large China closet, an excellent kitch-

en, and six chambers, and there are two wells of water. The

barn corn barn, and poultry house. &c. are in the best ord.

It is 3 miles from Concord, one half mile from Concord river,

where is good fishing, and 10 miles from Lowell. The above

premises were completely repaired within and without last

spring. The dwelling house has had three coats of paint in-

side and out. It has a southern aspect, several large Elm trees

in front, a handsome and extensive fence and circular avenue.

Inquire at the New England Farmer Seed Store.

Seeds for Country Dealers.

Traders in the country, who may wish lokcep an assortment

of Garden Seeds for sale, arc informed iliev can l»c furnished

at the New England Farmer office, No. 52 North Market street,

Boston, wlih boxes containing • complete assortment of the

seeds mostly used in a kitchen garden, on as favorable terms as

they can be purchased in this country, neatly done up in small

papers, at 6 awd 12 cents each—warranted to be of the growth

of 1H28, and of the purest fuatiiy. Oruhuui. Fi.owib
Sekhs will he added on the same terms, when ordered, as well

as Peas, Bea»s, Early White Sweet Cork, c*c, of difS-

fereni sorts.

jyi'lie Seeds vended at this establishment, are put upon a

new plan this year, each package being accompanied with

short directions on its management, and packed in the neatest

style, Traders are requested to call and examine for them-

selves. PP" Jan. 23.

For Sale,

In the southeasterly part of old Marlborough, a valuable

Farm, containing about 120 acres, consisting of every kind of

land that is desirable to the enterprising farmer, a large portion

of which is of the first quality, having a constant stream cf water

running through it ; and the land is so situated Uiat a number of

acres are capable of irrigation. On the premises is an upright

two story House, with four rooms on the floor, in good repair

:

a large Barn, 80 by 30, and in common seasons is filled with

good hay. There are also on the farm, good Orchards, a part

of which are in their prime ; together with an abundance of

Wood, the best of while oak, fit for wheelwrights' use, or for

ship timber. There are few farms capable of more improve-

ment, or wliich can be carried on at iess expense. The place

will be sold at a fair price, with or without the stcck and uten-

sils, at the election of the purchaser. The payments made easy

and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of William
Dr.\fer, Esq. of Marlborough, of BENJAMia W eld of Rox-

bury, or of Samuel H. Wild, on the premises. .16,

PRICES OF COU.VTRY PRODUCE.

Hull's Trusses.

The undersigned, agent for Doct. Hull, has recently received

and has for sale, a complete assortment of this useful instrument,

adept;:! tc Ihr. reh-f of persons ~friirt;d with ruptures of

'
]

description, f the adult to the infant, and which will in all

about 150 varieties of the most ornamental hardy trees cases wuere it is rcquired, be fitted and applied with the utmost

and shrubs—including nearly 50 superb varieties of hardy care

sff, comprising white and red moss—single yellow,

double do—yellow Austrian -red and yellow Austrian-

black mottled, sable, Tuscany, and other varieties of the

hlackest roses—Unique White Provence, &c.

Also, Greville Roses, and Wilmot's Superb
Strawberries.

Apple Trees of extra sizes—also Flowering Horse

•» Chestnuts, and some other sorts.

Written orders directed to John or William Ken-

rick, Newton, will be received by the daily mail, and

promptly attended to—or they may be left at Mr Joseph

Biidge's Grocery and Seed Store, No. 60, Court street,

Boston, where, on application, catalogues will be delivered

-or, catalogues may be obtained of Mr J. B. Rus-
epSv

graf..

sell, at the New England Farmer office.

Lar^e Scotch Gooseberry Bushes and Hawthorns, S,-c.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

52 North Market street, by the ship Camillus, from Gree-

nock, and Napolson, from Liverpool, 15,000 Hawthorns,

for live fencing, and about 500 superior Scotch and Lan-

cashire Gooseberry Bushes ;-^-tiie Hawthorns $5 per

thousand; the Gooseberry Bushes, put up in lots of six

roots, of the largest and finest sorts, with names—speci-

mens' of the fruit, as large as Egg Flums, American

<rrowth, from the imported roots, in sealed bottles, may be

seen at the store—price $ 1 50 per lot of six roots.

Likewise, two barrels of superior fresh Lucerne Seed,

warranted ; one cask of large Potato Oats ; and one cask

of fine London Split Peas, tor culinary purposes.

Testimonials relating to the utility and excellency of this ar-

ticle, are ahundaut, and deposited with the agent, but have be-

come a matter of too much notoriety, and loo well admitted, to

need nublicilv; as numerous instances of perfect cures have re-

sulted from its application. EBENEZER WIGHT,
Milk street, opposite Federal street, Boston.

Feb. 27. St

Fresh Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52

North Market Street, a tew barrels of American Hemp Seed, of

last year's growth.—Also, one barrel of fresh Riga Flax Seed

well' known to be superior to ihe common American Flax.

New Pear Scions.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North

Market Street, a collection of very choice and rare scions of the

following fruits, all cut from bearing trees, in Mr Downer's gar-

den :

Pea?-
*.

Mr Knight's presents,

and most of them Van
isle,')

elle,
£

Caprimont. Urhanisle,

Marie Louise.Florelle

Beurre Knox.
fSorgamot de Pnsque,
Ron Cretien de Williams,

Charles d'Aulriche,

Doyenne Gris. St Galen.

Epargne, Bartlell, Seckle.

Green Gage, Apricot.

' Downer's Mazard.

Mons' seedlings.

From the London
Horticultural Society.

Plums.

Cherry.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2

BUTTER, inspected. No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk, -

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore. Howard-slreel, -

Genesee, - - - -

Rye, best, - - - -

GRAIN, Corn, -

Rvc, ....
Barley, ....
Oats. -

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,

LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, - - - -

Navv, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, -

Rye Grass,

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne, - - - -

While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed.

Merino, three fourths washed,

Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, "
#
spinning, first sort,

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED EVERY WEEK BT MR. HSTWARD.

(Clerk of Faneuil-hall Market.)

BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fresh, best pieces,

whole hogs,

VEAL,
MUTTON, -

POULTRY', -

BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS.
MEAL, Rye. retail,

-

Indian, retail,

POTATOS.
CIDER, [according to quality,]
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MISCELLANIES.
SONNET TO THE CAMELLIA JAPONICA.

BY \T. ROSCOE, ESQ.

gay, what impels me, pure and spotless flower,

To view lliee with a secret sympathy ?

Is there some living spirit shrined in lliee ?

That, as thou bloom'st within my humble bower,

Endows thee with some strange, mysterious power,

Waking high thoughts ? As there perchance might be

Some..angel-form of truth and purity,

Whose hallowed presence shared my lonely hour ?

Yes, lovely flower, 't is not thy virgin glow,

Thy petals whiter than descending snow,

Nor all the charms thy velvet folds display

;

'T is the soft image ofsome beaming mind,

By grace adorn'd, by elegance refined,

That o'er my heart thus holds its silent sway.

Wonders of a cup of Tea.—A cup of tea, though

a small article and a cheap one, is capable of per-

forming wonders. As a mine, beneath the wall

of a beleaguered city, only requires the match to

blow the inhabitants of earth to the moon, so a

cup of tea wants nothing but opportunity to pro-

duce the most signal effects ; and many a match
is begun, advanced, or concluded, under its in-

spiring influence. When the " hissing urn throws
up a steamy column," fragrant with hyson, pow-
erful with imperial, strong with gunpowder, or

black with bohea, it may be considered as a warn-
ing of the consequences to be expected from the

wonderworking beverage within. But when the

cups have received it, when the sugar and cream
have softened it ; in fine, when rosy lips begin to

imbibe the delicious draught, then look for conse-
quences. Father of Ho Whanghi ! how does a
cup of tea unloose, invigorate, nay, almost create,

the faculty of speech ! Behold a spiritless, silent,

solemn company, sitting in a semicircle, staring at

one another, having thrice exhausted that most in-

exhaustible topic, the weather, and despairing in

what manner to introduce it a fourth time—in this

sad, this most uncomfortable dilemma, the sight of
the tea tray is better than a plank to a drowning
man, or the voice of pardon to a condemned crim-

inal. Glance your eye over the company, and
see how other eyes begin to sparkle ; the solemn
gloom disperses like mists before the morning sun.

But no sooner have pretty noses began to inhale

the fragrance, no sooner have pretty lips began to

sip the delicious, tongue-inspiring beverage, than
silence is thrust aside, the weather banished from
" good society," and tongues (as Virgil says about
elm trees that bear apples) begin to be astonished
at fruits not their own.

—

Berk. Am.

History, antiquities—iu cities, towns, churches,

castles, ruins, &c.
Natural history—in plants, earths, stones, min-

erals, animals, &c.

Picturesque taste—in landscape scenery in all

its boundless combinations.

Cultivate good humored contentment in all the

little inconveniences incident to inns, roads, weath-

er, &c.
Cultivate a deep and grateful sense of the pow-

er, wisdom, and goodness of God, in creation and
providence, as successively presented to your no-

tice from place to place.

Keep diaries and memoranda of daily events,

places, persons, objects, conversations, sermons,

public meetings, beauties, wonders, and mercies,

as you travel. Be minute and faithful.

Ask many questions of such as can afford use-

ful information as to what you see.

Write your diary daily ;—delays are very preju-

dicial. You owe a diary to yourself, to your

friends left at home, and to your father, who gives

you the pleasure and profit of the journey.

Prayer.—Strive to preserve a praying mind
through the day ; not only at the usual and stated

periods, but every where, and at all times, and in

all companies. Thi3 is your best preservative

against error, weakness, and sin.

Always think yourselves in the midst of tempt-

ations ; and never more so, than when most
pleased with outward objects and intercourse.

Pray and watch, for if the spirit be willing, yet

the flesh is deplorably weak.

SEEDS WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
For sale at the Seed Establishment, connected with the office

of the New England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street, Bos- .

ton, the largest variety of seeds to be found in New England

—

of the crops of 18-28. The greatest care has been taken to have
iem raised by our most experienced seed growers, and to have
ic sorts perfectly genuine. They are oflered for sale by the
ushel, pound, or paper, on favorable terms. Each package
>r retail is accompanied with short directions on its manage-
lent. The following comprise some of our most prominent

sorts. Pamphlet catalogues gratis.

Artichoke, Green Globe White Cos, or Loaf
Asparagus, Devonshire Green Cos

Behaviour in Company Be cheerful, but not
gigglers.

Be serious, but not dull.

Be communicative, but not forward.
Be kind, but not servile.

In every company, support your own and your
father's principles by cautious consistency.

Beware of silly, thoughtless speeches ; although
you may forget them, others will not.

Remember God's eye is in every place, and his
ear in every company.
Beware of levity and familiarity with young

men : a modest reserve, without affectation, is the
only safe path—grace is needful here ; ask for it

;

you know where.

Journeyings.—Cultivate kuowledge as you trav-
el.

American Freemen contrasted with the largest class

of European population.—There do not exist in

America, in the same degree those circumstances
of a dense and degraded population, which occa-

sion in the old nations of Europe such an infinite

difference of knowledge and ignorance, of wealth

the most exuberant and indigence the most horri-„

ble. No man in America need be poor if he has

a hatchet and arms to use it. The wilderness is

to him the same retreat which the world afforded

to our first parents. His family, if he has one, is

wealth ; if he is unincumbered with wife or chil-

dren, he is the more easily provided for. An im-
mense proportion of the population of the United
States consists of agriculturists, who live upon
their own property, which is generally of moder-
ate extent, and cultivate it by their own labor.

Such a situation is peculiarly favorable to republic-

an habits. The man, who feels himself really in-

dependent,—and so must every American who
can use a spade or an axe,—will please himself
with the mere exertion of his free-will, and form a

strong contrast to the hollowing, bawling, bluster-

ing rabble of a city, where a dram of liquor or the
money to buy a meal, is sure to purchase the ac-

clamation of thousands, whose situation in the
scale of society is too low to permit their thinking
of their political right as a thing more valuable
than to be bartered against the degree of advan-
tage they may procure, or of licence which they
may exercise, by placing it at the disposal of one
candidate or another.

—

Scott's Life of JYapoleon.

The Traveller states that during the last year,
in Boston, about 400 dwelling houses and stores
were built, besides three meeting houses, a splen-
did hotel, and a number of mechanics and other
shops.

Gravesend
Battersea
Large white Readin

Beans, (26 varieties,) including

Ihe English broad beans,
dwarfs, pole, &c.

Beds, true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Early While Scarcity

French Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, (for soups, &.C)

Borecole

Brocoli, Early While
Early Purple
Large Cape

Brussels Sprouts
Cabbage, Early York

Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Lou. Battersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Bergen, &c.
Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch
Large Geeen Glazed
Large Late Drumhead
Tree, or 1000 headed
Gree^Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Savoy
Turuip Rooted, &c.
Russian
Late Imperial

Late Sugarloaf
Cardoon
Carrots, Altringham

Early Horn, (for table)

Blood Red
Lemon .

Long Orange
Cauliflower, Early and Late
Celery, White solid

Rose colored solid

Italian

Cliercil

Chit

Celeriac,or turnip rooted

Corn Salad, or Vettikost

Cress, Curled or Peppcrgrass
Broad leaved or Garden
Water

Cucumber, Early Frame
Early Green Cluster
Short Prickly
Long Prickly
Long Green Turkey
Long While Turkey
Long White Spined
Small Girkin, Ac.

Egg Plant, Purple
White

Endive, Green
White Curled
Broad leaved Batavian

Garden Burnet
Garlic Sells

Indian Corn, (several varieties)

Purple curled

Green curled Scotch
Leek, London

Large Scotch
Lettuce, Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head
Royal Cape (line)

Imperial

Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
.Tennisball, or Rose
Drumhead
Magnum Bonum Co
Bath Cos
Ice Cos

Melon, Pine Apple
Green Citron

Persian
Nutmeg
Large Canteleupe
Pomegranate, or Musk
Carolina Water
Long Island Water
Apple seeded Water

Marjoram
Mustard, White and Brown
Nasturtium
Mangel Wurtzel
O/cra

Onions, Potato

Tree
While Portugal
Yellow-

Large Red
Parsley, Siberian

Dwarf Curled
Curled or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling-

Peas, Early Washington
Early double blossomed
Early Frame
Early Golden Hotspur
Early Charlton

Early Strawberry Dwarf
Dwarf Blue Imperial
Dwarf Blue Prussian
Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
Dwarf Marrowfat-
Dwarf Sugar
Matchless, or Tall Marrow
Knight's Tall Marrow
Tall Crooked pod Sugar

Peppers, Long or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash
Cherry, (West. India)

Pumpkins, Fine Family
Connecticut Field
Mammoth

Radish, Early Frame
Short top Scarlet"

""'"

Long Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long white,or Naples
Cherry
Violet colored

White Turnip Rooted
Black Fall or Spanish

Rhubarb Roots, (for tarts)

Ruta Baga
Salsify, or vegetable oyster

Sea Kale
Skirret

Saffron
Spinach, New Zealand

Prickly, or Fall

Rouudleaved summer
Sage
Squash, Early bush summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow
Acorn &c.

Tomatos
Turnips, early white Dutch

Early Garden Stone
White Flat, or Globe
Large Eng. Norfolk
Long Tankard
Long Yellow French
Yellow Maltese
Yellow Aberdeen
Yellow Stone
Yellow Swedish
Dedham

Thyme—Sweet Basil—Bone-
set—Lavender—Rosemary

—

Hyssop—Wormwood—Sum-
mer Savory—Penny royal

—

Spikenard—Dill—Balm-Tan-
sy—Bene, &c.

A Situation Wanted,
For a young man and his wife in a private family. 4t feb2?
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have been less, but still it would have been a
f

be fat, or at least in good order. Now what have

icy cost? An ox, on the 15tb of May of mod-oncern, as may be seen by a calculation.

Q}ost of the oxen, 65,00

Hay, 11,00

g bushel of corn per day, for 88 days, is

44 bushels, at GO cts, 20,40

ON STALL FEEDING CATTLE.
Mr Editor—Most persons are willing to com-

municate the result of those experiments only, in

which they have been successful. Those in which

we fail may be made equally useful, as pointing 102,40

out to others the rocks on which vvc have been Proceeds of the sale, 92,30

wrecked, and giving fair and seasonable warning

of the ditngers of the navigation. Under pecuni- Loss by this feeding, $10,10

ary loss and disappointment, we ought, at least, to
But ;t ig by nQ means certa ;n th at by this mode

be allowed the consolation and relief of making
of fce(Jing tl|ey wouW have gamed as much as by

our mistakes admonitory and beneficial to those,
(i _ mode adopted _ of t | liS; however, I am not

who might be otherwise in danger of suffering Mc to form an opimon . T |ie cattle fed as well

from the same causes with ourselves.
ag possible from the beginning.

I have been curious to know, since the great
Thig reglJ , t) tnough by no „ieans agreeable, cor-

orticles of agricultural produce this year have been
respon(js perfectly with the statement on the same

as cheap with us in this vicinity as they ordinari- gub
j
ect , of a ,< Gentleman of Columbia," in vol. ii.

ly are far back in the country, why we could not
p

22tj of the New York Memoirs of Agriculture,

stall-feed cattle here to advantage, if it is true that whicn j ghou |d be g
i
a( i t0 see republished, in part,

the farmers in the country find it for their advan-
jn ur us;efu | paper,

tage to fatten beef by stall feeding for the market ?
j have been solicitous, in the next place, to as-

I exchanged a yoke of oxen in low condition in
cemitl ag near as practicable, what are the ordi-

the fall, for a yoke of larger cattle, in such a thriv-
l)a|

.

y ))rofits of ,he blItcher in gllch cases . Sev-
ing condition as several good judges pronounced ^j ,)ave admltted tbat the advance which they
most favorable to success in the experiment.

reCeive is from one to two cents per lb. The
My own cattle were sold again by the pur- buU.her) t0 v/ll0m my catt |e were soki, an honor-

chaser, in the way of trade for sixty dollars ; but i

., b|e and feir mal)) gai([ that he ghou |d be satisfied

he estimated the cash value at fifty-five. 1 gavel
vhh the hidcs and tal |ow for his pl.

fit. The
in exchange for the cattle to be fatted, ten dollars.

|
,|Mc3 at 5 centg per ,b and tbe ta |,ow 5^ (tlie

which made the cost of the oxen stall-fed, sixty- !

..<,,,, pr iCes) would have given him $1S~77.—

-

five dollars, when their Ceding began. This was I'g- ratjng b is profits at one cent and a half per
the first of December, and they were slaughtered

,b ,]e re(.eiveg $27,69. This seems to me a large

the 26th of February. They were kept clean ; Lonmiiss j onj and very disproportionate to the re-

daily carded, and fed at regular hours with a

much care and fidelity as possible. They were

eighty-eight days in the stall, being turned out

once or twice a day for watering ; and the food

consumed, and the result, are as subjoined.

73 bushels of turnips, or mangel wurt-

zel, at 10 cents per bushel. 7,30

1024 qts of Indian, or oil meal (at 28

qts to a bushel, deducting the toll,)

equal to 36| bushels, at 60 cents per

bushel,

65£ bushels of potatoes, at 25 cents per

bushel,

Hay not ascertained, but estimated for

both, at 25 lbs. per day, at 50 cts per

100 lbs. 2200 lbs.

21,95

16,311

ult with the farmer, who loses above 29 dollars,

while the butcher gains, probably above 27 dol-

lars, with comparatively little trouble.

I leave all remarks in this case to others,—and

am, Mr Editor, Yours respectfully,

March 7, 1829. S. X.

11,00

Cost of feed,

Value of the oxen when put up,

Weight when killed 1846 lbs. for which

the butcher allowed me 5 cts per lb.

Loss on the oxen,

Such is the result of the experiment, conducted

for aught I see, as fairly as possible. Somen! my
neighbors, upon seeing the issue, told me thai the

mistake was in using so many vegetables, and that

I should have given them only hay and Indian

meal ;— say as much hay as they would eat, and a

peck of meal each per day. The loss then would

Remarks by (he Editor.—The following is a part

of the article alluded to above by our correspon-

dent, and which he would " be glad to see repub-

lished," &c. " We all know that selling lean cat-

tle, either in spring or fall, is a poor business at

best, even when they can be sold at all ; and the

only way to obtain anything like a fair price, is to

get them ready for the butcher as early as possi-

ble. If they are in good pasture from the middle
—'—7"

i of May to the middle of August, they will sell, as
56,5o 4 : there is generally a demand by those who retail

65,00
j

[bem m the country villages and towns ; poor

enough to be sure is the meat, but it goes by the

name of beef. To keep on band this kind of

stock for three months longer, that is to the mid-

dle of November, when the markets are so fully

supplied, they will seldom pay for their keeping.

As an article of agricultural profit, it will never

do ; as a matter of convenience and necessity, we
must make use of it. If then, in a domestic way,

this turns to so little profit, let us next examine

whether, on a large scale, it can be made better.

In the spring, lean cattle, as steers and oxen, may
generally be purchased low, and in six months,

being kept in good pasture all that time, they will

erate size, will cost, on an average, $25 ; keeping

till the 15th of November, will not be legs than $1

per month, that is $6 ; expense of sending to mar-

ket, 100 miles distant, $2,50 ; interest ou the pur-

chase money, including ri.-k, at 10 per cent, is

$2,50 then your ox has cost $36. He will not

sell at that sea n for more than $40— a poo»

profit indeed of $4. This article will then seldom

answer, unless v lere land is at a low price, and

very distant from market. I have known several

trials made, and by attentive experienced farmers,

who have, after a year or two given it up.

Let us next examine whether winter stall feed-

j will do better. If cattle are in very good

order, or naif fat, the 1st of December, they may
be made fit for market in three months, and feed-

ing for that time will cost $25. If they are in or-

dinary store order, it will require six months, feed-

ing, which will cost at least $30. Now it is easy

to calculate whether the price you will then ob-

tain for them will pay the first cost, risk, interest,

and expenses ; if so stall feeding will do, other-

wise not. My own experience has taught me that

it will not do—others will judge for themselves.

* * * * »

" When the farmer or grazier undertakes to

make the fattening of cattle his business, the first

prerequisite is, that he be a judge, and a good one

too, of the worth of cattle in all their different

stages, of which be judges by the eye, and hand;
next be nnt-t 1 .sve at command a capital in cash,

to enable" IfimflSr' miy wiili BUM BdfWrtnga • and

then he must have provided food in sufficient

quantity for whatever mode of feeding he under-

takes. Fattening on grass, or in the stall, are the

two modes of managing this business ; on grass

the best way is to buy young cattle, particularly

three or four year old steers, in the month of No-
vember ; to keep them in the yard all winter, fed

partly with straw and partly with hay, but so as

to have them in good order in the spring ; and
these cattle should not be of the largest sizes,

rather middling, such as will come to about six

hundred weight the four quarters when fattened.

Such may generally be bought for $20 or $25.

—

They must have good pasture for four mouths, for

if that fails, the profit is gone. But as we cannot

control the seasons, in case a severe drought takes

place, the only remedy is a little grain, or rather

meal, given daily. Provided they are thus fed,

they will be ready for sale by the middle of Sep-

tember, and generally at this time cattle of the

above size are in good demand ; if kept later, the

markets are glutted, and the price always lower.

" The middle of September, such cattle, weigh-

ing 600 lbs. the quarters, will not sell for mora
than $36, or $6 per 100. They have cost, first

$20, next, winter keeping, hay $2,50, straw $2,50,

four and an half month's grass $4,50, interest for

ten months on $20, at 7 per cent. $1,16— then

the profit is about $5,— besides the risk. This is

no great encouragement, yet I can make no mora
of it, and have often made less.

" In pursuing this subject, we now inquire what
is the most economical and profitable winter feed-

ing ? We must first kjiow what an ox requires to
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fatten him, suppose he will give 800 Mis. of beef.

It has been already said that he may be made fat

in three months, or 100- days, if in good store or-

der when put up. Let this time be allowed. He
will eat every twenty-four hours, 14 lbs. of hay,

cost 6 cents ; half a bushel of potatoes, 12J cents,

and eight quarts of Indian meal, 12j cents; being

31 cents a day, or $31 for the 100 days. This
I have verified by many trials ; and the interest

$1,75, together making $32,75, which added to

the first cost, $25, then the ox has cost $57,75.
If the beef is sold at $8 per cwt. in March, it

leaves only $6,25 profit. There are several other

articles of food on which cattle may be fatted ; but

the above is the most economical that I know.

—

Oil cake is the quickest to fatten with, and where
it can he had, it is advisable to use it instead of
Indian meal ; the price is ahout 56 cents per
bushel, ground, and the quantity from 4 to 8 quarts

per day.

" To fatten an ox on turnips will require two
bushels a day, with 10 lbs. of hay. Carrots an-
swer well, but are more expensive still—cabbage
the same. From all these we exempt premium
cattle, and those made up for show. Sure I am
that the feeder never gets paid, unless he is grati-

fied with seeing his oxen dressed up with ribbons,
and his name in the papers. It was told me as a
fact, that one gentleman from Orange county, who
had just sold in New York fen very fine cattle,

being asked how much profit he had made by
these, as they had been fed eighteen months, an-
swered,he had just made a loss of $30 a head, al-

though they were sold at a high price. Where
then go all the profits, for beef is still at a good
price when cut up ? The answer is to the butch-
er, who realises from 25 to 30 per cent, on good
cattle."

We doubt very much whether stall feeding cat-

tle can ever be made profitable in the vicinity of
large markets ; for this plain reason, the articles

of produce, which are required for fattening the
cattle, would command more money in market
than their value when turned into beef by any
mode of feeding with which we are acquainted.
But when farmers live at such a distance from
market that their potatoes, turnips, and other arti-

cles of that kind are of too great bulk and too lit-

tle proportional value to bear transport to some
place of profitable sale, they may advantageouslv
change those articles into beef by fattening cattle

with them. Likewise where farmers are in pos-
session of rich pasture grounds, it will often hap-
pen that their produce can scarcely be turned to

good account in any other way but by its use in

fattening cattle. Besides a small farmer even in

the immediate neighborhood of a good market
may profitably fatten his old oxen without their

consuming any considerable quantity of marketa-
ble produce. By permitting them to have the
first run of his spring pastures, and of his rowen,
or aftermath ; the first bite at the balks of his corn
field ; the tops of his garden and field vegetables

;

the thinnings or extra plants or leaves of Indian
corn, turnips, mangel wurtzel, &e. with such ad-

ditions of Indian meal, green corn, grass cut with
the scythe and fed out green, refuse pumpkins
and squashes, sweet apples, &c. &c. as prudence
may suggest and economy justify, a small farmer
may fatten a yoke of oxen, or a cow or two, at an
expense so trifling as to realize a palpable profit.

The best way is always to keep your working
oxen pretty good beef, and a small expense will

convert them into fat beef. But to huy produce

to fatten cattle, is like pumping up water to carry

a grist mill— the thing may be done, but will cost

more than it will come to.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

NATIVE GRAPES.
Ma Editor— As new fruits are presenting

themselves, and information respecting their qual-

ities desirable, I hope a few remarks, on our na-

tive grapes, those varieties suitable for the table,

and for wine, will not be ill timed.* We recom-

mend our remarks to those who cultivate fruits

in open situations. The Black Hamburg in my
garden, does not ripen successfully, once in six

years in open ground— the Sweet Water has fail-

ed six years in succession— latterly they have done

better, but are still a very uncertain fruit. The
hardiness and certainty of the native grape crops,

urges us strongly, to cultivate them largely. In a

few years, I have no doubt, in the country, we
shall find the greater proportion of cultivated

grapes native sorts. I noticed last fall, that the

cultivators of fruits, in the vicinity of Philadelphia,

were giving up foreign varieties, owing to their

frequent disappointments in good crops, exchang-

ing them for our native varieties, particularly Al-

exander's, or Schuylkill Muscadelle—their gene-

ral market price was nineteen cents the pound.

Bland's Madeira, or Virginia, or Pale Red.
This variety has been raised last season, on the

rich farm of Ebf.n. Seaver, Esq. in Roxhury, pre-

sented in our market and sold readily for twenty-

five cents the pound. Their fine appearance was
such, as seven out of eight would have declared

them a fine, foreign, table grape. A handsome
bunch of the same, was at the time, to be seen at

the New England Farmer office. It was only uiy

positive declaration, that I knew them to be na-

tive, that could convince a noted gardener in Bos-

ton they were so. This fruit has the credit of

standing first as a dessert grape, and is also a su-

perior wine grape. The vine is vigorous, hardy,

and a good bearer—bunches huge, six or eight

inches long, with handsome shoulders or branches,

berries good size, claret color, thin skin, very little

pulpy, good flavor, juicy, sweet, and lively, a very

little of the native taste about them.

Isabella—Much has already been said in fa-

vor of this variety, which is a valuable acquisition,

when we consider its many good qualities, its

great yield, (more so than any others known here)

\igorous growth, hardy, and certain crops—a good
wine grape ; many will like it, as a dessert grape,

as it is ascertained that by hanging them in a

room, they lose the foxy taste attached to them,
becoming juicy, and more palatable. No one, I

think, could withhold from their gardens in the

country, these native varieties, when they are so

certain to bear well, requiring no trouble, except

keeping them well pruned. No protection is ne-

cessary from the cold. Let every one witness, as

I did last fall, Messrs Winship's, of Brighton, five

years old vine, on which were three hundred fine

bunches of grapes. Also in Mr Shaw's fine gar-

den in New York city, a nine years old vine, cov-

ering the whole front and top of a piazza, loaded
with fine grapes, estimated to he over two thous-

and bunches. Likewise in Brooklyn, Long Island,

a nine years old vine, spreading over a tree witli

* In speaking of unlive varieties, we r.uinoi mink nl distil;

ing the .richer foreign kinds, as the superior Ulark Hnmbui
Golden Chasselas, ami While Sueel Water, raised hj iln

possessing grape houscs,south walls,and fine sheltered situalio

more than a thousand hunches, without any re-
cent pruning. I should think all would be de-
sirous cf trying for similar success in their own
grounds ; we must, however, remember they grow
in proportion, as the soil is good, where they are
placed. This variety was only introduced since
1816.

Catawba—This variety I have not seen, but
those whom I consider good judges speak very fa-

vorably of it. Mr J. Adloh, one of the greatest
cultivators of native grapes, says " I look upon this

as one of the best wine grapes in the United
States ; and I say the very best. It is a very tol-

erable table grape. Those that ripen in the sun,

are of a deep purple color; where they are par-
tially shaded, they are of a lilac color ; and where
they ripen wholly in the shade, and are^jerfectly

ripe, they are white, rich, sweet, and vinous.—
When they are colored, they have somewhat of a
musky taste, resembling the Frontignac—they aro
very great and certain bearers."

Elsinborg, or Elsinborough—This grape Mr
Prince describes as follows—a very sweet, juicy

fruit, of a blue color, very hardy, and very pro-

ductive—free from pulp, and musky taste, &c. I

have heard it spoken of as a fine grape, and suita-

ble for the table. S. DOWNER.
Dorchester, March 23, 1829.

FOR THE HEW ENGLAND FARMER.

TO THE LOVERS OF GOOD FRUIT.
A synopsis of a work on fruits and fruit trees,

which was published in the New England Farm-
er the week before last, principally drawn from
the Treatise of Mons. Duhamel du Monceau, ha9
probably fallen under your view. The motive for

publishing this work is two fold— first, a desire to

save to the cultivators of fruits the trouble many
of them are now at in inquiring weekly of peri-

odical writers, what course they ought to pursue
in the treatment of their fruit trees, under differ-

ent circumstances, as well as the management of
their fruits ; and, secondly, from a desire which
we have long felt of remedying in some measure,
if possible, an evil which now pervades this coun-
try, in regard to the nomenclature of fruits gener-
ally, and particularly pears, which have of late

years become an object of considerable interest

among a large and respectable class of our citi-

zens.

Almost every man who has land of his own, on
which he wishes to raise fruit trees, is desirous of
establishing such sorts in the first instance, as will

he permanently acceptable to his family and
friends, or profitable as a means of support. It is

therefore of much importance to him that he be
supplied in the outset with such sorts as will an-
swer" one or both of these objects. Hitherto the

confusion of names has been so great, and the care

of individuals so small, that many gentlemen have
been led into great expense, and have experienced

great disappointments by inserting grafts and
planting trees that have been sent them as one
kind of fruit, while they were in fact of a distinct

and entirely different sort. The expense, which is

to many persons an object of importance, is noth-

ing, however, in comparison with the loss of time

which follows before the error is detected. Three
or four, and sometimes five or six years pass away
before we have ascertained that we have been
nourishing and cherishing a being in which we
have no interest, and which, as soon as its charac-

ter is known we devote to destruction.
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This loss of time, and this waste of our labor

»nd money, is owing almost altogether to the want

of a correct, well established, am! generally ac-

knowledged nomenclature of fruits. It is true

that error* and mistakes will sometimes occur in

nurseries where the gardeners are well acquaint-

ed with the proper tames of the various fruit trees

they raise. But it is much less likely to occur with

them, as well as with every one else, when names

are not confounded and the varieties are general-

ly known. If, therefore, we cart in a considerable

measure accomplish these ends by the contem-

plated publication, we may save to the farmers, as

well as to gentlemen, who have small fruit gar-

dens, and to horticulturists generally much trouble

and much loss of time, temper, and money.

As, however, I cannot afford to take any risk

on myself in the publication of this work, I shall

offer to the public a subscription paper, with a

view to obtain a sufficient number of subscribers

- to enable me to proceed with the work. The
subscribers will be held to take and pay for the

number of copies they subscribe for without de-

fault, as on this condition alone can the work be

published.

The subscribers may have the work with, or

without plates, of which there will be fifty uncol-

ored impressions, taken from the original work of

Mons. Duhamel, of the most valuable fruits that

were in his day, and are now cultivated in France

—the great nursery of fine fruits. These fruits

are represented of their natural size, and on their

respective branches, showing buds, leaves, blos-

soms, and seeds, which belong to them, and which

characterize the several sorts ; and a particular

description of each will be given from the original

work. Those who have seen the original prints
\

need no farther evidence of the beautiful manner
j

in which they are executed, and the copies, (of

which we have lodged a specimen with Mr Rus- I

sell, the publisher of the N. E. Farmer) we think

do great credit to our artists.

The subscribers will designate in the subscrip-

tion paper whether they take the book with plates

or not. The copies with the prints will be four

dollars each, and those without will be two dollars

and fifty cents each.

The subjects on which the work will treat may
be seen by referring to the New England Farmer
of the Gth inst. page 253 of the current volume.

judgment. »Many of the testimonies below given -

are, however, from persons wholly disinterested.

I have been iu doubt whether to collect the re-

marks as to each variety and arrange them sepa-

rately, or to give them as they have from time to
|

time appeared in the above mentioned works. On
j

the whole I have preferred the latter course, as
the same letter often refers to several different va-

rietiea, and it would be embarrassing to myself!

and the reader, to be referred back to the same
authority for different fruits. I shall, however,
subjoin a list, with some short character of each.

JOHN LOWELL.
Roxbury, March 20, 1829.

John Braddick, Esquire, to whose letters fre-

quent reference will be made, is, as Loudon, Editor

of the Gardener's Magazine, assures us, a man of
fortune, intelligence, and zeal— his own architect,

agrononie (or practical laborer) and gardener—in

short precisely the sort of person to whom we
should look for correct information. His letters

confirm his title to confidence. In a letter to Mr

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

THE NEW VARIETIES OF PEARS.
Mr Fesse.nden— I thought I could not render

a more acceptable service to horticulturists than

to condense in one article all which has appeared

in the London Hort. Transactions— in Loudon's

Gardener's Magazine, and in the Annales of the

Parisian Hort. Society with respect to the new va-

rieties of pears either raised from seed or discov-

ered since the time of Duhamel and Miller. It

will be seen, that the catalogue of fine table pears

has been doubled in number within 30 years, and

if any reliance can be placed on the opinions be-

low cited, we shall have no great reason to regret

the decline of the old varieties. When I express

myself thus equivocally as to the credit to be given

to the descript'ons of new fruits, I would confine

the skepticism or doubts to those made by the

raisers or producers only, because I have always
found that the producer or discoverer of a new
fruit or flower was very prone to be partial in his

Loudon, of 30th Nov. 182S, he gives the following

interesting history of a new pear called the Present

de Malines. [This pear has not been received here

that I recollect. La Bonne Malinoise from its being

named from tbe same city, will be in great danger
of being confounded with it. This last pear is

living from a scion of Mr Knight, though very

feeble at present.]

Present de Malines.—The history of this pear,Mr
Braddick says, is as follows. " The late Count
Coloma of Malines, [a Flemish city, or town]

amused himself in raising new varieties of pears,

by impregnating the blossoms ; the idea of so do-

ing struck him 50 years ago, on his reading the

works of the English author, Bradley. During 5

years that I annually visited the continent for the

purpose of collecting buds of new fruits, I used

every year to receive buds from the Count's gar-

den." (Among the restate received the bud of the

pear in question, which at the request of the Count
Coloma's friends, Mr Braddick called " Present

de Malines," which means a " Giftfrom Malines.'")

This letter, received in December, was accom-

panied by the fruit, of which Loudon (himself a

most competent judge) thus speaks—We received

the fruit which has a good deal of the Bon Chre-

tien shape, large at one end, smooth, and of a

beautiful yellow color. We tasted it ourselves,

and sent it to three eminent fruiterers [fruit sel-

lers.] It is agreed, that they are of most" excellent

quality, melting, and of a rich musky flavor. Mi-

Grange, one of our first fruiterers, knows the pear,

calls it a melting Bon Chretien, a good bearer and

excellent keeper. [It must not be understood that

Grange meant to say that it teas a good Christian,

but only that he called it such from a folly preva-

lent in Europe and America, to call unknown
fruits by old names on account of some resem-

blance. Thus we have Mr Bartlett's pear called

the Summer St Michael !
!]

Bcurre Spence—fall pear. Mr Braddick in a

letter dated March 1, 1826, speaking of the pear

at the head of this paragraph', says that he asked

Mons. Van Mons, the celebrated raiser of new
pears, to which of all his new pears he would give

the preference, and he immediately replied with

much vivacity " the Beurre Spence," and added
" this fruit to my taste is inestimable, and has no

competitor." Mr Braddick proceeds to say, that

when it bore fruit he sent specimens to the Lon-

don Horticultural Society. Mr Turner, the under

Secretary, pronounced it the very best of all the

new Flemish pears, and Mr Braddick coincides

with Professor Van Mow1
, and Mr Turner in this

preference. Time of ripening from the middle of

October to the middle of November. I have not

received this pear from Europe.

Poire d' Ananas— late winter pear. This new
pear (whose name ia*ynonymous with pine : pplo

pear) .Mr Braddick in the same letter just cited,

says is nearly allied in appearance and flavor to

the Present de Malines and Passe Colmar. Mr
Braddick sent two of the pears to Mr Loudon,

who pronounces them excellent. This was on the

first of March. Braddick says he kept them back

as long as he could. He adds his own ideas as to

the mode of keeping pears well. " They should

be preserved in an equal dry temperature ; under

the fermenting point from whence they should be

brought out just at the time of using them. Act-

ing upon this experience I have prepared a fruit

room 32 feet under the surface of the earth in the

solid dry rock." We would not recommend oth-

ers to follow this expensive example, but the opin-

ion of a very experienced cultivator as to keeping

fruit at a low and unvarying temperature is of

great value.

On the 8th of April, 1826, Mr Braddick sent to

Mr Loudon three pears of the year before, of

course excellent keeping pears, of which the only

notice is as follows.

Surpasse St Germain—Urge brown and green

pear. Loudon remarks, an excellent fruit, the

best of the three.

Grande Brelagne done—middle sized yellow

pear. Loudon says, an excellent fruit with tere-

binthinate flavor.

Prince de Prinlems—small green pear, sugary,

and melting.

July 29, 1826, Mr Braddick writes as follows.

" I think it necessary to premise that the following

list is the cream skimmed off of some thousandsof

new pears which I have been getting together for

many years past, from various parts of the world ;

the fruits of some of which I hope will gladden

the hearts of horticulturists for centuries to come.

_,.-.. ( Whence
Time of npen.ng.

} received.
Names of np- )

proved pears. }

Imperatrice d' Ele
Belle Lucrative
Roi de Wurteuiberg
Gros Dilien

Seckle
Marie Chrislien

Beurre Spence
Marie Louise
Napoleon
D'Aremberg Dae
5 Bonne Malinoise, oi

, Bonne tie Malines

Presenl de Malines

Passe Colmar
Poire d' A nana
Grande Brelagne

Prince de Printem

August M. Van Mons. Louvain
Sept. M. Suffels. Malines
Oct. Van Mo&s

Ocl. and Nov. do
do Dr Hosack, New York
do Van Moos
do do

Nov. do
Dee. do

and Jan. Due D'Aremberg, Brussels

) Dec. and Jan. Cbev.Neilis Malines

Dec. Count Coloma
Jan. and Feb. Noiselie. Paris

Feb. and March Stoffals

Mar. April, and May
April and May

(To be continued.)

<fe

Improvement tn Candles.— I steep the common
wick in lime water, in which I have dissolved a

considerable quantity of common nitre or salt-

petre. By this means I secure a purer flame and

a superior light ; a more perfect combustion is in-

sured ; snuffing is rendered nearly as superfluous

as in wax candles, and the candles thus treated

do not " run." The wicks must be thoroughly

dry before the tallow is put to them.

J. Murrat, F. L. Sv
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4&n Initiatory Discourse, delivered at Geneva, 27th

November, 1823, before an assembly, from which,

on thai day, wasformed the Domestic Horticultural

Society of the western parts of the state of New
York. By Myron Holley, Esq.

/Concluded from page 276.)

In 1805 a private association for Horticultural

objects was commenced in London, which was in-

corporated by a royal charter, in 180D. In 1803,

in Edinburgh, a Florist Society was instituted,

Which, in 1809, enlarged its views and took the

title of the Caledonian Horticultural Society. At

Paisley, in Scotland, a Florist society, was, some

time ago, established, of which an eminent writer

observes, that " the rearing of beautiful flowers is

found to improve the taste for manufacturing el-

egant patterns of fancy muslin ; while the florists

of Paisley have been long remarked for the peace-

fulness of their dispositions, and the sobriety of

their manners."

Several Botanical and Horticultural societies

have been commenced in the United States, some
of which are rapidly advancing in importance and
respectability. The influence of them collectively,

and of their several scientific and public spirited

members, individually, has been very perceptible

in awakening a general desire for the improved
cultivation of gardens and pleasure grounds, and
an increasing love of rural pursuits. One of the

most useful of these is, the New York Horticultu-

ral Society, which was originally formed in 1818,
though not incorporated till 1822. The effects of
this Society are most agreeably manifested in the

superior quantity and quality of culinary vegeta-
bles, fruits, and flowers, to be found in the New
York market ; in the emulation excited among
actual cultivators ; in the valuable practical publi-

cations, upon gardening and planting, which it has
encouraged, and in the public discourses of sev-
eral of its most intelligent and accomplished mem-
bers. With these societies, I trust, the institu-

tions which we are now assembled to originate,

will become an active and useful fellow laborer.

The benefits of such associations arc numerous
and of great importance.

They encourage profitable industry. In the vi-

cinity of London there are occupied as fruit and
kitchen gardens, about 14,000 acres of land, of
which the annual produce is sold for more than

$4,000,000. Within six miles of Edinburgh, there

are computed to be 500 acres, occupied in the same
way, of which the annual produce is worth near
100,000 dollars. For the supply of the New
York market with vegetables, fruits, and flowers,

there are cultivated several thousand acres of
land, of which the aggregate annual produce, in

the market, is supposed to be near $400,000.

—

The portions of earth thus cultivated, are far more
productive than any other equal portions of land

in the countries where they are situated. And
they give a healthy and virtuous employment to

great multitudes of human beings.

They promote important practical knowledge,
by the inquiries which they stimulate, and the

competition which they inspire. They lead to the
institution of an immense number of more skilful

and careful processes of cultivation than are pre-

viously followed, from some of which advanta-
geous results may be reasonably anticipated. And
by conversation, by writing, by public addresses,

and every other method of communicating knowl-
edge, every advantageous result will immediately

be shared by the whole community.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER, March 27, 1829.

They create a new spirit of horticultural ami
botanical enterprise. In our eountr*, * necessary
and most desirable consequence of this will be,

that we shall obtain a complete acquaintance with
all our indigenous vegetables. From the east and
from the west, from the north and from the south,

our native plants will all be gathered. E»ery
swamp, and every valley, every plain, and every
mountain, which is surveyed by the American
eagle, in his widest flight, will be made tributary,

with all its vegetable wealth, to the great interests

of science and humanity.

The science of Horticulture is capable of great

improvement, eren in those countries where it has

been most sedulously fostered. Recently, by the

application of scientific ingenuity, brtter apples

and pears are said to have been originated in

England and Flanders, than any before known.

—

And those countries, now vastly in advance of us

in Horticulture, are making new discoveries and
acquisitions from year to year. The finest fruits

and plants we now cultivate ; those which are es-

sential to comfort, as well as those which minister

to luxury, are not natives of our country. Our
potatoes, peaches, pears, and the better kinds of

plums, cherries, and apples, have been all brought

to us from abroad. And we are not yet in pos-

session of a tithe of the nutritious and desirable

fruits and plants with which the earth is stored

In relation to all these, inquiry and competition,

suggested and aided by the combined intelligence,

applause, and other rewards of public associations,

will be beneficial. By these means an extensive

acquaintance with the most esteemed Horticultu-

ral productions, of every country, will be obtained;

and the most sagacious and persevering use of all

the means necessary for their acquisition, will be
adopted. Calling in the aid of men of science, of
amateurs, and cultivators, both at home and
abroad, such societies may become the fortunate
instruments of disseminating, universally, every-

valuable seed, and plant, and tree, which is borne
upon the prolific bosom of the earth.

The tendencies of such associations are all lib-

eral, and philanthropic, and social. By uniting

gentlemen of all classes) professions, and opinions
in the prosecution of interesting and commendable
objects, the amiable and elegant courtesies of life

will be extended. Their stated meetings will be
embellished by taste, intelligence, and festive re-

finement ; and all will go away from them with a

keener relish of the beauties of nature, and a more
cheerful devotion to rural employments.

By promoting the knowledge and the love of

nature, they are calculated to improve the conduct
of life, and the sympathies of the heart. The
pleasures of gardening are retired, peaceful, calm.

They are equally suitable to the gaiety of advanc-
ing, and the gravity of declining, life. How much
the pure attachment to home is strengthened, in

the hearts of children, by uniting their exertions,

their solicitudes, and their tastes in the various dec-
orations of the garden ! Impressions formed at

home, decide the future character. And can it

be that these sympathetic impressions, upon the

domestic affections, are not beneficial to moral
conduct ? Ask the sons and daughters of those
who have been able to indulge their taste for orna-
mental shrubbery and gardening, when they are

withdrawn from the paternal roof, what objects

are most vividly and tenderly associated, in their

minds, with those whom they most love, and you
will soon learn the value of the shady walk, the

bursting bud, and the fragrant arbor. One of the
most pathetic passages of English poetry, ia Eve'»
farewell to the garden of Eden.

" Musi I thus leave thee, Paradise ? thus leave

Thro, native soil ! these happy walks and shades,

Fil haniii of Gods 1 where 1 had hope to spend,

Clui»l though »ad, Ike rfspite of that day
That must be mortal to us both. O flowers,

That never will in other climate grow,

My early tisilaiion, and my last

At even, which I bred up wilh lender hand

From the first op'uing bud, and gave ye names !

Who aow shall rear ye to the sun, or rank

Your tribes, and watiT from lh' ambrosial fount T

Thee, lastly, nuptial bowei ! by me adorn'd.

With whal lo S'ghl or smell was sweet ! Irom thee

How shall I part, and whiiher wander down
Into m lower world ; to this obscure

And wild ? How shall we breathe in other air

Less pure, actuslom'd to immortal fruils?"

To old age the employments of Horticulture are

delightful and appropriate. They afford a secure

retreat from the noise, turbulence, ingratitude, and

fierce contentions of a stormy world ; and inspire

serenity and cheerfulness. Cicero, in his letters

to Atticus, speaks of them as the best remedy for

grief and concern of mind. In a thousand ways

a garden serves to keep fresh and elastic the

springs and sympathies of life. The heart finds

interesting remembrances, and soothing society, in

all its objects. That shade is most refreshing,

which is afforded by trees of our own planting :

that fruit is most delicious, which we have most

frequently participated with our friends : those

flowers have the brightest bloom, which have

been the joy, and the ornament of our wives and

children.

Horticulture is favorable to universal charity, to

virtuous reflection, and to the highest attainments

of which the soul of man is capable. Surround-

ed with fragrance, and harmony, and beauty, and
order, all giving witness to the attributes of their

Great Creator, that heart must be dreadfully per-

verse which is not spontaneously filled with glad-

ness and gratitude for such accumulated blessings.

And these sentiments naturally dispose us to re»

gard, with the most cordial complacency, all th»

works of the same hand.

Of all organized beings, trees, and leaves, and
flowers, appear to me to afford the most obvious

traces of the intelligence and goodness of God.—

-

A very small portion of knowledge and curiosity

is sufficient to discern the marks of design in their

structure ; and still less, to apprehend the tenden-

cy of that design. They minister to so many of

our essential wants, our habitual comforts, and
our innocent enjoyments, that their signature of

goodness is legible to all. And whoever reads it

must feel himself summoned, not violently and
clamorously, but silently and most attractively, to

those reflections which improve the heart.

The best precepts of earthly philosophy, and

the hallowed instructions of heavenly wisdom,

have found the most propitious seats for their in-

culcation in gardens. Socrates was accustomed

to teach, in one, upon the banks of the Cephisus
;

and Jnsus, in another, upon those of Cedron

—

The most interesting events that ever have occur-

red, or that ever can occur, on this side of the

grave, have taken place in gardens. In one, the

shadow of death first fell upon tht human race
;

in another, the glorious light of immortal life,

breaking through that shadow, first beamed upon
the world !
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From the Southern Agriculturist.

Jin Account and Description of Bishop's Early Dwarf

Prolific Pea ; by Michael Floy.

The letter given below was written at our re-

quest, ami accompanied some of the peas ordered

out by us. An account of their origin is given in

the first volume of the Gardener's Magazine, and

from observations made by the Conductor of that

work, in subsequent numbers, they are in high re-

pute around London ; supposing that they would

prove an acquisition here, we have given the an-

nexed letter.

—

Editor Southern Agriculturist.

Mw York, Dec. 27, 182S.

Sir—I send you the quantity of Bishop's Early

Dwarf Prolific Pea, ordered by tou, being of the

same kind as presented by me to the Horticultu-

ral Society of this city. Agreeably to your re-

quest, I will give you a short account of its origin,

peculiar properties, and mode of treatment. In the

year 182G, they made their first appearance in

London, having been sent, as I am informed, from

some part of Scotland, where they were original-

ly raised by a practical gardener, of the name of

Bishop. In the year 1817, so great a reputation

had they obtained in the neighborhood of London,

that they were readily sold by the nurserymen

there at a guinea a pint ; and in the spring of that

year I received a small portion of them as a pres-

ent from an eminent horticulturist, who, in the

letter accompanying them writes as follows

:

"These peas are making a great noise here, and

knowing they would be highly acceptable to you,

I have, with some difficulty, procured you a small

quantity : its peculiar excellences appear to be

these—its great productiveness, equalling if not

surpassing any variety hitherto known ; its easi-

ness, and its remarkable dwarf habit, seldom at-

taining, even in the best soils, the height of twelve

inches, which of itself would make it a most valu-

able acquisition, more especially for small gar-

dens." In addition to what is here stated, I re-

mark from my own experience, that this pea fully

realizes the description here given, and the follow-

ing appears the most judicious method of treating

them : they should be planted three, or at any rate

two inches apart in the rows, as from their dwarf-

ishness and spreading habit they do not do so well

if sown closer, hence it is obvious there will be a

great saving of seed, as a pint of these peas will

go as far as two or three quarts of any other, sown

in the usual manner. They commence blooming

when not three inches high, bear most abundantly,

and are very fine eating. If a few were planted

weekly, a constant succession of green peas might

be obtained all the summer and autumn, as from

the habit of their growth they appear better calcu-

lated to withstand the heat of an American sum-

mer than any variety with which I am acquainted

I have still a few quarts left, which are offered to

those desirous of cultivating an excellent vegeta-

ble, at one dollar per quart. Persons at a dis-

tance, by remitting the cash by letter (post paid)

will receive them by any conveyance they may
designate. MICHAEL FLOY.
To John D. Legare.

(f/
=' A few quarts of this pea have been re-

ceived at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

and are offered for sale at the New York price

—

$1 per quart—though we know nothing farther

with regard to their character, than what is men-

tioned above.

From the New York Fanner.

CHEAP METHOD OF FORCING RHU-
BARB.

My rhubarb plants grow on an east border, a

few feet from my barn and stable door, separated

from the latter by B fence— the soil therefore very

rich. In March, or sooner if I please, I place an

old flour barrel, having but one head, over each

stool or plant, the head uppermost to the extent

that I wish to force. I then with a dung fork pro-

ceed to cover the barrels and to fill the intermedi-

ate spaces with fresh stable dung, to the thickness

of a foot or more all round and above the casks.

A fermentation soon commences, and the heat

thus generated, the atmospheric air being exclud-

ed from the casks, soon causes the plant to grow

vigorously, and in two or three weeks the barrel

becomes literally filled with fine blanched, semi-

transparent leaf stocks of the rhubarb. I careful-

ly remove the manure, raise the barrel, break off

the largest leaves, but am careful not to disturb

the crown, and then replace the cask and manure

for a second crop. I have in this way taken

enough from a single plant, in April, for ten or a

dozen pies. The leaf stocks thus blanched, re-

quire no pealing. They are very brittle and

juicy, and require to be merely washed and cut

to prepare for cooking. Sea Kale is forced by the

same process. J. B.

Albany, Feb. 1S29.

A simple and effective Remedy for the Sick Htad-

ach.—A few days ago my partner was laboring

under a very severe sick hcadach, when a friend

'•ailed, whose attention has for many years past,

been confined altogether to the study of chemis-

try, in connexion with a profitable business in

wiiiih he is engaged. The gentleman, observing

my partner indisposed, inquired the cause ; and

on ascertaining it, immediately offered to cure him

by a very easy and pleasant process, in less than

an hour. The offer was accepted ; half an ounce

of citric acid was sent for, which co-,t only a few

pence ; three or four small lumps, each the size

of a pea, were dissolved in cold water and drunk.

The beverage is an agreeable one, very like the

taste of lemonade, being, I believe, used in making

this pleasant cooling liquor. In less than half an

hour the patient was able, without any inconven-

ience, to attend to his business again as usual, and

in another half hour he was well as ever.

ALBANY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
A correspondent writes, that the Society is like

ly to receive the countenance and patronage of

the most wealthy and respectable citizens of that

place ; and its members are flattering themselves

with the hope, that the corporation of the city will

consent to appropriate the ground of Washington

Square for a Botanic and Horticultural Garden.

—

This square comprises thirteen acres, and is beau-

tifully situated on the height of ground, half a mile

west of the river; and extends in a parallelogram

from State to Lydeus streets. Should the antici-

pations of the members, in obtaining the ground,

be realized, the results would, undoubtedly, be

highly beneficial, not only to Alhany and its vicin-

ity, but to the State at large.

—

Ibid.

The Cinnamon tree, (Lurus Cinamomum) we
learn has been raised in the open air, in France.

M. Boursalt made a report to the Horticultural

Society of Paris, on the subject. The young

plants had been kept in the Conservatory for a

short time. They had been sent, at the time of

the report, to Toulon, where it was thought the

probability of succeeding would be greater.

Siberian Rice.—In Russia, a kind of Rice is

used which grows in Siberia, and is more succu-

lent than that of America. It may be useful, and

I am desirous of inquiring about it.

—

Rusticus in

Urbe.

The Manufacture of Sugarfrom the Beet Root is

said to be on the increase, and though the Sugar

nf the Colonies is always somewhat cheaper in the

Netherlands than in France, is said to pay the

manufacturer. It is stated, however, that a profit

is more certain where the manufacturer is also

the grower. A part of the advantage arises from

giving the leaves and the refuse of the manufac-

ture of the root to cattle, and from the quantity of

manure produced.

—

Jour, d'Agriculture des Pays-

Bos.

Improvement in Lamp Oil.—Those vegetable

oils, which can be obtained sufficiently cheap for

light, have not, heretofore, been used on account

of their glutinous qualities, and the smoke produc-

ed in combustion. A recent discovery has been

made in freeing it from its glutinous properties, so

that it burns as free and clear from smoke and

smell, as the best of lights now in use. Among

the vegetable productions that may be profitably

cultivated for this purpose, are the large white

poppy, one bushel of seed yielding two gallons of

oil ; the American rape, producing fifty bushels of

seed to the acre, and five quarts of oil per bushel
;

the sun flower, growing about five feet high, and

very abundant in seed and oil : and the cotton

seed, vast quantities of which are known to be

raised to the south, and hitherto of little value, but

now, by this improvement, may be made to pro-

duce an income to the planter.

Exportation of Bones.—Some idea may be form-

ed of the value placed on manures by English

farmers, from the fact that all kinds of bones, ex-

ported from this country to Great Britain, afford a

great profit. We are not able, at present, to state

the quantity that is exported, but presume it must

be considerable, as they are brought from a dis-

tance up the North River, and shipped at this

city.

There are bone mills in various parts of Eng-

land, particularly in Derbyshire, where the farm-

ers are distinguished for their intelligence and en-

terprise. These mills are " composed," says Lou-

don, " of ratchet-like iron wheels and rollers, be-

tween which the back bones of horses, with their

adhering ribs, pass with facility, and are crushed

into small pieces."

Lapland Cows.—The cows in most parts of

Lapland are all of the same white color, and very

little larger than suckling calves in England ;
but

exceedingly beautiful, and yielding milk of so su-

perior a quality, that it becomes almost wholly

cream, and that of the most deVcious sweetness,

while, when even fresh, it is so coagulated, thct a

spoon will nearly remain upright after it has been

plunged into it.

—

Imperial Magazine.

Hops.—From the report of E. A. Le Breton, in-

spector of hops in Albany, made to the Legisla-

ture, it appears that during 1828, he inspected

1,263 bales of hops weighing 277,502 lbs., raised

iti the following counties ;
Madison, 151,268 ; Ot-
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ego, 18,467 ; Onondago, 16,962 ; Herkimer,

4,329 ; Columbia, 2,616 ; Monroe, 2,369 ; Frank-
lin, 2,336 ; Oneida, 76,366 ; Saratoga, 990 ; Che

the}' are called in our German neighborhood) arc

superior in richness to any I have tasted, when
;tewed and served up at dinner, with pork, bacon,

nango, 925 ; Oswego, 347 ; Benington, Vt. 527. ! &c. as is much the practice among our farmer;

The amount of fees is ©277,50. The inspector

says the raisers have done their work much bet-

ter the present season, and the hops have gone
into market a much better sample than for years

back. The average price of hops has been about

9£ cts. per pound. This low price has partly been
occasioned by the large quantity remaining in

Should they arrive in good order, and, from the

description, be a kind you are not already in pos-

session of, I desire, if acceptable, that you give two
or three grafts to the Hon. Johin Lowell, and

after helping yourself, if you cultivate fruit, dis-

pose of the rest as you see proper, perhaps, not

forgetting Doct. Harris, to whom we are likewise

store, of the previous year's growth, and partly ! already under obligations, for his publications on
from the depression of the brewing business in Entomology, &c
this state Alb. Adv.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MARCH 27, 1829.

Linnczan Botanic Garden and Nurseries, near New
York.— William Prince, Proprietor.

The subscriber, Agent fortius establishment,
has just received the new Catalogues of 1829,
which he will distribute gtalis to applicants.

The collection of Fruit Tree*, Ornamental
Trees, Shrubs and Plants, Green hcu«* Plants,

w offered for sale, is nearly double ihe estent of
i wh.it it has been heretofore, and the most celebrated new
fruits introduced to notice by Mr Knight of London and
Professor Van Moris of Brussels, are now included.

The prices have been greatly reduced for a large num-
ber of articles.

Mr P. has about 20,000 Grape Vines, o/7iis own rear-

ing, and guaranteed genuine,—and 100,000 imported from
France. Vines will now be supplied by the 1000 at 15
cents, and by the 100 at 25 cents, assorted by himself, and
including the Impetial Tokay— White, Red, Black, and
Grav Burgundy—Teinturier, Black Orleans—Petit Rach-

MASSACIIUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SO-
CIETY.

The members of the Massachusetts Horti-
cultural Society, are hereby requested to pay
to the Treasurer of said Society, their/ee of admis-
sion, being five dollars each, agreeably to a pro-
vision of the By-Laws.

CHEEVER NEVVHALL, Treasurer,

No. 15 South Market Street.

To Select Apple Graftings.—Apples containing a

large portion of saccharine matter, will make ci-j
,in^ KnIperle, Black Cluster, Black Sweetwater, Chasse

der, that will preserve the longest. This property

can be easily distinguished, by plunging them in a

strong solution of salt and water; the poorest sort

will keep nearest to the surface. In this manner
graftings can be taken from the best sorts.

Mammoth Hog.—A hog, about eighteen months
old, which had been fed altogether on stillslop,

was killed on the 3d inst. at the distillery of Mr
Jacob Weltzhoffer, in Hellam township, and weigh-

ed 525 pounds

—

beat this.— York, Pa. Recorder.

NOTICE.
A special meeting of the Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society, will be holden at the office

of Zebedee Cook, Jr, on Tuesday the seventh
day of April next, at 12 o'clock, for the admission
of members. R. L. EMMONS.

Recording Secretary.

Mr Loudotv, the indefatigable author of the En-
cyclopedias of Agriculture and Gardening, is pre-
paring a new work, entitled an Encyclopedia of
Plants, in one large volume, with 7000 engrav-
ings.

Greenwich Flower Garden.
The subscriber has lately icceived

his annual importations of Garden
Seeds, Bulbous Flower Roots, &c, in

,
excellent preservation, of the growth
of 1828, from the well known houses

1 of Messrs Warner, Seaman & Warner,
and Mr Charlewood, London, and Mr
Van Eeden & Co., Harljem, Holland,
vt bo have guaranteed them good and

genuine, and no doubt will give the

farmer, horticulturalist and florist, the same general satis-

faction that former importations have done.

Aho on hand, a ch rice collection of greenhouse and
hardy herbaceous plants, (many of which are very rare ;)

rose bushes and other shrubs, in great variety, fruit trees,

Dr Richardson is preparing Notices of the Quad- f\
Ki* ni,

,'

lbe
;
rv

'
&c

"

,

Plan,s of a.''!ic,loke
'
asparagus, «*

, .... „. ,
' '

, ,
B

. , , . .

v*ucl" kale, early frame potatoes, mushroom spawn, &c, with
rupeds, Birds, I ishes, and Insects, inhabiting Brit- directions for cultivation. The Hyacinthus, Crocus, Nar-
ish North America, anil the country traversed by j

cissus, &c, are in bloom, and will continue in succession

the late expeditions under Cupt Franklin.
j

a Sle!>l part of the year. Catalogues may be had at the

I

garden. Orders left at thfc garden, the post office, or with
in press, a new work, en-

j

Mr Molyrieaux, corner of Broadway and Ann street, will

I be strictly attended to. Gentlemen supplied with expe-
rienced Gardeners. DANIEL KENNEY,

SCIONS OF NEW FRUIT. Carmine and Varick streets, New York.

rc, , ; r i „ . ., n r. r.\. iu r- , j t.
' SO* The nearest route to the Garden, Greenhouses, and

[Extract ofa letter to the Editor of the New England Farmer, S^St is fl
.0R1 Broadway, by St Thoma.-'s Church,

dated Wrigntsville, Pa. The scions, generally, arrived in good a iong Houston street, or along Canal and Varick streets.

Sir Walter Scott .

titled Essays on Planting and Gardening.

lasT Large Morocco, St Valentine, Riesling or Clarette of

Limoux, Bordeaux Purple,—and in less quantities at the

reduced catalogue prices.

The collection of Roses comprises 600 splendid varie-

ties, of every shade and form. Every department has re-

ceived the utmost care, and the whole is under the most

careful personal attention of the Proprietor.

J. B. RUSSELL, Agent.
March 27 3t

Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, e/c.

ANDREW PARMENT1ER, Proprietor of the Horti-

cultural and Botanical Garden, Brooklyn, New York, at

the junction of Flatbush and Jamaica Turnpike, two miles

from ihe ferries, offers 12 of the most select Table Grapes,

very hardy, of the north of Fiance, at $6 the dozen, with

directions for planting, &c, or at 75 cents a piece, sepa-

rately—such as they are desciibed in his catalogue. He
also offers for sale Vines at 25 cents each, for vineyards,

warranted to grow. They can be bad from the 15th Oc-
tober to the 15th December, and from the 15lh March to

the 15th May— a great many have borne fruit this summer.
He has a choice assortment of 242 kinds of apples, 190
kinds of superior pears, 71 cherries, 64 peaches, 15 necta-

rines, 85 plums, 18 apricots, 20 gooseberries, &c, some of

very large size and in a fine bearing state. Also, apple

trees paradise stock, full of fruit. His collection of orna-

mental and forest trees, and of ornamental shrubs, is of

S36 kinds, and more than 200 rose plants, and a fine col-

lection of green bouse plants.

A. P. will undertake to lay out pleasure grounds and
gardens, and will be happy in showing his port folio to

amateurs, at his establishment of nurseries, which consists

of 24 acres. Orders should be directed to A. Parmenter,
at his establishment, or to Mr John B. Russell, New
England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52 North Market Street,

Boston, where catalogues may be had gratis,—and of his

other agents, in different cities in the Union.
March 27 3t

order. A part of them have been presented to die Massacliu

setts Horticultural Society, for gratuitous distribution among its

members, and are all disposed of.]

I herewith send you a few grafts from an apple
tree which is here called the German Sweet, or

fFinter Sweet Paradise. Its origin I have not been
able to trace. The color of the bark is dark, and
unusually smooth, and free from blemish. The
young trees from the nursery, although well pro-

portioned as to taper, are generally as straight as
fishing rods ; and the limbs, as the head begins to

form, are disposed to grow like the Lomhardy
Poplar tree, until their inclination is altered and
the head of the tree spread by sustaining a load of
fruit. The fruit is about the size anil color of a

Yellow Newton Pippin (perhaps a very little paler)

with a fine blush on one side, the skin smooth.

—

The taste very agreeably sweet, and the flavor, to

me, more like a fine pear than an apple. It ripens

late and keeps well. The dried fruit (or suits* as

' (Suits, from schneid, to cut, German.

eopSw

Fruit Trees, fyc.

N. DAVENPORT has for sale, at his Nursery in Mil-
ton, a large collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Green
House Plants, &c. His collection of Peach, Plum, and
Almond Trees, he considers not excelled in this vicinity :

and the collection of other fruits is good. Orders sent to

bis Nursery in Milton, or left with J. B. Russell, at th

New England Fa

Farm for Sale or Let.

In Saugus, 6 miles from Charlestown Bridge, known
by the name of the Boynton farm, containing about 100
acicsof Land, a good House, Barn, and other outbuildings

—well watered, and equally divided into mowing and til-

lage—usually cut from 40 to 60 tons hay.
For particulars, inquire of C. Felton, Warren Bridge

Toll House, Charlestown.
.

March 27 tf

Mill Privilege, Sfc,for sale.

For sale in West Cambridge, six miles from Boston, ft.

valuable Mill Privilege, with about one acre and a half of
land, with the buildings now standing thereon, consisting

ofa good dwelling house, two factory buildings very con-
er Seed Store, No. 52, North Market j

veniently built, and other out buildings, and would answer
street, Boston, where a list of the trees can be seen, will
be executed at the customary prices. ep6w

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at llie New England 'Farmer Seed Store, No. 52.

Nonh Market street. Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly
parked, in parrels, al the following prices :—Sweet Marjoram,
50 els—Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 cts—Sage, 17 els
—Celery, (in bmiles lor soups, &c," 25 ris—Balm, 33 els-
Rose Flowers. SI,00. eplf

A Situation Wanted,
For a young man and his wife in a private family. 4t feb27

Early Potatoes.
For sale by Ihe subscriber 30 or 40 bushels of superior early

oiatnes, prieejgl.25 per bushel. SETH DAVIS.
Newton, Feb. 13, 1829. 3ie0p

ell for a fulling mill, (one being in operation now,) or
carding factory ; and being situated on a good stream of
water, would prove a valuable situation for any similar
business. It has been heretofore used as a carding fac-
tory, the machines for which are now on the spot, and
will be sold if desired, with the buildings. An indisputa-

ble tille will be given, and payment made easy. Apply
to Thomas Russell, West Cambridge, Captain Abner
Stearns, Bedford, or J. B. Russell, New England
Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, Boston.—It

will he soli! at auction, April 1, if not previously disposed
of. 3t March 6

Crockery, Glass, and China Ware.
Eflhraim B. McLaughlin, 4 Dork Square, has for sale, an

elegmil assortment of newest patterns in the above line, which
are offered at low prices for cash. Country merchants and
others are invited to call. eptf mar27.
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Grape Vines.

The subscriber offers for sale, Grape Vines of several

varieties, the produce of his garden, in Dorchester ;

—

among them arc the following

:

Isabella, White Muscat,
%

Sweetwater, Black Hamburg,"
Black Cape, Elba,

Queen, White Chasstilas,

Early Oval, Muscatel.

They are principally of one year's growth, from euttings

only, (which are much better than layers of two or even

three years old,)—were planted under his direction and

superiutendance, are warranted genuine, and are in a

healthy and vigorous state.

The subscriber purposes to continue the cultivation of

such varieties of the foreign and native Vines as are

suited to this climate, and that will thrive in the open

ground in town or country.

Application may be made to the subscriber at his office,

No. 7 1-2, Congress street, or at the garden to Patrick

Kennedy. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6w

JAMES BLOODGOOD & CO.'s

Nursery, at Flushing, Lung Island, near New York.

The subscriber will receive aud transmit orders for any

quantity, or variety, of

Fruit and Forest Trees,

Flowering Shrubs,

and
Plants,

and the same will be delivered here, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser; the bills may be paid to him.

Messrs Bloodgood & Co. attend personally to the ino-

culating and engrafting of all their fruit trees, and purcha-

sers may rely with as much confidence as they can upon
any nursery, that the trees and shrubs they order, will

prove genuine. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

7 1-2, Congress street.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6t

A Gardener Wants Employ,
Who has a perfect knowledge of Grape Vines and Trees

of every description ; in particular, Green House Plants

He served a regular lime in Europe, and has travelled in

different climates ; and through much experience is ena-

bled to call himself a good gardener ; and leels capable of

making profitable improvements. Can give reference of

his ability to several gentlemen of respectability in Bos-

ton. A line left at the N. E. Farmer office, will be at-

tended to. Direct to C. B.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 3t

Kenrick Nurseries in Newton, near Boston.

For sale, at the Kenrick Nurseries, in

t& Newton, an extensive assortment of Apples,

H Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Apricots,

Nectarines, White Mulberries, Grape Vines,

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, &c. Also,

about 150 varieties of the most ornamental hardy trees

and shrubs—including nearly 50 supeib varieties of hardy

roses, comprising white and red moss—single yellow,

double do—yellow Austrian—red and yellow Austrian

—

black mottled, sable, Tuscany, and other varieties of the

blcckest roses—Unique White Provence, Stc.

Also, Greville Roses, and Wilmot's Superb
Strawberries.

Apple Trees of extra sizes—also Flowering Horsi
Chestnuts, and some other sorts.

Written orders directed to John or William Ken-
sick, Newton, will he received by the daily mail, and

promptly attended to—or they may be left at Mr Joseph

Bridge's Grocery and Seed Store, No. 60, Court street,

Boston, where, on application, catalogues will be delivered

gratis—or, catalogues may be obtained of Air J. B. Rus-

sell, at the New England Farmer office. epSw

Large Scotch Gooseberry Bushes and Hawthorns, &fc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store

62 North Market street, by the ship Camillus, from Gree
nock, and Napoleon, from Liverpool, 15,000 Hairthorns,

for live fencing, and about 500 superior Scotch and Lan-
cashire Gooseberry Bushes;—the Hawthorns $'5 per

thousand ; the Gooseberry Bushes, put up in lots of six

roots, of the largest and finest sorts, with names—speci-

mens of the fruit, as large as Egg Flums, American
growth, from the imported roots, in sealed bottles, may be
seen at the store—price 01 50 per lot of six roots.

Likewise, two barrels of superior fresh Lucerne Seed,
warranted ; one cask of large Potato Oats ; and one cask
of fine London Split Peas, for culinary purposes.

Pear Trees and Grape Vines.

For sale by Rufus Howe, at the place of Samuel Downer, in

Dorchester, ZOO Fear Trees of the choicest varieties, viz 20
kinds from the London Horticultural Society; alio, large and
veiy handsome Seckles. AmbretlOS, Hardens, and Bleeker Mea-
dow j 20 handsome black Tartarean* and Remington Cherry
Tires, Plums. &c. 300 Native drape Virus, viz: 50 three

years old <'alawbas,f!0ihree years old Isabellas, 50 Bland's Vir-

ginia, 30 Alexander,20Elsinghorough; also, 200 Sweet Wafer,
Black Hamburg. &c.
30 varieties Poses, viz : Greville Rose, White and Red Moss,

C5r«nd Duke of Tuscanv, Unique, Multiflora, Provence or Cab-
bage, Hundred Leaf, Four Seasons, Red Damask, Marble,
French. Cluster, Swiss, German, Variegated, Burgundy, Dou-
ble and Single While.

Dah/ias, seven varieties of Double, viz : Crimson, Buff, Yel-

low. Red, &c. Single do.

Tulips, a great number of varieties, viz: Bizarres, thblocms,

double and Single,of different colors, Parrot Bills, &c.
Hyacinths, a great vaneiy. Persons are inviied, when the

Tulips and Hyacinths are in bloom, to call and make their se-

lections. While Lilies, Pink roots, Phlox, Polyanthus, three

kinds Honeysuckle, Chinese. Trumpet and Swed Scented ;—
handsome Snow Bali frees. Quince do., Red and While Lilacs,

growing on same stalk ; Lagcretrecemia, India or Crape Myr-
tle, Spira Syrengo, Fringe or Smoke Tree, Snow berry Bush,

Strawberry Tree.
Currant Hushes, White Dutch, Red do., common while and

red. Gooseberries, different kinds.

Raspberries, Antwerp white and red. Tliimbleberries, while

and red.

Strawberries, viz: Wilmol's Superb, Duwnton,—red and

white English Weed—Roseberry, three kinds native.

Wanted lo purchase, two to three thousand small and middling

size Pear and Plum Trees, suitable for budding and grafting,

Seedlings would be preferred. Apply as above, or at No. 5,

Central Wharf. •
Rose Water.

20 demijohns double and single distilled Rose Waler, made
itirelv fiom Damask Roses. The above Rose Waler is con-

stantly" for sale at Mr C. Wade's Porter Cellar, No. 12, Mer-

loni's Row, by demijohn or less quantity.

Jan. 30. 2tinF4iuM4iiiA

Fresh Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52

Norlh Market Street, a lew barrels of American Hemp Seed, of

last year's growth.— Also, one barrel of fresh Riga Fkix Seed,

if known lo be superior to die common American Flax.

Fruit and Ornamtntal Trees.

SAMUEL HYDE offers for sale at his Nursery, in

Newton, near Boston, a good assortment of Fruit send

Forest Trees, Ornamental Shrubs, &c, comprising apples,

pears, peaches, cherries, apricots, nectarines, plums, black

mulberries, English black curiants, English walnuts, but-

ternuts, horse chesnuts, filberts, (French and Spanish)

cataloas, silver firs, spruce, larch, weeping willows, al-

theas, lose acacia, lilacs, daphnes, senna, roses, honey-

suckles, &.c. Orders directed to Samuel Hyde, Newton,

will be promptly attended to. Trees will be delivered in

Boston free of expense for transportation. Catalogues

furnished grafis by J. B. Russell, No. 52 North Market

Street, Boston, and at the Nursery in Newton.

March 27 4t

Bees.

Just published by MARSH & CAPEN, 362, Washing-

ton Street,

A Practical Treatise on the Management of

Bees ; and the establishment of a Piarie, with the best

method of destroying and preventing the depredations of

the Bee Moth. By James Thatcher, M. D., Fellow

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, &c.

Extract from the Author's Advertisement.
" The destructive ravages of the Bee Moth have in

many places almost annihilated our Bee establishments,

and discouraged all attempts to renewed trials. Not less

than one hundred hives have, the past season, been en-

tirely destroyed by that enemy, within a few towns in the

county of Plymouth, and in places where a single hive has

yielded one hundred pounds of honey. From a particular

investigation of this subject, the compiler is now able,

with much confidence, to anno'ince, that an effectual

preventive of such depredations will be found recorded in

this production." Price 75 cents.

March 27 3t

Red and White Clover Seed.

For sale at the New England Fanner Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street,

5000 lbs. Red Clover Seed,
500 lbs. Dutch White Honeysuckle Clover, (imported.)

Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Lucerne,

Foul Meadow, Hemp aud Flax Seed, &.c, &c.
March 27 tf

Seeds for Country Dealers.

Traders in the country, who may wish to keep au assortment

of Gaiv'eii Seeds for sale, are informed ilu-v ean be furnished

at the New England Farmer office, No. Si .North Market street,

Boston, with boxes cuutainiog a complete assortment of the

si'i-ds mostly used in a kitchen garden, oo as laeorame terms as

ihey can lie purchased in ihis country, neaily done up in small

papers, ai fi a, id 12 cents each—warranted to be of fhe growth

of 1828, and of (he purest quatiiy. Oiikamkhtal Flower
Sei i> will he added <>u the same irrms, when ordered, as well

s Pkas, Beaks, Early White Swtti Corn, <kc, of dr£

ferenl 'oris.

f] The Seeds vended at this establishment, are put up on a

w plan this year, each package being accompanies with

short direclion»on its management, and packed in the neatest

stvle. Traders arc requested lo call and examine for them-

selv epd Jan. 23.

For Sale,

In fhe southeasterly part of old Marlborough, a valuable

Form, containing about 120 acres, consisting ol every kind ol

land thai is desirable to ihe enterprising farmer, a large portion

of which is of the first quality, having a cons:ani stream cf water

unning Ihroughit; and ihe'land is so situated dial a number of

teres arecapable of irrigation. On Ihe premises is an upright

wo story House, with four rooms on the floor, in good repair;

i large Barn, 80 bv 30, and in common seasons is filled with

good hay. Theie arc also on the farm, good Orchards, a part

of which arc in their prime ; together wilh an abundance of

Wood, (he best of white oak, fit lor wheelwrights' use, or for

ship timber. There are few farms capable of more improve-

ment, or which can be carried on ai less expense. The place

will be sold at a fair price, with or without ihe sleek and uleiv

sils, ol the election of the purchaser. The payments made easy

and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of W illiam

Draper. Esq. of Marlborough, of Benjamin Well of Rox-

bury, or of Samuel H. Weld, on ihe premises, Jan. 16.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first son,

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, while, -

BEEF, mess, -

Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected. No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

GRAIN, Co
Rv

Rye, best,

'bushel

barrel

pound.

barrel
I "

bushel

Barley, ....
Oats, ....

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,

LIME.
PI.AISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear, ....
Navv, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, -

Rye Grass, - - -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top -

Lucerne, -

While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wunzel,
WOOL, Merino, full Wood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,
Merino, three tourlhs washed.

Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed, -

PullecU Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, " spinning, first sort

pound
cask.

FROM
I

TO
3 00 3 73

125 00130 00
125 00 130 08

1 00 I 37
io no io so
9 00 9 50
3 00

14
7
2'

8 75
8 75

8 50
16

pound

9 00
9 00

65
66
67
38
9

85j 90
3 50

16 OO' 16 50
13 00 13 50
13 00 ; 13 25

' 2 00

i

300
3 00
4 00
4 Of)

1 00
50
n

1 50
1 50
44
S6
35
33

301

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED EVERY WEEK ET MR- HJVWARD,

fCle.k of Fanatil-hail Market.)

BEEF, besi pieces, -

PORK, fresh, best pieces,

whole hogs,

VEAL.
MUTTON, ... -

POULTRY. -

BUTTER, keg and lub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye. retail, -

Indian, rclail,

I'OTATOS,
CIDER, [according lo quality,]

pound.
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MISCELLANIES.
From Ihe N. V. Enquirer.

THE WOODPECKER.
The pye-bald woodpecker, wilh sturdy beak,

Will, buoyant, pierce tlie beech in quest of prey,

And make the hamlet echo wilh the stroke.

Yet not the healthful trunk will he assail,

But one that 's girdled, thunder-smote, and dry,

Whose vital sap is neutralized and thin,

Extracts from rottenness unnumbered worms.

Behold yon oak, the victim of a blast,

It fell when Boreas in a partial rage

Condensed his force to lay the giant low
;

While shrubs, less arrogant, though less renown'd,

Escaped th' appalling terrors of the gale.

So 't is with man, who envies those more high,

More palpable to demolition's dart,

While he, in insignificance.js safe.

Humility 'sthe sentinel of peace.

Look at Jove's tree, now withering al its length j

The fallen Polyphemus of the grove,

How like a prodigal bankrupt he appears,

Crushing the sapling 'nealh his ample sides.

SELECTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FAKlflER.

Mr Editor—If the following selection is wor-

thy a place in your paper, you will please to give

it room, and oblige A SUBSCRIBER.
Weston, March 3, 1829.

Rales and Maxims for Promoting Matrimonial

Happiness.—The likeliest way either to obtain a

good husband, or to keep one so, is to be good
yourself.

Never use a lover ill whom you design to make
your husband, lest he should either upbraid you
with it, or return it afterwards ; and if you find at

any time an inclination to play the tyrant, remem-
ber these two lines of truth and justice :

" Gently shall those be ruled, who gently sway'd,

" Abject shall those obey, who haughtily were obey'd."

Avoid, both before and after marriage, all

thoughts of managing your husband. Never en-

deavor to deceive or impose on his understanding,

nor give him uneasiness, (as some do very foolish-

ly, to try bis temper)—but treat him always be-

forehand with sincerity, and afterwards, with af-

fection and respect.

Be not sanguine before marriage, nor promise
yourself felicity without alloy ; for that is impossi-

ble to be attained, in this present state of things.

Consider beforehand, that the person you are go-
ing to spend your days with, is a man, and not an
angel ; and if when you come together, you dis

cover anything in his humor or behaviour that i:

not altogether so agreeable as you expect, pass it

over as human frailty ; smooth your brow, com-
pose your temper, and try to amend it by cheer-
fulness and good nature.

Remember always, that whatever misfortunes

may happen to cither, they are not to be charged
to the account of matrimony, but to the accidents

and infirmities of human life ; a .burden which
each has engaged to assist the other in supporting,

and to which both parties are equally exposed.

—

Therefore, instead of inurmu rings, reflections, and
disagreements, whereby the weight is rendered
abundantly more grievous, readily put your shoul-

der to the yoke and make it easier for both.

Resolve every morning to be cheerful and good
natured that day: and if any accident should
happen to break that resolution, suffer it not to put

you out of temper with everything besides, and es-

pecially with your husband.

Dispute not with him, be the occasion what it

will ; but much rather deny yourself the trivial

satisfaction of having your own will, or gaining

the better of an argument, than risk a quarrel, or

create a heart burning which it is impossible to

know the end of.

Be assured, a woman's power, as well as hap-

piness, has no other foundation but her husband's

esteem and love ; which consequently, it is her

undoubted interest, by all means possible, to pre-

serve and increase. Do you, therefore, study his

temper, and command your own ; enjoy his satis-

faction with him, share and soothe his cares, and

with the inmost diligence conceal his infirmities.

Read frequently, and with due attention, the

matrimonial service, and take care, in doing so,

not to overlook the word obey.

In your prayers, be sure to add a clause for

grace to make a good wife ; and at the same time

resolve to do your utmost endeavors towards it.

Always wear your wedding ring, for therein lies

more virtue than is usually imagined ; if you are

ruffled unawares.assaulted with improper thoughts,

or tempted in any kind against your duty, cast

your eyes upon it, and c%ll to mind who gave it

you, where it was received, and what passed at

that solemn time.

Let the tenderness of your conjugal love be ex-

pressed with such decency, delicacy, and pru-

dence, as that it may appear plainly and thorough-

ly distinct from the designing fondness of a harlot.

Have you any concern for your own ease, or

for your husband's esteem ? Then have a due re-

gard to his income and circumstances, in all your

expenses and desires ; for if necessity should fol-

low, you run the greatest hazard of being deprived

of both.

Let not many days pass together, without a se-

rious examination how you have behaved as a

wife ; and if, upon reflection, you find yourself

guilty of any foibles, or omissions, the best atone-

ment is to be exactly careful of your future con-

duct.

Scions of Apple and Pear Trees.
For sale, at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market street, Boston, a large collection of Ap-
ple and Pear Scions,—among which are the followiug:

—

Apples.

Gardener's Sweeting,
|

Roxbury Russet,
Nonsuch, New York Pippin,
Grand Sachem, I Baldwin,
Cat-head, or Large Sum- } |

Gillifiower,

mor Russet,

Rhode Island Greening,
White Shropsavine, or

]

Early Harvest, J
&c, &c.

Pears.
Large Iron, or Pound.
Gansel's Eergamot,
Brown Buerre,
Early Jtmeting,

St Michael's,

Broca's Bergamot,
Bartlett,

&c, &e.

In addition to the above, we are daily procuring fine:

varieties, from responsible sources, and hope to extend
the collection so as to comprise all the esteemed fruits

raised in the vicinity of Boston and New York.

The scions are in fine order, and the utmost depen-

dence can be placed upon their genuineness, as they are

all cut from bearing trees. eptf

Heathcot,

St Germain,
Rushmbre's Bon Cretien,

Spice Rousselet,

Red Bergamot,
Moor Fowl Egg,
Jargonelle,

Political Fanaticism.—Madame Roland relates

a singular instance of party spirit, exhibited during

the French revolution. It being tiie purpose to

rouse the fears and spirit of the people, and direct

their animosity against the court party, Grangen-
ettve agreed that he himself should be murdered
by persons chosen for that purpose, in such a man-
ner that a suspicion of the crime should attach it-

self to the aristocrats. He went to the .-place ap-

pointed, but Chabot, who was to have shared the

same fate, neither appeared himself, nor made the

necessary preparations for the assasination of his

friend, for which Madame Roland dilates on hi

poltroonry.

—

Scott's Life ofJVapoleon.

Alderney Heifers, Saxony Bucks, and Calves of th*

Short Horn Breed.

For sale, three full blood Alderney Heifers, two years

old, two expected to calve in August next, by a full blood

Short Horn Bull—three full blood Saxony Bucks, one,

two, and three years old—a full blood Heifer Calf, of tho.

Short Horn Breed, four weeks old—a very fine Bull Calf,

3-4 flood, six weeks old, his darn from an excellent native

cow, sired by the well-known imported bull Holdernes*

—the sire of this calf, a full blood Short Horn Bull—the

lust calf is thought very superior. For terms and further

particulars, inquire at the New England Farmer office.

March 5, JS29.

Fruit Trees.

Messrs W1NSHIPS respectfully request
those of the public who may incline to favor
them with their orders the ensuing season, for

ft uit and ornamental trees, fancy shrubbery,
herbaceous plants, whether indigenous or ex.

otic, to forward their orders immediately, and they will

be executed with every possible despatch. They also

have several hundred genuine Isabella Grape Vines, bj
the hundred or single plant, with the supeiior European
kinds in cultivation in this country. Letters directed to

F. & I. Winship, Brighton.

P. S. Asparagus roots from one io four years old.

fltj- All orders left with J. B. Russell, at the New
England Fanner Seed Store, 52 North Market street, will

be executed at the Nursery prices, at.d the trees delivered

in Boston, free of expense for transportaUon.

Brighton, March 11, 1829.

Assorted Seeds for Families.

For sale at the New England Former Seed Store small boxe»

of assorted Seeds tor Kilrhen Gardens. Each box contains a

package of the following Seeds:

" If Brittannia rules the waves," said a qualm-

ish writing-master, going to Margate last week in

a storm, " I wish she'd rule 'em straigbter."

Kett, in bis Flowers of Wit, gives an outrageous

specimen of pulpit punning, published in a sermon
written and preached in the reign of James I.

—

" The dial (says the preacher) shows that we must
die all; yet, notwithstanding, all houses are turned

into ale houses; Paradise is a pair of dice ; our

marriages are merry ages ; matrimony is a matter of
money ; our divines are dry vines ; was it so in the

days of JVoah ?

—

Ah no ,'"

—

Liverpool Kaleidoscope.

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf siring

B.^ans

China Dwarf siring and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long' Blood Beet

Karlv Turnip-roofed Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbage

Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for -pick

tin")

Earlv Horn Carrot

Long Orange Carrot

White Solid Celery
Curled Cress

Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

Long Dutch Parsnip
Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumbec
Pineapple Melon
Lonsr, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley

L Squash Pepper
ly Scarlet Short-top RadUa

While Turnip Radish
Salsafy

Early Bush Squash
Karly AVhile Dutch Turnip
White Flal Turnip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squasb.

POT HERB SEEDS.
Thyme—Sage—Marjoruro,

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-

getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,

and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the

very first quality, as to fieshness and purity. Each box contains

directions for die management of the different sorts. Price gS
per box,.
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ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON THE BARK-
LOUSE, OR COCCUS.

Mr Fbssenden—Agreeably to your intimation

I have examined the specimens sent you by Mr
Bartlett ; and offer the following remarks on those

In the paper numbered 3.

These are the insects which have been the sub-

ject of some speculation and queries in your Jour-

nal, and prove, as I have conjectured, to belong to

the genus Coccus, though a distinct species from

the oblong one of Perley. The insect itself was
new to me, but the figure was familiar, and I have,

for some time, been endeavoring to ascertain

where I had seen it. At last, in the Transactions

of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Stockholm,

for 1S25, 1 have discovered a little memoir by the

naturalist Dalman, with figures of several new
species, one of which greatly resembles that which
is before me. Dalman's memoir is, principally, in

the Swedish language, and therefore unintelligible

to me ; but the scientific part is in Latin, and from

that with a reference to his figures, I propose to

make some extracts, as tending to illustrate our

insect, and proving it to be, at least, congeneric

and closely allied, if not identical.

The Swedish insect is called Coccus cryptoga-

mus ; the specific name being derived from two
Greek words which signify concealed nuptials.

Dalman observed the twigs of a kind of Aspen to

be covered with numerous scales some of ivhi>.
-

i

were larger than others ; the former were discov-

ered to be the habitations or pupa-cases of the fe-

males, and the latter those of the males. " The
case (puparium) of the female is of an irregular

ovate form, pointed at one end, and dilated at the

other, or similar in shape to our oyster-shell. It

is of a silky or membranous texture, o:* a whitish

eolor, with an oval dark speck at the pointed ex-

tremity. This dark portion is the cast-skin of the

former larva. Beneath this habitation the female

resides, and from it never emerges ;" she is there-
j

fore entirely concealed from her mate, a. fact which
is equally true in other species, as has been previ-

ously intimated. " The female herself is minute,

of an oval form, wrinkled at the sides, flattened

above, of a yellowish j-ed eolor, wi;h a pair of

black eyes, and a proboscis" apparently one-third

the length of the body. The feet are not discov-

erable. " The proboscis is constantly inserted

into the bark, and through it the sap, which nour-

ishes her, is imbibed. The puparium of the male
is of similar color and material with that of the fe-

male, but much smaller, very narrow, and oblong,

and surmounted at one end bv the oval shell of

the larva. The metamorphosis takes place under

this case, and on the 17th of July the perfect male
escapes at the posterior end, coming out back-

wards ; the wings, with which it is furnished, are

reversed over the head in the operation, and are

the last to be extricated." Ths male is nearly as

minute as a point, but a powerful magnifier shows
its body to be divided into segments, and endued
with all the important parts and functions of a

living animal. Dalman says that, " to the unas-

sisted eye, it appears only as a red atom, but it is

furnished with a pair of long whitish wings, long
antenna; or horns, 6 legs with appropriate joints,

and 2 filaments or bristles terminating the tail.

—

This minute insect perforates the middle of the

case covering the female, and thus celebrates its

nuptials with its invisible partner." The rest of
the history may be gathered from what is known
of other species. After impregnation the female
deposits her eggs beneath her body, and dies ; and
the young Cocci, or lice, leave the shelter, under
which they were fostered, by the natural crevice

at the posterior part of the shell which covers the

mother.

attained, as in providing for a succession of the
species, the effect is much greater than where the
injury is inflicted merely by organs furnished fo»

self defence or temporary nourishment.

Yours, &c. T. W. H.

Fig. 1. A piece of Aspen twig with the habita-

tions or puparia of Coccus cryptogamus, of the

natural size.

2. Puparium of the female magnified, bearing

the shell of the larva at its apex.

3. Puparium of the male magnified.

4. Female magnified. The line in the circle

above shows the actual length.

5 & 6. Male magnified. The cross in the cir-

cle represents the natural size of the male with

the wings expanded.

It will be distinctly recollected that I do not as-

sert the insect, mentioned by your correspondents

M., Judge Buel, Mr Bartlett, and others, to be the

Coccus cryptogamus of Dalman : further observa-

tion of the American insect (which is now for the

first time known to me, and that only from a few-

imperfect and dead specimens of the puparia) must

determine or disprove its identity with the Swedish

species. Those gentlemen who are familiar with

our species, will readily perceive the close resem-

blance, and, I hope, will excuse the attempt to ex-

plain one by reference to the other.

The extent to which the punctures of these mi-

nute insects affect the color of the bark and albur-

num, corroborates the suggestions which have fre-

quently been made on the poisonous influence ex-

erted by larger insects on our Tegetable produc-

tions, and which is somewhat exemplified by the

effects, on the human subject, of the bites, stings,

and punctures of bees, wasps, musquitoes, spiders,

and scorpions. By a law of nature, when an im-

portant end in the economy of the insect is to be

FOR THE SEW EKGLASD FARMER.

SELECTIONS OF NOTICES OF THE NEW
VARIETIES OF TABLE PEARS.

fContinuedfrom page 283.)

In the year 1820 the following peare were pre,

sented to, ttoed, and examined by the Council of

the London Horticultural Society, and the follow-

ing notices inserted in their Transactions, vol. iv.

part iv.

1. Marie Louise. " This pear (says the Editor)

has far exceeded the highest expectations formed

of it. Its general form is like that of the St Ger-

main, but tapering less towards the stalk. The
skin is of a greenish yellow, deepening when ex-

posed to the sun, or when full ripe to a rich yel-

low, clouded with light brown russet. Flesh in-

clining to yellow, perfectly melting, with abun-

dance of sweet juice. It is in favorable situations

sometimes five inches long, and three inches wide,

weighing 8 ounees. Its period of maturity from,

the middle of October to the middle of November.

It is a new seedling Flemish pear, said to have

been raised by the Abbe Duquesne, who also

raised the Napoleon.

[The description is so minute, that any persons

can readily know whether any pear which they

may havo j-ceived for that, be the same or not.

PeioTjiis; who maj Ikvc fruit under that nana,
which shall differ essentially from the above, are

earnestly requested to give notice of it, and of the

differences, and to state from whom they received

the trees or grafts. This is the only mode by
which the introduction of false names can be pre-

vented. Already great confusion has taken place

in Europe as to these pears of recent production,

although the eyes of scientific horticulturists have
been constantly upon them. Thus for example,

the Napoleon has, by some heedless person, been
called L' Empereur, and it now appears in some
catalogues as two different pears.—J. Lowell.]

2. Charles D' Autriche pear—received from D»
Van Mons. This is a large variety, three inches

and a half by three inches. Stalk an inch long

—

eye in a confined cavity not deeply sunk. Skin

greenish yellow, profusely sprinkled with brown
spots, and partially russeted. Flesh melting.white

—very juicy, with a rich high flavor, but with little

or any perfume ; a beautiful and fine fruit. Period

of maturity about the middle of November. Mi
Knight thinks it will be productive. [Remarks

—

By russeted is meant a roughness such as is seen

in the Russeting apple and the Monsieur Jean.—
By perfume, as distinguished from flavor, is meant
the peculiar aroma, which is perceived in the

Seckle—the Gibson, or Amory—and eminently in

the Moor Fowl Egg, cr Echasserie.]

3. Tillingion. J. A. Knight, Esq. sent speci-

mens of a pear raised from a seed of the autumn
Bergamotte, impregnated with the pollen of the

Jargonelle. It is the size and shape of the Doy-
enne Gris, but was rounded at the head. Stalk
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ebort with a disposition to fleshiness at its inser-

tion. Skin dull green on the shady side, with a

dull brick-dust red where exposed—the whole a

good deal russeted. Flesh white, nearly beurre

or buttery, with a little grit, [or stoniness] at the

core—particularly sweet and rich, though not very

juicy. It ripens in the middle of November, but

remains a considerable time without spoiliug.

In the London Hort. Transactions, vol. v. part i.

is a notice of the Hardenpont de Printems, or

Beurre Ranee as the French call it.

4. Beurre Ranee. This is a very superior seed-

ling raised by Mr Hardenpont, of Mons, and call-

ed the Hardenpont de printems, (so called because

it does not ripen till April—the English name

would be " Spring Hardenpont.") Mr Turner of

the London Hort. Society says he believes it to be

the same which Mr Noisette calls in the " Jardin

Fruitier" Beurre d' hyver. [If this conjecture be

right we have it in this country under both names
—for trees of the Beurre d' hyver have been often

imported and sold in Boston, though I believe

neither these, nor the Hardenpont de printems,

have yet borne. I beg gentlemen who may have

the Beurre d' hyver, to give notice when it bears,

that we may know whether it is a synonyme of the

Hardenpont. Hardenpont is the right name.—J.

Lowell.]

The Hardenpont resembles, says the London
Hort. Society, the Colmar in form—but it is larger,

and not so blunt at the insertion of the stalk.

—

The eye is large, very little sunk—stalk long

—

skin green, never becoming yellow, nor partaking

of red, sprinkled with many minute brown spots.

Flesh greenish white, melting, with a little grit at

the core, very juicy, sweet, and high flavored.

—

Specimens of this very excellent pear were re-

ceived from Mr Parmentier of Enghien. The
tree bears well as a standard, and the fruit keeps

well till March and April. [Probably this pear
will be the most valuable of all. There is a beau-

tifully colored figure of it in the above cited work.

It is exceedingly like the St Germain to my eye.

—

J.L.]

5. In the London Hort. Transactions, vol v.

part ii. notice is taken of a pear called the Bezy

Vaet pear. [We would remark here that the pre-

fix Bezy is very common to French pears, and it

may be useful to our readers to know that it sig-

nifies " wilding," or wild pear—thus the Cliau-

montelle is called Bezy de Chaumontelle, meaning
the wilding of Chaumontelle.] " The Bezy Vaet

pear is one of the numerous new Flemish varie-

ties, the general cultivation of which will add ma-
terially to our stock of winter pears. The Bezy
Vaet resembles a very large Swan's Egg pear,

both in form and color, but the skin is smoother.

The flesh is yellowish, perfectly melting, with

abundance of rich sweet juice, and most agreeably

perfumed. Mr Parmentier states that in Flanders

it bears freely as a standard, and that the fruit

keeps till March and April. It is a great acquisi-

tion to our gardens."

[This is the language of the Council of the Lon-
don Hort. Society after trying the pear. I do not

know that it has reached our country.—J. L.]

6. Colmar Epineuse— or (translated) Thorny
Colmar. This is another of the new Flemish

pears. It is a free bearer as a standard though it

does not attain a large size. It is of the Colmar

form, though rather more pointed at the insertion

of the stalk. The skin is greenish yellow, much
covered with russet—flesh yellowish, melting,

weet, and extremely rich— it keeps well till De-

cember and January, and probably still later.

7. Delices Hardenpont, another new Flemish

seedling. This name imports the " Delight of

Hardenpont." It requires a wall to bring it to

perfection, but to which its excellence well enti-

tles it. [It may do well as a standard here.— J.

L.] Under favorable circumstances it attains to

three or four inches in length and two or three in

breadth. The skin is bright yellow intermixed

with greeB, and sprinkled with many green spots

—flesh very white, melting, juicy, and sweet, but

with very little perfume—ripens in November and

December.—London Hort. Transactions, vol. v.

part v.

[When this selection shall have been completed

I shall send you some admirable remarks from this

number, on the subject of the names of fruits, to

which the attention of all cultivators is invited.

—

Nothing can equal the licentious and heedless

abuse of the names of fruits which has heretofore

existed in this country, but we are beginning to

reform. If it were only a matter of curious accu-

racy, or a mere love of order which leads us to

wish a reform in our names, we might be justly

ridiculed, but it is of the last importance to horti-

culture. I have waited ten years for the bearing

of a pear tree, and at last found myself deceived,

because forsooth it pleased formerly the New York

cultivators to call the St Michael, the Vergalieu.

—

J. L.]

8. Beurre Capiomont, or Capiaumont—first

raised by M. Capiaumont of Mons. It is as large

as a St Germain, pyramidal tapering very much
towards the stalk, which is long and slender—skin

smooth, light cinnamon color with a rich gold

color showing through it—in some specimens the

skin is darker and rougher—the flesh is white,

perfectly melting, with a rich sugared juice. We
have not observed that it has any perfume, hut it

is a high flavored and valuable fruit. It has not

kept with us beyond the end of November.

[The Capiaumont has repeatedly borne with

me. It fully answers the above description, but

in the two last hot summers it has not kept be-

yond the 1st of October. I will say here once for

all, that I apprehend that both the winter and au-

tumnal pears will ripen with us from 6 to 8 weeks

earlier, than the same varieties do in England,

Flanders, or even in Paris.—J. L.]

To he continued.

REARING LAMBS.
Mr. Fessenden— I would, with pleasure, give

your correspondent, Mr. Barstow, of Maine, men-

tioned in your paper of the 13th inst. [page 267 of

the current volume of the New England Farmer,]

any information in my power, respecting sheep

;

but, as I have had but few years experience, and

get my information from books, and verbal inquiry,

I would have my suggestions taken with caution.

I do not think that there has any injury come to

his sheep from the hay of last year's growth, nor

that it is the cause of the lambs' dying, which

were dropped in February, which has been the

worst month in the late winter for lambs. But I

should presume, from his own account, that he

has been, and is now. injuring them by nursing.

Yet I sympathise with him, for I too have a hun-

dred ewes, which, contrary to my intention, began

to drop their lambs the first of January, and they

did well that month. The winter is a wrong time

of year for lambs to come. If they are not under

cover, they will die of exposure ; and when under

cover, the lambs will be crowded in cold nights,

and smothered by the old ones.

I think that sheep which do not begin to drop
,

their lambs until the last of March, may be kept

through the winter in health and good order, up-

on such hay as he describes, with, or without
egetables ; a little corn may be given at yeaning,

just to cause the milk to spring ; but I have always
heard it considered as heating and inflammatory,

so much as to cause the common sheep to shed
their wool, when given freeiy. A few oats are

good, given occasionally, from the middle of April

to the middle of May, to correct the scouring

which the young grass occasions ; the efl'ects of

which may be seen in their dirty breeches.

Instead of tar, turpentine, rosin, or spirits of
turpentine, in mid winter, and towards spring,

when they are looking for some green thing, and
finding none, I give my sheep elder boughs, which
they feed on with sufficient avidity for medicinal

purposes, and thus, I think, very much promote

their health and appetite. If any of the above

things are absolutely necessary, though I do not

know for what particular complaint they are in

any case recommended, I should prefer the rosin

in powder, as that may correct the cough, which

often prevails among the old and poor sheep ;

and I know it to be a remedy for the heaves, by

giving to a horse a table spoonful, with the same
quantity of nitre, finely powdered, and given once

a day in his mess. I have several times stopped

the disease, when coming on, in three successive

days.

But I should be cautious how I used boiled

milk for young lambs, as recommended in an edi-

torial note f as it is considered, in our neighbor-

hood, as certain death to a calf within 24, and

generally in 12 hours.* If there is any informa-

tion in the foregoing, which you deem worth pub-
lishing, it is at your service.

Yours respectfully, B.

Bridgeport, March 17, 1829.

* Note by the Editor.— Boiled milk, however, is

more easily digested in the human stomach, than
raw milk, and reasoning from analogy, one would
suppose that the same thing would take place

with respect to brute animals. We have, more-
over, the authority of Deane's N. E. Farmer, in

favor of the opinion suggested. In that work it

is asserted, [page 55, Wells & Lilly's Ed.],

" If skimmed milk is given to calves, it should

be boiled, and suffered to stand till it cools to the

temperature of that just given by the cow. It is

better boiled than warmed only."

FOR THE NEW EBGLAXD FARMER.

QUEEN BEES, CURCULIO, AND APPLE
TREE BORER, &c.

Mr Editor—As the New England Farmer of-

fice has become the depository of many articles of
curiosity, besides the beautiful copies of handsome
prize Tulips, Polyanthuses, Hyacinths, Camellias,

Dahlias, and the large Wilmot Strawberry, &c. I

take the liberty to send to you, for the inspection

and gratification of the curious, two large glass

bottles, and five smaller ones, containing as fol-

lows

—

JVb. 1. A large piece of honey comb, with about

fifty dead bees on it, in the centre of which is the

Queen Bee*— all in a good state of preservation.

* Mr Rufus Howe has (or sale swarms of Hees. also Hone/
in white comb—and will have for sale the blossom Honey, in

white comb, twenty days after the apple tree buds appear.
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The swarm, from which this collection of bees

was taken, starved to death ; came late in the

season, and the unfavorableness of the weather,

which was unusually wet, did not enable tlicin to

make a sufficient supply of food, for their own
preservation.

No. 2 Contains a Queen bee, a Working bee,

•and a Drone, or Male bee, not in a good state of

preservation, on account of their moulding last

summer, and again drying.

No. 3 Contains three Drones, or male bees,

three working bees, and a full sized apple tree

borer, all in a good state of preservation. The
borer was taken the moment of eating through the

bark of the apple tree, after three years annoy-

ance to it.

No. 4 Contains a number of Queen bee cells,

detached from the old comb, not in a good state

of preservation, as they also moulded last sum-

mer. *

No. 5 Contains a number of the Bee Millers,

not in a very good state of preservation, moulding

in the summer likewise.

No. 6 Contains some earth with a number of

excrescences or warts of the plum tree. In these

warts are the maggots which produce the bugj

called " Curculio" that destroys the plum fruit, and

the branches ; one of the grubs in this collection

has made its appearance, the glass having been

put in a sunny place ; and after remaining a day

in sight, has secreted itself in the dirt, there to

turn to a chrysalis state. The grub resembled

somewhat the female or wingless canker worm
grub, but. in size, less. I presume more are in the

warts, and in a few days, the bug curculio will be

produced from the chrysalis.f

No. 7 Contains five moth worms, such as des-

troy the comb in the hive. I have taken out two
quarts of such this season from one hive. What
few bees were left, were drove in the corner and

there perished.

I intended to have sent some pear tree borers,

(if I may so call them) but they have eaten through

a good cork that confined them in a bottle, and

consequently made their escape. Last Septem-
ber I took from two pear trees, the above borers,

from under the bark of the body of the tree ; the

trees had been very thrifty and healthy, but were

then reduced to one branch each, the others hav-

ing been sawed off on account of their beiug stung

and dying. * These borers are found in round

spots, in size, from half a cent to a dollar ; by

white washing the tree, the stain comes through,

and they are easily found. I should think I des-

troyed fifty, besides eight or ten I preserved in a

bottle. They are a little longer than a barley

corn, but not quite so large round ; full of little

bristles, which extend from the body, and a black

head. When I extracted these from the tree, I

observed three or four on the outsit, lowering

themselves down by their web, and presume they

were going into the ground, (for I can now find

none in the trees,) there to change to a chrysalis

state, and next summer appear in a bug shape (as

the plum curculio) and stinging and poisoning

again the branches with their eggs. When the

brunches are stung the bark turns red, cuts and
looks something like liver—a red water rudi from
it. The sooner it is cut off and burnt the better,

as we are then sure none will escape. When the

body of the tree is diseased, the sooner ulso, that

is dug up, and served in the same manner the bet-

ter. It appears to me the only way to destroy

this insect, is to destroy their eggs in the tree.

—

My reluctance to dig up my trees, before they

were so much affected, has proved much to my
disadvantage.}:

If the above observations, will assist to put a

stop to these great depredators of our pear trees,it

will be a great satisfaction to the writer of this ar-

ticle. S. D.

Dorchester, March 30, 1829.

t The warts should be destroyed before this lime, in June
and July would be best. Be careful to go far anough below the

excrescences, not to leav? a black spot in the sap wood. It

would be still better to jar the tree a little, and then the punc-
tured plums would fail ; then lake the fallen ones and burn
them. If you have near neighbors recommend the same to

them. The maggot leaves the fallen plums in less than twenty-
four hours, and goes into the ground, and there changes to the
chrysalis state. Some varieties of plum trees the curculio
avoids ; 1 presume the gum does not suit Ihem ; fruit is their
first choice, as plums, apricots, fie. By following these rules
you can keep them under, if not exterminate them.

FOR THE NEW ENCLAND FARMER.

Mr Editor—We have no inclination to engage
in a newspaper controversy ; but in our owu de-

fence we beg to make one or two remarks on the

communication of Mr J. W. P. in your last Farm-
er. The remarks on the Report of the E.Ag.Soc'y,

were written, neither at the suggestion, nor with

the privity of the tenant of the Indian Hill Farm
;

nor with any intentional disrespect to the Com-
mittee ; but from a sense of wrong, which Mr P.'s

defence has not lessened. Nor is this feeling con-

fined to ourselves.

We know but little of the proceedings at the

Essex Cattle Show. We are ready to believe that

the Committee designed on that occasion to act

with judgment and impartiality ; and it is difficult

in such a thankless office to avoid complaint, or

ever to satisfy a disappointed competitor. In the

decision, upon farms, Mr G. having entered his

farm for premium was justly liable to censure in

not complying with the conditions prescribed and
furnishing an exact account of the labor and pro-

duce. The Committee were bound to notice the

farm and state the facts in the case, which had
come to their knowledge, whether they made for

or against the competitor. But beyond this we
hold they had no right to suggest anything against

this individual's private character, by insinuating

that such a fondness for dogs and horses on his

part as must lead to a foolish and wasteful expen-

diture ; an inference in respect to him, though it

might be unintentional on the part of the Commit-
tee, which would be likely to be made on every

one, who read the report.

In common with the Committee we should bo

happy to see the result with respect to this farm
for the year ; and we still believe that the produce,

in proportion to the labor employed and the facil-

ities offered, has not been surpassed by any farm
in the county. In this, however, we may be mis-

taken ; and we rely much on the judgment of

those, who have had more favorable opportunities

of observation than we pretend to. But then in

comparing the expense with the produce, certain-

ly it would not be fair to charge to the current

year all that has been expended for stock, utensils,

and permanent improvements. These make a

part of the capital stock of a farm. On the side of

expense is to be placed, not the cost of these arti-

cles, but the interest of their cost, with a proper

X Pear trees which are very thrifty and have smooth branches,
are ihe choice of the bug. The first Iree that was attacked in my
garden, was near a manure heap. I have not seen a pasture,

or slow growing pear tree attacked yet,

allowance for loss, or injury, or deterioration.-—

Nor is the full cost of the manure purchased to

be; placed to the expense of the preterit year, since

its benefits will be felt fur some time to come. On
the other hand, the tenant is to be credited not

merely with the amount of produce raised, but

likewise with the permanent improvements, such

as walls built, hedges formed, trees planted, thresh-

ing ii. ill erected, &c. &c. together with some al-

lowance for the better condition of the estate.

—

We should be glad to see this account fairly stated,

and we believe that the result would be creditable

to the tenant. This, however, is matter of judg-

ment merely, in which we have no disposition to

set up our own opinion in opposition to the judg-

ment of the Committee.

We cannot but hope that the exact statements

of the different claimants for premiums, as to pro-

duce and management of their farms, will be forth-

coming. The public will be benefited by such

statements ; the more particular the better.

Our remarks on the general character of re-

ports, and the attempts at wit in them, had no ref-

erence to this case, but to the reports of a neigh-

boring county, on swine, &c, which Were indeed

very amusing, but we think out of place. We as-

sure you, Mr Editor, that in regard to the Essex

report, we are indeed not guilty even of suspect-

ing that there was any wit in it. Like other wise

men, upon review, we firmly adhere to our opin-

ions, and beg leave with all due " mildness and

courtesy" to subscribe ourselves,

Respectfully yours,

March 20, 1829. ESSEX.

SITUATIONS FOR BOYS.
Mr Editor— It frequently happens, in my in-

tercourse with the poor, as a minister at large in

this city, that parents apply to me for places for

their children, and especially for their boys, for

whom tbey are not able to provide food and

clothing at home. And as I should be particular-

ly glad to send these children into the country, I

will beg the favor of you, either by publishing this

note in your paper, or in any other way which you

may think to be better, to give notice that, if a

farmer or a mechanic in the country, is disposed

to take a boy from the city, to be brought up

either in his shop, or on a farm, I shall be ready

to give him any assistance which is in my power

in obtaining one, who may at once meet his own
wishes ; and by taking whom into his family, he

may perform an important act of christian charity.

Respectfullv,

JOSEPH TUCKERMAN.
March 18, 1S29.

CASTOR OIL.

Dr D. A. Reese, of Monticello, Geo. made about

600 bottles of Castor Oil last year, notwithstand-

ing the dry season. The best Castor Oil now
used is made in this country. Several years since

this medicine was a very nauseous one ; it not un-

frequently caused the throats of patients to smart,

by reason of its rancidity. It is now sold desti-

tute of every unpleasant smell, and as transparent

as water. Old associations still cause •any per-

sons to shudder at its name : yet we hear of some

who regard the flavor of it as similar to that of

walnuts, and one in particular declares that he

could relish it on bread.

—

Bost. Pat.

Apples grown on dwarf trees, are brought to

the fruit market of Paris in December.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

LARGE PEAR.
Mr Fessenden—I observed in your paper, No.

34, page 267, an article signed A Subscriber,

stating that the author did not know if the pear,

mentioned in a New York journal, also in yours of

the 9th of January last, was an eating or a baking

pear. Not being much acquainted with the Eng-

lish language, I thought that when I said it was

of an excellent quality, as well for its size as for

its flavor, which were the words of a member of

the Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

of Paris, who sent me six trees of this kind, that I

should be understood that it was for eating ; as it

is not the custom in France to use the v/oid flavor,

when speaking of the baking pear.

I did not wish to profit by the error made in

the circumference, the height, and the weight of

the pear, by saying that I have received the kind

of pear, mentioned in your paper of the 9th of

January ; but not being fond of puffing, I thought

proper to correct this error and give the real di-

mensions of this large pear.

With much esteem,

Respectfully yours,

ANDRE PARMENTIER
Horticultural and Botanic Garden,

Brooklyn L. I. March 15, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

DISEASED BEET ROOTS.
Mr Editor—Last April I planted Mangel

Wurtzel, and some blood beets, about the middle

of April. They came up well and appeared
promising until the middle of June, when the un-

der leaves began to wither. As I supposed some
insect preyed upon the small roots, I put lime on

a part and harrowed it in, but it answered no pur-

pose ; as those without the lime grew as well as

those which had it. I planted some about the

12th of May, that shared the same fate. There
were a few leaves on tho top that kept alive : but

I had not more than one third the quantity that I

raised on the same ground the year before ; and
what I raised began to rot in January. If some
of your correspondents will point out the disease,

and a remedy, it will confer a favor on
AGRICOLA.

East Bridgewater, March 16, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CANINE MADNESS.
Mr Fessenden—If you think this paper will

be useful to the public, you may insert it in your

valuable repository of information.

The writer has never seen a case of hydropho-

bia in the human species—a disease the most

frightful of all maladies ; almost invariably ending

in distressing death. The few cases of canine

madness in domestic animals, which have come
under his observation, warrant the following re-

marks.

The disease originates in the canine family, and

is communicated to other animals by inoculation.

The mad animal has a strong disposition to bite,

and the poisonous slaver, being brought into eon-

tact with the wound, is absorbed, and produces,

sooner or later, the disease, which, like other dis-

eases, is progressive.

There are two stages. In the first stage, there

is sufficient time, and the symptoms are sufficient-

ly marked, to ascertain the nature of the disease,

and confine the animal ; but, unfortunately, this

stage is generally overlooked, perhaps for the want

of information.

The symptoms in the first stage, are, sluggish-

ness, thirst, swelling about the eyes, especially the

eyelids, the eyes inflamed, a refusal of food, an ap-

parent soreness in the jaws, dulness in executing

the commands of his master, a disposition to be

alone, a propensity to ramble, frequently starting

up from his slumbers and changing his place, with-

out any apparent cause. These symptoms con-

tinue for a longer or shorter time, and the second

stage commences, in which, the dog is of all ani-

mals the most dangerous. He now leaves his

home for the last time, becomes fierce beyond des-

cription, his eyes have a greenish hue, he fearless-

ly seizes every animal in his way, slavers much,

and sometimes with heavy breathing, hastens from

place to place, snapping at, or biting and poison-

ing every creature in his power ; and so continues

to do, (unless he should be killed) until his strength

be exhausted ; and then seeks some obscure place

and dies. The duration of this stage is, probably,

different in different subjects.

Every owner of a dog should have a knowledge

of the symptoms of the disease ; and carefully

watch his dog ; and in case, that any of the symp-

toms of the first stage should appear, he ought, im-

mediately, either to kill, or confine the animal.

The following case of Natural Canine Madness

will corroborate many of the foregoing positions

In the year 1813, I lost a valuable dog by the

disease. He was of a smallish size ; and whatev-

er is desirable in a dog as to usefulness, was to be

found in him—a faithful sentinel, both by night

and day, possessing a large share of good nature

and pleasautry : hence, he was a favorite with the

family, to which he was strongly attached, es-

pecially to his master. He had performed upon

him, in his youth, a well known operation, which

effectually prevented a disposition for rambling

;

and of course, he rarely went from home, except

with his master. Such was his attachment to his

master, and to his master's property, that an arti-

cle loft in the field, or elsewhere, and committed,

to his charge, he was wont to guard ; and any

person, out of my family, would meet with some

difficulty in taking it from him. These remarks

seem necessary, as they have some relation to the

facts in the case.

On September the 24th, in the afternoon, I

wanted my dog, but he was not to be found,— this

circumstance being singular, immediately led to

suspicions of the disease. However, before eve-

ning he returned, apparently without disease, ex-

cept dulness. I was led to believe, (erroneously

however,) from the assurance of others, that, a

" dog laboring under the disease would refuse

water, and that as long as he would drink, there

was no danger." I immediately offered him drink,

and he received it as usual. I then offered him
food, which he refused. On my urging him to

eat, he would take a small piece and then drop it.

His jaws appeared to be sore. From his taking

water so freely and without apparent difficulty, I

concluded not yet to confine him ; but to watch

him closely. On the 25th in the forenoon, I found

his eyelids swollen, and his eyes inflamed—drank

water freely, but refused food. He was in a slug-

gish state, slept the greatest part of the forenoon

in the door yard, now and then starting up and

looking about, as though he had heard something

at a distance, but seeing nothing, would lie down
again, frequently shifting his place. But notwith-

tanding our vigilance, he, in the afternoon, eloped,

and I could not hear of him. At that time my
suspicions gained strength ; and I prepared a sta-

ble, 10 by 6 feet, for his reception, placing therein

a plenty of food and water. He did not return,

as in the day before, nor have I any'reasou to

think that he returned in the night following.

—

The 26th being Sunday, on going to church with

my family, I requested my young man to keep dil-

igent watch for the return of the dog, and that if

he should come home to confine him. We had

not proceeded one-fourth of a mile, before we met

the dog. He was much pleased to see us, and it

was with some difficulty that we kept him from

soiling our clothes. He was very wet, having

travelled through wet grass, or waded in the

water. The appearance of his eyes and eyelids

were the same. After two or three minutes he

left me, and made his course directly for home.

—

Presuming that my young man would secure him,

I attended at church. But, to my surprise, on my
return, I found that the dog had not been home.

Inquiry was made, but it was fruitless. Just at

evening, I had occasion to walk about a mile to

a friend's house. Having proceeded about half the

distance, I again saw my dog coming towards me,

in a very slow trot. I did not appear to notice

him—he passed me, without his usual expressions

of attention, went a small distance, then took my
path and followed me, making some of his usual

signs of gladness. It being near a wood, and as

he had been fond of game, I repeatedly tried to

send him into the forest, as usual, but he would

not obey my commands, or he would just enter

the brush and return. I then flattered him, but

he did not regard it as he was accustomed. He
followed me to the house, and, not wishing that

he should go in with me, I laid down my hat, and

gave him the charge of it, as usual, when I wish-

ed him to guard anything. I immediately finish-

ed my errand and returned to the door, expecting

to find my dog waiting as he was accustomed to

do. I found my hat ; but, the dog was gone. I

hastened home ; but the dog was not to be found.

Night came on and prevented further search.

—

However, on the 27th, about 8 o' clock, A. M. he

returned for the last time. The symptoms were

the same, perhaps increased. He received water,

but refused food. I think, at that time, his attach-

ment to the family had become nearly extinct

;

yet, with a little flattering, he was induced to go

into the place prepared for him. He soon became

very uneasy and peevish ; and in the afternoon all

the symptoms of the second stage appeared. His

eyes put on a greenish appearance, and his coun-

tenance was inexpressibly ferocious. To him, his

master and a stranger were alike. He was in a

rage, all the time, when any person was near :

snapping, biting, and tearing to pieces, whatever

came within his reach. His strength seemed

double to what it was in health. Although natu-

rally clumsy, he was then all spring and activity.

There were space* between the boards, through

which he could see, and it was astonishing, how
steadfastly he would fix his eyes on a person,

stanJtBg near, and watch him for* long time, with

loolS .or desperation and vengeance. In this situ-

ation he continued till the evening of the 29th,

during which he occasionally took water with

greediness. I have no cause to believe that ha

slumbered during the last stage, or that he received
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any food after ihe commencement of the disease.

In the morning of the 30lli lie was much exhaust-

ed, not able to walk, and his breathing, laborious.

I then took some water in a vessel, and fearlessly

entered the stable, on which ho made some feeble

signs of gladness. lie was in a sitting posture,

supporting himself on his forelegs. I stood be-

fore him and poured the water in a small stream,

holding up the vessel ; and instantly he was seized

•with excrutiating convulsions, which in a very few

minutes, ended his life.

On a slight examination of the body, the high-

est marks of inflammation were discovered

throughout the system.

I have been thus particular, presuming that the

case would afford useful hints to those, who are

fond of, and keep these animals. Although the

dog may be useful to many ; being the only ani-

mal, known to us, which will leave his own spe-

cies and associate with man ; and in some in-

stances a useful protector, both of property and

life
;
yet, every dog is liable to this disease, terrific

beyond expression in its effects : therefore, all pos-

sible care should be taken in season to prevent

the disease from spreading, which will not be

done, unless the owner have some knowledge of

the symptoms, which mark it.

This is not considered a medical paper
;
yet, it

may be useful to state, that should any creature be

bitten by any animal laboring under the canine

disease—the first step to be pursued, is, thorough-

ly to wash the wound and parts adjacent, with

warm water, and wipe them clean, with a view to

remove all the poison that may adhere upon, or

about the wound—then cut out, or destroy the

part to the bottom of the wound with some strong

caustie, and dress it with mercurial ointment.

—

This practice should not be neglected, should the

wound be made two or three days before it is dis-

covered ; as it is thought that the virus is not

readily absorbed ; but, the sooner it is done, the

better.

Mansfield, Feb. 26, 1829.

FOR THE SEW ENGLAND FARMER

OBSERVATIONS ON SOME SUBJECTS OF
CULTIVATION IN LONG ISLAND.

DEEP PLOUGHING.

Mr Fessenden—Having observed that in dif-

ferent places the ploughings were not of a suf-

ficient depth, I spoke about it to a gentleman,

owner of large estates, at Bedford, Long Island

;

and asked him to try the experiment on one acre

only ; and to begin by ploughing one inch deeper

than before ; for if it was ploughed very deep at

once the ground would become sterile for some
years, until the influence of the atmosphere, ma-
nuring, and other subsequent ploughings should

have mixed the soils together. This gentleman
told me since, that he had succeeded beyond his

expectations. His corn was visibly larger and
stronger than that of the other side, which was
ploughed in the ancient manner. I do not doubt

but that his example will have much influence
;

so that the ploughings will be bye and bye from

8 to 10 inches deep ; and be done by gradually

deepening one inch each year. The ground thus

gradually ploughed would preserve somamoisture,
very beneficial in dry summers ; the bo» having
been able to concentrate a much greater degree
of humidity ; and in wet seasons, the ground be-

ing more porous, the water would not remain on
the surfaee and rot the roots of the crops.

I have taken notice that the furrowu of decliv-

itous lands are very often made in the direction of
the descent, instead of making them transversely
or crossways, in such a manner as to preserve as

much of the soil and manure as possible on the
top, and prevent them from coming down by
heavy rains. Corn and potatoes, ought, there-
fore, to be planted and kept in transversal lines,

following the same principle.

MANURE.

The manures which are brought beforehand
upon lands, which arc to be planted in the spring
arc, most generally, spread out on the ground
without being heaped together. The more ma-
nure is spread the more the atmosphere and rains

take from it its nutritive parts. Manure may be
heaped together in the form of a cone, which
should be covered with ground ; or if the ground
is frozen too hard, the heaps could be covered
with mats, very easily made by tying straw be-

tween small poles, six or eight feet long, which
being put away afterwards, in a dry place will be
good for another year. In this manner none of
the fertilizing salts can escape. But speaking of
this interesting matter, I must say that I am as-

tonished that no composts are made, which are

the means of trebling the mass of manures, with-
out occasioning any other expense than that of
mixing earth with the manure by layers one above
another, and by adding all kinds of vegetables,

leaves of grass, sods, &c. ; and instead of leaving

the dung to dry and be spoiled by the scratching

of fowls in the yard, it should be successively car-

ried when it comes out of the stables on the fields,

where it is to be used for the fall or spring. For
this purpose a small corner might be left, where
it could be deposited. It would be convenient, if

possible to make a few heaps of earth, and have
them ready for mixing with the manures.* It will

be objected that this would be an increase of la-

bor, but it will be repaid an hundred fold

PLOUGHING IN GREEN CROPS.

Next year I shall be able to give the result of

some experiments made by Jonathan Thomson
Esq. Collector of the New York Custom House
who, on his large farm at Islip, L. I. at my re-

quest, had the goodness last year to have sown
and ploughed in, three successive crops of buck-

wheat in blossom. He has great hopes of success

in this experiment, the soil being entirely changed,

and seeming to contain a quantity of rich mould,

and all that which is necessary for having a fine

crop this year. I hope that the example will be

followed in places at some distance from large

towns. This sowing three times repeated, only

took nine bushels of buck wheat seed per acre,

which is a very cheap manure.
Respectfully yours,

ANDRE PARMENTIER.
Horticultural and Botanic Garden,

Brooklyn, L. I. March 16, 1829:)

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

QUERIES RESPECTING FOOD FOR
STOCK.

Mr Fessenden—A few weeks since, several

queries from a young shepherd, in regard to root

* Layers ofnew dung one foot thick, and those of eanh from
3 to 4 inches. If made of old manure dung one foot thick and
earth 6 or 7 inches. The heaps should be mode in circular or
square forms, and some earth put around them to prevent the

access of the atmosphere to the layers ofmaDure.

cultivation, w.;re inserted in your paper. As
DO answers have appeared, thin same young
shepherd li led to believe either that the cultiva-
tion is found unprofitable, or that m one has prac-
li ted it so hr as to be able to furnish answers ; or
that the queries were not sufficiently definite, or
not worthy the notice of the owner* of flocks of
sheep. On the supposition that one of the two
last may be the cause of the luenee, I beg have
to substitute the following.

1st. What quantity is a fair average product to

the acre of mangel wurtzel, ruta baga, carrota,

and potatoes, and what the expense of cultivating

an acre of either of the above roots ?

2. How many bushels of either of the above
roots are equal to a ton of good hay for feeding

stock of any kind ?

3. Are either of the above cheaper for feeding

stock in part than hay, valuing it at $6 per ton ?

JfEW ENGLAJTO FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, APRIL^ 1829.

COBBETT'S CORN.
A friend has obliged us with a copy of Cobbett's

Weekly Political Register, of Jan. 10th, 1829
This, according to Mr Cobbett's statement, was
printed on paper made from the husks of Indian
corn, raised by him in England. It has been here-

tofore supposed that the temperature of the clim-

ate of Great Britain would not admit of the culti-

vation of this plant ; but it seems that Mr Cob-
bett's success in its cultivation has been complete ;

and that he has found it well adapted to uses to

which it has rarely if at all been applied in thia

country.

Mr Cobhett says " I am certain that the husks
of this coin will make as beautiful printing paper,
and even writing paper, as ever was made from
any rags in the world, and much better than can
possibly be made from any other thing than very
fine linen rags. Of the brown paper, or rather
olive colored paper made from the stalks of the
corn, a specimen of that you have, as a wrapper
to the bunch of corn which I have now the honor
to send to you. Compare it, sir, with anything of
the kind you have ever seen before. You will

find it as easy to icritc on as any white paper is ;

what a difference in paper made from this materi-
al, and the rugged stuff made from hemp, or old

ropes ! What a difference between paper made
from corn stalks, and white brown stuff", which
grocers and others make use of, and which is so

easy to tear, while it cannot be written on at all.

The " Treatise on Cobbett's Corn." is, as you
are aware, published and sold, bound in boards :

and all that have been sold of late, have had boards

with this olive corn paper for a covering, and very

handsome you will find it to be : and I send you
a second book, in order that you may have this

further proof before your eyes, of the estimable

value of the corn plant."

The writer then asserts that Mr Rowland Hill,

of ChiUworth, first suggested the thought of mak-
ing paper out of the husks of corn : and that it

was owing to his enterprise that the specimens

were produced ; and continues, " Reflect, sir, on

the vast importance of producing on our own land

the materials for such an immense branch of man-
ufacture ! In a very few years all the paper used

by grocers, seedsmen, linendrapers, haberdashers,

and, in short, all this immense mass of goods,

bulkv, costlv. and vieldinc a trreat revenue from a
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pretty fair and just source, will be made out of the

corn plant. All the stained paper, where tough-

ness is so necessary and rarely now to he found
;

indeed paper of all sorts, for nothing can be so

cheap and nothing can be better.

The manufacture of paper from the husks of

Indian corn is not altogether a novelty. Dr Wil-

lich's Domestic Encyclopedia states that " from
the leafy stalk of this fruit, according' to Plancus,

the most beautiful post paper is prepared in an
Italian mill, near Rimini. Schaefl'er made an ex-

periment with the whole plant, and obtained a

greyish paper ; but, after steeping the pulp four

days in lime water, the sheets acquired a greenish

shade.

" Dr Mease saw a book, printed at Regensburg,
in Germany, in 1771, upon paper from a variety

of substances, and among others, there was one
leaf made from the Indian corn, or maize husks."

SUBSTANCES WHICH MAY BE MANU-
FACTURED INTO PAPER.

The following are some of the different sub-
stances belonging to the vegetable kingdom, which
have been employed in the manufacture of paper.

The pith of the various species of Thistle have
been employed in Germany. The stalks were
stripped of their cuticle, bruised, and the inner

spongy substance extracted and worked in the mill.

Hemp. Dr Halde asserts that the inhabitants of
Nangha, in Japan, macerate hemp in lime water,
beat it, and then immediately prepare their paper.
Guettird asserts that the shaws, and other refuse
from the stalks of hemp, may be made into a good
and strong packing paper. Hop vines.—Dr
Schaeffer plunged them for fifteen minutes in boil-

ing water, then separated the rind from the woody
substance, cut the latter into small pieces and sent
it to the engine. After being worked eight hours
they became fibrous, pulpy, and were fit to be
formed into paper : on adding rags the sheets as-

sumed a whitish appearance ; but without them
had a brownish shade, and were uniformly of a

firm consistence. The dry down of the Catstail

;

wooly catkins of the ffliite Poplar ; the Straws of
Flax ; the stalks of the Sunflower ; the straw of
Barley, and other kinds of grain have been used
in Europe for making paper. The National Ga-
zette likewise informs that " we have three speci-

mens of yellow paper made, respectively of oat

straw, blue grass, and rye straic. Its texture is

firm, and on the whole it appears to be superior to

the common wrapping paper."

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

DISEASED SHEEP.
Mr Fessenden—In your paper of last week, I

noticed Mr Barstow's account of his diseased

sheep, and hasten to suggest to him, what I think

the cause of the misfortune. From the brief state-

ment he has made of the case, I have no doubt in

my mind, that the feverish habit in his sheep, has
been created by the bad quality of his hay, or
rather to the "plenty of salt strewed upon the hay
when put into the barn." Sheep, sooner than other
domestic animals, will become sickly, when fed

entirely upon hay, too much impregnated with
salt. They delight, and thrive well, when per-

mitted to go often to the salt trough, but when
any considerable quantity is added to their con-
stant food, they become emaciated, and have all

the symptoms which he describes his flock to la-

bor under. The practice of putting a large, or

mall quantity of salt, upon all the hay put up in

the barn is a great mistake, a great deviation from

ature, and never attended with any salutary ad-

vantage. When the quantity is small, not more

than a quart or two upon a ton, it may not be in-

jurious ; but when larger quantities are used, it

never fails, more or less to show its poisonous ef-

fects.

In the same way sea salt is said to be an excel-

lent manure for vegetables, when administered in

small doses, but is absolute destruction to the

largest trees, or plants of every kind, when used

too plentifully.

If then, I am not mistaken as to the cause of

this disease, Mr Barstow will relieve his sheep, by

immediately feeding them with fresh hay, turnips,

potatoes, and As much green browse as possible.

The tops of the Lombardy poplar I think prefera-

ble to any other. By this treatment he may prob-

ably preserve the residue of his flock, until fresh

grass can complete the cure— for he may rest as-

sured that nitre, spirits of turpentine, or unleached

ashes, will produce no good effect—and until they

can be supplied with healthy food, his sheep will

want their usual health ; and if many of them do

not lose their wool before shearing, he may think

himself very fortunate.

Mr Editor, I think it no small part of the advan-

tage which attends your useful paper, that through

its medium, we can with so much facility, ask and

receive advice—and I would make use of this op-

portunity to state a little misfortune of mine.

GIRKIN CUCUMBERS.

For several years past I have attempted to grow
the Girkin cucumber, with very little success. I

have bought I he seed from the best Seedsman in

New York. It was heavy and looked well, yet

not one in twenty germinated. Last year I plant-

ed seed of my own raising ; it was saved, I

thought, in the best manner, and planted after the

Solstice, with the utmost care, yet I had not a

single plant.

I deem this fruit superior to any other for pick

ling, and should be glad to know how to produce
it in abundance. If any of your correspondents

will be so kind as to inform how to do so, shall

think it a great favor conferred upon yours, &c.
S. REYNOLDS.

Minaville, March 20th 1829.

Remarks by the Editor.— It will be observed that

Mr Barstow states that his sheep had been " fed

on clover, herdsgrass, and red top, with a suitable

quantity of oats and corn to keep them in good
condition ; with plenty of salt strewed on the hay
when put in the barn." It is not. improbable that

salt in excess may injure sheep, and cattle, as well

as mankind, for whom too much salt provision if

accounted unwholesome, especially in winter

Dr T. Cooper, in an article, written for the last

Philadelphia edition of Willich's Domestic Ency-
clopedia, states, that " a quarter of an ounce of
salt per day to sheep, and one ounce per day to

cows and oxen, is an allowance ample enough."
With regard io the Girkin Cucumber, we would

observe that it should either be started in a hot
bed, or planted in a warm situation, the last of
June, or beginning of July. It is a native of a

warm climate, and should be dealt with accord-
ingly.

To Correspondents.—We have received, we regret too

late for this week's paper, a valuable article on the Culture of

Hemp, from the Hon. Samuel Lathrop, of West Springfield

also, one from Charlestown, on the culture of Tall Meadow
Oat Grass—others on Nut Trees, on Thorn Bushes, on Tobac-

co, on Orchards, on Cabbages, on Fruit Trees, &c. from New
Hampshire, will soon appear.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.
This day received at the New England Farmer Seed Store

52 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass
Seed, at #i,50 per bushel.

Household Furniture Cheap.
Phoenix Furniture Warehouse, near the Square, Main Street

Charlestown.
FOSDICK & CARTER, inform their friends and the pub-

lic, that they have on hand, and for sale, an extensive assort-

ment of Furniture, viz. Bureaus, Secretaries, Beds, Bedsteads,
Tables, Chairs, Sofas. Couches, Carpeting, Wash Stands, Brass
Fire Sets, Waiters, Knives, Forks, Bellows, and Brushes.—
Also, a constant supply of Live Geese and Common Feathers,
by the bale or otherwise. Also, they manufacture and keep
constantly for sale, a general assortment of Looking Glasses, by
wholesale or retail, with almost every article for house keeping,
all which they will sell extremely low for cash. Purchasers are
invited to call and examine. ,

P. S. Portrait and Picture Framing, executed in the best
manner, and at short notice, as above. 6t

Charlestown, April 3, 1829.

Linna'an Botanic Garden and Nurseries, near JVeii

York.— William Prince, Proprietor.

The subscriber, Agent for this establishment,
has just received the new Catalogues of 1829,
which he will distribute gimtis to applicants.

The collection of Fruit Trees, Ornamental
Trees, Shrubs and Plants, Green house Plants,

&c, now offered for sale, is neatly double the extent of
what it has been heretofore, and the most celebrated new
fruits introduced to notice by Mr Knight of London and
Professor Van Mons of Brussels, are now included.

The prices have been greatly reduced for a large num-
ber of articles.

Mr P. has about 20,000 Grape Vines, of his own rear-

ing, and guaranteed genuine,—and 100,000 imported from

•France. Vines will now be supplied by the 1000 at 15
cents, and by the 100 at 25 cents, assorted by himself, and
including the Imperial Tokay—White, Red, Black, and

Gray Burgundy—Teinturier, Black Orleans—Petit Rach-
ling, Kniperle, Black Cluster, Black Sweetwater, Chasse-

las, Large Morocco, St Valentine, Riesling or Clarette of
Limoux, Bordeaux Purple,—and in lees quantities at the
reduced catalogue prices.

The collection of Roses comprises 600 splendid varie-

ties, of every shade and form. Every department has re-

ceived the utmost care, and the whole is under the most
careful personal attention of the Proprietor.

J. B. RUSSELL, Agent.
March 27 3t

Farm for Sale or Let.

In Saugus, 6 miles from Charlestown Bridge, known
by the name of the Boynton farm, containing about 100-

acres ofLand, a good House, Barn, and other out bulidings

—well watered, and equally divided into mowing and til-

lage—usually cut from 40 to 60 tons hay.

For particulars, inquire of C. Felton, Warren Bridge

Toll House, Charlestown. March 27 tf

Fruit Trees, SfC.

N. DAVENPORT has for sale, at his Nursery in Mil-

ton, a large collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Green
House Plants, &c. His collection of Peach, Plum, and
Almond Trees, he considers not excelled in this vicinity :

and the collection of other fruits is good. Orders sent to

his Nursery in Milton, or left With J. B. Russell, at the

New England Farmer Seed Store, ITo. 52, North Market
street, Boston, where a list of (he trees can be seen, wilt

be executed at the customary prices. ep6w

Crockery, Glass, and China Ware.
Ephraim B. McLaughlin, ' Bocl: Square, has for sale, an

elegant assortment cf newest patterns in the above line, which

are offered r.t low prices for cash. Country merchants and

others are invited to cah. eptf mar27

x Goodwin 's Town Officer.

In press and will I . .- ,
. Wished without delay, a new and much

improvededifion of the above work, containing all the laws rel-

ative to the power and duties of Municipal officers, together

with the decisions of the Supreme Judicial Court upon those

subjects. Orders for the above work may be addressed to Rich-

ardson & Lord, Boston, or to the publishers, Dorr & Howland,
Worcester. 3t April 3.
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Grape Vines.

The subscriber offers for sale, Grape Vines of several

varieties, the produce of his garden, in Dorchester ;

—

among them are the following

:

Isabella, White Muscat,
Sweetwater, Black Hamburg,

. Black Cape, Elba,

Queen, White Chassslas,

Early Oval, Muscatel.

They are principally of one year's growth, from cuttings

only, (which are much better than layers of two or even

three years old,)—were planted under his direction and

aupetintendance, are warranted genuine, and are in a

healthy and vigorous state.

The subscriber purposes to continue the cultivation of

such varieties of the foreign and native Vines as are

suited to this climate, and that will thrive in the open

ground in town or country.

Application may be made to the subscriber at his office,

No. 7 1-2, Congress street, or at the garden to Patrick

Kennedy. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6w

JAMES BLOODGOOD & CO.'s
Nursery, at Flushing, Long Island, near JVew Ytrk.

The subscriber will receive and transmit orders for any

quantity, or variety, of

Fruit and Forest Trees,

Flowering Shrubs,

and
Plants,

and the same will be delivered here, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser; the bills may be paid to him.

Messrs Bloodgood & Co. attend personally to the ino-

culating and engrafting of all their fruit trees, and purcha-

sers may rely with as much confidence as they can upon
any nursery, that the trees and shrubs they order, will

prove genuine. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

7 1-2, Congress street.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6t

Cow for Sale.

A fine cow, half blooded, Ccelebs breed, is offered for sale at

the House of Industry farm. South Boston.—Also, a three-

fourths blood Calf. Inquire ofWM. STONE, Superintendent.
April 3. W'D. 4t

New Vegetable.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52
North Market Street, a small quantity of Sir John Sinclair's
New Beet, from London. This is presumed to be the first

seed of this fine vegetable, ever brought into New England.—
For sale in papers of 12 1-2 cents each, or in larger quantities.

Pear Trees and Grape Vines. \
For sale by llufus Howe, at ihe place of Samuel Downer, ii

Dorchester, fiW Pear Trees of the choicest varieties, viz : 20
kinds from the Loudon Horticultural Society; also, large and
very handsome Scckles. Amhretics, Hardens, and Bleeker Mea-
dow; 20 handsome black Tartarean* and Remington Cherry
Trees, Plums, &.c. :i00 Native drape Vina, viz: 50 tinea
years old Catawbas, 80 three years old Isabellas, SO Bland's \V-
ginin,.'i0 Alexaiider/JOEIsiiighuroiigh; also, 200 Sweet Water,
Black Hamburg, &c.
30 varieties Pores, viz : Greville Rose, While and Red Moss,

Grand Duke ol Tuscany, Unique, UuJtioora, Provence or Cab-
bage, Hundred Leaf, Four Seasons, Red Damask, Marble,
French, Cluster. Swiss, German, Variegated, JJureundy, Dou-
ble and Single White.

Dahlias, seven varieties of Double, viz : Crimson, Buff, Yel-
low, Red, &c. Single do.

Tulips, a great number of varieties, viz: liizarrcs, UibloemS,
double and single, of different colors, Parrot Bills, &.c.

Hyacinths, a great variety. Persons are invited, when the

Tulips and Hyacinths are in bloom, to call and make their se-

leclious. While Lilies, Pink roots, Phlox, Polyanthus, three

kinds Honeysuckle, Chinese, Trumpet and Sweet Scented;

—

handsome Snow Bali trees, Quince do., Red and White Lilacs,

growing on same stalk ; Logersirco-mia, India or Cra[ie Myr-
tle, Spira Syrengo, Fringe or Smoke Tree, Suowbcrry Bush,
Strawberry Tree.

Currant Bushes, White Dulch, Red do., common while and
red. Gooseberries, different kinds.

Raspberries, Antwerp while and red. Tbimbleberries, white
and red.

Strawberries, viz: Wilmol's Superb, Downton,—red and
white English Wood—Roseberry, ihree kinds native.

Wantedto purchase, two lo three thousand small and middling
size Pear and Plum Trees, suilable for budding and grafting,

Seedlings would be preferred. Apply as above, or at No. 5,

Central Wharf.

Rose ff'ater.

20 demijohns double and single distilled Rose Waler, made
entirely fi-om Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is con
stanlh/for sale at Mr C. Wade's Porler Cellar, No. 12, Mer
chant's Row, by demijohn or less quantity.

Jan. 30. 2tiuF4inM4inA

Fresh Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52
North Market Street, a few barrels of American Hemp Seed, of

last year's growth.— Also, one barrel of Iresh Riga Flax Seed
well known to be superior to the common American Flax.

Kenrick Nurseries in Newton, near Boston.

For sale, at the Kenrick Nurseries, in
Newton, an extensive assortment of Apples,
Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Apricots,

Nectarines, White Mulberries, Grape Vines,

Goosebeiry and Currant Bushes, &c. Also,

about 150 varieties of the most ornamental hardy trees

and shrubs—including nearly 50 superb varieties of hardy
roses, comprising white and rad moss—single yellow,

double do—yellow Austrian—red and yellow Austrian

—

black mottled, sable, Tuscany, and other varieties of the

blackest roses—Unique White Provence, &.c.

Also, Greville Roses, and Wilmot's Superb
Strawberries.

Apple Trees of extra sizes—also Floivering Horse
Chestnuts, and some other sorts.

Written orders directed to John or William Ken-
rick, Newton, will be received by the daily mail, and

promptly attended to—or they may be left at Mr Joseph

Bi idge's Grocery and Seed Store, No. 60, Court street,

Boston, where, on application, catalogues will be delivered

gratis—or, catalogues may be obtained of Mr J. B. Rus-
sell, at the New England Farmer office. epSw

Large Scotch Gooseberry Bushes and Hawthorns, S,-c.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

32 North Market street, by the ship Camillus, from Gree-
nock, and Napolaon, from Liverpool, 15,000 Hawthorns,
for live fencing, and about 500 superior Scotch and Lan-
cashire Gooseberry Bushes;—the Hawthorns $5 per
thousand ; the Gooseberry Bushes, put up in lots of six

roots, of the largest and finest sorts, with names—speci-

mens of the fruit, as large as Egg Flums, American
growth, from the imported roots, in sealed bottles, may be
6een at the store—price $ 1 50 per lot of six roots.

Likewise, two barrels of superior fresh Lucerne Seed,
warranted ; one cask of large Potato Oats ; and one cask
of fine London Split Peas, for culinary purposes.

Fruit and Ornamtntal Trees.

SAMUEL HYDE offers for sale at his Nursery
Newton, near Boston, a good assortment of Fruit and
Forest Trees, Ornamental Shruhs, &c, comprising apple:

pears, peaches, cherries, apricots, nectarines, plums, black

mulberries, English black currants, English walnuts, but-

ternuts, horse chesnuts, filberts, (French and Spanish)

catalpas, silver firs, spruce, larch, weeping willows, al-

theas, rose acacia, lilacs, daphnes, senna, roses, honey-

suckles, &c. Orders directed to Samuel Hyde, Newton,

will be promptly attended to. Trees will be delivered in

Boston free of expense for transportation. Catalogues

furnished gratis by J. B. Russell, No. 52 North Market

Street, Boston, and at the Nursery in Newton.

March 27 4t

Bees.

Just published by MARSH & CAPEN, 3G2, Washing-

ton Street,

A Practical Treatise on the Management of
Bees ; and the establishment of a Piarie, with the best

method of destroying and preventing the depredations of

the Bee Moth. By James Thatcher, M. D., Fellow

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, &c.

Extract from the Author's Advertisement.
" The destructive ravages of the Bee Moth have in

many places almost annihilated our Bee establishments,

and discouraged all attempts to renewed trials. Not less

than one hundred hives have, the past season, been en-

tirely destroyed by that enemy, within a few towns in the

county of Plymouth, and in places where a single hive has

yielded one hundred pounds of honey. From a particular

investigation of this subject, the compiler is now able,

with much confidence, to announce, that an effectual

preventive of such depredations will be found recorded in

this production." Price 75 cents.

March 27 3t

Seeds for Country healers.
Trader* in die country, who may with to keep auassoruMat

of Garden Baadi lot a arc informed ibev can he furuiibed
ai the New England Farmer office, KaM North Marknureet,
Boston, w»h boxes coauinine, a tn—|llilii awwimeni of the
seed* mostly uned in a kurt„ !tl garden, oil at favorable twins as
they can be fjrehased in ibis country neatly done up in small
papers, at aad 12 cents each—warranted lo I* of ibe grown*

,id .,1 Ihe puritl qualilv. Oil. A M r.HTil FLowra
Si i i.s willl* added mi ibe same term,, w|„.„ ordered, as well
as I'kas, IlKins, Early White Bwxet Com, Ue, of dif-
ferent sorts.

(LTThe Seeds vended at thin establUhmeni, are put up on •
new plan ibis year, each package l*mg accompanied wuh
short directions on its management, and packed in the neatest
style.—Traders are requested lo call and examine for then-
selves. eptf Jan. 23.

For Sale,

In Ihe southeasterly pan of old Marlborough, a valuable
Farm, containing about 120 acres, consisting ol every kind el
land that is desirable 10 the enterprising farmer, a large portion

of which is of the first quality, having a constant stream of waler
running through it ; and the land is so situated that a number of
acres are capable of irrigation. On the premises is an upright
two stor<- House, with four rooms on Ihe Boor, in good repair

:

large Barn, 80 by 30, and in common seasons is filled :1

Red and Jfhite Clover Seed.

For sale at the New Kngland Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street,

5000 lbs. Red Clover Seed,
500 lbs. Dutch White Honeysuckle Clover, (imported.)

Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Lucerne,
Foul Meadow, Hemp and Flax Seed, &c, &c.
March 27 tf

good hay. Thete arc aJso on the farm, good Orchards, • part
of which are in iheir prime j together with an abundance of
Wood, the best of while oak, 6l lor wheelwrights' use, or for

ship timber. There are few farms capable of more improTH*
meni, or which can be carried on at less expense. The pi act
w ill be sold at a (air price, with or without the stock and utea-

sits, at the election of the purchaser. The payment* made easy
and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery ik

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of \\ h i iam
Drafer. Esq. of .Marlborough, of Bk5jami* \\"ELDofRo»-
bury, or ofSamuel H. Welu,oh the premises, Jan. 16.

PRICES OF COUNTRY
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MISCELLANIES.
The Tempests of JVew England In 1717 oc-

curred a tempest which has been distinguished in

history and tradition, as the great snow, by way of

eminence. The winter has been mild and open
until the commencement of February. On the

18th of that month a violent storm commenced,
and continued, with short intervals, nearly a week.
The north-east wind in fierce gusts drove the de-

scending snow into piles, obliterating the traces of

roads, and covering the fences, and in some
places, even the buildings. The Boston News
Letter of February 25, 1717, has the following

paragraphs :—" Besides several snows we had a

great one on Monday the 18th current, and on
Wednesday the 20th, it began to snow about
noon, and continued snowing till Friday the 22d,
so that the snow lies in some parts of the streets

about six feet high."—" Saturday last was a clear

sunshine, not a cloud to be seen till towards eve-
ning, and the Lord's day, the 24th, a deep snow.
The extremity of the weather has hindered all the
three posts coming in ; neither can they be expect-
ed till the roads, now impassable with a mighty
snow upon the ground, are beaten." A letter from
John Winthrop, in New London, to Dr Cotton
Mather, contains a few particulars relating to « the
prodigious storms of snow in the doleful winter
past." Th» sea was disturbed with unusual com-
motion, and shells were thrown far upon the sands.
Porpoises and other tenants of the deep thronged
to the land, and in the quaint language of the
writer, " the harbor and river seemed to be full of
them, but none of them came on shore, but kept a
play day among the disturbed waves." The snow
flakes came in starlike spangles, having six little

rays. Multitudes of animals perished iu the drifts.

" We lost," says he, " at the island and farms,
above eleven hundred sheep, besides some cattle
and horses, interred in the snow. And it was very
strange, that twenty-eight days after the storm,
the tenants at Fisher's island pulled out the ruins
of one hundred sheep, out of one snow bank in

a valley, where the snow had drifted over them
sixteen feet, found two of them alive in the drift,

which had lain on them all that time, and kept
themselves alive by eating the wool off the others,
that lay dead by them. As soon as they were
taken out of the drift, they shed their own fleeces,

and are now alive and fat." The wild animals of
the forest were forced from the upland parts of
the country to resort to the sea side for subsist-
ence, and came forth from their dens by night to
make ravages among the survivors of the flocks.

At the period of the visitation of this memorable
storm, there were fsw idle writers to note down
every occurrence, and no Editors in distress for
paragraphs to fasten upon every circumstance,
and transmit records to posterity. Except the
brief notices from the only Gazette of the day, no
printed accounts have been preserved. . The tra-
ditions of the past generations dimmed by the
lapse of a century, as they are transmitted by those
aged persons who heard the descriptions given by
their ancestors, represent its violence as exceeding
all modem parallels. Separate facts have been pre-
served in interleaved almanacs, diaries, and pri-
vate correspondence, which confirm their rela-
tion.

The funeral of Mr Brattle, minister of Cam-
bridge, was solemnized on the 20th of February,
and the principal magistrates, elders, and ministers
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of Boston and its vicinity, assembled to honor his

memory, were detained several days before their
return was possible. (His. Coll. vii. 58.)
Mr Treat, of Eastham, a clergyman who had

passed nearly half a century in active ministerial

labors, and in the diffusion of the gospel among
the Indians, died soon after the storm. The snow
was piled to such height that it was impossible to

beat a path over it. The funeral was delayed un-
til a passage was dug through ; and after some
days the remains of the holy man were borne to

their resting place, through the vaulted arch, by
the natives reclaimed from the forest by his pious
efforts.

Judge Sewall entered in his diary, quoted in

Holmes' Annals : " February 22.— It was terribly

surprising to me to see the extraordinary banks of
snow on the side of the way over against us."

Several snows fell after this date. The im-
mense body which had accumulated, during
February and March, on its dissolution swelled
the streams with great floods. The rivers then
rolled through an uncultivated wilderness, where
the busy hand of improvement had not yet spread
the structures of art to be washed by their injury.

Nat. JEsis.

How to be a Lady's Man When you call on a
family, should there be any children in the room,
be sure you get one of them on your knee—two
little ones would be better if procurable, because
you might say to the mother whilst you dandled
her offspring, ' Oh ! such a pair were never seen,
&c.'—If you can contrive to rub the child's dirty

shoes against your white trousers, so as to leave
a legible mark, it will do you much good—be-
cause the mother will say, ' Ob, Mr !—the child is

spoiling your clothes ;' you can then easily reply
' my dear madam, make no apologies, I am de-
votedly attached to children ;' nothing gains the
heart of a mother so much as attention paid to her
children

; therefore coax the child as much as you
can to play with your epaulette (if you have the
honor to be in the army)—fortune may so far fa-
vor you as to induce the young one to pull one of
the buttons off ;—that circumstance alone would in-

sure you invitations during the winter. If the
child be ever so ugly, remark that it reminds you
(and sigh at the same time) of a 'lovely' little sis-

ter of your's, now alas ! no more ; after that ob-
servation you may ' book' yourself for a score of
parties. But should the ' dear little innocent' be
really pretty, and the mamma quite the reverse,
you can still do some good by saying 'flood God !

madam, how greatly the child resembles you ;' a
congrev* rocket discharged against a brWst work
could not have more effect than this remark- of
your's will have in the breast of the lady ; she will
tell her husband that you are a ' fine young man,
and that she is convinced you havo an-eicellent
heart and disposition, by what she saw of your af-
fection for children ; so, although' you may like
children as ' the devil does holy water,' a little

policy, and a few attentions well timed, will insure
a flattering reception in every family ; and you
will then gain the first step in the profession of ' a
lady's man !' Florestan.

A pair of oxen belonging to Messrs Oliver &
Levi Cowls, of Amherst, were weighed a few
days since, and their joint weight found to be 4171
pounds. They were worked until May last, and
were not fed with meal until the present win-
ter.

April 3, 1829.
ay"" ' "! »»^—

»

Scions of Apple and Pear Trees.
For sale, at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market street, Boston, a large collection of Ap-
ple and Pear Scions,—among which are the following :—

Apples.

Roxbury Russet,
New York Pippin,
Baldwin,
Gillirlower,

White Shropsavine, or X
Early Harvest, f

&c, &c.

Pears.

|

Large Iron, or Pound, -

Gansel's Bergamot,
Brown Buerre,
Early Juneting,

|
St Michael's,

I Broca's Bergamot,

I

Bardett,
&c, &c.

In addition to the above, we are daily procuring fine
varieties, from responsible sources, and hope to extend
the collection so as to comprise all the esteemed fruits
raised in the vicinity of Boston and New York.
The scions are in fine order, and the utmost depen-

dence can be placed upon their genuineness, as they are
all cut from bearing trees. eptf

Gardener's Sweeting,
Nonsuch,
Grand Sachem,
Cat-head, or Large Sum
mer Russet,

Rhode Island Greening,

Heathcot,

St Germain,
Rushmore's Bon Cretien,

Spice Rousselet,

Red Bergamot,
Moor Fowl Egg,
Jargonelle,

Fruit Trees.

Messrs WINSHIPS respectfully request
those of the public who may incline to favor
them with their orders the ensuing season, for

fruit and ornamental trees, fancy shrubbery,
herbaceous plants, whether indigenous or ex-

otic, to forward their orders immediately, and they will
be executed with every possible despatch. They also

have several hundred genuine Isabella Grape Vines, by
the hundred or single plant, with the superior European
kinds in cultivation in this country. Letters directed to
F. & I. Winship, Brighton.

P. S. Asparagus roots from one to four years old.

£KJ= All orders left with J. B. Russell, at the New
England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, will

be executed at the Nursery prices, and the trees delivered
in Boston, free of expense for transportation.

Brighton, March 11, 1S29.

Assorted Seeds for Families.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes

of assorted Seeds for Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of the following Seeds:

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf string

Beans
China Dwarf string and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beef
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick-

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
While Solid Celery-

Curled Cress
Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

Long Dutch Parsnip
Large Cnbbaere Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radish
While Turnip Radish
Salsafy

Early Bush Squash
Early White Dutch Turnip
White Flat Turnip
Yellow Slone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

POT HERB SEEDS.
Thyme—Sage—Marjorum.

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-
getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction.,

and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the

very first quality, as lo freshness and purity. Each box contains
directions for the management of the diflerenl sorts. Price gS
per box.

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52,

North Market street, Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly

packed, in parcels, at the following prices :—Sweet Marjoram,
50 cts—Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 cts—Sage, 17 cts

—Celery, (in bottles for soups, &c,) 24 cts—Balm, 33 cts

—

Rose Flowers, #1,00. eptf

Published every Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at tfie

end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the
time of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of filly cents.

Printed for J. P>. Russell, by I. R, Butts—by whom
all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell,
at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market Street.
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE NEW ENC.LAND FARMER.

juished by the names of the male and the fe- .the water then hould lie a long rain, or a contin-
le. The latter produces the seed, the former uunce of damn weather to prevent itBdrying.it

hthe blossom and the farina. The male hemp has (would be rotted too much, and the fibre would be— but few and slender branches. When this has : materially injured, if not destroyed. But when
CULTIVATION OF HEMP. [turned white, or a pale yellow, has shed its leaves,

J

the hemp is immersed later in the season, after

Mr J.B. Russell—I embrace the first moment and the farina has chiefly fallen off, then it is time
j
the weather ami water have become cool, there is

of leisure, to give you, in compliance with your re-
[

to pull it. The female hemp has more and strong-
]
no risk in suffering it to remain in the water a

quest, an account of the method pursued by our >
er branches, and continues fresh and preen until

farmers, in the cultivation of hemp. It has been
j
the seed is ripe. It is common to leave patches,

raised in my neighborhood for more than twenty.) «r narrow strips, where the seed hemp is most

years. It is considered as a sure crop ; and at

'the prices which it has borne for a few years past,

affords a reasonable remuneration to the cultiva-

tor. In the account which I shall give, there will

probably be nothing new or instructive to those al-

ready acquainted with the process. If you think

it will be useful to others, you will make such use

of it as you think proper.

Hemp requires a deep and rich soil. Any at-

tempt to raise it upon a light soil, or upon land

worn out and exhausted, until it is recruited "by

manure, and a fertilizing course of husbandry, will

result only in disappointment. Nor.can it long be I

continued upon the same piece of ground, without

an annual supply of manure. But upon a good
soil, with an annual sprinkling of manure, at the

rate of eight or ten loads to the acre, it may be
continued for a succession of years, without any
material diminution in the value of the crop.

The ground must be prepared for the seed,

much in the same manner as for flax. It must be
ploughed and harrowed sufficiently to break the

clods, and to render the soil fine and mello

abundant, until the seed has ripened, which will

'ie about a month after the time of pulling ; in

which case, the economical farmer will pull out

the male hemp as far as it is practicable ; for the

fibres of the hemp, that eta.ids in the field until

the seed is ripe, are always stiff and harsh, and

Will bring less in the market, than that which has

been pulled at the proper se.son.

The pulling is a heavy jo'j. One-fourth of an

acre is considered as a day's work, though expert

hands will pull a third of an acre. No precaution

Is necessary except to guard against breaking the

stalks. The leborer gathers a few stalks in his

i'aiuls and pulls them up, and having repeated

Sis three or four times, he strikes the roots once
or twice with his foot, in order to kick off the

dirt, then l.olding the whole loose in his hands,

lets the roots drop on the ground for the purpose

of making that end of his handful even. And in

spreading his hemp on the ground, he is careful

X) lay the butts straight and true. This will great-

!' facilitate the labor of binding.

ua-'i upon the hemp after it is pulled. prnri'wwi

different soils require different degrees of labor to I
the same effect as upon mown grass. It discol

prod.ice this effect, it must be left to the judgmen
of the cultivator to determine when his ground is

in a proper state to receive the seed. I can safe-

ly say, that few farmers err, in ploughing and har-

rowing too much.
The time for sowing is about the 10th of May.

A few days earlier or later will make no difference.

It must not be so early as to expose the tender

plant to severe frosts, and if sown late in May, it

will produce a light crop—the stalks will have a

thin coat.

The quantity of seed varies with the strength

and condition of the ground. Two bushels is the

usual quantity sown upon an acre—and this is

generally sufficient. Some have used more, and

upon very strong land have gone as high as three

bushels. But I believe that few of our farmers

have found their account in using a greater quan-

tity than that first named. When it exceeds that

quantity, the land must not only be strong, but it

must be reduced to a very fine tilth. Otherwise

when it comes to grow, there will be a great dea

of under-brush ; that is, short, spindling, coatless

stalks, of no value, and which will only be in the

way, at the time of pulling. The seed is sown
broad cast, and bushed or harrowed in, like flax.

No further attention to the crop is required un-

til the season of pulling and cutting. Although

the latter mode of gathering is attended with less

labor, our farmers almost universally adopt the

former, as the most profitable. This commences
about the 10th of August. The time of pulling is

determined by the appearance of the hemp.

—

There are two kinds of hemp in every field, dis-

ors it and injures its quality. It must therefore

be suffered to lie upon the ground no longer than

it is necessary for its preservation. As soon as it

is sufficiently dried, which, in warm and drying

weather,^ill be after two days sun, it must be

bound up in small bundles or sheaves. A little

rye straw is the cheapest and best thing for bands.

Let the band be put on towards the top of the

bundle, an I then shoved down to about the mid-

dle, otherwise it will be difficult to bind close

enough to hold together, through all the subse-

quent handlings. Set up 15 or 20 bundles to-

gether, well braced at the roots to admit a free

circulation of air, and to prevent it from blowing

over, andjjfit it remain in this situation, until it is

cured sifl^Bitly to put into a stack or under cov-

er. ThuKay be done, in good weather, after two

or three crays. In the construction of the stack,

great pains must be taken, lest the rain should

find a passage into it. It is safest to put it under

cover, either under sheds about the barn, or by

erecting one for the purpose.

It may be asked, why not transport it to the

place of rotting and immerse it in the water, im-

mediately after it is pulled, or as soon as it is dry,

and save the trouble of securing it from the weath-

I am not prepared to say that this cannot be

done with safety, under vigilant care and atten-

tion. It is believed, however, that it would be ex-

posed to greater hazard of loss, than at a later pe-

riod. At the time of pulling, the weather is hot,

and the water warm. Putrefaction proceeds with

great rapidity. If the hemp should remain in the

water a little too long, or if, after it is drawn from

short time longer than is necessary. It hi also

supposed that when the hemp is rotted in hot

weather, there .viil-be a greater proportion of tow

—and after it i . drawn from the water, the bands

must be openi i and the hemp spread, in order

that it may dry quickly. It is also a busy season

wi ii the farme. . and he can attend to it at a later

period, with le.x interruption to other branches of

husbandry. Tftese are the reasons which have

induced our fkrihers to postpone the rotting till the

latter part of Oftob r. As I have never tried any

experiments ia reference to this part of the pro-

cess, and indeed have had but little experience in

the culture of hemp on my own farm, I will not

give an opinion whether their reason* are well

founded or not. I have not undertaken to point

out the best method, in relation to any part of the

process, but only to describe the course pursued in

my own neighborhood.

It has sometimes been made a question wheth-

er running or stagnant water was to be preferred.

The latter is more generally used in England.—

The former has been universally applied here. A
place is selected near the margin of some brook or

small stream. Khicb will afford a basin in which

the hewp ""ciftjiie depositee', and where, by erect,

a dam across the stream, the hemp can be

covered with water.

In the first place, the dam is built of a sufficient

height to secure the requisite supply of water,

leaving a gate way in the natural course of the

stream, and the top of the gate a little lower than

the height of the dam, to let off the surplus water.

After the dam is completed, shut the gate and try

the dam, in order to ascertain whether it is water

tight, and will stand against the pressure produced

by raising the pond. If it proves sufficient, then

let off the water and put in the hemp. A space

of two or three feet should be left between the

hemp and the dam, so that if a leak should be dis*

covered, there may be room to stop it. This pre-

caution may be unnecessary.in an old and long

tried dam, but should not be omitted in a new
one. Put down a layer of hemp, laying the bun-

dles compactly, then a second course on the first,

in a transverse direction, and so on successively,

until the whole crop is deposited in the bed, or as

much as the basin will receive. Weight*, consist-

ing of long and heavy timber, or plank, or slabs

with stones upon them, must then be laid across

the bed to prevent it from floating. Having de-

posited the hemp and secured it from rising, the

gateway may be closed and the water raised upon

the hemp. It will be observed that the level of

the hemp must be lower than the top of the gate-

way, so that the whole body may be immersed in

water, and continued so, until it is rotted.

The length of time necessary to complete the

rotting process depends much on the weather, and

the temperature of water. It may be ascertained

whether it has lain in the water long enough, by
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taking out one of the bundles, drying and braking

it. If the seetFcracks easily, and the rind, or har'
It. II me seBu-i-iei^n.= ^"»..j) - •

.

readily separates from the wood, it is sufficiently

rotted. So also, if while it lies in the water, the

roots will twist off easily. Hemp put into the

water the last week in October, will generally re-

quire about three weeks. When put m later, 1

have known it lie seven weeks. If put into stag-

nant water, soon after it is pulled, five or six days

is enough. ,

When the hemp is rotted, open the gateway and

drain off the pond. The hemp must then be re-

moved to a piece of grass land—the bundles laid

upon the ground singly, and, after two or three

days, turned over. When partially dried, it is car-

ried and set up, incliuing, against a fence, where

it remains until it is fit for the brake. It may then

be carried to the building or shed where it is to

be dressed ; or the brake may be carried to the

hemp, as is generally the case here, and after it is

broken, it is removed to the barn for the finishing

process—or if the weather is not too severe, it

may be dressed where it is broken.

A cheap vehicle or sled, for the removal of the

hemp from the pond, may be made of two pieces

of slit work, about 9 feet in length, with three

cross beams of the same material. The stakes,

driven closely through each beam and runner, will

serve the double purpose of holding the sled to-

gether, and keeping the hemp from falling off.

—

No tongue will be necessary. It may be drawn

with chains. If however the grass ground is at

any considerable distance from the pond, wheels

may be necessary.

In dressiug, two brakes are used. The first,

coarser than a common flax brake, the second, as

fine as a flax brake at the head, with one addi-

tional bar in each jaw. If the hemp is well

rotted and faithfully broke, but little remains ror

the swingling board. A man, accustomed to the

business, will brake and dress from 50 to 75 lbs.

a day.

The labor required to prepare a crop of hemp

for market, is not inconsiderable. But it will be

observed, that but a small portion of the labor

comes at a season, when the farmer is most busily

occupied in gathering and securing his other crops.

The pulling comes on soon after the hay and

grain are secured. The rotting does not com-

mence till after Indian harvest, and the winter

grain is sown. The dressing is wholly done in

cold weather, when the farmer has little occupa-

tion besides that of taking care of his stock and

providing fuel. Every considerable farmer who
• has land suitable for hemp, might raise a few

acres, without greatly interfering with his ordina-

ry course of husbandry.

The average crop is six or seven hundred to

the acre. I have raised nine or ten—but this was

an unusual crop. The land was strong, and in

very fine tilth. The hemp grew to a great height

and was very uniform throughout the piece. The

price of hemp in market, has varied, of late years,

from $10 to $12,50 a hundred. Scarce any crop

of field culture can be put upon the land, which

will produce so great a result.

It is not uncommon for the farmer to let out

his land upon shares. In that case, the usual

terms are, that the owner of the land prepares the

ground, and furnishes one half the seed. The oc-

cupant furnishes the other half of the seed, and

performs all the labor, after the seed is harrowed

in, and returns to the owner one-half of the seed,

and one-half the hemp, prepared for market. In

oae instance, I have received, for the use of my

land, more than forty-five dollars an acre, clear

profit. The moiety of the seed returned to me,

was amply sufficient to pay my part of the seed

furnished, and the labor of preparing the ground.

The hemp grown in this neighborhood, when

toell dressed, commands the highest price of the

best Russia hemp, and is as readily purchased by

the manufacturers of cordage. Our farmers some-

times mistake their own interest, by neglecting to

hatchel out the tow, through fear of too much

diminishing the weight. An experiment was made

in 1S24, by direction of the Commissioners of the

Navy, to try its strength in comparison with the

Russian. "Two ropes, each 2J inches in cir-

cumference, one made of hemp grown in this

town, broke with 3209 lbs. The other made of

clean St Petersburg, broke with 3118 lbs. 1

mention this fact for the purpose of satisfying the

doubting, if any such there are, that our soil and

climate are as well adapted to the cultivation of

this article, as those of Russia, and that no one

need be deterred from entering upon its cultiva-

tion, under anv apprehensions, that his crop, u

rightly managed and well prepared, will be of in-

ferior value.

At a time when the supply of the ordinary

products of the farm, exceeds the demand, and

consequently the price is so low, as almost to dis-

courage agricultural enterprise, it deserves the

consideration of farmers in different parts of the

country, whether their interest does not require

them to turn a part of their land, and to apply a

portion of their labor, to the cultivation of hemp.

The annual import from Russia, does not probably

fall short of half a million of dollars. This amount

n>ight, in a short time, be brought to market, frorn

our own soil. In adtliti<m to this, m annually

import in duck, and other manufactures of hemp,

exclusive of cordage, to the amount of more than

a million and a half of dollars. These manufac-

tures might be carried on in our own country, as

well as those of cotton or woollen goods . The

present rate of duty on imported heiHji"is $-lo a

ton, which is sufficient to afford adeqBPfcirotec-

tion, to the extent of the demand. If trie contin-

uance of this duty should not come Within the

rule prescribed by our present chief Magistrate,

which " requires that the great interest of agri-

culture, commerce, and manufactures should lie

equally favored," it may perhaps come within his

exception to the rule, of giving " peculiar encour-

agement to any products of ehherd|*^n, that

maybe found essentia] to our nat|M depen-
dence." I am yours, <SS W

SAM, L^pROP.
West Springfield, March 16, 1829.

nary one. He says that if you have got the true

kind, of early potato and wish to keep it pure,

' You must take care that no other sort grow with

or near it, for potatoes of this kind mix the breed

more readily than any thing else, though they

have no bloom' ! ! Will you be kind enough to

tell me through the medium of your Magazine,

whether the statement of Cobbett be really cor-

rect ?
"

To this Loudon briefly answers—" JVot cor-

rect."

We have then Mr Loudon's testimony (and bet-

ter authority cannot be found,) and testimony of

the querist who thought the operation extraordi-

nary, in corroboration of my opinion. Let me add,

my experience applied precisely to early potatoes,

which have been planted promiscuously for many

years without deterioration or change.

I will now, make a remark which I have fre-

quently made to you, Mr Editor, in conversation,

that I know of no guide more unsafe than Cob-

bett's American Gardener. Not that it is desti-

tute of merit—not that it does not possess some

of the best traits of Cobbett's works, but it has

many mistakes, and partakes of the defects of

Cobbett's writings as well as of their beauties.

Roxbury, March 31. A FARMER.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

DEGENERATION OF POTATOES BY IN-

TERMIXTURE.
Mr Editor— I expressed a strong conviction

in a late number of your Journal, that there was

not the slightest foundation for the opinion that

potatoes degenerated by juxtaposition, or being

planted even in the same hills. I remarked that

I had never seen it suggested in a European work.

I would now ask leave to state, that in Loudon's

Magazine, No. xi. is the following paragraph in

a communication to Loudon. " I observed in Cob-

bett's American Gardener an assertion respecting

early potatoes, which appears to me an extraordi-

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

NUT TREES.
Sir—It seems astonishing that two such valu-

able fruit trees are so little cultivated as the Span-

ish Chesnut and the Madeira Nut, or English Wal-

nut. The former produces very large fruit of ex-

cellent quality, in the greatest abundance, and in

the South of France, Spain, Portugal, and Italy, it

forms a most valuable article of food for the poor-

er classes, and is a regular article of sale for that

purpose. It is but seldom this fruit finds its way

to our markets from Europe, but a plentiful sup-

ply might easily be furnished by planting orchards

of this tree, the same as we do with the apple

—

or by planting them along avenues and highways,

and there is no doubt they would as well repay

the proprietor as an orchard of any other kind.

The Madeira nut may be planted in the same

manner, and would yield also an ample remunera-

tion, as the nuts are sold, when green, for a dollar

the hundred, for pickling ; and when ripe, are in

great request for the table. HORTUS.

(X5=Trees of the Spanish Chesnut, with large

eatable fruit, can be delivered at the New Eng-

land Farmer Seed Store, Boston, at from 50 to

75 cts each, or $40 per 100—with the addition of

the cost of freight from New York, which is but

trifling. The Madeira nut at the same price.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

MUSTARD.
Mr Fkssenden—I wish to make inquiry

through the medium of the New England Farmer,

(of any gentleman who may possess the informa-

tion) relative to the cultivation of Mustard, (Sina-

pis.) Answers to the following questions through

the New England Farmer, as .soon as convenient,

would be very gratefully received.

1. What soil is best adapted to its culture ?

2. Its preparation and time of sowing— quanti-

ty of seed per acre, if sown in drills ?

3. What attention to weeding and hoeing is

requisite ?
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4. How is the seed best gathered and secured
;

and what must be the appearance of the crop at

the time necessary to harvest ?

Respectfully yours, J. N. H.

Bennington, Vl.

Remarks by the Editor.—Perhaps the following

from the Farmer's Assistant may be of service to

our correspondent.
" Mustard requires a soil sufficiently strong for

turnips. Let the ground be well prepared by

ploughings and harrowings early in the spring,

and sow of well ripened seed at the rate of two

quarts to the acre. When the plants are a few

inches high, thin them so as to stand about ten

inches apart, and destroy the weeds with the

hoe.

"When the lower seeds are ripe, the middle

seeds green, and the tops of the plants in blossom,

cut them with a sickle, bind them in moderate

sized sheaves, and put these in small stacks, for a

few days. In this situation the green seed will

soon ripen. Carry the sheaves to the bain, hav-

ing a large cloth under them, to prevent wasting,

and in a few days they will be tit for threshing. ',

" The ground for raising this plant should be

previously well cleared of weeds."

There are two species of mustard, Sinapis alba,

or White mustard, and Sinapis nigra, or Black

mustard. The culture of both sorts is, we believe,
j

similar ; but have no experimental knowledge on

the cultivation of either. The White Mustard is

celebrated for its medicinal properties, being at
j

once a tonic and an aperient ; cleansing the stom-

ach and bowels, and at the same time bracing the

system. We should be happy to publish any in-

formation with which we may be favored by pat-

riotic cultivators relative to this subject.

bered many of the recipes for killing botU in

horses. Having from my youth been fond of a
good horse, I have paid much attention to the an-
imal

; and have long since been fully convinced
that it was folly to wage open war with bottt in

a horse's stomach ; believing that there has noth-
ing yet been discovered that will kill them in the
stomach without killing the horse. I should al-

most as soon think of setting fire to my barn to

kill the rats and mice. Many things, winch you
have heretofore published, I think good, such as
bleeding to prevent inflammation. Yet, I think,

the most sure way is to keep the horse free from
thu nits.

Some years since I had a very valuable marc
that was attacked with botts, and to appearance,
very far gone. I set the following trap fur them,
which more than answered my expectations. I

took of bees' wax, mutton tallow, and loaf sugar,
each 8 ounces, put it into one quart of warm milk,

and warmed until all was melted. Then put it

into a bottle, and gave it just before the wax, &c.
began to harden. About two hours after gave
physic. The effect was that the botts were dis-

charged in large numbers, each piece of wax hav-
ing from one to six or eight sticking to it, some
by the head, but most by their legs or hooks.

Yours, Z.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

GRAPES.
Mr Fessenden—Mr Downer in his communi-

cation respecting grapes, has not noticed the

White Muscadine, the best of all the foreign table

grapes, in our climate. I imported it from a Nur-

servman at Havre, several years since, and it has

borne fine fruit, without care or protection during

winter, and is not subject to blight or mildew, like

the common Sweetwater. I have a plant from

Vilmorin & Co. of Paris, marked " Barsuraube,"

and one from the justly celebrated garden of Mr
Prince, marked " August Sweetwater." No. 3

of his last catalogue which appears to be the same

as the White Muscadine, and by persons having

small gardens, should from the excellence of the

fruit and certainty of bearing be preferred to every

other foreign grape. It is, I believe, identical with

the variety mentioned in the Gardener's Magazine,

as having produced fruit in the open ground, in

the climate of Denmark. For a description of

this grape, I refer to the lately published Treatise

of W. Prince, who can furnish plants to any gen-

tleman disposed to try the cultivation.

Salem, April 6, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

BOTTS IN HORSES.
Mr Editor—Among the many good and use-

ful things that are discovered and by you publish-

ed, it would be strange if there were not some

hardly worth publishing, and some worse than

nothing. Among the last, I think may be uum-

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

WEB WORM ON FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessenden—Your repeated exhortations

to the orchardist to attend to the clearing their

fruit trees from that disgusting and destroying in-

sect the caterpillar, I believe have not been with-

out effect ; but there is another insect, perhaps of
the same genus, and equally noxious, which among
the various communications on the arboreous in-

sects, I do not recollect to have seen described, or

noticed by any one. It is here (without reference

to entomological science,) designated as the Web
worm. It is about the size, and in some measure
resembles the Canker worm, in appearance, but

not in its habits or origin. It does not make its

appearance until about August, when the fruit is

about half grown, and then resorts indiscriminate-

ly to the apple, pear, quince, plum, and cherry.

—

It is found on the very extremities of the branches,

where it is with difficulty approached ; and there

it forms a web or nest, at first quite small, which
extends over the branch to which it attaches it-

self, as a cover or defence, as is found requisite to

extend its quarters for food ; for unlike the cater-

pillar itjjever leaves its nest in quest of forage.

—

If la^Brtidisturbed, it does not often extend its

depreantions more than two or three feet, within

which it devours the foliage, and what I believe

is peculiar to them, the branch on which they

depredate seldom vegetates again. Whether this

is owing to something poisonous in themselves, or

to the season when they strip the branch of its

leaves, I am ignorant. I think I recollect but one

instance, of seeing any branch, on which they had

built their nest, vegetating again ; and that threw

out some feeble leaves, but has never blossomed

or bore fruit.

The object of this communication is not to in-

quire what is to be done, for it is obvious it only

remains to amputate the limb and burn it. But if

any of your correspondents know, or can discover

the Procreator of this worm, so that we can attack

it in embryo, he may facilitate our means of ex-

terminating the nuisance ; for a knowledge of
the properties, babhl and propag3ti<Hi of the in-

sect is indispensably necessary *> lead to some
method of preventing their depredation*, or of
effecting their destruction

I'ti/mouth, April 2, 1829
Yours &ic.

NEW TABLE PEAK.
He acknowledge the receipt of a package of

scions from Lom.ii Peters, Esq. of W
Ms. who gives the following account oftheif char-

acter, in a note to the publisher of the New Eng-
land farmer. " This is considered a native fruit,

and is called the Lyscom apple, from the person

who raised it— i- very lari'c, Striped, flesh white,

spicy taste, fit for the table in October, and I think

second to none for excellence." The scions bate

all been gratuitously distributed.

BURNS.
In looking over the Alleghany Democrat, of the

29th December, I discovered a small paragraph on
burns, stating that the immediate application of

the simple article of wheat flour to the part affect-

ed was discovered by Dr Michael Ward, of .Man-

chester, England, to be a speedy and effectual

cure. I bore it in mind, that the first opportunity

offered I would test the virtue of the remedy.

—

On last evening, my little daughter, about 11

years old, was unfortunately badly scalded on one

leg and foot, by the oversetting of a small vessel

of scalding water. I immediately applied a hand-

ful of wheat flour, to the scalded part, and wrap-

ped it up with a cloth ; the child was in great

agony and pain ; in about 20 minutes she began

to be a little eased of pain ; I then removed the

first application of flour, and as directed by Dr
Ward, covered the affected part twice more, at in-

tervals of about 15 minutes, by sprinkling on by
a flour drudger. The pain was entirely removed

in half an hour ; the patient slept sound all night,

and, as she expressed herself, she did not recol-

lect she was burned, until she went to rise in the

morning. My reasons for stating these facts are,

that I wish every family to know this speedy and

effectual cure, as in every house the remedy is at

hand, and much misery may be prevented by its

use.

—

Pittsburg Gaz.

The last number of the North American Re-
view coutaius articles on the following subjects

—

The New Theory of the Earth—College Educa-
tion—Ancient and Modern History— Pollok's

Course of Time—Civilization and Conversion of

the Indians—Political Economy—History of the

Louisiana Treaty—Pelham—Webster's Dictiona-

ry—American Annuals—Elementary Instruction

—Clerical Manners and Habits— Massachusetts

Rail Road. Published by Frederick T. Gray, cor-

ner of Washington and School streets, Boston,

and G. & C. Carvill, New York,—at $5 per an-

num.

Extraordinary Growth.—An elm tree nearly op-

posite the house of Henian Day, Esq. in West
Springfield, was planted by him on the Sth of
January, 1775,—54 years ago. At the time of

transplanting, it was a sapling carried in the hand.

The trunk is now 18 feet in diameter, to the

height of 12 feet above tbe surface of the ground,

where it divides into branches, which overhang a

circle of more than 300 feet in circumference,

covering 7,500 square feet of surface

—

Con. .VTr.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
FOR TJIE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

OAT GRASS.
Mr. Editor—Allow me, through the medium

of your paper, to submit, for the consideration of

my brother farmers, a few remarks on the culture

of the Tall Meadow Oat Grass, (Avena elatior.) I

have not been able to discover its origin. It dif-

fers from the Meadow Oat Grass, Avena pratensis,

mentioned by Sinclair, and other English writers.

Of this fact I am satisfied from an inspection of

the Avena pratensis exhibited in Sinclair's cele-

brated work upon grasses, (Hortus Gramineus Wo-

burnensis, page 312) as well as from the descrip-

tion therein given of the same. The latter grass,

is, no doubt, a native of England. And some of

the English writers describe it as rather coarse,

and possessing nutritive qualities in a less degree

than some others. The resemblance of the Eng-
lish Meadow Oat, (Avena pratensis) to the Tall

Meadow Oat, (Avena elatior) cultivated in this

country, may be considered perhaps as the cause,

why the indifferent qualities of the former have

been ascribed to the latter by some writers on the

subject in this country. From the circumstance
of its having been first introduced among the Ger-
man farmers of Pennsylvania, I am inclined to be-

lieve, with Justin Ely, of West Springfield, that

the Tall Meadow Oat Grass, cultivated in this

country, is of German origin. I am confident it is

not contained in the list of grasses described by
Sinclair, and doubt if it was known in England
when he wrote.

The attempts which have been made in this

part of the country to cultivate the Tall Meadow
Oat Grass, 1 suspect have not been upon a scale

sufficiently large, nor under circumstances which
furnished a fair test of its qualities. As far as I

have been able to learn, the experiments in this vi-

cinity have been made upon small patches of rich

and highly manured soil, thinly sown, and suffer-

ed to stand in the field for some weeks after flow-

ering, for the purpose of ripening the seed. The
produce has therefore been what might under
such circumstances, have been expected, rather

coarse and " strawlike." With similar treatment

the result would have been the same, every farm-

er must he aware, with any of our common
grasses.

I have cultivated this grass for seven years

past, mostly upon a thin soil, lightly manured, in

fields of from one to four acres, and am fully sat-

isfied of its excellent qualities, either as a hay
crop or for grazing. I was induced to make the

trial from an account of it, given by Col. Taylor,

of Virginia, a very distinguished practical as well

as scientific farmer. After fifteen years experi-

ence, Col. T. states in a communication to the

Virginia Agricultural Society—" It is the hardiest

grass I have ever seen, and bears drought, and
frost, and heat, and cold, better than any I have
ever tried. It keeps possession of the land in

spite of severe grazing. It furnishes better graz-

ing early in the spring, late in the fall, in drought,
and in winter, than any grass known to me."

—

" Alone, cut before the seed ripens, its hay is as

nutritive and pleasant to stock of all kinds as any
I have ever used."

Dr Muhlenburg of Pennsylvania, says " This
grass is of all others, the earliest, latest, and best

for green fodder or hay. It blossoms about the

middle of May, (with us the first of June) and

rises to the height of from 5 to 7 feet. Horned
cattle prefer this hay to all others, but some horses

do not like it green. If suffered to grow old be-

fore being cut, it will become strawhke."

The character given of this grass by the above
writers is fully sustained by the experience I have
had, both as it relates to its qualities as hay, or

for grazing. From its early flowering it is pecu-
liarly well suited to be sown with red clover. It

is fit to be cut just at the time the clover is full

grown, commonly about the first of June.

In the spring of 1827, I sowed with barley a

field of four acres, and put on 2J bushels of oat

grass seed, (3 would have been better) 5 pounds
of red clover, and 2 of white clover seed to the

acre. The soil was thin and had been exhausted
by long cropping. I intended it for pasturing, but

in the spring it looked so promising, I concluded
to mow it the first season. On the 3d of June,

1828, it was cut, and gave me two tons, to the

acre, of the finest and best hay, either for cattle

or horses, I have ever had in my barn.

When sown in the spring either alone or with

a grain crop, of barley or rye, it should be har-

rowed and rolled in, and not less than three bush-

els of seed to the acre. It vegetates freely and
does not suffer by a sudden exposure of the ground
to the sun, by taking off the crop of grain in the

hottest weather. It is peculiarly well adapted for

grazing on poor and exhausted lands, as well as

upon those of a richer quality. It comes forward
in the spring as soon as the frost leaves the ground,
at least a fortnight earlier than our common
grasses, and through the dryest weather of the

summer exhibits a green and inviting appearance.
It yields an abundance of seeds. I took the last

season from ^ of an acre (sown in the fall of

1824) of ground, in tolerably good heart, over 20
bushels of well cleaned seed.

Respectfully yours, E. P.

Lexington, April, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER

THORN BUSHES ; TOBACCO ; CABBAGES,
AND FRUIT TREES.

Mr Fessenden— I have a small farm of about
75 acres ; and all my fence is of wood, and
going to decay very fast. Indeed the repair of
my fences yearly amounts to more than 6 per cent,

on the whole produce of my land. I have, per-

haps, about stone enough to make what fence I

should want for the whole farm, but they lie scat-

tered through a fine young wood lot, and cannot
be come at but by digging and blowJM^'hich
would, I think, spoil my wood lot. InJ^Hstatc
of affairs I had concluded ' to sell out, a^fgo to

the land of promise in the western country. With
these notions in my head, about two years ago I

took a pretty long ramble in the state of New
York, spent money enough to have repaired my
fences for one year,—satisfied myself that by pru-
dence and industry I might be full as happy, if

not quite as rich here as in the western country

—

came home and sat down more contented—sub-
scribed for your valuable paper, and have read it

as I think, to much advantage to my farm and to

myself.

I see, sir, in your paper, that my brother farm-
ers when they want advice or information go to

you, nothing doubting. Will you, or some of
your correspondents, be so good as to inform
whether our common thorn bush, that grows wild,

I believe throughout the country, and on every va-

riety of soil, will answer for hedge or live fence ?

If it will, is it by planting the seed or by cuttings ?

At what time should they be cut ? Or if by seeds,
at what time sown ? What distance should they
be set apart in the rows, and what distance the
rows ? Is the manner of treatment the same as
with the English hawthorn ? Or any other in-

formation would be thankfully received. We
have in this part of the country, large tracts of
land, where stone for fence cannot easily be pro-
cured, and timber has become too valuable to make
fence of. If we can procure from our own for-

ests a good live fence, we may hope in time, some
of our farmers will make the experiment. But I

fear it will be a long time before we shall have
good fences here, on our pine lands, if we must
pay money (though but little) for the cuttings, and
wait six or seven years for their growth.

I have been very much troubled for some years,

with lice on my cabbages and turnips. By the
advice of an old gentleman, last season, I set out a
few tobacco plants among my cabbages and tur-

nips, say the plants about one rod apart. 1 had
no lice in my garden that I could find. The to-

bacco grew well, and were fine plants. Had I

known how to cure it, I think I could have raised

my own tobacco, which costs me about five dol-

lars per year. I find nothing in your paper
about curing tobacco, and my neighbors are as ig-

norant as I am. Now, sir, if you will give us such
directions about raising and curing tobacco, as to

enable us to furnish our own from our own farms,

we shall be much obliged to you, and I will prom-
ise to lay out seventy-five per cent, of such saving

in books of agriculture, at the New England
Farmer office. Quere, would a few tobacco plants

set among our melon and squash vines prevent

the bugs from destroying them ? What would be
the effect on the vermin, which destroy our young
fruit trees, to plant tobacco at their roots, and
leave it on the ground all winter, or by cutting it

up and curing it \\C we know how to do it cheap)

and spreading it round the tree in the spring, or

any other season of the year.

MERRIMACK RIVER.
March 21, 1829.

Remarks by the Editor.—We will make a few
observations on the foregoing queries and sugges-

tions of our correspondent
;
premising, however,

that we shall not attempt fully to satisfy all his in-

quiries, nor fully to investigate all the subjects

which he proposes for discussion. And first with

regard to Hedges. We do not believe that live

fences will be found useful except in a thickly

populated part of the country, where stone cannot
easily be obtained, and timber is scarce and dear

;

or, perhaps, in some instances, to inclose gardens

and barricade them against human as well as

brute animals. The following are some of the dis-

advantages, which attend the cultivation of live

fences

:

Live fences take from cultivation all the land on
which they grow, and when at maturity send their

roots in search of nourishment on each side of the
row at least five or six feet ; exhausting the soil

and shading that part of the crop, which is near

them. Live fences generally require dead fences,

such as posts and rails, what is called Virginia

fence, or something of the sort for several years,

to protect the young hedge plants while growing
to sufficient maturity to form a barrier against the

inroads of cattle. MrTibbets.of Renssellaer Coun.
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ty, N. Y. says " It is indispensable, that plants put

in live fences, whether with or without a ditch

ehould be kept free from weeds and grass for at

least the three first years, otherwise they become

stunted, mildewed, and die, or have a very unequal

and slow growth, and never make tolerable fences.

They are also to be protected against cattle of all

kinds ; cattle, horses, and sheep, would bite off'

and tread them down ; hogs would root them up.

They must, therefore, have a fence on both sides

of some kind, sufficiently strong and tight, howev-

er, to exclude animals of all kinds, until they be-

come a strong fence of themselves, which may re-

quire from six to ten years."

The expense of such protecting fences, may,

however, be avoided by not suffering cattlf, hogs,

&c. to run in the field, which is to be fenced with

a hedge, till the latter is fully grown ; and plant-

ing a live fence within a dead fence already stand-

ing on the premises.

Another disadvantage attending thorn fences is,

that they are liable to be destroyed by the apple

tree borer, and are annoyed, we believe, by the

caterpillar. Breaches in hedge fence, made by

these or by other means, can only be repaired by

a dead fence, or by setting other plants, which are

many years in acquiring the requisite growth and

strength to stand without protection. Moreover

the young plants never thrive well between the

old ones. We believe, likewise, that there are

very few hedges, which present an adequate bar-

rier against swine. Another very strong objec-

tion against live fences is that they cannot be

moved. This may be important, not only in con-

sequence of the changes in form and disposition of

lots, <fcc. which the owner might wish to make
during his life, but after his death it may become
necessary to divide the farm among his heirs, and

in that case a live fence prevents or renders very

difficult the partition, which circumstances may
require. A consideration of these objections to

hedges has made us almost a convert to the opin-

ion of Dr Cooper, who, in the last Philadelphia

edition of Willich's Domestic Encyclopedia, says,

" I greatly doubt whether any hedge is so profita-

ble as a good post and rail fence, with the bot-

toms of the posts well charred."

There are, however, no doubt, situations and

circumstances in which hedge fences are eligible.

But to give directions for raiting them would be

repeating what we have heretofore published, and

to which our correspondent, who it seems has
" subscribed for our paper," may direct his atten-

tion. We will, therefore, refer him to the New
England Farmer, vol. v. pages 41, 174, 182, 209,

237, vol. vii. 53, 166, 206, Fessenden's New
American Gardener, page 156.

If our correspondent is not in an error relative

to tobacco plants proving a protection against lice

on cabbages and turnips, his information is very

valuable. It sometimes happens, however, that

insects die, or disappear in a course of nature, and
we erroneously attribute such effects to our agency.

We will, with pleasure, give such information as

our books afford relative to curing tobacco.

Cut off the tops of the plants at the height of

about three feet more or less, as they maybe more
or less thrifty, except those designed for bearing

seed, and let those be the largest. The cutting

should be done so early as to let the upper leaves

acquire a size equal to the lower ones ; and let

all the plants be cut at the same time, whatever
•he size, in order that good thick leaves may be

afforded. Let the suckers, which shoot out from
the foot of the stalks be also broken or pinched off*

as they appear.

The ripeness of tobacco may be known by small

dusky spots appearing on the leaves, and by their

feeling thicker than usual. Then cut them down
at the roots, on the morning of a sunny day, and
let them lie singly to wither ; but be careful not

to let them get sunburnt* When withered, lay

them in close heaps, under cover, to sweat, for

about forty-eight hours or more. After this ban
them up under cover to dry. The way to do tlii.i

is by running two stalks on the sharp ends of a
stick, and thus suspending them across a pole, at

proper distances from each other. As the plants

become dry and brown, place them nearer to eac

other, when the air is damp, so that the leaves do
not crumble. When they have hung till all the

greenness has left the leaves, and when they are a

little damp, strip them off, pack them in casks,

well pressed down, and keep them in a dry place.

They will be better for use after the first year.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

NOTICES OF THE NEW PEARS.
(selected from foreign works.)

(Continuedfrom page 283 .)

8. Beurre d' Aremberg—" It is as large as a

Brown Beurre, but more irregular in form. Skin
rough, and of a dark cinnamon color, with a few
large spots of yellowish green showing through it

:

the flesh is perfectly melting, juicy, and sweet.

—

Specimens from the garden of John Ludlow, Esq.

did not keep beyond the last of October, but some
received from Mr Parmentier, at Enghien, kept
till the end of November. Mr Parmentier, in some
manuscript notes says that it will continue in eat-

ing from January till the beginning of May.

—

Lon-
don Hort. Trans, vol. v. part iv.

[The following remarks cf the Secretary of the

London Hort. Society, merit attention, as show-
ing the extreme difficulty of preventing confusion

in names even of recent fruits, the origin of which

can be certainly traced.]

" This is sometimes called the Due D^Aremberg,

aud the Poire D'Aremberg. It is also called by

Dr Van Mons, the Colmar Deschamps, having

been raised, as he says, by Mons. Deschamps. A
pear of this name is described by M. Noisette, in

the Jardin Fiuitier, page 170, and is there stated

to have been bought by him in 1806, from the gar-

den of the Prince D'Aremberg. Specimens of this

pear have been received from M. Noisette, but it

proves to be not the Beurre D'Aremberg, but the

Gloux Morceaux of which I shall speak hereafter.

Mr Braddick and others have grown this latter

pear under its erroneous name."

[It is probable from the above account that our

nurserymen who imported the Beurre D'Arem-
berg of Noisette from France, rece-ived the Gloux

Morceaux instead of it. To be sure they have

got a fine pear, but still not the Beurre D'Arem-

berg. I presume that the tree sent to me by Mr
Knight is.the true one.—J. L.]

Bezy Vaet—of this pear notice is taken above.

We shall only add, that Mr Parmentier stated that

it would keep till April, but Mr Turner, Secreta-

ry of the London Hort. Society, never found any

remaining good after the end of November—

a

wide difference indeed ! The tree bears abun-

dantly.

La Bonne Malinoise. Some account of this

pear has been given. We now add, that it has
since been produced in England, and maintains
the high character before given of it. In the

former notice it wan said to resemble the Chau-
rnontelle, but the description was not so accurate
as it might have been. It has in fact more the

shape of a Colmar—ripens towards the end of No-
vember— flesh melting, and extremely rich and
sweet.

9. Tlu. Forelk. This is the same as the pear
called here the Florellc. It was probably a slip of
the pen in the catalogue sent by Mr Knight. It

is a German variety brought into Flanders. It is

named Forelle (or Trout) from its bright color,

which resembles the bright i-pots in that fish. It

is given in the Genevan, and some French cata-

logues under its translated name, Poire truite, [or

Trout pear.] It is the size and shape of the Doy.

enne Blanc, (St Michaels) though perhaps a little

more oval. Skin bright yellow, very deep red on
the exposed side, surrounded by a brown or red-

dish ring, giving to the whole fruit a remarkably

beautiful appearance. The flesh quite melting,

without grit—juicy and very sweet but without

perfume. It ripens in November and will proba-

bly keep longer. It is not a pear of the first class,

although possessing very considerable excellence,

but its extraordinary beauty will always recom-

mend it for the dessert.

10. Riehe Dtpouitle. It resembles the St Ger-

main in shape and size— it is well rounded at the

eye, which is somewhat prominent, and tapers

considerably towards the stalk, which is rather

thick, and about an inch and an half long. The
skin is of a clear citron (or lemon) yellow, with a

slight tinge of scarlet on the exposed side, a little

mottled with russet, and the whole rough like the

skin of an orange. The flesh is white, melting,

not perfumed, but sweet and very pleasant. [Time
of ripening not noticed. I have not heard of this

pear in this country.]

11. Passe Colmar—raised by M. Hardenpontof
Mons. Dr Van Mons also calls it " Fondantc de

parisel." It is as large as a Colmar, but more ta-

pering towards the stalk. Skin pale green, slight-

ly marked with red on the exposed side, and
sprinkled with minute green spots. Flesh yellow-

ish, melting, though not buttery, very juicy, and
extremely sweet. It keeps well to the end of De-

cember, and even later.

12. The Passe Colmar gris de Precel— that is

the Grey Passe Colmar of Precel.) This pear was
raised by M. Precel, of Enghien. It is larger than

the Colmar, and more irregular in shape. The
skin is dull yellow, with a tinge of brown red on

the exposed side, and is spotted with a few

patches of brown. The flesh is white, of the tex-

ture of the Colmar, and juicy, extremely sweet,

aud agreeably perfumed. I have not tasted it,

savs the Secretary of the London Hort. Society,

later than JVovember, but Mr Parmentier has pre-

served it good till June .'.'

13. Beurre Diet—raised by Mons. Van Mobs*
and named in honor of Dr Diel, author of a cele-

brated work on Pomology, or Fruits. It is as

large as a fine Summer Good Christian, and re-

sembles it in shape. Skin is smooth—flesh white

and melting, with a rich sweet juice—ripens in

November, but will keep through the whole of De-

cember.

14. Urbaniste—raised by Count Coloma, and

has been fruited by Mr Braddick and Mr Knight.

Egg shaped—very even in form—eye a little sunk
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—stalk about an inch long, inserted in a cavity of

but moderate depth— skin pale green, inclining to

yellow, profusely spotted with greenish spots, and

having small patches of thin russet dispersed over

its whole surface, but more abundantly round the

eye and stalk. Flesh is white near the outside,

but deepens to a reddish yellow next the core,

which is large and possesses a small quantity of

grit. It is quite melting, juicy, and very sweet,

but without perfume. The specimens we have

received have not kept beyond October.

(To be continued.)

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 1829.

NOTICE.

Mr J. B. Russell, the publisher of the New
England Farmer, has been appointed general

Agent for the Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

Any trees or scions of superior fruits, seeds of rare

and fine vegetables or ornamental plants, drawings
of fruits, books for their library, and donations in-

tended for the Society, may be consigned to his

care. Scions of valuable fruits, and seeds of rare

vegetables, thus presented, will be distributed gra-
tuitously among the members. And it may be
suggested as an inducement to join the Society,

that the gratuitous distribution of all such articles

will be limited to its members, as those who support
such an institution must be the first to enjoy its

benefits.

The expenses of membership are two dollars

per annum, in addition to the admission fee of
five dollars.

Bee Moth, Phalj;na (Tinea) Cereanea, according

to Dr Harris. Dr Thacher has devoted a

chapter to the " Best method of destroying or pre-

venting the depredations of the Bee Moth." This

chapter alone, we should suppose to be worth ten

times the cost of the book to all, who have or pro-

pose to possess bees. We shall not quote the

chapter, nor any part of its contents, lest we should

infringe on the copy right of the publishers, or

lessen the inducements to purchase the treatise.

Dr Thatcher, in this work on Bees, has given

proof, in addition to that exhibited by his •' Or-

chardist," that he has a rare talent at conveying

useful information on scientific topics. His ar-

rangement is methodical, his selections judicious,

and his original information clearly expressed.

He does not indulge in useless details, but is suffi-

ciently copious and circumstantial to be perspicu-

ous, at the same time so concise as not to be tedi-

ous. We hope his Treatise may be extensively

circulated ; and if so, we think it will save more
money to New England than the price of all the

agricultural books, which were ever printed in the

United States.

The Garget.—A correspondent of the Vermont
Watchman states that an experienced farmer hav-

ing told him that tar, put upon the ridge between
the horns of cows, and on the nose, would cure

the garget—he has tried it on many cows, and

has never known it fail of a cure.

DR THACHER'S TREATISE ON THE MANAGEMENT
OF BEES.

The generality of mankind do not appear to be
sufficiently aware of the importance of the honey
bee to the interests, health, convenience and com-
fort of mankind. Wax and honey, either in sim-

ple substance, or in their numerous and useful

compounds are so nearly indispensable that they

will be obtained by civilized people, though the

cost were ever so disproportionate to what ought

to be their standard value. If, in consequence of

our indolence, ignorance, or inattention, we do not

keep and properly manage Bees in the United

States, we must, or, at any rate, we shall, pay a

very considerable tribute to foreign countries, for

the produce of these industrious and valuable

insects.

The profit derived from the cultivation of Bees
is little less than clear gain to the community, and
to the individuals who raise them. The insects

consume scarcely anything except that fragrance
which would otherwise be " wasted on the desert

air." But very little capital is necessary to enable
any person to set up the business of an Apiarian
orBeeManager. The chief requisite is knowledge,
or that kind of information, which will enable
every person of common capacity to direct and
take advantage of the instincts and endowments
of the little artists. This information it appears
to us, may well be acquired from Dr Thacher's
Treatise.

Time was when almost every farmer in New
England kept Bees. Now they are almost as rare

as roses in January. An enemy has arisen and
has nearly expelled the " little friends" of the cul-

tivator from the country. This foe, so despicable,

but at the same time so destructive, is called the

Household Furniture Cheap.
Phoenix Furnilurc Warehouse, near the Square, Main Street,

Charleslown.
FOSDICK & CARTER, inform their friends and the pub-

lic, lhal ihey have on hand, ami for sale, an extensive assort-

ment of Furniture, viz. Bureaus, Secretaries, Beds, Bedsteads,

Tables, Chairs, Sofas, Couches, Carpeting, Wash Stands, Brass
Fire Sets, Waiters, Knives, Forks, Bellows, and Brushes.

—

Also, a constant supply of Live Geese and Common Feathers,
by the bale or otherwise. Also, they manufacture and keep
constantly for sale, a general assortment of Looking Glasses, by
wholesale or retail, with almost every article for house keeping,
all which they will sell extremely low for cash. Purchasers a:e
invited to call and examine.

P. S. Portrait and Picture Framing, executed in the best

manner, and at short notice, as above. Gt

Charleslown, April 3, 1829.

For Sale,

A valuable Real Estate in Milton, 9 miles from Boston,

on the road leading from Boston to Taunton, Bridgewater,
and New Bedford, containing upwards of 200 acres of the

variety of lands and fruits suitable for a good farm, well

watered, with good substantial buildings. Said farm is

calculated to suit a gentleman of taste, or an enterprising

young man for a milk establishment, being an excellent

grass farm. The purchaser may have, including the build-

ings, from 100 acres to the whole.
As the above described property contains a large portion

of valuable wood land, the purchaser may be accommodated
ith more or less of that part. The place will be sold at

a fair price, with or without a very valuable stock and

farming utensils.

Also, for sale, or to be let, opposite the above named
premises, a large, convenient Dwelling House, with a

good Bake House and out buildings, very pleasantly situ-

ated for a country seat or a good stand for a store or

country baking, with as much land as may be wanted for

the accommodation of the same. For further information,

inquire of the Editor, of Parker H. Pierce No. 95 State

street, of Nathaniel Blake at Indian Queen Tavern, Brom-
field street, of A. M. Withington, Roxbury, or Nathan-
iel Tucker on the premises.

April 10 tf

Linmean Botanic Garden and JYurseries, near New
York.— Jf'illiam Prince, Proprietor.

The subscriber, Agent for this establishment,

has just received the new Catalogues of 1829,

which he will distribute gtatis to applicants.

The collection of Fruit Trees, Ornamental
Trees, Shrubs and Plants, Green house Plants,

&c, now offered for sale, is nearly double the extent of

wh.it it has been heretofore, and the most celebrated new
fruits introduced to notice by Mr Knight of London and
Professor Van Mons of Brussels, are now included.

The prices have been greatly reduced for a large num-
ber of articles.

Mr P. has about 20,000 Grape Vines, of his own rear-

ing, and guaranteed genuine,—and 100,000 imported from

France. Vines will now be supplied by the 10O0 at 15

cents, and by the 100 at 25 cents, assorted by himself, and

including the Imperial Tokay—White, Red, Black, and
Gray Burgundy—Teinturier, Black Orleans—Petit Rach-
ling, Kniperle, Black Cluster, Black Sweetwater, Chasse-
las, Large Morocco, St Valentine, Riesling or Clarette of

Limoux, Bordeaux Purple,—and in less quantities at the

reduced catalogue prices.

The collection of Roses comprises 600 splendid varie-

ties, of every shade and form. Every department has re-

ceived the utmost care, and the whole is under the most

careful personal attention of the Proprietor.

J. B. RUSSELL, Agent.
March 27 3t

Scions of Superior Fiuits.

Just received at the Seed Store, connected with the

New England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street, an

extensive collection of scions, of the finest fruits cultivated

in this country, and comprising also many of the superior

fruits of Mr Knight and Dr Van Mons. They are all cut

from bearing trees, from an extensive fruit garden in this

vicinity; and the utmost reliance can be placed on the

genuineness of the sorts, as they are all cut, and packed,

personally, by the proprietor. The following comprises

a part of the list

:

pears.
Vert Lono-ue, Marie Louise, Forelle, Urbaniste, Fon-

daute d'Ete, Capiaumont, Napoleon, Passe Colmar, Har
deupont, Bartlett, Charles d'Autriebe, Ambrette, (a fine
winter table pear) Crasanne, Chaumontel, Broca's Ber-

gamot, Messire Jean, Seckle, Swan's or Moor Fowl Egg,
Echasserie, Epargne, Green Catharine, Brown Beurre,

Virgoleuse, Andrews or Gibson, Jargonelle, Green Chisel,

Iron, Dr Hunt's fine baking pear, Beurre de Roi, Rush-

more's Bon Cretien, Gansel's Bergamot, Early Juneating,

&c.
APPLES.

Ribstone Pippin, Priestley, (large sweet) Early Harvest

(finest earti/ table apple) Royal, (large and fine) Mary-
gold, Hubbardston Nonsuch, Swaar, Imperial Table Ap-

ple, (from Germany) Garden, Gardner's Sweeting, Grand
Sachem, R. I. Greening, Roxbury Russet, N. Y. Green-

ing, Baldwin, Gilliflower, Sec.

The above scions are all well packed in earth, and are for

sale in any quantities, distinctly labelled, at 6 cents each.

April 10

Crockery, Glass, and China Ware.
Ephraim B. McLaughlin, 4 Dock Square, has for sale, an

elegant assortment of newest patterns in the above line, which
are offered at low prices for cash. Country merchants and
others are invited to call. eptf mar.27

Farm for Sale or Let.

In Saugus, 6 miles from Charlestown Bridge, known
by the name of the Boynton farm, containing about 100

acres of Land, a good House, Barn, and other outbuildings

—well watered, and equally divided into mowing and til-

lage—usually cut from 40 to 60 tons hay.

For particulars, inquire of C. Felton, Warren Bridge

Toll House, Charleslown. March 27 tf

Fruit Trees, fyc.

N. DAVENPORT has for sale, at his Nursery in Mil-

ton, a large collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Green

House Plants, &c. His collection of Peach, Plum, and

Almond Trees, he considers not excelled in this vicinity:

and the collection of other fruits is good. Orders sent to

his Nursery in Milton, or left with J. B. Russell, at the

New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52, North Market

street, Boston, where a list of the trees can be seen, will

be executed at the customary prices. ep6w

Goodwin's Town Officer.

In press and will be published without delay, a new and muci

improved edition of the above work, containing all the laws rel-

ative to the power and duties of Municipal officers, together

with the decisions of Ihe Supreme Judicial Court upon Ihcss

subjects. Orders for the above work may be addressed to Rich-

ardson & Lord, Boston, or to the publishers, Dorr & Howland,

Worcester. 3t April 3.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.

This day received at ihe New England Farmer Seed Store,

62 North Market streel, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass

Seed, at $2,50 per bushel.
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Grape Vines.

The subscriber offers for sale, Grape Vines of several

varieties, the produce of his garden, in Dorchester;

—

among them are the following

:

Isabella, White Muscat,

Sweetwater, Black Hamburg,
Black Cape, Elba,

Queen, White Chasselas,

Earl}' Oval, Muscatel.

They are principally of one year's growth, from cuttings

Pear Trees and Grape Vines.
For sale by Rufus Howe, al [be place of Samuel Downer, in

Dorchester, 200 Pear Trees of the choicest varieties, viz : 20
kinds from the London Horticultural Society; al-n, large and
very handsome Scckles, Ambrettes, Hardens', and Bieekei Mea-
dow j 20 handsome black Tartarean* and Remington Cherry
Trees, Plums, &c. .'300 Notice Grape Vines, viz : 60 three
years old Catawba), SO three years old Isabellas, 60 Bland's Vir-

R-intB.SO Alexander, 20 Elsinghorough ; also, 200 Sweet Water,
Black Hamburg, &.c.

30 varieties Poses, viz : Grcvillc Rose, While and Red Moss,

only, (which are much better than layers of two or even
,

Grand Duke ol Tuscany, Unique, Muliillorn, I'rovence

three years old,)—were planted under his direction and hage, Hundred Leaf, Four Seasons, Red Damask, Marbl
: years old,)—were planted

superiutendance, are warranted genuine, and are in

healthy and vigorous 9tate.

The subscriber purposes to continue the cultivation of

such varieties of the foreign and native Vines as are

suited to this climate, and that will thrive in the open
]

dou\,7e
'

and single, of different

ground in town or country.
_

Hyacinths, a great variety.

ncll, Cluster, Swiss, German, Variegalcd, Burgundy, Dou
i and Single While.
Dahlias, seven varieties of Double, viz : Crimson, Buff, Ycl-
v, Red, &c. Single do.

Tulips, a great number of varieties, viz : Bizarrcs, Bibloems,
- blors, Parrot Bills, &.c.

Persons are invited, when the
Application may be made to the subscriber at his office, Tulips and Hyacinths are in bloom, to ca

No. 7 1-2, Congress street, or at the garden to Patrick
j

lections. While Lilies, Pink roots, Phi

Kennedy.
Boston, March 13, 1S29.

ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

6w

JAMES BLOODGOOD & CO.'s
Nursery, at Flushing, Long Island, near New York.

The subscriber will receive and transmit orders for any

quantity, or variety, of

Fruit and Forest Trees,

Flowering Shrubs,

and
Plants,

and the same will be delivered here, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser ; the bills may be paid to him.

Messrs Bloodgood & Co. attend personally to the ino-

culating and engrafting of all their fruit trees, and purcha-

sers may rely with as much confidence as they can upon

any nursery, that the trees and shrubs they order, will

prove genuine. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

7 1-2, Congress street.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6t

Cow for Sale.

A fine cow, half blooded, Ccelebs breed, is offered for sale at

the House of Industry farm, South Boston.—Also, a three-

fourths blood Calf. Inquire of WJ1. STONE, Superintendent.
April 3, 1829. 4l

New Vegetable.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52
North Market Street, a small quantity of Sir John Sinclair's
New Beet, from London. This is presumed to be the first

seed of this fine vegetable, ever brought into New England.

—

For sale in papers ol 12 1-2 cents each, or in larger quantities.

Kenrick Nurseries in Newton, near Boston.

For sale, at the Kenrick Nurseries, in

Newton, an extensive assortment of Apples,

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Apricots,

Nectarines, White Mulberries, Grape Vines,

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, &c. Also,

about 150 varieties of the most ornamental hardy trees

and shrubs—including nearly 50 superb varieties of hardy
roses, comprising white and red moss—single yellow,

double do—yellow Austrian—red and yellow Austrian

—

black mottled, sable, Tuscany, and other varieties of the

blackest roses—Unique White Provence, &c.
Also, Greville Roses, and Wilmot's Superb

Strawberries.
Apple Trees of extra sizes—also Flowering Horse

Chestnuts, and some other sorts.

Written orders directed to John or William Ken-
rick, Newton, will he received by the daily mail, and

promptly attended to—or they may be left at Mr Joseph
Bridge's Grocery and Seed Store, No. 60, Court street,

Boston, where, on application, catalogues will be delivered

gratis—or, catalogues may be obtained of Mr J. B. Rus-
sell, at the New England Farmer office. epSw

Large Scotch Gooseberry Bushes and Hawthorns, i\-c.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

32 North Market street, by the ship Comillus, from Gree-
nock, and Napoloon, from Liverpool, 15,000 Haicthorns,
for live fencing, and about 500 superior Scotch and Lan-
cashire Gooseberry Bushes;—the Hawthorns $5 per
thousand ; the Gooseberry Bushes, put up in lots of six

roots, of the largest and finest sorts, with names—speci-

mens of the fruit, as large as Egg Flums, American
growth, from the imported roots, in sealed bottles, may be
seen at the store—price $ 1 50 per lot of six roots.

Likewise, two barrels of superior fresh Lucerne Seed,
warranted ; one cask of large Potato Oats ; and one cask

of fine London Split Peas, for culinary purposes.

rod make ihei

, Polyanthus, three
kinds Honeysuckle, Chinese, Trumpet and Sweet Seemed ;

—

handsome Snow Bali trees, Quince do., Red and While Lilacs,

growing on same stalk ; Lagerslrecemia, India or Crape Myr-
tle, Spira Syrengo, Fringe or Smoke Tree, Snowbcrry Bush,
Strawberry Tree.

Currant Bushes, White Dutch, Red do., common while and
red. Gooseberries, different kinds.

Raspberries, Antwerp while and red. Thimhkberries, white
and red.

Strawberries, viz: Wilmot's Superb, Downton,—red and
while English Wood—Roseberry, three kinds n

Wanted to purchase, two to three thousand small and middling
size Pear and Plum Trees, suitable lor budding and grafting,

Seedlings would be preferred. Apply as above, or at No. 5,
Central Wharf.

Rose Water.

20 demijohns double and single distilled Rose Water, made
entirely from Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is con-
stantly for sale at Mr C. Wade's Porler Cellar, No. 12, Mer-
chant's Row, by demijohn or less quantity,

jan. 30. 2linF4inM4inA

Fresh Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52
North Market Street, a tew barrels of American Hemp Seed, of

last year's growth.—Also, one barrel of fresh Riga Flax Seed
well known to be superior to the common American Flax.

Fruit and Ornamtntal Trees.

SAMUEL HYDE offers for sale at his Nursery, in

Newton, near Boston, a good assortment of Fruit and
Forest Trees, Ornamental Shrubs, &c, comprising apples,

pears, peaches, cherries, apricots, nectarines, plums, black

mulberries, English black currants, English walnuts, but-

ternuts, horse chesnuts, filberts, (French and Spanish)

catalpas, silver firs, spruce, larch, weeping willows, al-

theas, rose acacia, lilacs, daphnes, senna, roses, honey-
suckles, &c. Orders directed to Samuel Hyde, Newton,
will be promptly attended to. Trees will be delivered in

Boston free of expense for transportation. Catalogues

furnished gratis by J. B. Russell, No. 52 North Market
Street, Boston, and at the Nursery in Newton.
March 27 4t

Bees.

Just published by MARSH & CAPEN, 362, Washing-

ton Street,

A Practical Treatise on the Management of
Bees; and the establishment of an apiary, with the best

method of destroying and preventing the depredations of

the Bee Moth. By James Thacher, M. D., Fellow

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, &c.

Extract from the Author's Advertisement.
" The destructive ravages of the Bee Moth have in

many places almost annihilated our Bee establishments,

and discouraged all attempts to renewed trials. Not less

than one hundred hives have, the past season, been en-

tirely destroyed by that enemy, within a tew towns in the

county of Plymouth, and in places where a single hive has

yielded one hundred pounds of honey. From a particular

investigation of this subject, the compiler is now able,

with much confidence, to announce, that an effectual

preventive of such depredations will be found recorded in

this production." Price 75 cents.

March 27 3t

Red and Jfliite Clover Seed.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street,

5000 lbs. Red Clover Seed,
500 lbs. Dutch White Honeysuckle Clov*Y, (imported.)

Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Lucerne,
Foul Meadow, Hemp and Flax Seed, &c, &c.
March 27 tf

Seed* for Country Dealer*.
Traders in the country, who may in* tokeep anaHortmenl

of Garden Seed* for sale, are informed Ikey eu I* furnished
at the .New England Farmer office, No. 52 North Market street.
Boston, w,.h boxes containing a complete assortment of lite

,
used in a kitchen garden, on a* favorable terms as

Ihey can be purchased in u„s rountry, neatly done up in small
papers, at 6 a.id 12 cents each—warranted to be ol the growth

'
'
•'

J < ' quality. OHK.lir.RTAI. FuwtJ
Sfeijs will be added on Ibe tame terms, when ordered, as well
as Pba», Bears, Early Whits. Swu.t Cob*, ttx, of dif-
ferent sorts.

I . Seeds vended at this —-Mishmrnj, are put up on a
new plan this year, each package being accompanied with
short directions on us management, and packed in die neatest
style.—Traders ate requested to call and examine lor them-
selves, eptf Jan . 23.

For Salt,

In the southeasterly part of old Marlborough, a valuable
Farm, containing about 120 acres, consisting of every kind of
land that is desirable to the enterprising farmer, a large portion
of which is of the first quality, having a constant stream of water
running through it ; and the land is so situated that a Dumber of
acres arc capable of irrigation. On the premises is an upright
two story House, wiih four rooms on the floor, in good repair

:

a large Barn, B0 by 30, and in common seasons is filled with
good hay. There are also on the farm, good Orchards, a part
of which are in their prime ; together wiih an abundance of
Wood, the best of white oak, fit for wheelwrights' use, or lor
ship limber. There are few farms capable of more improve-
ment, or which can be carried on al less expense. The place
will be sold al a fair price, wiih or wilhoul the stock and uten-
sils, al the election of die purchaser. The payments made easy
and accommodating, and possession may be had on delivery of

the deed. For further particulars, please inquire of Wi 1.1 i'asl.

Draper, Esq. of Marlborough, of Bkxjami.i Welij of Rox-
bury, or of Sam c el if. Weld, on the premises, Jan. ltifl^

PRICES OF COUNTRY
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MISCELLANIES.
The Winters of New England.— 1741. The

winter of this year was bitter, and its severity

widely felt. The following paragraphs from the

Pennsylvania Gazette, will show the distress which

was experienced even in the regions now visited

gently by the winter's cold. " Philadelphia,

March, 1741. Our accounts from all parts of the

country are filled with complaints of the severity

of the winter, no one remembering the like. The
cattle are dying daily for want of fodder : many
deer are found dead in the woods, and some come
tamely to the plantations and feed on hay with

other creatures." "New York, Feb. 3, 1741. By
our accounts from the country, the people here

are in so great want of fodder for their cattle, in

eereral places, that four cows are given to have

one delivered in May, and that the cold has been

60 severe, that even deer, squirrels, and birds have
been frozen to death, and great quantities of sheep
have perished, and this day wood has been sold

for 40 shillings per cord."

1764. The snow fell in great quantities during
February and March. It is within the recollec-

tion of some of our ancient inhabitants that during

the month of April, oxen and sleds heavily loaded
With the materials for the Old South Meeting
House, in this town, passed upon the surface of
the snow, frozen into a thick crust, over the places

where fences were buried in the drifts, without ob-
struction.

1772. The Boston Gazette states, that the
winter had been more severe than had been known
for many years. Great storms of wind and snow
came until April.

1780. The snows of this memorable winter
commenced in November, and continued storms
accompanied with violent winds from the N. East,
occurred during December. About the first of
January, a period of steady and severe cold com-
menced. During forty days even on the south
and sunny side of buildings in warm situations

there were no indications of thaw. The light and
dry snow drifted and eddied with incessant mo-
tion on the wind. Paths, if opened, were imme-
diately filled, and communication was almost en-

tirely interrupted. The Spy, then published in

this town, contains the following notice " Worces-
ter, Jan. 6. For twenty years past the travelling

has not been known to be worse than at present.

The mails due last week have not yet arrived. We
therefore give our readers but half a sheet this

week." "Jan. 13. A gentleman who arrived
here yesterday from Boston, which place he left

Friday last, (Jan. 7,) informs us that the storm
was very severe there, and that between this and
the capital, not less than 80 teams were stop-
ped." "Jan. 20. Travelling has not been so
much obstructed by the snow for forty years past.
Except the great post road from Boston to Hart-
ford, all are filled, and no passing without snow-
shoes." " Jan. 27. Wood is now sold in this
town at the rate of sixty dollars the cord, owing to
the roads being filled with snow. A poor man be-
longing to a towu near Providence, began to re-
move his family, consisting of his wife and nine
children, to a place called New Providence, about
a hundred miles from this place, the day before
the beginning of the late storm ; he had got only
as far as Mendon, where he was obliged to re-
main three weeks, and having expended all his
money, was drove to great necessity. The road

from Mendon to this place remaining impassable

for cattle, a number of men on snow shoes assem-

bled and dragged his sled, on which were his wife

and family, and the few effects he was possessed

of, as far as Grafton ; from that place sixty-one

men belonging there, brought them in the same
manner to this town ; some of the charitable in-

habitants set on foot a subscription for their relief,

and in about two hours collected £150, and hav-

ing procured a team, on Monday last, they con-

tinued their journey. So singular a circumstance

is not remembered in this part of the country."

On the 27th of February, Mr Thomas, the

printer of the Spy, " returns his sincere thanks to

those gentlemen in this, and a few of the neigh-

boring towns, who have continued to take his pa-

pers during the late tedious weather ; as the roads

in many parts of the county, still remain impassa

ble on horseback, and too many of his customers

think it tedious to come for them, unless they could

ride, it has reduced the late impressions of this pa-

per to such small numbers, that the cost of print-

ing them has been three or four times as much as

the printer has asked for them when printed

This only, and not a want of interesting intelli-

gence occasions the appearance of half a sheet,

and obliges the printer to suspend the publication

of this paper until Thursday, the wreek after

next."

In the MSS of Mr French, cited in Abbot's His

tory of Andover, it is stated the snow was four

and a half feet deep, in the woods, on a level

The roads were so filled as to be impassable for a
long time, except with the aid of snow shoes.

—

Fences, and low buildings were buried beneath
deep drifts, and the inhabitants of contiguous

houses communicated with each other through
arched passages, hollowed under the drifts. After
the surface was frozen, instances are stated where
the dead were taken from the chamber windows
to be carried to the grave. The sufferings of the

inhabitants were great. The scanty supply of
fuel for many days could only be brought on hand
sleds, and the stumps of trees which were cut even
with the surface of the snows, on their dissolution

stood many feet above the earth. A row of shade
trees which ornamented the north end of the

street in this town, were destroyed to supply the

necessities of the people. The streams were so

much choked as not to flow in their usual chan-
nels, the rivulets disappeared under the drifts, and
great distress was felt for water. All travelling

was for a long time on snow shoes, and burthens
were carried on small sleds.

—

Natiojial JEgis.

Dr Herschell.—In order to show the steady per-
severance which enabled Herschell to attain the
celebrity he enjoyed, Mr Davies, the lecturer at
the Manchester Mechanical Institution, related an
anecdote which he said had been communicated
to him by a gentleman who was acquainted with
the distinguished astronomer : in the early part of
his astronomical career, he had been engaged for
several weeks in grinding a glass lens for one of
his telescopes, and was so unfortunate as to break
it when it was nearly completed ; but, instead of
being irritated or disheartened by the accident, he
merely observed, in his broken English, " Veil, I

must make anoder," to which task he applied him-
self without delay.

t 1

The council of the Albany Horticultural Society
have offered premiums to the members, for the
best and earliest fruits, vegetables, and flowers.

Scions of Apple and Pear Trees.
For sale, at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No>

52 North Market street, Boston, a large collection of Ap-
ple and Pear Scions,—among which are the following :—

Apples.
Gardener's Sweelin
Nonsuch,
Grand Sachem,
Cat-head, or Large Sum
mer Russet,

Rhode Island Greening,

Roxbury Russet,
New York Pippin,
Baldwin,
Gilliflower,

White Shropsavine, or >
Early Harvest, >

&c, &c.

Pears.

Large Iron, or Pound,
Gansel's Bergamot,
Brown Buerre,
Early Juneting,

St Michael's,

Broca's Bergamot,
Bartlett,

&c,' &c.
In addition to the above, we are daily procuring fine

varieties, from responsible sources, and hope to extend
the collection so as to comprise all the esteemed fruits

raised in the vicinity of Boston and New York.
The scions are in fine order, and the utmost depen-

dence can be placed upon their genuineness, as they are
all cut from bearing trees. eptf

Heathcot,

St Germain,
Rushmore's Bon Cretien,

Spice Rousselet,

Red Bergamot,
Moor Fowl Egg,
Jargonelle,

Fruit Trees.

Messrs WINSHIPS respectfully request
those of the public who may incline to favor
them with their orders the ensuing season, for
fruit and ornamental trees, fancy shrubbery,
herbaceous plants, whether indigenous or ex-

otic, to forward their orders immediately, and they will
be executed with every possible despatch. They also
have several hundred genuine Isabella Grape Vines, by
the hundred or single plant, with the superior European
kinds in cultivation in this country. Letters directed to

F. &. I. Winship, Brighton.

P. S. Asparagus roots from one to four years old.

3d- All orders left with J. B. Russell, at the New
England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, will

be executed at the Nursery prices, and the trees delivered
in Boston, free of expense for transportation.

Brighton, March 11, 1829.

Assorted Seedsfor Families.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes

of assorted Seeds for Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of the following Seeds

:

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf string

Beans
China Dwarf siring and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
White Solid Celery
Curled Cress
Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

Long Dutch Parsnip
Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round Watermeloa
Nasturtium
Large White Ouion
Large Red Onion
Curied Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radlsfc
White Turnip Radish
Salsafy

Early Bush Squash
Early White Dutch Turnip
While Flat Turnip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

POT HERB SEEDS.
Thyme—Sage—Marjo

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-
getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,
and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the
very first quality, as to freshness and purity. Each box contains
directions for the management of the different sorts. Price £3
per box.

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 32,

North Market street, Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly
packed, in parcels, at the following prices :—Sweet Marjoram,
50 els—Summer Savory, 25 cts—Thyme, 33 cts—Sage, 17 els

—Celery, (in hollies for soups, &c,) 25 cts—Balm, 33 els

—

Rose Flowers. $1,00. eptf

Published every Friday, at g3 per annum, payable at I he
end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the
lime of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.

Printed for J. 15. Russell, by I. R. Butts—by whom
all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell,
at the Agricultural Warehouse No 52 North Market Street
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HORTICULTURE.
FOR THE NEW ENGI.1HD FARMER.

NOTICES OF THE NEW PEARS.

(selected from foreign works.)

(Continuedfrom page 302.J

London Hort. Transactions, vol. vi. part iii.

Bryan Edwards' pear. Capt. Peter Rainier sent

specimens of a seedling pear of considerable ex-

cellence. It resembles the Easter Bergamot in

shape and color, but is melting with a little grit ai

the core. It ripens in the beginning of Novem-
ber, is rich, sweet, and pleasantly perfumed, and wide, at the broadest part, stalk one h

is an excellent bearer. It was found groOBtg length—towards the stalk the figure is slightly

wild in the neighborhood of Southampton, by tfie contracted. The skiu is of a pale delicate green,

November, but those ripened in less favorable sum-. Such was the Country Gentleman's account

—

mers, will keep till February. [I pause here, and but the Hort. Societj of Paris remark) that if.

request readers to examine carefully this sugges- Base, to whom the pear was referred for cxamin-

tion. In less favorable summers, the fruit ke( ps ation, thought it only a Si Lezin, a pear cultivated

longer in England. So it is fore, in cold sum- ' for time immemorial, in Anjou, and introduced

mers, the fruit is gathered less mature, and of within forty or fifty years into the garde

course keeps longer. It is on this ground that I Paris—figured in the New DuharneL, edited by

predicted, that none of the new fruits will keep as Poiteau aud Turpin, and in the Jardin Fruitier of

long in our climate, as in the more cool countries Noisette. Bosc thought the samples sent of the

of Europe.— J. L.] pretended, or supposed Dew pear, more colored

The fruit oftheD'Aremberg is strictly turbinate, l™* more beautiful, but Noisette and Poiteau both

[like a top or conical] on an average three inches l

agreed with him tfaatrt was the St Lezin. Fur-

and an half long, and two inches and three-fourths «»<*, ,he gr;,f,s ,jf ,1,e new Pcar Lav« »ince borne

late Bryan Edwards, Esq. (author of the History

of Jamaica.) It has been named Bryan Edwards'

Pear. The original tree is hardy, and produce? a

crop even in an unfavorable season. It should he

gathered before it is ripe. [This tree I believe has

not reached this country.—J. Lowell.]

Tindall's Swan's Egg. Messrs. G. & W. Tin-

dall, of Beverly, Yorkshire, sent specimens to the

London Hort. Society, of a new variety of Swan's

lightly dotted with russet and becomes occasion-

ally deep yellow at maturity, but it is then past its

best. Flesh whitish, firm, very juicy, dissolves in

the mouth, wholly destitute of grit— it is sweet,

rich, and so peculiarly high flavored, that I know
no pear which can be compared with it in that

respect.

As this pear possesses merit of such a high de-

sree, it is very important that no variety should

Egg, which succeeds well in that neighborhood be confounded with it, and yet 1 fear this will be

[a cold northern one.] It is larger, and brovner found to have happened to a considerable extent.

—

than the common Swan's Egg, and equal to it in ' In the 5th volume of the London Hort. Transac-

flavor. It keeps well till the end of January, and tions, among the Flemish pears described by Mr
sometimes later. [This pear has never been im-

]

Parmentier, is one called the Gloux Morceaux,

ported I believe, but seems to promise well for
j

which is extremely similar to the D'Aremberg,

us. J. L.] and which I believe has been sent into cultivation un-

Loudou Hort. Transactions, vol. vii. part i. |
der that name. It may, however, be distinguished

Duchesse D'Angouleme. [So named from the djh by its greater size, greater irregularity of outline,

.surviving child o. the late Louis XVI. and his uff-',its later period of ripening, and though a pear of

in Paris, and the Society are confirmed in the

opinion that it is an old fruit.

[I beg readers to examine this case, and they

will be convinced that it is very foorWh to be

hasty in gi 1 ing new names, and calling fruits na-

tive or natural ones, till they have been thorough-

ly compared with every old variety.

We hope some gentleman will im|>ort from

Paris, both the Poire de Monsieur aud the St Le-

zin. They are both new to us, and merit cultiva-

tion for their beauty and long keeping.

The promise made to the public has been ful-

filled, and I hope advantage will be derived from

it J. LOWELL.

happy queen, Marie Antoinette, and their compan-

1

ion in the Temple.] This pear was sent some

years since by M. Noisette, from Paris, and since

from Jersey. It is of a roundish oblong figure,

tapering towards the stalk, with an extremely un-

even knobby surface. Both the eye and stalk are

deeply sunk in an irregular cavity, the stalk being

about one-fifth the length of the fruit, which gen-

erally measures about 3 inches and an half each

way, but sometimes acquires a much greater size.

[The colored figure now before me is larger than

that of any table pear known. It is as large as a

middling pound pear, and must have weighed from

12 to 16 ounces.— J. L.] The skin is pale yellow,

copiously, and regularly spotted with broad russet

marks. The flesh is yellow, quite melting, and

most agreeably perfumed. This is not only a va-

riety of the first excellence, but it is perfectly dis-

tinct from all other pears. Its unusually knobby

and uneven surface, and the broad distinct brown
spots of the skin are peculiar to itself. It is gen-

erally in perfection during November and Decem-
ber, but this year, 1S26, it did not keep beyond
October. [The surface resembles a rough warty

lemon very exactly.— J. L.]

Beurre d' .flremberg. The history of the origin

of this delicious variety has been already given in

former articles, but at that time too little was
known of its merits : subsequent experience has

shown that it deserves to be placed at the head of
all the pears now in cultivation. Numerous speci-

mens were received which were ripe in October,

and others which were in perfection at the end of

great excellence, by its firmer, more gritty, and

less highly flavored flesh. [Figures are given of

both,and the Gloux Morceaux is nearly double the

size of the D'Aremberg—the former being four

inches long and three one-half broad, and the lat-

ter three one-balf by three.—J. L.]

This concludes the new pears in the London

Hort. Transactions, down to 1827. The only

new pear as yet noticed in the Annates d' Horti-

culture de Le Soc. d' Hortic. de Paris, is in the

tome premier 3" livraison, and is called Poire de

Monsieur. [So called by way of abbreviation of

its first name, Poire de Monsieur Le Cure, be-

cause a country priest found it, aud brought it into

cultivation.]

" Poire de Monsieur. This is a very large an '

beautiful variety, and the following is the account

sent to the Society of Paris by a cultivator. It

was found in the woods. The original tree is still

living. It has been multiplied exceedingly on ac-

count of its excellent properties. Here our peas-

ants still entertain the silly prejudice that you must

graft on the second or third day of the moon, because

you must wait as many years for the fruit as the

moon had days of age when the graft was inserted .'!

The fruit is pear shaped, very beautiful. I have

seen it 8 or 9 inches long ! [I must doubt it.— J.

L.] Clear red on the sunny side,greenish yellow on

the shady side; excellent towards the carnival [i.e.

in early spring] and keeping till Paques. [i. e.

Easter, early in April.] It is a great bearer, and

rarely fails, but the fruit varies exceedingly in size

in different years."

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FRFITS. &c.

Mr Editor—" A Farmer," in your number of

March 20. states that his grandfather, seventy

years ago; planted out an orchard of natural fruit,

from a nors-ry on his farm, all the trees of which

pro hind ; and he

asks for the cause of this novel circumstance.

There is one, and only one, philosophical way
of accounting for it, that I know of: The seed*

sown in the nursery must hare been all taken from

the same parent tree: and this tree must hare blos-

somed in an isolated situation, rimote from any other

blossoming tree of the apple kind. An apple, pear,

peach, or plum seed, grown remote from any tree

of its species, will produce fruit like the parent

tree, and of no other kind.

Plants, like animals, have sexual organs, neces-

sary and otstined to propagate their species. In

the fruits above named, and in most other plants,

the male and female organs exist in the same

flower, or on the same plant. The female (the

pistil) is in the centre of the blossom, surrounded

by the male (stamens.) Upon the points of the

latter are the anthers, which contain the farina,

pollen, or semen, the contact of which with the

pistil, or female organ, is esseutial to the produc-

tion of seed. These organs are conspicuous in

the common lily of the meadow ; and a familiar

illustration of the importance and influence of the

pollen on the progeny, may be cited in the maize.

In this grain the male organs are the tassels, the

female the silk, a fibre of which extends to every

kernel on the cob. Cover this silk so as to pre-

vent the contact of the pollen, or yellow dust

which fails from the tassels, and there will not be

a kernel of grain on the cob. Fecundate or dust

it with the pollen of a dozen kinds, and you will

find all fiese kinds upon the ripened ear. A field

of maize, planted with one variety of seed, pro-
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ae
duces its kind pure

;
planted with a plurality of

kinds, it will be strangely intermixed in the pro-

duct. So with the apple ; only the pollen of this

is more subtle, and is conveyed from one flower

to another, and from cue tree to another, on the

wings and bodies of insects which are constantly

roaming in pursuit of food. A seed can have but

one mother, but it may have twenty fathers. Hence

the care necessary in raising pure garden seeds,

to keep each variety of a species separate and re-

mote. And hence the cause that double flowers,

called by naturalists monsters, so seldom produce

seeds : the male frequently, and often the female

organs, are converted into petals, or flower leaves,

and cease to perform their natural functions.

This beautiful economy in the vegetable king-

dom excited the observation and admiration of

Linnaeus, was the theme of Darwin's song, and
has been rendered subservient to our control, to

our comfort, and luxury, by the indefatigable

Knight, and other horticulturists of Europe. This

last named gentleman was the first to give re-

peated demonstrations of the correctness of the

theory, by practical results ; and his example has

been followed by horticulturists, florists, and seeds-

men.
We are indebted to the labors of Mr Knight,

in artificially crossing two known varieties, for

some of the choicest productions of the garden
and orchard. And that your readers may avail

themselves of an early opportunity of profiting by
his useful labors, I subjoin a brief description of
several varieties, thus artificially produced, now
growing in my grounds.

1. Grange apple. A fruit of great beauty, and
similar in color to a very fine Golden Pippin.

—

Ripens in Oct., and keeps till February. From a
seed of the Orange Pippin, fertilized by the pollen
of the Golden Pippin. The specific gravity of its

juice 1079, the same as that of the famous Styre
cider apple. Obtained the premium in 1802.

2. Downton Pippin. One of the most valuable

apples for the table and press, Mr Knight remarks,
that has yet existed. I do not know any apple,

6ays Salisbury, which can be brought to the mar-
ket at any given price, with so much advantage
to the cultivator. The tree is healthy, hardy, and
handsome. Its fruit, in form, color, and flavor,

resembles the Golden Pippin—ripens in Nov. and
keeps till March. Sp. gravity 1080. Obtained
the premium in 1804.

3. Yellow Siberian. From a seed of the Loan
Pearmain and the farina of the Siberian Crab.

—

Considered very valuable for cider, the specific

gravity of the must being 1085 (water being 1000.)
The tree is hardy, and said to be a great bearer.
Exhibited in 1805, and obtained the premium.

4. Siberian Harvty. From the seed of the Si-
berian crab and the farina of the Golden Harvey.
The juice of this apple is the heaviest known, be-
ing stated by Salisbury at 1091. Ripens the
middle of October.

5. Faxley apple. From the same parents as the
preceding. A healthy, handsome tree, and when
loaded with fruit, which it bears most exuberant-
ly, is on the authority of Mr Knight, singularly
rich and beautiful. Sp. gr. 1080. This and the
preceding are considered superior for the press,
by Mr Knight, to any apple that has been hither-
to cultivated. They were both exhibited first,

and obtained premiums, in 1807.
6. Yellow Ingestrie. Similar in color and flavor

to the Golden Pippin. Ripens in Oct., and keeps

till March. Among the best varieties of its season,

and considered one of the handsomest fruits which

has been grown.

7. Elton Cherry, from the Groffian and White

Heart. Tree luxuriant, and a good bearer

—

hardy. Fruit large, soft, sweet, juicy, and de-

licious.— Loudon.

8. Black Eagle Cherry, From the Groffian and

Mayduke. Tree luxuriant, hardy, and a good

bearer. Fruit dark red, firm, sweet, high flavor-

ed, and ripens in July.

—

lb.

9. Waterloo Cherry, from the Groffian and May-

duke. Fruit deep red, large, conical, firm, sweet,

and high flavored. Ripens in July.

—

lb.

10. Downton Strawberry. I have grown this

fruit two years that measured 4\ inches in cir-

cumference.

11. Knight's peas are too well known among
us to need a description.

It may not be improper to remark, that the

weight of the juice of an apple, newly expressed,

indicates its richness in saccharine matter, and its

subsequent strength after fermentation : the heav-

iest must producing the strongest liquor.

Mbany, April 6. J. BUEL.

The Bezy Vaet pear, mentioned by Mr Lowell,

in our paper of April 23, page 290 of the current

volume, was received by Mr Buel, of Albany, we
understand, from the London Horticultural Socie-

ty, in the spring of 1825, and has been extensive-

ly propagated in his nursery. The same gentle-

man has all the others noted in that article, from

the same source, except the Tillington. Orders

for any trees from Mr Buel's nursery will be re

ceived at the N. E. Farmer office.

—

Ed.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTS.
Mr Fesseivden—I perceive that ynnr corres-

pondents are occasionally sending you specimens
of insects, and that apologies are frequently made
for their bad state of preservation. Would it not

be well to publish a few observations on the mode
of preserving insects ? The season for their re-

appearance is about commencing, and a little care

and attention may so preserve these tormentors

and benefactors of man, that the distinguished

naturalist, to whom you so often successfully a])

ply, will be able to investigate them with less dii

Acuity and with greater satisfaction. Allow mi

here to express my earnest wish that Dr Harris

will soon resume his " Contributions to Entomol-
ogy," and that you will be able to find room for

his interesting remarks, and for his descriptions of

new species.

The following observations, or directions, are

chiefly selected from the Introduction to Entomol-
ogy, by Messrs Kirby & Spence.

Several kinds of instruments are described as

useful to the collectors of insects. A strong knife

to raise the bark or penetrate the wood of trees

—

a stick, to beat the branches, in order to dislodge

caterpillars, &c.—a bag-net, of gauze, muslin, or

fine canvas, to catch flying insects, and a net of a

different construction to fish insects out of ponds,

&c. But it is not necessary to be provided with

certain instruments, either for capturing insects,

or for bringing them safe home. Dr Franklin
used to say that a man would never make a natu-

ral philosopher, who, in performing his experi-

ments, would not saw with a gimblet or bore with
a saw ; and so we may say, he will never make

an expert collector of insects, who on occasion

cannot fish with his hand, use his hat, or an old

letter to beat his game into, or in the absence of
boxes, or bottles, contrive to secure his captives

in small pieces of paper twisted up.

As to the most effectual mode of destroying in-

sects, when caught,

—

hard ones, such as Coleoptt-

ra, Hemiptera, &c, may be destroyed without in-

jury, by immersion in spirits of wine, or boiling

water. The immersion in spirits of wine is the

best method, because it not only effectually kills

the insects, and they may be put together into it

while you are collecting, without danger of their

devouring each other, but you may let your in-,

sects remain in it without injury till the next morn-

ing.

When you wish to take the insects you have
immersed in spirits out of the phial, you must
strain its contents through a piece of muslin, re-

turn the spirit into it for future use, and spread

the insects separately upon blotting paper, to ab-

sorb the moisture remaining about them. If you
have any in boxes or phials without spirit, these

must be immersed in a basin of boiling water ; or

you may immerse the phial itself, with the cork

in, which soon destroys them, and is the safest

plan.

With respect to Lepidopiera, (butterflies and
moths,) it is necessary to disable them immediate-

ly after their capture. To effect this, give their

breasts a strong pinch with your finger and thumb,

below the wings. But though nipping the breast

will kill many small Lepidoptera, the larger ones

will live long after it ; as will likewise many Neu-
roplera, (Dragon flies, &c.) Hymenoptera, (wasps^

bees, &c.) and Diptera, (flies, &c.) ; and besides

this, in some moths, the thorax presents a very
conspicuous and interesting character, which ren-

ders it desirable, in order to avoid the damage or

derangement occasioned by pressure, to transfix

them without it. There is a simple mode ofdoing
this, the apparatus for which may be found every-

where. Fix a piece or two of elder, willow, or

any soft wood, with the bark on, across the bot-

tom of a mug, and on this stick your impaled in-

sects ; invert the mug in a deep basin, into which
pour boiling water till it is covered, holding it

down with a knife, that the expansion of the in-

cluded air may not overturn it. In two minutes,

or less, all the insects will be found quite dead,

and not at all wet. Butterflies, moths, and
some other insects must not be allowed to get

wet, for it essentially injures them. Professor

Peck, who used to put minute insects into the hol-

low of a quill stopped with a piece of wood made
to fit, killed them instantaneously by holding it

over the flame of a candle.

Insects may be killed by exposing them in a tin

box with a little camphor in it to the heat of a
fire, which treatment will greatly add to their

preservation.

Having killed your insects, your next object

should be to prepare them for your cabinet— or if

you have no cabinet, you may put them after they

are thoroughly dried, in a tight wooden box—and

if the pins are thrust firmly into the bottom, they

may be transported any distance without injury.

With respect to Coleoptera, and Hemiptera, the

pin should be stuck through the middle of the

right hand wing-case, and about one-third of ilB

whole length should emerge above the insect

Some insects are so minute that a pin cannot be

put through without injury. For such, the best

mode is to gum them on small triangular piece* of
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card or stiff paper, which may be stuck upon a pin.

Other insects may be transfixed through the

thorax, or upper side of the trunk.

Having impaled your insects, the next thing to

be done is to set them, or display their parts.

—

The best time for doing this is not till they have

begun to stiffen, but before they are become quite

stiff. If attempted soon after they are killed, the

parts, unless you keep them in the intended posi-

tion by means of pins or braces, will not retain

it: and if after they are become too stiff, they are

liable to be broken. Not only should the anten-

na? (horns) and palpi (feelers) be extended so as to

be readily seen ; but the legs and often the wings,

ought to be placed in their natural position ; all of

which tends much to the beauty of your speci-

mens, and adapts them for more ready examina-

tion.

For setting-boards you may use cork, or a spe-

cies of fungus, sometimes called pith-wood : this

last will answer a good purpose, if you select such

pieces as are soft.

When sufficiently dried, your insects should be

transferred from the setting boards, either to their

place in your cabinet, or to your store-box.

Caterpillars and other Iarvse of insects may be

preserved in spirits.

As certain mites, moths, &c. prey upon dead

insects, you may wish to know how they may be

kept out of your drawers or boxes, or banished

when detected there. Camphor is the general

remedy recommended. Scatter some roughly

powdered over the bottom of your drawers, and

be careful to renew it when evaporated. It is

necessary, however, sometimes, to bake your spec-

imens in an oven ;—the heat must not be so great

as to scorch.

The specimens sent you by S. D. of Dorchester,

seem to have been injured by moulding. This

may be prevented by having them thoroughly

dried before they are stored in boxes, and by

keeping them from a damp atmosphere. If done

in season, mould may be removed by gently brush-

ing with a camel's hair pencil, dipped in spirits

of wine. L.

Peterborough, JV. H. April 14.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER-

NEGLECTED GRAVE YARDS.
Mr Editor— I wish to call your attention to the

subject of repairing, clearing, and ornamenting the

burial grounds of New England. These enclosures

are commonly neglected by the sexton, and pre-

sent to the curious traveller, an ugly collection of

elate slabs, of weeds, and rank or dried grass. A
small effort in each sexton or clergyman, would

suffice to awaken attention, to bring to the recol-

lection of some, and to the fancy of all, a scene

which every village should present, a grove sacred

to the dead and to their recollection, to calm re-

ligious conversation, and to melancholy niusing

—

inclosed with shrubbery, and evergreen, and dig-

nified by the lofty maple, and elm, and oak, and

guarded by a living hedge of hawthorn.

Every sexton should procure some oak, elm,

and locust seed, and make it a part of his voca-

tion to scatter it for chance growth.

PHILOSOPHY.

SOWING GRASS SEEDS.
(By the Editor.)

A diversity of opinion exists relative to the best

time for sowing grass seeds. Some prefer the

fall ; but the majority of those who have written

on the subject recommend sowing in the spring
;

and that season, ho far as our acquaintance <*
tends, is most generally chosen. European writers

direct, even when grass seed is sown on the same
ground with winter grain, to sow the grass seed in

the spring, and harrow it in. They say that the

harrowing will on the whole be of service to the
grain, though a few of the plants will be torn up
by the process. The Hon. Richard Peters, like-

wise directed to " harrow your winter grain in- the

spring, in the direction of the seed furrows, or

drills, and be not afraid of disturbing a few plants;

manifold produce will remunerate for the destroy-

ed."

The Farmer's Assistant says, " Clover may he
sown with barley, oats, or spring wheat, when
that article is raised ; or it may be sown with

winter wheat in the fall, if the land be dry, and
warmly exposed ; or in the spring when it should
be lightly harrowed in." The Domestic Encyclo-

pedia asserts that " experienced farmers generally

prefer sowing clover with wheat rather than with

barley or oats, as in dry seasons the clover fre-

quently overpowers the oats or barley, and if it be
sown late in order to obviate this evil, it often

fails and the crop is lost for that season. Proba-
bly the diversity of opinion respecting the

proper time of sowing clover seed may arise from
the difference in the nature of the soil on which
trials have been made. An experienced agricul-

turist, (Edward Duffield, Esq. of Philadelphia

County) assures Dr Mease that he repeatedly fail-

ed in obtaining a crop, when he sowed his clover

in autumn, or winter ; and he is uniformly suc-

cessful when he sows in the spring. His soil is a

light loam."

On the other hand, an experienced and scien-

tific cultivator whose suggestions on this subject

were published in the New England Farmer, vol.

vi. p. 238, dated Weston, and signed J. M. G. says

"dear bought experience has taught me the inef-

ficacy of sowing grass seed in spring with grain
;

it was a custom imported with the ancestors of

the country from old England, where the cloudy

summers, and moist climate will warrant a prac-

tice, which under our clear sky, and powerful sun,

is altogether unsuitable. I must add that grass

sown in the fall imperiously requires to be rolled

in the spring as soon as the ground is in fit order

;

otherwise the small plants, slightly rooted yet, and

heaved up by the frost, will suffer much, perhaps

total destruction ; and truly among the many uses

to which the roller may be applied, none, perhaps,

would be more valuable than to roll all grass lands

in spring. The plants suffer from the wind and

from the heat, and this being the case more or less

every spring, it must necessarily bring on a pre-

mature decay, which the yearly use of the roller

at that season, might prevent."

We cannot reconcile these authorities ; but it is

probable that both in fall and spring sowing of

grass seeds there may be successful and unfavora-

ble results, according to circumstances of soil,

season, &c. Fall sown grass seeds are liable to

be winter-killed, or destroyed by frost ; spring

sown grass seeds may perish by drought and heat.

But, whenever sown, there will be less danger

either from frost or drought, if the seed is well

covered with a harrow, and the ground pressed

on it with a roller.

Young's Farmer's Calendar, under the date of

August, says " This is the best season of the whole

yeur for laying r)<,wn laud to grass
; and no other

i» admissible for it on strong, wet, or heavy soils.

Spring sowing* with grain may mewed, and do
often, but that they are hazardous, I know from
forty years' experience."

There is likewise a great difference of opinion
aa respects the quantity of utd to be sown when
land is laid down to grasn. Hir John Sinclair
nays, " it is a great error, in laying land down to

grass, to sow an insufficient quantity of seeds. In
general, 12 or 14 lbs. of clover is the usual aver-
age allowance. Rut that quantity it U contended,
ought greatly to be increased, and in many cases
doubled." The Farmer's Assistant tells us that
" the quantity of red clover seed to be sown on the

acre is about fourteen pounds, and none but clean

seed ought to he sown."

The " Memoirs of the Board of Agriculture of
the State of New York," vol. ii. p. 30, in giving

an account of the methods of culture adopted bj
farmers in Rensselaer County, state that " Farmer*
differ in opinion in regard to the most suitable

quantity of seed. S. Germond, H. Wonhington,
C. Porter, C. R. Colden, and some others say that

eight quarts of the mixture of clover and timothy

seed should be sown on every acre. And Col. J.

Carpenter sows sixteen quarts on an acre. He
says when the grass and clover grow very thick,

it will be more tender feed, and more fine hay,

and that it will not run out so soon. But J. Phil-

lips, G. Eddy, and many others, consider four

quarts as sufficient.

" All agree that the proportions of the mixture

of the seeds should be governed by the nature of

the soil. That in a sandy soil three-fourths of the

seed should be clover— in clay loam it should be

equal parts, in clay soil but one-fourth clover

seed.

" There should be at least a bushel of plaster

sown on every aero of clover and grass land of a

sandy, gravelly, or loamy soil. Also on all upland

natural meadows. Two bushels per acre are much
better than one on sandy or gravelly soil."

Payson Williams, Esq. of Fitchburgh, Mass.

who received a premium from die Mass. Agr. So-

ciety, for the greatest quantity of spring wheat,

raised by him in the summer of 1S22, in giving a

description of the mode of culture by him adopt-

ed, says, " the quantity of grass seed, used by me
is never less than twelve pounds of clover, and one

peck of herd's gra-s (timothy) to the acre. Here,

permit me to observe, that innumerable are the in-

stances in this country, where the farmer fails in

his grass crops by not allowing seed enough ; and

what is worse, the little he does give, with a spar-

ing hand is suffered to take its chance under that

pest of agriculture called the bush harrow, which

not only drags stones and other loose matters into

heaps, hut leaves the soil dead and heavy, and

does not cover the seed deep enough to strive

with our July drought effectually."

We have, however been verbally assured by

very correct and scientific agriculturists, that 6 or

7 pounds of clover seed, where the ground is highly

manured is amply sufficient, and that by exceeding

that quantity, the plants so shade and stifle each

other, that there is little substance in the bay made

from them. No doubt much depends on the qual-

ity and richness of the soil. The poorer the soil

the greater the quantity of grass seed. Clover

seed of a bright yellow, with a good quantity of

the purple and brown colored seed among it

(which shows the maturity of the seed) should be

preferred.
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COM M U NICATTON S.

Among the many excellent productions, which have !>een pub-

lished against intemperance, we have seen nothing superior to

the following.—Editor.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

In vindication of myself, and the family to

which I belong, I come before the public, and

shall, without equivocation or reservation, make a

statement of facts. I have some enemies, and

many of mv friends misrepresent the truth. As-

sociations, ridicule and satire, poetry and prose,

paragraphs and pamphlets, have been employed

to render my character infamous. I am accused

of being the cause of nearly all the pauperism that

now exists ; and not only of destroying the peace,

harmony, and prosperity of familes, rendering

them wretched and miserable beyond description,

but destroying the human race by thousands. But

notwithstanding, I am persecuted and charged

with the greatest crimes, I am still a friend to

truth and mankind. It is true, that, from the pu-

rity of my nature, I shall never submit to any

abuse whatever, without reacting with severity

—

without punishing the otfender, according to his

demerits. I never intrude myself on any person
;

and when I am forced into company, I treat all,

both friends and foes, with the utmost impartiality.

As to my parentage, I can boast of great antiquity,

and my family relations are numerous some of

which rank high in the catalogue of fame. But,

for the facts

—

It is acknowledged, that I possess all the pow-

er and influence, with which my enemies have

charged me. I am the strongest of the strong. I

am a Spirit, with which it is dangerous to tam-

per. I search the inmost recesses of the body,

and when I get the possession of the man, I keep

it, and cling fast to his vitals, in defiance of all the

aids of physicians, even a long time after the pa-

tient shall have relinquished every disposition and

desire to abuse me. I change the character of

man and bring him low. I cause his hands to

shake, and his knees to tremble ; his tongue to

stammer, and his limbs to refuse their office. I

bring his body into a state of incipient corruption

while living. I deform beauty, expel reason,

drown the memory, destroy the understanding,

and convert the man of science into a disgusting

idiot. And to complete the climax, I destroy by

untimely and shameful death, sometimes directly
;

but generally by inflicting some painful disease,

beginning with tremor in the hands, noises in the

head, inflamed eyes, headach, languor, sickness at

the stomach, vomiting, dyspepsy, bloated visage,

&c, and ending in gout in all its forms, obstinate

sores in the extremities, pain and stiffness in the

limbs, obstructions in the liver, consumption, drop-

sy, palsy, or apoplexy :— but in any case, my
friends are ever ready to acquit me, and to assign

some other cause foreign from the truth.

Now, all this I acknowledge, yea more, yet, I

plead innocence. As before observed, I intrude

myself on no person ; but I am forceti into com-

pany, and abused by those who know me, even by

those, who believe me to be a poison to the body,

a devil to the soul, and indirectly, a thief to the

purse. I have been abused by all orders of men,

from the Prince on the Throne to the slave, more

or less, Justices, Lawyers, Sheriffs, Farmers, Me-
chanics, Physicians, Priests, and People. On all

public days my friends are intruding upon me.

—

Sometimes, when an officer was to be elect-

ed, I have been used as a bribe—even in some

towns, I doubt whether a representative was ever

chosen, but, that, I was introduced (call it bribery

if you please,) and, frequently, so shamefully

abused, that in vindicating nay power and purity, I

have laid, even some of my best friends, prostrate

in tLe streets ; while others were stimulated to

commit indecencies, unworthy of rational beings;

as a retributive punishWent for their transgres-

sions. Where is there a town meeting, a military

review, or any collection of men assembled for

business, and I am not abused? Too often I am
called upon in the chambers of the sick and dying,

and at funerals ; but most of all abused in tippling

houses.

Retailers of drams from interested motives ap-

pear to be my friends, but abuse me most shame-

fully :—They seem ready and willing to assist in

destroying a Iran's good name, bis property, and"

his life for a trifling sum ; and all this, for fear, on

their refusal, that some other person would obtain
|

the base reward. Will they sell arsenic to their
j

insane neighbors, for the known purpose of sui-

cide, because on refusal, the poison might be pur-

chased at another place ? The two cases are par-

allel.

The wise of the land, the Law makers, are

careful to impose on me, only a small tax—wheth-

er from a knowledge of my power and influence,

or from interest, or because I rid the world of a

vast number of useless beings, who are a plague

to themselves, a curse to their families, a nuisance

in society, anil a heavy charge to the inhabitants,

or some other cause, let them answer for them-

selves.

In the nature of things there is no evading my
punishment for every abuse, whether great or

small. You may as well eclipse the sun by hold-

ing up your hand, or stop the foam of Niagara, as

to arrest my power and tendency to disgrace, af-

flict, and punish offenders
;
yet, such is the infatu-

ation of my friends, that the Lawyer, and the

Clown, the Farmer, and the Beggar, the Phy-

sician, and the Tinker, meet on equal terms at

dram shops, the sinks of society and pollution.

—

The truth is plain, they are their own destroyers,

both of soul, body, and estate—they commit a lin-

gering suicide, and involve their families in the ut-

most wretchedness. Hence sottish idleness, pain-

ful disease, loss of reputation, lying, fraud, theft,

obscenity, infamy, bruises, quarrelling, fighting,

swearing, debt, rags for clothing, premature old

age, stupidity, disgusting idiocy, confinement in

hospitals, in work houses, and in prisons, murder,

suicide, and the gallows, are but the effects of their

own wilful abuses of my power, and " eternity will

unfold the consequences."

It must not be forgotten, however, in the whirl-

wind of excitement, that, I am to some in a state

of exhaustion and great debility— after exposure
to wet and cold— to the aged, and those who are

" ready to perish," a valuable and salutary assist-

ant, affording much relief.

And now, gentlemen, as I punish every offend-

er by laws, which are established by the reason

and nature of things, according to the magnitude

and number of offences against my dignity and
power, you will do well to adopt this motto :

abuse not, •'' touch not, taste not," There is no com-
pounding in tiT.'S case—no middle course to be

pursued. Should you plunge your hand into boil-

ing water, would you withdraw it by degrees ?—
The continuance of a practice, fraught with so
much evil in tendency and effect, is not necessary
in any of tire common concerns of life. It is true,

that a stimulus, at times, creates artificial vivacity

and strength ; but they are invariably followed

with depression ; and of course, injurious to the
constitution. The farmers, the favored children

of heaven, whose profession is the most important
of any, and as ancient as time, should instantly

abandon every step, which has a tendency to in-

temperance ; as incompatible with their interest,

and the high station in which they are placed.

Could the inebriate behold himself in the mir-

ror of truth, and there see, pictured in true colors,

his folly, degradation, filthiuess, and acquired in-

famy, in consequence of his wilful course of in-

temperance, he would be ashamed, and like the

bird of night, seek obscurity ; but unfortunately,

intemperance envelops the understanding with a

dark cloud, and renders him incapable of anything

worthy of a being, so dignified as man. It is a
truth, that inebriation effectually ruins the human
constitution, alienates the affections of friends, des-

troys the peace and prosperity of families, over-

whelming them in distressing penury, and invites

the neglect and contempt of all, except those im-

mersed in crime.

Every tippler has entered the broad road to in-

finny and uulamented death, and has enrolled

himself in the black catalogue of drunkards, now
amounting to more (according to estimation) than

35,000 in the New England States. In the com-
monwealth of steady habits, Massachusetts, there

are 3,500 paupers, reduced by inebriation, and

supported at the annual expense of 180,000 dol-

lars.

Honest men sometimes fail by unforeseen losses

and misfortunes, and rise again ; but the man who
fuils in consequence of tippling, fulls to rise no
more. When a man is frequently seen at the

dram shop, it is high time for his creditors to eall

for their money.

As intemperance is contagious and easily ac-

quired ; and as it unhinges the mind and unfits

the man for every purpose, for which he was
made—shun every infected place—shun the " ap-

pearance of evil." Every appearance of intoxica-

tion in a man is sufficient to slam]) him with sus-

picion. What trust can be placed in that man,
who has no regard for his own character ? The
inebriate forfeits all confidence ; alienates his

place in society, and in the scale of beings, sinks

into disgrace, becomes a corrupter of youth, a

teacher of wickedness, and follows the path of

crime " to the chambers" of shameful " death ;"

leaving behind him a name, which his friends

wo'uld wish to forget.

If what has ^been said will not convince you,

look for a moment, into that temple of corruption,

the tippling house, where crime is taught in " ter-

rible perfection ;" and where the atmosphere is

charged with vapors, as black, and offensive, as

those ascending from Vulcan's furnace :—There

you may see men, ouce of reputation and afflu-

ence, now sunk into the depths of depravity and

poverty, drinking deadly libations, worshipping at

the altar of their idol— a consuming god :—There

you may see a motley group of beings, in the

shape of men, with reddened eyes, clothed with

rags, enveloped in filth, calling upon Bacchus in

broken accents, with nicotianic slaver blackening

their blasphemous lips, performing their midnight
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orgies ! But I forbear—the picture is too appal-

ling— I turn from it with abhorrence.

To conclude—you all know me, and know the

consequences of transgression ; and you know that

I punish for every abuse—therefore be wise, anil

observe the motto : abuse not, " touch not, taste not"

To pursue the thorny way of intemperance is

crime, poverty, disease, and death ; but, to walk

the smooth path of temperance is virtue, wealth,

health, and life—pursue it, and victory is jours

—

a glorious victory over the disordered appetites.

Your obedient servant,

SIR RICHARD RUM.
Mansfield, Feb. J). M. 5329.

FOR THE MEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HEMP.
Mr J.B.Russell—When I made you the com-

munication on the subject of hemp, it was my in-

tention to have inserted a note, giving an extract

of a letter which I received in 1824, testing the

comparative strength of our hemp with the Rus-

sian. Will you please to insert what follows in a

note referring to that part of my communication
which states the comparative strength of the two
kinds of hemp, and oblige yours, &c,

SAM. LATHROP.
West Springfield, 6th April, 1829.

Extract of a Letter from F. C. Tucker, of New
York, dated Dec. 7, 1824.

" The following statement is intended to exhib-

it the comparative strength of Connecticut river

and Russia hemp, made into ropes of 4A inches in

circumference, based upon the result of an experi-

ment made upon ropes of 2 :̂ - inches in circumfer-

ence.

A rope of 2J inches, made of Con-
necticut river hemp, broke with 3209 lbs.

One of the same size, made of Rus-
sia hemp, broke with 3118 '

Difference in favor of Connecticut

river hemp 91 '

A rope 4^ inches in circumference

made of Connecticut river hemp, would
require to break it 12,836 '

And a rope of the same size, made
of Russia hemp, would require 12,472 '

Difference in favor of Connecticut

river hemp , 364 '

This difference would allow a deduction of full

one-eighth of an inch from the size of the

rope made of Connecticut river hemp, and it still

would have equal strength to the 4^ inch rope

made of Russia hemp.

A 4J inch rope, 120 fathoms, weighs
560 lbs" at 10 cents $56,00
A 4| inch rope do 532 lbs. 53,20

Difference 2,80

or equal to half a cent per lb."

FOR THE SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

GRAFTING CHERRY TREES.
Mr Fessendew--I do not recollect that any

person has described in your paper the best mode
.cf grafting cherry trees. I have a mode, but do
not know whether it is the best, and wish to know
if any one has a better.

Cherry and plum trees are alike difficult to graft

OD, as the bark does not split freely, but t< un like

cloth. In the spring of 1 82-3, I procured mans
kinds of plum scions of Capt. Hyde, of Newton,
which I set in March. Scarcely one he

and all kimls have borne except the < '.ma da plum.
I also grafted many cherries, which took and
lived well. Last spring I bad about nine trees,

headed anil grafted. The scions all lived and did

Well, except two trees, the scions for which were
cut 4 or 5 days before using. Of these none
lived. The si-ions of cherries, like isvi^'s for bud-
ding, ought to be cut the day they arc used, I

have the Tartareans, Oxhearts, &c, growing on
wild cherries, both the black and red stocks.

My method of grafting is this. Take clay, pre-

pared as for all other kinds of grafting. Then
proceed in the same manner as in other cleft graft-

ing on the heads or stocks of cherry tree-, u.-ing a

wide thin shoe knife ; which drive down as far as
it is intended that the scion shall go. This cuts
the bark smooth. The clay must be bound on
with rags or tow, or it will become wet, freeze,

crack, and crumble off, and then death is the por-

tion of the scion. The knife must be wide, thin,

and sharp for grafting plum or cherry trees ; and
the clay kept bound on tight and snug. This be-
ing done, and done in season, scions arc as sure
on cherry trees as on the apple tree.

Last spring I grafted my cherry trees the 15th
of March. Then it was so cool I had to warm
the clay in a kettle over the fire, and use a fur-

nace to warm water over. I related the above
manner of grafting to Capt. Francis A. Pickering.

He sent for scions, and followed my directions in

grafting the small, low, wild, sour, red cherries.

He told me afterwards that they lived as well as
apple scions. Wild cherry tree stocks should be
grafted at the ground.

T Have peaches, apricots, and mulberries, graft-

ed on plum stocks. I had pears growing on the

hazle, or hop hornbine tree, but by misfortune,

they were destroyed. I intend bringing some
scions I have never seen advertised, viz. The
Warren apple is a large, juicy, good apple, and I

trust but little known to any distance. It is the

most prolific apple here, bears well on poor soils,

and bears yearly. It is a large, green, flat, juicy-

apple, and keeps till January. It has a branchy
top, and must not be grafted at the ground. The
Mackay Sweeting is of all the largest sweet apple

for winter, nearly twice as large as the Baldwin,

and of an orange color. The Mammoth Spice is

larger than the Robust Greening, a good bearer,

of a beautiful dark striped red, a fall apple. The
Star Sweeting is of an orange color, about the size

of the Baldwin, ripe soon after the Sopsavines,

and a good bearer. Roberts Well apple is larger

than the Baldwin, surpasses it in beauty, and
keeps much longer.

Much can be done in beautifying the colors of

fruit, by combining nature and art. To make a

brilliant red Baldwin, the scions should be set in

trees that bear red apples ; a green or yellow ap-

ple tree stock diminishes its beauty, but red tends

to beautify the colors of the Baldwin. I have

seen scions taken from one tree, and set in pale

green, and red tree stocks. The apples they pro-

duced bore no resemblance to each other on these

two trees. I have two trees near each other, the

scions taken at Capt. Hyde's, all of the Robust
Greenings ; one was grafted in a green, crabbed,

late apple, which hears a remarkably large apple,

keep* till February
; the other grafted into a email

yellow sweet apple, irery early. Thii produces
yellowish njeen applet about the size of the Bald-
win, ripe iu O tober, and gone in November.
This proves that winter apples will not do well on

i

early summer Blocks.

Vour friend and bumble servant,
Weston, March 20, 1829. J. W.

WEW ENGLAJfD PARMER.
boston, Friday" april 17, 1829.

.lid to Agriculture in Connecticut solicit. .

Hartford Couoty Agricultural Society have deter.
mined to present a Memorial to the i^L'i-latore of
Connecticut, requesting such an appropriation of
money from the State Treasury, as may be com-
petent to the successful encouragement of Agricul-
ture and the Domestic .\r<; and have proposed

1

a
bill that an annual appropriation of money, not ex-
ceeding twenty-five hundred dollars, be made for

that purpose to be awarded in premiums,

Loss of Sheep in Nantucket.—The Nantucket
Inquirer gives it as the opinion of many that the
severity of the past winter, had caused the death
of one-fourth part of the sleep owned upon that

island ;
and that those which perished during and

since the storm of the 22nd of March, exceeded in

number all that had died in the course of the win-
ter. And adds, " we have been informed by a
gentleman of strict veracity, and who was an eye
witness to the distressing spectacle, that many of
the sheep were driven by the tremendous force of
the storm to the southern part of the island, and
there remained buried in large numbers in the

snow, many of them with their heads out, and the

crows actually pecking their eyes out before they
were dead !"

Cattle Show at Fawtuxet, It. I.—This exhibition
is advertised to be held on the 14th of Oct. 1829.
The premiums proposed are liberal, and embrace
a great many objects. Amoiig others are $10 for
the greatest crop of Millet : $5 for do of Sugar
Beets; $12 to the person who shall make the
most satisfactory experiment to ascertain the best
mode of raising Indian Corn, in hills, iu rows, or
in ridges; $20 to any person who shall introduce
any Grass, not before cultivated in the State, and
prove its superiority to any other grass now culti-

vated ; $10 to the person who shall prove by ex-
periment the best season and modes of laving

down lands to grass, whether spring, summer, or
fall set ding be preferable, and with or without
grain on different soils : $5 to the person who
shall take tip in the season, on his own farm, the
greatest quantity of good honey, and shall at the

same time exhibit superior skill in the manage-
ment of bees ; $5 to any person who may within

the present season have raised on one piece of

land a thousand or more thrifty mulberry trees ;

$10 for the largest quantity of Raw Silk. &:c. &c.

The Climate of the Middle States compared with

that of Great Britain, in reference to the productions

of Horticulture A valuable article, headed as

above, has been published in the N. Y. Farmer,

and Horticultural Repository, for March, written

by J. Buel, Esq. of Albany. This we intend to

republish as soon as we can spare room in our

columns, which are at present devoted to discus-

sions, &c. appropriate to this season of the year.
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Silk and Silk Worms.—The Pennsylvania So-

ciety for the Promotion of the Culture of Mulber-

ry Trees, and the raising of Silk Worms, have

sent to France for an experienced workman, to

teach the mode of winding silk from cocoons, &o.

and state that they have reason to believe that

one will arrive in time for attending to this busi-

ness in the course of this year. They state that a

fund will be established for the purchase of co-

coons, at such prices as will enable the Society to

continue their efforts, without encroaching on the

small capital which they have at command. They
regret that this will not permit them to buy at a

in soft water, with soap as above, and dye in the

same manner. The husks may be used for the

buff dye, after the kernels are formed ; but it is

only when they are almost imperceptible that the

whole fruit is used, and the brightness of the buff

color diminishes as the husk ripens, till, when
'quire ripe, the dye is most like nankeen.

It is thought that this, which was discovered by

accident many years ago, is not generally known
;

and that being a permanent, cheap, and easily

procured dye, it may be useful, and supersede, in

some measure, foreign dyeing stuff. The soap

used was white or brown Windsor, and common
price amounting to a bounty, but they will give the

j
mottled, whichever was at hand. Hot water

just value of the several qualities which may be offer-

ed for sale. Cocoons differ greatly in quality,

owing to the nature of the food on which the

seemed not to answer so well as cold in making
the dye, as it was less bright ; but once dyed,

nothing ever was found to efface the color. A
worms are fed, and to the great care taken of: dyer would easily find the proportions, and, per.

them during their short existence. The Society haps, some alkali instead of that of the soap. But

beg leave to refer for ample instructions as to if tried at all, it is particularly requested that the

their management, to the pamphlet which they directions here given may be strictly followed at

published last year, which may be had of Carey, \first, as they are exactly given by the person who
Lea & Carey, corner of Fourth and Chesnut

J is thought to have made the discovery. Mus)in,lin-

streets, and also of E. Littell, No. 136 Chesnut en, cambric muslin, and calico, were tried ; it did

street. This pamphlet has been republished in not discharge the colors of printed cottons,

the current volume of the New England Farmer, ( The husks may be gathered during September
commencing page 44. land most of October. Whether any use can be

made of them when dry, or whether the dye can

be made and kept till the young chesnuts arePreservation of Melons, &fc. from Bugs.—The
following was published in our paper in Septem- ready, has not been ascertained.—^Mech. Mag
ber, but may be new to some of our readers ; and
may have slipped the memory of others, who
have before read it.

Mr Fessenden— I have found it almost impos-
sible to raise melons on my grounds, and I was

German Polish for Furniture.—Melt an ounce

of black rosin, and a quarter of a pound of yellow

wax in an earthen pipkin, and pour in by degrees,

two ounces of spirits of turpentine : when the

whole is well incorporated, put it in an earthen
much pleased to learn last week, from a person i jar, and keep it closa covered for use. When
in Northampton, that " melon seed soaked 24

J

you use it, spread a little of it on the furniture

hours in a decoction of tobacco, will be effectual-

ly protected from bugs." My informant has so
prepared seed for many jr.(ira, and assured me
that it was a complete prevention. A. M. T.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

with a woollen cloth, and rub it well in. In a

few days the polish will be as hard and bright as

varnish.

—

Mech. Mag.

London Yeast The yeast which is employed
in London is obtained from the brewers, and
hence is often tainted with the hop mixture. In

BEST TIME FOR DESTROYING CATER- other partS) Buch> for example, as Edinburgh, the
1 bakers make use of an artificial yeast, prepared in

Mr Editor—The season for the appearance the following manner, which is quite free from
of the caterpdlar, so unsightly, and, unmolested, so any such taiutj and ansvvers the pUrp0Se of fer-
injurious to fruit trees, reminds me of the best mentation equally well. To 10 lbs. of flour they
time for their destruction. By experience I have

[
add tvvo ?allons of boiling water . thev stjr it we„

on copper, of the various public buildings of the
city. These sketches are executed with uncom-
mon neatness and accuracy, and comprise among
them views of sixteen of the principal Churches in

Boston.

The work commences with an Introductory His-
tory of the City—and then proceeds to give a con-
cise account of its municipal government its

Schools—Public Libraries—Newspapers, and oth-

er periodicals—Charitable, Literary, and other So-
cieties—Public Buildings, Bridges, and Hospitals

—its Trade and Commerce— its Islands, and the

towns in the vicinity—Places of amusement—Re-
cent and projected Improvements— its Hotels—

a

list of Stages and Post Coaches— with many oth-

er subjects of general interest, both to the resident

and traveller—and concludes with a copious In-

dex.

The industrious publisher has our best wishes
for the success of a work not unworthy of being
ranked with the more expensive European compi-
lations of a similar description.

—

Stat.

The Philadelphia Agricultural Society have dis-

tributed to members and others, a quantity of to-

bacco seed raised at Germantown, from seed sent

to the Society from Cuba.

ERRATUM.
In our last paper, page 298, in Mr Lathrop's article on

Hemp, instead of" if the seed cracks easily," it should read " if

the reed," &c.

French Grapes.

A few bundles first quality Vines, for sale at COPELAND'S
POWDER STORE, 65 Broad St.

Also POWDER, SHOT, BALLS, FLINTS, &c, as usual,

at wholesale and retail, ou the most favorable terms.

April 17 4t

Early Potatoes, fyc.

Just received at the Seed Store, connected with the New
England Farmer, 62 North Market Street, Boston, several
barrels Early English Frame Potatoes ; alsoj Chenango, and
the true English Kidney Potatoes—several varieties of the
finest Field Corn for planting—Asparagus Roots, 75 cents per
100, in fine order for transplanting.

found them uniformly in their nests at mid-day, !

into a „-fte . thpv iet thi, „.:„,,. ' 'j
f..„ „• '

.
j

genuineness of the sorts, as they are all cul
.

J
,

J' into a paste
,
tney let tl)is mixture stand tor seven [personally , by the proprietor. The fob tvwhen the sun shines clear and warm, until more hourSj amI then au(] about a qllart of yeast_ In

*
part of

*'
e ,

*
t

.

v

than half grown. At this time they may be rolled
i about six or eight houls th is mixture, if kept in a

in their nest with ease, as far as they can be

reached by the aid of a ladder, or otherwise, and
cast to the ground, where they are easily destroy-

ed. This may be generally known ; if so, no
harm is done, otherwise you will give it such no-

tice as you may think proper.

ONE OF YOUR SUBSCRIBERS.
April 1829.

A permanent buff or nankeen dye for muslin , lin-

en, cotton, and, probably silk or woollen, from Horse
Chesnuts.—For the buff color, take the whole
fruit, husk and all, when quite young (perhaps
about as large as a small cherry ;) cut it small, and
put it into cold soft water, with as much soap as

warm place, ferments, and produces as much
yeast as will bake an hundred and twenty quar-

tern loaves.

—

lb.

Secret in buying.—Buy in winter and sell in

summer whatever is bought and sold by liquid

measure. Thirty-two gallons of spirits, bought in

winter, will, without being in the least diluted,

make thirty-three in summer. The reason is that

all bodies, fluids especially, expand with heat and
contract with cold.

Bowen's Picture of Boston.—This elegant and
very useful publication has been recently so high-
ly extolled in the city journals, that it can be hard-

will just cloud or discolor the water. When deep ly necessary for us to recommend it to public pat-
enough, pour off the clear part, and dip whatever ronage. It is a very neat volume of 250 pages
is to be dyed, till it is the color required. and contains a Map of Boston with the latest im- Apple Trees

For the nankeen color, take die husks of the provements another Map of Boston and its envi-\
ofthe firsl <

l
uall

'

t
.
v

>
engrafted, labelled, and for sale, from the

fruit only ; cut or break them small ; steep them
|

rons—and about thirty-two engravings, principally T^prfl
i

1

n

7
Framin» l,am VillaSe -

3,

J
-
ADAMS.

Scions of Superior Fruits.

Just received at the Seed Store, connected with the
New England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street, an
extensive collection of scions, of the finest fruits cultivated
in this country, and comprising also many of the superior
fruits of Mr Knight and Dr Van Mons. They are all cut
from bearing trees, from an extensive fruit garden in this
vicinity; and the utmost reliance can be placed on the

as they are all cut, and packed,
comprises

part <

"

PEARS.
Vert Longue, Marie Louise, Forelle, Urbaniste, Fon-

dante d'Ete, Capiaumont, Napoleon, Passe Colmar, Har-
denpont, Bartlett, Charles d'Autriche, Ambrette, (a fine
winter table pear) Crasanne, Chaumontel, Broca's Ber-
gatnot, Messire Jean, Seckle, Swan's or Moor Fowl Egg,
Echasserie, Epargne, Green Catharine, Brown Beurre,
Virgoleuse, Andrews or Gibson, Jargonelle, Green Chisel,

Iron, Dr Hunt's fine baking pear, Beurre de Roi, Rush-
more's Bon Cretien, Gansel's Bergamot, Early Juneaung,
&c.

APPLES.
Ribstone Pippin, Priestley, (large sweet) Early Harvest

(finest early table apple) Royal, (large andfine) Mary-
gold, Hubbardston Nonsuch, Swaar, Imperial Table Ap-
ple, (from Germany) Garden, Gardner's Sweeting, Grand
Sachem, R. I. Greening, Roxbuiy Russet, N. Y. Green-
ing, Baldwin, Giliiflower, &c.
The above scions are all well packed in earth, and are for

sale in any quantities, distinctly labelled, at 6 cents each. -

April 10
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Grape Vines.

The subscriber offers for sale, Grapo Vine* of several

varieties, the produce of his garden, in Dorchester ;

—

among them are the following:

Isabella, White Muscat,

Sweetwater, Black Hamburg,
Black Cape, Elba,

Queen, White Chassalas,

Early Oval, Muscatel.

They are principally of one year's growth, from cuttings

only, (which are much better than layers of two or even

three yeirs old,)—were planted under his direction and

superiiitendance, are warranted genuine, and are in a

healthy and vigorous state.

The subscriber purposes to continue the cullivation of

such varieties of the foreign and native Vines as are

suited to this climate, and that will thrive in the open

ground in town or country.

Application may be made to the subscriber at his office,

No. 7 1-2, Congress street, or at the garden to Patrick

Kennedy. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6w

Fresh Hemp Seed.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52
North Market Street, a lew barrels of American Hemp Sead,of
last year's growth.— Also, one barrel of Iresh Riga Flax Seed,
well known to be superior to the common American Flax.

JAMES BLOODGOOD & CO.'s
Nursery, at Flushing, Lung Island, near JVew York.

The subscriber will receive and transmit orders for any

quantity, or variety, of

Fruit and Forest Trees,

Flowering Shrubs,

and
"""

Plants,

and the same will be delivered here, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser; the bills may be paid to him.

Messrs Bloodgood & Co. attend personally to the ino-

culating and engrafting of all their fruit trees, and purcha-

sers may rely with as much confidence as they can upon

any nursery, that the trees and shrubs they order, will

prove genuine. ZEBEDEE COOK, Jr.

7 1-2, Congress street.

Boston, March 13, 1829. 6t

Frail and Ornamtntal Trees.

SAMUEL HVDE offers for sale at his Nursery, in

Newton, near Boston, a good assortment of Fruit and
Forest Trees, Ornamental Shrubs, &c, comprising apples,

pears, peaches, cherries, apricots, nectarines, plums, black I

mulberries, English black cunants, English walnuts, but-

ternuts, horse chesnuts, filberts, (French and Spanish)
calalpas, silver firs, spruce, larch, weeping willows, al-

theas, rose acacia, lilacs, daphnes, senna, roses, honey-
suckles, See. Orders direcled to Samuel Hyde, Newton,
will be promptly attended to. Trees will be delivered in

Boston free of expense for transportation. Catalogues
furnished gratis by J. B. Russell, No. 52 North Market
Street, Boston, and at the Nursery in Newton.
March 27 -It

Red and White Clover Seed.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street,

5000 lbs. Red Clover Seed,
500 lbs. Dutch White Honeysuckle Clover, (imported.)

Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Lucerne,
Foul Meadow, Hemp and Flax Seed, &c, &c.
March 27 tf

Cow for Sale.

A fine cow, half blooded, Coelebs breed, is offered for sale at

Hie House of Industry farm, South Boston— Also, a three-

fourths blood Calf. Inquire ofWM. STONE, Superintendent.

April 3, 18i9. 4t

JVew Vegetable.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52

North Market Street, a small quantity of Sir John Sinclair's
Nf.w Bkkt, from London. This is presumed la be die fat
seed of this fine vegetable, ever brought into New England.—
For sale in papers ol 12 1-2 cents each, or in larger quantities.

Kenrick JVarseries in Newton, near Boston.

For sale, at the Kenrick Nurseries, in

Newton, an extensive assortment of Apples,

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Apricots,

Nectarines, White Mulberries, Grape Vines,

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, &c. Also,

about 150 varieties of the most ornamental hardy trees

and shrubs—including nearly 50 superb varieties of hardy

roses, comprising white and red moss—single yellow,

double do—yellow Austrian—red and yellow Austrian

—

black mottled, sable, Tuscany, and other varieties of the

blackest roses—Unique White Provence, &c.
Also, Greville Roses, and Wilmot's Superb

Strawberries.
Apple Trees of extra sizes—also Flowering Horse

Chestnuts, and some other sorts.

Written orders directed to John or William Ken-
kick, Newton, will he received by the daily mail, and

promptly attended to—or they may be left at Mr Joseph

Bridge's Grocery and Seed Store, No. 60, Court street,

Boston, where, on application, catalogues will be delivered

gratis—or, catalogues may be obtained of Mr J. B. Rus-

sell, at the New England Farmer office. epSw

For Sale,

A valuable Real F.state in Milton, 9 miles from Boston,

on the road leading from Boston to Taunton, Bridgewater,
and New Bedford, containing upwards of 200 acres of the

variety of lands and fruits suitable for a good farm, well

watered, with good substantial buildings. Said farm is

calculated to suit a gentleman of taste, or an enterprising

young man for a milk establishment, being an excellent

grass farm. The purchaser may have, including the build-

ings, from 100 acres to the whole.
As the above described property contains a large portion

of valuable wood land, the purchaser may be accommodated
with more or less of that part. The place will be sold at

a fair price, with or without a very valuable stock and
farming utensils.

Also, for sale, or to be let, opposite the above named
premises, a large, convenient Dwelling Hou ;e, with a

good Bake House and out buildings, very pleasantly situ-

ated for a country seat or a good stand for a store or

country baking, with as much land as may be wanted for

the accommodation ol the same. For further information,

inquire of the Editor, of Parker H. Pierce No. 95 Slate

street, of Nathaniel Blake at Indian Queen Tavern, Brom-
field street, of A. M. Withington, Roxbury, or Nathan-
iel Tucker on the premises.

April 10 'tf

Household Furniture Cheap.

I Phoenix Furniture Warehouse, near the Square, Main Street,

Charleslown.

FOSDICK & CARTER, inform their friends and the pub-

lic, that they have on hand, and for sale, an extensive assort-

ment of Furniture, viz. Bureaus, Secretaries, Beds, Bedsteads,

Tables, Chairs, Solas. Couches, Carpeting, Wash Stands. Brass

Fire Sets, Waiters, Knives, Forks, Bellows, and Brushes.

—

Also, a constant supply of Live Geese and Common Feathers,

by the bale or otherwise. Also, they manufacture and keep
constantly for sale, a general assorlmenl ol Looking Glasses, by

wholesale or retail, wall almost every article for house keeping,

all which they will sell extremely low lor cash. Purchasers aie

invited to call and examine.

P. S. Portrait and Picture Framing, executed in the best

manner, and at short notice, as above. 6t

Charleslown, April 3, 1829.

Large Scotch Gooseberry Bushes and Hawthorns, tf&

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

52 North Market street, by the ship Camillus, from Gree-
oock, and Napoleon, from Liverpool, 15,000 Hawthorns,
for live fencing, and about 500 superior Scotch and Lan-
cashire Gooseberry Bushes ;—the Hawthorns $5 per

thousand ; the Gooseberry Bushes, put up in lots of six

roots, of the largest and finest sorts, with names—speci-

mens of the fruit, as large as Egg Flums, American
growth, from the imported roots, in sealed bottles, may be
»een at the store—price $1 50 per lot of six roots.

Likewise, two barrels of superior fresh Lucerne Seed,
warranted ; one cask of large Potato Oats ; and one cask

of fine London Split Peas, for culinary purposes.

Fruit Trees, &/c.

N. DAVENPORT has for sale, at his Nursery in Mil-

ton, a large collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Green

House Plants, &c. His collection of Peach, Plum, and

Almond Trees, he considers not excelled in this vicinity :

and the collection of other fruits is good. Orders sent to

his Nursery in Milton, or left with J. B. Russell, at the

New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52, North Market
street, Boston, where a list of the trees can be seen, will

be executed at the customary prices. ep6w

Goodwin's Town Officer.

In press and will be published without delay, a new and much
improved edition ol ihe above work, containing all the laws rel-

ative to the power and duties of Municipal officers, together

with the decisions of the Supreme Judicial Court upon these

subjects. Orders for the above work may be addressed to Rich-

ardson & Lord, Boston, or to the publishers, Dorr & Howland,

Worcester. 3t April 3.

Seeds for Country Dealers.
Trader! in the country, who may wish lokeep an aasortmeat

ofGarden See-!'. f»r »ale, are informed ihev on I* furnished
at the New BeWand Farmer office, No.52 North Market street,

Boston, »idl We- containing a complete assortment of la*
seeds mostly oscd in a kitchen garden, on a< favorable terms as
ihcy tan be Mrehascd in Ibis country, neatly done up in small
papen, al 6 aad 12 cents each—warranted to t<e ol in* growls*
of 1828, and "i the furrM quality. Or.iAX 1ST AL Flower
S> » us will lie ad led on the »me term., uneu ordered, as well
as i'KAS, Brans, Eari.t Whits. Sweet Cobs, fce, ol doV
ferent sons.

[TJ* ''"be Seeds vended at this establishment" »re pot op on a
new plan this year, each package being accompanied wills,

short directions on its management, and p*eke*i m the nearest
si) le —Traders arc requested to call and eiaroiue for them-
selves, eplf Jan. 23.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.

This day received al the .New England Farmer Seed Store,
52 North Market street, 20 bushels ol '1 all Meadow Oai Gram
Seed, at 32,50 per bushel.

Crockery, Glass, and CJiina Ware.

Ephraim B. McLaughlin, 4 Dock Square, has for sale, aa
elegant assortment of newest patterns in the above line, which

arc offered al low prices for cash. Country merchants and
others are invited to call. eptf mar27

Farm for Sale or Ltt.

In Saugus, 6 miles from Charleslown Bridge, known
by the name of the Boynton farm, containing about 100

acres of Land, a good House, Barn, and other out buildings

—well watered, and equally divided into mowing and Ul-

lage—usually cut from 40 to 60 tons hay.

For particulars, inquire of C. Felton, Warren Bridgsj

Toll House, Charleslown. March 27 tf

PRICES OF COUNTRY
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MISCELLANIES.

Marriage.—There is an excellent book by De-

foe, the author of " Robinson Crusoe," called "The
Complete English Tradesman ;" and in it, an ad-

mirable chapter, entitled " Of the Tradesman's

marrying too soon." In this he says " It was a

prudent provision which our ancestors made in

the indentures of tradesmen's apprentices, that

they should not contract matrimony during their

apprenticeship!. Doubtless our forefathers were

better acquainted with the advantages of frugality

than we are. Hence we find them very careful

to prescribe to their youth such rules and meth-

ods of frugality and good husbandry, as they

thought would best conduce to their prosperity.

—

Among these rules, this was one of the chief, viz :

' that they should not wed, before they had sped.' "

When a young tradesman, says the same author,

in Holland or Germany, goes a courting, the first

question the young woman asks of him is, " Are
you able to pay the charges ?" That is to say, in

English, are you able to keep a wife when you
have got her ? What a world of misery it would
prevent if the young women in all countries would
stick to the wisdom of that question ! " Marriage
is not made of mushrooms, but of good round
cakes," is another of the pithy sayings by which
our ancestors conveyed the same great rule of pru-
dence.

April 17, 1829.

Talkative Laborers.—And, let me here step
aside for a moment to observe, that a man can
hardly have a worse quality than that of being
talkative while at work ; or as the country people
call it, mouthy, which is the proper word to desig-
nate the quality. A man may be strong ; he may
be willing ; he may be handy ; but if he be mouthy,
he is a disturber of the peace of the farm house,
and you never can employ him with other men.
His sonorous voice is sure to make all the rest

prick up their ears : they talk too, if not in the
way of emulation, in the way of reply or observa-
tion ; and if you let them alone, you have a col-

loquial assembly rivalling in their way the Catho-
lic association in Ireland. Up go the backs of
them all : not that they want to rest themselves,

or to slight your work ; but they want to reply or

observe upon the interesting points mooted by the
orator. I know a gentleman who says that there
is but one thing worse than writing, and that is

talkii;g. On a farm, I would certainly prefer a
writer to a talker; for then he would indulge his

propensity at times when it would be no detriment
to me.

—

Cobbttt.

Rail Roads.—A second edition of Jackson's
Lecture on Rail Roads, was published a few days
since, by Mr Henry Bowen, and we understand
that the whole edition of 4,000 copies is nearly
exhausted. This edition is in a small neat form,
and afforded at a very moderate price. The
friends of internal improvement in the city^could
in no way probably advance the project of the
contemplated rail roads in this Commonwealth, so
cheaply and effectually, as by giving a general cir-
culation to this pamphlet. It embodies a mass of
facts and experiments, incontestible and convinc-
ing ; and throws much light on a subject, which
is, hereafter, to occupy no small share of the pub-
lic attention. Booksellers in the country and the
friends of rail roads, generally, would do well to
send in their orders immediately.

The sufferings of the reputable poor.—At the

meeting on Saturday afternoon, the following in-

teresting eases were most respectably vouched.
A woman of very tender frame, and whose

modest countenance wore the mark of extreme
suffering, was seen to steal a moment, when she

supposed the eye of her Creator alone was near
her, to pick up and greedily devour some boiled

potatoes, which had been thrown into the street,

with the slops of a kitchen. Her feelings would
not allow her to beg, but starvation drove her to

purloin from the dogs.

A respectable washerwoman, voluntarily con-

fessed to one of her employers that she had been
driven by cold and hunger, to the terrible resort of

pawning a part of the clothing entrusted to her.

A lady went to visit an old acquaintance, and
with some difficulty was admitted into the house.

The friend, who with her in her youth, bad en-

joyed every affluence, was wrapped in a thin cov-

erlet, surrounded by three little children begging
their mother for something to eat. There had
been no fire in the house for four days, and they

had not a particle of food—the children blue with
the cold, and the mother too weak to walk.

Another case was mentioned, of not so recent

existence, where a father was helpless, his wife

sick, one child dead, and another dying, without
food, or clothing, save a few tattered rags, and
some straw.

—

Penn. Gaz.

Prognostics of the Weather.—Red clouds in the

west, at sunset, especially when they have a tint

of purple, portend fine weather. The reason of
which is, that the air when dry, refracts more red

or heat-making rays ; and as dry air is not per-

fectly transparent, they are again reflected in the

horizon. A copper or yellow sunset generally

foretels rain ; but as an indication of wet weather
approaching, nothing is more certain than the halo
round the moon, which is produced by the precip-

itated water ; and the larger the circle the nearer
the clouds, and consequently the more ready to

fall. The old proverb is often correct :

A rainbow in Ihe morning is the shepherd's warning

:

A rainbow at night is the shepherd's delight.

A rainbow can only occur when the clouds,

containing or depositing the rain, are opposite to

the sun ; and in the evening the rainbow is in the

east, and in the morning in the west ; and as our
heavy rains in this climate are usually brought by
the westerly wind, a rainbow in the west indicates

that the bad weather is on the road, by the wind
to us, whereas (he rainbow in the east, proves that

the rain in these clouds is passing from us. When
the swallows fly high, fine weather is to be ex-
pected or continued ; but when they fly low and
close to the ground, rain is almost sure approach-
ing. This is explained as follows: Swallows
pursue the flies and gnats, and flies and- gnats
usually delight in warm strata of air ; and as warm
air is lighter, and usually moister, than cold air,

when the warm strata of our air are high, there is

less chance of moisture being thrown down from
them by the mixture with cold air ; but when the
warm and moist air is close to the surface, it is

almost certain that, as the cold airflows down into

it, a deposition of water will take place

—

Edin,
JWw Phil. Journ.

A gentleman in New York and his family have
been made very sick by eating partridges; which
are found often poisonous at this season of the year.

Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Ifc.
ANDREW PARMENTIER, Proprietor of the Horti-

cultural and Botanical Garden, Brooklyn, New York at
the junction of Flatbush and Jamaica Turnpike, two miles
from the femes, offers 12 of (he most select Table Grapes)
very hardy, of the north of France, at $6 the dozen, with
directions for planting, &.c, or at 75 cents a piece, sepa-
rately—such as they are described in his catalogue H»
also offers for sale Vines at 25 cents each, for vineyards,
warranted to grow. They can be had from the 15th Oc-
tober to the 15th December, and from the 15th March to
the 15th May—a great many have borne fruit this summer
He has a choice assortment of 242 kinds of apples, 190
kinds of superior pears, 71 cherries, 64 peaches, 15 necta-
rines, 85 plums, 18 apricots, 20 goosebenies, &c, some of
very large size and in a line bearing state. Also, apple
trees paradise stock, full of fruit. His collection of orna-
mental and forest trees, and of ornamental shrubs, is of
336 kinds, and more than 200 rose plants, and a fine col-
lection of green house plants.

A. P. will undertake to lay out pleasure grounds and
gardens, and will be happy in showing his port folio to
amateurs, at his establishment of nurseries, which consists
of 24 acres. Orders should be directed to A. Parmenter
at l.is establishment, or to Mr John B. Russell, New
England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52 North Market Street,
Boston, where catalogues may be had gratis,—and of hi*
other agents, in different cities in the Union.
March 27 3t

Fruit Trees.

Messrs WINSHIPS respectfully request
those of the public who may incline to favor
them with their orders the ensuing season, for
fruit and ornamental trees, fancy shrubbery,
herbaceous plants, whether indigenous or ex-

otic, to forward their orders immediately, and they will
be executed with every possible despatch. They also
have several hundred genuine Isabella Grape Vines, by
the hundred or single plant, with the superior Euiopean
kinds in cultivation in this country. Letters directed to
F. & I. Winship, Brighton.

P. S. Asparagus roots from one to four years old.
OtJ- All orders left with J. B. Russell, at the New

England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, will
be executed at the Nursery prices, ai.d the trees delivered
in Boston, free of expense for transportation.

Brighton, March 11, 1829.

Assorted Seeds for Families.
... jl Hie New England Farmer Seed Slore small boxes

of assorted Seeds tor Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains t
package of die following Seeds

:

Enrlv Washington Peas lEong Dutch Parsnip
Dwarf Glue Imperial Peas Large Cabbage Lettuce
Late Marrowfat Peas Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Early Mohawk Dwarf siring Pine-apple Melon
B.KMS

China Dwarf siring and shell

Leans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Earlv Turnip-rooted Beet
Eariy York Cabbage
Large lale Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cahlwe
Red Dutch' Cabbage (for pick

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrol
While Solid Celery
Curled Cress.

Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

Th.- above list, it

getables, besides

Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium

;e While Onion
,;e Red Onion

Curled Parsley
Flal Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Shorl-top Radish
While Turnip Radish
Salsaly

Early Rush Squash
Early While Dutch Turnip
While Flat Turnip

Jlone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

POT HERB SEEDS.
Thyme—Sage—Marjorum.

be seen, comprises all the common ve-
al new varieties of recent introduction,

nd uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the
.ery first quality, as lo freshness and purily. Each box contains
directions for ihe management of the different sorts. Price §S
per box.

Pressed Culinary Herbs.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No. St.

Norih Market street. Culinary Herbs, dried, pressed, and neatly
packed, in parcels, al the following prices :—Sweet Maijoram,
5U els—Summer Savory, 25 els—Thyme, 33 els—Sage, 17 cis
—Celery, (in hollies for soups, &.c,) 25 els—Balm, 33 els

—

Rose Flowers. 51,00. eplf

Published every Friday, at §3 per annum, payable at the
end of die year— bill lliose who pay within sixty days from Ihe
ne of subscribing, arc entitled to a deduction of fifiy cenls.
Primed for J. IT. Russell; by I. R. Butts—by whom

all descriptions of Priming can be executed to meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell,
al the Agricultural Warehouse No. 52 North Market Street.
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HORTICULTURE.
FOB THE NEW ENGLAND FAKMEK.

I And Mr Buel, or any other gentleman who lias 'having grown feeble since. No mccess attended

la nuuihcr of newly originated varieties of apples, ' the efforts made to save the lambs disowned by

varying in their time of ripening, would confer a the dams. Veanin;- i- ucarlv completed, and al-—
favor hy giving a short description of them, in the though there h» a less proportion of hard udders

FINE NATIVE PEAR.
I Farmer. It is the opinion of many persons here,

\

for some days past, there is hick of nourishment
Epargne Pear, in the vicinity of Boston, is by

j ;U|(| pnrticu |arly further up the Susquehanna, that j
for the lambs, md a great proportion die.

most persons considered a native ;
the tree having

, orchards of nat„ra i fru j t) ]a£t much longer than I Nearly all tl.o flocks in this region are affected

thorns is thought to be further proof. This pes*
where gra fle(l treos are planted. But it appears] in the same way as mine. No man baste Id DM

is one of our finest summer fruits, ami is much
, |o m(j t|mt ;f a (] yari of .

_ good variety of newly originated ,
his flock, fed on hay, is in usual good conditio*.

—

cultivated by a few of our beBt farmers. It will
, kintj Sj such as to keep up a succession in ripen- Almost the only flock which has done ukU on

not keep long, decaying sometimes soon at the
j ;ng could be procured, that grafted trees of such i yeaning, to my knowledge, has been kept on a

core ; size and form like a middling sized Jargon- I

kiij( , s wou ,d be fomA w make as lasting orchards gill of corn to each daily, and so much clover that

elle, neck not quite so long, flesh rises a little on
.

as w ,jen the seedI i IIgs or natural fruit is planted,
one side of the stem—color dark green, covered

T||e da[e ofthe or|gin of maliy of the best killds

with some russet; a brown blush on the sunny
of Ies now cu l t ivated is not known—and in the

Bide; as it *..-:is turns yellow, flesh whitish, ^.^ tliey may fai i from the age of the variety
very melting and juicy, flavor between our Jargon-

,

|)ei great_and t think it is high time attention
elle and Sec tie; A great favorite with the mar-

wag -^ b those capablej t0 provide a succes-
ketmen, sells high ; a great and constant bearer

sion frQm new kindg

What is meant by boiling pears or apples ?

What is the most proper and easiest manner to

proceed in planting an orchard, after the triangle,

where the tree has ..Te—scions will not hear for

five, six, and seven years, then increase with their

age. The character ofthe tree is strongly mark

Your friend,

York County, Pa, April, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

M.

ed. You may know it at a great distance ; makes
diamond) or quincunx f„r,„_and what number of

very vigorous wood, tolerably firm, branches grow
han(,Sj Qr w,)at he]p doeg ;t req|lire ?

strong and very upright, resembling the LomlTardy

Poplar more than any other tree—blossom large',

and open—comes in eating the first of Septem-

ber.

Among others, I have myself doubted if this
—

fine fruit was a native variety. I have lately vis- ; DISEASED SHEEP AND LAMBS,

ited the farm of Mr Goddard, in Old Cambridge >** Fessendev—Your correspondents, Messw

and examined the trees. Mrs Goddard stated,
i

Reynolds, and B. will please accept my thanks for

she had eaten fruit from the old tree in the pas- !

thetf communications in your paper of the 3d

ture sixty-five vears since, which is now dead ; ' ty*< I roust beg leave, however, to difler in opin-

suckers from it" have sprung up, and shoots from W from them, in regard to the cause ot the mal-

the first suckers are now growing and bearing the
I

ady which affects, not only my own flock, but a

same fruit as the old tree. Mrs G. also said, the !

great proportion of the flocks in this region,

pears increased in size and quality every genera-
j

The hay salted when put in the barn, was all

tion, (this is probably owing to their being placed !

expended before yeaning commenced. W "lie fed

in richer land.) I cut fine, fair, and large scions
,

oa that, my sheep were in good condition. I he

from a sucker ten feet high, growing under the man who assisted in dividing the flock into the

last generation, (probably will bear this season) ! several yards, at the commencement of winter,

have compared them with the parent tree, and having occasion to handle a part of the flock some

find no difference in the wood. This evidence I
j

of the last days of January, observed, the sheep

think so conclusive, as to leave no doubt with me,
j

were as heavy, and in as good condition, as when

in its right to be ranked a native fruit. Mrs G. in- !

driven to the ham. There is little doubt but too

formed me it was called the Sugar pear. Differ- !
much salt may be forced on animals

;
but these

ent marketmen have presented them in our mar- • sheep licked it, when offered them, when fed on

ket for twenty years, calling them by names most '
the salted hay. Two years ago, my flock was

likely to produce a good sale for them. One of! kept, on experiment, through the winter on 1 lb of

them being told by a gentleman who had eaten I
hay and a gih>f corn to each sheep daily—they

the fine Epanrne pear of Fiance, that the above ' came out in good order, with heavy and tight

fruit resembled them, they immediately adopted fleeces. Every lamb was reared. Soon after my

this name, and it is now only known by it in our salted hay was gone, many ofthe sheep began to

market, and abroad, as the Boston Epargne.— grow poor and feeble ; too large a number of the

As this appellation appears to be established, prob- I

°'der ones died ; several of the lambs, yeaned last,

ably it is a good name for it, but oar country must ! may. and some in the prime of life. Dissection

claim the credit of producing this superior pear. showed, that death was caused by what, tee farm

the stallo have been left. A near neighbor with

a small flock has improved it of late by a quart of

potatoes to each sheep, and so much clover that

the stalks are refused. Those who have fed most

on other food than hay, so far as my inquiries have

extended, have had the best success. Although

there are somtfew, who have escaped hard udders

with hay, but have poor and feeble sheep with

great loss of lambs, and more or less sheep. The

young cattle in this region are many of them af-

fected with the hair falling off from various parts

of the body, fibout the head have appeared warty

excrescences, and eruptions similar to the ring

worm on the human body, and are to be seen in

a great part of the farm yards. The stock, though

bountifully fed. is not in the usual good condition,

at this season ofthe year.

The ab -v. are farts which have been learned

by sad experience, and the most diligent inquiries

in my power to make. They are offered for pub-

lication as well to receive as to give information.

If among your numerous correspondents, any ons

is able to assign a better reason, than the one of-

fered by me, that the malady is occasioned by ths

unwholesomeness of the hay grown and cut in a

very wet season, and in great abundance, the pub-

lic as well as myself will be benefited by receiv-

ing it.

The proximate cause of all this evil is derange-

ment in the digestive organs : whatever may b«

the exciting one. JOHN BARSTOW.
Anson, 7lh April, 1829.

P. S. April 8th—I have this morning examin-

ed a small flock of native and mixed sheep. The

owner says his hay was all secured in good weath-

er, yet there was but one day that any gum was

found on the scythe. The sheep were full fed on

the hay alone, until they grew so poor that extra

food \vas necessary to preserve their lives. Mors

than half his lamb's are dead. Several udders die

in a state of ulceration, with small pustules, not

unlike the chicken pox. Several of the lambs

have very sore- mouths, and the blood was drop-

ping from the mouth of one about 8 weeks old.
1 -

B.

Dorchester, March 27, 1829.

FOR THE KEW ENGLAND FARMER.

: ers, call drying up of the manifolds ; it will amount

to dyspepsy in the human subject. Having be-

come satisfied that a change of food was absolute-

ly necessary to preserve the lives ofthe flock, and

FRUITS, &c. not having a supply of succulent food; the next

(Extract of a Letter from York Counly, Pennsylvania, to the
|
best substitute, in my opinion, was Indian corn.

Editor of the New England Farmer.] About one-half the full allowance of hay was dis-

A description in the- New England Farmer, of I continued, and for nearly four weeks 1J gills have

the newly originated varieties of pears, as you he- been given to each sheep daily, with occasionally

come acquainted with them would be accept- la mess of potatoes. Since this change in diet, the

able.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INDIA RUBBER USEFUL IN PRUNING
AND GRAFTING.

Mr Fessendex—The following fact, discor-

ered bv me, may not, perhaps, be useless to ag-

riculture. Last year I cut off a native gn>i*

vine, which had been set out four years, and w^s

vigorous, in several places, on the first ascending
a mess oi uouuues. ciute uus unuiigc. •" u.^>, >..- * . , . , .,

sheep have evidently improved, but one or two of the sap, about the first ot May. I bound IM
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cut ends over with thin strips of India rubber,

and in every case prevented any escape of sap.
^

I

imagine this substance to be preferable to any oth-

er for binding in buds for grafting, &c.

Yours, &c,
BENJAMIN BELL.

Charlestown, Jipril 16, 1829.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER, April 24, 1S23.

From the American Farmer.

THE GRAPE VINE.

Mr Editor—As the season of the vine is now

at hand, I think it may be ofsome use, or at least

some interest, to many of your readers, to have a

few short rules and observations to direct them in

the culture of that valuable and beautiful plant

—

These I have extracted from French books, and

especially from the " Ecole du Jardin Fruitier," a

work of considerable merit, and of great authority

in France, where the grape is raised of so fine a

quality, and in such abundance. I have added

some remarks of my own, or from other sources,

when the subject seemed to require them.

AN AMATEUR.

NOMENCLATURE.

Our language is somewhat deficient in definite

terms for the Tarious operations performed upon

the vine. It will therefore be proper for me, be-

fore proceeding further, to establish the meaning

of the words I shall have occasion to employ.

The words pruning, lopping, and trimming, are

commonly used indifferently to express the same
thing and different things. There are various dis-

tinct operations to which they may be applied,

and are applied ; and much confusion is the con-

sequence.

In the course of this paper, I shall use the term
pruning, for that cutting which the vine receives

hi the fall, after it has shed its leaves, or in the

spring, before it has recovered them. Lopping I

reject altogether, as meaning a more violent op-

eration than those regularly performed upon the

vine. Trimming I shall apply exclusively to the

operation, performed several times during the

summer, of plucking off the useless or injurious

shoots. Thus, pruning will correspond with the

French word tailler ; and trimming, with ebourge-

ouner.

PROPAGATION.

Of the modes of propagating the vine I shall

say nothing, as they are generally well understood.

I will observe, however, that my own experience

has convinced me, that a cutting with one bud or

eye is as likely to succeed, and will produce at

least as fine a plant, as a cutting a foot or eight-

een, inches long ; especially if it be planted in a

pot, early in March, and placed in a hot bed until

the warm weather. In July it may, with perfect

security, be turned out of the pot into the place,

in the open ground, where it is to grow. But hot

beds and flower pots are not indispensable. It

will do as well to plant the cuttings in boxes at

the usual time for the open ground, and place
them in some situation where they may be shel-

tered from the excessive heat of the sun. In the

fall they can be transplanted to their destined

places. One of the advantages of this mode of
propagating by cuttings is, that an ordinary cut-

ting will supply you with ten or twelve plants in-

stead of only one ; a consideration of some impor-
tance when you have only one cutting of a rare

species of grape.

PRUNING.

The proper time to prune the vine is in March,

earlier or later in the month, according to the state

of the weather. To prune too early, is apt to

make the buds shoot prematurely, before the frosts

are over ; and to prune too late exposes the plant

to an injurious bleeding, or loss of sap. If you

prune in the fall you run the risk, should the win-

ter be severe, of having most of the bearing

branches destroyed. In this city and neighbor-

hood, people commonly prune too early in the

spring. Most persons have already pruned theirs

a week or a fortnight ago, before the late hard

frosts and heavy falls of snow. Mine are not yet

pruned, (March 23d,) and may not be if the

weather continues unfavorable, for a week or ten

days to come.

In pruning, cut half an inch above the bud, to

prevent the branch that will sprout from it from

being easily blown or broken off. The little stump

that remains may be removed the next year.—

Also cut slopingly, and on the side opposite to the

bud, that the sap which exudes may not run down

upon it and injure it.

A vine should be pruned according to its age.

1st year ; leave one bud.

2d year ; leave two buds.

3d year ; leave three buds.

4th year ; leave four buds.

oth year, and afterwards ; leave five or six

buds.

I speak only of those vines that grow in the

open vineyard and are staked, and not of those

spread on trellises ; although most of these rules

are applicable to the latter also. But they require

other attentions, and deserve a separate notice.—

I

In the third year, vine dressers generally leave a

short side-shoot to the principal stock, with one

bud on it ; iu the 4th year, a side-shoot with two

buds ; in the 5th year, one with two or three

buds. Indeed, if the vine be of mature age and

exceedingly vigorous, they often leave the princi-

pal branch from three to five, or six feet long, ac-

cording to its strength, with all its buds ; and, at

the same time, a side-shoot a foot long. In some
soils and situations, the vine is so vigorous that it

would exhaust itself in barren length of limbs,and

produce no fruit, if you pruned it to so few buds

as those prescribed for ordinary oases ; and you

must therefore weaken and tame it, as it were, by

loading it with fruit. Each one must judge for

himself, from observation, when these precautions

become necessary. When a vine betrays too

much luxuriance, it is often brought into bearing,

by leaving five or six of the largest of the last

year's branches, one of them five or six feet long,

and the others with from one to five or six biuls

upon each, according to its apparent strength. In

those cases, on the contrary, where the vine is

feeble, two or three branches, with from tour to

two buds on each, will be enough.

It is the opinion in France, that the vine should

be kept low, in order that its fruit may receive the

benefit of the heat reflected from the ground : arid

that it should be suffered to grow and bear high,

only in the hottest climates. In some countries it

is trained upon the trees. I have seen it, in the

plains of Lombard}', hanging from the elm or the

poplar, in festoons from tree to tree, for great dis-

tances, covered with loads of fruit. But the trees

are there regularly trimmed and topped for fire

wood, and therefore give so little shade as not to

injure the grape.

STAKING AND TYING.

As soon as the vine is pruned, it must be staked

with poles of the height which you intend to al-

low the vine to attain ; and the vines must be tied

to them. By staking later, after the buds have
shooted, ,you may break off many of the young
branches.

TRIMMING.

About the middle of May, or somewhat later, ac-

cording to the season, it will be necessary to trim

your vines.

You will find that they have produced many
young branches, and that in some instances several

shoots have sprung from a single bud ; and you
must therefore reduce each vine to that allowance

of branches which you had- assigned it at the time

of pruning, according to its age, or its age and
strength both considered. If this be its first year,

carefully pluck or pinch off all the shoots but one,

leaving that which appears most thriving ; if its

second year, of all but two ; and so vu, according

to the age and vigor of each.

This operation must not be performed too soon ;

for, if it be, the vine will throw out a still greater

number of suckers or shoots than it had before.

It is not difficult to ascertain, by inspection, when
the shoots have attained the size at which they

may be securely removed. Do not hesitate to

remove some that show fruit ; for if that fruit

were left, it would only diminish the quality,

and perhaps even the quantity, of the whole

crop.

After trimming, immediately tie the shoots to

the stakes.

About the first of June, or somewhat later, accord-

ing to the seasoyi, and to the precocity and vigor of
the plant, you must again tie the shoots to the

stakes, for they will have grown much longer than

when you tied them last ; and give them a second

trimming, by pinching off such as have started

from the axillas of the leaves.

About the first of July, or someivhat earlier or later,

according to the circumstances above alluded to, give

them a third trimming and tying, taking off all

useless shoots. In France, it is usual at the same

time to break off the top of die vine, at a joint,

about the height of the stake, or espalier, or wall.

But many experienced persons think it had better

not be done in this country. If done at all, it

should be done late ; and I may say, geuerallyj of

the various trimmings, that they had better be

done later than earlier than I have indicated ; for

vegetation is so luxuriant in this climate, that the

vine is much more apt, than in Europe, to push

new shoots after being deprived of the first.

It will be necessary, during the tchole summer, to

remove from time to time, any new shoots that

may appear.

TRELLISES.

To prune a vine trained on trellises or espali-

ers, or walls, you untie and loosen from the trellis

all the younger branches, leaving the older and

principal branches attache;!. Then cut off all the

dead wood, knots, little stumps, useless twigs, &c.

and remove dead leaves, cobwebs, snails, insects'

nests, &c. The. best way of training a vine, is to

stretch out its two principal limbs, like arms, hor-

izontally, to the right and left; about a foot from

the ground. This, I will suppose, has been done

in former years, and that the vine remains divided

in that way. You will permit each of these

arms to advance, every year, from three to six
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feet, according to tlic strength of the vim ,
Mi

you will prune to the proper length, accordingly,

the extreme or leading shoots. If those shoots, or

one of them, should lie killed or materially injur-

ed, suppress the failing one entirely, and cut off

the principal branch itsolf, where it affords the

nest shoot, thereby-making the latter the leading

one. On each of these principal branches) or

arms, retain a row of upiuard shoots at the dis-

tance of about a foot from each other, each of

which prune to three, four, or live buds, according

to circumstances. Those that are very strong

and spring from a vigorous plant, may have aside-

shoot also left upon them, and sometimes two, one

upon each side, with one or two buds each. All

the upward shoots, between these Trftt are to be

left at a foot's distance, must be cut off, as also all

downward and lateral shoals.

The same rules for trinmiing apply to trained

vines as to staked ones.'

If the espalier, trellis, or wall, be long and high,

and there be several vines planted against it, each

must be trained in the manner just prescribed.

—

But that they may not interfere with one another,

they need not. be permitted to spread so much.

—

It will be necessary, also, to give them different

degrees of elevation, c-o that they may be one

above another in stories, as it were, and thus each

perforin its part in covering the trellis.

ORCHARDS.
During the spring months of past years, our

fair State has been overrun with a troop of stroll-

ers, the lineal descendants of the pedlars of hick-

ory nutmegs and pine pumpkin seeds, with a cara-

van of fruit tree sprouts, and a cart-load of wax,
turpentine, and tallow, professing skill in the mys
tery of engrafting. When the invaders fastened

upon an orchard their ravages have been more in-

jurious than the depredations of all insect enemies

of the cultivator. Saw, hatchet, and knife, were
busy in the extermination of tree-top and trunk,

until the apple groves became as bare of green
leaves as if a combined incursion of cankerworms
and locusts had wasted their verdure. Then the

marauders mounted their long tailed steeds, and
disappeared to the Green Mountains, leaving the

employer at a loss which to admire most, the ex-

tent of their devastations, or the apparent disinter-

estedness of their operations. On the latter point,

all uncertainty was removed when the itinerant

primers reappeared with the closing summer to

take the census of sticks, and enter into computa-
tion of costs swelling to a pleasant aggregate of

dollars.

The operation of engrafting, although one of

the most curious, is among the simplest operations

of art. Slight observation and experience will

give to any one who can use a knife and saw
sufficient skill to perform the process, with his

own hand. By entrusting the safety of the or-

chard to the itinerants who swarm over the coun-

try, the life of the trfce is risked, and the value of

the productions, if it survive the terrible amputa-
tion, endangered. If the leisure or inclination of

the farmer do not permit his own practice, it were
better to employ those whose skill or fidelity was
more known than that of wandering strangers.

Without intending to trespass on the hereditary

territories of the sages of the almanac, we would
venture to note that the present month is the prop-

er season for the insertion of scions. Experience

has shown that the operation may be most suc-

cessfully performed by allowing the stork to have

the advantage in progress of vegetation over the

graft, Being gathered several weeks before tbej

are to be used, the buds are checked in their ad-

vance, and arc ready to swell when inserted at a

period When the circulation is active. It .

ed that they should be taken from the growth of

the preceding summer, on the outside horizontal

branches of healthy bearing trees. These are pre-

ferred, as the shoots are less likely to run to wood

than those cut from the ascending and central

branches, and they become the best beat

produce the truest specimens of the parent fruit.

In cutting from decaying trees, the central shoots,

however, are to be preferred as retaining most

vigor.

A mode of engrafting has been practised which
is said to be easier and much more successful than

the method of operation in cominou use. The
stock is cut into a wedgelike form, having the

sides approaching by a gradual and regular slope

:

the scion is split up and each half thinned with

the knife to a tongue shape—it is next placed on

the wedge, embracing it on each side, and the in-

ner bark made to meet. It may then be secured

by bandages and surrounded with clay. The ad-

vantages of this method arc the great certainty of

the operation, the quick joining of the graft to the

stock, and the perfect union which scarcely leave

a scar to mark the point of contact after a few

years have passed.— Worcester .Egis.

From the Hampshire Gazette.

HEMP.
By 'the report of the Commissioners of the Navy

to Congress, on the subject of Hem]), it appears

that experiments have been made to ascertain the

quality of American water-rotted hemp, compared
with Russian hemp. The American hemp, before

spun into yarn, was found the strongest, and after

made into cordage and tested on board of ships,

its strength and durability were ascertained to be

fully equal to cordage made of Russian hemp sim-

ilarly exposed, and if there is any difference be-

tween the best American and the best Russian

water-rotted hemp, when brought to our market,

the Commissioners unhesitatingly say it is in favor

of the former. The Commissioners say, they

never have entertained a doubt of American

water-rotted hemp being equal to Russian hemp.

Cordage made of American dew-rotted hemp,

after a year's wear, was found inferior to Russia

rope, which had been used the same length of

time.

One reason why American hemp has been es-

teemed inferior to the Russian arises from the im-

perfect mode of curing. The gummy or glutinous

substance not being sufficiently cleared away, the

tar does not penetrate the fibres equally, and by

use the cordage is liable to become loose and

spongy. But it is confidently believed that hemp,

dressed by the Hemp and Flax Machine, and after-

wards immersed in water and exposed to the ac-

tion offrost, will be free from the gluten complain-

ed of. 9
Hemp is considered a very hardy plant, resists

drought and severe frost, is easier cultivated, less

exhausting, and more profitable than many other

vegetable crops. It may be grown year after

year on the same ground, well manured, and has

been cropped from the same ground in England

seventy years in succession. The usual quantity

of seed sown on an acre of middling land should

be two bushehi to the acre, and on v...

ground three bushels: Early sowing renders the

I stronger, the growth being early

be soil and preserves the moisture. The
seed, having

1

been sown . -hould

be well harrowed, and a rolii r or bush passed

over to smooth and level the ground, so that the

hemp maj I When eowo
early it may -be cut about the finrt of August ; the

by the blossom stalks be-

coming ycllow-spntv d, and dropping the leaves;

and when the wind is still, a cloud of dust from
the blossom stalk- or male hemp will l«: neen to

hang over the field. If allowed to stand longer,

the stalks of the male hemp .e dark

colored, and the coat will be of little value. The
way to secure seed for the succeeding year, is to

sow a patch thinly for that purpose, at the rate of

half to three-fourths of a bushel to the acre, but

the better way is to sow in drills or rows. Cut-

ting is preferable to pulling ; a man will cut from

half to an acre per day, but can pull only about

one-fourth of an acre ; and cut hemp will bring

more by the ton than pulled. In gathering the

hemp, it should he sorted into long and short.

—

Fine and soft hemp is the best ; the American is

frequently the reverse, owing to the seed being

sow n too sparingly.

It is said that the usual moWtf water-rotting

on Connecticut River is very imp^rfict.

It is found that the crop of hemp varies accord-

ing to the richness of the soil, quantity of seed

sown, gathering, rotting, and dressing. Some es-

timate an average crop per acre by water- rotting,

in America at 100 lbs. (others say from 500 to

S00 His.) in England 050 lbs., in Russia .500 Ibs^

but it is acknowledged that hemp dressed by

the improved machines, yields a much larger

quantity.

Let not Children be Rocked.—A foreign writer

finds fault with the prevalent practice of rocking

children, and considers it as the cause of many
diseases. He asks, and with much reason " When
the human offspring first begins to make use of

its faculties, and to give proof of its being sensible

to existence, even should this be done by infantine

cries, is it right to stop those cries and to prevent

its paying that tribute to nature ': The rocking

of the cradle brings on sleep only through tin-

stupor it produces on the senses. Such a motion

cannot but offend the delicate fibres of the brain

of an infant, injure his digestion, sour the milk from

which it derives its nourishment, and turns it into

curds."

Physic for a Horse.—A friend informs that the

herb called Motherwort, is au excellent cathai-

tic lor the horse. A strong decoction may be

made and mixed with Indian meal, or given with

a horn or other means, if the horse will not eat

the meal when mixed with the decoction. It is

an excellent remedy against worms in horses, as

our informant has verified by experience.

Sick Hcadach.—A teaspoonful of finely powder-

ed charcoal, drank in half a tumbler of water, will

in less than i'.fteen minutes give relief to the sick

beadach, when caused by a superabundance of

acid on the stbmarh.

—

Xarhun/por! Herald.

//r;->-._The young shoots when threa cr four

inches in height, are sometimes boiled like aspara-

gus, and said to be little inferior.
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From ihe New York Farmer.

The Climate of the Middle States compared ivith that

of Great Britaiv, in reference to the productions of

Horticulture. By J. Buel, Esq.

The Middle States embrace a latitude of five

degrees, from 3S° to 43°. England is comprised

in about tbe same extent of latitude, from the

British Channel, in 50°, to the Scottish Border, iu

55°. There is, therefore, between the two coun-

tries, a difference in latitude of twelve degrees.

—

Local causes combine, however, to render the dif-

ference in climate, far less than the difference of

latitude would seetn to indicate. Great Britain is

an Island, surrounded by the ocean, the tempera-

ture of which never being below 32°, serves

much to mitigate the severity of the cold which
is experienced in corresponding latitudes upon
Continents. The same cause contributes materi-

ally to moderate the heats of summer, and to ren-

der the air humid at all seasons. The extremes
of heat in summer, and cold in winter, consequent-

ly, are much less severe in England, than in the

Middle States, taking the months of vegetation,

from the first of April, to the first of November,
the mean heat in the Middle States, may be twelve
degrees greater than in England ; of the summer
months, June, ^fi\y, and August, eighteen degrees
greater

; while the mean temperature of the win-
ter months is probably fifteen degrees colder here
than in England. These estimates are conjectur-
al, not having data to render them accurate.

In testing the adaptation of the climates of the
two countries to the various productions of the
garden, I shall assume as a general rule, what I

believe will not be denied, that plants flourish best,

and most fully develope their valuable properties
in the temperature and soil in which they were
originally planted by the band of nature, and that
they deteriorate in proportion as they are removed
from their native location. " The American and
African plants, says Macphail, (Gard.'s Remem-
brancer, p. 54,) which are said to be famous in

medicine when of the growth of their native soils,

yet when they are removed and brought into our
climate, (England) though they grow, and even
produce their flowers, and ripen their, fruit, which
is the last perfection of a plant, when put to trial,

it is said by skilful men, they have always been
found to want their medicinal virtues." Heat is

as necessary an agmt in perfecting the fine flavor
of American and African fruits, as it is in maturing
the medicinal virtues of their plants. Hence, in
.-ultivating the fruits of warmer climates, the Eng-
lish gardener is obliged to resort to artificial and
expensive means to supply the necessary heat

;

and as these means can only be afforded by the
affluent, the great mass of the English people are
necessarily precluded from many vegetable pro-
ductions which ripen here in the open grounds,
and which are common to our gardens. This will
more fully appear in the comparison, which lam
about to make of the mode of culture in the two
wmntries, of some of the most prominent products
<*«"the garden. I will begin with

The Apple, which, though not strictly a garden I

production, is one of the most abundant and val-
uable fruits in common use. The apple tree, if

not indigenous, has become naturalized to both
countries, and grows in the Orkneys as well as on
tbe St Lawrence. The varieties are many, and
differ in their habits somewhat, according to the
climates in which they originate. The splendid

Alexander from Russia, and the beautiful little

Crab, from Siberia, grow and produce well, both

in England and America; while tbe Mala Carla,

a native of Italy, an apple of high repute, it is

thought will not mature its fruit in England, and
the experiment remains to be made with what
success it can be cultivated in the Middle States.

In Latitude 42° 40' its growth is very little be-

fore midsummer, when it becomes strong and vig-

orous. The beneficial influence of a dry and hot

temperature in maturing the generality, and par-

ticularly the higher flavored varieties of ibis fruit,

seems to be generally admitted. In any climate,

or in any neighborhood, the juices of the fruit be-

come more concentrated and refined in a dry and
warm location, than in one which is humid and
cool. The best ciders come from orchards situat-

ed upon dry and hilly lands. Accurate experi-

ments, I think, would demonstrate, that tbe Must
of the same apple, say of the Styre or Downton
Pippin, is richer in saccharine matter when grown
in the Middle States, than when grown in Britain.

I have frequently been told by Europeans, and
among others by Mr Douglass, the Collector of

the London Horticultural Society, that our apples

greatly excel those of England ; and this is con-

firmed by the high price which the former bear
in the English Market. Loudon's Gardener's
Magazine for March, mentions the importation of
a large supply of Newtown Pippins which arrived in

bad order, but the best of which, however, sold at

2s. and 3*. per dozen, equal to four and five cents

the apple. Some of the finer kinds do not ripen

well in the north of England. That either the

quantity or quality of this fruit is deficient there,

is evidenced by the vast importations from Ameri-
ca and France. Salisbury estimated that there
were 40,000 bushels of French apples, at onetime
in and about Covent Garden Market. I have
never heard that apples are exported from Eng-
land.

The Pear.—All the kinds that grow in England,
are believed to do equally well in the Middle
States; while many varieties which mature their

fruit well here in the open grounds, in England
require the aid of expensive walls of stone Or brick.
" To bring the finer sorts of pears to perfection in

this country, (England) says Macphail, they re-

quire to be planted in a border close to a high
wall, and to have their branches trained against
the side of it, about nine or ten inches apart."

(Gardener's Remembrancer.)
The Peach.— Persia is supposed to be the orig-

inal country of the peach, which lies in 30° to

40° north Latitude, and whose climate is some-
what similar to that of our Southern States.

—

" The best peaches in Europe are grown at pres-

ent in Italy, (Lat. 40 to 45°) and next may be
cited those of Montre nil, near Paris, (L. 48.) In
England there are but two sorts that come to tol-

erable perfection in:the open air," (Enc. of Gar. p.

799.) Macphail makes a like remark, (page 13,)

and affirms, that the peach can only be brought
j

to perfection by walls, glass frames, or peach-'
houses. With us the peach grows freely and

j

matures its fruit in the open air; and the earlier;

varieties, which ripen during the heats of August,

!

attain to as high perfection at Albany and Bos-
ton, as at Philadelphia and Baltimore.

The J^'ectarint.—Tbe remarks I have made in

regard to the peach, apply equally to this fruit.— i

It grows freely with us, but the fruit is very liable

to rot on the tree ere it is ripe. Managed as wall

fruit, as it is in England, it might succeed belter
;

though Loudon observes, that it suffers much
more from insects, than the peach, and requires
greater attention.

The ./jpricot.—This tree is said to be natural
in Asia, between tbe 40th and 46th deg. of north
Latitude. The Breda and Brussels are occasion-
ally planted in England, Loudon tells us, as stand-
ards or espaliers, in warm situations ; and in these
States, in fine seasons, produce more highly fla-

vored fruits than when on walls. The other va-
rieties are generally planted against walls, (Enc.
of Gar. ]>. 808.) The standard trees do not come
into bearing, says Abercrombie, sometimes under
ten or twelye^years

; but then the fruit, in a con-
genial situation, is abundant and of the finest fla-

vor. The apricot thrives here where the peach
does, and no artificial means are used to ripen its

fruit. It fruits when young, but is a shy bearer
until it acquires age.

The Plum, was originally brought from Syria,

(Latitude 30 to 35) to Greece, and thence to Italy.

Varieties of this fruit are also indigenous iu high-
er Latitudes, and are found growing wild, in the

hedges of England, and the woods an4 fields of
America. Like the apple, the varieties of the
plum seem adapted to different climates and Lat-

itudes. In Eugland, " the plum is cultivated like

other indigenous fruit trees ; the hardier sorts as

standards, and the finer varieties against walls."

(Enc. of Gardening, p. 812.) With us the plum,
in all its varieties, succeeds well without any arti-

ficial aid, and perhaps it does not attain higher per-

fection in auy part of the world than in the vicin-

ity of Albany. It may be remarked, that none of
the fruits which I have enumerated are trained

upon walls in the Middle States, the climate being
sufficiently warm to mature the fruit in an open
exposure. The peach is occasionally grown in

houses to ensure an early crop of fruit.

The Cherry, of the cultivated varieties, came
first from Pontus, (Lat. 40 to 42°,) on the southern

border of the Euxine. It is a hardy tree, and
perfects its fruit both in England and the United
States. In the former it is often trained to a wall

;

yet most kinds, we are told by Loudon, do well as

standards.

The Gooseberry grows wild in Piedmont, (Lat^

46 to 47°,) and in America as far north as 68°.

—

It has been greatly improved by culture in Great

Britain, and I believe by artificial varieties ; and
we" are indebted to that country for all the fine

kinds at present cultivated iu our gardens. This
fruit is grown to greater size, and in finer perfec-.

tion in Britain, than in America ; and I think tbe

former has decidedly the advantage in climate for

its successful cultivation.

The Grape.— " Farther north of the Equator
than 50 degrees of Latitude (says Macphail) the

fruit of the vine does not ripen well without some
assistance being given to the natural climate. In

the Southern Counties of England when it is plant-

ed and trained against a brick wall of a south as-

pect, where tbe heat in summer sunshine is some-

times above 100°, the finer sorts of grapes do not

come to perfection, for want of heat, in the most

favorable seasons." (Gard. Rem. p. 65.) We do
not find, in the British books on gardening, any
directions for cultivating this fruit, but by tbe aid

of walls, glass frames, and grape houses. The
experience of this country has not been sufficient

to enable us to judge bow far we can cultivate

the European varieties in the open ground. From
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the samples exhibited to the New York Horticul-

tural Society, I understand the opinion to have

been pronounced, by the intelligent horticulturists

of that Society, that we can cultivate them suc-

cessfully. I have seen several varieties fruiting

in perfection! as far north as Clermont, Catakill,

Athens, Albany, Troy, Stillwater, and Ballston,

and have known vines to withstand the severity

of our winter without covering. In many locali-

ties, and in particular seasons, the fruit isapt to be

destroyed by mildew. Observation and experi-

ence may enable us to discover the cause, and to

apply the remedy. But without depending on

foreign varieties, we have an abundance of native

kinds, every way adapted to our climate, and our

wants, both for the table and for the press, as the

experiments of Adlum, Gimbrede, and many oth-

ers amply demonstate.

Twenty years practice in ctdtivating and multi-

plying our native varieties, with the zeal for horti-

cultural improvements which now pervades the

country, •'aimot fail to develope the excellence of

our ojinate for the culture of this valuable fruit.

XW Melon.—"This exotic says Loudon, re-

quirclXbt aid of artificial heat, in the greater part

of the year, and even in the warmest months, it

cannot be brought to perfection without the aid of

glass." (Enc. of Gar. p. 643.) The price of this

fruit in the London market, which 1 propose here-

after to quote, will show that it is cultivated in

Britain at so great an expense, as to place it alto-

gether beyond the means of the mass of the Brit-

ish population. It will not be necessary to show
that the melon is a very common product of our

gardens, because all know that it is sold in tnir

markets in great quantities, and at very moderate

prices.

The Cucumber is somewhat more hardy than

the melon, but yet too tender for an English sum-

mer. Hence, to adopt the language of Loudon,

p, 627, it is forced in pits, hot-beds, hot-houses
;

and the heat of fire, steam, and dung, are applied

to its culture. " As far as I know, says Maephail,

the vegetable called cucumber, does not, in any

part of this country, come to any great degree of

perfection without some assistance of artificial heat.

Therefore, as the natural heat of the climate is

deficient in its production, those who wish to have

it in perfection must have recourse to art to sup-

ply the insufficiency of nature." (Gar. Rem. p. 39.)

Loudon, however, adds, that in some of the

southern counties the cucumber is pretty exten-

sively cultivated for pickles, in the open ground.

With us this fruit is as common, to all classes, in

its season, as the potato.

The Cabbage family, including the cauliflower,

broccoli, &c. grow better, and form a more impor-

tant article of food, in Great Britain, than in the

Middle States. A kale yard is as essential to a

Scotch, as a potato patch is to an Irish cottager.

The cabbage, in its varieties, therefore, occupies a

large portion of an English kitchen garden, at

least an eighth of the open quarters, according to

Loudon. With the exception of the good people

of Bergen, our countrymen are not celebrated for

raising great quantities of this vegetable. The
cauliflower and broccoli are of but comparative

modern culture among us ; but they promise to

furnish a cheap and constant delicacy for our ta

hies. I will make a remark here which will ap

ply to most of the garden products of the two

countries ; the period of culture is longer in Great

Britain than in America, and of course involves

more labor and expense. Thus for the early hjhi- of the bean, (phattolus,) the onion, squa-h, pump*
iner crops of cabbage, the seed is sown in Eng- kin, tomato, Water melon, nweei potatoes okra,

land in Sept., the plants Bubsi qui -ntly pricked nut, egg plant, and |M:p|ier, than the climate of England
and protected during the winter ; anil for the au- in ;

that on the other hand, the gooseberry, «auli-

tumnal crop, it is sown in February and March, flower, cabbage, and bro'-coli, thrive beat in the

While with us, the seeds of the early kinds, are climate of the latter. ?©f other production* of
sown in March and April, and those for the main the garden, I do not know that th< re in any ina-

rop, the last of May and first of Join-.

7'/ie Dean forms an important article of sum-
mer diet in both countries ; but the varieties cul-

tivated are very different. In England the culti-

vation is principally confined to the Broad Pods,

(Vicia Faba) such as the Windsor, &.c. and to

some of the hardier Dwarf Kidneys. With us the

Dwarf Kidneys arc preferred to the I'itin J'uba,

and both give precedence to some of the runners

term! preference to be given t<, either.

From Luudoa'a Gardeutr't Magazine.

On the gnat Height to which the Culture of the

Gooseberry kas arrived, irith tome remarks on their

different Peculiarities. By Mr Joseph Clakksox.

Sib—One of the most surprising subjects in

modern gardening is the improvement which has

particularly to the Lima, which is esteemed above i taken place in fruit during the last fifty years, es-

all others, and which, I believe, is not attempted pecially in that of the gooseberry. By consulting

to be cultivated in England, and certainly cannot the gooseberry-growers and their records, I find

come to maturity in that climate.

The Pea, Beet, Carrot, Parsnip, Onion, Salad,

and many other esculents, are common to the gar-

dens of both countries, and I will not pretend to

say in which they succeed the best, under the like

culture. I have noticed a remark of Mr Knight's,

that the onion is of less size in England than in

that the heaviest berries at the commencement of

the above period seldom exceeded 10 dwts. It

was about that time that people began to cultivate

the gooseberry in this neighborhood, being stimu-

lated thereto cith- : by a spirit of emulation, or the

value of the prizes.

The perfection of gooseberry fruit owes noth-

Spain and Portugal ; and he makes a suggestion,
j

ing to men of scientific knowledge, being cultivat-

that the Pennsylvania practice would be an im- ed scarcely by any but the lowest and most illiter-

provement in the English culture, viz. to plant the ' ate part of society, at least in this neighborhood j

second season the small bulbs which form the first.
' but, by continued experience, and perseverance

This practice is not known in the State of New in growing and raising new sorts, they have

York, where the prevalent fear is that the onion brought the fruit from 10 to upwards of 30 dwts.,

will grow too large in one season. • and that, too, under the greatest disadvantages, not

""-There are several other garden productions having the privilege of soil, manure, situation, &c,

which enter somewhat extensively into our com- 1 like the gardeners of their more wealthy neigh-

nion diet, that the natural climate of England can- ' bors, but oftentimes limited to a few yards of land,

not produce, and which are there consequently
|

either shaded by trees, confined by buildings, or

limited in their culture and use.. Of this class is exposed to the most unfavorable winds, and so

the water melon, tomato, pepper, okra, sweet po-
j

barren that they have frequently to carry on theii

tato, pumpkin, squash, egg plant, maize-, &c. The shoulders a considerable way the soil in which the

superiority of our climate for these productions, plants are to be set; yet so resolute are they in

over that of England, is unquestionable. overcoming every obstacle, and so successfully ln-

There is another consideration entitled to weight genious in assisting nature in her efforts, that

in settling the question at issue. The amount of they are enabled to produce fruit surprisingly

labor required in the livo countries to bring the pro-
1

large.

ducts of a garden to a stale of maturity. In the I have made inquiry of the oldest growers J.

Middle States, gardening is a business, in general, ' could meet with, some of whom are upwards of

of six or seven, and in no case more than nine
j

eighty years of age, but I have not been able to

months, in a year ; in England it seems to form a ]
ascertain the time when, nor the place where, the

continuous round of employment. Our summer
j

improvement of gooseberry fruit first enrniTawflA
heats accelerate the growth and maturity of gar-

den vegetables, with ordinary labor ; while it is

necessary, to produce the like results in England,

to aid the climate by protracted and expensive op-

erations. We have very little occasion for the ar-

tificial soils, forcing pits, fruit walls, and grape

and peach houses, which occupy most of the Eng-

ish books upon horticulture. The finest produc

I have met with lists of several meetings which

took place in 17S6, in which I find the fruit di-

vided into four classes, red, yellow, green, and

white ; each class containing four sorts, making

sixteen sorts at one meeting, no one sort being al-

lowed to win more than one prize at the same

show. The classification of the fruit, the number

of meetings held at different places, and the yari-

tionsof the garden are within the reach of our ; ety of sorts cultivated at the above tune, sufficient-

ly prove that meetings must have been held for

exhibiting the fruit several years before.

The attention of the growers was early directed

to the raising of new sorts, being encouraged

thereto by the liberal price given for each sort

that was deemed to be a large one, all other prop-

erties being of a secondary nature ; so that we

are now furnished with an extensive variety, pos-

sessing excellent qualities, both for size, quantity,

beauty, and flavor. I would here observe, for the

information of those who have no experience in

gooseberry-growing, nor any knowledge of the

peculiarities of the different sorts, and there is con-

s'
siderable latitude in the properties of this excellent

most ordinary farmers, and mechanics. And yet

we cannot withhold from our parent country, out-

admiration of her successful efforts to remedy the

defects of her climate. Science, industry, and

perseverance, have combined to elevate her horti-

cultural character above that of any other nation.

We have learnt much from her excellent example,

and there is ample room for us to profit further

by it.

From the foregoing considerations and facts, I

am induced to believe, that the climate of the

Middle States is better adapted to the culture of

tie apple, pear, peach, plum, nectarine, apricot

grape, cucumber, and melon ; the finer varieties
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fruit, some sorts being remarkable for their large

size, such are the Roaring Lion and Eagle ;
oth-

ers, again, are remarkable for their beauty, such

are the Lancashire Lad, Top Sawyer, Rockwood,

Sovereign, Bonny Lass, and others ;
some, again,

are remarkable for their rich flavor, and others for

producing large quantities ; some sorts have their

fruit large very early, while others are small until

nearly ripe ; some, again, bear large berries, but

only a few of them, while other sorts bear both

large and numerous berries ; some sorts are ripe

early, as Top Sawyer, Huntsman, Rockwood, &c.

;

some, again, continue to grow much longer than

others before they are ripe, such are the Printer,

Duckwing, and several more. Now, unless a per-

son knows the names and peculiarities of the dif-

ferent sorts of gooseberries, he is not likely, when

he gives an order for plants, to be suited accord-

ing to his wish, as there are several sorts not worth

growing. I am sir, &c.
JOSEPH CLARKSON.

Blacklcy, near Manchester.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, APRIL 24, 1829.

NOTICE.
A special meeting of the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society, will be held on Tuesday, 28th
inst, at 11 o'clock, A. M. at the office of Zebedee
Cook, Jr, in Congress street.

R. L. EMMONS, Record'g Sec'y.

NOTICE.
The Board of Counsellors of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society are hereby notified that their

meeting stands adjourned to Tuesday, the 2Sth
inst, at 12 o'clock, A. M., then to be holdeu at the
office of Zebedee Cook, Jr, in Congress street.

R. L. EMMONS, Record'g Sec'y.

THE LATE MR WEBSTER.
The notices of the untimely decease of this

good and eminent man, which have appeared in

our newspapers, are already before our readers
;

and we can add nothing of importance respecting

this melancholy subject. We are not willing, how-
ever, that our columns should be destitute of some
testimonial of regard for a man whose merits
were so conspicuous, and whose loss is so greatly

and so widely deplored.

In the afternoon of the 10th inst, the Hon.
Ezekiel Webster, while addressing a Jury, in

the Court House, in Concord, N. H. with every
appearance of full health, and that ability for

which he was justly distinguished, fell deprived of
sensation and of life.

To give an eulogy, or biographical sketches of
the worthy deceased, is not our province ; but we
are happy to perceive that this duty has been ably
performed by the accomplished Editor of the JVew
Hampshire Statesman, in that paper of the 18th
inst. From this we shall quote a paragraph,
which describes some traits in the character of Mr
Webster, which agriculturists are more particular-
ly called on to imitate.

" He was a practical and skilful farmer. Living
in the country—enthusiastically attached to the
healthful and virtuous pursuits of rural life, and
the quiet and happiness, and simplicity, of domes-
tic scenes—he was strongly inclined to be con-
cerned in and to cherish that great interest, which
was the principal concern of his nsighbnrs, the

cultivation of the soil. He was the most active

founder, a very efficient member, and subsequent-

ly the President of the Merrimack Agricultural

Society—the associates of which will deeply feel

and lament his loss. By exciting attention, in his

vicinity, to improvements in the breed of animals,

in fruits, grasses, grains, and the various valuable

productions of the earth, and by examples of bet-

ter modes of husbandry, in draining, reclaiming,

and other agricultural processes, Mr Webster

sought to be useful, without regarding the ex-

pense to himself of what he foresaw to be ulti-

mately serviceable to the farmer and to the com-

munity. His own farm, inherited from his father,

became, under his care, one of the most improved

and best cultivated, as it is one of the most pleas-

antly situated and valuable, in this county."

DISEASE IN PEAR TREES.
E. Hunt, Esq. of Northampton, Mass. an intelli-

gent horticulturist, has sent us a branch of a Ber-

gamot pear tree, bearing the marks of a disease

with which we are unacquainted. It is covered

with a black coating resembling rust or mildew in

wheat, and appears as if it were partly dried, and

in a degree scorched and slightly charred by heat.

We should be glad to submit this branch to the

inspection of connoisseurs in the diseases of veg-

etables, and hope thus to ascertain the cause and

the remedy of the evil.

WEB WORM.
In our paper of the 10th inst, page 299, we

published remarks respecting an insect on fruit

trees, called the Webworm, from a correspondent

with the signature " P." In this it is advised,

when a branch is infested by the insect, to " am-
putate the limb and burn it." A friend, who is a

cultivator of fruit trees, assures us that it is not

necessary to cut off limbs infested with this in-

sect ; but that it will answer quite as good a pur-

pose to pluck off and burn the leaves on which it

is found. ,

SPRING WORK.
FENCES.

The first object of a farmer's attention in the

spring after the frost is so far removed as to per-

mit driving stakes into,the ground, should be his

fences. This work should be done thoroughly.

—

An insufficient fence is worse than no fence, he-

cause it not only fails to protect )'our crops, but

gives your cattie practical lessons in the art of
jumping. When a farmer is conscious that his

fences are such as do not afford full security, he
cannot sleep in peace, nor quietly enjoy the fruits

of his labors. It is, therefore, better to take a lit-

tle extra pains with this part of rural economy,
and rather exceed than fall short of what a correel

fence viewer might deem indispensable.

Post and rail fences, are, probably, more used
in New England than any other ; and are, per-

haps, in most cases justly preferred. Mr Preston
of Stockport, Pa. recommends to set posts with
the top part in the ground ; and asserts that they
will, in that situation, last three or four times as

long, as when they are set with the butt-ends

down. He also advises in making fences always
to place the rails with the heart side up.

Dr Deane observed that " the best timber for

rails is cedar : It is easy to split, light to carry

and to handle, sufficiently strong, and the most
durable of any A rail of cedar will last an age.

April 24, 1829.

Next to cedar, rails of chesnut, white pine, and
ash are best. But, for want of better, some use
rails of oak. Cedar is also best for tlic post, in

this and in board fence. The locust tree is said

to be excellent. But posts of white oak, which in

most places are more easily got, will last about
fifteen or twenty years. If the lower ends of
posts are scorched in a hot flame, before they arc

put into the ground, they will last the longer.

—

Also soaking them in sea water will tend to keep
them from rotting."

EARLY POTATOES.

The best time to plant potatoes for winter's use,

feeding stock, &c. is said to be about the latter

end of May, or the first of Juue ; but it would be
good economy, generally speaking, to plant an
early sort on early ground, to feed swine before

Indian corn becomes sufficiently grown for that

purpose. These should be planted the last of
April or beginning of May.

'

Coarse manure answers best for . potatoes

Fallen leaves taken from the woods are rij com-
mended by a correspondent of the Bath Soci.'y in

England. This kind of manure, says the 1 uter,

causes potatoes to be much more mealy, and of a

finer flavor than when they are produced by the

application of ashes or. dung.

The following judicious observations on this

subject are from the .2d volume of "Memoirs of

the Board of Agriculture of the State of New
York."

" Potatoes should be planted the first ten days
in May, or a little before the planting of Indian

corn. But it is better to postpone the planting of
potatoes than of corn. Therefore in the hurry of
spring work, farmers often leave their potatoes to

he planted in the last week of May. To plant

them early will never injure the crop at any season,

aud if the season happens to be very dry about

harvesrt time, the crop will he much better if plant-

ed the first of May.
" Seed potatoes should never be cut—one large

whole potato is sufficient for a hill. The outside

skin of the potato, called the caticle, is the most
durable part, and retains the moisture for the use

of the young plant, until it is all exhausted. If

potatoes are cut the nutritive juice is absorbed in

a great measure by the earth. The evil of cut-

ting seed potatoes is more manifest on a dry soil

than if moist. It is a mistaken opinion that a

whole potato is not good, on account of bringing

the plants too near together ; for the roots will

yield all we seek for, spread in all directions, and
fill the hill.

"Potatoes, if planted in a sandy or loamy soil

will yield one third more, if a table spoonful of
plaster be thrown upon the naked potatoes in earh
hill, after they are covered.

" Yard manure is very useful, if laid over the

potatoes in each hill, and after an inch of soil has

been laid upon them ; and then the hill covered

as deep as usual. But if the manure be laid di-

rectly upon the seed or under it, a drought will

injure the crop.

" The most convenient method of raising pota-

toes is to plant them about the margin of corn

fields. Then a horse may turn upon them, when
ploughing among the corn, without injury."

The Editor of the Delaware Advertiser, under

date of April 2, says that he has received from an

agricultural friend, a few hundred Silk Worms,
for gratuitous distribution.
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[O* We have received from lion. Oliver Fiske, of Wor-

cester, fur ihc Massachusetts Horticultural Society, aqaantily

of the seed of the genuine Cuba tobacco, for gratuitous distribu-

tion—Also, from Mr Bartlett, of Newburyport, several

scions of die line Yelloa Gage Plum,—oClbe. English Pearmain

applt,—and of a fine native Apple, planted by Mr B. 34- years

Bost.< April 23,1829.

Scions of Superior Fruits.

Just received at the Seed Store, connected with the

New England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street, an

extensive collection of scions, of the finest fruits cultivated

in this country, and comprising also many of the superior

fruits of Mr Knight and Dr Van Mods. They are all cut

from bearing trees, from an extensive fruit garden in this

vicinity; and the utmost reliance can be placed on the

genuineness of the sorts, as they are all cut, and packed,

personally, by the proprietor. The following comprises

a part of the list

:

PEARS.
Vert I.ongue, Marie Louise, Forelle, Urbaniste, Fon-

dante d'Ete, Capiaumont, Napoleon, Passe Colmar, Har-

denpont, Bartlett, Charles d'Autriehe, Ambrette, (a fine

winter iabie pear) Crasanne, Chaumontel, Brora's Ber-

gamot, Messire Jean, Seckle, Swan's or Moor Fowl Egg,

EcjV-Jserie, Epargne, Green Catharine, Brown Beurre,

Vi i J( euse, Andrews or Gibson, Jargonelle, Green Chisel,

Iron, Dr Hunt's fine baking pear, Beurre de Eoi, Rush-

more's Bon Cre;ien, Gansei's Bergamot, Early Junealing,

fee.

APPLES.
Eibstone Pippin, Priestley, (large sweet) Early Harvest

(finest early table apple) Royal, (large and fine) Mary-

gold, Hubbardston Nonsuch, Pwaar, Imperial Table Ap-

ple, (from Germany) Garden, Gardner's Sweeting, Grand
Sachem, R. I. Greening, Roxbury Russet, N. Y. Green-

ing, Baldwin, Giliiflower, &c.
The above scions are all well packed in earth, and are for

sale in any quantities, distinctly labelled, at 6 cents each

April 10

Household Furniture Cheep.

Pbcenta Furniture Warehouse, near the Square, Main Street,

( Ibai le low n

FOSDICK ifc CARTER, inform their friends an.! the pub-

lic, liiat they bave on hand, and for sale, an
mem ol Furniture, viz. Bun Bed !'• '

i '

'i'.d.lrs, Chairs, Solas. Couches, ( 'nrpctine;,Wash Star Bi

FireSeU, Waiter*, Knives, Forks, Bellows, and B
Also, a constant supply of Live Geese and Common Feathers,

by the bale or otherwise. Also, they manufacture and keep

constantly for sale, a general assortment of Looking '.:

wholesale or retail, with almost every article for house keeping,

all which they will sell extremely low for cash. Purchasers arc-

invited to call and examine.
P. S. Portrait and Picture Framing, executed in the best

manner, and at short notice, as above. Gt

Charlestown, April S, 1829.

Large Scotch Gooseberry Bushes and Hawthorns, Sfc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

52 North Market street, by the ship Camillus, from Gree-

nock, and Napoleon, from Liverpool, 15,01)0 Hawthorns,

for live fencing, and about 500 superior Scotch and Lan-

cashire Gooseberry Bushes;—the Hawthorns $5 per

thousand ; the Gooseberry Bushes, put up in lots of six

roots, of the largest and finest sorts, with names—speci-

mens of the fruit, as large as Egg Flums, American

growth, from the imported roots, in scaled bottles, may be

seen at the store—price $1 50 per lot of six roots.

Likewise, two barrels of superior fresh Lucerne Seed,

warranted ; one cask of large Potato Oats ; and one cask

of fine London Split Peas, for culinary purposes.

Crockery, Glass, and China Ware,
Ephraim B. McLaughlin, 4 Dock Square, has for sale, an

elegant assortment of newest patterns in the above line, Which

are offered at low prices for cash. Country merchants and

others are invited to call. eptl niar27

Apple Trees

Ofthe first quality, engrafted, labelled, and for sale, from ll

nurserv in Framingham Village. J. ADAMS.
April 17 31

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, the two English horses, i

for the season at their stable in Brighton. Barefoot at $-0,
and Cleveland at $10, with gl for the groom. a24

For Sale,

A valuable Real Estate in Milton, 9 miles from Boston,

on the road leading from Boston to Taunton, Bridgewater,

and New Bedford, containing upwards of 200 acres of the

variety of lands and fruits suitable for a good farm, well

watered, with good substantial buildings. Said farm is I
. r,

calculated to suit a gentleman of taste, or an enterprising

milk establishment, being an excellent
|
APP!

Roman.
This very elegant, full blooded horse, imported with a hope

of improving the tree,!, v.;ll Hand 'his season at the farm of Mr
in Nonbborougb, County of Worcester,

where some of his nock may
Roman was pan i <,fi|,c Earl of Warwick,

been traced in die New Market Studbook
l>',m Child) - Real Mar-
ket course, through eight generations of the hignest bred bones
and mares in England without a *in jle cro»» of inferior blood.

At 4 years old he won 5, and at 5 yean old he won 4 prizes,

and has since beat some of the fleetest horses in England, over

the most celebrated courses.

His color a very bright bay—black legs, mane and tail—
wall and trots well—u very good tempered—high spirited—

active—1014 hands high, and U considered by judges as

handsome and well formed a horse as can be found in vhe conn-

Mares have been repeatedly sent to him from Maine, Bhode
I
Onneetiout. as well as from the remote counue* in

in. a .Siate. and the neighboring towns, and bis colts are hand-

some and command high prices.

Terms—£20 the season, to be paid before the mares are taaaa

away.
Norlbborougli, Mass, April, 1829.

Fruit Trees, (,-c.

N. DAVENPORT has for sale, at his Nursery in Mil-

ton, a large collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Green

House Plants, Sec. li'm collection of Peach, Plum, and

Almond Trees, be considers not excelled in this vicinity :

and the collection of other fruits is good. Orders sent to

bis Nursery in Milton, or left with J. B. Rcssaia, at the

New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52, North Market

street, Boston, where a list of the trees can be seen, will

be executed at the customary prices. ep6w

PRICES OF COUXTRY PRODUCE.

young man lor ;

grass farm. The purchaser may have, including the build-

ings, from 100 acres to the whole.

As the above described property contains a large portion

of valuable wood land, the purchaser may be accommodated

with more or less of that part. The place will be sold at

a fair price, with or without a very valuable stock and

farming utensils.

Also, for sale, or to be let, opposite the above named

premises, a large, convenient Dwelling House, with a

good Bake House and out buildings, very pleasantly situ-

ated for a country seat or a good stand for a store or

country baking, with as much land as may be wanted for

the accommodation of the same. For further information,

inquire of the Editor, of Parker H. Pierce No. 95 State

street, of Nathaniel Blake at Indian Queen Tavern, Brom-
11 stand ! field street, of A. M. Withington, Roxbury, or Nathan-

A Farm on a Lease.

To let, a valuable Farm ip Newton, in a hi

vation, on liberal terms—apply at this office.

rh stale of culli-

a24 3t

Farm for Sale

In Hie town ofScituate, IS miles from Boston, and the same
from Plymouth, ll is pleasantly situated on Ihe Mail road.

—

Contains about 30 acres of good land, partly wood—a two slory

House, and out buildings, and will be sold at the low price of

§1200, if applied for soun. More land can be had in the im-

mediate vicinity, if wanted. Apply to John Collamore, Esq.

near the premises, or the subscriber in Pembroke.
a24 3t HORACE COLLAMORE.

Benjamin Poor &/ Co.

Importers and wholesale dealers in Woollen, Einen, Cotton,

and Silk Goods, No. 1C0 Pearl St, New York.

N. B. Merchants ordering goods from New York, or select-

ing them, have a decided advantage of those purchasing in oth-

er cities—inasmuch as ihe variety is greater, and the facilities.

of importing and also of forwarding by the numerous lines of

well regulated Packets to all ports ofthe U. S., enables them to

receive the latest fashions, and at verv short notice. 2t a24

Sweet Potato Slips, Cauliflower Plants, &/<"

Just received at the Seed Store connected with the New
England Farmer. No. 52 North Market Street,

A few bushels Carolina, or Sweet Potato Slips, for plant-

ing.

Also, Early Canliftmeer Plants at J? 1,00 per 100, in fine or-

der for transplanting—and Early Cabbage plants, 75 cents per

hundred.
Asparagus Roots, 2 to 4 years old, 75 cents to one dollar per

hundred. Rhubarb Roots— the large Dutch Currant Bushes

one dollar per dozen, Grape Vines, Hawthorns, &.c. ice. Any
of the above roots, that may require it, will be well packed in

moss, to ensure safety in their transportation. If

iel Tucker on the premises.

April 10 tf

Red and White Clover Seed.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market Street,

5000 lbs. Red Clover Seed,

500 lbs. Dutch White Honeysuckle Clover, (imported.)

Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Lucerne,

Foul Meadow, Hemp and Flax Seed, &c, &c.

March 27 tf

ASHES, pot, first sort, - - -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2,

IU'TTI'K, inspected, No. l,now,

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-stree-., -

Geuesee, - - - -

Rye, best, - - - -

GRAIN, Corn, ... -

Rvc,
Barley, - -

Oats, ....
HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,

LIME. - - - - -

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear,

Navy, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

-

SEEDS, I lerd's Grass. -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, - - -

Rvc Grass,

Tall Meadow Oa's Grass, -

Red Top -

pound.'

pound
cask.

16 00
13 00
13 00-

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.

This day received at the New England Farmer Seed Store.

52 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass

Seed, at $2,50 per bushel.

Jf'antcd to Hire,

To the 1st Nov. a middle aged woman from the country, to

do the work of a family about eleven miles from Boston, where

other help is kept. Plain cooking, washing, and the care of a

small dairy, will be required, and to a steady, industrious per-

son, good wages will be given—no other need apply to Mr J.B

Russcll, at die Ne
street.

Loc

'-
While Honeysuckle Clover

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL. Merino, full blood, washed. -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,

Merino, three fourths washed,

Merino, h&lf& quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Tulled, •' spinning, first sort

- pound

33

Uf i;i\tLl JH, I'UICI l.^^s. ujv., ... — -. .--

—

England Farmer office, Norlb Market

Early Potatoes, $>c.

Just received at the Seed Store, connected with the New ,
BEEF, best pieces -

En-land Farmer, 52 North Market Street, Boston, several ;
PORK, fresh, lest piece

barrels Earlv English Frame Potatoes; also, Chenango, and "hole nogs,

the true English Kidnev Potatoes—several varieties of the ; \ KA U -

finest Field Corn for planting—Asparagus Roots, 75 cents per
:

MU' »
*J"™,

100. in fine order for transplanting
.

j {^TER, kegmm ,„.,,

French Grapes. Lump, best.

A few bundles first quality Vines, for sale at COPEI.AND'S
j

EGGS. - - -

POWDER STORE, fio liroad St! MEAL, Rye, retail, -

Al<o POWDER, SHOT. BALLS. FLINTS. &c. as usaal.
; ^ _Ji

1

V
,a"' rclai1

'

at wholesale and retail, on the most favorable terms.

April 17 4l

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED EVJtHT WEEK EV MR. HAYWARr,

(Clerk of Fancuil-hall Market.)

pound.' 1H I- i

I CIDER, [according m quality.]
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MISCELLANIES.
FOR THE KEW KNGLAND FARMER.

SINGULAR FACTS.

Some few years since, a young gentleman of

Massachusetts, Mr S— , then a student at College,

happened in company with a young lady ; the con-

sequence was a mutual affection took place. Each
was conscious of the deep rooted passion, but

neither knew the sentiments or affection of the

other. Mr S— being at that time under no cir-

cumstances to marry, thought not proper to pursue

his inclination, or reveal his affection to the lady.

She, on her part, not imagining that Mr S— had

an affection corresponding to that of her's and not

expecting ever to be addressed by him, was court-

ed by Mr B— , and shortly afterwards engaged to

marry him :—They were published, and the time

for marriage appointed. The lady happened to

have her nuptial suit making near where Mr S

—

was—he fell in company with her again, and un-
derstanding that she was on the point of marriage,
let her know, that it had been his design ever
since his first acquaintance with her, to offer him-
self to her in marriage, as soon as his circum-
stances would admit. She asked him whether
he was sincere in what he said—he assured her
he was, and that he had an affection for her from
the first time he saw her, which, instead of being
lessened by time, was increased. Hereupon she
frankly owned to him, that from that time she had
to the present moment an affection for him, and
that had she known that he had a similar one for

her, she never should have admitted the addresses
of Mr B—, much less have made him a promise
of marriage. But what could they do ? The
day appointed for the marriage ceremony was near
at hand. All was consternation. However, on
consultation, they agreed that Mr S— should go
and state the affair to the father of the lady. He
rode with the speed of a post, found the old gen-
tleman at home, and opened the case to him
without delay. He had scarcely ended when Mr
B— entered the house. Afier compliments, the
old gentleman informed Mr B— of the errand of
Mr S— . Upou which, they both requested the
old gentleman's advice in the matter. He told

them the case was new, unexpected, and surpris-
ing to him

; he knew not what to say ; that at

present he could give no other advice than that
they should both go to his daughter, and that they
should there endeavor to settle the matter amica-
bly among themselves. The young gentlemen
then set out together to vis'.t the lady, on this all

important business. The one could, with pro-
priety, claim by solemn promise, the other by pre-
vious affection. On the whole, they agreed that
Mr B— should visit her first, and that Mr S
should come at a time agreed. The reader is left

to judge of the anxiety in the minds of Mr B^-
and the lady at their interview, and of Mr S— in
his absence, when minutes moved on with the
pace of a snail. Mr S— waited impatiently for
the appoiuled moment, and then attended. The
lady told Mr B— that as she had proceeded so
far, if he insisted on her being married to him, she
should not refuse : But at the same time told
him, that Mr S— had a greater share in her af-

fections than he had. Mr B— had more good
sense than to insist on her giving him her hand
when Mr S— had her heart. Mr B— returned
home and shook off the effects of the disappoint-

ment. Mr S— married the lady and lived hap-

pily. But mark the sequel—Mr B— and the sis-

ter of Mr S—being on a distant visit, chanced to

meet, began an acquaintance which issued in their

marriage. They all lived in perfect harmony

—

and Mr B— in his humor, often said, that he had

a wife as much better than the other, as she had a

husband better than himself.

Remains of the Mammoth.—On Saturday two
tusks of the Mammoth brought home by Captain

Beech, were exhibited, and described to the Wer-
nerian Society, by Professor Jameson. They are

in fine preservation, and not bent in one direc-

tion, but twisted spirally, like the horns of some
species of cows. The smallest, which is quite

entire, is 9 feet 9 inches in length ; the largest,

which wants a small part of the point, must have
measured originally twelve feet. Judging from
analogy, Professor Jameson stated, that the Mam-
moth to which the largest belonged, must have
been 15 or 16 feet high, and consequently larger

than the elephant, which is an animal of the same
species. They were found on the west coast of
America, near Behring's Straits, at Escholz Bay,

latitude 66, in a very remarkable bluff", which has
been described by Kotzebue. The bluff has a

covering of earth and grass, but Kotzebue, while
encamped on it, having cut through the surface

for some purpose, was surprised to find, that what
he took for a portion of terra firma, was in reality

a mountain of ice. a hundred feet in height above
the water, but attached to the land as such ice-

bergs generally are. This discovery led to anoth-
er still more interesting. It was found that this

mass of ice hi^l imbedded in it a vast number of
the tusks, teeth, and bones of the Mammoth, of
which the objects we have described were a part.

These remains must have been enclosed in the

ice by the same catastrophe that buried the Mam-
moth, which was found entire in a similar envel-

ope on the banks of the Lena thirty years ago
;

and that catastrophe beyond a doubt was no oth-
er than the general Deluge, which extinguished
the race of animals the remains belonged to. The
bones, tusks, &c. were numerous, and some parts

of the ice near the place where they were depos-
ited had a smell of decayed animal matter, arising

no doubt from the decomposition of the flesh.

The tusks are in their natural state, but of two
teeth which accompanied them, one seems to be
petrified, having doubtless been in contact with
stone. The Mammoth seems to have been an in-

habitant of nearly the whole northern hemisphere,
its teeth or bones having been found on both sides

of North America, in Siberia, in England, Scot-
land, Italy, and other European countries. The
remains, however, found in Ayrshire, and in vari-

ous parts of England, belong to a smaller species
than that which furnished these tusks. The Ed-
inburgh Museum is indebted for these valuable
relics to Lord Melville, who has never been un-
mindful of its interests, when his official station

enabled him to do it a service.

—

Scotsman.

Sickness.—Health is certainly more valuable
than money, because it is by health that money is

procured ; but thousands and millions are of small
avail to alleviate the protracted tortures of the
gout, to repair the broken orgaus of sense, or re-

suscitate the powers of digestion. Poverty is, in-

deed, an evil from which we naturally fly ; but let

us not run away from one enemy to another, nor
take shelter in the arms of sickness.

—

Dr Johnson.

Kenrick Nurseries in Newton, near Boston.
For sale, at the Kenrick Nurseries, iir

Newton, an extensive assortment of Apples,
Pears, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Apricots,
Nectarines, White Mulberries, Grape Vines,
Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, &c. Also,

about 150 varieties of the most ornamental hardy trees
and shrubs—including nearly 50 superb varieties of hardy
roses, comprising white and red moss—single yellow,
double do—yellow Austrian—red and yellow Austrian
black mottled, sable, Tuscany, and other varieties of the
blackest roses—Unique White Provence, &c.

Also, Greville Roses, and Wilmot's Superb
Strawberries.

Apple Trees of extra sizes—also Flowering Horse
Chestnuts, and some other sorts.

Written orders directed to John or William Kew-
rick, Newton, will be received by the daily mail, and
promptly attended to—or they may be left at'Mr Joseph
Bridge's Grocery and Seed Store, No. 60. Court street,
Boslon, where, on application, catalogues will be delivered
gratis—or, catalogues may be obtained of Mr J. B. Rus-
sell, at the New England Fanner office. epSw

Neio Vegetable.

Just received at the New F.ngland Farmer Seed S|ore, 5!
Norrh Market Street, a small quantity of SrR John Sinclair's
New Beet, from London. This is presumed to be fin first

seed of this fine vegetable, ever brought into New Eng...nd.

—

For sale in papers ol f2 1-2 cents each, or in large r cjuaniHies.

Cowfor Sale.

A fine cow, half blooded, Ccelebs breed, is offered for sale at
the House of Industry farm, Souih Boston.—Also,* three-
fourths blood Calf. Inquire of WM. STONE, Superintendent.

April3,18i9. 41

Fruit Trees.

Messrs W1NSH1PS respectfully request
those of the public who may incline to favor
them with their orders the ensuing season, for *

fruit and ornamental trees, fancy shrubbery,
herbaceous plants, whether indigenous or ex-

otic, to forward their orders immediately, and they will

be executed with every possible despatch. They also
have several hundred genuine Isabella Grape Vines, by
the hundred or single plant, with the superior European
kinds in cultivation in this country. Letters directed to
F. & I. Winship, Brighton.

P. S. Asparagus roots from one to four years old.

(lt>- All orders left with J. B. Russell, at the New
England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, will

be executed at the Nursery prices, ai.d the trees delivered
in Boston, free of expense for transportation.

Brighton, March 11, 1829.

Assorted Seedsfor Families.

For sale at tire New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes
of assorted Seeds for Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of the following Seeds:

Early Washington Pe;
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late. Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf string

Brians

China Dwarf string and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip-roofed Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbagt
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
While Solid Celery
Curled Cress
Early Cucumber pot herb seeds.
Early Silesia Lettuce Thyme—Sage—Marjorum.

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-

getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,

and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the

very first quality, as to freshness and purity. Each box contains

directions for the management of the different sorts. Price $3
per box.

Pablished every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the

end of Ihe year—bur rhose who pay within sixty days from the

lime of subscribing, are er.'itled lo a deduction of fitly cents.

Primed for J. B. Russell, by I. R. Butts—by whom
all descriptions of Priming can be executed to meet the wishes

of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell
,

at the Agricultural Warehouse No. 52 North Market Streol.

Long Dulch Parsnip
Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Routrd Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radish
White Tumi)) Radish
Salsaly

Early Bush Squash
Early Whire Dulch Turnip
While Flat Turnip
Yellow Slone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

GYPSUM, MOISTURE IN PLANTS, &c.

Mr Fessenden— In your paper of the 2d of

January last, No. 24, you have given us an excel-

lent essay on the " fie of Gypsum in Agriculture,'''

by J. Buel, Esq., written for the New York Farm-

er; and to illustrate his opinion as to its absorbent

and retentive qualities as to moisture, he has given

us one of Johnson's tables, exhibiting the absorb-

_

ent and retentive powers of different substances.

And, although he has sufficiently demonstrated
1

that it does not absorb and retain moisture equal

to other manures, and has come to the most rea- ;

sonahle conclusions, and given the best advice and i

directions as to the use of it, yet it should seem to
|

have the quality (where the soil is suitable) of

•procuring moisture to the plant, from the general

opinion that crops dressed with it do not suffer so

much by drought. And Mr B. himself says that

it is not good on moist grounds, but gives another

reason why it is not. A gentleman of the State

of New York, who had been long in the practice

of using it, assured me that a field of corn dressed

with plaster would have the dew dropping from

*he leaves of the plants much later in the day

than one immediately beside it without plaster,

il jugh iti other respects equal, and even when
there was but little dew, the first would be loaded

with it in the morning, when the other would be :

dry.

That gentleman, or some other, who has works
|

on philosophy and science to resort to, would, no
j

doubt, be doing a service to us green farmers, in

general, by informing us also whether they have

any other moisture than that which is furnished
:

them by rains and dews, and from what depth i

they are capable of drawing up that moisture,

after it has soaked into the earth ? And if they

have any and what assistance to draw it up for

them after it has settled beneath their roots, at

times when there is no rain.* And whether the

water is by any and what means drawn up from

the level of the springs which furnish our wells to

the surface of the ground, supposing that surface

be 16 or 20 feet above said springs ? f Or if

plants on land, having a clay subsoil, or bottom,

are furnished with any other moisture than that

which comes of rain and dews ; and whether such

soils are the best in general both in wet and dry

seasons ?
J:

A knowledge of these facts would

assist to correct or confirm many various opinions

respecting soils and situations, breaking up .of

hard pans, &c.

Nicholson's Encyclopedia of Arts, American

edition, under the head of Evaporation, informs us

of some experiments tried in Manchester, Eng-

land, by Mr Dalton and Mr Hoyle, in 1796, to as-

certain the quantity of water raised by evapora-

tion in a year, and estimates the amount to be from

these experiments from 30 to 35 inches, produc-

ed from rains and dew, or something like the

quantity that falls in a year. But we are not in-

formed whether that evaporation or any part of it

was supposed to have been raised from the level

of the springs under ground, or the rains as they

fell and soaked into it. § If from the bitter only,

their apparatus was set too deep in the ground

[8 feet) to have received much from right show-
ers as they must have evaporated before they

iodld have maked down that depth, and u great

part of heavy rains must have run off alter satu-

rating the surface.
||

Besides it does not seem

probable that the evaporation, in the summer
Inonths, and in the raining season would be near

jo rapid at that depth under ground as it would
j

Hear the surface. Neither are we informed how
j

far the level of the springs was below the sur-

face, or what the soil, or subsoil, or bottom was

where the experiments were tried.

Yours very respectfully,

Bridgeport, March 17, 1829. B.

Remarks by the Editor.—* The atmosphere al-

ways contains water, held in solution, which may
he absorbed by soils and plants, as well as pre-

cipitated in rains and dews. The quantity of

water which exists in air varies with its tempera-

ture. The warmer the weather the greater the

quantity of water, which the air contains. This

water may either be absorbed by some substance,

which possesses a stronger affinity for water than

is possessed by the air which holds such water in

solution, or it may be condensed into vapor, fog,

or clouds; or being entirely separated I'ro.'i its

menstrum, it will be precipitated in rain or dew.

The power of soils to abso'rb water from air is

much connected with their fertility. When this

|
loei i: great) the plant is supplied with moist-

ure in dry seasons ; and the effect of evaporation

in the day is counteracted by the absorption of

aqueous vapor from the atmosphere. Sir Humph-
rey Davy says " I have compared the absorbent

powers of many soils with respect to atmospher-

ic moisture, and I have always found it greatest

in the most fertile soils."

—

Agricultural Chemistry,

p. 128, Philadelphia edition.

The leaves of living plants possess, likewise, a

power to absorb moisture from air. Some vege-

tables increase in weight from this cause, when

suspended in tbe atmosphere and unconnected

with the soil. The house leek, different kinds of

aloe, &c. will grow when suspended^ from the

ceiling of a room. Sir Humphrey Davy says " In

very intense heats, aud when the soil is dry, the

life of plants seems to be preserved by the absorb-

ent power of their leaves : and it is a beautiful

circumstance in the economy of nature, that aque-

ous vapor is most abundant in the atmosphere

when it is most needed for the purposes of life
;

and that when other sources of its supply are

I cut off this is most copious."

—

Ibid p. 144.

I

There is a difference in soils not only as res-

' pects their power to attract moisture from the al-

: mosphere, but also with regard to their power to

[retain moisture. If this were not the case we
should not find the variety of wet and dry soils

on the same level, same latitude, exposure, &c.

which actually exists.

f Perhaps something may be effected, in draw-

ing water from a considerable depth beneath the

earth's surface, or the level of tbe springs by ca-

pillary attraction. But every particle of air has its

molecule of water attached to it by a slight affini-

ty, which it is ready to deposit on plant, soil, or

other substance, which has a stronger affinity for

said water than the air to which it It attached.—
Of course titer:; can be no necessity for drawing
water from a i«vel with the springs, perhaps 16

or 20 feet, Wbei every particle of soil or plant is.

in actual contact with air, a substance which al-

ways contains more or Jess water in solution.

J
" The soils that are most efficient in supply-

ing the plant vviih water by atmospheric absorp-

tion are those in which there is a due mixture of

sand, finely divided clay, and carbonate of lime,

common lime with some animator vegetable mat-

ter : and which are so loose and light as to be

easily permeable to the atmosphere. With respect

to this quality, carbonate of lime and animal aud

vegetable matter are of great use in soils ; they

give absorbent power to the soil without giving it

likewise tenacity. Sand, which also destroys te-

nacity, on the contrary gives little absorbent pow-

er."

The power of plants to absorb moisture from

the air may account for the appearance of dew
dropping from rorn, which had been dressed with

plaster, as mentioned by our correspondent above.

It was not tbe minute quantity of plaster existing

in the plants, which enabled tbem to attract and

retain dew, but the luxuriance of their vegetation,

which was caused by the gypsum.

§ The evaporation in the experiments alluded to

had no connexion with springs, as it emanated

from a vessel with a tight bottom.

||
The boi • .i: of tbe vessel was three feet be-

low, but the top level with the surface of the

earth

.

FOR THE SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

GRUBS IN PEACH TREES.

Copy of a Letterfrom M. Parmentier, to the Pres-

ident and Members of the Horticultural Society of

the City of New York.

( Horticultural Garden,

I Brooklyn, L. 1. Jan. 26, 1S26.

Gentlemen—As it would be desirable to know

and try every possible means that can diminish the

destruction of peach trees by grubs at their roots,

I take the liberty to communicate all that experi-

ence among various friends and neighbors has

brought to my knowledge.

In New Jersey they make use of rotten fish,

put in the spring at the roots of the trees. I have

seen beautiful peach trees which I was told were

thus freed from worms. This remedy presents

another advantage ; the rotten fish being a very

good manure.

A gentleman of respectability, of Brookline, L.

I., who had purchased 4 peach trees from me,

placed round two of them coal ashes, which were

thus happily preserved. But the others suffered

the ordinary depredation. The above means re-

ceive confirmation in France, and in England,

where they use the soot of the same combustible,

and also of wood to destroy the white grubs ; the

soot of these substances being very acrid. This is

a convenient and easy remedy, which might be

generally used, and I have adopted it for many of

my trees.
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Another effectual and ingenious expedient is, I

Understand, adopted by the Governor of Connec-

ticut, Mr Smith, which consists in covering the

body or trunk of the tree with straw, from June

until the end of August, in order to guard its sur-

face from the deposition of eggs by the fly, which

is said to cause the mischief.* I am told that by

this means he has preserved all his trees to full

age, and good health. This process was an-

nounced in February, last year, by my friend, Dr
Pascalis, of New York, who appears to have paid

much attention to the subject, while he resided in

Philadelphia. He says that the matted sheaf of

etraw, bound round the tree, need only extend

quite down to the lower part of the trunk, he-

cause the eggs deposited are ejected out by the

gum oozing from the bark, and destroyed by dry-

ing, except at some height from the earth.

It is very pernicious to use fish oil on trees, as

it shuts the pores hermetically, and, preventing

transpiration, is often the cause of death to the

tree.

of fertility for vegetation ; remembering that this

kind of seed is very small ; its period of germina-

tion comparatively long ; and that frost, drought,

or hardness of the soil are absolutely destructive

to it.

Another preliminary remark to be attended to,

is concerning the expediency of immediately en-

trusting these seeds to the ground, or at an early

period in the ensuing spring. We shall candidly

give our opinion in favor of the latter, for the fol-

lowing reasons and motives. No doubt the seeds

could stand the winter under snow. Such a situ-

ation they would have in a state of nature, and

perhaps even being in a state of forwardness ; but

in the transitions and vicissitudes of our climate,'

otherwise so favorable, there is a danger of three

untoward cases : drifting of the snow, intense

cold, and late frosts. It is now, also, most likely

too late to prepare beds with the digging and

ploughing necessary for immediate sowing ; and,

in this experiment of attempting to stock the

country with an infinite number of these valuable

Your personal influence, and that of other mem- trees, we think it would be unwise to trust to

bers, could extend these practical and useful rem- < those slight means of protection, such as mats,

edies, and, in this view of the subject

thought it my duty to recommend them.
With great respect I remain,

Your obedient servant,

ANDRE PARMENT1ER.
David Hoosack, M. D , President

of the Hort. Society ofNew York.

it )M
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SOWING THE MUL-

BERRY SEED.
We have often heard it said, that there are

White Mulberries enough in the United States; in-

digenous or imported, to/supply us with seeds,
which would be better adapted to the soil and
climate than even fresh ones from abroad. We
answer that there are no facts on record, in this

or any other country, establishing that this plant
when raised from foreign seeds, is of a quality in-

ferior to the same species more anciently import-
ed, or supposed indigenous. On the contrary, we
see that all the silk countries keep up a constant
interchange of the plant, to perfect or improve its

varieties, either from seedlings or by grafting.

And also we think it very questionable whether
the business of gathering the seeds of the white
mulberry, which requires important care and
choice, and preparations, is followed up in any
part of the United States, or, if it is, whether
enough could be obtained for a whole district, and
we be enabled to present to our fellow citizens a
chance for more than a million of trees. The
seeds we offer, which appear uncommonly fine,

have been selected from a latitude, which, as a
wintry one, is very similar to our own ; and this
circumstance does away the only exotic character
which might be apprehended.

As for the soil required for them, we have saidf
that any refuse land, in a farm, which was un-
propitious for ordinary sorts of produce, might, if
not altogether sterile, be turned into a profitable
mulberry orchard. This remark is, however, not
applicable to the propagating of the plant for seed-
lings. The seed must be sown in some small
spot of ground possessing every requisite principle

* My lale respected friend, Mr Hose, Director of die Kind's
Garden of Paris; after seeing several worms, which M. Mi-
rllaux hrouffhi home from America, pronounced diem lo be llic
larva; ofdif; Culhdia Flexuosa.

+ Vid. die Repcrl of die Institute, Evening Post Nov U
presenl year.

twigs, dead leaves, dung, chopped straw, or the

like, which can but poorly counterbalance adverse

chances. In fine, in silk countries renowned for

the equal temperature of their winters, the spring

season is, after all, preferred for sowing.

DIRECTIONS.

The ground for the seeds, being of good soil,

and having a warm aspect, requires to be plough-
ed one foot or more in depth, and spaded up sev-

eral times ; to be freed from old roots, stones, and
pebbles; andjp be lightly mixed with old manure.
If the soil is in a hard condition it should he soft-

ened with ashes, soot, or old mould. Towards
spring after another ploughing and harrowing, if

should be divided and raised into as many beds as

are wanted ; especially for the convenience of
watering, if there is water at hand ; these beds
should never be so wide but what the centre can
easily be reached by the hand. The time for sow-
ing should be the first of April ; or immediately
after the equinoxial storms in this climate, and a
few weeks later on highlands. At such a time, in

fine, as there is no danger of long deep frosts.

—

The seeds now on hand, are mixed with equal
quantities of sand ; before sowing they should be
steeped several hours in water, and ieft to dry

;

the next day they must be sown by the hand, in

straight drills, an inch and a half deep, and five or
six inches asunder, and be covered over with the
hand or a small hoe or rake.* This mode of sow-

* The following mode of laying mulberry seeds
in the ground is recommended in a late German
work, translated anil published last year by order
of government, vid. Document 226, letter from J.

Mease, &d, p. 57, taken from the work of Mr De
Hazzi.

" Two days before the sowing, the seeds must
he steeped in water, and afterwards rubbed upon
a packthread, which must be laid in the bottom of
the drill, and covered with earth, the drills being
made two inches deep," &c.

Something like this singular mode is related by
the Mbe Sauvages in his treatise on the mulberry,
1763. He adds, without recommending it, that it

had anciently been used. Be it as it may, the
method is obviously very dangerous to the safety
of the seedlings, exposing all alike to be shaken
by the least impression communicated to one, or

ing is simple, sufficiently safe, and easy even to
those who only amuse themselves with gardening.
It is a good precaution to strow some straw be-
tween the drills, in such a manner, however, as
not to obstruct the view of the straight fines, to
which much attention must be paid. The use of
hot beds protected by glasses, or of boxes kept in
green houses, is not approved by culturists, from
a sound experience that it is better to trust to
healthy good seeds raised in the open air, than to
run the risks of a change of temperature. Unless
the weather is remarkably cool, and the ground
too dry, the seeds will germinate and shoot up on
jthe 12th day, at farthest.

1 Several cares or attentions are necessary during
the first two months, and sometimes afterwards

;

,
these are watering, weeding, and thinning. The
Hirst mentioned should be frequently attended to in
I the beginning, and so long as the seedlings cannot
have thrown their roots deep; the second requires
to be done whenever any of the old herbs, sponta-
neous on that ground, come up in the drills or be-
tween them ; the last, thinning, should not be
long deferred, because mulberry seedlings grow
the better for being as much as two inches apart,

or even three in the second year. Delay in this

operation would render it difficult to conduct it

without injuring the roots of those left behind
;

and when too near to each other, the plants will

certainly suffer by spindling. Any delay iu thin-

iiiug is proper which might in a few days show
the best seedling of the two or more in a clus-

ter.

Budding, the next thing necessary, consists in

clipping or pinching off all the lateral buds from
the stock of the seedling, leaving only the middle
one, which thereby profits by the whole sap, and
strengthens the plant. This, however, should al-

ways be done before the leaves unfold, lest the

pulling or twisting of the bud should injure materi-

ally the tender bark.

Topping, the last attention necessary, must be
done early in the spring of the second year. It is

performed by cutting down every seedling with
sharp edged nippers, which give no strain to the

root. The plants are cut level with the ground.

This process is principally intended for the benefit

of the root, and the enlargement of the stem or

stalk, which by the next fall will he more than a
foot high, and as thick as the finger.

The seedlings, to be in a good condition at the

end of the second year, require nothing hut a
healthy body of roots, and a strong stock ; any-

thing further for the trimming and shaping of the

bushy part will be done in the nursery by graft-

ing or pruning : of all which we will take care to

inform culturists in good season. F. P.

Mw York, Dec. 4th, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SOWING GRASS SEEDS IN THE FALL.
Mr Editor—In your valuable paper on the

sowing of grass seeds, published in the Farmer of
the 17th inst,you are pleased to refer to an article,

torn from their tender roots by weeding near the

drills, or by a quadruped accidentally crossing

the bed ; or by some mischievous boy in search

of a piece of line ; or by the innocent inattention

of some person treading upon a drill. There are

many evils which cannot always be guarded
against, but this mode seems to invite risks with a

great want of common foresight

!
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written in February, 1828, wherein the sowing of

grass is alluded to ; not being, however, the main

subject of the article, I request that you will al-

low me a further, and more full explanation, on

this very important operation in agriculture. The
sowing of grass seeds in spring, may take place,

either with, or without grain ; if they are sown

with grain, the young grass will suffer greatly by

the interference 61" the roots, and of the straw of

the grain ; the roots will rob it of a great portion

•of its nutriment, and the straw will deprive it in a

great measure, of the benefits of the atmosphere,

air, sun, dews, and rains. Grain and grass thus

striving together, are drawn up faster and slimmer,

thau they would, if sown separate and alone ; this

forced growth injures the roots of the grass, which

at the time that the grain is mowed, is left ex-

posed, weak, and exhausted, to the ardent heat of

the sun, deprived on a sudden of the shade, which

before, was forced on it by the grain. Upon new
lands, or such as are richly manured, these inju-

ries may not, perhaps, in common years, prove

destructive, but upon our old fields, the chance is

truly a deplorable one, and has got to be more aud

more so, for ten or twelve years past.

Should the farmer prefer to sow his grass seeds

alone, and without grain, then a crop of weeds, of

various kinds, will start up, more or less overpow-

ering, according to the state of the land ; the care-

ful farmer will mow them, make them, and carry,

them into his barn, and console himself with the

idea that it is better than nothing ; although the

growth of these weeds exhausts the land, and so

far injures the young grass, yet, unless they should

be very abundant and thick, the grass will have a

better chance than when sown with grain, which
of all methods, I am apt to consider to be the

worst in this climate, especially if sown with oats,

which of all grains used with us for that purpose,

are the most exhausting and overpowering. It is

evident that in the contest between grain and grass,

when sown together, although grain is always tri-

umphant in the main point, which is life, yet the

quality of the produce suffers greatly ; the roots

of the grain are obstructed by those of the grass,

and the soil being more or less covered aud

clothed by the grass, the roots of the grain are de-

prived of the fullness of the benefit of air, and
heat, dews, and rains which they would otherwise

have enjoyed. The result is, that out of twenty

samples of barley thus raised, nineteen, I expert,

upon an average, are slighted by the brewers, look-

ing more like hulls than grain, and the price

which ought not to be less than one dollar per

bushel, to afford a fair emolument to the fanner,

has ranged for years past at thirty per cent., or

more, under that mark.

We may conclude, therefore, from the exposi-

tion of these facts, if correctly stated, that the re-

sult of sowing grain and grass is to injure both crops,

and very often to loose the grass entirely. Such loss

and vexation may be avoided by sowing the grain

alone, early in the spring with such manure as

has been allotted for the field ; and as soon as pos-

sible in August, after the crop of grain has been

housed, to plough the stubble in, turning a good
furrow, that the stubble may have a chance of

mouldering away, which the showers usually 4
^
l,r
^
c "

lV'ii

taking place about that time, and the heat of the

weather, will generally bring about in the course

of 12 or 15 days ; before the end of August the

field should be cross ploughed, the grass seeds

sown on the furrow, harrowed, ami rolled.* It is

of much importance in this part of the process to

avoid any delay, and therefore it is quite needful
to put in the grass seeds, even if the weather
should happen to be dry at the time, they will lay

safe in the ground, and be ready to improve the

benefit of the first showers, when the grass will

soon make its appearance, and generally a good
progress before the winter sets in. If the winter
should prove favorable, nothing further is want-
ed to secure a good aud lasting field of grass, than
to draw the roller over it in the spring, as soon as

the frost gets out of the ground ; this will settle

the roots of the young grass, which the frost will

always heave up, and which without rolling would
he exposed to suffer from an exposure to the sun
and to the wind. In case that the winter should
prove changeable, with cold turns, and successive
thaws aud hard rains, then the grass will be ex-
posed to suffer, by being killed in spots, perhaps
some of it washed away ; in such cases it is need-
ful as soon as the frost is out of the ground, and
it is not wet to harrow the field over, and sow
some fresh seeds upon such spots as may have
suffered, and roll over immediately.

The benefit of the harrow and roller, in these

cases is such, as will surprise, and I do believe

that if the young grass was in all cases harrowed
iu spring, and then rolled, it would prove a groat

advantage ; it acts like a cultivation to it, improv-
ing immediately its appearance as much as a good
hoeing does corn, or potato fields. It is needful

to observe that if clover is the object, fall is not

an advisable time to sow it. I have always found
it to suffer by the winter when so young, and
therefore have occasionally delayed to sow it un-

til spring over the young grass, harrowed and
rolled, and all has been well. Upon a gravelly

soil which will not retain the grass, clover is ad-

visable ; upon loams 1 feel very little anxiety for

clover, because it will smother the grass, and I

esteem herds grass and red top to be a more valu-

able crop, they will last much longer, and give a

fodder of much greater substance. I shall close

these remarks by confirming a well settled opinion,

that fall, is generally, the most advisable and best

season, with proper management and diligence, to

sow grass seeds. The sun is then losing gradual-

ly its ardency, the earth is cooling with rains and
longer nights, it is that state of soil and of atmos-

phere which is genial to grasses, it assists the

rooting, the setting of the grass, by checking the

growth of the top and favoring the roots. But,

after all, general rules are subject to many ex-

ceptions, and particularly so in agriculture, there-

fore the application and modification of the same
must be the study of every attentive farmer, in or-

der to suit them to the nature, situations, aud

workings of his lands.

With much esteem your friend,

Wtston, April 25, 1829. J. M. G.

P. S. When grain is not a desirable article to

be raised by the farmer, a crop of early potatoes

will answer a very good purpose, and leave the

land early enough, and in excellent order for

grass seeds.

* The opinion of our respected correspondent relative to sow-
ing grass seeds in August is corroborated by respectable writers

ulture. We alluded lo Young's Farmer's Calendar, in

-uhjecl page 307, of tlie current vol. ol

the N. K. Farmer, in which the preference is given to August.
The Complete Grazier, an English work of reputation, ob-

serves that •' From the* extensive cxperimeuis of the Earl ol

Ik-lderiinss, it appears that seeds (of grass) answer best when
sown alone. The fact, however, is as an intelligent agricurtn

ri"i has remarked, that grass seeds will succeed almost equally

well in either method ; though if a preference were given it

should be to- August sowing- without corn.'' (grain.^

POISONING OF VEGETABLES I5V VEGE-
TABLE POISONS.

M. Marcel's experiments on vegetable |>oi*ons

are worthy of notice. Having ascertained that
bean plants could exist in a healthy slate for
five or six days if iuimerbed in spring water,
he tried them with five or six grains of op, urn dis-

solved in an ounce of water ; the consequence of
which was that in the evening the leaves bad
drooped, and by the middle of the next day they
were dead beyond recovery. Hemlock was equal-
ly fatal ; and six pounds of dry |>owdered fox-

glove (digitalis purpurea) in an ounce of water,

began to operate by wrinkling some of the leaves

of the bean in a few seconds, which it eompkte-
ly killed in 21 hours. Oxalic acid, though found

in sorrel- (rumex acetosa) as well as several other

plants, proved very fatal poison to others. The
absorption of one-tenth of a grain killed a rose

branch in flower in 48 hours London RegisleroJ

Arts.

Qaere.—Do snuff and other preparations of to-

bacco poison vegetables to which they are appli-

ed for the purpose of destroying insects?

PURE WATER.
Some experiments have recently been made in

Paris to determine the liest mode of purifying foul

water, which resulted in a preference to the fol-

lowing :

Into a wooden cask of any size, set upright upon
a stand, are placed two cocks, one close at the bot-

tom, and the other six inches above it. The cask

being filled with water, powdered alum in the pro-

portion of something less than half a drachm to

each gallon is stirred into the water. No water

is drawn out for twenty-four hours, at the end of

that time it is taken as wanted from the upper

cock, and when no more remains except what is

below the upper cock, the water containing tha

sediment is let off by the lower cock, and the cask

is then filled for further use.

TO THE FARMERS OF ESSEX.
The Trustees of the Essex Agricultural So-

ciety have determined that the Exhibition for the

present year shall be at Haverhill, on Thursday,

the fifth day of October next.

The premiums offered the last years are contin-

ued for the present, with some additional ones: a

full statement of which together with the Reports

of the last year, will soon be published.

Seven premiums are offered the present year

for the management of Farms— highest $30, low-

est $13. Persons intending to claim these pre-

miums must give uotice of their inteutions to the

Secretary of the Society, on or before the 1st of

June.
'

Five premiums will be offered for the best nur-

series of White Mulberry Trees, for the making of

Silk, amounting to fifty-five dollars, to be paid in

1S30.

The Trustees propose paying siz hundred dol-

lars the present year in premiums, if a sufficient

number of meritorious claims shall be presented.

Bv order of the Trustee-.

JOHN W. PROCTOR, Secy.

Danvers, April 12, 1S29.

Among the donations to the Philadelphia Ag-

ricultural Society, were some beautiful speci-

mens of silk, the produce of 500 silk-worms, raised

and presented by Mrs Adams, wife of John Quin-

cy Adams, Esq. The silk was wound by herself,

without baking the cocoons.

—

Litchfitld Enq.
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From die New York Farmer.

The Planting of Timber in Europe—and the culti-

vation of the Sugar Maple, and of Live Fences in

the United States.

" I am but one year old," was the response of

an aged Persian to the interrogatory of his mon-

arch—" for it was but last year that I began to

live for posterity by planting out a trie." When
we consider that all the woods of Great Britain

have been sown or planted by the hand of man,

and witness the rapid diminution of our primitive

forests we cannot but appreciate the sentiment of

the old Persian, and feel the propriety of imitating

his example. The planting and preservation of

timber, forms now, in Europe, an important

branch of national economy. This highly com-

mendable feeling of planting for posterity, particu-

larly distinguishes the Pomological associations of

Germany. An idea of their labors and usefulness

may be formed from the declaration of Mr Lou-

don, the enlightened Editor of the Encyclopedia

of Gardening and Agriculture, that in October

last he travelled "for six days along a winding
avenue of fruit trees, upwards of 250 miles,

(from Strasburg to Munich,)" consisting of the ap-

ple, cherry, pear, plum, and black walnut. What
a delightful feature must this form in the rural

6cenery of the country, during the seasons of blos-

soms and fruits. And how easily it might be im-
itated in the old settlements of oar country. The
people of Massachusetts are entitled to much cred-

it for their early attention to this subject. While
a laudable emulation prevails in transforming their

highways into avenues of trees, useful as well as
ornamental, the State Agricultural Society is en-
couraging the cultivation of Jive fences, and the
sowing and planting of forest trees, by the distri-

bution of liberal premiums, furnished in part by
munificent appropriations from her State Treasu-
ry. New York is great in everything but hsr ag-
ricultural policy. Here agriculture, like a forsaken
orphan, is left to struggle without parental care.

There is more truth than patriotism in the remark
once made by a member of the Committee on ag-
riculture, in our Legislature, that he was opposed
to any appropriation from the treasury for agricul-

tural improvements because he was too old to

profit by it, and because he wished to keep things
toNiis own level.

ifen these remarks with the view of recom-
mending, to our farmers the cultivation of the
sugar ma^e as a means of embellishing and en-
hancing the tfajue of their estates, of multiplying
their personal comforts, and in fulfilment of a duty
to posterity. The 1 subject was suggested by re-
flecting on the commendable beginnings which I

witnessed last summer in different parts of the
State, and particularly in tffej county of Lewis, of
making plantations of this valuable tree. The at-
tempts to preserve the forest growth of this tree
have been unavailing. The trees are soon pros-
trated by winds when the other wood is taken
away, and the lands around cleared. But when
set out, of proper size, their habits early conform
to their location. I saw many acres planted at

regular distances, besides avenues of them on the
highways. The only faults I noticed were, in se-
lecting tall trees from the forest, instead of more
humble ones from the borders and fields, and in
divesting them too much of their branches.
The sugar maple is one of our most valuable

trees for use and ornament. Its sap affords an ar-

ticle of indispensable family use, which is manu-

factured at the most leisure season of the year.

—

Its timber is valuable for the cabinet maker and

the carpenter, and ranks next to hickory as fuel
;

its shade is umbrageous and refreshing ; its form
symmetrically beautiful ; and i ts growth is perfect-

ed in almost every soil. A plantation made upon

the north or bleak side of the farm buildings, or

the fruit orchard, or in belts around permanent en-

closures^ highly useful as a protection ; constitutes

a most interesting feature of rural scenery, and

will ultimate in substantial profit to its proprietor.

The grounds planted are but very little injured, at

least for years, for ordinary purposes of tillage or

grass. In districts where the maple is not of in-

digenous growth, or where suitable trees cannot

be obtained for a plantation, the defect might soon

be remedied by planting a nursery. Seeds may be

gathered by bushels at the time of the early au-

tumnal frosts, or obtained from seedsmen in our

cities. They should be sown in the fall or spring,

after gathering, upon a bed of good mould, slight-

ly covered, and kept free from weeds. They gen-

erally will not grow until the second season. Af-

ter standing in the seed bed two summers, they

should be transplanted into nursery rows, and
there nursed till they have acquired size for final

planting.

Another subject interesting to the present, as

well as to the rising age, is the cultivation of live

fences. It is evident that the practice in Great
Britain of planting these upon a bank of earth,

and on the border of a ditch, is adapted neither

to the dry summers nor cold winters of our climate.

Nor has our experience yet indicated, with any
degree of certainty the plants best adapted to gen-
eral use. Yet if the information upon this sub-
ject, which experience has suggested to individu-
als, was collected and concentrated, a tolerable

system of management might be formed. I would
therefore respectfully invite gentlemen who pos-

sess practical knowledge, to communicate to the

Farmer every information which may tend to ac-

celerate our progress in this useful branch of im-
provement. J. BUEL.

Albany, March 13, 1829.

From Ihe New York Farmer.

Foreign Plants that have withstood the present severe

winter at the Linncean Botanic Garden, near JVew
York.

Dear Sir—The past winter having been very
severe, it is interesting to know what foreign
plants, heretofore considered tender, have become
so acclimated as to have withstood its rigors ; and I

have therefore to state, that the following are
among the number :

—

Pceonia montan Banksii,
rosea, and pupaveracea, without any protection.

—

Camellia japonica the single, and some double va
rieties, in mere wood frames without glas* ; the
ground froze round them four or five inches dee|>

without injury. Azalea indica purpurea pleno with-
stands the severest cold, which is a rurious and
unexpected circumstance ; Glycine vel Wisteria
sinensis, Magnolia purpurea and Conspicua of Chi-
na, Geranium macrorhizon all* withstood the cold
perfectly, and the Lavandula dtntala were plantecf

in a dry soil. French Grape Vines of three years
growth are uninjured ; those of less age it is pru-
dent to cover with earth, though not always ne-
cessary.

The English Laurel Prunus Lauro-cerasus is

killed nearly to the ground, but in such cases it

throws up strong shoots again from the roots.
Nearly all the varieties of China Roses stand

our winters, and even the most delicate will sup-
port the cold if three or four inches of tanner's
bark is spread around them.
The Chinese Evergreen Honeysuckle, Lonicera

Sinensis is as hardy as an oak, it holds its foliage
throughout the winter, and blooms profusely with
delightful striped flowers in April ; the Lonicera
Japonica is much more tender, and was killed
nearly to the ground ; Lonicera implexa stands
the cold well. I think the Chinese Honeysuckle
one of the most valuable novelties our gardens can
boast.

GrevilWs Superb Rose is among those that have
withstood the cold best. It is at the south side of
the house, and seems perfectly uninjured.

I will at another moment continue these re-

marks. Yours respectfully.

WM. PRINCE.
Linnaan Botanic Garden, near }

JVeto York, March 14, 1829.
\

From the New York Farmer.

BOT FLY, OR N1TTER.
By Professor Eaton, of Troy.

While .preparing a Zoological Text-Book for
Students, I had occasion to examine the Nitter
with considerable attention in the summer of 1826.
The Genus to which this fly belongs contains
more than a dozen species. Two species are
common about Troy, New York, and probably
in all the Northern States, which I will here des-
cribe.

Class—Insecta. Order—Diptera.
Genus—Oestrus.

Generic Character—Antennae (horns) disjointed,

very short, sunken ; face broad, depressed, vesic-

ular; mouth a simple orifice; feelers two, two
jointed, sunken ; tail inflexed beneath.

Equi (\cg nitter) wings whitish with a black band
in the middle and two dots at the tip. Deposits
its eggs on the hairs of horses legs, in the month
of August. From observations made during the

three last summers, I believe this species to be
harmless. I do not believe the Bot is ever caus-
ed by it.

Velerinus, (throat nitter, bot fly) wings without
spots ; body iron rust color ; sides of the thorax
and base of the abdomen furnished with white
hairs. A little smaller and much more agile than
the leg nitter. Deposits its eggs in the skin un-
der the throats of horses in the month of Septem-
ber, and with them an acrid liquor which gives

the horse the pain of a bee's sting, at the instant

of contact ; hence, this swift-winged species is

the dread of horses.

So far, I think, I am justified in giving the nat-

ural history of this insect from personal observa-

tions. One farther trial is necessary, to complete
my proposed account of it. This I have not been
able to complete ; and take this method to ask
the aid of some of the readers of the Farmer.

—

Whoever has an opportunity to see the Bot in the

recent feces of a horse, should put a quantity of it

into a close tin or wooden box, of the capacity of
a quart or two, and keep it in a warm place, until

some of the larva; become flies. Then determine

the species, by accurately comparing them with

the descriptions here given. Should it prove to

be the species veterinus, we could safely adopt the

following conclusions.

1. That the Nits deposited in the skin under
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the throats of horses, become minute larva: 'mag-

gots) and make their way into the passage to the

stomach folds, until they are of a size to destroy

that organ, unless they arc passed off by some for-

tunate cause.

2. Should it be thus demonstrated, that the Bot

is the larvse of the throat-nilter, common sense

would suggest an effectual preventive. A piece of

oil cloth fastened under the throat, for three or

four weeks commencing the last week in August,

must be a perfect defence.

AMOS EATON.
Rensselaer School, Troy, March 16, 1829.

FRUIT TREES.
Mr W. Hill, of Comb Hay, near Bath, in his

letter to the Bath and West of England Society,

on the subject of Orchard Plantation, states, that

he had for several years past directed his atten-

tion to the cultivation of various sorts of applet',

principally table fruit ; and he had so far succeed-

ed as to receive from trees of a first year's crop

4, of a second year's crop 12, and of a third

year's crop 15 pecks of fruit. His method of

planting was, after clearing the land, and pre-

paring it for planting, to throw out the soil to the

depth of 18 inches, and loosen it about 10 inches

deeper still ; the soil so thrown out he suffered to

remain till it became pulverized. When reduced

to that state, he then proceeded to planting, raising

the trees occasionally and shaking the roots,

by which means they acquired a firm and equal

Standing. He much reprobated the common prac-

tice of throwing the soil around the roots of the

tree in heavy lumps as it was dug up, and then

treading it in ; contending that this process must
necessarily tear the roots, and deprive them of

their bark or rind. Most people, he observed,

were aware, that if a tree were stripped of its

bark, it would die ; but planters of trees in many
instauces appear to forget that the more tender

bark of the roots might be destroyed in the same
manner. By adopting the manner of planting

which he had recommended, he had last year on
some plants half a peck, and on others a peck of

fruit. The land on which he made these experi-

ments was considered of little value ; but he had
no doubt of its being productive of good crops,

under this method of cultivating it.

—

English pa.

The Madeira nut, which is usually Bold nt the

shops under the name of the English walnut, at

124 to 16 cents per pound, may be cultivated here

without difficulty, and is very productive. In the

vicinity of New York, there is a tree which has

produced in a single year, as many as sold in the

market for hco hundred dollars. We have no
doubt that it might be engrafted on the butter-nut,

or the walnut, with perfect success. It is a tree

of the same genus, and in its character bears a

nearer resemblance to the butter-nut than many
other trees do to those on which they are success-

fully engrafted. The experiment is worth trying,

and, if successful, it would soon furnish us, at a

cheap rate, with a good supply of that excellent

nut, without waiting the more tardy process of
rearing the tree.

—

Mass. Spy.

GRAFTING AND INOCULATION.
It is not unreasonable to suppose the benefits to

be derived from engrafting and inoculation of fruit

trees, are far from being fully realized. Aside

from the neglect of improving orchards, where
there is nothing to prevent but the disposition to

procrastinate and delay—so prevalent with all

—

we believe that the process is of much more ex-

tensive application than is generally known, and
that it may be the means of introducing the culti-

vation of fruits, now imported from abroad at a

great expense. It has been ascertained that

the shag-bark walnut maybe successfully engraft-

ed, and that the engrafted trees are much the

surest bearers. Where this is not the case, the

difference in the quality of these nuts would make
it an object to engraft most of the walnut trees.

—

Some have a very thin shell, and a thick large

meat—while others have a thick shell and but

little meat. It is probable that the hickory or

shag-bark, would do well, engrafted on the pig-

nut. If it should, the quantity raised might be

greatly increased, and the quality much improved.

From die Delaware Advertiser.

SILK CULTURE.
Mr Editor—A few days since I had the pleas-

ure to see in the " New England Farmer," of Feb-
ruary 13, the piece taken from your paper, signed
" An Agriculturist," on the subject of the proper

temperature in which Silk Worms ought to be

kept, and on other subjects. This paper gave me
great satisfaction, because it will promote the

cause of the Silk culture, which I deem highly im-

portant to the farmers, and because the senti-

ments contained in it, agree with my own experi-

ence.

The opinion of Mr Gideon Smith, of Baltimore,

noticed by the writer, that silk worms will thrive

in any temperature, even at that of 90°, will, I

fear, do mischief. My own experience is decided-

ly in favor of moderate temperature in all stages

of the worm ; and it agrees with that of others,

who have attended to them upon a large scale.

—

Even when the worms are hatching, the heat of

the apartment in which they are kept, ought not

to exceed 81°, and should commence at 64° and

be gradually increased. The reasons for this ; r •

given at length in the Silk Manual, published by

Congress. Cultivators of Silk Worms should be

persuaded to regulate the apartment by a ther-

mometer, one of which can be purchased in Phil-

adelphia, for $2,50, of Mr M'Calister, in Chesnut

street, for without one, the regular growth of the

worms cannot be insured ; they will at one time

he checked by cold, and at another time unduly

stimulated by the heat of the atmosphere.

I beg leave to call the attention of the public to

a pamphlet published by the Society in Philadel-

phia, for the promotion of the culture of silk. It

contains a summary of the whole business, as de-

tailed more at length, in the Silk Manual, and

should be in the possession of those who cannot

obtain the latter work, a large edition of which

was distributed among the members of Congress.

The pamphlet is for sale by Carey, Lea & Carey,

corner of Fourth and Chesnut streets, price 12<i

cents.

A FRIEND TO THE SILK CULTURE.
Philadelphia, March 9, 1829.

From the Columbian Reporter.

To the Trustees of the Bristol County Agricultural

Society.

Gentlemen—As your meeting is for the pur-

pose of offering premiums to successful competi-

tors, at our next annual exhibition, the subject on

which 1 wish to address you will not be out of
place at thi- time.

It is unncctunary to pain your feelings by a re-
currence to the deplorable htate of our county in
an agricultural point of view ; and (Ten it not for

the hope of better things, I certainly would not in-

trude on your patience at this time.

I have bo good an opinion of the citizens of
this county as to believe they are of the same
species as the citizens of other counties, therefore
they are capable of improving in like manner.
And that there is an incitement to that d.-irabk
object no one will pretend to deny— on the con-
trary, perhaps there is no section of the State
where the labor and skill of the Husbandman and
Horticulturist would meet with greater enconr-

agf meat Our soil is not inferior—and is capable
of being made as productive, and in time would
wear as rich and beautiful a face as some of the

famed counties to the north of us. And need I

remind you that there is but one requisite needful

to that desirable object. And as we are able in

every requisite, save one, to rank with the first, I

look with confidence to your board to lend a hand
to supply that deficiency, which is information.—
On this alone, in my humble opinion, hangs the

fate of the Bristol County Agricultural Society

—

notwithstanding the denunciations against "y/ur

book laming." There is no profession or calling,

under the canopy of Heaven, worthy the pursuit

of rational beings, that can be successfully pursued,

without the aid of books. For it is by repeated

experiments that we arrive to any degree of per-

fection in any art, and books are the medium of

such experiments.

I do not mean to be understood that the County

of Bristol is in total darkness—I believe there are

a few in every town, enough I am confident, to

prove to any unprejudiced mind, that the book

guides the plough ; and that knowledge is as ne-

cessary to the husbandman as manure is to the

soil.

The premiums offered for October, 1828,
amounted to $354, which sum, it is presumed,

was paid in money, to individuals in number
amounting to eighty-four. Would it not give as

general satisfaction, and further the object of the

society, to award premiums, or a greater part of

them, in books and papers on agriculture, such as

the New England Farmer, some treatise on Gar-

dening, on Horticulture, on the Culture of Silk :

the Culture of the Vine, &c. agreeable to the

choice of the successful competitor ?

The knowledge necessary to meet the wishes ot

your board cannot be obtained without much read

ing and reflection. And books and papers en ag

riculture are as rare in the county as the bible is

among the heathen—therefore why should we not

in some measure learn wisdom from our zealoue

neighbors of the Missionary School, and commence
the work of reform—throw light in their every

path, in shape of books and papers. They will

read if they have books, and by reading comes

wisdom, and its beautiful train of results. CouUl

this plan be adopted, would not the strong holds

of ignorance and prejudice be broken up. and a

new and propitious era begin in this dark benight-

ed county.

The manufacturing interest, particularly cotton,

have not been slow in their advauces to perfec

tion—and how was this accomplished ? surely not

in the old aud beaten path, despising and ridi

culing improvements as mischievous innovations
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but by diligently seeking for every information
both in the new and old world.

Accept the best wishes of your friend and
obedient servant, ALFRED BAYLIES.

Taunton, March 20, 1S26.

The subject of the foregoing letter being deem-
ed by the Board of Trustees, one of importance, it

was voted to request the author to consent to its

publication. A committee was also appointed,
with reference to it, to take into consideration and
report at the next annual meeting of the Society,
in October, the best mode of disseminating agri-

cultural information by books or otherwise, through
the county.

JYEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MAY 1, 1829.

SPRING WHEAT.
Payson Williams, Esq. of Fitchburgh, Mass.

gives the following account of his method of rais-
ing a crop of spring wheat, being twenty-eight
bushels and thirty quarts on one acre and "an
eighth of an acre, for which he received the Mas-
sachusetts Agricultural Society's premium of forlv
dollars, Oct. 1819.
The land on which the wheat was sown, was

in 1818 planted with potatoes, (for one acre of
which I obtained your premium) which after har-
vesting was ploughed a short time before the set-
ting in of winter. In the spring of 1819, as ,-oon
as practicable, (after spreading on six loads of fer-
mented manure) it was again cross-plou-hed —
April 26 sowed on the furrows two bushels of
what is known by the name of the Oilman wheat,
(which 1 procured of the Hon. P. C. Brooks, of
Boston) on one acre and twenty square rods, and
cross-harrowed the same, following the harrow at
the same time with the clover seed, which in turn
was cross-harrowed in. The wheat before sowing
was washed in water until perfectly clean,then im-
mersed in a liquor, or ley made in the proportion
of 4 pints of water to every pound of wood a-die*
then add 1 pound of unslacked lime to every bush-
el of seed, as recommended by M. Du Hamel —
When the wheat plant was out of the ground two
mches, I sowed on a part of the field plaster of
Pans, at the rate often bushels to the acre, which
I never have been able to discover has had the
least effect. (I had the like ill success in the use of
• ton, on various parts of the farm.) The amount
of the wheat by actual measure was twenty-eMit
bushels and thirty quarts. It may not be improp-
er here to state, that on the most close examina-
tion, I could not discover one kernel of smutty
gram in the whole crop

; a:id had it not been for
the ravages of the grasshopper in this field (inmany parts of which they cut off one-fourth part
of the heads, which were of cours , lost,) there
would probably have been thirty-four bushels I
esteem this kind of wheat a valuable acquisi'non
to this part of the country. The grain weighing
sixty-two pounds to the bushel, and yielding at the
nullsm this quarter, forty-five pounds of flour,
equal, I think, to the best BaUiu,ore._.Wa». A*r
Urp. vol. vi. pp. 32, 33. ° '

ing. Or, where lime cannot conveniently be had,
it has been recommended to use salt, at the rate
of about a bushel and an half to the acre. These
substances may be strewed over the hills, after the
potatoes are planted, and well covered, but should
not be put into the hills, in such a manner as to
come in contact with the seed potatoes.
A letter from William Moody to the Hon. Josi-

ah Quincy, published in the 4th volume of the
Massachusetts Agricultural Repository, page 353,
recommends sea sand as an antidote against the
wire worm, and, has no doubt it would prove ef.

fieacious against other insects, which infest pota-
toes, while growing. This writer says, " I am
persuaded, from experience, that sea sand, put
under corn or potatoes with manure, or spread on
the laud, will go far, if not wholly to the total des-
truction of those destructive worms [wire worms]
on which nothing else seems to have any effect.
It has a beneficial effect spread on land before
ploughing, or even after land is planted with corn
or potatoes

; not only to destroy the wire worm
and other insects, but to increase the crop. With
my neighbors a load of sea sand is considered
preferable to a load of their best manure, to mix
in with their common barn manure, or to spread
on their gardens and low flat land."
Mr Moody likewise says in the same letter,

" late planted potatoes, which are gathered iu be-
fore ripe are far the best for seed the next year

j

If kept in a dry warm place in a celiar, they will
be much earlier, and likely to produce more abun-
dantly the next year, and will be as good for use
the following spring, though they may not be so
~ood in the fall."

Mr Moody's opinion relative to planting late, or
unripe potatoes is corroborated by an article, orig-
inally published in the Gardener's Magazine, aim"
republished in the N. E. Fanner, vol. v. p. 409, in
which it is stated that " the ripe potato, having
performed all its operations, becomes more inert

;

but the circulation of the sap in the unripe tuber
having been stopped, it starts more readily, and
with greater vigor when planted :—the one seems
to die, worn out with age, the other seems acci-
dentally to have fallen asleep, and when awoke
possesses an unspent vigor and energy."

May 1, m$.

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SO
CIETY.

continual to bear fully every year-fruit of enor-mous size-ripens in November-ofa rich, mealy,
mellowness-a good pie apple, and a great bear-
er.

" No. 2. Scions from the thin skin apple tree, so
called—a young tree—bears a yellow apple of a
very thin skin, and an excellent fruit for the table
—ripens in October.

Communications were received, and read from
John Prince, Esq. of Roxbury, and Gen. Aa-
mistead, on engrafting the foreign Sweet Water
Grapes into American stocks, which will be pub
lished in the next New England Farmer.— Like-
wise the Report of the Committee on Fruit Trees.
Fruits, &c. -

Votes of thanks to Dr Hosack, and the other
gentlemen, who presented the above articles to
the Society were passed.

SUMACH.
The Vermont Chronicle, a paper printed in

Windsor, Vt, after adverting to the quere on the
cultivation of sumach, published page 253 of our
current volume, observes that « There are in this
region two varieties of Sumach. The larger
grows sometimes to the height of 20 feet. Its
berries are of a paler red ; and its leaves and
tender shoots have a hairy appearance. The wood
is of a bright yellow, and is used for dying that
color, and for inlaid ornaments in cabinet work
The leaves and berries are sometimes used for
dying black, but are inferior to the small kind.
This is seldom more than about six feet hi"-h the
berries of a deeper and brighter red, the leaves of
a deeper green, and the young stalk covered with
a down, such as is found on plums, and some kinds
of apples. This, we believe, is the kind used in
tanning. On light, loamy, or sandy soils, it grows
spontaneously. When mown yearly, it springs up
again. In ploughed lands, it is sometimes trouble-
some, as every piece of the root cut off by the
plough, becomes a separate plant. Whosoever
will inform our farmers how they may reap a
profit from it, will confer a favor on them. A de-
coction of the leaves is said to make very superior
writing ink

; but we have never proved it."

POTATOES.
If the land on which you plant potatoes is in-

tested with grubs, or wire worms, it may be well
to strew quick-lime over it, at the rate of about
«wo bushels- to the acre, immediately after pjnnt.-

At a special meeting of this Society, on Tues-
day last, for the admission of members and other
business, the following donations were received,
and distributed among the inemhers.
From Dr S. L. Mitchell, of New York, a

small package of seeds of ornamental flowers,
shrubs, and fruits, recently received by him from
Caraccas.

^
From Doct. Hosack, President of the New

York Horticultural Society, a box of kitchen gar-
den vegetable seeds, including twenty new Vari-
eties of peas, beans, and squashes, received by
him from Mexico.
From Mr Wm Wilson, of New York, a park-

age of seeds of the large Apple Head Lettuce,
(heads of which were exhibited in the New York
markets last season, which weighed 4 lbs. 4 ozs.
each) -the New York premium Lettuce, and some
hue Green Fleshed Melons.
From Mr E. Wight, of Dedham, scions of two

varieties of fine native Apples, described by him,
in an accompanying letter as follows:

"No. 1. Scious from a. very old tree, which still

[The following extracts from English papers,
were furnished by a gentleman who will please to
accept of our thanks, and will much oblige us by
the continuance of his favors.]

Preservation of Lambs from Vermin An oint-
ment made of gunpowder, brimstone, and common
grease, applied behind the necks of lambs, will in-
fallibly preserve them from all kinds of vermin
The quantity requisite is so small, that sixpenny-
worth is sufficient to dress two hundred lambs.
Cambrian.

Destruction of Slugs.—The Sussex Advertiser
says the slugs are committing extensive ravages
among the wheat. The following is recommend-
ed as an effectual mode of destroying them :—
"Take five quarters of fresh lime in the morning,
put it down in some clean place, and throw eight
or ten pails of water over it, which will slack by
the evening, then take it up, and sow it betwixt
six and nine o'clock in the evening with shovels.
This will sow three acres, kill the slugs and re-
vive the wheat, so much so, that it is scarcely to
be distinguished from that which has not been iu,.

fested with the slug."
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A Great Calf.—S. cow, belonging to Mr Jason

Williams, of Dana, brought a bull calf on the 6th

hist, which weighed 102 lbs. Mr Williams offers

$10 for another of the same weight at that age

—

Alhol Sentinel.

We could have supplied Mr Williams with a

Household Furniture Cheap.

luro Warehouse, near (he Square, Mail

Ohnrlestown.

FOSDICK &- CARTER, inform their friends an.! Ihe no*.

lie, lhal ihcy have OD hand. Bud fur Hale, an extensive anon,

menl of Furniture, viz. Bureaus, Secretaries. Beds, BadMeadi,

Tables, Chairs, Solas. Couches, Carpeting, Wash Stan-Is. lir;

Fire Sets, Waiters, Knives, Forks, Bellows,

Also, a constant supply of Live
otherwise. Alsi

Roman.
This very elegant, full hlooded bone, imported with a bona

'
i of fir

PhoenUl Furniture Warehouse, near the Square, Main Street,

of improving; <he breed, will stand urn nam at ihe farm
, Stephen William*, in *Wt)>horough, County of Worcestet,
' where iomeof his «wk may t>e seen.

Roman was purchased in England of the Ear) of Warwick,
__ and his pedigree ha- been irare.J „, the New Market Siudbook

and Brushes— from Chikiero, die swiftest Itorse that ever run o>erNew Mar-

and Common Feathers, kc t course, through eight eeoeralioaa of ihe highest bred borsea

*„o ,-Tlf whirl, weighed 100 pounds, from one of by the bale or otherwise. Also, they manufacture and keep
,

and mares in England ""bout a single cross of inferior blood,
fine rah which weighed 1UU pound.

,

ir u
„£„„„,„ f„ r ,„, ., ,.,„. r;il assorl „ 1H

J

„, „, |,„„king Glasses.by
j
At 4 years old he won 5, and at fi year, old be .on,4 pnzet.

our own cows ; hut we are too lar Irom Dltn to w(,olesBleor relail, with almost ievery article for booae keeping, and ba»»n»Beat»nieot the fleetest burses in England, over

avail ourselves of his generous offer.

—

Lancaster nil which they will sell extremely low lor cash. Purchasers aic
;

the most celebratcil ci

~ ,, invited to call and examine.
liazette. p y Portrait and Picture Framing, executed in the best

« ~ „.„^7~~ manner, and at short notice, as above. 6l

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
, Qharleslown, April 3, 1889.

.

The meinhers of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Sociktv, are hereby requested to pay to the Treasurer of said
j

Society, l\te\r fee of adi

bly to a provision of the By-Laws

CHEEVER NEWHALL, Treasurer,

No. 15 South Market Street,

French Grape Vines at Auction

For Sale,

, A valuable Real F.slate in Milton, 9 miles from Boston,
five dollars each, agreea-

; Qn ^^ ^.^ f|
.om Bo3ton , TaUnton, Bi idgewater,

|
and New Bedford, containing upwards of 200 acres of the

j
variety of lands and fruits suitable for a good farm, well

1
watered, with good substantial buildings. Said farm is

calculated to suit a gentleman of taste, or an enterprising

!
young man for a milk establishment, being an excellent

His color a very bright hay—black legs, mane and tail

—

walks and IroU w'eil—is very good tempered—high spirited

—

active 15 1-2 hands high, and is considered by judges u
handsome and well ibrmed a horse as can be found in the coutv

Harea have been repeatedly sent to him from Maine, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut, as well as from the remote counties in

tins Stale, and the neighboring towns, and his colts are hand-

some and command high prices.

Terms—#20 the season, to be paid before the mares are ukta

away.
Norihborough, Mass, April, 1829.

The purchaser may have, including the build-

Fruu* TVee*, &,c.

N. DAVENPORT has for sale, at his Nursery in Mil-

j
ton, a large collection of Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Green

contains a large portion
j

i)ouse pian ts, &.c. His collection of Peach, Plum, and

highest bidder, on Saturday next, at 12 o'clock, in ! of valuable wood land, the purchasermay be accommodated Almond Trees, he considers not excelled in this vicinity :

I ili.-rtv Sninre bv GEO P THOMAS Auct. j

with more or less of that part. The place will be sold at
n(] lhe collection of other fruits is good. Orders sent U>

liberty fequaie, by ^'- * •
1
.

n"'UAa
'
AU"-

a fair price, with or without a very valuable stock and his Nllr9ery in Milton, or left with J. B. Rcs.ill, at the
Sweet Carolina Potatoes. v !?""_ .' . ,- , <-. _. »•- =o u—••. n i s

.. ,„„„ c i
• i„ r>„,l <.r,,l grass farm. The purchaser may hav

About 1000 vines of various kinds Red and
f froln 100 ac 'es to the whole.

White Table Grapes, will be sold at auction, to the • "As the at,ove described property c

Also, 50 bushels

Scions of Superior Fruits.
'premises, a large, convenient Dwelling Hou^e, wih a

Just received at the Seed Store, connected with the
(

j gake Lj ouse and ou t buildings, very pleasantly situ-

New England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street, an i

a(e(j ror a coun lry seat or a good stand for a store or

extensive collection of scions, of the finest fruits cultivated country bakin", with as much land as may be wanted for

in this country, and comprising also many of the superior :

( |)c accommodalion of the same. For further information,

fruits of Mr Knight and Dr Van Mons. They are all cut
jnqu j re f the Editor, of Parker H. Pierce No. 95 State

from bearing trees, from an extensive fruit garden in this
street f Nathaniel Blake at Indian Queen Tavern, Brom-

vicinity; and the utmost reliance can be placed on the
; ne |,j s

'

(reet , f A. M. Withington, Roxbury, or Nathan-
genuineness of the sorts, as they are all cut, and packed,

; ]EL yDCKKR n the premises

farming utensils.
j
New England Farmer Seed Store, No. 52, North Market

Also, for sale, or to be let, opposite the above named slreet) Boston, where a list of the trees can be seen, will

be executed at the customary prices. ep6vr

persunully , by the proprietor. The following comprises

a part of the list

:

PEARS.
Vert I.ongue, Marie Louise, Forelle, Urbaniste, Fon-

fiant i d'E'.e, Capiauuiont, Napoleon, Passe Colmar, Hai-

denpont, Bartlett, Charles rrAutric.be, Ambrette, (a fine

winter table pear) Crasnnne, Chainnontel, Bi*oca's Ber-

gatiiot, Messire Jean, Seckle, Swan's or Moor Fowl Egg,
Ecliasserie, Epavgne, Green Catharine, Brown Beurre,

Virgoleuse, Andrews or Gibson, Jargonelle, Green Chisel,

Iron, Dr Hunt's hue baking pear, Beurre de Roi, Rush-

more's Bon Cietien, Gansel's Bergamot, Early Juneating,

&c.
APPLES.

Ribstone Pippin, Priestley, (large sweet) Early Harvest

(finest early table apple) Royal, (large and fine) Mary-
gold, Hubbardston Nonsuch, Sw.iar, linpeii.il Table Ap-

ple, (from Germany) Garden, Gatdner's Sweeting, Grand
Sachem, R. I. Greening. Roxbury Russet, N. V. Green-

ing, Baldwin, Giliiflower, &c.
The above scions

April 10 tf

Red and White Clover Seed.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market Street,

5000 lbs. Red Clover Seed,

PRICES OF COUXTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first sort,

Pearl, firsl sort,

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected. No
CHEESE, new milk,

Sk'inmed

bushel

barrel

I
moat > to

;
i oo j »f)

ll?5 00I30«>
125 00 130 00

1 00 1 37
10 00 10 SO

1
9 00 9 60

! 8 00

1, new, oouno.

barrel.
500 lbs

S

'Dutch vJThrfte Honeysuckle Clover, (imported.) \

FLOUR, Baliimore, Howard-street, -

Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Lucerne, Rf^Cs'i
'

...I 1I...I... U.,m „ a.„t Flav S-o,l StO.ko.. — ..> '
'

14
7

I
8 7.5

75

3 50
16

9 00
9 (O

Foul Meadow, Hemp and Flax Seed, &c, &c
March 27

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.

This dav received at the New England Farmer Seed Store. __

52 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass LIME.

GRAIN, Corn,
Eye,
Barley,
Oats,

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,

s

pound,
i cask.

Seed, at #2,50 per bushel.

Wanted to Hire,

To the 1st Nov. a middle aged woman from the country, to

do the work of a lamilv about eleven miles from Boston, where

other help is kept. Plain cooking, washing, and the care of a

small dairy, will be required, and to a steady, industrious I

well packed in earth, and are for sn ,i, jrond wages will be_gi

sale in any quantities, distinctly labelled, at 6 cents each.

April 10

Crockery, Glass, and China Ware.

Ephraim B. McLaughlin, 4 Dock Square, has for sale, an

elegant assortment of newest patterns in the above line, which

ere offered at low prices for cash. Counlry meichanis and

others are invited to call. eptl niar27

Apple Trees
igralied, labelled, and for sale, from the

, Village. J. ADA.MS.
Of the first quality, e

ursery in Framinghai
April 17 3t

Imported Hoises.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, the two English horses, •

for the season at their stable in Brighton. Barefoi

and Cleveland at #10, with #1 for ine groom. ai-

A Farm on a Lease.

To let, a valuable Farm in Newton, in a high slate of culti-

vation, on liberal terms— apply at this office. aS4

Farm for Sale

In the town of Scituate, lt> miles from Boston, and the same
from Plymouth. It is pleasantly situated on the Mail road.—

Contains about 30 acres ol good land, partly wood—a two story

House, and out buildings, and will he sold at the low price of

81200, if applied for soon. More land can be had in the im-

mediate vicinity, if wauled. Apply to John Collamore, Esq.

near the premises, or the subscriber in Pembroke.

n24 3t HORACE COLLAMORE.

need apply to Mr J.B

Russell, at the New England Fanner office, North Market

street. '

Fiench Grapes.

\ few bundles first quality Vines, for sale at COPELAND'S
POWDER STORE. Go Broad St.

Also POWDER, SHOT, BALLS, FLINTS. &c.,as usjal,

at wholesale and retail, on the most favorable terms.

Apriin 4t

Benjamin Poor &r Co.

Importers and wholesale dealers ill Woollen, Linen, Cotton,

and Silk Goods, No. 160 Pearl St, New York.

N. B. Merchants ordering goods from New York, or select-

in" them, have a decided advantage of those purchasing inoth-

ereitjes inasmuch as Ihe variety is greater, and the facilities

of importing and also ol forwarding by the numerous lines of

well regulated Packets to all ports of Ihe U S.. enables them in

receive the latest fashions, and at verv short notice. 2t a24

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear,

Navy, mess,
Caigo, No. 1,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, ...
Rye Grass, -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top -

Lucerne, -

While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sr.gar Beet, -

Mangel Wunzel, s> -

!
WOOL. Merino, full blood, washed, -

.V, inn. naU blood, unwashed.
Merino, three :our;hs washed.

Merino, htlf 4: quar.er washed

Nal've, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's. f:st sort, -

Pulled. Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, " spinning, first sort.

ju-shel.
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MISCELLANIES.
SPRING.

Again rejoicing nature sees

The blest return of Spring ;

Ambrosial odors in each breeze,

Her sweetest incense bring.

Dread Winter's icy reign is o'er,

His frost, his snows are gone;

His ruthless power is fear'd no more,

And joy invests the lawn.

TV industrious bee, with sober hum,

Each hour her task completes;

And to o'ercharge the well wrought comb,

Robs nature of her sweets.

Yon murm'ring brook, that gently flows,

Meand'ring through the green,

Was late o'erlaid by Winter's snows,

And envious frost unseen.

Yon wood, the mountain's brow that crowns,

Enrobed in gayest hue ;

And late deform'd by Winter's frowns,

In Spring enchants the view.

Where'er we turn our wand'ring eyes,

Fresh beauties rise in bloom
;

And let's enjoy the bounteous prize,

For soon they seek the tomb.

Let moderation gild each scene

With charms ihat cannot clov ;

She 'II wisely take the golden mean,

And bless without alloy.

Seize harmless pleasure while she lasts,

Be jocund, blithe, and gay;
For soon December's chilling blasts

Shall freeze the springs of May.

The following story of Poison is in Barker's no-
tices of Dr Parr :—" There was a large company,
and the Doctor addressed Person nearly in these
words :— ' Mr Porson, pray what do you think
about the introduction of moral and physical evil

in the world ? ' This was a knotty question.

Conticuere omnes intentique ora tenebant. Por-
son, after a moment's pause for reflection, answer-
ed, with great solemnity or dryness of manner,
' Why, doctor, I think we should have done very
well without them.' "

MUton has the following remarks upon misspent
time :—" Hours have wings, and fly up to the Au-
thor of time, and carry news of our usage. All
our prayers cannot entreat one of them either to

return or slacken his pace. The mispence of
every minute, is a new record against us in Heaven

;

sure if we thought thus we would dismiss them
with better report, and not suffer them to go away
empty, or laden with dangerous intelligence. How
happy is it that every hour should convey up, not
only the message, but the fruits of good, and stay
with the Ancient of Days, to speak for us before
Mis glorious throne."

ing that the crops were thus injured, resolved to

extirpate the whole race, and offered a price for

their heads. The proscription was very success-

fully carried into effect, but the farmers, instead

of being gainers, were severe sufferers. The
crows, it should appear, like the rooks of our own
country, did not frequent the fields so much for

the sake of the grain as to feed upon grubs, which,

after the universal massacre of the crows, increas-

ed so numerously as nearly to destroy the entire

crops, and threatened a famine. When the error

was discovered, the crows were as anxiously pro-

tected as they had been formerly persecuted

—

Similar instances, in the case of rooks, have oc-

curred in Great Britain.

—

London Mag. of Natural

History.

Grog Drijikers, reflect

!

—A very young man
once got addicted to the use of tobacco, and was

entirely cured by a friend who desired him to cast

up the sum total of the expense, should he live to

the age of 70, at only one cent a day, including

the interest annually. The young man found it

amounted to upwards of One Thousand Dollars!

He at once threw away his tobacco box. Let

those who expend from 5 to 10 cents a day in ar-

dent spirits, sit down and count the cost. Nine-

tenths of them would have cash on hand to pur-

chase good farms, and enough left to stock them
handsomely.

—

Keene Sentinel.

Phenomenon.— In boring for salt-water in Cum-
berland, Ky, a fountain of Petroleum, [bituminous

oil] was struck upon at the depth of about 130
feet. When the auger was withdrawn, the oil

rushed up, 12 or 14 feet above the surface of the

earth, and it was supposed that about 75 gallons

were discharged per minute, and in four or five

days had not perceptibly diminished. British oil,

which is extensively used in medicine, is manufac-
tured from Petroleum.

food for Birds.—To the sportsman, to the gen-
tleman farmer, and to the horticulturist, the knowl-
edge of the habits and the food of birds is indis-

pensable, inasmuch as ignorance on the subject
nay often give rise to most serious injury and loss.

»''or example, in New England the cultivated
grounds were some years ago much frequented
with a species of crow, and the farmers, suppos-

Surgical Examinations.—We hear much of the

screwing system made use of at the examination
of surgical students, and the methods taken to en-

trap the unwary. Dr Abernethy lately asked a

candidate who was undergoing an examination,

what he would do if a man were blown up with

gunpowder ? " Why," coolly answered the tyro,

" wait till he came down again." " True," said

Abernethy, " and suppose I kicked you for such
an impertinent reply, what muscles should I put

in motion ? "—" Why," said the young man, " the

flexors and extensors of my right arm, for I should

\fioor you directly !
"

A Question—Can those who have been for a

long time in the habitual use of ardent spirits,

safely abandon them ?

Let facts answer the inquiry. In the prison in

the State of Maine, an important experiment has
been made of cutting off habitual drunkards at

once, from the use of ardent spirits in every form,
and confining them to water, it has been found
invariably beneficial. They soon renew their

youth, and a more hale, healthy, muscular body of
men cannot be found, in prison, nor out of prison,

than the cold-water convicts, in the prison of
Maine.

In New Hampshire the same valuable ex-
periment has been made, with the same result.

In the new prison at Sing-Sing, New York,
among 250 convicts, the men neither die nor suf-

fer from abstinence, though they have been for-

merly intemperate.

—

Kennebec Courier.

Kenrick Nurseries in Newton, near Boston.
For sale, at the Kenrick Nurseries, in

Newton, an extensive assortment of Apples,
Peats, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Apricots,
Nectarines, White Mulberries, Grape Vines,
Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, &c. Also,

about 150 varieties of the most ornamental hardy trees
and shrubs—including nearly 50 superb varieties of hardy
roses, comprising white and red moss—single yellow,
double do—yellow Austrian—red and yellow Austrian

—

bh.ck mottled, sable, Tuscany, and other varieties of the
blackest ruses—Unique White Provence, &c.

Also, Greville Roses, and Wilmot's Superb
Strawberries.

Apple Trees of extra sizes—also Flowering Horse
Chestnuts, and some other sorts.

Written orders directed to John or William Ken-
rick, Newton, will be received by the daily mail, and
promptly attended to—or they may be left at Mr Joseph
Biidge's Grocery and Seed Store, No. 60, Court street,

Boston, where, on application, catalogues will be delivered
gratis—or, catalogues may be obtained of Mr J. B. Rus-
sell, at the New England Farmer office. epSw

New Vegetable.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, 52
North Market Street, a small quantity of Sir John Sinclair's
New Beet, from London. This is presumed to be the first

seed of this fine vegetable, ever brought into New England.

—

For sale in papers ot 12 1-2 cents each, or in larger quantities.

Cow for Sale.

A fine cow, half blooded, Ccelebs breed, is offered for sale at

the House of Industry farm, South Boston.— Also, a three-
fourths blood Calf. Inquire ofWM. STONE, Superintendent.

April 3, 1829. 4t-

Fruit Trees.

Messrs WINSHIPS respectfully request
those of the public who may incline to favor

them with their orders the ensuing season, for

fruit and ornamental trees, fancy shrubbery,
herbaceous plants, whether indigenous or ex-

otic, to forward their orders immediately, and they will

be executed with every possible despatch. They also

have several hundred genuine Isabella Grape Vines, by
the hundred or single plant, with the superior European
kinds in cultivation in this country. Letters directed to

F. & I. Winship, Brighton.

P. S. Asparagus roots from one to four years old.

fjtj» All orders left with J. B. Russell, at the New
England Farmer Seed Store, 52 North Market street, will

be execttted at the Nursery prices, and the trees delivered

in Boston, free of expense for transportation.

Brighton, March 11, 1829.

Assorted Seeds for Families.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small boxes
of assorted Seeds for Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of the following Seeds

:

Long Dutch Parsnip
Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green 1 urkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley
Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-lop Radish
White Turnip Radish
Salsafy

Early Bush Squash
Early White Dutch Turnip
While Flat Turnip
Yellow Stone Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squash.

pot herb seeds.
Thyme—Soge—Marjoram.

The above list, it will be seen, comprises all the common ve-

getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,

and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the

very first quality, as to freshness and purity. Each box contains

directions for the management of the different sorts. Price g3
per box.

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf string

B.;ans

China Dwarf siring and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
White Solid Celery
Curled Cress
Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce

Published every Friday, at g3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the

time of subscribing, are enJitled to a deduction of fifty cents.

Printed for J. B. Russell, by I. R Butts—by whom
all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes

of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell
,

at the Agricultural Warehouse No. 52 North Market Street.

Qj" No paper will be sent to a distance without payment be-

ing made in advance.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FOREIGN GRAPES IN THE OPEN
GROUND.

Mr Editor—Without entering into the ques-

tion, whether any native grape is to be compared

with the imported ones, upon which if 1 shoul I

stale my opinion frankly, I should be charged with

a want of patriotism, and after stating my own
conviction, that the native grapes of the South ex-

cepting the Isabella, will be found to be in com-

mon years as tender as the European ones, I think

I shall find all horticulturists agreeing with me in

the opinion, that, if we could ripen the European
grapes in the open air without walls or terraces it

would be a great desideratum, and worth many
exertions and sacrifices. In 22. years, I have ob-

tained not more than 6 good crops of well ripened

fruit, on a dry and warm soil.

Under the hope of attaining this desirable end,

I published a translation of the Thomery practice

of raising the hardy Chasselas blanc, (Sweet
Water of our gardens as I believe.) The prac-

tice essentially consists in checking very severely

the growth of the grape, and compelling it to bear

in a small compass. Permit me now to add an

English experiment founded on the same principle.

I have this year prepared ground to try this ex-

periment rigorously and strictly. Of its fate 1

shall give fair notice. The article I refer to ft

published in Loudon's Gardener's Magazine, No.

1, page 43, and was written by R. A. Salisbury,

F. R. S. L. S. H. S., &c. To those who are ig-

norant of 31 r Salisbury's pretensions, it will be

proper to say, that he is an eminent botanist, and
cultivator, and one of the highest attainments.

—

Premising that his situation was in one of the

most cold, unfavorable climates, and in a barren

soil, and that he has failed for years even in ripen-

ing the hardy Miller grape, in a ratio of more than

20 bunches in 2000, he proceeds to give the fol-

lowing history. " A Scots nobleman, who often

visited the place, made the following remarks,
' When I was a young lad I remember eating ripe

grapes from a vine in the open air, in Stirling,

(north of Edinburgh) which was brought to ripen

half its fruit in cold summers, and a whole crop

in warmer ones, by the following treatment. On
the 20th of September prune the vine as you
would in December, taking off all the leaves and
grapes, ripe and unripe, and shortening the shoots

to 1, 2, or 3 eyes at most. In the following spring

it will push its buds a few days earlier than any

vines pruned in winter. Pursue the same system

annually, and in the course of seven years you will

be rewarded for your patience and expense with

half a ripe crop in most summers, and a whole

one in warm summers.' Mr Salisbury adds, this

plan wps immediately adopted by him, and five

years afterwards some excellent wine was made
from the grapes.

Permit me to add, that though in Scotland it

required seven years, yet in Yorkshire it took but

five, and it is highly 2»'obable that with us, suc-

cess would follow the next, or at farthest the third

year, because Miller's burgundy, which Mr Salis-

. bury could never ripen, invuriably succeeds with

us.

|
I have frequently expressed to tny fellow culti- i

Ivatora the conviction of the hazard of leaving the

Isabella and other southern grapes exposed with-

out covering through the winter. The last win-

ter, though far from severe, (probably owing rath-

er to its mildness) has been fatal to foreign and
native grapes, even in Philadelphia, ami to the

peach, and vine, in New Brunswick, New Jersey. '

With me it has destroyed the Cane Raspberry,

which had stood five winters of greater general
|

severity. Yet there are some anomalous facts,

while the peach has lost its fruit, and the Ameri- !

can raspberry has perished, a delicate Chinese
|

Ailanthus has not been injured.

Rpxbury, April 28. A FARMER.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

ENGRAFTING GRAPE VINES.
To the Corresponding Sec'y of the Mass Hort. Society,

Sir—A few days past, in conversation with

Brig. Gen. Armistead, on the cultivation of

grapes, he mentioned his complete success in en-

graft ng the foreign Sweet Water Grape on the

native American stocks, ten years past. I thought

it very important, and requested a communication

in writing from him for the purpose of presenting

to your Society, which he has obligingly furnish-

ed me. A copy is inclosed. It is now rather

late, .still had I any native stocks, I should be in-

duced to adopt it— as with my own bad success

in the cultivation of foreign grapes, in open, airy,

aadjlat grounds, I should expect better success.

With every good wish for the success of the

Society, I am your obedient servant,

JOHN PRINCE.
Jamaica Plain, April 26, 1S29.

John Prince, Esq.—In answer to your note

requesting me to state the success from grafting

the Sweet Water grape on native stocks, I will

briefly state that it resulted in complete success.

—

The cause of the experiment originated in my fond-

ness for horticultural pursuits.

Arriving at my native place in 1819, I found

our old family garden in a state of decay : and in

the enclosure I found running several very lux-

uriant grape vines, while those of the former had
almost entirely disappeared. The Sweet Water
was the only imported grape we had, (and those

under the best culture when I knew them,) were
frequently failing. Seeing the far stretched vine

of our native soil climbing and regaling in rich

luxuriance around the old paling of our garden,

determined me at once to make the experiment.

After searching for proper slips, I found as many
as I required. This was in the monta of March
in the year above stated, before any appearance of

the flow of the sap. I picked out four native

vines, and headed them down as low as the turf,

and after going through the common process of in-

serting the graft, I bound them with woollen yarn,

and covered them with proper grafting clay ; and
to make the process doubly sure, I cut large sods

and inclosed the grafts completely, and covered

them in this way about four inches, leaving two

eyes exposed. The experiment proved the utility

of thus preserving them from «un and air, for

three out of four took, an<| on the bead of the
largest vine, I put two grafts, both of which sur-

vived, which made it equal a- if all bad

The result of the first year w.-i-, that the grafts av-

eragi d a growth of from nine to twelve feet. The
-ceoiid year they bore many bunches of grapes

The third year my mother wrote me that they had

gathered upwards of two barrels from my four

vines. The succeeding yean tin- neighborhood

was in part supplied, and from others following

the example, no failure of fine fruit I believe,

exists in that neighborhood.

I communicated the result of my experiment to

Major Adlim, near Washington city, and I believe

he has profited by it. The result was likewise

communicated to Col Gratiot, of the Bngioeen,

and was gnOCessiuJry proved, even to rearing to

great perfection the Portugal grape, pocb ts we
receive in jars, on the common Fcxgmue growing

in our swan ps, the roots of which were taken up

in the fall, and headed down, and planted along

the trellis. In the month of March they were

grafted, the result of which is a growth of a

grape never heretofore cultivated in our country,

and as to flavor and size, superior to the import-

ed.

The vines on which I made the experiment,

were our small Virginia blue grape, in size not

larger than a buck shot, growing in bunches, and

averaging imid one hundred to one hundred and

fifty in each bunch, and differing from the Fox
grape essentially. But I am of opinion that any

of our native grape stocks would answer equally

well. I am, dear sir, respectfully

Your obedient servant,

W. R. ARMISTEAD.
Jamaica Plain, April 29, 1829.

P. S. The Portugal grape, raised by Col Gra-
tiot, was, I believe, laid down in winter, being

supposed to be of too delicate a nature, to stand

the climate of Virginia. They produce better, and
in no instance have I known the rot* to affect the

Sweet Water grape, engrafted on the native vine.

W. R. A.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr Fessendex—By request of the Lyceum in

this place, I send you the following questions, re-

questing you to give them an insertion in your pa^
per.

What causes the circulation of sap ? We know
that heat affects it, but how ? What makes it

flow earlier in one kind of trees than in anoth-

er ?

Is there any lateral or oblique circulation, or is

it wholly perpendicular ?

What becomes of the sap in w inter ? Does it

retire to the roots or remain in the tree ? As it

appears that a greater portion of the carbon con-

tained in the sap is converted into the substance

of the tree, than of the other constituent princi-

ples, what becomes of the remaining oxygen and
hydrogen ? Are they all thrown oft" by the leaves

or does some portion of them return to the roots?

* Bligbl, probably.
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Is the circulation of sap permanent during the

warm season or not ?

Doctor Waterhouse asserts that for a fortnight

about midsummer, vegetation in trees is at a stand.

Is this true ? If so, what is the cause ? Why does

the wind have so much influence on the running

of sap ?

Why is it necessary that it should thaw in the

day and freeze in the night, in order that maple

sap should run well ?

Why do those plants called evergreens, remain

grean through the winter ?

Is there a difference between the power of con-

ducting heat possessed by different trees ? If so,

which are the best conductors ? Is there any

correspondence between the solidity of the wood

and the conducting power ? Does this affect the

running of the sap?

We should be glad to see an answer to any or

all of these questions. They have given rise to

several theories widely different from each other,

and in regard to some of them we can hardly

find data, on which to form a theory.

Respectfully yours,

R. A. COFFIN, Secretary.

Ashfield, April 23, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

POTATOES.
Mr Fessenden—I often see much in your

very useful paper on potatoes. I will add a few

remarks, after more than twenty years experience

in farming, having cultivated, some seasons, more

than a dozen sorts, and never less than five or

six. I fully agree with Mr Lowell on the subject

of the sorts never mixing, from being planted near

each other. I have occasionally seen red and

white potatoes in the same hill, but perfectly dis-

tinct ; having accidentally planted a set of each,

always having intended, however, to plant by

themselves, but carelessness sometimes takes place.

New sorts or mixtures, I presume, are never pro-

duced, only by sowing the seeds contained in the

apple and in the blossom.

As to planting whole potatoes, or cutting in

halves, or quarters, if large, I have not perceived

any difference ill the crop. I rather imagine that

too much seed may be planted, as often as too little.

Why do we want more stocks for a hill than wc
do of corn, say four or five ? I believe beyond that

number is unnecessary and prejudicial. In Ire-

land it is often practised by the lower class of

farmers, and more especially in scarce seasons,

during the winter to scoop out the eyes (as they

inform me about three-fourths of an inch in di-

ameter, and one-eighth thick) every day before

cooking the rest of the roots. These pieces are

saved till planting, theoutsides become dry and do

not rot as soon as planted, as many pieces do when
planted immediately after being cut. I think if al-

ways well, two or three weeks before planting to

cut the potatoes intended for seed, that they may
get dry—or if put off until the day of planting, I

would then recommend, that plaster of Paris, or

lime, should be sprinkled over them so as to cover

and dry up the moisture before dropping ill the

hills or rows.

I have sometimes, to obtain early potatoes.

adopted the plan recommended by Mr Derby, of

Salem, of putting whole potatoes close together in

a hotbed, and covering them, say one or two

inches, when the sprouts get five or six inches

above ground, take up the roots and break off the

sprouts close to the potato. These shoots, have

roots like a cabbage plant, and may be planted

three or four in a hill, or if in rows nine to twelve

inches apart—they produced potatoes very equal

in size, and generally large. I think this proves

they do not require any further nourishment from

the old potato, as Mr Derby has returned the same

potatoes to the hotbed, and taken fresh shoots

from them four, and I believe, five times.

Yours, &c.
NORFOLK.

Remarks by the Editor.—The following obser-

vations on some controverted points connected

with the best mode of propagating potatoes, are

from writers of high authority, and appear to us

to be such as the exercise of our reasoning fac-

ulties would lead us to assent to, if they had been

derived from sources of less respectability. They
may, perhaps, serve as an useful appendix to the

remarks of our correspondent above.

Potatoes may be propagatedfrom sprouts or shoots.

Loudon says " In default of genuine early sorts
;

or, to save the tubers for use in seasons of scarci-

ty, the sprouts which are generally found on store

potatoes in spring, and picked off and thrown

away as useless, will, when carefully planted in

loose well prepared soil, yield a crop, and this

crop will be ft for use a little sooner than tubers, in

which the buds are not advanced. Almost every-

thing, however, depends on the fine tilth, and good

state of the ground."

Potatoes may be propagated by sets, sections or

cuttings of the roots. Mr Loudon asserts that this

is the only method fit for general purposes. " In

making the sets or sections, reject the extreme or

watery end of the tuber, as apt to run too much
to haulm, and having the eyes small, and in a

cluster ; reject also the root or dry end, as more

likely to be tardy in growth, and produce the carl.

Then divide the middle of the potato, so as not

to have more than one good eye in each set.

—

Where the potato scoop is used take' care to apply

it so as the eye or bud may be in the centre of

each set which this instrument produces of a

semi-globular form. The larger the portion of tu-

ber left to each eye, so much the greater will be the

progress of the young plant. The scoop is only to

he used in seasons of scarcity, when the portion of

tuber saved, by it may be used for soups for the

poor, or for feeding cattle.

" Size of the sets or cuttings. Knight has found

that for a late crop small sets may be used be-

cause Ihe plants of late varieties always acquire a

considerable age before they begin to generate

tubers ; but for an early crop he recommends the

largest tubers and he has found that these not otdy

uniformly afford very strong plants, but also such

as readily recover when injured by frost : for be-

ing fed by a copious reservoir beneath the soil, a

reproduction of vigorous stems and foliage, soon

takes place when those first produced are des-

troyed by frost, or other cause."

The apparent clashing of authorities and opin-

ions, with regard to this subject, may, perhaps, in

some measure, be reconciled by taking into con-

sideration the following circumstances.

1. The poorer the soil the greater the quantity

of seed necessary, because the seed serves as nour-

ishment or a substitute for manure for the young
plants in a poor soil.

2. The earlier the variety the larger should be

the seed potatoes, for the reasons assigned above
by Mr Knight, and because early varieties have
less time to obtain nourishment from the soil than
those which come to maturity late in the season.

3. Sprouts, shoots, or portions scooped out to-

gether with the eyes of potatoes, will answer in

times of scarcity, but require a richer soil and a
longer time to grow in than if whole potatoes or
large cuttings were used.

4. If unripe potatoes are best for seed, as some
assert, the smallness of such potatoes can be no-

objection to their use.

As respects cutting seed potatoes, or planting

them whole, we have conflicting authorities enough
to fill a volume. But we are inclined to the opin-

ion of Mr Loudon, who says " tolerable sized cut-

tings of pretty large potatoes with two or three

good eyes or buds in each are probably to be pre-

ferred. Independent of the increased expense of

the seed, it is never a good practice to make use

of whole potatoes as sets. The best cultivators in

Inland and Scotland invariably cut the largest

and best potatoes into sets, rejecting in the case

of kidney potatoes the root or mealy end as hav-

ing no bud, and the top or watery end as having

too many. No objection is made to two or even

three buds on each set, though one is considered as

sufficient." There are, however, very respectable

authorities in favor of whole potatoes besides that

ofthe Memoirs of the N.Y. Board of Agric. quoted p.

318 of the current vol. of the N. E. Farmer. The
Hon. Josiah Quincy, in a letter to the Correspond-

ing Secretary of the Mass. Agr. Soc. published in

their Repository, vol. v. p. 64, mentions a field,

which, by accident, was planted in part with cut

potatoes, and in part with whole potatoes. The
result was, that " in the whole course of vegeta-

tion, the whole potatoes had a decided superiority

over every other part of the field, in the vigor and
size of the tops ; and, at harvest, in comparing

those rows with the adjoining rows, the product of

the rows planted whole exceeded an equal extent

of the adjoining rows, planted with cut potatoes,

more than one third. There was nothing in the

cultivation, or state of the land, which cotdd pro-

duce this difference, except the circumstance of

the one having been planted whole and the other

cut."

We might quote many authorities on the other

side of the question, but we shall refer to but one

at present. A communication on this subject was
published in the New England Farmer, vol. iv. p.

314, with the signature J. W. The writer of this

we know to be an upright, intelligent, and scien-

tific cultivator. He stated that " On the 3d of

May, 1825, 1 selected twenty good handsome po-

tatoes, as near of a size as possible, ten of which I

planted whole in ten hills— the other ten 1 cut into

4 pieces each and planted in ten hills, in a parallel

row with the other, four pieces in each hill. On the

28th of September I dug the potatoes and weighed

the produce of each row by itself. The row in

which the ten whole potatoes were planted weigh-

ed 46 pounds 12 ounces— and the row that was

cut into quarters produced 77 pounds 4 oz. The
rows were contiguous to each other, and the soil

exactly the same. No manure was used. The
diversity of the result of other experiments for the

purpose of ascertaining whether cut or whole po-

tatoes should be preferred in planting has been

nearly as remarkable as in those above related.

—

We should be much gratified if some of our cor-

respondents would give us their sentiments on thp
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cause of this variation ; find tell us when, and un-

der what circumstances cut, or whole seed pota-

toes are to be preferred.

While on this subject we will give the directions

of Mr Knight, relative to the position in which the

seed potato should be placed in planting. He
says " When the planter is anxious to obtain a crop

within the least possible time, he will find the po-

sition in which the tubers are placed to vegetate,

by no means a matter of indifference ; for these

being shoots or branches, which have grown thick

instead of elongating, retain the disposition of

branches to propel the sap to their leading buds,

or points most distant from the stems of the plants

of which they once formed parts. If the tubers be

placed with their leading buds upwards, a few

very strong and very early shoots will spring from

them ; but if their position be reversed, many
weaker and later shoots will be produced-; and

not only the earhness, but the quality of the pro-

duce in size, will be much affected."

—

Hort. Trans.

iv. p. 448.

From ihe New Hampshire Statesman.

MERRIMACK AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the

Merrimack Agricultural Society, holden at the

Phoenix Hotel, in Concord, on Thursday, the 9th

of April, A D. 1S29 ; the following gentlemen
were appointed a viewing Committee on Farms,
viz

:

Thomas H. Pettingill, Salisbury,

Chairman.
Joseph M. Harper, Canterbury,

Joshua Lane, Chichester,

Jeremiah H. Wilkins, Pembroke,
Jeremiah Pecker, Concord,

Simeon B. Little, Boscawen,
Charles Stinson, Duubarton.

Voted, That the next annual meeting be holden

at Hopkinton Village, on Wednesday the 7th day
of October next, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.

Voted, That no quantity of laud less than

twenty-five acres shall receive a premium as a

farm.

Voted, to dispense with ploughing matches.

Voted, That the following premiums be offered,

to be awarded at the next annual meeting, viz :

On Farms-.

On the best farm $10, and one year's subscrip-

tion of the N. E. Farmer.

On the next best do $8, and one year's do do
On the next best do $6, and one year's do do
On the next best do $4, and one year's do do

On the best kitchen garden, $3, and one year's

do do
On the next best do, $2, and one year's do do
Voted, To appropriate the sum of twenty-five

dollars to be awarded on crops and improvements
in the art of husbandry, including reclaimed mead-
ows and the cultivation of the mulberry tree

;

which sum is to be at the disposal of the viewing
Committee.

On Stock.

For the best p-iir of working oxen, $ I

next best do do 2

For the best pair of 3 years old steers, accus-

tomed to the yoke, 3

next best do do 2
For the best pair of 2 years old steers, 2

For the four best yearlings, 2

For the best bull over one year old, owned and
kept within the county, 5

next best do do 3
next best do do 2

For the best bull calf, 3
next best do do 1

For the best Milch cow, 4

next best do do 3
next best do do 2

For the best 3 years old heifer, 3
next l>«st do do 2

For the best 2 years old heifer, 2
next best do do 1

For the best stud horse, owned and kept within

the county, 5

^ next best do do 3

For the best mare and colt, 4

next best do do 2
For the best Saxon or Merino buck, 4

next best do do 2
For the 5 best Saxon or Merino ewes, 4

5 next best do do 3

For the best boar, 3

For the best sow, 2

For the 2 best spring pigs, 2

2 next best do do 1

Oil Domestic and Household Manufactures.

For the best piece of fulled cloth, not less

than 3 yards, $3,

next best do do 2,

next best do do 1,

Best piece Cassimere, not less than ten

yards, 3,

next best do do 2,

Best piece carpeting, not less than twenty-

five yards, and not less than 3-4 yard in

width, 3,

next best do do 2,

Best piece flannel, not less than ten yards, 3,

next best do do 2,

Best pair blankets, 2,

next best do 1,

Best piece linen cloth, not less than ten

yards, 2,

next best do do 1,

Best piece table linen, not less than ten

yards, 2,

next best do do 1,

Best woollen hose, 2 pr, 1,

next best do do ,50

Best silk hose, 1 pr, 2,

Best woollen coverlet, 1,50

next best do do 1,

Best cotton and woollen coverlet, 1,50

next best do do 1,

Best counterpane, 1,50

next best do do 1,

Best straw or grass bonnet, 2,

next best do do 1,

Best manufactured boots and shoes, two prs

each, 2,

Best do sole and upper leather, three sides

each, 2,

6 best calfskins, 2,

The best specimen of dressing fulled cloth, 2,

next best do do 1,

Best breaking up plough, 2,

Best seed plough, 1,

Best ox yoke, bows, and irons, 1,

Best specimen of blacksmith work, 2,

Best specimen of cheese, not less than 40
pounds, 2,

next best do do 1

BcHt specimen of butter, not less than 40
pound*, 2

next best do do 1

Best dissertation on making compost manor*,
2 dolltirs, and one year's subbcnpuon of
the N. E. Farmer.

Best specimen of fine needle work, 2,

next best do d 1,50
next best do do 1,

next best do do 1,

Best specimen of sewing silk, 1.

Voted, That all persons who enter their farms
for premiums, must make application to either of
the Committee on farms or the Secretary, prior to

the 20th of June next.

Voted, That the viewing Committee on farms,

in making their awards, will take into \iew the

quantity and quality of mowing, arable, and or-

charding, pasture, and woodland, compared with

the size of the farm ; the condition of buildings

and fences, the amount of stock kept, the mode
adopted in making and increasing the quantity of

manure, the quantity and quality of crops, com-
pared with the labor bestowed, and general neat-

ness and economy attending the management of

the farm.

Voted, That all the above named animals must
be owned within the County of Merrimack, and
by the members of the Society, at the time of ex-

hibiting, and must not have received a premium
elsewhere, the same year.

Voted, That all articles of domestic and house-

hold manufactures must have been made within

the county, and within one year previous to the

exhibition, aud by or for the person offering the

same.

Voted, That the President, Treasurer, and Sec-

retary be a sub-committee to fill vacancies in the

viewing Committee on farms, if there shall be

any.

Voted, That the Treasurer be requested to no-

tify delinquent members and request payment.

Voted, To adjourn to Wednesday the 2d day of

September next, to meet at the Phoenix Hotel, in

Concord, at nine o'clock in the forenoon.

Attest— JOHN WEST, Sec'y.

N. B. It is expected the cattle show and fair

will continue two days.

While Hoofs in Horses.—Even in a wet soil and
climate, white hoofs are more brittle and more
liable to accident and lameness than black ones;

and, in the stony and more arid soils ami climates,

white hoofs do not stand nearly so well, and are

much more lieide to break and to contract than

those of a dark color ; and, in poiot of fact, feorses

having white legs and feet, do not bring so much
money as those of precisely the same description

which have them not.— Quarterly Journal of Agri-

culture.

•Wic Tanning.—There is a shrub, or low tree,

abundant on the shores of Curacoa and Cartha-

geua, called the Cresalpinia coriaria, three tons of

the pods of which have been found, by experi-

ment, to be equal for the purpose of tanning leath-

er, to seven tons, 16 cwt. of oak bark.

—

HamUtont
Columbia.

[If these statements are correct, we may expect

that, ere long, Carsalpina pods will form a prom-
ineiH artk'le of commerce between South America

and this country.^—Lou. Mec. Mag.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SO-

CIETY.

PREMIUMS OX TREES AND FRUITS.

The Committee who have in charge whatever

relates to the multiplication of fruit trees, fruit, &c.

—the recommending of objects for premiums, and

the awarding of them, have attended to that duty,

and submit the following report.

1st—On Nurseries.

For the best nursery of apple trees of the

most approved kinds of fruit, not less than one

thousand in number, and not less than two

years old from the budding or grafting, $10
For the best nursery of pear trees of the

most rare and approved varieties, not less

than one thousand in number, and not less

than two years old from the budding or en-

grafting, a premium of 10
For the best nursery of peach trees of the

greatest variety of the best kinds, not less

than two thousand in number, a premium of 10
For the best nursery of cherry trees, not

less than five hundred, and not less than two
years old, and of the best kinds, a premium of 5

For the best nursery of plum and apricot

trees of approved varieties, not less than three

hundred in number, a premium of 5

1d-^ On Fruits.

For the best apples, not less than two doz.

a premium of 4
For the best pears, not less than one doz.

a premium of 4
For the best peaches, not less than one

doz., a premium of 4
For the best plums, not less than one doz.

a premium of 3
For the best apricots, not less than one

doz., a premium of 3
For the best foreign grapes, not less than

three bunches, a premium of 3
For the best native grapes, not less than

six bunches, a premium of 3
For the best gooseberries, not less than one

quart, a premium of 2
For the best strawberries, not less than one

quart, a premium of 2

3d

—

On the culture and management offruit trees,

and the diseases incident to them.

To the person who shall offer to the Soci-
ety at their annual meeting in Sept., the best

treatise, in manuscript, on the cultivation and
management of fruit trees, a premium of 5
To the person who shall offer to the Soci-

ety, at their annual meeting in Sept., the best

treatise, in manuscript, on any one, or more,
of the insects that attack fruit trees, with the

best method of preventing or destroying the

same, a premium of 5
To the person who shall offer to the Soci-

ety, at their annual meeting in Sept., the best

treatise, in manuscript, on any one, or more,

of the diseases to which fruit trees are liable,

with the best method of preventing the same,

a premium of 5

4th—jVew Varieties.

To the person who shall introduce and
propagate the greatest number of the new
and most approved varieties of fruit trees, a
premium of 10

The times and places for exhibiting the various

kinds of fruit, to be fixed by the Committee, and

published.

Discretionary premiums to be awarded on fruits

presented by members, or others, when rare and

of excellent sorts.

All which is respectfully submitted, by order of

the Committee.

E. PHINNEY, Chairman.

FUR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTS.
Mr Fessenden—Among the many tribes of

insects, which devour the vegetable products of

the farmer, that numerous species commonly call-

ed rose bugs, are, at present, the most alarm-

ing.

In the year 1825, the writer began his obser-

vations and experiments on these destructive in-

sects, not expecting any pecuniary remuneration

whatever, but with a view to satisfy himself as

to their habits and economy, hoping in the

course of the investigation to find some effectual

mode of destruction, or at least, some efficacious

antidote. He was prompted to this course by the

great injury they had done him. He had no pre-

vious opinions to support ; but expected to learn

their economy by a close examination of all their

movements. lie was unacquainted with any sys-

tem of Entomology, except that of Linnaeus, and
with that imperfectly. He had merely learned by

turning over a few pages of the Encyclopedia,

then publishing in Philadelphia, that there were
new arrangements, new divisions, and new names

;

but he had no leisure time to acquaint himself

with the different systems. He had not seen any
specific name of the rose bug. He suspected that

it was an American insect, probal'ly not described

by any foreign Entomologist. It was first known
by its ravages on the rose ; and on this account

had received its common name. And from obser-

vation, it had a manifest preference for that flow-

er, above every other vegetable production, des-

troying every variety within his knowledge. Un-
der all these circumstances, he called the insect

Scarae(EUS roseus, a name, which then answered
his purpose, the specific name being founded (as

was apprehended) on one of its peculiar hab-
its.

It now appears, however, that the insect has
been described by several Entomologists, each
giving a different specific name, some founding it

on a prominent habit, and others on anatomical

structure. Fabricius first described the insert in

question, and called it Melolomtha subspinosa,

which specific name has the precedence, and
ought to be retained. The modern genus, Me-
lolontha is included in the Scarabceus, of Lin-

naeus, the parent of the science.

But, neither the name, nor the history so much
concerns us, as to know in what manner we can
prevent their depredations. As to the caterpillar

and some others, we have the mode of destruc-

tion clearly pointed ; not so with the rose bug.

—

Should they increase from year to year (and we
see nothing to prevent, except the powerful opera-

tion of some natural cause, now unknown to us,)

they will in time not far distant, sweep all befure

them.

They, in 1828, destroyed much fruit, and strip-

ped my grape vines, one of which (a great bearer

ten years ago) measures eight inches in cir-

cumference, 16 feet from the root, and spreads its

branches over much ground. They first appear-
ed on the 10th of June, and increased until the
20th, at which time they were very numerous

;

but from this time, decreased, and but compara-
tively few were seen after the 2d of July very
few after the 10th, and none was observed after
the 23d. Ten quarts, by measure, were caught,
mostly on rose bushes.

Neither the mutilated roses, foliage of plants,

nor damaged fruit should be immediately remov-
ed, as these insects prefer such, to that which is

sound and unhurt. They will collect round a
mutilated rose in prodigious numbers, and may be
easily caught.

It seems necessary, in order to concentrate our
efforts, in one common cause, against our numer-
ous enemies, that investigations and experiments
should be made known. An experiment, fairly

conducted, whether successful or not will have its

use. If successful, it is of great importance, if

unsuccessful, it will prevent a repetition, and may
lead to one of more efficacy.

Fifteen grains of corrosive sublimate dissolved

in two ounces of spirit and added to one quart of
water, with a little gum arabic, and applied with a
brush to young fruit, peaches, &c. was not found
effectual against the rose bugs; but it destroyed
both fruit and foliage. The same solution applied

to young cucumbers did not prevent the yellow
bugs from injuring them, neither did it appear to

injure the plants.

A strong decoction of wormwood (artemesia

absinthium) with a fine powder of colomba-root

(a very bitter substance) and a little gum arabic,

to make it adhesive, applied to fruit and young
cucumbers, was not effectual against the in-

sects.

The best antidote against the rose bug, and the

small yellow bug, that has yet come under my in-

spection is slacked lime applied with a dredging
box, while the fruits or plants are wet with dew.
If the fruit or plants be wet with a weak solution

of gum arabic, previously to the application of the

lime, it will remain on them much longer, and no
injury will be sustained hy it. If applied to young
cucumber plants, tLe seed leaves must be careful-

ly turned up, wet, and the lime applied as afore-

said. The lime used had been nicely slacked with

a little water, one year, for the purposes of the

garden. Perhaps, it would be equally well, if

slacked immediately before its application.

It was found, that, if rose bugs, while on plant?,

he thoroughly wet with very strong soap suds,

(one gill of strong soft soap to one quart of water)

they soon die. This strength did not injure the

plants on which it was tried. This experiment

was made when the bugs were on the decline,

and whether the mixture would have the same ef-

fect in the beginning of their race, while in their

utmost vigor, or prevent them from preying ou
plants wet with it, further experiments may deter-

mine. It is needless to say anything in this pa-

per, as to the fertilizing power of this application,

or that of lime.

In strong soap suds (one gill of soap and two
quarts of water) rose bugs will die in a short time,

and this mixture supersedes the necessity of

scalding them, as is the case when caught in

simple water.

R. GREEN,
Mansfield, February 6lh, 1828.
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From the Salem Gazelle.

SILK—WHITE MULBERRY TREES.

The importance of introducing the cultivation

of the White Mulberry Tree, a measure prepara-

tory to the extensive introduction of silk, in this

country mav he inferred from the following facts,

extracted from the report of the Committee on

Agriculture in the United States House of Rep-

resentatives, May 2d, 1826.

A statement of the value of Silk Goods imported

more than was exported, contrasted with the value of

bread stuffs exported in the years 1824 and 1825.

vears Silk impM more il.an exp'd. B stuff exp'd.

1804 $5,387,019 $6,799,246

ij,25 7,705,735 5,417,997

An importation for home consumption of more

than seven and a half millions of dollars in Silk,

an exportation of less than five and a half millions

Of dollars in Bread stuffs ! The facts speak the

importance of the subject, and indicate the neces-

sity that exists of awakening the slumbering agn-

cultural resources of our country, by the introduc-

tion of new and profitable articles of production.

That our farmers may cultivate mulberry trees

and engage in the production of silk with a fair

prospect of profit, is rendered highly probable

from the following calculation, made by John

Fitch, Esq. of Mansfield, Con. where the business

has been carried on for several years to a consid-

erable extent.

One acre of full grown trees, set one and a half

rods apart, will produce forty pounds of manufac-

tured sewing silk.

The labor may be estimated as follows :

—

For the three first weeks after the worms are

hatched, one woman, or children who would be

equal to such a person.

For the next twelve or fourteen days, 5 hands,

or an ecpiivalent number of children. In this pe-

riod two men with other help would be. employed

to better advantage than all women and children.

This finishes with the worms.

For plucking off the balls, reeling the silk, &c.

it requires about the same amount of labor for the

same length of time as the last mentioned period,

which may all be performed by women and chil-

dren. The aforesaid labor and board may be es-

timated at $80

Spinning.

40 lbs. of silk at 5 dolls per lb.

ered on many accounts better for feeding Bilk

!

worms than the female.

The value of a nursery of trees therefore, rain-
(

ed from seed or from cuttings taken from female

trees, or from inferior varieties, may be increased

by grafting.

There are four methods of propagating mulber-

ry trees. 1st from the seed; 2d from roots; 3d

from layers, and 4th from cuttings. The 1st and

4th can at present be alone generally resorted to

in this country. An ounce of good well cleaned

seed, well managed will probably produce ten or

twelve thousand plants. It should be sowed to-

wards the last of April. The ground being prop-

erly prepared by previous ploughing, or digging

and manuring, is to be cleaned, levelled, and di-

vided into beds of four or five feet in width.

—

Drills from six to ten inches asunder ami from

one to two inches deep must then be made by a

line. The seed may be sown in these drills dry,

or having been steeped two days in water, rub it

on packthread to which it will adhere, and lay the

thread in the bottom of the drill and cover it with

the earth. In two or three weeks, if kept moist,

the young plants will appear. Keep the beds

clear of weeds. On the approach of winter iti

bury. Jacob Conaut, Sterling. Daniel Tenney,

Button. Samuel Read, (,'xhridge. Lovett Peters,

WiKtborough. John W. Lincoln, Silas Brooks,

Gen. Nathan Heard, Rejoice Newton, Thomas
Chamberlain, Stephen Salisbury, Jun., Samuel B.

Thomas, Worcester. Lovel Walker, Templeton

.

Jerome Gardner, Harvard. John Batcheller,

Crafton. Jonathan Wheeler, Grafton. James

Draper, Spencer. Jonathan P. Grosvenor, Pax-

ton. Stephen G. Oanlner, Bolton. Nathan Howe,

Shrewsbury. Eli Warren, Upton.

may be well to cover them with leaves. If the

seedlings grow the first season to the height of

one foot or more, take them up in the spring fol-

lowing, cut the top so as to leave about three

inches above ground, cut off the lower part of the

root and set them in nurseries in rows like other

fruit trees, where the following spring they may

or may not be grafted, pruned, and cultivated until

they become sufficiently large to set in Hedges or

Plantations. Cuttings should be taken from per-

pendicular shoots, and particularly from those

which terminate branches. They should be of

the last summer's growth, and from six to fifteen

inches in length. Plant them in shady borders,

early in the spring, about two-thirds their length

in the ground ; close the earth well about them,

and in dry weather let them be watered. After a

year they may be transplanted in open nursery

rows if well rooted.

Net profit per acre, $86

To preparej therefore, for the production of silk,

it is desirable that White Mlilbery Trees should

be immediately cultivated in all parts of our coun-

try. The wood produced by their growth will

pay well for the expense of cultivating, should our

farmers never find it for their interest to make

any other use of them.

Hints on the management of the Mulberry Tree.

All practical writers agree that the proper soils

for the mulberry tree are dry, sandy, or stony.—

The nurseries as well as large or small mulberry

plantations, require a sunny exposure, spots well

eheltered from strong and cold winds. There is

considerable difference in the quality of these

trees. They are dioecious, that is, some trees are

male or barren, some female, or fruit-bearing.—

The male produce the most leaves and are consid-

WORCESTER AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The funds of this Society arising from the vol-

untary contributions of individuals as appears from

the annual report of the treasurer, now amount to

the sum of five thousand three hundred and sev-

enty-eight dollars, safely invested, in good promis-

sory notes of hand, signed by responsible mdivid-

The following gentlemen were elected offi-

cers. .

LEVI LINCOLN, Preside"*.

AARON TUFTS, 1st Vice President.

WM STEDMAN, 2d do do

WM D. WHEELER, -Rec. Sec.

OLIVER F1SKE, Corresponding Sec.

THEOPH'S WHEELER, Treasurer.

JVEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MAY 8, 1829.

Apparatus for Lyceums, l(c—Mr Holbrook, who

has for several years been successfully and assid-

uously engaged in organising and earning into ef-

fect those useful and popular seminaries of sci-

ence denominated Lyceums, has devised, collect-

ed, and advertised the following among other arti-

cles of apparatus for those institutions. A set of

Geometrical Solids and Diagrams, with a small

Manual to aid teachers, and their pupils in their

application. The Mechanical Powers, viz. Lev-

ers, Pulleys, Wheel and Axle, Screw, Wedge, In-

clined Plane, Hydrostatic Bellows, and Syphon.

—

A representation of the Solar System, Instruments

for Tides, Eclipses, and Changes of Seasons, etc.

A Pneumatic Cistern, Lamp Stand, and various

other articles as tbey may be ordered. Air Pumps,

Electrical, and Galvanic Apparatus, Geological

Specimens, &c. Sec. Remittances and orders for

the above and similar articles, to be directed to

Josiah Holbrook, Boston.

Gypsum.—A paper printed at Middlebury, Vt,

states that great quantities of gypsum, or Plaster of

Paris, have been found in the country west of lake

Champlain, and east of the upper part of the Hud-

son river.

Chimney Sweepers—The government of Great

Britain, in order to abolish as far as possible the

practice of employing boys to clear out chimneys,

has issued an order that in future the flues of all

the Royal Palaces, public offices, Sic. &zc. shall be

cleansed by the use of machinery, invented by a

Mr Glass.

TRUSTEES.

Seth Caldwell, Barre. Heman Stebbins, Brook-

.

field Gen. Salem Town, Charlton. Lbenezer

Estabrook, Holden. Jacob Fisher, Lancaster-

Isaac Southgate, Leicester. Bezaleel Laurence.

Leominster. William S. Hastings Mendon-

Samuel Waters, Millbury. Adolphws Spring,

Northbridge. Col Samuel Mixter, New Bramtree.

Col William Eager, Northborough Col Jacob

W. Watson, Princeton. Nymphas Pratt, Shrews-

Infusion of Walnut Leaves to destroy Insects.— It

appears by a late communication to the London

Horticultural Society, by Sir Charles M. L. Monck,

Bart., that worms which infested plants in pots

were destroyed by a pint of an infusion of walnut

leaves given to each pot. The worms quickly

emerged from the mould to the surface, and were

removed. This treatment was repeated in the

following week, when a few more worms were

extracted ; the plants which had been sickly, af-

ter this application resumed their health and blos-

somed strongly. This success induced Sir Charles

to try the experiment on orange trees, and olber

plants in pots, and it was attended with equal suc-

cess. He thinks that the infusion is beneficial, not

only in destroying the worms, but that it acts also

as a manure. The infusion is made by pouring

boiling water on fresh walnut leaves ;
which bar-

ing stood till cold, is ready for use.

Forsyth recommends a decoction of walnut

leaves as an antidote to insects, and a decoctiou of

elder leaves is also said to answer the same pur-

pose.
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SEA KALE

—

its culture.
Mr Russell—Although I have distributed

sea kale seed for 15 years yet there is an universal

complaint of its failure. The cause is, that it is

sown too late. It drops its seeds in August, and
where they are then buried, they never fail of
growing. I send you some seedlings of last year,

to be distributed to the curious, say 3 or 4 roots

to each. To a root, a crown is necessary— the

crown is'known by its foliage just starting—each
crown will in good land furnish 4 at lecst next
fall—and twelve stools or grown plants are enough
for one family, as each will give from half a

peck to a peck of eatable matter, and their dura-
tion fit for table does not exceed a fortnight.

Yours, &c.
Roxbury, April 30. J. L.

INDIAN CORN.
Seed corn is commonly soaked before planting

for two purposes, to preserve it from birds and in-
sects, and to quicken its growth. In many cases
the soaking of seed corn is, no doubt, of great
utility, but sometimes it is thought best to plant it

dry. There is danger in soaking the seed too
much, especially if it be planted early in the seas-
on, as it sometimes causes the corn to rot in the
ground. But if planting a second time should be-
come necessary, in consequence of the destruction
of the seed first planted, or if panting be delayed
till the beginning of June it will be proper that
the seed should have boiling water poured upon it.

Let it not soak more than a half a minute, and be
cooled speedily, and be planted before it dries
The corn will be forwarded in its growth by sev-
eral days. The seed should be covered with
about two inches of earth *

Jesse Buel, Esq. of Albany, observes that « Fail-
ures, and great inconvenience and loss often re-
sult from the seed not vegetating from its des-
truction by the wire worm and grub, and from the
depredations committed upon the young plants by
birds and squirrels. As I have never°suffered in
either of these respects, I will state my method of
preparing the seed. I collect, in the first place, a
quantity of the roots of the black hellebore, or itch
weed, which abounds in swamps, grows with,
and resembles in its habits, skunk's cabbage, ex-
cept that the leaves are narrower, loneer, and
grow upon the seed stock : these I boil till I ob-
tain a strong decoction. I then take out the roots,
and add to the liquor salt petre, in the proportion
of four ounces to three gallons, and put in my seed
com while .the liquor is yet warm. Thirty-six
hours is the longest period it should be suffered
to steep, as the nitre may destroy the vegetatiii"
principle of the grain. As a further precaution,
the liquor zs again wanned, and a gill of tar stir-
red in, and the seed immersed in it anew. Thus
prepared I have not lost twenty hills in four years.
The germinating process commences before the
corn is planted, and unless the ground is too wet
to grow the crop, (and it never pays the expense
of culture on soils that abound in springs, or that
are naturally wet and cold,) it will continue to
progress. The hellebore is poisonous, and though
the ground may partially extract the poison, neith-
er birds nor squirrels will ever disturb a dozen
h.lU. The tar impregnates the seed and protects
it from the worms. The nitre and plaster, with

which latter the seed is mixed before planting,
combine their fertilizing properties to give vigor
and strength to the young plants."

Soaking seed corn in a solution of Glauber's
salts has been recommended as a preservative
against insects and birds, and such solution has
likewise been thought to be valuable for its stimu-
lating and fertilizing qualities. (See New England
Farmer, vol. v. page 316.) Copperas dissolved
in water has likewise been highly recommended
as a ste^p for seed corn. A writer for the N. E.
Farmer (see vol iv. p. 284) states that he " use.l

about one and a half pounds of copperas in three
pecks of corn. I made the water warm, and
soaked the corn full 48 hours before planting, put-
ting in copperas as we used it oift. It is uot
easy to use too much copperas. I believe the
more the better." See likewise N. E. Farmer,
vol vi. p. 358. This preparation for seed corn has
been much used, and, so far as we have learned,
with uniform success.

A writer in the Richmond Enquirer, with the
signature Agricultor, says " I now from a small
spot of poor ground, raise the greatest profusion of
melons, whereas, until lately, I could not raise
enough on four or five times the same space of
rich land. I dig square holes ten feet apart, each
way, for watermelons, and about six feet for musk
melons

; for the first, two feet deep, for the last,

eighteen inches deep, and eighteen inches wide.
The roots run but a short distance in a horizontal
direction, hut striking deep into I he earth, they
are secure from the effects of drought; and by
filling the holes half full of manure, and finishing
them to a few inches above the surface with a
mixture of manure and soil, or which is better, a
composition of vegetables, and other substances,
commonly to be met with around out'houses and
pig pens, a depth of soil, of fine and light tilth is

formed. I have not attempted to raise pumpkins
in this way, but have no doubt that it will answer
for them."

The same plan may be adopted with advantage
and economy, as to manure, in raising Lima
beans, especially in cold situations.

—

Penn. Agru.
Almanack.

* Deane'sN. E. Farmer.

SWEET POTATOES.
We publish the following account of the meth-

od of cultivating this vegetable, which we derived
from a source that may be relied on. We have
no doubt that it would be a profitable crop for our
farmers to raise on a large scale. The yield is
equal to that of the common potato, and the price
is more than double.

It is not to be expected, however, that our farm-
ers will commence the cultivation on a large scale,
until they have made an experiment upon a small
one.

" I raised the last season a bushel and a half of
sweet potatoes from thirty hills—an average lot of
them were exhibited at the Cattle Show in Mans-
field. They were from six to eight inches in cir-
cumference, and from six to twelve inches long.
I planted them in hills, which were about the size
of a bushel basket, and made as near together as
the soil would permit; so that the bases of the
hills nearly touched each other. The slips were
cut m two, and three pieces were put in each hill,
about eight inches apart, and covered an inch or
so with the earth.

All the attention which was paid to them after
planting was merely pulling up the weeds with

May8, 1829.

the fingers until the potatoes made theiTappear-
ance. T he vine grows with great rapidity, and
soon covers the hills, so that no further attention i*
necessary.

The best soil for the potato is a light sandy
loam, manured with compost, spread and plough-
ed in

;
or a soil composed of swamp mud and

sand, with old manure. The vegetation is hasten-
ed by cutting the slips. I have no doubt that it
would be still better, where it is intended to plant
but twenty or thirty hills, to start the slips under
a glass frame. It was a very backward spring
last year, and my potato vines did not show them-
selves for more than four weeks after planting."
Taunton Advocate.

Edinburgh Review.—The 96th number of this
periodical, republished by Wells & Lilly, contains
articles on the following subjects.

Lockhart's Life of Ruins—Bishop Heber's
Journal—Freedom of trade and settlement in In-
dia—Recovery of Lost Writings—Papyri, Ancient
Tachygrnphy, -Palimpsests—American Tariff
Police of the Metropolis (London)—Causes and
Prevention of Crime—Northwest Passage—Expe-
ditions to the Polar Sea— Importation of Foreign
Wool—State of the Woollen Manufacture—Ben-
tham's Rationale of Evidence— Shuttleworth's
Sermon— Religious and Temporal Knowledge.

Seed Corn.— It is of the utmost importance to
the farmer to secure the first blades of corn that
shoot forth, in order to obtain stalks whose fruit

shall come to maturity. The experiment has been
tried with success, of soaking the corn before
planting it, in a solution of Glauber's Salts. Seed
that had been thus prepared was planted by the
side of some of the same quality which had not
been soaked. The result was that the soaked
seed came up three or four days before the other,
and remained uninjured by worms or birds, while
one half of the other was destroyed. The ex-
pense of thus leaching the seed is a mere trifle,

and we wish that some of our agricultural friends
would make the experiment, that its utility may be
further tested.

—

Lowell Journal.

Sea Kale.—This garden vegetable is not gener-
ally known in this country, but is likely to be-
come an object of cultivation in various places.

—

The following resolution in relation to it, was
adopted by the Pennsylvania Horticultural Soci-
ety, at a stated meeting held on the 6th ult

:

"That a premium of ten dollars, or a gold
medal of that value, be awarded to the person
who shall bring to the Philadelphia market, in the
year 1831, the greatest quantity (not less than 12
bunches of one pound each) and best quality of
Sea Kale, properly bleached."

Mr Joseph Brown, a mason in Boston, has in-,

vented a cement for the outside of buildings,
which is a very good imitation of marble. It is

said to resist moisture, smoke, and severity of
climate. In the interior of houses it precludes tho
necessity of oil painting, as it bears washing as
well as the natural marble. We have seen sev-
eral houses covered with this cement ; and we
think a stranger might easily be deceived by tho
beauty of its appearance.

—

Mass. Journal.

Great Ox.—An ox was driven into this town last

week, which weighed when alive, 1828 lbs. and
1247 lbs. when dressed. We understand it was
raised by Capt. Weymouth, cf Belmont.—Maine
Farmer.
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Curt for Musquilo Bites.—The time lias not yet

arrived for the sensation ol' " personal wrongs"

inflicted by those little re|irohnlrs, the Mosquitoes.

There is a remedy, and for fear we might forget

it, we give it in advance, recommending to the

reader to have this paragraph framed and hung

over his mantle piece. Put a little ammonia on

the bite, and you will be instantly out of trouble.

We charge no fee for this prescription.

—

JV. Y. M.

Courier. ,

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

We have received the past week, from Mr Rob-

ert Manning, of Salem, as a donation to the Li-

brary of this Society, the following- works.

A Treatise on the Culture and Management of

Fruit Trees ; in which a new method of Training

is fully described. With observations on the Dis-

eases, Defects and Injuries of Fruit and Forest

Trees ; and an account of a particular method of

Cure, made public by order of the British Govern-

ment. By Wm Forsyth,— with notes adapting

the Rules to the Climates and Seasons of the

United States, by Win Cobbett.

New Improvements of Planting and Gardening,

both philosophical and practical, explaining the

Motion of the Sap and Generation of the Plants,

&c. &.c. By Richard Bradley, Fellow of the

Royal Society.

The Clergyman's Recreation, showing the

Pleasure and Profit of the Art of Gardening. By
John Lawrence, A. M. (a rare work, with plates,

edition of 1716.)

An Introduction to the Knowledge and Prac-

tice of Gardening. By Charles Marshall, with

notes by Dr Anderson, in 2 volumes.

Vinetmn Briianiiiiiiin, or a Treatise on Cider,

and other Wines and Drinks extracted from fruits

growing in this kingdom : with the method of

propagating all sorts of Frui. Trees. With a Dis-

course on the best way of Improving Bees. By
J. Worlidge. (a rare copy, with plates, edition of

1691, London.)

NOTICE.

The Standing Committee ol the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, on the Culture and Products of the Kitclien Garden, are

requested to meet ai the office of the New England Farmer, on

Saturday, 9th iosl, al 11 o'clock, A. M.

Per order of J. TIDD, Ch

A Farm on a Lease.

To lei, a valuable Farm in Newton, in a high state of culti-

vation, on liberal terms—apply ai this office. a24 3t

Farm for Sale

In the town ofScituate, IS miles from Boston, and the same

from Plymouth. It is pleasantly situated on the Mail road.—
Contains about 30 acres ol good land, partly wood—a two story

House, and out building*, and will l.e sold at the low price ol

^1200, if applied for soon. More land cm be had in the 1111-

oiediate vicinity, if wauled. Apply I" John Oollaniore, Esq.

ear the premises, or the subscnt»er in Pembroke.
n24 3t HORACE COLLAMORE.

Red and While Cover Seed.

For sale at the New England Fanner Seed Store, No.

82 North Market Street,

6000 Ihs. Red Clover Seed,

580 lbs. Dutch White Honeysuckle Clover, (imported.)

Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Lucerne,

Foul Meadow, Hemp and Flax Seed, &c, Sic.

March 27 t

French Grapes.

A few bundles first quality I'iws, for sale at COPELAND'S
POWDER STORE, (.5 Broad Si.

Also POWDER, SHOT, ISAI.I.S, FLINTS, &c, as usjal,

al wholesale and retail, on the most lavorable terms.

April 17 4t

Mangel IVurtzel, Sugar Heel, o/c.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New
England Farmer, 52 North Market street,

200 lbs. Manuel Wurlzel.

20ft lbs. French Sugar Beet, raised expressly for this

establishment, by John Prince, Esq Koxhury.—The
superiority of this seed and the excellence of the room
for cattle are too well known to need comment.

Also, roots of the Pie Plant, or Tait Rhubarb, in fine

order for transplanting,—25 cts per root. Double and

Single Dahlias, from 25 cts to one dollar each. The col-

ors and form of Ibis (lower are magnificent, and are of the

easiest culture, requiring the poorest soil, in which they

bloom in the highest perfection. The roots arc tuberous,

resembling a sweet potato—can be packed for transporta-

tion to any part of the union.

Also, Double Tuberoses, Tiger Flowers, Amaryllises,

Formossissima, &c, beautiful bulbs now in season to

plant.

Also, White Mulberry Seed, 50 cts per ounce, Lucerne,
or French Clover, White and Red Clover, Sanfoin, Tim-
othy, Orchard Grass, Oat Grass, Herds Grass, &c.

Also, several varieties of field coi n, viz. the Early Gold-

en Sioux, Gilman, Red, Turkey Wheat, Early Jefferson,

(for the table) Sweet, or Sugar (for the table.)

The Appalusia Melon—a new variety from Illinois, in-

troduced by Doct. Green.—This melon was originally

derived from the western Indians, by E. Warren, Esq.

—is in eating from the 1st of September to the 1st of No-
vember—melons small, remarkably sweet, with red flesh,

and a very thin rind—25 cts per ounce.

Also, the Apple Seeded Melon, a very early variety.

The Star Melon, a very late variety, of the Nutmeg
species.

Agricultural Books.

The third edition of Fessenden's JVew American Gar-

dener ; this work has been pronounced by the most ju-

dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle

states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,

Grape Vines, &c, to be found in this country—price

$1,25.
The Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical Manual,

on the Culture of the Vine ; and Making Wine, Brandy,

and Vinegar. By Thiebaut de Berneaud.

The Young Gardener's Assistant, containing Directions

for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, and Ornament-

al Flowers. By T. Bridgeman, gardener, New York

—

price 37 1-2 cts.

A practical Trealise on the Management of Bees : and

the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-

troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.

By James Thacher, M. D.—price 75 cts.

Also, one copy of each of the following rare works:

—

Columella's Treatise on Husbandry and Trees—with il-

lustrations from Pliny, Varro, Palladius, and other ancient

and modern authors, (a fine copy, London quarto edition,

price four dollars.

Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gar-

dening: with the theory of Draining Morasses, and with

an improved construction of the drill plough. By Dr Dar-

win, (Dublin edition, price three dollars and fifty cts.)

Darwin's Botanic Garden—(price three dollars, a fine,

correct copy.
The Horticultural Repository, containing Delineations

of the best varieties of the different species of English

Fruits ; with delineations of its blossoms and leaves, in

those instances in which they are considered necessary,

with descriptions and coloicd drawings of all the promi-

nent Apples, Apricots. Cherries, Currants, Figs. Filberts,

Gooseberries, Grapes, Melons, Nectarines, Peaches,

Pears, Pines, Plums, Raspberries, Strawberries, Nuts, &c.

By George Brackshaw, author of the " Pomona Britlanni-

ca."—In 2 octavo volumes, with 104 large colored engrav-

ings—price $7 per volume. The original cost of the

work was $32,00.

Fir Trees.

200 very handsome Fir Trees for sale, at the garden of

S. Downer, in Dorchester, by Rufus Howe. tt

Sweet Potato Slips, Cauliftoivcr Plants, Sfc.

Just received at the Seed Sturr connected widi the New
England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street,

A few bushels Carolina, or Sweet Potato Slips, for plant-

Also, Early Cauliflower Plants at $1,00 per 100, in fine or-

der for transplanting—and Early Cabbage plants, 75 cents per

hundred. , „
Asparagus Rools, 2 It 4 years old, 75 cents to one dollar per

hundred. Rhubarb Roots— the large Dutch Currant Bushes,

one dollar per dozen, Grape Vines. Hawthorns, &c. &c. Any

of the above roots, that may require it, will he well packed in

moss, to ensure safety in their transportation. "

Human.
Thin very elegant, full bl.,oded horse, imported with a hop*

of improving (he breed, » ill Maud ihltscasou at the farm of Mr
Stephen Williams. 111 NonhU.rough, Couuiy of Worcester,
v. l,,re (one of Ins nock may he je«-o.

Roman »'U purchased in Kugiawl „f ,„e F.ar | „f Warwick,
and his pedieree ha- lien traied In the ,Ntw Market Siudbook
fr..n. Clulders, the swpflest liors« dial ever run over New Mar-
ket course, through eigln generations of the highest bred bones
and mares ill England without a single cross of inferior blood.
Ai 4 years old lie won 5, ond at 5 years »ld he nasi 4 prizes,
and has since heal some of the fleetest buries in England, over
the most 1 ilebraled courses.

His color a very bright bay—Mark legs, mane and tail-
walks and irols »cil— is vrry good tempered—high spirited

—

aeilve— 15 1-2 hands high, and is considered by judges as
handsome and web formed a horse as can be found in ibe coun-
try.

Marcs have been repeatedly sent to him from Maine, Rhode
Island, and Connectirut, as well as from the remote counties ia

this Siale, and the neighboring towns, and his cnlu are haod-
ne and command high prices.

Terms—#20 the season, to be paid before the mares are taken
away.

Northborough, Mass, April, 1829.

Crockery, Glass, and China Wart.

Ephraim B. McLaughlin, 4 Dork Square, has for sale, an
legant assortment of newest patients in the above line, which

re offered at low prices for cash. Country merchants and

others are invited to call. eptf mar27

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, the two English horses, will stand

for the season al their stable in Brighton. Barefoot at %ib,

and Cleveland at glO, with Jl lor the groom. a24

PRICES OF COU.VTRY PRODUCE.

PLES, best.

ASHES, pot, firsl sort, -

Pearl, first sort, "

BEANS, while,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1, new,

CHEESE, new milk,
Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - - - -

Rye, best, - - - -

GRAIN, Corn, -

Rye,
Barley, - -

Oats, -

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,

LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear,

Navy, mess,
Cargo. No. 1,-

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, -

Rve Grass,

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top - -

Lucerne, - - - -

While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed. -

Merino, lull blood, unwashed,
Merino, three lourths washed.

Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed, - - -

Pulled, Lamb's, firsl sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, " spinning, firsl sort.

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED EYEBT WEEK BT US. HiVWARD,

(Clr.k of Faneuil-hail Market.)

BEEF, best pieces, - pound.

PORK, fresh, best pieces,

whole bogs,

VEAL. "I
MUTTON. " J E
POULTRY, ----- "10 16

BUTTER, keg and tub, ... "
| 14 SO

Lump, best, - - - "
;

SO

EGGS - ----- dozen.! 1- 16

MEAL, Rve. retail, - - - - hushcl. 109
Indian, retail, -

"

POTATOS, .---• 50

CIDER, [according lo quality,] - parrel.!

barrel.
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MISCELLANIES.
i.

•

From the Evening Post.

SPRING.

The lovely Spring—the joyous Spring

Comes o'er our clime again,

A welcome to its blossoming,

Its fleet but smiling reign.

This morn a carol from the vale,

Light hearted, soft, and free,

Came freighted on the gentle gale,

Whispering of Spring to me.

The blessing of the showery skies

Has fallen on the grove,

And peeping from their low disguise,

I see the flowers I love.

The yellow, mottled, crimson, blue,

Their thousajid tints display,

And all of balm and brilliant hue.

Meet in the fair array.

The south, the south, the balmy south,

How breathes it o'er the heart,

Each flowrel ope's its silken mouth,

And feels new fibres start.

It gives a life to dormant powers,

Their fetters off it flings,

And bears away the laughing hours

More gladly on its wings.

Now brightly glows the fresken'd sky.

The clouds are gaily blent,

Fringing their fleecy tapestry,

With golden garnishment.

The rills flow purer, and they fling

A gush of music out,

Whose cadence is, 't is Spring, 'l is Spring,

—

'T is Spring, nuj pulses shout.

The Nest of an Ostrich, found in South Africa
by Mr Broadbent, a Missionary.—The eggs were
forty-two in number, including the two which had
been taken away before, and were arranged with
great apparent exactness. Sixteen were close to-

gether in the middle of the nest, and on these the

ostrich was sitting when we arrived : they were
as many as she could cover. The remaining
tweuty-six were placed very uniformly in a circle

about 3 or 4 feet from those in the middle. The
eggs which were in the circle we found to be
quite fresh, at which I expressed my surprise.

—

The Hottentots informed me that these had been
provided by the ostrich against the hatching of
those in the middle, when she would break them
one after another, and give them to her young
ones for food ; and that by the time they were dis-

posed of in this manner, the young ostriches would
be able to go abroad with their mother, and pro-
vide for themselves such things as the desert af-

forded. I have seen 'large flocks of these crea-
tures in South Africa. The fact which I have
just stated, relative to the preservation of a quan-
tity of eggs for the subsistence of the young ones
immediately after they are hatched, affords as
striking an illustration of a superintending Provi-
dence, perhaps, as the whole circle of natural his-
tory affords.

M'Neil, who went to England to examine the rail

roads there, which are of a very satisfactory char-

acter, and will tend to give more and more confi-

dence in the complete triumph of the great enter-

prise that we have now in progress between Bal-

timore and the west.— U. S. Gazette.

Rail Road—Wo learn that letters have been
received from Jonathan Knight, Esq. and Captain

JVliy does a razor cut better after having been dip-

ped in hot water
1
}—The brief article below on this

subject has been condensed from a recent London
publication ; and may not be unacceptable to those

who delight in a " close shave."

This cutting question has been frequently agi-

tated in newspapers and other periodicals ; and

in answer to it, the following remarks have been

dictated " by a thinking man, with a small portion

of chemical knowledge."

Hair, horns, hoofs, and nails, are principally

composed of hardened gelatine : now, gelatine

possesses the property of becoming softer, or

more easily divisible into parts, either by being

soaked in hot water, or by caloric applied in

any other way, but not in so great a degree in

the latter case, as in the former ; it follows, there-

fore, that to produce a maximum of effect, the hair,

horn, &c. should be as wet, and the cutting in-

strument as hot as possible, short of burning the

animal substance.

If one desires an experiment to convince him
that this is a property of gelatine, let him dip two
fingers into warm water, and two others into cold

;

upon cutting the nail upon one of each, with a

cold knife, he will find that on the warm finger

cut easier than that on the cold, and both of them
easier than that on a dry one. If, uow, the knife

be warmed in any way, the effect will be more
visible on all three. This is precisely what is

done in shaving; lather is first applied, which can
never continue hotter than 9S deg. because that

is the temperature of the human body, and it is

rapidly brought down to that by evaporatiorHfrom
its surface ; the hair is not sufficiently softened by
this heat for some persons' feelings, therefore they
increase the heat of the razor to 150 deg. ; if they
go much farther their sensations tell them to stop.

It is by no means essential that the razor should
be dipped into hot water; heated mercury would
do as well ; but we use water because its tempe-
rature is more equable, and because it is more
common and convenient than the other.

The old barber's fear of dipping his razor into

hot water, surely showed, that though a shaver,

he was no cutter, and his apprehension of altering

the temper of his tool, could not have been ex-
cited, had he known that, in tempering it, it had
already been exposed to a temperature of 480 deg.
or thereabouts— 168 deg. higher than he was
frightened at Traveller.

The Editor of the New York Evening Post ap-
plies to Dr Holyoke, the following lines from
Cowper's translations from Vincent Bourne :

Ancient man. how wide and vast

To a race like us appears,

Rounded to an nib at last,

All thy multitude of years!

For Sale,

A valuable Real Estate in Milton, 9 miles from Boston,
on the road leading from Boston to raunton, Bridgcwater,
and New Bedford, containing upwards of 200 acres of the
variety of lands and fruits suitable for a good farm, well
watered, with good substantial buildings. S.iid farm i*

calculated to suit a gentleman of taste, or an enterprising
young man for a milk establishment, being an excellent
grass farm. The purchaser may have, including the build-
ings, from 100 acres to the whole.

As the above described property contains a large portion
of valuable wood land, the purchaser may be accommodated
with more or less of that part. The place will be sold at
a lair price, with or without a very valuable stock and
farming utensils.

Also, for sale, or to be let, opposite the above named
premises, a large, convenient Dwelling Hou-e, with a
good Bake House and out buildings, very pleasantly situ-
ated for a country seat or a good stand lor a store or
country baking, with as much land as may be wanted for
the accommodation of the same. For lurther information,
inquire of the Editor, of Parker H. Pierce No. 95 State
street, of Nrthaniel Blake at Indian Queen Tavern, Brom-
field street, of A. M. M'ithington, Roxbury, or Naihak-
iel. TtrcHEB on the premises.

April 10 tf

Household Furniture Cheap.
Phoenix Furniture Warehouse, near the Squaie, Main Street,.

Charlestown.
FOSDICK & CARTER, inform their friends and the pub-

lic, thai they have on hand, and for sale, an extensive assort-
ment of Furniture, viz. Bureaus, Secretaries, Beds, Bedsteads,
Tables, Chairs, Solas. Couches, Carpeting, Wash Stands, Brass
Fire Sets, Waiters, Knives, Forks, Bellows, and Brushes.—
Also, a constant supply of Live Geese and Common Feathers,
by the bale or otherwise. Also, they manufacture and keep
constantly for sale, a general assortment ol Looking Glasses, by
wholesale or retail, with almost every article (or house keeping,
all which they will sell extremely low lor cash. Purchasers are
inviied to call and examine.

P. S. Portrait and Picture Framing, executed in the best
manner, and at short notice, as above. 6t

Charlestown, April 3,1829.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.
This day received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

52 North Market streel, 20 bushels ol Tall Meadow Oat Grass
Seed, at $2,50 per bushel.

A man's best fortune, or his worst, is his wife.
Beware how you choose her.

The Kennebec Journal, states that fortunately
for the world, the proper use of N. E. rum has
been discovered at last, and that is, to kill lice

upon calves

!

Wanted to Hire,
To the 1st Nov. a middle aged woman from the country, to

do the work of a family about eleven miles from Boston, where
other help is kept. Plain cooking, washing, and Ihe care of a
small dairy, will be required, and to a steady, industrious per-
son, good wages will be given—no other need apply to Mr J.B.
Russell, at the New England Farmer office, North Market
street.

Assorted Seeds for Families.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store small bnxeg-

of assorted Seeds tor Kitchen Gardens. Each box contains a
package of the following Seeds:

Early Washington Peas
Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas
Late Marrowfat Peas
Early Mohawk Dwarf string

B.:ans

China Dwarf siring and shell

Beans
Lima, or Saba Pole Beans
Long Blood Beet
Early Turnip-rooted Beet
Early York Cabbage
Large late Drumhead Cabbage
Cape Savoy Cabbage
Red Dutch Cabbage (for pick-

ling)

Early Horn Carrot
Long Orange Carrot
White Solid Celery
Curled Cress
Early Cucumber
Early Silesia Lettuce
The above list, it will he seen, comprises all the common ve-

getables, besides several new varieties of recent introduction,

and uncommon excellence. Every kind is warranted of the

very first quality, as 1o freshness and purity. Each box contains

directions for the management of the different sorts. Price g3
per box.

Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the
end of die jear—but those who pay within sixty days from the
time of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.

Priuled for J. B. Russell, by I. It. Butts—by whom
all descriptions of Priming can be executed to meet ihe wishes
of cuslomers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russfli.,.
at the Agricultural Warehouse No. S2 Nnrih Market Street.

[nr No paper will be sent to a distance without payment be-
ing made in advance.

Long Dtilch Parsnip

Large Cabbage Lettuce
Long Green Turkey Cucumber
Pine-apple Melon
Long, or Round Watermelon
Nasturtium
Large White Onion
Large Red Onion
Curled Parsley

Flat Squash Pepper
Early Scarlet Short-top Radi.sk

While Turnip Radish
Salsaty

Early Bush Squash
Early White Dmch Turnip
While Flat Turnip
Yellow Sione Turnip
Winter Crook-neck Squasb.

Thyr
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rOMMEIIVK'ATlONS. '

I the bugs ore under the torpid influence of the
.

It was fomjerly recommended to wear the don

_.-
1 nights chill, and destroy them with the finger*,

j

of a hyena l*ud the neck to prevent the I

fob the «,^» farmer.
t:

!
But when a plantation is extensive, it is a consid- phobia, or to c. the liver of a mad dog as a rem-

_ '
I erable undertaking, and in such a ease the use of e-iy agamst the poison ol its bite.

INSECTS ON VINES. ! the plaster is valuable. It appears that the wr.ter of the article referred

Weston, Uth May, 1829. ! From the torpid state in which we find said ;
to has adopted the method recommended by wiM

prevent it, 1 will say

ly, that it is a matter of great difficulty to protect
J

prives them almost entirely of the power of mo-
j

the management of bees, and the prevenuo

such plants against said insects, especially in not lion. The nocturnal insects, whose appointed the ravages of the bee moth, will M l«

dry seasons'. And the more so yet, if the plants-
|
time of activity, is the night, are attracted by the contain the requ.site information on th |ect.

tion is made successively from season to season
\
light ; accordingly, we find, in summer evenings, There is one fact observable in the economy 01

upon the same spot. I expect that they deposit the various species of moth, the large brown beetle, bees

their seed in the soil, and that it is the cause why and smaller black ones, attracted by the light of

much fewer insects are seen the first year, that :. candles, and fly into it. These rest, and are tor-

spot of ground is appropriated to that culture,and pid, in the day time. We never find butterflies,

that they multiply afterwards, from year to year, nor any other kind of insects, which are active in seen

ent of bees, and the prevention of

cold weather in the month of March, before a tree

or shrub was in bloom, or any signs of vegelalioa

was manifested, these industrious insects were

returning to their hives, with their legs load-
mat mev uiuiiijuv aiierwarus, nom year 10 ycui, noi nuy ouu^i ivum ui xim^^^, .....w ...^ ...... ~ ...

until it becomes" almost impossible to save the
'

the day, to make their appearance in the evening ed with balls ol a substance resemblmg the
J 7

. '
' ... ...1 *_L. .1 . »_....-,. Cf .... *l..^vor^ nnil lilo.cSOmS in

plants from destruction. It is owing also to the in our dwellings and about our li,_

same cause, I expect, that we meet with much
|

The plaster I have used for the dressing of

less trouble, from the bugs, by raising squashes in squashes an I melons, is that kind preferred by the

a field in the remote part of the farm, than "any
,
farmers of Pennsylvania, being streaked with red,

where near to gardens, or to pieces of old culti- and I have prepared it according to the method of

vated grounds. The choice then of a field, pew-
,
Europe, by getting it calcined and then ground,

ly broken from the sward, is a very desirable ! which I have been assured, renders its powers

measure of prevention. Another, I have found much more active. I have used it with success

by experience, is to place the squash bed in a field for corn and potatoes, but shall not enter on the

of potatoes, or have it surrounded by several rows subject at present. In the mean while, as it may

of them, inasmuch that tlie small black and yel- ' be pleasant to some members of the Horticultural

low striped bug feeds occasionally on the lea*ir Society, to try what a degree of efficacy it may

of the potatoes, and by that arrangement being
|
have for the object of our inquiry, which is the

provided with a choice of food, the mischief be-
i
protection of vines, I shall do myself the pleas-

comes divided between the two plants, and pro- ; ure to>send you, soon, a few small packets of the

tection is much easier bestowed on the squashes,
j

same, for their acceptance, and remain sincerely

Pumpkins planted in a potato field, sticking the
j

your friend and servant, J. M. G<

seeds in the hills, and left to their own chance, I

have seldom known to be materially injured. Mil-

linet frames may answer a good purpose, but it

would be expensive for a large cultivation, besides

they deprive the plants of some portion of air, and

heat, and cannot protect beyond certain narrow
limits, which the vines will soon outrun

Mr J. B. Russell,
Member of Hie Council of the Mass. Hort. Soc.

FOR THE MEW ENGLAND FARMER.

which they procure from flowers and blossoms in

their season. If any curious observer can ac-

count for the 'manner in which this substance U
manufactured, the information would be very ac-

ceptable. MEDICI'S.

Plymouth, May 11, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SWEET POTATOES.
Mr Editor—Finding that the people of your

region a;'e ^oiutfwhat awake to the subject of cul-

BEES.
Mr Fessenden—I observed in the Centinel of

the 6th inst. an article taken from the American

I have tried at various times, ingredients re- I Daily Advertiser, beaded Salt your Bees\ which

commended as effectually offensive to those in- excited my curiosity. The writer of the article

sects, such as spirit of turpentine placed in clam describes minutely his interview with "a worthy

shells among the squash and melon vines ; such,
j

German," by whose advice he put a teaspoonful of

again, as clams placed in number round the plants, salt under each of his bee hives, as a preventive

in the expectation that the effluviaof their decay against the ravages of the worms, and even a part

would drive the insects away, but this was all in of this quantity was blown away by the wind.

—

vain, and of many experiments made, I have found Notwithstanding this disaster, however, more dead

none useful, but to sprinkle ground Plaster of Paris worms were found under the hives the next morn-

over the plants, whilst the dew teas on, in such man- ing than had been seen the whole season before,

ner that the leaves, the stalks, and the heart shall « I attribute this," says the credulous writer, " to

all be covered with a substantial coat of the same, the effects of the salt I put under the hives yes-

and to lay it also on the soil, six inches round the terday, at the recommendation of my friend the

butts of the plants ; this will give an effectual pro-
;
xoorihy German." It would in my opinion be much

tection, provided the plaster dressing should be re-
;
more rational to ascribe this slaughter of the

mating the Carolina, or sweet potato, I huvo con-

cluded that it would be profitable for them to re-

ceive correct information relative to the culture of

this valuable root, and it will afford me no small

pleasure to communicate it, if you will have the

goodness to give it a place in your invaluable pa-

per.

METHOD OF RAISING SWEET POTATOES IX A

NORTHERN CLIMATE.

As early in the spring as the season will admit,

make a hot bed, which must be covered five or

six inches with good rich sod. Lay your potatoes

side by side, and cover them H inches deep with

earth. If you cover your bed with glass, your

plants will come forward sooner. But a bed with-

out glass will answ er every purpose, and be suf-

ficiently early. When your plants are four or five

inches high they will be fit for setting out. which

should be done in the following manner. After

making your ground perfectly mellow, furrow and

cross it four feet each way. At the crossing of

the furrow place a shovel full of fresh manure

from the horse stable. Level your manure and

cover it six or seven inches with earth, leaving it

flat on the top, 8 or 10 inches. It would be well

to have your hills made a few days previous to

planting, so as to be in readiness to embrace the

newed whenever, and as often, as rain or wind
i worms to the stings of the bees, and if the writer first favorable season for setting your piam>

will render it needful. Under this system I have '

and his German friend still have faith in the ex- Now take your potatoes out of the bed. and on
_ *

i . • .! ...... ..-.11 fii.H o ciirnul cnminfr

only of a few hills, there is no way so sure as the probaoly cure their credulity.

old one, to visit them as soon as day light, whilst
|

« No argument like matier of feci i

twenty-nine lulls from a single potato, which pro-

duced a good yield in the fall season. After cut-
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ting off all the sprouts, plant your potatoes as be-

fore, and tliey will, after this, send forth many
good shoots. Set your plants deep in the hill,

nearly down to the manure. This manure not

only furnishes nutriment for your plants, hut will

determine the length of the potatoes, which will

be from the top of the ground to the manure.

—

This is an important consideration in raising this

species of potato. Many kinds of the sweet pota-

to are inclined to grow long and slim, but by the

method, which I have laid down and followed for

many years myself, any person with a little expe-

rience may raise these roots to any given length,

by leaving the earth at his last hoeing as deep
over the manure as he chooses to have his pota-

toes long. One thing more in relation to the size

of your hills, and I have done with the planting

part. In warm counmes they may be large, but

in New England they should be small in order
that the sun may thoroughly warm them through,
as this kind of plant is fond of heat. Let one
heaping bushel of earth be a rule, a little over or
under may answer.

METHOD OF SAVING SEED.

Make a box of any given dimensions ; inclose

this with one five inches larger. The inner box
will answer without either bottom or cover, say
four boards nailed at the corners, remembering
also to have it five inches lower than your outside
box. Your roots should be dry when put up.

—

Prepare some sand quite dry and cover over an
inch or two deep the bottom of your inside box,
then cover the sand with a layer of potatoes, and
bo on alternately until your box is full. The space
between the boxes must be crowded full of swin-
gle tow, and, having laid an equal quantity on the
top, nail on your cover. This box may be placed
on a second floor where there is a warm fire kept
all winter in the lower room. Or they will keep
well under any common hearth, packed in a box
of sand ; or in a warm store room, packed in the
same way. Merely preventing them from freezing
does not answer the purpose ; they require to bi

frequently warmed through and through. If you
are in want of seed potatoes in the spring, as soon
as your vines begin to run, cut off the tops and
plant them ; they will soon grow and make the
best roots for seed. CALVIN MORRELL.

Ohio, March 26, 1829.

FOB THE SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SUGAR FROM THE BEET.
[Extract of a letter to the Editor from Mr Calvin SIor-

RKLL, Hamilton County, Ohio
]

Sir—Having for several years past, heard much
about making sugar from the beet, I have, with
avidity searched every paper that came in my way,
in hopes of finding some regular process laid down
for extracting the saccharine qualities of that valu-
able vegetable. But, unfortunately, all my re-

searches have hitherto proved abortive. Being a

lover of horticulture, I have, for many years past,

been in the habit of raising several kinds of beets,

excellent for culinary purposes, and, not knowing
that the sugar beet differed from those which I

had been accustomed to cultivate, I concluded
to make an experiment.

A quantity was sliced, boiled, strained, and boil-

ed down. This extract produced a very beautiful

syrup, without the least taste of sweet. Totally
defeated in my experiment, I concluded to wait
for information. Last year 1 became a subscriber

for tiie New England Farmer. But few papers

come to hand, before I found something very en-

couraging about the beet. It was stated that fifty

establishments were already erected in France for

making sugar from the beet, and present appear-

ances indicated that their home manufacture of

this article would shortly supersede the necessity

for importation. Several pieces of smaller note

appeared ; I read them with my usual auxi'ty,

but not a word of the process. The last short

sketch informed me that sugar-making is increas-

ing in France, but 1 am still in the dark. Under-

standing from the N. E. Farmer, that the genuine

sugar beet seed was to be had at the establish-

ment, connected with that paper, I obtained a

good supply of this seed ; and feeling very de-

sirous of making sugar from the beet, 1 shall cer-

tainly sow my seeds, and have no doubt of a good
crop, as I well understand the cultivation of this

root. But here 1 beg the charity of my good
friend/the Farmer, without whose counsel I fear

I shall in a measure, lose my labor. If, however,

I am not able to procure sufficient information to

enable me to manufacture my beet into sugar, I

think they will make excellent food for milch

cows, so that, at all events, I shall veulure to grow
them.

Remarks by the Editor.— Rees' Cyclopedia, un-

der the head " Beta," contains a long article on

the subject of manufacturing sugar from the beet;

from which the following is extracted and abridg-

ed.

That a great quantity of sugar might be obtain-

ed from the beet has long been known. The fa-

mous chemist Margraaf made some experiments,
published in the year 1741, for determining the

quantity of sugar contained in various European
plants. He found that the white beet produced

a much greater quantity than any of the other

plants. M. Achnrd, of Berlin, first introduced

this subject into general notice, and recommended
that the sugar should be procured by boiling the

beet roots, when taken out of the earth ; that they

be sliced when cold ; and afterwards the saccha-
rine juice be pressed out ; and that it be filtered,

evaporated, and after evaporation, the sugar be

procured by crystalization and pressure.

Another method described in the same article

is as follows : After the roots are washed and
cleaned they should be sliced hy means of a ma-
chine, or ground in a sort of mill, consisting of a
cylinder, furnished with points like a rasp, which
turns round in a box. The roots are put in this

box, and pressed by means of a weight, against

the cylinder, which, upon being turned round,

soon reduces them to a sort of pulp. When the

beet roots are dry they are ready for the extrac-

tion of their sugar. For this purpose, three wood-
en tubs, wide but not deep, made of oak, ash, or

willow, should be provided, or for family use,

earthen mugs. Near the bottom of the tubs, cocks,

or spiggots should be fixed, and the tubs should
be. placed in a cool situation of about 52° of Fah-
renheit, upon a stillage near each other, and at

such a height from the ground that the smaller

vessels may stand below them for receiving the

liquor when drawn off, and clear water should be

at hand so as to be pumped into the higher ves-

sels. AVhen the beet roots, thoroughly dried,

have been sifted, so as to be free from the dus:

and loose fibres, one of the highest tubs should be

half filled with them, and clear cold water poured

upon them, about one-third in height above the
roots. In this they should remain for about three

hours, stirring them at different times with a
wooden paddle. At the end of this time, the same
number of clean dried roots should be put into the

second tub ; and the sweet liquor drawn from the

first tub into the vessel under it, should be poured
upon the roots in the second ; and the first tub
should be supplied with fresh water in such quan-
tity as just to cover the roots, and the tubs should
remain three hours more, and the roots be repeat-

edly stirred, as before. The liquor which bad
been poured from the first tub to the secoiid, will

be now much absorbed by the roots in the latter

tub. After standing again for three hours, the

sweet liquor from the second tub must be drawn
off, which, if the roots were of the red and white
sort, will be of an agreeable red color. It must
then be passed through a sieve, or filtered through

a flannel, and thus be rendered fit for boiling down
for sugar. After this draw the liquor from the

first tub, pour it on the second, and put into the

first tub more fresh water, and let it stand three

hours longer. Then put into the third tub the

usual quantity of dry roots, and pour on them the

liquor drawn from the second tub ; remove the

liquor from the first to the second ; and the roots

in the first tub being now deprived of their saccha-

rine matter may be used fur feeding hogs or cat-

tle. Afur three hours more, the liquor should be

drawn from the third tub and filtered as before,

and then boiled down for sugar. Then draw off

the liquor of the second vessel, and pour it into

the third ; add fresh water to the second vessel,

and let it remain three hours more, the roots be-

ing occasionally stirred. During this time cleanse

nut the first tub and add fresh roots as before.

—

After three hours draw the liquor from the third

tub, and pour it upon the fresh roots in the first ;

then draw the liquor from the second tub, and
pour it on the third. The roots of the second tub

will now be exhausted, and may be given to the

cattle. After three hours draw the liquor from

the first tub, filter it, and it will be ready for boil-

ing down. On the contents of the first pour the

liquor of the third, and put fresh water in the third

tub ; let it remain three hours and be stirred as

usual ; during which time clean out the second

tub, and let the roots be given to cattle. In the

second tub, place again fresh roots ; and proceed

by extracting the saccharine matter as before, and

continue the operation, till all the dried roots

have been thus freed from their sugar. By this

management, the liquor becomes more charged

with saccharine matter than when the juice is

pressed out of the roots, and a considerable quan-

tity of fuel is spared. The roots from which the

liquor is extracted will have swelled much in the

operation, and have lost their sweetness ; their

farinaceous residuum, will, however, afford good

food for cattle. Whenever there is a sufficient

quantity of dried roots ready, the process of ex-

tracting the saccharine liquor should be continued

day and night, as it is not proper to let the liquor

remain longer than three, or at most four hours

before you boil it, lest a dissolution of the mucila-

ginous particles of the roots should take place

If it be not convenient to boil down all the sac-

charine liquor at once to a state of crystalization,

yet it should be daily boiled down to the consist-

ence of a syrup, in order to prevent its fermenta-

tion. In boiling the hquor, the scum that arises

should be carefully taken off.
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The process of boiling, chrystalizing, &c. (he

best sugars is us follows. First boil the extracted

saccharine liquor down to the consistence of a

syrup ; then put it into a copper, of which one

third ut least is empty, and let it boil away by a

moderate fire, until a phial which holds one ounce

of water, will contain eleven drachms of the syrup,

or till the syrup pours somewhat broad from Hie

ladle. The scum or froth should be taken offas

it rises. When the syrup has arrived at the Btate

above mentioned, by gentle boiling, the fire must

be removed from underneath the copper, and the

syrup gradually run through a clean woollen cloth,

placed over a wooden or stone vessel. The syrup

must not cool too much before this filtration, or

else it becomes ropy. When the syrup is some-

what cool, it should he laded into shallow wood-

en or stone vessels, to chrystalize ; for this pur-

pose, shallow earthen vessels, such as are used to

produce cream, or vessels made of tin, are proper.

These vessels, filled with syrup, must he placed in

a room heated to about 68° of Fahrenheit, and

care must be taken to keep them free from flies

and dust. If the syrup has been of a proper

consistence, crystals will soon begin to form at the

bottom of the vessels ; and in an interval of 18 or

21 days the erystalization will he completed. The
mass must then bo put into a strong linen sack,

Well secured, and placed under a press, to squeeze

out the liquid from the sugar which remains in the

bag. The liquid matter may be set to chrystal-

ize a second or third time, and will yield sugar of

a coarser quality. A cheese press, or long lever

will serve the purpose of pressure. The sugar

first obtained, may he rendered purer by mixing

with it a quantity of clear spring water, and plac-

ing it again under the press ; the colored syr-

up will then run out, and leave the sugar in the

bag in a much purer state than before. By re-

peating the operation it is so far improved, that,

when dried and tubbed, it becomes a fine, white,

powder sugar. The separated syrups should be

again carefully boiled, and more sugar will be ob-

tained from them by erystalization. If the sugar

procured from the first pressure be dissolved in as

much clear water as will form a syrup, anil placed

again in a warm room to crysialize, it will yield

a much purer and harder sugar: the syrup may
then be separated without pressure from the sugar,

merely by inclining the vessel, and allowing the

syrup to run oft' from the crystals. All the syrups

thus prepared "are fit for family use, and are much
superior in taste to those prepared from the pres-

sure of the raw or boiled roots. The remaining

thick syrups may be used as treacle, or molasses,

and will serve to distil for rum or spirits.

The produce of beet roots, and their quality for

yielding sugar have been variable, and of course

the profit accruing from them. From M. Acb-
ard's account we ham, that 24 measures of roots,

each of which weigh about 00 pounds, (in all 21G0
pounds,) produce 100 pounds of raw sugar; that

is 20 pounds of roots produce nearly one pound pf

sugar. One hundred pounds of raw sugar give

55 pounds of refined sugar, and twenty-five pounds

of molasses. Another statement informs us, that

14 pounds of raw sugar gave I 3 pound of lump
sugar, 1§ pound of white powder sugar, and lg

of a darker colored powder sugar, and 8 pounds

of brown syrup; from which more sugar might

have been obtained. It is computed in M. Ach •

ard's account, that a German square mile of land,

(that is 16 square miles English,) properly culti-

vated, would produce white beet sufficient to fur-

nish the whole Prussian dominions with sugar.

Loudon's Encyclopedia of Gardening, in the in-

dex, under the head '• Beta" has the following re-

marks. " It is from the roots of the beta cicla

that the French and Germans obtained sugar with

so much success during the late war. The lid-

lowing was the ordinary process :—Reduce the

roots to a pulp by pressing them between two
rough cylinders : put the pulp in hags and press

out the liquor it contains ; boil this liquor, pre imi-

tate the saccharine matter by quick lime, pour oil"

the liquor; add to the residuum a solution of sul-

phuric acid, and boil again ; the lime uniting with

the acid, is got rid of by straining, and the liquor

may then he gently evaporated, or left to granu-

late slowly, after which it is ready for undergoing

the common process for refining raw sugar."

The foregoing contains all the information on

this subject, whic h we can at present readily ob-

tain. Should anything further occur of impor-

tance, we shall be gratified in publishing it. In

forming an opinion of the expediency of attempt-

ing to manufacture beet sugar in this country,

many things are to be taken into consideration,

which would vary circumstances connected with

an establishment of the kind in the United States,

front those existing in France and Germany. The
price of labor in this country, the price of sugar

obtained from the cane, and from the maple, arc

among the items which deserve to be well can-

vassed before a large manufactory is attempted.

—

We believe about twenty tons of sugar beet to an

acre may be raised with facility in the United

States ; and if, as M. Achard supposes, 20 pounds

of roots will give 1 pound of sugar, we may-have

at least 400 pounds of sugar from an acre of roots.

Besides the refuse matter of the roots containing

starch, mucilage, .Sec. would prove valuable for

feeding cattle, ecc. The tops would also be ser-

vicea'de for the same purpose. But we must be

careful to obtain the proper variety of beet ; and

if a person accustomed to the manufacture of beet

sugar in Europe, could be found, and induced to

superintend an establishment for that purpose, in

this country, it would save much labor in experi-

ments, and give a much fairer prospect of eventu-

al success.

i'OK THE Nt JLiSl) FARMER.

CULTURE OF SQUASHES AND MELONS.
Ma Editor— Squashes, melons, and all other

vines require good old manure ; nothing suits them
better than vault manure, kept one year after it is

taken out ; hog's manure is excellent. There
should be, for squashes, five or six shovelfuls to

each hill, distance about six feet ; as the vines ex-

pand it will be very useful to check their growth

for the benefit of the fruit. It is generally placed

on the side shoots, and only one squash should be

permitted to grow on one side shoot, and as soon

as the blossoming is over, the shoot should he

stopped by pinching off the head of it. The main
vines should also be stopped after they have a suf-

ficient number of side shoots and squashes. This

kind of pruning will have a tendency to improve

the size and the quality of the fruit ; it is advisa-

ble to take oft" late blossoms and small squashes

which have no chance of coming to maturity be-

fore the white frosts take place, and which would

injure the earlier and better fruit, by depriving it of

some of the nourishment. When the latter part

of the season comes on, and the squashes have

Dearly completed their growth, it is advisable to

break offlbi leaves wherever tbej shade the fruit,

in order that it should have the uninterrupted

benefit of the huh, and to cut oft" freely the strag-

gling sines, Bo that none should be left but those
which bear fruit

; this will l.x-ten their maturity

and perfection. The same system of pruning is

still more needful lor musk melons ; it will im-
prove the flavor and the size of the fruit, and is,

I believe, universally practised in the old coun-
tries The French always pinch oft" the small top
of the heart, at the earliest period, which they

call chatrer, and which encourages the growth of
the slender" side shoots, which are the fruit bear-

ers. The ripening of melons is, modi hnturcd
by placing under them, when about the size of an
egg, large pieces of slate stone, or a shingle ; the

melons are also kept from ground worths by this

process. Although our soil and climate are more

powerful and forcing, and might dispense in some
measure with these refinements of the gardener's

art, yet they will repay well for the little time and

attention required, and I have always found it my
pleasure* and my advantage, to attend to it regu-

larise J. M. G.

iicslon, May 13, 1929.

FOR THE .NEW E.M.EA.MI FARMEB.

GRAFTING THE VINE.
Mr Editor— After making many fruitless at-

tempts to cultivate the vine by grafting, I have,

the past season, succeeded to my entire satisfac-

tion. The rf -nit pf my experience I wish to com-

municate to the lovers of horticulture, through

your useful paper.

Early last spring I took two wild vines from the

trcts, where they grew naturally, which I sup-

pose were an hundred years old. I dug a trench

about six inches deep, from the roots to a conven-

ient place, where I bad trained the vine to graft.

ln this trench 1 buried the vine in suitable

branches B* grafting, and there inserted the grafts,-

which were also covered, leaving Only one eye

alios e ground. At the usual time for such buds

to break, mine burst forth, with a decree of exu-

berance, which I had never before witnessed, in-

somuch that I had to prune them every ten days

throughout the season, to keep them in tolerable

order. Some of these grafts grew nearly twenty

feet long, producing fine Raring wood or the next

year, and several fine bunches of grapes the first

season. I think, on a moderate calculation, I shall

have the ensuing si ason, several bushels of grapes

from my two vines. CALVIN MORRELL.
Hamilton Connty, Oh ;o, March 25. 1829.

"

CARROTH.
The following mode is recommended of ren-

dering tiie cultivation of this valuable root less ex-

pensive and troublesome, viz.—to sow the seed

on some very rich mould under a hovel, about a

fortnight before the field is ready, and then drill,

mould, and seed altogether, having had it well

stirred everv second day, and kept sufficiently wet

to cause it to vegetate. This operation enables

the grower to clean his land, and" to pulverise r,

so as to make most of the troublesome annual

weeds, and give the carrot a considerable start.

—

The crop is much prefemi le to mangel wurtzcl,

or Swedish turnips, for feeding oxen, and as a

winter food for milch cows ; for the latter pur-

pose, its superiority is very evident- in improving

the quantity and quality of the milk and butter.

—

Wi&tJUld Register.
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From the Daily Advertiser.

BEES.
In an article written by Mrs Griffith of New

Jersey, which appeared in the North American
Review, for October last, an anecdote is related,

which is in substance as follows :—An old French
bishop, in paying his annual visit to his clergy,

was afflicted by the representations they made of

their poverty, which the appearance of their

houses and families corroborated. Whilst he was
deploring their sad' condition, he arrived at the

house of a curate, who, living amongst a poorer

set of parishioners than any he had yet visited,

would, he feared, be in a still more woeful plight

than the others. Contrary, however, to his ex-

pectations, he found appearances very much im-

proved. Everything about the house wore the as-

pect of comfort and plenty. The good bishop was
amazed. " How is this, my friend," said he, "you
are the first man I have met, with a cheerful face

and a plentiful board. Have you any income in-

dependent of your cure ? " Yes, sir," said the
clergyman, " I have ; my family would starve on
the pittance I receive from the poor people I in-

struct. Come with me into the garden, and I will

show you the slock that yields me an excellent in-

terest." On going to the garden, he showed the
bishop a range of bee hives. » There is the bank
from which 1 draw an annual dividend. It never
stops payment." Ever after that memorable visit,

when any of his clergymen complained to the
bishop of poverty, he would say to them, " keep
bees, keep bees."

We dare say that our readers will entertain a
very favorable opinion of this piece of advice, on
reading the ensuing paragraph from the Worces-
ter Spy :

Remarkable Increase.—We have been fimished
by a friend with an account furnished by David
Royce, of Ripley, Chatauque county, New York,
of a remarkable increase of Bees belonging to him ;

the correctness of which statement is certified b
the Postmaster and public officers of the town.-
In the course of something less than seven years
and a half, from a single swarm of bees, he had
taken up 31 swarms, from which he obtained for
use 1705 pounds of' honey ; ten swarms had es-
caped to the woods and were lost ; and eighty-
eight swarms remained in their hives, in which
there was, by the estimate of intelligent and im-
partial men, not less than 7664 pounds of honey,
making a total of one hundred and thirty-nine
swarms of bees, and nine thousand three hundred
and sixty-nine poujids of honey. The honey, at

the price it is usually sold in this vicinity, would
amount to more than fifteen hundred dollars. We
know not why bees, with proper attention, may
not do as well in this section of the country as in

any other
; but, if they will, with the best of care,

yield half as much increase as the above, to what
more profitable business can the farmer turn a
portion of his attention ?

with regard to size and number growing in

1832.

The trees which furnish food for the busy spin-

ners of the native silk, are more beautiful in ap-
pearance than most of the pampered exotics which
are permitted to lurk about houses and gardens.

They would form the appropriate ornaments of
our highways, and while they covered from sight

those borders of gravel, rock, and bramble which
dishonor our roads and disgrace the proprietors of
the soil over which they pass, would furnish a

healthful and innocent employment to the mem-
bers of the farmer's family whose occupations are

at present limited. The gathering of green leaves,

the feeding of the insect weavers, the processes
of manufacture, might well Supply the place of
the card setting and the straw braid which were
once almost the universal employments of the fe-

males of a family. On the hab.ts of domestic in-

dustry and economy depend much of the happi-
ness and prosperity of the community, and as one
of its members we rejoice to observe the encour-
agement of any stream of wealth whose source
shall be on the household hearth.

—

Nat. JEgis.

The liberality of the Legislature has again af-
forded to the Agricultural Societies the means for
extending those encouragements to industry and
skill, which have heretofore been found so prac-
tically valuable. Among the objects marked with
peculiar favor, is the manufacture of Silk, and in
accordance with the direction of the donors, the
Society of this County have offered a premium of
sixty dollars for the best nursery of mulberry trees, ! every quart— the whole to beThakeit t7ge"ther.

AGRICULTURAL PROSPECTS.
It has been remarked, that winters of deep

snow are followed by rich harvests. The vernal
cold by checking the premature advance of veg-
etation, cheerless as it is in passing, is said to con-
tribute to the abundance of the fruits of the earth.

With these coinciding incidents, the wise, about
weather, predict unusual fertility, and other symp-
toms favor the belief that the plenty of former
years will be renewed. The grasses are thick set

and of intense verdure. Winter grains have a fair

appearance. The backwardness of the spring has
retarded the usual operations of the farmer, and
cold and wet prevented the early preparation of
the ground for planting. The fruit buds of the
peach are few ; but with this delicate tree it may
often be noticed that the exuberance of blossoms
is no certain indication of the abundance of au-
tumnal products, and that when its branches are
most thickly covered with flowers much of the
fruit falls immature. The pear and apple are full

of buds, and promise to fill the basket and barrel
to overflowing—-Jbid.

AGRICULTURAL.
The Middlesex Agricultural Society, in their

list of premiums, just published, offer fox the best
plantation of White Mulberry trees, not less than
150 in number, which shall be in the best condi-
tion in the autumn of 1830, a premium of $25

;

next best §15 ; for the best specimen of silk, not
less than 5 lbs. $9 ; next, $7 ; next, $4. They
also offer premiums for various kinds of fruit and
forest trees. The Society in this county, a few
years since, offered premiums for plantations of
White Oak trees, but we have not understood that
they were ever claimed.

—

Mass. Spy.

Fertilizing effects of Chlorine on Seeds for Sow-
ing—The employment of chlorine, or oxymuriat-
ic acid, in preparing seeds for sowing, is recom-
mended by M. Remord, as capable of increasing

the product three and four fold what it would be
in ordinary cultivation. The process is as fol-

lows :—The grain to be first steeped for twelve
hours in water from a river or fountain, never
from a well ; then to be added to the water six-

teen or seventeen drops of oxymuriatic acid for

order that it be well mixed. After six hours ad-
ditional soaking, under exposure to the sun and
beneath a glass bell

; or for want of such an in-
strument, a frame of oiled paper, the seeds to be
put into a cloth ; then to be divided for the pur-
pose of sowing, and mixed with a sufficient quan-
tity of cinders, sand, or dry mould ; after this, to
be sown, and the water in which they were soak-
ed thrown over the ground which covers them.
It is also recommended, when practicable, to
water, at intervals, the plants, with acidulated
water of oxymuriatic acid, in the proportions of
that used in steeping the seeds, in order to keep
up the activity of their vegetation, and to favor
the developement of the plant.—Bull. Univ.

RYE COFFEE.
One reason why this article is not more used

is, that few know how to make it. We know a
lady who after several vain attempts to suit her-
self with it, happened to recollect, that when rye
is sown, the operation of heat and moisture cause
what is called the saccharine fermentation to take
place, by which sugar is formed ; after which, the
sprout immediately begins to show itself. She
therefore kept her rye moist, and moderately warm,
till the swelling of the sprout showed that the fer-

mentation had begun, and then dried and burnt it

with all possible despatch, in order to arrest the
process before the rye should become sour. Her
success was complete, and her knowledge of
chemistry was of use to her husband's pocket.

—

Maine Farmer.

Farmers might easily save the flesh of Horses
and Cows, and confer a great kindness on their

animals, in preventing the usual annoyance of
Flies, by simply oiling the parts most exposed.

—

Flies will not alight a moment on the spot, over
which an oiled sponge has been pressed. Proba-
bly either fish or flaxseed oil would answer ; but
what I have known used with success was the
Tanner's oil. Every man who is compassionate
to his beast, ought to know this simple remedy,
and every Livery Stable, and Country Inn, ought
to have a supply at hand for the use of travellers.

Ibid.

Sidphuric Acid Springs.—The second number,
vol. xv. of the American Journal of Science, con-
tains an account by Prof. Eaton, of certain springs

of water, impregnated with sulphuric acid, in the

town of Byron, Genessee county, N. Y. One of
the springs emits a perennial stream, sufficient to

turn a light gristmill, and is so acid as to coagu-
late milk. The fact is the more remarkable, as

but two other instances of the kind are known,
and both of these in volcanic regions.

Antidote against the Poison of Verdigris.—M. J.

Charles Gullet, late apothecary of the first class,

in the armies of the North, and Italy, had by a

mistake poisoned himself with verdigris. He was
vomiting with great efforts. During the time

some persons around him had gone for some oil

which he had sent for, but feeling extremely

thirsty he drank a glass of water with a great

deal of sugar diluted in it. His pains diminished.

He then ate sugar and was perfectly cured. The
remedy often repeated since with success has

proved that sugar is the true antidote against ver-

digris.

Extract from the Practical Manual of the Scour-

er, by L. Sable Normand.
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tlio eyes of the patient, and bound I';.-;. Alter sixteen or twenty calves at a time are fattened.

—

three or four repetitions llie eyes will be well.— /<«"• l-'niv.

M Y. Joum. of Com.
,

Po(afoM^The Chevalier Payen, ha. lately pub-

Violation of Patent.—At the present term of the licked an 8vo Treatise on the Potato. He enume-

U. S. Circuit Court for1 the District of Connecticut, rates twenty-iiin<; uses to which this plant may

Judge Thompson presiding, four cases were tried, be applied. Among the apet no) gemmOy known,
nent, is near Tours,.in France; it is twenty-seven

in wbicb Grant &.Towneend, of Providence, were it is stated that, alter being frozen, th-v may be
miles long and twenty feet thick.

, I plaintiffs, for the violation of a patent to Joseph ' made into starch or distilled into spirits. With
But the beds of the Southern States far exceed

this. A stratum, on the whole continuous, al-

though mixed, more or less, with the general di-

luvium, and other materials of the country, has

OysUr Shells in the Southern States.—There are

also vast quantities of shells, and especially of a

gigantic oyster, in many parts of the Southern

States. They are found not only in digging for

Wells, but they form vast beds in various places.

One of the largest beds on the eastern conti-

Grant, one of the plaintiffs, for a machine to form one-third part of flour, they may be made into

at bodies, by crossing the wool and forming two bread. With the flour of potatoes, pastry, vermi-

hat bodies at one operation. In two of the cases

the defendants agreed upon the damages which

In one of

celli, rice, and tapioca, may \x- made. With stuc-

o they form an improved plaster. They form a

wash on their plaster for buildings, which may bebeen traced from the Eutaw springs, m South ^^^ , „,e Coilrti with C0Bb,.

Carolina, to the Chickasaw county; six nundflBd
tbege where the vjola,,on waPOUiyof ne month's colored with ochre, soot, &c. Roasted brown

miles in length, by ten, or from that to one hun-
comil

'

nliince) and with one mechanic, the dam- and burnt, they make a very good coffee. Crush-

dred in breadth. L
s wcre $300 In another , where the defend- led they are employed in whitening linen and oth-

There can be little doubt that many of the beds ^^ ^.^^ g(jlJ a machinC) the dam _ j er c iotll . The water expressed from them is a

of oyster shells which have been attributed to the
; a ^es and costs were $15Q I(| a t||irj case>

- he rapid proraoter of the germination of seeds. The
"

jury assessed the damages at $202,50, which were jfecula, with sulphuric acid, is converted into syrup,

trebled by the Court, and amounted to $787,50 from which moist sugar is made. Mixed with

IT ,,TZ~„ 7, 7~, 7 ™,„.„„„), ' and costs. In the fourth case, where the defend- soot, &c. this syrup makes an admirable blacking.

Use of the Rolleron Grass Lands.-ln no braneh ^ ^^ ^ The wa|ef oftbe ynung Ulber8 affordB B grey, and
of husbandly is the roller more an implement of

^
>

'
J_ /__,_,.., ,. ,,,„ M„,,„mo r,, r „,<l, * vellow dve. &c.

utility than in the cultivation of grass. It renders
;

mn £ (

L
s °

.
.' '

,. ..

. ., . ,• , f .i 'iinir $2709, wit i costs ol suit
the soil compact and solid; it encourages the '"& »-'"•

aboriginal Indians of this country, are diluvial de-

posits.

—

Sillimari's Geol.

Let every farmer divide his pasture ground as

eases,

growth of the plants, by bringing the earth close
j

to every part of the root
;

it assists in filling "P he pieasea Let the fence between his arable ai

and levelling any inequalities in the surface of the
!

ure ,and be gg gtrong as an externa] fence._
field, thereby preventing surface water from re-

1 B .

f ible ]et M bis arable ground, though
maining stagnant, and eradicating the grass from

;
jt be a hum|red acreS) be in one lot . Tben his

particular spots ; and it tends to hinder the drought
, h runs c]ear) in a ]ong furlw His tj „age

from penetrating, which is an effect of the great-
i

isdivi( ,ed on , b the different species of grain
est importance. In fact, a grass field cannot be

, and tab ,es be cu l t ivates . There are no fences
too often rolled ; and it is not going too far to as-

' of consequellce) no inconvenient and worthless
sert, that the application of the roller in Autumn

nead , alll]
. no apo ]ogy for thistles and nettles.—

to prepare the roots for resisting the winter frosts,
j
Th(j gcene ig bealltiful t0 the eve . The whole has

and in spring to firm them after those frosts, every thean(. e of a gardcnj and begets in the
\
Sentinel.

year while the field remains in grass will amply ,

farmer 1(wt of horticu ltural neatness.- Garden-

Economy in Horses' Food.—The custom of feed-

ing horses with coarse bread is a very common
one in France, and is considered more wholesome

and economical than oats. It was introduced

during the revolutionary wars. A Silesian exper-

imental farmer furnishes the following proportions

of ingredients for making such bread :
" Five gal-

lons of oat flour, ditto of rye flour, yeast, and one

gallon and a half of potatoes, reduced to a pap."

With bread made of these materials, a horse may

be kept on twelve pouru's per day, mixed up with

a little straw, chaffed and moistened.

—

Hampshire

I er's Jour. Economy in a Family.—There is nothing which

goes so far towards placing youug people beyond

the reach of poverty, as economy in the manage-

ment of their domestic affairs. It matters not

whether a man furnish little or much for his fami-

ly if there is a continual leakage in his kitchen, or

repay the expense.— Trans, of the Highland So

ciety.
'

i Veal Fattening in the Territory of Hamburgh.—
Florida Indigo.—It is proposed to revive the There ar(J few towns where meat is eaten in a

cultivation of Indigo, In Florida. Formerly much 1^ state tnan j„ Hamburgh, Altona, and Bre-
indigo was produced there, and which was only

| men The fattening of ca ] ves is> consequently, „
rivalled by that of the Carraccas. In formerf^ jmportant pursuit with the peasants of the dis- in the parlor; it runs away, he knows not bow ;

times, nearly one hundred and eighty thousand
; tricts situated at sucb a distance from those towns, i and that demon waste cries more, like tbe horse

dollars were paid in London, in one year, for Flor-
1 thattbe transport of milk thither is not easy

j

leech's daughter, until he that provided has no
ida indigo.

j
There are farmers who devote themselves exclu- more to give. It is the husband's duty to bring

Steel Ore.—We use this label to indicate a sively to the fattening of veal, and who, for that
j

into the house, and it is the duty of the wife to see

very remarkable variety of iron ore lately brought
' purpose, buy up the calves of those who reside in (that none goes wrongfully out of it

;
not the least

to light in Hadley, Saratoga county. The bars ™'e populous neighborhoods, and who derive article, however unimportant in itself, for it estab

which are made from the ore, when melted into their profit from the sale of their milk The calves lishes a precedent ;
nor under any pretence for it

loops in a forge fire, as in the usual way of mak-f** keP c in Pens '
s0 that they are obliSed t0 re"

I °Ppns the door for ruin to stalk '"• nn
4

d he seldom

ing bloomery iron, come from under the hammer ;

™m quiet. Their straw is not removed until the
j

leaves an opportunity unimproved. A man gets a

good and true steel. Mr John P. Fellows of this |

fastening is complete. It is the custom to feed wife to look after his affairs
j

to assist hun in his

city, showed us, a day or two ago, a penknife 'hem three times a day, gradually increasing the
;

journey through life ;
to educate and prepare his

blade of this steel, which bore a firm and keen I

quantity from a third of a quarteron to eighteen .children for a proper station ... life, and not to d,s-

quarterons of Hanover, at each meal, as the am-
]
sipatc his property. The husband s interests sbould

mal grows. The food is left before the calves
]
be the wife's care, and her greatest ambition car-

only a quarter of an hour, be the vessels emptied jry her no further than his welfare and happiness,

or not ; if not, the quantity of the next meal is di- together with that of her children. This should

minished. Those fatteners who regard their char- I be her sole aim ; and the theatre of her exploits

acter for fine meat, give nothing but milk to their
j
in the bosom of her family, where she may do as

calves ; others mix with the milk, eggs, crumbs of much towards making a fortune as he possibly can

Communication—Messrs. Editors, I take the bread, and flour ; but the meat thus produced is in the counting room, or the work shop. It is not

liberty of sending you a recipe for sore, blood- less esteemed than that fattened on milk, and the money earned that makes a man wealthy, it is

shot, or weak eyes. I have often recommended fetches a lower price. The fattening lasts from ' what he saves from his earnings. A good and

it to my friends, and as often found it to give im-
I twelve to fifteen weeks, and at the end of that prudent husband makes a deposit of the fruits of

mediate relief. Take half a pint of milk
;
put into time the calves will weigh from 150 to 200 lbs.— his labor with his best friend ; and if that friend

it a handful of white balsam, or, as some call it, A farm of forty acres, with eleven cows, maintains be not true to him, what has he to hope ? If he

everlasting. Let it be boiled down to half the twelve or fourteen individuals, and produces an dare not place confidence in the companion of his

quantity, and at night, on going to bed, let a linen income of two hundred dollars by the sole fatten- bosom, where is he to place it A wife acts not

cloth be saturated with the decoction, and laid on ing of calves. On farms which keep forty cows, for herself only, but she is the agent of many she

edge, cutting a hard quill very sweetly ; and he

stated that various edge tools had been made of it,

which proved excellent. This is a remarkable

fact in metallurgy. A specimen of this steel may
be seen at Mr F.'s shop, in this city.

—

Troy Sen-

tinel.
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loves, and she is bound to act for their good, and

not for her own gratification. Her husband's

good is the end to which she should aim, his ap-

probation is her reward. Self gratification in

dress, or indulgence in appetite, or more company
than his purse well can entertain, are equally per-

nicious. The first adds vanity to extravagance,

the second fastens a doctor's bill to a long butch-

er's account, and the latter brings intemperance,

the worst of all evils in its train.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MAY 22, 1829.

LITHOGRAPHY AND GEOGRAPHY.
We have been very much gratified by some

specimens with which we have lately been favor-

ed, of Geography illustrated by Lithography, or

the Art of Printing on Stone. A map of Natick,

Mass., on a scale of 2 inches to a mile, beautifully

executed, by Pendleton, Boston, is a superior

sample of an useful and ornamental art, employed
to illustrate an important science. The lines are
clear and distinct, the buildings, roads, woods,
waters, &c. are pointed out with a neatness and
precision, which are rarely if ever attained in cop-
per plate engraving ; and copies of the kind can
be afforded, we are told, at an expense which is

very trifling, compared to maps, executed in the
old style. If maps of every town in Massachu-
setts were formed in this manner, they would sup-
ply the materials for State Maps, and add articles

of great value to the archives of useful knowl-
edge.

Self knowledge has been highly and justly re-
commended in many adages in various languages.
And next to knowing what we are, is the impor-
tance of knowing where we are. We should have
correct ideas of our relative location, compared to
that of other inhabitants of our planet, and partic-
ularly to those of our vicinity, or the world is to
us as it were a wilderness, a sort.of chaos, " with-
out form and void." If geography on a lar<*e

scale, a knowledge of distant countries is an im-
portant branch of education, surely the topogra-
phy of our own residence and its vicinity, is of
still greater importance. Yet many of our youth
who ae receiving an education, and Requiring a
stock of what should be useful knowledge, know
more of Greece, or Rome, London, or Paris, or
perhaps California, than of that part of the land
they live in, which is not in sight of their own
dwellings, or on their road to market, or the meet-
inghouse.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SOWING GRASS SEEDS.
Mr Fessf.ndf.n— In the perusal of your last

number of the New England Farmer, I observed
a very well and ably written article upon the sub-
ject of sowing grass seeds in the fall of the year,
in preference to the spring. As I am young in
the business of agriculture", I beg your indulgence,
and hope that I shall not weary your patience,
with the few remarks and inquiries, which I take
the liberty of sending you, for a more full anil par-
ticular explanation in relation to this very impor-
tant operation in agriculture.

Your correspondent in Weston, observes, in the
close of his communication, that " genen.l rules
are subject to many exceptions, and particularly
*o in agriculture." I, therefore, wish some further

information through the medium of the Farmer,
from your respected correspondents. It appears

to be somewhat a new mode in the practice of

husbandry, in the New England States, or so fir

as I have information. In this community the

general practice is, to sow the grass seeds in the

spring, with oats, or rye, and the like. But if

there be a better way, we cannot too soon con-

vince our incredulous neighbors of the fact, that it

may become a general practice among the farm-

ers, to sow their grass seeds in the fall, when there

is more leisure time, than in the spring, when the

farmer has as much or more than can be well at-

tended to. I read, some time since, that grass

seeds might be sown in the fall to the benefit of

the farmer; and that he might realize a crop of

grass the next season, and that he might be more
sure of realizing a greater crop than when robbed

of a greater part of its nutriment, by being sown
with spring grain, which is always triumphant

;

and the interference of the roots among the ten-

der grass, and the straw, which in a great meas-

ure will deprive the grass of the benefits of the

atmosphere : and that he might be saved much
trouble and vexation by sowing his grass seeds

alone, which otherwise he would be subject to ex-

perience.

I then mentioned the subject to one of my
neighbors, who had long been engaged in agricul-

ture. He told me that was a new notion, and that

it would not do to follow every current that runs

;

that it was something he had never heard or

dreamt of, in the course of his long life, and that

he was confident it would not do, because it ap-

peared to him an unreasonable practice. I, there-

fore, of course paid no more attention to the sub-
ject. But from the sentiments set forth by your
correspondent in Weston, I perceive several ad-
vantages from this mode of husbandry above the
one now generally practised in this communi-
ty-

I have a small field which contains about tliir-

teen-sixteenths of an acre, from which I raised,

the last season, 20 bushels of Indian corn, 75
bushels of potatoes, and between 30 and 40 bush-
els of apples. The land is very low, and was not

planted till the eighth day of June, on the account
of its being so wet and muddy. From those who
are conversant in the fall sowing of grass seeds, I

would solicit some further remarks, whether it

would be as profitable to sow such low land as

above mentioned, in the fall, or whether I should
experience a total loss of my labor if I should un-
dertake to have my grass seed sown on it in that

season of the year ? The subject, in this part of
the commonwealth being a new thing, the people
will without doubt be very incredulous in regard
to adopting it. The crop that I intend to take oft'

this season, I shall not be able to harvest before
the last of September, or first of October: will it

then be profitable to have the field sown to grass
so late in the season of the year?

In sowing grass seeds in the spring of the year,
along with other grain, it is true, both undoubt-
edly would in some measure be injured by each,

other, but whether they would be of so much
damage to each other as the expense of getting in

the grass seeds after the spuing grain is harvest-
ed, is, I think, a matter worth investigating.

GRAFTING.

It is now about the season of the year for en-
grafting young fruit trees—those who want to

avail themselves of the opportunity would do weil

to pay particular attention in selecting their scions.
The scions for engrafting ought to be cut from
healthy bearing trees ; and cut from the top. I

say from the top, because I do not mean sprouts
nor suckers from the body. I have known scions
blossom the same season that they were set, and
buds I have known also, to blossom the next
spring after inoculation. Two years after buds
were set 1 have known the stocks to bear as good
fruit as the original tree. Whereas scions or
buds that have been taken from sprouts, or suck-
ers, have not borne fruit for several years. In
grafting, or inoculation, therefore, particular at-

tention should be paid in selecting scions.

Yours very respectfully,

Atllcborough, April 12, 1829. J.VV. C.

05^ The above, notwithstanding its being dated

so far back as the 12th of April, was not received

till the 13th inst, too late for our last paper.

—

Editor.

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SO-
CIETY.

The Standing Committee of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, on the Culture and Products

of the Kitchen Garden, consisting of Jacob Tidd,
Samuel Wajid, Aaron D. Williams, and John
B. Russell, have attended to that duty, and sub-

mit the following list of premiums. None but

members of the Society are entitled to these pre-

miums.

Asparagus, 50 in a bunch, earliest and best

in open ground, $2
Cucumeers, best pair, on or before the 4th

of July, in open ground, 2

Cabbages, Early, the best 4 heads, 2
Carrots, twelve roots, the earliest and

best, 2
Bf.ets, twelve roots of the earliest and best,

by 4th of July, 2
Potatoes, Early, one peck, the best, by the

1st of July, 2

Potatoes, for winter, not less than 00 bush-

els, having regard to their productiveness,

as well as quality, 4

Celery, six plants, earliest and best, 2
Beans, Large Lima, 2 qts, shelled, 2

Beans, the earliest and best, 2 quarts, 1

do do do dwarf shell, 2

quarts, I

Lettuce, four heads, the finest and heaviest

the season, 1

Cauliflowers, 4 heads, do do 2

Broccoli, 4 heads, do do 2

Squashes, Winter Crook Neck, the largest

and best pair, 1

Peas, one peck, the earliest and best by the

1st Monday of June, 2

Savoy Cabbages, six heads, best in the

season, 2

Melons, Vv'ater, the largest and best

pair, 1

Melons, Musk, the finest pair in the

season, 1

Indian Corn, for boiling, 12 ears, having re-

gard to the size of the ears, their eailincss,

and the quality of the corn, 1

Future meetings of the Committee, will be
properly noticed, as to time and place of meeting,

for the government of those who wish to oft'jr

any of the above articles for premiums.

Per order of J. TIDD, Chirman,
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Won Existence of Hereditary Disorders.—A re- 1 thin bring it away. Caws have occurred, partir-

cent work, VArl de conserver la sante tt de preve- nlarly in (lie practice of Sir Astley Cooper, mid Mr

nir les Maladies Hereditaria, hy Dt P.I. Monger*
|
Brodie, where a succession of •mall calculi (in

lez, of Paris, as reported in the" Bulletin Univer-

sal," contains some important views on the sub-

ject of hereditary disorders; such ns consump-

tion, scrofula, gout, gravel, madness, &c.

—

The author shows that the opinio

and various affections arc herodita

some instances to the number of fifteen and up-

wards,) have been thus extracted, and the instru-

ment has been very justly looked upon as a fresh

proof ofthe ingenuity anil BCUteneM of modern sur-

that these
j

peons. Recent excavationsmade in Pompeii, howi-v-

rests on
j

er, have stripped our times of the honor of this in-

very slight foundations; ami he maintains,
j
vention, for in opening the dwelling of a surgeon

in short, that there are, strictly speaking, no be- among the ruins of that overwhelmed city, the

reditnry maladies ; but oidy hereditary disposi- identical dilator and extractor here alluded to, was

tions to contract maladies ; and that by proper found among a variety of other instruments with

precautions, individuals born of parents subject to
j

which that dwelling abounded. The Poinpeian

any of the maladies mentioned, may be secured i extractor is made ofbronze.

from being themselves affected by them. The im-

Seed of the Spanish Chesnut.
For «.-.!<• al the H i Store raAw •••! w.ihilic New Eng-

land Firmer No. hi Ninth Market Sn«-i,

A few Implicit) nl S, ^i, CfceMria yt:.,ir.tnra rrtra) it* plant-

ing. There ajMntere imjjorird l>\ a geallennM t,( .<ak-m. for

il<- porpoie of luirodiM-iiif, the rulmrw of dnj Iraes as* Mew
England. l^oiadcHi de«eriliet Una a» • die most inagrnuienl of

Kuro|M- TftMffzcvtdtne itx oak in bright, and equalling it

in hulk ami extent '
" It n turd l.y ihr rahtarl maker and

rniHtrr—n»*lM4Mi excellent coppice iree (or |*.u-s ;>nd 1k*,o%—

1 1 II- l.ark I-. equal in aslringrncy In ilia I of larili. Sail fOOUUUiO
ash, for lamiiug—and il"' leaser .nil mm (abool >i> limn U«
size »f ibr in "in • I"-;"") alfi.r.l I.-..1 hoih ft> man and deer,

and arc deniable in autumn and » inlet." Price 8 o» perdoz-

K\

nig.

10, Cotton BcmJ. for ihose who wish lo cultivate the plant

n'riuiily—price 12 cut a paper.

lew Irei-rol ihe Admirable Alhergc Rareripe, parked in

jlxjut tun days since, and in good order lor trau-planl-

portance of this view of a subject on which there

exists so many pernicious prejudices, and on which

the fatality is sometimes so great as to cause the

neglect of remedies that might be efficacious, is

obvious.— .'Y. Y. Courier.

Front the New York Gardener.

THE BLACKBERRY,
Or Bramble, one of our native shrubs, well de-

serves a place in the farmer's garden, and will

liberally repay the expense of cultivation. It

should be propagated and pruned in every respect

like the raspberry, but being sofliewhat larger, re-

quires more room. It is very much disposed to

throw off young shoots from the roots, and unless

great care is taken to destroy them, they will

spread, and fill the ground, and soon make an im-

penetrable wild. But this is no difficult task, if

the space between the rows is well wrought, and

kept, as it ought to bp, quite free from grass or

weeds.
The bramble, as well as the several kinds of

raspberries, do not ripen their fruit at once, but in

succession, for several weeks, as if designed to

court our notice, and bountifully to reward the

care we may bestow upon their cultivation, by a

frequent offer of their bounties. The fruit should

be regularly gathered as it comes to perfection,

and be directly used after being picked ; for al-

though they may remain good on the bush a few

days after being ripe, if kept in the house a single

day, they will be found to have lost much of their

delicious flavor.

A plantation of these shrubs will come to per

feetion in three or four years, and if nursed as

above directed, will continue fruitful for eight or

ten years. It should then be grubbed up, and en-

tirely renewed. Two years, however, before this,

a new quarter for this fruit should be prepar-

ed.

The ground upon which the old shrubs have

stood will be found to be greatly improved,

and should now be employed for some other

use.

Cultivating Fruit Trees.— Instruction in the cul-

ture of fruit trees, forms part of the education of

the ordinary seminaries in the States of Mecklen-

burg Schwei in. No schoolmaster is admitted to

exercise that function without a certificate of his

capacity to teach the management of fruit trees.

The same masters are obliged to take care of fruit

gardens ; and those who, previously to the pro-

mulgation of the law on the subject, were igno-

rant of the art, receive the due instruction at the

expense of the school fund.

—

Bull. Univ.

Great Parsnip.—Mr Walter Withcck, of this

town, lately dug from his garden, a parsnip, meas-

uring four feet ten inches in length, still leaving a

part of the root broken off in the ground. If any

one can beat this, it will do us a great deal of

good to publish it.

—

Catskill Recorder.

The Russian government has sent a skilful gar-

dener to Kamtscbatka, to instruct the inhabitants

in the art of cultivating the earth to the greatest

advantage. The climate of Kamschatka is not so

severe as is generally supposed, and many vegeta-

ble productions may be raised there, with proper

management.

.Arts is China T>a Sets, and light blue Dinner Hart.

Received, a eicni variety of the .hove ; which, wiih a con

plete assortment "1 <'"

fered for sale. k»«

. .China,

al \... t U.M-k S<|ii

tc ; wniou. Willi 4 nim.
iid tjlais Ware, are o&

ROMAN—Th'ui elegant, full hlooded hnr*?, a bright Lay,

Willi hlack tegs mane and lail. of high spirit and good tem-

per wtl stand ai the farm ol Mr (Stephen Williams, in Nortb-

borough, Ms, si H-" 'ne *"* "• •" '* P»"l bHbrn lne mares are

lakon'avvay.—See New England Faimc-. May 15.

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, ond Cleveland, ihe two Enilisb horses, will stand

for ihe seasam al Iheir liable in Brighton, Uareloot ai $25,

and Cleveland at $U), »« S' lor lne groom. aM

PRICES OF COUXTRY PRODUCE.

Curious Discovery.—The public have heard a

great deal, and more than enough, of late years,

of the merits and advantage of a particular instru-

ment intended to supersede, in some cases, that

most dreadful operation, the cutting for the stone.

The instrument in question is so contrived that it

may be introduced into the bladder with ease bj

the ordinary course ; when its extremity is made
to open into three or four slender branches, bj

means of a screw connected with the handle, with

a view to grasp firmly the stone, if small, and

Callages.—Dr Johnson, in his Journey to the

Hebrides, remarks that before the Scottish peas-

antry acquired cabbages, from seetls left by Crom-

well's soldiers, they had acquired nothing.

Everlasting Potato.—-This root is ever ready to
|

afford a supply of early potatoes from one end of

the year to the other : they are left undisturbed,

except when a dish is wanted ; they are not deep-

ly embedded, but soon discovered on stirring the

surface mould. The flower seems somewhat dif-

ferent from that of the common potato. They

should be planted about the latter end of May
;

if planted sooner, they come too early. Before

frost sets in, the bed is covered with litter as a

protection from its influence. They are taken up

at Christmas, as fine new potatoes, and are either

suffered to remain undisturbed, or perhaps, what

is still better, the potatoes are completely forked

up as they are wanted, and the smallest being

separated are set apart for seed, under a heap, or

hillock ; to be replanted towards the close of the

succeeding May. The smallest sprigs of this po-

tato will grow.— Gardener's Magazine.

The end of the Law.—A Canadian paper con-

tains six columns of advertisements of sales by the

Sheriffs, concluded with the Coroner's notice of

the sale of the Sheriff's goods.—.Vat. .SEgw.

BY S. T. COLERIDGE.

Swans sing before they die— 'l were no bad thing

Did certain persons die before they sing.

APH.F.S.besl.
ASHES, pui.tirsl son. -

Pearl, firsi sort, -

BEANS, White,

BEEF, mess,
Ctwgn.No. 1,

Car*o, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected No. l.ncw,

CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk. - - |

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, - ib

Genesee, - - -

Rye, best, • I

GRAIN, Corn, - -

Rve,
Barley, -

bushel

barrel

pound

On
pound
cask.
ton.

barrel

pound

HOG'S LAllO, first sort, new,

LIMB.
I'LAISTER PARIS retails at

FORK, clear,

Navv. mess.

Cargo. No, 1, - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, -

Rye Grass,

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne,
While llnncvsurkle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sngiar Beet, - - |

Mangel uWtztl, - -

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, lull blood, unwashed.

Merino, three lourths w ashed.

Merino, half &c quarter washed

Nat've. washed, - - -

Fulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Bulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, " spinning, first sort,

PROVISION" MARKET.
CORRECTED IVKET WEEK BT MR. H.IVWiRP,

(Cle.t of FancuiihM Market.)

FROM
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MISCELLANIES.
FOR THE MEW ENGLAND FARMEB.

MILTON HILL—SUNDAY.
My soul, look abroad on this pure, heavenly morning

;

Let the cares and contentions of worldliness flee :

See its calm, holy peace, every object adorning !

—

Beueficent author, O, shed it on me !

How I love to repose on the prospect around

;

On the wide water's blue, and the rude mountain's green :

On the trees, and the flowers— tlie valley, and mound,
And the hills, aud the fields, with the streamlet between.

Yonder isle in the ocean, illum'd from the sky,

Seems it not hke the place of the dying man' prayer 1

Oh yes, there is one lie hath hoped for on high,

The home of the blest—where the beautiful are !

Then submit, anxious heart, and doubt not the Power
That sends the affliction, doth order it right

;

And will fit thee to welcome that trembling hour,

When the soul, disencumbered, soars free into light.

Go kneel at the altar in thankful devotion,
Be at peace, troubled bosom—resigned to His will-
Let the murmur of cares (here be calm as that ocean.

Which has listened to Him who commanded—be still!

Look abroad then, my soul, on this pure, heav'nly morning,
Bid the struggles and sorrows of worldliness flee,

And that calm, holy peace, every object adornin"-
In mercy, and bounty, will come upon thee.

ESBEES.

THE RETURN OF SPRING.

ET J. MALCOME, ESQ.

Dear as the dove, whose wafting win"-

The green leaf ransom'd from the main,
Thy genial glow, returning Spring,

Comes to our shores again

;

For thou hast been a vyandi rer long,

On many a fair and foreign strand,

In balm and beauty, sun and song,
Passing from land to land.

O'er vine clad hills, and classic plains

;

Ot glowing climes beyond the deep
;

And by the dim and mouldering fanes
Where the dead Caesars sleep

;

And o'er Sierra's brigh.ly blue,

Where rests our country's fallen brave,
Smiling through thy sweet tears, to strew

Flower offerings o'er each grave.

Thou bring'sl the blossom to the bee,

To earth a robe of emerald dye;
The leaflet to the naked tree;

And rainbow in the sky;

I feel I n blest, benign control

The pulses of my youth restore;

Opening the spring of sense and soul

To love ana joy ouce more.

I will not people thy green bowers,
With sorrow's pale and spectre band;

Or blend with ihi„e the faded flouers
Of memory's distant land :

For thou wert surely never given
To wake regret from pleasures gone;

But like an angel sent from heaven
To soothe creation's groan.

Then, while the groves rhy garlands twine,
Thy spirit breathes in flower and tree,

Ely heart shall kindle at thy shrine,

Aud worship God iu thee :

And in some calm sequestered spot,

While listening to thy choral strain,

Past griefs shall be awhile forgot,

And pleasures bloom again.

Music of Sabbath Bells There is something
exceedingly impressive in the breaking in of
church bells on the stillness of the Sabbath. I

doubt whether it is not more so in the heart of a
populous city than anywhere else. The presence
of any single, strong feeling in the midst of a great
people, has something of awfulness in it, which
exceeds even the impressiveness of nature's breath-
less Sabbath. I know few things more imposing
than to walk the streets of a city when the peal of
early hells is just beginning. The deserted pave-
ments, the closed windows of the places of busi-

ness, the decent gravity of the solitary passenger
and, over all. the feeling in your own bosoms, that

God is brooding like a great shadow over the
thousand human beings who are sitting still in

their dwellings around you, were enough, if thera
were no other circumstance, to hush the heart
into a religious fear. But when the bells peal out
suddenly with a summons to the temple of God,
and their echoes roll on through the desolate
streets, and are unanswered by the sound of 'any
human voice, or the din of any human occupation,
the effect has sometimes seemed to me more sol-

emn than the near thunder.

Far more beautiful, and perhaps quite as salu-
tary as a religious influence, is the sound of a dis-

tant Sabbath bell in the country. It comes float-

ing over the hills like the going abroad of a spirit,

and as the leaves stir with its vibrations, and the
drops of dew tremble in the cups of the flowers,
you could almost believe that there was a Sabbath
in nature, and that the dumb works of God ren-
dered visible worship for his goodness. The ef-

fect of nature alone isjiurifying, and its thousand
evidences of wisdom are too eloquent of their
Maker, not to act as a continual lesson ;—but com-
bined with the instilled piety of childhood, and
the knowledge of the inviolable holiness of the
time, the mellow cadences of a church bell give
to the hush of a country Sabbath, a holiness, to

which only a desperate heart could be insensi-

ble.

Yet, after all, whose ear was ever " filled with
hearing," or whose " eye with seeing ? " Full as
the world is of music—crowded as life is with
beauty which surpasses, in its mysterious work-
manship, our wildest dream of faculty and skill

—

gorgeous as is the overhung and ample sky, and
deep and universal as the harmonies are, which
are wandering perpetually in the atmosphere of
this spacious and beautiful world—who has ever
heard music, and not felt a capacity for better

;

or seen beauty, or grandeur, or delicate cunning,
without a feeling in his inmost soul, of unreached
and unsatisfied conceptions ?

—

Amer.Monthly Mag-

Mangel JFurtzel, Sugar Beet, fyc.
For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New-

England Farmer, 52 North Market street
200 lbs. Mangel Wurtzel.
200 lbs. French Sugar Beet, raised expressly for this

establishment, by John Prince, Esq. Roxbury.—The
superiority of this seed and the excellence of the roots
lor catkhs are too well known to need comment.

Also, roots of the Pie Plant, or Tart Rhubarb, in fine
order for transplanting,—25 cts per root. Double and
Single Dahlias, from 25 cts to one dollar each. The col-
ors and form of this flower are magnificent, and are of the
easiest culture, requiring the poorest soil, in which they
bloom in the highest perfection. The roots are tuberous,
resembling a sweet potato—can be packed for transporta-
tion to any part of the union.

Also, Double Tuberoses, Tiger Flowers, Amaryllises,
Formossissima, &c, beautiful bulbs now in season to
plant.

Also, White Mulberry Seed, 30 cts per ounce, Lucerne,
or French Clover, While and Red Clover, Sanfoin, Tim-
othy, Orchard Grass, Oat Grass, Herds Grass, &c.

Also, several varieties of field coi n, viz. the Early Gold-
en Sioux, Gilman, Red, Turkey Wheat, Early Jefferson,
(for the table) Sweet, or Sugar (for the table.)

The Early Tuscarora Corn, a fine sort for the table:

The Appalusu Melon—a new variety from Illinois, in-

troduced by Doct. Green.—This melon was originally

derived from the western Indians, by E. Warren, Esq.
—is in eating from the 1st of September to the 1st of No-
vember—melons small, remarkably sweet, with red flesh,

and a very thin rind—25 cts per ounce.
Also, the Apple Seeded Melon, a very early variety.

The Star Melon, a very late variety, of the Nutmeg
species.

Agricultural Books.
The third edition of Fessenden's Arew American Gar-

dener ; this work has been pronounced by the most ju-
dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle
states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,
Grape Vines, &c, to be found in this country—price
$1,25.
The Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Praclical Manual,

on the Culture of the Vine ; and Making Wine, Brandy,
and Vinegar. By Thiebaut de Berneaud.
The Voung Gardener's Assistant, containing Directions

for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, and Ornament-
al Flowers. By T. Bridgeman, gardener, New York

—

price 37 1-2 cts.

A praclical Treatise on the Management of Bees ; and
the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-
troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.
By James Thacher, M. D.—price 75 cts.

Also, one copy of each of the following rare works :

—

Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gar-
dening: with the theory of Draining Morasses, and with
an improved construction of the drill plough. By Dr Dar-
win, (Dublin edition, price three dollars and fifty cts.)

Darwin's Botanic Garden— (price three dollars, a fine,

correct copy.
The Horticultural Repository, containing Delineations

of the best varieties of the different species of English
Fruits ; with delineations of its blossoms and leaves, in

those instances in which they are considered necessary,
with descriptions and colored drawings of all the promi-
nent Apples, Apricots, Cherries, Currants, Figs, Filberts,

Gooseberries, Grapes, Melons, Nectarines, Peaches,
Pears, Pines, Plums, Raspberries, Strawberries, Nuts, &c.
By George Brackshaw, author of the " Pomona Brittanni-

ca."— In 2 octavo volumes, with 104 large colored engrav-
ings—price $7 per volume. The original cost of the
work was $32,00.

Rail Road Carriage.—Henry Chew, of Balti-
more, has obtained a patent for another appli-
cation of friction rollers, to facilitate the opera-
tion, and to diminish the resistance of rail road
carriages.

There is a pine tree in Gore, Upper Canada,
which is 200 feet high, and measures at the base
20.4 feet, and appears but little less at the height
of sixty feet.

—

Keene Sentinel.

Tall Meadoiv Oat Grass Seed.

This dav received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

52 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass
Seed, at §2.50 per bushel.

Asparagus Roots, Sfc.

Asparagus Roois, 2 to 4 vears old, 75 cents to one dollar per

hundred. Rhubarb Roots— the large Dutch Currant Bushes,

one dollar per dozen, Grape Vines, Hawthorns, &.c. &c. Any
of the above roots, that may require it, will he well packed in

moss, to ensure safety in their transportation. tf

Published every Friday, at S3 per annum, payable at the

end of the year—hut those who pay within sixty days from the

time of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.

Primed for J. B. Russell, by I. It. Butts—by whom
all descriptions Tvf Printing can be executed to meet the wishes

of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell,
at the Agricultural Warehouse No. 52 North Market Street.

Q33 Nf

° paper will be sent to a distance without payment be-

in" made in advance.
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occupied a space in the trench 34 feet 9 inches

long ; to this I add one foot nine inches more at

each end of the row, for the extension of their

roots. We then have 38 feet 3 inches as the

ground occupied hy the cut pieces, nine times as

long as that occupied by the whole potato. The
whole potato produced 6 lbs. 10 oz. ; which mul-

tiplied by 9 would give 59 lbs. 10 oz. The cut

potatoes produced only 46 lbs. 4 oz. leaving a de-

ficiency of 13 lbs. 6 oz. An acre planted in this

manner in rows three feet three-tenths of a foot

apart, would give 13,200 feet of rows. The pro-

duce of an acre of cut pieces yielding at the above

rate would be 228 bushels, at the rate of 70 lbs.

to the bushel. The produce of an acre of whole
potatoes yielding at the above rate would be 294
bushels, difference of crop in favor of the whole
potatoes 66 bushels. It would take about 6 bush-

els of potatoes to plant an acre in the above man-
ner with pieces, and 36 bushels to plant it with

whole potatoes, leaving a net gain of 30 bushels of
crop seed being deducted. This accords with an
experiment I made some years since, communi-
cated to you, and the result I then came to, was,
that if potatoes were plenty and cheap in the
spring, I should plant whole ones— if dear, then I

should cut them. NO THEORIST.
Ellsworth, Me. March 22, 1829.

Remarks by the Editor.—A note from the author
of the above (which we hope he will excuse our
publishing) informs that he is about making ex-
periments on the subject of seed potatoes, &c, in

which he will " try one of seed ends, root ends,
middle pieces, and whole potatoes, the result of
which shall be communicated to you. As I am
neither the champion of whole, or cut potatoes,
seed euds, root ends or middle piec

'""'
e experi-

ment shali be fairly made. One exper"mint, how-
ever, is not sufficient to establish which is the best,
nor even a number of experiments in the same
year ; different seasons, whether wet or dry may
give different results. Those interested in the de-
cision of this interesting agricultural question, are
challenged to a course of experiments for three
years, the result to be communicated to you."
We are much gratified in observing so much

enlightened zeal in so good a cause, and hope the
party " challenged " will not shrink from the am-
icable contest.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

WORM OR BORER IN APPLE TREES.
Mr Fessexden— I have read your useful paper

for a number of years, and do not recollect read-
ing much about worms in apple trees. I have from
three to four hundred apple trees on my farm,
principally young ones, and have taken all possible
pains to cultivate them

; but am almost discour-
aged. I should think nearly two hundred of them
are infested by those unwelcome visitors. If any-
one can give some information how to commence
war against them, I should be exceedingly thank-
ful.

By giving this a place in your paper you will
very much oblige one of your subscribers.

JOHN WALES.

Remarks by the Editor—The worm above men-
tioned, is, probably, what is called the Apple Tree
Borer, Saperda bhitatd? Professor Say, of Phila-
delphia, in a letter to Jesse Buel, Esq. of Albany,

says, " You state that it leaves the pupa, and be-

comes perfect in the latter part of April, and that

the eggs are deposited beneath the surface of the

soil. These two circumstances ascertained, I

would recommend the application, early in May,

or the latter part of April, of common brick lay-

er's mortar, around the base of the tree, so as to

cover completely the part, and its immediate vi-

cinity, where the deposit is made. This preven-

tive was successfully employed by Mr Shotwell,

against the attacks of the peach tree insect (see

American Farmer, vol. vi. p. 14,) and I see no
reason why it should not be equally efficacious in

the preservation of the apple tree."

—

Mem. A". Y.

Board of Agriculture, vol. iii. p. 479.

Previous, however, to any attempt to guard

against the lavages of a future generation of these

insects, it will be necessary to extirpate those

which now infest the trees. The Mass. Agr. Re-
pos. vol. v. p. 360, contains a paper on this insect,

by John Prince, Esq. by which it appears that

wormsof this kind are got rid of" by digging round
the tree, and clearing away the earth to the roots,

and then with a sharp pointed knife, a chisel, or

a gouge, (and a small wire to probe, if they are

deep in the tree,) they may easily be destroyed."

After taking out the worms, the wounds should

be covered over with grafting clay and a large

proportion of dry wood ashes mixed, and the earth

then returned to the tree. The process for cleans-

ing the trees from borers should be performed in

the spring, as soon as the frost is out of the ground,
or at least before the month of June, as the per-

fect insect escapes before that time.

A writer for the New England Farmer, vol. iv.

p. 289, advises as follows : " The last of May, or

early in June, remove the earth from about your
trees that are attacked by the borer, and rid the

tree of the insect as far as you can do it without

lacerating the bark too much. As soon as the body
of the tree is dry where the earth had covered it,

apply two good coats of white wash {clear lime Mid
ivater) from the insertion of the great roots to

about a foot or eighteen inches above the earth

when it is replaced. Let this be done every sum-
mer at the same time, and I think great advan-
tage will be derived from it. I do not mean to

say that you must not go higher than eighteen

inches, if you have time and money to spare ; for

I believe lime to be very useful if applied in the

form of white wash to the whole body of the tree,

the first of June, or earlier, if the weather he

warm, as it destroys the insects, of which great

numbers always lodge in the cracks and openings
of the bark, and make their way under it, if not

removed in season. It is, however, best, if it can
be done, to scrape the rough bark off before the

wash is applied, by which means you remove the

shelter as well as the insect itself, and prevent oth-

ers harboring in your trees."

From the Transactions of the London Hon. Society.

On the Use of Charcoal Dust as a Top-Dressing for
Onions, and as a Cure for the Clubbing hi Cab-

bages, S)C. Communicated in a letter to the Sec-

retary. By Mr Thomas Smith, Gardener in

Matthew Bell, Esq., F. II. S. at Jf'oolsinglon

,

Northumberland.

Sir—Having seen some papers in the Trans-
actions of the Hort. Society upon the cultivation

of onions, but none that took any notice of a dis-

ease to which these roots are very subject, I ven-

ture to lay the following experiments and their re-

sults before the Society.

The garden I superintend is a very wet, stiff

soil, upon a strong clay, and without any declivity.

For several years my crops of onions were nearly

all destroyed by a grub, and by mouldiness coming
on about their roots at various stages of their

growth ; sometimes when they were about the

size of what we call scallions, at other times when
they were beginning to form a bulb, and even
when the bulb was formed. As soon as the dis-

ease takes place it may very readily be perceived
hy the onion blade assuming a glaucous green col-

or, but very soon after changing to yellow, and
the leaves at the same time rather flag. I tried

various quarters in the garden, and found that

there was a difference in them, some of them pro-

ducing more of the disease than others. I also

tried several experiments to prevent the disease

taking place ; but none had the desired effect, un-
til I made use of charcoal dust spread upon the

top of the ground intended for onions, about half

an inch thick, before the seed is sown (the ground
being previously well dug and manured,) and
merely scuffled in with the point of a spade, so

as to mix the top soil and charcoal dust together.

Nothing more is after required beyond managing
the crop in the usual way.

For these last six years I have had most excel-

lent crops of onions, and not the least appearance
of any infection. My first experiment I made on
a bed fifty feet long and five feet wide, prepared

in the usual way, one half the bed was dressed

with charcoal dust, and the other half without it,

the part on which the dust was laid had an ex-

cellent crop of onions, it remained quite clean and
free from any disease, while the part to which the

d*'i=t was not applied was entirely destroyed by
the grub and by mouldiness.

I subsequently resolved to try the effects of the

dust on a larger scale ; I therefore had the whole
of the quarter prepared for onions, and divided it

into eight beds of the same size as before ; four of
the beds were treated with dust, the other four re-

mained without it. The result was the same as

before, the beds where the dust was applied bore
a good clean crop, whilst the others were affect-

ed. Having had two years proof of the good ef-

fects of charcoal dust in preventing the disease

from taking place upon the onion in one quarter, I

have since tried it upon different quarters, with the

best success.

The charcoal dust ought to be kept quite dry,

which is easily done by placing it in around heap,

and covering it closely over with turf till it is

wanted.

I have also found that the application of char-

coal dust effectually prevents the clubbing in the

roots of cabbages, &c. I had been accustomed

to use lime fresh from the kiln for that purpose,

and always with considerable advantage ; but

since I have made use of the charcoal dust upon
different quarters of the garden, and any of the

Brassica kind has subsequently planted there the

clubbing has entirely disappeared. I planted, some
time back, a quarter with cauliflower plants, which
never arrived at maturity, being very much injur-

ed with the alub. In the spring of the following

year I had the same quarter prepared for onions,

with charcoal dust upon it ; as soon as the onions

were cleared off in October, I had it well dug
over, and planted it immediately with early cab-

bages, which all arrived at maturity the ensuing
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spring, without tlie least appearance of club-

bing.

Remarks by the Editor of the JV. E. Farmer.—
Charcoal is not only useful as an antidote against

insects, but is a valuable manure. Dr Deane stated

that he had long observed where coal kilns have

been burnt, the ground has discovered a remarka-

ble fertility for many years after ; and more es-

pecially when it has been a cold and wet soil.

—

The dust of the coals and that of the burnt turf

have conspired to produce this effect. Hence I

have concluded the small coals, or tho dust fr#ii

coal kilns, spread over sour meadow lands would

answer the end of u good manure. Being extreme-

ly porous, the pieces of coal imbibe much of the

superfluous water, as well as increase the heat on

the surface, as all black substances do. And when
the weather becomes dry, they discharge the

moisture, partly into the soil, when it grows dry

enough to attract it, and partly into the air by the

action of the sun upon it.

It is stated in the last Philadelphia edition of

Willich's Domestic Encyclopedia, vol. i. page 655,

that " a friend of Dr Mease informed him, that

some years since, nearly all the cucumber and

melon vines in New Jersey were destroyed by a

fly or bug. One day he had occasion to ride past

a miserable hut in the woods, and perceiving a

very flourishing patch of cucumbers, lie was in-

duced to dismount and examine it. On approach-

ing the spot he found it had formerly been a

cliarcoal heap, lie took the hint, and by strew-

ing powdered charcoal round about the vines,

when they first come up preserves his cucumbers
effectually."

DECAY OF TREES.
An opinion has been advanced, that the gen-

eral decay of the Lotnbardy poplar in this coun-

try was owing to the circumstance of its being

cultivated from cuttings, and not from the seed
;

the principle being assumed, that a tree, so raised,

will not long survive the natural life of the parent

stock. The same principle is applied to grafted

trees. To this theory, and of course to the con-

sequence derived from it, we, on another occasion,

expressed our dissent. We have seen no reason

to alter our opinion. Still, as it is a controverted

point, and one which may, ere long, be of impor-

tance to cultivators of fruit, and of ornamental

trees; we should like to turn the attention of the

public to the subject, in order to draw forth such

facts as may have fallen within the observation of

any one, having a bearing upon it.

The Lombardy poplar was introduced into the

Middle States, many years before it was in this

vicinity, and we very well recollect, as much as

fifteen or twenty years since, while they were yet

in full vigor and luxuriance here, of hearing a

man from New Jersey give an account of their

decay in some parts of that State, which exactly

corresponded with the appearance which the trees

now present in this vicinity. If the principle as-

sumed be correct, should not the decay have been

simultaneous, or nearly so ? Another fact which

may have some bearing upon the subject, is, that

the Balm of Gilead, which belongs to the same

genus with the poplar, is very generally decaying

in the same manner that that tree does. The na-

tive poplar, also, in many places, presents a simi-

lar appearance.

It has been said, we think by the Editor of the

Massachusetts Journal, that no instance can be
found, where the poplar has grown from Cutting*,

for several years past. Is it true that attl mptt
have been made to cultivate it in that way, which
have failed ? Or, has the tree fallen into such
disrepute that no attempt bus been made to pro-

pagate it ? If any of our readers can furnish us

with any facts to this point, they will be gludly

received and laid before the public. We nave a

number of cuttings, from a very old and decayed
tree, which now look healthy and vigorous. How
long they will continue so, remains to be ascer-

tained.

—

Muss. Spy.

From l!ic Taumon Advocate.

CATERPILLARS.
Brother Jonathan—Your attention will soon

be put in requisition to destroy the caterpillar—that

most destructive enemy to the well doing and
beauty of an orchard. A few more warm days
will bring them forth in numbers sufficient to des-

troy the foliage, and consequently a greater part

of the fruit. But fortunately, there is hardly a

grievance without its remedy—which is in watch-
ing your trees daily, for a short time, and when
you see the caterpillar nests forming, to twist them
off with the famous Pickering brush, made fast to

a long pole. This brush was invented a few years

since, by the Hon. T. Pickering, of Salem, and the

construction is very simple and effectual in the

object designed. Now I am thinking, and 1 will

venture to write it, that if your sous, and your

neighbors' sons, will furnish themselves each with

a long pole and one of those brushes, on Election

day, and do their utmost to destroy these destroy-

ers, they will be doing a good deed—altogether

better than to murder the thousands of little in-

nocent birds, that is in contemplation on that day.

If the towns in the State would take the matter

in hand, turn out en masse, for two hours on three

successive days, and follow this practice for three

years, there would not be a caterpillar in the

State. A thing so desirable is not likely to take

place, therefore individuals must do their best to

protect their own orchards, and leave the general

destruction to some future generations to accom-

plish.

The history of the caterpillar is very wel : known
—and from that knowledge I have no hesitancy

in averring that the annihilation of that insect is

made easy. But it must be done in the month

of May—their nests, together with the contents,

must be taken off the trees and rubbed under foot.

If they are suffered to remain undisturbed till

June, it will be out of the power of man to effect

much towards their destruction—for they begin

at that time to leave their nests and scatter upon

the trees, having nearly acquired a full growth.

It is not only necessary to examine every ap-

ple tree on your farm, but also every other tree

that seems to be the favorite of these vermin—the

wild cherry tree stands first in their estimation,

after the apple tree. VERITAS.
Taunton, May 14, 1829.

HEMP MACHINE.
Hines & Bain's machine " is so constructed as

to operate 112 times on every inch of the stem ;

and when running at full speed, rising of 200,000

flutes operate on hemp, or flax per minute, in

sufficient force to crack and dislodge the stem,

and at the same time, preserve tho coat or fibre

unimpaired. When well tended it will break 300

pounds of hemp or flax in an hour." Thin ma-
chine has been tried in New York, Vermont, Ohio,
&.C., and according to the certificate!) published
in the neiMpapers, i- everywhere approved. The
hemp or flux is broken by the machine, and if un-
rotted, the fibre is then immersed in water a few
days, dried, arid again run through the machine,
which makes it lit for use.

The Hon. Samuel Latbrop, of Wen Spring-
field, in a communication in the N. E. Farmer,
says, the bemp raised in his neighborhood, when
well dressed, commands in market the bigbaat price
of the best Russian hemp—from $10 to $12,50
;icr hundred. He lets out his land upon share",

and in one instance, received more than 45 dollars

an acre clear profit. The price of other agricul-

tural products is so low, that he thinks it deserves

the consideration of farmers in different parts of

the country, whether their interest does not re-

quire them to turn a part of their land, and to ap-

ply a portion of their labor, to the cultivation of

hemp. The hem]) in West Springfield has hith-

erto been water rotted, and dressed by the brake

and swingling board.

—

Hamp. Gaz.

A dentist in New York has invented an instru-

ment which he calls the " patent lever tootb ex-

tractor." It is said to draw teeth with very little

pain. Those whose teeth give painful evidence of

a necessity of "reform,"—we mean, of being
" turned out," will hail with gratitude the discov-

ery of any means of performing the disagreeable

operation, with more thau customary delicacy ; for

no one sees, without a pang, these faithful ser-

vants dismissed from office—even though their i I

place should be immediately supplied by that

friend of such new appointments, Mr Plantou.

—

The fact is, we know, when tbey are dismissed,

that they have been so long in that particular ser-

vicn, 'In-; ; fit for no other; and apprehensions

are entertained, not without cause, that those

which succeed them, may rather take their place

than discharge their duties. Troubles frequently

arise, we are aware, by painful experience, from
old incumbents ; but gratitude for services done,

and a fear of hurting our own feelings by eject-

ing them, often induce the sternest of us to retain

them in their situation, against the opinions of our

constitutional advisers. Nay, we' even support

their relicts when their services have ceased

—

though we are aware that such lenity must be of-

fensive to those who approach their particular de-

partment U. S. Gazette.

Prince's Botanic Garden, at Flushing, L. I.—
There are few persons who have not heard of

this establishment, and perhaps few who know its

extent. It covers more than forty acres and con-

tains about ten thousand species and varieties of

trees and plants. .The green house contains from

twenty to thirty thousand plants in pots. In the

collection of fruit trees there are 2S7 varieties of

apples, 290 of jiears, 93 of cherries, 1S3 of plums.

33 of apricots, 197 of peaches, 407 of grapes, 10

of quinces, 57 of gooseberries, ..v

601 varieties of roses, which occupy an core if

ground. The whole establishment r. ..-..-. r- -
•

constant attention of about 40 garde:, ers.— >: ; .

Observer.

Essence of Pennyroyal, recommended at the

south as a preventive, will cause mosquitoes to

keep at a respectful distance. This herb is called

flea-bane in some places.
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[Extractsfrom an Mdress delivered before the Berk-

shire Association for the Promotion of Agriculture

and Manufactures, at Pitl.-feld, October 2, 182S.

By George N. Briggs, Esq., Vice. President of

the Society.}

Blessed with health, surrounded with plenty,

and in the midst of smiling peace, we have assem-

bled to conclude the ceremonies of the seventeenth

anniversary of the Berkshire Agricultural Society.

The degree of success which has attended the pro-

gress of this Society, must be a subject of high

gratification to those of its early friends who re-

collect the time and circumstances under which it

was established!

We all remember that stormy period of our

own time, when the torch of war blazed through-

out the continent of Europe, and the fairest por-

tions of her soil wore broken and torn by the hos-

tile hoofs of the foreign war horse. In our own

country, political discord so agitated the public

mind, that the very elements of society were

thrown into fearful commotion. All the better

feelings of the heart gave place to suspicion and

distrust. The lines of party were drawn with

such exact and frightful precision, that the ties of

Social intercourse, were rudely sundered, and neigh-

bors, and friends, and families, were placed to-

wards each other in the attitude of perpetual bel-

ligerents. The hideous monster of disunion

stamped the impress of his cloven foot in the very

sanctuary of religion, and placed in the hands of

its professors the weapons, of party warfare. The
spirit of improvement which dawned upon the age,

was threatened to he overwhelmed and destroyed

by the all-absorbing spirit of the day.

At a time, when under circumstances like these,

a number of patriotic individuals of our own coun-

ty originated the project of a Society, whose ob-

ject should be to restore and promote -j.Via! inter-

course among the members of the community ; to

improve the condition and add to the wealth of

the farmer and mechanic, and more effectually

develope the natural and artificial resources of the

country. Foremost amongst them stood the Hon.

Elkanaii Watson. The subject was presented

to the citizens of Berkshire, with the expression of

an ardent solicitude that it might be favorably re-

ceived. They' listened to the proposition, and de-

termined to give it an experiment. The interest-

ing exhibitions and transactions of the first meet-

ing of the Society gave assurance to its friends

that their designs and hopes might in future be

realized. Though too young at the time to have

participated in its concerns, the speaker with

pleasure embraces this opportunity of congratu-

lating those patrons and friends of the Society

who embarked in its cause, when the result of their

efforts existed only in anxious conjecture ; who
through every period of its existence- have yielded

to it their cordial and undivided support, and who
are prrs.nf on this occasion, witnessing the fruits

of their labors.

The permanent benefits which have directly and

indirectly flowed from this institution to almost

every class of people in the county, are so identi-

fied wi:h their present prosperity and future well

b ing, that to question its reality would he to

doubt lie evidence of our senses. Let him who
Iiesitat •:-; to acknowledge its salutary influence,

lo'.i; abroad over the face of the county, and con-

tra*, ps pi- cut agricultural aspect with what it

via at the time the Soc^Tycoirimenccd its opera-

tions. The improved condition of farms in every

part of the county, their general management, and

judicious division into parts adapted to the differ-

ent purposes of cultivation, and their high state of

cultivation, evince not only the presence of good

husbandry, but exhibit the most cheering evidence

that the spirit of improvement, guided by increas-

ing intelligence, every where prevails. Swamps,

ed the sources of enjoyment, and added to the
wealth of those districts of country within the
sphere of their operations.

In a country like ours, proudly distinguished

from all the other nations of the earth ; where not
only " the same hand that sows, reaps the field,"

but where the same man that ploughs, owns the

and marshes have been drained; brambles and soil ; where our political constitutions recognize

briars exterminated; the waste places built up, and avow the principle, that the people are the

and desolate and unproductive portions have yield- [fountain of power ; and where, as a consequence

ed to the hand of labor an abundant harvest. of that principle, everything valuable and sacred

The public have been greatly benefited by the (in <>ur public institutions, depends upon the fideli-

introduction of new and valuable kinds of seeds, ly "Mid intelligence with which they exercise their

which have been brought into general use through rights, the universal dissemination of ligh* and
the medium of the Society. knowledge is inconceivably important. But intel-

The great and increased amount of bushels of
j

ligence and knowledge are not less requisite to

the various crops which have been produc id from i the successful operations of agriculture, than as

the acre, has raised the astonishment of those
j

the means of preserving our civil and political in-

who were, not aware what a judicious and care- sf.tuiions. Can ignorance successfully cultivate

ful selection of seed, the skilful preparation of the (the earth ? Shall science be proscribed from the

ground for its reception, and the well-timed and labors of agriculture ? These positions, once held

husband-like cultivation of the crop through the j as true, the light of this age lias exploder*. We
progressive stages of its growth, were capable of! now see the labors of the schools contribute to the

producing. Improvements of this nature Have by success of husbandry. We behold the farmer en-

no means been confined to members of the So-'lis!iiig into his service the experiments of the

ciety ; but have been widely extended among our! chemist, and directing his movements by the prm-

farmers who have never been competitors for ciples of philosophy. They enable him to under-

those tokens of merit -which it has so liberally dis-j stand the nature and quality of the different soils

trihuted. When any of its members, stimulated and kinds of earth, and direct him with certainty

by the inducements of the association, have made to the application of the various substances best

successful experiments in any of the operations of calculated to enrich and fit them for the produc-

the agriculturist, his enterprising neighbor, moved ition of a full and abundant harvest,

by that spirit of emulation and laudable riialship The advantages which the scientific farmer de-

which characterizes the American citizen, has at rives from his knowledge of those principles which-'

once adopted the improvements, with such varia- conduct him to easy and safe conclusions upon

tions as Ids own skill and observation might sug- subjects relating to his profession, can only be

gest, and in his turn been rewarded by an over- !
gained by those who do not understand their ap-

flowing harvest. The witnesses of his success 'plication, by long and laborious experience. It

have been aroused to new enterprise and energy, should then he one of the first and most impor-

Thus, the impulse first given by the Society, has taut objects of the farmer, after having familiar-

diffused its benefits far and wide throughout the ized his son to habits of industry, and instructed

whole community. him in those branches of labor fitted to boyhood

The improvement in the breed of domestic ani- ^nl early youth, to provide for him the means of

mals, of the sty, the pasture, and the stall, has ad

ded much to the beauty of our flocks and herds

and essentially augmented the wealth of the conn

If any evidence is still wanting of the ad

a regular and systematic education. And when
he shall have finished his course of education, in-

stead of indulging the delusive hope of deriving

honor or success by entering into those learned

vanced condition of the various interests of the professions which are already crowded to over-

county connected with the Society, let.him who flowing, and dividing the profits of a dunning let-

doubts, repair to the place where are exhibited ter with some hungry brother of the bar, or mount-

specimens of the luxuriant productions of the ing the same steed with some half starved disciple

earth, and the golden fruits of the dairy. In thee, of jEsculapius, let him return to the pursuits of

and in the rich and varied articles of domestic and early life, and become the industrious, intelligent,

household industry, the works*}: the needle, the "ud independent farmer.

(To be continued.)

From the New York Gardener.

MAY.
The sluggard is known by the neglect of his

rarden. Inattentive to the proper season of plant-

», and too idle to perform the necessary tillage.

pindle, and the loom, with the elegant specimens

from the finishing shop, he will find 'he most iu-

contestihle proof, that in articles of iccessity, of

convenience, and of taste, improvements have

been made, at once flattering and useful to their

authors, and honorable to the county.

But it would be unjust in us, and ungenerous

towards our neighbors, to pretend thai the bene-

fits which have resulted from the institution of
j

he hut lightly stirs the surface of the ground, and

which we are speaking, are confined within the |
without art, sows his seed " by the way side

1
." His

narrow limits of our own county. A numerous plants, as might be expected, are immediately im-

progeny has risen up and gone forth from this
;
-n-erished with weeds, or devoured by hungry

parent Society. In our own. and throughout our insects, if they escape the depredation of larger

sister States, societies of this kind have been animals. And there is another clas- of men, who
formed, and enrolled among their founders, and tike much pains to manure and make their gar-

supporters, and officers, the names of the most val-
j
den, and then desert it altogether, seeming to ex-

ued, talented, and honored citizens of our Repub-i pect a crop without any further attention. These

lie. In their origin and progress, they have given men will never derive cither pleasure or profit

a new impetus to industry and enterprise, increas- from a garden.
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"The mm of underslandiii ;
" knows full well

that when his garden is planted, although it may

be .lone in ifce'most skilful manner, bin tare and

labor is but half accomplished. It is fol'y in the

extreme, to plant a garden, without a full deter-

mination to protect it from weeds and insects.

All horticultural plants are feeble in their ori-

gin, and most of them continue so a length t»l

time. Care must be taken that they do not Stand

too thick, and starve f.ir want of food and air ;

and it would be equally improper to have their

ranks too thin, and any considerable portiorpl

the ground, with whieh you have taken so miirii

pains, lie waste and unproductive. Resides nil

this, the health and vigor of your plants require

that the ground around them should he often stir-

red and pulverized. And here .he appearance of

weeds may lie properly considered as timely mon-

itors, that your vegetable infants want the bosom

of their mother earth raised and opened for thBni.

Without them we might forget that plants, as well

as animals, must have their daily food, and that

in proport'n n to their wants or cravings, or the)

must certainly become stinted, feeble, and un-

fruitful.

If showers are frequent, the earth settles and

becomes firm and unyielding around their stalks,

and requires as frequeurly to be moved and loosen

ed' if the weather is dry, stirring and making the

soil fine will do more to prsyout the injurious ef-

fects of drought, than the most copious artificial

watering. Indeed artificial watering is seldom

useful, and w.ien applied injudiciously is always

hurtful ; but if your ground is not too wet, you

can never hoc or stir the surface without advan-

tage. Besides, frequent hoeing is the easiest and

cheapest mode of tillage. Wo had rather hoe

three times than once.

If, previous to planting, the ground has been

put in good order, and the roots of weeds ai m I

permitted to gain strength with age, a very trilling

attention and labor will effectually prevent them

from starving and injuring your garden. In a

particular manner do not permit weeds to stand in

the neighborhood of your plants in very dry

weather, for they are generally strong drinkers,

and will imbibe all the moisture within the reach

of their roots, while your tender plants are droop-

ing and sickening for want of it.

PENNSYLVANIA HORTICULTURAL SO-

CIETY.

At the meeting held on the evening of April

4th, the Society was favored with two bottles of

currant wine, made on Pont Reading Farm, in

1825, presented by Miss Humphreys. It wis con-

sidered a very good wine, but a little overcharged

with sugar. A valuable communication was re-

ceived from Edward H. Bonsall, of Germantown,

upon the best mode of ripening wine for use, in

which both from theory and experience, he shows

" that currant wine as strongly requires age, and

is as certainlv benefited by it, as that made from

the grape ;" 'he adds, '• In fact, as there is gener-

ally more saccharine matter in it, it must require

a still longer period to complete the vinous pro-

cess, whieh I consider is still going on until a wine

Which was at first comparatively sweet, has ar-

rived nearly at a sr : • of dryness. Evaporation,

and deposit will equally take place, and with the

same beuefijsial ten leiiey as in other wines." Re-

gardiug wines in general, be maintains the posi-

tion, that there is a limit to their imor lent,

which is attained hi much less time than is gen-

erally supposed, especially where wine ha

kepi In 8 suitable place for ripening.

A Parker produced 13 varieties of daisies, not

before exhibited. Ilia collection of this flowei is

very extensive.

Messrs Landreths brought forward :

Azalea illdicn, two sp : the Mowers of the one

large and single, of a fine Mattel j the other pro-

ducing clusters of compound florets, the eolor light

purple, assuming a darker shade by candlelight

This Azalea is a native of China. Another

specimen is now in bloom at Mr Hibberi's, Thir-

teenth street, wear Lombard, by whom it was in-

troduced.

Pceotria moutan, v rosea (Chinese tree Poeonia.)

of this a beautiful specimen W08 exhibited, having

on it a number of buds and full blown flowers ;

this plant withstands our winters unprotected, and

would form a valuable acquisition to our city gar-

dens. Messrs L- have twelve varieties of superb

Pceonias, in their collection, all hardy. A speci-

men of a beautiful Indigofera in full bloom— also,

Ixia, Eupatoriom, elegans Amaryllis Johnsoiiii.

large crimson flowers, with light colored longitu-

dinal stripes ; this sp. is considered one of the

i, est splendid of the Amaryllis tribe— also, Rhodo-

dendron arhorca ulgida ; this is thought to be one

of the most magnificent plants yet introduced

into this country ; the flowers as in all Rhododen-

drons, arc formed in clusters at the extremity of

its branches— those on this plant were about the

size of those of Rho. maximum— color, most

brilliant crimson ; this plant flowered two years

since, with Messrs L., and was supposed to have

been the. first blooming in this country ; it is a na-

tive of the mountains of Nepaul, in Indostan, and

it is hoped may prove hardy enough to stand in

the open air, in which case its value will be much

enhanced to those who do not possess green-

houses.

We also owe these elegant plants to Mr Thom-

as Ilibbert, who, in the year 1822, brought these

each two feet high, from London, in the vicinity

of whieh they grew from seeds sent from Nepaul.

The plants severally bear white, purple, and sear-

let flowers. The species now in bloom, flowered

in 1827, and 182S ; the other two have not yet

flowered.

An improved planting machine invented by A.

H. & Levi Bobbins, Jr. Denmark, Lewis County,

New York, was examined and thought to be a

useful invention. It is highly recommended by

many farmers who have used it in the State of

New" York. This machine, which is patented, is

left for examination at the store of D. & C. Lan-

dreth, No. 85 Chesnut street.

A quantity of perennial cabbage seed, imported

from France, and presented to the Society by out-

patriotic follow citizen Elias Duraud, was receiv-

ed, end a portion of it distributed. The remain-

der is placed with Messrs Landreths, by whom it

will be distributed to applicants. The seed should

be sown thin, and the plants set out in October,

20 inches apart, to remain out all winter. This is

the practice in Maine and Brittany, but in this I

country a cover may be found necessary. The

leaves are to be used the following spring, as

wanted, always observing to leave five or six

leaves on the top. After November no more

leaves are to be pulled, but the young sprouts

used which appear in the place of those detached

The cabbage stalks last 4 years in France, and

the leaves are extensively used for feeding cattle

Aurora.

The little reptile coteiiionl;. known b] the name

of peeping fro;-, which is nov.
i

-wanipe

and meadows to r< -> • od ui'l. its spring proclaim-

1 ., b not a frog aei ording to modem nat-

uralists, but a nondei :ri|H spi eti - of II. la, or tree

load. Our common tr H • rsirolor

,
i 1.. Contpt, is much larger, und of habit:* entire-

ly different from this.

The peeping frog, improperly *o called, is not

much laager 'ban a cormii n cricket; but its

. of body i- amply compensated for by its

loudness of voice, which is a shrill wlu-.tle, and

may be distinctly heard at ti, f a mile.

They pass the winter in the mud of our swamps

and ponds ; deposit tie:

and live on the trees and shruhi during the sum-

mer mont'.s. The power of' ir color

I at will, and in conformity to that of the ^distances

I on which -h oy hap|M n to be situated, which is en-

joyed in common by all ihc species of this genus,

is possessed by the peeping frog in a degree equal-

ling, if not surpassing luat of the chamelion.

—

They are very expert insect catchers, sad greatly

assist our feathered friends in clearing our fruit

trei a ofanwious insects. They are furnished with

a mucous tubercle at the end of each toe, which

distinguishes them fr in the ftwga and toads, and

gives them the power of climbing and adhering

to the most polished surfaces. '1 bey make their

appearaaee very early in the spring, generally

about the 20th of .March, and have on this account

named the species, Hjla vernalis.— 1t
,
orct3Ur I to-

man.

Advice Gratis.—A few days ago, we heard a

hearty and thrifty looking farmer inquiring, m a

store "in State street, if the gentleman knew of a

place in a store, where he could put one of bis

sons. At the risk of being thought impertinent,

we asked the farmer if he knew of any place in

tiie conn., wbereaboy waawsmted to turn up

the sod. He said he did not then ;
he himself

wanted a hand a while ago, but he had lured this

man, pointing to his companion, a hale, hearty man

of thirty-five. This led to some further conver-

sation, in which we learned that the farmer thought

it best to send his sons into the city, to learn to

trade, particularly if they were not of stout con-

ititutions, and supply their places by hiring men

to work on his farm.

In this opinion the honest farmer is by no

means singular, but we apprehend that the advo-

cates of his doctrine lie under a sad mistake. The

love of speculation and the hopes of accumulat-

or an independent fortune, or, at least, a compe-

tency, without active personal labor, are the curse

of New England. To country boys at filteeu or

sixteen, the difficulties of trade and the dangerous

uncertainties of s'.iopkeeping, are inconceivable-—

They see nothing but ease and happiness in the

employment of the well-dressed clerks of the

counting house, and forthwith they must leave

the farm, where money is turned up in every fur-

row, and health sparkles on every h! le o( grass,

to throw away half a dozen years of the spring

of life hehiuda counter. Their minority is closed;

j

and thej must then enter upon the world with lit

tie or no improvement in their moral, intellectual,

or physical habits ; with no capital but their in-

tegrity and sood name (if luckily they have been

able to pass througksnrb a dang, ro - a yrcnt.ee-

ship without the loss of these qualities) wherewith

to commence business, and with the knowledge

of no profession but one that is full of competi-
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tors, and which offers them no prospect of inde-
pendence. The city is crowded with shopkeep-
ers, and there is no branch of what may be called
trade, that is not overdone. If a young man ob-
tains credit for a small stock of dry goods, or hard
ware, or groceries, ten chances to one he is un-
able to meet the first payment, and if he should
be so fortunate as to have turned his stock and
made a small profit, by the revolution, the second
or third period of payment finds him unprepared,
and he must either clear out (as the phrase is) and
seek a living at New York, or some other remoter
place, or he must write « Age.nt," under his name
on the sign, and struggle with his debts and his
bad luck a little longer. The result of this latter
arrangement needs not be told. Everybody knows
how few of those who/ail ever recover from the
shock which broken credit produces, and how
hard it is for an " agent " of this description ever
to recover the character of principal.

How happy would it he for hundreds and
thousands of our young men, if they could be per-
suaded that a few acres of ground are a better
capital than as many thousands of dollars, pro-
cured by writing their names at the bottom of a
negotiable note; and what years of misery might
be saved if men would believe that a dollar actu-
ally earned by honorable and healthful labor, as
farmers and mechanicks, is worth a hundred in
prospect to be gained in trade and speculation.— I

Bost. Cour.

NEW_ETCLMD FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MAY 2f^ 1829.

A COMPOSITION FOR GRAFTING.
In our paper of the 22d inst. page 337 we gave

recipes for several compositions to be used in
grafting, but were not then in possession of the
following, which we are assured has, ft-r some
time, been used by Messrs Winships, at their val-
uable nursery, in Brighton, and by them prefer-
red to any other.

3 parts rosin
; 3 parts bees' was ; 1 part tallow.

Melted and mixed while hot.

SPONGE BLACKING.
A friend has given us the following, as a good

method to make sponge blacking. Take pulver-
ised shellac, dissolve it in alcohol, in sufficient
quantities to give it a proper consistency—then
color it with ivory black. It is important that the
shellac should be well dissolved ; if necessary,
giving it a gentle heat will hasten it.

DANDELIONS.
A correspondent of the Springfield Journal says,

" Last summer I transplanted dandelions in June.'
This spring I have cut them three or four times
a week, and must say they are a very superior ar-
ticle for the table—they occupy little room, and
require very little attention. I make this state-
ment now, as this is the season for transplanting
them, and I know of no better green, nor auythin"
more profitable for a small portion of a garden—
they are planted about six inches apart.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

DISEASED PEAR TREES.
Mr Fessenden—You may recollect my in-

quiries respecting a paper sent you in October
fast

;
and my statement that it was a treatise on

Disease of Pear Trees, containing new discoveries
I had made the preceding summer on the origin
and progress of that formidable and incurable dis-
order—or of a new one more destructive to the
efforts of those engaged in a primary cultivation of
this valuable tree. Having destroyed the min-
utes I had taken, I felt a reluctance at complying
with your request of tasking my memory in a new
draft. On noticing a recent communication from
my intelligent and scientific friend, E. Hunt, Esq.
of Northampton, on this subject, some prominent
facts occurred to my recollection which may be
:mportant to him, and others, engaged in investi-
gating this deplorable evil. In addition to these I
am now enabled to give a more extended his-
tory.

Some time, probably in July last, after support-
ing the stem of a pear tree for the purpose of
trimming it, I found my fingers had been in con-
tact with some viscous substance. On examina-
tion I found the wood enveloped in a fluid, which
to the touch and taste resembled diluted honey.
The leaves were also partially coated and glossy.
On some the exudation was so abundant as to ad-
mit a collection on the point ofmy knife. By an
exposure to the sun the granulation gave a rough-
ness to the bark. The leaves became black in
the affected spots, and gradually died and fell
The wood by a longer exposure to the atmos-

|

phere resembled a leafless stick exposed to the
smoke of a lamp. The bark was so embued that
neither torrents of rain, nor the friction of a wet
cloth could restore the natural appearance. This
disease, in a moderate degree, is known under
the appellation of Honey Dew ; but so rarely oc-
curs, and with so little apparent injury, that I know
not that it is to be found in the nomenclature of
the horticulturist. The effect of so copious an ef-
fusion from the life-current of vegetation was to
be apprehended. Rows of trees which a year
since were in a luxuriant state of vegetation, seem
now to be striken with death. The least vigor-
ous have perished root and branch. Others that
had a healthy root, are starting again beneath the
surface. Some, but a little discolored, have been
relieved by a gentle topping : but the sickly as-
pect of a great proportion of them demanded a
bolder practice. I have cut them down to a
healthy shoot, taking care that the place where
severed is perfectly sound. An abundance of
healthy looking sprouts are in vigorous growth
Mr Hunt mentions the Brown Beurre as most
particularly affected. Of the budded and grafted
fruit in my nursery the Summer Bergamot has
suffered most. A Golden Beurre, for many years
in bearing, was the only adult tree on which I no-
ticed the disease. Its foliage was conspicuously
glittering in the sun. The leaves perished, and
were prematurely cast : and the fruit fell either
unripe or vapid. As the trunk appeared to be
healthy, my only prospect for saving it was in cut-
ting off the branches. The indications are favor-
able

; still I consider it a doubtful case.
How far this disease of the nursery has any af-

finity with the pestilence which has destroyed the
adult, and which for some years has called forth
so many equally unavailing investigations and re-
grets, I shall not presume to determine. Still
however, I may hazard a remark that some of the'
leading symptoms are common to both cases
There is, however, one very noticeable difference.
In the disease most noticed and discussed, the leaf"
and fruit perish and remain on the branch—in this

May 29, 1829.

they both prematurely folL More minute and
careful examinations must settle the question.

Most cordially your friend and serv't,
Tlorcester, May 25, 1829. O. FISKE.

SAFETY BLANKET.
Mr Caleb Pierce, of this town, baa invented a

fire screen, which he has exhibited in Boston, to
the satisfaction of every one, who has seen it. It
is merely a canvas sheet to cover the roof, or
the sides of a building exposed to the fire. The
sheet on the upper edge, is provided with a can-
vas tube, into which water is thrown by the en-
gine hose, and as the water percolates through, it
keeps the canvas so wet as to resist the effects of
fire.

—

Salem Observer.

CHEESE.
The milk is universally set for cheese as soon

as it comes from the cow.
The management of the curd depends on the

kind of cheese
; thin cheese requires the least la-

bor and attention.

Breaking the curd is done with the hand and
dish. The finer the curd is broken the better, par-
ticularly in thick cheeses. The best color of this
kind of cheese is that of bees wax, which is pro-
duced by Annotta, rubbed into the milk after it is
warmed. The dairy woman is to judge of the
quality by the color of the milk, as it differs much
in strength. The runnet is prepared by taking
some whey and salting till it will bear an egg ; it
is. then suffered to stand over night, and in the
morning it is skimmed and racked off clear ; to
this is added an equal quantity of water brine,
strong as the whey, and into this mixture, some'
sweet briar, thyme, or some other sweet herbs, also
a little black pepper and salt petre ; the herbs are
kept in the brine three or four days, after which
it is f< -canted clear from them. Into six quarts of
this liquor four large calves' bags, or more proper-
ly called calves' stomachs, are put. No part of
the preparation is heated, and frequently the
calves' bags are only steeped in coJd salt and
water. Turning the milk differs in different dai-
ries—no two dairy women conduct exactly alike.

Setting the milk too hot inclines the cheese to
heave, and cooling it with cold water produces a
similar effect. The degree of heat varies accord-
ing to the weather. The curd when formed is
broken with what is called a treple cheese knife
The use of this is to keep the fat in the cheese

; it
is drawn the depth of the curd two or three times
across the tub, to give the whey an opportunity of
running off clear

; after a few minutes the knife
is more freely used, and the curd is cut into small
pieces like chequers, and is broken fine in the
whey with the hand and a wooden dish. The
curd being allowed about half an hour to settle
the whey is laded off with the dish, after it is
pretty well separated from the curd.

It is almost an invariable practice to scald the
curd. The mass is first broken very fine, and
then the scalding whey is added to it and stirred a

"

few minutes
; some make use of hot water in pref-

erence to whey, and it is in both cases heated ac-
cord ng to the nature of the curd

; if it is soft,
the whey or water is used nearly boiling

; but if
hard, it is only used a little hotter than the hand.
After the curd is thoroughly mixed with the hot
stuff, it is suffered to stand a few minutes to settle,
and is then separated as at the first operation
After the scalding liquor is separated, a vat, or
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what is often called a cheese hoop, is laid across

the cheese ladder over the tub, and the curd is

crumbled into it with the hands and pressed into

the vat, to squeeze out the whey. The vat being

filled as full and as firmly as the hand alone can

fill it, and rounded up in the middle, a cheese

cloth is spread over it and the curd is turned out

of the hoop into the cloth ; the vat is then wash-

ed and the inverted mass of curds, with the cloth

under it, is returned into the vat and put into the

press ; after standing two or three hours in the

press, the vat is taken out, and the cloth is taken

off, washed, and put round the cheese, and it is

replaced in the vat and in the press. In about

seven or eight hours it is taken out of the press

and salted, the cheese is placed on a board and a

handful of salt is rubbed all over it,and the edges are

pared off if necessary ; another handful of salt is

strewed on the upper side, and as much left as will

stick to it ; afterwards it is turned into the bare

vat without a cloth, and an equal quantity of salt

is added to it, and the cheese is returned into the

press ; here it continues one night, and the uext

morning it is turned in the vat, and continues till

the succeeding morning, and the curd is taken out

and placed on the dairy shelf: here they are

turned every day or every other day, as the

weather may be. If it is hot and dry, the win-

dows and door are kept shut, but if wet or moist,

the door and windows are kept open night and day.

CLEANING THE CHEESE.

The cheeses having remained about ten days

after leaving the press, are to be washed and

scraped iu the following manner ; a large tub of

cold sweet whey is placed on the floor, the cheeses

are immersed in it, where they continue one

hour, or longer if necessary, to soften the rind.

—

They are then taken out and scraped with a com-
mon case knife, with great care, so as not to in-

jure the tender rind, till every part of the cheese

is smooth ; they are, after the last operation, rins-

ed in the whey and wiped clean with a coarse

cloth, and placed in an airy situation to dry, after

which they are placed in the cheese room. The floor

of the cheese room is generally prepared by rub-

bing it with bean or potato tops, or any succu-

lent herb, till it appears of a black wet color ; on

this floor the cheeses are placed, and turned twice

a week, their edges are wiped hard with a cloth

once a week, and the floor is cleansed and rubbed

with fresh herbs once a fortnight. They must

not lie too long, or they will stick to the floor.

—

This preparation of the floor gives the cheese a

blue coat, which is considered of great conse-

quence.

STILTON CHEESE.

The Stilton Cheese, which may be called the

Parmesan of England, is not confined to Stilton

and its vicinity, for many farmers in Huntingdon-

shire, and also in Rutland, and Northamptonshire

make a similar sort, sell them for the same price,

and give them the name of the Stilton Cheeses.

Take the night's cream and put it into the morn-

ing's new milk with the rennet ; when the curd

is separated let it not be broken as is done with

other cheese, but take it out, disturbing it as little

as possible, and suffer it to dry gradually in a sieve
;

and as the whey separates, compress it gradually till

it has acquired a firm consistence, then place it in a

wooden hoop and suffer it to dry very gradually

on a board, taking care at the same time to turn

it daily, with close binders round, and which must

be tightened as the cheese acquires more solidity.

TO PREVENT CHEESE HAVING A RANCID NAUSEOUS
FLAVOR.

Put about one table spoonful of salt to each

gallon of milk when taken from the cows in the

evening, for the cheese to he made the next day
;

put the salt at the bottom of the vessel that is to

receive the milk ; it will increase the curd and

prevent the milk from growing sour or putrid the

hottest nights in the summer.

Obesity.—" In enumerating the little miseries of

the corpulent, their exposure to ridicule should

not be forgotten. Even the austerity of Queen
Elizabeth could relax into a joke on the fat Sir

Nicholas Bacon, whom she was classically pleased

to define as ' Vir Proepinguis, , observing ' right

merrilie.' ' Sir Nicholas's soul lodged well.' The
good humored antiquary, Grose, was earnestly en-

treated by a butcher to say ' he bought meat of

him ! ' ' God bless you Sir,' said the paviours to

the enormous Cambridge professor, as he passed

over their work. Christopher Smart, the transla-

tor of Horace, celebrated the three fat beadles of

Oxford ; and the fat physician, Dr Stafford, was

not allowed to rest in his grave without a witti-

cism :

" Take heed, O good Irav'Iler, and do not tread hard,

For here lies Dr Stafford, in all this church yard."

Our good King Edward IV. even made a prac-

tical joke with the Corporators of London ; for

when he invaded France, in 1475, he took care

to be accompanied by some of the most corpulent

Aldermen of London, ' Les bourgeois de Londres

Its plus charges de ventre,' that the fatigues of war

might the sooner incline them to call out for

peace."

To School Teachers.—Never deceive your schol-

ars, nor suffer them to practice deception.

Never promise what you do not intend strictly

and literally to perform.

Never threaten what you do not mean, or what

it would be improper to execute.

Never tell your scholars, you will cut off their

ears, or say anything else you do not intend to do.

Never shut up a child in a dark closet, or say

anything that will make bim afraid of darkness.

Never allude to mysterious evils, or threaten

punishments from causes that children cannot

comprehend.

Never speak to them about the Old Man, or the

Old Woman, or the Old Harry.

The above maxims are worth the considera-

tion of every well disposed person, who has inter-

course with children, and the utility of abiding by

them must be obvious to those who possess any

share of consideration.

Millet Seed.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New England

Farmer, No. 52 North Market street.

50 bushels of Millet Seed,—clean, and of superior quality.

Also, a very extensive variety of Ornamental Flower Seeds,

in papers of G cts each, or 100 varieties, one paper each, for

$5,00.

Farm for sale in Milton, of about 200 acres, remarkably well

watered, with every variety of lands and fruits, good substan-

tial buildings, and a large portion of valuable woodland.—Also,

(or sale, or to let, opposite to the above named premises, a large

dwelling house, wilh a good bake house, verv pleasantly situ-

ated.—For further particulars, see the New England Farmer
for May 15, or inquire of the publisher, or P. H. Pierce, 95

State st, or N. Tucker, on the premises.

May 22, 1829. tf

Powder at 2s per lb.

DUPONT'S POWDER, quality warranted, for sale at

Copeland's Ammunition Store, C5 Broad st, at retail. Also,

SHOT, CAPS, &c. ot the best quality—cheap for cash. tf

Seed of the Spanith Clusnul.
For sale at the Heed (Hon connected wilh the New Eng-

land Farmer, No. 52 Nonh Market Street,

A few bushels ofSpanish ChesnuU (Ctutunea vexa) for plant-
ing. The«e noiawere imported by a gentleman of Salem, for

the purpose of introducing ihe culture of die ueei in". New
England, Loudon describe* this as " the most magnificent of
European trees, exceeding iheoakin height, and equalling it

in bulk and extent." " It is used by the cabinet maker and
cno|ier— makes an excellent coppice tree for poles and boops
Ihe bark is equal in attringenc* to ihat of larch, and mountain
ash, for tanmng—and the leaves and nots faboul six limes the
size of ihe common chesnut) afford food both for man and deer,
and arc desirable in autumn and wintei." Price 8 cts per doz-
en.

Also, Cotton Seed, for those who wish to cultivate the plant
as a curiosity—price 12 cts a paper.

A few trees ol ihe Admirable Alberge Rareripe, packed in

moss about ten days since, and in good order for transplant-

Veto China Tea Sets, and light blue Dinner H'arc.

Received, a great variety of the above ; which, with a com-
plete assortment of Crockery, China, and Glass Ware, are of-

fered for sale, low, at No. 4 Dock Square.

ROMAN—This elegant, full blooded horse, a bright bay,

with black legs, mane, and tail, of high spirit and good tem-

per, will stand at the farm ol -Mr Stephen Williams, in North-

borough, Ms, at $20 the season, to be paid before the mares are

taken away.—See New Engiaud Farmer, May 15.

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, the two English horses, will stand

for the season at their stable in Brighton. Barefoot at 5*5/
and Cleveland at J10, wilh g 1 for the groom. a24

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first son, -

Pearl, first sort, - - -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1, new,
CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk, -

FLOUR, na):iT.-,re, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - -

Rve, best, -

GRAIN, Corn, ....
Rye,
Barley, -

Oats, ....
HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear,

Navy, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, ...
Rve Grass.

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top -

Lucerne, -

While Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed.
Merino. Ihree fourths washed.
Merino, h£lf& quarter washed,
Native, washed, - - -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, u spinning, first sort,"
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MISCELLANIES.

MY GIRLISH DAYS.

Wl»n 1 was young I loved Ihe boys.

And now I iove the men ;

And O, lo taste those artless joys,

I 'd be a girl again.

I 'd ramble o'er each flowery field,

To where the berries redden;

Some lad should go with me to yield

Kind offices unbidden.

He 'd bring each flower its head that rear'd.

And help me o'er the brook

;

And v, hen a pretty bird appeared.

Cry out, " Oh Jenny, look."

If a poor cow should frighten me,

lie 'd drive her out of sight;

And if a snake we chanced to see,

He 'd kill the beast outright.

And if in some unlucky fen

I chanced to lose my shoe,

He 'd pull it out and wash it clean,

And my misfortune rue.

Arrived where berries deck the lea,

Although I should not ask it,

He 'd find the thickest spots for me/
And help me fill my basket.

Should saucy thorns my gown attach,

He 'd quickly set me U'cc ;

And if my finger got a scratch,

How sorry he would be.

And other joys I oft recall,

That with my childhood fled,

When Oi oniony o'er them all

Her chilling influence shed.

Twelve years had not passed o'er me then,

And now I 've seen a score

—

And O/I 'd be a girl again,

To taste those joys once more. G. M.

THE INDUSTRIOUS CLERGYMAN—ROBERT ROBIN-

SON.

"That a minister of the gospel should thus de-

vote himself to mercantile employments, was by

many of his christian brethren construed to his

disadvantage. But all illiberal imputations he
submitted to without difficulty : and the only no-

tice they received from Robinson, were smiles at

their impertinence. " Gracious boobies," he would
say, " too idle, many of them, to work, too igno-

rant to give instruction, and too conceited to study,

spending all their time in tattling and mischief,

—

are these the men to direct my conduct, to cen-

sure my industry ? " His sentimentscoucerning

such reverend busy-hodies may be collected from
the following letter written to a worthy minister,

Thomas Dunscombe, ofBampton, O.. fordshire.

"Chesterton, Nov. 14, 1785."
• Dear Sir—I own it gives me a great deal of

pleasure to see any of the ministers of our churches
address themselves to honest employments in life

;

thSre are many reasons to induce us to do so.

Idleness is abominable, and the pretence of study

is a joke, where a man hath not more books than

ho can read over in a month : Besides, what is

there to rind out ? A catholic had need be a

subtlo dog, and furnished with all the lore of the

schools, to make the New Testament speak in fa-

vor of his church : but a Baptist, whose whole re-

ligion lies in believing a few plain facts, and in im-

itating that very plain example, Jesus Christ,

—

what hath he to do to rack his invention, and

to assemble all apologies, ancient and mod-

ern, to justify him for doing so ? Oh ! but

there wero some beautiful readings, and fine

criticisms, and strokes of oratory, which deserve

the study of a minister of Christ ! Well, God for-

give me, poor sinner that I am ! I feel that three

pounds, gained honestly, by the sale of a fat bul-

lock, produce more fire in my spirit, than all those

pretty, but poor tassels and spangles, can give me.

With three pcunds I can set fire to ten cold hearts

frozen with infirmity, and widowhood, poverty,

and fear. Haifa guinea will purchase the native

eloquence of a grateful old woman : and she, if I

set her to read, will give me a criticism of the

heart, and the finest reading in the world. Oh !

bless the old soul ! what honeyed accents she pours

into my ear ! If I can honestly get, and afford to

give away three poun Is, it will always be my own
fault, if I be not very happy. Now, then, set me
to preach. How is it possible I should be dull.

The luxury of living to the glory of God and the

good of society ; the joy of having saved a for-

lorn and forgotten cripple from hanging herself in

despair; the felicity of setting fire to incense that

burns to the glory of God ; these are preparations

for the pulpit, which the cold consumer of mid-

night oil never derives from his accents and quan-

tities. I was the other night in our vestry with

several gownsmen, just before the lecture. In

comes one of my sister Abigails. "How do you
do, Sarah ? I am glad to see you returned safe

from visiting your family at Solium." " Bless the

Lord, Sir, I am. We heard Mr Watts on the

Lord's day, and were very much edified indeed!

But the day after we were coming out of town,

my husband saw him—and poorcieature he was
so shocked." O Sir!—Thunderstruck at all this

I trembled, expecting to hear that my poor brother

Watts was seen drunk, or some such thing.

—

Lord, thought I, happy is that man who hath not

a foolish, babbling, good woman in his congrega-

tion. I looked pale. Sarah went on, " O Sir,

there was the poor man on the top of a ladder a

thatching a rick." I laughed, but stamped, and
said, have I bestowed so much instruction upou
you and your husband for nothing ? Are you yet

in a state of infancy ? I honor the man, and must
he acquainted with him. " Dear Sir, he works
five days, and has only Saturday to study." Well,
Sarah, I shall try to convince him, that he ought
to work six days: for one day will never make
him a scholar, and his people are only a set of
turf diggers: and fourteen pence more in his

pocket every Lord's day, will make him preach
with more vigor, and pour the gospel with more
power into the turf-men'ssouls. I appeal to these
learned gentlemen." After all, the prejudices of
the common people are very great against the
secular employments of ministers ; and while we

Pardon me, Sir: I recollected a minister lately

said in his sermon that preaching was the hardest

work that was done under the sun." I wish the

fool was in this ditch : he would soon learn that

some of his authors had taught him to tell fibs.—
Farewell, my most affectionate friend ; industry,

plenty, frugality, prosperity, generosity, and piety

lie with you. Amen.
"Yours ever.

"ROBERT ROBINSON."

pursue them, we should take care, and not give
any unnecessary offence. This last seed time 1

was in the field along with a young gentleman
who looks after my farm, and he was digging a
water furrow across a land. It was n strong
clayey soil, and he groaned, so that in pity I took
the spade and went into the ditch, which was
very dauby, and presently groaned too, at which
he fell a laughing. » What do you laugh at ? "

—

Mangel Wurtzel, Sugar Beet, %,-c.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New
England Farmer, 52 North Market street,

200 lbs. Mangel Wurtzel.
209 lbs. French Sugar Beet, raised expressly for this

establishment, by Johh Prince, Esq. Roxbury.—The
riority of this seed and the excellence of the roots

for cattle are too well known to need comment.
Also, roots of the Pie Plant, or Tart Rhubarb, in fine

order for transplanting,—25 cts per root. Double and
Single Dahlias, from 25 cts lo one dollar each. The col-

ors and form of this fiowerare magnificent, and are of the
easiest culture, requiting the poorest soil, in which they
bloom in the highest perfection. The roots are tuberous,

resembling a sweet potato—can be packed for transporta-

tion to any part of the union.

Also, Double Tuberoses, Tiger Flowers, Amaryllises,

Formossissima, &c, beautiful bulbs now in season to

plant.

Also, White Mulberry Reed, 50 cts per ounce, Lucerne,
or French Clover, White and Red Clover, Sanloin, Tim-
othy, Orchard Grass, Oat Grass, Herds Grass, &c.

Also, several varieties of field cot n, viz. the Early Gold-
en Sioux, Gilman, Red, Turkey Wheat, Early Jefferson,

(for the table) Sweet, or Sugar (for lh3 table.)

The Early Tuscarora Corn, a fine sort for the table:

The Appalusia Melon—a new variety from Illinois, in-

troduced by Doct. Green.—This melon was originally

derived from the western Indians, by E. Warren, Esq.

—is in eating from the 1st of September to the 1st of No-
vember—melons small, remarkably sweet, with red flesh,

and a very thin rind—25 cts per ounce.

Also, the Apple Seeded Melon, a very early variety.

The Star rilelon, a very late variety, of the Nutmeg
species.

Agricultural Boohs.

The third edition of Fessenden's JVew American Gar-
dener ; this work has been pronounced by the most ju-

dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle
states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,

Grape Vines, &c, to be found in this country—price

$1,25.
The Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical Manual,

on the Culture of the Vine ; and Making Wine, Brandy,
and Vinegar. By Thiebaul de Berneaud.
The Young Gardener's Assistant, containing Directions

for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, and Ornament-
al Flowers. By T. Bridgeman, gardener, New York

—

price 37 1-2 cts.

A practical Treatise on the Management of Bees ; and
the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-

troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.
By James Thacher, M. D.—price 75 cts.

Also, one copy of each of trie-following rare works:—
Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gar-

dening : with the theory of Draining Morasses, and with
an improved construction of the drill plough. By Dr Dar-
win, (Dublin edition, price three dollars and fifty cts.)

Darwin's Botanic Gatdeu— (price three dollars, a fine,

correct copy.^

The Horticultural Repository, containing Delineations

of the best varieties of the diiferent species of English

Ftuits ; with delineations of its blossoms and leaves, in

those instances in which they are considered necessary,

with descriptions and coloicd drawings of all the promi-

I
nent Apples, Apricots. Cherries, Currants, Figs, Filberl3,

Ooosebenies, Grapes, Melons, Nectarines, Peaches,
Pears, Pines, Plums, Raspberries, Strawberries, Nuts, &c.

liy George Brackshaw, author of the " Pomona BrittannL

c.\."— In 2 octavo volumes, with 1 04 large colored engrav-

ings—price J?7 per volume. The original cost of the

work was $32,00.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.

This day received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

bl North Market strcel, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass
Seed, at g~,5U per bushel.
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C O M M UN ICATIONS.
FOR Till NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

BEES.

fat they nre said to yield sometimes aa raoch a*
J

loam j i

150 pounds weight of tallow. The latter is bo iro- gr

moi-i adapted to the cultivatioo of llie

, than to be. worked with the. eiiovcl and

pcirtant an article of commerce, that, in many in- hoe ;
and lie frost lias considerable effect in the

Stance!, the hunters cut out only the tongues ami cold seaau'i of the year, with the roots of the

tallow, leaving the remainder of the can;,-, to I i grass, and'.»re< s, in removing the soil about them,

Mr Fbssendbii—iTyour 44th No. a Writer |
devoured by wild beasts. Powder flasks are made

.

which cau#„ in some instance*, the winter grain

over the signature of « Mcdicus," says there is a of the ftorn.. The skins nr.- capable of being con- to b

fact observable in the economy ot bees, wlncti to

his mind is inexplicable. This mystery is, how

the bees in the month of Match, before a tree oi

shrub is in bloom, or any signs of vegetation ar.

manifested, can procure the substance resembling

pollen, which they obtain from flowers and bios- ,
The hair is spun and woven into various articles

-
' of clothing, which are both durable and useful, and

are peculiarly soft and pleasant to the wearer."

Perhaps some of our correspondents will oblige

us with further information respecting this animal

;

and whether he can be rendered useful as farm

soms in their season. I make no pretensions U

the appellation of a " curious observer," but if 1

am not greatly mistaken, the witch hazel is in

blossom all winter. And Fessenden's New Gar-

dener, tells me the " Mezereon is a beautiful

shrub, blooming in the month of March, loaded

with flowers of delightful fragrance. It is as

hardy as a shrub oak." And it is probable there

are many other blossoms in the winter, that these

sagacious and industrious insects can procure

pollen from. L.

May 25.

1 into an excellent buff leather; and when therefor-, more particularly the object of thi- ton,.

dressed with the hair on, the lighter skins serve i.iuiiicatioii. to ascertain whether the frost would

the Indians as beds, and for clothes, gloves, and affect the toots of the quince so much as to be

shoes. Some persons use them as blankets, and very hurtful to them, or not. You ore, sir, at lib-

flndthema very warm lid pleasant clothing.— |
erty to use Abis as you think most proper aud

beneficial. '

I am, sir. very respectfully, your?, &c
JOSEPH W. CAPUO.V.

.ltUtbanvrh, May 11, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

THE BISOxN.

Mr Fessenden—I should like to be informed

Remarks by the Editor.—There is not much in

stock, or in any way more subservient than at books on cultivating the quince, and the reason,

present, to the convenience and comfort of civil- we believe, is because there is little peculiar in its

ized man.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

;
culture, which is nearly, if not precisely, the same

as that of. the apple tree. Mc Mahon says " as

soon as yoi: find your ground in a dry state in the— spring, so>v' the kernels of apples, pears, and

QUINCES. jqtii:, -locks for budding ami grafting

Mr Editor—In the perusal of your well con-
! on: the soof r this can be done the better. It

ducted paper, I have seen but very little on the "ill be necessary to have these kernels preserved,

subject of the cultivation of the quince. Whether either in sand or earth, from the time they were

there is much attention paid to the cultivation of this taken out of the fruit, till the time of sowing; or

valuable fruit in theNew England States, or even in ;to take the i immediately fresh out of the fruit

;

through the medium of your paper, if there has
ij the United States, I am unable to say. But,in the ag- for when k g exposed ^to the dry air they lose

ever been an attempt made to domesticate fee
i riC iiltural works, that I have perused, I find but very

j

their vegrttrive quality."

bison, or the breed crossed, and what were the re- , yM \c sajj u .)on th e subject, either in relation to the I
Prince *n Horticulture states that " This tree

suits ? ,;;.„, S tl»« quince from the eeds or cuttin ,, |

may be . vated by scious and layers, or by bud-

its nrnrlnr.tions or delicio'usness of its 3ing on stocks of the same, o.
.

,
the value of its productions or deliciousncss of its

fruits.

In this community, there is but little attention

paid to the quince, and but few individuals, have

any trees or bushes of this description. Whether

the quince is to be ranked among other fruits for

goodness, I must leave to the judgment of those,

whose knowledge of the subject best enables them

to determine.

I would, therefore, make a few inquiries,

through the medium of the New England Farmer,

in relation to the subject

1 have been led to this inquiry by supposin

that the bison, from the extraordinary size of his

bones, and the depth and formation of his chest

is far superior to our domestic ox, for agricultural

purposes.

I think it will be admitted that this powerful

inhabitant of our prairies possesses a double por-

tion of strength aud agility compared with our do-

mestic cattle.

We have been in the practice, since the first

settlement of our country, of importing our neat

stock from Europe, frequently at a great expense,

and have wholly neglected that noble animal,

which formerly moved over the greater part of

our country, but is now scarcely to be seen east

of the Mississippi river, aud will in a few years

probably become extinct.

Yours respectfully, F.

Remarks by the Editor.—Willich's Domestic En-
cyclopedia says that the " Bison (Bos Jlmericanus)

is a large species of ox, with round and distant

horns, which poiut outwards, a long and woolly

mane, and a largo fleshy protuberance on the

shoulders.

" As they are capable of being domesticated,

and in this state are sufficiently tractable for the

purpose, they arc sometimes rendered useful for ag-

ricultural labors. Their_/Zes/t is used as food, and

the fatty protuberance on the shoulders is esteem-

ed a great delicacy. The tongues which are reck-

oned superior to those of oxen, are frequently

transported to New Orleans, where they always
havo a ready t,.le. When these animals are quite

|
that the land here is a low, gravelly, heavy, moist

thorn, &c. It flourishes best on a moist soil,

where it produces the greatest crops, but will

thrive on almost any good upland soil. It requires

little attention as to pruning, but must be kept

clear from suckers at the root; an occasional

thinning out, however, of superfluous upper

branches, where too close and interfering with

one another, would be advantageous."

Loudon asserts that the quince is propagated

" generally by layers, but also by cuttings, and ap-

proved sorts "may be perpetuated by grafting. In

1. Should they be raised from the cuttings or I
propagating for stocks, notlnng moreMS ™*£*£

from the seeds ? I

'»»"> removing the lower shoots from the larger

2. Should they be planted in beds, or on the! so as to preserve a clean stem as big a the

grounds where they a^e intended to remain ? j

graft |
but for fruit bearing trees ,

is cc^s«,
3. What kind of soil is best adapted for the to train the stem to a rod Iill, t

basetea ned four

trees or bushes to be cultivated upon ? or five feet in height, and *»^?>« J
, ,,n:_e_ .. .c.u „i,„.,i,i ,i.„ .^.u : right. Thequince prefers a soft, moist soil, ami

rather shady, cr at least sheltered situation. It

is seldom planted but as a standard in the or-

chard, and a very few trees are sufficient for any

or cuttings be planted, spri'^' or autumn ?

5. When placed where they are intended to re-

main, at what distance should they stand to be

most productive or profitable to the cultivator,
j

family,

beauty and taste made a subject of consideration ?
;

and all

6. In what way should they be treated to be same as for th

kept in bushes, or to be pruned up into trees ?

7. If pruned, at what season of the yearshoul

"

The time of planting, mode of bearing,

and all the other particulars of culture are the

lie as for the apple and pdr.r."

As the quince tree is smaller than the apple or

pear tree, we presume quinco trees may stand
.. .. r.»v.™, „. ... ._— — — - j

nearer together than those other fruit trees, with-
the operation be performed ?—And any other val- nearer togtmer man

liable information, in relation to the subject, which out interfering v. I

mav be thought beneficial or useful to the pub- practice is to_ra.se them^•""^""JE'dens, fields, lanes, &c wherever chance or cnoice

with each other. But the common

he, would at least be acceptable to one of your

laders.

In relation to the soil, I would further suggest

lav place them.
« The fruit of the quince (says Loudon) is not

atcn raw j but stewed, or in pies, or tarts, along
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with apples, is much esteemed. In confectionary

it forms an excellent marmalade and syrup.

—

When apples are flat and have lost their flavor,

Forsyth observes, a quince or two, in a pie or pud-

ding, will add quickness to them." Dr Willich

observes " Quince trees are highly esteemed, as

stocks on which pears may with great advantage

be grafted or budded. This operation greatly im-

proves the taste and flavor of those pears, which

arrive at maturity in the summer and autumn ; but

is by no means proper for winter fruit, which is

thus rendered hard and stony. This fruit is gen-

erally boiled and eaten with sugar, in which form

it may also be usefully employed in cases of dys-

entery five gallons of the juice of quinces, mixed

with twenty-five pounds of sugar and fermented,

afford a delicious wine. By boiling the kernels of

quinces in water, a mucilage is extracted, which

is often used in medicine, as a proper substitute

for that of gum arabic. Quinces are excellent in

apple pies, in the proportion of one-fourth quince

To three-fourths apple, with some thin slices of

candied lemon peel or citron."

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SO-
CIETY.

The Standing Committee on Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs, Flowers, and Green Houses, beg leave

respectfully to report the following subjects for

premiums, viz.

For the most successful cultivation of the

American Holly ; the number of trees, not less

than four, which have been transplanted at least

three years, the sum of ten dollars.

For the four best flowering plants cf the Mag-
nolia Glauca, which have been transplanted at

least three years ; the sum of ten doTters.

For the most successful cultivation of the Rho
dodendron Maximum, the number off plants not

liss than four, which have been transplanted threi

fmr^rj »i.o sum of five dollars.

For the five best plants of the Kalmia Latifo
lia, which have been transplanted not less than
three years, two dollars.

For the best seedling plants of either of the
above, not less than ten in number, of three years
growth, and upwards, five dollars.

For the best specimens of Chinese Chrysanthe
munis, not less than five varieties, three dollars.

For the best half dozen of Tulips, $2,00
do do Hyacinths, 2,00
do do Ranunculus, 2,00

For the best pot of Auriculas, 2,00
do do Anemonies, 2,00
do do Pinks, 2,00
do do Carnations, 2,00

For the best half dozen cultivated native flow-
ers, 2,00

For the finest Roses, not less than five va-
rieties, 4 00

For the best bunch of double and single

Dahlias, 2 00
For the greatest number and finest kinds of

the Camellia Japoniea, 3,00

Discretionary premiums to be awarded on
plants, or flowers, not enumerated above, but no
premiums will be awarded until the year 1S30.
Of the times when, and the places where, due no-
tice will be given by the Committee.

In the selection of objects for premiums, your
Committee have had chiefly in view, the introduc-
tion into our gardens of some of those indigenous
shrubs, whose rare beauty (in their opinion) de

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,

erve, and which they confidently hope will ob-

tain the notice of the Society. They have no

doubt that our own country is rich in ornamental

trees and shrubs, which if more generally known
and cultivated, would be as generally admired and

appreciated ; and they cannot but regret, that

while so much labor and care have beeu bestowed

upon exotics inferior in beauty, our native plants,

have literally been left " to waste their fragrance

on the desert air." Feeling confident that many

if not all the indigenous shrubs abounding in our

vicinity, may be naturalized to an upland soil, and

even improved by cultivation, they have been in-

duced to offer premiums for such as they think

will well repay the labor of cultivation. All which

is respectfully submitted, by order of the Com-
mittee. R. L. EMMONS, Chairman.

May 29, 1829.

From the Boston Courier.

SUGAR FROM BEETS.
It is with pleasure that we lay before our read-

ers the annexed Memoir on the Manufacture of

Sugar from Beets. It is from the pen of a French

gentleman, now residing in Brighton, and was po-

litely sent to us in consequence of a suggestion

which appeared in the Courier about a month
since. M. Isnard is now chiefly engaged in chem-

ical pursuits, and was extensively so in France be-

fore he took up his residence in our neighborhood.

He has still some interest in the making of sugar

from beets in France ; a fact which we learned

from several letters which he placed in our pos-

session from the French Minister of the Interior,

and from the Minister of Manufactures and Com-
merce.

Memoir on the Sugar from Beets. By the Sievj-^,

Max^n Isnard, chemist ; formerly director of one

of the four imperial sugar manufactories, insti-

tuted by Napoleon.

The existence of sugar in the beet was discov-

ered by Margraff, a Prussian chemist, about sixty

years since. Some time after, M. Achard, an-

other Prussian chemist, resumed the investiga-

tions of M. Margraff, and announced, that by

means of a process of his own invention, there

could be obtained from the beet a sugar equal to

that of the cane, and at the price of only six cents

a pound. A fa.t so important, and announced

by so distinguished a chemist, induced the first

class of the Institute to make an experiment of

the process of M. Achard, and a committee was
chosen for that purpose. According to the report

of this committee, it appeared, that a great quan-

tity of sugar could be obtained from the beet ; that

the process of M. Achard had not entirely suc-

ceeded ; and that everything induced them to

believe that M. Achard had been deceived, in say-

ing that the sugar could be made at six cents a

pound, but that it could be made for eight. Al-

though this price was very low, this first experi-

ment was not the cause of any immediate under-

taking.

In the year 1811, while at Paris, engaged in

researches in chemistry as applied to the arts, 1

conceived the idea of examining, more thorough-

ly than had ever been done before, into the ques-

tion concerning sugar from beets ; and, with this

design, I associated myself with M. Barruel, phe-

parateur of the school of medicine, who had
been charged with repeating the experiments of

June 5, 1829.

M. Achard. The result of our labor was a great

quantity of refined sugar, which his Majesty Na-
poleon was pleased to accept, as also the memoir
we compiled upon the subject. Our endeavors
were rewarded far beyond our expectations ; two
Imperial Manufactories were erected under our
direction, at the expense of the government, and
one given to each of us, as property.

Such was the first and real origin of the manu-
facture of sugar from beets in France ; and, if

hereafter, as everything induces me to believe,

this fertile branch of industry shall be cultivated

sufficiently to furnish the sugar necessary for the

consumption of this country, it will be one of the

benefits, which it owes to the genius of that great

man, whose penetrating eye looked into the future,

and whose liberal hand left nothing without its

reward.

The first entrance of the allied troops into

France injured the sugar manufactories, and es-

pecially those called Imperial ; but the impulse

was given, and peace only was needed, that this

kind of industry should be resumed with profit.

CULTIVATION OF THE BEET.

The beet is sown in April. It is better to sow
it crosswise, (en quinconx) than at random, being

on this account more easy to be weeded and root-

ed up by the plough. A light and even sandy

soil is preferred. The beet, far from impoverish-

ing the soil, as some seem to think, causes it to

furnish crops of vegetables, in greater abundance,

and of better quality. The expenses for culti-

vating an- arpent in France (equal to one and a

quarter American acre) are as follows. Rent, 8

dollars ; taxes, 1 dollar and 60 cents ; 3 laborers,

7 dollars and 20 cents ; seed and sowing, 1 dol-

lar and 60 cents ; twice weeding, 4 dollars ; ma-

nure, S dollars^ ploughing up, 4 dollars and 80

cents'; total, 35 dollars and 20 cents.

The produce of a French arpent varies between

12,000 and 4S,000. The average is considered

20,000 ; the average price of beets is 2 dollars

per 1000 lbs. So that the cultivators received a

net profit of 4 dollars and 80 cents per arpent,

which is a great deal, if those lands only are sown,

which would otherwise remain uncultivated.

—

One can already perceive how profitable the mak-

ing of this sugar will become to France, in this

respect alone.

Opinions are yet divided concerning the best

kind of beet ; the nature of the soil, and the qual-

ity of the manure, seem to have the greatest influ-

ence in advancing the sugar qualities. Manure

too fresh and too abundant renders it difficult and

sometimes even impossible to extract the sugar.

PRODUCE.

One thousand pounds of beets, just from the

fields, lose about 15 per centum, by the cutting off

of the tops, necks, and shoots, and by being wash-

ed. From 100 lbs. of beets are obtained from 55

to 60 per cent, of juice, and consequently from

4.5 to 40 residue. The evaporated juice furnishes

from 5 to 6 of syrup, from which are made from

2 to 2.J of raw sugar, and from 3 to 3J of mo-

lasses." Thus, the mean produce of a French ar-

pent, consists in 1000 to 1200 lbs. of syrup, equal

to good molasses from the colonies, if the sugar

be not extracted ; or 400 to 500 of raw sugar fit

for refining, and the different uses of raw sugar
;

besides 600 to 700 of coarse molasses, inferior in

taste to that of the colonies, but susceptible of a

fermentation like wine. Finally in 8000 to 9000
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of the residue of the beets, whioh is considered the

bust nourishment that ran be produced for the

fattening of cattle, ami which will also serve in

the winter for sheep anil horses ;
and I think i

can assert, that ill this respect, and in the making

of syrups, there is no doubt that the American

cultivators will find a great profit in growing the

beets at large ; and that the numerous distilleries

will find in the syrups, an advantageous substitute

for the West India molasses.

., ,.:tlty of syrup, not exceeding i inches (poucee)

is to be poured into it. A brisk fire is to b< made,

that the syrup may quickly boil, the froth being

continually remove* Ifthe liquid rues much m
the kettle a small quantity of butter is to b

.-unshed me to the contrary. Pram my youth up,

1 always practised planting the small ones irhole

and rutting the [:•</<. ones, until the year 1789,

when I planted one row of large one- whole,

with one potato in each hill, also one row of small

MAKING OF TUE SYRUP.

The beets are to be deprived of their tops,

necks, roots, and then washed; they are after-

wards to be scraped. This is the only way ot ob-

taining easily the juice. Bruising, beating, &c.

have been tried, but without success. The pulp

of the beet is then placed in bags of strong cloth,

(but not too firm) and submitted to the action of

a strong pressing. The juice, thus obtained,

should, with the shortest delay possible, be pour-

ed into a kettle. It is to be most carefully ob-

served that the juice of the beet never come m
contact with wood ; and if it should happen so at

any time, the wood ought to be frequently wash-

ed with lime water. The juice placed in the ket-

tle, should be raised as quickly as possible to 210

degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and so kept

for 15 or 20 minutes. The froth should theu be

removed ; and if none has been formed, there

should be added to the juice from 4 to 6 ounces

of lime for every 1000 lbs. of juice, and the whole

should be well stirred and boiled. (The lime,

which is used, is obtained from lime-stone, by

soaking and dissolving it in hot water.) The

liquid should be kept boiling, taking care to re-

move the froth, and after a half or three quarters

of an hour, it should be filtered through some

woollen stuff. The strained liquid is again pour-

ed, quite hot, in the same kettle, or even one not

quite so large, and it will evaporate in a very

short time, until it has acquired a specific weight

of 1,200 ; that is to say, until it weighs one-sixth

more than water. It is to be again filtered

through something woollen, and when it has cool-

ed to 150 or 160 degrees Fahrenheit's thermom-

eter, it is to be replaced in a kettle, and to it there

should be added from 4 to 5 lbs. of animal or veg-

etable carbon, reduced to a very fine powder ;
the

whole is to be swiftly stirred ; and then for every

100 lbs. of syrup, there should be added 1-2 lb. of

blood, diluted with half its weight of water, the

whole being well mixed together. Alter this the

temperature of the liquid is to be gradually raised

to the boiling point, but it should not boil very

fast. The froth, which has formed on the surface,

is to be carefully removed. It is then to be again

filtered, and if the syrup alone is wanted, the

liquid is to be kept together until it gains a spe-

cific weight of 1,300. After being kept in a cool

place for a few days, it will be ready for use.

FABRICATION OF SUGAR.

Those who intend to extract from the syrup,

the sugar which is contained in it, should not be

discouraged, if they are unsuccessful the first

time. It is a nice operation, and requires experi-

ence, besides a knowledge of numerous little de-

vices which although seeming to be of little im-

portance, make a great difference, and the reason

for which can be readily assigned. The follow-

ing is the manner of proceeding and the particu-

lar case required : The kettle for boiling the

syrup should be very thick at the bottom : a small

ie kettle a small quantity oi miner i» »> •>•»> ~r— -

I aw) it will immediately sink. .Some refiners ones of equal measure, and on, row ol equal

make useof a thermometer in the eyrup, and when measure cut m the usual manner :-In autumn

it risea'aa far as 234 degrees Fahrenheit's ther-
|

they were dug and laid „, separate *"H»-*f
mometer, they remove the fire, or cover it inatan- large whole potatoes produced a little the niost

taneoualy, and taking out the syrup, put in anoth- the small ones the next, and the cut one, .lie least

,,. q,,aniy of it. That syrup which is poured of all, yet the d.fferencc was not great. Since

., .Iiould he poured into a copper kettle, and

carefully covered. Three or four quantities are

to be added to it, one after another as they are

boiled, taking care to stir it each time, and to de-

termine the chrystalization of the syrup, a little

raw sugar is to be added. After the syrup has

become a little cool, it is to be poured into vessels

of a conic form, having a hole at the smaller end.

This hole is to be closed. Two or three days

after, when the sugar has well formed itself, the

hole is to be uncovered, so as to let the molasses

flow off, while the sugar remains in the vessel —
In order to purify the sugar still more, that which

is in the cones is to be pressed, and afterwards

placed over soft clay worked up with water,

which, permitting a part of its water to escape,

finishes the washing of the chrystals of sugar.—

This is called bleaching (terrer.) Some persons

bleach the sugar several times. After these

bleachinsrs.the sugar remains in the forms and the

molasses~is found all together in the pots, which

are used to support the cones.

It is evident that this manner of obtaining the

sugar from beets does not essentially differ from

the manner of obtaining it from the cane ;
and it

is a fact worth- observing, that since the discovery

of sugar in beet*, many improvements have been

which time I have never practised cutting pota-

to. * to plant, unless to try whether they v. ill do

I,, tter to lay the cul side uppermost, which 1 have

not fully ascertained, yet I believe if the largest

arc planted it is well to cut thf in and lay the

chits downward.-, for a large potato is more than

is needed for one hill. I do not generally plant

the largest, for small ones will produce more than

large ones which are cut. I have seen potatoes

produce well from the chits, which may be a good

method, especially this year, when they arc so

scarce. If the land i? not rich, I sometimes

spread manure over the ground, and then ridge it

by turning two furrows togethsr which covers the

manure, in which case they may be planted in

continued rows, at one or two feet apart accord-

ing to the size of the potato, and ploughed but

oik; way, for if the ridges are crossed in plough-

ing, it uncovers pari of the manure, yet I com-

monly plant across the ridges and plough both

ways, because it saves labor in hoeing.

Plaster of Paris is of great use in the culture of

potatoes, and ought not to be neglected when it

can be easily obtained ; it ought to be put on to

the potatoes after they arc dropped in the hills at

the rate of about one" bushel per acre, or on the

tops after first hoeing, or both : but if any person

.<™r in tip 1 has dou';' about it, let him try it partially first,

made in the method of procuring the siigai in t»e|V^

colonies, and even the operations for refining

sugar have been considerably improved. Making

sugar has now become an art, which before was

trusted to common laborers only.

From the American Sentinel.

POTATOES.
A rich loamy soil is best for potatoes, but they

will grow on almost any land if it is manured,

unless it be very wet, yet very dry land will not

generally produce luxuriantly.

The earth should be well ploughed, and if it is

subject to grubs, it is well to plough it in autumn,

and the winter will destroy at least part of them.

Potatoes should be planted about even with the

surface of the ground, (or a little below in dry

land) audwell covered when they are planted;

but after the young potatoes have formed m the

hills (which will be before blossoming,) they ought

not to be hilled, for they being formed at a proper

distance from the surface, if more earth be added

.believe orange potatoes are the best kind, for

they are good to yield, and to eat ;
but there is a

kind which arc called Long Johns, that are said

to produce more luxuriautlv, and equally good for

horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, &c. ; hut 1 have tried

them but one year.

Potatoes may be kept well until new ones are

large enough to dig, by drying them a lew hour*

in the sun, and rubbing off the chits, and putung

them in a place, not very dry or very damp. The

di
(
ging them is in dry weather in autumn, when

the leaves and stalks begin to decay. If they are

planted in hills it is a good method to dig them

with a dung-fork with four or five tines, cr With a

fork standing like a hoe, that they be not injured

by dicing; but if they are planted in continued

rows, they may he turned out of the ground With

a nloucb and finished with a hue.
'

b A FARMER.

Tin in Massachusetts.—The last BUmbt

„ , limaa-s Journal of Arts and Sciences, cnnl

distance from the surface, if more ea.th be aclUe.1,
( Amherst, to the Editor. arc.-nij.unKa

it will obstruct their growth, and others will form tette.
1
rum

n N £ , ;uld Tia._it will obstruct their growth, and others will lorn, ,

„„,,„ of ,onmno Nov England Tin—
nearer the surface and many more small ones be I

-1

mi^ alu, Mu, to be the Gist

produced, therefore it is best to give then, their last »
discovered in the Unite! States-

earthing, before the tops are large, and if weeds U'

It occurs in Goshen, Hampshire county. Massr—

The writer of the letter gives the result ol various

experiments to test its qualities, and prow
sprje'ar, pull up those in the hills, and if necessary

scrape over the ground with a hoc between the

hills. They may be planted any time in the J^^s^ *enlune tin._Coi«

months of April, May, or June, but I generally to be unaonnwaiy g*i

plant them in the fore part of May, except a lew

to dig early, which are commonly planted the tore

part of April. One question is, whether it is best

to cut the large ones. My own experience lias

The last Medical Intelligencer contains an ac-

count of two cases of cancer upon the tongue and

lips, both produced by the use of tobacco.
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[Extractsfrom an Address delivered before Ike Berk-

shire Association for the Promotion of Agriculture

and Manufactures, at Pittsfield, October 2, 1823.

By George N. Briggs, Esq., Vice President of
the Society.]

(Concludedfrom page 356.J

Habits of industry, of frugality, of temperance,

and economy, tend as effectually to improve the

moral and intellectual condition of men, as they

do to improve the condition of their farms and in-

crease their wealth. Morality and idleness can-

not dwell together ; industry and vine hold no

communion with each other.

That branch of domestic industry which relates

to household manufactures, and which depends

upon the habits, education, and labor of females,

is not less important to the general prosperity of

community, than the more masculine labors of the

agriculturist. The exhibitions at our Fairs for

many successive years, of articles of this descrip-

tion, have been highly complimentary to the in-

genuity and industry of the ladies of Berkshire.

A perfect acquaintance with every part of do-

mestic or household economy, is not only compat-
ible with the most finished female education, and
the highest state of refinement of mind and of

manners, but is absolutely necessary to the prop-

er discharge of those duties in life to which the

sex is destined. The appropriation of suitable

portions of time, during a course of education, to

industry and useful labor, gives energy and vigor

to the mind, and stimulates to health and sound-
nsss that delicate and flexible female constitution,

which if wasted in idleness, the one would be en-

feebled and the other ruined. Genius and the

graces wither beneath the sickly influence of dis-

ease. But beauty mingles her richest tints, and
breathes her sweetest fragrance into the rose of
health.

It should always be borne in mind by the

daughters of our country, and by those who are

charged with the responsibilities of their educa-
tion, that that female only has reached the great-
est excellence of character, who by the course of
early instruction, the formation of her mind, her
elegant accomplishments, and practical acquain-
tance with the household duties, is prepared to

meet the vicissitudes of ever-varying fortune :

who in the sunshine of her favor, would ornament
and adorn a palace ; or serenely bending beneath
her frowns, would make the lowly cottage a home
of contentment, and light up the smile of joy
amidst the ruin of worldly hopes. To such a

one, approving wisdom says, " Many daughters have
done virtuously, but thou excdlest them all.

1'

Amidst the general prosperity which pervades
our country, there walks abroad an evil, distin-

guished by its ravages, and rendered conspicuous
by the misery and desolation which it spreads
throughout every portion of our population. The
demon of intemperance reigns over his besotted

subjects with a despotism as absolute, as cruel,

and as unrelenting, as that which prevails over the

regions of Pandemonium. The ensigns of his

power, and the trophies of his victories, over poor,

wretched, and degraded man, are waved in

gloomy triumph over every city, and town, and

village, and handet, in our widely extended conti-

nent.

Though much has been done within the last

five years to check the evils of intemperance, anil

to repair its ravages, experience has shown that

no successful stand can be .taken against it, until

the sober, moral, and reflecting part of community
will take an individual and personal interest in the

subject, and by precept and example enforce the

necessity of an entire disuse of every kind of ar-

dent spirits. Let the farmer banish it from his

field, and the mechanic from his shop, and both re-

fuse to receive into their employ men who will not

labor without it. Let the merchant cease to be

the medium of circulating through the community
the instrument of so vast an amount of crime and

of misery. Let the lawyer, the physician, and the

clergyman, drive it from their sideboards ; and let

no individual in society, on any occasion, from

motives of friendship or politeness, place before

his companion or his guest, the poisonous and ex-

hilarating draught. When these things shall be

done, its pestilential hand may be stayed.

Who can cast his eyes around him and not be

appalled at the scenes which rise to his view ?

—

Imagination is too sluggish, and language too im-

potent, to draw the picture of moral waste, of

mental ruin, and of personal suffering, with which

this horrid demon has filled our native land. And
in withdrawing the mind from the contemplation

of the universal havoc, which like the Siroc blast

has spread over the moral aspect of the country,

it gains no relief by fixing itself upon the individ-

ual victims of its reckless influences.

See the young and interesting object of parental

solicitude go forth into the world, possessed of all

the advantages which wealth, and genius, and
learning can bestow. His morals are unstained

by corrupting vice, and he has a character as pure

and as lovely as virtue and innocence can form.

—

Uniting his destiny with a soul of kindred charac-

ter, he takes his place in society. The hope of

his friends and the promise of his country, he is

allied to the world by all the strong and endearing

ties of affection, honor, and of social intercourse.

But when he has just commenced his career of

prosperity and of usefulness, the habit of intem-

perance insiduously steals upon him, until, sub-

jected to the spell of the accursed sorceress, he

surrenders all his moral, physical, and intellectual

powers to the insatiate control of a morbid appe-

tite. A sad reverse is now fixed upon all his pros-

pects. A strange and unaccountable change has

come over the whole man. That laudable ambi-

tion to rival the great and the good which once

glowed in his manly heart, is succeeded by a per-

feet insensibility to all those motives which stimu-

late to noble action. The partner of his heart

droops and sinks beneath the unfeeling cruelties

of him who once would not have " let the winds

of heaven visit her face too roughly." The sacred

pledges of early and chastened love, who once

were the delight of his eyes and the hopes of his

heart, are now repulsed from him with cold indif-

ference, and compelled to be the living witnesses

of a mother's grief, and a father's shame.

Reformation is now hopeless. That pride of

character, which long maintained a colorable as-

cendency over bis more public conduct, is at length

consumed by bis burning appetite. The entreat-

ies and remonstrances of friends, the cries of chil-

dren, and the silent agonies of his sorrow-stricken

wife, are lost and dissipated amidst the noise of

his Bacchanalian orgies.

Conscience, after having a thousand times

shaken her terrific sceptre over his guilty head,

has uttered her last friendly admonition, and left

him to his fate. He persists in his course, in open

defiance of the laws of man, and in full view of

the violated canone of the living God. Sunk from
the elevated station of a rational and intelligent
being, beneath the level of a brute, and driven from
the society of men, he is found a drunken animal,
reeling about the streets, pouring blasphemies from
his polluted lips, and contaminating the very at-
mosphere in which he moves. To render more
awful his catastrophe, from the scenes of his rev-
elries, with horrid imprecations on his tongue, he
staggers into the immediate presenca of his
Maker, and having passed that undefinable line
which separates time from eternity, he stands bo-
fore the judgment seat,

" Even in (he blossom of his sin,

Uuliousell'd unanointed, unanncal'd

:

No reck'ning made, but brought to his account,

With all his imperfections on his head."

This is the end of the drunkard. Who, in view
of this sad reality, dare fold his arms and say, I

am safe, when he stands in the midst of the very
causes which produced the catastrophe ? Who
that bears the relation of father, of son, of brother,

of friend, or of citizen, does not feel himself im-
pelled by all the sacred obligations of life, to sum-
mon all his powers and put forth all his efforts to

arrest and control a torrent which carries with it

such mighty ruin ?

We are surrounded with multitudes of our fel-

low beings who are beyond the reach of human
exertion, and have already plunged into that fright-

ful stream, whose turbid and resistless current is

sweeping them down into that deep abyss, whose
yawning chasm receives the annual tribute offorty
thousand victims from the population of this en-

lightened country. But if old and inveterate hab-

its cannot be overcome; if the victims of self-im-

molation refuse to be restored ; by a timely and
friendly interference, the young and rising gen-
eration may be saved from the contagion of vicious

examples, and rescued from the vortex which has

swallowed up their fathers.

Let us then individually and collectively resolve

to exert our influence and interpose our example
to produce a result, fraught with such momentous
consequences to thousands of our species, so con-

ducive to human happiness, and so honorable to

our country.

From the N. H. Patriot.

Mr Editor—The following communication, al-

though intended for the information of the plant-

ers of Hamilton county, in the State of Ohio, may
not be uninteresting to many of your readers ; since

it has been found from actual experiments that the

white mulberry will flourish as well upon the hills

of New Hampshire, as in the rich and fertile val-

leys of the Miami. It is to be hoped that tho

time is not far distant when this new source of do-

mestic industry will become an object of attention

and profit to our New Hampshire farmers.

Yours, &c,
RUSTICUS.

CULTURE OF SILK.
The Committee appointed by the Hamilton

County Agricultural Society, at their quarterly

meeting in March, for the purpose of preparing

some instructions in regard to the rearing of the

white mulbefry tree, and the silk worm, having

consulted the most approved works on the sub-

ject, that could be obtained in Cincinnati, respect-

fully submit tho following brief Report, upon this

important department of the American System:
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That the soil and climate of the United States

are well adapted to the growth of the white mul-

berry tree, (mums alba,) and the silk worm, has

been satislactorily proved by the various experi-

ments, which, within the last fifty years, have

boen made upon that subject, in different parts of

the Union. That the culture of silk in this Coun-

try will be found highly profitable to those en-

gaged in it, is equally certain. Facts might easi-

ly be multiplied on this subject, but the following

are deemed sufficient.

Four acres of ground planted in mulberry trees,

near Boston, have afforded enough food in one

season, for the support of as many silk worms as

produced four hundred and twenty pounds of silk,

worth three dollars and fifty cents per pound

—

amounting to fourteen hundred and seventy dol-

lars. All the labor necessary in producing this re

suit, was performed by four girls, whose atten-

tion was required but for a small portion of the

year.

Before the culture of silk was introduced into

the less fertile parts of Langueduc in France, the

peasantry were miserably poor,—they are now
among the richest of the kingdom. In some parts

of France a single mulberry tree has been known
to yield a guinea annually to the owner, from the

sale of its leaves. When it is recollected that the

cultivation of the mulberry tree is neither difficult

nor laborious, and that the collection of the leaves,

the feeding of the worm, and the reeling of the

cocoons, can all be advantageously performed by
women, children, and decrepid persons, it will

certainly require no arguments to induce the farm-
ers of the Miami county to turn their attention to

the culture of silk. The results of this business

are much more immediate than is generally sup-

posed. By procuring during the present season a
supply of the eggs, and feeding the worms upon
the leaves of the common black mulberry of our
woods, which are found to be a pretty good sub-
stitute for the white, a return in profits may be
had next year. If the seed of the white mulberry
be sowed this season, the young trees will next
year afford leaves for the worms.

There are three modes pursued in the cultiva-

tion of the white mulberry tree : The first is to

sow the seed broad cast, and when wanted for

food, to mow down the young trees annually, com-
mencing on the second year. The second is to

transplant them from the nursery, and suffer them
to attain to the size of trees. The third, and per-

haps more preferable mode, is to sow the seed in

drills, and allow the shrubs to attain to the height
only of three or four feet, which may be done by
cutting of the top limbs, the tender parts of which
will answer as food for the worms. More mul-
berry foliage may be produced in this way, from
the same quantity of ground, that can be obtained
if it were occupied by full grown trees. The la-

bor of gathering the leaves is also much less than
is required after the trees hare attained their full

size.

From the experiments made in France, it has
been ascertained that ground which has a 6andy
or gravelly soil, is best adapted to the growth of
that kind of mulberry leaves, which affords the

finest quality of silk. The leaves of those mulber-
ry trees which grow in a very rich soil, Hre found
to bo too luxuriant and too full of juice, for the
production of the better kind of cocoons.
The mulberry seeds may be sown at any time

from the la=t week of Ap.il until the first week of

June. The safer plan is to sow the seeds at dif-

I'cn nt periods, way the last of April, the middle of
May, and the first of June. When the ground
is properly dressed, and drills prepared, the seed
is to be sown alter the manner of sowing lettuce

seeds, and should be covered with fine light

dirt.

Those of the young shrubs which it is wished
should attain the size of trees, must bo transplant-

ed from the drills the second year, and the most
suitable time for this removal is immediately after

the fall of the leaf in autumn The side buds
should be stripped off, leaving only such as are
necessary in the formation cf a suitable head for

the tree. At the time of removal of the young
trees, they should bo cut off within seven or eight
inches of the ground, and if they do not shoot
well, the first year after they are transplanted, they
should be cut in a similar manner, the following
season. The ground around the roots of both
those in the drills and those transplanted, should
be dressed several times a year, which will great-

ly assist their growth. It is advisable to plant out

a tew of the trees in sunny situations, that a sup-
ply of the leaves may be had for the worms of
such eggs as may happen to hatch before the

usual season.

The heads of such as are inteaded to attain the

size of trees, should be hollowed out in a manner
that will render it easy, to collect the leaves, and
such branches as may be broken in that process

should be carefully removed. It may be proper
to remark, that in France the cultivation of the

mulberry tree for the sale of the leaves, is a sepa-

rate business from the rearing of the worms ; and
it is particularly recommended to the farmers of

the Miami county, to lose no time in filling some
portion of their farms with this valuable tree, inas-

much as the day is not distant when the deraaud
for its foliage will give them annually a handsome
profit. It has been ascertained that the second
crop of leaves, which comes out after the first,

have been stripped off for the worms, furnishes a

nutritious food for sheep, and is eaten by them
with greediness. When intended for this object,

the leaves should be stripped off a little before the

time that they would naturally fall, and laid by for

use in the winter season. This experiment is

worthy of a trial by our farmers, inasmuch as,

after the first year, the mulberry tree requires lit-

tle or no attention ; thus annually yielding a sup-

ply of food, without any cost save that of gather-

ing it.

SILK.

The raising of silk properly commences with

the hatching of the worms. This will take place

generally when the mulberry foliage is sufficiently

matured for their consumption ; or, when the

spring is advanced enough to make the tempera-

ture from 70 to 80 deg. of Fahrenheit. The first

preparation to be made for them is that of a dry,

airy room, or small building, in which stages of a

convenient height and breadth for feeding them
should be erected. Care should be used to exclude

the enemies of the worms, viz. cats, poultry, rats,

mice, and ants, from the room and stages in which

the worms are placed. The former may be ex-

cluded by ordinary precautions, and the ants, by

keeping hot lime around the posts of the stages.

—

The eggs must not bo brought out for hatching till

the weather is settled ; and if, afterwards, there

should be a change to cold, a little fire may be

kept in the room to preserve the temperature at

its proper height. The eggx, when brought out,

may be laid on the stages, or tables, and BO Mnoke
or effluvium at any description permitted to enter

the apartment, as the worm are very ftrnsi-

tive.

When the worms first appear they will be
black ; those which arc red are bad, and should

be thrown away, for they will produce no co-

coons.

In four days, most of the wonim will be batch-

ed, and those which come out after that time are

generally too weak to produce silk. The produc-

tions of each day should, when large quantities are

raised, be kept separate, in order that they may
form cocoons at the same time When they are

first hatched, they must be fed with fresh and
tender leaves of the mulberry ; not more than half

a dozen leaves to 1000 worms will then be re-

quired ; but, afterwards they will each devour a

leaf. When the leaves become dry, or are eaten

up, fresh ones must be given them, taking care

not to put on so many as to smother the worms,

or obstruct their motions. For the first twenty

days, they must be fed three times a day, and
after that, as often day and night as their food is

destroyed or wilted.

The worms must be kept free from dampness,

whether in their food or rooms ; and they must

not be too much crowded ; a thousand full grown
ones will be sufficient fur a table three feet by

twelve.

About the 6th, 10th, 16th, and 22d days, the

worms will slied their skins and become sickly

—

At these periods, they abstain from food, and
should be fed scantily at first, and then not at all,

till they recover. Sometimes they become afflict-

ed with incurable diseases, in these cases they will

be known by voiding a yellow liquor, aud must be

immediately separated, and as well as the dead

ones, thrown away. The disease is infectious,

and therefore particular care should be taken in

preventing its progress.

Throughout the whole period of feeding them,

their litter should be carefully taken awa> ; at first,

this need not be done often ; but, during the last

stage of their growth, it must be done as frequent-

ly as possible. Indeed, the utmost care should al-

ways be taken to keep thetn clean, and give them

fresh food, and pure air.

When the worms are ready to spin, they will

cease to wander about, become of the color of a

new egg, nearly transparent, and will search for

things upon which to fasten their cocoons.—When
a considerable number have this appearance,

branches, twigs, and leaves, must be put up round

the stages or tables, upon which they will mount

and spin their balls. This generally happens from

the 30th to 36th days. Various substances are

used for the worms to spin upon, but Mr G. B
Smith (from whose circular we have taken mucK
valuable information) considers chesnut leaves the

best. These, when dry, curl up, and thus form a

place of deposit for the silk ball. Twigs must be

broken oft* with the leaves on them, and placed

around the stage.

The worms, after beginning to spin, require no

further attention till the cocoons are completed.

—

The worms that begin to spin each day should be

kept separate, and in eight days from the com-

mencement of spinning the cocoons, they should

be removed. Those from which eggs are expect-

ed, must be placed in a dry room, upon white

paper, in rows about a foot apart. The worm will
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remain in its chrysalis state ten or twelve days,

and then come out a gray miller. In a short time

the females will commence laying upon the paper,

each one laying about 450 eggs, which are at first

of a sulphur color, but soon turn to a dark lilac
;

those which remain of the yellow hue are useless,

and may be thrown away. The good ones must

be kept in a dry, cool place, in a temperature of

40 or 50 degrees. In a high temperature, they

might hatch.

The cocoons, from which silk is to be obtained

must be stripped of the floss, or loose outer coat-

ing, and the insect destroyed ; otherwise, it would

soon pierce the ball and destroy the silk. The in-

sect may be killed either by baking the balls for

half an hour in a half heated oven, or, which is

the better mode, by steaming them for a few min-

utes in a common kitchen steamer. After the co-

coons are thus prepared, from thirty to fifty of

them, in proportion to the size of the thread in-

tended to be spun, may be placed in a kettle of

water heated to such a degree that the hand may
be barely kept in without scalding, at which tem-

perature it must be constantly kept. Twigs are

then to be stirred about in the vessel till a suf-

ficient number of fibres is caught to make the

thread you wish, and as the fibres break they are

to be renewed, so as to keep the thread even. In

this manner the silk may be reeled oft" with a

common reel, and afterwards twisted in the man-
ner required by a common spinning wheel. After

this it should be boiled four or five hours in soap

and water, and rinsed with clear water, to disen-

cumber it of the gum, which naturally adheres to

it. The silk is now ready for use, and may be

dyed any color to suit the consumer.
In this report the Committee have not aimed to

make an elaborate, or novel treatise on the culti-

vation of the mulberry, or, the rearing of the silk

worm ; but merely to exhibit, in plain language,

the more general and important directions in re-

lation to those subjects, for the aid of the farmer,

and beginner, who may desire to embark, on a

limited scale, in this, to our country, new and
profitable branch of business. Other more minute
rules will be easily learned by experience ; and
others, of a nice and more abstruse character, may
be gathered from books, written upon the subject

in other countries.

B. DRAKE. \

F. D. MANSFIELD. \ Committee.

CHARLES FOX. j

White mulberry seed, and some eggs from a

stock of the Italian silk worm, belonging to the

Hamilton County Agricultural Society, may be
had upon application at the office of B. Drake,
on Fourth, near Main street, Cincinnati.

Cincinnati, rfpril 1st, 1828.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER."

BOSTON, FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 1829.

WOODBRIDGE SCIENTIFIC AND PRAC-
TICAL SCHOOL.

Messrs J. Ely, and D. R. Austin, propose to

open a school at South Hadley, Mass. This is in-

tended as well for physical as intellectual educa-
tion, and to convert " the ordinary exercises of a
Gymnasium into some useful and lucrative chan-
nel." The " Course of Instruction," as stated in a
Prospectus, with the signatures of the above men-
tioned gentlemen, will embrace the following ob-

jects. " 1. To inculcate upon the pupils the prin-

ciples of sound morality and religion. 2. To pre-

pare those designed for professional life to enter

any of our colleges, or if preferred, to fit them to

commence their professional studies. 3. To pre-

pare those designed for mercantile, or agricultural

pursuits, or any of the useful arts, to enter upon

their occupations well furnished with useful

knowledge, and acquainted with their business as

far as possible by practical experience. A due

proportion of time will be devoted to chemistry

and the natural sciences in connexion with other

studies, which arrangement we have found from

experience in a great measure obviates that aver-

sion to books which sometimes is manifested by

youth who commence their course in early life

—

The government of the institution will be mild

and parental. The instructors will reside in the

same family with the students, and associate with

them both in their exercises and studies. From
one to two hours a day will be devoted by those

of sufficient age to practical agriculture, or to the

construction of plain and useful materials in a

workshop, provided for the purpose. An eligible

site for an extensive garden has been selected,

where those pupils who may desire it will have
an opportunity of acquiring a thorough practical

knowledge of ttte science of Horticulture, under

an approved and skilful gardener. The advan-

tages of this system will be obvious to all. Hab-
its of industry and economy will be formed in

early life, and the intellectual powers gradually

invigorated and prepared for more intense and
continued application. Suitable encouragement
will be given to any who may wish to contribute

to their support by labor. The annual charges

for each scholar will be $150 including tuition,

board, room, lights, fuel, and washing. Bedding,
stationary, books, &c. will be furnished if desired.

A strict and sacred observance of the Sabbath will

be required. The interval of public worship will

be devoted to the study of the scriptures, and the

evening to biblical instruction and sacred music.

The French language will be taught without any
additional expense," &c. &c.
The plan of the seminary and the qualifications

of its instructors have been recommended to pub-

lic patronage by the following gentlemen, viz.

Andrew Gates, D. D., Principal of the Polv-

techny, in Chittenango ; Elifhalet Nott, D. D.

LL. D., President Union College ; R. Proudfit,
D. D., Professor of Languages ; F. Wayland, Jr,

D. D. President of Brown University ; Rev. Ly-
man Beecher, and Hon. Samuel Hubbard, Bos-
ton. Respectable and numerous references are

given, and the auspices of the proposed institution

are as favorable as could be wished by any per-

son who may have an interest in the correct and
efficient education of those who are preparing to

" act well their part" in the grand drama of life.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

LUCERNE.
Mr Editor—Being fully convinced, that the

Lucerne* grass will be a most important and val-

uable substitute for clover, I tljink it a duty, to

add the further experience, which I have had in

relation to it. I have now four distinct species of
it. One is now in its eighth summer. Two in

their third, and one in its secoud. While orchard
grass and clover perished in our late trying win-

* I always use the French orthography for ihis grass, be-
cause 1 know no sufficient reason for changing it lo Lucern.

ter in considerable quantities, the Lucerne is more
vigorous than ever. Those who know the great
depth, to which this root extends, will not be sur-
prised at this result. I cut Lucerne for soiling
(even this late season) on the tenth of May, and
the ntio shoots after cutting, are at this time eight
inches high. I have it growing from seed sent to

me by the Society of the Georgio-fili at Florence,
(a name which signifies friends of agriculture)

from seed brought home from Chili, by Commo-
dore Hull, and from American seed. They are
all the same plant, the Medicago saliva of the bot-
anists.

The grounds of preference of the Lucerne to
the clover, are the following :

1. The clover is a biennial plant, and like all

biennial plants it furnishes a poor, or no crop the
first year, and dies at the end of the second. If
uninformed minds should oppose this last asser-

tion, because they find clover always in their

grounds, I reply, that this is, because its seeds are
abundant in our soil, and manure, and there is a
constant succession of plants—but let any one
sow clover only, and in the third summer his field

will present a most desolate appearance.
2. The next superiority of Lucerne over clover

is, that it will give three crops, often four, at least,

in good land, in the same season, in which it is

sown, provided it be sown in April. In this re-

spect, I am able to assert from experience, that it

is better adapted to our climate, than even to that

of France, for reasons, which I think, in addition

to the fact, would be satisfactory.

3. The Lucerne is not so coarse a grass, as the

clover— its stalks never become so woody, and
yet they are stiffer, and less liable to lodge.

As to curing it for hay, it is about as trouble-

some as clover, but if got in half cured, and, salt-

ed, it makes a better hay. Now, let me not be

misunderstood on this subject. There is nothing,

which is so injurious to the prevalence of sound
opinions on all subjects, as exaggeration. It has
done more mischief in all arts, and scieuces, than
any other cause.

Lucerne is only to be compared with clover. It

is no sort of substitute for the culmiferous grasses.

It cannot be put, for a moment, in competition,

with herds grass, as we call it, or timothy, as the

southern people term it—or for orchard grass, or

for pratensis, or red top, or the meadow foxtail, or

the excellent grass recommended by Mr Phinney,

the tall meadow oat grass. These grasses are,

and must be, forever, our chief dependence for ex-

cellent hay.

I recommend the Lucerne solely as a substitute

for Dutch clover, and it ought to take its place,

and, within twenty years, it will take its place,

everywhere, in America. I say it, without fear of
ridicule.

The Lucerne is the favorite grass of France,

south of the river Loire, of Spain, Portugal,

and Italy—of Rio Janeiro—of Buenos Ayres, and
Chili. Why does it suit these climates ? Because

its long tap root enables it to sustain the long

droughts and excessive heats of these climates

But we, in Massachusetts, are subject, in an emi-

nent degree, to these same evils. When our

crops fail, it is chiefly owing to these causes. The
Lucerne is calculated for early, and late pastur-

age— for small farmers, yielding at least double

the quantity of food, which any other plant can
do. I may be called a speculative farmer, and I

am so, if 25 years close attention entitles me to

the name. Hut practical farmers will find, that so
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fur as il respects this production, my experiments

have not been without their practical use.

GRAFTiNc; MATERIALS.

Not discouraged, by all, which lias lieen written

on this topic with us, I am induced to give the

latest improvement in. England on this suhject.

—

As an experiment, derived and recommended from

such a source, it would have its value, hut it, at

once, recommended itself to my notice, lor its

simplicity, neatness, and reasonableness. I shall

subjoin my account of its success with me.

The new method is thus described in a letter

from David I'owel, Esq. inserted in the London
Horticultural Transactions, vol. v. I shall only in-

troduce the essential directions.

" Grafting wax properly prepared, when in a

melted state, is spread evenly on sheets of mod
eTately thin brown paper, which when cold is cut

into strips about three-quarters of an inch wide.

When one of these strips is to be used, warm it

with the breath, and bind it round the stock and

scion, pressing it gently with the hand, when it

will be found to adhere so closely as totally to

exclude both air and moisture. No further care

is necessary, though it may be as well to look

over the grafts occasionally, pressing the paper

close with the hand where it may have before

been occasionally missed." This plan of applying

wax cements instead of clay, struck me at once,

as not only exceedingly simple, but admirable for

its neatness.

I accordingly treated 100 grafts in this mode.

I procured some coarse, but strong and flexible

brown paper, made of tarred cordage, and having

prepared the grafting wax, by the recipe subjoin-

ed, I spread it with great facility, liy a common
table knife, over the paper evenly. It cools in-

stantly. I then cut it into strips of about an inch

wide. In a warm sun, it requires no heating

—

but in a cool day, the breath will warm it suf-

ficiently. As soon as the graft is inserted and

tied with matting, or twine, the strip is wound
round from the bottom of the cleft, to the inser-

tion, and sawed end, and doubled over that. The
operation requires Jive seconds only, and the air is

most effectually excluded.

I put in grafts with clay, and with this new
method, and the success of the last was much
greater than with the clay. Six weeks have now
elapsed, and the covering is perfect. Neither

rains, nor sun affect it. There is one other great

benefit. The paper is made stronger by the

grafting wax, and may be unwound, and taken off

without injuring the bark. I have applied it to

green-house plants—to the Camellia. Here per-

mit me to add, for the benefit of florists, that the

Camellia, heretofore grafted only by approach, is

found to succeed equally well, if grafted in the

manner of approach grafting, the scion cut off, and

the end left long enough below, to insert it, into

the neck of a phial of water, or into a turnip, or

potato. The grafting composition rec.ommeuded

in England, and which I used, was ] lb. of pitch

—1 lb. of resin—1-2 lb. of bees wax— 1-4 lb. of

hog's lard— 1-4 lb. of turpentine. I hold, how-
ever, very cheap, all these specifc nostrums ; great

variations may be made in them, taking care to

see, that the compound is neither too stiff to use,

nor too soft to melt, under the solar heat. I have

been very tedious, but could not well abbreviate

my remarks. J. LOWELL.
Roxbui-y, June 1, 1829.

N. B. I invite gentlemen to visit my grounds,

and to see with their own eycK, the rcf-uli of my
experiments on both subjects.

Tin- last number of SUIiman's Journal contains

a letter from Professor Griscom, in which an in-

teresting fact is disclosed, in relation to the Sara-

toga water. From actual experiment, it appear-

that the water of the Congress Spring contains a

portion of Iodine, the presence of which, the Pro-

fessor rationally concludes, adds to the efficat J
i f

the fluid, especially in scrofulous affections.

Canal Tolls.—On Saturday the 9th • ultimo,

there was received for tolls, by John B. States,

collector at Albany, three thousand five hundred and
seven dollars, which is one thousand dollars n,. re

than was ever collected before in one day at the

same office.—A*. Y. Gaz.

NOTICE.

A staled meeting of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

will be held, by adjournment, at the Society's Room, over lite

office of the New England Farmer, on Tuesday, June 9, at 11

o'clock. R. L. EMMONS, Rec. Sec'y.

Seed Potatoes.

For sale, at No. 26 Foster's wharf, '-00 bushels of superior
Nova Scotia Potatoes. A fine opportunity is here offered to

farmers, who -wish to improve the quality of their seed pota-

toes. June 5

Millet Seed.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New England
Farmer, No. jj North .Market street.

50 bushels of Millet Seed,—clean, and of superior quality.

Also, a very extensive variety of Ornamental Flower Seeds,

in papers of 6 cts each, or 100 varieties, one paper each, for

£5,00.

ROMAN—This elegant, full blooded horse, a bright bay,
with black legs, mane, and tail, of high spirit and good tem-

per, will stand at the farm of Mr Stephen Williams, in North-

borough, Ms, at $'20 the season, to be paid before the mares are

taken away.—See New England Farmer, May 15.

Powder at 2s per lb.

DUPONT'S POWDER, quality wan-anted, for sale at

Copland's Ammunition Store, 65 Broad st, at retail. Also,

SHOT, CAPS, &c. of the best quality—cheap for cash. tf

Seed of the Spanish Chtsnut.
For tale al the S .-tied with the New Eng-

land Farm
A few hiubels ofSpaniit] i

, ' « r»a) for plant-

• nuu win, imparled by ^aicni.lbr

llie purpofe flfinlrodm ng ihe culture of ihe trees into New
i * this as " the roost magnificent of

uahing il

in bulk and extent.
,: " It in used by the cabinet maker and

cooper— makes an cxri-IW!,' i
- [.oies and boops—

the bark it equal in bai of larch, and inouuuis
ash, for tanning—an i nuts (about sii lime* lb*

afford food l*,th for man and deer,

nnd are desirable in autumn and winter." Price 2 cts per doz-
en.

aon Seed, for those who v. h to cultivate Ihe plan*

as a curium i- __^___—___
A tin ChitUt Tea Sett, and light blue Dinner Hare.

I I, S great variety ofthe above; which, with a com-
plete assortment of Croekerv, China. ;,r,.] Glass Ware, are of-

fered for sale, low, at No. 4 Dock Square.

Fahm for sale in Milton, of about SODacres, remarkably well

watered, with every variety of lands and fruits, good substan-

tial buildings, and a large portion of valuable woodland.—Also,

lor sale, or to let, opposite lothe above named premises, a large

dwelling house, with a good bake house, very pleasaoihy situ-

ated.—For further particulars, see the New England Fanner
for May 15. or inquire of the publisher, or P. H. Pierce, 98
State at, or N. Tucker, on the premises.

.May 85, 1829. If

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, the two English horses, will stand

for the season al their stable in Brighton. Barefoot at £25,
and Cleveland at $10, with gl for the groom. a24

Greenwich Flower Garden.
The subscriber has lately teceived

j

his annual importations of Carden
Seeds, Bulbous Flower Roots, &c, in I

excellent preservation, of the growth
j

of 1S2S, from the well known houses

Of Messrs Warner, Seaman & Warner,
and Mr Gharlewood, London, and Mr
Van Eeden & Co., Harlam, Holland,

who have guaranteed them good and
genuine, and no doubt will give the

farmer, hortieulturalist and florist, the same general satis-

faction that former importations have done.

Also on hand, a choice collection of greenhouse and

hardy herbaceous plants, (many of which are very rare ;)

rose bushes and other shrubs, in great variety, fruit trees,

white mulberry, &c. Plants of artichoke, asparagus, sea

kale, early frame potatoes, mushroom spawn, &c, with

directions for cultivation. The Hyacinthus, Crocus, Nar-

cissus, &c, are in bloom, and will continue in succession

a great part of the year. Catalogues may lie had at the

garden. Orders left at the garden, the post office, or with

Mr Molyneaux, corner of Broadway and Ann street, will

be strictly attended to. Gentlemen supplied with expe-

rienced Gardeners. DANIEL KENNEY,
Carmine and Varick streets, New York.

9t3=- The nearest route to the Garden, Greenhouses, and

Seed Stole, is from Broadway, by St Thomas's Church
along Houston street, or along Canal and Varick streets

eopSw

PRICES OF coL.vritr
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How to Bathe.—Reader, we are disposed to take
some care of your body as well as your mind

Hints to People of Moderate Fortune.—The pre- ' Re duly thankful, therefore, for the advice we are
vailing evil of the present day is extravagance.
1 know very well that the old are too prone to
preach about modern degeneracy, whether they
have cause or not ; but laugh as we may at the

about to give you. If you are an M. D. do not
turn up your medical nose at our instructions, for
they are founded on much experiment and long
experience, backed by the uncommon wisdom we

sage advice of our fathers, it is too plain that our ! received from nature,
present expensive habits are productive of much The spring hath come, "refreshing earth, re-
domestic unhappiness, and injurious to public pros- viving all but man," your head aches, and you feel
penty. Our wealthy people copy all the foolish I

occasionally drowsy, languid, and uncomfortable,
and extravagant caprices of European fashion, I

Take a warm bath ; it will relieve you in an hour-
Without considering that we have not their laws

j

but take it in the proper way,
of inheritance among us,—and that our frequent I „ vm. , ,

, ,. ,. , ,.
* When t is done t were wellchanges of policy render property far more preca- it were nol done ick |

. „
rious here than in the old world. However, it is '• r i v
not to the rich I would speak. They have an un-

'"
„

the mischief of warm bathing. A
doubted right to spend their thousands as thev [

man §'e "eral,y Posts "^ a bath as if he were car-

please ; and if they spend them ridiculously it is j ^-"f
a" ex

l)ress >
or running away from a broom-

consoling to reflect that they must, in some way
stlek—He IS out of breath, and in a perspiration

or other, benefit the poorer classes People of
°n iUS arnval

- He undresses himself in a great

moderate fortunes have likewise an unquestioned IrT souses hlmself iu *e hot water, kicks about

right to dispose of their hundreds as they please •

!

minutes, emerges with every pore open,

but I would ask is it wise to risk your happiness in
' °'1 Stents, looks complacently in the

a foolish attempt to keep up with the opulent '—
m "*ror

'
aml thinks be has taken a warm bath.—

Of what use is the effort which takes so much of t ,
"g \

he has taken nothing but a cold !

unnr tliviH * nr\ nil „r „„„_ ; ^ at._ • p.
'" :!le bour he begins to sneeze, and the next day

life, I cannot understand any more than I could at
15 years of age, how beings, who call themselves
reasonable, and who have so much foresight, can
employ this short existence, not in loving, and aid-
ing each other, and passing through it as gently
as possible—but, on the contrary, in endeavoring
to destroy each other, as if Time did not himself
do this with sufficient rapidity ! What I thought
at 15 years of age, I still think : « war, with the
pain of death which society draws upon itself, are
but organized barbarisms, an inheritance of' the
savage state, disguised or ornamented by ingenious
institutions and false eloquence."—Louis Buona-
parte.

your time, and all of your income ? Nay, if any
unexpected change in affairs should deprive you
of a few yearly hundreds, you will find your ex-
penses have exceeded your income— thus the foun-
dation of an accumulating debt will be laid, and
your family will have formed habits but poorly
calculated to save you from the threatened ruin.
Not one valuable friend will be gained by livin"
beyond your means, and old age will be left to
comparative, if not to utter poverty.

There is nothing in which the extravagance of
the present day strikes me so forcibly as the man-
ner in which our young people of moderate for-
tune furnish their houses.
A few weeks since, I called upon a farmer's

daughter who had lately married a young physi-
cian of moderate talents, and destitute of fortune.

he commences coughing, and curses the bath
Philosophy grieves over his folly, but will not re-
lieve his nose and lungs. Why did the bath give
him a cold ? Because he was in a perspiration
when he went into the water, which said perspira-
tion was increased by the heat, and checked as
soon as he raised, " placedum caput [it should be
corpus] uuda," into the colder medium of the air.
The order of nature must be reversed to prevent
a man from taking cold under such circum-
stances.

Now reader, we will tell you how to take a bath.
In the first place, pay your note if it be due ; or
if you cannot do that, let it be protested, and think
no more about it. If you have any quarrel on
hand, whip or get whipped at once, tranquillity of
mind is all important in rendering the warm hathHer father had given her at her marriage all he' ! T ** lmportant in rendering the warm hat]

ever expected to give her ; viz. two thousand dol-
°eneficial

-
.

Walk leisurely to the house of ablu-

lars. Yet the lower part of her house was fur v°"'
dlsrobe yourself with moderate haste.—Iars. Yet the lower part of her house was fur-

nished with as much splendor as we usually find
among the wealthiest. The whole two thousand
had been expended upon Brussels Carpets, Albas-
ter Vases, Mahogany Chairs, and Marble Tables.
I afterwards learned that the more useful house-
hold utensils had been forgotten

; and that a few
weeks after her wedding, she was actually obliged
to apply to her husband for money to purchase
baskets, iron spoons, clothes lines, &c and her
husband, made irritable by the want of money
pettishly demanded why she had bought so many
things they did not want. Did the Doctor gain
any patients, or she a single friend, by offering
their visitors water in richly cut glass tumblers, ob-
serving them with costly damask napkins, instead
of plain soft towels? No,—Their foolish vanity
made them less happy, and no more respectable.
Had the young Indy been content with Kidder-

minster carpets, and tasteful vases of her own
making, she might have put one thousand dollars
at interest; and had she obtained six per cent., it

would have clothed her as well as the wife of any
man, who depends merely upon his own industry
ought to be clothed. This would have saved
much domestic disquiet ; for, after all, human na

You may have the water hot enough to parboil
you if you choose, that is left to your own taste.
In with you ; and to beguile the time, read a.

j

newspaper, or smoke a cigar, taking care, howev-
er, to keep the cigar above water ; if you don't it

will go out. In about half an hour the water will
cool to nearly the temperature of the air, and you
will have gone gradually and safely through half
a dozen climates. You "will have left the torrid
for the temperate zone—Then let in the cold
water, very slowly, almost drop by drop, and
in the course of twenty minutes you will find
yourself in a cold bath. Your pores will have
closed gradually and moderately, your sensations
will be exquisite during the process, and you will
feel strength and elasticity in every limb. You
emerge from the cold water into the wanner air,
dry your body thoroughly with a coarse towel, and
feel like a new man. It is an impossibility for you
to take cold : if you do, you are at liberty to come
and box our ears for giving you bad advice. N.
Y. Courier.

Mangel Wurtzcl, Sugar Beet, 8fc.
For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New

England Farmer, 52 North Market street
200 lbs. Mangel Wurtzel.
200 lbs. French Sugar Beet, raised expressly for this

establishment, by John Prince, Esq. Roxbury —The
superiority of this seed and the excellence of the roots
for cattle are too well known to need comment.

Also, roots of the Pie Plant, or Tart Rhubarb, in fine
order for transplanting,—25 cts per root. Double and
Single Dahlias, from 25 cts to one dollar each. The col-
ors and form of this flower are magnificent, and are of the
easiest culture, requiring the poorest soil, in which they
bloom in the highest perfection. The roots are tuberous
resembling a sweet potato—can be packed for transporta-
tion to any part of the union.

Also, Double Tuberoses, Tiger Flowers, Amaryllises
Formossissima, &c, beautiful bulbs now in season to
plant.

Also, White Mulberry Seed, 50 cts per ounce, Lucerne
or French Clover, White and Red Clover, Sanl'oin, Tim-
othy, Orchard Grass, Oat Grass, Herds Grass, &c.

Also, several varieties of field corn, viz. the Early Gold-
en Sioux, Gilman, Red, Turkey Wheat, Early Jefferson,
(for the ! ble) Sweet, or Sugar (for the table.)
The Appalusia Melon—a iiew variety from Illinois, in-

troduced by Doct. Green.—This melon was originally
derived from the western Indians, by E. Warren, Esq.
—is in eating from the 1st of September to the 1st of No^
vember—melons small, remarkably sweet, with red flesh,
and a very thin rind—25 cts per ounce.

Also, the Apple Seeded Melon, a very early variety.
The Star Melon, a very late variety, of the Nutineg

species.

Agricultural Books.
The third edition of Fessenden's JYew American Gar-

dener ; this work has been pronounced by the most ju-
dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle
states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,
Grape Vines, &c, to be found in this country—nrice
$1,25.

J r

The Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical Manual,
on the Culture of the Vine ; and Making Wine, Brandy,
and Vinegar. By Thiebaut de Berneaud.
The Young Gardener's Assistant, containing Directions

for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, and Ornament-
al Flowers. By T. Biidgeman, gardener, New York-
price 371-2 cts.

A practical Treatise on the Management of Bees ; and
the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-
troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.
By James Thacher, II. D.—price 75 cts.

Also, one copy of each of the following rare works :

—

Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gar-
dening: with the theory of Draining^Morasses, and with
an improved construction of the drill plough. By Dr Dar-
—in, (Dublin edition, price three dollars and fifty cts.)
Darwin's Botanic Garden— (price three dollars, a fine,

correct copy.

Want.— I have been as enthusiastic and joyful
as any other one, after a victory

; but I also con-
fess that even then, the sight of a field of battle

Tall Meadow Oat Crass Seed.
This day received al die New England Parmer Seed Slore,

52 North Market stroel, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass
Seed, at g2,50 per bushel.

ture is hum-in „,,,,,'„ c '
,

"
teSS that even then

'
the siSht of a field of battle ofcus.ome

teoved because 2*W«f 1S WVer betler has «°t only struck me with horror, but even ^Agricultural Warehouse"^. 52 NonViUaV£3K2
eazes for money. I tm-n«.,l ™„ „:„i. . ._ i -i_. t \ 3= No paper will be sent to a distance without payment be-

PuMislicd every Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at the
end of trie year— bill those who pay within sixty days from the
time of subscribing, are eiuitled to a deduction of fifiv cents.
Primed for J. B. Russell, by I. R. Butts—hy whom

all descriptions of Priming can be executed to meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for priming received by J. B. RcssELl,

|

turned me sick; and now that I am advanced in I

;uHiJde h^HZ'd!
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COMMUNICATIONS.
EUR THE NEW ENGI.lNl) FAKMF.il.

to refer to some of the experiments and observa-

tions of men celebrated for their physiological

knowledge of the vegetable kingdom.

We are told that all plants are composed of

solid and fluid parts; the solid parts remain eta-

fltiids change—" Varying," say the
CIRCULATION OF SAP IN TREES, &c
Mr Fessendf.n— In the New England Fanner ! tionary, tli

of the 8th ult., the following questions are asked writers, " continually both in mechanical admix-

by Mr Coffin, Secretary to the Ashfield Lyceum, "'re, and in chemical composition." The piimi-

all, or some of which, he wishes to have answer- t«ve solid components of the vegetable textures,

ed. I was in hope they would have been taker, are membrane, and fibre—from which are formed

up by some one better acquainted with the sub- 'he common organic structures, the cellular and

ject than I am ; but as they remain neglected, I vascular tissues, and the various combinations of

hope my imperfect attempt to answer some of these in the bark." " The fluid elements are

them, and to investigate others, will be received watery solutions of the soluble materials of the

with indulgence ; and that hereafter any errors so >' ! from the decomposition of which, and the

which I may run into, may be pointed out by recombination of their ultimate components, by

some of the learned readers of your valuable pa- means of mechanical and chemical agency, infill-

per _
enced by the principles of life, solid components,

The questions are, 1st. What causes the circu- textures, and secretions, are formed." The size

lation of sap ? How does heat affect it ? 2d. of these cells varies in different plants, and in dif-

What makes it flow earlier in one kind of tree |

ferent parts of the same plant
;
so much so that

than in another ? 3d. Is there any oblique circu- some "re visible to the naked eye, while others

lation, or is it wholly perpendicular? 4th. What ale so minute that it is said they require a million

becomes of the sap in the winter, does it return to to cover a square inch of surface. They arc also

the roots, or does it remain in the tree ? 5th. .
of different forms, hut generally octagon. Some

What becomes of the oxygen and hydrogen which physiologists contend that these are channels

constituted a portion of the sap, after the carbon through which the sap rises ; others d ;spute it.—

is separated from these substances into wood ?— But a" aSree , l believe, that they contain proper

6th. Is the circulation of sap permanent during juices, and that some receive and transmit fluids

the warm season, or not ? 7th. Why does the obliquely. " The cellular tissue," says a modern

wind have so much influence on the running of writer on vegetable physiology, " besides contain-

sau? Slh. Why 1. It necessary that it should fiitS water, fluid, and air, contain sugary, resinous,
' _ .

J
- •!„ "I _ l 1- ! 5! it T. :_ _1„„ .1

thaw in the day, and freeze in the night, in order

that maple sap should run well ? 9th. Why do

evergreens remain green through the winter ?

—

10th. Is there a difference between the power of

conducting heat possessed by different trees ? If

so, which are the best conductors ?

Many of these questions have not, I believe,

been answered to the satisfaction of physiologists

up to the present day, although some of them

have been the subject of speculation and experi

oily, acid, and saline secretions." "It is also the

medium by which the descending proper juice, or

elaborated sap, is diffused sideioays through the

plant ; and many changes, effected by electro-

chemical agency, occur in the juices which fill its

cells." If this opinion be correct, the third ques-

tion of Mr Coffin seems to be answered.

From experiments that have been made, it ap-

pears that if a twig be cut, with the leaves ex-

panded, by putting the cut end into a watery so-

men! for more than a hundred years. Nor have
j

lutiu» of* B,"azil wood
>
the coloring matter will as-

they been entirely able to satisfy themselves on |

cend into the leaves, and to the top of the shoot,

many of the points, or phenomena, that, are in- 1
through real organic tubes

;
these are the sap, or

volved in the economy of vegetable nature, al- I

conducting vessels of the plant/ This is said to

though thev have all' adopted certain theories !
be owing to the perspiration, or transpiration

which seem to enlighten, hut not to satisfy, the I
*fc>cl > » still going on while the leaves are fresh

minds of investigators. It cannot be expected, '

on a newly cut shoot. But if the twig he deprived

therefore, that I can throw any new light on the of its leaves, the water will not ascend far. At a

subject ; but I may bring together some of the old llltcr Period cf the season/if we make a transverse

olles out of a branch, the wood appears dry, while the

The first questions are, what causes the circu- '»ark near the wood is filled with fluid. This is

latiou of sap ? And how is it affected by heat ? contained in vessels of a different description from

To enter into all, or even many of the theories those in which the sap rises; the first being

which exist on these points, is not in my power, .placed in the wood, while these are placed in the

even if I had the inclination, for it would involve bark only in trees, and are called proper vessel.

.

more time than I have to spare, and more research
j

°r returning vessels, from their function of earry-

than my habits will permit. I must, therefore, i

ing downwards the sap after its elaboration in the

confine myself to some general views, which, al-
j

leaf- Is it, then, that the perspiration of plants is

though they can afford no proof, they may induce :°ne of the means by which the sap is brought into

others to investigate the- subject. To this end it circulation ?

may be necessary in the outset to look into the

construction, or organic conformation of plants
;

the nature and properties of their juices and other

That there is considerable connexion between

the perspiration of plants, and the circulation of

the sap, there can be but little doubt, from the va-

substances contained in their cellular tissue, and
j

rious experiments that have been made,

vascular organs; the liability of these to be in- Hales tells us, that he took several branches of a

fluenced by the chemical operation of heat ; and 'pear tree, on some of which he left the leaves,

while he stripped them from the others. All these

branches were then accurately weighed, and the

cut ends put into vessels which contained a cer-

tain weight or quantity of water. The branches

which retained their leaves, imbibed from 15 to

30 ounces of water in the space of twelve hours

in the day, a scordiog as they had more or less

leaves ; and it is remarkable, that notwithstanding

this great imb bjtion, the branches furnished with

leaves weighi .1 less at evening than they did in

the morning, I much had they lost by transpira-

tion : but it t. is not so with the branches deprived

of their leave'. .They imbibed but one ounce of

water, notwithstanding which, they weighed more

at evening than they did in the morning. This

Dr Hales thinks an incontestible proof of the cer-

tain connexion between the perspiration and el-

evation of the sap.

But when we recollect that early in the spring,

before the leaves are put out at all, the sap flows

more abundantly than at any other .time, (as in

the maple, a»d grape vine) and particularly so

after cold nights are succeeded by warm days, it

seems that other causes must be looked for to

solve this great phenomenon. It is known that in

proportion as the leaves expand and increase on

these and other plants, the wound made by tap-

ping, or cutting off a branch, ceases to bleed, as it

is termed ;—and that when the tree is in-full leaf,

it will not bleed at all. The cause, therefore, of

the flow of t':e sap is not transpiration, although

its circu '-.tii.- are mninly dependant on the leaves.

For if a branch which is growing vigori

summer, be deprived of a portion of its leaves, it

will diminish its vigor; and if we strip it altogeth-

er it will cease to grow. We also know that

those branches that are most abundantly furnish-

ed with leaves grow the best—it would seem

therefore that the leaves are organs of suction, or

pumps, to elevate or keep the sap iu circulation

during the summer, or temperate season of the

year. How then are we to account for this pro-

digious flow of the sap in the spring, before the

leaves are developed ?

Mr Duhamel says that iu the spring, before the

leaves are out, the flow of sap comes as much, at

least, if not more, from the upper part of the

wound or cut in a tree, than it does from the low-

er part ; and from the experiments made by him,

and others, it seems to be proved. He took a

young tree, which he sawed off about IS inches

above the ground. The upper part of this tree he

suspended in the same position in which it grew.

This was done very early in the season, (I think

February) before there was any appearance of

vegetation. For several days successively he ex-

amined loth the stump and the suspend*

the tree. When the weather was cold, the cuts

of both remained dry, as they did during the.

nights— but when warm, sunny days si.

frosty or cold nights, both the stumps and

became moist at the wound, and the juices in

some instances were active enough to fall from

the cut of the upper portion of the tree ; but in all

cases when there was sufficient heat to affect the

stump, the sap in the detached part was equally

put in motion. This was, I think, a sycamore

tree. In this case, as in making a transverse cut
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of a vine at this season, the sap will flow from the

wood, between the pith and the bark, and not from

the bark itself. But at a later period, as before

appears no doubt that, to these causes, jointly or

severally, are to be attributed that apparent inac-

tivity in the sap that is so manifest during mid-

stated, when the tree is in leafi; the sap will ap- summer ; and which lead many people to believe

pear, after it has been elaborated, in the inner

part of the bark. It is for this reason that in tap-

ping maple trees they always cut iuto the wood,

for if you cut through the bark only, the sap will

not flow. .

From this, and other experiments that have

been made, it appears that the sap is retained in

the cellular tissue, or the vascular organs, during

the winter, in a soluble state, and as soon as the

that its circulations are stopped altogether.

But the principal question is still unanswered,

and I have no doubt will remain so. We may,
however, examine it a little, and see whether it

may not be accounted for by a union of causes.

—

The querist says he knows that heat affects the

circulation of the sap, but wishes to know how it

affects it ?

That most plants are dependant on heat for

heat of the sun is sufficiently great to liquify it, : the active circulation of their sap, there can be

it flows from all parts of the tree where these ves- no doubt. But heat applied to one part of the

:1s exist, and more or less abundantly, according plant, while the other is exposed to frost, will af-

to the nature of the plant : these vessels bei

larger ami more abundant in some trees than in

others, and probably better filled with sap in some
than in others. This may be the cause why ma-
ple trees furnish sap so abundantly when cold

frosty nights are succeeded by warm sunny days,

and why the sap will flow from the south side of
this tree, when it will not from the north side.

May not this answer one, if not two of Mr Cof-

fin's questions, viz. the fourth and eighth ? Per-
haps it is not conclusive as to the last. But I do
not understand that it is necessary that it should
freeze in the night to induce the sap to flow in

feet that part only that is immediately within its

influence. This is another proof that the sap re-

mains in the body of the tree, as well as in the

roots, ready to be acted upon, and set in motion

whenever heat is applied to it. For instance if a

grape vine be planted in the open ground, and a

branch of it be led into a hot house, every body
knows that the part exposed to the external air

will remain without showing any signs of vegeta-

tion ; while the branch within will be in full leaf,

and growing vigorously. If we. carry the end of
the branch out doors, leaving the centre of it only

within, we shall see that both the lower bodv and
the day—only that when frost is succeeded by a the terminating shoot, which are exposed to a cold
warm sun, the sap will flow more abundantly than atmosphere, will remain in a dormant state, while
it does ordinarily when there has been a succes- the centre will send forth shoots, leaves, and young
sion of warm days, and the sap has been constant-

ly flowing
; by which means, perhaps, the organ;

that contain the fluid may be exhausted, and may

fruit. If you reverse the position of the vine, by
placing the roots in doors, and leaving the centre

of a shoot out, the effects will be reversed. The
require time to replenish themselves. All this,

j

part near the roots, and the terminating branch
however, is but conjecture ; for I have never I will then show life, while the centre will show
found any satisfactory reason offered which Will no marks of vegetation.
explain this phenomenon, as it is most certainly

if it be true, that frosty nights are necessary to the
flow of the sap, as above stated. In tropical

climates, where there is no frost, trees are tapped,
and the sap flows regularly and constantly— more

Heat then is the principal agent in putting the

sap in motion ; but how does it affect it ? is the

question of Mr Coffin.

If the cellular tissue contains, beside the watery
fluid we call sap, a variety of other substances

in the day than in the night, because there is
I
which are susceptible of chemical influence ; and

more heat to aid its circulation. But this seems if, when these are excited by heat, they are set in

to show that frost at night is not necessary to its
\
motion, and a change is produced by chemical, or

flowing in the day time. "electro-chemical agency," which decomposes,
Is the circulation of the sap permanent during . and recombines them, in such manner as to make

the warm season? Although trees, generally,
I

the proper juices, or elaborated sap which forms
fcease to put out new, or extend their old shoots

|

the annual growth of the tree ; why may it not,
during midsummer, (that is the latter part of June, i

by both, or either of these powerful influences,
July, and the early part of August,) and the ter- ' produce such a 'degree of rarefaction of the air

miiiating buds of the shoots of the year, are, in ,
and sap which is in the capillary tubes, or con-

many trees formed ; when the heat or dryness
has passed off", these terminating buds will fre-

quently burst out, and make a new growth. This
is called the growth of the second crop. If the
sap does not cease, altogether, to circulate, it cer-
tainly becomes so sluggish that we find the bark
will adhere to the wood, which in the spring could
be easily separated. And after midsummer the
sap having resumed its course, the bark can again
be detached with ease,—hence it is, that in both
spring and full you can bud trees, while in winter
and midsummer it cannot usually be done.
Whether this arises from the extreme dryness of
the soil, 'which furnishes little or no nourishment
to the roots during its continuance

; or whether
most of the sap that is drawn into them, and
thence into the tree, is carried off by excessive
perspiration during the hot and dry season ; or
whether it be owing partly to both, are questions

ueting vessels, as to extend them, aided by the

principles of vitality in the plant, from the roots to

the utmost extent of its branches.

But heat alone is not sufficient to produce the

wonderful effects which we see annually in the

growth of plants of various kind.;. The immedi-
ate influence of the sun and air are highly bene-
ficed to their growth and maturity, and are almost

indispensable to the existence of most plants. If

a'plant be covered with a box, three sides of
which are closed with plank, and one side with
glass, the plant will incline or bend towards the
glass, through which both heat and light are ad-

mitted. This shows the tendency of plants to

seek these aids as a mean of supporting their ex-

istence.

The sptrtigy nature of the small fibres that grow
from the roots of trees, to which arc attached mi-
nute suckers with open porous skins, is the nn

we shall not undertaks io decid?. But to us there
|
hy which the necessary supply of watery solutions

from the earth are received, and passed into the
roots, and thence to the trunk and branches of the
tree.

The little suckers and fibres are filled with cells

or tubes which open into each other, and serve,
perhaps, as a sort of pump, by which the sap is

drawn from the earth and forced upwards to its

ultimate destination.. This process is, however,
supposed by some, to be aided by electrical influ-

ences.

The experiments of Dr Hales by means of cap-
illary tubes, carried sap from the top of the stump
of a young tree that he cut off transversely iu the
spring, I think 16 or 18 feet upwards, and this

without the aid of heat, or chemical influence of
any kind. What then may not be expected from
these powerful agents when brought into opera-

tion on a set of capillary tubes so minute, in some
cases, that a strong magnifying glass is required

to discover their existence ? Beside, when we
consider that this body is endowed with life, while

the tubes of Mr Hales were not, we must not won-
der, I think, that this theory is supported by some
physiologists.

After all, we are still left in doubt as to many
points in regard to the phenomena of the circula-

tion and elevation of the sap. But much more
might be said, and the subject much better eluci-

dated by a scientific writer who had leisure to in-

vestigate it ; but as I must have exhausted your
patience, as I fear I shall that of your readers, I

will leave the other questions of Mr Coffin to some
one better qualified than myself to satisfy his de-

mands. CULTIVATOR.
Brookline, June 1, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

POULTRY, &c.
Mr Fessenden— I am a young farmer and

have paid considerable attention to the raising of
poultry ; and for the purpose of securing my gar-

dens from the depredations of my hens, have en-

closed with a wall and pickets, a yard of an acre

and an half of ground, in which I keep them shut

up ; but from some cause or other they have this

season done comparatively nothing. Now, I am
beginning to think that this results from keeping

too many of them together. Will you, or some
of your correspondents inform me how many may
be kept iu such an inclosure, with profit ; having

a house to roost in, fifty feet by ten, and divided

into four apartments.

Last winter, in the month of February, I lost a

considerable number of fowls, by a disease, which

I do not recollect to have seen treated of in any

work on poultry, unless it is that called by Mow-
bray the Roup. I, however, think it a different

disease from that. My hens had their mouths so

filled with canker that many of them could not

eat, and frequently one or both of their eyes were

so swollen that they could not see. Some, which

lived cannot now see from one e}'e. Qf course

none were cured which were blind in both. Af-

ter trying several medicines without success, I

gave them meal and water, having first dissolved

in it a quantity of Glauber's salts, by which I

saved some of them. Can you tell me of a better

method, and the cause of the disease ?

CEDAR FOR HEDGES.

One of your correspondents makes some inqui-

ries concerning hawthorn fences Would not

red cedars, or as they are commonly called
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among us, savins, answer a better purpose than

hawthorn ?

LIME FOR DESTROYING BUGS.

In one of your late papers I saw several ways

recommended for destroying bugs, worms, &c. I

think I may venture to recommend sawing air

slacked lime, as the cheapest and most effectual

method of ridding gardens of the many kinds of

small vermin that infest our vines ; though per-

haps this is nothing new. C*

Norwich, Con. May 26, 1829.

Remarks by the Editor.—With regard to poultry

it is not in our power to inform bow many may
profitably be kept in an apartment of the size

stated above by our correspondent. The only ac-

count we remember to have seen of keeping great

numbers in the same inclosure, was quoted from a

communication to the British Board of Agricul-

ture, which states in substance, that a Mr Wake-
field, near Liverpool, kept a large stock of poultry

to great advantage on a plat of land, about three-

fourths, or nearly an acre in extent, inclosed with

a fence of six or seven feet in height, composed of

slabs set on one end, or any thinnings of fir, or

other trees, split, put near together, and fastened

to each other near the top and bottom. These

slabs are sharp pointed, and the sharpness of their

tops is supposed to prevent the fowls from flying

over, although the fence is so low. Within this

fence are places slightly put up, but well secured

from wet, for each kind of poultry ; and a pond, or

current of water, runs constantly through it.

—

Here they are regularly fed three or four times a

day with steamed potatoes, with the happiest suc-

cess, as the fowls thrive perfectly well. What
renders this system of poultry management more
worthy of attention, is the great quantity of dung
made in this place, and, when it is cleared out, a

thin paring of the surface is taken off at the same
time, which affords a valuable compost.

A writer for the American Farmer, whose com-
munication was republished in the New England

Farmer, vol. iii. p. 275, states that " the following

method of fattening fowls was communicated to

me by a farmer from Buck's county, Penn. who
is in the practice of supplying the market with the

finest and fattest I have ever seen ;—confine your

fowls in a large airy inclosure, and feed them on

broken Indian corn and mush, with raw potatoes

cut into small pieces, not larger than a filbert

;

placing within their reach, a quantity of charcoal,-

broken into small pieces, which he says, they will

greedily eat, and thereby promote a rapid digestion

of their food." It is probable that the charcoal

and raw potatoes were useful in preventing dis-

eases i:i the poultry, as well as in promoting di-

gestion.

With regard to the diseases of poultry but little

has been stated in such books as have come with-

in the reach of our observation. The Roup seems
to be a general term applied to all diseases in

fowls. " The Pip (according to Mowbray) is a

white scale growing on the tip of the tongue,

which must be torn off and the part rubbed with

salt." Others recommend (and we have been
verbally informed that the prescription has been
found to be successful) to take a little soft soap

and mix it with meal dough, and give it to chick-

ens afflicted with the pip. A portion of animal
food, mixed with vegetable food causes poultry to

thrive, and is thought to contribute to their health.

They eagerly seek for worms and other insects,

and, perhaps, it might be well to feed them occa- I desired in a currant wine, notwithstanding its age.

sionally with butcher's offals, &,(., boiled for that

purpose, as dogs and cats are fed in London.

RED CEDAR HEDGES

Have been highly recommended, and some ob-

servations on the subject may be seen page 206 of

the current volume of the New England Far-

mer.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At the staled meeting of the Society, on Mon-

day evening last, the members present, and the

profusion of superb native, and foreign flowers,

and interesting herbaceous plants which were
brought, evinced the continued and lively interest

taken by the members in promoting the views of

the Society and the cause of Horticulture. We
omit to mention particulars, as the same plants

will probably be shown at the exhibition which is

to take place at the Masonic Hall, on Friday

next.

Patrick Hayes, Esq. presented a box containing

upwards of two hundred packets of seeds of flow-

ers and forest trees, collected by his son, now res-

ident on the Rio Grande, Brazil.

Dr David Hosack, of New York, presented a

box containing several parcels of beans and peas,

the growth of Mexico, which bad been sent to him
by our Minister, Mr Poinsett.

Mr J. C. Loudon, of London, sent a packet

containing a numerous collection of valuable es-

culent vegetables, collected by himself during a

recent tour through Germany. Accompanying
these, was another parcel of sea kale seeds.

Messrs Jes.sop, nursery and seedsmen, of Chel-

tenham, and Messrs Noble & Son, seedsmen, of

London, through Mr Loudon, sent large parcels

of seeds of sea kale, rhubarb, and asp^agus.

—

The specific name of the species of rhtibarb was
not given, but whether it is the medicinal or tart

rhubarb, it will be a great acquisition. Experi-

ence enables us to say, that both kinds flourish in

this state. In five years, a root of the Rheum Ra-

ponticum weighed seven pounds, and when dried

and powdered, was found to be equal in medicinal

effect to any imported.

The asparagus may be an improved variety of

that which we already possess. The thanks of

the Society were voted for these acceptable pres-

ents.

The seeds were partially distributed among the

members, and the remainder will be given to

those who will be likely to make the best use of

them.

A communication from Ilartman Phillips, Esq.

of Phillipshurg, Centre county, Pa, on the culture

of sea kale. Mr P. finds no difficulty in rearing

that fine table esculent, which he has cultivated

for ten years past.

The meeting was favored with two bottles of

white currant wine, by Miss Paschall, of Kings

It wasentireh free from aridity, of a good body,

and resembled in taaU and color, the best quali'y

of SaUtefM wine, which sells for $10 p«:r do/en,

and is rarely to be met with out of France—
Philud.pa.

Our village has for the last week worn very

much the appearance of a commercial city. The
passing and repas-ing of trucks and cans, in car-

rying goods to and receiving them from the boat!

as they departed and arrived, the lauding of bales

and hogsheads on the wharves, and the sound of

the hammer and saw of the builder, who finds

employment on account of this new impulse to

enterprise, give the village the stir and bustle of

business, which is most animating to the specta-

tor. We have heard internal improvements—rail

roads, and canals, called a means of ruining the

country. We do not say it is not so, but we most

devoutly wish that such ruin as has come upon

this village, and the country between this and

Providence, in consequence of the Blackstone

canal, maybe increased ten fold.— Worcester Yio-

man.

At the first semi-annual meeting of the " Salem

Association for the Detection and Prosecution of

Tresspassers on Gardens, Fields, and Orchards, in

the town of Salem and Vicinity," on Wednesday

last, the following gentlemen were chosen officers

for the ensuing year:

—

E. H. Derby, Esq. President.

G. S. Johonnot, Vice do

Francis Penbody,
JWm Mansfield, > Directors.

Robert Manning, )

Samuel Webb, Treasurer.

Eben Putnam, Secretary.

The object of the Association is indicated by

its name ; and the gentlemen composing it, we
aie informed, are determined to enforce the law

ill all cases of theft and trespasses in the gardens,

fields, and orchards of its members.

Loudon's Gardener's Magazine says, " we are

sorry to observe that the practice of pinching off

potato blossoms is not generally adopted, as the

produce would thereby be increased. A corres-

pondent has found from experience that the crop

is not only increased, but is much better in quali-

ty ; and wishes us to direct the attention of our

readers to the practice, which wc hereby Co, fully

convinced of its importance."

Destruction of insects by tobacco xcater.—In the

process of preparing tobacco for use, a liquid is

expressed from it, which is very cheap, and high-

!v destructive of animal life. This mixed with

from three to five parts of water, is found, by a

writer in the Transactions of the London Horti-

cultural Society, to be an effectual remedy for

the aphis, caterpillars, anil similar insects w hich
, Philadelphia county, of very superior qual-

ity. It was the opinion of many of those who I infest fruit trees.

—

Manufacturer's Jour;:,il.

tasted it, that of the numerous samples of currant

wine previously sent to the Society, these were

decidedly the best. The wines hitherto offered,

were made from red currants, winch, as noticed

in the reports of them, are far inferior for the

purpose to the white species ; manufacturers of

the article are urged to give the latter the prefer-

ence. One of the bottles of Miss P.'s wine was

made in 1811, the other in 1S27—both were ex-

cellent, but the first specimen left nothing to be

Premiums on Butter.—The following premiums

are offered by the Committee for the encourage-

ment of the Clinton Market, New York.

ForG lbs. of the first best Butter, a silver cup.

worth I i

For 6 lbs. of the 2d best Butter, a silver milk

pot, worth 10

For o lbs. of the 3d best Butter, 6 silver tea

spoons, worth 6
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BEE WORM, OR MOTH.
We have been told, (and indeed we are satis-

fied of the fact from personal observation) that the

bee worm or bee moth, has been very destructive

to the bees in this part of the country. We have

seen whole hives destroyed by them. Each cavi-

ty of the comb is found to be occupied by a round

black worm, about the size of a large bee's body :

some of them appear to us like a winged insect, in

its chrysalis state ; the mouths of the cavities con-

taining the worms, are closed by a kind of web,

not unlike fine cotton. We have seen a method

of destroying these moths prescribed, which we
subjoin :

" Instinct teaches the bee moth to secrete her-

self during the day, in the corners of the hive.

—

All, therefore, necessary to be done, is to take such

advantage of this fact as that this most pernicious

enemy shall rush to its own destruction. For this

purpose let the orifice of the hive be four inches

wide, and one inch high. At the commencement
of the season for the moth, place a shingle on the

bottom or floor of the hive. You will find in the

morning that almost every moth has taken refuge

under it. They are readily despatched. This is

the mode I have practised with my own bees, and

not a single hive has been injured."

—

Western Car-

olinian.

Best Method of Raising Radishes.—Most of our

garden grounds are too rich for the radish ; and
but few gardens are found that do not contain

more or less of the wire worm. The radish is our

favorite. Hence we are induced to make experi-

ments until we have raised them at least semi-

transparent, and as brittle as glass. Our method
is, merely to mix two parts of sand with one part

of common garden earth, and add a small quanti-

ty of stable manure. Or, earth of a clayey na-

ture is preferable to the garden earth. Since

adopting the above method we have not failed in

a single instance of raising an abundance of

smooth, clear, and fine flavored radishes.

—

Hing-
ham Gaz.

From the Taunton Advocate.

Brother Jonathan—I know your great an-

tipathy to everything new, or in the least savoring

of improvement in agriculture— therefore I shall

venture on the present subject with but little con-

fidence of rousing your attention—for the subject

is improvement. Instead of malting "two spears

of grass grow where one grew before," it is to

make three grow where one would hardly grow
before. You must needs know that some half a

dozen years since, the Hon. John Lowell, of Rox-
bury, imported a small quantity of Lucerne seed
from Europe, with a view of testing its qualities as

a grass for this climate—and after a lapse of this

term of time, which has included the warm win-
ters, and the cold winters—the hot, the cold, the

dry, and the wet summers— consequently includ-

ing the seasons and climates of the world—he
gives his unhesitating approbation of its value as

a valuable grass for this part of the country. Jr.

appears to defy the extreme cold of winter, and
the wilting droughts of summer—its term of
health and vigor is from ten to twelve years, while
that of the common clover is but two or three

years ; and what is singular in this species of clo-

veiyit requires three cuttings, which will average
two and a half tons to the acre at a cutting.

On good land, and well prepared, eight tons is

considered a moderate yield to the acre, at the

three cuttings. The soil proper for this kind of

grass is a mellow, rich loam, though any kind will

answer well except a stiff' clay land, or land very

low and inclining to bake in summer.

The land designed for this grass should be well

prepared by two or three deep ploughings, and

the manure ploughed in at the second ploughing
;

it should be sown with oats or barley, at the rate

of fifteen or twenty pounds to the acre. The seed

can always be had at the N. E. Farmer office, at

from 38 to 50 cents the pound.

Should you take it into your head bye and bye,

that it will be profitable to improve your breed of

cows for the milk market, as you undoubtedly will,

this kind of grass will be a great acquisition in the

furthering that object, as it is very esculent and

nutritive
;

properties essential to the yield of

milk.

Now by way of experiment, procure five pounds

of the seed, and select forty rods of your good

kind of land, such as yields a fair crop of corn, and

proceed according to the directions above, and if

you repent of the undertaking in the summer of

1830, you may bring an action against me for

damage, which I promise to pay without litiga-

tion, through the medium of the Advocate office.

Taunton, May 20, 1929. VERITAS.

MEDICINES.
A physician who should in all cases confine

himself to the use of " simples," might be justly

accounted a simple-ton. We believe, however,

that most physicians prescribe medicines much
more sparingly than formerly, and would use

fewer still, were it not that some of their patients

will not be satisfied without frequent doses.

—

There are people who would gladly swallow about

half a peck of medicines per week.

There is, perhaps, no department of knowledge
that has been so clogged with false facts and false

experience, as that which treats upon the virtues

and properties of medicinal substances ; and the

uncertainty which attaches to the subject has af-

forded the designing imposter the finest field for

knavery and deception. Even where the physic-

al properties of a substance are well understood,

a physician can seldom determine with certainty

what its direct effect and secondary consequences
will be, on the living body. The operation of a

medicine is very different in one individual from
what it is in another, and it is even quite different

in the same individual at different times. The
state of the body is not only different in different

persons, but it is perpetually varying in the fame
person. After millions of experiments, and two
thousand years experience, not a single specific or

absolute remedy for a disease has been discover-

ed. The application of specific cures to diseases,

without respect to the state of the patient, or pe-

culiarities of each case, is the essence of quack-

ery. The whole system of curing diseases by

printed directions, without regard to the causes of

symptoms, the history of the case, the state, hab-

its, and constitution of the patient, is quackery.

—

Of the numerous quack medicines advertised in

the newspapers, some give relief in some cases,

but are injurious in others ; some do very little

good or harm ; and some are pernicious in most
cases.

About 18 years ago, Dr M'Nevin, of New York,

obtained from a French chemist, the recipe for a

syrup that was used in France, and gave publicity

to its composition in a medical journal. Mr
Swaim, then a book, binder, procured the recipe,

changed one of the ingredients, disguised the
whole by the addition of the oil of winter green,

and then set forth the wonderful properties of his

vegetable syrup, which he denominated " Swaim's
Panacea." It sometimes cures, and sometimes ag-

gravates the disease for which it is given. Mr
Swaim has acquired immense wealth by the sale

of his nostrum.
" Anderson's Cough Drops " were first prepared

by a saddler in Connecticut, and consist of three

or four parts balsam of honey to one part lauda-

num, disguised, as are most quack preparations,

with the oil of winter green. He gave the name
of Anderson to his medicine, because Anderson's
pills had obtained a currency.

The extent of the imposition practised upon the

community by quacks, and quack medicines, is

amazing; but we are far fiom believing that

quackery is confined to " unlicensed practition-

ers."

—

Hamp. Gaz.

A JVbble Example for Employers in all trades

and occupations.—Mr Allaire, a builder of steam

engines and boilers, in New York, employs 200
hands, all hale, hearty, contented looking men.

—

On one of the principal doors is the following no-

tice in large letters :

(Xp
3 " Any person that brings or drinks spiritu-

ous liquors on my premises, will be discharged

without any pay for the week.
JAMES P. ALLAIRE."

He has enforced this salutary regulation for

nine years, without difficulty. His workmen are

all temperate, industrious men, and take good care

bf their families.

From the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

AMERICAN PATENTS GRANTED IN JAN-
UARY, 1829.

For a manner of Preparing White Lead for
Painting without grinding ; John Barney, New
Haven township, Huron county, Ohio, Janua-

ry 2.

• This is a process for rendering white lead mis-

cible with oil, without the trouble of grinding.

—

The means prescribed are simple ; the paint ac-

cording to the declaration of the patentee, dries

with a finer surface than that from ground lead;

whether it will stand equally well, requires the

test of time. Being a recipe, we do not publish it

without permission.

For Drying Cut Tobacco, in tobacco factories ;

George Campbell, Schenectady, New York, Jan-

uary 7.

The patentee states that it has, heretofore, been

the practice of tobacconists to dry their cut tobac-

co upon tables of the ordinary construction, which

in large establishments, demands a great deal of

room, the want of which produces much delay.

The improvement for which the patent is obtain-

ed, is the use of a number of tables placed one

above the other, allowing an interval of five inches

between each. They may be variously construct-

ed, so as either to be moveable, or stationary, with,

or without framed corner posts, &c.

In the plan represented in the drawing, all the

tables are made to let or lower down, so as to lie

flat upon the lower table ; the upper one is then

covered with tobacco, and raised into its place,

and the whole in succession, changed in the same
way.
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For a plough denominated the Prairie Hogging

and Ditcking Plough ; John Gordon, Copec, Co-

lumbia county, New York. Assigned to Jona. J.

Coddington, New York, January 13.

This plough, as its name indicates, is to be ap-

plied in bogs, or meadow ground, only. The

standard of iron is attached to the beam in the

usual way, and screwed on the inner face of the

land side as in the common plough. The land

side is of cast iron, about 6 inches deep, 1 thick,

and 3 feet long from heel to toe, with a pin or

blade on the bottom edge of the land side, about

2 inehes wide at the heel, and narrowing to a

point nearly opposite the standard. Tins blade

is to make a horizontal cut at the bottom of the

Log ; there is fastened to it by screws, a sharp-

ened steel blade, or cutter, of such size and form

as to make a horizontal cut in shaving the bog

from the soil, of about two feet In front of this,

there is, attached to the beam, a vertical steel cut-

ter, of about eighteen inches in length, six in

width, and one in thickness at the back ; this is

brought to a perfectly sharp edge ; it is curved

back so as to cut with the greater facility. The
mould board is not formed to turn the sod over,

but to slide it out of the furrow, to be afterwards

removed. A draft bar passes through a mortise

in the beam, standing at right angles with it, and

being about two feet in length. This is to afford

to the team a parallel draft on the land side of

the beam. " Thus in the manner of using, the

team travels on the unploughed land, by means
of the draft bar, the horizontal cutter enters light-

ly upon the surface, cutting the bogs, roots,

stumps, &c. ; the vertical cutter separating the cleft

turf from the land, whilst the mould board forces it

from its bed, leaving the ground surface level,and

completely cleared for tillage.

" What I particularly claim as my exclusive

right, is, the application of the draft bar to the

said plough ; and its general application in cutting

bogs, and ditching in prairies, and bog meadows."

NEWSPAPERS.
The London Morning Chronicle says the great

body of the people in England and Scotland nev-

er read any newspapers ; from their price, and

the poverty of the people, the newspapers are ac-

cessible only to the higher, and middle classes.

—

The same may probably be said of the people of

every country in Europe. A gentleman who had

been in France, informed us that in some villages

of 5 or 6000 inhabitants, not more than two or

three newspapers were taken. The following

tribute to the people of the United States appears

in the Constitutionnel, a paper published in

Paris.

" There is not a hamlet so obscure that the

light of the periodical press does not penetrate it.

A foreigner is surprised to hear common farmers

debate, with a perfect knowledge of men and

things, not only upon the affairs of their own
country, but even upon the political events of

which Europe is the theatre. There is more
good sense, more sound ideas upon civilization, in

a log house in the United States, than in our

most brilliant saloons, and even our academies."

Hamp. Gaz.

MIRACLES

!

A French lady of the name of Saint Amour,

lately embraced the doctrines of Swedenborg, and

professed to have the miraculous gift of curing all

human diseases, by praying, looking upon, cr

touching the persons afflicted. The street where
she resided in the city of Nantes, in France, WW
tilled with persons seeking to be cured, ami
wherever she went, the devotees beset her, anil

sought to touch her garments. The people be-

lieved that the Virgin Mary had descended among
them, and all the villages in the neighboring de-

partments sent forth their sick to he healed. Two
pamphlets have been published on the subject by

two intelligent men of Nantes. They slate that

many cures were instantaneously performed by

her— paralytics threw away their crutches, swell-

ings disappeared, rheumatic pains ceased, contort-

ed limbs were restored, &c. ; but they admit that

most of the cures have been of short duration, and

that in consequence, the people of Nantes have

endeavored to turn into contempt the pretensions

of the fair Swedcnborgian.

There is nothing miraculous in these temporary

cures. They show the influence of the imagina-

tion—of the mind over the body. It is frequent-

ly demonstrated that an operation of the mind
can modify the action of the vessels, nerves, and

muscles of the body in a mysterious manner.

—

The authenticated cases of cures performed by old

women, seventh sons, Catholic saints, &c. are all

to be referred to the influence of the imagination.

The marvellous recoveries ascribed to quack med-

icines depend on the same cause ; the surprising

effects are produced on those who have full faith

in the remedies. Quackery of all kinds, licensed

and unlicensed, commonly finds an ample fund of

public credulity to levy contributions upon.

—

Hamp. Gaz.

directed to the office of the Register, had been
lost. He says he cannot speak thus of the south
and southwest

; and that hi* losses have been
heavy, notwithstanding the late excellent Post
Master General was laboring to bring about a ref-

ormation in those quarters. The Ullrtpm be says,

is sent with more certainty to the most distant
places east, than it is to the short distance of 50-

miles south of the Potomac, except to some of the
principal Post Offices

—

Berk. American.

A Vermont teamster, it is said, transports a load

of five tons from Boston to Vermont with a single

pair of horses. The wheels of his wagon are 8

or 9 feet in diameter ; there are no axles under

the body of the wagon, but strong beams pass

across above the load, and from each end of these,

two timbers descend, one on each side of the

wheel, to which the short axles that pass through

the hubs are fastened. The body of the vehicle

is suspended from the upper cross beams, and the

weight of the load comes nearer the ground than

in other wagons.

—

Ibid.

Coal.—Professor Eaton, of the Rensselaer
School, Troy, has just published a statement in

the American Journal of Science and the Arts, de-
tailing the particulars of his having found carbu-
retted hydrogen gas, along or near the whole line

of the canal from L'tica to near Lockport, which
he says indicates the presence of mineral coaL

—

On the Eastern continent, the largest beds of coal

lie under the same kind of rock, which is some-
times 600 ft. thick, and generally gives off the same
gas. He thinks these facts should induce the Le-
gislature to cause extensive borings to be made
along the canal.

—

Long Island Star.

Cobbett says that he and his family of 12 per-

sons, (including laborers) have lived at his farm
house more than a year without wine, spirits, sugar,

tea, coffee, or any sort of grocery—wi'hout any-
thing not produced from the land in England ;

and he offers to bet £100 that there is not under
any six roofs, any twelve persons with so much
blooming health, " so many square inches of red

upon the cheeks," as in his family of twelve per-

sons. No doctor or apothecary has set his foot

within the doors of his farm house; there ha
been no illness in the family. He concludes as

follows :
— " If people will not restrain themselves

from those indulgences which cause sickness,

sick they will be, and sick they ought to be."

MULBERRY TREES.
At a meeting of the Trustees of the Worces-

ter County Agricultural Society, specially con-

vened, April 23, 1829, it was voted, that in com-
pliance with the injunctions of the Legislature, in

their late Act, continuing and extending the liber-

ality of the government to the encouragement of

Agriculture and Manufactures, the following pre-

mium be proposed : To the proprietor of the best

Nursery of Mulberry Trees, within the coun-

ty, in number and quality, on the first Jf'edncsday

of Mai/, 1832, to be determined upon inspection

and comparison, by a committee to be appointed

by the Trustees for that purpose, upon the appli-

cation of those who shall claim to be competitors,

twenty days next preceding the said first Wednes-
day of May, $60,00.

Attest, W. D. WHEELER, Rec. Sec'y.

A gentleman who resides at Kingsclere, Hamp-
shire, England, recently had in his stock, a cow
which produced 21 calves, 300 hhds. of milk, and
4 tons of butter, the value of which might be fair-

ly estimated at £500. When killed, the fat of
this wonderful cow weighed more than the lean

and bones altogether.

Post Office Department.—Niles, in a late number
of the Register, states that such is the attention

and fidelity in the management of the Post Offiees,

east and north of the Susquehannah, that general-

ly not more than one letter out of five hundred,

Recipe for Ice Cream.—Three quarters of a
pound of loaf sugar, one quart of cream, the

whites of three eggs well beat up—mix together

and simmer it on the fire until it nearly boils, then

take it oft' ami strain it, and when cold put it into

the mould and churn it until it freezes. Scrape

it from the sides of the mould occasionally, during

the freezing process, and beat it up well with the

ice cream stick. Flavor it with lemon, rose, ven-

elli, strawberries, chocolate, fee, as you like it

New milk is nearly as good as cream, and skim-

med milk will do ; but for the latter add the

whites of two or three additional eggs.

Cows should always be treated with great gen-

tleness, and soothed by mild usage, especially

when young and ticklish, or when the udders are

tender, in which case they ought to be fomented

with warm water before milking, and touched

with gentleness ; otherwise the cow will be in

danger of contracting bad habits, become stub-

born and unruly, and retaining her milk ever af-

ter. A cow uever gives down her milk pleasant

ly to the person she dreads or dislikes.
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Infancy of Knowledge.—Mankind at the begin-

ning of the 15th century, are thus described in

the Liverpool Observer.
" They had neither looked into heaven nor

earth, neither into the sea nor land, as has been

done since. They had philosophy without ex-

periment, mathematics without instruments, ge-

ometry without scale, astronomy without demon-
stration.

They made war without powder, shot, cannon,

or mortars ; nay, the mob made their bonfires

without squibs, or crackers. They went to sea

without compass, and sailed without the needle.

They viewed the stars without telescopes, and

measured altitudes without barometers. Learn-

ing had no printing press, writing no paper, and
paper no ink. The lover was forced to send his

mistress a deal board for a love letter, and a bil-

let doux might be of the size of an ordinary tren-

cher. They were clothed without manufacturers,

and their richest robes were the skins of the most
formidable monsters. They carried on trade

without books, and correspondence without posts

;

their merchants kept no accounts, their shopkeep-
ers no cash book ; they had surgery without an-

atomy, and physicians without the materia medi-
ca ; they gave emetics without ipecacuanha, and
cured agues without bark."

JVEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JUNE 12, 1829.

The able article which commences this nuin
ber of the N. E. Farmer, on the " Circulation of
Sap in Trees," &c, will be found worthy of at

tentive perusal. It not only furnishes proofs of
acute investigation, but presents valuable materi-
als for further inquiries. An accurate knowledge
of the theory of vegetation cannot fail to afford

practical results of the greatest utility. By ascer-

taining the manner in which Nature conducts her
operations, in giving existence to the vegetable
kingdom, we may apply the rules of Art with an
assurance of the most beneficial results.

FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' WORK FOR
JUNE.

If the season be at all dry, your garden vegeta

always ready to spring up in every soil, and which

would rob the cultivated plants of most of their

food. Scraping the surface, if it be done fre-

quently, may answer this purpose ; but to des

troy the roots of weeds deeper hoeing is neccs

sary.

2. To keep the soil from becoming too compact,

which prevents the roots from extending them-

selves freely in search of their food ; at the same
time keeping up a fermentation, by which the

vegetable food is concocted, and brought into

contact with the roots. For this purpose the

deeper land is hoed the better. But hoeing

should cease or be only superficial, when the

roots are so far extended as to be much injured

by the hoe. They will bear a little cutting with-

out injury. For where a root is cut off, several

new branches will come up in its place.

3. To render the soil more open and porous, so

that it shall greedily drink in the nightly dews,
and that rain may not run off, but readily soak in

as it falls, and be retained. Accordingly the more
and oftener land is hoed, the more its plants are

nourished.

4. Another design of hoeing, and which has
not been enough attended to, is to nourish plants

by drawing fresh soil near to them, the effluvium

of which enters their pores, and increases their

growth. At the same time the earthing of plants

makes them stand more firmly, increases their

pasture in the spots where the roots most abound
;

and prevents the drying of the earth down to

the roots."

—

Deane. Another writer says " Thin
out and earth up all your plants ; remember that

frequent hoeing is both rain and manure to your
vegetables in dry weather."

CUT WORMS.

the new White Dutch Lettuce, the new Water-
loo Pea, from Europe, (a tall sort, of rich flavor,

and bears all summer,) the Amazonian Lettuce,
Sir John Sinclair's new Beet, and some other
vegetable, and ornamental Flower Seeds. Also,
the following works for the Library of the Socie-
ty—Speechly's Treatise on the Culture of the
Vine, and Pine Apple, and on the Formation of
Vineyards—The Fruit Grower's Instructer

Hayne's Treatise on the Culture of the Strawber-
ry, Raspberry, Gooseberry, and Currant, with col-

ored plates—Drummond's New Treatise on Bot-
any—Davy's Agricultural Chemistry—Maddqck's
Treatise on the Culture of Flowers, with splen-

did colored engravings. All the above works are
the latest London editions.

From Capt. M. C. Perry, of the U. S. Navy, a
quantity of the Egyptian Beans, (cultivated in

Egypt for cattle)—some onion seed, and melon
seed, brought by him from Asia Minor.

From John Bartlett, Esq., a box of roots of
an esculent vegetable, brought by him from Cuba,
and supposed to be the original root of the po-
tato.

The following persons were admitted mem-
bers, at the last meeting : Ebenezer Seaver, Jr,

Roxbury—John P. Rice, Esq. Boston—Ebenezer
T. Andrews, Esq., Boston—Gen. Aaron Capen,
Dorchester—Otis Nichols, Dorchester—Benj. Thom-
as, Esq., Hingham—John Perry, Sherburne, and
Rev. Gardner B. Perry, East Bradford.

The Seeds and Roots will be distributed at the

meeting tomorrow,

—

(see advertisement.)

{^p* A very convenient and spacious room has
been fitted up, over the counting room of the New
England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street, for

the use of the Society. The room is furnished

with various agricultural, and other periodical
Dr Deane directed as follows : » If you perceive

joul
.na lS) aud is open at an hours of the day for

any melon, cabbage, cauhflower plants, &c. injur- tIl0 use of members. At this room will be de-
ed by the cut worm, open the earth at the foot of posited all seetls> seions of supel.ior fruitS) draw.

the plant, and you will never fail to find the worm
at the root, within four inches. Kill him, and
you will save not only the other plants of your
garden, but many thousands in future years."

TAR FOR SHEEP.

A gentleman, who keeps a large flock of sheep,
assures us that during the season of grazing, he
gives his sheep to', at the rate of a gill a day to

tering. Lettuces, and cabbages, are often hard
and stringy

; turnips, and radishes do not swell

;

onions decay; cauliflowers die off; and, in gen-
eral, in dry seasons, all the crucifirem become
stinted, or covered with insects, even in rich, deep
soils. Copious waterings in the evenings, during
the dry seasons, would produce that fulness and
succulency which we find in the vegetable pro-
ductions in the low countries, and in the Marsh
Gardens at Paris, and in England at the begin-
ning and latter end of the season. The vegetables
brought to the London market, from the Neat's
Rouses, and other adjacent gardens, where the
ituportant article of watering is much more at-
tended to than in private country gardens, may
be adduced as affording proofs of the advantage
of the practice."

HOEINO.

" The ends to be answered by hoeing are
chiefly these : 1. To destroy weeds .which are

and is thought to be a specific against the rot.

SO-MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL
CIETY.

The following donations have been received for

this Society since their last aieeting :

From An ore Parmentier, Esq., proprietor of
the Horticultural Garden, New York, a variety of
seeds of European grasses, comprising the Rough
Seeded Spurrey, of Flanders, (Spergula arvensis,)

Meadow Soft Grass, (Holcus Lanatus,) English
Rye Grass, (Lolium perenne,) Yellow Meddick,
(Medicago fulcala,) Field Burnet, for Sheep, (Po-
terium sangvisorba,)— Trifolium rubrum of Flan-
ders.

From Charles Savage, Esq. a small package
of vegetable seeds, from Guatimala, Central
America.

From Grant Thorburn & Son, of New York,
a quantity of rare vegetable seeds, consisting of

ngs of fruits, new implements of use in horticul-

ture, books for the Library of the Society ; and all

fruits, vegetables, or ornamental flowers that may
be offered for the premiums of the Society.

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY.

This Society, which has exercised an influence

so important and beneficial on the agricultu-

ral interests of this commonwealth, was incorpo-

rated in 1792, and a fund subscribed, amounting
in donations alone, to 3984 dollars. 'Among the

donations at the incorporation of the Society, were
the following—Governor Gore, .$1000; Hon.
Thomas Russell, $1000 ; Hon. James Bowdoin,
$400 ; Andrew Cragie, Esq., $400 ; David Sear?,

Esq., $200 ; Joseph Barrell, $200 ; Thomas Lee,

Esq., $200 ; Patrick Jeffrey, Esq., $200 ; S. W.
Pomeroy, Charles Vaughan, J. C. Jones, and Sam-
uel Eliot, Esqrs., $100 each; Doct. Lettsom, of
London, the celebrated philanthropist, gave ten

guineas. The funds of the Society now amount
to about $14,000. The amount of premiums given

by the Society, since the establishment of the Cat-

tle Shows, have averaged about $1200 each year.

Method ofpreventing milk from turning sour.—
Put a spoonful of wiid horse radish into a dish of

milk ; the milk may then be preserved sweet,

either in the open air, or in a cellar, for several

days, while such as has not been so guarded will

become sour.

—

Am. Partner.
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From Ihc Worcester /Egis.

THE SUN FLOWER.
The muse of History hus Dot preserved tht;

name of the honest Dutchman, woo first introduc-

ed the sun flower to garison the garden, and stand

sentinel of its outposts, smirking with its great,

broad, good humored face, at every passer, and

bending to the day star with Eastern adoration
;

and herein has history been faithless to the ben-

efactors of our race, as in the many other matters

where she neglects departed worth, or inscribes

lying legends instead of solemn truths on the page.

The goodly sun flower unlike the gay dandies of

the earlier months, who come parading out in

their coats of many colors, on soil of aristocratic

refinement, is a plain, simple republican in his

habits, and he grows as fair, and as tall, and as

goodly to see, when he plants himself by the way
side, as when he looks down in the delicate com-

pany of the peony, or the tulip. An upright gen-

tleman is he too, looking boldly round him with

the consciousness of merit : and as liberal and

free as he is beautiful ; imparting food and shelter

to the birds that nestle under his leaves in the au-

tumnal storms, with the munificence of a generous

patron.

Of all the scenes of grandeur on which the eye

rests, commend us to the view of a squadron of

sun flowers. Who has not seen the warriors of

the militia, spreading in long line, or gathering in

column, bristling with burnished steel, nodding

with plumes, and girt so tight with belt and

buckle as not to be able to draw breath but once

in every three steps ? And who has not felt that

it was a sublime sight, as the pageant rolled by

with the flash of sun beams on sword and bayonet

—and banners floating out to the beat of drum,

and the clang of trumpet, and many a pound of

warranted live geese feathers, tied to a stick danc-

ing over helmet, cap, and bonnet. But what is

all this, to the splendor of a regiment of sun flow-

ers, with their broad disks, and yellow fringes

gathered round the home of the husbandman.
Learned philosophers have stated that the ef-

fect of familiarity is to deaden our feeling of won-
der and surprise. From this principle it is that

bright eyes look, and red lips speak, without ad-

miration of the goodly flower of the sun. The
taste and fashion of the time is for things dearly

bought and fur brought. Let some adventurer

furnished with a dozen seeds from some of the

stalely heads of the citizens of the garden, provide

a name which cannot be spoken—and a price

which few can pay, and our honest friends would

walk into parlors, and set on carpets, and affect

to grow delicate and gentlemanly as favored ex

oties.

We like the consistent political course of our

leafy friend who turns his face alike to the declin

ing and rising sun : who if he may occasionally

loll over the fence, does not rest there because he

cannot stand alone.

The goodly plant unites utility with elegance.

The oil extracted from the seed may be burnt in the

lamp of the student—spread on the plate of the

epicure, or bestowed on the painter's canvas—the

flower cups furnish an esculent pleasant to the

taste, and honey of delicious flavor—and the

stalks afford the materials for hemp, to hang

rogues, and fasten horses. We know not but its

cultivation for sugar would be as much an im-

provement in New England husbandry, as the

growth of the beet for that invaluable purpose,

which has been recommended by the savuns of

France.

Brighton Cattle Market.—Monday, Juno 1, 1K29.

The number of beef cattle 120, sold from $5,50

to $6,50 per hundred. All sold by 9 o'clock, A.

M. Sales, 50 cents per hundred more than any

preceding week for the year past.

Mustard Seed.— I have often been surprised that

iliis article so easily raised, should not be more

extensively cultivated ; it woidd certainly pay

well, as I believe the Flour of Mustard, is now re-

tailing at 75 cents per lb. It is altogether sur-

prising that we should still be importing this arti-

cle in its manufactured state.

—

Ohio Reposi-

tory.

Quarterly Review. The last number of this

valuable and interesting work has just been re-

published by Wells & Lilly, and contains articles

on the following subjects:—Life and Writings of

Dr Parr—New Colony on Swan's River—Judge

Hall's Letters from the West—Surtees' History of

Durham—The Journal of a Naturalist—Currency

—Mechanical Philosophy— State and Prospects

of Great Britain—New Publications—Price $5 per

The season was never so backward as it is this

year, in the neighborhood of Dublin, and Ireland

generally ; but we have been informed, that there

are fewer cases of fever at present in the hospi-

tals, than were ever before known at this period

of the yeai We need not observe, that a late

season is always considered auspicious to the

hopes of the agriculturist in this climate.

—

Dublin

Morning Chronicle.

Mr S. G. Reynolds, of Bristol, R. I. has invent-

ed, patented, and put in operation, at Pawtucket, a

machine for manufacturing wrought nails, by wa-

ter power. A complete and substantial head is form-

ed to the nail, with a smooth and exact taper, pref-

erable to those wrought by hand. Jlechanics

speak highly of it.

MUltt Seed.
For tale al the Seed Store connected with the New England

Parmer, No. 52 N.,nli Market street.

SO buibels of Millet Seed,—clean, and of superior quality.

Also, a very extensive variety of Ornamental Flower Seeds,
in papeis of G cu eaclj, or 100 varieties, one paper each, for

$6/0S.

ROMAN—This elegant, full blooded horse, a brigtit bay,

with black leg", mane, and tail, of high spirit and good tem-

per, will Hand al the farm of Mr Stephen Williams, in Nonb-
borough, Mt, at £20 the season, to I* paid before the mares an
taken away.—See New England Fanner, May 15.

Red and H'hite Cover Seed.

For sale at the New England Fanner Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street,

500 lbs. Dutch White Honeysuckle Clover, (imported.)

Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Graas, Lucerne,

Foul Meadow, Hemp and Flax Seed, otc, &c.

March 27 t

Fa km for sale in Milton, of about 200 acres, remarkably well

watered, with every variety of lands and fruits, good substan-

tial buildings.and a large portion of valuable woodland.—Also,

lor sale, or to let, opposite to the above named premises, a large

dwelling houie, with a good bake bouse, verv pleasaotly situ-

ated—For farther particulars, 6ee the New England farmer
for May 1.5, or inquire ol the publisher, or P. H. Pierce, 93

State si, or N. Tucker, on the premises.

May 22, 1823. if

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, the two English horses, will stand

for the season at their stable in Brighton. Barefoot at £25,

and Cleveland al §10, with gl tor the groom. a24

PRICES OF COU.YTRY PRODUCE.

NOTICE.

There will be an adjourned meeting of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, at the Horticultural Hall, over

the counting room ol the New England Farmer, on Saturday

next, the 13lh inst, at 11 o'clock, A. M.

Members are requested to be punctual in their attendance.

R. L. EMMONS, Hec. Sec'y.

Boston, June 10th, 1829.

Stone and Aqueduct Pipe.

A further supply of this very useful and necessary article for

drain and water courses, which is superior and cheaper than

anything used for the purpose, is for sale at the Agricultural

Warehouse, No. 52 North Market street, where orders are re-

ceived for a supply of any quantity or size wanted, with turns

and circular piece's to match. J. R. NEWELL, Agent for

Stone Pipe Corporation Company. 3w

Buckwheat, &,-c.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New Eng-

land Farmer. No. 52 North Market Street,

A few bushels of Buckwheat, growth of 1S28. Also, a fur-

ther supply of Fowl Meadow Grass Seed, of superior quality.

JVew China Tea Sets, and light blue Dinner Ware.

Received, a great variety of the above ; which, with a com-

plete assortment of Crockery, China, and Glass Ware, are of-

fered for sale, low, at No. -i Dock Square.

Seed Potatoes.

For sale, at No. 26 Foster's wharf, 200 bushels of superior

Nova Scotia Potatoes. A fine opportunity is here offered to

farmers, who wish to improve the quality of their seed pota-

toes. June 5

APPLES, best. - - - barrel

ASHES, pot, first sort, - - - ion.

Pearl, first sort, - - - |

BEANS, while, - - - bushel

BEEF, mess, - - barrel.

Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2,

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1, new, pound.

CHEESE, new milk, - - -
"

Skimmed milk, - - I
"

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, - barrel.

Genesee, - - I "
Rye, best, - - - - I

GRAIN, Corn, .... bushel,

Rye, - - - "

Barley, - - -

Oats.' - - - -
"

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new, - pound.

LIME, .cask.

PLAISTER PARIS retails at - ton.

PORK, clear. - - - barrel.

Navy, mess,
Cargo, No. 1,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, - - bushel.

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, - - - • "

Rye Grass, ... '•

Tall Meadow Oats Grass. -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne, ... - pound

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, - -
J

"

WOOL, Merino, full' blood, washed. -
;

"

Merino, lull blood, unwashed,
|

"

Merino, three fourths washed, "
Merino, half blood, - -

Merino, quarter washed,
Native, washed, - .

- - !

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, socond son, ' '•

Pulled, '• spinning, first sort.

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRLCTKD KVKFY WLEK ET MR. HJTW/

(Clr. k«r F<matil-haU Market.)

BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fresh, best pieces.

whole hegs,'

VEAL. - - -

MUTTON. -

POULTRY, - - - -

BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS.
MEAL, Rye, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS,
CIDER, [according lo quality]

MM I TO
300 500

1S5 00 130 00
I..-, '• no oo

1 00 1 37
10 25 10 50
9 00 9 50

8 50
16
9
3

7 12
7 50

8 00
11

7 00
7 CO

.56
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MISCELLANIES.
THE SWEET BRIER.

BY BRAINERD.

Our sweet autumnal western-scented wind

Robs of its odors none so sweet a flower,

In all the blooming waste it left behind,

As that the sweet brier yields it ; and the shower

Wets not a rose that buds in beauty's bower

One half so lovely,—yet it grows along

The poor girl's pathway—by the poor man's door.

Such are the simple folks it dwells among;

And humble as the bud, so humble be the song.

I love it, for it takes its unlouch'd stand

Not in the vase that sculptors decorate

—

Its sweetness all is of my native land,

And e'en its fragrant leaf has not its mate

Among the perfumes which the rich and great

Buy from the odors of the spicy east.

You love your flowers and plants—and wiil you hate

The little four leaved rose that I love best,

That freshest will awake, and sweetest go to rest ?

TEMPERANCE.
Would you extend your narrow span,

And make the most of life you can ;

Would you, when med'eines cannot save,

Descend with ease into the grave

;

Calmly retire like evening light,

And cheerful bid the world good night ?

Let temperance constantly preside,

Our best physician, friend, and guide.

Would you to wisdom make pretence,

And be esteemed a man of-seose ?

Let temperance, friend to wealth and fame,

With steady hand direct your aim;
Or like an archer in the dark,

Your random shaft will miss the mark,
And while life's thorny maze you trace,

Still seek renown but meet disgrace.

Olden Time in Massachusetts.—In 1627, there
was but 37 ploughs in all Massachusetts, and the
use of these agricultural implements wa6 not fa-
miliar to all the planters. From the annals of
Salem it appears, in that year, it was agreed by
the town to grant Richard Hutchinson 20 acres of
land, in addition to his share, on condition " he
set up ploughing."

1630. A sumptuary act of the General Court
prohibited short sleeves, and required the garment
to be lengthened so as to cover the arms to the
wrists, and required reformation " in immoderate
great breeches, knots of ribbon, broad shoulder
bands, and tayles, silk rases, double cuffs, and
ruffs."

1639. " For preventing the miscarriage of let-
ters, it is ordered that notice be given, that Rich-
ard Fairbank, his house in Boston, is the place
appointed for all letters, which are brought from
beyond the sea, or are to be sent thither, are to
be brought unto him, and he is allowed for every
such letter Id., and must answer all miscarriages
through his own neglect in this kind, provided
that no man shall be obliged to bring his letters
thither unless he please."

1647. The Court order, that if any young man
attempt to address a young woman without con-
sent of her parents, or in case of their absence, of
the County Court, he shall be fined £4 for the first
offence, £10 for the second, and be imprisoned for
the third.

1649. Matthew Stanley was tried for drawing

in the affections of John Tarbox's daughter, with-

out the consent of her parents, convicted, and
fined £5 : fees 2*. 6d. Three married women
were fined 5s each, for scolding.

1653. Jonas Fairbanks was tried for wearing
great boots, but was acquitted.

—

Nat. JEgis.

An Innkeeper's Regret.—Joseph II. Emperor of

Germany, travelling incognito, stopped at an Inn
in the Netherlands, where it being fair time, and
the houses crowded, he readily slept in an out-

house, after a slender repast of bacon and eggs,

for which and his bed he paid the charge of about

three shillings and sixpence, English. A few
hours after, some of his Majesty's suite coming
up, the landlord appeared very uneasy at not hav-

ing known the rank of his guest. ' Pshaw, man,'

said one of the attendants, 'Joseph is accustomed
to such adventures, and will think nothing of it.'

' Very likely,' replied mine host, ' but I shall—

I

cannot forgive myself for having an Emperor in

my house, and letting him off for three and six-

pence.'

Sleep—The capacity for sleeping, like the ca-

pacity for eating and drinking, is to be increased

by indulgence. Much depends upon habit. Some
people can sleep when they will, and can wake
when they will ; and are as much refreshed with

a short nap as a long one. Sea-faring people
have this property from education. One gentle-

man, who entertained a notion that a second nap
was injurious, invariably got up as soon as he
awoke, no matter how early the hour—winter or

summer. Others, again, will sleep for four-and-

twenty hours. The celebrated Quin bad this fac-

ulty. ' What sort of a morning is it. John ?'

—

' Very wet, sir.' ' Any mullet in the market >'—
' No, sir.' 'Then, John, you may call me this

time tomorrow.' So saying, he composed himself
to sleep, and got rid of the ennui of a dull day in

the arms of Morpheus.

War Horses.—General Washington had two fa-

vorite horses ; one a large elegant parade horse of
a chesnut color, high spirited, and a gallant car-

riage
; this horse had belonged to the British

army : the other was smaller and his color sorrel.

This he used always to ride in time of action
;

so that whenever the General mounted him, the

word ran through the ranks, ' we have business
on band.'

At the battle of Germantown, General Wayne
rode his gallant roan, and in charging the enemy,
his horse received a wound in his head, and fell,

and was supposed dead. Two days after, the
j

roan returned to the American camp, not materi-
ally injured, and was again fit for service.

care of his horses, he discovered a rattle snake,
about two feet long, with six rattles, occupying
the seat on the load which he himself had occu-
pied in travelling four or five miles. Some per-
sons might conclude that the object of his visiting

our village, was to obtain employment ; as a late

member of the House of Representatives from
Georgia, in a speech against the tariff, declared
the manufacturers to be a set of reptiles. But it

is more likely, however, that he had concealed
himself in a hollow stick of wood, was put on the
wagon unnoticed, and after arriving at Mulica
Hill, had placed himself in the seat of Mr Doran,
for the purpose of viewing more minutely, the sin-

gular appearance which the place presents to

strangers.

—

IVoodbury, N. J. Herald.

There's triclcs in a' trades hit ours, (as the law-
j

yer said to his client.) An honest rustic went

!

into the shop of a Quaker to buy a hat, for which
j

25s. was demanded. He offered 20s. ' As I
j

live,' said the Quaker, ' I cannot afford to give it

thee at that price.' ' As you live ! ' exclaimed the i

countryman, ' then live more moderately.' ' Friend,'

said the Quaker, ' thou shalt have the hat for

nothing. I have sold hats for the last twenty
years, and my trick was never found out till

now,'

Singular Passenger.—On the 29th ultimo, when
Mr John Doran, had returned from Moores Field
to Mulica Hill, with a load of wood, and taken

Mangel Wurlzel, Sugar Beet, Sfc.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New
England Farmer, 52 North Market street,

200 lbs. Mangel Wurtzel.
200 lbs. French Sugar Beet, raised expressly for this

establishment, by John Prince, Esq. Roxbury.—The
superiority of this seed and the excellence of the roots

for cattle are too well known to need comment.
Also Double Tuberoses, Tiger Flowers, Amaryllises,

Formossissima, Stc, beautiful bulbs now in season to

plant.

Also, White Mulberry Seed, 50 cts per ounce, Lucerne,
or French Clover, White and Red Clover, Sanfoin, Tim-
othy, Orchard Grass, Oat Grass, Herds Grass, &.c.

Also, several varieties of field coi n, viz. the Early Gold-
en Sioux, Gilman, Red, Turkey Wheat, Early Jefferson,

(for the table) Sweet, or Sugar (for the table.)

The Appalusia Melon—a new variety from Illinois, in-

troduced by Doct. Green.—This melon was originally

derived from the western Indians, by E. Warren, Esq.

—is in eating from the 1st of September to the 1st of No-
vember—melons small, remarkably sweet, with red flesh,

and a very thin rind—25 cts per ounce.
Also, the Apple Seeded Melon, a very early variety.

The Star Melon, a very late variety, of the Nutmeg
species.

Agricultural BooJcs.

The third edition of Fessenden's JVew American Gar-
dener ; this work has been pronounced by the most ju-

dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle
states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,

Grape Vines, &.c, to be found in this country—price

$1,25.
The Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical Manual,

on the Culture of the Vice ; and Making Wine, Brandy,
and Vinegar. By Thiebaut de Bcrneaud.
The Young G.irdener's Assistant, containing Directions

for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, and Ornament-
al Flowers. By T. Bridgeman, gardener, New York

—

price 37 1-2 cts.

A practical Treatise on the Management of Bees ; and
the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-

troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.
By James Thacher, M. D.—price 75 cts.

Also, one copy of each of the following rare works:

—

Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gar-
dening: with the theory of Draining Morasses, and with

an improved construction of the drill plough. By Dr Dar-
win, (Dublin edition, price three dollars and fifty cts.)

Darwin's Botanic Garden— (price three dollars, a fine,

correct copy.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.

This day received at die New England Farmer Seed Store,

62 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow (Jat Grass
Seed, at $2,50 per bushel.

Powder at 2s per lb.

DUPONT'S POWDER, quality warranted, for sale at

Copeland's Ammunition Store, 65 Broad st, at retail. Also,

SHOT, CAPS, &c. of the best quality—cheap for cash. If

Published every Friday, at g3 per annum, payable at the
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AGRICULTURE.
SALT AS A MANURE.

(By Mte Editor.)

There have been few subjects, relating to a;

culture, which have been more controverted than

j
ingress ; similar heaps of these substances simp- 1

:'| ly, or without salt, being placed side by side, for
j

•
i
the purpose of obtaining comparative proofs. I]

'
i. lay also add that salt in solution of various de-

'

*
I

i. My aiso atiu mat sail in buiuuuii "i vuriuun uc-

7 peas of strength at the proper season, was applied
=>
n ' kid a topical remedy for the rust disease of win at.

the question relative to the value of salt as a ma-

nure. To recommend salt as a fertilizer, pamphlat

after pamphlet, essays, which cannot be-nuihber- I

ed, and treatises long enough to tire tflWpatience .

of the most dogged disciple of dulness, that over

dozed after dinner, have been poured out on a

patient public, from " time whereof the memory
of man runneth not to the contrary," down to the

present enlightened period. But, notwithstanding

salt has been so highly extolled, the sentiments of-

the most scientific and experienced cultivators,

who have written on the subject, within the last

eight or ten years, have been against its use as an

application to land. They say, in substance, if

salt alone, were in all cases a valuable manured
we could have no barren sea coast. All land?'

subject to the saline influences of the sea must be;

come as rictf as if they were pervaded by the

drawings from a farm yard. Cape Cod would be

as fruitful as " Araby the blest," and many a mile

of naked beach, which hardly exhibits a trace of

topical remedy
" The grain or white straw crops manured with

. 'It, were wheat, barley, oats, rye and Indian

'orn ; turnips, mangel wurtzel, carrots, and pota-

'ics, of bulbous, and tuberous routs
;
peas, and

cans of the leguminous or pulse crops ; and flax

.'the oily seed crops.

" The general result of all the trials, -which

. ere continued three years, proved that fivebtish-

o's of salt per acre, under any circumstance of

oil, mode of application, or kind of crop, had no

svnsible effect whatever on the growth of these

different crops ; and that when the quantity of

it tU applied reached to 60 bushels per acre, vege-

iion did not take place at all, but absolute ster-

ty was the consequence. At harvest, when tne

op should have been reaped, the seed was fouhd

the soil in as sound and perfect a state as when
uu in the preceding spring. This quantity of

it, however, when mixed with spit manure, and

ig in, previous to sowing the seed, proved less

iiuious, as a few seeds vegetated and grew. In

& following spring, this piece of land, rendered
vegetation, would be as fertile as any mixture of*,.;.

Tet)j b lhe appiication f 60 bushels of salt sip-

soil and manure can possibly render the earth's £. W:d with the see(]) was du „ ana sown w ith the
surface. I^rmps ; the seed vegetated some days later than

A write) in the " Farmer's Journal," printed in)

.- .. ,,,',n ... the value ofcommon atrftnn

a manure, states that " A rich sandy loam, a poor

sandy soil, a strong clay, and a barren peat-moss

soil were severally manured with salt. Each va-

riety of soil was treated and cropped in the same

way. On each of these soils salt was applied in

various proportions from five to sixty bushels per

acre, and upwards; these proved to be two ex-

treme points ; for five bushels per acre were pro-

ductive of no apparent effect whatever, while sixty

bushels produced absolute sterility.

" To grass land the salt was applied by scatter-

un on the adjoining land, to which no salt

Ltti 1-v.ck uppilbu , imrxtiv [unrip ftj irfft-h

pearance on the salted and unsaited land at the

same time, and was equally successful in its rava-

ges on both crops. In every other trial, salt prov-

ed of no use whatever in preventing the turnip fly,

or checking its destructive progress. The next

following spring the land was sown with perenni-

al red clover ; and comparing the vegetation of

this seed, and the progress of the plants, on the

previous sterile land, with those sown on the un-

saited land adjoining, the progress of the plants on

each land was so uniform and equal as to prove

ing it over the surface with a shovel, in the man-
j
that the sterile effect of the salt had disappear-

ner of applying powdered caustic lime in its simple

state. It was applied to the grass land in Octo-

ber, and also in March.
" To the soils above mentioned, in tillage, salt

was applied as follows :— 1st, simply by itself;

2d, combined with lime ; 3d, combined with spit

manure ; 4th, combined with long dung ;
5th,

combine 1 with oil-cake dust.

" The mode of application was also varied as

follows :—1st, by scattering it on the surface

simply, and also combined with manure, and

ploughing it in previous to sowing the seed ; 2d,

depositing it (in these different states) in the seed

tfbed along with the seed ; in some instances broad-

cast, jjnd in others in drills ; and lastly, applied to

the surface after the vegetation of the seed, or of

the appearance of the plants above ground. Dif-

ferent proportions of salt and spit manure, long

dung, and of clay, were also respectively mixed

up in heaps, and suffered to remain for several

months, in order to ascertain whether any, or what

change might be effected by salt in the process of

decomposition, either as hastening or retarding its

ed.

" The various modes of applying salt above

mentioned, and the various kinds of crops submit-

ted to its influence, all tended to confirm opinion,

or rather prove it to be a fact, that salt retards the

vegetation of seeds, and if applied in too great a

quantity destroys vegetation altogether ; and that

saft renders manure, properly so called, less active

and less beneficial to the plants ; and also, that

the sterile effect to the soil is not lasting.

" The only benefit accruing to tillage land from

the application of salt, was apparent in the in-

stance of the rich clayey loam, and rich sandy

soil ; here the straw was light and the sample

fine ; the produce from the same soils without salt,

consisted chiefly of rank straw, with a light shriv-

elled sample of corn. The fact was that the soil

was too rich and highly manured to grow corn,

and the salt in this instance, so far reduced its

over fertile state, as to render it suitable for the

production of grain. Farmers, however, I be-

lieve, have seldom reason to require a remedy for

over richness of soil.

'< Beans Bfjl to feel the sterile ef-

fects of n ii any other of the crops

above named. ,'A smaller quantity than 00 bunli-

els of salt p< i acre, Bown with the need, i

the soil so barren that it retarded die r< -

of the beans sud flax, ''air'/:.- haxdlj nriiillltlll to

feel its effect »fter the vegetation of the seed;

the fact is, pat' this root penetrates deep, and
soon passes b?yond the reach or inliu. :--«. of the

salt when applied with the seed, or to the surface

of the land.

" When salt was applied to grass land at the

rate of '"•"
jflHJT"'" Pcr acre

i
no ef&CI whalov r

was percepraHe; but when applied at the rate of

from 60 to 10ft bushels per acre, the grass was
speedily dcsir'> lr"!, and did not again- recover for

that seasoned- indeed till fresh grass seed had .

been sown and a top dressing of manure.
" The rust in wheat generally makes its appear-

ance just about the period when the wheat come-

into flower. Solutions of salt of various i

of strength Jtere applied to the crop prr

any appearance of the disease, and also after the

symptoms became confirmed. A very weak solu-

tion had no effect whatever, and a solution strong

enough to destroy the fungus, or rust, destroyed

also the plant of wheat itself.

" Common .salt in a state of perfect purity con-

sists of soda 4 1, muriatic acid 50, and water of

crystalization 6-100 ; but then common salt, such

as we buy it, even for culinary purposes, is never

pure, but at h
:neA with various proportions of

, .mi..;, of

sulphate oi' i..:.-i ; the first mentioned substiioe is

very deliquescent, and attracts moisture from ev-

erything near it ; hence the appearance of land

where common salt has been applied ; after rain

it appears dark colored and damp ; during dry

sunshine, white and powdery. A consideration

of the nature of neutral salts, and of the vegetable

economy, might have led us a priori to the con-

clusion which the actual experience of salt, ap-

plied as a manure has demonstrated."

The above experiments appear to have been

made with care, very much diversified, on a large

scale, and for the express purpose of ascertaining

what value, if any, can be attached to salt as ma-

nure. The result was not in favor of salt, either

as a fertilizing substance, a preservative against

mildew, or a destroyer of iusects. Other trials

both in Europe and America give corresponding

results. Mr William M'Martie states in Loudon's

Magazine, vol. iv. p. 456, that he tried salt on half

his carrot grounds, at the rate of a cubic inch to a

square yard, and that " the part that was salted

did not differ at all in appearance from that which

was not, with regard to the growth of the tops.

When the crop was taken up, I could not perceive

that there was the slightest difference in the two

parts ; therefore, it would appear that that quan-

tity of salt to a square yard does neither good nor

harm. I sowed the same proportion upon the

surface of my shallot ground, after the shallots

were above the ground, with the idea that it

would prevent that rot at the roots, which they

are so subject to ; but I could not perceive that it

had any effect whatever. In the month of March,

I also sowed four square yards of grass with salt,
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in tbe pleasure ground, to see what^JJect the dif-

ferent proportions would have on its; growth. In

the first yard 1 strewed one cubic inch over it
;
in

the second two ; in the third threj3 ;
and in the

fourth, four cubic inches. In the first and second

yards the salt had no perceptible effect ;
in the

third yard it rather retarded the growth for a

short time ; but the effect the quantity had upon

the fourth yard was very plain indeed, turning it

quite yellow in about ten days after it was put

on. It was not sufficiently powerful to kill either

the moss or grass, which continued in that sickly

state till autumn ; and at this moment I cannot

perceive the slightest difference in the appearance

of all the four yards.

" I have used it successfully, put on in a large

quantity, in destroying weeds on approach roads
;

but it must be done annually, to have the effect of

keeping such constantly clean. I would not re

commend its being laid on garden walks for that

purpose, as I lately witnessed the box edgings of

a garden completely destroyed by ife In paved

courts, or stable yards, it might be used success-

fully in destroying the grass, weeds, &c. ; and be-

ing now so cheap an article, it would be a consid-

erable saving compared with hand weeding. In

short I have a higher opinion of its destructive

qualities than its vivifying properties, at least as

far as I have seen it applied."

J. Kenrick, Esq. of Newton, Mass., in a com-

-munication, published in the N. E. Farmer, vol.

iv. p. 138, states " I dissolved a bushel of rock

salt in water, and with a water pot applied it on a

part of my nursery, where the rows were four

feet apart, and the ground much inclined to weeds,

at the rate of 16 bushels to the acre. I also made
an experiment in another part of the nursery,

where the soil was different, un<J a soft loam, by

sowing two bushels of coarse-fine sal;, at the same
rate of sixteen bushels to the acre. Again I made
another trial, by sowing a single quart on a

square staked out, upon a knoll I had just sowed

with hay seed, and Indian corn for fodder, and

rolled down, and in the same proportion to the

acre. 1 know not what appearances may be in

future ; and can only say, no sort of effect has

been visible as yet."

A writer for Loudon's Magazine, vol. v. p. 444,

in an article dated Philadelphia, May 1828, says

" Common salt has been tried here on asparagus,

but the effects found quite otherwise than very

beneficial."

It would be easy to multiply testimony for as

well as against the use of this article as manure
;

but we believe the majority of modern authori-

ties are against its use.

Manuring land is providing food for the vegeta-

bles which you intend shall grow on the land ma-
nured. You can no more feed your plants with

Bait than you could your sheep, and horses. Salt

is a condiment, like pepper, and spice, not an arti-

cle offood, like roast beef, and boiled potatoes. Salt

is not an article in great demand by a growing
vegetable, because but little of it can enter into

the composition of such vegetables. Vegetables
are composed, principally of carbon, (coaly matter)

and carbon is the chief constituent of barn yard,

and other manures which are most essential to

the growth of plants.

Baltimor* and Ohio Rail Road.—A very rapid

progress is making in this work. The amount of
excavation and embankment, already executed, is

stated to be very considerable.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER. ^

PRESERVING SMOKED MEATS, &c.

Mr Editor—A reply to the following query a

few weeks ago, when I was putting away my

smoked meat for the summer, might have bBgn

useful to me ; and indeed it may yet be useful to

me and others.

What is the best possible mode of preserving

hams and other smoked meat from flies ?

Yours, &c, SAM'L TYLER.
Attleborough, May 21, 1828.

Remarks by the Editor.—We will mention ser-

eral methods, which have, we believe, been sue-'

cessfully put in practice for the purposes stated by

our correspondent.

The Hon. Thomas Gould, formerly President

of the Berkshire Agricultural Society, in a com-

munication published in the New England Farm-

er, vol. i. p. 275, observed, " Much experience

has enabled me to offer you a prescription for pre-

serving smoked meat from the ravages of all small

animals, and pure and sound for any length of

time, and in any climate. It is the use of Char?

cJRl. My mode of putting down any kinds of.

snjoked meats is this : Take a tierce, or box, and*!

cover the bottom with charcoal, reduced to small

pieces, but not to dust ; cover the legs or pieces

of meat with stout brown paper, sewed round so

as to exclude all dust, lay them down in the coal

in compact order, then cover the layer with coal,

and so on till your business is done, and cover the

top with a good thickness of coal.

The use of charcoal properly prepared in boxes,^ne wjh fjna himself free from fatigue

er they may get mouldy, but being very particular

f^feee mine well separated by the oats, not one

would have been injured if they had remained till

fall without being drawn."-

Another mode which is- practised by many,

who supply Boston market, is to sew canvas, cot-

ton, or some other cloth tightly abojit the ham ;

then give the cloth two or .three coatings of lime

white wash, which thoroughly protects the inclos-

ed article.

MOWING.
They who have not been in their youth accus-

tomed to do this work, are seldom found to be

able to do it with ease or expedition. But when
the art isjMice learnt, it will not be lost.

As this is one of tbe most laborious parts of the

husbandman's calling, and the more fatiguing as

it must be performed in the hottest season of the

year, every precaution ought to be used which

tends to lighten the labor. To this it will con-

duce not a little, for the mower to rise very early,

"and be at his work before the rising of the sun.

—

He may easily perform half the usual day's work

, before nine in the morning. His work will not

only be made easier by the coolness of the morn-

ing air, but also by the dew on the grass, which

ijg cut the more easily for being wet. By this

means he may lie still and rest himself during all

the hottest of the day, while others who begun

late are sweating themselves excessively ; and

hurting their health probably, by taking down
large draughts of cold drink to slake their raging

thirst. The other half of his work may be per-

formed after three or four o'clock ; and at night

is of great benefit in preserving fresh provisions,

butter, and fruits in warm weather, also in rscoVj

ering meats of any kind, wbpn pnrtinlly Hnvn»gttl

by covering the same a few hours in the coal

—

Let those whose situation requires it, make the

experiment on any article of food subject to de-

cay, and they will more than realize their expect-

ations."

A Mr John Potter, whose communication may
be found N. E. Farmer, vol. ii. p. 5, observes " I

have for more than twenty years past kept meat

hanging up in my smoke house, through the sum-

mer season, and no fly, worm, or bug has injur-

ed it.

" To prevent such injury I take clear strong

ley made of wood ashes. I commonly boil it to

make it stronger than it generally runs off, then I

take my bacon and smoked beef, having two or

three gallons of the ley in a large iron kettle. I

take each piece of meat and dip it into the ley, so

that it is completely wetted with it, then I

let it dry—then I hang the meat in its former

place. By this process I have invariably found

that I kept the meat free from bugs and worms,
and no taste of ley is ever perceived, not even on

the outside."

A writer for the American Farmer, (see N. E.

Farmer, vol. ii, p. 365,) says, " Last year not hav-

ing a sufficiency of salt, I packed my hams and

shoulders in dry oats, examined them once in the

summer, and found they kept as well as when
packed in salt. I have not seen a single skipper

on bacon thus treated. It is a cheap and very

practicable method, no expense attending it, the

oats are not injured. It is very little trouble to

unpack them, and it may be best to examine them
two or three times in the summer— it changes

their position. When two pieces touch each oth-

If the mower would husband his strength to

advantage, he should take care to have his scythe,

and all the apparatus for mowing, in the best or-

der. His scythe ought to be adapted to the sur-

face on which he mows. If the surface be level

and free from obstacles, the scythe may be long

and almost straight ; and he will perform his work
with less labor, and greater expedition. But if the

surface be uneven, cradley, or chequered with

stones, or stumps of trees, his scythe must be

short and crooked. Otherwise he will be obliged

to leave much of the grass uncut, or use more la-

bor in cutting it. A long and straight scythe will

only cut off the tops of the grass in hollows.

A mower should not have a suead that is too

slender, for this will keep the scythe in a continu-

al tremor, and do much to hinder its cutting. He
must see that it keeps perfectly fast on the snead ;

for the least degree of looseness will oblige him
to use the more violence at every stroke. Many
worry themselves needlessly by not attending to

this circumstance.

Mowing with a company ought to be avoided

by those who are not very strong, or who are lit-

tle used to the business, or who have not their

tools in the best order. Young lads, who are am-
bitious to be thought good mowers, often find

themselves much hurt by mowing in company.

Mowers should not follow too closely after each ?

other : for this has been the occasion of fatal

wounds. And when the dangerous tool is carried

from place to place, it should be bound up with a

rope of grass, or otherwise equally secured.

« Mr de Lisle introduced in England, the mow-
ing of wheat. The method is this : the scythe he

uses is at least six inches shorter in the blade than

the common scythe ; and instead of a cradle, has

two twigs of osier put semi-circularwise into holes
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made in the handle of the scythe, near the blade,

in such a manner that one seiuj-eircle intersects

the other.

" By this method of mowing wheat, the stand-

ing corn is always at the left hand. The mower

mows it inward, bearing the corn he cuts on his

scythe, till it come to that which is standing,

against which it gently leans. After every mower
follows a gatherer, who being provided with a

hook or stick, about two feet long, gathers up the

corn, makes it into a gavel, and lays it gently on

the ground. This must be done with spirit, as

another mower immediately follows."

—

Complete

Farmer.

As reaping is slow and laborious work, it would

be right for our countrymen to learn this method

of mowing their wheat; which will undoubtedly

answer also for other sorts of grain.

—

Deane's A".

E. Farmer.

THE BRATTLEBOROUGH PRESS.
This new power press has now been in con-

stant operation for a considerable time, and the

rapidity with which it throws off the work, while

at the same time it executes it in the most beauti-

ful manner, would seem incredible were \vc not

eye witnesses of its operation. It is the second

one which has been constructed on the same plan,

but it contains many important improvements,

which render it now perhaps the most perfect ma-
chine of the kind in existence. The first one has

been in operation nearly a year and has worked
extremely well, but this one has not only surpris-

ed but delighted us by the regularity as well as

the rapidity of its motion.

It works two forms at a time, which are inked

by the same apparatus, the impression being given

by two platens, one at each end. Two girls are

required to put on and lay off the sheets, which is

all the labor required. The ordinary rate at

which it runs is three tokens an hour, although on
newspapers or other common workJifleen sheets a

minute may be thrown off; indeed it has been

run at the rate of eighteen a minute, though this

is more sheets than can be handled for any length

of time. In fact we see not how auy more can

be done on a press of any construction, for there

is no delay in any part, the sheets may be put on

as fast as they can be handled. If we mistake

not the great Napier press cannot do much more
than this does, with twice the number of hands.

The length of the machine is about eight feet,

and the whole does not occupy many more square

feet of room than the common press ; the ma-
chinery which is exceedingly compact, is all con-

tained between the ribs and the floor. The work-
manship does great credit to the ingenious manu-
facturer, Mr E. H. Thomas, of this place. The
price will be very moderate, and such as to bring

it within the reach of nearly all who require one.

The proprietors are now manufacturing them for

sale, and any communications addressed to Messrs

Holbrook & Fessenden, will meet with prompt at-

tention. We earnestly recommend it to the no-

tice of all who are interested in printing, as the

most perfect machine of the kind of which we
have ever heard.

—

Brattleborough, (VI.) Messen-

ger.

Locusts in Virginia.—The Staunton paper

states, that myriads of Locusts now swarm through

this neighborhood. The woods resound with their

doleful cry.

FARMERS AND MERCHANTS.
In these times of depression and dullness, we

know of no class of men who have so little to

complain of as those who cultivate the earth.

—

We have heard it said occasionally that the fann-
ers arc in debt, that their produce does not find a

ready and a profitable market, and that others
have lands that are worn out and unproductive,
and it is about as easy to state the cause. If lands
are properly managed they cannot wear out.

—

Deep ploughing and liberal manuring will keep
them forever productive.

In Boston market peas have not been sold for

less than thirty-three cents the peck, and many
have been sold at seventy-five cents. The low-
est of these prices is three hundred per cent, more
than the cost. Lettuce sells at two and three

cents the head, of very small size ; radishes six

cents the dozen ; spinach, turnip tops, and beet
tops, vegetables used for boiling, some of them
pulled as mere cumberers of the ground, are sold

for about their weight in cents. Turnips about
the size of a nine-penny piece, twelve and a half

cents the dozen. Can any one pretend that with

such prices, the raising of vegetables is not a prof-

itable business ?

We published in our paper recently an adver-

tisement for a Clerk, " wanted in a wholesale

store, who is willing to devote most of his time

every day to writing, for a small salary" with the

customary direction " apply at this office." On
the first day after the publication, seventy-eight per-

sons applied, and on the second about half that

number. Besides, we received two or three let-

ters from distant places, the writers of which were
anxious to obtain the clerkship.

The reader may smile at the supposed incon-

gruity of the facts that we have thrown together,

and wonder what application we intend to make
of them. It is no more than this : that when
business is so dull in Boston that seventy or eighty

able-bodied men apply in one day for a place

where constant employment is demanded for a

very small salary, and vegetables sell in the mar-

ket for five hundred times the cost of production,

it would be well for some of these persons to re-

tire a few miles into the country and cultivate the

earth. We would also impress on the minds of

farmers, the folly of permitting their sons to come
into Boston for the purpose of learning to measure

muslin and molasses, to weigh teas and sugars,

and to write puffs for the theatres and concerts,

whilst they can employ them in raising peas and

potatoes, which will yield more profit on a single

summer's work than can be gained in a store in

half a dozen.

There is, in truth, no condition of life so envia-

ble as the farmer's. All the absolute necessaries

of life he can produce directly by the labor of his

hands, and most of the luxuries can be purchased

with the produce of his farm. If we are met with

the declaration that the lands are worn out and

refuse to repay the husbandman for his toil, we
deny the proposition. Massachusetts is capable

of supporting three times, and probably ten times

her present population. Land worn out and bar-

ren ! It is all yet in its infancy, and requires only

the hand of industry guided by intelligence, to en-

able it to yield its thirty, fifty, and even a hundred

fold.

—

Boston Courier.

Coosebtrryjiujihts—A gentleman, who has for

seven years protected his j."jo>eberry bushes from
the disease, or insect, which is bo destructive to

this fine fruit, informs us, that the disease (which
he thinks is an insect) originates in a peculiar kind

of moss, which is observable in spots on the stock

and branches of the bush, and that whenever he
finds it on them, he immediately cuts off the limb.

He has left with us serein] pieces of the bush
with the moss on them, in which he entertains no
doubt the egg of the insect is deposited. Since

he began cutting off these infected limbs, he has

had abundance of fine gooseberries, which he
could seldom obtain before. It would be well to

try the experiment at least.

—

Jim. Farmer.

Brown Bread.—Some time ago, we published

an account of a certain lady's method of making
rye coffee, by keeping her rye moist and warm,
till the saccharine fermentations had begun ;

which account has gone the rounds of the papers

rather extensively, credited to the " Maine Farm-
er," &c. A writer in the Vermont Journal, hav-

ing read it, and observed " that wetting up Jonny-

cake, over night, very much improved its sweet-

ness," had some brown bread " wet up" over

night, with less " cinptins," (i. e. emptyings—sub-

audi, of the beer barrel,—we need not ask Dr
Mitchell for the etymology,) than usual. The re-

sult of the experiment was much to the satisfac-

tion of himself and family. We wish those con-

cerned would think of it; for certainly no article

of food in common use, so generally falls short of

what it may be, and sometimes is, as brown bread.

— Vermont Chronicle.

Foul and Musty Casks.— It is a fact that butter

tubs, which have become foul by use, can be easi-

ly cleansed by tilling them with any kind of meal

or bran and water, and permit to stand till fer-

mentation takes place—casks which have from

any cause become filthy, may be cleansed in this

way. And, inasmuch as this mixture, after hav-

ing performed this operation, becomes more suita-

ble food for swine, than before, there is no expense

attending it.

—

Vt. Journ.

Saltpetre is said to be effectual in killing the

wire worm.

Harvesting Grain.— Professor Schoen, of Ger-

many, says, " every description of bread corn,

when intended for seed, should attain complete

maturity before it is reaped ; but on the contrary

when corn is to be converted into flour, it should

be cut eight or nine days before it is fully ripe."—
" Experience," says he, " has proved, that such

grains as from maturity detach themselves from

the ears, always produce the finest plants, firom

being larger, and more perfect in their conforma-

tion. The proper time for reaping com, destined

for the mill, is when the grains being pressed be-

tween the fingers yield to it, and become a vis-

cous mass." In some parts of Bohemia, and Hun-

gary, this practice has become a profound secret,

because the flour so obtained was very much

sought after, and always brought a higher price

than the best flour from ripe corn.

Progress of Temperance.—A New York paper

says, " we were told by one of our most respect-

able distillers, that his sales of rum for the last

six weeks had not equalled the business of two

days, a year ago." The general abstinence from

the use of spirits will do much toward the resto-

ration of better times.
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From the American Sentine].

BEES.
Mr Starr—In a late number of the New Eng-

land Farmer, information is requested respecting

the source whence the bees obtain the substance

they bring to their hives, early in the spring, be-

fore any signs of vegetation appear.

It is, in general, obtained from the heads of the

skunk cabbage, pothos gynandria polyandria, which

is common in our swamps, or low springy ground.

The blossoms appear in February and March,

and abound with that material with which the

bees are seen returning to their hives, at their first

commencement of spring labor.

Should " Medicus" become acquainted with any

facts respecting these curious little animals, upon

which he wants information, I shall be happy to

furnish him with any in my power ; having been,

for more than thirty years, acquainted with the

management of bees, and a careful observer of

many facts relating to them. N.

Middletoum, May 30, 1829.

The Season.—The present appearance of the

grass crops in this vicinity is unusually promising,

and it is now so far advanced that it may be con-

sidered out of danger from a drought. Indian

corn came up remarkably well, and has grown so

rapidly that it is now earlier than in the average

of seasons at this time of the year. English grain

of all kinds affords the promise of a bountiful har-

vest. The apple trees do not so generally bear as

in some years, but those which have fruit on look

well, and there will, probably, be no deficiency if

the season should continue favorable. Ofpeaches

there will be but few, and hardly any pears.

—

Cherries look tolerably well.

—

Mass. Spy.

against the foliage of the tree, it accordingly de-

scends along its surface or front, and escapes at

the bottom, where there are no branches or leaves

and produce very abundantly. Such being the
case, it is hope*, ere long, sufficient will be pro-
duced from our own soils, to supersede the ncces-

to interrupt its progress. In winter there is little sity of importation ; as plantations of this tree

to impede the breeze in its course, and it passes (would amply remunerate the possessor; or' if

through ; consequently, at this season the air uu- planted as a hedge, would be found to be very

der a tree is scarcely more sensibly felt than in productive. A single bush of the Spanish filbert,

the adjoining field. It may be observed, that in
j

in Mr Prince's garden, produces half a bushel an-

the spring of the year, the herbage under trees is

generally more vivjd and luxuriant than that which

is beyond the spread of the branches ; this maybe
occasioned, in some instances, by cattle having

harbored there, and the ground becoming in con-

sequence more manured ; but it will be found

likewise manifestly more verdant and flourishing

nually.

—

Prince's Catalogue.

Superior and cheap Blacking for Leather.—Those
illustrious professors of the black art, Messrs Day
& Martin, Warren, Hunt, & Co., are now likely

to be eclipsed by Mr Bracconnet, the eminent
French chemist, who has discovered that a com-

here"noiTuch accessory could have enriched \\, !

position superior, as well as greatly cheaper, may

and is, I apprehend, in general chiefly owing to be made from the following formula :-—

the effects of the driving fogs and mists, which

cause a frequent drip beneath the tree, not expe-

rienced in other places, and thus in a manner kept

up a perpetual irrigation and refreshment of the

soil.

From the Journal ol a fta&ralist,

Trees in full foliage have long been noted as

great attractorsof humidity, and a young wych
elm in full leaf affords a good example of this

supposed power ; but in the winter of the year,

when trees are perfectly denuded, this faculty of

creating moisture about them is equally obvious,

though not so profusely. A strongly marked in-

stance of this was witnessed by me, when ascend-

ing a hill in the month of March. The weather
had previously been very fine and dry, and the

road in a dusty state ; but a fog coming on, an
ash tree hanging over the road was dripping with

water so copiously that the road beneath was in

a puddle, when the other parts continued dry, and
manifested no appearance of humidity. That
leaves imbibe moisture by one set of vessels and
discharge it by another, is well known ; but these

imbibings are never discharged in falling drops
;

the real mystery was, the fog in progress was im-
peded by the boughs of the tree, and gradually

collected on the opposite side of them, until it be-

came drops of water ; whereas the surrounding
country had only a mist flying over it. Thus, in

fact, the tree was no attractor, but a condenser
;

the gate of a field will in the same manner run
down with water on the one side, and be dry on
the other ; as will a stick, or post from the same
cause. It is upon this principle that currents of
air will be found under trees in summer, wrhen lit-

tle is perceived in open places ; and the under
leaves and sprays will be curled and scorched at

times, when the parts above are uninjured. The
air in its passage being stopped and condensed

Molasses.—It may be interesting to the public,

and particularly to our brother Yankees, to know
in what manner the price is made up which they,

pay for Cuba molasses. They will see from the

following statement, that the cost of the article at

the places from which it is imported, is less than

half the amount required for casks to put it in.

Expenses of casks, per gallon, 7 cts.

Freight, 4

Duty, 10

Leakage, 2£
Small charges, \
Original cost, 3

27 cts.

The value of Muscovado sugar in some of the

West India Islands is from three to four cents per

lb., and in others from four to five cents, accord-

ing to the quality.—Jour, of Com.

Take Plaster of Paris, passed through a fine

silk sieve, 100 parts ; lampblack, 25 parts ; malt,

50 parts ; olive oil, 5 parts. Let the malt be first

macerated in water nearly boiling, to obtain its

soluble particles. Then mix the plaster and lamp-

black in a basin with that liquid, and when evap-

orated to the consistence of paste, mix the olive

oil with it. A little oil of lemons may be added
to perffime it.

By the use of this receipt, the farmer may not

only prepare' a cheap and good blacking for his

shoes, but also for the harness of his carriage or

gig.

—

Register of Arts, London, vol. ii. p. 271.

A farmer in West Springfield, last year let out

his land at the halves, for the cultivation of hemp.

He received more than forty-five dollars an acre,

as his share of the profit!

—

Williamstown Advo-

cate.

North Carolina Gold Region This richest of

all the American mineral regions, saving the coal

district of the Middle States, and the Iron of New
Jersey, and New York ; is every day found to be

more and more extensive. We on Saturday morn-
ing had a conversation with a gentleman who re-

turned on Friday evening from a visit to the gold

region, made at the instance of two gentlemen of

this city, who are extensive landholders in the

country. He has ascertained that at least 100,000

acres of the lands of those gentlemen are impreg-

nated with gold, and has brought specimens of

ore. The gentleman to whom we refer, visited

one place where eighty men are employed in

working a mine, and the product of their labor is

about $500 a day. While our informant was
there, a number of crucibles were dug up, which
were composed of soap stone, and must have been
buried there for ages. It is therefore evident that

the mines must at some remote period have been

DEFERRED ARTICLES.
RAIL ROADS.

We have never seen a more able and lucid

summary of arguments and facts in favor of that

specie6 of improved highways, denominated Rail
Roads, than is contained in the following extract

from Gov. Lincoln's last Message to the Legisla-

ture. If a good road has its advantages over a

trackless space, rough from the mould of nature,

the best of roads is still more desirable. If a
smooth, hard, level, straight turnpike is to be pre-

ferred to a crooked, narrow, up and down, miry
foot path, where a mule would stumble, and s,

goat must be on the look out for stepping stones,

a railway fitted up with the modern improvements
is superior to a turnpike. Whether the proposed
railway from Boston to Albany will cost more
than the value of its advantages, is a question

without the sphere of our jurisdiction.
•

" That the great work of a rail road from Boston
to the Hudson River, facilitating communication
between the commercial capital of this State and
the leading highway and thorough-fare from the

immense regions of the North, and West to the

commercial capital of the Union, is an event to be
realized in the progress of time, no one who has

known to, and worked by, the Indians. Some I
the slightest acquaintance with the geography of
the country, and the advance of population, with

the increased and multiplied occasions of business

consequent upon it can reasonably doubt. If we
are yet unprepared for the undertaking, a genera-

tion not remote, will assuredly effect it. But we
|
may at least accelerate the work by an examina-

I tion of the objections which discourage its corn-

Inquiry and investigation will re-

'., which prejudice, from the novelty

gold rings, and articles of jewellery were found

in the possession of aborigines of that country, on
the first settlement of the whites, but where the

precious metal came from, has not until this time

been known ./V. Y. Com. Adv.

Filberts.—These nuts, which are vended
large quantities in.the United States, grow as well I mencement.
in our climate, as the common native hazlenuts, imove obstacl
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• r Jmnrovement has hitherto op- \
who have lc.l and are now directing government*

|

of the government he devolved- It matters little

of this species of ;^f°^f" ;;'•,, ;,«, succeL, and individuate to the accomplishment of enter- :
whether the treasury he replenished by direct or

posed, and give hot c. ii.u
.

e

f is( ,8 tUewherti compared with whirl, all that is
j

indirect assessments, if the Hme capital fumisL

which will ultiinBtelyeltb«r '"^J^ »«*""* ' „ '
, ,, (r„ ia , rul v but inconsiderahle. Is it the fund for the supplier ]WHICH v»»i "'—— •> *

.
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public duty, or influence by motives of private

interest, to its execution.

The first question to be resolved, is, do the pro-

posed rail roads offer the best practicable (improve-

ment to the means of inter-communicatvon ;
and

another inquiry of not less complexity and dim-

culty, in what manner, and through what agency,

are they to be constructed.

The information, which has recently been dif-

fused through the community, of the facility af-

forded to heavy transportion, and the ease ami

proposed here, is truly but inconsiderahle. Is it the fund for the supplier Bui the failure of trade

credible, that there is nothing of public advantage must inevitably diminish the pres<„t fund. The

in works to which several of the most enlightened
j

bank capital of the c.ty which contributes largely

States of the Union arc now applying the utmost to the revenue of the State, now bears a net
of their resources.? Are the already constructed I higher proportion to that of the eountn, than Ibe

canals of New York of no account, in the unpre- valuation of the general property of the former to

cedented growth and prosperity of that powerful that of the latter. That this must be reJuced, un-

Oommonwealth ? Is Pennsylvania wasting on ' less business can be extended, will not 1* que»-

idle and valueless objects the millions appropriated tioned. However and whenever it shall be occa-

to her projects of internal improve.uenl >,ed, the effect Will immediately be experienced

,e ease and Ohio justly suffer the reproach of rasTadventurc in the necessary imposition of new and higher du-

forded to. heavy gW*"- "JJJ\2M5 in »«gfc»*« scl 'emcs *r direct ™"«"""'«^°n ties on ,b° Pe
°J'

le °f £ "T' '°
"!,

"P Zrapidity given to travel, by i ail roads, has acme -
, Or shall Maryland, deficiency. The amount to be nused upon toe

the conviction of experience to a knowledge oi thiotigli the lartnest west
.

urapui
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-
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the laws of matter and of mechanical power, in

their fovor. If there be anything which is render-

ed certain by the testimony of personal observa-

tion, and by a series of experiments producing

uniform results, it is the fact of the immense sav-

ing of labor and expense, by the adoption of this
insr of labor and expense, dv tne auopuun ui mio "• • - — -

mode o ^conveyance Rail roads have become of ter States, may inspire us with confidence in the
moae oi couvejai.uc

,....:„., „i.o rn„t»r nf works n which, after evarv precau-
familiar use in England, and their introduction

into this country, so far as there has been oppor-

tunity for trial, has satisfied the most sanguine ex-

pectations of their utility, here. It is a point now

universally conceded, that wherever the business

of any section of country embraces an extensive

internal trade, requiring the constant transporta-

tion at all seasons of the year, of merchandise and

passengers, a rail road may be safely and advan-

tageously determined on. The decision is wise-

ly made to depend on a comparison of the proba-

ble extent of accommodation, with the estimated

cost of construction. On this head, in reference

to the projects now before the Legislature, the best

through the farthest west.' vr snaii i.iuiyiunu, i^uvu., --•- --- -- - .

encouraged and sustained by the Councils of the ' general valuation will be increased, and there may

Nation, in the amazing attempts to span the lofty ' be danger too, that the aggregate of the valuation,

Alleghanv, both by canal and railway, in the in the city, may he diminished, and the proporuon

achievements of persevering industry, afford no between town and country may be ma en.ll,

countenance to the purpose of our limited endeav- 1 changed. It is, no less essential to the proe-

These numerous other examples in our sis- perity of the whole body politic, that the com-

mercial capital of the Commonwealth should be

sustained iu vigor, than in the animal structure,

that the heart, the seat of life, which send- for.h

the vital fluid to warm and animate the extremi-

ties, should beat with strong pulsations, to pre-

serve health and soundness in every part of the

natural body.

A jealousy has unreasonably been manifested,

lest a spirit of selfishness may influence the inhab-

itants on the route of the proposed location of the

road, to advocate its construction, in whole or in

part, by the commonwealth. It will be alike a

service to the State, and an act of justice to

those whose motives are thus distrusted, to re-

character of works in which, after every precau-

tion of previous inquiry and examination, with an

assured and provident forecast of advantages,

they have so deeply and so nobly engaged.

But the question recurs,by whom shall the pro-

posed rail roads in Massachusetts be accomplish-

ed ? The Commissioners have recommended,

that it be done at the charge and on account of

the State, and to this Legislature was referred, by

our predecessors, the responsibility of adopting or

rejecting the proposition, or assuming, or aiding in

the taskt or refusing the sanction of the Govern-

ment to it altogether.

to"th;Projects„owbeforetheLeg
iSlature,th 4 I f^^^ KBJKl^^t^^^S^^

information which can be had upon a prelimina-
j

...but a ajat
»if,^,"^^ Bos„a the ' prelerred by them, for reasons, which they hare

ry examination, has been already obtained. The

facts which admit of precise ascertainment, in dis-

tances, inequalities of surface, preferences of lo-

cation, materials, and expense of assumed amounts

of labor, are distinctly and confidently stated by

different Boards of Commissioners, and by skilful

Engineers, who have presented their Reports to

the Government, and who are officially responsi-

ble for the accuracy of these details. Whatever

is beyond this, must at any time hereafter, as at

the present, rest in the confidence of personal

opinion. In works of magnitude no greater assu-

rance of success can ordinarily be had, in ad

inhabitants of a narrow district oi cour.tr, up.... lean 13 i
.

fa , ;

\ ,1 LpS™,. TL. who „r. „roS i,»=t, ,
in MM* .nd
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{never he permitted to prevail with liberal and en-
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'
,,oum v f nature, a convenient pas-
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age^vav to the ocean, and the great markets on

passmghislifein fruitless indecision, and to the
j

rect benefice >«fluence f"m *e °
ŵhich

I

th; sea DOiird : while those of another section, not

end of it, may see his country without progress in this new highway, neithei is here a place
important, have opened to them an edvanta-

mprovement
y

Besides, in public enterprises, the will be P-Judieed *n+mmg*g*£gj*Y^SSm trade, through a work of art, re-

profitable investment of capital is not the only mo- construction To the City o Boston >ndeert -

,

^ d bv tbe almost unassisted enter-

ive to action. Indirect, consequential, and wide- believed to be of vital concern. B«M*. yearns cenuy
; ^ neighboring State. The

v diftLed benefits, are oftentimes more weighty of business, which .t will pour mto the me ropo1, pnse ot U
and Black,tont w not

L fderations ; and of this character, it is readily will be returned **™SUC^SE '

1 di.Hcts of eountn- mest to be benefited by

conceded, must be, in a great degree, the induce- monwealth, ,n the diffusio of *«^"^^
j the arcolnmoda,ion of rail roads, nor w.ll the

ments and arguments which should prevail with trade and commerce.P~du^' ^^'^^.h |

RepresenUtive, from those districts justly incur

the Government to the encouragement of the p*J the\urdensM^«ZStedSSnably suspicion, if they should be found to advocate

posed undertakings. If there is anything sound will be subjected^ J^J^X^ tbe i r construction. The object is of general con-
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cern . The promotion of tbe great interests ot

selsof the wise and the conduct of the prudent will be her liabilities to the contrtbut,ons »
co,nm0nwealth._the extension of domestic

Tan avail anything, they teach the importance of State and a corresP?^Z
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he other ade.-the saving of that tax on labor which now

faeihtating intercourse, reducing the cost of trans- of other portions ot *?J£?*J*Z£Z bears down the"industry of the country winch

portation, saving manual labor, opening new av- hand suffer the ^»^,f!J3SS t ri leaves agricultural produce to perish on the land

Lues to trade, and new markets to P'°ducH ''^
\ ,V^ from the' expense of getting it to a market and

Profitless, indeed, useless, and worse than useless move her capital to
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these are motives for the patronage of the govern-

ment to the contemplated works of improvement.

Without this patronage, exercised to some extent

in advancements towards expense, it is much to

be feared they cannot be undertaken, or if under-

taken, that it must be grants of privilege and pow-

er repugnant to the sentiments of the people, in-

consistent with the genius of a free government,

and impairing the control and future enjoyment,

by the community, of the capacities of the country

for other purposes, and possibly, still higher objects.

Let the subject, then, be viewed carefully, patient-

ly, and without excitement, and if upon faithful in-

vestigation it shall be found entitled to favor, let

that measure of encouragement and support be

accorded to the work, which shall secure its ef-

fectual and most advantageous accomplishment.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JUNE 19, 1829.

ERRATA.
In some of the copies of the last number of our

paper, the following errors in the valuable article

on the " Circulation of Sap in Trees, Sfc," were
suffered to pass without correction.

Page 370, 1st column, line 20 from the top,

after" others," insert a period, and commence the
word " this " with a capital letter.

Line 22, in the same column, for l: preceded,"
read succeeded, and for "summer," read sunny.

Line 19 from bottom in the same column, for
" heads," read buds.

INDIAN CORN.
Judge Peters, formerly President of the Penn-

sylvania Agricultural Society, recommended the
harrow instead of the plough in cultivating Indian
corn ; and perhaps in weeding, or the first time
of hoeing, the harrow will be found preferable to

the plough, especially in a light, mellow soil. In
a stiff, or stony soil a plough or cultivator is to

be preferred, at least for the second and third time
of hoeing. The plough, or cultivator leave more
of the land light, and in a situation to be easily

disposed of by the hoe, and are less impeded by
stones, roots, and other obstacles, than the harrow.
It will, therefore, be best to be governed by cir-

cumstances, but, perhaps, as a general rule, har-
rowing for the first time of hoeing, and ploughing
at half hilling, and hilling, will prove the most ad-
vantageous mode of cultivation. After your corn
is hoed for the first time, it will be a great advan-
tage to place about each hill a handful of ashes,
or gypsum ; or some say a mixture of both will
prove more advantageous than either used sepa-
rate.

should be proud of the ownership of such a chat-

tel, but a regard to justice compels us to indicate

its true proprietor. We understand that it was
written by Mrs Child, lady of the Proprietor and

Editor of the Massachusetts Journal.

HONOR TO WHOM HONOR IS DUE.
An excellent essay, well calculated to benefit

the community, entitled " Hints to People ofMod-
erate Fortune,'" originally published in the Massa-
chusetts Journal, was reprinted in our paper, page
368. We do not recollect how we came by the
article, but have seen it circulating in several
newspapers as an estray, without marks of owner-
ship. We therefore appropriated it to our reader's
behoof, with no more idea of claiming it as ours
by virtue of authorship, or trespassing on the
property of others, than if we had made use of a
quantity of sun beams, whose transit had been
over and about our neighbor's premises. We

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

PEACH TREES.
Mr Fessenden—I notice a very intelligent

horticulturist states in a late paper of yours, that

during the past cold season " the peach tree has suf-

fered severely from Massachusetts to New Jersey."—
I am awartrthat this tree has so suffered in Mas-

sachusetts, and have heard of the instance refer-

red to in New Jersey, but I can assure you that

on Long Island, which is between the two points

named, not a single tree has suffered in the least

;

indeed I have not seen a blossom bud that has

been injured. And the peach, nectarine, and apri-

icot trees are now loaded, and even hi many cases

overcharged with fruit. The orchard referred to

in New Jersey, and which is said to have been

injured, (but about which I have heard contradic-

tory statements,) lies near the sea coast, and is ex-

posed to the severe storms and gales which rage

on the border of the ocean. HORTUS.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CULTURE OF SILK IN MAINE.
Mr Fessenden— I take the liberty to propose

the following queries respecting silk worms, and
trust that some one of your correspondents will

furnish a solution to existing doubts. Our north-

ern location in the State of Maine has served to

create doubts as to the success of cultivating silk,

and it is with the view of having the truth gener-

ally known, that these questions are submitted for

consideration.

quarts to the bushel obtained. You would confer
a favor by conveying to the individual, through
me, some way to purify it, and cleanse it from the
taste of the corn, and the smell of the beer. Any
information will be most thankfully received and
communicated to the individual concerned.

From the American Farmer.

Remarkable Grape Vine, reared by that skilful Hot'
iiculturisl, John Willis, Esq., Collector of the Port
of Oxford.

On the 25th of March, 1822, I planted a smalf
layer of the Jersey grape vine in my yard, of
which, I intended to make an arbor, and produce
delicious table fruit, as I had found the fruit fine,

hangs long, and very desirable— the place is some-
wliat encumbered with about half a dozen valua-
ble fruit trees, and the first two years the vine
made very little growth ; neither was there much
notice taken of it ; the third year it made a sur-

prising growth, and took the attention of many
strangers. I then tried the best skill I was mas-
ter of to force and encourage the growth. The
fourth year it so far excelled my most sanguine
expectations, and began to smother a fine bearing
pear tree, and appeared to threaten some more
trees, that I pruned off of the south and east side

of it about one hundred and sixty cuttings ; and
found it, in the fifth year to extend (where not
close pruned,) each way, about thirty-five feet or

more ; and last spring, it was so laden with fruit,

that I was going to have the bunches counted, (as

it is the bunch grape,) and they are of tolerable

good size ; but we were visited by several hail

gusts, which destroyed so many of them that I de-

clined having the balance counted. Now it is

again well laden with fruit ; and I have, this day,

ovited some of my neighbors together to come
1. Should not we in the State of Maine labor

|
and count them, which could not be done, only, I

have drawn lines through the vine in fourteen

places, so that they may count between them— all

double bunches are only counted as single ones ;

and you have their certificate at the bottom ; and
ifyou please, you may give it a place in your most
valuable work. Now the grapes are out of all

danger, (except hail gusts, &c.) Those gentlemen
know the planting and management of this vine.

I only call it five year's growth though planted

seven. Now, how much do you suppose the Great
Hampton Court Palace vine, planted in the reign

of king William,* could have excelled this, at five

years' growth ? JOHN WILLIS.
To J. S. Skinner, Esq.

under material disadvantages in the culture of silk,

provided our seasons are not sufficiently long to

feed and bring to maturity two sets of silk worms
in succession, as can probably be done in Connec-
ticut ?

2. In consequence of our seasons being shorter
than those further south, have our mulberry trees

a less quantity of leaves on them ? If not, then
might not the objection " that the culture of silk

in Maine cannot be advantageously pursued, be-

cause our seasons are not long enough to raise

two crops of silk worms in succession," be obvi-

ated, by raising, at once what (under different

circumstances) would have been raised in two
crops ? BRUNSWICK

Oil of Maize, or Indian Corn.—Extract of a let-

ter from N. M. Wells, Esq., of Detroit, Michigan,
to Samuel L. Mitchell, dated May 16, 1829.—JV.

Y. Farmer.

Dear Sir—I send you a small phial of
oil of Indian Corn. It was obtained from the

mash when fermented for distillation. From four

bushels two quarts have been obtained. It burns
with a peculiar brilliancy. Those physicians who
have given it to their patients, say it is as effect-

ual and as mild as castor oil. The oil is separat-

ed or made to rise on the tub by a process discov-

ered by accident, and is a secret Which the indi-

vidual who made the discovery will not disclose.

When the mash is made in the common way, no

Oxford, May 23, 1829.

We the subscribers do hereby certify that we
have this day counted the bunches of grapes on
Mr J. Willis's splendid vine, and find the number
to be 13,315,t amongst which we suppose near
half to be double, although counted as single.

—

We further state that we have known said vine

nearly from its planting, and can afiirm the state-

ment of Mr Willis to be correct in every respect.

We also took the circumference of the vine near
the ground, which is only 7 1-4 inches.

THOMAS WATTS,
RICHARD MARKLAND,
JAMES STEWART, Jr.

See Cobbett on Forsyth, page 79.

t For the table about 440 bunches a day for thirty davs from
oil is separated ; nor is so much spirit by some one vine !—Ed. Am. Far.
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A New Destroyer.—The myriads of pigeons

which have lately visited this country are almost

as destructive to the farmer's prospects, as the

swarms of locusts in ancient days to the ill fated

husbandmen of Egypt. They seem to make clean

work where they alight upon the corn fields, and

farmers in this and the neighboring towns are said

Mr E. J. Coale's Mnemonics, under the article

of Man, contains the following useful hint " Mar-
ried women live longer than maids." A hint, per-

haps, as useful to the other sex, may be found in

late number of the North American Review, in an

article on the " art of being happy." The review-

er concludes his remarks by observing that " the

to have had 6, 8, 12 and 15 acres of the young most judicious philosophers have laid it down as a

corn pulled up by these mischievous birds. Mul- fundamental principle, that a man is never happy
titudes are shot and taken in nets ; but a farmer i without a good wife."

in Fairfield has adopted a new way to " come Pad-
(

_, m. j i i r, , iV«j , n r
„ , ,ii- • l- i j Tea Trade between Canton and Ohio

!

—One of
dv over them : he soaks his corn in whiskey, and ! . „. . . .
J

. . , - ,» ^ u "'e Cincinnati papers mentions, that lar"i: quanti-
scatters it about the fields—the pigeons soon be- 1. . ~r '

. .

. , Li.. -ii. ties °f teas, of the best quality, aro to be seen,
come intoxicated, and are thus caught easily bv . , j ,. , . _? .

"_
,,...,.'„ . . °. , r •

i
marked and shipped in Canton, for merchants in

hand ! A solution of arsenic is reported to have ^,. . „. ,

been sometimes used—but this is an improper and

dangerous experiment.

—

Little Falls Friend.

From the New York Farmer.

New Materialfor Cordage.—Mr Perrine, Consul

of our United States at Campeachy, forwarded to

Dr Mitchell, a short time since, a very strong and

excellent material for the manufacture of ropes

and lines. It has very much the appearance,

when dressed and prepared, of the article from
.

the Philippine Islands, called Manilla Hemp. In

order to make the communication more interest-

ing, this gentleman sent along a box of earth, con-

taining several fresh plants of the species, for cul-

tivation and botanical research. It is to be re-

gretted, however, that they were, every one, kill-

ed by the frost which the ship encountered, on

approaching the port of New York. Together

with these, arrived three full grown plants that

Cincinnati

!

As an instance of traffic between Ireland and

Glasgow, in the article of eggs, it may be men-
tioned that one of the Derry steam vessels, in a

late trip, brought over fifteen tons, and on her next

voyage upwards of twenty tons of eggs—270,000

ordinary sized hen eggs.

John Thew has been fined $75, at Newburgh,
N. Y. for refusing to marry, according to promise,

a widow with six children. Perhaps the money

The Worcester Spy states, that " Indian corn

came up remarkably well, and has grown so rapid-

ly that it is now earlier than in the average of

seasons at this time of the year. . English grain

of all kinds affords the promise of a bountiful har-

vest."

Locusts.—The St Clairville Gazette announces

the arrival of these insects, in vast numbers, in

MlUet Seed.
For tale at the Seed Store connected with (be Mew EpgknH

Farmer, No. 52 North Market (tree).

50 bushels of Millet Seed,—clean, and of superior quality.
Alio, a very exteiuive variety of Ornamental Flower Seeds,

n papers of 6 cU each, or 100 varieties, one paper each, (or

85,00.
^

ROMAN—Tbu elegant, full blooded horse, a bright bay,
itb black legs, mane, and tail, of high spirit and rood (em-
ir, will stand at the farm of Mr Stephen Williams, in Nonh-
irough

,
Ms, at £20 the wa von, (u be paid before (be mares are

taken away.—See New England Fanner, May Ii.

Red and While Clour Hud.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.

52 North Market Street,

500 lbs. Dutch White Honeysuckle Clover, (imported.)
Also, Herd's Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass, Lucerne,

Foul Meadow, Hemp and Flax Seed, (tc. Sec.

March 27 t

Fihm for sale in Milton, of about 200 acres, remarkably well

watered, with every variety of lands and fruits, good substan-

tial buildings, and a large portion of valuable woodland,—Also,

lor sale, or to let, opposite to (be above named premises, a large

dwelling house, with a good bake house, very pleasantly situ-

ated.—For further particulars, see the New England Fanner
for May 15, or inquire ol (he publisher, or P. H. Pierce, 95
Slate st, or N. Tucker, on the premises.

May 22, 1829. if

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, (he (wo English horses, will stand

for (he season a( (heir stable in Brighton. Barefoot at 525/
and Cleveland at £10, with £1 for the groom. ail

had been grubbed up as dead samples, for experi-
j

Ohio. They amuse, or rather annoy, the people,
ments. These were distributed to proper individ- from day to day, with their accustomed music—
uals, for improvement. The filamentous, or filirous ? & =

3 feared they will do great damage to the fruit

matter is obtained from the long and bulky leaves
j trees.

by maceration, or soaking in water ; and sold, i Multitudes of Locusts have made their appear.

when clean and dry, for two hundred and fifty
,

ance , fa neighborhood of Washington, Pennsyl-
dollars the ton. L. •

En. N. Y. Farmer. P*"
13,

Sir Isaac Coffin, M. P., is now on a visit to

Shortening Life in England.—A report of con- 1 Boston, he resides with Jonathan Amory, Esq.,

siderable interest has been recently made to Par- i
Sumner st, Mount Vernon,

tiament, respecting the " Law of Mortality of the
\ jt ;s SSL\& tne new Pope, among other items of

Government Life Annuitants,'" from which it ap

pears that the duration of human life is shorter

than it was fifty or one hundred years since, not-

withstanding the introduction of the kine pox, and
the advancement of medical science. It is also

ascertained that the life of woman is longer than

that of man. The latter fact is accounted for by
the circumstance that women do not eat and drink

to excess, as men do ; and they are not compelled

to encounter such hardships, nor are they so

much exposed to accidents. The shortening of.

life on the aggregate, in Great Britain, is account-

ed for by the fact, that " in high life people are

more luxurious and idle, and death carries them
off faster than formerly, and in low life people

have not so much to eat and to drink, nor are

they so well clothed, or warmed by fire, and bed
clothiug at night."

Large Dandelion—There is now growing in

the garden of Capt. Samuel Hunt, in Northfield, a
Dandelion from one root, containing four hundred
and eighty-two leaves, and one hundred and forty-

seven stems ; eight of which are three times larger

than those of common growth. It occupies a cir-

cle of six feet circumference.

—

Centinel.

I reform," intends to abolish the celibacy of the

clergy. This will be a very popular measure with

the Roman Catholic ladies.

The London Lancet, a medical work, mentions

that Doct. Dodd has advanced an idea that tan-

ners are not liable to die of consumption, or

phthisis pulmonalis. It may be the case ; but we
believe that a good many look at death through

the medium of rheumatism.

English Scythes.

James Cam's double prime grass scythes, wide and narrow,

a superior article, for sale at the Hardware Store of S. FES-
SENDEN, No. 80 Slate Street. 8t June 19

Heifers, Calves, Sheep, *Y<\

For sale, two full blood Alderney Heifers, three years old this

spring, with calf by a full blood bull of the Short Horn breed
;

one Alderney Heifer calf, six months old, weaned, and turned

to grass; two full blood heifor calves of (he Short Horn breed,

two months old, now at grass feed ; four of ihe Long Wool
Ewes, imported from the Netherlands; a buck lamb from one

of the ewes, and a Devonshire Buck, a very fine animal, and
four full blood Saxony Bucks. For terms apply at this office.

June 17, 1829.

Seed Potatoes.

For sale, at No. 26 Foster's wharf, 200 bushels of superior

Nova Scotia Potatoes. A fine opportunity is here offered to

farmers, who wish to improve the quality of their seed pota-

toes. June 5

PRICES OF COUNTRY
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MISCELLANIES.
June 19, 1829.

JUNE.

BY T. G. FESSENDEN.

Though rhymesters pourtray

The pleasures ol May
In verse, which is nothing but gingling,

June only can bring

Us the beauties of Spring

Without its deformities mingling.

Madam May has her blights,

And her vile frosty nights,

The hopes of the husbandman blasting;

And her north eastern blows,

Which one would suppose

Were cut out to be everlasting.

But, June for my Muse,

With her sweets and her hues,

Fit topics for lovers to talk on

;

While Flora around

Spreads over the ground

Fine carpets for farmers to walk on.

If June could hold out

The whole year about,

Such pleasure sans measure be giving,

This lower world would
Be a mansion too good

For poor wicked mortals to live in.

In looking over some old manuscripts which fo

longed to our grandfather, we stumbled on the

of continental poetry. —Baltimore Emerald.

Come out, ye Contiuentalers

!

We 're going for to go
To fight the red coat enemy,
Who 're plaguy " cute," you know.

Now, shoulder whoop !—eyes right and dress-
Front ! Davis, wipe your nose

;

Port whoop; that 's sleek—now, carry whoop!
Mike Joues, turn out your toes.

Charge bag'net !—that 's your sort, my boys,

/ Now, quick time— march ! that's right;

Just so we 'd poke the enemy,

If they were but in sight.

Halt !—shoulder whoop !—stop laughing, Nick,

By platoons—wheel—halt—dress !

Hold up your muzzles on the left,

No talking more nor less.

Bill Sneezer, keep your canteen down,
We 're going for to travel

;

" Captain— I wants to halt a bit,

My shoe is full of gravel."

Ho—strike up, music—for'ard march !

Now point your toes, Bob Rogers
;

See—yonder are the red coat men-
Let fly upon 'em sogers !

Uncultivated Minds—Sir William Hamilton, in
his account of an eruption of Mount Vesuvius,
gives a curious picture of the excessive ignorance
and stupidity of some nuns in a convent at Terre
del Greco :—one of these nuns was found warm-
ing herself at the red hot lava, which had rolled up
to the window of her cell. It was with the great-
est difficulty that those scarce rational beings
could be made to comprehend the nature of their
danger; and when at last they were prevailed
upon to. quit the convent, and were advised to car-
ry with them whatever they thought most valua-
ble, they loaded themselves with sweetmeats.

Management of Infants.—The habits of a nurse

maid have an undisputed effect on the health of

an infant, and in various ways, may be detriment-

al to future happiness. Indeed both physical and
moral education may be said to commence with

the first breath of life.

The habits that an infant's life calls immediately

into action from its nurse, are thoughtfulness,

and cleanliness. A nurse maid without the form-

er, will not think sufficiently of the comfort of her

charge : she will hear it cry, without endeavoring

to know the cause, in order to administer relief.

It may be sufferiug pain from bandages and
strings too tightly drawn, while its apparent un-
easiness, if not unheeded, is attempted to be lulled

away, rather than the cause removed. It may be
subject by a careless exposure to a draught of air,

or from the effects of too glaring a light, to in-

flammation of the eyes, the foundation of future

diseases, which may hereafter impair the vision, if

not destroy it altogether. Sight, being the most
delicate of our senses, and, I think, the most valu-
able also, cannot be too carefully guarded. The
hearing also may he sacrificed to carelessness.

—

Leaving the head damp after washing, and expos-
ure to cold winds, with the ears not well covered,
frequently causes the ear ache, and temporary
deafness, which may be the origin of that disposi-
tion to permanent deafness, which frequently
shows itself, and saddens the latter period of life.

What may be -the effects of such misfortunes on
the character and disposition of individuals
thus afflicted, it is not possible for me to say ; but
gen.»rally they are such as affectionate parents would
earnestly wish to avert from their offspring. From
the want of cleanliness of a nurse, the health of a
child may be greatly affected. If the skin he uct

walks, even from the stately ox to the spider hid-
den from its unwary prey. This child was after-
wards remarkable for his accurate observation,
and for the power of fixing his attention when re-
quired, upon his various studies. I have no doubt
he was indebted to hja nurse for the early devel-
opement of these pow3s, which proved most ad-
vantageous to him in acquiring knowledge, and in
making just observations in his progress through
life.

Stone and Aqueduct Pipe.
A further supply of this very useful and necessary article for

drain and water courses, which is superior and cheaper than
anything used for the purpose, is for sale at the Agricultural
Warehouse, No. 52 North Market street, where orders are re-
ceived for a supply of any quantity or size wanted, with turns
and circular pieces to match. J. K. NEWELL, Agent for
Stone Pipe Corporation Company. 3w

Buckwheat, fyc.
For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New Eng-

land Farmer. No. 52 North Market Street,
A few bushels of Buckwheat, growth of 1828. Also, a fur-

ther supply of Fowl Meadow Grass Seed, of superior quality.

Mw China Tea Sets, and light blue Dinner Ware.
Received, a great variety of the above ; which, with a com-

plete assortment of Crockery, China, and Glass Ware, are of-
fered for sale, low, at No. 4 Dock Square.

Mangel TVurtzel, Sugar Beet, Sfc.

For sale at the Seed Store connected wftu the New
England Farmer, 52 North Market street,

200 lbs. Mangel Wurtzel.
200 lbs. French Sugar Beet, raised expressly for this

establishment, by Johs Prince, Esq. Roxbury.—The
superiority of this seed and the excellence of the roots
for cattle are too well known to need comment.
Also Double Tuberoses, Tiger Flowers, Amaryllises,

Formossissima, &c, beautiful bulbs now in season to
plant.

Also, White Mulberry Seed, 50 cts per ounce, Lucerne,
or French Clover, White and Red Clover, Sanfoiit, Tiin-

well washed the pores will become clogged, and othy, Orchard Grass, Oat Grass, Herd- Grass. &c.

the insensible perspiration impeded, by which the
whole system will become deranged ; and this is

one cause of the squalid appearance which some
children present. Besides this inconvenience,
that want of cleanliness and order, which is often
betrayed at otherseasons of life, may be attributable

to such defects having prevailed in the nursery, in

which, I believe, that not only our bodies are
cradled and nursed, but also the virtues and vices
of our minds.

As the life of the infant proceeds, the activity

of the nurse is another habit of importance to it.

As soon as its strength will permit, it should be
in gentle motion almost the whole of the day, ex-
cept the intervals necessary for its sleep and nour-
ishment. A child of four months old should be-
gin to spring in its nurse's arms ; to exult at ob-
jects which attract its attention, and to grasp,
though with imperfect vision, at the things beyond
its reach. But how often have I seen the reverse !

and have wished to have taken from the dull and
indifferent nurse, the little being that has hung
heavily upon her arms, while it looked around it

with vacant stupidity, and whined half the day
away, merely because its attention was not
roused, nor that natural gratification afforded to it,

which children derive from the unfolding and ex-
ercise of the perceptive faculties. A very sensible

nurse maid, whom I once met with, accustomed
herself, whenever she saw the little boy, of whom
she had the care, looking steadfastly at any ob-
ject, to suffer him to examine it well in every di-

rection, and to permit him, when possible, to han-
dle it. She would also call his attention to al-

most every object which presented itself in their I ing^made'iuTdvance

Agricultural Books.
The third edition of Fessenden's JVew American Gar-

dener ; this work has been pronounced by the most ju-
dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle
states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,
Grape Vines, &c, to be found in this country—price
$1,25.
The Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical Manual,

on the Culture of the Vine ; and Making Wine, Brandy,
and Vinegar. By Thiebaut de Berneaud.
The Young Gardener's Assistant, containing Directions

for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, and Ornament-
al Flowers. By T. Bridgeman, gardener, New York

—

price 371-2 cts.

A practical Treatise on the Management of Bees ; and
the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-
troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.
By James Thacher, M. D.—price 75 cts.

* Also,,one copy of each of the following rare works:

—

Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gar-
dening; with the theory of Draining Morasses, and with
an improved construction of the drill plough. By Dr Dar-
win, (Dublin edition, price three dollars and fifty cts.)

Darwin's Botanic Gardeu— (price three dollars, a fine,

correct copy.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.
This day received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

52 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass
cieed, at #2,50 per bushel.

Powder at 2s per lb.

DUPONT'S POWDER, quality warranted, for sale at

Copeland's Ammunition Store, 65 Broad st, at retail. Also,
SHOT, CA PS, &c. ol the best quality—cheap for cash. If

Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the
end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the
inie of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.

Printed for J. B. Russell, by I. R. Butts—by whom
II descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes
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at the Agricultural Warehouse No. 52 North Market Street.
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• experiments made in cur country, in rearing need- 1 confined lie should then derive a benefit from bit

I
ling trees from the finest fruits, after an intermix- 1 present labor.-. One day bis father saw MmM

I tare of the pollen, or otherwise, they have been I work, and being informed of the object be had in

.
attended with far more than a comparative sue- view, told bin. he thought ' it would be • much

FREiSCH I LANTS. Bess with those made in Europe—and every new more profitable business to study to keep out thai:
Hk Russell.—As some of your subscribers levelopemcnt of our horticultural improvements

|
to break out after ho had once got in.' Tl

have probably made great additions to their plants seems to add new proofs to the opinion 1 have al- ' good advice, tod is worthy of being foil

by purchases from Messrs Felix & Co., who, it
. lv nys entertained, that none of her production

'

'

will be recollected, came over from France, this

spring, with a most unique and unrivalled collec-

tion of plants,* it is highly desirable that a des- i

cription of the plants, as they flower, may be com-

municated to vou for publication in your valuable

paper. A SUBSCRIBER,
j

ill deteriorate in America.

Your obedient servant,

WM ROBERT PRINCE

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

5 Linncean ljotanic Garden, near

I
New York, June 20, 18?9.

Mr Editor—Both you and our esteemed friend

Mr Downer, having been desirous to obtain infor-

mation relative to the origin and properties of the

" Bleecker's Meadow pear." I transmit you the fol-

lowing account of it. This pear was originally

procured from the farm of Colonel Wynkoop, of

Bucks County, Pennsylvania, being a seedling

found in his meadow, and from that circumstance

was called by him " Meadow pear."1

It was
brought thence by a relative of his, Mr Martin
Schenk, of this Island, and grafts were dissemiu-L

ated from the trees planted on his farm. Several
j

gentlemen now have this pear in bearing, and

two large ones are growing on a farm not far dis-

tant from my residence. Leonard Bleecker,

Esq., a gentleman distinguished for his love of

horticulture, and for his liberality in imparting any

valuable varieties of fruit to others, presented

grafts of this pear to several of his friends, and it

was by them called " Bleecker's Meadow pear"—so

much for its origin. In regard to growth the tree

has much resemblance to the Seckel, and its bark

and general appearance when young, so closely

assimilate as not to be easily distinguished. Its

growth, however, is much more vigorous, making

at least three feet of wood to two of the Seckel,

and often more. I am also informed, however,

by Mr Bleecker, that the tree when it becomes

From the American Sentinel

.

POTATOES.
People difler more about planting potatoes, than

anything that I know of; for if good land is well

prepared and manured, it is not difficult to raise

i good crop, in a common season, even if you
plant them whole or cut them, whether you plant

few or many.

I have known people to plant from 1 bushel to

40, on an acre of land—and "each was satisfied

that their plan was best.

One man who had not more potatoes than he
wanted to eat, cut out the chits and planted those

only, one bushel of which planted an acre, saving

the body of the potatoes for ordinary uses : his

land being well prepared, the produce was more
100 bushels.

Another man who had practised farming until

productions
j

inasmuch as il may, with a slight alteration, be
made to apply to numerous other situations in IW •

than that of prisoners. This is particularly lh<-

case in regard to the preservation of health. It ii

much easier, as well as more profitable to avoid

exposure to evening air and wet feet than to be

confined five or six weeks with a burning
It is also much easier to caution children against

eating green apples and other kinds of Irnsh,

which are within their reach at this season of ibe

year, than it is to cure thcui of the dysentery.

—

It has been said, and we doubt not truly, tha'

more than half Of the diseases which prevail n.

our climate in the warm season, might be prevent
ed even by ordinary care. Among the means to

be employed to preserve health, the habit, or if

we may so say, the virtue of cleanliness demands
the highest place ; and to a want of it may b •

traced many of the ills to which ' flesh is heir.'

—

In all the melancholy instances where sickness

has visited our Atlantic cities in the course of the

last twelve years, we have good authority for say-

ing that th . originated in such parts ol

those citi «ious for .he tilth of th-
streets, and their inhabitants. In tbe cyuuni,

where dwellings are unconnected, and where a

he was 21 years of age, and then went to college,

and became a great man, having seen that pota-

toes would produce most when planted whole,
|

pure air circulates freely, we are less liable to suf-

(contrary to his ideas in younger life,) he thought

proper to try what he could do. He prepared an

acre of excellent land, by ploughing it thorough-

ly, and manuring it highly, then ridged it by turn

fering from the carelessness of our neighbors than

residents of more compact places, but the safety of

every family in an eminent degree depends on the

care and cleanliness of its head. All decavei!

two furrows together, to cover the manure,
j
animal and vegetable substances should be remov-

then planted it with large whole potatoes, within

one foot of each other, in continued rows on the

ridges, which he did not cross with the plough,

in hoeing, and it took 40 bushels to plant his acre,

the cost of which was 50 cents per bushel,

ed from the vicinity of dwellings : stagnant water

should be drained off, and the cellars freed from

rotten apples, potatoes, onions, &c.

Another very important means of preserviiu

health where it is enjoyed, and restoring it where

amounting to $20 for his seed. He had a large i it is wanting, is, to sprinkle quick lime on the bot-

rop of potatoes, but not so large as he would

have had by planting 20 bushels in the same
large, does not assume that compact and erect maimer) w i t {, potatoes not more than half as

regular form in its head that so distinguishes the
iarge; or by placing the same potatoes two feet

apart ; or by placing them two feet apart, and half

as large, making only ten bushels to the acre.

I sometimes plant from 8 to 16 bushels to the

acre, according to the size of the potatoes used for

the purpose.

Seckel, but that the branches are more expanded,

and much less erect. One tree in a garden near

Newburgh, bore fruit the fourth year from the

graft—the fruit does not hang in clusters as the

Seckel does, but its period of ripening is the same

its flavor is delicious, and it is a melting fruit

—

it should, however, be plucked before it softens,

and be placed in the house to mature and become

mellow—in point of size it is larger than the

Seckel, and in form resembles the Early Sugar

pear, (not the Sugar Top, or July pear, which

some call Sugar pear)—before it softens it is green

with a little brown or russet on the sun side. I

am fully of opinion that the Seckel is one of the

parents of this new pear, and as I consider it a

very valuable addition to our native fruits, I have

been thus particular in the details, and cannot omit

here the passing remark, that in proportion to the

* Vide their Catalogue.

torn of the cellars, and in all the drains and vault'

contiguous to houses. So effectual is this safe-

guard in preventing disease, that a highly respect-

able gentleman in this vicinity, informs us that for

several years after he commenced house-keeping

some one or more of his family had a regular run

of fever ; after a time he built a house, and con-

sequently a quantity of lime was lying in and

around his residence, but no sickness visited his

When people try experiments, I think it is best I family. In three of the six subsequent years he

to do it fairly, and to use their reason. And it is i had occasion to use lime, and in each of those

a good method to try different modes, and not be years his family enjoyed perfect health, while in

so much in favor of any old practice, as to put a the other three some of the family were sick. He

stone in one end of a bag of grain to carry on a is so well convinced, from these circumstances

horse to mill, or to cut potatoes, because your that lime is beneficial, that he now no more thinks

father did ; though very many might amend, by
J

of being without it, than he thinks of getting

doin" as their fathers did, especially in eating along without bread. We hope others of our

and drinkini AN OLD FARMER.

HEALTH.
We once knew a boy who speut a great part

of his time in laying plans to break out of prison,

calculating that if he should ever happen to be

readers will try it, aud have no doubt but they

will feel themselves amply repaid for their ex-

pense and trouble. Indeed, we will warrant it to

be an effectual preventive against all those disor-

ders for which ardent spirits are an effectual cure.

Ifilliamstoicn Mcocitt.
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FINE STOOK

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,

i a habit which appertains to all the species of

honey bee. We shall not undertake to state the

cause of this proceeding. Whether bees justify

Mr Fessenden—Having seen in your « N. E. themselves by arguments similar to those made

Fanner," within a short time, several notices of

extraordinary calves, induces me also to add to the

list.

A very fine cow, now eight years old, of my

own raising, half Holderness and half Alderney, has

produced me, by different bulls, seven calves
;

they have all been very fine ones, and all are at

this" time alive ; four of them are in my own pos-

session. Her last calf was born 4th of last De-

cember, (a bull) and at 4. days old weighed 110

lbs., being early, and a winter calf, I had not in-

tended to raise it—but it was so uncommonly

promising, I was induced to do it. On the 4th

of March at 90 days old, it weighed 339 lbs.

—

After that date one half of the cow's milk was

taken from it—he having learned to eat carrots,

oil meal, and hay—and on the 16 th of April I

sold him to an enterprising young fanner, at

use of by certain advocates for killing oft" the hu

man species in martial combat, is more than we

can say, having never been admitted to their

counsels. Probably they conceive it to be the

shortest way of getting rid of their useless popula-

tion. The fact, however, is certain, and the

slaughter always takes place.

Dr Thacher says " It has been ascertained, that

after a particular period of the year, when the

queen has been impregnated, and the drones are

no longer of use, they are cruelly destroyed by

those very workers which formerly watched over

them so carefully in their cradles. It is not to be

supposed that the neuters know they would per-

ish with hunger were the drones preserved, but

there probably is a time when the males make

such an impression on the senses of the neuters

as tends to irritate them, and prompt to their des

He was then 4 months and 12 days old, and

weighed 455 lbs., giving an increase of 2 lbs. 9^

ounces per day. On that day he also measured

from the root of the horns to the end of the rump

5 ft 8 in.
;
girth 4 ft 4 in., and height 3 ft 8 in.

His sire was three-fourths Durham Short Horn,

and one-fourth Bakewell. This young bull is

therefore three-eighths Short Horn, two-eighths

Alderney, two-eighths Holderness, and one-eighth

Bakeweil, and comprises the best blood of Eng-

lish stock. / think, when 2 years old, (if, as I

have no doubt he will, have as good care taken of

him,) he will be the most promising bull in New
Hampshire, or Massachusetts—and a very great

acquisition to that State—combining, as he does,

the beef ami dairy qualities.

Much has been said and written on the subject

of allowing cows to come in too young. I have

raised a great many calves, and have always al-

lowed them to calve at two years, and often earli-

er. This cow had her first calf at nineteen months

—and was but seven years and seven months old

when she had her seventh calf; aud she is the

largest cow I ever raised. To be sure she has al-

ways been well kept, (but not highly fed) as all

animals ought to be. I should not wish, howev-
er, to have a heifer with her first calf, come in be-

fore a good bite of grass.

Yours very truly,

JOHN PRINCE.
Jamaica Plain, June 29, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

CRUEL CUSTOM OF BEES.
Mr Fessenden— I wish that you or some ofyour

correspondents would inform me through the me-
dium of your paper, what is the reason of bees

killing their drones at this season of the year ; and

how they may be united, to prevent, if necessary,

their killing them ; and if it will hinder or retard

their swarming? I have a number of full stocked

hives, which appear to have such aversion for

their drones, that not one, I believe, is suffered to

live in the hive. If some of your experienced

apiarian writers will give me some light on the

subject, I will be much obliged to them.

Yours, &c,
A FARMER.

Remarks by the Editor.—This annual massacre

Rindge, in New Hampshire, for fifty-five dollars.
|
truction. It is usually in the months of July and

August, that this singular massacre is effected

—

A curious observer, Huber, desirous of witnessing

the scene of carnage, placed six hives on a glass

table, and placed himself and an assistant be-

neath it. On the 4th of July, the workers actu-

ally massacred the males iff the whole six hives,

at the same hour and with the same peculiarities.

The glass table was covered with bees, full of an-

imation, which flew on the drones, seized them

by the antennas, the wings, and limbs, and after

having dragged them about, they killed the unfor-

tunate victims, by repeated stings, directed be-

twppn ttio l-i.iga of the belly. The moment that

the formidable weapon touched them was the last

of their existence ; they stretched their wings

and expired. It is evident that bees act in con-

cert, that their operations tend to one general ob-

ject, and that they are aware of its being fulfilled
;

and this cannot be done without some mode of

communication with each other ; but as all their

performances are in the dark, it is extremely diffi-

cult to conceive, how they can know each others

proceedings."

—

Thacher's Treatise on Bees, p. 30.

July 3, 1829.

AGRICULTURAL PROSPECTS.
The expectations of abundant crops, founded on

the fine weather of spring, have been much dimin-

ished by the long continued drought. The hay
harvest of the present year will be less than

that of the last by nearly a third. The extraordi-

nary production of two successive favorable sea-

sons seem to have exhausted the soil, which re-

quires renovation by an interval of comparative

rest.

Oats, barley, and rye, are well filled, and the

crops of those grains will be good.

Corn in our vicinity has suffered much from

the operations of the cut worm, as it is called, who
gnaws off the stalk at the surface of the ground.

Some fields have been destroyed by the enemy, and

the owners been compelled to plant potatoes. The
only preventive seems to be to search the hills

with the hoe or hand and crush the vermin—

a

process troublesome and slow, but better than

suffering the loss of our staple products.

The apple, peach, and pear, will yield very few

fruits. The apricot does not bear at all. The
cherry which has been less injured than the other

tenants of the orchard, although well loaded in the

early spring, has suffered from a blight, which has

made the fruit fall unripened to the ground.

—

JVat. JEgis.

i the Southern Agriculturist.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND) FARMER.

PREVENTIVE SOCIETIES.
Mr Editor—At the last meeting of the Mas-

sachusetts Horticultural Society, I was much grat-

ified to hear the remarks of Mr Derby, of Salem,

on the utility of the Society in that town to pre-

serve gardens and orchards from trespassers, and

midnight marauders. He stated that but one in-

stance had occurred since the establishment of

the Society, of a garden or orchard (belonging to

a member) being robbed ; and that the evil had

almost entirely ceased. I understand that Dor-

chester, Roxbury, and Quincy have followed the

example of Salem ; and every town where fruit is

extensively cultivated, would find it for their in-

terest to establish similar societies ; and all roam-

ing intruders would soon find that trampling on

plants, breaking down trees, and shrubbery, &c,
cannot be tolerated with less impunity than shop-

lifting, or store breaking.

Nashua Cotton Manufactory.—At the factories

at Nashua within the last twelve months, 2,240,-

000 yards of cloth have been manufactured, con-

sisting of sheetings and shirtings, a part of which
were for printing.

ON THE WINTER BEAN.
We call the attention of agriculturists in the

northern, as well as in our own States, to the Win-
ter Btan. It is thus mentioned by Chateauvieux,

in his letters from Italy, aud we presume is the

same as that described in English works, under

the name of the " Swiss Beau."
" The winter beans seem the only crop merit-

ing particular notice. Within a few years they

have been successfully introduced into the neigh-

borhood of Geneva ; that is to say, into a climate

where the winters are more severe. The beans

endure them without injury, and may be introduc-

ed into the northern countries, where they may
become a valuable article in agriculture ; being

well adapted to fill up vacant spots in various

crops.

" The winter bean resembles the spring bean,

in plant, flower, and seed. It is sown in the be-

ginning of September, and it must acquire strength

in the autumn to support the severity of the win-

ter. The stem withers and dies under the snow,
and during frost ; but early in the spring, several

new stems shoot from the bottom, which flower in

May, and the seeds ripen in July.

" The culture is very simple ; after a manured
crop of wheat, the earth is turned in by a single

ploughing, and moulders by exposure to the

weather. The beans are put into the ground early

in September, either sown broadcast, and harrow-
ed, ploughed in, or drilled in lines, which admits

of their being horse-hoed in the spring, otherwise

they must be hand-hoed in April.

" The crop being harvested in July, there is

time to prepare the land for wheat, which follows

it, and usually succeeds well.

l< This culture, adapted to open and clayey soils

unfavorable to the growth of roots, accords well

with the different periods of ploughing and sow-
ing, and keeps up the fertility of the soil. It in-

cludes every desirable circumstance, and I have
no doubt will extend rapidly."

—

Chateauvieux,

p. 49.
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" THE WINTER, OB SWISS BEAN

We arc desired to call the attention of our

readers to the merits of this lately acquired rod

elv of horse bean, which promises to be a valua-

ble acquisition to the British farmer. It is an

early and remarkably hardy sort
;;
standing the

Srt frost wi.ho.it injury,-poddmg about the

S of June, and ripening in the latter _end

^

J„lv It may be sown any time between the 15tn

o September, and the middle of October Any

wheat stubble, in pretty good heart, is suitable,

and no particular preparation of the ground IS ne-

cessary. Its early podding secures it from the

aUack of both in,cctsand mildew ;-and being so

on off the ground is an advantage which need

not be pointed out to the practical farmer. The

nrddnce is about four quarters per acre. We

ear Messrs Gihbs, seedmen, Piccadilly, have been

cultivating them to some extent, and ol course

can supply the seed in any moderate quantity -
British Farmer's Magazine, vol. n. ISo. o, p. •

-

" SOWING FIELD TEAS.

A correspondent requests information on a

practice which is new to him, and may be ah* o

Luv of our readers, namely, the sowing of fit Id

Sate n the autumn, which are said to resist

Aes verity of winter, ripen considerably earlier

nan peas sown in the spring, and to be equally ,1

„ot more prolific, than the latter usually are. -
lb. No. 7, PJ206.

Last winter a vagrant, grog-drinking tinker

stragjrled into South Hadley, and remained the.

e

onetime, getting tipsy as often as he con dp -

cure the means. On a stormy day in March, he

left a house on the plain to go to the Canal, but

did not return, and nobody knew what ha* be

come of him. On the 15th mst, a dead body w as

fomidin the woods a few rods from the roaai.d

about a mile from the Canal ; and the clothes

showed that it was the body of the vagrant. It

3Tta a putrid state, and the head was torn to

pieces, probably by dogs—Hamp. Gaz

AM) HORTICULTURA L JOUR?iA
been h.-,..„i„ ... Nortlmmtilon from Verm""' '
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English Pronunciation—Most English woiks

of merit appear in Germany in the original, or ...

tranTla ions To translate English prose .s very

£sy to the Germans, but they complain much of

our pronunciation, which is, to them a perfect

chaos. It is incomprehensible to them a

enough and though should not rhyme, and that

however, is the th of our language, which is hard

erlo them than Shibboleth was for the Ephraun-

ite MrDwight.alate American traveller, says

Z never met°with but one Germai. who coukl

say, thirty-three thousand things. Wirt
a

^eu

efforts, and after screwing and twisting the face,

into all shapes, they can only bring forth dirty

dree dousand dings.—Ibid-

^oet—I^rgeluanuTies of graded full blood

w„So,„ thi! county, Berkshire, &c. have been

Told to the manufacturers within a few week
,

but we have not been able to obtain so accura e

info mation respecting prices as we could wish

Some has been sold as low as 25 cents, «dV
have heard of one lot which brought 43 cents.—

We believe that the greater part has been sold for

from 30 to 35 cents j the average does not prob-

Iblv exceed 32 or 33 cents. The fleeces may

W averaged between 90 and 100 cents each.
h

Grl » -Three or four boat loads of grain have

M fcii. . i 'Mlw t({ Northampton from Verm""'

The rye was sold at S3 eelus, ;<" "< C9UU, Md
oats 38 cents. These were the wbobiele prices ;

the retail price for rye is about 92 cents, and ol

corn about 75 or 80 cents. A boat load ot Mary-

land corn has been brought up the river, and sold

here for horse feed at 67 cents.

The crops of grain are said to be promising in

all parts of the country, ami the prices BUM* b«

low after harvest.

—

Ibid.

OVER TRADING.
[The following remarks are as applicable to

other villages as to Middlebury.]

There is, bevond doubt, too great a disposition

to over-trade among the people—a habit of swell-

ing expenses so as to pledge the income ol a

season in advance, rather than a determination to

curtail them within the amount of earnings al-

ready made. A friend of ours has made an esti-

mate, founded upon considerable inquiry, ol the

amount probably due at this moment to the mer-

chants of our village. He assured himself, that it

:

did not fall much short of one hundred thousand
;

dollars ; and it is probably safe to say, that irom

30 to 40,000 dollars of this sum is due by citizens 1

of Middlebury alone. Now we wish to inquire ol

:

our friends,—and an inquiry of the sort may be

appropriately made in almost any town,—how this

heavy debt is to be paid off? What must be the

inevitable result, if merchants in Boston and Aew

York, who arc already much pressed, should de-

mand of our country dealers a prompt payment

.

These will not consent to stop business until they

have pursued their customers through the courts

of law ; and where in Middlebury can $30,000

or even $10,000 be raised to pay off the shop-

keepers without great perplexity and sacrince .

It is unquestionably true, and it is a fact upon

which we wish the people to think, that the prop-

erty of many of our citizens is indirectly at the

mercy of the merchants in large towns; and that

commercial revulsions, which are sudden and not

unfrequent, may compel them to discharge t.ie.r

debts by a sacrifice of entire estates. It is the

object of our present brief remarks to call the at-

tention of the farmer and mechanic to a subject

at all times interesting, and one which may be of

disastrous importance to then, in times of com-

mercial and manufacturing difficulty-such as we

apprehend will in some degree soon be ten.

cannot too often repeat that the system of over-

trading-of living upon the liberal calculations of

profits yd to be made-has kept and still keeps a

large portion of our fellow citizens in entire de-

pendence upon the merchant and speculator.— * t.

American.

-j ,
,. u .

• < meutione, that C'apt.

Keenly, • hae braogBl wb* him from

Port Malum. • two Jack* four Jetrniea, a Thibet

Ram, and a Turkish Howe—«be
beautiful grav, from the mountain*, •*•«« l uu

miles en* of Smyrna; is small, but verynerftct-

ly formed, can climb like a g
" »wrka-

bly docile. The ram, which is on the farm of

BobertOKwr, Esq., is of l
. braied

for its very bn- » fl"*or

of the mutton. One of the Jennies ia thi

old, and only about thirty iucbea high, but pro-

portionality formed, and is mil; "'= an"

I imal."—L. I. Star.

Making Butter in Winter—K writer in the

American Farmer, asserts that the quality of but-

ter is injured in proportion to the tune which he

cream takes to rise ; and that cream which has

been long rising, requires more labor and time in

churning To expedite the rise of the creamJ

^Teasel, containing the milk should be kept ...

warm water of uniform temperature. Cream ob-

tained in this way produces sweeter butter and

requires, in the operation of churning, neve, more

than iweutv-live minutes.

The obje'et of setting pans of milk in cool wa-

ter, in summer, is to prevent the milk Iron, be-

coming sour, and afford the cream a longer time

to rise.

Muscatel Grapes.—The Muscatel grape M"e

has been raised near Adamsv.Ue, South Carolina,

from the seed of the raisin. A laH payes iron,

that quarter says, » the vines are apparently ihr.l-

tv a'ld flourishing, and bid fair to produce fruit

tliis season. We sincerely hope that the atU on I

to naturalize this delicious exotic may be crowned

with success, and at ihc same time recommend to

our agricultural readers a further trial cf the cx-

perimofit."—Masonic Record.

Oranges—.This excellent fruit f.nds a congenial

'soil in The territory of Florida. It is computed

| that upwards of fifteen hundred thousand oranges

! are gathered every year at St Augustine. Many

I of the trees, (says Mr White, the Florida dc legate

I in Congress,) bearing 4000 oranges, arc believed

'to be 120 years old. The lemon citron, lime,

and olive thrive equally well-.Be/r.Art Apol.o.

Transplanting Cedars—Abcul the ycr 1S20,

i„ the month of February, ichen there ™«°J' '

in Uugreu,,!, I took up about eighty small cedar,

retaining a small ball of car.!, about cac, -.-J

planted them for a hedge. More than seventy ol

them are now living, and form a pretty c,o=e

hedge, which h.-.s been trimmed to about 1 I as

high for several years.

—

1m. Fanner.

The Heather— Since the first week in June, the

atmosphere has been so remarkably cool cud dry,

ithat some fears are entertained that the spring

crops will be extremely fight. The short showers

! which have occasionally fallen, could not be ot

I much service to the ground, alrcrdy so much

i parched, while the air continued so alarmingly

' drv Hay will be light in this vicinity, beyond a

'

doubt. Indian corn will scarcely recover even

should the weather become more congenial to its

arowth. Fruit of all kinds has suffered extreme-

ly Such are the prospects for the farmer so far

as our information extends.— Catsk:!! Recorder.

»

A. writer in the Mobile Register of May 29,

asks •• What are we to do for corn, and hay for

I our horses through the summer ? There is not

as much in our market as will answer the con

sumption. Corn is said to be two dollars a

and hay is two dollars a hundred.

It is now about six months since a law was

passed prohibiting the circulation ot any bank

notes under the denomination ot five dollars, ...

Pennsylvania. This arrangement lias met wrth

General approbation and support. The numerous

fanes of counterfeiters and passers ot counterle.t

money BO Wnger find business in that State, and

have retired to the State oi New YoA
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ESSEX AGRICUlT
TURAL SOCIETY.

We have received from a friend in Salem, a
pamphlet of about 80 pages, containing an "Ac-
count of Premiums awarded in 1828, and a list of
Premiums offered in 1829 ; with Col. Pickering's
Address ; and a list of Members of the Society."—
We have not yet had leisure to peruse this work
with that attention, which a glance at its contents,
as well as our knowledge of the characters and
objects of its authors assure us it merits. We in-
tend, however, to give, e'ither verbatim, or in sub-
stance, those parts which appear to be most in-
teresting and useful to the public at large. We
would give it in exlenso, but a part of it we have
already published, and the pamphlet itself is in
the possession of many of our readers. We will
commence with an article which needs no other
eulogy than its title conveys.

H^rr ENGLAND FARMER, July 3, 1829.

COL. PICKERING'S ADDRESS.
The Society may recollect, that at its two last

annual meetings, I expressed a desire to be re-
leased from the duties of President, in which I
have been serving from its first institution in 1817.
Yielding, however, to the requests of members, I
have continued in that station. But at the late
meeting of the Trustees, I informed them of my
positive determination to be no longer a candidate
for the office.

Having come to this determination, I had con-
eluded, on taking leave, to present to the Society
a short address. But if I had contemplated mak-
ing a formal discourse, circumstances since occur-
ring would have prevented mv making it. I cannow offer only a few desultory observations.

1. Within my memory, the ideas generally en-
tertained of the occupation of the husbandman, ap-
pear to me to have materially changed. It has
ceased to be considered as an employment adapt-
ed only to that portion of society which was to
consist of mere laborers. It is now deemed an
honorable pursuit, by engaging in which, no man,
however elevated may have been his birth or sta-
tion, feels himself humbled, in partaking of its la-
bors. On the contrary, men of the learned pro-
fessions—others who inherit fortunes, or who
have acquired them by their own industry in oth-
er employments, now not unfrequently' engage
with zeal in the business of the practical farmer •

and with useful emulation, they strive to excel in
their new occupation. This, it is true, does not
yield them profits like their former pursuits, which
indeed, they neither expect nor desire

( but are
content if they sustain no loss ; while their im-
provements, effected by more ample pecuniary
means, and proving what is practicable, present
useful examples to their neighbors, who, bred to
husbandry, and constantly present at every opera-
tion, and diligently laboring with their own hands
will render such improvements more profitable
than they were to those who introduced them—
Ihis change of public sentiment is auspicious to
the farming interest.

2. I may here mention another source of im-
provements in husbandry-toe mutual communi-
cations of valuable discoveries and useful prac-
tices. These may be most conveniently made to
the Trustees, by the members of the Society : for
the business of the annual meetings will not ad-mit of making such things known in conversation.
It all the members were to write in detail their
several practices, in every branch of husbandry_

in the management of their tillage land—their
mowing grounds—their pastures—their live stock
—their manures, &c, and hand them to the Trus-
tees, to be examined and compared,—it is proba-
ble that in the main the practices would be sub-
stantially similar

; but at toe same time I have
no doubt there would be some variations well
worth knowing

; besides some new practices, and
some new tools, or new forms of old ones, and
some easier modes of operating to produce the
same effects. AH these matters may be selected
and arranged by the Trustees, and communicated
to the whole Society at its annual meetings
However small some of the improvements might
be, yet they must be worth knowing, because they
are improvements. Let me give an instance of
what some may think a trivial matter.
When living on my farm, some fifteen or

twenty years ago, my potatoes were dug up with
common hoes, according to the usual practice

;but I observed that many were cut with the hoes,
and spoiled. It then occurred to me, that instead
of a continued blade, four or five long teeth, or
tines, set to the handle just as the blade of a hoe
was set, would turn out the potatoes, not only
without cutting them, but with greater ease and
despatch. I had such a tool made—and then a
second

;
for it fully answered my expectation

The potato tops, or vines, being pulled up and
laid aside, two strokes of the tool thrust in under
the potatoes, then raising it, and with a short
sweep throwing the earth and potatoes once to
the right and once to the left, would bring up and
display nearly all the potatoes in a bill. The blade
of the New England broad hoe is eight or nine
inches in length, on its edge, and five or six inches
broad, from the edge to the handle. Five tines
seven inches long, and the two outer ones eight
inches apart, will give the proper dimensions to
the potato hoe, or crome* The eye for the
handle should be rather larger than that of a com-
mon hoe, and of greater length, to admit a bigger
handle, which will also add to its durability A
few years afterwards, I saw, somewhere, a tool of
the same form, for the same purpose. The same
tool is far better than a hoe for levelling heaps of
gravel, on the highways or elsewhere.

Such mutual information as I have here recom-
mended, is a species of charity or benevolence :

1 may therefore say, on high authority, " To do
good and to communicate forget not."

3. I will make some remarks on the construc-
tion of ploughs.

It is not so much the weight as the shape of a
plough which makes it of easier or harder draft •

and this depends chiefly on the mould board.
Forty years ago, I had a farm in Pennsylvania,

part o( which was rich bottom land— the same
which in New England is called intervale. Part
of this was in a state of tillage when I bought it.
I had a good Pennsylvania plough, of the fashion
of that day

; but the mould board was hollow
breasted

; and that rich soil, being moist, would
fill up toe hollow, and there remain, clogging the
plough. But I observed that the earth thus lodg-
ed formed a straight line from the point of the
mould board to the overhanging upper corner at
the tail

;
and it then struck me, that this straight

line should be given to the mould board itself;
and be the guide to the ploughwright in forming
the_curvature or winding of the mould board

,„TS-
r
.

ome « a word used in some parts of England lor thetool of two or three tines, with which manure isSI out froma cart; thence sometimes called, in this country, a dun™ drag.

A few years afterwards, returning to live in
Philadelphia, I called one evening to see the Vice
President of the Philadelphia Society of Agricul-
ture

;
when he presented to me a small model of

a mould board, which Mr Jefferson (then Vice
President of the United States) had left with him
At the first glance of my eye, I saw the «raigbi
line above described

; and stretching a thread from
the fore point of the mould board tb its upper
corner behind, I found it touched it, in its whole
length, in a perfectly straight line.

Speaking of it afterwards to Mr Jefferson, he
told me that he had communicated a description
of it to the American Philosophical Society, whohad published it in the fourth volume of their
transactions There the manner of forming themould board out of a piece of squared timber is
minutely described. But the simple rule may be
as follows

:
Having fixed the straight line, above

mentioned, by one cut of a saw from the upper
corner of the mould board behind to its point for-
,vard,-cut away the wood above and below that
line in such manner, that when finished, if voucarry a straight rule from the fore to the hind
part, keeping it all the way at right angles with
the straight line, it shall touch the face of themould hoard, m its whole breadth, in straight
hues, through its entire winding, and so that its
upper corner behind shall overhang the lower suf-
ficiently to effect a complete turning of the fur-row slice. Such a mould board can never getclogged

;
and the plough will move through toe

earth with less resistance than with a mould board
of any other form. A few years ago I saw at
itaghton a plough with a mould board very near-
ly in the form here described.

4. This Society have formerly offered premi-ums for the best management of manure. There
can be no question, that if kept under cover, not
unnecessarily exposed to the open air, and com-
pletely sheltered against rain, manure will retainmore strength, and the same quantity fertilize a
larger quantity of land. But another immense
increase of manure will be obtained by conduct-
ing the mine of cattle, while they are kept in sta-
bles, to large quantities of earth collected (in thischmate) into cellars, among which the urine shallrun and be absorbed. Accurate experiments dur-
ing ten years by a farmer in Scotland, proved,
that the dung of a number of cattle carefully pre-served by itself through toe winter, furnished „omore manure than the urine of the same cattleconducted over and absorbed by an equal bulk ofcommon surface earth

; the latter, load for load
being equally fertilizing with the dung.

5. A correspondent of a distinguished agricul-
tural society in England, stated that he had made
accurate experiments to ascertain the effect of cutting hay into very short pieces (whence it is call-
-*4tfV*) and he found it a great saving offodder

;
the hay so chaffed keeping his horse! inas fine order as a much larger quantity giventhem uncut A question has been asked-wlm

causes this difference ? The answer I have Teengiven was, that being chaffed it was more easilyand perfectly digested. This is probably toe truesoluuon
: and the effect would be moremanifest

.. boisestoanm cattle and sheep which chew thecud. A celebrated English writer, treating ofhe rumination of some animals (their chewing

nowertnTh v ^ gaStHC juice
'
°f ™nderfulpower m the digesting of their food, makes the
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following remarks!

—

" It appears from experiments, tliat the gastric

fluids, oi" sheep, for example, has no effect in di-

h„„„us pnuauq — ss
.nry nave Been previously

masticated [chewed] ; that it only produces a

slight maceration [softening] nearly as common
water would do in a like degree of heat ; but that

when once vegetables are reduced to pieces by

mastication, the fluid then exerts upon them its

specific operation. Its first effect is to soften

them, and to destroy their natural consistency ; it

then goes on to dissolve them ; not sparing even

the toughest parts." The inference from this doc-

trine is, that cutting fodder into fine parts will fa-

cilitate the maceration, mastication, and dissolu-

tion of the fodder; and consequently the prepara-

tion of its nutritive elements for admission into

the numberless minute vessels destined to absorb

and convey them through the whole system for

the nourishment of the animal.

(To be concluded next week.)
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From the Gardener's Magazine.

On rendering Pear Trees and other Fruit Trees

fruitful, by operating on the Borders, and by Nat-

ural Training. By Mr Robert Hiveb.

Sib—There are few subjects in horticulture

which can be more acceptable to your readers

than a system by which good crops of fruit may
be obtained from pear trees planted against the

east and west walls in gentlemen's gardens ; the

bad crops these trees have afforded have been pro-

verbial ever since I can remember ; and the un-

natural schemes which are now resorted to, such

strangulation, ringing, depressing of the healthy condition ; and it maybe observed, that

branches, and reverse-grafting, show that a good

system of cultivation is not yet established. This

failure has generally been imputed by gardeners

to the climate ; but as the trees are seldom with

out fruit at the extremity of the branches, the

supposition may be considered erroneous,

It is about twenty years ago since I noticed a

Brown Beurre pear tree, trained against the east

front of a farmer's cottage. This tree grew upon a

limestone rock, where there was very little earth,

yet it never failed to yield, yearly, plenty of large

and well flavored fruit. From what 1 observed of

this tree, it appeared evident that the rich and

deep border, usually prepared by gardeners, was

decidedly wrong, as the plants in this case gener-

ated too much sap, which alwaj's induces disease

and barrenness ; and, I believe, it will be found

in the tree, as in the human constitution, that the

state of health consists in the medium between

emptiness and repletion. Sir H. Davy has shown

the utility of stones in agricultural crops ; and I

have found them exceedingly beneficial in the

formation of fruit tree borders ; they prevent the ac-

cumulation of water in very wet weather, and also

retain sufficient moisture for the purposes of the

plant in dry seasons. In 1813, I replanted an old

pear wall, 240 feet long : the border for these trees

was 12 feet wide, and only 26 inches deep, 8

inches of which were filled with stones, such as

could be most readily procured in the neighbor-

hood, and the remaining 18 with the mould
which composed the old border.

By this scanty supply of earth for the roots of

these plants I have succeeded in obtaining a fruit-

ful and healthy growth, equally remote from de-

bility and luxuriance ; and by this simple process

I procured fruit all over the tree, as regularly as if

it had been mechanically placed, both plentifully
up the main stem, and on the lowc-;

horizontal
branches. Mv tr<" „ _ r . 7- .i i

.,
-cs are fan-trained in the best

manner; the shoots are kept as uniform and
straight as the plications of the instrument from
whence the term is derived, and, when the fruit

is full grown, exhibit one of the most interesting

scenes to be met with within the confines of a

garden.

With regard to pruning, the knife should be
used as sparingly as possible ; I conceive it to be
as injurious to this tribe of fruit trees, as the lancet
is to animal life ; it creates those inconveniences
which it is employed to remove ; whoever in-

dulges in its free use, most certainly defeats his

own purpose. Let any man who is inclined to

dissent from this opinion, consider the common
thorn confined in a hedge, where it annually un-
dergoes the operation of clipping, and the shrub
in its primitive growth, and he will want no argu-
ments to convince him of the impropriety of the

practice. But my plans require very little assist-

ance from the knife : they make no breastwood,
the energies of the tree being chiefly engaged in

forming blossom-buds for the future crop.

It may be justly inferred, from what is here
stated, that the bad success which most gardeners
have experienced in the cultivation of this valu-

able fruit, arises principally from the luxuriant

state of their trees ; the limited space which they
occupy on the wall is so disproportionate to their

natural growth, that it is almost impossible, with
deep and highly manured borders, to reclaim them
from a habit of plethorical sterility. The farina,

and the whole fructification, partake of this un

fruits fecundated with bad pollen scarcely ever
resist the atmospheric changes which they after-

wards encounter.

From observations made in vegetable physiolo-

gy, I am persuaded that the tree is principally the

produce of the earth, and the fruit of the atmos-

phere ; as great diminution of vigor may take

place in the one, without any perceptible altera-

tion in the other. It is, therefore, the first object

of the cultivator to proportion the supply of nutri-

ment to the extent of his tree, and this will be
best effected by the shallow border above describ-

ed.

These are the remarks of a man long devoted

to the difficulties of his profession, such as have
been suggested by nature, and confirmed by ex-

perience ; and if they are found to be sufficiently

instructive for the pages of your useful miscellany,

I shall feel happy in being numbered amongsi

your many correspondents.

I am, Sir, vours, &c,
ROBERT HIVER.

Indian Cure for Fever and Ague.—David Ford,

a respectable citizen of Ogdensburg, New York,
where this disease prevails to a considerable ex-

tent, recommends the following as a certain cure

:

Take equal quantities of inside bark of Fir Bal-

sam and Yellow Birch— boil them down to a very-

strong decoction, or tea. Give to a grown person

two spoonfuls in the same quantity of wine, just

before eating, three times a day
;
young persons

in proportion—say, to a child five years old, ^ths

of a table spoonful, with as much wine. It will

probably at first produce sickness at the stomach
and vomiting. Such are its effects sometimes,

but it will cure.

—

Ohio Repository.

Observations on a Is.eeh—made by a padMfcaa
who kept one •even] years for the' purpose of a
weather glass. A p|,ia | of water, containing a
leech, was kept in the lower frame of a chambc i

window gash, so that when 1 looked in the morn-
ing, 1 could know what would he the weather on
the following day.

If the weather prove serene and beautiful, the
leech lies motionless at tin; bottom of the glass,

'

and rolled together in a spiral form.
If it rain before or alk-r noon, it is found crept

up to the top of its lodging, iui<\ there remains till

the weather is settled.

If we are to have wind, the poor prisoner gal-
lops through its limpid habitation with amazing
swiftness, and seldom rests till it begins to blow
hard.

If a remarkable storm of thunder and rain is to

succeed, for some days before it lodges almost
continually without the water, and discovers un-
easiness in violent throes and convulsive-like mo-
tions.

In the frost, as in dear weather, it lies at the
bottom. And in snow, as in rainy weather, it

pitches its dwelling upon the very mouth of the
phial.

The leech was kept in an eight-ounce phial,

about three-fourths filled with water. In the sum-
mer the water was changed once a week, and in

the winter once a fortnight Casket.

Mr Parmenthr's Garden.—We lately visited Mr
Parmentier's Horticultural Garden, situated at the
junction of the Jamaica and Flatbush turnpikes,
two miles from Brooklyn. We remember this

spot five yaws ago ; it was then unenclosed, and
as sterile and stony a piece of land as could be
found for miles around—it is now a delightful

spot, laid out with great beauty and taste, rich
with all the flowers and shrubs of the season, both
indigenous and exotic. The Garden, which con-
tains twenty-five acres of land, nearly in a trian-
gular shape, enclosed by a massive stone fence, is

certainly one of the best planned and executed
models that we have ever seen. The richness
and variety in shape and color, of the various
shrubs and flowers—the beautiful foliage and del-

icate blossomings of our native plants, render it a
most attractive place. Those who are disposed
to decorate their grounds with fruit and ornament-
al trees, will find every variety at Mr Parmen-
tier's.—.V. 1". Enquirer.

The Legislature of New Jersey, at its late ses-

sion, passed a law by which the coroner is releas-
ed from the necessity of calling a jury of inquest,
in case of a violent, sudden, or casual death, un-
less he believes there is cause to suspect some one
of being guilty of murder or manslaughter in the
premises.

[This is as it should be all over the country.

To summon a jury in every case o." manifestly ac-
cidental death, is but the continuauce cf a most
useless ancient custom. Cases may occur in

which the investigation of a jury would be advis-

able. In such cases, leave it in the sound dis-

cretion of the coroner; but not one time in a hun-
dred would the interposition of a jury be of the
least utility.]

—

Col. Cent.

More than nine hundred miles of Canals and
Rail Roads are finished, or under contract, in

Pennsylvania, at this moment, all leading to Phil-

adelphia market.
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Remedy for the Bite of a Rattlesnake.—The last

number of the " Transactions of the Albany In-

stitute," just published, contains a paper on the

Uvulavia grandiflora, as a remedy for the bite of

a rattlesnake, by James G. Tracy, that is worthy

of some special notice. The writer furnishes the

concurring opinions of several gentlemen as con-

clusive proof that this plant is the same with that

used by one Hank Johnson, an adopted Indian

hunter, who accompanied the commissioners for

settling the boundary line between the United

States and the British Possessions, In 1820.

—

During this service, Hank performed several

cures with this plant. It has a general resem-

blance to Solomon's Seal ; leaves alternate,smooth,

and perforated by the stem, which is forked near

the top ; bearing one, rarely two, drooping lilia-

ceous yellow flowers early in May.

—

Boston Trav-

eller.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

BOSTON, FRIDAY, JULY 3, 1829.

DECOCTION OF TOBACCO FOR SOAKING
MELON SEEDS, &c.

In our paper of April 17, 1829, page 310 of
the current volume, we published a communication,
in which Mr "A. M. T." states in substance
that he had learned from a person in Northampton,
that soaking melon seed .24 hours in a decoction
of tobacco, immediately previous to planting them
would prove a preservative against bugs. The
gentleman who favored us with the intimation is

a merchant, of Boston, who owns a farm and su-
perintends its cultivation in the neighborhood of
this city ; and whose note or assertion we are
willing to indorse to any amount. The next news,
on this subject, with which we were favored, was
the following paragraph, which appeared in the
Boston Traveller of the 16th ult.

"The Editor of the Moutpelier Watchman has
tested the experiment recommended by the New
England Farmer, to secure certain annual vines
from bugs, by soaking the seeds in a decoction of
tobacco. His success was overwhelming : the to-

bacco had got the start of the bugs ; the seeds
and vines also remain snug under ground."
Something of the same sort, has, we are told, been
published in several other newspapers, though this
is all that we have seen on the subject.

If the experiment has been tried, and found
not to succeed, it is proper that the trial and fail-

ure should be made as public as possible. But
one experiment is not sufficient to "test" the value
of any proposed improvement. Perhaps the seeds
of our Montpelier friend were too old to vege-
tate ;—or were planted on ground too wet.;—or
were soaked too long ;— or were planted too early
in the season, or some other ovjl -cause existed of
which the decoction of tobacco was as innocent
as the Editor of the N. E. Farmer, or his friend, in
recommending the trial cf it.

But the proposed improvement is not a matter
of merriment. This undertaking to reward with
a sneer, a disinterested effort to benefit the com-
munity, is not particularly praiseworthy.

s
An at-

tempt to do good, even if unsuccessful, is not a fit

subject for satire. Besides we are not yet con-
vinced, nor shall we be by any degree of ridicule,
if ever so " overwhelming," that our tobacco-de-
coction is not entitled to all the good qualities, as

attributed to it. We know it is often applied to

the tender leaves of vegetables, trees, &c. to des-

troy slugs, &c. without injuring the vegetation,

but with sure destruction to the insects. Snuff,

or the powder of tobacco, is also used to save

young and tender plants from being injured by in-

sects. We doubt whether a decoction can be ren-

dered stronger, or more poisonous to vegetation

than the pulverised leaves, and if snuff does no in-

jury to tender plants, we can scarcely suppose that

a watery extract from the leaves of, tobacco will

destroy seeds.

But we have facts as well as arguments at our

service in this case. The gentleman, who origin-

ally gave us information respecting the utility of
the infusion of tobacco leaves for the purpose
above mentioned, says he has tried it the present

season for the following sorts of vines, viz. winter

squash, cucumber, water melon, musk melon, and
cantaleupe. That his sseds having been soaked
24 hours, all grew, the vines are all flourishing,

and no insect has yet infested them. We hope
that in due time he will give us further state-

ments on the subject, sanctioned with his name.
It is thought by some that the vines will not

acquire or retain enough of the flavor of the to-

bacco with which the seeds were imbued to deter

the bugs from their depredations. But it is only

while plants are very young that the insects injure

them, and in the first stage of their growth their

nourishment is principally derived from the parent

seed, and of course will taste of tobacco. English

writers have given the following as a method of
preserving turnips from the fly. " To a quart of
turnip seed add one ounce of brimstone finely

powdered, putting both in a bottle, large enough
to afford room to shake them well together every

day for four or five days previous to sowing." If

impregnating turnip seed with brimstone will pre-

serve the plants originating from such seed from
the fly, it is at least possible that soaking melon
seeds with tobacco water might preserve the young
vines which spring from such seeds from bugs.

—

And if a decoction of tobacco is useful in preserv-

ing melon vines from bugs, it is not unlikely that

its use maybe extruded to the preservation of

wheat from the Hessian fly, &c. &Q. This, how-
ever, is conjecture, not assertion, and if we are

wrong in our anticipations, we do not think it

worth the while for paragraph-mongers to under-

take to be witty thereupon. Abortive attempts

at wit are altogether disgusting, and even.genuine
wit when misj placed or misapplied, is proof posi-

tive that its ant'bor wants good sense ; and an
ounce of good souse is worth m*re than all the

wit that ever stung in epigrams, sparkled in anac-

reontics, or blazed in senatorial effusions of elo-

quence.

ON THE USE OF LIME FOR PRESERVING
HEALTH.

Lime as an antidote to contagion, a preservative

against infection, and a means of purifying vaults,

is not so much used as it sin Mild be. By means
of this simple but powerful age nt, together with a

due attention to cleanliness a.'id ventilation, the ak-

in jails, hospitals, ships, &c. m:vy uc rendered com-
paratively sweet and salubrious. " quantity .of it,

while hot and quick, sifted event d ay or two into

the vaults of back houses, would greatly contribute

to comfort and health.

We should think it a very serious m atter if we

filthy water, and yet seem very well satisfied with
taking a substance into our lungs which is fit only
to support the respiration of reptiles actustomed
tC "feed O'! The vapors of a dunghill." And this

we suffer, while the remedy is at hand, and aimost
as cheap as the scrapings of the street

!

The walls of cellars, dairy rooms, sitting rooms,
and indeed of all apartments, which are much oc-
cupied by human beings should be well coated
with good caustic lime white wash, at least once
a year. The time for its application should be
just before the heats of summer become fervent
and oppressive. " In London," says Willich's
Encyc. " a Society is organised for the Cure and
Prevention ofContagious Fevers in the Metropolis,"
and they have appropriated a certain sum of
money for purifying the tainted habitations of the
poor. Their method consists simply in washin<*
the walls of the room with hot lime, which will

render the place perfectly sweet."

In the villages cf New England, the practice of
white washing the walls and ceiling of dwelling
apartments is very common ; in cities less so.

The walls of the apartments of our more opulent
citizens are usually decorated with costly paper,
or something else, which would be spoiled by
white washing ; and if they prefer decorations to

health, they must submit to the unwholesome an-
noyance of a contaminated atmosphere.

an anti-bugmatical preparation, which have been
|
were forced to eat tainted provisions, or drink

JULY.
Clean and prepare your ground where your

early crops of peas, spinach, cauliflowers, and cab-
bages grow, and all other vacant spots, to culti-

vate thereon such plants as are proper to supply
your table, in autumn, and winter, with later-

grown productions. Yon may continue to sow,
crops of small salading every eight or ten days,
as directed in former months ; but they should
now be sown on shady borders, or else be shaded
by mats, occasionally, from the mid-day sun, and
frequently watered, both before and after the
plants appear above ground. You may now plant
out your celery plants in trenches, unless you have
already performed that operation, as directed last

month. About the middle of July, and from that

time to the end of the first week in August, you
may sow turnips. Thin and transplant such let-

tuces as were sown last month, and sow more let-

tuce seed in the beginning, middle, and last week
of this month, in order to have a constant supply
for the table. Sow likewise radishes, and in the
last week of this month a good crop of spinach
may be sown for autumn use ; it will not then be
so liable to run to seed as in the preceding months.
It is a good practice to sow early kinds of cab-
bages about this time, for a supply of young
greens during autumn. Collect all kinds of seeds
as they come to maturity, cutting off, or pullin"

up the stems with the seeds attached, as they
ripen. Spread them in some airy place under
cover, turning them now and then, that the seeds
may dry and harden gradually, and be careful not
to lay them so thick as to hazard their heating
and fermenting. When they are sufficiently dry.

beat out and clean the seeds, and deposit them in

bags or boxes till wunied. Give water to such
plants as require it, but let this be always done in

the evening, that it may be of use to the vegeta-
bles before the sun shall cause it to evaporate.

You may now inoculate or bud your fruit trees,

and, where it can be done without inconvenience,

"t will be well to turn swine into your orchard to
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eal the fallen and decayed fruit, and thus destroy

the insects which it contains. If, however, this

cannot well be done, or you have not swmo in

sufficient numbers to devour all your fallen fruit,

it will be well to gather and carry it from the

ground before the insects, which inhabit it, make

their way into the earth, and make you destruc-

tive visitations another season.

Preservation of Timber—An English writer

says that " Green fir timber may be seasoned and

rendered fit for immediate use by soaking the

planks or round trees barked, a few days in h'nc

water ; or paying them over with lime along with

water. Lime water is made by slacking the lime

in water, and the hotter it is used after the lime

is slacked the better." If " fir timber" can bo

seasoned in this way, it is to be presumed that

other kinds of limber may bo benefited by the

same process. The trial is easily made.

The July number of the North American Re-

view, contains articles on the following subjects :

Memoirs of a Financier—Principles of Elocu-

tion—Higofy of Intellectual Philosophy—De Be-

rauger's Bfe and Writings—The Greek Revolu-

tion—Abbot's Letters on Cuba—American Poems

—Popular Education—Boston Exhibition of Pic-

tures—Constitutional History—Quarterly list of

New Publications.

Published quarterly, by F. T. Gray, Boston, and

G. & C. & H. Carvill, New York, at $5,00 per

annum.

Spirits.—The N. Y. Commercial Advertiser of

Saturday says : " The market for spirits is very

dull, and prices have been greatly reduced ;
ibis

is accounted for in the falling off of the consump-

tion of every description of spirituous liquors."

A child was poisoned at Westchester, a few days

ago, {though not fatally,) by eating the root of

a plant which had been gathered for spike-

nard. This plant somewhat resembles spike-

nard in taste and smell, but its foliage is small-

er ; it attains the height of three or four feet,

has white blossoms resembling the carrot,

though not as dense : it has been called Wild

Carrot.

Monday and Tuesday of this week were ap-

pointed, for shearing the remnant of the flock of

sheep upon Nantucket Island. The Inquirer calls

it a remnant, because more than half perished last

winter, the cold being severe, and no shelter af

forded the-m.

Locusts—A Shawneetown (Illinois) paper says:

« Immense swarms of these insects fill our torests

and fields—making the air vocal in the chill of

the morning, with a low melancholy murmuring;

afterwards when the heat of the sun has warm-

ed tbem into action, with an almost deafening

noise. They made their appearance about ten

days ago."

The Augusta, Geo. paper says :—" The Lo

ousts which are numerous in the swamp and oak

woods in this vicinity, are destroying the leaves of

the fruit and forest trees in some parts of the

country They are so numerous in the swamps

below this city, that a respectable planter told us

the other day, that his hogs were getting fat on

them They are small, but little larger t.ian the

large horse fly, and make a noise like the tree

frog."

MUUt Seed.

.it ibe Seed Store dilTrtcll wilh lb« New England

Parmer N". 52 North Maifcei Hied.

M bu.bets of Millet Heed,—dean, and of superior

Also a very extensive variety ol Ornamental HowerSec*,

in pat"'" of beta each, or W) varieties, one paper each, ior

SS^JT . .

ROMAN—Tbia elegant, lull blooded bone, a bright bay,

i wil'i b'laek lega.'mane, and lail, of bigh tpiril and good wm-
' per will eland al Ihe farm o '•• U.a.m, m Itolfc-

bnrou'h Ms at J20 ilw vasnii, io be paid bs-fcre the mares are

taken awayv—4fce New England faun..-. May li.

I

"
Fa km for sale in Milf.n . of aboal MO acre, remarkabliMreU

watered, with every variety of lands and (runs, good substan-

tial buildin»s,an<l a large portion of valuable woodland.— Alio,

lor sale or°lo'lel,oppoiiie totlie above named premises, a large

,_m_J
———-

: dwelling house, with a good bake house, very pleasantly srtu.

the Chester rmamniswm
f
ff^W-WSSkfil n&?5

At a Meeting rrf a respectable number ol Ihe robabtWnU nl for "V^^^onlne DtSuiea.
Dorchester, convened for the purpose of mMWI Society. *««*i* £9
lor the Protection of Fields, Gardens, and Orchards in said

town, after having elected

JOSHUA GARDNER, Esq., President,

Samuel Downer, Vice do

Nath'l Clafp, Treasurer and Secretary,

William Walks, "I

Thomas Parker, I Directors Htiftrs, Calves, Sheep, IfC.

Thomas M. Mosely, f ror 5a lc two full blood Alden^y Heiters, three years old thu

RlJFUS II"" '
"' - oil I — II .r.l... *htw.rt llr.rn brerd

:

Pigeons.—We learn from Saratoga county, and

the northern parts of this State, th.-.t great mi--

chicf has been done to the Indian corn this season,

by the wild pigeons which flock in those regions

in immense numbers. They attack the corn

fields, pull up, or scratch up the young Btalks,

and eat the kernel at the root. We have heard it

stated by a gentleman whose fields have been

ravaged in this way, that he believed at least a

hundred acres of young corn have been destroyed

in Saratoga county. They also make great havoc

among the oats.

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, the two English horses will stand

for the season al their stable IB Brighton. Barefoot al fi>,

and Cleveland at gl'l, with S' 'or the groom. a-4

tuFUs Howe, J . I ,_.:„,, w j,t, ca lf by a full blood bull of the fthort Horn breed;

the following Preamble and Code of Regulations were unant-
, f™^ H< . nl. r ca , fi six roonu15 ol.l, weaned, and turned

mously adopted, viz- .
;

'

ss
. lwo ru || blood heifer calves of the Short Horn breed.

We the subscribers having formed ourselves Into a Society b ',
|d now al grass feed ; four of the Long Wool

for the Proteclion ol Fields, Gardens, and Orchards >n "Blown :

-

im „or,ed'from the Netherlands; a buck lamb Irom one

ol Dorchester, do hereby promise lo each other mutual MBW
,,'ra . e

'

t, w(; s „„<; a Devonshire lluck. a very fine animal, and

facility towards detecting and bringing to punishment ^an o
. ^ ^ Bucks For ,erms api ,\y al 0i, s office.

fenders against the laws made for the protection of this spe.ns
,

oC property, belonging to the subscribers ;
and ... order more

, J"'^^^
effectually lo give efficiency lo the objects of this associauo.. „.„„,, ()F COV.\TKY PRODUCE.
we agree lo adopt for our government the following Regula-

1
fK

"Trl'l. The Society shall be denominated The Dorchester

Preventive Society, for the Detection aud Prosecution of 1 res- APPLES, best,

passers on Garden's, Fields.and Orchards in the town of Dor-
,

ASHES,g^*^ "_
.

Chester and us immediate vicinity. P™,iJni't\'? white' - ' -

Art. t. The officers of the Society shall cons.st of a Prcs
,

BLANS. while,

dent, a Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer, and a board BLLF,M,
of four Directors, to be chosen annually, at their June meet-

j

Cargo, go. I_,

ing
Art. 3. The President, Vice President, Secretary and Treas-

1
BUTTEB, inspeeU, No. 1, new,

urer, shall be Directors ex officio.
. j

CHLt-SL,, ««_«
"j.

as the Board of Directors shall order. .. Rve best -

Art. 5. It shall be the duty of the President to preside at all Kye, best,

meetings of the Society, or" Directors ; and .n his absence.the GRAIN
,

Corn,
_

duty shall devolve on the V.ce President ; and in his absence,
|

Kyc,

the senior member of the Board of Directors, who shall be Pres-j Baney,
^

_ _

PtoMSbi the duly or the Secretary to keep .he rec HOG* LARD, first sort, »ew,_

h&tttjZ£8eicSi5££ Star 1

!
—

-

FROM I TO
barrel 3 DO 5 on

ton. ISS 00 130 00
• I^j00l50 00

go i oo
barrel 10 50 11 00

9 50 10 00
S 00 8 50

pound. \i

I

meetings oflhe Society and uoaruoi wirec i».», < • » & --- -•
,

,„ perform all the duties of such an officer. He shall receive for PORK, near

his services such reasonable compensation as the Board ol Di- wary.

Art 7 The Treasurer shall have the care of the funds of the

Society and be responsible for their safe keeping. He shall

Ktnem in sorne public institution, or in good private seen-

rhy, if it shall be deemed expedient by the Board of Directors

or a majority of them, and. make a report at each of the s a ed

meetings of the Society, of his doings, and or the stale ol the

fU

Art S The Board of Directors shall institute process for all

violations or the laws made on the premises, that sbalb comejo

their knowledge by information of members of the Society, they

. .. .
6

-r _: :.„ul„ ,.D« QrHc fnr l he i eleclinu o(

... mess,

Cargo, No. 1

,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, -

Rye Grass,

Tail Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top -

Lucerne, -

While Honcvsuckle Clover,

Red Clover.(uortliern)

French Sugar Beet,

shall ha

vledge by information of members of the Society, ttoy ™» -
f j,^ wash(>d . :

• power to give suitable rewards for the £•*""£ « OOL '

Menno, full hlood. unwashed.Merino^ full blood, unwashed,

Merino, three fourths washed,

Merino, half blood.

Merino, quarter washed,

Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, " spinning, first sort

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED F.VF.EV WEEK r.T MR HJVKARD,

fClrrt of Fcmetril-hcu'l Market.)

Sa^.^ndTolri^'cy'i^agenls as may be deemed by

hem proper, for this 'purpose. They may a, their ^ere'ion

make public the names of all convicted offenders again,, the

raws made for the protection or Gardens, &c. by posting them

al some public place, or places in the town ol Dorchester

Art. 9 The Directors shall have the entire direction of a

expenditures, and in general perform all such offices as shall

best promote the object of the Society.
t5„.:., v

Art. 10. Any person may become a member of the Society,

upon being approved by a majority of the Itearc
I
of Director,

by subscrfbing to these Articles, and by paying to the 1 reasur-

er not less than one dollar.

Art. 11. The Society shall have power to lay such assess-

,eS

Art.T4
fi

Amend
a
ments.o these Articles mavbe made ateither ! J&*.

«««».
; |

of the stated meetings, by a majority of all the members pres-
|

j,01M^^g „ qualltVi]

ent.

pound.
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MISCELLANIES.
UNPRINCIPLED AMBITION.

BY T. G. FESSENDEN.

When men of arrogance attempt to soar

Above the limits of their deslin'd sphere
;

Their every effort serves to sink them lower,

Curtail'd and baffled in their mad career.

Yet witless wights, in rash pursuit of fame,

Strive for preeminence of power and place,

Who, if they gain the rank at which they aim.

Become the heralds of their own disgrace.

Some fools are smitten with the love of dress,

And spend their little all to make a show,

Pride proves the cause and prelude of distress,

Attempts at high life bring the coxcombs low.

Some splendid sinners, proud of being vile,

For genteel vices high pretensions urge,

Enact the rake, and debauchee, in style,

-A-Htfciaim a wreath for meriting a scourge.

Some place their pride in wealth by fraud obtain'd,

Cash, houses, lands, the perquisites of guilt;

The conqueror boasts of battles he has gain'd,

And laurels, drench'd in blood unjustly spilt.

All such vain boasters glory in their shame,
The meed of vice no honor can bestow.

Impell'd by pride, bad eminence their aim,

They gain at last preeminence in wo.

duty, and you know not what friends you may
want.

A truly faithful servant will seldom long want a
place.

Green Fruit.—It may not be amiss to remind
parents, and all those who have the immediate
oversight of children, that unripe fruit will soon
appear in our market. It is probable that more
children's lives are destroyed, in the summer, by
this cause of disease, than almost ali others put
together. Apples, which are shaken from the

trees by violent winds, or fall prematurely by de-

cay, are immediately gathered and brought to

market ; the display of them is too tempting to

children to be withstood ; and of course they are
purchased and eaten. Nothing is more perni-

cious ; and yet nothing is more common, than to

see children and young persons eating this kind

I
of fruit. We should think that parents would

|

lay a most strict injunction against this indulgence
jto their children. They must, unless they can

I

make up their minds to risk their health and their

lives.

From the first annual report of the New York Society for the
encouragement of faithful domestic servants."

Friendly Mvice to Servants.—Servants that
often change their situations are always poor.

Never quit a place of your own accord, except
on such account that in distress or death, you will

think you did right.

A good character is a fortune to a servant.

Be moderate in your wages—many very good
places are lost by asking too much. Keep your
temper and tongue under government. Never
give your employer a sharp answer, nor be in a
hurry to excuse yourself.

When you hire yourself, be candid and explicit

as to your qualifications and connexions, and ob-
serve well what is required of you, so as to re-

member and practice it.

Always prefer a situation where you may regu-
larly have an opportunity of attending public wor-
ship.

Be very honest in speaking the truth, and in

all your dealings. It is an honor to be thought
trustworthy ; and honesty is always the best

policy.

Rise early, and your services will give more sat-

isfaction.

If your employers be worthy people, be more
sure to make them your friends.

Dont spend any part of the Sabbath in idleness,

or in walking about for pleasure ; but keep this
day holy to the lord, as he has commanded

;

not thinking your own thoughts, or speaking your
own words.

Watch against daintiness and extravagance,
and be careful of your employer's property as
you are of your own. Willful waste makes woftil
want.

Be quick on errands, and whenever you walk
alone.

Leave every place respectfully. It is your

Strength ofMen.—The strength of savages has
frequently been represented as far superior to that

of man in a civilized state : towards the close of
the last century an ingenious instrument to which
he gave the name of dynanometer,was invented by
Mr Regnier, of Semur, for determining with pre-

cision, both human power and that of machinery.
This was employed by Peron in his voyage to

New Holland, and this able navigator has shown
that the strength of savages is uniformly less than
that of civilized men.

—

Med. Intel.

The drinking of spirituous liquors has been pro-
hibited in one of the islands of Owhyhee, under
the penalty ofJive hogs ; the chiefs, who are the
law-makers, no doubt, have discovered that the
excessive use of strong drink assimilated men tc

hogs, and have conceived of so appropriate a pen-
alty.

Fletlness of the Reindeer.—In consequence of
the Norwegians making a sudden and unexpected
irruption into the Swedish territories, an officer

was despatched with a sledge and reindeer to

Stockholm, to convey the intelligence ; which he
did with such speed that he performed 124
Swedish miles (about 800 English) in 48 hours :

but his faithful animal dropped down lifeless on
the Biddarhustorget, just after his arrival in the
capital. The bearer of the news, as it is said,

was in consequence ennobled, and assumed the
name of Rhens-jurna, (Reindeer Star.)

—

Brooks'

Winter in Lapland.

Generosity of Lafayette.—This good and benev-
olent man has ordered his lands in the United
States to he sold to discharge the debts of Mr
Monroe. Mr Monroe has refused to permit it,

but the agent has orders to proceed, at all events
to execute his instruction. This is the reason
why Lafayette's land has lately been offered in
the market.

—

Mass. Journal.

Upwards of five thousand children are enjoying
the benefits of free instruction, in the public
schools of the first school district, Philadelphia.

Seed Potatoes.
For sale, at No. 26 Foster's wharf, 200 bushels of superior

Nova Scotia Potatoes. A fine opportunity is here offered to
farmers, who wish to improve the quality of their seed pota-
toes, june 5

English Scythes.
James Cam's double prime grass scythes, wide and narrow

a superior article, for sale at the Hardware Store of S FES-
SENDEN, No. 80 Stale Street. ijt June 'l9

Buckwheat, Sfc.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New Entr :

land Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street,
'

A few bushels of Buckwheat, growth of 1828. Also, a fur-
ther supply of Fowl Meadow Grass Seed, ofsupSrior quality.

JVeui China Tea Sets, and light blue Dinner Ware.
Received, a great variety of the above ; which, with a com-

piete assortment of Crockery, China, and Glass Ware, are of-
fered for sale, low, ut No. i Dock Square.

There are sixty Nuns in the Georgetown Con-
vent, Washington. They are schooled two days
in the week in the art of making pies, tarts, pud-
dings, &c, besides French music, the guitar, and
to dance gracefully.

The Troy Budget states that there is a man now
residing within the gaol liberties of that city, who
has been confined within those limits more than
twelve years, for the non payment of damages
recovered against him for slanderous words
spoken by his wife. What is not a little singu-
lar, is, that the slanderous words were spoke7i in

Dutch.

Mangel Wurtzel, Sugar Beet, fyc.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New
England Farmer, 52 North Market street,
200 lbs. Mangel Wurtzel.
200 lbs. French Sugar Beet, raised expressly for thi?

establishmsnt, by John Phisce, Esq. Roxbury. The
superiority of this seed and the excellence of the roots
for cattle are too well known to need comment.

Also, White Mulberry Seed, 50 cts per ounce, Lucerne,
or French Clover, White and Red Clover, Sanfoin, Tim-
othy, Orchard Gras9, Oat Grass, Herds Grass, &c.

Agricultural Books.
The third edition of Fessenden's New American Gar-

dener ; this work has been pronounced by the most ju-
dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle
states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,
Grape Vines, &c.,' to be found in this eounny—price
$1,25.
The Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical Manual,

on the Culture of the Vine ; and Making Wine, Brandy,
and Vinegar. By Thiebaut de Berneaud.
The Young Gardener's Assistant, containing Directions

for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, and Ornament-
al Flowers. By T. Bridgeman, gardener, New York

—

price 37 1-2 cts.

A practical Treatise on the Management of Bees ; and
the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-
troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.
By James Thacher, M. D.—price 75 cts.

Also, c ne copy of each of the following rare works :—
Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gar-

dening: with the theory of Draining Morasses, and with
an improved construction of the drill plough. By Dr Dar-
win, (Dublin edition, price three dollars and fifty cts.)
Darwin's Botanic Garden— (price three dollars, a fine,

correct copy.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.
This day received at the New England Farmer Seed Store

52 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass
Seed, at #2,50 per bushel.

Powder at 2s per lb.

DJJPONT'S POWDER, quality warranted, for sale at
Cope/and s Ammunition Store, G5 Broad st, at retail. Also,
SHOT, CAPS, &c. of the best quality—cheap for cash.' tf

'

Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the
end of the year—but |hose who pay within sixty days from the
time of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fiftv cents

Printed for J. B. Russell, by I. R. Butts—by whom
all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell
at the Agricultural Warehouse No. 52 North Market Street.
Qj= No paper will be sent to a distance without payment be

mjr made in advance. '
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

>

COMPOSITION OF SOILS, &c.

" He that carts sand makes land ;

" He that carts clay throws his land away."

My text may be found in a former number of

this paper. The sentiment that seems to be ad-

vanced by the writer, is, that sand is beneficial as

a manure for all soils, and in every situation, and

tremely minute and small) the agriculturist will be

well rewarded for his labor in correcting his soil

;

for when once done, it will continue productive

with a supply of vegetable manure.

It is difficult, it is true, to account for, or assign

any reasons why a soil should be composed of

definite proportions of the earths to render it pro-

ductive, since the plant does not depend upon them
for its food and nourishment, but receives it from

the vegetable matter, water, and saline matter

contained in the soil, and from principles which

it receives from the atmosphere.

That water is decomposed, and its componentthat the use of clay will be destructive and ruinous

to all soils whatever. If his views are such as
pai

.^'~
ombYne with7and form apart of the vege

we have reason to believe they are, we must con-
lab]ej may b(J satisfactorily shown by gimple ex .

sider him ignorant of the composition of the soils,
| perim

-

entS- Immerse a fresh piant ,n water, in a

and the nature of the several earths which enter
| few hourg bubbles of air wil , be seen upon its

into its composition, in order to render it produc

tive and fruitful.
surface, which, if examined, will be found to be

»«•—•»«*——
I oxygen gas, its source is obvious. A portion of

That some soils can be improved and rendered
j the water bas been deconiposed) and as no hydro-

gen appears, it is evident that it has entered into

composition with, and forms a part of the plant

;

the excess of oxygen being thrown off through the

productive by the use of sand, we by no means

deny ; but the use of sand will be beneficial only

to such soils as are destitute of, or have too small

a proportion of silicious earth ; on the contrary

the composition and situation of some soils are

such as would be injured by the use of sand, and

improved by clay ; but clay will be found useful

only in such soils as have too small a proportion

of aluminous earth, and abound with silicious sand.

Such soils may be improved by adding finely di-

vided coherent absorbent matter, such as alumin-

ous and calcareous earth. Elevated land requires

to be more absorbent and retentive of moisture

than low land. Low moist soils are often very

leaves. It is ascertained by experiment that plants

receive their carbon from ths atmosphere, through

the leaves, hence the leaves of a plant, are of as

much importance as the roots, and it will thrive

no better without one than without the other.

—

Nature has wisely provided other resources for

the elementary principles which compose a plant,

than the vegetable and saline matter contained in

the soil. Were it not for such a provision, the

soil would inevitably become impoverished, and

sterile, for it would be impossible to return to the

groductive when they consist of more than three-_
,am] the ,vnole amount of vegetable matter, that is

fourths silicious sand, and less than one-fourth of

finely divided coherent matter, and vegetable ma-

nure.

As the earths ofwhich the soil is composed dif-

fer with regard to their affinity to water, and ab-

sorbent power, it is evident that soils to be equal-

ly productive in different situations must be differ-

ently composed, or composed cf the several earths

in a different proportion. Hence, if a soil be

found to be sterile, before we attempt an improve-

ment, the cause of its sterility should be first as-

certained if possible ; otherwise we may expend

time and manure to no purpose. If there be an

excess of silicious sand, clay, finely divided cohe-

rent matter, and calcareous earth should be ad-

ded ; if the soil be too close, heavy, and coherent,

a want of saud and vegetable matter is indicated
;

if there be an excess of vegetable matter, or the

salts of iron be present, it may be improved by

lime, which will render the salts of iron beneficial,

by combining with one of its component parts,

and thereby form a new and different salt, which

will promote vegetation, and at the same time

hasten the decomposition of the vegetable matter.

If there be a deficiency of vegetable matter, the

remedy is obvious. Too great a proportion of

either of the earths will not produce a healthy

plant, though it may have a due supply of vegeta-

ble manure. As it is necessary, then, that the

soil should be composed of the earths in a due

proportion to render it productive, and as that

proportion is not altered, (for the quality of lands

that enter into the composition of plants is ex-

fiBn from it by the crops. Hence sterility would

be inevitable. On the other hand, if vegetation

received its whole support and nourishment from

the atmosphere, and nothing from manure, one

great incentive to industry and its reward would

be lost, our door yards, and barn yards would in-

crease with dirt, filth, and decayed vegetable mat-

ter, for want of sufficient inducement to remove

it, the soil would grow foul, and in tune, become

a kind of peat earth, which would render it unfit

for cultivation. R. L FARMER.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FINE STOCK.
Mr Fessenben—1 observed in your last New

England Farmer, a statement of Mr Jeremiah

Stickney, of Rowley, of the thrift of his calf.

—

This spring I have had forty calves, five of them

attracted my attention at their birth. I accord-

ingly had them weighed and their weights are as

follows.

One pair twin calves, bulls, 125 lbs.

One bull calf, 103

One bull calf, 9S

One bull calfcame 5th March last, 70. This I

weighed yesterday, and weighed 390 lbs, which is

a gain of 2f lbs. per day, and a fraction over, in

116 days. He is of the Holderness breed, of a

bright red.

Your friend and humble servant,

JOHN LANE BOYLSTON.
Princeton, June 30, 1829.

rOK THE K* ENOLAKD FARMER.

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SO-
C1V.TY.

Mr Editor—Having received a communica-
tion from Joiii Lowell, Esq., in which bl

ottsly offers t< furnish buds of his choice varieliea

of pears, to the members of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, I enclose; it for publication,

as there will not be a meeting of the Society for

some weeks, that all may have an opportunity of
availing of the privilege which has been so fiber-

ally extended.

As many will desire to participate in the bene-

fit, it should be recollected that the supply of buds

is necessarily limited, and that the request of each

should be such, as that the favor may be gener-

ally enjoyed.

These repeated demonstrations of Mr Lowell's
bounty, and his zealous efforts for the advance-

ment of horticulture, are most cheering to our In-

stitution, and entitle him to our grateful acknowl-

edgments. His benefactions, precepts, and exam-
ples have rendered bis name dear to the cultiva-

tors of New England.

Very respectfully,

Your most obedient servant,

H. A. S. DEARBORN,
Pres. Mass. HorL Soc.

Brinley Place, July 4, 1829.

Hon. H. A. S. Dearborn,
Pres. Mass. Hort. Society,

Dear Sir—I overlooked, when I sent to your

care a few hooks for the Massachusetts Horticul-

tural. Society- . n odd volume of the London Hon.
rransactio . j- which became a supernumerary

one, owing to the great liberality of that Societj-

in presenting to me, unsolicited, the first and sec-

ond volumes of that valuable work. I wi«h that

it was more worthy of their acceptance, and that

it were possible for me to part with the complete

set of that splendid work—but it is my viaticum.

I could not get on without it. I hope one day,

that it will form a part of your Library, and if the

members shall feel disposed to purchase it entire,

I wish to be considered a contributer to the

amount of 30 dollars.

The time is now approaching for budding pears,

and some are now fit to bud. The members of

your Sociely may call upon me freely for buds of

all the original trees of Mr Knight, received six

years since, and I can also furnish buds of some

of the valuable kinds sent last year. The last

are few, and precious, as they are in no catalogue

in this country, and I could wish that your So-

ciety should designate the persons, who should

take them, as it is important that they should pass

into the hands of those, who will be most likely to

preserve them.

I am, dear sir, respectfully yours,

Roxbury, June. 30. J. LOWELL.

N. B. From present appearances, I hope to be

able to scud to your Society, specimens of at least

six of the new varieties of pears ; and there is

good reason to hope that they will be exempt from

the diseases which have rendered what were

once our most valuable pears of no value to us.
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AMERICAN TURNIP BUTTERFLY.
In Europe tliere are several species of butterfly

appropriated to the cruciferous or okraceous plants,

such as the cabbage, cauliflower, rape, turnip, mus-

tard, &c, whence they are called brassicaires* by

the French. Their caterpillars feed upon the

leaves of these vegetables, and sometimes do con-

siderable injury to them. The prevailing color of

the butterflies is white, and that of the caterpillars

green.

Several years since I obtained, in Northamp-

ton, a white butterfly, which appeared to be al-

lied to the European insects above mentioned.

—

Doct. Charles Pickering discovered one, previ-

ously, near the White Mountains, New Hamp-
shire ; and a chrysalis was brought to me, by a

friend, from Keene, in the same State, in the win-

ter of 1827. I have since received, through the

attentions of the Rev. L. W. Leonard, several of

the chrysalids and eggs, and some interesting ob-

servations on the economy of the caterpillars,

which are found abundantly on the turnip, cab-

bage, and radish, in the vicinity of the Monadnoc
Mountains, N. H., and in the northern part of

Worcester county, Massachusetts. Having been

eo fortunate as to raise the perfect insect from the

egg, I am now enabled to furnish a history of this

species, which threatens to become injurious to

the cultivator.

There are two broods in a season. About the

last of May and the beginning of June the white

butterfly is seen fluttering over the plautations of

cabbages, and the turnip, and radish beds, but

" seems to prefer the turnip leaf for the place of

depositing her eggs. She alights upon the upper

side of the edge of the leaf, bends her abdomen,

and fastens the egg, on its end, under it. The
eggs are not laid near each other, and but seldom

more than three or four under the same leaf."f

—

The egg is nearly pear-shaped, longitudinally rib-

bed, and about one-fifteenth of an inch in length.

" Eggs kept in the house were hatched in seven

days, a somewhat longer time was necessary for

the hatching of those in the open air." The cat-

erpillars or larva?, which I reared from eggs hatch-

ed upon the 27th of May, arrived at their full size

in 21 days, when they were one inch and a quar

ter in length. Being of a pale green color they

were not readily distinguished from the ribs of the

leaves, beneath which they reside. They do not

devour the leaf at its edge, but commence, indis

criminately, upon any part of its inferior surface,

through which they eat irregular' holes.

On the 17th of June, one of my caterpillars

ceased eating, and spun, from its mouth, a little

web of silk on the glass under which it was con
fined ; in this web it attached the minute claws

which arm the pair of feet at its hinder extremity
;

then bent the head on one side, and fixed, upon the

glass nearly under the middle of the body, a silken

filament, which it carried across the back and se-

cured on the other side : this operation was re

peated till a thread of sufficient thickness was pro
duced to form a loop in which the anterior part of
the body was suspended. On the next day the

skin, near the head, was rent, by the exertions of
the caterpillar, and was gradually cast off, leaving

the chrysalis or pupa sustained by its tail and the

* From Brassica, the generic name of llie cabbage, turnip,
rape, &c.

t The observations, within inverted commas, were communi
cated by Mr Leonard.

transverse loop. In eleven days, on the 29th of

June, the butterfly burst its pupa case, and extri-

cated itself. The wings are white, a little dusky

at base, and the posterior ones have dusky veins

beneath. The butterflies disclosed in summer
" deposit their eggs from the middle to the end of

August." The pupa? of this second brood sur-

vive the winter, and do not produce butterflies till

the ensuing spring. Mr Leonard informed me
that the pupa? are found under rails, the edges of

stones, and in other sheltered situations in gar-

dens and fields ; and suggests that it would be

well to leave, in the places infested by the caterpil-

lars, boards a little elevated from the ground, which

would offer a tempting shelter to the pupa?, and

render it easy for the farmer to obtain and des-

troy them.

Mr Leonard noticed the white butterfly in all

the towns in the vicinity of the Monadnoc Moun-

tain, and also in Ashby, Fitchburg, Athol, Win-

chendon, Templeton, and Petersham, Mass. That

it may, eventually, extend itself still farther is to

be apprehended, unless means are used to check

its increase. It was in May, 1826, that I found

a solitary one in Northampton, but I have not

heard whether it has become common in Hamp-
shire county.

In concluding this account of the white butter-

fly it will be proper to point out its entomological

situation and characters, and assign it an appro-

priate scientific name.

Order Lepidoptera. Section Diurna. Family
Papilionidje.

Genus Pontia. Fab. Ochsenheimer. Leach.

Stephens.

Generic Character.* Legs six, alike in both

sexes. Wings entire, opaque ; anterior somewhat

triangular, obtuse-angled or rounded at tip, general-

ly white with some black spots ; posterior rounded

with a groove on the inner margin to receive the ab-

domen, beneath often colored yelloivish or greenish ;

areola in the centre obliquely closed by a straight

connecting nervure. Antenna; with an abrupt, ob-

conic, compressed club.—Pupa angular, acuminated

infront, with projecting lateral appendages in front

of the wing-cases. The body suspended by the

tail and a transverse thread across the middle.

—

Larva with a small round head ; body slender, taper-

ing at each end, downy, with a dark dorsal line.

Observations. This genus is nearly related to

Colias, of which genus we have several species

in the United States, but only one true Pontia to

my knowledge. The common small, yellow but-

terfly is a Colias, which may be distinguished

from Pontia by the prevailing yellow or orange

colors of the species, the short antenna?, with the

gradually formed obconic club, and the areola in

the posterior wings completed by an angulated

connecting nervure. The pupa of Colias is gib-

bous, the anterior extremity very obtusely conical,

or not much produced, no lateral elevated angles,

and no prominent dorsal projections. The larva

has no central, longitudinal stripe. The flight of

the Pontia is heavy and low ; that of Colias is

light, and is sometimes extended to a great height.

These two genera, together with Mancipia, Leu-
cophasia, and Goneptertx, (of which I believe

there are no species in New England,) are estab-

lished upon a critical examination of the pupa? and

larva?, as well as of the perfect insects, and in their

propriety I fully- coincide. Schrank and Latreille,

unite them all 'in the genus Pieris, and appear to

be followed in this by Prof. Say, whose Pieris

Nicippe is a true Colias.

The subject of this communication has a close

affinity to p. Napi of Europe, but it is a large in-

sect, and somewhat differently colored. Under
the impression that it is a nondescript,' 1 have
given it a specific name derived from the habitat of

the larva.

Pontia Oteracea.

Specifc Character. Wings white, sub-diaphan-

ous, anterior ones dusky at base, and on the ex-

ternal edge, tip beneath pale yellow with fuscous

veins : Posterior wings beneath straw colored

with fuscous veins, humeral angle yellow. Body
black, with cinereous hairs above, and whitish

ones beneath. Antenna? black brown, annulated

with white scales ; apex pale ochreous.

Expansion of the wings about two inches.

Egg pyri form, longitudinally ribbed, yellowish.

Larva pale green, with a darker dorsal line,

very minutely punctured with darker spots, and

inconspicuously downy. Length, at full size,

1 1-4 inch.

Pupa pale green or white, regularly and finely

spotted with black : anterior extremity produced,

conical, back before, with an elevated, laterally

compressed, securiform process, sides of the dor-

sum, in the middle, angular, and elevated
;
poste-

rior part with a central carina. Length eight-

tenths of an inch.

Habitat (natural unknown ;) on the leaves of

Brassica Rapa, B. Oleracea, and Raphananus
sativus, in New Hampshire, and Massachusetts.

In a speculative point of view Pontia oleracea

is exceedingly interesting to the naturalist, and a

valuable addition to the American Fauna. It is,

undoubtedly, an American insect, and sufficiently

distinct from the European species of the same
genus. Having, like them, an appetency for the

cruciferous oleraceous plants (Tetradynamia sili-

quosa,) it has fixed itself upon the turnip, cabbage,

and radish, which are not natives of the United

States. On what, then, did the insect subsist be-

fore these vegetables were introduced by the An-
glo-Americans ? It is to be hoped that those bot-

anists, who may have it in their power, will care-

fully look for the larva? on the cruciferous plants

of the elevated regions of New Hampshire, in the

months of May and September.

T. W. HARRIS.
Milton, Mass. June 30, 1829.

* The character* in Holies are extracted from Mr Children's

translation of Ochsenheimer's genera.

CHLORIDE OF LIME.
The last number of Silliman's Journal, contains

a very interesting notice of the manufacture and
uses of the chloride of lime, by G. W. Carpenter,

chemist, of Philadelphia. We present to our read-

ers, an abstract of this article, as one of the best

evidences of the progress of American Manufac-

tures, and the immense contributions of modern
chemistry to the means of health and comfort.

The chloride of lime, is manufactured on a

very large scale at the Maryland Chemical Works,

and also by the New York Chemical Manu-
facturing Company ; and both articles are pro-

nounced to be fully equal to the best imported.

It has for many years been used in bleaching
;

hence its common name bleaching salts ; but

some of its most valuable properties have been

but recently discovered.

The first property for which it is distinguished,
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is that of destroying colors ; and so powerful is

this property, that one grain of the salt will des-

troy the coloring matter of two grains of the hest

Spanish indigo,

The use of this article for discharging colors is

very extensive, especially in bleaching, calico

printing, paper making, &c. Fruit stains, &c.
may be removed from bleached goods, by dipping
the stain in water, applying the salt until it is re-

moved, and rinsing well in cold water, before

washing. It must not be applied to colored

goods, as it would remove all the colors togeth-

er.

Another property for which the chloride of lime

is now not less remarkable, is that of destroying

all offensive or infectious effluvia, arising from an-

imal and vegetable decomposition, and, indeed,

every unpleasant odor whatever.

To preparo the salt for use, four ounces is dis-

solved in a pint of water, and the solution filtered.

Put one part of the solution into forty parts of

water—stir the mixture, and it is then fit for

use.

The effluvia from drains, sewers, and other re-

ceptacles of the same nature, will be destroyed,

by pouring into them a quart of the mixture added
to a pailful of water, and repeating the operation

as often as occasion may require. Water in cis-

terns may be purified, and all animalcules destroy-

ed, by putting half a pint of the solution into about

120 gallons of the water.

Tainted meats, and animal food of every kind,

may be rendered sweet, by sprinkling them with

the mixture. The odor of dead bodies is effectually

destroyed by the same means. By its aid, the

French surgeons have been enabled to examine
the bodies of persons supposed to have been pois-

oned, several months after interment. It also des-

troys entirely the smell of paints.*

There are many manufactures, and those of

soap, candles, glue, size, leather, &c, that might

be deprived of all disagreeableness from offensive

smells, by the occasional use of a pot containing

the mixture.

Finally, the chlorides have been found very

beneficial in medical and surgical practice, from

their power of arresting instantaneously, any ten-

dency to putrefaction, and of destroying the del-

eterious properties of putrescent matters. Hence
their application to carbuncle, ill conditioned ul-

cers, gangrenous sores, foul eruptions, open can-

cer, mortification, &c. Used as gargles or washes,

they destroy the foulness of the breath, from

whatever cause it may proceed—even that pro-

duced by mercurial salivation. For the latter pur-

poses, the chloride of soda is used by the French,

but the chloride of lime is said to answer equally

well.

ALCOHOL.
Alcohol, according to Saussure, is composed of

carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, in the following

proportions—C. 51.98, O. 34.42, H. 13.70=100'.

Its specific gravity is 791, water being 1000 ; but

it can with difficulty be obtained so pure, and its

more common specific gravity is 820. It was
once supposed that alcohol was formed in the

process of distillation ; but Mr Brande has de-

monstrated that it is exclusively, the product of

fermentation ; and, therefore, that it exists in

• Query.—Would not apartments rendered disagreeable b
the neighborhood of vermiD, be readily purified, by sprinkling

with the mixture ?

every saccharine or sugary solution, which has

undergone fermentation. Sugar, is, indeed, the

indispensable material out of which alcohol is

formed ; anil it is melancholy to reflect on the

misapplication of art, in converting one of the

most pleasant, harmless, and nourishing Sllbatancec

in nature, into a bewitching poison.

The following table, compiled from Brando's

Manual of Chemistry, shows the proportion in

which alcohol exists in several different bever-

ages :

—

DISTILLED SPIRITS.

Scotch whiskey, 54,32 parts by measure in 100.

Irish do, 53,90 do
Hum, 53,68 do
Brandy, 53,39 do
Gin, 51,00 do

WINES.

Port, 22,96 parts by measure in 100.

Madeira, 22,27 do
Currant, 20,55 do
Teneriffe, 19,79 do
Sherry, 19,17 do
Lisbon,& Malaga, 18,94 do
Claret, 15,10 do
Champaigne, 13,80 do
Gooseberry, 11,84 do
Elder, 8,79 do

MALT LIQUOR.

Ale, 6,87 do
Brown stout, 6,80 do
London porter, 4,20 do
London small beer, 1,2S do

CIDER.

Highest average, 9,87 do
Lowest average, 5,21 do
From this table it appears, that in brandy, rum,

and whiskey, there is, by measure, more alcohol

than water ; that Madeira and Port wines contain

nearly half, strong cider about a fifth, and ale an

eighth, as much as they. Thus, a bottle of Ma-
deira has in it nearly a pint of proof spirit ; a

quart of strong cider more than six ounces ; and a

bottle of ale about four ounces.

The chemists were surprised at the results of

Mr Brande's experiments. Nobody, till then, was
aware, that the various fermented liquors contain so

large a quantity ofalcohol. Their intoxicating effects

are certainly not in proportion. This arises from

their other ingredients ; which give to all of them a

nourishing quality, and to each, effects more or

less peculiar. Dr DRAKE.

Excellent Rules.—The following rules, from the

private papers of Dr West, were according to his

memorandum, thrown together as general way-
marks in the journey of life. They were advan-

tageous to him, and while they exhibit an honora-

ble testimony to his moral worth, may be useful

to others.

Never to ridicule sacred things, or what others

may esteem such, however absurd they may ap-

pear to me.

Never show levity where the people are pro-

fessedly engaged in worship.

Never to resent a supposed injury, till I know
the views and motives of the author of it—nor on

any occasion to retaliate.

Never judge of a person's character by external

appearance.

Always to take the part of an absent person

who is censun.d in company, so far a- truth and
propriety will allow.

Ni iet to think tin; worse of another on account
of his tHfleriog from me in political or religious

opinions.

Never St dispute if I ran avoid it.

Not to dispute with <i man more than seventy

years old ; nor with a woman ; nor with an enthu-

siast.

Not to affect to be winy, or to jest, bo as to

wound the feelings of another.

To say as little as possible of myself and those

who are mar to me.

To aim at cheerfulness without levity.

Not to obtrude my advice unasked.

Never to court the favor of the rich, by flatter-

ing either their vanity or their \.

To respect virtue, though clothed in ragg.

Tip speak with calmness and' deliberation on all

occasions ; especially in circumstances which lend

to irritate.

Frequently to review my conduct, and note

failings.

On all occasions to have in prospect the end of

life and a future state.

Not to flatter myself that I can act up to these

rules, however honestly I may aim at it.

Remedy against bad tcaler.—A highly respecta-

ble gentleman in Connecticut, who used to visit

Ohio yearly, gave me the following prescription.

Being from early life a water drinker, he applied

to the late Dr Osborn, of Middletown, to give him
a substitute. The doctor told him to furnish him-

self with a mixture, of equal proportions, of pul-

verised sugar and ginger, and whenever he drank

the bad water of the west, to put in as much of

the composition as suited his taste, and he need

never apprehend bad effects from a free use of

the water.

Ho tried it a great number of years, and always

found it an effectual preventive. At a time when
the quality of the water, in the lower part of the

city is made, by so many, an apology for the com-
mencement of insidious and dangerous habits of

mingling poison in their beverage, the adoption of

this simple and self-preventive cannot be too ear-

nestly recommended.

—

.Vorristoicn, (Pa.) Register.

To improve dried flgs.—These fruits, when they

are brought to table, are commonly covered with

a scurf, composed of a mealy, sugary substance,

very disagreeable to the teeth. A correspondent

says that the way to get rid of the scurf, and ren-

der the figs as plump and clear skinned as when
they are newly gathered from the tree, is, first to

keep them in a cool and rather moist cellar for

twenty-four hours before using : and, secondly,

just before presenting thein at table, to put them

into a receiver, and exhaust the air. Alter re-

maining there two minutes, they should be taken

out. and gently brushed, when they will be found

perfectly plump and clear skinned.—A". T.pa.

Tooth Powder.—The following is given as the

correct mode of preparing the celebrated French

tooth powder, called Poudre Pervvienne : \\ hite

sugar 36 grains, cream of tartar 72. magnesia 72.

starch 72. mace 2, cinnamon 6, sulphate of qui-

nine (or quinia) 1, and carmine 5 grains. All

these substances are reduced into a fine powder,

and mixed together with great care : then add

four drops of oil of roses, and as much oil of mint.

Ere. Gaz.
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6. If my recollection be correct, the Trustees of

the State Society of Agriculture, have repeatedly

offered premiums for the best experiments to as-

certain the most eligible season for laying lands

down to grass. Without having made any experi-

ments expressly for that purpose, I will mention

some facts which may contribute to settle the

question.

When I purchased a farm in Pennsylvania, at

the time before mentioned, it was deficient in hay.

Some acres of the bottom land were in tillage
;

but there being no crop on the ground, it was
ploughed, harrowed, and sowed with herd's grass

(there called Timothy) and clover seeds, about the

15th or 20th of September. The seeds were well

put in by an old experienced farmer. The next

summer I had a full and clean crop of excellent

hay. But here-and-there was a very small strip

entirely destitute of grass plants ; and in their

place was a full crop of weeds ; a stronger wind
now and then preventing the hay seeds reaching

their destined cast. But throughout the rest of

the ground, the herd's grass, and clover having

attained to some strength in autumn, had full pos-

session of the ground ; and renewing their growth

in the spring, before the seeds of annual weeds
had time to vegetate, kept that possession com-
pletely, and produced a clean crop of hay.

I will now mention the constant and successful

practice of Capt. Ichabod Nichols, of Salem, who
has made a very productive farm among the rocky

hills and valleys of the land on the Salem Turnpike,

immediately westward of the town. Having dug
up and cleared it of the moveable rocks and
stones, he ploughed and planted piece after piece,

with v Indian corn and potatoes; and as soon as

the natural growths were subdued, laid the same
down with herds grass ; always sowing the seed

in autumn ; and invariably getting clean and large

crops of hay the next summer. Sometimes he

sowed the grass seed so late that it did not ger-

minate until the spring ; but being duly deposited,

it was ready to start with the first warmth of the

season, before the germination of the seeds of

weeds ; and when the ground would be too wet
to touch it with the plough. It is only thirteen

years since Mr Nichols began to cultivate this

land ; and in the present very productive year

for hay, he has cut upwards of ninety tons. It is

true that he has possessed an advantage within

the reach of very few farmers—an ample supply

of manure from stables in Salem ; in addition to

that made on the farm by his four working oxen,

a bull, a horse, and thirty-five milch cows ; all the

hay and other fodder being consumed on the

farm. It is a milk farm for supplying inhabitants

of Salem. The grounds haviug received the ma-
nure with the tillage crops, it was, of course, thor-

oughly incorporated ; and his purchased manure
had so much clover seed mingled with it that he

found it was not necessaiy to sow any with his

herds grass. His constant practice of introducing

his manure with his tillage crops, corresponds with

the ideas I have formerly suggested ; to wit,

—

that upland grounds in grass for mowing should

never receive top dressing of dung—because a
large (perhaps the greater) part of its fertilising

elements would evaporate and be lost in the air,

and that such top dressings should be confined to

moist grounds—too moist to be broken up by the
I

plough, after having been once subdued and well

laid down.
The general practice, however, from time im-

memorial, has been to sow grass seeds in the

spring, with barley, or other small grain ; and if

the preceding tillage crops have brought the

ground into a clean condition, the practice is

known to be commonly successful ; especially

with clover, a plant whose tap root penetrates to a

considerable depth, and thus secures it against the

effects of the harvest sun of July, upon losing the

shelter of the grain crop. But herds grass and
other fibrous rooted grass plants, with very slen-

der blades, not unfrequently perish. On my farm

in Pennsylvania, one year, herds grass seed was
sown with oats, of which there was a good crop

;

and the grass had taken well ; but upon harvest-

ing the oats, the tender grass plants, exposed to

the burning sun of July, were all destroyed. The
like disaster, I presume is sometimes experienced

here, a degree and a half farther north.

I am therefore inclined to think, that all spring

grain had better be sown by itself; and that after

harvest, the stubble and weeds—constituting in

fact a light coat of manure, should be ploughed

in, and the grass seed then introduced. This ma-
nuring, I am satisfied, would amply compensate
for the expense of the extra ploughing. It would
be desirable that this operation should take place

before the weeds growing among the stubble ripen

their seeds.

The ease with which the seed of herds grass is

saved, and its cheapness when purchased, togeth-

er with the good quality of the hay, have led to

its general cultivation : but every farmer knows,
that unless the ground be rich and moist, it yields

no grass for a fall pasture ; while other grasses

quickly throw up a second crop.

There is another grass in our country which in

some parts of it is cultivated to great advantage.
It makes good hay—equal I believe to herds
grass—and like spire grass, springs again as soon
as the first crop is taken off. And the seed, it ap-

pears to me, is saved with as much ease as the

seed of herds grass. It is four or five years since

I introduced it on my farm ; and its present occu-
pant esteems it highly. I recommend it to the

farmers of the county ; and that it be sown by it-

self, without any clover seed : for as the clover

fails after the second year, naked spaces are

thereby left ; and then the grass grows in tufts,

instead of completely covering the ground. Or-
chard grass seed is at present dear; but when
generally cultivated, it might become as cheap as

the seed of herds grass.

A roller is deemed, in England, a necessary in-

strument of husbandry ; and it is in use among
some farmers in the United States. From my own
experience I strongly recommend it. Mine may
perhaps be thought a heavy one ; but it is not too

heavy. It is of solid white oak, about seven feet

long, .and twenty or more inches in diameter.

—

After small grains, or hay seed, are sown and har-

rowed in, rolling presses the earth close about
them—drives in all the small stones—and in grass

crops forms a smooth surface for the scythe. If

round is in a proper condition for receiving the

seed—neither too wet nor too dry,—that is, in a

friable mouldering state—the surface of the ground
will not be pressed so hard as to prevent the ger-

mination of the seeds ; on the contrary, they will

spring and take root more successfully. If small

grain, as wheat, barley, or oats, are merely har-

rowed, a multitude of grains will he loose and
naked on the surface, to be picked up by birds, or
parched and ruined by the sun. QJ^ Any stones
on the ground too big to be pressed fully in by the
roller, ought to be previously picked up and re-
moved.

7. Millet gives excellent hay ; and the straw,
after the seed is ripe and threshed out, furnishes a
very palatable food for cattle—very far superior
to any other straw. But to obtain a full crop of
millet, to rise as high as three or four feet, the
ground must be rich, and in fine tillage.

8. Every one knows that swamps, where there
is a depth of soil, or mud, if laid dry by ditching,
yield great crops of hay. It has been a practice
with some farmers, besides ditching, to cover them
with a considerable coat of gravel or sand : but if

they admit of being thoroughly drained by ditch-
ing, I would never carry oh gravel or sand—abso-
lutely barren substances.

On this article, I again refer to Capt. Nichols.
He confines himself to ditching ; and has render-
ed his swamps dry enough to yield great crops of
herds grass hay. But he takes care, every year,
after his hay harvest, to cleanse his ditches, that
the water may run oft' freely ; otherwise its cur-
rent would be obstructed by the grass which
springs up in them—especially in the small
ditches.

9. Many years ago I became satisfied that the
hilling of Indian corn was at least useless ; I was
rather inclined to think it injurious. The roots, if

not interrupted, will spread from hill to hill ; but
by hilling, the loose soil is scraped from the inter-

vals, and heaped up about the stems of the plants.

Doubtless the roots, after this, will endeavor, by
new shoots, to regain their natural depth ; but for

this end they must encounter harder ground, and
so be checked.

In Pennsylvania, it is a common practice to

plant corn in continued rows, with intervals of
about five feet between the rows, to admit of a
more free cultivation with the plough and harrow

;

while the plants are at small distances in the
rows. At the last dressing, the surface of the
ground is left level. One acre laid off to be culti-

vated in hills four feet apart, would give 2700
hills

; and with four plants in a hill, the whole
number would be ten thousand eight hundred
An acre laid off in rows five feet apart, and set

with two plants at every eighteen inches distance,

would give 11,600 plants—that is, 800 plants
more than the acre with hills.

For the neat culture of Indian corn, the grains

when dropped should be regularly arranged ; but
as commonly dropped, many grains are scattered,

and in that situation grow up—to be afterwards
torn away by the plough and corn harrow ; or, to

save them, balks are left, which require more la-

bor with the hoe. Last year, visiting a farm a
few miles from Philadelphia, I there saw a tin

tube about three feet and a half long, with the top
flailing or spreading a little like a trumpet ; which
being moved from spot to spot, the corn was drop-

ped through it, and laid just where it was want-
ed, with perfect regularity.

The great value of Indian corn stalks, in their

green state, for feeding cattle, milch cows especiaN
ly, I have formerly mentioned. That which is

planted early, for this use, will be ready for cut-

ting just wiien, in our common summers, the pas-
tures begin to fail. Land that would yield fifty

bushels of ripe corn to the acre, if cut close to the
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ground at the time the cars are well set (at which

time I suppose it has attained its highest growth)

would give ten tons of the green fodder, of,which

75 lhs. would give a full daily supply, for a com-

mon sized cow, if she ate nothing else : and at this

rate, one neat ton (now taken at 2000 lhs.) would

keep four cows two months : but if they gleaned

half their food at pasture, the ten tons would keep

eight cows in full milk, for two months—say Au-

gust and September. But to have this fodder

through that time, in its green and most juicy

state, it should be planted at different times ; so

that the latest planted should attain its proper

growth by the middle of September, and continue

till the frost, which is frequent at the close of that

month, or the early part of October. Where the

corn is intended to stand for a ripe crop of grain,

the green tops may be cut for green fodder, as

soon as the fine dust (the farina) falls from the tas-

sels on the silk of the ears : for every thread of

that silk is attached to a grain of corn in the ear,

and is the medium of impregnation. Without

that dust so applied, there would be a cob and

husks for the several grains, but no meal.

10. I have two or three observations to make
respecting milch cows. Every fanner knows that

they sometimes slink their calves ; and it is said

that a miscarriage once occurring, is likely to be

repeated. This has happened to a very promising

heifer of my own. When near two years and a

half old, well grown, (as big as cows in general,

though of our native breed)—in full health, and

fleshy even to fatness, she slunk her calf, which

was so young as to be destitute of hair. Howev-
er, she was regularly milked, twice a day, giving

at first only half a pint at a milking : but her bag

and teats gradually increased in size ; and her

milk, from half a pint to two quarts at a milking.

Having taken bull she continued to give four

quarts of milk daily ; at the same time laying on

so much additional flesh and fat that she would

have made fat beef. In this healthy and active

condition, at the end of six months and a half from

the time she took the bull, she dropped another

dead calf—large for the time, and covered with

hair. Being milked as usual, she continued to

give about four quarts a day, for a few days, and

then rapidly increased the quantity to seven quarts

a day. Her pasture was good. The milk all the

time was perfectly sweet—not in the least chang-

ed by calving. She continued well and active,

and retained her fat and flesh. I was a little con-

cerned about her cleaning the discharge of the se-

cuudine, or after-birth—but this came away by

degrees.
' Cases of this kind may be well known among
farmers : but I have mentioned the matter for the

information of some who may be as destitute of

experience as myself.

I take this occasion further to notice the clean-

ing, or after-birth, about winch I have understood

that different opinions have been entertained.

—

Some have thought that it should be carefully re-

moved, and not suffered to be eaten by the cow
that has just dropped a calf. For myself, while

living on my farm, I chose that my cows should

be allowed to follow nature, and eat their cleaning.

It is evidently an instinct affecting them at that

particular time, as really as the instinct of the calf,

as soon as it is licked dry, and can rise and walk,

prompts it to seek for the teats of its dam. It a[

pears to know that they are under her belly, but

not whether they are between the fore or the hind

legs ; and accordingly it seeks for them Home-
times between the fore legs—until the experience
of a day or two conducts it to the proper place.

Whether the cleaning eaten by the newly calv-

ed cow operates as a salutary article of food, or as
a medicine, I am entirely satisfied that it should
be considered as a specific, exactly adapted to her
condition.

With these observations I must take leave of
the Society ; recommending a perseverance in its

object; being fully persuaded of its utility thus

far ; and that by the attention of practical farm-
ers, and their mutual, free communication*, its

usefulness may be continued and increased.

Sept. 25, 1828.

From the American Sentinel.

GYPSUM, OR PLASTER OF PARIS.
History informs us that the utility of gypsum to

grass, was first discovered in Germany, by a la-

borer at the gypsum quarry, who, passing across a
meadow after his work, to shorten the distance

home, discovered in the course of the season the

uxuriance of the grass where he had travelled,

and imagining that the dust of gypsum from his

clothes must have been the cause, tried the ex-

periment, and the result answered his expecta-

tions.

Some time after, a keg of it was sent to Amer-
ica, to Mr Jacob Barge, of Philadelphia, and soon

come into use, in that part of Pennsylvania
;

where they value it very highly, and even sup-

pose the hay produced by it, is better.

It is said, however, that gypsum will not pro-

mote vegetation much, near the ocean, or in any
place where it can be decompounded with sea

salt—which I fully believe, having been informed
of the fact by a number of gentlemen from differ-

ent States. How far from the sea the air will

prevent the fertilizing effects of it, I have never

heard stated, but can say that it is very servicea-

ble on my farm, which is about 17 miles from
Long Island Sound, on a straight line.

I will mention some of my experience of its

utility. In May, 1796, I sowed some gypsum
which was imported from France, on grass land

of different kinds, viz. on loamy, sandy, gravel,

and wet clay soil. Its effects were very visible in

every case, except the last mentioned, where it

did but little good. I also applied it on Indian

corn, wheat, rye, barley, oats, flax, potatoes, &c.
Where the gypsum was put on the corn, five

rows were left without it, which collectively did

not produce more than one row on either side
;

owing very much to the grub having left the corn

where the gypsum had been applied, and destroy-

ed the other. Where the gypsum was put on the

flax, the difference was manifest, for it was some
inches higher than the other ; and there was a

plain difference in the potatoes.

The wheat, rye, barley, and oats, did not ap-

pear to be much benefited, although the grass

was visibly better for some years after the crops

were taken off.

The utility of gypsum- appearing so manifest,

induced me to use it freely, and as soon as con-

venient, I procured ten tons from Nova Scotia, and
sowed about eight of it in May and June follow-

ing, at the rate of about three bushels per acre
;

and have used some every year since, but gener-

ally use now about two bushels on an acre, for

grassland, and about one bushel on corn, where it

is applied to the hills. 1 have not generally sown
the same land with it more than once in six or
eight year-, neither do 1 think it necessary to bow
it annually, as some do ; for its effects are fre-

quently risible five or six years. The plaster from
.Nova Scotia is not all equally good, neither do I

think any of it equal to that which is imported ;

but it is obtained cheaper, and therefore I gener-
ally use it. The color is no certain criterion to

judge of its quality, but it often has streaks of
band in it, which are worthless, and frequently the

top of the rock is offered for sale, but it is worth
but little. One method of trying its quality, is to

put a quantity (pulverised) into a dry pot over the
fire, and if it boils like hasty puuihu-:, it is good ;

if the ebullition is small, it is but indifferent; and
if it remains an inert mass, it is worthless. I like

to have it ground fine, in fair weather, and used
soon after grinding, lest it become lumpy, and
need mashing with a hoe, or running through the

mill again. It is best to sow it in still weather,

that it may not blow away. I have sown it in all

seasons except winter, merely for experiment, and
have found it useful, but have sown it principally

in May and June. On pasture land it may be
sown at any time when convenient : but on mow-
ing land it may be as well to sow it directly after

the hay is off, if the time can be spared to do it

;

for it serves to collect moisture, and keeps the

land from being parched by the intense heat of

the sun, which is frequently the case at that

season of the year. It does the most good in dry
seasons, and on land which has recently been laid

down, with clover, and herds grass ; but if intend-

ed for mowing, it ought not to be sown the first

year, lest the clover lodge down ; the second year

the herds grass will grow more abundantly and
support it.

It is well to sow it on mowing land even if it is

old sward, although its effects may not lie very
visible till one or two years after sowing, neither

will it make poor land produce luxuriantly : and
it is well to use a little dung even where plaster

has been used ; but I think manure is worth two
or three times as much when ploughed in shal-

low, as when spread on the surface, unless it be

fine, and spread just before a rain, in the season of
vegetation. Plaster is rather the best when used
as a top dressing. On Indian corn it is best to

apply the plaster immediately after the first hoe-

ing, but it ought to be mixed also with the seed

before it is planted, after having wet it in tar wa-
ter, which may be made by warming the water

and stirring in a little tar, at the rate of about half

a gill to six or eight quarts, then put in the corn,

and stir it that the tar may adhere to each kernel

;

then mix it with plaster in a dry vessel, as vou
plant it. The tar is used to prevent the birds and
insects from destroying the corn, and to cause a
sufficient quantity of plaster to adhere to the ker-

nels without sticking them together.

It is also useful to mix plaster with all kinds of
grain, before it is sown. My method has been to

take a cask of water, unless a spring or a brook is

near, with two tubs and tight basket into the field
;

put some grain into the basket, and set it into a
tub of water, and after it has soaked a little time,

raise the basket, and put a stick or two across the

tub under the basket, and it will soon drain : then
mix it in the dry tub, with a sufficient quantity of
plaster to make it sow well—perhaps 6 or S qts

to a bushel of grain.

Clover seed, if clean from the hull, should by all
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means be managed as above mentioned, if sown
on the surface without covering.

Much more might be. added if time would al-

low it, but enough may have already been said to

weary the patience of many of your readers who
have seen it used with success for 25 or 30 years,

and dare not venture to try it.

A FARMER.

The High Cranberry.—Few people seem to be

aware that this shrub, or small tree, which grows
plentifully in the marshes and swamps around us,

yielding rich clusters of very handsome fruit, a

delicious tart, may be cultivated with ease and

success in our gardens and shrubberies. Without

knowing that the attempt had ever been made, I

tried last spring, with some half a dozen shrubs,

from Saratoga county, all of which bore the trans-

planting very well, for they lived, grew as vigor-

ously as most vegetables do the first year, and
some of them bore fine bunches of fruit. The
twigs taken off, put out as cuttings, also took,

which shows with what great facility we may
stock our gardens with cranberries.

—

Rochester

Advertiser.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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DISEASED PEAR TREES.
Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Northampton, Mass. to

the Editor of the New England Farmer, dated June 23, 1829.

" My pear trees are most severely attacked this

season with the blight, or what I call vegetable

gangrene, also with the honey dew. I saw in an
English publication " a cure for the American
blight on pear trees," viz. " lime water and spirits

of turpentine." No directions as to proportions,

time, or manner of applying it. I am trying a va-

riety of experiments, but am almost discouraged.

The blight is no respecter of soil, aspect, age, vig-

or, or kind of fruit. It has attacked the Seckle,

Brown Beurre, Early Catharine, Messire Jean, Win-
ter and Summer Chaumontelle, Petit Muscat, Bart-

lett, Hardenpont de Printcms, Beurre Knox, Green
Satin, German Muscat, Sfc. The last and the

Chaumontelle, most fatally. Early this month
they were perfectly sound and in vigorous growth,
both well set with fruit—they were about from
15 to 20 feet high, and not a defective spot on
them. In two days they were wilted, and almost
charred, ten feet down from the top. The fruit

that was perfectly plump and sound, was in forty-

eight hours shrivelled up like a dried app'e.

—

One I headed down to the sound parts, and en-
grafted with the Bartlett scions."

Remarks by the Editor.—" Blight," says Loudon,
" is a common term for injuries received by the

vegetable kingdom when in a state of growth,
which cannot be referred to any obvious or cer-

tain cause, and coming suddenly is said to give

them the appearance of being blighted, or blast-

ed." Indeed the term blight, applied to vegeta-
bles, scarcely gives us a more definite idea of any
specific disease than the term death when ap-
plied to animals. The pear trees of the respect-

able cultivator, who favored us with the above,
are probably blighted by a disease similar to that

described by his Excellency Gov. Lincoln, in a

communication for the N. E. Farmer, published
vol. v. p. 1. In this Gov. Lincoln observed as

follows, " I send you two small branches [of pear

trees] which forty-eight hours since, were green

and vegetating, now dry and shrivelled as from
a year's decay. The disease, so far as I have
had opportunity to notice it, appears in the sud-

den discoloration of the leaf, which becomes
sometimes uniformly brown, like the effect of the

winter's frost, and in other instances, black in

spots, or parts, having ,the appearance of being

stained with ink, or some dark liquid—and the

decay of the limb is rapidly downward to the

trunk."

The subject was much discussed in that and
subsequent Nos. of the New England Farmer.

—

By some thedisorder was attributed to an insect,

called Scolytus Pyri ; by others to too much ma-
nure ; others called the disease fire blight, and at-

tributed it to a stroke of the sun, Sfc. fyc. The only

remedy, which, so far as we know, has been dis-

covered for this complaint Is to cut away the dis-

eased parts of the tree at some distance below any
appearance of disease as speedily as possible, and
make use of some of the usual applications, such
as grafting cement, Forsyth's composition, &c. to

heal the wounds, where the branches are cut

away.

Uniformity in the JVames of Fruits.—At a meet-
ing of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

June 20, John Lowell, Samuel G. Perkins, and
Samuel Downer, were chosen a Committee to

facilitate an interchange of fruits, the ensuing au-

tumn, with the Philadelphia, New York, and Al-
bany Horticultural Societies, and others, for the

purpose of establishing their synonymes. There
is no greater obstacle to the cultivation of fruits,

than the great confusion in their names that now
prevails. It is no uncommon occurrence for a

person in ordering trees from different nurseries,

either in Europe, or the United States, to find,

after waiting for his trees to come into bearing,

that he has the same fruit under three or four dif-

ferent names, or to receive some kind of which
he already has a sufficient number. The different

Horticultural Societies in Flanders, London, and
Paris, ate attempting to remedy this evil, and have
already accomplished much, although their facili-

ties for the interchange of fruits are not so great

as are possessed in the United States.

Specimens of fruit can be sent to the Society's

Hall, No. 52 North Market Street, care of J.\B.

Russell.

SINCLAIR BEET.
Mr J. B. Russell.—A few weeks past I re-

ceived at one of the meetings of the Horticultu-

ral Society, a paper of the Sinclair beet seed, which
I understood was recommended as a superior stock

beet, therefore imagining it was valuable as yield-

ing a large crop for animals. Within a few days
I have conversed with two experienced English
gardeners, neither of them more than two years

from England ; one of whom is confident that the

Sinclair beet produces a very small root, and is only

of use for the stalk or stem part of the leaf, which
by being planted pretty thick, is very white and
delicate, being boiledfor the table. The other gives

the same description of a beet as being introduced

from France, but did not hear it called Sin-
clair.

I merely give this hint, that those persons who
are cultivating it, and expecting it as a root crop,

may be on their guard, lest they mav be disap-

pointed. Yours, &c. A SUBSCRIBER.

MANUFACTURING SILK.
The subscriber having invented a very useful

and simple machine for reeling and spooling silk,

is desirous of introducing the same into general

use, and has deposited one of the machines for in-

spection at the Hall of the Horticultural Society, 52
North Market street, Boston ; where persons who
are desirous of engaging in the manufacturing of
silk, are respectfully invited to call and examine
the machine. All necessary information for the

use of the apparatus will be given on application

at the Agricultural AVarehouse, or to the invent-

er, at her residence in Lexington, near Monroe's
Tavern.

Persons wishing for instruction in the art of
spinning, which is considered as a separate branch
from that of spooling and reeling the raw silk,

may be fully instructed in this very useful branch
of industry in the course of a week or ten days,

on application to the subscriber as above.

FRANCES JONES.

From the Transactions of the Horticultural Society.

Oft a- method of groioing Asparagus in single

1'ows, as practised by Mr Walter Dickson, of
Redbraes, near Edinbugh. By Mr Andrew Dick-
son, F. H. S. of Edinburgh.

(From a letter to the Secretary.)

Sir—Mr Dickson's method of growing aspara-

gus in single rows, of which you have requested

an account, is so simple, that little explanation will

be required. It occurred to him that planting as-

paragus in single rows, particularly in the soil of

his garden, (which is a light black earth upon a
subsoil of sand,) might answer much better than

in beds, as it would enable him to introduce ma-
nure to the roots, by pointing it in between the

rows with the spade. He had observed that the

usual mode of dressing asparagus beds by a cov-

ering of dung in winter on the surface, was apt

to produce canker, and that consequently many of
the plants in the beds came up sickly and weak
in the spring, and ultimately decayed during the

summer. The first plantation he made in single

rows was in our Leith AValk Nursery, upwards of
twenty-five years ago, and this yet retains its vig-

or and produces fine heads. This, I think you
did not see when you were at Edinburgh, other-

wise you would have noticed he had erred in not

giving sufficient room between the rows, which
are only two and a half feet apart. The planta-

tions he has since either made himself, or recom-
mended to others to make, have been at three

and a half feet distance row from row. The
plants are planted at nine inches apart in the rows

;

the ground has no farther preparation previously

to planting, than being dug or trenched to its full

depth, and well manured with rotten cow dung.
The young plantation you saw at Redbraes, has
only been made two years, and was so strong as

to admit of being partially cut the second year.

—

Mr Dickson prefers planting in July to spring, and
the seedlings of the preceding season. I venture
to give it as my opinion, that the produce from
two single rows, planted in the way described, will

both in quantity and quality, (but particularly the
last,) be found superior to three rows of equal

length, planted in beds in the usual way ; the fa-

cility with which the heads are cut are likewise

in favor of the row system. I may further add
that in our northern climate it is of moment that

the plants should have all possible benefit of the
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sun's rays, that the roots may be well ripened ami

prepared to shoot vigorously in the spring : and I

need not point out to you that this will be better

obtained by the plants growing in distant rows,

'ban when they are crowded in beds in the usual

way. I am, sir,

Your very humble servant,

ANDREW DICKSON.

Hemp Mr Stephen Boyington, of Ilincsburgli,

in this county, planted last season one quart of

"hemp seed, after the fashion of planting broom

corn, on less than one-fourth of an acre of land.

The crop produced twenty bushels of good clean

hemp seed. One stalk at a fair distance from the

ground, measured seven inches in circumference,

and ten feet in length.

—

Northern Sent.

Recipe for the cure of an incipient cancer.—Take
half a pound of Pipsisawa, by some called winter

green ; it resembles the chickaberry leaf except

being notched on the edge—add one pound of the

oil of olives, and simmer them together in an

earthen vessel well glazed, till the leaves are

crispy, then strain it off, and keep for use. With
this anoint the part affected three times a day

;

also make a decoction of the same herb, of which

let the patient drink a tea cup full morning and

evening. N. B. Drink no strong liquor while using

the above.

The foregoing article was communicated for

publication by a respectable physician.

—

Brattle-

borough Reporter.

Spots on the Sun.—In looking through a teles-

cope yesterday, we noticed at least a dozen

opaque spots on the Sun's disc. They are gener-

ally small and a good deal scattered. It is a cu-

rious question, and one which is not fully decided,

whether or not these spots have any connexion

with the coolness of the season. In some of the

coolest summers since the commencement of tbe

present century, similar spots have been observed

in considerable numbers, and some of them very

large.—-V. Y. Jour, of Com.

How to make excellent Beer.—Take 20 drops

each of Oil of Spruce, Sassafras, and Wintergreen

—mix these thoroughly with 1£ pints molasses

—

then add 3 quarts hot water—stir them well to-

gether—after which add J pint of yeast, and 2

gallons of cold water. Shake the whole together,

and let it stand 12 hours—then bottle it, and in

three days it will be fit for use.

The above recipe is highly approved by many
families in this vicinity, and deserves to be more
extensively knowu.

—

Hatnp. Gaz.

Punishment of Immodesty.—A Chinese Judge in

passing through a narrow street, saw a poor

woman with her breast exposed, suckling a child,

at the door. For this want of modesty he order-

ed her immediately 30 slaps on the face ; and her

husband 40 blows for not having taught his wife

better manners ! Such are the doings even of

good men under a despotism.

The charter of the East India Company will

expire in 1834. The renewal of these charters

is likely to give rise to much discussion in Eng-

land.

One'gentieman near Petersburg, Va. has 100,

000 silk worms prepared to spin.

A Mr Cobb, from Ctiirimington, recently sold

in this place a fn l>u-li> Is of line russet apples,

which lie had preserved in dry sand, at $1,62 per

bushel. This may be a useful hint to farmer-..

—

Hamp. Gaz.

Two tea spoonfuls of mustard mixed with warm
water operates as an emetic.

John Mix, of Waterbury, Con. has invented a

machine for weaving meal bags entire, without a

JtfiflU Stud.

For sale at ibe Seed Store connected with the New England
Farmer, Wo, 63 North Market street.

SO bushel-, of M, Hi-t PltK»1. rlaaa. and of superior quality.

Alv>, a '• ew of Ornamental Flower Seeds,
iof nets each, or I0U varieties, one paper each, for

SeiiJ.

HUMAN—Tins elegant, fall blooded hone, a bright bay,
with black legs, mane, and tail, of biah gpiril and good tem-
per, will stand at the farm ol Mr Blepfcca Williams, in .North-

borough, Hi, a paid before the maxes arc
taken away.—See .Vw England Parmer, May lo.

. Far* for sale in Milton, of about KJOaera. remarkably west
seam. I lie inventor states that be Can weave

J

watered, with every variety of hade and stasia, good subttan-

bags of any kind, or even twilled bed ticks, upon lial buildings, and a large portion of valuable woodland.—Also,
,1. „„,„- „ 1.;„„;„i„ I

for sale, orto let, opposite to the al-ovenamed premises, a large
tne same pi tncipie.

dwelling house, with a good bake house, verv pleasantly utu-

The Indiana YVhio mentions i nle-isnnt sluioh at...l— For further particulars, we the New England Farmer
lite Indiana wing mentions a pleasant slaugn-

, f(r May , 5 or n| , )llir(, o) lhe ,,ul ,|,)htror p. h. Pierce, 95
tcr recently made among the serpents in that State si, or N. Tucker, on the premises,

neighborhood. About 420 rattlesnakes were May 22,

massacred in three or four attacks.

To Correspondents.—We refer our corres-

pondent "Taunton" to the 5th volume of the

New England Farmer, pages 179, and 204. Sev-

eral interesting communications are on file.

Greenwich Flower Garden.

The subscriber has lately leceived

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Cleveland, the two English bones, will stand

for the season at Iheir stable in Brighton. Barefoot at £25,
and < ilevelaad at £10, with gl for the groom. a2i

Heifers, Calves, Sheep, &fc.

For sale, two full blood Alderncy Heifers, three year* old this

spring, with call by a full blood hull of the Short Horn breed;

one Alderney Heifer calf, six months old, weaned, and turned

to grass; two full blood heifer calves of the Short Horn breed,

two months old, now at grass feed; four of the Long Wool
Ewes, imported from the Netherlands ; a buck lamb from one

his annual importations of Garden I of the ewes, and a Devonshire Buck, a very fine animal, and

Seeds, Bulbous Flower Roots, &c, in f°" r ful1 t>loou Saxony Bucks. For terms apply at this office.

excellent preservation, of the growth I _"e
' ,^^___^—__

of 1S2S, from the well known houses

of Messrs Warner, Seaman &. Warner,
and Mr Charlewood, London, and Mr
Van Eeden & Co., Harlann, Holland,

who have guaranteed them good and

genuine, and no doubt will give the

farmer, horticulturalist and florist, the same general satis-

faction that former importations have done.

Also on hand, a choice collection of greenhouse and

hardy herbaceous plants, (many of which are very rare ;)

rose bushes and other shrubs, in great variety, fruit trees,

white mulberry, &c. Plants of artichoke, asparagus, sea

kale, early frame potatoes, mushroom spawn, &c, with

directions for cultivation. The Hyacinthus, Crocus, Nar-

cissus, &c, are in bloom, and will continue in succession

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, No. 2.

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1, new,
CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street,
Genesee,
Rye, best, -

a great parYof trie year. Catalogues may be had at the 1

GRAIN, Corn,

garden. Orders left at the garden, the post office, or with
Barley - -

Mr Molyneaux, corner of Broadway and Ann street, will
0als

"
' _ "

be strictly attended to. Gentlemen supplied with expe-
, HQG'S LARD, first sort, new,

rienced Gardeners. DANIEL KENNEY, LIME.
Carmine and Varick streets, New \ ork. ! l'LAISTER PARIS retails at

{Jrj* The nearest route to the Garden, Greenhouses, and PORK, clear,

Seed Store, is from Broadway, by St Thomas's Church Navy, mess,

along Houston street, or along Canal and Varick streets.
| SEEDS

C
^fSvGrass

eopSw

English Scythes.

James Cam's double prime grass scythes, wide and narrow,

a superior article, for sale at the Hardware Store of S. FES-
SENDEN, No. 80 State Street. 8t June 19

Buckwheat, fyc.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New Eng
land Farmer. No. 52 North Market Street,

A few bushels of Buckwheat, growth of 1S28. Also, a fur-

ther supply ol" Fowl Meadow Grass Seed, of superior quality.

Nero China Tea Sets, and light blue Dinner flare.

Received, a great variety of the above ; which, with a com-

plete assortment of Crockery, China, and Glass Ware, are of-

fered for sale, low, at No. 4 Dock Square.

Turnip Seed.

For sale at the 'Seed Store connected with the New-

England Farmer, 52 North Market street,

200 lbs fine White Flat English Turnip Seed, growth of

1859 also, several other approved varieties from Scotland, and

London, among which the Early Dutch. Yellow Stone, and

Yellow Malta, have proved of very superior quality for the

table,— and the Yellow Aberdeen, (o'r Bullock,) and the Large yEAL,
Norfolk Field Turnip for cattle. InTOTTON,—

:

'

i POULTRY, - -

Gardener wants a Situation. BUTTER, keg and tub.

A gardener, who has a complete knowledge of his business, I Lump, best,

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Rye Grass, -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top - - - -

Lucerne, ....
White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,
Merino, three fourths washed,
Merino, half blood,

Merino. quarter washed,
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, •' spinning, first sort

ton.
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MISCELLANIES.
The following beautiful Hymn, written by the Rev. Mr Pier-

pont, of Boston, was sung on the 4th inst. at the public exer-

cises of the American Colonization Society, whose object is the

Abolition of African Slavery.

With thy pure dews and rains,

Wash out, O God, the stains

From Afric's shore

;

And, while her palm trees bud,

Let not her children's blood

With her broad Niger's flood

\ Be mingled more !

Quench, righteous God, the thirst

That Congo's sons hath cursed—

The thirst for gold

!

Shall not thy thunders speak

Where Mammon's altars reek,

Where maids and matrons shriek,

Bound, bleeding, sold

!

Hear'st thou, O God, those chains,

Clanking on Freedom's plains,

By Christians wrought

!

Them, who those chains have wern,

Christians from home have torn,

Christians have hither borne,

Christians have bought

!

Cast down, great God, the fanes

That, to unhallowed gains,

Round us have risen

—

Temples, whose priesthood pore

Moses and Jesus o'er,

Then bolt the black man's door,

The poor man's prison !

Wilt thou not, Lord, at last,

From thine own image, cast

Away all cords,

But that of love, which brings

Man, from his wanderings,

Back to the King of kings,

The Lord of lords!

From the Baltimore Weekly Magazine.

BAKED BEANS.

Oh ! how my heart sighs for my own native land,

Where potatoes, and squashes, and cucumbers grow
3

Where cheer and good welcome are always at hand,

And custards, and pumpkin pies smoke in a rowj

Where pudding the visage ofhunger serenes,

And, what is far better, the pot of baked beans.

Let Maryland boast of her dainties profuse,

Her large water-melons and canteleupes fine,

Her turtles, and oysters, and terrapin stews,

And soft crabs high zested with brandy and wine

;

Ah ! neither my heart from my native land weans,

Where smokes on the table the pot of baked beans.

The pot of baked beans ! with what pleasure I view it,

Well season'd, well pork'd, by Some rosy-faced dame

;

And when from the glowing hot oven she drew it,

Well crisp'd, and well brown'd to the table it came.
O give me my country, the land of my teens,

Of the plump Indian pudding and pot of baked beans.

The pot of baked beans! ah! the muse is too frail,

Its taste to descant or its virtues to tell

;

But look at the sons of New England so hale,

And her daughters so rosy—'t will teach thee full well

;

Like me it will teach thee to sigh for the means
Of health and of rapture—the pot ofbaked beans.

A YANKEE.

Economy.—The acquisition of wealth appears

to be the prevailing desire amongst men, and the

pursuit is laudable if it has justice for its founda-

tion. Blackstone says a property founded on in-

justice cannot be of long duration. There is no

honest way of acquiring wealth bnt by industry

and economy. All know how to be industrious,

but it requires information and experience to un-

derstand well the practice of economy, which is

the operation of knowledge in regulating business

according to time and circumstances. Whoever
makes use of all his time according to the best of

his abilities, is fulfilling the purpose of his creation,

and doing all that virtue requires of him. A farm-

er should arrange everything throughout his fami-

ly and farm, according to justice and equity ; ev-

ery one should have their allotted portion of the

business to do, in order and regularity. When
justice is known to be the basis on which the

whole business of a farm is conducted, each one

will do his duty with cheerfulness and expedi-

tion ; for justice, like salt, preserves everything

about it. The ladies of this great republic are

respectfully solicited to use their influence in pro-

moting industry, frugality, and economy, in their

domestic vocations—their example and advice

have great influence in society—the fashions, cus-

toms, and manners of a country are very much at

their control—it generally falls to their lot to have
the care of children, and to train them up to vir-

tuous industry, and teach them the rudiments of
knowledge, and duties of great weight and impor-
tance in society.

Early rising, temperance in eating, drinking,

conversation and labor, are all necessary requisites

towards completing an economical life. Early
rising produces fine spirits, encourages industry,

and gives^many a leisure hour for mental improve-
ment, which is of more value than any other ac-

quisition. Temperance should be observed as the
indispensable criterion in all our actions ; it pro-

motes health of body, sanity of mind, and long
life—it shields us from many loathsome tempta-
tions, in which gluttony, drunkenness, and other

excesses, inevitably involve us.

The faculty of speech is a divine power confer-

red on man, which enables him to pursue a pro-

gressive improvement of the mind towards perfec-

tion ; of course, language should be cultivated and
preserved in purity.

Moderate labor strengthens the constitution,

regulates the circulation of the blood, and pro-
motes a proper tone in the system—excessive la-

bor debilitates the system and shortens life.

By following the rules of economy, a young
man in any circumstance in life, may find time
and means to acquire knowledge and improve his

understanding. Every hour when past is gone
forever, and all the gold of earth cannot redeem it

;

if well spent, it stands in our favor ; but if ill

spent, it stands against us ; and whatever the un-
derstanding impresses on the memory, must re-

main there as long as the mind continues to exist.

Our good actions are always commending and en-
couraging us. This shows the necessity of mak-
ing use of all the vacant time in the acquisition of
useful knowledge. Early acquirements are of
great importance. Ten minutes well spent, at fif-

teen years old, are worth more than a whole day
would be at seventy. Little do young people
know the value of the golden hours of youth, or
they would be more cautious how they throw them

I
away

; for bad habits are easily acquired ; but

nothing in nature is more difficult than to forsake
them. All our well spent hours shine like dia-
monds in our lives, and the mind looks back on
them with divine pleasure. A plough boy by a
judicious employment of time, might make the tail

of his plough the school of wisdom ; and a colle-

gian, by an injudicious employment of time, might
make his college a school of vice and mental de-
basement. It matters not what our occupation is,

if we make the proper use of time ; for industry,

judiciously applied, is the philosopher's stone, so
ardently sought after by ancient sages in vain.—
The farmer, of all men, has the fairest opportuni-
ty of acquiring knowledge in its original purity—
his business calls him through fields, woods, and
vales, and gives him acquaintance with the nature

of things. There he can read the unveiled truth,

written in the book of creation, by the hand of
God, without an interpreter, and no one will have
the hardihood to tell him it is not true ; because
it is composed of self-evident facts, containing the

principles of all the sciences, and the duties of
life. A ploughman wishing to become acquaint-

ed with any particular branch of knowledge, may
carry a book in his pocket, containing a theory of
what he would wish to learn, and read a few sen-

tences occasionally to speculate on, while he is

following his plough, without interrupting th«

business of the day. This method of acquiring

knowledge can be put in practice by the inhab-

itants of cities, as well as those of the country :

but not with equal success,—for want of a rural

scenery they would fail, particularly in the art of

poetry. There have been but few good poets

without being acquainted with a country life.—

Phil. Eve. Post.

Tall Meadow Oat Grass Seed.

This day received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,
52 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass
Seed, at #2,50 per bushel.

Also, White Mulberry Seed, 50 cts per ounce, Lucerne,
or French Clover, White and Red Clover, Sanfoin, Tim-
othy, Orchard Grass, Oat Grass, Herds Grass, &c.

Agricultural Books.

The third edition of Fessenden's JYeiv American Gar-
dener ; this work has been pronounced by the most ju-

dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle
states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,
Grape Vines, &c, to be found in this country—price

$1,25.
The Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical Manual,

on the Culture of the Vine ; and Making Wine, Brandy,
and Vinegar. By Thiebaut de Berneaud.
". The Young Gardener's Assistant, containing Directions
for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, and Ornament-
al Flowers. By T. Bridgeman, gardener, New York

—

price 37 1-2 cts.

A practical Treatise on the Management of Bees ; and
the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-

troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.
By James Thacher, M. D.—price 75 cts.

Also, one copy of each of the following rare works:

—

Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture and Gar-
dening ; with the theory of Draining Morasses, and with
an improved construction of the drill plough. By Dr Dar-
win, (Dublin edition, price three dollars and fifty cts.)

Darwin's Botanic Gardeu— (price three dollars, a fine,

correct copy.

Powder at 2s per lb.

DUPONT'S POWDER, quality warranted, for sale at

Coppland's Ammunition Store, 65 Broad st, at retail. Also,
SHOT. CA PS, &c. of the best quality—cheap for cash. tf

Published every Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at the
end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the
time of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.

Printed for J. B. Russell, by I. R. Butts—by whom
all descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes
of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Russell,
at the Agricultural Warehouse No. 52 North Market Street.
Qj= No p.nper will be sent to a distance without payment be-

ing made in advance.
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IIORSJj, RADISH FOR PRESERVING MILK.
Mr Fessenden—In the Now England Farm-

er of the 12th of June, 1829, you have extracted

from the .haericau Farmer " A method of pre-

venting milk from becoming sour." Will you in-

form your readers what the wild horse radish is

—in what it differs fr»m the cultivated—how it is ;

known—where it can be obtained, and whether
|

it is the juice expressed from the leaves, or the

root which is to be used ? as all this information
'

is necessary to enable the unlearned to try the ex-

periment. AN OBSERVER,
j

Remarks by the Editor.—The article alluded to

is as follows: Method of preventing milktiom
turning sour.—Put a spoonful of wild horse rad- ;

ish into a dish of milk ; the milk may then be pre- !

served sweet, either in the open air, or in a cellar,
j

for several days, while such as has not been so
|

guarded will become sour.

—

Am. Farmer.

We know nothing by experiment relative to

this prescription ; but know that substances which
are pungent, or acrid- are useful in presenting pu-

trefaction, and of course will prevent or retard the

acetous (or sour) fermentation, which .is the first

step in the process of putrescence. We know of

but one species of horse radish, and this is called

by botanists CuchUaria Armoracia, and is too well

known to need description. The garden »;adi

eiilirciy uitlerent

from tho horse radish. We cannot say by what
process the horse radish is prepared for infusion

with the milk, which it is wished to preserve, but

presume that the best method would be scraping

the root in shreds, as we would for eating it as a

condiment with roast beef. We know nothing of

the quantitjr requisite, but if it will answer a use-

ful purpose, we suppose it will not be necessary

to use enough to make any very perceptible dif-

ference in the taste of the milk. An experiment

or two would test the value of this article for the

purpose proposed. An English writer says that

" an infusion of horse radish in cold milk makes

one of the best and safest cosmetics ;" hut we have

never known it used for that purpose, and pre-

sume that American ladi-.^nccd no beautifying lo-

tions of that or any other description, to add by

art to charms which nature has bestowed.

termed a middle sized pear. All that can he

I, is to choose one that rescmlrl

number, one equally exposed to sun anil

mle.

The Cnpiaurnont pear is highly esteemed in

trope, and has chug fat proved geod in this

It bids fair to be among our best fruits.

the outlines appi axance of

rent varieties, you will afford many of

'ur readers the opportunity to judge of them,. i-

ss these valuable books to examine
,s they would desire. A SUBSCRIBER.

'hi'clasler, July 11, 1829.

From the Poraolocjical Magazine-

It is a most > ,„ fr-nit, ripening in the mid-

dle of October, i keeping fur a fortnight or

ll b<

dwarf, grafted upon the

quince. A wall i Hoi required for it.

Wood clear red '.<h Lr-.v. n, sprinkled with white

spots.

rrow, much folded, and re-

curved, with vi lures. Stipules linear,

• ; . tiole.

Fruit middfc uate, regularly tapering

into the stnlk. i - al all sunkeji, b .

with the surfai ctreoiity. .Skin a line

clear cinnamon. Riding into yellow in the shade,

And acqui, i_'ht red in the tun. I

yellowish, meftii . buttery, very rich an

flavored.

FOR . k.lD I AI.MLK.

1 xrn PLANTS.
Mr Fi'ssf.n: (—Incompliance with a nonce

in your last pa] e following as there-

suits of some ]!<:• has s made from

Freres cc Co. I; -t spring. The first column con-

tains the nam - front their catalogue :

the second wba y have turned out.

Our common Damask. ,1. The fine red M< .

2. The Panache*, or .Streaked

Bon.
3. Id. rhc Violyie H
I. 'flic White
j. The Yelk™
6. The Villc MoradL
?. -p"- i.v..'- .

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr Editor—I have lately looked over the

London Pomological Magazine, and examined the

drawings of the new fruits, particularly the new
varieties of pears, apples, and plums, which will

soon be introduced in our gardens and nurseries.

These we must eventually depend upon for our

stock iiuit, to supply the place of the St Michael,

St Germain, and others that are rapidly disap-

pearing. I make a request of you, which will, I

trust, be acceptable to many of your readers ; to

publish in your paper a description of these new
and fine varieties, with a figure of the same, to

give a correct idea of their usual size. In des

cribing fruits it is often difficult to decide what eiety, our drawing was made.

THE CAPIAUMONT PEAR.
Caplaumont. Hort. Trans, vol. v. p. 406.
Beurrii de Capiaumont. Hort.Soc.Fruit Cat. p. 159.

This is one of the best of the varieties raised

in Flanders during the period when so large an
accession was made to the lists of cultivated fruits

in that country. It is recorded to have owed its

origin to. a M. Capiaumont, of Mons. The first

specimens which were seen in this country, came
to the Horticultural Society in 1S20, from M.
Parmentie^^f Enghien, and M. Dumortier-Rut-
teau, of Tournay. They excited much admiration
at the time, and measures were immediately taken
to secure the variety for this country. Unfortu-
nately, however, the cuttings which were seut over
were so much mixed, or so carelessly labelled,

that a very small proportion of them proved to be
of the true kind. In their room were received
the Beurre Ranee, the Colmar Jamiuette, and even
the Napoleon. The true kind has always been
sold by Mr Richard Williams, of Turnham Green ;

and from trees procured from his Nursery, and
growing in the Garden of the Horticultural So-

I . do
do

Our common Whir
rend.

|
Common I

I Common Damask.
G. The lw-
tcmed Rose.

CREV1LLE ROSE.

From a paragraph in the New York Post, it

would seem that this rose, of which we have had
sucli a wonderful account in the catalogues of

some New York Nurserymen, and other publica-

tions, has " fully realized the expectations of ama-
teurs."

Three plants have flowered in this vicinity.

and, it is true, presented some slight shades of

difference in the tints, but by no means so many
as the common Multiflora, arising, it is probable,

merely from different exposures to the sun. a very

common circumstance, we believe, in all r —
The flowers were in small clusters, the greatest

number on any plant being seventeen [not'- above

a hundred." as happened in New York. The
Greville rose was propagated during the last

season in great numbers, but every cultivator in

this vicinity has come to the conclusion that it is

not worth the trouble. It has not proved any-

way superior to the common wild rose that adorns

our hedges and road sides, and is surpassed by

the Sweet Briar.

Rrookline, July 10, IS29.

}'OH THE >•£«• E.NGUND FARMER.

NATIVE GRAPE.
Mr Fi SSBRBBM—When in Boston a few weeks

since, a number of our horticultural friends were

desirous of knowing whether we had auy native

fruits with us « iiich were truly valuable. Feel-

ing anxious, if in my power, to aid their laudable
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exertions in searching out and propagating all the

native fruits of real worth. I recollected a native

grape which with us is conside/ed well worthy

extensive cultivation, of which I promised to give

them some definite information. Since my return

I have seen the owner of the original vine in our

county (Mr B. D. Buck, of Weathersfiehl) who

gave me the following notice of it.

The original vine was found on a small

creek, in the interior of Pennsylvania ; was dis-

covered and cultivated by the Germans who in-

habited that part of the country, and who valued

it very highly. Mr Buck has been in possession

of his vine about ten years. He procured it from

Albany, of the person who brought it from Penn-

sylvania. The fruit is purple, close set, cluster

not very large, form nearer round than oval, pulp

about the same as the Isabella, never sheds its

fruit, and is in eating from eight to ten weeks, a

constant and great bearer ; it has been judged to

have had upon it at a single time fifteen bushels.

It has never beeu trimmed, and is now in very

fine order, heavily laden with fruit. He calls it

the " Columbian," we the " Buck Grape." I hope

it will be acknowledged worthy of one name by

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, after test-

ing the sample which I shall endeavor to forward

them when in season. If they have not now the

same kind, I will forward to their Hall a quantity

of roots or slips, should it be their wish.

With sentiments of respect,

I remain, vours,

E. W. BULL.
Hartford, Con., July 6, 1829.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FINE STOCK.
Mr Fessenden—Observe 19th num-

u.i of the N. E. Farmer, an nc^olint oi"a remark-

able cow and calf belonging to Mr Stickney, of

Rowley, I take the liberty of forwarding you

the following statement of facts (which are also

susceptible of proof) relative to a cow and calf be-

longing to my brother-in-law, Mr Edward Har-

ris.

The cow is believed to be of common breed,

red color, of large size, well proportioned, horns

rather long and standing more upward than com- I

moil ; her udder extending forward, and more up

between the legs than usual, but not dropping

low. During the last summer her milk was at

different times carefully and accurately measured,

and found to be fully thirty-two quarts per day.

—

She had no food but good pasture, and received

no extraordinary care or attention, with the ex-

ception of milking her in the middle of the day,

which is always necessary. She, this season, had

a bull calf (sired by a three-fourths Short Horned

Durham) which at four weeks old weighed two

hundred pounds ; it was then sold to a farmer in

the neighborhood, who had seen it weighed, at a

certain sum per lb. to be taken from the cow and

weighed in one week, at which time it was found

to have increased thirty weight, or four and a

quarter pounds per day.

Respectfully yours,

J. I. SPENCER.
Moorestoion, (AT. J.) July 6, 1829.

Two tea spoonfuls of mustard from the mustard

pot, mixed with warm water, and swallowed, in-

stantly operates as an emetic, and is recommend-
ed in case of accidental or other internal poisoning.

From the Centinel. some shrubs, about two feet in height. When I— saw them they looked rather bare, as they had
PISTAREENS. been recently stripped in part of their leaves.

—

Messrs Editors— I notice in your paper ofl-p^jg
j s repeated several times during the year,

this day, a publication signed Scrutator, with your| an(j )]ence arises the different sorts we have in

subsequent remarks. Give me leave to add as
j
,] ie market. No particular care seems to be taken

elucidatory of the subject, that in the last volume f lne plants and they bloom in the months of

of Governor Hutchinson's History of Massachu

setts, (published recently) he tells us, that the pis-

tareens are a base coin, 16 per cent, under value
;

that they were imported into Boston by certain

merchants from Spain, to make a part of the reim-

bursement money paid by Great Britain for the ex-

penses of the Louisburg expedition in 1745. We
now see why they have continued to form a part

of our circulating coin. The silversmiths decline

melting them for their nice work, because they

are bad silver, while they find a profit in melting

all the English and United States coins, at the se-

rious loss to both governments, of the expense of

the coinage. Can you inform your readers what

has become of our five cent silver coins ? The

evil will cease, as soon as our government shall

restrain in our territories, the circulation of aU

Spanish silver coins, of less value than quarters of

dollars, at a higher value than our own coins. It

is an important fact that the unrestrained circula-

tion in the United States, of the Spanish eighths

and sixteenths of dollars, has obstructed, retarded,

and prevented the full operation of the United

States laws regulating the currency.

July 8, 1S29. CANTAB.

From the New York Farmer.

On the Culture and Manufacture of Tea, communi-

cated by an American gentleman, for the JV. Y.

Farmer and Horticultural Repository.

July, August, and September. You are aware
that the old king of Portugal, Don John, when
driven to Brazil, took great pains to introduce the

cultivation of the tea plant. He not only obtain-

ed the plants, but also two or three hundred
Chinese who were perfectly acquainted with their

management. They are now scattered about the

country. I have several times been accosted by
these people with a request to purchase some tea,

samples of which they carried with them. It

made one almost fancy himself in the celestial

empire.

The most curious circumstance in relation to

tea is the ease with which it is prepared for mar-

ket. I witnessed the whole operation and can
therefore speak confidently on the subject.

The gathered leaves are exposed to the air for

a few hours, until they begin to wilt, as it is pop-

ularly called. They are then thrown into circu-

lar pans set in brick work, under which is a mod-
erate fire. These pans are of iron, four feet in

diameter and about a foot deep ; the leaves are

stirred briskly about in these pans for ten minutes

or longer, according to the judgment of the op-

erator, wl;":i they are thrown out to another per-

son who is ready to receive them. This person

holds before him a flat wicker, or willow frame,

about two feet wide and four feet in length, slight-

ly inclined toward the floor. He strews the leaves

upon this frame and lays over it another frame of
t lie same dimensions and materials. This is

You ask of me some notices of the state of hTSr- 1
moved rapidly to artd fro for etrt-awJ ,u ;,.^es,ana

ticulture in Brazil. It would be as easy to fur- by this simple operation the leaves are curled up

nish you with a sketch of the notions upon polit- and fall at the lower end of the frame into bas-

ical economy entertained by the Patagonians, or kets conveniently placed for their reception. This

an elaborate essay upon the state of the fine arts

among the Hottentots. A people whefkuow noth-

ing of butter except as it comes to thein salted

from Ireland, and who derive all their potatoes

from the same country, cannot be supposed to

have made any very brilliant discoveries in farm-

ing or horticulture. It is accordingly of the

simplest kind. They get as much from the earth

as can be obtained with the least possible trouble,

and smile incredulously if you teil them of the

importance of paying more attention to the intro-

duction and culture of foreign vegetables. Of
late years the numerous French, English,' and

American residents have shown them the possi-

bility of raising these vegetables, and one may
now see in the markets occasionally, cabbages, tur-

nips, and even sallad ! There is, however, a

Royal Botanic Garden, formerly under, the direc-

tion of a skillful German, but now going rapidly

to decay under the slothful management of a Port-

uguese Carmelite Friar. As this garden has ob-

tained some celebrity in books of travels, I will

furnish you with a few remarks which I made

when I visited it in 1826-7. And as the most in-

teresting feature of this garden was the extensive

tea plantations, I herewith furnish you with such

notes as relate more immediately to that sub-

ject.

Tea plants occupy a space from 8 to 10 acres

in the garden. They are planted at the distance

of four feet from each other. They are hand-

part of the process surprised me exceedingly, for

all travellers assert that every leaf is rolled up
separately by hand, and I have even heard it

maintained that it is only the small and delicate

hand of a Chinese that can be advantageously em-
ployed for this purpose. Those leaves from which
the moisture has not been sufficiently expelled, re- -

main adhering to the frame, are of course not af-

fected by the process, and are returned again to

the heated pans. When a sufficient quantity of

the curled leaves has been obtained, they are

placed ,for a short period over a strong fire to

drive off any remaining^ moisture, and are thee

put up into papers or chests for immediate use.

I inquired how much tea could be obtained an-

nually from a single shrub, but no one appeared

to have ever thought upon the subject ; they were
unable at least to make even a tolerable guess?

about it. Judging from the size of the plant and
the number of times it is stripped, I should conjec-

ture that each plant would produce about three

pounds annually ; and this 1 think is still within,

bounds.

It is propagated by slips, and was of the spe-

cies T. viridis, or green tea.

I do not know if any attempts have been made
to introduce the cultivation of the tea plant into

the United States, but if it could be once intro-

duced, I have not the least doubt but that it would
be a much more profitable crop than cotton or

sugar. Six men could cure and prepare for mar-
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quire the aid of women and children.

At n time when the English arc straining

every nerve to introduce the culture of the tea

ket the crop of a hundred acres; and the, most 8t Helena, at the Cape 'of Good Hope, and at w<

laborious or tedious part of the operation, the
j
have, seen above, at Kio de Janeiro.

jacking and assorting the leaves would only re- Having thus shown that there is nothing in its

geographical situation opposed to its introduction
into the United StateH, let us examine the nature
and composition of the soil upon which it is IDOSl

plant into their East Indian possessions, under the
j

extensively raised in China.
expectation of being at no distant day shut out Tbe intelligent author above quoted, states thai
from the Chinese market, it may well bo worth

j
it appeared to be most generally cultivated on

our while to inquire whether we cannot render sides of incuniains, where there can ho hut little

ourselves independent also of a foreign supply.—
j
accumulation of vegetable mould. The planta-

1 do not pretend to any very profound acquaint- tion at Rio de Janeiro, was on a level plain, eom-
ance with the ' ; metaphysics of commerce," as po-

: posed of loose sand, resulting from the decompo-
litical economy has been called, but I should cer- 1

sition of granitic rocks. As far as the tea districts

tainly think, that our tea trade cannot be very of China have been examined, the rocks of the

profitable to the country, as it is one in which
\
country are found to consist of sandstone, slate,

neither our staple commodities nor the products
i
and granite. The result of all observations has

of our manufacturing industry, are given in ex-

change.

But let ns examine whether our climate or soil

offer any impediments to the successful introduc-

tion and cultivation of the tea plant.

There is perhaps no country in the world whose

clearly shown that for the successful cultivation of

the tea plant, nothing more is required than a
meagre soil and a moderate temperature. Both
these requisites I believe may be found in our
country ; it only remains to mention one circum-

stance that may be supposed to he adverse to the

climate resembles our own so much as that of raising of tea. We are accustomed to see it occa-

China. This country extencjs with a medium
I

sionally in our hot houses, and hence we might he

breadth of GOO miles along the eastern sea ; and
|

led to conclude that it would not flourish in the

is included between the 22d and 41st degrees of i open air all the year round. The only metcoro-
north latitude ; north easterly winds prevail and
bring with them the same kind of weather which
we experience in the United States. From a qie-

teorological table derived from Dr Lynn, who ac-

companied the English embassy in their travels

from the southern to the northern extremity of

Chiua, it appears that during the months of Sep-

tember, October, and November, the thermometer
varied between 45 and 75 deg. though it was
rarely as low or as high as either of these points.

There were frequent and sudden changes of tem-

perature, amounting to 10, or 15, and even 20
degrees within the twenty-four hours. Our Dr
Rush had long ago pointed out in some of his

philosophical essays the very great resemblance

in these particulars between the climate of China

and that of the United States, and hence we may
conclude that there is nothing in our climate to

prevent the successful cultivation of the tea plant.

Dr Abel mentions that the green tea district is

embraced between the 29th and 31st degrees,

which correspond to the northern parts of Georgia,

Alabama, and Mississippi.

The black tea districts are confined within nar-

rower limits, that is to say, between the 27th and

28th degrees of north latitude. Florida, Louisia-

na, and Texas would correspond with this in the

United States.

But as tbe temperature of those States which

lie to the west of the great Apalachian ridge of

mountains is much higher than in corresponding

latitudes on the sea coast, I confidently expect

that the tea plant could be successfully cultivated

in Tennessee, Kentucky, and Illinois. It must,

however, be remembered that these limits assign-

ed by Dr Abel to the tea districts in China, are

not fixed and permanent. Circumstances which

the proverbially cautious policy of the Chinese do

not permit us to unveil, may, perhaps, have con-

fined its more general cultivation to a district of

not more than 250 miles in extent. It is found,

however, growing in tbe latitude of 32 deg., cor-

responding nearly to that of Savannah, in Georgia,

and we know frotu Kempfer that it is successful-

ly cultivated in Japan, as far north as the 45th

degree of latitude. It has also been introduced at

logical table to which I have been able to refer,

shows that in the latter part of the month of No-
vember, the thermometer stood in the black tea dis-

trict at 40, and the observations for that month,
showed a continual and regular decrease of tem-
perature. We all know that ice and snow are fa-

miliar occurrences in the northern districts of

China ; and we have already seen what a striking

resemblance there is between that climate and
our own. 1 conclude then that the tea plant

might withstand even severe frosts ; and I am not

acquainted with any circumstance to oppose its

introduction into the United States.

Respectfully yours,

I. E. D.

examinatfon we found it to I,.- of very simple con-
struction, Dpi liable to gel out r <,~

T,\,. T , and of,.
crates upon the timber with great facility and ex-
actness. It is constructed in such a manse* tbat
its operation mny be produced by band, horse,
water, or steam pots er. House, and ship builders,
machinists, cabinet maker-, wheelwrights, etc.,
may use it to great advantage : an. I we lecomrncnd
it to them as an admirable and important inven-
tion.

Mr Knowlton, who ,- tbe agent for Mr .Smith,
will probably attend to any communicat:
iii.in I,.- uldansed to him on the subject—
/'' Id . Irgus.

Mall Jjiijunrsa Preventive of Fevrrt It i* rn-

t, and one which is worthy of ioi

tion by medical men, thai persona who are in lbs
habit of drinking large!) of malt liquor-, are rare-
ly known to he siezed with typhus, or other low
fevers, whatever other efleets these liquors may
have upon the constitution. In corroboration of
this fact, we have been assured by those whose
opportunities for observation have been extensive,
that there is not an instance known of a brewer's
servant being entered as a patient, under tl

eases in any of the public hospitals.— York (Eng.J
Courant.

Reanimation of Frozen Fish.—In winter, the

Canadian fishermen erect huts on the ice of the

lakes and rivers, and, cutting a bole in the ice

enclose it with a screen of straw, &c. to shelter

themselves from the cold. Sitting inside the

screen they sink their hooks through the hole made
in the ice. Amongst other fish so caught, are

perch in abundance. After hauling them up if

thrown aside on tbe ice, they speedily become
frozen quite hard. They then take them home
and place them in water near a fire ; in a short

time they begin to exhibit symptoms of reanima-

tion. The fins first quiver, the gills open, the

fish gradually turns itself on its belly, moves at

first slowly about the basin, and at last completely

revives and swims briskly about.

—

Edih. .V. Phil.

Journal.

Important to Gardeners.—On every square rod
planted with cucumbers, put a piece of a board
Mat on the ground, to preserve your plants from
a striped bug, which some seasons is very destruc-
tive. This simple experiment may seem to be
novel and ineffectual : but the secret of the matter
is, the hoard forms a shelter for a toad, which
hops from under the cover at night and de-trovs
the bugs, and during the day lime may be found
by tor-Mix; ovar tl,c boasd. Should any OM have
doubts on the subject, he can easily irr in.

imeut.

—

Saratoga Sent.

" Revolving Timber Plane."—A machine for

straightening, squaring, and smoothing timber, of

various sizes, has recently been constructed,

which in its operation executes work in one-

eighth part of the time it can be performed by

hand, and in a better manner than it is usually

done, especially upon timber tbat is cross grained.

The inventor of this machine is Mr Daniel N.

Smith, of Warwick, Mass. There have been but

four constructed, one of which we saw in suc-

cessful operation tbe other day, at the Machine

Shop of Mr Elmer Knowlton, in this village. On

To makt kitchen vegetables tinder.—When peas,
French beans, and similar productions do not boil
easily, it lias usually been imputed to the coolness
of the season, or to tbe rains. This popular no-
tion is erroneous. Tbe difficulty of boiiiiiL' them
soft arises from a superabundant quantity of eyp-
sum imbibed during their growth. To correct
this, throw a small quantity of subcarbonate of
soda [common soda of the shops] into the pot
along with the vegetables, the carbonic acid of
which will sieze upon the lime in the gypsum, and
free the legumes from its influence.

—

Bulletin des
Sciences.

fl'ondafu! Phenomenon.—On the afternoon of
the 9th of May last, in clear open weather, a rock
of 36 pounds weight fell with a tremendous noise,

in the vicinity of Forsyth, Geo. It sunk two feet

into the earth. The noise was heard to the dis-

tance of seventy or eighty miles round, which re-
sembled a mighty explosion.—The outer part of
the rock has the appearance of having been in the
fire, and when taken up, emitted a sulphurous
smell. When broken, it is of a bright giaiiuh
color, mingled with some bright metallic particles.

History informs us, that similar bodies have fallen,

from the atmosphere at different times, in the
eastern, as well as in this continent, yet no one
has been able, satisfactorily, to account for their

origin.— Cherokee Phani-z.
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From the Midcllelown Gazette.

TO CURE OR PREVENT THE CRAMP.
This painful complaint which causes many per-

sons to drown, when bathing or swimming, may

be easily prevented by tying something round the

limbs near the bod)', about as tight as is done to

draw blood, either before going into the water or

getting into bed. Or if the cramp seizes you in

bed, tie something round the limb, between the

pain and the body, and you will soon find relief.

Sometimes I jump out on the floor and rub the

parts affected, both before- and after tying on the

bandage. I also have a foot board, which will

sometimes answer the purpose by crowding my
heels against it, and raising my toes towards my
body. Temperance in eating, drinking, exercise,

&c, are very important in preventing a return of

this complaint. A CUSTOMER.

Extractsfrom a pamphlet containing Proceedings of

the Essex Agricultural Society.

JACOB OSGOOD'S STATEMENT*
To the Committee on Farms—
Gentlemen—Agreeably to request, I transmit

to you the following account of the management

of my farm.

The quantity of land I improve for tillage, is

from fifteen to eighteen acres : about five or six

for corn and potatoes ; about five or six for oats

and other grain ; about the same quantity for win-

ter rye. The number of acres I mow I judge to

be about fifty ; and the number of acres I improve

for pasturing I judge to be about sixty or seventy.

As to orcharding it is scattered almost all over my
farm. As to making manure—in the autumn of

the year, when my bam yard is cleared of all the

manure made the proceeding year, we then gen-

erally haul in about forty common cait loads of

earth out of the road, or from some other place,

as circumstances will admit. The next spring we
plough and harrow it three or four times, and con-

tinue so to do through the summer, as often as is

convenient ; and in the next autumn we haul it

on to the land intended for planting the next year.

The quantity so made, I judge to be sixty loads.

My laud for planting is grass land, which I plough

in the autumn, carefully turning it over as smooth

as possible. In the spring we harrow it three or

four times, as we think necessary, then furrow

and plant, after having laid nine or ten loads of

manure in the hill to an acre. I estimate my
crops of corn, taking several years together, to

have been from twenty-five to forty bushels to the

acre ; this year I think it to be forty bushels. As

to spring grain, it is chiefly oats, which I use

principally for fodder ; and I raise of these from

one hundred and fifty to three hundred bushels in

a year. I sow them on the land on which I rais-

ed my corn the preceding year. When my corn

is harvested, we then split the hills and harrow

the ground, and then cross plough it, being careful

to take the old furrows all up ; then we harrow

it ; and in the winter and early in the spring we
put on eight loads of winter dung to the acre.

—

When the spring opens we spread the dung and

plough it in with a light furrow ; then go over the

ground with a light harrow lengthways of the

furrows ; then sow oats and other grain as we
choose, with grass seed ; then harrow all in to-

* The following statements refer to, and should be copsidi

cd as appendages of the " Report," &c, published page 249 of

the current volume of the N. E. Farmer.

gether—and then lay the ground down to grass.

The whole quantity of winter dung, is, I judge,

about sixty loads over and above the summer and

winter dung already named. I make between

thirty and forty loads from sand put in my hog
yard, and in a small yard separate from my barn

yard, in which I yard some dry stock, when made
I put it on my meadow land. My stock of neat

cattle is generally about twenty-four or twenty-five

head, four oxen and twelve cows, and eight or

nine young cattle of different kinds and ages. I

also keep two horses, and twelve sheep. As to

labor, I employ one man and a boy by the year,

and a man five or six weeks in hay time. In ad-

dition to the above, I inform you (according to

your request) that I have made nine hundred and

forty-seven rods of stone wall on my farm, prin-

cipally on my plain land, and have hauled the

stones to make it from a distance of half a mile to

a mile.

I am, very respectfully, yours,

JACOB OSGOOD.
Andover, November, 26, 1828.

N. B. The quantity of produce on my farm the

present year,has not been accurately ascertained by

measure ; but will not vary essentially from the

estimates for a series of years, as mentioned in my
statement.

DAVID GRAY'S STATEMENT.
To the Committee on Farms—
Gentlemen—The number of acres of land that

I improve as pasturage, mowing, and tillage, is

about one hundred. Seventy acres of which is

improved as pasturage, which is rocky, and pro-

duces a great many bushes, and the low land a

considerable quantity of grass, that the cattle and

horses leave, which with very little labor adds

largely to my stock of manure, by putting it in my
cow and hog yards. For twenty or thirty years

past, I have planted on the farm about six acres

with corn and potatoes annually ; and it has been

my practice to put the compost manure in the

hills. My winter manure I spread on the land in

the spring of the year, previous to sowing it with

barley, oats, grass seed, &c, and it generally pro-

duces a good crop of grass for four or five years
;

after the grass grows light I plough again. The
grass seed that I have commonly sown are clover,

herds grass, and red top ; the latter holds the

longest and produces the best fodder. In good

seasons I get from forty to fifty bushels of corn

to the acre. For two or three years after the

ground is laid down to grass it commonly pro-

duces two tons of hay to the acre. The manure
put in the hill is from eight to ten carts full per

acre. I manure about twenty acres of my farm

in this way, for the purpose of raising corn, bar-

ley, oats, and hay. I now come to what I call

natural mowing :—I have of that ten acres, a large

proportion of which produces good stock fodder,

and has for many years. Twenty-five years since,

the fodder growing on this land was light and

very poor ; it has been made to produce goot"

fodder at a small expense. My opinion is, that

the land produces three times as much profit as it

did twenty years since. This was effected by

clearing the stones and bushes from the land,

and by top dressing with manure once in four or

five years.

STOCK.

For ten years past, I have kept on the farm, on

an average, twenty-five homed cattle, and fifteen

sheep ; always one, and sometimes two horses

My stock usually consists of four oxen and eight

cows, the remainder young cattle. The labor re-

quired to carry on the farm, exclusive of blasting

rocks and building stone wall, is, in the summer
season, three men and a boy, the remainder of the

year one man and boy.

I have prepared manure for my tillage and nat-

ural mowing land, by cutting and carrying small
bushes, grass, brakes, &c. into the cow and hog
yards, and mixing them with the soil and wash
from the sides of the road adjoining my land ; as

some parts of the tillage land is uneven, the low-
est of which receives the wash in such abundance
as to injure it, that surplus I cart into the yards in

the fall of the year, that it may receive the benefit

of the cattle through the winter, and the wash of
the manure heaps thrown from the barn ; and by
these means, which are not expensive, I make a

supply of manure for my tillage and grass land.

—

I cart out all the manure from the barn yard in

the autumn, which is on an average sixty carts

full. The manure in the hog yards I throw into

sharp piles in the spring, and cart it on to the

corn land and put it in the hill—the number of

cart fulls is commonly thirty-five.

apple trees.

I have set out and grafted a large number of

apple trees, but have not tried any expensive ex-

periments on them. Once in two or three years

I put on the body and limbs a composition of
lime, salt, soap, clay, cow dung, &c, which ap-

pears to kill insects and increase the growth of

the trees ; and I think my trees have flourished as

well as my neighbors'.

CIDER.

I have made but few experiments on cider.

—

My method is to put the apples in the cider house

as soon as collected, and when ground to let the

pomace remain in the trough from 12 to 24 hours

in cool weather, before pressing it out—when I

strain it and put it in the cellar a little before the

fermentation is done : I bung it up tight and let it

remain till used. I take care to have the mill and

casks clean, and keep them so.

STONE WALL.

In making a statement of the wall that I have

built within three years, I am at a loss as to the

expense of it, for it has been considerable on ac-

count of removing large stones b}' blasting and
other ways, and as in general the wall is very

heavy, we have built it to appearance so as to last

as long as wanted. The number of rods so built

is about one hundred and sixty. Although the

expense has been considerable, the satisfaction of

seeing so good a fence, without the possibility of

my cattle injuring my neighbors on account of

poor fence ; and together with the great advan-

tage of removing those stones out of the way of the

oxen, plough, scythe, and rake, has given me so

much satisfaction that I have forgot the expense.

WOOD LAND.

I have about 90 acres of wood land, not includ-

ed in the above statement, the largest part of

which is fenced. Yours, &c,
DAVID GRAY.

Andover, December 25, 1828.

(To be continued.
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RAILWAYS.
[Exlracl from an European Magazine, Aug. 1805.]

EXTRAORDINARY FEAT OF A DRAUGHT nORSE.

All unparalleled instance of the power of a horse,

when assisted hy art, was shown near Croyilen.
The Surrey Iron Railway being completed, and
opened for (he carriage of goods all the way from
Wandworlh to Mertsham, a bet was made be-
tween two gentlemen that a common horse could
draw thirty-six tons for six miles along the mad,
and that he should draw this weight from a dead
pull, as well as turn it round the occasional wind-
ings of the road. The 24th of July was fixed on
for the trial, when a number of gentlemen assem-
bled near Meitshain to see this extraordinary tri-

umph of art. Twelve wagons loaded with stones,

each wagon weighing above three tons, were
chained together, and a horse, taken promiscuous-
ly from the timber cart of Mr Harwood, was
yoked into the team. He started from near the

Fox public house, and drew the immense chain of
wagons with apparent ease, to near the turnpike
at Croyden, a distance of six miles, in one hour
and forty-one minutes, which is nearly at the rate

of four miles an hour. In the course of this time
lie stopped four times, to show that it was not by
the impetus of the descent that the power was
acquired ; and after each stoppage he drew off

the chain of wagons from a dead rest. Having
gained his wager, Mr Banks, the gentleman who
laid the bet, directed four more loaded wagons to

be added to the cavalcade, with which the same
horse again set off with undiminished power ;

and still further to show the effect of the Railway
in facilitating motion, he directed the attending

workmen, to :he number of about fifty, to mount
on the wagons, when the horse proceeded with-

out the least distress ; and in truth, there appear-

ed to be scarcely any limitation to the power of
his draught. After the trial the wagons were
taken to the weighing machine, and it appeared
that the whole weight was as follows,

to hang over the field. If allowed to stand longer,
the stalks of the male hemp wither, become dark
colored, and the coat will be of little value. The
way to secure seed for the succeeding year, is to

sow a patch thinly for that purpose, at the rate of
from half to three-fourths of a bushel to the acre,
but the belter way is to sow in drills or rows.

—

Cutting is preferable to pulling ; a man will cut

from half to an acre per day, but can pull only
about a quarter of an acre ; and cut hemp will

bring more by the ton than pulled. In gathering
the hemp it should be sorted into long and short.

Fine and soft hemp is the best ; the American is

frequently the reverse owing to the seed being
sowed too sparingly.

12 wagons, first linked

together, weighed

4 ditto afterwards at-
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New Discovery in the Preparation Of Flax.—

A

French paper states, that an inhabitant of Chat-

eau-Thierry, has discovered a mole of giving to

prepared hemp and flax, the fluents, softness, and

whiteness of cotton, by impregnating those sub-

stances with oil, and then exposing them, during

fifteen or twenty days to the action of frost, be-

tween two layers of snow. By this means all the

inconvenience of the ordinary and tedious pro-

cess of steeping them in stagnant water will be

avoided.

Silk.—The Boston Patriot states that in conse-

quence of some little encouragement, given by the

Legislature of Massachusetts to the production of

silk, several persons in that State have undertaken

the business. We recommend to them to procure

Mr Vernon's Work on Mulberry Trees and Silk

Worms, one of the best, if not altogether the best

practical treatise on this subject, that has been
published. It may be found at Hilliard, Gray &
Co's, in Boston.

—

Prov. Amer.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JULY 17, 1829.

Erratum—In Mr Lowell's leller lo Geu. Dearborn, in

the last No. of the N. E. Farmer, page 401, line 26 from the

bottom of the column, the word viaticum is printed by mistake
for vade mecum.

CLOSE OF THE SEVENTH VOLUME OF
THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

We avail ourselves of the present stage in the
progress of our labors to proffer our gratitude to

the public in general, and to tender our best ac-

knowledgments to patrons and correspondents in
particular, for pust kindness, and to solicit the con-
tinuance of future favors. It is now seven years
since the commencement of the New England
Farmer; during which period we have labored

with more zeal than ability, with more industry

than talents, to diffuse that knowledge which is

power to the Husbandman, and that light which
is life to the Horticulturist.

Though we may not boast of having heralded
or accomplished any very great improvements in
the arts to which our paper is devoted, still, well
meant endeavors to be useful, even if not always
well directed, are rarely wholly inefficient. We
claim no other merit for personal exertions than
what is due to some share of industry, and good
intentions. But, we think the New England
Farmer, with the aid of its intelligent and patriot-
ic correspondents, has served as a focus to con-
dense, and a reflector to distribute those rays of
profitable intelligence, every beam of which indi-
cates sources of wealth of more value to the coun-
try than all the gold of Carolina. Our columns
may also be compared to chandeliers, furnished
by our correspondents with the lights of science,
so disposed that mankind may derive extensive
and permanent benefits from their radiations.

Farmers and gardeners appear to appreciate
higher than formerly the benefits derivative from
a publication like ours ; a work not merely filled
to allure the transient glance of idle curiosity, but
to excite and reward the patient and persevering
search for utility—a work printed in periodical
numbers, not merely of temporary use and amuse-
ment, but. furnishi"- «, series of volumes, to be

' - ' -W-? oftlie

cultivator's art, and the requirements of revolving

seasons may call for its essays and prescriptions.

The spirit which has recently been excited with

regard to Horticulture, and the acquisitions which
j

are continually rewarding enlightened efforts to I

improve that art, render a journal like ours, at

'

least in part devoted to gardening almost indis-

pensable. " Gardening," said Dr Deane, "is a I

kind of agriculture. It may be considered as farm-

1

ing in miniature. It is conversant in preparing

ground for different kinds of seeds, and in treat-

ing them properly during their growth. The gar-

den is the fittest place to make the first experi-

ments in, with exotic roots and seeds, as the loss

is inconsiderable if they should not prove agreea-

ble to the climate." JFrom intelligent and patri-

otic horticulturists we may anticipate not only

new kinds of vegetables, but improved seeds,

roots, scions, &c. of the kinds already in cultiva-

tion. But it is not necessary to particularize ad-

vantages already generally known and highly ap-

preciated.

The close of a volume forms a sort of an epoch

in the financial concerns of our office, and pay-

ments now made of sums due for our paper, would

not only comport with our convenience but minis-

ter to our necessities, and serve, as it were, for an-

ti-friction rollers to the wheels of our establish-

ment. We hope that this intimation will be suf-

ficient, and supersede the necessity of that impor-

tunity, which is as disagreeable to us as it would

be to those to whom such solicitations, in cases of

continued delinquency, must he directed.

hasten their dissolution, and cover the whole with

earth to receive the products of tb.e decomposi-

tion, and thus the whole mass would make good

manure.

The following has been often published, but

may be new to some, who might derive advantage

from
A method to preserve Cheese from Mites.—Take

a pod of red pepper and put it into a piece office

linen ; moisten it with a little butter, and rub your

cheese frequently. It not only gives a fine color

to cheese, but is so pungent that no fly will come
near it.

Green Vegetables for Manure.—No good farmer
or gardener will permit, when he can well avoid

it, weeds, nor indeed any other vegetable or ani-

mal matter to dry or rot above ground. In hoe-

ing corn, it is better to bury the weeds as you pro-

ceed than leave them on the top of the ground.

—

In gardening, when you have collected a mass of

weeds, throw over them a sufficient quantity of

soil to keep them from the air, and absorb the

products of their decomposition. Make small

heaps of weeds in balks or alleys,.and cover them
with earth, and in a short time they will give you
beds of compost manure. Green fern [brakes] is

recommended by Mr Knight as very useful for

this purpose, as they contain more fertilizing mat-

ter, or food for plants, than most vegetables. Mr
Knight says, " any given quantity of .vegetable

matter can, generally, be employed in its recent

and organized state with much r,nore advantage

than when it has been decomposed. . and no incon-

siderable part of its component partt? has been dis-

sipated and lost during the progress of the putre-

factive fermentation." If this ferme n.tation pro-

ceeds when the vegetables are coverec ' with earth,

or some substance, which will receive and retain

its gaseous matter, and this substanc e is after-

wards applied to the soil which it is wished to

manure there is little if any waste. Pv 3k-haps it

would be well to place green weeds in small
!,«.,..., throw a little quick lime over rthem to

Horticultural.—At the last meeting of the New
York Horticultural Society, the visitors were gratifi-

ed by the most splendid exhibition of flowers ever

witnessed in New York. Of the magnificent car-

nmion, which sports in such innumerable varie-

ties, upwards of 100 distinct sorts were brought
forward, mostly from the Linnsean Garden ofWm
Prince, of Flushing, to whose skill and enterprise

the catalogue of our garden products is indebted

for some of its most valuable specimens. The
gooseberries exhibited were very superior, twelve

of which weighed five ounces— several splendid

plants from Mr Wilson's garden—ripe Apricots

measuring six inches in circumference—also, fine

specimens of Antwerp, and Brentford Raspberries

—Knivet's New Pine Strawberry—the Scupper-

nong, Texas, and Long's Arkansas "Grapes—Sal-

safy—and between one and two hundred different

sorts of flowers, native, and exotic, from Wm
Prince's Garden, among which was the Yucca

Jilamcntosa, a North American plant, with' a spike

of flowers seven feet four inches in length.

Mr Samuel Pond, of Cambridge, exhibited at

the Hall of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

on Saturday, the 11th hist, some of the largest

and finest Early Potatoes that have been seen in

our market this season. They were raised from

the ball four years since, by Mr Solomon Per-
kins, of Bridgewater. This kind will prove a val-

uable sort for our market gardeners, from, its enrliJ

ness and productive quality—sixteen hills yielding

live pecks, at this early part of the season. Some
very fine specimens of Siberian Spirea, and seed-

ling Carnations, etc., were exhibited by the Messrs
Winships, of Brighton—Mr Downer brought
forward a specimen of Scuppernong wine, from
North Carolina, with fine specimens of Mexican
Dahlias, late Roses, and his late Mazard Cherry.

Seeds.—In the proceedings of the Horticultural

Society of London, there is an account of two air

tight hogsheads of bright looking seeds, whose
vegetating principle had been destroyed by the

heat of the stagnant air in the hole of a vessel

Seeds from the same Seedsman, kept in the-

trunks of passengers in the same vessel, vegetat-

ed remarkably well.

[From " Seventy-Five Receipts," a valuable little work, for

sale al this office.]

RED CURRANT JELLF.

Wash your currants, drain them, and pick tliem

from the stalks. Mash them with the back of a
spoon. Put them in a jelly-bag, and squeeze it till

all the juice is pressed out.

To every pint of juice, allow a pound of the

best loaf sugar. Put the juice and the sugar into

your kettle, and boil it fifteen minutes, skimming
k all the while. Pour it warm into your glasses,

set it for several hours in the sun, and when cold,

tie it up with brandy paper. Jellies should never

be allowed to get colif in the kettle. If boiled too

long, they will lose their flavor, aud become of a
dark color.

Strawberry, raspberry, blackberry, and grape

jelly may be made in the same manner, and with

the same proportion of loaf sugar.

Red currant jelly may also be made in a very
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simple manner, by putting the currants whole into

the kettle, with the sugar ; allowing a pound pf

sugar to a pound of currants. IJoil them togeth-

er fifteen minutes, skimming carefully. Then
pour them into a sieve, with a pan under it. Let
them dfain through the sieve into the pan, press-

ing them down with the hack of a spoon.

Take the jelly, while warm, out of the pan, and
put it into your glasses. Tic it up with brandy
paper when cold.

PRESERVED STRAWBERRIES.

Weigh the strawberries after you have picked

off the stems. To each pound of fruit allow a

pound of loaf sugar, which must he powdered.

—

Strew half of the sugar over the strawberries, and
let them stand in a cold place two or three hours.

Then put them in a preserving kettle over a slow

fire, and by degrees strew on the rest of the sugar.

Boil them fifteen or twenty minutes, and skim

them well.

Put them in wide mouthed bottles, and when
cold, seal the corks.

If you wish to do them whole, take them care-

fully oul of the syrup, (one at a time) while boil-

ing. Spread them to cool on large dishes, not

letting the strawberries touch each other, and

when cool, return them to the syrup, and boil

them a little longer. Repeat this several times.

Keep the bottles in dry sand, in a place that is

cool and not damp.
Gooseberries, currants, raspberries, cherries and

grapes may be done in the same manner. The
stones must be taken from the cherries (which

should be morel las, or the largest and best red

cherries) and the seeds should be extracted from

the grapes with the sharp point of a penknife.

—

Gooseberries, grapes, and cherries, require longer

boiling than strawberries, raspberries, or cur-

rants.

RASPBERRY JAM.

Allow a pound of sugar to a pound of fruit.

—

Mash the raspberries, and put them with the sugar

into your preserving kettle. Boil it slowly for an

hour, skimming it well. Tie it up with brandy

paper.

All jams are made in the same manner.

A mercantile establishment at Zaneavifle, Ohio,

h advertised for sale, a quantity of" Temperance

Scythes, and Sickles" which are warranted to "cut

well without the aid of Whiskey." These are

very valuable articles, and we take pleasure in h>-

formiog the public that they can be had at most

of the stores in our sober and industrious town of

Wheeling.

A Reward offered.—A reward of $.5 is offered

by a gentlemen in Newburgh, through the col-

umns of the Newburgh Gazette, to the lady who
will wear tho smallest bat in ehurch for the next

six months. The object is laudable.

—

Hudson
Gazelle.

The New York Police committee ore shortly

to report a standard measure by which vegetables

arc hereafter to he sold in the markets of that

city.

Qardener want* n Situation.

A gardener, who has a complete knowiedg* of hit butioeai,
and can produce r i

D >•
i fi -

nic Garde, for Woman,) and from mj gentlemen
in ilic vicinity of DuMjo, 'rimca lo prueuia a situation in Uiitt

country. Inquire •' the New England Farmer office. 3t

Powder at 2s per lb.

DUPONT'S POWDER, quality warranted, for sale at

Copehnd's Ammunition Store, 65 Broad st, at retail. Alto,

SHOT, CAPS, &c. ol the bast quality—cheap for cash. if

English Scythes.

James Cam's double prime grass scythes, wide and narrow,

a superior article, for sale at the Hardware Store of S. FES-
SF.NDEN, No. 80 State Street. (it June t'J

JtSOd Seed.

For »alc at the Send Store connected with die New England
Farmer, No. 62 North Market street.

50 bushel* of Milkl Seed,—clean, and of superior quality.

Also, a vcrycxtt Ornamental Flower .Seeds,

in papers of <j cbs each, or 10U varieties, one paper each, for

ROMAN—Tbi| elegant, full blooded hone, a bright bay,
with black legs, ajanc, and i and good tem-
per, wdl stand at tin- firmc '. Iliams, in North-
borough, Ms, at $ii) the season, to be paid before the mases are
taken away.—See New England Farmer, jl

Imported Horses.

Barefoot, and Clcw-Und. the mo English horse*, will stand

for the season at their suable in Brighton. Barefoot at $25,
and Cleveland at gill, with 51 lor the groom. a24

Buckwheat, &,-c.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New Eng
land Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street,

A few bushels of Buckwheat, growth of 1828. Also, a fur-

ther supply of Fowl Meadow Grass Seed, of superior quality.

JVew China Tea Sets, and light blue Dinner Jf'are.

Received, a great variety of the above ; which, with a com-
ic,, assortment of Crockery, China, and Glass Ware, are of-

)red for sale, low, at No. 4 Dock Square.

The Melodium.—Our readers are already aware

that Mr Maelzel is now exhibiting at the Diorama

in Broadway, his " Melodium." It is somewhat

smaller in size than a church organ, and has been

pronounced by Europeans, the finest instrument

of the kind in the world. Its compass and pow-

ers are really astonishing. Some of its notes are

so delicate as scarcely to exceed the warblings of

small singing birds ; others can be made so loud

as to shake the very building in which it stands.

Grandeur and solemnity, delicacy and harmony,

are the characteristics of the Melodium.

—

Cour. S,-

. Enq.

Htifers, Calves, Shetp, b,-c.

For sale, two full blood Alderney Heilers, three vear* old this

ipriofiT, with call by a full blood bull of the Short Horn breed;
one Alderney Heifer calf, six months old, weaned, and turned
to grass; two full blood beifer calves of the .Short Horn breed,
two months old, now at grass feed; four of the I.'

Ewes, imported from the Netherlands ; a buck lamb from one
oftheewee, arid a Devonshire Buck, a very fine animal, and
four full blood Saxony Bucks. For terms apply at this office.

June 17, 1829.

PRICES OF COU.VTRY PRODUCE.

Turnip Seed.

For sale at the Seed Store connected with the New
England Farmer, 52 North Market street,

...i in-, tine White Flat English Turnip Sped, growth of

1829—also, several other approved varietiesfrom Scotland, and

London, among which the Early Dutch, Yellow Stone, and

Ve.'nw Jlalla. have proved of very superior quality for the

table,— and the Yellow Aberdeen, (or Bullock.) and die Large

Norfolk Field Turnip for cattle.

GauWs Churns.

[Extract of a letter to Mr J. R. Newell, Proprietor of the Ag-

ricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market street.]

Sir— In answer lo your inquiry respecting the churns, known

by the name of Gaull's Churns, I give it as my opinion that

llicy are the best calculated, the most convenient, and the easi-

est to bring bulter of any I have ever met with. It is not

thought a hard task to fetch the butter, with one of them, in fif-

teen minutes. It cost me six dollars, and was' bought at the Ag-

ricultural Warehouse, 52 North Market street. I should re-

fuse thirty dollars for it, if I could not obtain another of the same

kind. Respectfully yours.

Sharon, June 15, 1829. B. REYNOLDS.

Anti Societies.—The fashion of forming anti so-

cieties has gone so far, that in one place we are

told of an " Anti-going-to-sleep-with-a-candle-

burning Society," organized for the purpose of

stopping the practice of reading in bed by candle

ligrtt. In New York, it is proposed to establish a

society, to check the practice of drinking cold

water in hot weather. It is to bear the harmoni-

ous title of " Anti-drinking-too-much-cold-water-in-

a-hot-day Society."—Salem Obs.

Salt Grass at Auction.

The standing grass on 17 1-2 acres of salt marsh, adjoining

the upland of Zehedee Cook, Jr. in Dorchester, one-half mile

south of Ihe Toll House on the Dorchester Turnpike, lying east

of the same, will be sold at public auction oil

Monday the 20th inst..

on the premises, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon.

No belter opportunity can be afforded to those desirous of

Suing themselves with a superior quality of salt grass than

that now offered. EBENEZER EATON, Auct.

Dorchester, July 15, 1829.

Alderney Bull For Sale.

A full blood Alderney Bull, seven years old, well made, and

sure ; he is a very superior animal, independent of his blood,

and his calves have proved good milkers, having all the desira-

ble dairy qualities. Price of the bull glOO. Inquire at the

New England Farmer office. 4t

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first sort,

Pearl, lirbt sort, -

BEANS, while,

BEEF, mess,
Cargo, No. 1

,

Cargo, \

BUTTER, inspected, No. l.new,
CHEESE, new milk,

Skimmed milk.

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Sea***1*,
.

-

GRAIN, Corn, ... -

Rvc.
B.irlev,

Oats,' ....
HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, clear,

Navy, mess.
Cargo. No. 1

,

-

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, ...
Rvc Grass,
Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top -

Lucerne, -

White Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sngar Beet, -

WOOL, Merino, full" blood, washed. -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half blood,

Merino, quarter washed,
Native, washed, - - -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, " spinning, first sort

1 FROX TO
barrel.

ton. I!5 00 130 CO
-

bushel. 90 1 00
barrel. 10 50 11 00

9 50 10 00
8 00 8 50
U 1G
7 9
2 3

6 37 6 50
f, 37 G SO
n i -->

56 iS

pou od.

barrel

bushel

3

pound.'

cask.

bushel.

75
67
40
9
90

3 50
barrel. 17 50 18 00

13 00 13 50
13 00 13 50

2 00
3 09
300
400

' 2 50
K 1 00
38 50
3T> 50
7 8

I 1 50
-

pound.

Short Horn Bull Calf Wanted.

A fair price will be given for a first rate, warranted Short

Horn Durham Bull Caff, loigo lo Concord. Mass. Inquire of

J. B. Russell, publisher of the New England Farmer (post

paid.) St

PROVISION MARKET.
CORRECTED EVERY WEEK BY SIR. HATWARD.

(Clerk of Faneuil-hail Market.)

BKEF. best pieces. -

PORK, fresh, best pieces.

whole hogs.

VEAL. -

MUTTON. ....
POULTRY, -

BUTTER, keg and tnb, -

Lump, best,

EGGS,
.MEAL. Rye. retail. -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS.
CIDER, [according to quality,]

pound.
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MISCELLANIES.
From Shaw's Naturalist's Miscellany.

TRANSFORMATION OP THE CATERPIL-
LAR.

The helpless crawling caterpillar trace

., From the first period of his reptile race.

Clothed in dishonor, on the leafy spray

Unseen he wears his silent hours away

;

Till satiate grown of all that lift supplies,

Self-taught the voluntary martyr dies.

Deep under earth his darkling course he bends,

And to the tomb a willing guest descends.

iThere, long secluded, in his lonely cell,

forgets the sun, and bids the -world farewell.

""•^•O'er the wide waste the wintry tempests reign,

And driving snows usurp the frozen plain :

In vain the tempest beats, the whirlwind blows,

No storms can violate his grave's repose.

But when revolving months have won their way,

When smile the woods, and when the zephyrs play,

When laughs the vivid world in summer's bloom,

He bursts and flies triumphant from the tomb,

And, while his new born beauties he displays,

With conscious joy his altered form surveys.

Mark, while he moves amid the sunny beam,

O'er his soft wings the varying lustre gleam.

Launched into air, on purple plumes he soars.

Gay nature's face with wanton glance explores;

Proud of his various beauties, wings his way,

And robs fair flowers, himself more fair than they.

And deems weak man the future promise vain

When worms can die, and glorious live again ?

grease spots, will be found to effectually remove
them^from woollen. Sometimes the droppings of

wax lights are very troublesome to remove from

coats and velvets. Spirits of wine will dissolve

the wax, but as in some cases it may affect the

color, it is recommended to try a very simple

mode, which is to toast the crumb of a small piece

of bread, and while hot apply it to the droppings

of wax, a portion of which it will dissolve and im-

bibe, and by repeating this simple process several

successive times, the whole wax will be gradually

removed.
Preservation of Furs and Woollens.—Furs and

woollens should not be laid by for the summer
months without having the dust well shaken out

of them, and care taken that they are quite free

from damp ; for dust and moisture are the great

foes to be guarded against in the first instance as

tending to the increase of moths and insects

Many things are used as preventives against the

inroads of moths ; such as sprinkling furs and
woollens with spirits of turpentine

;
putting cam-

phor, pepper corns, cedar shavings, and Russian

leather among them ;* but I believe the best plan,

after all, is to sew the furs up in linen, well aired,

through which the moth cannot penetrate ; and
once or twice in the course of the summer, to

have them taken out on fine sunny days, and after

being well shaken replaced in their envelopes and
put aside.

The following extracts are taken either verba-

tim or in substance, from a valuable English work,

entitled "Domestic Duties ; or Instructions to

Young Married Ladies, on the Management of

the Household, and the Regulation of their Con-
duct in the various V}plntinn= ami l>utjnc of Mar-

ried Life." By Mrs William Parkes. Printed by

J. & J. Harper, New York.—Ed.

Buying and Selling.—In purchasing articles of

merchandise nothing more ought to be attempted

than a fair exchange of commodity for specie.

—

The habit of asking one price and accepting an-

other deserves reprobation. The seller is unjust

to himself if be permit the buyer to purchase from

him at too low a rate, and unjust to the buyer if

he require from him more than the goods are

worth.

Bargains and Shopping.—Those who are fond

of bargains, lose more time in hunting after them

than the difference of the price in the articles they

purchase can compensate, were even the princi-

ple on which they act a proper one. This ranging

from shop to shop has given origin to a fashiona-

ble method of killing time, which is termed shop-

ping, and is in truth a mean and unwarrantable

amusement, at the expense of the tradesmen and

shop keepers who are subject to it.

How to remove spots and stains from silks and

woollen cloths.—If gentle rubbing with white paper

will not remove them from silk, a little French

chalk, scraped and rubbed into them, wil|, wi«h

the aid of friction, generally remove then) ; but

this is apt to leave a dull appearance on thp silk.

Spirits of turpentine would remove greasej spots

better than French chalk, if its strong smell were
not an objection. Hartshorn will remove spots of

grease on woollen cloth, if well rubbed into it

Fuller's earth also, wetted and laid on, and not

nibbed off till it has remained a few hours on the

Our incomes should be like our shoes, if too

small they will gall and pinch us ; but if too

large, they will cause us to stumble and to trip.

—

But wealth, after all, is a relative thing ; since he
that has little and wants less, is richer than he that

has much and wants more. The contentment de-

pends not upon what we have, but upon what we
would have ; a iuh was; large enough for Di-
ogenes, but a world was too little for Alexan-
der.

Levity would change everything, pertinacity

nothing.

He who cannot live contented anywhere, will

live contented nowhere.
Light things will agitate little minds.

Reading makes the mind full, writing accurate,

and conversation ready.

A studious life wins longevity.

Opinions are estimated by their truth, prefer-

ences by their propriety.

From the same bud the bee sucks honey and
the spider poison.

By the census recently taken in South Caroli-

na, it appears that in the city and suburbs of
Charleston, there is a decrease in the white popu-
lation since 1819, of between six and seven hun-
dred—the number in 1819 being 17,706, and at

present 17,202. The reason assigned is the al-

most entire desertion of the upper part of King
street, a section of the district which was exceed-
ingly populons and thriving at the period when
the last census was taken. In the country par-
ishes there has generally been an increase.

Poisonous Effects of White Lead A man of this

county " ran off" his moveable property, consist-

ing of eight negroes and three horses, to avoid
the payment of his debts—the property wasfound
in South Carolina, attached, and the negroes for

safe keeping were confined in the jail of Abbeville
District. While in close confinement, the inside

of the jail was painted with white lead, which
caused in about ten days, the death of four of the
negroes, the most likely and valuable of the'num-
ber. They all died with violent coughs, proceed-
ing doubtless from inhaling the poisonous fumes
of the fresh painted room.— Georgia pa.

Milk.—It is singular (says Mr Crawford) that

the Cochin Chinese, who are in general indiscrim-

inate, and even gross, in their diet, have an an-
tipathy to milk, amounting to loathing. They in-

sist that the practice of using it as food is little

better than that of drinking raw blood.

Maxims—The best thing to be done when ad-
versity pinches, is, not to sit down and cry, but
to rise up and work.

Seeking the welfare of man is goodness—of all

virtues the greatest—because it is aiming to imi-
tate God.
No man ever did a purposed injury to another,

without doing a greater to himself.

Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing , „

well; but it is impossible to do anything well
othy- °' cl'a,d G

'"J. ?="f>'^>
Herds Grass, &c,

without attention.

Almost all our desires are apt to wander into
an improper course ; but care will render us safe
and happy through life.

Avoid all harshness in behaviour ;' treat every
one with that courtesy which springs from a mild
and gentle heart.

He pays dear for his bread who lives by anoth-
er's bounty.

There is no cause of misery more fruitful

than incurring expenses that we cannot afford.

One ounce of practice is better than a pound of
precept.

Get good sense, and you will not want good
luck.

He who hopes for glory by new discoveries,

must not be ignorant of old ones.

Tall Meadoic Oat Grass Seed.
This dav received at the New England Farmer Seed Store.

52 North Market street, 20 bushels of Tall Meadow Oat Grass
Seed, at g2,50 per bushel.

Also, White Mulberry Seed, 30 cts per ounce, Lucerne,
or French Clover, White and Red Clover, Sanfoiu, Tim-

Trie third edition of Fesse7iden's A'ew American Gar-
dener ; this work lias been pronounced by the most ju-
dicious horticulturists in New England and the middle
states, to be the best treatise on Fruit Trees, Vegetables,
Grape Vines, &c., to be found in this country—price
$1,25.
The \ine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical Manual,

on the Culture of the Vine ; and Making Wine, Brandy,
and Vinegar. By Thiebaut de Berneaud.
The Young Gardener's Assistant, containing Directions

for the cultivation of Culinary Vegetables, anil Ornament-
al Flowers. By T. Briclgeman, gardener, New York

—

price 371-2 cts.

A practical Treatise on the Management of Bees ; and
the Management of Apiaries, with the best method of des-
troying and preventing the depredations of the Bee Moth.
By James Thacher, M. D.—price 75 cts.

Published every Friday, at #3 per annum, payable at the
end of the year—but those who pay within sixty days from the
time of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction of fifty cents.

S3* No paper will be sent to a distance without payment be-
1 obacco, which is plenty and cheap in this country is pref-

|

ing made in advance,
erable to most of the articles above jnentioned. Tobacco stems, : Printed for J. B. Russell, by I. R. Botts—by whom
leaf tobacco, or snuff, sprinkled bjtween the folds of woollen ail descriptions of Printing can be executed to meet the wishes
clothes will answer the purpose of keeping out moths, during of customers. Orders for printing received by J. B. Ressell
the summer when woollens are laid aside.—Amer. Ed.

|
at the Agricultural Warehouse No. 52 North Market Slreel.'
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108
Lemons, raised by Rev. A. Bigek 17o

Lightning and thunder, places of ety in S4°-tr

f'-f
ment of persons struck by 340<ingular effects of

397—how to e-cape the effects 399

Lightning rods, remarks on by Pr-.ssor Hare, ah
recommended for barns 389

Lisht, velocity of 359

L me, its good effects in agricultB 28-on its uses

and modes of applying it 126-to burnt most eco-

nomically 155

Lime piant, remarks on 289

Liverwort, said to cure coosumptii 119, 2Jb, Jos

condemned by Dr Physic 373-b> writer in the N.

Y. Farmer, 405

Locust tree, manure for raising 145,72

Longevity, instances of 400 i„-_—

«

Lowell, John, Esq. remarks on the allure of lucerne

86-his translation of a French tatise on the cul-

ture of the vine, and remarks, fcc. relating thereto

73 118, 121—MS report on bull calves, kc. 107—on

the uses and value of the roller 147—his hints to N.

E. Farmers 226—on the culture of the sweet potato

308-his notice of Mr. Knight's present of new va-

rieties of fruit 223, 331—his notices of the state of

the season 331—his report on Mr. Holbrook's propo-

sals for ecological surveys 320

Lucerne on the culture of 28. 36, 44, 86, 179, 204, 254,

Mr. Buel's remarks on 179— Mr. Livingslon's ener-

vations on 204- use of, in France 205-qucre, rela-

tive to its growing in the county of Gralton, N. M.

217—early growth of 331

L W B. his remarks on tarring trees to preserve from

'canker worms 153—his quere respecting the cultiva- ,

tion of teasels 301
.

Machine for raising water, notice of 10-for sowing

turnips 2b—for mortising carnage hubs, &c. J7—hy-

draulic, by Mr. N. Safford 43-for pressing hay 123-

for dressing hemp and flax, bounty offered lor by the

Pennsylvania legislature 270—for makmg window-

sashes 340-for kneading bread 379-for making

barrel staves 381

Maggots, breeding of, in France J48

Magnetic needle, to preserve from rust 344

^Sr
n

vVu^:i
3

e

63
roots o, 102, 127-on the cu,-

ture of 226—remarks on 2JK, •»'

Magnolia macrophylla, remarks on 39o

Marl, different sorts of, &c. 19

Mahogany, how cut and transported 24

Main, J. on winter pruning the vine 65

Manufacturing establishments .mporance
°J72

Manure on the use of leaves for, by J. M. I*. 10~ -li

M
quoits importance in horticulture l£-££***
Recommended for 148-animal, remarks on 186-1.-

nuTremarks on 190-horn piths recommended for

sTl-sea-coa. valuable for *75-on its «posare^o

the atmosphere, decomposition, &c. 342-cheap and

cflfirnrious. how made 342 .,5™^ * •»- m-*—»« » »-

culture 40o
,

Metallic cloths, notice ot 89

Mexican tiger flower, notice of 130

Microscope, a remarkable one 79

^K^^r^e^tivationofstrawberries^
\ llet notices of its cultivation by H. C. 41

Minerals, State collection of recommended 393

Mines and coal, remarks on 350

M^ma^m sweet apples 61-how prepared

for preserving fruit ft]

_

wtather, 4c. 58,

1

Moon, remarks on its influence on ^ i

Morton Andrew, his mode of foicing strawberries 65
j

Moss, on cultivating plants in 65

Mowing, remarks on 402

Mulberry hedges^^f

J

°
mmende(i 2l_culti-

Mulberry trees, £rt-B*l«"~'managed in

!

rrce^lTnC^ttur^-nseful for tin|er 82

JuXfand most certain mode of_ra,.ng 203-no-

tice of an attempt to cultivate in 1T7-

Mustard, an antidote against poison 181-on its cult.

MIS -d, white, its use as medicine, *c. 188

Nasturium, notice of 329

Naturalist, on edible bird's ne Is 158

Nettle, remarks on, and use oi 341

Nursery, soils pr- per lor 178

Suttall's botany, »tracts from 26

Nuts, how preserved 75

Oak>, how raited in France 205— planting of, recom-

mended 340
Oati, crops of, blighted 10, 38—how made doa

tritious to horses 101—new variety iu >ov.

173—remarks on, by 'A farmer" 177—sow

in the spring 178—hulled, manufactured by Htnry

Stevens 225—their cultivate recommenced 225

Okra, on its culture 32f,

Olive oil, antidote against the plague 99

Onion, ( anadiao, or tree, description ol 89. 91, 290

Onions, great crops of 7, 101—method of tailing early

83—large one l'l—sowed iu August 12J

Opium, on its culture, lie. 1%
Orchard in miniature, how planted, kc. 260

Orchards on the seashore, how protected, 178—hov.

managed in Devonshire, Eng :l !
/

Orcharding, remarks on, by UA farmet" 2C5—by Uu

Editor 349

Orchard-gra.s. remarks on its culture and uses, by J

II. Howel, Esq. 74—by l.loyd Jones, Esq. 74

Orchards, questions relating to. and replies 1 II

129 Mr. Lowell's remarks on 106

Osboro, Mr. John, on a disease in grape vine* 17

Oxen, on the management of 191

Oyster shells, pounded, make good manure 17o

P. his remarks on preventing bugs in peas 307

Paints, earthy most durable 126

Palma christi, or castor oil plant, notice of 372

Parent, advice to a son 141 ...
Paring and burning the soil, remarks on 5—injonou*

in some cases 315

Parmentier, Andrew, his remarks on grape vines 10—

on a disease in grape vines 17-nofce of his intro-

duction of landscape and picturesque gardening-U.

early asparagus raised by 189—his garden -,84, 397

Parsley, cultivation and uses of 182

Pastures, close feeding of, recommended 9 '-«»*«
340—on the management of, in England J44

Pat-p* trial, notice of 30ti .

Peaches kc. remarks on by J. M. G. 42-pnce of, m
Philadelphia 53-large ones 81, 95-fine one, raised

by B.Vaughan 117—singular one,part nectarine 401

Peach-house, description of 42

Peach trees, on destroying the worm in, by hot wate

129, 346, 354—French mode of training 204—tneit

culture 338, 343

Pears !ar»e, notice ofSl, 102

Pear trees" blight », cause of attributed to overbearing

1-dUtemper in 382, 390-insects on 393-tbat opin-

ion controverted 37-Mr. Prince's .remarks on b igh.

in 50 --rafted on medlar stocks 7^—Mr. Cranston s

emtkron disease in 98-Judge Buel's remarks on

improving 115-different sorts of ^ntione
1

by Mr.

Prince 283—on an insect, wb.ch attacks it 382

Pear, Bartlet, notice of 357

Pearl barley, a substitute for rice 6o

lea remarks on harvesting lM»e«fo
ra«in- 262-directions for cultivating 2.0, 302—how

to present tugs in 307-early in Boston market 3. ,

in Providence market 374

Peat ashes for mating remarks ou 14o

Pedlars, remarks on 176

Pepper, kinds of 203

Perkins, Jacob, remarks on hi. .team artillery 1

Perkins Capt. James, notice of his cultivation 40.

Phinney\ F.lias, Esq. his reply to queries respecting

PickermtH^n. Timothy, his report on raising potato,

PieTc" Mr^hna, on the cultivation of silk 10

Pike, or pickerel oil, uses of 317

Piles, cure for 61

Pin, swallowed, how withdrawn 131

Pine apple cheese by Mr Collins lo

o^sofa"Liar kind 143-nu.nbero. on* acr;

nlt« t of Paris, notice of b, " A Farmer 77-by Gee

"Z eST^-: iV^e^ing; remarks on 205
Plough, notices of 3 1—sen „ove. »'._.,

126_
toughing in the "j^—giJSK

frequent, and plough ug in nd£»£^ of M,frequent, and P»o»gn»5 ™ J*^ kiQ(1 of b? M,

j
Plums, mammoth, notice oi ->-

Prince 10
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Plum trees, bugs in how destroyed 274
Pompions and gourds leaves of eaten instead of sum-
mer cabbage, &c. 33

Poison by eating wild hemlock, death caused by 3—
suction a remedy for 157—mustard an antidote
against 181—of lead, 4c. effects of how prevented
215— Hottentots' remedy for 269

Pomace, see pumice
Pomeroy, S. W. his remarks on Pope's threshing ma-

chine 210—on the protecting system 597—answer
to his remarks on the protecting system 308

Ponds, artificial how made 43
Pope's hand threshing machine, remarks on by Mr
Pomeroy 210

Poppy, on making sweet oil from 181
Porteau, Mons. A. translation from his work on the

vine 73
- oiter London, remarks on its composition 402
Potato flour, notice of 302
Potato, the Mercer, origin of 293—how planted in Ire-

land 317
Potato, blossoms of often fall off spontaneously 29
Potato onions, on their cultivation 16S, 205
Potato pudding, how made 309
Folates, on gathering and preserving 53, large crop of

by lhayer, best selected tor seed 90—report of Hon.
1

.
Pickering on raising from seed 98—new varieties

of 108—great products of 127. 130, 163 -to pre-
serve from frost 147 -food for horses 15<>-fine crops
of in New Brunswick 156-on the culture of with
respect to earliness, &c. 170-kidney, remarks on
185—to preserve when frozen 189—long reds recom-
mended 238—how to raise early 270—on their cul-
tivation, by the Editor 286 293—require a strong
heavy loam 293—rule for seed 894—raised early for
feeding swine 302—how raised id Devonshire, En-
ol 1-uses of 317, 386-uew kind of 337—an Irish-

_^
man on the preservation of 370

Poultry, management of, and description and drawing
of a house for 69—how profitably fed, 143, 270

1 owder mills, an explosion in 83
Powel, John Hare, Esq. on Substitutes for hay, Indian

corn sowed broad cast, millet, &c. 57, 378—on
grasses and their comparative value, &c. 74—on the
culture ol rape 277-on different breeds of swine 378

I reston, Samuel on destroying hugs on vines 355-on
gardening 361—on apple trees 377

Prince, William, his remarks on blight in pear tree*
50-on grape vines 70, 244, 252-on a new kind of
plum 90-on the Greville Rofee 145-extracts from
Ins work on horticulture IIS, 228, 2S3-on the cof-
fee tree 241—on synonyms in fruit 285—new fruit
trees imported by 354

Protecting system, effects of on agriculture 297
Pumice, apple, uses of 132, 154, 169. 174
Pumping the human stomach, good effects of 69
Pumpkin, nummoth, notice of 195
Pumps, how preserved from freezing 199
Quince, on its cultivation 356
Rabbits, remarks on rearing, 4C . 159 262
Radishes, large 104, 127
Rake, revolving, notice of 399
Rail Road from Boston to Providence 26-from Boston

to Hudson river, document concerning 66-advan-
tage of 234- from New York to lake Erie 278

Rape, on its cultivation and uses 366, 371
Raspberries, on their culture 2^8
Rats, hnw destroyed 168. 378-how prevented from

burrowing in houses 199
Rattlesnake bite of remedy for 157, 182—venom of 203

Rec.pes-for making Indian ink 5-for rheumatism
6_for the ring worm 6-for making currant jelly 6-
for the tooth ache 7-for intemperance 7-for fever
and ague 7-for sore throat 11 -for writing ink 11-
forwen 11—do. in cattle 11—for makin,
11— for makini

red ant 67—for salting and smoking meat 67—to make
champagne from grapes 67—for epilepsy 77—for pre-
serving cream 78—for preserving dead game 79 to
make apple syrup 81—to prepare fruit for children 81
—to preserve cucumbers for pickles 81- for getting
glass stoppers out of bottles 83—fop a composition for
marking sheep 89— for chapped or sore lips 89— for oh-
stinate ulcers 89—to stop bleeding at the nose 92— to
make superior bunns 92— to preserve grapes on the
vines till winter 92—for poison by ivy 97—for poison
by dog wood 97—to preserve against moths and ants
97—to make hens lay eggs 97—for murrain in hogs 97
—do. in cattle 97—to cure a cold 99—for buck wh< al
bread or cake 103—for making peach pie 104— for
consumption 1 19—to restore tainted beef 126— to pre-
vent birds from taking seeds out of the ground 127
to cure asthma 127— to preserve apples 127—for mak-
ing black currant wine 130—for inflamed sore eyes 131
—to take ink spots from cloth 131—to cure oxen
strained by over-drawing 131—for a covering for roof;
131—to make tomato catsup 133—to make durable
candles 133—for the whooping cough 133—to make
wine of wild grapes 140—to cure bots in horses 140-
for destroying moles in meadows 141—for preserving
trees against mice, &c. 150—to preserve grain from in-
sects and rats, &c. 150—to make durable candles 152
—for destroying rats 155—for the bite of a rattlesnake
157— for making indelible ink 162—to make teeth I Scotch broom, noticb
white 163—to cleanse the teeth and improve the Scratches or selendoorses 242, 248
breath 163— for broken shins 163—to preserve green Sea kale, remarks orultivation 0^281
house plants 163—to give a bloom to peaches, plums. Sea sand, valuable p-rlressing frir grass-land 315
&c. 165— to render glass less brittle 165— for the dry Season, remarks or 07, 228, 253. 255, 277, 351
rot in timber 165—for burns and scalds 165—to kill I 379,390; forsovrainl
ear wigs or other insects lodged in the ear 169— for re- ! Sea weed for stuffiniions, notice of 144
storing vegetable life 170—of a porter plaster for bruis- 1 Seeds, fall sowing o vegetative principle of de
es 170— for chillblains 170— for mouldiness in the ti

Roller, remarks on tot 147

Roofs of houses of si 261 -, composition for pro-

tecting 318
Root steamer, descriid plate of 23
Roots of plants, renj 229
Bose bugs, an essaypatural history of by Dr T.
W. Harris 9, 18 ; p on by Dr R. Green 41. 49

Roses, remarks on tarn Prince 145 ; Greville.

China 145 168; (remarks on 205.

Rotation of crops in ground, impoitance of 380
Rural taste 397
Rush P.ichard, Secrf State, his directions tor in-

troducing plants :1s I7B

Russia, state of agri in 11

Puta baga, recomm238
Rye, extraordinary \ 26 ; winter, when sowed,

&r. 46 ;
great cr<3, 85

Rye grass, uses of 2
Salad herbs, how gi sea 326
Salsafy or vegetable, remarks on 219

Salt for cattle, uses 166 ; as a maDure condemn-
ed 54 ; on its ap[|n to soils 230 ; recommend-
ed as a manure fq plants 337.

Salting and smokin;, plan for 67

Sour krout, how ms . 291

Scott's legacy, noti and list ol premiums under

383

ber of a house 180—to make sweet oil from poppies
180—to preserve oranges, lemons, &c. 181—for a cold
181— for poison 181—to preserve eggs 6, 182 to pre-
vent shoes from taking in water 183—for a varni-h for
woods 183—for making cider cake 183—of a prepara-
tion for covering houses 185— for improving musty
grain 187—bleaching ballsl 87—preserve potatos when
frozen 189— to cure beef 191—to make a Yorkshire
pudding 203— to make a boiled plum pudding 205
for the ear ache 206—to counteract poison by arsenic
211—for making preparations of spruce for beer 24")

for scratches or selenders in horses 242, 249 for swol-
len bags in cows S49—for curing sheep poisoned with
laurel. &c. 265—for the whooping cough 267—to clean
moulding ofcarria-es 267— for making a horse chesnut
dye 2G7 -for poisen 269—to cure deafness 270—for
destroying bugs in plum trees 274—for a cement for
boilers 275 ; for makirg t.<oth powder 278 ; for sprain
or hruises 279 ; for the ear ache 279 ; to make a mar-
row pudding 280 ; for salting butter 302 ; to keep but-
ter from growing rancid 302 ; to make a potato pud-
ding 309 ; for dropsy 312; for measles in swine 323 •

for bleeding at the nose 334 ; for cattle which are hov-
en or swollen 334 ; to secure seed corn from insects
335 ; for the stings of wasps and bees 340 ; for currant
wine 341 : for water proof glue 343 ; for preparing In-
dian corn for planting 344 ; for celery sauce 347*; to
dress calf's head soup 347 ; for pea soup 347 ; for Mrs
G's bunns 347 ; for black cake 347 for Boston pud-
ding 347 ; for making hop beer 349 ; for preserving
strawberries 349 ; for purifying musty cider 350 ; for
making yeast 357 ; for making vinegar 357 ; for des-
troying slugs 357; for preserving hams 359 ; for
scratches in horses 368 ; for destroying bed bu»s 371 •

for a cheap soap from potatos 372 , for a new and
cheap paint 374 ; for pain in the eyes 399 ; for goose-
berry pudding 401 ; black currant jelly 401 ; fruit
pies 401 ; red currant jelly 401 ; for pickling walnuts

__ 403; to make molasses beer 408 ; for indelible ink 408
ilZvl

m
f

ak 'nS, w
l

hort,e berry pudding 14-for dyseu- Red spider and damp, remedies against 203tery ^i—tor tied bugs 21—for poison 23—for burns 23 Reed cane, recommended 92, 132
for making hard soap 24-for making riee jelly 24- ! Rheumatism, receipt for 6

roses^T'for
l

n

h* tee,\&\24-f°r making vinegar of ;

Rhode Island, remarks on its enterprise, energies, 4c,rose !~4—lei making elderberry wine 29—for making |

93 ° '

™<1
fiTr w ,°

r

• u-fJ
9°ap 33_for the f08t rot in sheeP i

Rhode Islander, on South American horses 154, on cul-33-for worms in children 51-for corns 51-for ague
I

tivating teasels 307

,

.tor ticks a°d "ther vermin in sheep, &c. 53—for I
Rhubarb stalks, various uses of 260. 290making soap 53—for making starch 53—to take spots Rice, wild, notice of 92

Irom cloth of any colour 53-to take iron mould from I Ri"S worm, recipe for 6
.men 5J—tor the piles 61—for preserving bacon, &c. i

Rocks, improvement in blasting 70. 332, removed bv
'- -ram against mice 67-a-ainst the ' heating and pouring water on 245

*

finger wine

66—for preserving

troyed by stagna 100 ; English how raised in

America to perfec23; how preserved in a state

fit for vegetation; directions for introducii.g

into this country long retention of the vital

principle of 203, iks on from 1 eane's N. E. far
mer 243 ; remarkthe mixture of br*t ds in, by
Veritas 289; turtemarks on 355 ; vital princi-

ple of long contin!71

Shallots on their cu ion, 4c. 83
Sheep in Fur pe, rks on 11 ; on folding 14: on
worms in the hea33. 52; remedy for font rot in

33. 82, 145, 315 ; royed by feeding in a rye field

after harvest 39, edy for ticks in 53. 358 ; num-
bers of in England Wales 78 ; on their habits

80; how manage France 82; symptoms and pro-

gress of rot in 85iiefly long wooled in England
84 ; how marked hout injury to the wool 89; in

Dutchess county.Y. remarks on 89; remarks on
pasturing 97

;
grfrofit or raising 101 ; called De-

vonshire Nots, prjted to Mass. Agri. Soe. by Gen.
Coffin 103, 151 ; ifcoanaged in Spain 133; remarks
on the improvembf, &c. 142 ; on a singular dis-

ease in 154; nuir of in Maine 155; remarks »n
merinos, ic. 22pnd wool, different varieties of

226 ; farmers kilf them off 245 : different breeds
of in Great Britap9 ; cure for, when poisoned by
laurel, 4c. 265 ; re for scour in 315 ; on washing
346 378 ; cause ot in 365 ; large ones 387

Sheep-stealers, ho4tected 183
Sickness direction) prevent 155
Silk, on its cultivaj, by Mr. Pierce 10; specimens of.

in Peun. 145; crvation of in N H. 171 ; weaving
of, in VYindhari on. 171 ; quantity of. raised in

Mansfield. ConJb, 197 ; treatise on, presented to

Congress, byCo) Von Haggi 245 ;
produced in St.

Helena 292 ; oSvations on. by J. M. Gourgas 305,
313,353; gronepontaneously in Mississippi 338;
notice o! specials of, left at the N. E. Farmer office

358 ; further nies of 364. 381, 391
Silk-worms, expels and profits of raising 58 ; remark?

on 333 I

Slugs, how destroy 357
Snakes, fascinatiJof, supposed to be a fallacy 228
Snails destroyed (salt, and by lime-water 372
Soap, saving of

4J
Soap stone, pouiJd fine, and mixed with oil, dimin-

ishes friction 3/

Soda, use of in yJhin- 402
Soiling laborins Jttle and horses, recoinmeded 6 : ill

effects of, in

Soils, color of, ir ortant 407
Soot, its importa:e as a manure 115

eral 54 ; remarks on 335
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Sound, on its propagation upwards 93

Soup's and sauces of the French, excellence of 497

Spiders, enormous 407

Spinage. New Zealand, notices of 116, 314

.Spinning, great day's work 72

"-Spinning factories, patent for tubes for 130

Spirits put in boots or shoes injurious 198

Squashes, large, nolice of 127

Stammering, a cure for 405

Starch, on its manufacture 38C

Steam, bleaching by 291

Steam engine in Cornwall 207
"Steaming food for swine 22

Steel, how made from iron 373

Steel yarci, Dew invented, in France 363

Steel wire, articles made of, how hardened 197

Stevens, P. on the proper time for felling timber 394

Stevens H. on the manufacture of oats into groats,tc.

225 ; on hulled barley 231

Stones, clearing land from 55
Stoves for burning anthracite coal 109; method of pol-

ishing 158

Strawberries cultivated on ridges, with flat tiles be-

tween 1 ; forced by placing pots in troughs of wa-

, ter 65 ; Prince's remarks on their culture 228 ; Rev.

Dr. Mil ers observations on their culture 233 ; Mr.

Curr's remarks on 242 ; receipt for preserving 342

;

make a good dentifrice 357

Strain in horses, &c. description of, remedies for 339

Straw paper, notice of 341

Stubble, after harvest, how managed 1

1

Subscriber, a, his receipt for buck wheat cake 103; on

destroying the worm in peach trees 354; his quere

relative to raising water 377

Subterranean forest, notice of 69

Sugar, made in Florida, notice of 81, 185; from the

sugar beet 342
Suicides, not so many in England as in other paits of

Europe 375
Sumner, C. P. his toast on the 4th of July 2
snn -flowers, gigantic 60, 70, 91 ; annual, on its culti-

vation 81 ; uses of in Tortugal 275
Swallows, their utility ,

Swamp muck as a manure 231, 238, 285
Swedish turnip, great crop of 85
Sweet potato, the saccharum of by Prof. Hare, 20 ; its

cultivation, by J. Lowell, Esq. 308
fSwine, on fattening of 33 , remedy for murrain in 97 ;

fattening on coal 99 ; substitute for ringing of 131 ;

different breeds 142 ; on management with regard to

cleanliness 171 ; a large one 192, 359 ; anecdotes of

one in Scotland 290 ; remedy for measles in 323

;

large ones 343 ; observations on by John H. Powel,
.578 : coal useful for fattening 406

Syphon, on raising water by, from wells 178
Tall meadow oat grass, remnrks on 333
Taies, cultivation of, recommemrii d 41)

Tarragon, (an herb) remarks on 339
Tea, its uses in certain cases 134 ; in Brazils 272
Teasels, raisi d in Somereworth, N. H. 293 : quere re-

specting tbi ir culture 301 ; answer thereto 307 ; on
the cultivation of, by J. N. Hinsdill 322

Teeth, anecdote of 352
Temperance, advantages of 336 ; in Thetford Vt. 373
Thirst, how guarded against 85
Thistles, how destroyed 78, 340
Thorndike, Charles, Esq. his present of seed wheat for

Leghorn hats 150
Threshing machine, Pope's, remarks on by S.W. Pom-

roy 210
T. W. on remedies for the canker-worm 169
Thinning crops, leaves of fruit trees, Arc. 380
Thoroughwort, its virtues, &c. 229
Thorburn & Son, their present of a painting of the great
elm on Boston common 217

Timber trees, cultivation and management of 260, 350,
366, 394

Tin boxes recommended for preserving muffs, tippets,

*c. from moths 45
Tobac' o, slippery elm bark, recommended as a sub-

stitute for 92
Tomatum, its culture and uses 239
Toohey, R. recipe for destroying bugs in plum trees 274
Tooth-ache, remedy fcr 345
Tooth-powder, recipe for making 278
T op-dressing grass grounds, ic. 397
Traps for hay-stealers 181.

Trees, remarks on sheltering 1 ; for shade, or planting,

advantages of 121, 140; symbolical description of

' 144; now preserved against mice 150 ; in parks how
guarded 211 ; timber, on the cultivation and uses of

260, 350, 366, 394 ; transplanting 310
Trees, effects of light on 228 ; planting of by Dr.
Drown 301

Tunnel under the Thames 159
Turkies, bow raised 253
Turnips not to be earthed up in boeing 53 ; a large

one, notice f>f 153 183 ; resembling a white radish,

notice of 231 ; how raised in Scotland 317
Turtle, how taken, ic. 27
T. W. his remarks on fruit trees 370
Vanderburgh, on a disease in horses 300
Varnish for wood, receipt for 183
Vaux's address, extracts from 364
Vegetables on board of ships, how raised 203, on ap-

plying water to 383
Vegetation, how accelerated 344 ; vitiates the atmos-

phere 364

Veritas on seeds iic 289
Vine, winter pruning of 65 ; its cultivation in France
73 82 185 204 ; remarks on by a Brookline Cultiva-
tor 108 ; reply to 1 18 121 ; observations on, by an
Admirer ol Horticultural Pursuits 137 : Sir Chan

-

mont's observations on 164, on grafting |9S, obserrv
alions on by Prince 244 252, by M. Bernard 2^8, bj
Lockhart 270, by Wilson 403

Vinegar made of whey 357
Volcanos in Mexico 3, theory concerning 17
Walnuts, on pickling 403
Ware, P. on new varieties of the potato 106
WasbiDg machine b
Washington Gen. bis punctuality 158, last boars of264
Waste lands, on subduing 190
Wasps and bees, remedies for their stings 340
Water, underground, its courses 149, »n rabin^ ;"

its utility for vegetables 388, in cultivate;..

Water wheel, patent 171

W. D. on suckers from fruit trees 17
Websier J. W. on destroying infectious miasmata 401
Weeding should be, enforced by law 78, importance of

150 340
Weevil among corn, how destroyed 255
Welles, J. on suckers of fruit trees for grafting 70
Wells, how to expel the noxious vapour from 120, on

raising water from by a siphon 178
W. E. R. his reply to Mr Pomeroy on manufactures 306
Wheat raised in Massachusetts 25, cultivation of 46 bt

prices of in different countries 77, new kind of in Nep
Brunswick 82 173 235, Malaga 173. new kind 307

Wheels, broad rimmed, preference given to 309
V\ bite weed, remedies 'gainst 243
V\ ilson on the grape vine 403
Wine, ginger, how made II : muscadine, made in A
abama 91 ; in Pennsylvania 95 ; how made from
wild grapes 140 ; French mode of making 205

Winter evenings, bow employed by " a farmer" 241
Wire worm, notices of, and difficulty of destroying 37i'
Witt, S. De, on the manufacture of butter and chec;-

316, 324, 332
Woad, on its i ultivation and uses 54
Woman, a fine notice of 208
Wood peckers, utility of 131, 174
Wool, effect of change of soil and herbage on 37 ; im-

portance of its manufacture in New England 152:
remarks en its importation by Mr Mallary 292 : long,
premium given for 342

Worms in apples or knot of red cedar, remedy for 5!
Wounds, cotton improper for 66
Wren, usefulness of in destroying insects 190
Yams, on their cultivation 150
Yeast, a cheap receipt for making 357
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